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Abstract
This report comprises the outcome of five working groups that have studied the physics potential of the high-
luminosity phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) and the perspectives for a possible future high-energy LHC (HE-LHC).
The working groups covered a broad range of topics: Standard Model measurements, studies of the properties of
the Higgs boson, searches for phenomena beyond the Standard Model, flavor physics of heavy quarks and leptons
and studies of QCD matter at high density and temperature.
The work is prepared as an input to the ongoing process of updating the European Strategy for Particle Physics,
a process that will be concluded in May 2020.
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Preface
The high-luminosity phase of the LHC (HL-LHC) will extend the LHC programme to the second half of the
2030’s, with a major increase in the statistics relative to what has been collected so far. As approved, the HL-
LHC project will deliver (a) pp collisions at 14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 each for ATLAS
and CMS and 50 fb−1 for LHCb, and (b) PbPb and pPb collisions with integrated luminosities of 13 nb−1 and
50 nb−1, respectively. With the newly proposed upgrades of the detector, the LHCb experiment could increase its
target luminosity to 300 fb−1, and an extension of the heavy ion programme could lead to 1.2 pb−1 of integrated
luminosity for pPb collisions, with the addition of collisions of other nuclear species.
A large effort has taken place over the last few years, to define the detector upgrades required to sustain the
HL-LHC event rates while maintaining, and often significantly improving, the detectors’ physics performance.
This work, accompanied by the experience gained with the data analyses so far, has made it possible to explore
the HL-LHC physics potential in a realistic, concrete and reliable way. Building on this groundwork, and on the
theoretical progress stimulated by the interpretation of the data from the first two runs of the LHC, the Workshop
documented in this Yellow Report carried out an extensive review of the HL-LHC prospects. Five working groups
covered a broad range of topics:
1. Standard Model measurements
2. Studies of the properties of the Higgs boson
3. Searches for phenomena beyond the Standard Model
4. Flavor physics of heavy quarks and leptons
5. Studies of QCD matter at high density and temperature.
This Report has a companion Volume, collecting the ATLAS and CMS notes that provide additional details on all
reported analyses.
A rich picture has emerged, defining new ambitious targets for critical measurements ranging from the Higgs
couplings and self-coupling, to the W mass, flavor properties, and more. New opportunities have been considered
in the search of new physics, with emphasis on the class of models that lead to the most challenging and elusive
signatures, and which could have evaded detection so far. The goals of precise Quark-Gluon Plasma studies and
the new questions raised by current LHC data have led to the confirmation of the programme of runs with Pb
nuclei and a proposal to collide lighter nuclei in Run 5.
The workshop has made it clear that physics at the HL-LHC will not be just a bare rerun of previous analysis
strategies and techniques. The immense statistics will open the way to new ideas, stimulating creativity and
original thinking, leading to better ways to control the experimental and theoretical systematics, and ultimately to
improve the precision of the measurements and the sensitivity to new physics. It will be the task of the coming
generations of young physicists to uncover and fully exploit the fantastic opportunities created by the HL-LHC!
The possibility of increasing the LHC energy to 27 TeV, by using the 16 T dipoles under development in
the context of the Future Circular Collider project, expanded the scope of the Workshop. Each working group
analyzed the reach of this possible future project (the high-energy LHC, HE-LHC), documenting its findings in
parallel with the presentation of the HL-LHC results.
The HL-LHC projections presented in this Report set a new and very challenging reference benchmark to
assess the added value, and required performance, of future colliders. This was stressed on several occasions
iv
during the 2019 CERN Council Open Symposium on the update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics,
in Granada. We therefore trust that these HL-LHC projections, together with the studies of the HE-LHC physics
potential, will be useful to the ongoing strategy update process.
The Workshop engaged the LHC experimental and theoretical communities, through a year-long world-wide
effort. We are deeply grateful to the working group conveners for successfully leading this big effort, and to
all participants, for their commitment and substantial contributions. We also thank Angela Ricci, who provided
administrative support and assistance.
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Abstract
The successful operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the excel-
lent performance of the ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and ALICE detectors in Run-1
and Run-2 with pp collisions at center-of-mass energies of 7, 8 and 13 TeV
as well as the giant leap in precision calculations and modeling of fundamen-
tal interactions at hadron colliders have allowed an extraordinary breadth of
physics studies including precision measurements of a variety physics pro-
cesses. The LHC results have so far confirmed the validity of the Standard
Model of particle physics up to unprecedented energy scales and with great
precision in the sectors of strong and electroweak interactions as well as flavour
physics, for instance in top quark physics. The upgrade of the LHC to a High
Luminosity phase (HL-LHC) at 14 TeV center-of-mass energy with 3 ab−1
of integrated luminosity will probe the Standard Model with even greater pre-
cision and will extend the sensitivity to possible anomalies in the Standard
Model, thanks to a ten-fold larger data set, upgraded detectors and expected
improvements in the theoretical understanding. This document summarises
the physics reach of the HL-LHC in the realm of strong and electroweak in-
teractions and top quark physics, and provides a glimpse of the potential of a
possible further upgrade of the LHC to a 27 TeV pp collider, the High-Energy
LHC (HE-LHC), assumed to accumulate an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1.
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1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is one of largest scientific instruments ever built. To extend its
discovery potential, the LHC will undergo a major upgrade in the 2020s, the High-Luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC). The HL-LHC will collide protons against protons at 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy with an
instantaneous luminosity a factor of five greater than the LHC and will accumulate ten times more data,
resulting in an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1.
The LHC results have so far confirmed the validity of the Standard Model of particle physics up
to unprecedented energy scales and with great precision in the sectors of strong and electroweak inter-
actions, Higgs boson as well as flavour physics including top quark properties. The HL-LHC program,
thanks to a ten-fold larger data set, upgraded detectors and expected improvements in the theoretical
understanding, will extend the sensitivity to new physics in direct and indirect searches for processes
with low production cross sections and harder signatures. In addition, a considerable improvement is
expected in precise measurements of properties of the Higgs boson, e.g. couplings measurements at
the percent level, and of Standard Model (SM) production processes. Several of these measurements
will be limited by the uncertainties on the knowledge of the partonic inner structure of the proton, i.e.
Parton Denstity Functions (PDFs). Global PDF fits of several HL-LHC measurements will allow a sig-
nificant improvement in PDF uncertainties and, in turn, in measurements of SM parameters, e.g. the
weak mixing angle and the W boson mass. Anomalies in precision measurements in the SM sector can
become significant when experimental measurements and theoretical predictions reach the percent level
of precision, and when probing unprecedented energy scales in the multi-TeV regime. These anomalies
could give insights to new physics effects from higher energy scales.
Additional studies on the potential of a possible further upgrade of the LHC to a 27 TeV pp
collider, the High-Energy LHC (HE-LHC), assumed to accumulate an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1,
have also been carried out.
A year long Workshop organized at CERN in 2017-2018 brought together experimentalists from
the ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, and ALICE Collaborations and theorists to study the expected physics reach
of the HL-LHC project and its possible upgrade to the HE-LHC. Studies of the Workshop in the sectors
of electroweak and strong interactions as well as top physics were carried out within the Working Group
1 (WG1) and the results are summarized in this report that constitutes a chapter of the HL/HE-LHC
Yellow Report volume to be submitted to the European Strategy Group.
The report first introduces the theoretical tools used for the following theoretical projections and
their expected future improvements as well as the experimental performance assumed in the following
experimental analyses. Dedicated sections summarize the results of the studies in the areas of elec-
troweak processes, strong interactions, top physics including effective coupling interpretations, and pro-
poses studies of forward physics that are possible with new forward detectors. The sections focus on
physics projections for the HL-LHC and the expected improvements in measurement precision or kine-
matic reach compared to LHC. In some cases the studies are extended to HE-LHC highlighting the
larger statistics and energy reach of HE-LHC compared to HL-LHC. In the following sections the au-
thors of the theoretical contributions are listed in footnotes to the section titles. Where the authors are
not explicitly indicated, they are the experimental LHC Collaborations.
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2 Theoretical tools
2.1 High Order QCD calculations1
In order to exploit the full potential of the High-Luminosity LHC physics program, the high precision
of experimental data must be compared to theoretical predictions that have the same accuracy. Precision
calculations in QCD are typically classified into fixed-order expansions in the coupling constant αs, and
into predictions that resum large logarithms to all orders in αs. The latter are usually also subdivided
into numerical parton-shower approaches and analytic resummed calculations. In recent years, a lot of
work has been devoted also to matching and merging fixed-order and resummed calculations, so as to
have an improved accuracy in all regions of phase space.
The technical ingredients required for a fixed-order calculation to higher orders are the computa-
tion of real, virtual or, from two loop on, mixed real-virtual amplitudes, the calculations of the required
master integrals and a procedure to regularize intermediate soft and collinear divergences. The first
non-trivial contribution is of next-to-leading order (NLO). Here, the basis of master integrals required to
compute any process at one-loop in QCD had been known for a long time, and is now available in public
codes [1,2]. In addition, two general subtraction methods (FKS [3] and CS [4]), well suited for automa-
tion, were developed. The tensor reduction of virtual amplitudes (i.e. the reduction of virtual amplitude
into a combination of master integrals) proved to be the most difficult problem, since the most straight-
forward approaches yielded too complex results for generic processes. Around ten to fifteen years ago,
a number of breakthrough ideas [5–10] led to algorithms for tensor reduction that can be automatized
efficiently. With all ingredients in place, a number of tools to compute NLO cross sections for generic
LHC processes in an automated way were developed. These tools are today heavily used at the LHC
and will be indispensable for future phenomenology. The most widely used tools include GOSAM [11],
MADLOOP [12], or OPENLOOPS [10]. It is interesting to note that, in the early days of NLO calcula-
tions, also slicing approaches were suggested to handle intermediate divergences (see e.g. [13]). They
were however soon abandoned in favour of subtraction approaches.
While NLO tools are certainly more appropriate then leading-order (LO) generators to accurately
predict LHC distributions, already with Run-2 data it is clear that an even better perturbative accuracy
is required to match the precision of data. One of the first explicit demonstrations of this fact was given
by the WW cross section [14–16], that raised interest because of discrepancies in the extrapolated total
cross section between theory and data both at 7 TeV and 8 TeV, and both at ATLAS and CMS. The
discrepancy could be resolved thanks to the inclusion of next-to-next-to-leading (NNLO) corrections
and thanks to the observation that the extrapolation from the fiducial to the inclusive cross section had
a larger uncertainty than the estimated one. This example highlights the importance of quoting also
fiducial cross sections, prior to any Monte Carlo based extrapolation, and of including NNLO corrections
when comparing to high-precision data.
Current years are seeing an incredibly fast progress in the calculation of NNLO cross sections
(for recent short reviews see e.g. Ref. [17, 18]). The current status is that all non-loop induced 2 →
2 SM processes are known at NNLO, including dijet production [19] that has the most complicated
subprocess and singularity structure. This breakthrough was possible thanks to the development of
new methods to compute two-loop integrals. One idea that was exploited to a great extent is the fact
that polylogarithmic integrals can be calculated by means of differential equations [20–23]. Currently,
the processes that are more difficult to compute are those that involve internal masses, since they lead
not only to polylogarithms but also to elliptic integrals. Examples include loop-induced processes like
gluon-fusion Higgs or di-Higgs production with full top-mass dependence, or gluon induced di-boson
production.
With the High-Luminosity run of the LHC, it will be possible to explore the Higgs transverse
1Contributed by G. Zanderighi.
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momentum spectrum up to almost 1 TeV, where the large-mt approximation is well-known to fail.
Recently, two-loop NLO results for the Higgs transverse momentum spectrum became available [24,25],
but genuine NNLO predictions for these loop-induced processes are still out of reach.
The calculations of multi-scale two-loop amplitudes with massive internal particles relevant for
Higgs-, top- and vector-boson production, and in particular the mathematical structures beyond multiple
polylogarithms that appear in these amplitudes, is a very active area of research today [26–39]. The
developments of yet new ideas and computational methods are eagerly needed. Approaches for the
full numerical calculation of master integrals also exist (see e.g. Ref. [40–43] and references therein),
requiring however considerable computing power as the complexity increases.
As far as the problem of canceling divergences, quite a number of different approaches are being
pursued now. They can be broadly divided into subtractions methods (antenna subtraction [44], sector-
improved residue subtraction [45–48], nested subtraction [49], colourful subtraction [50], projection to
Born [51]) or slicing methods (qT -subtraction [52], N -jettiness [53,54]). These methods are being scru-
tinized, compared, and refined, and while it is not clear yet which method will prevail, it seems realistic
to assume that, by the beginning of the High-Luminosity phase, the issue of handling intermediate di-
vergences in NNLO calculations will be considered solved. An ambitious goal is in fact to have 2 → 3
NNLO results by the beginning of the High-Luminosity phase. A milestone would be certainly to have
NNLO prediction for ttH production. Motivated by the success at one-loop, a lot of effort is devoted to
extending generalized unitarity and the OPP methods beyond one loop (see e.g. Ref. [55]). Currently,
2 → 3 processes are a very active subject of study, with initial results of 3-jet amplitudes starting to
appear [56–62].
Beyond NNLO, two calculations of LHC processes exist today at N3LO for inclusive Higgs pro-
duction in the large mt approximation [63, 64] and for vector-boson-fusion (VBF) Higgs production in
the structure function approximation [65]. The complexity of these calculations suggest that it will be
very hard to extend this level of accuracy to more complicated processes, since the technology they use
explicitly exploits the simplicity of these two processes, and cannot be easily extended to more complex
ones.
Besides fixed-order, also resummed calculations have seen a leap in recent years. The accuracy
with which particular observables can be resummed analytically reaches N3LL (see e.g. Ref, [66–68]),
which means three towers of logarithmic terms down compared to the leading logarithms that arise when
only soft and collinear gluons are correctly accounted for. These results are properly matched to fixed
order NNLO calculations.
Resummed calculations rely either on methods based upon coherent branching [69, 70] or upon
Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [71]. So far, the two approaches have also been considered as
complementary, in fact both methods proceed by performing a systematic expansion of the contributions
to the cross section. Recent work highlights the connection between the two methods [72].
While the logarithmic accuracy of resummed calculations is impressive, the formal accuracy of
parton showers is much less advanced. Unlike resummed calculations, that are targeted to a well defined
cross section or distribution, Monte Carlo generators make predictions for several kind of observables
at the same time, and, at present, a rigorous way to qualify their accuracy is missing. First studies
in this direction can be found in [73]. Nevertheless, attempts to improve some aspects of the shower
algorithms are the focus of recent work. Different approaches are taken: one can incorporate the spin-
color interference into showers [74], include higher-order splitting functions and 1→ 3 splitting kernels
into showers [75, 76] or consider different shower evolution variables [77, 78]. It seems likely that by
the start of the High-Luminosity program we will have a much better theoretical control on the parton
shower evolution and the uncertainty associated to it.
In the same way as the progress in NLO went hand in hand with the development of matching
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procedures of NLO and parton shower, a number of approaches have been suggested recently to match
NNLO calculations and parton showers [79–81]. The bottleneck in these approaches is currently the fact
that they rely on a reweighing procedure that is differential in the Born phase space. Such a reweighing
is possible for relatively simple processes but becomes numerically unfeasible for more complicated
ones. It seems reasonable to expect that in the next years better NNLOPS approaches will be developed
that do not rely on any reweighing to the NNLO. This would make it possible to have NNLO predictions
matched to parton shower (PS), also called NNLOPS, to more generic processes for which an NNLO
calculation is available, as is currently the case at NLO.
2.2 Electroweak corrections2
Existing tools
In the last few years, the automation of electroweak (EW) NLO corrections has witnessed an impres-
sive progress, for what concerns both one-loop and real-emission contributions (and their combination),
by collaborations such as RECOLA [82, 83] with SHERPA [84, 85], OPENLOOPS [10] with SHERPA,
GOSAM [11, 86] with either MADDIPOLE [87, 88] or SHERPA, and MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [12, 89].
For most of these codes tuned comparisons have also been published [90, 91], displaying excellent
agreement among them. Although the capabilities and reach in process complexity can differ from one
computer program to another, recent results obtained with these tools [92–117] clearly demonstrate how
automation has made it possible to tackle problems whose complexity is too great to justify their solu-
tions through traditional approaches.
Stemming from these advances, newer applications have become possible, one of these is the
computation of the so-called “complete-NLO” corrections. In general, a given scattering processes can
proceed through n different coupling combinations at LO (for example, tt¯ or dijet production receives
contributions at order α2s , αsα and α
2); typically only the term with the largest power of αs is retained,
owing to the fact that αs  α. This structure generates a similar one at NpLO, with n+p contributions,
and the term “complete-NLO” means the (simultaneous) computation of all the terms entering at LO and
NLO. Among the computer programs cited above, some have been employed for the computation of the
complete-NLO corrections. In most of the cases the impact of the various contributions closely follows
the pattern one would expect from the coupling powers, as it is the case for dijet production [106],
top-pair [113] possibly with one extra jet [116]. However, there exist processes for which the coupling
hierarchy is violated, or even flipped. Examples are same-sign W production with two jets [111], top-
pair production in association with a W boson and four-top production [115].
Corrections beyond NLO
Similarly to the NLO case, also NNLO corrections can be organized in powers of α and αs. At the
moment, O(α2s) NNLO QCD calculations have been performed for many production processes at the
LHC. Conversely, complete NNLO mixed QCD-EW calculations of O(αsα) have not been performed
for any process yet. These calculations are essential in order to pin down the theoretical uncertainties for
processes that at the HL- and HE-LHC will be measured with very high precision. For this reason a great
effort has been already invested for achieving this result and great progress can be expected in the next
years. We recall the calculations that have been performed for Drell-Yan production [118, 119] in the
resonance region via the pole approximation. For this kind of calculations two-loop amplitudes [120–
124] as well as regularized double-real emissions [125] are necessary ingredients. Similarly, NNLO
mixed QCD-EW corrections to gluon-gluon-fusion (ggF) Higgs production, which are induced by three-
loop diagrams, have been estimated in ref. [126]. Further recent calculations [127, 128] support those
2Contributed by D. Pagani, M. Zaro and M. Schönherr.
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results and, in particular, support the fact that they can be correctly approximated via the so-called
multiplicative approach. In short: NNLO mixed QCD-EW ∼ NLO QCD × NLO EW.
The aforementioned multiplicative approach is in general a very good approximation when the
bulk of QCD and EW corrections at NLO is dominated by soft effects and Sudakov logarithms, re-
spectively. Given the current lack of exact NNLO mixed QCD-EW calculations, this approximation is
already being used for estimating these corrections and/or missing higher orders uncertainties of differ-
ent processes. First (N)NNLO QCD calculations including NLO EW corrections via the multiplicative
approach have already appeared [63, 113, 129] and are already necessary for a correct interpretation of
current data; this level of accuracy will be mandatory for more processes at HL and HE-LHC.
Besides NNLO mixed QCD-EW corrections ofO(αsα), non-negligible contributions can emerge
also from large O(αn) corrections with n > 1. These typically involve final-state radiation (FSR) from
massless/light particles and Sudakov logarithms. Both effects can be resummed, (at LL) via shower
simulations (see the following sections on matching with QED showers and with EW showers), or
analytically. In the case of Sudakov logarithms, general methods for their calculation [130, 131] and
techniques for resumming them [132,133] are already known since quite some time. Based on the study
already performed for 100 TeV proton–proton collisions [134], at the HE-LHC, the resummation of
Sudakov effects may be relevant in the tail of distributions.
Matching with QED shower
Fixed order computations need to be matched to parton showers, which compute a fully differential
numerical resummation and implement the evolution of both QCD and EW particles from the hard scale
to low scales, connecting it to the non-perturbative hadronization stage to arrive at fully differential
particle level that can be subjected to detector level data. This matching has been fully automated for
NLO QCD calculations. At NLO EW accuracy only selected process specific solutions exist [135–139].
As all parton showers incorporate a joint QCD+QED parton evolution, general matching procedures,
which are still lacking at the moment, will become available in the near future. This will enable precise
particle level predictions that can be subjected to detector simulations for highly realistic and detailed
studies.
Additionally, first solutions exist to incorporate approximate electroweak corrections in multijet
merged calculations [98, 116, 140]. In these approximations, the universal nature of EW corrections
in the high energy limit, where they are dominated by Sudakov-type logarithms of virtual origin, is
exploited. Thus, these methods will form the cornerstone of precise particle-level predictions at large
transverse momenta, which are at the basis of the increased reach of both the HL– and HE–LHC new
physics search program.
Weak showers
All parton showers publicly available in the major Monte-Carlo event generators HERWIG, PYTHIA and
SHERPA contain both QCD and QED splitting functions to numerically resum the respective logarithms
at (N)LL accuracy. First steps towards parton showers incorporating also weak effects in their splitting
functions have been taken recently [141, 142]. The now complete electroweak splitting functions suffer
from their strong dependence on the helicity of the propagating parton. These parton showers, how-
ever, operate in the spin-averaged approximation, neglecting all spin-correlations. The current effort to
understand the full spin dependence of the electroweak part of the evolution of partons [143, 144] in
analytic resummations is complemented by efforts to keep the full colour and spin structure, including
non-diagonal parts of the (now matrix-valued) evolution equations, in the parton shower community.
In time for the High Luminosity Upgrade fully spin-dependent parton evolution will then be incorpo-
rated in fully differential parton shower resummations that can then produce accurate predictions for the
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emission probabilities of secondary weakly interacting particles and gauge bosons.
2.3 Monte Carlo generators3
The complexity of the final states, together with the complexity of the detectors that analyse them, are
such that a full simulation of an event, yielding a realistic multi-particle final state distribution, is an
indispensable theoretical tool for the physics of high-energy hadron colliders. Driven by the needs of
the Tevatron and LHC, the physics of Monte Carlo (MC) generators has seen steady progress from its
inception to the present, and is, at the moment, a field in active development. The current LHC physics
program, as well as the requirements for its HL-LHC and eventually its HE-LHC phases, has evidenced
several areas of development that need to be addressed by theorists. These are mainly driven by the
quest for higher precision and accuracy, but also by practical issues, such as the need for generating very
large samples for the most abundant LHC processes, and for the efficient handling of the variations of
the input parameters needed in order to study uncertainties.
Much progress in this field takes place within the main collaborations that maintain the widely
used general purpose Monte Carlo generators, i.e. HERWIG [145–147], PYTHIA [148,149] and SHERPA [84],
but there is also a large theoretical community that works on more specialised aspects of Monte Carlo
generators, such as formal/theoretical advances to improve the resummation accuracy, and to improve
the fixed-order accuracy in the generation of the primary event and of the hardest radiations accompa-
nying it.
In spite of the several challenges ahead of us, considering the evolution of the field in the last
twenty years, it can be anticipated that considerable progress will be made from now up to the beginning
(around 2025) and in the following ten-fifteen years of the high luminosity program. This progress will
take place in particularly favourable conditions, as the running of the LHC and the data accumulated
will provide continuous feedback to the theoretical work in the field.
It can be can anticipated major developments in the following directions: precision for inclusive
observables, logarithmic accuracy, technical improvements for fast and efficient generation of events,
and improvements in the modeling of hadronization and underlying event.
Precision for inclusive observables
In this context, let us generically refer to “precision" as a measure of the accuracy of the result as well as
of the size of the left-over uncertainties that can be achieved in the computation of inclusive quantities,
i.e. those that can be computed directly in fixed-order calculations. Fixed-order calculation have always
been, and are now, ahead of the precision that Monte Carlo generators can provide for inclusive observ-
ables. Since their wide use started, and up to about twenty years ago, shower MC’s had typically leading
order precision for inclusive observables, while the state of the art for fixed order computations was at
the Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) level. Thanks to the introduction of general methods for interfacing
shower Monte Carlo to fixed-order NLO calculations, like AMC@NLO [150], POWHEG [151], and
more recently the KRK-NLO method [152], the state of the art for shower MC’s precision has reached
the NLO level. On the other hand, progress in fixed-order computations, including the evaluation of
two-loop amplitudes and the development of several subtraction methods, allowed NNLO calculations
to become available for a rather large set of processes. It is therefore natural to wonder whether general
methods for interfacing Shower generators to NNLO calculation will be available at the start of the
High Luminosity program. NNLO-PS methods have already appeared for relatively simple processes,
typically in the production of massive colourless final states [79, 80, 153–155]. However, the methods
used so far do not seem to have the generality needed to handle processes of increasing complexity, and
it is very likely that new theoretical breakthroughs will be needed.
3Contributed by F. Maltoni, M. Schönherr and P. Nason.
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Achieving NNLO accuracy for a given final state, for example for Higgs production, implies also
the NLO accuracy for the the same final state in association with a jet, i.e. the HJ process in the Higgs
example. In practical applications, the less ambitious goal of having NLO accuracy for inclusive result,
and also achieve NLO accuracy for the final states that also include associated production of jets, thus
achieving an extension of the CKKW [156] method to NLO order, can be extremely useful.
The availability of automated NLO corrections for arbitrary processes including a relatively large
number of associated jets has paved the way to important developments in this direction. Several pro-
posals to merge samples with different jet multiplicity computed at the NLO, usually called “NLO-PS
matrix-element merging”, have been put forward. These are the FXFX method [157], implemented in the
AMC@NLO framework; the UNLOPS method [158], implemented in PYTHIA and the MEPSNLO
method [159], implemented in SHERPA. All methods introduce a separation scale that defines the jet
multiplicity for a given event, and allows to generate inclusive samples out of non-overlapping samples
with different jet multiplicity. Whether these procedures really achieve NLO accuracy for observables
involving different jet multiplicity also when generic (i.e. different from those used at the generation
level) separation scales are chosen, is a delicate question, which is still a matter of debate. Alterna-
tive merging procedures, that consider more carefully the problems that may arise at the boundary of
the merging regions and also aim at improving the resummation accuracy , have been proposed in the
GENEVA approach [160], and presently applied to Drell-Yan production [155,161]. The goal of achiev-
ing NLO accuracy for different jet multiplicity has also been achieved without the use of merging with
the so called MINLO procedure [162, 163].
While NLO-PS generators for standard QCD processes can be obtained with a fairly high level of
automation, there are processes that require particular attention, typically the loop induced ones. An ex-
ample of one such process is Higgs-pair production, that has been implemented first in AMC@NLO [164]
using an approximation for the yet unknown two-loop contributions and then in POWHEG and AMC@NLO [165]
as soon as the results of the two-loop computation has become available. [166, 167]. There are several
other gg loop-induced processes for which a full NLO+PS implementation is still missing which, thanks
to the quick developments in computation of two-loop amplitudes, are expected to become available in
the coming years.
Another important direction where there has been considerable progress recently is the automation
of the computation of EW corrections [83, 85, 89, 95] to the point that fixed-order NLO QCD and EW
corrections are readily available for virtually all processes of interest. Details can be found in Section 2.2.
An general interface of these calculations to shower generators that correctly account for QED radiation
for these computations, however, is not yet available. The problem in this case is the consistent handling
of photon radiation, that can arise both from the shower and from the fixed-order calculation. These pose
new problems compared to the production of coloured partons, where the presence of individual partons
cannot be required in the final state, and thus showers develop inclusively generating jets from partons.
Photons, on the other hand, can be explicitly detected in the final state, and an NLO+PS scheme should
take care of handling both shower generated photons and those originating in the NLO calculation in
a consistent way, in order to give a reliable description of both collinear photons embedded in jets and
highly energetic isolated ones. A scheme for achieving this in the Drell-Yan case has been presented in
Ref. [136, 137] in the context of the POWHEG method. A scheme using fragmentation functions has
been introduced in Ref. [89].
Finally, it is to be noted that the progress achieved recently to account for intermediate resonant
states in the NLO+PS context [168–170] will likely be essential in the framework of electro-weak cor-
rections. In this case, weak vector bosons are part of the electroweak corrections and their presence
entail a correct handling of their decays also in presence of extra QED radiation. It is expected that
interfacing complete NLO EW-QCD calculations with a shower approach (QED+QCD) will become
standard procedure by the beginning of HL-LHC.
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Accuracy in resummation
As current state of the art, shower generators rely upon the first order Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernels,
together with some appropriate scheme to handle soft emissions, either by angular ordering in parton
shower cascades or using dipole shower algorithms. Several studies have appeared recently aiming
at improving parton showers by increasing the accuracy of specific ingredients, either by developing
novel shower schemes that remain within the standard parton or dipole branching, such as DIRE [77]
and Vincia [78, 171]; by going beyond the typical probabilistic cascade of the shower algorithms and
handling directly the quantum density matrix [172]; and by incorporating higher order splitting functions
[76, 152, 173–175].
While fixed order improvements in shower MC generators have the clear goal of reaching the same
fixed order accuracy as the corresponding computations for inclusive observables, it is less straightfor-
ward to quantify how improvements in the shower algorithms impact the precision of the description
of observables that require resummation. In a recent study [73], some criteria were proposed in order
to address this problem. In particular, two criteria were examined: the first refers to the ability of a
shower algorithm to correctly reproduce the singularity structure of n-parton matrix elements, while the
second measures the level of accuracy of a shower algorithm in the computation of a general class of
observables that require resummation. It was found that there are regions where commonly used shower
algorithms fail to reproduce the correct singularity structure of the matrix elements, and that this af-
fects the logarithmic resummation accuracy of the shower already in the leading term, yet at subleading
number of colours, and in the next-to-leading term at leading colour.
Thus, the current trend of research moves along parallel directions, not only by seeking improve-
ments in the shower algorithms in particular areas, but also by critical examination of the shower for-
malism in an attempt to qualify their accuracy in a more solid way.
Technical improvements
The pressing requirements of the LHC physics program have already had an impact in driving technical
improvements in Monte Carlo generators. In particular, the need to study uncertainties, corresponding
to a large set of combination of parameter variations when generating a sample, often leading to several
hundreds variations, has led to the development of procedures to implement the variation of parame-
ters by reweighting the same event, rather than generating independent samples. Besides the obvious
simplification of having to deal with a single event sample, this has also the advantage that the effects
of variations of the input parameters are affected by smaller theoretical errors, since they all apply to
the same generated event. A method for reweigthing the full shower development was presented in
Ref. [176] and implemented in HERWIG in Ref. [177]. A similar method was presented in [178] for
PYTHIA, and in Ref. [179] for SHERPA. Reweighting techniques to evaluate uncertainties as well as for
other applications are available in MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [12, 180] and in POWHEG.
For certain common Standard Model processes, a large statistics is often required, and is espe-
cially needed to populate the kinematic tails at large transverse momenta. The most advanced generators
usually suffer from poor performance, especially in such areas of the phase space, and thus the need for
more accurate tools must be balanced with the practical needs for large samples. These problems will
need to be addressed on a case by case basis, depending upon the process that is been considered, and
the specific purpose that a generator for that process should serve. The presence of negative weights,
for example, should be minimised for generators that must produce large samples to be fed through
detector simulators. The sampling of suppressed tails of phase space, on the other hand, may be easily
increased by suitable bias functions. It is also apparent that attention should be given to whether new
computer architectures may be advantageously explored for Monte Carlo generators, such as MPIs and
GPU architectures, and that new software techniques making use of Boosted Decision Trees or Deep
Neural Networks may provide advantages over traditional techniques of Monte Carlo integration and
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phase space generation [181].
Hadronization and underlying event
A recent fascinating direction in parton shower MC’s is towards establishing a unified picture in the
description of multi-parton dynamics in pp, pA, and AA collisions [182]. Traditionally, pp collisions
have been described through the picture of double-, single- and non-diffractive interactions of partons
in a vacuum in pp collisions. AA collisions, on the other hand, are typically described in terms of
the dynamics of a quark gluon plasma, with a formalism more related to hydrodynamics than particle
physics. A series of observations in high-multiplicity pp events at the LHC, however, have exposed
remarkable similarities and features in common with those observed in pA and AA collisions, at least
with respect to flavour composition and flow. The question therefore arises whether a new state of
matter, the quark gluon plasma, is actually formed in high-multiplicity pp events and how this could
be tested quantitatively. Efforts and new ideas have recently emerged towards having a unified MC
description of such events. This has started with a simple stacking of (soft and hard) pp events [183].
A recent proposal, Angantyr [184], has been inspired by the old Fritiof model [185] and the notion of
wounded nucleons. While more elaborated than a stacking approach, it does not yet feature a description
of collective effects. In the coming years, progress will be achieved by first identifying the experimental
features that are genuine signatures of the formation of a quark gluon plasma, and those which could be
associated to other effects. Alternative explanations would likely also be of a collective character, yet
without requiring a phase transition.
The intense ongoing theoretical and experimental work in this framework is likely to lead to new
breakthrough in the modeling of the hadronization phase and the underlying event before the beginning
of the HL-LHC running.
In the description of the underlying event in pp collisions, a key role is played by multi-parton
interactions (MPI, see Sec. 5.3). There has been recent progress in the theoretical understanding of
double parton scattering that has been summarised in Sec. 5.3.2. There it is also shown that at the HL-
LHC it may be possible to find evidence of correlations in double parton interactions. This opens the
possibility of constructing improved models of MPI in MC generators, to be eventually refined in the
first few years of running of the HL-LHC.
2.4 PDF calculations and tools4
At the HL-LHC, a precise knowledge of the quark and gluon structure of the proton will be essential
for many analyses. These include the profiling of the Higgs boson sector [186], direct searches for
new heavy BSM states [187], indirect BSM searches by e.g. means of the SMEFT [188], and the
measurement of fundamental SM parameters such as the W boson mass [189], the Weinberg mixing
angle [190] or the strong coupling constant [191] and its running.
This section gives a brief review the PDF tools that will be used in this Report for the studies of
the SM chapter. Those aspects of modern PDF fits that are more relevant for studies at the HL-LHC will
be also highlighted. The end of this section will provide some perspectives about the role of PDFs at the
HE-LHC. It must be stressed that this document is not intended to be a review of recent developments
on PDFs, and the reader is referred to [192–194] and reference therein, for further details in this sense.
The studies presented in this Report will be based mostly on the PDF4LHC15 set [195], con-
structed from the statistical combination and subsequent reduction [196–198] of the CT14 [199], MMHT14 [200],
and NNPDF3.0 [201] global analyses. The PDF4LHC15 set is interfaced to matrix-elements calculators
and Monte Carlo shower programs by means of the LHAPDF6 package [202].
4Contributed by L. Harland-Lang, J. Gao and J. Rojo.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the NNPDF3.1NNLO fits with and without LHC data, normalized to the central value of
the former at Q = 100 GeV. The up quark (left) and the gluon (right plot) are shown. The bands indicate the 68%
confidence level PDF uncertainty.
Quantifying the impact of LHC measurements.
In recent years, one of the main developments in global PDF fits has been the increasingly significant
role played by LHC processes in providing stringent PDF constraints. The combination of high precision
LHC data with state-of-the art NNLO theory calculations for such hadronic processes as top-quark pair
production [203], the transverse momentum spectrum ofZ bosons [204], direct photon production [205],
and inclusive jet production [206] is having an important impact on precision PDF fits. To illustrate this,
Fig. 1 compares the recent NNPDF3.1 fit [207] with and without the LHC data at Q = 100 GeV for
the up quark and gluon PDFs. The marked impact of the LHC data for x & 0.005 can be observed
both for central values and for the PDF uncertainties. It is of particular note that only Run-1 data
has been included in these fits. Thus, it is clear that the addition of data from Run-2 and -3 first and
then from the HL-LHC, for which the precision and reach will be greatly increased, should lead to
further improvements in the determination of the proton structure. A subsequent section of this report
will quantify the impact of HL-LHC measurements, demonstrating that a significant reduction can be
expected and providing a public PDF set including the expected constraints from the final HL-LHC
dataset.
Fast interfaces to (N)NLO calculations
To avoid the direct evaluation of the lengthy (N)NLO hadronic cross sections during the fit itself, a
method of fast interfaces is generally applied, whereby the CPU time intensive part of the higher–
order calculation is pre–computed once using a complete interpolation basis for the input PDFs. For
a number of years, the APPLGRID [208] and FASTNLO [209] tools have been available for a range of
NLO processes. The former is interfaced to the MCFM [210] and NLOJET++ [211] programs. More
recently, the AMCFAST interface [212] to MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [12] has also been developed.
Results within the FASTNLO framework for differential top quark production at NNLO are already
available [213, 214], while work is ongoing within the APPLFAST project to extend the FASTNLO and
APPLGRID technology to NNLO. This will be interfaced by default to the NNLOJET program [206],
but will be reusable for other theory codes. Thus, for future PDF fits, relevant to HL and HE-LHC
running, fast interface implementations of NNLO theory calculations are expected to be the standard.
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Fig. 2: Photon-initiated contributions partially cancel the NLO EW corrections in the TeV region, as
shown for the case of W+W− production (left) and hW+ production (right plot) at 13 TeV.
Theoretical uncertainties
Given the high precision expected for HL-LHC data, it will be crucial to include all sources of exper-
imental, methodological, and theoretical uncertainties associated with PDFs in order to ensure robust
predictions. An important issue in this context is to estimate the theoretical uncertainties in PDFs due to
missing higher orders (MHOU) in the perturbative expansion for the theory prediction [215], which are
so far ignored in all global fits. There is by now some evidence that MHOUs can be comparable, if not
larger, than the nominal PDF uncertainties based on the propagation of experimental and methodological
uncertainties. In this context, HL-LHC projections should ideally be based on PDFs that consistently
account for MHOUs in addition to other sources of uncertainties.
To keep such uncertainties to a minimum, global PDF fits will need to include higher-order pertur-
bative corrections either at fixed-order or at all-orders using some form of resummation. In the former
case, encouraging recent progress with N3LO splitting functions [216] suggest that an (approximate)
N3LO fit might be within the reach of the HL-LHC era, to match the precision of partonic cross-sections
for processes such as Higgs production in gluon fusion [63,217]. In the latter case, one can use threshold
(BFKL) resummation [218, 219] to reduce theoretical uncertainties at the large-x (small-x) kinematic
regions. Indeed, several state-of-the-art predictions for LHC processes include threshold resummation,
such as for example top quark pair production [220].
Electroweak effects and photon-initiated contributions
The enhanced coverage of the TeV region at the HL-LHC requires not only higher-order QCD cor-
rections to be accounted for, but also electroweak ones, which can be enhanced due to Sudakov loga-
rithms [221]. In the context of PDF studies, there are two main considerations to take into account. First
of all, exploiting the constraints from the HL-LHC measurements for PDF fits will require systematically
accounting for NLO EW corrections. Secondly, PDFs with QED effects and thus with photon-initiated
contributions should become the baseline. It has now been demonstrated [222, 223] (see Ref. [224] for
a recent implementation within a global fit) that the photon PDF can be determined with percent–level
uncertainties and carry up to ' 0.5% of the proton’s momentum. For certain processes, in the TeV re-
gion the photon-initiated contributions can have a comparable size but opposite sign to the NLO virtual
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EW corrections, and therefore it is crucial to include both consistently. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in the
specific cases ofW+W− and hW+ production at 13 TeV. A more detailed discussion of EW corrections
for HL-LHC studies is presented later in the report.
Perspectives at the High Energy LHC
At a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 27 GeV, a number of novel phenomena are expected to arise, due to
the increased phase space available. Much of this has already been discussed in the context of the Future
Circular Collider (FCC) studies at
√
s = 100 TeV [134,225]. To begin with, as illustrated in Fig. 3, when
going to higher energies one becomes more sensitive to the small-x region, even for electroweak-scale
observables, implying that BFKL resummation effects could become relevant.
Indeed, for MX ' 100 GeV the NNPDF3.1sx results [219] at NNLO and at NNLO+NLLx
for the gg luminosities are found to differ at the ' 5% level at the HE–LHC. In Ref. [226] a detailed
study of SM Higgs boson production via gluon fusion has been performed, consistently including BFKL
resummation in the PDFs (see Ref. [219]) and coefficient functions. The role of the former is found to be
dominant, and while the impact is mild at the LHC, for the HE–LHC a larger increase is seen relative to
the N3LO result with fixed–order NNLO PDFs, that lies outside the fixed–order PDF uncertainty bands,
see Fig. 3 (right). This highlights the important role such effects will play at high energies and precision.
Another effect that might become relevant at the HE-LHC are the electroweak PDFs [143, 227]
from the resummation of large collinear logarithms of the masses of the W and Z bosons, which be-
come effectively massless at high energies. Related to this is the top quark PDF, which can be (and
is) straightforwardly generated within the standard PDF framework. When included with a suitably
matched flavour scheme, this may provide a more accurate description of processes involving top
quarks [228,229]. In addition, at
√
s = 27 TeV, knowledge of the small-x PDFs will be also required for
the modeling of soft and semi-hard QCD dynamics in Monte Carlo event generators [134,230]. In turn,
an improved understanding of the PDFs in the ultra-low-x regime will have implications in high-energy
astrophysics, for processes such as cosmic ray detection and for signal and background event rates in
neutrino telescopes [231].
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2.5 Effective Field Theory calculations and tools5
State of the art
The success of the Standard Model Effective Theory (SMEFT) programme at the LHC relies on the
availability of public tools for calculations in this framework. Among the most important of these are
Monte Carlo (MC) tools for providing realistic predictions for collider processes both for phenomeno-
logical studies and experimental analyses. In this respect, significant efforts are being made to implement
the effects of dimension-6 operators in MC event generators. Concerning Leading Order (LO) predic-
tions, recent progress includes SMEFTSIM, a complete implementation of the dimension-6 operators
in the Warsaw basis [232], an alternative implementation of the Warsaw basis in the Rξ gauge [233],
DIM6TOP, an implementation of top quark operators under various flavour assumptions [234] and the
Higgs Effective Lagrangian (HEL) [235] implementation of SILH basis operators. Complementary to
SMEFT implementations, there also exist several models of anomalous couplings such as the Higgs
Characterisation [236–238] and BSM Characterisation models [239]. These models are all made avail-
able in the Universal FEYNRULES Output (UFO) format that can be imported into general purpose
Monte Carlo tools, such as MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO or SHERPA, to generate events and interface
them to parton shower generators (PS). A powerful aspect of this workflow is that, once implemented,
the model is generic enough to enable event generation for any desired process.
Implementations of particular processes in the presence of dimension-6 operators exist also in
other frameworks. An example is the weak production of Higgs in association with a vector boson in
POWHEG based on the NLO computation of [240], the implementation of Higgs pair production in
the EFT in HPAIR (including approximate NLO corrections) [241] and in HERWIG [147, 242]. Two
well-known tools for calculating cross sections for Higgs production via gluon fusion including higher
order QCD corrections, HIGLU [243, 244] and SUSHI [245], can also include the effects of modified
top and bottom quark Yukawas and the dimension-5 Higgs-gluon-gluon operator. The latter code also
permits event generation at NLOQCD+PS accuracy via AMCSUSHI [246] including modified top and
bottom quark Yukawa couplings. For a variety of processes with electroweak and Higgs bosons in the
final state (VBF H, W and Z production, weak boson pair production, vector-boson-scattering processes,
triboson production) the VBFNLO program [247, 248] provides NLO QCD corrections together with
implementations of dimension-6 operators and, in the case of VBS and triboson production, dimension-8
operators.
There are also EFT-specific tools providing a number of useful interfaces and calculations.
EHDECAY [249, 250] is a package for the calculation of Higgs boson branching fractions including
SMEFT effects parametrised by SILH basis operators. The freedom of basis choice in the SMEFT
implies that arbitrarily many equivalent descriptions of the model can be formulated. This has impor-
tant consequences for the development of EFT tools given that any numerical implementation of EFT
effects requires choosing a specific basis. A SMEFT basis translation tool, ROSETTA [239], can be
used to numerically transform points in parameter space from one basis to another. It adopts the SLHA
convention for model parameter specification and provides an interface to Monte Carlo event genera-
tion tools through the aforementioned BSMC model. Furthermore, additional interfaces exist to other
programs such as EHDECAY, internal routines testing compatibility of Higgs signal-strength and EW
precision measurements as well as providing predictions for di-Higgs production cross sections in the
SMEFT. Rosetta provides SMEFT basis-independent access to these functionalities. A related tool is
DEFT [251], a python code that can check if a set of operators forms a basis, generate a basis and change
between bases. A similar implementation based on FEYNRULES is ALLYOURBASES, that performs the
reduction of an arbitrary dimension-6 operator into the Warsaw basis operator set. Efforts are also un-
derway to establish a common format for the Wilson coefficients [252], which will allow interfacing
various programs computing the matching and running of the operators such as DIM6TOOLS [253] and
5Contributed by E. Vryonidou.
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WILSON [254]. A public fitting framework that can be used to obtain constraints on the EFT is HEPFIT,
which is based on the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit, and includes Higgs and electroweak precision observ-
ables.
Future Developments
There is significant progress in computing NLO QCD corrections for the EFT, in both the top and Higgs
sector [240, 255–262]. This progress, now on a process-by-process basis, will eventually lead to a full
automation of QCD corrections for the SMEFT. As experimental measurements become increasingly
systematics dominated, the importance of higher order calculations grows. The complete implementa-
tion of dimension-6 operators at NLO, including some flavour symmetry assumptions, is in preparation.
This implementation will enable the computation of NLO-QCD corrections to any tree-level process,
bringing the Monte Carlo automation to the same level as the Standard Model.
Another direction in which progress is expected over the coming years is the computation of
weak corrections in the SMEFT. A small sample of computations has been done, e.g. weak corrections
to Higgs production and decay due to top quark loops [263] and due to modified trilinear Higgs cou-
pling [264–266] as well as Higgs and Z-boson decays [267–272]. Due to the behaviour of the Sudakov
logarithms, weak corrections are typically important for high transverse momentum regions. Therefore
at HE/HL-LHC their impact is expected to be enhanced. It can be expected that the recent progress on a
process-by-process basis will eventually lead to the automation of the computation of weak loops in the
EFT, as in the Standard Model.
Finally progress is expected in linking tools which compute the running and mixing of the opera-
tors with Monte Carlo tools. This will allow the automatic computation of cross-sections and differential
distributions taking into account the mixing and running of the operator coefficients.
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3 Experimental environment at HL-LHC
3.1 Analysis methods, particle reconstruction and identification
Different approaches have been used by the experiments and in theoretical prospect studies, hereafter
named projections, to assess the sensitivity in searching for new physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
For some of the projections, a mix of the approaches described below is used, in order to deliver the
most realistic result. The total integrated luminosity for the HL-LHC dataset is assumed to be 3000 fb−1
at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. For HE-LHC studies the dataset is assumed to be 15 ab−1 at
a centre-of-mass of 27 TeV. The effect of systematic uncertainties is taken into account based on the
studies performed for the existing analyses and using common guidelines for projecting the expected
improvements that are foreseen thanks to the large dataset and upgraded detectors, as described in Sec-
tion 3.2.
Detailed-simulations are used to assess the performance of reconstructed objects in the upgraded
detectors and HL-LHC conditions, as described in Sections 3.1.1,3.1.2. For some of the projections, such
simulations are directly interfaced to different event generators, parton showering (PS) and hadronisation
generators. Monte Carlo (MC) generated events are used for Standard Model (SM) and beyond-the-
Standard-Model (BSM) processes, and are employed in the various projections to estimate the expected
contributions of each process.
Extrapolations of existing results rely on the existent statistical frameworks to estimate the ex-
pected sensitivity for the HL-LHC dataset. The increased centre-of-mass energy and the performance
of the upgraded detectors are taken into account for most of the extrapolations using scale factors on the
individual processes contributing to the signal regions. Such scale factors are derived from the expected
cross sections and from detailed simulation studies.
Fast-simulations are employed for some of the projections in order to produce a large number
of Monte Carlo events and estimate their reconstruction efficiency for the upgraded detectors. The
upgraded CMS detector performance is taken into account encoding the expected performance of the
upgraded detector in DELPHES [273], including the effects of pile-up interactions. Theoretical contri-
butions use DELPHES [273] with the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the upgraded
ATLAS and CMS detectors.
Parametric-simulations are used for some of the projections to allow a full re-optimization of
the analysis selections that profit from the larger available datasets. Particle-level definitions are used
for electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum. These are constructed from
stable particles of the MC event record with a lifetime larger than 0.3 × 10−10 s within the observable
pseudorapidity range. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [274] implemented in the Fast-
jet [275] library, with a radius parameter of 0.4. All stable final-state particles are used to reconstruct
the jets, except the neutrinos, leptons and photons associated to W or Z boson or τ lepton decays. The
effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are taken into account by applying energy smearing, efficiencies
and fake rates to generator level quantities, following parameterisations based on detector performance
studies with the detailed simulations. The effect of the high pileup at the HL-LHC is incorporated by
overlaying pileup jets onto the hard-scatter events. Jets from pileup are randomly selected as jets to
be considered for analysis with ∼ 2% efficiency, based on studies of pile-up jet rejection and current
experience.
3.1.1 ATLAS and CMS performance
The expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors has been studied in detail in the
context of the Technical Design Reports and subsequent studies; the assumptions used for this report
and a more detailed description are available in Ref. [276, 277]. For CMS, the object performance
in the central region assumes a barrel calorimeter aging corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
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1000 fb−1.
The triggering system for both experiments will be replaced and its impact on the triggering
abilities of each experiment assessed; new capabilities will be added, and, despite the more challenging
conditions, most of the trigger thresholds for common objects are expected to either remain similar to
the current ones or to even decrease [278, 279].
The inner detector is expected to be completely replaced by both experiments, notably extending
its coverage to |η| < 4.0. The performance for reconstructing charged particles has been studied in
detail in Ref. [280–282].
Electrons and photons are reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and information from the inner tracker [283–286]. Several identification working points have been
studied and are employed by the projection studies as most appropriate.
Muons are reconstructed combining muon spectrometer and inner tracker information [287,288].
Jets are reconstructed by clustering energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters [283, 284, 289] using the anti-kT algorithm [274]. B-jets are identified via b-tagging algorithms.
B-tagging is performed if the jet is within the tracker acceptance (|η| < 4.0). Multivariate techniques
are employed in order to identify b−jets and c−jets, and were fully re-optimized for the upgraded de-
tectors [280, 282]. An 70% b−jet efficiency working point is used, unless otherwise noted.
High pT boosted jets are reconstructed using large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter
of 0.8. Various jet substructure variables are employed to identify boosted W /Z/Higgs boson and top
quark jets with good discrimination against generic QCD jets.
Missing transverse energy is reconstructed following similar algorithms as employed in the cur-
rent data taking. Its performance has been evaluated for standard processes, such as top pair produc-
tion [280, 290].
The addition of new precise-timing detectors and its effect on object reconstruction has also been
studied in Ref. [286, 291], although its results are only taken into account in a small subset of the
projections in this report.
3.1.2 LHCb performance
The LHCb upgrades are shifted with respect to those of ATLAS and CMS. A first upgrade will happen at
the end of Run-2 of the LHC, to run at a luminosity five times larger (2× 1033cm−2s−1) in LHC Run-3
compared to those in Runs-1 and-2, while maintaining or improving the current detector performance.
This first upgrade (named Upgrade I) will be followed by by the so-called Upgrade II (planned at the
end of Run-4) to run at a luminosity of ∼ 2× 1034cm−2s−1.
The LHCb MC simulation used in this document mainly relies on the PYTHIA 8 generator [292]
with a specific LHCb configuration [293], using the CTEQ6 leading-order set of parton density func-
tions [294]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are imple-
mented using the GEANT toolkit [295, 296], as described in Ref. [297].
The reconstruction of jets is done using a particle flow algorithm, with the output of this clustered
using the anti-kT algorithm as implemented in FASTJET, with a distance parameter of 0.5. Requirements
are placed on the candidate jet in order to reduce the background formed by particles which are either
incorrectly reconstructed or produced in additional pp interactions in the same event.
Concerning the increased pile-up, different assumptions are made, but in general the effect is
assumed to be similar to the one in Run-2.
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3.2 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monized between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow the
experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [276, 277]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.
General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced PDF uncertainties [298]. All the un-
certainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected, under the assumption that
sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational. For
all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is reduced by a factor 1/
√
L, where
L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the reference Run-2 analysis. Systematics
driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised according to detailed simulation
studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at the same value as in the latest
public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions will be compensated by method
improvements.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.
In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertain-
ties is assumed (“Run-2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.
3.3 Precision Luminosity
Motivation
Measurements of production cross sections provide fundamental tests of theoretical predictions. Ul-
timate precision both of the experimental measurements and the theoretical predictions is required in
order to determine fundamental parameters of the Standard Model and to constrain or discover beyond-
the-Standard-Model phenomena. At the LHC, the precision of cross section measurements is limited by
the uncertainty of the integrated luminosity, currently about 2%. The impact of all other experimental
uncertainties combined is smaller than ∼ 1% (2–3%) for Drell-Yan (tt¯) cross section measurements,
respectively [299, 300]. For the HL-LHC [301], significant improvements of the luminosity measure-
ment are being planned. A target uncertainty of 1% has been set, and this is also assumed for many
of the results presented in this report. Such improvement is expected to be achieved by combination
of improved luminosity detector instrumentation, currently in the design phase, and refined analysis
techniques, rapidly developing during the analysis of Run-2 data. In the following, we provide a short
description of the general plan towards the 1% target for the integrated luminosity at the HL-LHC.
Van der Meer Scans
At hadron colliders, the precision of theoretical predictions for inclusive cross sections, e.g. for Z/γ∗
production, is limited by the knowledge of the parton density functions (PDFs) in the proton, and the
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uncertainty is of the order of 3–5% [302]. A more precise, and purely experimental method to determine
the luminosity is based on the Van der Meer (VdM) scan technique [303]. In VdM scans, beam axes are
moved in the transverse planes, x and y, across each other such that the beam overlap integral can be
determined. From the measured overlap integral, and the beam currents, the instantaneous luminosity
during the VdM scan is determined [304].
In practice, VdM scan data are typically recorded with a small number of low pile-up bunches well
separated in time, with special interaction-region optics optimised for the measurement of the luminous-
region parameters [304–306], and with the bunch intensity lowered to about 3/4 of that during physics
runs so as to reduce beam-beam biases while retaining adequate statistics in the luminometers. To
transfer the luminosity information from VdM scans to high pileup operation, rate measurements are
performed during the VdM scan, in several detectors. The absolute scale, i.e. the relation between the
measured rate in a given detector and the luminosity measurement is a detector-specific calibration
constant, usually referred to as visible cross section σvis, relating the measured event rate dN/dt to the
instantaneous luminosity through the relation dN/dt = L·σvis. The integrated luminosity for a complete
data taking period, e.g. a full year of data taking is then obtained by continuous rate measurements
throughout the year. The integrated normalized rate measurement then corresponds to the integrated
luminosity.
Systematic Uncertainties
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity consists of three components [306,307]: the absolute-scale
uncertainty, i.e. that on the measured visible cross-sections extracted from the VdM-scan analysis;
the calibration-transfer uncertainty, which affects the extrapolation of the visible cross-section from
the low pile-up, low luminosity VdM regime to the high pile-up, high luminosity physics regime; and
the stability uncertainty, that arises from possible time-dependencies and degradations of the detector
response affecting the rate measurement over time. Improved analysis techniques, better detectors and
extended data takings dedicated to precision luminosity measurements are required to reduce the current
uncertainty towards the 1% goal.
Absolute Scale Uncertainty
Dominant uncertainties in the luminosity scale arise from the modeling of, and the potential non-linear
correlations between, the horizontal and vertical beam profiles; from inconsistencies between equivalent
visible cross-section measurements carried out during the same calibration session or using different
luminometers; from the absolute displacement scale of the beams during the scans; and from beam-orbit
stability. In Run-2, these and other uncertainties have been reduced using refined methods and dedicated
additional data have been recorded for such specific purposes. Improvements of the uncertainty can
be achieved by combination of different complementary approaches, of results obtained using different
detectors, and of datasets obtained from different VdM scans.
An alternative technique, complementary to VdM scans, was established by the LHCb experi-
ment [308]. The shape of a single beam is measured as the distribution of beam-gas interactions. For
this purpose a gas is injected into the interaction region during the VdM fill. The combination of VdM-
scan and beam-gas imaging measurements leads to further reduction of the uncertainty, at least for
LHCb, thanks to the exquisite performance of the VELO vertex detector.
Calibration-transfer Uncertainty
In the HL-LHC area, the VdM calibration will typically be carried out under similar conditions as in
Run-2, i.e. at a pile-up level of about 0.5 interactions per bunch crossing, and with a luminosity of
a few Hz/µbarn. In contrast, the physics running during the HL-LHC, will be characterized by pile-up
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parameters of up to 200 interactions per bunch crossing, and by average instantaneous luminosities of 50
Hz/nb, two to three times the peak instantaneous luminosity achieved so far. This will lead to an increase
of the uncertainties associated with non-linearities in luminometer response. Most luminosity detectors
for HL-LHC are still being designed. Drawing on Run-1 and Run-2 experience with precision luminosity
measurements, the design of the future detectors aims to reduce the associated systematic uncertainties.
HL-LHC detectors are required to behave linearly over several orders of magnitude in their track, energy
or hit rate measurements, with residual non-linearities that are reproducible and monitorable. Special
runs with scans at intermediate instantaneous luminosity can be used to pin down nonlinear behaviour
further.
Long-term stability and consistency of luminosity measurements
In the past, one obvious way to determine stability and linearity effects has been to devise and compare
the luminosity measurements by several detectors, using different technologies, with uncorrelated sys-
tematics. Since 2016, experiments started to exploit so-called emittance scans. These are short VdM
scans (duration of minutes) performed at standard physics optics and currents, regularly at the beginning
and at the end of fills [309–312]. While the emittance scans are not primarily designed for the preci-
sion determination of σvis, trends over time, or as a function of instantaneous luminosity, can be used
to determine stability effects, such as aging, independently for each given detector. The combination
of emittance scans and of rate comparisons between redundant and independent detector systems has
been successfully used to discover and control drifts and trends throughout Run-2, the longest LHC
data-taking period so far, during which 150 fb−1 worth of data were recorded. As a result, the uncer-
tainty in the integrated luminosity in recent years remained at around 2-2.5% even though the pile-up
extrapolation range and the duration of the integration periods increased significantly.
Recent Ideas
Additional methods are being discussed among luminosity experts of the LHC experiments and machine.
One method recently developed is to use the rate measurement of Z → µµ production [313]. This
is a high-rate physics process with in-situ calibration capabilities. Luminosity and Z boson rate are
experimentally related through the following formula: σZ = NZ/(L× Z→µµ) whereNZ is the number
of reconstructed Z bosons, L the integrated luminosity, and Z→µµ the Z → µµ event reconstruction
efficiency. If Z→µµ and L are known, then the fiducial Z boson production cross section σZ can directly
be determined from the measured event rate. To minimize the uncertainties associated with luminometer
non-linearities and long-term stability, the fiducial Z boson cross section is measured from data recorded
during an extended proton–proton production run at low pileup. This run should be close in time to
one or two extended VdM scans. The efficiency Z→µµ can be determined in situ, using the tag-and-
probe method on the same event sample [313]. Once the cross section is measured at sub-percent level
precision, the continuous rate measurement can be used to transfer the calibration to the high pileup
dataset. The integrated luminosity will be given by the total number of produced Z bosons, corrected
by the time-integrated muon identification efficiency with an uncertainty consisting of the absolute scale
uncertainty from the VdM scan (or, in LHCb, beam-gas imaging scan), and a remaining uncertainty in
the pileup dependency of the muon identification efficiency.
Conclusions Towards HL-LHC
The aim for HL-LHC is to measure luminosity with substantially improved precision. This aim can be
achieved by combination of three ingredients:
1. High precision luminosity detectors are needed to provide high-granularity bunch-by-bunch lumi-
nosity measurements, with very good linearity and stability.
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2. Advanced, multiple and redundant VdM scans and refined VdM analysis techniques can lead to
substantial improvements.
3. Novel techniques, such as the measurement of fiducial Z boson production rates exploiting in-situ
efficiency determination, provide handles for advancement of the integrated luminosity uncer-
tainty towards the 1% target.
In order to achieve these goals during HL-LHC, a suite of tests and proof-of-concept measure-
ments is being developed which should be carried out already during Run-3.
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4 Electroweak processes
The study of electroweak processes is a central topic of SM tests. Given the small electroweak couplings,
high luminosity provides a crucial handle for gaining precision in these measurements, in particular for
complex final states with relatively small cross sections. Prospects for those measurements and for their
theoretical description are considered in the following for vector boson fusion (VBF) and vector boson
scattering (VBS) processes, for di-boson and tri-boson production, and for single weak boson production
processes, which promise unprecedented precision on W-mass and weak mixing angle measurements.
4.1 Vector boson fusion6
This sub-section discusses the prospects for vector boson fusion Higgs production at the HL-LHC and
the HE-LHC, respectively. A particular focus is to investigate how hard and how forward the two tag jets
are expected to be at 27 TeV. The efficiency of VBF cuts will be discussed, and fiducial cross sections
and differential distributions for a set of typical analysis cuts will be determined. Finally, the quality of
the VBF approximation will be considered, in particular when extra jet activity in addition to the two
tag jets is required.
The relevant parameters used for the calculations in this chapter are reported here. More details
can be found in LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group report [186]. The gauge boson masses and
widths are set to
mW = 80.385 GeV, ΓW = 2.085GeV. (1)
mZ = 91.1876 GeV, ΓZ = 2.4952 GeV. (2)
and the Fermi constant is
GF = 1.16637 · 10−5 GeV−2. (3)
The Higgs is described in the narrow width approximation with massmH = 125 GeV. The parton distri-
bution function PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100_pdfas is used and the central renormalization and factorization
scale is set to µ0 = mW , unless otherwise specified.
Detector requirements
VBF production is characterized by two hard and forward jets accompanying the two bosons. The
requirement of two such jets can significantly reduce the QCD induced background along with the
electroweak production stemming from s-channel processes. The transverse hardness of the VBF jets
is fundamentally set by the mass scale of the virtual vector bosons. It is therefore expected that the jet
spectrum is not very sensitive to the collider centre-of-mass energy, and in particular that the jets do not
get appreciably harder when increasing the energy.
Figure 4 shows the fraction of total VBF cross sections that survives the cut on the transverse
momentum of the two tag jets for the three collider energies 14, 27, and 100 TeV. As can be seen, the
cross section drops rapidly as the pT-cut is increased. In particular, at 27 TeV, roughly 60% survive for
pT,tag > 30 GeV, which diminishes to 30% of the total VBF cross section for pT,tag > 50 GeV. It will
therefore be of great importance to the VBF program to be able to keep the jet definition not too hard.
Given that the two tag jets tend to be forward in the detector volume, it is of interest to study
how many jets are lost above a certain rapidity threshold. Figure 5 shows the fraction of events with
max
∣∣yj1∣∣ , ∣∣yj2∣∣ above some threshold at √s = 27 TeV for various jet pT definitions. As can be seen
6Contribution by F. Campanario, T. Chen, J. M. Cruz-Martinez, T. Figy, A. Karlberg, S. Plätzer and M. Sjödahl.
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Fig. 4: Fraction of the total VBF cross section surviving a pT cut on the two hardest jets of pT,jtag for
three different collider energies. The results shown here are computed at LO.
Fig. 5: Fraction of events lost as a function of the rapidity acceptance of the detector at a collider energy
of
√
s = 27 TeV. Results shown for three different tag jet transverse momentum cuts. The results shown
here are computed at LO.
from the plot, about 20% of the cross section has max
∣∣yj1∣∣ , ∣∣yj2∣∣ > 4. For comparison, this number
is ∼ 5% at 14 TeV. Additionally one finds that these losses increase to ∼ 30% when imposing the
dedicated VBF cuts for 27 TeV defined below. Hence, in order to maximize the potential of VBF
analyses at the HE-LHC it will be highly desirable that the detectors have a rapidity reach beyond 4.0.
HL-LHC
For VBF production with a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV, VBF cuts as in Ref. [186] are used,
with two anti-kT jets with R = 0.4 and
pjT > 20 GeV, |yj | < 5.0, |yj1 − yj2 | > 3.0, Mjj > 130 GeV. (4)
The requirement on the rapidity separation and invariant mass significantly reduces background contri-
butions to the process pp→ Hjj.
Table 1 reports the fiducial VBF cross section under the above cuts. The cross section includes
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Table 1: Fiducial VBF cross sections including QCD and EW corrections and their uncertainties for
collider energy
√
s = 14 TeV and for a Higgs-boson mass mH = 125 GeV. The QCD corrections have
been updated compared to those reported in Ref. [186].
σVBF[fb] ∆scale[%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%] σ
DIS
NNLOQCD[fb] δEW[%] σγ[fb] σs-channel[fb]
2259 +1.5−1.3 ±2.1/± 0.4/± 2.1 2401 −6.9 23.6 32.9
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Fig. 6: Transverse momentum and rapidity of the Higgs boson after the cuts of eq. (4) and at a collider
energy
√
s = 14 TeV.
NNLO-QCD corrections in the DIS approximation and NLO-EW corrections including photon induced
contributions. Shown separately is the s-channel contribution which is not included in the total number.
The NNLO-QCD corrections have been computed with PROVBFH-1.1.0 [51, 65, 314–316] and the
electroweak contributions with HAWK-2.0 [317–320].
HE-LHC
For fiducial cross sections at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 27 TeV, all physical parameters are kept
unchanged with respect to the previous sections. The contributions of the gluon fusion (ggF) and VBF
channels to Hjj production are compared, and results are presented for the effects of the NLO and NNLO
QCD corrections to VBF Hjj production as computed in NNLOJET [321] with a redefined set of VBF
cuts for the new energy choice.
For the comparison of VBF to the ggF background, any kind of VBF cut is omitted, requiring
only two jets with
pjT > 30 GeV, |yj | < 5.0, (5)
defined using the anti-kT algorithm [322] with R = 0.4. The total cross section for ggF and VBF is
shown in Table 2. Both the ggF and VBF contributions are computed with the parton-level Monte Carlo
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Fig. 7: In the top row the transverse momentum the two hardest jet after the cuts of eq. (4) and at collider
energy
√
s = 14 TeV. In the bottom row the invariant mass and absolute rapidity gap between the two
hardest jets.
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Fig. 8: Differential distributions for the invariant mass (left) and spatial distribution (right) of the dijet
system. At lower values of mjj and ∆yjj one observes a strong dominance of the ggF channel. For
larger values of both observables, however, the VBF channel gains importance.
NNLOJET which includes ggF Higgs production in the heavy top limit (HTL) [67,68,323–325] among
other processes [19, 206, 326–332]. The comparison of Table 2 is done at NLO QCD since Higgs plus
two jets in gluon fusion is only available at this accuracy level.
In order to define a set of cuts which enhance the VBF contribution, the invariant mass (mjj) and
the spacial distribution (through the rapidity gap between both jets, ∆yjj) of the dijet system formed by
the two leading jets is considered. The VBF production mode dominates over ggF in the large rapidity
separation region (∆yjj > 4.5) as well as for moderate and high values of the dijet invariant mass
(mjj > 700 GeV).
Table 2: Comparison between Higgs production by gluon fusion and vector boson fusion for a centre-
of-mass energy
√
s = 27 TeV, at NLO QCD. Errors correspond to Monte Carlo statistics.
Production mode Total cross section (fb) % of Total
ggF (HTL) 21984 ± 10 75.32 ± 0.04
VBF 7203 ± 2 24.68 ± 0.01
Fiducial cross sections for VBF at
√
s = 27 TeV are defined with a set of tight VBF cuts,
∆yjj > 4.5, mjj > 600 GeV, (6)
requiring the two leading jets to be found in opposite rapidity hemispheres with a maximum rapidity
of |yj | < 5.0. In Table 3 the fiducial cross section is computed for three choices of the cut on the
transverse momentum of the two leading jets: pjT > {30, 40, 50} GeV while differential distributions
for pjT > 30 GeV are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The Hjj contribution in the VBF approximation as well
as plots in this section are calculated at NNLO QCD accuracy with NNLOJET, electroweak corrections
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Table 3: Fiducial VBF cross sections including QCD and EW corrections and their uncertainties for
collider energy
√
s = 27 TeV (mH = 125 GeV). For completeness the s-channel contribution (corre-
sponding to pp→ HV → qq¯) is also included.
σVBF[fb] ∆scale[%] σ
DIS
NNLOQCD[fb] δEW[%] σγ[fb] σs-channel[fb] p
j
T cut [GeV]
2805 +1.05−0.02 3059 −9.6 39.8 5.9 30
2087 +1.13−1.05 2283 −10.0 32.3 4.4 40
1442 +1.43−1.61 1586 −10.5 22.3 3.0 50
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Fig. 9: Kinematical variables for the Higgs boson at
√
s = 27 TeV for tight VBF cuts. The NLO
corrections are of more than -10 % across the whole considered range. The NNLO corrections, much
smaller than NLO, show good convergence of the perturbative series. The NNLO corrections changes
sign for high transverse momentum (left). For the rapidity distribution (right) they remain stable across
the entire range of the observable.
and the s-channel contribution shown in Table 3 are again computed with HAWK-2.0. Shaded boxes
in all plots represent scale variations with µR = µF = {0.5, 2}µ0 with the central scale µ0 = mW and
error bars represent statistical uncertainties from the Monte Carlo integration. In Fig. 9 the transverse
momentum and rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson is shown. The kinematical variables for the
system formed by the two leading jets are shown in Fig. 10.
Comparison of HJETS++ and VBFNLO for Higgs boson production
The HJETS++ 1.1 module implements [333–336] electroweak Higgs boson plus two and three jet pro-
duction. The one-loop integrals are computed using the techniques discussed in Ref. [337] and the
colour algebra is performed using COLORFULL [338]. For the VBF approximation, the matrix ele-
ments encoded in VBFNLO version 3.0 beta 5 [247, 248, 339, 340] are used, with HERWIG 7 as the
event generator [146, 147, 341, 342]. Jet reconstruction is performed on final state partons using the
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Fig. 10: The top row shows the transverse momentum of the two leading jets ordered in rapidity at√
s = 27 TeV for tight VBF cuts. The bottom row depicts the kinematical variables for the dijet system
they form. Note that NNLO corrections noticeably reduce the scale uncertainties for both observables
over the entire range considered. NLO corrections are big for moderate and high transverse momentum
with a scale uncertainty that grows with the transverse momentum. This behaviours is softened by the
NNLO corrections.
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Fig. 11: Differential distributions of ∆yjj andmjj at
√
s = 14 TeV (top row) and
√
s = 27 TeV (bottom
row). HJETS++ matrix elements and inclusive cuts are used in the H + 2 jets calculations.
anti-kT algorithm [322] in the FASTJET library [343]. Simulated events are analyzed via RIVET [344].
For comparison plots of Higgs plus two jet calculations, collider energies of
√
s = 14 TeV and√
s = 27 TeV are considered. Two kinematic variables, namely the invariant mass, mjj , and the spa-
tial distribution, ∆yjj , of the two tag jets are chosen to present their differential distributions. Parton
distribution functions PDF4_LHC15_nlo_100 are used, while all other input parameters are the same
as given at the beginning of Section 4.1. Differential distributions for leading order, leading order plus
parton shower, next-to-leading order, and next-to-leading order plus parton shower are shown in Fig. 11,
with the inclusive cuts defined in eq. (5). Comparison plots between two different matrix elements,
HJETS++ and VBFNLO are shown in Fig. 12. VBFNLO uses the VBF approximation throughout, i.e.
s-channel contributions such as pp → V H → jjH production need to be added as separate processes.
The comparison between HJETS++ and VBFNLO thus also serves to highlight the phase space regions
where the VBF approximation is warranted.
The tight VBF cuts applied for
√
s = 14 TeV are defined as
pjT > 30 GeV, |yj | < 5.0, |yj1 − yj2 | > 3.0, Mjj > 130 GeV. (7)
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Fig. 12: The distributions of kinematic variables in H + 2 jets at
√
s = 14 TeV (top row) and
√
s =
27 TeV (bottom row). Comparisons are between the HJETS++ matrix elements and the VBFNLO ma-
trix elements at NLO plus parton shower. Plots indicate that both HJETS++ and VBFNLO calculations
agree once the tight VBF cuts are applied.
For
√
s = 27 TeV comparison plots, the tight VBF cuts defined in eq. (6) are used. The VBFNLO
calculation is consistent with the HJETS++ calculation after applying the tight VBF cut.
Fig. 13 shows differential distributions of kinematics variables for the NLO full and approximate
results at
√
s = 14 TeV and
√
s = 27 TeV. The comparison of the full and approximate calculations
are shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 13 for tight VBF cuts for the transverse momentum
of the third jet pj3T and the centrality of the third jet y
?
j3
= (yj3 − 12(yj1 + yj2))/|yj1 − yj2 |. For
the
√
s = 27 TeV tight VBF cuts (∆yjj > 4.5, mjj > 600 GeV, and yj1 · yj2 < 0), one observes
excellent agreement between the full and approximate calculation. For the
√
s = 14 TeV tight VBF cuts
(∆yjj > 3.0, mjj > 130 GeV, and yj1 · yj2 < 0), the full and approximate calculations still do not
converge. However, for ∆yjj > 4.0 or mjj > 600 GeV the full and approximate calculations would
compare quite well.
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Fig. 13: Kinematics distributions for H + 3 jet production at NLO for the full result (HJETS++) and
the approximate result (VBFNLO) for
√
s = 14 TeV (first column ) and
√
s = 27 TeV (second col-
umn). The kinematic distribution ∆yjj (top row) is shown for inclusive selection cuts. The kinematic
distributions for pj3T and y
?
j3
are shown for VBF tight selection cuts.
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4.2 Vector boson scattering processes
The study of the scattering of two massive vector bosons V = W,Z (vector boson scattering, VBS)
provides a key opportunity to probe the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mech-
anism as well as physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) [345, 346]. It is still unknown whether the
discovered Higgs boson [347] preserves unitarity of the longitudinal V V scattering amplitude at all en-
ergies, or if other new physics processes are involved [348–352]. In the VBS topology, two incoming
quarks radiate bosons which interact, yielding a final state of two jets from the outgoing quarks, and two
massive bosons which decay into fermions. This final state can be the result of V V jj electroweak (EW)
production with and without a scattering topology, or of processes involving the strong interaction.
4.2.1 Measurements ofW±W± scattering and extraction of the longitudinal scattering component
With the largest cross section ratio of electroweak to strong production [353, 354], events with W±W±
plus two jets (W±W±jj) provide one of the best opportunities to study the scattering of two vector
bosons. ATLAS and CMS have both observed the EW process at 13 TeV with significances of 6.9 σ and
5.5 σ, respectively [355, 356].
This section describes the prospects for the study of W±W±jj at
√
s = 14 TeV at the HL-LHC,
with the HL-LHC upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors [357, 358]. Results are presented for a range
of integrated luminosities L, from 300 fb−1through 8000 fb−1, where the first value corresponds to one
year of data taking, and the latter to 10 years of combined data sets collected by the ATLAS and CMS
experiments in the most optimistic scenario.
In both ATLAS and CMS analyses, the signal (VBS and non-VBS EW) and background (QCD)W±W±jj
events are simulated at leading order using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [12,150] with the NNPDF3.0
set [201, 359], interfaced with PYTHIA V8 [149] for parton showering, hadronization and underlying
event modelling. The information about the polarization of the individualW bosons in the signal process
is extracted by generating a separate set of events using the DECAY package of MADGRAPH(v1.5.14).
The other backgrounds – top (tt¯ + jets, single-top), Drell-Yan, diboson (Wγ, W±W± and WZ) and tri-
boson (WWγ,WZγ,WWW ,WWZ,WZZ,ZZZ) – are generated with either MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO,
POWHEG [360], or PYTHIA V8. The analyses use generated events obtained either using a fully simu-
lated description of the HL-LHC CMS detector, implemented using the GEANT4 package [296] (CMS)
or using a parameterised description of the detector response [276] (ATLAS). Additional details for each
analysis are provided in the relevant reports from CMS [358] and ATLAS [357].
The experimental signature of the W±W±jj scattering process consists of exactly two isolated leptons
(electrons or muons) with the same electric charge, two jets well-separated in rapidity, and moder-
ate EmissT . The event selection requirements for the two experiments are listed in Table 4. A mini-
mum requirement on the dilepton mass reduces the contamination from low-mass Drell-Yan processes,
with an additional restriction excluding the Z mass in the dielectron channel where the likelihood of
charge misidentification is higher. A requirement on EmissT further reduces the background from charge
misidentified events, and events containing any b-tagged jets7 are vetoed to suppress background con-
tribution from tt¯ production. A veto on additional preselected leptons significantly reduces background
fromWZ events. The two leading jets are required to have a large invariant mass, and large angular sep-
aration, to satisfy the expected VBS topology. Since leptons in the EW W±W±jj process are expected
to be located in the central region defined by the forward-backward jets, non-VBS background can be
suppressed with a requirement on the centrality of the two leptons. CMS uses the Zeppenfeld variable
7The b-tagging of jets in CMS is performed with the Deep Combined Secondary Vertex discriminator based on a deep
neural network [363].
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Table 4: ATLAS and CMS event selection criteria for W±W±jj candidate events, with ` = e, µ and j
as the leading(sub-leading) lepton or jet.
Selection requirement ATLAS Selection CMS Selection
Signal lepton pT pT> 28(25) GeV pT> 20 GeV
Signal lepton η |η| ≤ 4.0 |η| ≤ 3.0
Tag jet pT pT> 90(45) GeV pT> 50 GeV
Tag jet η |η| ≤ 4.5 |η| ≤ 4.7
Dilepton mass m`` > 28 GeV m`` > 20 GeV
Zee veto |mee −mZ | > 10 GeV |mee −mZ | > 15 GeV
EmissT E
miss
T > 40 GeV E
miss
T > 40 GeV
Number of b-tagged jets 0 0
Jet selection Anti-kT [361] jets with ∆R`,j > 0.3 Anti-kT PUPPI [362] jets with ∆R`,j > 0.4
Preselected lepton veto pT> 7(6) GeV pT> 10 GeV
Dijet rapidity separation ∆ηj,j > 2.5 ∆ηj,j > 2.5
Dijet mass mjj > 520 GeV mjj > 500 GeV
Lepton centrality ζ > -0.5 ZMAX < 0.75
[364], defined for a given lepton with pseudorapidity η` as
Z` =
[η` − 0.5(η1 + η2)]
|(η1 − η2)|
,
where η1, η2 refer to the pseudorapidities of the leading and subleading jets. The maximum value of this
variable, ZMAX, for any of the leptons is required to be less than 0.75. ATLAS uses a requirement on
the function ζ, where ζ = min[min(η`1, η`2)−min(ηj1, ηj2),max(ηj1, ηj2)−max(η`1, η`2)]
The event selections are optimized to maximize signal acceptance (CMS) or minimize fake background
(ATLAS). ATLAS uses tight electron requirements, which have a lower efficiency (around 50% [276]).
The expected event yields are summarized in Table 5 for CMS, and Table 6 for ATLAS. The mjj
distributions after the full event selection for L = 3000 fb−1 are presented in Fig. 14 . The main back-
ground contributions in the final signal region are due to inclusive tt¯ and WZ productions, where the
third lepton in the event was not reconstructed within the detector acceptance. ATLAS explicitly models
the background contributions from jets faking electrons and lepton charge misidentification, which also
contribute significantly in the signal region, while CMS includes the fake contribution under tt¯ and does
not consider the charge-misidentified or triboson backgrounds in this study, since their contributions
were found to be negligible. The integrated number of signal and background events as a function of the
dilepton invariant mass is shown in Figure 16 for the ATLAS selection.
The uncertainty of the expected cross section measurement as a function of integrated luminosity
is measured by fitting the mjj distribution, using a binned maximum likelihood approach with all sys-
tematic uncertainties in the form of nuisance parameters with log- normal distributions. The correlations
among different sources of uncertainties are taken into account while different final states are considered
as independent channels in the fit. CMS considers three channels categorised by lepton flavour (ee, eµ
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Table 5: CMS expected yields for signal and background contributions for L = 3000 fb−1.
Process Expected yield, L = 3000 fb−1
W±W± (QCD) 196
tt¯ 5515
WZ 1421
Wγ 406
Total Background 7538
Signal W±W± (EW) 5368
Table 6: The ATLAS expected signal and background event yields after the optimised full event selection
for a corresponding integrated luminosity of L=3000 fb−1. Events tagged as either "charge misidentifi-
cation" or "jets faking leptons" are summed for all background samples and combined into a single entry
each in the table. Remaining events are listed separately per process. Both QCD and EW production of
WZ processes are included in the diboson background.
Process All channels µ±µ± e±e± µ±e± e±µ±
W±W±jj(QCD) 168.7 74.6 19.7 32.2 42.2
Charge Misidentification 200 0.0 11 30 160
Jets faking electrons 460 0.0 130 260 70
WZ + ZZ 1286 322 289 271 404
Tribosons 76 30.1 9.6 15.1 21.6
Other non-prompt 120 29 16.6 50 19
Total Background 2310 455 480 660 710
Signal W±W±jj(EW) 2958 1228 380 589 761
and µµ), while ATLAS uses eight channels by lepton flavour and charge (e+e+, e−e−, e+µ+, e−µ−,
µ+e+, µ−e−, µ+µ+, µ−µ−).
The experimental uncertainties, statistical and systematic, in the CMS analysis contribute to a total
uncertainty on the signal strength of 3.2% for 3000 fb−1. Including a theoretical uncertainty of 3% and
an uncertainty on the luminosity of 1%, the total uncertainty reaches a value of 4.5% for 3000 fb−1. For
the ATLAS analysis experimental systematics on the trigger, leptons, jets, and flavour tagging are taken
from the 13 TeV analysis unchanged, while for the baseline estimation, rate uncertainties on the back-
grounds are halved. An "optimistic" set of uncertainties is also presented, where the uncertainties on the
non-data-driven backgrounds are aggressively reduced. The total uncertainty is presented in Fig. 15 as a
function of the integrated luminosity. The values of L exceeding 3000 fb−1are an estimation of a combi-
nation of the measurements from CMS and ATLAS, effectively doubling the total integrated luminosity.
The total W±W±jj VBS cross section can be decomposed into the polarized components based
on the decays of the individual W bosons. Either or both can be longitudinally (L) or transversely (T)
polarized, giving rise to final states of LL, TT as well as the mixed state LT (with TL combination
implied). The LL component, W±L W
±
L jj, is expected to be only about 6-7% of the total VBS cross
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Fig. 14: The distribution of the invariant mass of the two leading jets after the selection requirements for
an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, for CMS (left) and ATLAS (right).
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Fig. 15: The estimated uncertainty of the EW W±W± cross section measurement as a function of
the integrated luminosity, for CMS (left), only statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties are
considered, and ATLAS (right).
section for jet pT > 50 GeV. The difference in azimuthal angle between the two leading jets, ∆φjj , has
the potential for discriminating the LL component of the VBS scattering from TT and LT contributions.
Since the signal-to-background separation for the EWW±W±jj process improves with increasingmjj
as shown in Fig. 14 (left), the ∆φjj distributions are studied in two ranges of mjj : for 500-1100 GeV
and above 1100 GeV. Figure 17 shows the combination of signal and background yields as a function
of ∆φjj for high mjj regions. Using a simultaneous fit to two mass regions
8, the significance for the
observation of the LL process is estimated as a function of integrated luminosity. The significance
is found to be up to 2.7 standard deviations for L = 3000 fb−1. The gradual improvement of signal
significance as a function of integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 18 right. A combination of ATLAS
and CMS results, using fully simulated ATLAS events and improved electron efficiency, is expected to
reach an expected significance of 3 standard deviations with 2000 fb−1 per experiment. In addition,
8The low mjj region serves to constrain the tt¯/fake background.
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recent studies [365] have shown that advances in machine learning can also improve the prospects for
the measurement of the W±L W
±
L jj process.
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Fig. 16: Integrated number of events as a function of dilepton invariant mass for events passing all
selection criteria of the ATLAS signal region.
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4.2.2 High Order corrections in VBS W±W± production9
The expected experimental precision in the measurement of VBS processes offers great opportunities to
probe the electroweak (EW) sector and its associated symmetry breaking mechanism (see Refs. [134,
366, 367] for 100 TeV-collider studies). Therefore, it is of prime importance to make precise theoretical
predictions available for the future operation of the LHC. In this contribution, predictions for NLO EW
corrections are provided for the LHC running in its high-luminosity and high-energy configurations.
The HL set-up corresponds to a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV while the HE one refers to 27 TeV.
9Contribution by A. Denner and M. Pellen.
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Fig. 18: Significance of the observation of the scattering of a pair of longitudinally polarized W bosons
as a function of the integrated luminosity at CMS (left) and ATLAS (right).
For both centre-of-mass energies the same type of event selections has been used. These predictions
represent important benchmarks as they indicate the expected rates when accounting for NLO EW cor-
rections. The NLO EW corrections have been shown to be very large for VBS processes [103] and
even the dominating NLO contribution for same-sign WW scattering [111]. Nonetheless, the inclusion
of NLO QCD corrections is necessary as they can significantly distort the shape of jet-related observ-
ables [111,368–376]. In addition, they drastically reduce theoretical uncertainties. The QCD corrections
for all VBS signatures can be obtained from public programs such as MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [12],
POWHEG [151, 314, 377], SHERPA [84, 378], or VBFNLO [247, 248, 339].
In this study, the NLO EW corrections have been obtained from MOCANLO+RECOLA [82, 82,
91] based on a full NLO computation [111] for the same-sign WW signature. While the exact value of
the corrections is expected to be different for other signatures, their magnitudes and nature should be
similar.
The hadronic scattering processes are simulated at the LHC with a centre-of-mass energies
√
s =
14 TeV and
√
s = 27 TeV. The NNNPDF 3.1 LUXQED parton distribution functions (PDFs) [224]
with five massless flavours,10 NLO-QCD evolution, and a strong coupling constant αs(MZ) = 0.118 are
employed.11 Initial-state collinear singularities are factorised according to the MS scheme, consistently
with the conventions in the NNPDF set.
The other input parameters have been chosen as in Ref. [375]. For the massive particles, the
following masses and decay widths are used:
mt = 173.21 GeV, Γt = 0 GeV,
MOSZ = 91.1876 GeV, Γ
OS
Z = 2.4952 GeV,
MOSW = 80.385 GeV, Γ
OS
W = 2.085 GeV,
MH = 125.0 GeV, ΓH = 4.07× 10−3 GeV. (8)
The measured on-shell (OS) values for the masses and widths of the W and Z bosons are converted into
10For the process considered, no bottom (anti-)quarks appear in the initial or final state at LO and NLO, as they would lead
to top quarks rather than light jets in the final state.
11The corresponding identifier lhaid in the program LHAPDF6 [202] is 324900.
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pole values for the gauge bosons (V = W,Z) according to Ref. [379],
MV = M
OS
V /
√
1 + (ΓOSV /M
OS
V )
2 ,
ΓV = Γ
OS
V /
√
1 + (ΓOSV /M
OS
V )
2.
(9)
The EW coupling is fixed in the Gµ scheme [380] according to
α =
√
2
pi
GµM
2
W
(
1− M
2
W
M2Z
)
, (10)
with
Gµ = 1.16637× 10−5 GeV−2, (11)
and M2V corresponds to the real part of the squared pole mass. The complex-mass scheme [381–383] is
used throughout to treat unstable intermediate particles in a gauge-invariant manner.
The central value of the renormalisation and factorisation scales is set to
µR = µF =
√
pT,j1 pT,j2 . (12)
The transverse momenta are those of the two hardest jets. This choice of scale has been shown to provide
stable NLO-QCD predictions [373].
Following experimental measurements [354, 384–386] and prospect studies [387], the event se-
lection used in the present study is:
– The two same-sign charged leptons are required to fulfill cuts on transverse momentum, rapidity,
separation in the rapidity–azimuthal-angle, and the lepton-pair invariant mass,
pT,` > 20 GeV, |y`| < 4.0, ∆R`` > 0.3, m`` > 20 GeV. (13)
– The total missing transverse momentum, computed from the vectorial sum of the transverse mo-
menta of the two neutrinos, is required to be
pT,miss > 40 GeV . (14)
– QCD partons (light quarks and gluons) are clustered using the anti-kT algorithm [274] with jet-
resolution parameter R = 0.4. Cuts on the jets’ transverse momenta and rapidities are imposed,
pT,j > 30 GeV, |yj | < 4.0. (15)
VBS cuts are applied to the two jets with largest transverse momentum, specifically on the in-
variant mass of the di-jet system, as well as on the rapidity separation of the two jets and their
separation from leptons,
mjj > 500 GeV, |∆yjj | > 2.5, ∆Rj` > 0.3. (16)
– Finally, the centrality of the leptons is enforced according to Ref. [387]:
ζ = min
[
min
(
y`1 , y`2
)
−min (yj1 , yj2) ,max (yj1 , yj2)−max(y`1 , y`2)] > 0. (17)
– For EW corrections, real photons and charged fermions are clustered using the anti-kT algo-
rithm with radius parameter R = 0.1. In this case, leptons and quarks are understood as dressed
fermions.
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Fig. 19: Differential distributions in the invariant mass of the two jets (left) and their rapidity (right)
in pp → µ+νµe+νejj at 14 TeV including NLO EW corrections (upper panel) and relative NLO EW
corrections (lower panel). The yellow band describes the expected statistical uncertainty for a high-
luminosity LHC collecting 3000 fb−1and represents a relative variation of±1/√Nobs where Nobs is the
number of observed events in each bin.
In the following discussion of SM predictions for the HL- and HE-LHC both QCD and EW
corrections have been combined. For VBS processes EW corrections are particularly large and therefore
of prime importance. The leading contributions originate from the exchange of massive gauge bosons in
the virtual corrections. They tend to grow large and negative in the high-energy limit owing to so-called
Sudakov double logarithms. As shown in Ref. [103], large EW corrections are an intrinsic feature of
VBS at the LHC. While this study is based on the same-sign W channel, it has been further confirmed
recently by the computation of large EW corrections to the WZ channel [388, 389].
Given their size and the foreseen experimental precision, these corrections are actually measur-
able. Because they involve interactions of the EW sector, their measurement would constitute a further
test of the SM. On the left hand-side of Fig. 19, the distribution in the invariant mass of the two leading
jets is shown at LO and NLO EW for the process pp → µ+νµe+νejj at 14 TeV. The yellow band de-
scribes the expected statistical uncertainty for a HL LHC collecting 3000 fb−1. On the right hand-side
for Fig. 19, a similar plot for the absolute rapidity of the jet pair is shown. It is thus clear that with the
expected luminosity, one is not only sensitive to the VBS process but also to its EW corrections.
In Fig. 20, the distributions in the invariant mass of the visible system (e+µ+jj) at both 14 TeV
(left) and 27 TeV (right) are shown. As expected, the corrections are larger for higher centre-of-mass
energy due to the higher representative scale of the process. In the tail of the distribution where new
physics could play an important role, the corrections are particularly large and reach about 25% for
the 27 TeV set-up. Note that in the present predictions, the real radiation of massive gauge bosons is
not taken into account. This effect has been estimated to be of the order of few percent for the HL
set-up when considering the total cross section. While this effect is for now negligible, for the HL and
HE mode of the LHC, it will become relevant in the same way as the use of VBS approximations in
theoretical predictions [375]. These observations are further confirmed via the cross sections for the two
centre-of-mass energies at LO (using full matrix element) and NLO EW given in Table 7. At 27 TeV the
EW corrections are a few percent larger than at 14 TeV (−18.9% against −15.1%, respectively). Note
that the jump in energy from 14 TeV to 27 TeV is accompanied by an increase by more than a factor 3 in
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Fig. 20: Differential distribution in the invariant mass of the visible system (e+µ+jj) in pp →
µ+νµe
+νejj at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right) including NLO EW corrections (upper panel) and rela-
tive NLO EW corrections (lower panel).
Table 7: Cross sections at LO (O
(
α6
)
) and NLO EW (O
(
α7
)
) for pp→ µ+νµe+νejj at both 14 TeV
and 27 TeV at the LHC. The relative EW corrections are given in percent, and the digits in parentheses
indicate the integration error.
σLO [fb] σNLOEW [fb] δEW [%]
14 TeV 1.4282(2) 1.213(5) −15.1
27 TeV 4.7848(5) 3.881(7) −18.9
the cross section at LO.
4.2.3 Measurements ofWZ scattering at the HL-HLC
Prospects are presented for measuring the WZ electroweak production in fully leptonic final state at
the HL-LHC. This work includes studies of the polarised WZ production: measurements of the vector
bosons in longitudinally polarized states are of particular importance, since they give direct access to
the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking via the exchange of a Higgs bosons in the t-channel
as shown in Fig. 21. Another relevant aspect of WZ production lies in the probe of the non-abelian
structure of the Standard Model via sensitive tests to triple and quartic gauge couplings, a topic which is
partially addressed in the next subsection. Measurements of the electroweak production using 36 fb−1of
the proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV were reported by both the ATLAS [390] and CMS [391] collab-
orations. The existing results are strongly limited by the statistical uncertainties of the data samples,
therefore the integrated luminosity expected at the end of the HL-LHC operation is mandatory to fully
exploit the physics behind VBS in WZ production via measurement of differential distributions and the
polarization of the final state bosons.
In proton-proton collisions, the VBS process results from the interaction of two bosons radiated
by the initial quarks leading to a final state with two centrally produced bosons and two forward jets.
The main irreducible background is represented by events in which the same final state is mediated by
strong interactions (QCD−WZ ) and where the two bosons are not the direct result of a scattering
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Fig. 21: Feymann diagrams contributing to VBS WZ production.
process. Other backgrounds consist of different di-boson final states (ZZ, Zγ), tri-bosons and tV or
tt¯V production, where V is a Z or a W boson. The amount of the non-prompt backgrounds, where
one or more lepton candidates are coming from jets misidentified as leptons, ultimately depends on the
detector geometry, reconstruction technique and event selection requirements.
The signal selection requires events with three isolated leptons with pT > 15 GeV with |η| < 4
for ATLAS and |η| < 2.8 (3.0) for muons (electrons) for CMS. In addition, at least one lepton should
pass the single lepton trigger (ATLAS). In order to suppress the background from ZZ processes, events
containing four or more lepton candidates are discarded. At least one of the three lepton candidates is
required to have pT > 25 GeV. The event must have at least one pair of leptons of the same flavor and op-
posite charge, with an invariant mass that is consistent with the nominal Z boson mass at MZ = 91.188
GeV within 10 GeV for ATLAS and 15 GeV for CMS. This pair is considered as a Z boson candidate.
The third lepton is assigned to the W boson and its pT is required to be greater than 20 GeV. Finally,
EmissT (CMS) or the transverse mass of the W candidate computed using E
miss
T and the pT of the third
lepton (ATLAS) is required to be above 30 GeV. The VBS signature is characterized by the presence
of two forward jets. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm with distance parameter 0.4. For
ATLAS, the event is selected if it contains two jets in opposite hemispheres with pjetT greater than 30
GeV and |ηjet| < 3.8. For CMS, the event is selected if it contains two jets with pjetT > 50 GeV and |η
jet|
< 4.7. In addition, the pseudorapidity separation between jets, ∆ηjj , is requested to be greater than 2.5.
Finally, the dijet mass mjj is required to be greater than 500 GeV. The full list of selection requirements
is summarized in Table 8.
Distinct approaches are used by ATLAS and CMS, respectively based on simulation at 14 TeV and
on extrapolation from Run-2 results. ATLAS uses Monte Carlo samples generated with a fast simulation
based on the parameteriation of the performance of the HL-LHC detector and where jets from pileup
(PU) interactions corresponding to <µ> = 200 are added to the event record; a loose event selection
and a conservative background hypothesis is used. The signal events are generated at LO with SHERPA
2.2.2 [84] and the QCD−WZ background is simulated at NLO with SHERPA 2.2.0: in Ref. [390], it was
shown that the QCD−WZ background predictions might be overestimated by 40% in certain regions
of the phase-space. And with a pjetT cut as low as 30 GeV, an |ηjet| cut less than 3.8, corresponding to
the HL-LHC tracker acceptance, was found necessary to maintain the contamination of PU jets in signal
(resp. QCD−WZ ) events from 18% (resp. 69%) to 2% (resp. 11%).
The CMS projection is based on MC samples with full simulation of the CMS detector at 13 TeV
and data driven background estimates, see Ref. [392]. The cross sections of samples are scaled for this
projection from 13 to 14 TeV using SM predictions, for the data-driven backgrounds the scaling is done
using appropriate mixture of simulated events. The performance of the CMS detector at the HL-LHC
at pileup 200 is simulated using DELPHES. It is proven that lepton and PUPPI [362] jet reconstruction
allow to keep the same or better level of reconstruction efficiency and background rejection as in existing
data; no additional corrections are applied in the projection. An additional scaling factor is applied to
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Table 8: Summary of event selection requirements.
Variables ATLAS CMS
pT(`) [GeV] > 15 > 15
pT(`lead) > 25 –
pT(`Z,1), pT(`Z,2) [GeV] > 25, > 15
pT(`W ) [GeV] > 20 > 20
|η(µ)| < 4.0 < 2.8
|η(e)| < 4.0 < 3.0
|mZ −mPDGZ | [GeV] < 10 < 15
m3` [GeV] – > 100
m`` [GeV] – > 4
EmissT [GeV] – > 30
MWT [GeV] > 30 –
nj ≥ 2 ≥ 2
|η(j)| < 3.8 < 4.7
pjetT [GeV] > 30 > 50
∆R(j, `) – > 0.4
pT(b) [GeV] – > 30
nb−jet – = 0
mjj > 500 > 500
∆ηjj Opp. hemis. > 2.5∣∣η3` − 12(ηj1 + ηj2)∣∣ – < 2.5
Table 9: Expected signal and background yields corresponding to the event selection listed in Table 8
for 3000 fb−1. Background contributions are grouped differently for ATLAS and CMS.
Process ATLAS CMS
EW−WZjj 3889 2757
QCD−WZ 29754 3486
tt¯V 3145 –
tZ 2221 –
tV/VVV – 1374
Non prompt – 1192
ZZ 1970 –
VV – 398
Zγ – 296
account for the increased pseudorapidity coverage of the HL-LHC CMS detector. The ATLAS and CMS
signal and background yields are summarized in Table 9 for the total integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
To extract the electroweak signal, ATLAS uses nominally a final mjj cut optimised at 600 GeV
or a multivariate analysis (BDT) based on 25 variables that are shown to best separate the signal and
background events. The shape of the BDT output is shown in Fig. 22 left. In the CMS case, a 2D
distribution of dijet invariant mass in bins of dijet angular separation is used, as shown in Fig. 22 right.
The measurement of the EW−WZjj production cross section results from a maximum likelihood fit
of this distribution performed simultaneously for four different lepton combinations in the final states,
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each combination being considered as independent decay channel. The systematic uncertainties are
represented by nuisance parameters in the fit and are allowed to vary according to their probability
density functions. The correlations across bins, between different sources of uncertainty and decay
channels are taken into account. The background contributions are allowed to vary within the estimated
uncertainties.
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Fig. 23: Expected uncertainty on the cross section measurement as a function of the integrated lumi-
nosity for the CMS projection (left). Signal significance versus the total background uncertainty for
the ATLAS simulation (right), presented for the nominal selection, along with two alternative selections
meant to mitigate the QCD−WZ background.
The experimental systematic error will be dominated by the jet energy related uncertainties, and
amounts to a maximum of 5%. The non-prompt background uncertainty may also be significant depend-
ing on the final state. Depending on the level of QCD−WZ background, the theoretical error affecting
its modeling will eventually dominate. However it is expected that the impact of these uncertainties can
be controlled to less that 5% using refined and diverse control regions allowed by the large statistics at
HL-LHC. The total uncertainty of the electroweak cross section measurement as a function of luminos-
ity is shown in Fig. 23 left for the CMS projection, while the signal significance as a function of the
projected total uncertainty on background is presented in Fig. 23 right for the ATLAS simulation as it is
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arguable whether the theoretical uncertainty can be precisely predicted at this stage.
The polarisation of the final state bosons can be measured inclusively for each boson in two
different final state configurations, ZW+ and ZW− or combined in a doubly longitudinally polarised
final state. The cosθ∗Z ( cosθ
∗
W ), where θ
∗
Z represents the angle of the lepton with the Z (W ) direction in
the WZ rest frame, is the most sensitive differential distribution to the polarisation of the Z (W ) boson.
An example of the cosθ∗Z distribution is shown in Fig. 24 left for the EW−WZjj signal and the sum
of backgrounds for Z(W+) final state; the distribution is fitted with three parameters: the longitudinal
polarised fraction F0, the left-handed minus right-handed contributions and the number of EW−WZjj
events using three polarisation templates plus the two background contributions. The result of the fit is
shown in Fig. 24 left, where the fraction of EW−WZjj events where the Z-boson is longitudinally,
left or right polarised are represented, while the log-likelihood profile corresponding to F0 is presented
in Fig. 24 right. The significance to measure F0, computed as
√−2log(λ(F0 = 0)), is estimated to
be between 1.5 and 2.5 σ for Z(W+) and 0.7 and 1.5 σ for W− depending on the final selection that
affects the signal purity, and systematic assumptions on the total background normalisation.
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background, both contributions taken into account with a normalisation error of 2.5% (left). Shape of
the log-likelihood profile for the F0 parameter around its minimum (right) .
To measure the doubly longitudinal (LL) process, an approach based on the jets kinematics similar
to this for the total EW−WZjj cross section is used by CMS. The LL fraction is expected to be of
the order of 5% of the total EW−WZjj production ( [393]) and its unrolled 2D distribution is shown
in Fig. 25 left for 3000 fb−1. It can be observed that the LL contribution is increasing from 2-3% to 7-
8% for high angular separation between jets and for high invariant mass of the dijet system. In the fit,
the LL fraction is considered as signal, while the rest of the EW−WZjj process is considered as an
additional background. The systematic uncertainties of the LL and non-LL fractions are considered as
fully correlated within the total electroweak cross section. The significance of the LL observation as a
function of integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 25 right: the red curve presents the significance if only
statistical uncertainties of the measurement are taken into account and the black line presents the results
including the systematics as discussed above.
The results presented in this section confirm that the EW−WZjj cross section can be measured
with accuracy at the HL-LHC if the jets from pileup collisions in the events are well separated from
the jets produced in the hard interactions. Increased pseudorapidity coverage of the detectors should
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improve precision of such measurement. The single polarized cross sections can also be measured
and the double polarized measurement requires more sophisticated methods, including development of
multivariate discriminants for better separation of the signal from background. Systematic uncertainties
also start to play a significant role at the HL-LHC, in particular those affecting the theoretical prediction.
4.2.4 Prospects for quartic gauge coupling measurements in VBS12
Due to the strong gauge theory cancellations between the different Feynman graphs present in VBS
(Fig. 21) the various VBS processes provide excellent probes for the structure of gauge boson inter-
actions, in particular for the quartic gauge couplings. Deviations from SM predictions can conve-
niently be parameterised by an effective Lagrangian, LEFT =
∑
i fi/Λ
di−4O(di)i , where the oper-
ators O(di)i of energy dimension di are built with the covariant derivative of the SM Higgs doublet
field, DµΦ, and the SU(2)L and U(1)Y field strength tensors Ŵµν and B̂µν (normalized according to
[Dµ, Dν ] = Ŵµν + B̂µν). At the dimension six level, all allowed operators in LEFT also contribute
to trilinear couplings of electroweak gauge bosons or to hV V couplings, which are better measured in
qq¯ → V V processes or in Higgs boson decay. Thus, operators of energy dimension eight, which do not
give rise to anomalous trilinear couplings, are used for a parameterisation of anomalous quartic gauge
couplings (aQGC), which is sufficiently general for the present purpose. In the following, the operator
basis of Ref. [394,395] with VBFNLO normalization [374,396,397] is used to assess the sensitivity of
VBS W±W±jj and WZjj production to aQGC, with the subset of operators
OS0 =
[(
DµΦ
)†
DνΦ
]
×
[
(DµΦ)
†
DνΦ
]
, (18a)
OS1 =
[(
DµΦ
)†
DµΦ
]
×
[
(DνΦ)
†DνΦ
]
(18b)
OT0 = Tr
[
ŴµνŴ
µν
]
× Tr
[
ŴαβŴ
αβ
]
, (18c)
OT1 = Tr
[
ŴανŴ
µβ
]
× Tr
[
ŴµβŴ
αν
]
(18d)
OM0 = Tr
[
ŴµνŴ
µν
]
×
[(
DβΦ
)†
DβΦ
]
, (18e)
OM1 = Tr
[
ŴµνŴ
νβ
]
×
[(
DβΦ
)†
DµΦ
]
. (18f)
in LEFT =
∑
i
fi
Λ
4 Oi. At high invariant masses,
√
s, of the V V → V V subprocess, the tree level
insertions of the dimension eight operators lead to matrix elements which grow like s2 and violate
12Contribution by H. Schäfer-Siebert and D. Zeppenfeld.
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Fig. 26: Integrated WZ transverse mass distribution for fM0/Λ
4 = 3.8 TeV−4 within the pure EFT, the
unitarization of the Tu-model as well as the SM VBS signal and the background predictions based on
the ATLAS WZjj analysis.
unitarity within the accessible energy range of the LHC. This unphysical behaviour is avoided below
by using the unitarization scheme of Ref. [397], dubbed Tu-model, which is a variant of K-matrix
unitarization, producing close to maximal absolute values of the partial wave amplitudes at high energies.
In the presence of aQGC which signify strong interactions in the bosonic sector, VBS cross sec-
tions are enhanced at high V V invariant masses, which feeds into observables correlated to mV V such
as the integrated dilepton invariant mass distribution for W±W±jj events shown in Fig. 16 or the inte-
grated WZ transverse mass distribution shown in Fig. 26. The mT(WZ)-distribution is obtained from
the ATLAS WZjj analysis (see Table 8) with the additional cuts mjj > 600 GeV, ∆ηjj > 3.0 on the
invariant mass and the rapidity separation of the tagging jets, and |ηµ| < 2.7 on muon rapidity. Also
shown in Fig. 26 are mT(WZ)-distributions for fM0/Λ
4 = 3.8 TeV−4 within the pure EFT and in-
cluding the unitarization of the Tu-model for the VBS WZjj signal. Detector effects are included by
assuming the same efficiencies in eachmT(WZ) bin as for the SM EW signal. The processes contribut-
ing to the background distribution in Fig. 26 are listed in Table 9. The aQGC leads to an excess of events
at very highmT(WZ). Assuming that no significant excess is observed in the high energy tail, one finds
the expected 95% CL bounds on aQGC listed in Table 10. Also shown in the Table are bounds expected
from W±W±jj production, based on the dilepton invariant mass distribution of Fig. 16. The expected
bounds for the HE-LHC are obtained in a similar fashion, assuming the same signal to background ratio
as at 14 TeV for the SM case, and generating VBS W±W±jj and WZjj events with VBFNLO at LO
QCD.
The above procedure provides conservative estimates for the sensitivity to aQGC in VBS: The
experimental VBS analyses focused on the significance of the various SM VBS signals and did not try
to optimize sensitivity to deviations at highest V V invariant masses, as would be favorable for aQGC
measurements. Taking into account weak boson rapidity and transverse momentum distributions and
correlations, the sensitivity to aQGC could be improved somewhat. On the other hand, dedicated anal-
yses including Sudakov suppression at high invariant mass, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, which is
expected to slightly decrease sensitivity to aQGC, have not been performed yet in the above setting.
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Table 10: Expected bounds (in TeV−4) on the coefficients of dimension-8 operators, assuming no sig-
nificant excess in the integrated mT(WZ) (WZjj) or mll (W
±W±jj) distributions at high mass.
14 TeV 27 TeV
WZjj W±W±jj WZjj W±W±jj
fS0/Λ
4 [-8,8] [-6,6] [-1.5,1.5] [-1.5,1.5]
fS1/Λ
4 [-18,18] [-16,16] [-3,3] [-2.5,2.5]
fT0/Λ
4 [-0.76,0.76] [-0.6,0.6] [-0.04,0.04] [-0.027,0.027]
fT1/Λ
4 [-0.50,0.50] [-0.4,0.4] [-0.03,0.03] [-0.016,0.016]
fM0/Λ
4 [-3.8,3.8] [-4.0,4.0] [-0.5,0.5] [-0.28,0.28]
fM1/Λ
4 [-5.0,5.0] [-12,12] [-0.8,0.8] [-0.90,0.90]
4.2.5 Measurements of ZZ scattering
This section presents the studies performed for VBS in the ZZ fully leptonic decay channel for HL-LHC
and HE-LHC. Despite the very low cross section times branching fraction, the reconstruction of all final
state leptons allows to precisely measure the angular distributions of the Z decays to optimally separate
the longitudinal from the dominating transverse polarizations. In addition, a precise measurement of
the hard scattering centre-of-mass energy is possible from the reconstructed four-leptons invariant mass.
Last but not least, the reducible background in this channel is very small, making it an ideal case for high
statistics measurement since the impact of associated experimental systematics uncertainties is expected
to be very small.
The ATLAS analysis is performed with simulated events at generator level at 14 TeV, where
the detector effects of lepton and jet reconstruction and identification were estimated by corrections,
assuming a mean number of interactions per bunch crossing of 200. The CMS analysis is based on
the experimental investigation of VBS in the ZZ channel using 36 fb−1of data collected in 2016 [398]
which showed an observed significance of 2.7 standard deviations. This analysis is projected to HL-
LHC conditions [399] by scaling the expected yields for the signal and background processes, taking
into account the increase in luminosity and scattering energy as well as the changes in acceptance and
selection efficiencies between the LHC Phase-1 (13 TeV) and the HL-LHC (14 TeV) configurations.
The DELPHES simulation [273] is then used to assess the sensitivity to VBS ZLZL. The HL-LHC result
is further projected to the HE-LHC configuration.
Several Monte Carlo event generators were used to simulate the signal and background contri-
butions. In the ATLAS analysis, both the EW-ZZjj and QCD-ZZjj processes with the ZZ → 4`
decays are modeled using SHERPA v2.2.2 [84] with the NNPDF3.0NNLO [400] parton distribution
functions (PDFs) set. The signal sample is generated with two jets at Matrix Element (ME) level. The
background process is modeled with next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD accuracy for events with up
to one outgoing parton and with leading order (LO) accuracy for the case with two and three par-
tons, in a phase space of m`` > 4 GeV and at least two leptons with pT > 5 GeV. Other back-
grounds have minor contributions to the 4` channel and therefore are not included. The CMS analy-
sis uses MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO v2.3.3 [401] to simulate the EW-ZZjj signal and QCD-ZZjj
background samples with zero, one, and two outgoing partons at Born level at NLO. The different jet
multiplicities are merged using the FxFx scheme [157] with a merging scale of 30 GeV, and leptonic
Z boson decays were simulated using MADSPIN [402]. The gluon loop-induced production of two Z
bosons (ggZZ) is simulated at LO with MCFM v.7.0.1 [403], and checked with a dedicated simulation
of the loop-induced gg → ZZjj process using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO. The NNPDF3.0 PDF set
is also used. The interference between EW-ZZjj and QCD-ZZjj processes is found to be small and is
neglected in both analyses. Simulated samples with polarization information on the outgoing Z bosons
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are generated using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO v1.5.14 and the DECAY package from this version.
The selections are based on Run-2 analyses and have been modified according to the expected
changes for the detectors at HL-LHC. The foreseen forward lepton coverage is up to |η| = 4.0 for both
electrons and muons in ATLAS, while it is is up to |η| = 3.0(2.8) for electrons (muons) in the CMS
upgrade, with an option for an extension of up to |η| = 4.0 for electrons. Candidate events should
contain two pairs of oppositely charged isolated leptons (electrons or muons), consistent with the decays
of two on-shell Z bosons. The VBS topology is ensured by requiring at least two jets with large invariant
mass and η separation in the cut based analysis, whereas an inclusive selection is used when the signal
extraction is performed with a multivariate discriminant (BDT). Table 11 summarizes the details of the
selection criteria used by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations.
Table 11: Event selections used in ATLAS and CMS analyses. For the leptons η and pT in CMS the first
number refers to electrons and the second, in parenthesis, to muons.
ATLAS CMS
lepton η |η| < 4.0 |η| < 3.0(2.8) (|η| < 4.0(2.8), extended option)
lepton pT pT > 20, 20, 10, 7 GeV pT > 20, 12(10), 10, 7(5) GeV
N leptons exactly 4 ≥ 4
Z mass 60 < mll < 120 GeV 60 < mll < 120 GeV
Z1 definition mll closest to PDG [404] value pT-leading Z
jet η |η| < 4.5 |η| < 4.7
jet pT pT > 30(70) GeV for |η| < 3.8(> 3.8) pT > 30 GeV
N jets ≥ 2, with ηj1 × ηj2 < 0 ≥ 2
VBS cuts mjj > 600 GeV and |∆ηjj | > 2 mjj > 100 GeV, signal extraction from BDT
The distributions of the ZZ invariant mass (mZZ) and the azimuthal angular difference between
the two Z bosons (|∆φ(ZZ)|) are shown in Fig. 27, after the ATLAS event selection. The numbers of
selected signal and background events are quoted in Table 12, normalized to 3000 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity. In addition to the baseline selection, two alternative selections are also studied to compare
different detector scenarios at the HL-LHC. Uncertainties in the table refer to expected data statistical
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Fig. 27: Detector level distributions of mZZ and |∆φ(ZZ)| for the EW and QCD ZZjj processes after
the cut-based event selection, normalized to 3000 fb−1.
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uncertainty at 14 TeV with 3000 fb−1. The benefit of the extension for the rejection of PU jets is
Table 12: Comparison of event yields for the signal (NEW−ZZjj) and background (NQCD−ZZjj) pro-
cesses, and expected significance of EW-ZZjj processes, normalized to 3000 fb−1 data at 14 TeV, for
baseline and alternative selections.
Selection NEW−ZZjj NQCD−ZZjj NEW−ZZjj /
√
NQCD−ZZjj
Baseline 432 ± 21 1402 ± 37 11.5 ± 0.6
Leptons with |η| < 2.7 373 ± 19 1058 ± 33 11.5 ± 0.6
PU jet suppression only in |η| < 2.4 536 ± 23 15470 ± 124 4.3 ± 0.2
clear. The extended tracking coverage improves the lepton detection efficiency and increases the number
of signal events, providing larger event yield for differential cross section measurements and for the
longitudinal scattering. However, the overall significance of observing the EW-ZZjj process does
not improve as much, due to larger increase of the QCD-ZZjj background contribution. This is due
to the ZZ system being more centrally produced in EW processes than in QCD processes. These
results, however, do not include the gluon-induced contribution, for which the ZZ system is found to be
more centrally produced than for the leading quark-induced contribution. Moreover, in the case of the
longitudinal scattering, the η distribution of longitudinally polarized Z bosons is peaked in the forward
region, therefore extended coverage is beneficial in this case as will be shown in the following.
The dominant systematics for 4` channel are from theoretical modeling of the QCD-ZZjj back-
ground processes. The ATLAS analysis considers different sizes of systematic uncertainty in the back-
ground modeling of 5, 10 and 30%. The 30% uncertainty is a conservative estimation from direct cal-
culation by comparing different choices of PDF sets and QCD renormalization and factorization scales,
following recommendation from PDF4LHC [195]. The 5% one is an optimistic estimation where enough
data events from QCD enriched control region at the HL-LHC could be used to provide constraints on
the theoretical modeling of QCD-ZZjj processes. For the experimental sources, the jet uncertainties
have been checked following the studies in Ref. [405] and the effect is within fluctuation of the simu-
lated events, which is at the 5% level. Thus a 5% uncertainty is used as a conservative estimate of the
experimental uncertainties. In this analysis these uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated and summed
up quadratically. The CMS analysis considers two scenarios for the systematic uncertainties. The first
scenario (’Run-2 scenario’) consists in using the same systematic uncertainties as those used for the
Run-2 analysis, apart from the uncertainty in the gluon-induced background contribution for which a
10% uncertainty is considered. In the second scenario (’YR18 scenario’), improved systematic uncer-
tainties are assumed to be obtained from the more data and better understanding of the detector. In this
scenario, the theory systematic uncertainties (PDF and QCD scales) are halved with respect to the Run-2
scenario. In this analysis the systematic uncertainties are considered as nuisances in the fit and profiled.
Figure 28 (left) shows the result of a scan over different mjj cuts in addition to the ATLAS
baseline selection, for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The expected significance of EW-ZZjj
production processes is calculated as Significance = S/
√
σ(B)2stat. + σ(B)
2
syst., where S denotes the
number of signal events after the selection, and σ(B)stat. and σ(B)syst. refer to the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties in background yield. The statistical uncertainty is estimated from expected data
yield at 14 TeV with 3000 fb−1.
The CMS analysis employs a multivariate discriminant based on a boosted decision tree (BDT) to
extract the EW-ZZjj signal from the QCD-ZZjj background processes. Seven observables are used in
the BDT, including mjj, |∆ηjj|, mZZ, as well as the Zeppenfeld variables [364] η∗Z1,2 = ηZ1,2 − (ηjet1 +
ηjet2)/2 of the two Z bosons, and the ratio between the pT of the tagging jet system and the scalar sum
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Fig. 28: Expected significance of EW-ZZjj processes as a function of differentmjj cuts for 3000 fb
−1,
for different sizes of theoretical uncertainties in the QCD-ZZjj background modeling (left). Projected
significance in the multivariate analysis as a function of the integrated luminosity for the two considered
scenario and a 10% uncertainty in the loop-induced ggZZ background yield, as well as with only the
statistical uncertainties included (right).
of pT of the tagging jets (R(pT)
jets). The BDT also exploits the event balance R(pT)
hard, defined as
the transverse component of the vector sum of the Z bosons and tagging jets momenta, normalized to
the scalar pT sum of the same objects [406]. The modeling of all these observables was checked with
Run-2 data in a background-enriched region [398]. A maximum likelihood fit of the BDT distributions
for signal and backgrounds is used to extract the signal strength. The shape and normalization of each
distribution are allowed to vary within their respective uncertainties. Figure 28 (right) shows the pro-
jected significance for a 10% uncertainty in the loop-induced ggZZ background yield, as a function
of the integrated luminosity and for the two scenarios described above, as well as for a scenario with
only the statistical uncertainty included. The dashed line shows the projected significance as obtained
scaling the 2016 result with statistical uncertainty only by the luminosity ratio. The impact of a multi-
variate analysis is clear for such small signal. The expected significance is 13.0σ (13.6σ) for the Run-2
(YR18) systematic scenario, with a 10% uncertainty in the loop-induced ggZZ background yield and
an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
A fiducial phase space is defined at generator level with the same kinematic selections as listed
in Table 11, and is used to study the expected precision of the cross section measurements. Table 13
shows the expected cross section measurement in this phase space for 3000 fb−1, with the statistical only
case, and the cases with different sizes of theoretical uncertainties. The statistical uncertainty is at 10%
level and the integrated cross section measurement becomes dominated by experimental and modeling
uncertainty in the QCD-ZZjj background. For the possible extension of the HL-LHC run to 4000 fb−1,
the statistical uncertainty will be further reduced to 8% level.
Table 13: Summary of expected cross section measurements for different theoretical uncertainties. The
statistical uncertainty is estimated from expected data yield at 14 TeV with 3000 fb−1. Different uncer-
tainties are summed up quadratically.
Cross section [fb] Stat. only Plus exp. Plus 5% theo. Plus 10% theo. Plus 30% theo.
EW-ZZjj 0.21 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.05 ±0.08 ±0.21
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The projected measurement uncertainty from the CMS analysis is 9.8% (8.8%) for the Run-2
(YR18) scenario and for a 10% uncertainty in the loop-induced ggZZ background yield, for an inte-
grated luminosity of 3000 fb−1and a coverage of up to |η| = 3 for electrons. Extending the coverage up
to |η| = 4 for electrons, the expected measurement uncertainty becomes 9.5% and 8.5%, respectively.
In these estimates it is assumed that a fiducial cross section close to the detector volume is used, such
that the measurement is to first order insensitive to theoretical uncertainties in the signal cross section.
In addition, the expected differential cross section measurements of the EW-ZZjj processes at
14 TeV have been studied in the defined phase space, as a function of mjj , and mZZ , as shown in
Fig. 29. The expected differential cross section measurements are calculated bin by bin as
σ =
Npseudo−data −NQCD−ZZjj
L ∗ CEW−ZZjj
, CEW−ZZjj =
Ndet.EW−ZZjj
Npart.EW−ZZjj
, (19)
where Npseudo−data is the expected number of data events with 3000 fb
−1 luminosity, and NQCD−ZZjj
and NEW−ZZjj are the number of predicted events from QCD-ZZjj and EW-ZZjj processes, respec-
tively. The CEW−ZZjj factor refers to the detector efficiency for EW-ZZjj processes, calculated as
number of selected signal events at detector level (Ndet.EW−ZZjj), divided by number of selected events at
particle level in the fiducial phase space (Npart.EW−ZZjj). Both the statistical only case (statistical uncer-
tainty is estimated from expected data yield at 14 TeV with 3000 fb−1) and the ones with different sizes
of theoretical uncertainties on the background modeling are shown in Fig. 29.
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Fig. 29: Expected differential cross sections at 14 TeV for the EW-ZZjj processes as a function of
mjj(left) and mZZ (right). Results are shown with different sizes of systematic uncertainties.
The decay angle cos θ∗ of the lepton direction in the Z decay rest frame with respect to the Z mo-
mentum direction in the laboratory frame is the most distinctive feature of longitudinal Z bosons (ZL).
The Z boson pT and η distributions also carry information on ZLZL production, in particular longitu-
dinal Z bosons are produced with a lower pT and more forward, compared to transverse polarizations
(ZT). The distributions of cos θ
∗, pT and η of both Z bosons, together with the distributions of all ob-
servables used to separate VBS processes from QCD backgrounds and described above are employed as
input to a BDT to separate the VBS ZLZL signal from all backgrounds. The BDT is trained separately
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to discriminate the VBS ZLZL signal from the QCD backgrounds (QCD BDT) and to discriminate the
VBS ZLZL signal from the VBS background (VBS BDT). Cut values are defined on the QCD BDT
and on the VBS BDT output values, which maximizes the overall significance estimator S/
√
B for the
selected events. The corresponding signal efficiency is 14.1% and the VBS, leading QCD-ZZjj and
loop-induced ggZZ background efficiencies are 1.6%, 0.03% and 0.05%, respectively. It is assumed
that the VBS ZLZL fraction, defined as VBS ZLZL / VBS (ZLZL +ZLZT +ZTZT) will be measured,
rather than the absolute VBS ZL ZL cross section. In such ratio measurement, the systematic uncertain-
ties from luminosity, and selection efficiency, as well as theoretical uncertainties on the VBS and VBS
background cross section cancel out, such that only the uncertainties in the QCD backgrounds yields are
considered.
Figure 30 shows the expected significance for the VBS ZLZL fraction as a function of the inte-
grated luminosity and for the two scenarios described above and a 10% uncertainty in the loop-induced
ggZZ background yield, as well as for a scenario with only the statistical uncertainty included. A
significance of 1.4σ is reached for 3000 fb−1. As expected from the ratio measurement, the effect of
systematic uncertainties is very small. Results are also shown for an integrated luminosity of 6000 fb−1,
which would approximately correspond to combining ATLAS and CMS after 3000 fb−1. Table 14
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Fig. 30: Expected significance for the VBS ZLZL fraction as a function of the integrated luminosity
and for systematic uncertainties according to the Run-2 and YR18 scenario, as well as with only the
statistical uncertainties included.
presents the expected significance and relative uncertainty in the VBS ZLZL fraction for various η cov-
erage configurations. The foreseen coverage extension of up to |η| = 3 (2.8) for electrons (muons) leads
to a ∼ 13% improvement for the significance and precision on the VBS ZLZL fraction. An extension of
up to |η| = 4 for electrons would allow to further improve by ∼ 4% both significance and cross section
measurement uncertainty.
Finally, a simple scaling of the signal and background cross sections is performed to assess the
sensitivity to the VBS ZLZL fraction at HE-LHC. An integrated luminosity of 15 ab
−1 is considered,
together with a c.o.m energy of 27 TeV. The cross section ratios σ27 TeV / σ14 TeV are evaluated at LO
with MADGRAPH(v5.4.2) [393] for the EW signal and the leading QCD-ZZjj background, and with
MCFM(v.7.0.1) [403] for the ggZZ loop-induced background. Table 15 shows the expected significance
and relative uncertainty for the VBS ZLZL fraction at HE-LHC, compared to HL-LHC. The HE-LHC
machine would allow to bring the sensitivity (uncertainty) for the measurement of the VBS ZLZL frac-
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Table 14: Significance and measurement uncertainty for the VBS ZLZL fraction for different acceptance
configurations at HL-LHC. In the quoted η coverages, the first number corresponds to electrons while
the number in parentheses corresponds to muons.
η coverage significance VBS ZLZL fraction uncertainty (%)
|η| < 2.5 (2.4) 1.22σ 88
|η| < 3.0 (2.8) 1.38σ 78
|η| < 4.0 (2.8) 1.43σ 75
tion to the level of ∼ 5σ (∼ 20%).
Table 15: Expected significance and measurement uncertainty for the VBS ZLZL fraction at HL-LHC
and HE-LHC with and without systematic uncertainties included.
significance precision (%)
w/ syst. uncert. w/o syst. uncert. w/ syst. uncert. w/o syst. uncert.)
HL-LHC 1.4σ 1.4σ 75% 75%
HE-LHC 5.2σ 5.7σ 20% 19%
4.2.6 The production ofWW /WZ via vector boson scattering with semi-leptonic final states
The existing Run-2 VBS measurements and the above analyses have focused on channels involving the
fully leptonic boson decays, or decay modes involving photons. The semileptonic channels can however
offer some interesting advantages: the V → qq¯ branching fractions are much larger than the leptonic
ones and the use of jet substructure techniques with large-radius jet reconstruction allows to reconstruct
and identify the V -boson produced in the high-pT region, which is the most sensitive to new physics
effects. This section presents the sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment to VBS in the V (qq)W (`ν) final
state, assuming an integrated luminosity of 300 or 3000 fb−1 of pp collisions at
√
s= 14 TeV.
This analyses uses generator-level samples of the main signal and background processes, com-
bined with the parameterisations of the detector performance (muon and jet reconstruction and selection
efficiencies and momentum resolutions) expected at the HL-LHC from fully simulated samples. The
parametrized detector resolutions are used to smear the generator-level particle transverse momenta,
while the parametrized efficiencies are used to reweigh the selected events. All generated samples were
produced at
√
s= 14 TeV and normalized to luminosities of 300 or 3000 fb−1 when the results are
presented.
The electroweak (EW) V V jj production is modeled using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO v2.3.3 [12],
plus PYTHIA8 [292] for fragmentation. The main background sources are W bosons produced in as-
sociation with jets (W+jets), with significant contributions from top-quark production (both tt¯ pair and
single-top), non-resonant vector-boson pair production (ZZ, WZ and WW ) and Z bosons produced
in association with jets (Z+jets). Background originating from multi-jet processes are expected to be
negligible due to the event selection requirements. Details about the samples generation can be found in
Ref. [407].
To increase the purity of considered events, several requirements are placed on the constituents
of an event. Events are required to have exactly one lepton. Generator-level electrons or muons are
required to be isolated and pass the tight identification criteria [405] and to have pT > 27 GeV. Events
are required to contain a hadronically-decaying W/Z candidate, reconstructed either from two small-R
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jets, defined as the resolved channel, or from one large-R jet, designated the boosted channel. Small-R
jets are defined using the anti-kT algorithm [408] with a radius parameter of R = 0.4. The identification
of jets originating from b-quarks is done by finding jets with generator-level b-hadron within a cone of
∆R < 0.4 around the jet direction. Similarly, the anti-kT algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 1.0
is used to reconstruct large-R jets. The large-R jets are trimmed using the standard ATLAS trimming
parameters [409]. It is assumed that the performance of a future W/Z-boson tagger at the HL-LHC
conditions will have similar, if not better, performance as existing boson taggers. To simulate the effect
of Run-2 W/Z-boson tagging performance [410, 411] events which contain a large-R jet are scaled by
the expected boson tagging efficiency for the V → qq with kinematics corresponding to the large-R
jet, calculated from fully-simulated 13 TeV Monte-Carlo (MC) samples. The missing transverse energy
EmissT is required to be greater than 60 GeV, which suppresses the expected multijet background to a
negligible level. By constraining the EmissT + lepton system to be consistent with the W mass, the z
component of the neutrino (ν) momentum can be reconstructed by solving a quadratic equation.
Experimentally, VBS is characterized by the presence of a pair of vector bosons and two forward
jets with a large separation in pseudorapidity and a large dijet invariant mass. Therefore the VBS search
is required to have 2 additional forward VBS-topology tagging jets in the event in addition to jets as-
sociated with the boson decay, similar to the resonant VBF search. The VBS tagging jets are required
to be non-b-tagged, be in the opposite hemispheres, η(jtag1 ) · η(jtag2 ) < 0, and to have the highest dijet
invariant mass among all pairs of jets remaining in the event after the V → jj jet selection. After the
tagging jet pair are selected, it is required that both tagging jets should have pT >30 GeV, and that the in-
variant mass of the two tagging jets system is greater than 400 GeV . In the merged selection, events are
required to have at least one large-R jet with pT(J) > 200 GeV and |η(J)| < 2. From those candidate
large-R jets, the one with the smallest |m(J)−m(W/Z)| is selected as the signal large-R jet. Mass
window cuts and boson tagging efficiencies are applied as described above. To suppress backgrounds
with top quarks, an event is rejected if any of the reconstructed jets outside the large R jet, is identified
as containing a b-quark. If events fail the merged VBS selection, the resolved selection is then applied.
Signal jets are chosen as the pair with m(jj) closest to the W/Z mass. The signal jet pairs are then
required to have |m(jj) −m(W/Z)| < 15 GeV. To suppress backgrounds with top quarks, an event is
rejected if any of the reconstructed jets is identified as containing a b-quark.
To optimize the signal sensitivity, Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) for the resolved and merged
searches were trained on the background and signal MC samples in the respective regions. Four variables
are included in the merged BDT: the invariant mass of the lνJ system, the lepton η, the second tag jet pT
and the boson centrality ζV . The boson centrality is defined as ζV = min(∆η+,∆η−) where ∆η+ =
max(η(jtag1 ), η(j
tag
2 )) − max(η(`ν), η(J)) and ∆η− = min(η(`ν), η(J)) − min(η(jtag1 ), η(jtag2 )).
In the resolved BDT, eight variables were used: the invariant mass of the WV jj system , the lepton
η, the pT of both VBS-tagging jets and sub-leading signal jet, the boson centrality defined similarly
to above, the ∆η between signal jets, and the ∆R between the lepton and neutrino candidate. These
variables were chosen as they are the minimal subset of variables with the greatest separation between
the signal and background, that provide significant improvement when added during the training. The
BDT were trained using a gradient descent BDT algorithm, maximizing the Gini index, in the TMVA
package [412]. The BDT are chosen as the discriminants and their distributions are used in the final fit
for the VBS search shown in Figure 31.
If an event fails either a mass-window cut or a b-veto but passes all other events then the event
is categorized as a W or top control region. These regions are used to constrain the normalization and
shape systematics of the background.
The results are extracted by performing a simultaneous binned maximum-likelihood fit to the
BDT distributions in the signal regions and the W+jets and tt¯ control regions. A test statistic based
on the profile likelihood ratio [413] is used to test hypothesized values of the signal cross section. The
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Fig. 31: Final signal and background distributions for the VBS search in the respective resolved signal
region for the normalized BDT response. Background distributions are separated into production type.
VBS signals in WW and WZ mode are overlaid as dashed curves where appropriate. Both background
and signal BDT distributions are normalized to unity (left). Expected signal significance as a function
of integrated luminosity up to 300 fb−1. The solid black curve is the significance from the `νqqchannel,
while the black dashed curve shows the expected significance from all semi-leptonic channels assuming
equal sensitivity (right).
likelihood is defined as the product of the Poisson likelihoods for all signal and control regions for a
given production mechanism category and channel. Systematic uncertainties are taken into account as
constrained nuisance parameters with Gaussian or log-normal distributions. The main background mod-
elling systematics, namely the W+jets and tt¯ shape uncertainties, are constrained by the corresponding
control regions and are treated as uncorrelated among the resolved and merged signal regions.
The expected significance for the SM VBS process is 5.7σ at 300 fb−1 as shown in Fig. 31.
The expected cross section uncertainties are 18% at 300 fb−1 and 6.5% at 3000 fb−1. The effects
of unfolding were not considered for the cross section estimates. If control regions are not used to
constrain the systematics the expected significance is reduced to 3.6σ at 300 fb−1. Likewise the cross
section uncertainty are increased to 28% at 300 fb−1 and 10% at 3000 fb−1 when control regions are
ignored.
4.2.6.1 Electroweak WW / WZ production analysis at HE-LHC
The prospect analysis at HE-LHC [414] mimics the analysis at HL-LHC but the DELPHES simulation
is used [415]. VBS signal samples are produced in the same manner as the HL-LHC analysis. The
major backgrounds W+jets and tt¯ production are simulated with MADGRAPH and AMC@NLO re-
spectively, interfaced with PYTHIA. Z+jets, single top and diboson contribution are not simulated and
are expected to contribute at most 10% to the total background.
The unprecedented energy of pp collisions at the HE-LHC will significantly improve sensitivity to
new multi-TeV particles over LHC and HL-LHC. However, the experimental environment is expected to
be challenging at the HE-LHC, primarily due to a significant increase of the number of pp collisions in a
same and nearby bunch crossings (pile-up). The HE-LHC is planned to be operated at a centre-of-mass
energy of 27 TeV with 800 pile-up collisions at the peak luminosity. Such extreme pile-up conditions are
expected to be particularly challenging for identifying hadronically decaying W /Z boson as the extra
contribution of particles produced from pile-up collisions into jets could degrade the performance of
W /Z boson tagger significantly. It is therefore important to assess the performance of pile-up mitigation
technique at the HE-LHC in order to have a reliable estimate of the search sensitivity.
The study presented here focuses on the performance of pile-up mitigation techniques and W /Z
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Fig. 32: Leading large-R jet mass (left) after applying the PUPPI algorithm at an integrated luminosity
of 1 ab−1 at
√
s = 27 TeV with five different pile-up overlay conditions of µpileup = 0, 100, 200, 400
and 800. The right plots shows the same distribution but after additionally requiring that the jets are
trimmed with the conditions described in the text.
boson tagging. The VBS signal events are produced with the overlay of minimum-bias pp interactions
generated using PYTHIA 8. The minimum-bias interactions are overlaid onto hard scattering event
using Poisson probability distribution with the mean number of interactions (µpileup) varied from 0 to
100, 200, 400 and 800. Furthermore, the minimum-bias interactions are distributed randomly in z and
timing using Gaussian profiles of σz = 5.3 cm and σt = 160 ps, respectively (z=0 at the detector centre
and t=0 for hard scattering event). The overlaid VBS signal events are processed through DELPHES
with two pile-up mitigation techniques: the Pile-up Per Particle Identification (PUPPI) algorithm [362]
used in CMS and the trimming procedure used in ATLAS. The trimming parameters of the pT fraction
cut and the sub-jet reclustering radius are chosen to be the same as those used in ATLAS. For the PUPPI
algorithm the standard DELPHES implementation is used.
Figure 32 shows the leading large-R jet mass (mJ ) for the PUPPI-only jets and the PUPPI+trimmed
jets, both required to have pT > 200 GeV. The mJ distribution get shifted towards lower values with
the trimming applied, enhancing the peak around mW . The residual pile-up effect is still visible as a
shift towards larger values with increasing µpileup, but the overall signal yield after the mass-window and
D2 requirements (e.g, D2 < 1.5) is largely stable. This indicates that an impact to the W /Z-boson tag-
ging performance from expected pile-up collisions at the HE-LHC can be mitigated to the level where
the tagging performance is similar to what is expected at Run-2 or the HL-LHC. Therefore, the study
presented in the rest of this note is based on the W /Z-boson tagging performance at Run-2.
The sensitivity to the VBS signal at 27 TeV is extracted in the same manner as the HL-LHC anal-
ysis. The event selection is similar and a BDT is built using the same variables both in the resolved and
boosted channel. For more details about the BDT and the setup used please refer to citation. Figure 33
shows the expected cross section uncertainty as function of integrated luminosity at 27 TeV compared
to the one obtained at 14 TeV. The results are very consistent and show that given the same luminosity
the same uncertainty can be reached at 27 TeV. Prospects are also presented for the extraction of the
longitudinal component of the WW scattering. For the extraction of the longitudinal component in
VBS processes, the electroweak WWjj samples are generated with the DECAY program to identify
the polarization state of the produced V bosons. The generated events are then classified according to
the polarization state: both V bosons are longitudinally (LL) or transversely (TT) polarized, or in the
mixed state (LT). Each event is showered using PYTHIA and then processed through the DELPHES
simulation.
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Fig. 33: The expected cross section uncertainty as function of integrated luminosity at 27 TeV compared
to the one obtained at 14 TeV (left). Right: Observed significance as a function of the luminosity and
expected uncertainty for the EW WLWL signal assuming a 10% fraction predicted by MADGRAPH
(right). One line shows the results obtained by fitting a single variable, the total invariant mass of
the system and the other one shows the expected significance using the BDT. The third line shows
the expected significance assuming the combination of all three semi-leptonic channels with the same
sensitivity.
In this case a BDT is built training the signal samples (WW LL) against the sum of the back-
grounds which include the TT and LT component of the electroweak WWjj samples. The observed
significance expected with this simple setup is shown in the right figure of Fig. 33. One line shows
the results obtained by fitting a single variable, the total invariant mass of the system and the other one
shows the expected significance using the BDT. The third line shows the expected significance assuming
the combination of all three semi-leptonic channels with the same sensitivity. It is expected to reach 5σ
sensitivities with 3000 fb−1 combining all the semileptonic channels.
4.3 Tri-boson production
The production of multiple heavy gauge bosons V (= W±, Z) opens up a multitude of potential de-
cay channels categorised according to the number of charged leptons in the final state. The sen-
sitivity prospect studies have been performed related to the production of W±W±W∓, W±W∓Z
or W±ZZ followed by the fully leptonic or semi-hadronic13 decays: W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν`∓ν,
W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±νjj, W±W∓Z → `±ν`±ν`+`−, W±W∓Z → `±νjj`+`−, W±ZZ →
`±ν`+`−`+`−, W±ZZ → `±ν`+`−νν, W±ZZ → jj`+`−`+`− and W±ZZ → `±ν`+`−jj, with
` = e or µ. Prospect studies have been performed, using a cut-based analysis, corresponding to an in-
tegrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 and 4000 fb−1 of proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 14 TeV, expected to be collected by the ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC [301]. In this section
we summarize only results that are expected to provide the best sensitivity according to the full prospect
studies documented in [416].
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated event samples are used to predict the background from SM pro-
cesses and to model the multi-boson signal production. The effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are
taken into account by applying energy smearing, efficiencies and fake rates to generator level quantities,
following parameterisations based on detector performance studies with full simulation and HL-LHC
conditions. The most relevant MC samples have equivalent luminosities (at 14 TeV) of at least 3000
fb−1. Several MC generators are used to model the production of signal and dominant SM background
13In case of semi-hadronic channels we assume that one of the vector bosons decays hadronically while the other two decay
leptonically.
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processes relevant for the analysis.
For the generation of triboson signal events, matrix elements for all combinations of pp → V V
(V = W±, Z) have been generated using SHERPA v2.2.2 [84] with up to two additional partons in the
final state, including full next-to-leading-order calculations (NLO) [417–419] accuracy for the inclusive
process. All diagrams with three electroweak couplings are taken into account, including diagrams
involving Higgs propagators. However, since these samples use factorised decays with on-shell vector
bosons, the resonant contribution from those diagrams can not be reached from the 125 GeV Higgs. In
order to account for the contribution coming from these diagrams the corresponding production of V H
(V = W,Z) bosons is added to the signal. Electroweak NLO corrections to the signal production cross
sections are not considered in this analysis. The diboson processes are generated with SHERPA event
generator following the approach described in [420]. For the simulation of the top quark pair and the
production of V H (V = W,Z) bosons POWHEG [151, 314, 377]+PYTHIA [148] was used as described
in [421], while for the tt¯ + V (V = W,Z,H) MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [12] interfaced to PYTHIA
was used as in [422].
The expected multi-boson yields are normalised to the SHERPA predictions, while the tt¯ + V
(V = W,Z,H) yields are normalized to NLO. The top quark pair-production contribution is normalised
to approximate NNLO+NNLL accuracy [41, 423].
Experimental signatures
The experimental signature of the triboson processes considered in these studies consists of at least
three charged leptons, moderate EmissT originating from the leptonic decay of W bosons, and jets in
case one of the vector bosons decays hadronically. The event selection starts from the one used in
the published analysis in Ref. [424], but considers tighter selection criteria in terms of transverse
momentum of the selected objects and missing transverse momentum of the event, in order to sup-
press higher pile-up contributions expected at the HL-LHC. The selection requirements used to de-
fine the signal regions are obtained from an optimization to maximize the sensitivity to W±W±W∓,
W±W∓Z and W±ZZ processes and to reduce the contributions from SM background processes.
In the case of W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±ν`∓ν channel, three separate signal regions are defined based
on the number of same-flavour opposite-sign (SFOS) lepton pairs in the event: 0SFOS (e±e±µ∓,
µ±µ±e∓), 1SFOS (e±e∓µ±, e±e∓µ∓, µ±µ∓e±, µ±µ∓e∓) and 2SFOS (e±e±e∓, µ±µ±µ∓). Simi-
larly, in W±W∓Z → `±ν`±ν`+`− channel, two signal regions are defined based on the selection of
SFOS or different-flavour opposite-sign (DFOS) lepton-pair events: SFOS (e±e∓µ∓µ±, e±e∓e±e∓,
µ∓µ±µ∓µ±) and DFOS (e±e∓µ∓e±, µ∓µ±µ∓e±). To select W±W±W∓ → `±ν`±νjj candidates,
events are required to have exactly two leptons with the same electric charge, and at least two jets. Three
different final states are considered based on the lepton flavour, namely e±e±, e±µ± and µ±µ±. In
the case of W±ZZ process, separate set of selection criteria are defined in order to select events in
which vector bosons undergo either fully leptonic of semi-hadronic decay. In all channels, events are
rejected if they have identified b-jets. This selection requirement suppresses background involving top
quarks, with marginal impact on the signal efficiency. Full description to the optimized selection criteria,
estimated systematic uncertainties and expected signal and background event yields for all channels con-
sidered in the study are available in Ref. [416]. Three channels, 0SFOS W±W±W∓ → 3` 3ν, DFOS
W±W∓Z → 4` 2ν and W±ZZ → 5` 1ν, for which we give details in the following, are estimated
to provide best sensitivities. Tables 16 to 18 show the kinematic selection criteria used to select signal
events in these channels.
Results
The SM processes that mimic the multi-boson signal signatures by producing at least three prompt lep-
tons or two prompt leptons with the same electric charge, can be grouped into the following categories:
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Table 16: Event selection criteria for W±W±W∓ → 3` 3ν candidate events.
W
±
W
±
W
∓ → `±ν`±ν`∓ν 0SFOS events: e±e±µ∓, µ±µ±e∓
Preselection Exactly 3 charged tight leptons with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4
SFOS dilepton mass mSFOS`` > 20 GeV
Angle between the trilepton system and
−→
E
miss
T |ϕ3` − ϕ
−→
E
miss
T | > 2.5
Z boson veto |mee −mZ| > 15 GeV
Jet veto At most one jet with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5
b-jet veto No identified b-jets with pT > 30 GeV
Table 17: Event selection criteria for W±W∓Z → 4` 2ν candidate events. The four-lepton mass m4`
is calculated as invariant mass of the four-lepton system.
W
±
W
∓
Z → `±ν`±ν`+`− DFOS events: e±e∓µ∓e±, µ∓µ±µ∓e±
Preselection Exactly 4 charged loose (3rd and 4th tight) leptons
with pT(1, 2) > 30 GeV, pT(3, 4) > 25 GeV and |η| < 4
SFOS dilepton mass |mSFOS`` − 91 GeV| < 15 GeV
DFOS dilepton mass mDFOS`` > 40 GeV
Four-lepton mass m4` > 250 GeV
b-jet veto No identified b-jets with pT > 30 GeV
Table 18: Event selection criteria for W±ZZ → 5` 1ν candidate events. Two-lepton pairs of the
same flavour and opposite charge have to satisfy same-flavour dilepton mass selection requirement. The
transverse mass is calculated from theEmissT and the lepton that does not pass dilepton mass requirement.
W
±
ZZ → `±ν`+`−`+`− 5`1ν
Preselection Exactly 5 charged loose (4rd and 5th tight) leptons with
pT(1, 2, 3) > 30 GeV, pT(4, 5) > 25 GeV and |η| < 4
SFOS dilepton mass |mSFOS`` − 91 GeV| < 15 GeV
Transverse mass mT > 40 GeV
b-jet veto No identified b-jets with pT > 30 GeV
– The WZ and ZZ processes, referred to as “diboson background”;
– The WWW,WWZ,WZZ,ZZZ processes, excluding the signal process under study, referred
to as “triboson background”;
– The V H and tt¯H processes, excluding the processes which are added to the signal, referred to as
“Higgs+X background”;
– The production of four top quarks, top quark associated with WZ bosons or tt¯ associated with
W,Z,WZ or W±W∓ bosons, referred to as “top background”;
– Processes that have non-prompt leptons (electrons) originating from misidentified jets (referred to
as “fake-lepton background”);
– Processes that produce prompt charged leptons, but the charge of one lepton is misidentified (re-
ferred to as “charge-flip background”).
The contributions from theWW and tt¯ processes are accounted for in the fake-lepton and charge-
flip backgrounds. The diboson, triboson, Higgs+X and top background sources are estimated using
simulated events, with the dominant irreducible background in most of the channels originating from the
diboson processes. In some channels the contribution of the fake-lepton background, which is derived
by applying the pre-defined (pT, η)-dependent likelihood as described in Section 3, becomes significant.
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The charge-flip background has been investigated and found to be negligible in all considered processes.
In W±W±W∓ → 3` 3ν channel, the background is dominated by the irreducible diboson back-
ground and fake-lepton contribution. The contribution of signal events containing Higgs decays are at
the level of 40%. In W±W∓Z → 4` 2ν channel with two leptons being of different flavour, this re-
quirement suppresses a large fraction of the diboson background. Contribution of Higgs decays is quite
smaller with respect to the one in W±W±W∓ → 3` 3ν due to smaller lepton pT and invariant mass
requirementmDFOS`` > 40 GeV. In theW
±ZZ channel, the most promising signal region is the one with
five charged leptons. In this case, the fake-lepton contribution becomes significant. The background is
dominated by rare top production of tt¯ZW .
Figure 34 shows relevant distributions in the three channels: them3`T distribution for theW
±W±W∓ →
3` 3ν channel, the distribution of transverse momenta of the two-lepton system p``T in W
±W∓Z → 4`
2ν channel and the distribution of two lepton invariant mass p``T selected to give the mass closest to the
mass of the Z boson in W±ZZ → 5` 1ν channel.
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Fig. 34: The distribution of m3`T for the W
±W±W∓ → 3` 3ν channel (top left), the distribution of
transverse momenta of the two-lepton system p``T in W
±W∓Z → 4` 2ν channel (top right) and the
distribution of two lepton invariant mass p``T selected to give the mass closest to the mass of the Z boson
in W±ZZ → 5` 1ν channel (bottom) as expected from the signal and background processes at 3000
fb−1 after applying the selection criteria from Tables 16 to 18.
Systematic uncertainties in the signal and background predictions arise from the uncertainties in
the measurement of the integrated luminosity, from the experimental modelling of the signal acceptance
and detection efficiency, and from the background normalisation. With the much larger integrated lumi-
nosity and a sophisticated understanding of the detector performance and backgrounds at the HL-LHC,
we expect experimental uncertainties related to the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies
as well as lepton energy/momentum resolution and scale modelling of 1%, to the EmissT modelling of
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1%, to the jet energy scale and resolution of 1.5% and 5% in the fully leptonic and leptons+jets channels,
respectively, to the luminosity measurement of 1% and to the expected pileup of 1% [276]. Based on
the extrapolations of current ATLAS measurements and assuming a reduction of the uncertainty at the
level of 15–80%, depending on the process and the origin of the systematics, the following systematic
uncertainties on the cross section normalisation for each of the background processes are assumed: 4%
on σdiboson, 30% on σtriboson, 3% on σtt¯, 20% on σtt¯H , 6% on σtt¯Z , and 11% on σtt¯W . The uncertainty
on the level of the fake-lepton background is estimated to be 10%. Taking these assumptions into ac-
count, we estimate the total systematic uncertainty on the background of 9% for W±W±W∓ → 3`3ν
and W±ZZ → 5`1ν channels and 6% in W±W∓Z → 4`2ν channel. Assuming that the number of
signal events follows a Poissonian distribution and taking into account an estimated systematic uncer-
tainty on the background, the signal significance Zσ and the estimated precision on the signal strength
measurement, ∆µµ are calculated using the asymptotic formula from Ref. [413]. Only experimental un-
certainties are taken into account for the signal. Uncertainties related to the limited number of MC
events are neglected. The total number of signal and background events expected after applying the full
set of selection requirements from Tables 16 to 18 in three selected channels, the corresponding signal
significance and the expected precision on the signal strength measurement, for an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1 are shown in Table 19.
Table 19: Expected number of signal and background events, the expected signal significance Zσ and
the estimated precision on the signal strength measurement, ∆µµ in W
±W±W∓ → 3`3ν, W±W∓Z →
4`2ν and W±ZZ → 5`1ν channels after applying the selection criteria from Tables 16 to 18.
W
±
W
±
W
∓ → 3`3ν W±W∓Z → 4`2ν W±ZZ → 5`1ν
Signal 312 168 19
Diboson 208 357 4.0
Triboson 37 11 3.0
Higgs+X 25 10 0.3
Top 60 390 15
fake-lepton 97 16 3.0
Total: 427 784 25
Significance Zσ 6.7 3.0 3.0
Significance Zσ (4000 fb
−1) 7.0 3.1 3.4
Precision ∆µ
µ
11% 27% 36%
Precision ∆µ
µ
(4000 fb−1) 10% 25% 31%
The HL-LHC offers a large improvement to multi-boson production, where this simple cut-and-
count approach provides sensitivities larger than 3σ in the three channels considered in this analysis. It
should be noted that more mature analysis techniques such as MVA, would likely improve these results
further. However, high level of background control, mainly diboson background as well as instrumental
background arising from fake-leptons, will be needed in order to maintain desired level of precision.
4.4 Precision electroweak measurements
4.4.1 NNLO predictions for Z-boson pair production14
The results presented in this section are produced using the program described in Ref. [425] with the
NNPDF3.0 [201] set of parton distribution functions. The parton densities and αs are evaluated at each
corresponding order (i.e. (n+1)-loop αs is used at N
nLO, with n = 0, 1, 2) and Nf = 5 massless
quark flavours are considered. For the renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µF ) scales two choices
are investigated: µR = µF = mZ and the dynamic scale µR = µF = mZZ/2. The Gµ EW scheme is
14Contribution by G. Heinrich, S. Jahn, S. Jones, M. Kerner and J. Pires.
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used where the EW input parameters have been set to GF = 1.16639× 10−5, mW = 80.399 GeV and
mZ = 91.1876 GeV. The top quark and Higgs boson masses that are included in the real-virtual one-loop
contributions and in the loop-induced gg channel have been set tomt = 173.2 GeV andmH = 125 GeV,
respectively. The one-loop contributions are calculated with the program GOSAM [11, 86]. For the
NNLO real radiation the N -jettiness subtraction scheme [53, 54, 426, 427] is employed. The process
dependent hard function has been extracted from the two-loop amplitude computed in Ref. [428] and
cross-checked with an in-house calculation. The top quark contributions in the double virtual two-loop
diagrams are not included in the results below. Table 20 shows cross section results for the central
scale µR = µF = mZ , including 7-point scale variations. In Table 21 results for the dynamic scale
µR = µF = mZZ/2 are given.
Table 20: Inclusive cross section for ZZ production at the LHC for
√
s =14 TeV and
√
s =27 TeV
at LO, NLO and NNLO with µR = µF = mZ . The uncertainties are obtained by varying the
renormalisation and factorisation scales in the range mZ/2 < µR, µF < 2mZ with the constraint
0.5 < µF /µR < 2.
σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] gg → ZZ [pb]
14 TeV 10.80+5.7%−6.7% 15.55
+3.0%
−2.4% 18.50
+3.0%
−3.2% 1.56
+25%
−18%
27 TeV 23.59+10.0%−10.9% 35.59
+3.2%
−4.2% 44.52
+3.7%
−4.1% 4.81
+25%
−18%
Table 21: Inclusive cross section for ZZ production at the LHC for
√
s =14 TeV and
√
s =27 TeV
at LO, NLO and NNLO with the dynamic scale choice µR = µF = mZZ/2. The uncertainties are
obtained by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales in the range mZZ/4 < µR, µF < mZZ
with the constraint 0.5 < µF /µR < 2.
σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] gg → ZZ [pb]
14 TeV 11.03+5.2%−6.1% 15.38
+2.5%
−2.0% 18.20
+3.3%
−2.3% 1.41
+23%
−18%
27 TeV 24.68+9.0%−9.8% 35.43
+2.6%
−3.7% 43.71
+3.3%
−3.2% 4.41
+23%
−17%
Figures 35 and 36 show largely non-overlapping scale uncertainty bands between NLO and
NNLO, both for a fixed central scale choice µ = mZ as well as for a dynamic central scale choice
µ = mZZ/2. This demonstrates that for this process, the scale variations are insufficient to estimate
missing higher order terms in the perturbative expansion. This is mostly due to the fact that at NNLO,
the loop-induced gluon fusion channel gg → ZZ opens up, and due to the large gluon flux it represents
a numerically significant contribution, about 8% at
√
s = 14 TeV and 11% at
√
s = 27 TeV of the total
NNLO cross section, for both central scale choices. Further studies of the gluon channel can be seen in
Refs. [429,430]. Since this new channel contributes for the first time at NNLO its contribution cannot be
captured by the scale variations of the NLO cross section. Therefore, with increasing perturbative order,
a systematic reduction of the factorisation scale dependence of the cross section is observed (indicated
by the thickness of the scale uncertainty band), while there is no significant reduction of the renormali-
sation scale dependence. To show that this effect can be attributed to the gluon fusion channel opening
up at NNLO, the NNLO result excluding this channel is also shown in Figs. 35 and 36.
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Fig. 35: Renormalisation and factorisation scale dependence of theZZ cross section for
√
s = 14 TeV at
LO, NLO and NNLO for the fixed central scale choice µR = µF = mZ (left) and for the dynamic central
scale choice µR = µF = mZZ/2 (right). The NNLO result without the gluon fusion contributions is
shown in light blue. The thickness of the bands show the variation with the factorisation scale, while
the slope shows the renormalisation scale dependence. The scale uncertainties are the envelope of scale
variations by a factor of two up and down with the constraint 0.5 < µF /µR < 2, i.e. 7-point scale
variations.
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Fig. 36: Renormalisation and factorisation scale dependence of theZZ cross section for
√
s = 27 TeV at
LO, NLO and NNLO for the fixed central scale choice µR = µF = mZ (left) and for the dynamic central
scale choice µR = µF = mZZ/2 (right). The NNLO result without the gluon fusion contributions is
shown in light blue, and the bands are produced in the same way as in Fig. 35.
4.4.2 Gauge-boson pair production with MATRIX15
NNLO QCD predictions for W+W−, W±Z and ZZ production in proton–proton collisions are pre-
sented in this section. Two LHC upgrade scenarios are considered, namely the HL-LHC running at√
s = 14 TeV with an assumed integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1, and the HE-LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV with
15 ab−1. More precisely, the following inclusive hard-scattering processes are considered
pp→ `+ν` `′−ν¯`′ +X ,
pp→ `ν` `′+`′− +X ,
pp→ `+`−`′+`′− +X ,
where all off-shell effects and interference contributions are fully accounted for.
15Contribution by S. Kallweit, M. Grazzini and M. Wiesemann.
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All results are obtained with the public parton-level NNLO framework MATRIX. This program,
and earlier versions of it, have been used to compute state-of-the-art QCD predictions for gauge-boson
pair production processes [431–439].16 All tree-level and one-loop amplitudes are evaluated with OPEN-
LOOPS17 [10, 444]. At two-loop level the qq¯ → V V ′ amplitudes of Ref. [428] are used.
The complex mass scheme [382] is applied throughout, i.e. complex W - and Z-boson masses are
used and the EW mixing angle is defined as cos θ2W = (m
2
W − iΓW mW )/(m2Z − iΓZ mZ). For the in-
put of the weak parameters theGµ scheme is employed with α =
√
2Gµ|(m2W−iΓW mW ) sin2 θW |/pi .
The following parameters are set,GF = 1.16639×10−5 GeV−2,mW = 80.399 GeV, ΓW = 2.1054 GeV,
mZ = 91.1876 GeV, ΓZ = 2.4952 GeV, mH = 125 GeV and ΓH = 0.00407 GeV. Furthermore, a diag-
onal CKM matrix is used.
The number of light quarks is chosen differently for the processes under consideration: allW+W−
results are obtained by applying the four-flavour scheme (4FS) with massive top and bottom quarks in
order to consistently remove top-quark contamination by omitting the (separately IR finite) partonic
processes with real bottom-quark emissions. In the 4FS, the on-shell bottom mass mb = 4.92 GeV is
used. For all other processes the five-flavour scheme (5FS) is applied with a vanishing bottom mass
mb = 0. The top quark is treated as massive and unstable throughout, and mt is set to 173.2 GeV as
well as Γt = 1.44262 GeV.
18
The MMHT2014 [200] sets of parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used with nf = 4 or
nf = 5 active quark flavours, consistently with the flavour scheme under consideration. N
nLO (n =
0, 1, 2) predictions are obtained by using PDFs at the same perturbative order and the evolution of
αS at (n + 1)-loop order, as provided by the corresponding PDF set. To be precise, in the 5FS
MMHT2014lo68cl, MMHT2014nlo68cl, and MMHTnnlo68cl at LO, NLO, and NNLO are used. In
the 4FS MSTW2008lo68cl_nf4, MMHT2014nlo68cl_nf4, and MMHT2014nnlo68cl_nf4 at LO, NLO,
and NNLO are used.
The central predictions are obtained by setting the factorization and renormalization scales to
µF = µR = µ0 ≡ ET,V1 + ET,V2 , with ET,Vi =
√
M2Vi + p
2
T,Vi
, where MVi is the invariant mass
and pT,Vi the transverse momentum of the respective vector boson. Uncertainties from missing higher-
order contributions are estimated in the usual way by independently varying µF and µR in the range
0.5µ0 < µF , µR < 2µ0 with the constraint 0.5 < µF /µR < 2.
In Table 22 cross sections are presented forW+W−,W±Z andZZ production, inclusive over the
phase space of the final-state leptons, for pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV and
√
s = 27 TeV. Throughout,
only a basic selection cut on Z bosons is applied, by requiring the invariant masses of all opposite-sign
same-flavour lepton pairs to be within a Z-mass window of 66 GeV < m
`
−
`
+ < 116 GeV, which is
necessary to avoid divergencies induced by soft intermediate photons. The gain in the inclusive cross
section at
√
s = 27 TeV is roughly a factor of 2.5 for all processes under consideration, see last column
of Table 22. The importance of QCD corrections is seen: Higher-order contributions are huge, especially
for W±Z production. The NLO corrections range from about +36% to +82% depending on process
and collider energy, while NNLO QCD corrections are still sizeable and induce a further increase of
the cross sections of 13% to 20%. The cross-section ratio for W+Z/W−Z production is about 1.55
at NNLO for
√
s = 14 TeV, changes to 1.42 for
√
s = 27 TeV, and is essentially independent on the
perturbative order.
16It was also used in the NNLL+NNLO computation for W+W− and ZZ production of Ref. [440], and in the NNLOPS
computation for W+W− production of Ref. [153].
17OPENLOOPS which relies on the fast and stable tensor reduction of COLLIER [441, 442], supported by a rescue system
based on quad-precision CUTTOOLS [443] with ONELOOP [2] to deal with exceptional phase-space points.
18Massive top-quark contributions are neglected in the virtual two-loop corrections, but are kept everywhere else in the
computations.
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Table 22: Inclusive cross sections for W+W−, W±Z and ZZ production where the leptonic decays of
the bosons are included.
σ [fb] LO NLO NLO′+gg NNLO σNNLO(27 TeV)
σNNLO(14 TeV)(correction) (NLO/LO−1) (NLO′+gg/NLO−1) (NNLO/NLO−1)
W+W−
√
s = 14 TeV
897.27(9)+4.3%−5.3% 1303.3(1)
+2.7%
−2.2% 1386.1(2)
+3.7%
−2.9% 1485.(1)
+2.4%
−2.2%
2.33
(+45.3%) (+6.4%) (+13.9%)
√
s = 27 TeV
2091.5(2)+7.6%−8.6% 2988.4(3)
+2.8%
−2.9% 3213.0(4)
+4.1%
−3.2% 3457.(4)
+2.8%
−2.4%
(+42.9%) (+7.0%) (+15.6%)
W+Z
√
s = 14 TeV
60.322(6)+3.4%−4.3% 106.15(1)
+3.6%
−3.0% — 120.5(1)
+2.0%
−1.9%
2.35
(+76.0%) (+13.5%)
√
s = 27 TeV
136.66(1)+6.8%−7.8% 248.51(2)
+4.0%
−3.3% — 283.4(3)
+2.1%
−2.1%
(+81.8%) (+14.0%)
W−Z
√
s = 14 TeV
39.182(4)+3.7%−4.7% 68.430(7)
+3.7%
−3.0% — 77.63(7)
+1.9%
−1.9%
2.57
(+74.6%) (+13.4%)
√
s = 27 TeV
96.70(1)+7.2%−8.2% 175.44(2)
+4.0%
−3.3% — 199.7(2)
+2.0%
−2.0%
(+81.4%) (+13.8%)
ZZ
√
s = 14 TeV
24.500(2)+4.3%−5.3% 34.201(3)
+2.0%
−1.8% 37.531(4)
+3.3%
−2.6% 39.64(4)
+2.4%
−2.1%
2.40
(+39.6%) (+9.7%) (+15.9%)
√
s = 27 TeV
58.622(6)+7.9%−8.9% 79.757(8)
+2.2%
−3.0% 89.89(1)
+3.7%
−3.0% 95.20(9)
+2.9%
−2.4%
(+36.1%) (+12.7%) (+19.4%)
It should be stressed that QCD radiative corrections may change quite significantly as soon as
fiducial cuts on the leptonic final state are applied, or when kinematical distributions are considered. The
corrections for the inclusive cross sections in Table 22 should therefore be understood as illustrative, and
the use of inclusive K-factors to obtain NNLO predictions from lower order results with different sets
of cuts should be avoided in general.
It is interesting to quantify the size of the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution of the charge-
neutral processes, which is part of the NNLO QCD corrections. By NLO′+gg its sum is denoted with
the NLO cross section computed with NNLO PDFs. The NLO′+gg result for W+W− production is
6.4% (7.0%) larger than the NLO result at
√
s = 14 (27) TeV, while their difference is even 9.7%
(12.7%) for ZZ production. These numbers amount to roughly half of the full NNLO correction of the
W+W− process, and even about two-thirds for ZZ production. However, one has to bear in mind that
under typical fiducial selection requirements on the leptons and missing transverse energy, the impact of
the loop-induced contribution decreases significantly, especially for W+W− production. Furthermore,
its relative contribution is strongly suppressed as far as the tails of the kinematical distributions are
concerned, due to the large-x suppression of the gluon density.
To illustrate how strongly the radiative corrections may depend on the fiducial cuts, in Table 23
cross sections are shown with a minimum pT,min = 100 GeV cut on the transverse momentum of the
charged leptons and the missing energy. More precisely, depending on the process the following cuts
have been applied, as shown in Table 24.
As can be read from Tables 22 and 23, radiative corrections at NLO can be enormous for some
processes with pT,min = 100 GeV, ranging from +51% to even +281%. Also the NNLO corrections are
significantly increased with respect to the inclusive case, and can be as large as +27%. It is also apparent
that the importance of the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution is significantly reduced. For W+W−
production, due to the applied pT,miss cut the NLO
′+gg contribution is even smaller than the NLO cross
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Table 23: Cross sections with a pT,min = 100 GeV cut on the transverse momentum of the charged
leptons and the missing energy for W+W−, W±Z and ZZ production.
σ [fb] LO NLO NLO′+gg NNLO σNNLO(27 TeV)
σNNLO(14 TeV)(correction) (NLO/LO−1) (NLO′+gg/NLO−1) (NNLO/NLO−1)
W+W−
√
s = 14 TeV
0.920(1)+2.7%−2.7% 2.827(5)
+9.7%
−8.0% 2.793(7)
+9.9%
−8.1% 3.51(1)
+5.2%
−5.0%
3.93
(+207.1%) (−1.2%) (+24.3%)
√
s = 27 TeV
2.847(3)+0.08%−0.5% 10.83(2)
+8.2%
−6.9% 10.66(2)
+8.4%
−7.1% 13.80(4)
+5.3%
−4.8%
(+280.5%) (−1.6%) (+27.3%)
W+Z
√
s = 14 TeV
0.06524(8)+3.3%−3.2% 0.1273(3)
+7.1%
−5.8% — 0.1485(9)
+3.4%
−3.3%
3.82
(+95.2%) (+16.6%)
√
s = 27 TeV
0.1919(2)+0.1%−0.5% 0.4642(8)
+7.0%
−5.8% — 0.568(3)
+3.8%
−3.6%
(+141.9%) (+22.5%)
W−Z
√
s = 14 TeV
0.03289(4)+3.1%−3.1% 0.0641(2)
+7.5%
−6.0% — 0.0767(5)
+3.4%
−3.5%
4.34
(+94.9%) (+19.7%)
√
s = 27 TeV
0.1121(1)+0.%−0.3% 0.2719(5)
+7.2%
−5.9% — 0.333(2)
+3.7%
−3.5%
(+142.7%) (+22.5%)
ZZ
√
s = 14 TeV
0.02108(3)+3.1%−3.1% 0.0318(1)
+3.8%
−3.2% 0.0342(1)
+5.4%
−4.3% 0.0371(3)
+3.6%
−3.0%
3.70
(+50.6%) (+7.7%) (+16.9%)
√
s = 27 TeV
0.0675(1)+0.%−0.2% 0.1100(3)
+3.5%
−2.8% 0.1235(3)
+5.4%
−4.3% 0.1371(7)
+4.3%
−3.5%
(+62.9%) (+12.3%) (+24.7%)
Table 24: Selection cuts applied in the analysis for the different processes.
W+W− W±Z ZZ
lepton cuts pT,`1/2 > pT,min pT,`1/2/3 > pT,min pT,`1/2/3/4 > pT,min
neutrino cuts pT,miss > pT,min pT,miss > pT,min —
section by −1.2% (−1.6%) at √s = 14 (27) TeV (i.e. the positive impact of the gg channel is smaller
than the negative effect from using NNLO PDFs instead of NLO PDFs in the NLO′+gg prediction).
For ZZ production, it is still sizeable with 7.7% (12.3%), but its relative contribution at O(α2S) has
decreased from roughly two-thirds in the inclusive case to less than half of the NNLO corrections for
pT,min = 100 GeV. Furthermore, compared to the inclusive results an even more substantial increase of
the cross sections is observed from
√
s = 14 TeV to
√
s = 27 TeV of roughly a factor of four. This
can be understood by the fact, that the additional energy enlarges the available phase-space, especially
at high momentum transfer.
From the results in Table 22 and 23 it is clear that the perturbative uncertainties at NLO cannot
account for the additional loop-induced gluon fusion contribution that appears at NNLO. Besides that,
also the genuine NNLO corrections to the quark–antiquark production mechanism cannot be anticipated
from NLO scale variations, which in turn means that the NLO uncertainties are underestimated. The
inclusion of NNLO corrections is therefore crucial. At this order all partonic channels are included for
the first time, and scale variations can be used to obtain an estimate of the actual size of missing higher-
order terms. However, the NLO corrections to the loop-induced gluon fusion contribution are relevant
and should be included when possible, especially at
√
s = 27 TeV where gluons with smaller x are
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Fig. 37: Cumulative number of events as a function of pT,min for the following production processes:
W+W− (blue), W±Z (green), and ZZ (orange); at 14 TeV (dashed) and 27 TeV (solid).
probed. In particular in tails of high-energy observables, the inclusion of NLO EW corrections and their
interplay with QCD corrections will also need to be investigated. Nevertheless NNLO QCD results are
presented in the following, but the above-mentioned extensions will become available well before the
start of the HL-LHC.
The differential results in diboson processes in light of the HL and HE upgrades of the LHC
are now discussed. Since the importance of highest-order predictions is evident from the previous dis-
cussion, only NNLO QCD accurate results are presented here. The cumulative cross section with a
minimum pT,min cut, as introduced above is considered first. In order to analyse the number of expected
events as a function of pT,min, the cross sections have been translated into event numbers by assuming
an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 at 14 TeV and of 15 ab−1 at 27 TeV.
Figure 37 shows the expected number of events as a function of pT,min. Since the transverse
momentum of all leptonic final states are restricted simultaneously, the reach in the tails may appear
smaller than expected, and would be significantly larger if a cut on the transverse momentum of only
the leading lepton or the missing energy were to be considered. However, the toy scenario considered is
well suited to compare the three diboson production processes, and to quantify the relative gain of the
additional energy and luminosity.
The curves in Fig. 37 show all production processes under consideration: W+W− (blue), W±Z
(green), and ZZ (orange); at 14 TeV (dashed) and 27 TeV (solid). The horizontal red line shows the
one-event threshold, below which no events are expected anymore. The following features are evident
in the plot: At
√
s = 14 TeV events up to pT,min values of roughly 550 GeV, 370 GeV, and 270 GeV
are expected for W+W−, W±Z, and ZZ production, respectively. At
√
s = 27 TeV these values read
>1000 GeV, 740 GeV, and 550 GeV. To put these numbers into perspective, a dash-dotted red line for
the present status at the end of Run-2 is added, which represents the one-event threshold for 150 fb−1
at 13 TeV (14 TeV→ 13 TeV conversion approximated by a constant cross-section correction factor of
0.9). Its intersection points with the
√
s = 14 TeV curves indicates the current reach of the LHC, which
is roughly up to 350 GeV, 210 GeV, and 140 GeV for W+W−, W±Z, and ZZ production, respectively.
The improved reach in the tails at 27 TeV is not only related to the larger inclusive cross section and
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Fig. 38: Cumulative number of events as a function of mn`,min for the following production processes:
W+W− (blue), W±Z (green), and ZZ (orange); at 14 TeV (dashed) and 27 TeV (solid).
higher luminosity, but also the enlarged phase-space available with higher energies plays an important
role: Whereas the solid curves fall only by 7− 8 orders of magnitude in the range of 0 GeV ≤ pT,min ≤
1000 GeV, the dashed 14 TeV curves fall by more than 9 orders of magnitude in the same region. This
also explains why the 14 TeV W+W− result, which has a much larger inclusive cross section, crosses
the red one-event line at almost the same point as the 27 TeV ZZ result.
In Fig. 38 the reach of the three vector-boson pair production processes is considered for future
LHC upgrades in the invariant-mass distributions of all produced charged leptons. A scenario is chosen
where pT,min, defined as before in the three processes, is 20 GeV in order to have at least a rough
definition of the fiducial phase-space. The expected number of events, assuming the same integrated
luminosities as stated above, is shown for
√
s = 14 TeV (dashed) and
√
s = 27 TeV (solid) with a
lower cut mn` > mn`,min, where n is the number of leptons in the respective process, i.e., for W
+W−
production it is the distribution in m2` (blue), for W
±Z it is the one in m3` (green), and for ZZ in m4`
(orange). The significant reach in energy for both the HL run of the LHC and a potential HE upgrade is
evident, where “reach" refers to the point where the curves cross the red horizontal one-event threshold.
A resonance in the tails of the invariant masses of two leptons (plus missing transverse momentum) or
of four leptons is indeed a realistic signature predicted by many BSM theories. While with the current
Run-2 data (red, dash-dotted line crossing the 14 TeV results) searches can hardly pass the two TeV
frontier, future LHC upgrades will probe mass scales of a few TeV at 14 TeV with 3 ab−1, or potentially
even up to ten TeV at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1. It is also apparent that despite σ
W
+
W
−  σ
W
±
Z
 σZZ
holding inclusively, the point where the three lines fall below one event is much closer. This is simply
caused by the fact that the phase space of the four-lepton system in ZZ production is larger than the one
of the three-lepton system in W±Z production, where some energy is taken by the additional neutrino.
An analogous interpretation applies to W+W− production. Furthermore, also here the significantly
enlarged phase space induced by the increase in energy at 27 TeV is evident: The 27 TeV results drop
by roughly 4− 5 orders of magnitude in the displayed range, while the 14 TeV ones drop by more than
6 orders.
The study is continued by analysing the importance of the additional fiducial phase space that
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Fig. 39: Rapidity efficiency of the charged leptons.
becomes available with detector upgrades to enlarge the accessible rapidity range of charged leptons.
Since very similar results were found for W+W−, W±Z and ZZ production in that respect, in Fig. 39
the rapidity efficiency of the four-lepton signature for ZZ production only is shown. The rapidity effi-
ciency is defined as the ratio of the cross section with an absolute-rapidity cut ηcut on all four charged
leptons, divided by the inclusive cross section. As for ηcut →∞ no cut is applied, the ratio tends to unity
for large ηcut values. The efficiency as a function of ηcut is studied for three pT,min scenarios: inclusive
(light blue), pT,min = 20 GeV (blue), and pT,min = 100 GeV (dark blue); at 14 TeV (dashed) and 27 TeV
(solid). It is directly observed that the efficiency decreases with the machine energy. In other words, a
small rapidity threshold at 27 TeV results in a much larger (relative) reduction of the cross section than at
14 TeV. This is because the additional energy induces more forward (and boosted) leptons, and it shows
that detector upgrades that enlarge the measurable rapidity range become even more important at the HE
LHC. Requiring minimum transverse-momentum cuts, on the other hand, has the effect of increasing the
rapidity efficiency, which is particularly striking for pT,min = 100 GeV. The reason for this is simple:
Leptons with high transverse momentum are predominantly produced at central rapidities.
The scenario with pT,min = 20 GeV provides the most realistic fiducial setup, which is actually
not much different from the fully inclusive case, and is discussed here. Typical rapidity cuts on charged
leptons with the current LHC detectors are of the order of η` = 2.5. Future detector upgrades for the HL
phase of the LHC can be expected to reach rapidities at the level of η` = 4. At 14 (27) TeV this would
allow us to improve measurements of fiducial cross from a <60% (∼ 50%) efficiency for ηcut = 2.5 to
a >90% (. 90%) efficiency for ηcut = 4. This implies that the available inclusive cross section will be
hardly reduced by fiducial rapidity requirements anymore once the detectors have been upgraded. This
statement holds even more when considering scenarios with boosted leptons: For pT,min = 100 GeV the
efficiency is practically 100% for ηcut = 4.
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4.4.3 Projections for measurements of anomalous 3-gauge boson couplings19
The sensitivity of the production of W+W− pairs to anomalous gauge boson and anomalous fermion
couplings at future LHC upgrades is now discussed. The SU(2) × U(1) structure of the electroweak
sector of the Standard Model determines the W+W−V interactions (V = γ, Z). The amplitudes for the
production of W+W− pairs involve subtle cancellations between contributions that grow with energy,
so the pair production of gauge bosons is extremely sensitive to new physics interactions. Assuming C
and P conservation, the most general Lorentz invariant 3−gauge boson couplings can be written as in
Ref. [445, 446]
LV = −igWWV
{
(1 + δgV1 )
(
W+µνW
−µV ν −W−µνW+µV ν
)
+ (1 + δκV )W+µ W
−
ν V
µν)
+
λV
M2W
W+ρµW
−µ
νV
νρ
}
, (20)
where V = γ, Z, gWWγ = e, gWWZ = g cos θW , sW ≡ sin θW , cW ≡ cos θW , and in the SM,
δgV1 = δκ
V = λV = 0. Because of gauge invariance, this form can be translated into the language of
effective field theory, where δgV1 , δκ
V , λV ∼ v2
Λ
2 , with Λ the scale of BSM physics, Λ v.
The effective couplings of fermions to gauge fields are parameterised as,
L = g
cW
Zµ
[
gZqL + δg
Zq
L
]
qLγµqL + gZZµ
[
gZqR + δg
Zq
R
]
qRγµqR
+
g√
2
{
Wµ
[
(1 + δgWL )qLγµq
′
L + δg
W
R qRγµq
′
R
]
+ h.c.
}
, (21)
where Qq is the electric charge of the quarks, and q denotes up-type or down-type quarks. The anoma-
lous fermion couplings also scale as δgZqL,R, δg
W
L,R ∼ v
2
Λ
2 . The SM quark couplings are g
Zq
R = −s2WQq
and gZqL = T
q
3 − s2WQq with T q3 = ±
1
2
. SU(2) invariance relates the coefficients, δgWL = δg
Zf
L −
δgZf
′
L , δg
Z
1 = δκ
Z + s
2
W
c
2
W
δκγ and λγ = λZ , where f denotes up-type quarks and f ′ down-type quarks.
The anomalous 3-gauge boson and fermion couplings have been implemented into the POWHEG BOX
framework [447–449] forW+W− production and samples of events are generated with pp→W+W− →
µ±e∓νν. Fits to 8 TeV data [450, 451] illustrate the importance of including both anomalous fermion
and 3-gauge boson couplings. The sensitivity to anomalous couplings results almost entirely from con-
tributions quadratic in the anomalous couplings and the effects of anomalous 3-gauge boson and fermion
couplings are numerically similar.
To probe the sensitivity to anomalous couplings, events are generated using the cuts
plT > 30 GeV, | ηl |< 2.5, mll > 10 GeV, EmissT > 20 GeV . (22)
These cuts are similar to those applied in the ATLAS [452] and CMS [453] extractions of anomalous
coupling limits using the 8 TeV data. A hypothetical future systematic uncertainty of δsys = 16% is
postulated and a cut on the pT of the leading lepton applied such that the systematic error is smaller than
the statistical error, δstat =
1√
Lσ(p
lead
l,T >p
cut
T )
> δsys,where L is the integrated luminosity. The integrated
cross section above a pcutT is evaluated, assuming a 50 % efficiency and the cuts set as
27 TeV with 15 ab−1 : pcutT = 750 GeV, 14 TeV with 3 ab
−1 : pcutT = 1350 GeV . (23)
19Contribution by J. Baglio, S. Dawson and I. M. Lewis.
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Fig. 40: Projections for 14 TeV with 3 ab−1. pT,cut = 750 GeV, corresponding to δstat = 16% with
δsys = 4% and δsys = 16%. The curves labelled 3GB have SM Z-fermion couplings, while the curves
labelled 3GB +Ferm’ allow the Z-fermion couplings to vary around a central value of 0.
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Fig. 41: Projections for 27 TeV with 15 ab−1. pT,cut = 1350 GeV, corresponding to δstat = 16% with
δsys = 4% and δsys = 16%. The curves labelled 3GB have SM Z-fermion couplings, while the curves
labelled 3GB +Ferm’ allow the Z-fermion couplings to vary around a central value of 0.
The calculations are performed at NLO QCD, using CT14qed-inc-proton PDFs, and the renormalisa-
tion/factorisation scales are taken to be to be MWW /2. It is assumed the Wlν couplings in the decays
are SM-like.
The results of the scans are shown in Figs. 40 and 41; the allowed regions are within the ellipses.
A significant improvement going from 14 TeV to 27 TeV is seen, while the improvement from reducing
the systematic error, δsys = 0.16 → 0.04, is marginal. The fermion couplings are allowed to vary
around 0, assuming the 2σ errors from fits to LEP data. As can be seen, by including the anomalous
fermion couplings, the sensitivity of the scan is significantly reduced [449, 450, 454]. This effect is
quite pronounced at 27 TeV and implies that global fits to both anomalous fermion and 3 gauge boson
couplings are necessary.
4.4.4 Prospects for the measurement of theW -boson mass
Special low pile-up proton-proton collision data at the HL-LHC (and HE-LHC) will be of large interest
for W boson physics. At
√
s = 14 TeV and for an instantaneous luminosity of L ∼ 5× 1032 cm−2s−1,
corresponding to two collisions per bunch crossing on average, about 2×106 W boson events can be
collected in one week. Such a sample provides a statistical sensitivity at the permille level for cross
section measurements, at the percent level for measurements of the W boson transverse momentum dis-
tribution, and of about 10 MeV for a measurement of mW . The increased acceptance provided by the
new inner detector in ATLAS, the ITk [281], extends the coverage in pseudorapidity from |η| < 2.5 to
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|η| < 4 and allows further constraints on the parton density functions (PDFs) from cross section mea-
surements, reducing the corresponding uncertainties in the measurement of mW . An energy increase at
the HE-LHC to
√
s = 27 TeV [455] could play a similar role. A first quantitative study of the potential
improvement in the W -boson mass using low pile-up data at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC is discussed
in [456] considering only statistical and PDF uncertainties. Experimental systematic uncertainties can
be maintained at a level similar to the statistical uncertainty, since they are largely dominated by the
statistics of the low pile-up samples. Other theoretical uncertainties in the modelling of the W -boson
production, like the description of the boson transverse momentum distribution, will also be constrained
by measurements using these data.
Leptonic W boson decays are characterised by an energetic, isolated electron or muon, and signifi-
cant missing transverse momentum reflecting the decay neutrino. The hadronic recoil, uT, is defined
from the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed particles in the event excluding the
charged lepton, and provides a measure of the W boson transverse momentum. The lepton transverse
momentum, p`T, the missing transverse momentum, E
miss
T , and the hadronic recoil are related through
~EmissT = −(~p`T + ~uT). The p`T and EmissT distributions have sharp peaks at p`T ∼ EmissT ∼ mW /2. The
transverse mass mT, defined as mT =
√
2p`TE
miss
T cos(φ` − φmiss), peaks at mT ∼ mW .
Events are generated at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV using the W_EW_BMNNP process [136] of the POWHEG
v1 event generator [314], with electroweak corrections switched off. The CT10 PDF set [457] is used,
and parton shower effects are included using the PYTHIA v8 event generator [149] with parameters set
according to the AZNLO tune [458]. Final-state QED corrections are applied using PHOTOS [459]. The
energy resolutions of the lepton and hadronic recoil are parameterised as a function of the truth-related
observables in order to emulate detector effects. These parameterised resolutions are checked against
simulated distributions at the reconstructed level, and they agree at the level of a few percent.
Events are selected by applying the following cuts to the object kinematics, after resolution corrections:
p`T > 25 GeV, E
miss
T > 25 GeV, mT > 50 GeV and uT < 15 GeV; |η`| < 2.4 or 2.4 < |η`| < 4. The
first set of cuts selects the range of the kinematic peaks of theW boson decay products, restricting to the
region of small pWT to maximise the sensitivity of the distributions to mW . Two pseudorapidity ranges
are considered, corresponding to the central region accessible with the current ATLAS detector, and to
the forward region accessible in the electron channel with the ITk.
The Monte Carlo samples are produced using the CT10 PDF set, mrefW = 80.399 GeV, and the corre-
sponding Standard Model prediction for ΓW . Kinematic distributions for the different values of mW are
obtained by applying an event weight to the reference samples based on the ratio of the Breit–Wigner
densities corresponding to mW and m
ref
W , for a given value of the final state invariant mass. A simi-
lar event weight, calculated internally by POWHEG and corresponding to the ratio of the event cross
sections predicted by CT10 and several alternate PDFs, is used to obtain final state distributions corre-
sponding to the CT14 [199], MMHT2014 [200], HL-LHC [298] and LHeC [460] PDF sets and their
associated uncertainties. Compared to current sets such as CT14 and MMHT2014, the HL-LHC set
incorporates the expected constraints from present and future LHC data; it starts from the PDF4LHC
convention [195] and comes in three scenarios corresponding to more or less optimistic projections of the
experimental uncertainties. The LHeC PDF set represents the impact of a proposed future high-energy,
high-luminosity ep scattering experiment [461] on the uncertainties in the proton structure, using the
theoretically best understood process for this purpose.
The shift in the measured value of mW resulting from a change in the assumed PDF set is estimated
as follows. Considering a set of template distributions obtained for different values of mW and a given
reference PDF set, and “pseudo-data” distributions obtained for mW = m
ref
W and an alternate set i
(representing, for example, uncertainty variations with respect to the reference set), the preferred value
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of mW for this set is determined by minimising the χ
2 between the pseudo-data and the templates. The
preferred value is denoted miW , and the corresponding variation is defined as δm
i
W = m
i
W −mrefW . The
statistical uncertainty on the measurement is estimated from the half width of the χ2 function one unit
above the minimum.
The present study considers measurements ofmW in separate categories, corresponding toW
+ andW−
events; five pseudorapidity bins, |η`| < 0.6, 0.6 < |η`| < 1.2, 1.2 < |η`| < 1.8, 1.8 < |η`| < 2.4, and
2.4 < |η`| < 4; p`T andmT distribution fits; and two centre-of-mass energies (
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV). For
each category α and for the PDF sets considered here, the Hessian uncertainty corresponding to a given
set is estimated as δm+Wα =
[∑
i
(
δmiWα
)2]1/2
, if δmiWα > 0, and as δm
−
Wα =
[∑
i
(
δmiWα
)2]1/2
,
if δmiWα < 0, where i runs over the uncertainty sets, and δm
i
Wα is calculated with respect to the
reference PDF set. For CT10 and CT14, the uncertainties are divided by a factor 1.645 to match the
68% CL. Only symmetrised uncertainties, δmWα = (δm
+
Wα+δm
−
Wα)/2, are considered for simplicity.
The correlation of PDF uncertainties between different measurement categories is calculated as ραβ =∑
i δm
i
Wαδm
i
Wβ
δmWαδmWβ
.
PDF variations generate correlated variations in the pWT and p
Z
T distributions, while the latter are strongly
constrained by experimental data [458, 462]. These constraints were used in the ATLAS measurement
of mW [189], bringing significant reduction in the PDF uncertainties. The uncertainties estimated here
are thus conservative from this perspective, and partly account for uncertainties in the pWT distribution.
The overall measurement precision is evaluated by combining the results obtained in the different cate-
gories using the BLUE prescription [463]. Only statistical and PDF uncertainties are considered. The
former are assigned assuming an integrated luminosity of 200 pb−1, and normalising the samples to
the expected cross-sections. The expected measurement uncertainties, together with their statistical and
PDF components, are summarised in Fig. 42 (a) for CT10. The numbers quoted for 0 < |η`| < 2.4
correspond to the combination of the four pseudorapidity bins in this range. Moderate or negative PDF
uncertainty correlations, leading to reduced combined uncertainties, are observed between categories
of different W -boson charges, and between central and forward pseudorapidities, at given
√
s. On the
other hand, PDF uncertainty correlations tend to be large and positive between
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV, for
a given boson charge and lepton pseudorapidity range. With 200 pb−1of data collected at each energy, a
total uncertainty of about 10 MeV is obtained.
Table 25 and Fig. 42 (b) compare the uncertainties obtained for different PDF sets. The CT10 and CT14
sets display similar uncertainty correlations, leading to similar improvements under combination of cat-
egories, and yielding comparable final PDF uncertainties. The MMHT2014 uncertainties are about 30%
lower. The three projected HL-LHC PDF sets give very similar uncertainties; the most conservative one
is shown here. Compared to CT10 and CT14, a reduction in PDF uncertainty of about a factor of two
is obtained. The LHeC projection results from a QCD fit to 1 ab−1 of ep scattering pseudodata, with
Ee = 60 GeV and Ep = 7 TeV. Such a sample could be collected in about five years, synchronously
with the HL-LHC operation. In this configuration, the neutral- and charged-current DIS samples are
sufficient to disentangle the first and second generation parton densities without ambiguity, and reduce
the PDF uncertainty below 2 MeV, a factor 5–6 compared to present knowledge. Also in this case the
mW measurement will benefit from the large W boson samples collected at the LHC, and from the
anti-correlation between central and forward categories. In this context, PDF uncertainties would still
be sub-leading with 1 fb−1 of low pile-up data.
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Fig. 42: Measurement uncertainty for combined fits to the p`T and mT distributions (a) in differ-
ent lepton acceptance regions and for different centre-of-mass energies, using the CT10 PDF set and
for 200 pb−1collected at each energy and (b) for different PDF sets in |η`| < 4, for 200 pb−1and
1 fb−1collected at
√
s = 14 TeV. The numbers quoted for 0 < |η`| < 2.4 correspond to the combination
of the four pseudorapidity bins in this range.
Table 25: Measurement uncertainty for different lepton acceptance regions, centre-of-mass energies and
PDF sets, combined fits to the p`T and mT distributions, and for 200 pb
−1collected at each energy. The
numbers quoted for 0 < |η`| < 2.4 correspond to the combination of the four pseudorapidity bins in this
range. In each case, the first number corresponds to the sum of statistical and PDF uncertainties, and the
numbers between parentheses are the statistical and PDF components, respectively.
√
s [TeV] Lepton acceptance Uncertainty in mW [MeV]
CT10 CT14 MMHT2014
14 |η`| < 2.4 16.0 (10.6 ⊕ 12.0) 17.3 (11.4 ⊕ 13.0) 15.4 (10.7 ⊕ 11.1)
14 |η`| < 4 11.9 (8.8 ⊕ 8.0) 12.4 (9.2 ⊕ 8.4) 10.3 (9.0 ⊕ 5.1)
27 |η`| < 2.4 18.3 (10.2 ⊕ 15.1) 18.8 (10.5 ⊕ 15.5) 16.5 (9.4 ⊕ 13.5)
27 |η`| < 4 12.3 (7.5 ⊕ 9.8) 12.7 (8.2 ⊕ 9.7) 11.4 (7.9 ⊕ 8.3)
14+27 |η`| < 4 10.1 (6.3 ⊕ 7.9) 10.1 (6.9 ⊕ 7.4) 8.6 (6.5 ⊕ 5.5)
√
s [TeV] Lepton acceptance Uncertainty in mW [MeV]
HL-LHC LHeC
14 |η`| < 2.4 11.5 (10.0 ⊕ 5.8 ) 10.2 (9.9 ⊕ 2.2)
14 |η`| < 4 9.3 (8.6 ⊕ 3.7) 8.7 (8.5 ⊕ 1.6)
4.4.5 Prospects for the measurement of the effective weak mixing angle
At leading order dilepton pairs are produced through the annihilation of a quark and antiquark via the
exchange of a Z boson or a virtual photon: qq¯ → Z/γ∗ → `+`−. The definition of the forward-
backward asymmetry, AFB, is based on the angle θ
∗ of the lepton (`−) in the Collins-Soper [464, 465]
frame of the dilepton system:
AFB =
σF − σB
σF + σB
, (24)
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where σF and σB are the cross sections in the forward (cos θ
∗ > 0) and backward (cos θ∗ < 0) hemi-
spheres, respectively. In this frame the θ∗ is the angle of the `− direction with respect to the axis that
bisects the angle between the direction of the quark and opposite direction of the anti-quark. In pp colli-
sions the direction of the quark is assumed to be in the boost direction of the dilepton pair. Here, cos θ∗
is calculated using laboratory-frame quantities as follows:
cos θ∗ =
2(p+1 p
−
2 − p−1 p+2 )√
M2(M2 + P 2T )
× Pz|Pz|
, (25)
where M , PT, and Pz are the mass, transverse momentum, and longitudinal momentum, respectively,
of the dilepton system, and p1(p2) are defined in terms of energy, e1(e2), and longitudinal momentum,
pz,1(pz,2), of the negatively (positively) charged lepton as p
±
i = (ei ± pz,i)/
√
2 [464].
A non-zero AFB in dilepton events arises from the vector and axial-vector couplings of electroweak
bosons to fermions. At tree level, the vector vf and axial-vector af couplings of Z bosons to fermions
(f ) are:
vf = T
f
3 − 2Qf sin2 θW, (26)
af = T
f
3, (27)
where T f3 andQf are the third component of the weak isospin and the charge of the fermion, respectively,
and sin2 θW is the weak mixing angle, which is related to the masses of the W and Z bosons by the
relation sin2 θW = 1−M2W/M2Z . Electroweak radiative corrections affect these leading-order relations.
An effective weak mixing angle, sin2 θfeff, is defined based on the relation between these couplings:
vf/af = 1 − 4|Qf| sin2 θfeff, with sin2 θfeff = κf sin2 θW, where flavour-dependent κf is determined by
electroweak corrections. Consequently, precise measurements of AFB can be used to extract the effective
leptonic weak mixing angle (sin2 θlepteff ).
The most precise previous measurements of sin2 θlepteff were performed by the LEP and SLD experi-
ments [466]. There is, however, a known tension of about 3 standard deviations between the two most
precise measurements. Measurements of sin2 θlepteff have also been performed by the LHC and Tevatron
experiments [467–472].
In measurements of AFB (or associated angular variables) in leptonic decays ofZ bosons at a pp collider,
the assignment of the z-axis is crucial. At low rapidities, there is a two-fold ambiguity in the direction
of the initial state quark and anti-quark; the colliding quark is equally likely to be in either proton and
the parton level asymmetry is diluted. However, at higher rapidities, the Z boson tends to be produced
in the direction of travel of the quark, since the (valence) quark tends to be at higher Bjorken-x than the
anti-quark. This means that the dilution between parton level and proton level quantities is significantly
smaller at larger rapidities, illustrated in Fig. 43, and a larger forward-backward asymmetry is induced.
Consequently, the forward acceptance of LHCb, in addition to the increased forward coverage of the
ATLAS and CMS detectors, will be crucial to achieving the most precise measurement of sin2 θlepteff
possible at the HL-LHC.
The uncertainties on the parton distribution functions translate into sizeable variations in the observed
AFB values, which have limited the precision of current measurements of sin
2 θ
lept
eff at the LHC. However,
the changes in PDFs affect the AFB(M``, Y``) distribution in a different way from changes in sin
2 θ
lept
eff .
Because of this behaviour, the distribution of AFB can itself be used to constrain the PDF uncertainties
on the extraction of sin2 θlepteff using either a Bayesian χ
2 reweighting method [473–475] (in the case
of PDFs with Monte Carlo replicas) or through a profiling procedure [476] (in the case of PDFs with
Hessian error sets).
Prospects for the measurement of the effective weak mixing angle using the forward-backward asym-
metry, AFB, in Drell-Yan di-lepton events at the HL-LHC at ATLAS [477], CMS [478] and LHCb [479]
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Fig. 43: The fraction of events where the Z boson travels in the same direction along the z-axis as the
colliding quark, in proton-proton collisions with
√
s = 14 TeV. This increases as the event becomes
more forward, reaching a maximum in the region probed by LHCb. The decrease once the rapidity is
greater than 4 is because the fraction of collisions involving valence quarks decreases (the Bjorken-x
value of the high momentum quark in these collisions is typically greater than 0.3). No detector effects
are simulated for this figure.
have been performed and are reported here. The leptonic effective weak mixing angle is extracted from
measurements of AFB in dilepton events by minimising the χ
2 value between the simulated data and
template AFB distributions representing different sin
2 θ
lept
eff values and PDF variations. The LHCb and
CMS analyses consider the dimuon final state, while the ATLAS analysis considers the dielectron final
state. For CMS and LHCb the samples and different sin2 θlepteff templates are generated at next-to-leading
order using the POWHEG event generator [480–483], where the NNPDF3.0 [484] PDF set is used in
the case of the CMS analysis, and the NNPDF3.1 PDF set [207] for LHCb. For CMS, the analysis is
performed at generator level without the effect of smearing due to detector effects20 while for LHCb,
a smearing is performed where the momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency is assumed to
be similar to the performance of the current detector [485]. In the case of ATLAS, events are gener-
ated with POWHEG and overlaid with additional inelastic pp collisions per bunch-crossing simulated
with PYTHIA. Parameterisations of the expected ATLAS detector performances during the HL-LHC
runs [486] are then applied on particle-level objects to emulate the detector response. Lepton trigger and
identification efficiencies are derived as a function of η and pT and used to estimate the likelihood of a
given lepton to fulfil either the trigger or identification requirements, which have been optimised for the
level of pile-up expected at the HL-LHC [405]. The AFB distributions are generated, at leading order
(LO) in QCD, with DYTURBO, an optimised version of DYRES/DYNNLO [487] with NNLO CT14
PDF and the world average value for sin2 θlepteff = 0.23153.
The HL-LHC CMS detector will extend the pseudorapidity, η, coverage of the muon reconstruction
from the current configuration of 2.4 to 2.8. In the CMS analysis an event is selected if there are at
least two muons with |η| < 2.8 and with the leading pT muon pT > 25 GeV and the second leading
muon pT > 15 GeV. Figure 44 shows the AFB distributions in bins of dimuon mass and rapidity
for different energies and pseudorapidity acceptances. As expected, at higher centre-of-mass energies
the observed AFB is smaller because the interacting partons have smaller x-values which results in a
smaller fraction of dimuon events produced by the valence quarks, which also means more dilution. The
samples are normalised to the integrated luminosities of 19 fb−1 for
√
s = 8 TeV and to 10 – 3000 fb−1
20A comparison of 8 TeV predictions and measured values suggests the effect is not significant.
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for
√
s = 14 TeV samples and the simulated data are shown for
√
s = 8 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV
for two different selection requirements, |η| < 2.4 and 2.8. Extending the pseudorapidity acceptance
significantly increases the coverage for larger x-values in the production and reduces both the statistical
and PDF uncertainties, as shown below.
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Fig. 44: Forward-backward asymmetry distribution, AFB(Mµµ, Yµµ), in dimuon events at
√
s = 8 TeV
and 14 TeV. The distributions are made with POWHEG event generator using NNPDF3.0 PDFs and
interfaced with PYTHIA v8 for parton-showering, QED final-state radiation (FSR) and hadronization.
Following acceptance selections are applied to the generated muons after FSR: |η| < 2.4 (or |η| < 2.8),
pleadT > 25 GeV, p
trail
T > 15 GeV. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties for the integrated
luminosities corresponding to 19 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV and 3000 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV.
In the case of the 14 TeV analysis with a large number of events (> 200 fb−1), the pseudo-data are too
precise to estimate the PDF uncertainties with the Bayesian reweighting approach because the replica
distributions are too sparse compared to the statistical uncertainties. Therefore, the PDF uncertainties
after the Bayesian reweighting are estimated by extrapolating from the lower values of integrated lumi-
nosities.
The corresponding values for various luminosities at CMS are summarized in Table 26. One can see
from the table that with the extended pseudorapidity coverage of |η| < 2.8, the statistical uncertainties
are reduced by about 30% and the PDF uncertainties are reduced by about 20%, compared to |η| < 2.4
regardless of the target integrated luminosity and for both nominal and constrained PDF uncertainties.
The LHCb detector has coverage in the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5 and expects to install its
‘Upgrade II’ in Long Shutdown 4. Following this upgrade, LHCb will collect at least 300 fb−1 of data,
allowing high precision measurements. The forward acceptance of LHCb brings a number of benefits
in measurements of sin2 θlepteff at the LHC. The lower level of dilution in the forward region results in a
larger sensitivity to sin2 θlepteff and the PDF effects are (in relative terms) smaller, providing both statistical
precision in measurements of the weak mixing angle and a reduction in PDF uncertainties. In addition,
LHCb does not simply probe forward rapidities of the Z boson: the leptons themselves are located over
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Table 26: Statistical, nominal NNPDF3.0, and constrained NNPDF3.0 uncertainties of the extracted
sin2 θ
lept
eff value at CMS at 14 TeV for muon acceptances of |η| < 2.4 and |η| < 2.8 and for different
values of integrated luminosity. For comparison, results of the 8 TeV estimate of this analysis are
compared to the results obtained from 8 TeV measurement [488].
Lint δstat[10
−5] δnominalnnpdf3.0[10
−5] δconstrainednnpdf3.0 [10
−5]
( fb−1) |η| < 2.4 |η| < 2.8 |η| < 2.4 |η| < 2.8 |η| < 2.4 |η| < 2.8
10 76 51 75 57 39 29
100 24 16 75 57 27 20
500 11 7 75 57 20 16
1000 8 5 75 57 18 14
3000 4 3 75 57 15 12
19 43 49 27
19 (from [488]) 44 54 32
a significant range of rapidities, allowing extremal values of cos θ∗ to be probed, increasing sensitivity to
the weak mixing angle. Finally, LHCb has the ability to select events at low momentum using a flexible
full software trigger and real time analysis scheme (from Run-3 onwards). It is therefore foreseen that
the LHCb Upgrade II will be able to select Z boson decays where one lepton has transverse momentum
above 20 GeV, while the other lepton has a transverse momentum above 5 GeV. Such low thresholds
again increase the sensitivity to asymmetric events at high | cos θ∗|. In addition to the advantages of the
extended forward acceptance for such measurements, as part of Upgrade II LHCb is expected to undergo
a significant calorimeter upgrade21 allowing similar precision to be achieved in both the dielectron and
dimuon final states.
LHCb has performed a study of projected sensitivities, considering the dimuon final state. The exper-
iment is assumed to have coverage in the region 2.0 < η < 5. Toy measurements of the forward-
backward asymmetry are used to determine the sensitivity of measurements at LHCb Upgrade II to the
weak mixing angle. Only statistical uncertainties are considered alongside the effects of knowledge
of PDFs. The statistical uncertainty on sin2 θlepteff is expected to be below 5 × 10−5 with 300 fb−1 of
data. The expected PDF uncertainty from current PDF knowledge is ∼ 20 × 10−5, but with Bayesian
reweighting this can be reduced to the level of about 10×10−5 (with analysis of a dataset corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1). This reduction assumes systematic effects are negligible in
comparison to statistical uncertainties, though the current knowledge of PDFs means that any measure-
ment in the forward region is expected to offer a smaller PDF uncertainty than the total uncertainties in
the previous best measurements of the weak mixing angle. The main challenge of such measurements at
LHCb Upgrade II will therefore be to control systematic uncertainties in order to ensure the overall mea-
surement also achieves high precision; however, the large dataset of J/ψ and Υ mesons to be recorded is
expected to aid the understanding of effects such as the momentum scale (which introduced the largest
systematic uncertainty in the Run-1 analysis at LHCb). This should enable a measurement at LHCb
Upgrade II with a precision similar to or better than that achieved in the combination of measurements
at LEP and SLD.
In the ATLAS analysis di-electron candidates are selected where each electron has pT in excess of
25 GeV and the combined invariant mass is in the region of the Z pole. A new inner tracking system
(ITk) will extend the tracking coverage of the ATLAS detector from |η| ≤ 2.5 up to |η| ≤ 4.0 at the
HL-LHC, providing the ability to reconstruct forward charged particle tracks, which can be matched
to calorimeter clusters for forward electron reconstruction. The selected data sample is split into three
21This upgrade will offer an extended dynamic range within the ECAL, offering improved electron momentum resolution.
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channels, where both electrons are in the central region, satisfying |η| < 2.47 (the CC channel), where
one electron is central and the other is forward, satisfying 2.5 < η < 4.2 (the CF channel), and finally
where both electrons are forward (the FF channel). Events are selected by requiring at least one electron
firing the single electron trigger, except in the FF channel, where a dielectron trigger is required.
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Fig. 45: The cos θ∗ distribution for CC, CF and FF channels for selected Drell-Yan di-electron events
expected for 3000 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 14 TeV.
As Fig. 45 shows, the CF channel selects events at high cos θ∗ values where the forward-backward
asymmetry is more pronounced, and consequently the sensitivity to sin2 θlepteff is higher in this channel.
While the LHCb and CMS analyses consider only uncertainties due to statistics and PDFs, the ATLAS
analysis considers also various sources of experimental uncertainty which affect the precision of the
extraction of AFB. The main contributions arise from the limited knowledge of the momentum scale
and resolution of the electrons, and the background contributions, which are mostly relevant in the CF
and FF channels.
The extraction of sin2 θlepteff is performed by minimising the χ
2 value comparing particle-level AFB distri-
butions with different weak mixing angle hypotheses in invariant mass and rapidity bins combining the
CC, CF and FF channels. A global fit is performed where sin2 θlepteff is extracted while constraining the
PDF uncertainties using a profiling procedure following that used in a previous ATLAS publication [489]
and implemented in the xFitter package [490].
With this analysis, a significant reduction of the light quark uncertainties at low x is seen and combining
the three channels together, the measurement reaches a precision of 18·10−5 (±16·10−5 (PDF)±9·10−5
(exp.) ). The uncertainty of the results remains dominated by the limited knowledge of the PDFs.
In the context of the Yellow Report for the HL-LHC, prospect PDF fits including HL-LHC pseudo-data
of future PDF-sensitive measurements from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb were performed (see Sec. 5.2).
Three prospect PDF scenarios were considered and compared with the reference PDF set PDF4LHC15 [195].
The expected sensitivity of the sin2 θlepteff measurements with 3000 fb
−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV is improved by
10-25% depending on the prospect PDFs scenario considered. In Table 27 the precision on sin2 θlepteff ob-
tained with the "ultimate" HL-LHC PDF set is compared with the with the one obtained with CT14NNLO
PDF set.
The sensitivity of the analysis to the sin2 θlepteff extraction is also estimated with a prospect PDF set
including expected data from the LHeC collider [460]. In this case the PDF uncertainty is reduced by
an additional factor of 5 with respect to the one obtained with the HL-LHC prospect PDFs.
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Table 27: The value of sin2 θlepteff with the breakdown of uncertainties from the ATLAS preliminary
results at
√
s = 8 TeV with 20 fb−1 [491] is compared to the projected sin2 θlepteff measurements with
3000 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 14 TeV for two PDF sets considered in this note. All the numbers values
are given in units of 10−5. Note that other sources of systematic uncertainties, such as the impact of the
MC statistical uncertainty, evaluated in Ref. [491] are not considered in this prospect analysis. For the
HL-LHC prospect PDFs the "ultimate" scenario is chosen.
ATLAS
√
s = 8 TeV ATLAS
√
s = 14 TeV ATLAS
√
s = 14 TeV
L [fb−1] 20 3000 3000
PDF set MMHT14 CT14 PDF4LHC15HL−LHC
sin2 θlepteff [×10
−5
] 23140 23153 23153
Stat. ± 21 ± 4 ± 4
PDFs ± 24 ± 16 ± 13
Experimental Syst. ± 9 ± 8 ± 6
Other Syst. ± 13 - -
Total ± 36 ± 18 ± 15
To conclude, the accuracy of measurements of the weak mixing angle obtained with an analysis of
AFB in Z events at
√
s = 14 TeV with 3000 fb−1 at ATLAS and CMS and 300 fb−1 at LHCb at
the HL-LHC exceed the precision achieved in all previous single-experiment results to date and the
measurements are dominated by PDF uncertainties. To explore the full potential of the HL-LHC data it
will be therefore essential to reduce PDF uncertainties. A significant improvement of the sensitivity of
the measurement is observed in the ATLAS analysis when using prospect PDF sets including ancillary
Drell-Yan measurements performed with the data collected during the high luminosity phase of the LHC
and at the LHeC collider.
4.4.6 The global EW fit22
The measurement of the Higgs Boson mass (MH ) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has provided the
last input to the global fit of electroweak (EW) precision observables (EWPO), which can now be used
to effectively constrain new physics. Moreover, the measurement of Higgs-boson production and decay
rates that is at the core of the physics program of the LHC Run-2 will further constrain those interactions
that directly affect Higgs-boson physics.
The HL-LHC will have the potential to provide more constraining bounds on new physics via the global
fit to EWPO and Higgs data, thanks to the higher precision it will reach both in the measurement of
some of the crucial input parameters of global EW fits (e.g. MW , mt, MH , and sin
2 θlepteff ), and in
the measurement of Higgs-boson total and differential rates. In this study the reach of the HL-LHC in
constraining new physics is explored via a global fit to EWPO. Earlier studies on the prospects for the
LHC were performed in [492, 493].
In the following, details are provided first on the parameters and procedure of the global EW fit. Next
the results are interpreted within the Standard Model (SM). Finally, the EW fit is used to constrain new
physics beyond the SM. The results are presented for both the current data and the projections in the
HL-LHC scenario.
The global fit of EWPO is performed using the HEPFIT package [494], a general tool to combine direct
and indirect constraints on the SM and its extensions in any statistical framework. The default fit proce-
22Contribution by J. de Blas, M. Ciuchini, E. Franco, S. Mishima, M. Pierini, L. Reina, and L. Silvestrini.
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dure, used here, follows a Bayesian statistical approach and uses BAT (Bayesian Analysis Toolkit) [495].
Flat priors are used for all input parameters, and the likelihoods are built assuming Gaussian distributions
for all experimental measurements. The output of the fit is therefore given as the posterior distributions
for each input parameters and observables, calculated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method.
All EWPO are calculated as a SM core plus corrections. The SM core includes all available higher-order
corrections, including the latest theoretical developments in the calculation of radiative corrections to the
EWPO of [496, 497].23 New physics corrections are computed at the leading order. The HEPFIT code
allows for the implementation of different models of new physics. In particular, as explained below, the
study is specialised in the general framework of the so called SM effective field theory (SMEFT), where
the SM Lagrangian is extended by the addition of operators of canonical mass dimension higher than
four (limited to the basis of operators of canonical dimension six in this study).
As far as EWPO are concerned, this study updates the EWPO fit of Refs. [493, 498, 499], including
recent updates on the theory calculations [497] and experimental measurements [190, 491, 500–506].
The uncertainties on some input parameters that have been obtained by including hadron collider data
are further reduced, in order to account for the level of accuracy expected for the HL-LHC. In all these
projections it is assumed that the central values for the HL-LHC measurements will not change with
respect to current data. In particular the following assumptions are made:
1. The W mass, whose uncertainty obtained by combining ATLAS and Tevatron+LEP2 measure-
ments is currently around 12 MeV [189, 507–509] could be measured at the HL-LHC with a
precision of 7 MeV. This number is derived from the current estimate of the statistical plus PDF
uncertainty using 1 fb−1 of data reported in Sec. 4.4.4, and assuming systematic errors to be of
similar size to the statistical ones. In this fit a measurement of MW = 80.379 ± 0.007 GeV is
therefore added to the current combination.
2. An aggressive estimate of the current uncertainty on the top-quark mass, obtained by combining
current Tevatron and LHC measurements, puts the uncertainty on mt at the level of 0.4 GeV. It
will be difficult to further reduce this number at the HL-LHC, since the remaining uncertainty is
mainly of systematic and theoretical origin. In the current fit mt = 172.8± 0.4 GeV is used.
3. The measurements of the effective angle sin2 θlepteff can also be improved at the HL-LHC. Cur-
rently, a combination of the latest LHC and Tevatron results returns a precision for this ob-
servable of ∼ 0.00022 − 0.00027, depending on the assumptions made in combining com-
mon uncertainties. For the HL-LHC fit, the combination is repeated using the ATLAS pro-
jections outlined in Sec. 4.4.5 where the HL-LHC PDF set is used, corresponding to the value
sin2 θlepteff = 0.23143± 0.00015.
4. The error on the Higgs-boson mass, currently around 0.20 GeV, can be reduced to 0.05 GeV [510,
511].
5. The HL-LHC should also be able to improve the current knowledge on the W width, whose
precision of 42 MeV is currently given by the combination of LEP2 and Tevatron measurements.
This uncertainty is dominated by the hadron collider measurement. While there is no available
information about a possible determination of this quantity at the (HL-)LHC, the conservative
assumption that the HL-LHC can achieve a precision on ΓW at least as good as the one on the
current average is used. An independent HL-LHC measurement of ΓW = 2.085 ± 0.042 GeV is
therefore added. This gives a 30 MeV uncertainty when combined with the current average.
23The uncertainties associated to missing higher-order corrections to the SM predictions for the EWPO are also taken into
account in the fits, via nuisance parameters with Gaussian priors.
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Finally, apart from the improved precision of the HL-LHC measurements, the assumption is made that,
by the end of the HL-LHC run, better measurements of some of the SM input parameters are possible
from other experiments. In particular, following Ref. [493, 498], it is assumed that: 1) the uncertainty
on ∆α(5)had(MZ) can be reduced to ±5 × 10−5 by using data from currently ongoing and future exper-
iments that measure the cross section for e+e− → hadrons, and 2) future lattice QCD measurements
will provide a determination of the strong coupling constant with accuracy δαS(MZ) = ±0.0002. The
measurements of all other EWPO and input parameters have been kept to their currently available val-
ues. The current values of all EWPO measurements, as well as the corresponding HL-LHC projected
uncertainties, are listed in the second and third columns of Table 28, respectively.
Table 28: Current experimental measurement, HL-LHC projected uncertainty, posterior, and pull for the
five input parameters (αs(MZ), ∆α
(5)
had(MZ), MZ , mt, MH ), and for the main EWPO considered in the
SM fit. The pulls in the last column are obtained comparing the experimental measurements with the
predictions from a fit removing the corresponding observable(s) (See for e.g. Ref. [493] for details.).
Measurement HL-LHC Posterior Pull
uncertainty Current HL-LHC Current/HL-LHC
αs(MZ) 0.1180± 0.0010 ±0.0002 0.1180± 0.0009 0.1180± 0.0002 0/0.5
∆α
(5)
had(MZ) 0.027611± 0.000111 ±0.00005 0.02758± 0.00011 0.02759± 0.00005 1.1/2.1
MZ [GeV] 91.1875± 0.0021 91.1880± 0.0020 91.1890± 0.0020 −1.3/−2.6
mt [GeV] 172.8± 0.7 ±0.4 173.2± 0.66 173.1± 0.38 −1.7/−2.9
MH [GeV] 125.13± 0.17 ±0.05 125.13± 0.17 125.13± 0.05 1.4/3
MW [GeV] 80.379± 0.012 ±0.007 80.362± 0.006 80.367± 0.004 1.6/2.7
ΓW [GeV] 2.085± 0.042 ±0.042 2.0885± 0.0006 2.0889± 0.0003 −0.1
BRW→`ν 0.1086± 0.0009 0.10838± 0.00002 0.10838± 0.000005 0.2
BRW→had 0.6741± 0.0027 0.67486± 0.00007 0.67486± 0.00001 −0.3
sin
2
θ
lept
eff (Q
had
FB ) 0.2324± 0.0012 0.23151± 0.00006 0.23150± 0.00005 0.7
P
pol
τ = A` 0.1465± 0.0033 0.14711± 0.0005 0.14713± 0.0004 −0.2
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952± 0.0023 2.4946± 0.0007 2.4947± 0.0005 0.3
σ
0
h [nb] 41.540± 0.037 41.492± 0.008 41.491± 0.006 1.3
R
0
` 20.767± 0.025 20.749± 0.008 20.749± 0.006 0.7
A
0,`
FB 0.0171± 0.0010 0.01623± 0.0001 0.016247± 0.00008 0.9
A` (SLD) 0.1513± 0.0021 0.14711± 0.0005 0.14718± 0.0004 1.9
R
0
b 0.21629± 0.00066 0.21586± 0.0001 0.21586± 0.0001 0.7/0.6
R
0
c 0.1721± 0.0030 0.17221± 0.00005 0.17221± 0.00005 0
A
0,b
FB 0.0992± 0.0016 0.10313± 0.00032 0.10319± 0.00026 −2.4/−2.5
A
0,c
FB 0.0707± 0.0035 0.07369± 0.00024 0.07373± 0.0002 −0.9
Ab 0.923± 0.020 0.93475± 0.00004 0.93476± 0.00004 −0.6
Ac 0.670± 0.027 0.66792± 0.0002 0.66794± 0.0002 0.1
sin
2
θ
lept
eff(Had.coll.) 0.23143± 0.00027 ±0.00015 0.23151± 0.00006 0.23150± 0.00005 −0.5/−0.9
The results of the SM global fit to EWPO for both the present (LHC) and future (HL-LHC) scenarios are
collected in Table 28. These are given in the form of the mean and standard deviation for each of the ob-
servables, as derived from the posterior of the fits. For each EWPO the “pull” is also computed, defined
as the difference between the experimental value and the SM prediction computed by removing each
observable from the fit (not shown in the table), normalized to the total uncertainty. As it is apparent, the
differences in the posteriors between both fits are quite small. However, looking at the pulls one can see
that, should the central values of the SM input parameters remain the same, the expected improvements
in their experimental uncertainties, combined with the more precise measurements of some EWPO at
the HL-LHC, would significantly increase the tension between the indirect determinations of MZ , mt,
and MH from the EW fit and the corresponding experimental measurements, pushing them to the 3σ
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level. The improvement in the precision on mt would also reduce the parametric uncertainty on some
observables, e.g. the W mass, bringing the total residual error very close to the intrinsic uncertainty as-
sociated to missing higher-order corrections in the calculation of MW . As in the case of some of the SM
inputs, the expected improvement on the experimental precision of MW , without a significant deviation
on the central value, would add some tension between theory and experiment, pushing the pull for this
observable well beyond the 2σ level. The impact of the HL-LHC measurements on the EW fit is well
illustrated in Fig. 46 where one can see the comparison between direct (i.e. experimental) and indirect
constraints on the fit input parameters given for both the current and HL-LHC scenarios in the MW vs.
mt and the MW vs. sin
2 θlepteff planes respectively.
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Fig. 46: Comparison of the indirect constraints on MW and mt with the current experimental mea-
surements and the expected improvements at the HL-LHC (left). The same in the MW -sin
2 θlepteff plane
(right).
The EWPO, being measured in processes mediated by the exchange of a Z or W boson, are extremely
sensitive to any new physics that modifies the propagation of such particles. This results in a universal
modification of the interactions between the EW gauge bosons and the SM fermions, which, from the
point of view of EWPO, can be described in terms of only three parameters: the well-known S, T , and
U oblique parameters [512]. The study of the constraints on the S, T , and U parameters is one of the
classical benchmarks in the study of EW precision constraints on new physics, and it is well motivated
from a theory point of view, within the context of universal theories. The results of the fit to the S, T ,
and U parameters are given in Table 29. The results are presents in terms of the full (S,T ,U ) fit and also
assuming U = 0, which is motivated in theories where EW symmetry breaking is realised linearly, since
in that case U  S, T . In both cases the current constraints are compared with the expected precision at
the HL-LHC, which, in some cases, could improve the sensitivity to such new physics effects by up to
∼ 30%. The results for the ST fit (U = 0) are shown in Fig. 47, illustrating also the constraints imposed
by the different EWPO.
As stressed above, the STU parameterisation only describes universal deformations with respect to
the SM predictions. In order to systematically explore the impact of global EW precision fits on new
physics, the framework of the SMEFT is adopted in what follows. In this formalism, the SM Lagrangian
is extended via operators of dimension five and higher, i.e.
Leff = LSM +
∑
d>4
1
Λd−4
Ld, with Ld =
∑
i
CiO(d)i ,
[
O(d)i
]
= d , (28)
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Table 29: Results of the fit for the oblique parameters S, T , U ; and S, T (U = 0). Projections for the
uncertainties at the HL-LHC are given in the last column.
Result Correlation Matrix Precision at HL-LHC
S 0.04± 0.10 1.00 0.09
T 0.08± 0.12 0.90 1.00 0.12
U 0.00± 0.09 −0.62 −0.84 1.00 0.08
S 0.04± 0.08 1.00 0.06
T 0.08± 0.06 0.90 1.00 0.05
(U = 0)
0.4− 0.2− 0 0.2 0.4
S
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0
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ZΓ
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Fig. 47: Comparison of the currently allowed 68% and 95% probability regions in the S, T fit (U = 0)
(dashed contours) with the HL-LHC projections (solid contours). The different bands illustrate the
bounds from the different EWPO included in the fit and the projected improvements at the HL-LHC.
where Λ denotes the cut-off scale of the SMEFT. This new physics scale introduces a first hierar-
chical ordering between contributions of operators of lower versus higher dimension, where higher-
dimension operators are suppressed by inverse powers of Λ. Each term in Ld is a linear combination of
d-dimensional operatorsO(d)i built in terms of SM fields, with Wilson coefficients Ci that can depend on
both SM masses and couplings, as well as new physics parameters. For the analysis of EWPO the lead-
ing new physics corrections come from dimension-six operators (L6). The study is limited to this order
in the effective theory expansion. Using the complete basis of dimension-six interactions presented in
Ref. [513], the Z-pole and W observables in Table 28 are corrected at the leading order by 10 different
operators. The bosonic operators
OφD = |φ†Dµφ|2 and OφWB = (φ†σaφ)W aµνBµν ,
modify the gauge-boson propagators in a way similar to the T and S parameters, respectively. Among
the remaining operators,
O(1)φψ = (φ†
↔
Dµφ)(ψγµψ) and O(3)φF = (φ†σa
↔
Dµφ)(FγµσaF ),
with ψ = l, e, q, u , d and F = l, q (where l and q denote the SM left-handed fermion doublets, e, u, d
the SM right-handed fermion singlets, and flavour universality is assumed), correct, upon EW symmetry
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breaking, the EW couplings of the Z and W bosons to quarks and leptons. Finally, the four-lepton
operator Oll =
(
lγµl
) (
lγµl
)
modifies the muon decay amplitude and, by affecting the extraction of the
Fermi constant, propagates its effect to all the different observables considered in the EW global fit.
The aim of a global fit to EWPO data is to constrain the corresponding Wilson coefficients. Of the
ten operators considered, only eight combinations can be constrained using EW precision data in the
case of flavour universal couplings. This means that in the basis of [513] there are two flat directions
which, for simplicity are lifted by performing a field redefinition to exchange CφD and CφWB with two
interactions that do not enter in EWPO. The results of the fit to EWPO using the projected HL-LHC
data are shown in Fig. 48, both for the case in which the eight remaining coefficients are active and fitted
simultaneously and for the case in which only one coefficient at a time is active and independently fitted.
The results of both fits are also summarised in Table 30 where the HL-LHC bounds are additionally
compared to current bounds. It can be seen that the HL-LHC could improve the current bounds on some
of the considered Wilson coefficients by up to a 10-30%, although for most coefficients the effect is
much milder both when different effective interactions are fitted simultaneously and individually.
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Fig. 48: 68% and 95% probability limits on the dimension-six operator coefficients Ci/Λ
2 [TeV−2]
from the global fit to EWPO at HL-LHC including all operators (in blue), compared with the limits
obtained assuming only one operator at a time (in red). See Table 30 for the comparison with current
uncertainties.
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Table 30: Results of the fit to the coefficients of the SMEFT dimension-six Lagrangian. The uncertainties
shown refer to the fit performed assuming the presence of only one effective operator at a time and to the
case when all (eight) operators are active at the same time (global fit). Projections for the uncertainties
at the HL-LHC are given in the last two columns. Result shown for the ratios Ci ≡ Ci/Λ2. See text for
details.
Current uncertainty Precision at HL-LHC
[TeV−2] [TeV−2]
Operator 1 op. at Global 1 op. at Global
Coefficient a time fit a time fit
C
(1)
φl 0.004 0.012 0.004 0.012
C
(1)
φq 0.018 0.044 0.017 0.043
Cφe 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.007
Cφu 0.040 0.146 0.038 0.145
Cφd 0.054 0.237 0.051 0.230
C
(3)
φl 0.004 0.017 0.003 0.015
C
(3)
φq 0.007 0.040 0.006 0.038
Cll 0.007 0.028 0.005 0.028
CφWB 0.003 − 0.002 −
CφD 0.007 − 0.005 −
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5 Strong interactions
This section presents studies at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC conditions for jet and photon production,
parton density functions, underlying event and multi/double-parton interactions. Thanks to the larger
integrated luminosity at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC and the jump in centre-of-mass energy at the HE-
LHC, an increase in the kinematic reach is expected for light- and heavy-flavour jet production as well
as photon production. An improvement is also expected in the experimental systematic uncertainty
on the jet calibration. The measurements of jet and photon production cross sections in addition to
other processes, e.g. Drell-Yan and top quark, at the HL-LHC will help improve the understanding
of the parton density functions. The level of the underlying event activity is not expected to change
significantly at the HL-LHC given the small increase in centre-of-mass energy from
√
s = 13 TeV at the
LHC Run-2 to
√
s = 14 TeV at the HL-LHC, however a significant increase is expected at the HE-LHC
energy of
√
s = 27 TeV. Multi-parton interactions are expected to play a more significant role at higher
energies and, thanks to the large statistics available at both the HL- and HE-LHC, new measurements
can be carried out to test more precisely the current theoretical models.
5.1 Jet and photon production 24
This section presents phenomenological studies of inclusive jet, dijet, heavy-flavour jet production as
well as inclusive photon, diphoton, and associated photon and jet production at future upgrades at the
HL and HE stages of the LHC. In particular the reach in yields for these processes is investigated. A
comparison between the results expected at the future design centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 14 TeV
and
√
s = 27 TeV is presented.
5.1.1 Inclusive jet production
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [274] with distance parameter R=0.4 as implemented
in the FastJet software package [343], and calibrated following the procedure described in [514]. The
total jet energy scale (JES) uncertainty in ATLAS Run-2 measurements comprises of 88 sources, and all
need to be propagated through the analysis in order to correctly account for uncertainty correlations in
the jet calibration in the final result. Here follows a summary of the analysis detailed in Ref. [515].
A reduced set of uncertainty components (nuisance parameters) is derived from eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the diagonalised total JES covariance matrix on the jet level. The globally reduced con-
figuration with 19 nuisance parameters (NPs) is used in this study. Eight NPs coming from the in situ
techniques are related to the detector description, physics modelling and measurements of the Z/γ en-
ergies in the ATLAS calorimeters. Three describe the physics modelling, the statistics of the dijet MC
sample and the non-closure of the method used to derive the η-intercalibration [514]. Single-hadron
response studies [516] are used to describe the JES uncertainty in the high-pT jet regions, where the
in situ studies have limited statistics. Four NPs are due to the pile-up corrections of the jet kinematics
that take into account mis-modelling of NPV and 〈µ〉 distributions, the average energy density ρ, and
the residual pT dependence. Finally, two uncertainty components take into account the difference in the
calorimeter response to the quark- and gluon-initiated jets (flavour response) and the jet flavour compo-
sition, and one uncertainty estimates the correction for the energy leakage beyond the calorimeter, the
“punch-through” effect.
In order to estimate the precision in the jet cross section measurements at the HL-LHC, three
scenarios of possible uncertainties in the jet energy scale calibration are defined.
In all three scenarios, the high-pT uncertainty, the punch-through uncertainty and the flavour com-
position uncertainty are considered to be negligible. The JES uncertainty in the high-pT range will be
accessed using the multi-jet balance (MJB) method, rather than single hadron response measurements,
24Contributed by the experimental collaborations, and by L. Cieri, G. Ferrera, A. Huss, and J. Pires.
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Fig. 49: Relative uncertainties in the inclusive jet cross section measurements at the HL-LHC due
the JES uncertainties. Three HL-LHC scenarios are compared to the Run-2 performance. Black line
corresponds to the Run-2 performance. Green, red and blue lines represent pessimistic, conservative
and optimistic scenarios, respectively.
since the high statistics at the HL-LHC will allow precision JES measurements in the high-pT region.
Flavour composition and flavour response uncertainties are derived from the MC generators. With the
advances in the MC modelling and development of tunes, these uncertainties could be significantly re-
duced. The flavour composition uncertainties are set to zero to highlight the maximal impact of possible
future improvements in the understanding of parton shower and hadronisation modeling on the preci-
sion of the jet energy measurements. The flavour response uncertainties are kept the same as in Run-2
or reduced by a factor of two in conservative and optimistic scenarios, respectively.
The pile-up uncertainties, except the ρ topology uncertainty, are considered to be negligible. Cur-
rent small uncertainties in the JES due to mis-modelling of NPV and 〈µ〉 distributions and the residual
pT dependence lead to a very small uncertainties at the HL-LHC conditions. With the advances of new
pile-up rejection techniques, the ρ topology uncertainty could be maintained at a level comparable to the
one in Run-2 or reduced by a factor of two. This is addressed in conservative and optimistic scenarios.
Since the Run-2 jet energy resolution (JER) uncertainty estimation is conservative, the final Run-2
JER uncertainty is expected (based on Run-1 experience) to be about twice as small as the current one.
Therefore, the JER uncertainty is estimated to be half of that in Run-2.
The remaining uncertainty sources are fixed in different scenarios as follows:
– Conservative scenario:
– All in situ components are kept the same as in Run-2, except the uncertainties related to the
photon energy measurement in the high-ET range and the MJB method uncertainties whose
uncertainties are reduced by a factor of two, since those are expected to be improved at the
HL-LHC;
– The MC modelling uncertainty in the η-intercalibration is reduced by a factor of two while
the other two are neglected. Currently, the MC modelling uncertainty is derived through
a comparison of leading-order (LO) pQCD generators. With future advances in next-to-
leading-order MC generators this uncertainty is expected to improve;
– The flavour response uncertainty is set to the Run-2 value;
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– The ρ-topology uncertainty is unchanged compared to Run-2 results;
– Optimistic scenario:
– All in situ components are treated identically to the conservative scenario;
– All three uncertainty sources in the η-intercalibration method are set to zero;
– The flavour response uncertainty is reduced by a factor of two compared to Run-2 results;
– ρ-topology uncertainty is two times smaller as in Run-2;
– Pessimistic scenario:
– Same as the optimistic scenario, but all uncertainty sources of in situ methods are retained
from Run-2.
All components of the JES uncertainty are propagated from the jet-level to the cross section level
as follows. The jet pT is scaled up and down by one standard deviation of each source of uncertainty.
The difference between the nominal detector-level spectrum and the systematically shifted one is taken
as a systematic uncertainty. All JES uncertainties are treated as bin-to-bin correlated and independent
from each other in this procedure. The unfolding of the detector-level distributions to the particle-level
spectrum is not performed is this study. A possible modification of the shapes of uncertainty components
during the unfolding procedure is expected to be small and neglected in this study.
The inclusive jet cross-sections are studied as a function of the jet transverse momentum for jets
with pT > 100 GeV and within |y| < 3. The total JES uncertainty in the inclusive jet cross section
measurement for the three HL-LHC scenarios is depicted in Fig. 49 and is compared to the total JES
uncertainty estimate for the Run-2 jet cross section measurements. The total JES uncertainty in the low
pT range is the same as in Run-2 and is about 2% better in the high-pT region. In the conservative
and pessimistic scenarios the JES uncertainties in the cross section are very similar in the intermediate
and high-pT range, while the JES uncertainty is about 1% better in the low-pT range for the optimistic
scenario.
The predicted number of events estimated using the program NNLOJET [326], which includes
next-to-next-to-leading order QCD calculations for both single jet inclusive [206] and dijet inclusive [19]
production, is shown in Fig. 50 (left and right respectively). In the dijet analysis, a second jet with pT >
75 GeV is required in the event. The lower panels show the ratios of events yields at 27 TeV and
14 TeV. This plot shows an enhancement of the cross section growing with the jet pT (left) and dijet
mass (right). In summary, assuming Lint = 3 ab−1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 14 TeV the pT reach
of the measurement is 5 TeV with the observation of dijet events of mass up to 9 TeV. At the HE-LHC
upgrade, an increase in cross section by a factor between 103 and 106 in the tails of the distributions
extends the pT range of the measurement by a factor of 2 up to 9 TeV, allowing the observation of dijet
events of mass up to 16 TeV.
The increase in cross section in these scenarios will allow for a very precise multi-differential
measurement of inclusive jet production. Working at a fixed centre-of-mass energy, the high-pT the
high-x and the large Q2 region are probed and the sensitivity to higher order QCD/EW effects and BSM
signals is increased. On the other hand, at fixed-pT, an increase in the collider energy and the inclusion
of the forward detector regions increase the coverage to the low-x regime, which is highly sensitive to
small-x resummation effects. For these reasons, it will be necessary to have accurate jet predictions
covering both regions.
To this end Fig. 51 presents the double-differential k-factors at
√
s = 14 TeV (left) and
√
s =
27 TeV (right) for the inclusive jet pT (top), differentially in pT and rapidity |y| and dijet mass (bottom)
differentially in dijet mass mjj and rapidity difference y
∗ = 1/2 |yj1 − yj2|. The shaded bands assess
the scale uncertainty at different perturbative orders, LO, NLO and NNLO. As for the value of the
renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF ) scales µ = HˆT is used, i.e. the scalar sum of the pT of all
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Fig. 50: Predicted number of inclusive jet events as a function of the jet pT (left) and dijet events as a
function of dijet mass mjj (right) at NNLO, assuming an integrated luminosity of 3 ab
−1 (15 ab−1) of
pp collision data at
√
s=14 TeV (
√
s=27 TeV).
partons in the event, as recommended in [332] for the inclusive jet pT, and the dijet mass µ = mjj for
the dijet mass distribution, as recommended in [19].
For the inclusive jet pT large NLO effects at high-pT and central rapidity of approximately 90%
(14 TeV) and 50% (27 TeV) are observed with large NLO scale uncertainties ofO(20−30%). At NNLO
moderate corrections across the entire pT and rapidity range are observed, except at high-pT in the
central rapidity slices where the NNLO effects can reach between 10 to 30%. An excellent convergence
of the perturbative result is observed as well as a significant reduction in the scale uncertainty of the
cross section when going from NLO to NNLO. The NNLO scale uncertainties are estimated at the
< 5% level. Similarly to the inclusive jet pT case, an excellent convergence of the perturbative result
for the dijet mass is observed. The NNLO/NLO k-factors are typically < 10% and alter the shape of the
prediction at low mjj and low y
∗. A large reduction is observed in the scale variation and NNLO scale
uncertainties are estimated to be below the 5% level, even at large mjj . Scale uncertainties at this level
are well below the PDF uncertainty, highlighting the huge potential to constrain PDFs with inclusive jet
data.
Measurements of weak bosons [517], top quarks [518], photon and jet production [519] (and
many others) performed by the LHC Collaborations have been already used by the global PDF groups
[199, 200, 207, 520] in the determination of the proton structure. Comparisons of inclusive jet and dijet
production cross sections using different PDF sets at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV, show 5–10% differences
respectively between central values in the low and intermediate pT and mjj regions, consistent with
current PDF uncertainties. Larger differences between the predictions of the various PDF sets in the
high-pT and mjj range highlight the expected constraining power of future measurements at the HL-
LHC and HE-LHC.
A study to estimate the impact of future PDF-sensitive measurements at the HL-LHC on PDFs
determination was performed in [298] and reported in Sec. 5.2. Three possible scenarios for the exper-
imental systematic uncertainties were considered. This study concluded that HL-LHC measurements
will further reduce the PDF uncertainties, and published dedicated PDF sets, PDF4LHC HL-LHC, with
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Fig. 51: Predictions for the inclusive jet pT (top) and dijet massmjj (bottom) at LO (green), NLO (blue)
and NNLO (red) at (a and c)
√
s = 14 TeV and (b and d)
√
s = 27 TeV normalised to the NLO result.
the inclusion of HL-LHC pseudo-data in the fits. Figure 52 depicts the comparison of PDF uncertainties
in the inclusive jet and dijet production cross sections for CT14 and PDF4LHC HL-LHC (conservative
scenario) in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. A significant reduction in the PDF uncertainty is
expected with the inclusion of PDF-sensitive measurements in HL-LHC PDF fits.
5.1.2 High–pT light– and heavy–flavour jet measurements at the HL–LHC
The program of jet physics will substantially profit from the HL-LHC data since higher scales can be
reached and the region of very low partonic momentum fractions x can be accessed, where the parton
density becomes large. Measurements of jets originating from b quarks are important to investigate the
heavy-flavor contribution to the total jet cross section and to study the agreement of the measurement
with available theoretical predictions. In particular, inclusive b-jet production is very sensitive to higher-
order corrections and to parton showers. In top quark production processes, top jets can be defined
when the top quark decays hadronically and all decay products can be clustered into a single jet. The
production of W bosons is studied in the high-pT region, where the W bosons decay hadronically and
are reconstructed as jets. Jet substructure techniques are applied to discriminate the jets originating from
top quarks and W bosons from the QCD background.
Higher order QCD radiation affects the distribution of the angular correlation, and the region
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Fig. 52: Comparison of PDF uncertainty in the inclusive jet (a,b) and dijet (c,d) cross sections calculated
using the CT14 PDF set and the conservative PDF4LHC HL-LHC scenario 1 (i.e. scenario C in Sec. 5.2)
[298] set at
√
s = 14 TeV (left) and
√
s = 27 TeV (right).
where the jets are back-to-back in the transverse plane is particularly sensitive to multiple “soft” gluon
contributions, treated by all-order resummation and parton showers. This region is of particular interest
since soft-gluon interference effects between the initial and final state can be significant [521,522]. The
azimuthal correlations ∆φ = |φ2 − φ1| between the two leading pT jets and their dependency on the
production process is of particular interest because of color interference effects [523, 524].
Compared to Run-2 measurements at
√
s = 13 TeV the increase of the centre-of-mass energy
leads to about twice larger cross section at highest pT. Taking into account the much higher luminos-
ity and the higher cross section, the statistical uncertainty is expected to be around six times smaller,
compared to the analysis of the Run-2 data [525].
Measurements of high-pT jets originated from b-quarks are sensitive to the higher-order correc-
tions, parton shower modeling and the parton densities of the proton. In Fig. 53 (left), the inclusive
b-jet cross section differential in pT is shown for centre-of-mass energy of 13 and 14 TeV and rapidity
|y| < 0.5. The depicted statistical uncertainties correspond to the luminosity 300 fb−1 (13 TeV) and
3 ab−1 (14 TeV). The systematic uncertainty of the measurement is dominated by the jet energy scale
uncertainty, which is of similar size as for inclusive jets, and the b-tagging uncertainty, which is expected
to play a role mainly at higher pT where it is about 10%. It can be seen that the pT reach at HL-LHC for
the inclusive b-jets is about 3 TeV, where about 30 events with pT > 3 TeV are expected.
It is worth noticing that at high-pT the mass of the b-quark is nearly negligible with respect to
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Fig. 53: The inclusive b-jet cross section differential in the pT (left). The error bars show the statistical
uncertainty corresponding to the given luminosity, while the gray band represent the systematic uncer-
tainty from the jet-energy-scale and the total systematic uncertainty. The fraction of b-jets containing
both B and B¯ hadrons as a function of pT (right).
the jet momentum. This leads to the high probability that the b-quark is not produced in the hard sub-
process, but in the parton shower. As the mass of the b-quark becomes negligible, the probability of
gluon splitting into bb¯-pairs is similar to any other flavour (excluding top). In this case, the pair of the
B-hadrons is expected to be found inside the b-jet, where one consists of a b-quark, the second a b¯-quark.
The fraction of such jets as a function of pT as predicted by PYTHIA v8 MC is shown on Fig. 53 (right).
In the future, it will be crucial to disentangle between b-jets with b-quarks produced in the shower, and
b-jets with b-quarks produced in the hard sub-process.
Figure 54 shows a comparison of the jet cross sections as a function of pT and as a function of ∆φ
for the different processes applying the anti-kT clustering algorithm [526] withR = 0.8. In Fig. 54 (left)
the inclusive b-jet cross section is shown (for comparison with the inclusive jet cross section), while in
Fig. 54 (right) the two-b-jet cross section is shown. Except for the cross section for W production, the
statistical uncertainties shown correspond to an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 including efficiencies
due to b-tagging and selection at the detector level, estimated using the DELPHES simulation. Details of
the studies can be found in Ref. [525].
It can be seen that the shapes of the pT spectra are comparable but the top-jet cross section is about
ten thousand times smaller than the inclusive jet cross section. The ratio to the inclusive dijet cross
section as a function of ∆φ illustrates the differences in shape of the ∆φ distribution of the different
processes (all processes are normalized at ∆φ = pi), which depend on the partonic configuration of the
initial state.
5.1.3 Inclusive photon production
Here follows a summary of the studies detailed in Ref. [515] of inclusive isolated photon production and
photon production in association with at least one jet. In both analyses the photon is required to have a
transverse energy in excess of 400 GeV and the pseudorapidity to lie in the range |ηγ | < 2.37 excluding
the region 1.37 < |ηγ | < 1.56. The photon is required to be isolated by imposing an upper limit on
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the amount of transverse energy inside a cone of size ∆R = 0.4 in the η–φ plane around the photon,
excluding the photon itself: EisoT < E
iso
T,max.
In the inclusive photon analysis, the goal is the measurement of the differential cross section
as a function of EγT in four regions of the photon pseudorapidity: |ηγ | < 0.6, 0.6 < |ηγ | < 1.37,
1.56 < |ηγ | < 1.81 and 1.81 < |ηγ | < 2.37. Photon isolation is enforced by requiring EisoT <
4.2 · 10−3 · EγT + 4.8 GeV.
In the photon+jet analysis, jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [274] with a radius
parameter R = 0.4. Jets overlapping with the photon are not considered if the jet axis lies within a cone
of size ∆R = 0.8. The leading jet is required to have transverse momentum above 300 GeV and rapidity
in the range |yjet| < 2.37. No additional condition is used for the differential cross section as a function
of pjetT . For the differential cross section as a function of the invariant mass of the photon+jet system
additional constraints are imposed: mγ−jet > 1.45 TeV, | cos θ∗| < 0.83 and |ηγ ± yjet| < 2.37. These
additional constraints are imposed to remove the bias due to the rapidity and transverse-momentum
requirements on the photon and the leading jet [527, 528]. Photon isolation is enforced by requiring
EisoT < 4.2 · 10−3 · EγT + 10 GeV.
The yields of inclusive isolated photons and of photon+jet events are estimated using the pro-
gram JETPHOX 1.3.1_2 [529, 530]. This program includes a full next-to-leading-order QCD calculation
of both the direct-photon and fragmentation contributions to the cross sections for the pp→ γ + X and
pp→ γ + jet + X reactions. The number of massless quark flavours is set to five. The renormalisation
(µR), factorisation (µF) and fragmentation (µf ) scales are chosen to be µR = µF = µf = E
γ
T. The cal-
culations are performed using the MMHT2014 [531] parameterisations of the proton parton distribution
functions (PDFs) and the BGF set II of parton-to-photon fragmentation functions at NLO [532]. The
strong coupling constant αs(mZ) is set to the value assumed in the fit to determine the PDFs. The reli-
ability of the estimated yields using the program JETPHOX is supported by the high purity of the signal
photons, the mild unfolding corrections and the fact that the NLO QCD predictions describe adequately
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Fig. 55: (a,b) Predicted number of inclusive isolated photon events as a function of EγT assuming an
integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (15 ab−1) of pp collision data at
√
s = 14 TeV (27 TeV) in different
ranges of photon pseudorapidity: |ηγ | < 0.6 (solid histogram), 0.6 < |ηγ | < 1.37 (dashed histogram),
1.56 < |ηγ | < 1.81 (dotted histogram) and 1.81 < |ηγ | < 2.37 (dot-dashed histogram). (c,d) Predicted
number of photon+jet events assuming an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (15 ab−1) of pp collision data
at
√
s = 14 TeV (27 TeV) as a function of (c) pjetT and (d) m
γ−jet.
the measurements of these processes using pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV [533, 534].
The predicted number of inclusive isolated photon events as a function of EγT in the different
ranges of |ηγ | assuming an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (15 ab−1) of pp collision data at √s =
14 TeV (27 TeV) is shown in Figure 55(a) and 55(b). For the HL-LHC (HE-LHC), the reach in EγT is
(a) 3–3.5 (5) TeV for |ηγ | < 0.6, (b) 2.5–3 (5) TeV for 0.6 < |ηγ | < 1.37, (c) 1.5–2 (3–3.5) TeV for
1.56 < |ηγ | < 1.81 and (d) 1–1.5 (2.5–3) TeV for 1.81 < |ηγ | < 2.37. This represents a significant
extension of the region measured so far with pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV [533]; as an example, at the
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HL-LHC (HE-LHC) the EγT reach is extended from 1.5 TeV to 3–3.5 (5) TeV for |ηγ | < 0.6.
The predicted number of photon+jet events as a function of pjetT and m
γ−jet assuming an in-
tegrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (15 ab−1) of pp collision data at
√
s = 14 TeV (27 TeV) is shown in
Figs. 55(c) and 55(d). In comparison with the latest measurements at
√
s = 13 TeV [534], the ex-
pectations obtained at the HL-LHC (HE-LHC) extend significantly the reach in pjetT from 1.5 TeV to
3.5 (5) TeV and mγ−jet from 3.3 TeV to 7 (12) TeV.
5.1.4 Diphoton production
The production of photon pairs (diphotons) with high invariant mass is a very important process for
physics studies at high-energy hadron colliders. Photons are very clean final states and photon energies
and momenta can be measured with high precision in modern electromagnetic calorimeters. Therefore
prompt photons represent ideal probes to test the properties of the Standard Model (SM) [535]– [536]
and they are also important in searches for new-physics signals (see, e.g., Refs. [537]– [538]). Owing to
the above reasons, it is important to provide accurate theoretical predictions for diphoton production at
LHC energies. This task requires in particular, the calculation of QCD and EW radiative corrections at
high perturbative orders.
This contribution considers diphoton production in pp collisions at the
√
s = 14 GeV and
√
s =
27 GeV energies, and presents perturbative QCD results up to the NNLO by using the smooth cone
isolation criterion 25. Within the smooth cone isolation criterion [539] (see also Refs. [540,541]) photons
are selected by fixing the sizeR of the isolation cone and imposing a maximal amount of hadronic energy
(EhadT (r)) allowed inside the cone
EhadT (r) ≤ ET max χ(r;R) , in all cones with r ≤ R , (29)
with a suitable choice of the r dependence of the isolation function χ(r;R). The smooth isolation
function χ(r;R) used is 26
χ(r;R) =
(
1− cos(r)
1− cos(R)
)n
, (30)
and the value of the power n is set to the n = 1. This value of n avoids the sensitivity of the cross
section to soft (collinear) photons for large (small) value of n [544]. The radius of the photon isolation
cone is set at the value R = 0.4 and ET max = 10 GeV. Detailed comparisons between standard and
smooth cone isolation criteria have been presented in Refs. [90, 544–546].
The following kinematic cuts are applied:
pγ; hardT > 40 GeV, p
γ; soft
T > 30 GeV, |yγ | < 2.8 , (31)
where pγ; hardT and p
γ; soft
T are respectively the transverse momenta of the harder and softer photon and
|yγ | is the photon rapidity. The minimum angular distance between the two photons is Rminγγ = 0.4.
A lower limit rcut is implemented on the ratio pTγγ/Mγγ (pTγγ > rcutMγγ) [547], and values in
the range rcut = 0.08%–0.15% are used. The perturbative uncertainty is computed as the envelope of
three-point scale variation by considering the two asymmetric scale configurations with {µR = µ0/2,
µF = 2µ0} and {µR = 2µ0 , µF = µ0/2} and the central scale {µR = µF = µ0}.
This study begins by considering the invariant mass (Mγγ) distribution up to value of 2 TeV. The
LO, NLO and NNLO QCD results for a centre–of–mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV are presented in Fig.56
(left). It is first observed the presence of a LO threshold at an invariant mass MLO = 2pγ; hardT . The
25The NNLO QCD calculation within the standard cone isolation criterion has not been performed yet.
26The same form of the isolation function is used in the NNLO predictions reported in Refs. [536, 542, 543].
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Fig. 56: The differential cross sections dσ/dMγγ (left) and dσ/dpTγγ (right) at
√
s = 14 TeV are
shown in the upper panel at LO (black dotted), NLO (red dashed) and NNLO (blue solid). The NLO
and NNLO scale variation bands are obtained as detailed in the text. In the lower subpanels the ratio
between cross sections at two different centre–of–mass energies (
√
s = 27 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV) is
also shown. The selection cuts are described in the text.
bulk of the cross section is concentrated in the region around MLO while for large values of Mγγ the
distribution rapidly decreases. At high invariant mass, Mγγ > 1 TeV, the cross section is dominated
by the quark annihilation (qq¯) partonic subprocess (the other partonic subprocesses are suppressed by
one order of magnitude or more). The NNLO K factor, KNNLO = σNNLO/σNLO, is flat at large
values of Mγγ and it is roughly equal to the NNLO K factor of the qq¯ channel. The lower subpanel
of Figure 56 (left) presents results for the ratio (R) between the invariant mass distribution at
√
s =
27 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV. At LO the dynamic enhancement of the ratio can be described roughly as
G(M2γγ/272 TeV2)/G(M2γγ/(142 TeV2), where G(τ) = log(τ) × Lqq¯(τ, µf ) and L are the integrated
parton luminosities. The ratio at NLO and NNLO is numerically similar to the corresponding LO one.
The enhancement of the ratio R at large values of invariant mass is directly related to the increasing the
centre–of–mass energy and it reaches the value R ∼ 4 at Mγγ ' 1 TeV.
Finally theoretical results are presented for the transverse momentum (pTγγ) distribution. The
NLO and NNLO predictions with a centre–of–mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV are shown in the upper
panel of Figure 56 (right). Given the LO kinematical constraint pTγγ = 0, the (N)NLO correction
represent effectively an (N)LO prediction. Moreover, in the small pTγγ region, the convergence of the
fixed order expansion is spoiled by the presence of large logarithmic corrections. Reliable perturbative
results require an all order resummation of these enhanced logarithmic contributions.
The lower subpanel of Figure 56 (right) presents results for the ratio (R) between the transverse
momentum distribution at
√
s = 27 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV. The ratio increases at large value of pTγγ ,
reaching R ∼ 4 for pTγγ ' 1 TeV.
It is observed that the uncertainty bands for the NLO and NNLO results fail to overlap in most of
the kinematical regions. This suggests that the computed scale dependence at NNLO cannot be consid-
ered a reliable estimate of the true perturbative uncertainty. As an alternative approach the perturbative
uncertainty of the NNLO result can be estimated by considering half of the difference between the
NNLO and NLO results at central values of the scales [544].
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It is finally observed that the photon fragmentation component (which is absent in the case of
smooth cone isolation) mainly affects the the low invariant mass region, where the cross section is
strongly suppressed. Conversely, the intermediate and high invariant mass region, the transverse mo-
mentum distribution and the value of total cross section, are less sensitive to photon fragmentation
effects. In particular, for isolation parameters commonly used in the experimental analysis at the LHC,
the quantitative differences between smooth and standard isolation predictions are much smaller than the
corresponding perturbative uncertainties. This observation justifies the use of the smooth cone criterion
in the theoretical calculations.
5.2 Ultimate Parton Densities27
The goal of this study is to quantify the precision that can be expected in the determination of the parton
distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton in the HL-LHC era. Such “ultimate PDFs” will provide an
important ingredient for the physics projections at the HL-LHC with a robust estimate of theoretical
uncertainties, including some of those presented in other chapters of this Yellow Report. With this moti-
vation, HL-LHC pseudo-data have been generated for a number of PDF-sensitive measurements such as
top-quark, Drell-Yan, isolated photon, and W+charm production, and then studied the constraints that
these pseudo-data impose on the global PDF analysis by means of the Hessian profiling method. While
such studies have been performed in the context of future lepton-hadron colliders, see e.g. [461,548] for
the LHeC, this is the first time that such a systematic effort has been directed to the projections for a
future hadron collider. The study below is described in further detail in [549].
5.2.1 HL-LHC measurements for PDF studies
The PDF-sensitive processes that will be considered in this study are listed here first. In all cases, pseudo-
data is generated for a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV assuming a total integrated luminosity
of L = 3 ab−1 for the CMS and ATLAS experiments, and of L = 0.3 ab−1 for the LHCb experiment.
With these settings, HL-LHC pseudo-data has been generated for the following processes:
– High-mass Drell-Yan, specifically the dilepton invariant mass differential distributions dσ(pp →
ll)/dmll for mll & 110 GeV for a central rapidity acceptance, |ηl| ≤ 2.4. This process is particu-
larly useful for quark flavour separation, in particular of the poorly known large-x sea quarks.
– Differential distributions in top-quark pair production, providing direct information on the large x
gluon [203]. Specifically, pseudo-data has been generated for the top-quark transverse momentum
ptT and rapidity yt as well as for the top-quark pair rapidity ytt¯ and invariant mass mtt¯.
– The transverse momentum distribution of the Z bosons in the large pZT region for central rapidity
|yZ | ≤ 2.4 and different bins of the dilepton invariant mass mll. This process is relevant to
constrain the gluon and the antiquarks at intermediate values of x [204].
– The production of W bosons in association with charm quarks (both in the central and forward
region). This process provides a sensitive handle to the strangeness content of the proton [550,
551]. The pseudo-data for this process has been generated as function of the pseudorapidity ηl of
the charged lepton from the W boson decay.
– Prompt isolated photon production, which represents a complementary probe of the gluon PDF at
intermediate values of x [205,552]. Here the pseudo-data have been generated as differential dis-
tributions in the photon transverse momentum pγT for different bins in the photon pseudorapidity
ηγ .
– Differential distributions for on-peak W and Z boson production in the forward region, 2.0 ≤
ηl ≤ 4.5, covered by detectors with large acceptance, including forward rapidity. These measure-
27Contribution by R. Abdul Khalek, S. Bailey, J. Gao, L. Harland-Lang and J. Rojo.
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ments constrain quark flavour separation, including the strange and charm content of the proton,
in the large and small x region [553].
– The inclusive production of jets in different bins of rapidity (both in the central and forward region)
as a function of pjetT . Jets have been reconstructed using the anti–kt algorithm [274] withR = 0.4,
and provide information on the large-x gluon and valence quarks [554].
In all cases, the binning and kinematic cuts from the most recent
√
s = 13 TeV analyses or the
corresponding 8 TeV analyses if the former are not available, are taken as the baseline. The binning
has been suitably extended to account for the extended kinematic coverage achieved with L = 3 (0.3)
ab−1. The statistical uncertainties are computed from the number of events per bin, while systematic
errors are rescaled as compared to the 13 (or 8) TeV baseline analysis, see below. Various scenarios for
the reduction of systematic errors are considered, from a more conservative one to a more optimistic
one. The overall acceptance of the selection cuts (which affects the final event yield per bin) is estimated
globally again based on the reference experimental analysis.
As mentioned above, this list of processes is not exhaustive: several other important processes
will provide useful information on the parton distributions in the HL-LHC era, from inclusive dijet
production [19] to single top quark [555] and D meson production [231], see also [193]. In addition,
progress may be expected from both the experimental and theory sides leading to novel processes, not
considered so far, being added to the PDF fitting toolbox. Even with these caveats, the list above is
extensive enough to provide a reasonable snapshot of the PDF-constraining potential of the HL-LHC.
It is worth emphasising that the projections are based on pseudo-data which have been generated
specifically for this study. They are thus not endorsed by the LHC experiments, although the feedback
received from the ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb contact persons have been taken into account.
Generation of HL-LHC pseudo-data and fitting procedure
For each of the HL-LHC processes listed above, theoretical predictions have been generated at next-to-
leading order (NLO) using MCFM [210] interfaced to APPLGRID [208] to produce the corresponding
fast grids. The central value of the pseudo-data is first produced according the central prediction of
the PDF4LHC15 NNLO set [195], and then fluctuations as expected by the corresponding experimental
uncertainties are included. Since the present study is based on pseudo-data, it does not account for
higher-order QCD effects or electroweak corrections. As in the case of PDF closure tests [201], here
only the relative reduction of PDF uncertainties once the HL-LHC data are added are of interest, while
by construction the central value will be mostly unaffected.
To be more specific, if σthi is the theoretical cross-section for bin i of a given process, computed
with PDF4LHC15 NNLO, then the central value of the HL-LHC pseudo-data σexpi is constructed by
means of
σexpi = σ
th
i ×
(
1 + ri · δexptot,i + λ · δexpL
)
, (32)
where ri, λ are univariate Gaussian random numbers, δ
exp
tot,i is the total (relative) experimental uncertainty
corresponding to this specific bin, and δexpL is the luminosity uncertainty related to the experiment. The
latter are taken to be 1.5% for each of the CMS, ATLAS, and LHCb experiments. The motivation
for adding the fluctuations on top of the central theoretical predictions is to simulate the statistical and
systematic uncertainties of an actual experimental measurement. In eq. (32) the total experimental error
is defined as
δexptot,i ≡
((
δexpstat,i
)2
+
(
fcorr × fred × δexpsys,i
)2)1/2
. (33)
In this expression, the relative statistical error δexpstat,i is computed as
δexpstat,i =
(
facc ×Nev,i
)−1/2
, (34)
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where Nev,i = σ
th
i ×L is the expected number of events in bin i at the HL-LHC with L = 3 (0.3) ab−1,
and facc ≤ 1 is an acceptance correction which accounts for the fact that, for some of the processes
considered, such as top quark pair production, there is a finite experimental acceptance and/or one needs
to include the effects of branching fractions. The value of facc is then determined by extrapolation using
the reference dataset. The one exception to this is the case of forward W+charm production, for which
no baseline measurement has so far been performed by LHCb; here the acceptance is set to facc = 0.3 to
account for the anticipated c–jet tagging efficiency. In eq. (33), δexpsys,i indicates the total systematic error
of bin i taken from the reference LHC measurement at either 8 TeV or 13 TeV. The correction factor
fred ≤ 1 accounts for the expected improvement in the average systematic uncertainties at the HL-LHC
in comparison to Run-2, due to both detector improvements and the enlarged dataset for calibration.
With the exception of the luminosity in eq. (33) the systematic uncertainties have simply been
added in quadrature with the statistical ones. That is, correlations between systematic errors are not
taken into account. The full inclusion of such correlations goes beyond the scope of the closure tests
being pursued in this exercise, which aim simply to provide a reasonable extrapolation of the expected
PDF reach at the HL-LHC. In particular, the expected improvements in the overall size of the systematic
uncertainties can only be based on the estimates and expectations provided by the LHC collaborations,
and cannot be predicted with absolute certainty. The situation is certainly even more challenging in the
case of the specific mutual correlations of the systematic uncertainties, which will be sensitive to the
precise experimental setup in the future. However, simply excluding the effects of correlations would
artificially reduce the impact of the pseudo-data into the fit.
For this reason, an effective correction factor fcorr is introduced to accounts for the fact that data
with correlated systematic uncertainties is more constraining than the same data where all errors are
added in quadrature. The value of fcorr has been checked against the available
√
s = 8 TeV top quark
[556,557] and the 13 TeV W+charm [558] differential distributions, that is fcorr is varied until the PDF
impact is in line with the result including full experimental correlations. This turns out to have a value
of between fcorr ' 1.0 and 0.3 depending on the data set and observable. A factor of fcorr = 0.5 is
taken in what follows.
In Table 31 a summary of the features of the HL-LHC pseudo-data generated for the present study
is collected. For each process, the kinematic coverage, the number of pseudo-data points used Ndat, the
values of the correction factors facc, fcorr, and fred; and finally the reference from the 8 TeV or 13 TeV
measurement used as baseline to define the binning and the systematic uncertainties of the HL-LHC
pseudo-data are indicated. A total of Ndat = 768 pseudo-data points are then used in the PDF profiling.
The values of the reduction factor for the systematic errors fred are varied between 1 (0.5) and 0.4 (0.2)
in the conservative and optimistic scenarios for a 8 TeV (13 TeV) baseline measurement. This choice
is motivated because available 13 TeV measurements are based on a relatively small L and therefore
cannot be taken as representative of the systematic errors expected at the HL-LHC, even in the most
conservative scenario.
Hessian profiling
There exist a number of techniques that can be used to quantify the impact on PDFs of the pseudo-
data listed in Table 31. In the case of Monte Carlo sets such as NNPDF, the Bayesian reweighting
method [564,565] reproduces the result of a direct fit, but it is restricted by the fact that information loss
limits its reliability when the measurements provide significant new information. For Hessian sets such
as PDF4LHC15_100 instead, the profiling technique [476] is more suitable to achieve the same purpose.
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Table 31: Summary of the features of the HL-LHC pseudo-data generated for the present study. For each
process the kinematic coverage, the number of pseudo-data points used Ndat across all detectors, the values of
the correction factors fcorr and fred; and finally the reference from the 8 TeV or 13 TeV measurement used as
baseline to define the binning and the systematic uncertainties of the HL-LHC pseudo-data, as discussed in the
text, are indicated.
Process Kinematics Ndat fcorr fred Baseline
Z pT
20 GeV ≤ pllT ≤ 3.5 TeV
338 0.5 (0.4, 1) [559] (8 TeV)12 GeV ≤ mll ≤ 150 GeV
|yll| ≤ 2.4
high-mass Drell-Yan
p
l1(2)
T ≥ 40(30) GeV 32 0.5 (0.4, 1) [560] (8 TeV)
|ηl| ≤ 2.5, mll ≥ 116 GeV
top quark pair |yt| ≤ 2.4 110 0.5 (0.4, 1) [557] (8 TeV)
W+charm (central)
pµT ≥ 26 GeV, pcT ≥ 5 GeV 12 0.5 (0.2, 0.5) [558] (13 TeV)
|ηµ| ≤ 2.4
W+charm (forward)
pµT ≥ 20 GeV, pcT ≥ 20 GeV
10 0.5 (0.4, 1) LHCb projectionpµ+cT ≥ 20 GeV
2 ≤ ηµ ≤ 5, 2.2 ≤ ηc ≤ 4.2
Direct photon EγT . 3 TeV, |ηγ | ≤ 2.5 118 0.5 (0.2, 0.5) [561] (13 TeV)
Forward W,Z
plT ≥ 20 GeV, 2.0 ≤ ηl ≤ 4.5
90 0.5 (0.4, 1) [562] (8 TeV)2.0 ≤ yll ≤ 4.5
60 ≤ mll ≤ 120 GeV
Inclusive jets |y| ≤ 3, R = 0.4 58 0.5 (0.2, 0.5) [563] (13 TeV)
Total 712
This Hessian profiling is based on the minimization of
χ2
(
βexp, βth
)
=
Ndat∑
i=1
1(
δexptot,iσ
th
i
)2
σexpi +∑
j
Γexpij βj,exp − σthi +
∑
k
Γthik βk,th
2
+
∑
j
β2j,exp + T
2
∑
k
β2k,th , (35)
with σexpi (σ
th
i ) are the central values of a given experimental measurement (theory prediction), βj,exp
are the nuisance parameters corresponding to the set of fully correlated experimental systematic uncer-
tainties, βk,th are the nuisance parameters corresponding to the PDF Hessian eigenvectors, Ndat is the
number of data points and T is the tolerance factor. The matrices Γexpij and Γ
th
ik encode the effects of the
corresponding nuisance parameters on the experimental data and on the theory predictions, respectively.
As mentioned above, in this study the statistical and experimental uncertainties are added in
quadrature excluding the luminosity, and then the effects of the missing correlations are accounted for
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Fig. 57: Comparison of the predictions for themtt¯ distribution in top-quark pair production at the HL-LHC using
PDF4LHC15 with the associated pseudo-data and with the profiled results with F ≡ fcorr · fred = 0.2 (left). The
corresponding differences at the level of the gluon PDF at Q = 100 GeV before and after profiling all top-quark
pair production observables (right).
by means of the factor fcorr. For this reason there are only nuisance parameters for the luminosity errors,
and for an overall normalization uncertainty of 5% in forward W+charm production due to charm-jet
tagging. If eq. (35) is minimised with respect to these nuisance parameters, this gives:
χ2 (βth) =
Ndat∑
i,j=1
(
σexpi − σthi +
∑
k
Γthik βk,th
)
(cov)−1ij
(
σexpj − σthj +
∑
m
Γthjm βm,th
)
+T 2
∑
k
β2k,th ,
(36)
where:
(cov)ij = δij
(
δexptot,iσ
th
i
)2
+
∑
Γexpi,lumi/normΓ
exp
j,lumi/norm. (37)
eq. (36) is then minimised with respect to the Hessian PDF nuisance parameters βk,th, which can be
interpreted as leading to PDFs that have been optimised to describe this new dataset. The resulting
Hessian matrix on βk,th at the minimum can be diagonalised to construct the new eigenvector directions.
Finally, the PDF uncertainties are determined from the ∆χ2 = T 2 criteria. In the studies presented
here, a global T = 3 is used which approximately corresponds to the average tolerance determined
dynamically in the CT14 and MMHT14 analyses.
Results for individual processes
The results of the Hessian profiling of PDF4LHC15 from individual processes are now presented, and
subsequently the corresponding results from the combination of all the HL-LHC processes are consid-
ered in different scenarios. First, the top-quark pair production case listed in Table 31 is considered. In
Fig. 57 the comparison of the predictions for themtt¯ distribution in top-quark pair production at the HL-
LHC using PDF4LHC15 is shown with the associated pseudo-data for ATLAS and CMS experiments,
and with the profiled results with F ≡ fcorr · fred = 0.2. The corresponding impact at the level of the
gluon PDF at Q = 100 GeV is also presented before and after profiling with all tt¯ data in Table 31. It is
clear that the HL-LHC pseudo-data in this scenario will have much smaller uncertainties than the PDF
uncertainties, so there is a marked reduction on the PDF errors on the gluon at large-x. Note that the
two points in each of the bins in Fig. 57 (left) correspond to the ATLAS and CMS pseudo-data.
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Fig. 58: Same as Fig. 57 for W+charm quark production with impact on strange quark PDF (upper) and the
high-mass Drell-Yan process with impact on u¯ PDF (lower).
Two other representative processes are considered next: W+charm quark production in central
rapidity region and the high-mass Drell-Yan process. In Fig. 58 the same comparison is shown as in
Fig. 57 for these two processes. In the case of the W+charm quark production, a clear reduction of PDF
errors is observed in the strangeness, s+s, at intermediate values of x, highlighting the sensitivity of this
measurement to the strange content of the proton. For the case of high-mass Drell-Yan, the uncertainties
on the u¯ quark PDF are reduced at large x region. Here the impact is rather moderate, as experimental
and PDF errors are comparable even in the high mll region.
5.2.2 Ultimate PDFs from HL-LHC data
The final profiled PDF sets are based on the combined datasets listed in Table 31; these provide an
estimate of the impact of future HL-LHC measurements into our knowledge of the quark and gluon
structure of the proton. In Table 32 the three scenarios for the systematic uncertainties of the HL-LHC
pseudo-data assumed in the present exercise are listed. These scenarios, ranging from more conservative
to more optimistic, differ among them in the reduction factor fred, eq. (33), applied to the systematic er-
rors of the reference 8 TeV or 13 TeV measurements. In particular, in the optimistic scenario a reduction
of the systematic errors by a factor 2.5 compared to the reference 8 TeV measurements is assumed. A
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Fig. 59: Comparison of PDF4LHC15 with the profiled sets with HL-LHC data in scenarios A and C (see text).
The gluon, down quark, up anti-quark, and total strangeness at Q = 10 GeV are shown, normalized to the central
value of the baseline.
large factor of 5 for the 13 TeV measurements is assumed, correcting for the fact that these are based in
the initial datasets which generally have larger systematic errors in comparison to the 8 TeV case. The
name of the corresponding LHAPDF grid is also indicated in each case.
Table 32: The three scenarios for the systematic uncertainties of the HL-LHC pseudo-data assumed in the present
exercise. These scenarios, ranging from conservative to optimistic, differ among them in the reduction factor fred,
eq. (33), applied to the systematic errors of the reference 8 TeV or 13 TeV measurements. The name of the
corresponding LHAPDF grid is also indicated in each case.
Scenario fred (8 TeV) fred (13 TeV) LHAPDF set Comments
A 0.4 0.2 PDF4LHC_nnlo_hllhc_scen3 Optimistic
B 0.7 0.36 PDF4LHC_nnlo_hllhc_scen2 Intermediate
C 1 0.5 PDF4LHC_nnlo_hllhc_scen1 Conservative
Then in Fig. 59 a comparison of the baseline PDF4LHC15 set is presented with the profiled sets
based on HL-LHC pseudo-data from scenarios A and C in Table 32. Specifically, the gluon, down quark,
up anti-quark, and total strangeness at Q = 10 GeV are shown, normalized to the central value of the
baseline. The predictions of scenarios A and C (optimistic and conservative respectively) are observed
to be reasonably similar. This demonstrates that the results are relatively robust against the projections
of how experimental errors will be reduced in HL-LHC measurements. A marked reduction of PDF
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Fig. 60: The reduction of PDF uncertainties in the gg, qg, qq¯, and qq luminosities at
√
s = 14 TeV due to the
HL-LHC pseudo-data (in scenarios A and C) with respect to the PDF4HC15 baseline.
uncertainties is visible in all cases, and is particularly significant for the gluon and the sea quarks, which
are worse known than the valence quarks.
Next, the partonic luminosities are investigated, in particular by quantifying the improvement in
the PDF uncertainties in different initial-state partonic combinations from the HL-LHC pseudo-data. In
Fig. 60 the reduction of PDF uncertainties are shown in the gg, qg, qq¯, and qq luminosities at
√
s = 14
TeV due to the HL-LHC pseudo-data (in scenarios A and C) with respect to the PDF4HC15 baseline.
The average values of this PDF error reduction for three different invariant mass bins (low, medium, and
high values of MX ) is shown in the table in Fig. 61.
28 The value outside (inside) brackets correspond
to scenario C (A). Note that in this table the us luminosity is also listed, which contributes to processes
such as inclusive W+ production.
From the comparisons in Fig. 60 and in Fig. 61 it is observed the overall error reduction is not
too sensitive to the specific projections assumed for the experimental systematic uncertainties. In the
intermediate mass bin, 40 GeV ≤ MX ≤ 1 TeV, the reduction of PDF uncertainties ranges roughly
between a factor of 2-4, depending on the partonic channel and the scenario for the systematic errors.
For example, for the gg luminosity in the range relevant for Higgs production, a reduction by a factor
' 3 in scenario A is found. A similar improvement is found in the high mass region, MX ≥ 1 TeV,
directly relevant for beyond-SM (BSM) searches. In the optimistic scenario, the PDF error reduction at
high masses ranges between a factor 4 for the gg luminosity to around a factor 2 for the qq and qq¯ ones.
On the other hand, the PDF error reduction is more moderate in the low mass region, MX . 20 GeV,
since none of the processes in Table 31 is directly sensitive to it.
28The average is computed from 10 points per mass bin, log-spaced in MX .
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PDF uncertainties 
HLLHC / Current 10 GeV < MX < 40 GeV 40 GeV < MX < 1 TeV 1 TeV < MX < 6 TeV
g-g luminosity 0.58 (0.49) 0.41 (0.29) 0.38 (0.24)
q-g luminosity 0.71 (0.65) 0.49 (0.42) 0.39 (0.29)
quark-quark 
luminosity 0.78 (0.73) 0.46 (0.37) 0.60 (0.45)
quark-antiquark 
luminosity 0.73 (0.70) 0.40 (0.30) 0.61 (0.50)
up-strange 
luminosity 0.73 (0.67) 0.38 (0.27) 0.42 (0.38)
Fig. 61: The uncertainties associated to different PDF luminosities, normalised to the uncertainties of the current
baseline (PDF4LHC15). The average for three different invariant mass MX bins is computed. The numbers
outside (inside) brackets correspond to the conservative (optimistic) scenario.
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Fig. 62: Comparison between the baseline PDF4LHC15 predictions for high-mass supersymmetric particle pro-
duction at the HL-LHC with the corresponding HL-LHC projections corresponding to scenarios C and A, nor-
malised to the central value of the baseline. The results for gluino-gluino and squark-gluino production cross-
sections are shown at
√
s = 14 TeV.
Implications for LHC phenomenology
Now some selected phenomenological implications of these “ultimate” PDFs at the HL-LHC are pre-
sented for a variety of processes, both within the SM and beyond. First high-mass supersymmetric
(SUSY) particle production at the HL-LHC is considered, where sparticles masses up to ' 3 TeV can
be searched for. While this SUSY scenario is considered for concreteness, similar results will hold
for the production of new BSM states within other models. In Fig. 62 the comparison between the
baseline PDF4LHC15 predictions with the corresponding HL-LHC results is shown corresponding to
scenarios C and A (conservative and optimistic respectively), normalised to the central value of the for-
mer. Specifically, the cross-sections for gluino-gluino and squark-gluino are shown at
√
s = 14 TeV.
Theoretical predictions have been computed at leading order (LO) using PYTHIA8.235 [292] with the
SLHA2 benchmark point [566] for a range of sparticle masses. For simplicity, underlying event and
multiple interactions have been ignored.
From the comparisons in Fig. 62, the constraints on the PDFs from the HL-LHC pseudo-data
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Fig. 63: Same as Fig. 62 for Standard Model processes. The upper plots show diphoton (dijet) production as a
function of the minimum invariant mass Mminγγ (M
min
jj ). The bottom plots show Higgs boson production in gluon
fusion, first inclusive and decaying into bb¯ as a function of pT,minb , and then in association with a hard jet as a
function of pT,minjet .
lead to a marked reduction to the uncertainties in the high-mass SUSY cross-sections, consistent with
the corresponding reduction at the level of luminosities reported in Fig. 60. For instance, for gluino
pair-production with Mg˜ = 3 TeV, the PDF uncertainties are reduced from ' 60% to ' 25% in the
optimistic scenario. An even more marked reduction is found for the squark-gluino cross-section, spe-
cially at large sparticle masses. More moderate improvements are found in the case of squark-antisquark
production, due to the limited constraints that the HL-LHC provides on the large-x antiquarks, at least
for the processes considered here. In this case, an error reduction of a factor of ' 25% is found for
Mq˜ = 3 TeV.
Next, in Fig. 63 a similar comparison is presented as that of Fig. 62, now for various SM pro-
cesses. The upper plots display diphoton (dijet) production as a function of the minimum invariant mass
Mminγγ (M
min
jj ). The bottom plots show Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, first inclusive and de-
caying into bb¯ as a function of pT,minb , and then in association with a hard jet as a function of p
T,min
jet .
These cross-sections have been computed at LO with MCFMv8.2 [210] with the basic ATLAS and CMS
acceptance cuts. The use of leading-order theory is justified as only the relative impact of the PDF error
reduction is of interest, rather than providing state-of-the-art predictions for the rates.
From the comparisons in Fig. 63, the two scenarios, A and C, give similar results. In the case
of dijet production, which at large masses is dominated by the qq and qg luminosities, PDF errors are
expected to reduce down to '2% even for invariant masses as large as Mjj = 6 TeV. A similar con-
clusion can be drawn for diphoton production, also sensitive to the qq partonic initial state. Concerning
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Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, in the inclusive case the HL-LHC constraints should lead to
PDF errors below the percent level. For Higgs boson production in association with a hard jet, a marked
error reduction is found, suggesting that PDF uncertainties in the phT distribution should be down to at
most the '2% level at the HL-LHC in the entire relevant kinematical range.
Summary and outlook
In this study, the constraints that HL-LHC measurements are expected to impose on the quark and
gluon structure of the proton have been quantified. The impact of a range of physical processes have
been assessed, from weak gauge boson and jet production to top quark and photon production, and
the robustness of the results has been studied with respect to different projections for the experimental
systematic uncertainties. It is found that, in the invariant mass region MX & 100 GeV, the HL-LHC
measurements can be expected to reduce the PDF uncertainties in processes such as Higgs boson or
SUSY particle production by a factor between 2 and 4, depending on the dominant partonic luminosity
and on the scenario for the systematic errors. Therefore, the exploitation of the HL-LHC constraints
on PDFs will feed into improved theoretical predictions for a range of phenomenologically relevant
processes both within and beyond the SM.
Two caveats are relevant at this point. First, only a non–exhaustive subset of all possible mea-
surements of relevance for PDF fits has been considered. Other processes not considered here, due to
currently anticipated measurements and those not foreseen but which may well added to the PDF tool-
box in the future, will certainly increase the PDF impact in some regions. Second, any possible issues
such as data incompatibility, theoretical limitations, or issues with the data correlation models, which
may limit the PDF impact in some cases have been ignored. All these issues can only be tackled once
the actual measurements are presented.
The results of this study are made publicly available in the LHAPDF6 format [202], with the grid
names listed in Table 32. This way, the “ultimate” PDFs produced here can be straightforwardly applied
to related physics projections of HL-LHC processes taking into account our improved knowledge of the
partonic structure of the proton which is expected by then.
5.3 Underlying Event and Multiple Parton Interactions
Underlying event (UE), defined as a accompanying activity to hard proton-proton scattering process,
is an unavoidable background to collider observables for most measurements and searches. The UE
activity is not constant on an event-by-event basis, so the contribution from UE cannot be subtracted.
However by using measurements sensitive to UE activity, the modelling of it in Monte Carlo (MC) event
generators is tuned.
Multiple parton interactions (MPI) are one of the most important contributors to UE. The de-
pendence of MPI on the centre-of-mass energy (
√
s) cannot be derived from first principles, rather
modelled by looking at data at different centrer-of-mass energies, from Tevatron to LHC. At the start of
the LHC, it was found that the this energy extrapolation of MPI based in Tevatron Run-1 and -2 data
(at
√
s = 1.8 TeV and
√
s = 1.96 TeV) did not describe the LHC data at
√
s = 900 GeV and at√
s = 7 TeV [567], and predictions of different MC generators varied significantly. These generators
were then tuned using LHC Run-1 and Run-2 (
√
s = 13 TeV) data.
5.3.1 Underlying Event at 27 TeV29
The level of UE activity at the HL-LHC centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV is expected to be very
similar to the one measured at
√
s = 13 TeV in Run-2. Given such a small increment in centre-of-mass
29Contribution by D. Kar.
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Fig. 64: Definition of UE regions in the azimuthal angle with respect to the leading charged particle
energy, it is expected that the current MC tunes will be generally valid at HL-LHC too. On the other
hand, to get a sense of the UE activity at HE-LHC, two state-of-the-art MC generators, PYTHIA8 [292]
(v235) with Monash tune [230] and HERWIG7 [146, 147] (v713) with default tune were used. As the
first measurements at a new centre-of-mass energy data are easiest to perform in inclusive (i.e minimum-
bias) events, 5 million such events were generated in each case. The UE activity is measured using the
leading charged particle as the reference object, and defining the usual UE regions with respect to it, as
shown in Fig. 64.
In Fig. 65, the scalar sum (density in per unit η-φ area) of charged particles and charged particle
multiplicity (density) as a function of leading charged particle pT are shown. The data is from the
ATLAS measurement at
√
s = 13 TeV [568], while MC predictions both at
√
s = 13 TeV and
√
s =
27 TeV are shown. A few conclusions can be drawn. The activity increases by about 25 - 30% by roughly
doubling the centre-of-mass energy, and the predictions by both generators are extremely consistent. The
typical plateau-like behaviour of the activity with increasing leading charged particle pT can be seen at√
s = 27 TeV as well.
The similarity in predictions by two different generators is a welcoming sign, and perhaps indi-
cates that the modelling of MPI evolution with centre-of-mass energy is mature enough. Of course at√
s = 27 TeV, the events will be very active, and disentangling the effect of MPI in even typical UE
observables will be a challenge, and innovative topologies and observables will be have to be devised in
order perform UE measurements.
The analysis and plots are done using the Rivet [344] analysis framework.
5.3.2 Double Parton Scattering30
An instance of MPI is the double parton scattering (DPS) that occurs when one has two distinct hard
parton-parton collisions in a single proton-proton interaction. In terms of the total cross section to pro-
duce a final state AB that may be divided into two subsets A and B, DPS is formally power suppressed
by ∼ Λ2QCD/min(Q2A, Q2B) compared to the more-familiar single parton scattering (SPS) mechanism.
However, in practice there are various processes and kinematic regions where DPS contributes at a simi-
lar (or greater) level than SPS. Processes include those in which the SPS is suppressed by small/multiple
30Contribution by S. Cotogno, M. Dunser, J. R. Gaunt, T. Kasemets, and M. Myska.
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Fig. 65: Comparison of the UE activities in different centre-of-mass energies.
coupling constants, such as same-signWW production, and processes where at least one part of the final
state can be produced via a comparatively low scale scattering – e.g. those involving a charm/bottom
quark pair.
The full theoretical description of DPS in QCD is rather complex, and many of the steps towards
its formulation were achieved only recently [569–574]. As a result, many past studies of DPS have taken
a strongly simplified approach in which it is assumed that the two colliding partons from each proton
are entirely uncorrelated with one another, and that the (single) parton density in momentum fraction x
and impact parameter b may be factorised into the PDF and a transverse profile depending only on b.
In this case the DPS cross section simplifies into the so-called ‘pocket formula’:
σABDPS '
σASPSσ
B
SPS
σeff
(38)
The quantity σeff is a geometrical factor of order of the proton radius squared. The modelling of
more general multiple parton interactions (MPI) in Monte Carlo event generators such as HERWIG and
PYTHIA is based on similar approximations.
The eq. (38) does not take into account the possibility that the two partons from either or both
protons may have arisen as the result of a perturbative 1 → 2 splitting of a single parton into two. It
also does not take into account a multitude of possible correlations between two partons in a proton, in
spin, colour, and momentum fraction xi, correlations between xi and the transverse separation between
partons y, as well as potential interference contributions in parton type. These correlations and QCD
effects can result in a DPS cross section differing from the prediction of eq. (38), both in terms of overall
rate and also, crucially, in distributions.
Studies of DPS at the LHC and earlier colliders have essentially been restricted to extractions of a
single number, the DPS rate, for several processes. From these early studies, in which the error bars are
large and multiple factors change between measurements (x values, parton channels, scales...), nothing
conclusive can be determined thus far concerning correlations. However, the increased luminosity of
the HL-LHC will provide the statistics needed to study differential distributions with sufficiently small
uncertainties that it will be possible to probe quantum correlations between partons in the proton and the
dynamics of the 1→ 2 splitting for the first time. The results of these studies can be fed back and used
to improve the theoretical modelling of DPS (and more general MPI), yielding improved DPS signal or
background predictions.
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As can be inferred from eq. (38), DPS roughly scales as the fourth power of a parton distribution,
whilst SPS only scales as the second power. This means that for given hard scales QA, QB , the DPS
cross section grows faster than the SPS one as the collider energy increases (and decrease x), meaning
that at a HE-LHC DPS will be more prominent and easily measurable than at the LHC. At the same
time, at the lower x values involved the effects of the correlations and 1→ 2 splittings will be different
- a combination of measurements of different processes at both the HL-LHC and HE-LHC should help
us to separate out the effects of the different correlations.
Let us illustrate the general points above using a concrete process – namely same-sign WW
production, where both W s decay leptonically into e or µ. A simple correlation-sensitive observable for
this process is the asymmetry aηl :
aηl =
σ(η1 · η2 < 0)− σ(η1 · η2 > 0)
σ(η1 · η2 < 0) + σ(η1 · η2 > 0)
, (39)
where η1,2 are the rapidities of the two leptons. This quantity measures the discrepancy between the
number of times the produced leptons emerge into opposite hemispheres of the detector and the number
of times they emerge into the same hemisphere, normalised by the total number of lepton pairs produced.
In the absence of parton correlations, it is found that aηl = 0; any departure from this value indicates the
presence of correlations. A more differential version of this asymmetry is the cross section differential
in the product η1 · η2. Here an absence of correlations yields a symmetric distribution under η1 · η2 ↔
−η1 · η2, and an asymmetric distribution indicates correlations. In the below studies a cut of |ηi| < 2.4
is always applied.
One type of correlation that will clearly affect these observables are correlations in momentum
fraction x between the partons. This type of effect was investigated in [575]. Here, the double parton
distributions (DPDs) were calculated at an input scale of Q20 = 0.26 GeV
2 from a constituent quark
model calculation where the proton is taken as being composed only from the three quarks uud. At this
scale there are necessarily strong correlations in x space from the fact that there are only three quarks
and due to the constraint
∑
i xi = 1. These inputs were then evolved up to the W mass scale via the
double DGLAP equations, with effects of 1 → 2 splittings being ignored. In Fig. 66, the green band
represents their result at
√
s = 14 TeV for a quantity equal to σ(η1 · η2 < 0)/σ(η1 · η2 > 0) – their
result corresponds to aηl ∼ 0.05. On the same plot is given the anticipated sensitivity of the CMS
experiment at the HL-LHC (3 ab−1) [576] and the lowest values of this ratio that would allow one to
reject the hypothesis of eq. (38) at the 95% confidence level. These results indicate good prospects of
the HL-LHC measuring aηl values on the few per cent level for this process.
One simple feature that must necessarily be present in the true DPDs, and is taken into account
by the DPDs of [575] but not by eq. (38), is the fact that removing one valence u quark from the
proton halves the probability to find another, and there is no chance to find two valence d quarks (this
requirement is formally expressed in the number sum rules of [577]). This effect is highly relevant
to aηl as it results in a reduction of cross section for large η1 · η2 (which probes the ‘double valence’
region in one DPD) whilst leaving the cross section elsewhere unchanged. To investigate the size of
aηl resulting from this effect only, DPD inputs are constructed at Q0 = 1 GeV based on a factorised
ansatz of a product of MSTW2008LO PDFs times a transverse factor, except that in the uu and dd cases
the PDF part is given by Du(x1)D
u(x2)− 12Duv(x1)Duv(x2) and Dd(x1)Dd(x2)−Ddv(x1)Ddv(x2)
respectively. Evolving these inputs and using them to calculate the W+W+ cross section at
√
s =
13 TeV, an asymmetry of∼ 0.017 is observed, indicating that these simple ‘valence number effects’ are
at least one important driving force in the asymmetry of [575].
Correlations in (longitudinal) spin can affect the rapidity distributions of the produced leptons
[578] and result in a nonzero aηl . The potential size of effects from spin correlations was investigated
recently in [579]. In this study the unpolarised double parton distributions were constructed according to
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Fig. 66: Ratio of σeff for η1 · η2 > 0 and η1 · η2 < 0, which is equal to the inverse ratio for σDPS . The
value of this in the absence of parton correlations is 1 (red line), whilst the prediction of [575] is given by
the green band. The black error bars indicate systematic uncertainty attainable by the CMS experiment
at 3 ab−1, the orange bars include systematic uncertainties assuming a conservative correlation of 0.8
between them for η1·η2 > 0 and η1·η2 < 0. The vertical line on the arrows indicates the lowest measured
value of the ratio that would allow the exclusion of the uncorrelated parton hypothesis (i.e. eq. (38) with
constant σeff ) at 95% CL. The black arrow corresponds to muon rapidity coverage |η| < 2.8, and the
orange arrow |η| < 2.4.
an uncorrelated ansatz at an initial scale of 1 GeV. The polarised double parton distributions, encoding
parton spin correlations, were chosen at the initial scale to correspond to the maximal possible spin
correlations (technically, saturate the positivity bounds [580]), in such a way that the effects on the
cross section would be maximal. These distributions were evolved to the W mass and used to compute
polarised and unpolarised W+W+ cross sections at
√
s = 13 TeV. The resulting η1 · η2 distribution
is shown in Fig. 67(a) – the corresponding value of aηl is 0.07, which is even larger than that resulting
from x correlations. One should, however, bear in mind that this is a maximal value, and that there are
possibilities for the polarised distributions at the input scale, compatible with the positivity bounds, that
also ultimately yield negative values for aηl [581]. Figure 67(b) shows the expected significance of a
measured non-zero asymmetry as a function of luminosity L, using a rapidity cut |ηi| > 0.6 imposed
such that the asymmetry aηl rises to 0.11 (but overallW
+W+ cross section reduces from 0.51 fb to 0.29
fb). The blue band shows the sensitivity achievable using the µ+µ+ channel only, whilst the red band
shows the sensitivity attainable using µ+µ+, µ+e+, and e+e+ assuming a similar sensitivity can be
achieved for electrons as for muons. This plot reinforces the notion that a few per cent level asymmetry
can be measured at the HL-LHC.
To investigate how 1 → 2 splittings may affect the asymmetry aηl , the code discussed in section
9 of [571] was upgraded to include charm and bottom quarks above the appropriate mass thresholds
(chosen here to be equal to the MSTW 2008 values of 1.40 GeV and 4.75 GeV respectively). The
‘intrinsic’ and ‘splitting’ part of the DPDs were initialised as in [571] – in particular, the intrinsic part
was initialised according to an uncorrelated ansatz, up to a suppression factor near the phase space
boundary x1 + x2 = 1, that does not have a strong impact on aηl . Then, any nonzero value of aηl will
be almost entirely due to 1→ 2 splitting effects. Computing W+W+ cross sections at √s = 13 TeV it
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dinally polarised contributions (left). Estimated significance of a nonzero asymmetry as the distance in
standard deviations of a measured asymmetry from zero, when the W+W+ cross section is 0.29 fb and
asymmetry is 0.11 (right). This corresponds to the calculation of [579] with polarised contributions, and
a cut on muon |η| > 0.6. The uncertainty bands indicate dependence of the sensitivity on assumptions
regarding the subtraction of SPS backgrounds. More details regarding the set-up for both panels may be
found in [579].
is found that aηl ∼ 0.028, which is of similar size to the asymmetry arising from other sources.
Note that the asymmetries from x correlations, valence number effects and 1→ 2 splitting are in
the same direction (favouring η1 · η2 < 0 over η1 · η2 > 0), whilst polarisation effects can potentially
either favour a positive or negative asymmetry.
At the HE-LHC, the asymmetry should be smaller for the same cuts on |ηi| – as x is lowered,
we move away from the ‘double valence’ region where valence number effects are important, and the
ratio of polarised to unpolarised quark distributions reduces (see Fig. 6 of [582]). Repeating the study
above where a minimal modification of the uncorrelated ansatz at the input scale is made to take account
of number effects, but at
√
s = 27 TeV, it is found that aηl ∼ 0.008. Including instead the effects
of the 1 → 2 splittings yields aηl ∼ 0.013 at
√
s = 27 TeV. At the HE-LHC (and the HL-LHC) it
could be interesting to compare same-sign WW , which is comparatively weakly affected by 1 → 2
parton splitting (due to the fact there is no direct LO splitting yielding, for example uu), with processes
that should receive stronger contributions from parton splitting, such as low mass Drell-Yan or bb¯bb¯
production, to probe in detail the effects of the 1 → 2 parton splitting and compare to theoretical
predictions. More detailed studies in this direction are needed.
In conclusion, the HL-LHC offers the opportunity to measure the effects of correlations between
partons, via measurements of DPS processes, for the first time. In same-sign WW production a good
observable to probe correlations is the lepton pseudorapidity asymmetry aηl , which can only be nonzero
in the presence of correlations – theoretical calculations indicate values of aηl at LHC energies on the
order of a few per cent, which should be measurable at the HL-LHC. By combining measurements of
various processes sensitive to DPS at the HL-LHC, and later and the HE-LHC, it will be ultimately
possible to build up a picture of the various correlatons existing between partons in the proton.
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Fig. 68: Cumulative differential distributions for HL-LHC at 14 TeV.
6 Top quark physics
Precision measurements of top quark properties present an important test of the SM. As the heaviest
particle in the SM, the top quark plays an important role for the electroweak symmetry breaking and
becomes a sensitive probe for physics beyond the SM.
6.1 Top quark cross section
6.1.1 The tt¯ production cross section: theoretical results31
This sub-section provides a quick reference for the kinematic reach of the main tt¯ differential distribu-
tions for both HL and HE-LHC. Figures 68 and 69 are given in terms of expected events for the proposed
ultimate luminosities for both colliders: 3 ab−1 for the HL-LHC running at 14 TeV and 15 ab−1 for the
27 TeV HE-LHC. The results are presented as plots of cumulative differential distributions and should
be interpreted as follows: the histograms show the numbers of expected events (for the luminosities
given above) above a given cut in any one of the four kinematic variables: mtt¯, pT,avt, yavt and ytt¯. Note
that the cut corresponds to the left edge of a bin. The predictions are based on the CT14 parton distri-
butions [199] with value of the top quark mass mt = 173.3 GeV which is close to the current world
average. The calculation is based on Ref. [583] and uses the dynamical scales of Ref. [213].
Figure 68 presents predictions for the four cumulative distributions specified above in the case
of the tt¯ production at the HL-LHC (14 TeV), computed in NNLO QCD. In conclusion the HL-LHC
allows detailed studies of top quark pair production with mtt¯ of up to about 7 TeV. Events with even
larger values of mtt¯ are kinematically accessible and one expects about 10 events with mtt¯ > 7 TeV.
Therefore, the region mtt¯ > 7 TeV provides a low SM background for, for example, searches for decays
of BSM heavy particles to tt¯ pairs. A detailed understanding of the SM background - at the level of one
expected event - will require a dedicated future effort due to the significant MC error in that region.
31Contributed by M. Czakon, A. Mitov, and A. Papanastasiou.
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Fig. 69: Cumulative differential distributions for HE-LHC at 27 TeV.
The top quark pT distribution can probe pT values as high as 2.5 TeV, with a total of about 30
events expected beyond that value.
The HL-LHC offers the possibility to access top production at high rapidity which might provide
a link between top measurements at LHCb on one hand and ATLAS and CMS on the other. Indeed, in
Fig. 68 it can be observed that top quarks with rapidity yavt as large as 4 will be copiously produced. The
cross-section is a steeply falling function at large rapidity with a maximum attainable value of around
4.2 or so. Similarly, the rapidity of top quark pairs can be measured in detail up to values exceeding 3.4
with the maximum reach at about ytt¯ ∼ 3.6. In Fig. 68 it is shown the ytt¯ distribution for a set of cuts on
the top pair invariant mass. One should bear in mind that the NNLO ytt¯ calculation has significant MC
error in the bins with 10 events or less.
Figure 69 presents the predictions for the same four cumulative distributions but in NLO QCD
for the case of tt¯ production at the HE-LHC (27 TeV). From this figure one can easily conclude that the
increase in the kinematic reach over the HL-LHC is very substantial. There will be few hundred events
with mtt¯ above 11 TeV and a similar number of events can be measured with pT above 4 TeV. For the
reliable description of such kinematics the inclusion of EW corrections as well as yet higher order soft
and or collinear radiation will be essential; see Ref. [113, 220].
Very large rapidities can be attained at the HE-LHC. In particular, the top quark rapidity yavt
distribution can be measured to values as high as 4.8 with excellent statistics. Indeed, about 1000 events
are expected above yavt = 4.8. The top pair rapidity can reach values as high as 4.4 and, if no additional
cuts are applied, few thousand events will be produced with ytt¯ > 4.2. As for the case of 14 TeV it is
also show in Fig. 69 the expected number of events as a function of ytt¯ for several cuts in mtt¯.
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6.1.2 Prospects in the measurement of differential tt¯ cross sections
A study is presented for the resolved reconstruction of top quark pairs in the e/µ+jets channels and
a projection of differential tt¯ cross sections measurements with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 at
14 TeV [584]. The analysis techniques are based on previous measurements of differential tt¯ cross
sections at 13 TeV [585, 586]. It is shown that such a measurement is feasible at the HL-LHC despite
the expected large number of pileup interactions. The precision of the differential cross section can profit
from the enormous amount of data and the extended η-range of the HL-LHC CMS detector. The results
are used to estimate the improvement of measurements of parton distribution functions.
This study is based on a DELPHES simulation of the HL-LHC CMS detector [587–590] using the
Monte Carlo program POWHEG [151, 314, 360, 377] (v2,hvq) in combination with PYTHIA [148, 292]
(v8.219) for the generation of tt¯ events at NLO accuracy. Events with a single isolated electron or muon
with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.8 are selected. Events with additional isolated electrons or muons with
pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 2.8 are rejected. At least 4 jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4.0 are required,
where at least 2 of the jets have to be identified as b jets. It is essential that the PUPPI algorithm [591]
is used for the mitigation of pileup contribution when the jets are clustered and the ~pmissT is calculated.
A detailed description of the tt¯ reconstruction is presented in [585,586]. For the reconstruction all
possible permutations of assigning detector-level jets to the corresponding tt¯ decay products are tested
and a likelihood that a certain permutation is correct is evaluated. In each event, the permutation with the
highest likelihood is selected. The likelihood is constructed from the 2 dimensionalmt–mW distribution
of correctly assigned jets for the hadronically decaying top quark and the distribution ofDν,min obtained
when calculating the neutrino momentum [592] for the leptonically decaying top quark. A comparison
of the expected event yields and the migration matrices together with their properties are shown in Fig. 70
for the HL-LHC expectation. Despite the high pileup a performance of the tt¯ reconstruction similar to
the one in 2016 [586] can be reached, while the portion of the direct measurable phase space is increased
due to the extended η-range.
The following experimental uncertainties are estimated based on the expected performance of the
HL-LHC CMS detector [277]: electron and muon identification, b-tagging efficiencies, jet energy and
~pmissT calibration, and luminosity. All theoretical and modelling uncertainties have been reduced by a
factor two.
The unfolded results of the differential tt¯ cross section measurements as a function of pT and
rapidity y of the hadronically decaying top quark (th) are shown in Fig. 71. In Fig. 72 the normalized
double-differential cross section as a function of M(tt¯) vs |y(tt¯)| is shown. The strong impact of these
measurement on PDF constraints is studied in Section 6.1.3. The high amount of data and the extended η-
range of the HL-LHC detector allow for fine-binned measurements in phase-space regions — especially
at high rapidity — that are not accessible in current measurements. The most significant reduction of
uncertainty is expected due to an improved jet energy calibration.
6.1.3 PDF constraints from double-differential tt¯ cross sections
The impact of differential tt¯ cross section measurements at the HL-LHC on the proton PDFs is quanti-
tatively estimated using a profiling technique [476], which is based on minimizing χ2 function between
data and theoretical predictions taking into account both experimental and theoretical uncertainties aris-
ing from PDF variations. The analysis is performed using the XFITTER program [490], with the theo-
retical predictions for the tt¯ cross sections calculated at NLO QCD using the MG5_AMC@NLO [12]
framework, interfaced with the AMCFAST [593] and APPLGRID [208] programs. Three NLO PDF
sets were chosen for this study: ABMP16 [594], CT14 [199], and NNPDF3.1 [207]. The normalized
double-differential tt¯ production cross sections as a function of M(tt¯) vs |y(tt¯)| are used which are ex-
pected to impose stringent constraints on the gluon distribution [595]. The χ2 value is calculated using
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Fig. 70: Expected signal yields (top-left), migration matrices (top-right), and its properties (bottom) for
measurements of pT(th) for the HL-LHC (Phase-2) simulation. The purity is defined as the fraction of
parton-level top quarks in the same bin at the detector level, the stability as the fraction of detector-level
top quarks in the same bin at the parton level, and the bin efficiency as the ratio of the number of events
found in a certain bin at detector level and the number of events found at parton-level in the same bin.
the full covariance matrix representing the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the data, while the
PDF uncertainties are treated through nuisance parameters. The values of these nuisance parameters at
the minimum are interpreted as optimized or profiled PDFs, while their uncertainties determined using
the tolerance criterion of ∆χ2 = 1 correspond to the new PDF uncertainties. The profiling approach
assumes that the new data are compatible with theoretical predictions using the existing PDFs, such
that no modification of the PDF fitting procedure is needed. Under this assumption, the central values
of the measured cross sections are set to the central values of the theoretical predictions. The origi-
nal and profiled ABMP16, CT14, and NNPDF3.1 uncertainties of the gluon distribution at the scale
µ2f = 30 000GeV
2 ' m2t are shown in Fig. 73. A consistent impact of the tt¯ data on the PDFs is
observed for the three PDF sets. The uncertainties of the gluon distribution are drastically reduced once
the tt¯ data are included in the fit.
6.1.4 Forward top quark physics
Three measurements of top production have been performed by LHCb during Run-1 and -2 of the LHC
with a precision of (20-40)%, limited by the available data samples. As LHCb collects data at a lower
rate than ATLAS and CMS, and has a limited acceptance, the measurements have focused on a partial
reconstruction of the tt¯ final state in order to make optimal use of statistics. Additionally, as no estimate
of missing energy is available, the measurements are performed at the level of the lepton and jets only,
with no full top quark reconstruction performed. The first observation in the forward region was made
in the µb final state, where the top quark is identified by the presence of a muon and a b-jet [596]. This
final state has the highest signal yield, but suffers from the largest backgrounds, in particular from W
boson production in association with a b-jet. It also cannot separate single top and top pair production,
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Fig. 71: Projections of the differential cross sections as a function of pT(th) (right) and |y(th)| (left).
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Fig. 72: Projections of the double-differential cross section as a function of |y(tt¯)|.
which both contribute to the final state. Measurements were also performed in the `bb final state [597]
and µeb final state [598], which suffer from lower statistics but select the signal with a higher purity.
While current measurements in the top sector at LHCb have been statistically limited, the available
dataset at the HL-LHC, where LHCb is expected to collect 300 fb−1, will permit precision measurements
of the top quark pair production cross-section in the forward region, providing complementary informa-
tion to ATLAS and CMS. The expected number of top pair events to be reconstructed at LHCb are given
in Table 33, where the yields are obtained using next-to-leading predictions from the AMC@NLO gen-
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Fig. 73: The relative gluon PDF uncertainties of the original and profiled ABMP16 (left), CT14 (middle)
and NNPDF3.1 (right) sets.
Table 33: The number of tt¯ events expected to be reconstructed at LHCb per final state using a dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. The mean value of Bjorken-x of the most ener-
getic initiating parton is also shown for each final state.
Final state 300 fb−1 < x >
`b 830k 0.295
`bb¯ 130k 0.368
µeb 12k 0.348
µebb¯ 1.5k 0.415
erator interfaced with PYTHIA v8, with electroweak corrections approximated as described in Ref. [599].
Leptons are required to satisfy 2.0 < η < 4.5 and pT > 20 GeV, while jets are required to satisfy
2.2 < η < 4.2 and pT > 20 GeV in all final states except the `b final state, where the pT threshold
is raised to 60 GeV to combat the increased background. The detector efficiency is extrapolated from
current measurements, where increases of between 10 and 50% are expected due to to improvements in
the b-tagging algorithm and analysis techniques. Both muons and electrons are assumed to be employed
for all analyses with similar efficiencies due to anticipated improvements in electron performance at
LHCb during the HL-LHC. Measurements are expected to be made at sub-percent statistical precision
in the `b final state, and at the percent level in the µeb and µebb final states. The dominant systematic
uncertainties are expected to arise from the purity determination, particularly for the single lepton final
states, and the knowledge of the b-tagging efficiency, which are both expected to be at the level of a few
percent.
As tt¯ production in the LHCb acceptance probes very large values of Bjorken-x, it has the poten-
tial to provide significant constraints on the gluon PDF in this region. The potential of the µeb final state
was evaluated in Ref. [600], where reductions of 20% were found for a cross-section measurement with
a precision of 4%. Even more stringent constraints can be obtained through precise differential cross-
section measurements, and measurements in the µebb final state, both of which will only be possible
with the data available at the HL-LHC.
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6.1.5 Single top cross section: theoretical results32
Although top quarks are predominantly produced in tt¯ pairs through strong interactions, a substantial
fraction of them is also produced through the exchange of electroweak bosons. In the latter case, only
a single (anti-)top is produced per collision, hence one refers to these processes as “single-top” pro-
duction. Despite their smaller rates with respect to pair production, single-top processes offer unique
opportunities to study the electroweak structure of top interactions.
The purpose of this section is to summarize the state-of-the-art for the computation of single-top
production cross sections, and highlight what type of studies could be performed with an HL/HE-LHC
upgrade.
It is customary to categorize single-top production in the SM according to the virtuality of the
W -boson involved in the leading-order 2 → 2 partonic process: the s-channel processes (qq¯′ → tb¯)
involve the exchange of a time-like W boson, the t-channel processes bq → tq′ involve the exchange of
a space-like W , while associated Wt-production (bg → tW−) involves the production of a top quark in
association with a W boson.
Although convenient, the above characterization suffers two theoretical issues:
– a classification in terms of underlying 2 → 2 processes implicitly assumes that the b-quark is
treated as massless, i.e. the computations are performed in the so-called five-flavour number
scheme (5FNS). This framework effectively resums large logarithms of the form lnmb/Q, where
Q is a typical transverse scale of the process and as such it is particularly appropriate for ob-
servables that are only sensitive to large pT  mb scales, like for example total cross sections.
However, especially in the t-channel case, there are important observables which are sensitive to
small transverse scales pT ∼ mb (e.g. the kinematics of the “spectator” b-jet which originates
from initial state g → bb¯ splitting, particularly at small pT). In this case, the 5FNS is not appro-
priate and it is important to treat the b-quark as massive, i.e. to work in four-flavour mass scheme
(4FNS). In this scheme, the t-channel LO process becomes 2 → 3: gq → tb¯q′. The 4FNS and
5FNS are formally equivalent, but differences can arise when the perturbative expansion is trun-
cated, and in practice these effects might be relevant for some observables [601–603]. Within this
context, the advantages of a HL/HE upgrade is twofold. On the one hand, the larger dataset and
increased energy would allow for more harsh selection cuts that would effectively remove regions
of the phase space sensitive to small transverse scales. This would allow for a clean theoretical
description using the 5FNS, which does not suffer from large logarithmic contaminations. On the
other hand, it would allow one to explore with high accuracy the transition region between the
range of validity of the 4FNS and 5FNS, thus providing important information on their interplay.
– once higher-order corrections are included, the distinction between s and t channels does not hold,
due to interference effects. These interference effects first appear at orderO(α2sα2), i.e. at NNLO
in the 5FNS, or at NLO in the 4FNS, and are color and (typically) kinematic suppressed. Given
the large hierarchy and small kinematic overlap between t- and s- channels, interference effects
are typically very small in pp collisions, but may in principle play a role if very high accuracy
is required for specific observables. Moreover, once the W and top decay products are included,
interferences arise also between tt¯, single-top (with Wt-production, as well as t-channel in the
4FNS) and WWbb¯ production, unless the narrow-width limit Γt → 0 is taken. These effects can
play a role for high precision studies, see e.g. [169, 604].
In spite of the above issues, as long as only NLO QCD corrections are considered, it is possible
to compute well-defined cross-sections for s and t-channel in the 5FNS, and, by imposing a jet-veto on
b-jets, to suppress the contamination of tt¯ to the Wt process, thereby allowing for a sensible definition
32Contributed by F. Caola and E. Re.
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of the cross section for the latter channel as well. In Table 34 the NLO cross sections are reported for
the 3 channels at the LHC, for centre-of-mass energies of 14 and 27 TeV. Scale and PDF uncertainties
are also reported. At both energies, the t-channel is the dominant production mechanism. The relative
importance of the s-channel decreases with the collider energy, while it increases for Wt associated
production.
Table 34: Single-top inclusive cross sections at NLO for the LHC at 14 and 27 TeV, in the 5FNS.
All results were obtained using PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc, the central value for the renormalization and
factorizations scales (µR, µF ) have been set equal to mt = 173.2 GeV and varied by a factor of two,
with the constraint 1/2 ≤ µR/µF ≤ 2. For these predictions, Vtb has been set to one. For Wt-channel
only, a jet-veto on b-jets has been used (pT,bj < 50 GeV), and the central value for µR and µF has been
set to 50 GeV too.
14 TeV 27 TeV
σ [pb] ∆µR,µF ∆PDF σ [pb] ∆µR,µF ∆PDF
t-channel (t) 156 +3%−2.2% ± 2.3 % 447 +3%−2.6% ± 2%
t-channel (t¯) 94 +3.1%−2.1% ± 3.1% 299 +3.1%−2.5% ± 2.6%
s-channel (t) 6.8 +2.7%−2.2% ± 1.7% 14.8 +2.7%−3.2% ± 1.8%
s-channel (t¯) 4.3 +2.7%−2.2% ± 1.8% 10.4 +2.7%−3.3% ± 1.8%
Wt-channel (t or t¯) 36 +2.9%−4.4% ± 5% 137 +3.8%−6.1% ± 4%
Figure 74 also shows, for the t-channel case, the cumulative cross section with a minimum pT,min
cut on the top, or antitop, transverse momentum, obtained at NLO in the 5FNS. The two horizontal bars
Fig. 74: Cumulative cross section for t-channel single-(anti)top production in the 5FNS at 14 and 27
TeV as a function of pT,min. The same settings used to obtain results in Table 34 were used here.
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For t-channel production, NNLO QCD corrections have also been computed in Refs. [555, 605,
606].33 These corrections have been obtained in the structure function approximations, where higher-
order corrections to the light and heavy-quark lines (q → q′W and b→ tW , respectively) are computed
separately. Within this approximation, the terms which are not included at NNLO are color suppressed
33NNLO QCD results were also obtained for s-channel, see Ref. [607].
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(1/N2c ), and hence estimated to be negligible for phenomenology, given the moderate size of NNLO
effects. Moreover, when working in these approximations, interference effects between s and t-channel
are also absent. The results obtained in Refs [605, 606] indicate that NNLO QCD corrections are small:
the total cross sections at NNLO increase by at most 2% with respect to the NLO result (when the lat-
ter is obtained with NLO PDFs), whereas the relative scale uncertainty is reduced by at least ∼ 50%.
Moreover, the NNLO result is contained within the NLO uncertainty band, showing extremely good
convergence for the perturbative expansion.34 Despite the fact that the total cross section shows excel-
lent perturbative stability, more sizeable effects can be noticed in some differential distributions, where
NNLO/NLO corrections can reachO(10%) in certain regions of the transverse momentum distributions
of the top (anti-)quark and the pseudo-rapidity distributions of the leading jet. In these cases, scale
variation may underestimate the actual theoretical uncertainty.
NNLO corrections to the top quark decay are also known [608, 609], and they can be combined
with the NNLO corrections to production using the “on-shell top-quark approximation” where the top
width Γt is kept finite, but tree-level interference effects between the single top production and decay
stage are neglected, as well as loop diagrams with a virtual gluon connecting the production and decay
stages. This is an excellent approximation for inclusive-enough quantities, since omitted corrections are
suppressed by a factor Γt/mt < 1%
35. More details can be found in Ref. [555].
In presence of fiducial cuts, it is important to stress that QCD corrections are more pronounced,
with NNLO effects amounting about 5% on total rates as well as differential distributions. In this case,
corrections from pure decay are typically half of those from pure production. Finally, it should be noted
that NLO EW corrections to on-shell single top production are small, ∼ few permille, see e.g. [89].
The EW effect can become more relevant in tails of distributions, or for observables highly sensitive to
off-shell effects.
Single-top can also be produced in association with a Z boson (tZq). Although the cross section
is smaller than in the aforementioned channels, a HL/HE upgrade at the LHC will allow one to measure
well this production process too. QCD NLO corrections to tZq-production are known [611]. Table 35
reports the total cross sections at NLO in the SM, for centre-of-mass energies of 14 and 27 TeV.
Table 35: Single-top production cross section in association with a Z boson, at NLO for the LHC at
14 and 27 TeV, in the 5FNS. All results were obtained using PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc, the renormalization
and factorizations scales have been set equal to mt = 173.2 GeV.
σ [fb] @14 TeV σ [fb] @27 TeV
tZq-channel (t) 639 2536
tZq-channel (t¯) 350 1543
As far as phenomenology is concerned, single-top offers the possibility to perform several studies
within and beyond the SM. Within the “SM only” hypothesis, one can use it to extract information
about the SM Vtb matrix element, as discussed for instance in Ref. [612]. Setting constraints on the
b-quark PDF might also be possible, by looking at charge ratios, i.e. ratios of t/t¯ cross sections. These
ratios depend in general upon the PDFs used, and notably, in the t-channel case, on the b-quark PDF.
Moreover, they can be predicted quite accurately, as most of the theoretical uncertainties cancel out
in the ratio, leaving a residual theoretical uncertainty from scale variation (at NNLO) of few percent
for each PDF set, as shown for instance in Fig. 29 of Ref. [555]. Although the charge ratio for total
34When NLO corrections are computed with NNLO PDFs, the NNLO/NLO ratio is instead slightly smaller than one, but
the conclusions remain the same.
35This is not the case for exclusive observables, which are sensitive to off-shell effects in the reconstructed top mass MWb,
and beyond kinematic edges, see Ref. [610] for a thorough analysis.
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Fig. 75: Differential charge ratios Ot/Ot¯ at 14 (left panels) and 27 (right panels) TeV for the top quark
and charged lepton rapidities, in t-channel single-top production.
cross sections σt/σt¯ exhibits a dependence upon the PDF set [613, 614], slightly more pronounced
sensitivity might be obtained by looking at differential distributions, such as (dσ/dyt)/(dσ/dyt¯) and
(dσ/dy
`
+)/(dσ/dy
`
−), which also allow one to constrain the u/d ratio in the proton. In Fig. 75 such
a comparison among different PDF sets is shown, for LHC collisions at 14 and 27 TeV: differences
among different PDF sets can be observed, especially at large rapidities. It is clear that a HL upgrade
will allow one to reduce the statistical uncertainty at large rapidities, giving the chance to discriminate
among different PDF sets. As the available phase space opens up, further sensitivity might be expected
at 27 TeV.
Single-top processes offer also several opportunities to probe some new-physics scenarios36. In
order to systematically interpret potential deviations from the SM, it is particularly convenient to work
in the SM Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) [615, 616], where the SM is augmented by a set of higher-
dimension operators. If the discussion is limited to dimension-6 operators, the SMEFT Lagrangian has
the form
LSMEFT = LSM +
∑
i
Ci
Λ2
Oi +O(Λ−4). (40)
where the sum runs over all the dimension-6 operators that maintain the SM symmetries. The remarkable
virtue of t-channel single-top production is that its cross section only depends upon a limited number of
dimension-6 operators, thereby allowing to set bounds on them relatively easily. At LO and in the 5FNS
only three operators contribute:
OtW = i
(
Q¯σµν τI t
)
φ˜W Iµν + h.c. , (41)
O(3)φq = i
(
φ†
↔
Dµ τIφ
)(
q¯i γ
µ τ Iqi
)
+ h.c. , (42)
O(3,1)Qq =
(
q¯i γµ τIqi
)(
Q¯ γµ τ IQ
)
, (43)
36In the following the discussion is limited to the t-channel case, and the production in association with a Z boson.
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in agreement with the notation of [234]. The operators of eq. (41)-eq. (42) modify the Wtb interaction
in the following way
Ldim−6Wtb = −
g√
2
b¯(x)γµPLt(x)Wµ(x)
1 + C(3)ϕQv2
Λ2

+
2 v CtW
Λ2
b¯(x)σµνPRt(x) ∂νWµ(x) + h. c. , (44)
where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs doublet vacuum expectation value, and yt the top quark Yukawa
coupling. Here and below it is assumed Vtb = 1. Note that the four-fermion operator of eq. (43)
introduces a contact udtb interaction. From eq. (44) it is clear that setting bounds on the SMEFT using
single-top measurements allows to probe in detail the structure of the Wtb coupling. A comprehensive
discussion can be found in Ref. [262], where a NLO study of the effect of these operators on total and
differential distributions in single top production and decay is performed.
In the SMEFT, the single top cross section can be parameterised as
σ = σSM +
∑
i
1TeV2
Λ2
Ciσi +
∑
i≤j
1TeV4
Λ4
CiCjσij . (45)
To establish the impact of the operators on single top production at HL/HE-LHC, Table 36 shows the
ratio ri = σi/σSM for 14 TeV and 27 TeV both for the inclusive cross section and the high transverse
momentum region. Results are obtained in the 5FNS with NNPDF3.0 LO PDFs [201]. Central scales
for µR, µF are chosen as mt. It is found that the impact of the operator in eq. (42) remains unchanged
when going from 14 to 27 TeV, as its effect is to only rescale the SM coupling. The impact of the dipole
operator in eq. (41) is only mildly affected by going to the HE-LHC, whereas the sensitivity to the
four-fermion operator is the one which benefits most by probing the high pT tail and by the HE-LHC.
Table 36: Comparison among the LO sensitivities of t− channel single-top to the three operators de-
scribed in eq. (41)-(43), for the inclusive cross-section and with a cut ptT > 350 GeV, at 14 and 27
TeV. Results are obtained in the 5FNS with NNPDF3.0 LO PDFs [201], the renormalization and fac-
torizations scales have been set equal to mt = 173.2 GeV. The interference term ri = σi/σSM (when
non-zero) and the square ri,i = σi,i/σSM are given for each operator. σi and σi,i are defined in eq. (45).
t-channel 14 TeV t-channel 27 TeV
(ptT > 350 GeV) (p
t
T > 350 GeV)
σSM 225 pb 0.746 pb 640 pb 3.40 pb
rtW 0.025 0.052 0.022 0.040
rtW,tW 0.014 0.31 0.016 0.34
r
φQ
(3) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
r
φQ
(3)
,φQ
(3) 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037 0.0037
r
Qq
(3,1) -0.36 -6.45 -0.39 -6.79
r
Qq
(3,1)
,Qq
(3,1) 0.135 18.8 0.222 26.8
Production in association with a Z boson is also important in the BSM context. A complete
study of its sensitivity to BSM effects was performed in Ref. [261], where the interplay with t-channel
single-top, as well as single-top production in association with a Higgs boson, is discussed thoroughly,
and at NLO. Table 6 of [261] reports a comparison among the sensitivity of these processes to various
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operators. Current limits from other processes, as well as current and future projections for bounds that
can be achieved looking into tZj production are also discussed (e.g. in Fig. 6 of Ref. [261]). For some
operators, notably OtW and O(3)φq , the improvement due to considering tZj measurements at HL are
remarkable, especially when tails of distributions are considered. It is likely that even more promising
results could be obtained at HE.
Another goal of a HL/HE upgrade is to extract bounds on (or find evidence of) WWZ anomalous
gauge couplings, or FCNC. In this context, tZq is quite important both because it is sensitive to these
effects, as well as because it’s an irreducible background, as its production rate is competitive with tt¯Z
production, where these effects are typically looked for.
6.2 Four top production at the HL/HE-LHC
The production of four top quarks is one of the rare processes in top quark physics that has large sensitiv-
ity to variety of new physics effects (including effective field theory sensitivity and sensitivity to anoma-
lous top-Higgs couplings), while at the same time it is interesting in the Standard Model context as a
complex QCD process. The cross section at 13 TeV is about fifty times smaller than tt¯H production, with
multiple precision calculations predicting values of σtt¯tt¯ = 9.2
+2.9
−2.4fb (NLO) and σtt¯tt¯ = 11.97
+2.15
−2.51fb
(NLO+EW) [12, 115, 617].
ATLAS and CMS have published multiple papers where limits on tt¯tt¯ production were presented
as SM-oriented searches [618–620] and/or derived as a side product of searches for new physics, typi-
cally coming from searches for vector-like quarks or MSSM SUSY signatures [621–625].
The production of tt¯tt¯ is a rare SM process that is expected to be discovered by future LHC
runs, including HL-LHC and HE-LHC. The increase in collision energy is important for tt¯tt¯ produc-
tion because the cross section is largely induced by gluons in the initial state, leading to a substantial
improvement in the signal-to-background ratio when the collision energy of the LHC is increased. Anal-
yses looking for the production of tt¯tt¯ also are well-suited for interpretation in SMEFT [234].
The tt¯tt¯ process has not yet been observed at the LHC. Once closer to observation, and consid-
ering the sensitivity of tt¯tt¯ production to new physics scenarios in the top quark and scalar section, it is
prudent to instead consider how accurately the cross section can be measured. Of course in the future
analysis techniques are also expected to improve, and dedicated analyses will surely improve this sensi-
tivity, but this is beyond the scope of this study. It is however important to keep in mind that such a study
is less sensitive to systematic uncertainties on the background determination, while being more sensitive
to the signal modelling uncertainties and overall branching fraction and acceptance of the selection.
6.2.1 The complete NLO corrections to four-top production37
In this section the so-called “complete”-NLO corrections to four-top production at the HE and HL-LHC
is computed. Four-top production can proceed through different terms of order αpsα
q with p+q = 4, 5 at
LO and at NLO respectively. The term complete-NLO refers to computation of all terms with p+q ≤ 5,
which has been performed for the first time in Ref. [115] by employing the newly-released version of
MG5_AMC@NLO [12] capable of computing mixed QCD and electroweak corrections [89]. Among
the various contributions, the NLO QCD corrections (p = 5, q = 0) are also included, which have
been known for some years [617, 626]. Despite that power-counting arguments suggest that the larger
q the more suppressed a contribution is, it has been shown in Ref. [115] that this is not the case for tt¯tt¯
production. In fact, terms with up to two powers of α still contribute to several 10%s with respect to the
O(α4s) LO contribution. One of the reasons why this happens is because of the large Higgs-top Yukawa
coupling; furthermore, important cancellations appear among these terms, which may be spoiled by
non-SM effects.
37Contributed by R. Frederix, D. Pagani and M. Zaro.
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This short paragraph reports inclusive predictions for the HL and HE-LHC, with a centre-of-mass en-
ergy of respectively 14 TeV and 27 TeV. For differential distributions, the qualitative and quantitative
behaviour is very similar to the predictions at 13 TeV reported in Ref. [115]. The same setup and nota-
tion of Ref. [115], is used, where the interested reader can find more details as well as predictions for 13
and 100 TeV.
Table 37: Cross section for four-top production at the HL and HE-LHC, in various approximations, for
µ = HT/4. See Ref. [115] for details.
σ[fb] LOQCD LOQCD + NLOQCD LO LO + NLO
LO(+NLO)
LOQCD(+NLOQCD)
14 TeV 9.04+69%−38% 14.72
+19%
−23% 10.04
+63%
−35% 15.83
+18%
−21% 1.11 (1.08)
27 TeV 81.87+62%−36% 135.19
+19%
−21% 91.10
+56%
−33% 143.93
+17%
−20% 1.11 (1.06)
Table 37 reports the total-cross section for tt¯tt¯ production in different approximations, and Ta-
ble 38 the breakdown of the different orders contributing at LO and NLO, as fraction of the O(α4s) LO
contribution, LO1. It is observed that the pattern of relative corrections is rather similar between 14
and 27 TeV. In particular, besides NLO1 which is entirely of QCD origin, and thus displays a strong
dependence on the renormalisation and factorisation scales, such a feature is present also for NLO2 and
NLO3, which witnesses the fact that they receive an important contribution through QCD corrections
from LO2 and LO3 respectively, on top of the electroweak corrections from LO1 and LO2. Furthermore,
NLO2 and NLO3 tend to cancel each other almost exactly, leading to a complete-NLO prediction well
within the uncertainty band of the one at NLO QCD accuracy. Such a feature may be spoiled by effects
beyond the Standard Model, such as anomalous Higgs-top couplings. Thus, NLO corrections cannot be
neglected when similar studies are performed, such as those presented in Sec. 6.3.2.
6.2.2 Prospect for experimental measurements
ATLAS has studied the potential to measure the Standard Model tt¯tt¯ cross section using 3000 fb−1 of
HL-LHC data in the channel with several leptons [627]. Events are selected if they contain at least two
isolated leptons with the same charge or at least three isolated leptons. At least six jets among which at
least three are b-tagged are required. In addition the scalar sum of the pT of all selected jets and leptons
(HT) is requested to be HT > 500 GeV and the missing transverse momentum E
miss
T > 40 GeV. In
order to extract the measured tt¯tt¯ cross section a fit is performed to theHT distributions in several signal
regions according to the jets and b-jets multiplicities: at least 6 jets and exactly 3 b-jets, or at least 6 jets
and at least 4 b jets. These regions are further split in events with two same-charge leptons or with at
least three leptons leading to 4 signal regions.
The background arises from tt¯V process, multiboson and tt¯H events as well as events with fake,
non prompt or charge mis-identified leptons. The rate of this difficult instrumental background is com-
puted from the ATLAS 36 fb−1 analysis [625] in the relevant regions with different lepton and b-tagged
jet multiplicities. The number of events selected in the different signal regions are shown in Fig. 76.
The main sources of systematic uncertainties taken into account come from uncertainties on the
fake lepton background and on the SM background and signal normalisations. A maximum-likelihood fit
is performed simultaneously in the four signal regions to extract the tt¯tt¯ signal cross section normalised
to the prediction from the SM. The impact of systematic uncertainties on the background expectations
is described by nuisance parameters. As a result of the fit, the expected uncertainty on the measured
tt¯tt¯ cross section is found to be 11%. The systematic uncertainty that impacts the precision the most is
uncertainty in the normalisation of the tt¯V and instrumental background in the region with at least 6 jets
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Table 38: tt¯tt¯: σ(N)LOi/σLOQCD ratios at 14 and 27 TeV, for different values of µ = µR = µF . See
Ref. [115] for details.
δ[%]
14 TeV 27 TeV
µ = HT/8 µ = HT/4 µ = HT/2 µ = HT/8 µ = HT/4 µ = HT/2
LO2 −25.8 −28.1 −30.4 −23.6 −25.9 −28.2
LO3 32.5 38.9 45.8 30.7 37.0 43.8
LO4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2
LO5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
NLO1 14.7 62.9 103.3 21.7 65.1 101.9
NLO2 8.1 −3.5 −15.1 5.0 −4.4 −13.9
NLO3 −10.0 1.8 15.8 −7.8 1.6 13.2
NLO4 2.2 2.7 3.4 1.6 2.0 2.4
NLO5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2
NLO6 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1
NLO2 + NLO3 −1.9 −1.7 0.7 −2.8 −2.8 −0.7
and exactly 3 b-jets. Overall the impact of the systematic uncertainties remain limited as a fit without
systematic uncertainties leads to a precision of 9% on the extracted tt¯tt¯ cross section.
Fig. 76: Event yields of signal and background processes in the different signal regions used to extract
the tt¯tt¯ cross section for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [627].
The most sensitive result of the CMS collaboration on the Standard Model tt¯tt¯ process [618] is
based on an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1and a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, and relies on
events with 2 same-sign leptons or 3 or more leptons. This Run-2 analysis sets an expected 95% CL
upper limit on the tt¯tt¯ production cross section of 20.8+11.2−6.9 fb, and an expected significance (based on
a cross section of 9.2 fb) of 1.0 standard deviations above the background-only hypothesis.
The result of Ref. [618] is used to derive extrapolations for HL and HE-LHC, which are described
in Ref. [628] and summarized below. The extrapolations rely on a simple rescaling of the signal and
background cross sections, and make different assumptions on the systematic uncertainties. First, the
statistical uncertainties are considered, then the same systematic uncertainties as the Run-2 published
result are used, and finally these systematics are progressively reduced as a function of the integrated
luminosity.
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The expected sensitivity on the tt¯tt¯ cross section for different HL and HE-LHC scenarios is listed
in Table 39. Based on these results, evidence for tt¯tt¯ production will become possible with around 300
fb−1 of HL-LHC data at
√
s = 14 TeV, at which point the statistical uncertainty on the measured cross
section will be of the order of 30% and the measurement will have a total uncertainty of around 33-
43%, depending on the systematic uncertainty scenario considered. For larger datasets at HL-LHC, all
scenarios considered become dominated by systematic uncertainties. With 3 ab−1 the cross section can
be constrained to 9% statistical uncertainty, and the total uncertainty of a measurement ranges between
18% and 28% depending on the considered systematic uncertainties. At HE-LHC the tt¯tt¯ cross section
is expected to be constrained to within a 1-2% statistical uncertainty, and the systematic uncertainties
also decrease due to the improved signal to background ratio at
√
s = 27 TeV. Future changes to the
analysis strategy might allow improvements based on optimizing the interplay between statistical and
systematic uncertainties.
The tt¯tt¯ cross section measurements can also be used to constrain the Wilson coefficients of the
OR,O(1)L ,O(1)B andO(8)B dimension-6 operators of the Effective-Field-Theory (EFT) Lagrangian. These
constraints are included in Ref. [628] for both HL-LHC and HE-LHC scenarios.
Table 39: Expected sensitivity for the production cross section of tt¯tt¯ production, in percent, at 68%
confidence level. The fractional uncertainty on the cross section signal strength is given for various LHC
upgrade scenarios. Cross sections are corrected for the changes expected by
√
s. For the 15 ab−1 27 TeV
scenario, the systematic uncertainty extrapolation is no longer valid, so only the statistical uncertainty is
provided.
Int. Luminosity
√
s Stat. only (%) Run-2 (%) YR18 (%) YR18+ (%)
300 fb−1 14 TeV +30,−28 +43,−39 +36,−34 +36,−33
3 ab−1 14 TeV ±9 +28,−24 +20,−19 ±18
3 ab−1 27 TeV ±2 +15,−12 +9,−8 +8,−7
15 ab−1 27 TeV ±1
6.3 Four top quarks as a probe of new physics
Heavy coloured resonances decaying into a pair of top quarks are present in many new physics theo-
ries [629–633]. Such particles are typically pair-produced at large rate and their decay then leads to a
substantial enhancement of four-top production. Current bounds on such a setup are driven by a recent
CMS analysis of four-top events [618], using 35.9 fb−1 of LHC collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. Those bounds however are expected to strongly improve in the upcoming years, as illustrated in
following contributions, with the example of a scalar colour-octet field O, traditionally dubbed a sgluon.
6.3.1 Limits on pseudoscalar colour-octets38
The effective Lagrangian describing the couplings of such a sgluon to the Standard Model is given
by [634]
L ⊃ g8dabcOaGbµνGµνc+ g˜8dabcOaGbµνG˜µνc+
{
q¯
[
yL8PL + y
R
8 PR
]
OaTaq + h.c.
}
, (46)
where T a and dabc are respectively the fundamental representation matrices and symmetric structure
constants of SU(3). Moreover, flavour and fundamental colour indices are understood for simplicity and
the gluon field strength (dual field strength) tensor is denoted byGaµν (G˜
a
µν). The focus here is on the case
of a pseudoscalar sgluon with g8 = 0 and purely imaginary y8 matrices, and it is additionally enforced
38Contributed by B. Fuks, L. Darmé and M.D. Goodsell.
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g˜8 = 0 as in Dirac gaugino supersymmetric scenarios. A non-vanishing g˜8 coupling would however
weaken the bounds by reducing the sgluon branching ratio into top quarks. In order to assess the impact
of future search on the potential discovery of a sgluon, recasting strategy is followed here, as detailed
in Ref. [635]. An NLO UFO module [636] is generated through FEYNRULES [637], NLOCT [638] and
FEYNARTS [639] and it is used to generate events within the MG5_AMC@NLO framework [12], the
hard-scattering matrix elements being convolved with the NNPDF3.0 NLO set of parton densities [201]
and the sgluon decays being achieved with MADSPIN [402] and MADWIDTH [640]. Parton showering
and hadronisation are performed by PYTHIA 8 [149] and the response of the CMS detector is simulated
with DELPHES 3 [273] and FASTJET [343]. Finally, the four-top selection strategy of CMS [618] is
mimicked by using the MADANALYSIS 5 [641–643] framework.
The best signal region (SR6) from Ref. [618], in terms of constraints, focuses on a topology
featuring one pair of same-sign leptons, at least 4 b-jets and at least 5 hard jets. It is shown the observed
and expected limits on the pseudoscalar octet cross section times the corresponding branching ration into
four top quarks in Fig. 77 (left). While the analysis of Ref. [618] targeted a Standard Model four-top
signal, future studies adopting a new physics signal selection strategy relying on the large differences in
the final-state kinematics could be more adapted and lead to sizeable improvement in the reach [635].
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Fig. 77: Left: Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) pseudoscalar sgluon pair-production cross section
excluded at the 95% confidence level when making use of the results associated with the SR6 region of
the four-top CMS analysis of Ref. [618]. Theoretical predictions for the signal rate are indicated by the
grey band. Right: expected limits for proton-proton collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 14 (top) and
27 (bottom) TeV, with the sgluon cross-section as the fine dotted line.
To calculate the projected sensitivity of the HL/HE-LHC, it is assumed that the current selection
efficiencies at 13 TeV are similar to the future ones, and moreover rescale the four-top and other SM
backgrounds by the appropriate partonic luminosities relative to those at 13 TeV. The rescaling factor
for the non-four-top SM background is taken to be the largest ratio of the ttZ and ttW background
component, using the projected cross-sections reported in Sec. 6.8. Factors of 1.3 and 12 are obtained
for the 14 and 27 TeV cases, respectively. According to Sec. 6.2.1, the four-top cross section is then
set to 15.83 fb and 144 fb at 14 and 27 TeV, respectively, recalling that the 13 TeV cross section is of
11.97 fb. The results for the projected mass limits are then given in the following Table 40, together with
the 13 TeV value for reference.
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Table 40: Results for the projected mass limits on pseudo-scalar color octets.
35.9 fb−1, 13 TeV 3 ab−1, 14 TeV 15 ab−1, 27 TeV
Octet mass (GeV) 1060 1260 1470
6.3.2 Limits on top-Higgs interaction from multi-top final state39
Four top-quark (tt¯tt¯) production provides a powerful tool to probe the Top-quark Yukawa coupling
(yt) [644]. In the SM the tt¯tt¯ production can be induced either by the pure gauge interaction (involving
the gluon, Z-boson or photon in the intermediate state) [645] or by the Higgs boson mediation [644].
Defining the general top-Higgs coupling as yt ≡ κtySMt with ySMt the top-Yukawa coupling in the SM,
the leading-order cross section of tt¯tt¯ production can be parameterised as
σ(tt¯tt¯) = σ(tt¯tt¯)SMg/Z/γ + κ
2
tσ(tt¯tt¯)
SM
int + κ
4
tσ(tt¯tt¯)
SM
H , (47)
where σ(tt¯tt¯)SMg/Z,γ, H, int denotes the cross section induced by the pure gauge interaction, Higgs-boson
mediation and the interfere effect, respectively. Note that σSMH,int is comparable to σ(tt¯tt¯)
SM
g/Z,γ as y
SM
t ∼
1 in the SM. For example, the leading order calculation with the renormalization/factorization scale (µ)
fixed to the dynamics scale [12] yields
HL− LHC (√s = 14 TeV) : σ(tt¯tt¯) = 13.14− 2.01κ2t + 1.52κ4t [fb]
HE− LHC (√s = 27 TeV) : σ(tt¯tt¯) = 115.10− 15.57κ2t + 11.73κ4t [fb] (48)
Clearly, σ(tt¯tt¯) depends only on κt such that it directly probes yt without any assumption on Higgs
boson. The above values suffer from a large µ dependence; when varying the scale by a factor 2, the
cross section varies by about 50%. It is crucial to take the full next-to-leading order corrections [115,617]
into account to get a realistic simulation. Here, the tree level events are generated and the cross section
rescaled to the NLO.
A special signature of the tt¯tt¯ events is the same-sign charged leptons (SSL) from the two same-
sign top quarks. The other two top quarks are demanded to decay hadronically to maximize the event
rate. Therefore, the topology of the signal event consists of two same-sign charged leptons, four b-
quarks, four light-flavor quarks, and two invisible neutrinos. In practice it is challenging to identify four
b-jets. Instead, it is required for at least 5 (6) jets to be tagged and three of them to be identified as b-jets at
the HL(HE)-LHC, respectively. The two invisible neutrinos appear as a missing transverse momentum
EmissT in the detector. The SM backgrounds contain tt¯ + X , W
±W±jj and W±W±jj processes.
See Ref. [644] for the details of those kinematic cuts used to disentangle the tt¯tt¯ signal from the huge
backgrounds. It is demanded that EmissT > 100 GeV at the HL-LHC and E
miss
T > 150 GeV at the
HE-LHC. Table 41 displays the numbers of signal and background events after applying the kinematics
cuts listed in each row sequentially. In Table 41, at the HL-LHC the tt¯tt¯ production cross section is
multiplied by a constant K-factor of 1.27 with uncertainty 27% (see Ref. [617]), while at the HE-LHC
the cross section is rescaled to NLO order of 143.93+17%−20% fb (see Table 37 in Sec. 6.2.1).
The MC simulation shows that the tt¯tt¯ production (κt = 1) can be discovery at a 5σ confidence
level with an integrated luminosity of 2075 fb−1 at the HL-LHC and 146 fb−1 at the HE-LHC, re-
spectively. The event rate is not enough for measuring yt precisely at the HL/HE-LHC but it is good
for bounding yt; for example, a direct bound κt ≤ 1.41 [1.37, 1.47] is obtained at the HL-LHC and
κt ≤ 1.15 [1.12, 1.17] (1.12 [1.10, 1.13], 1.10 [1.08, 1.12]) with an luminosity of 10 (20, 30) ab−1 at
the HE-LHC, respectively.
39Contributed by Qing-Hong Cao, Shao-Long Chen and Yandong Liu.
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A few words of care on the interpretation of results from this study are however necessary: as it
has been discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, the complete-NLO corrections to tt¯tt¯ are large and can involve terms
proportional to y3t , y
5
t and y
6
t (on top of y
2
t and y
4
t already present at LO). However, since in such
corrections yt is renormalised, an extension of our study will not be immediately possible at NLO.
Table 41: The numbers of signal and background events at the HL-LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 300 fb−1 (left) and at the HE-LHC with an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1. The cuts listed in the
row are applied sequentially [644].
HL-LHC Basic SSL Jets 6ET mT HT
t¯tt¯tH 577.22 9.82 4.68 2.43 1.33 1.21
t¯tt¯tg/Z/γ 5006.34 78.15 37.02 19.25 11.09 10.16
t¯tt¯tint -764.67 -12.79 -6.19 -3.23 -1.93 -1.77
t¯t 2.5× 108 28802.4 44.1 18.9 0 0
t¯tW+ 32670 2359.5 36.9 17.7 12.3 8.7
t¯tW− 16758 1397.1 49.5 9.9 4.5 4.5
t¯tZ 24516 2309.4 20.1 10.8 10.8 9.3
W±W±jj 4187.7 1147.5 0.11 0 0 0
HE-LHC Basic SSL Jets 6ET mT HT
t¯tt¯tH 15174.4 260.09 84.61 27.92 15.42 15.17
t¯tt¯tg/Z/γ 148898. 2421.08 814.77 268.02 168.55 166.77
t¯tt¯tint -20141.9 -347.81 -117.95 -36.17 -20.14 -19.66
t¯t 3.3× 107 130207 291.9 0 0 0
t¯tW+ 1.3× 106 11488.5 171.0 39.6 27.1 27.1
t¯tW− 7.6× 105 7387.1 99.5 19.9 9.9 9.9
t¯tZ 3.9× 106 20748.7 507.2 129.7 70.8 70.8
W±W±jj 888700 7947.0 4.7 3.5 0 0
6.3.3 Constraining four-fermion operators in the EFT40
The four-top total cross section measurement can be interpreted within the SMEFT framework [646]41.
Following the notation in Refs. [646] and [234], the relevant operators consist of four independent
four-top-quark operator coefficients, C˜tt, C˜
(+)
QQ , C˜
(1)
Qt , C˜
(8)
Qt , and fourteen independent two-light-two-
top-quark (qqtt) operator coefficients, C˜(8)td , C˜
(1)
td , C˜
(8)
Qd , C˜
(1)
Qd , C˜
(8)
tu , C˜
(1)
tu , C˜
(8)
Qu , C˜
(1)
Qu , C˜
(8,1)
Qq , C˜
(1,1)
Qq ,
C˜
(8,3)
Qq , C˜
(1,3)
Qq , C˜
(8)
tq , C˜
(1)
tq . Here C˜i ≡ Ci/Λ2. OtG is relevant but better constrained by other processes.
To estimate the projected limits on these coefficients, a few simple assumptions are made: 1) the
effective operators do not significantly change the distribution of events, so the sensitivity mainly comes
from inclusive measurements; 2) a kinematic cut Mcut of a few TeV can be applied to the total mass
of the four tops to make sure the SMEFT can be matched to BSM models with scales larger than this
energy (i.e. following Ref. [647]); and 3) Mcut does not significantly change the projected sensitivity on
cross section measurements. By combining the expected experimental sensitivity discussed in Sec. 6.2.2
and the theoretical predictions presented in Sec. 6.2.1 it is estimated that the total cross section can be
40Contributed by Cen Zhang.
41This interpretation is also present in Ref. [628].
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determined with an uncertainty of 102%, 58%, and 40%, at 95% CL level, for the 13, 14 and 27 TeV
runs respectively. The corresponding integrated luminosities are 300 fb−1, 3 ab−1 and 15 ab−1.
For illustration, Fig. 78 shows the signal strength dependence on two operator coefficients: one
four-top coefficient (left) and one qqtt coefficient (right), assuming a 3 TeV Mcut. The cross section
becomes more sensitive to the four-top operator coefficient at larger energies. Together with smaller
uncertainties, the limit on this coefficient is significantly improved with the 27 TeV run. On the other
hand, the cross section becomes less sensitive to the qqtt operator coefficient as the energy increases.
The limits are thus not very much affected by energy. Table 42 presents individual limits on all 18
operator coefficients, assuming Mcut = 3 TeV.
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Fig. 78: Four-top signal strength as a function of operator coefficients, C˜tt (left) and C˜
(1)
tu (right).
Horizontal lines represent the expected measurements at each energy. Mcut = 3 TeV is applied.
6.3.4 Top quark dipole moment in multi-top production42
This paragraph presents the study of the sensitivity of the four top quark production on the strong dipole
moments of the top quark [648]. Within the SM framework, the top quark dipole moments are zero at
tree level, however, higher-order corrections could generate non-zero strong dipole moments for the top
quark. The top quark strong dipole moments have very small values in the SM, so that they would not be
observable at the LHC experiments. However, there are extensions of the SM in which sizable contribu-
tions to these dipole moments arise, making them accessible by the experiments at the LHC [649, 650].
As a result, observation of any significant deviation of dipole moments from zero would point to be-
yond the SM physics. The most general effective Lagrangian describing the gtt¯ coupling considering
dimension-6 operators can be parametrized as [651]:
Lgtt¯ = −gst¯
λa
2
γµtGaµ − gst¯λa
iσµνqν
mt
(dgV + id
g
Aγ5)tG
a
µ,
where the chromomagnetic and chromoelectric dipole moments of the top quark are denoted by dgV
and dgA (both are zero in the SM at leading order). Direct bounds on both d
g
V and d
g
A were obtained
from the top quark pair cross section measurements at the LHC and the Tevatron. The bounds on the
dipole moments using the tt¯ cross section at the LHC and Tevatron were found to be: −0.012 ≤ dgV ≤
0.023 , |dgA| ≤ 0.087 [652]. Four-top quark production is also affected by the gtt¯ effective coupling
and provides a powerful way to probe the chromomagnetic and chromoelectric dipole moments of the
top quark. The representative Feynman diagrams with the effective gtt¯ coupling denoted by filled red
circles are shown in Fig. 79. The contribution of the top quark dipole moments to the tt¯tt¯ production
cross section is determined with the MG5_AMC@NLO package [12]. By taking into account at most
42Contributed by J. Ebadi, H. Khanpour, S. Khatibi and M. Mohammadi Najafabadi.
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Table 42: Limits on 14 qqtt operator coefficients and 4 four-top operator coefficients, expected at the
13, 14 and 27 TeV scenarios, at the 95% CL level.
13 TeV 14 TeV 27 TeV
C˜
(8)
td [-9.8, 6.4] [-8.8, 5.4] [-6.6, 5.4]
C˜
(1)
td [-3.9, 4.1] [-3.3, 3.4] [-3.3, 3.3]
C˜
(8)
Qd [-9.6, 6.2] [-8.8, 5.2] [-7.6, 5.2]
C˜
(1)
Qd [-4., 4.] [-3.3, 3.3] [-3.4, 3.3]
C˜
(8)
tu [-8.2, 4.8] [-6.4, 4.3] [-9.6, 4.5]
C˜
(1)
tu [-3., 3.1] [-2.5, 2.6] [-2.7, 2.7]
C˜
(8)
Qu [-7.8, 4.6] [-7.8, 4.] [-5.8, 4.2]
C˜
(1)
Qu [-3., 3.] [-2.6, 2.6] [-2.7, 2.7]
C˜
(8,1)
Qq [-7.5, 4.2] [-6., 3.6] [-6.5, 3.7]
C˜
(1,1)
Qq [-2.5, 2.7] [-2.1, 2.3] [-2.2, 2.3]
C˜
(8,3)
Qq [-5.8, 4.8] [-4.7, 4.2] [-5.4, 4.]
C˜
(1,3)
Qq [-2.6, 2.6] [-2.1, 2.2] [-2.2, 2.2]
C˜
(8)
tq [-7.1, 3.9] [-6.9, 3.3] [-5.1, 3.4]
C˜
(1)
tq [-2.6, 2.6] [-2.2, 2.2] [-2.3, 2.2]
C˜tt [-1.5, 1.3] [-1.1, 0.96] [-0.81, 0.7]
C˜
(+)
QQ [-1.5, 1.3] [-1.1, 0.96] [-0.81, 0.7]
C˜
(1)
Qt [-2.4, 2.4] [-1.8, 1.8] [-1.3, 1.3]
C˜
(8)
Qt [-5.3, 4.4] [-4.1, 3.1] [-3., 2.3]
g
g
g
g
g
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t
t
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Fig. 79: Representative Feynman diagrams for the tt¯tt¯ production where the effects of the strong dipole moments
are shown as filled red circles.
an effective vertex in each diagram, the total four top cross section at
√
s = 14 TeV has the following
form:
σ(pp→ tt¯tt¯)(fb) = σSM + 154.8× dgV + 3404.4× (dgV )2,
σ(pp→ tt¯tt¯)(fb) = σSM + 2731.3× (dgA)2, (49)
where the SM four top quark cross section is denoted by σSM. The linear terms are due to the interfer-
ence between the new physics and SM with the contribution of the order of Λ−2. The quadratic terms
suppressed by Λ−4 power are the pure contributions of the strong dipole moments. To estimate the
sensitivity of the four top process to dipole moments, the same-sign dilepton channel is the focus here
due to its clean signature and very low background contribution. The main background contributions
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Table 43: Limits at 95% CL on the chromoelectric and chromomagnetic dipole moments dg,ZV at 95% CL for the
HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
Coupling HL-LHC, 14 TeV, 3 ab−1 HE-LHC, 27 TeV, 15 ab−1
dgV [-0.084, 0.009] [-0.063, 0.001]
dgA [-0.030, 0.030] [-0.011, 0.011]
come from the tt¯W and tt¯Z processes. Signal and the background processes are generated with the
MG5_AMC@NLO package at leading order. PYTHIA v6 [653] is used for hadronization, showering
and decay of unstable particles. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [274]. Signal events
are selected by requiring exactly two same-sign charged leptons with p`T > 25 GeV and |η`| < 2.5. The
missing transverse energy has to be larger than 30 GeV. Each event is required to have at least eight jets
with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5 from which at least three should be b-tagged jets. All objects in the
final state are required to be well isolated objects by requiring ∆R(i, j) > 0.4. Table 43 presents limits
at 95% CL on the chromoelectric (dgA) and chromomagnetic (d
g
V ) dipole moments for the HL-LHC and
HE-LHC. The HE-LHC improves the HL-LHC bound on dgA by about a factor of three and the upper
bound on dgV by one order of magnitude. The four top-quark production at the HE-LHC would be able
to tighten the upper limit on dgA (d
g
V ) by a factor of two (eight) with respect to the top pair production at
the HL-LHC [652].
6.4 The tt¯V production at the HL/HE-LHC
6.4.1 tt¯Z cross sections at NLO QCD and EW43
This section provides the cross section for tt¯Z production at the HL and HE-LHC. The results are ac-
curate up to NLO QCD and NLO EW accuracy [99]. NLO QCD and EW corrections are computed
simultaneously with MG5_AMC@NLO [12], more specifically by using the recently-released version
capable of mixed-coupling expansions [89]. The same setup as in Ref. [186] is used (see in particular
Sec. 1.6.7.a), except for the PDF set, for which the PDF4LHC15_nlo_30_pdfas set [195] is employed.
In fact, at variance with the predictions in Ref. [186], photon-initiated contributions are not included,
since recent studies on the photon distribution became available [222, 223], and the corresponding pho-
ton density gives negligible contributions for tt¯Z. The quoted EW corrections include the LO term
at O(α2αs) and the NLO one at O(α2α2s). At variance with tt¯W production, for which other contri-
butions, subleading in the couplings, turn instead to be relevant (see Sec. 6.4.2), it has been shown in
Ref. [89] that such contributions can be safely neglected for tt¯Z.
Cross-sections for tt¯Z are quoted in Table 44, together with the NLO/LO QCD K-factor, the
relative impact of EW corrections, and the theory uncertainties. For the latter, the uncertainty coming
from scale variations, the PDF uncertainty and the αs one are quoted separately.
Table 44: Cross section, in pb, for tt¯Z production at the HL and HE-LHC. Uncertainties on the cross
sections are at the per-mil level.
√
s σNLOQCD σ
NLO
QCD+EW KQCD δEW [%] scale [%] PDF [%] αs [%]
14 TeV 1.018 1.015 1.40 -0.3 +9.6 -11.2 ±2.7 ± 2.8
27 TeV 4.90 4.81 1.45 -2.0 +9.9 -10.4 ±2.0 ± 2.0
43Contributed by R. Frederix, D. Pagani and M. Zaro.
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6.4.2 The complete-NLO corrections to tt¯W 44
This section presents the so-called “complete”-NLO corrections to tt¯W± production. This process can
proceed through different terms of order αpsα
q+1 with p + q = 2, 3 at LO and at NLO respectively.
The term complete-NLO refers to computation of all terms with p + q ≤ 3, which has been performed
for the first time in Ref. [115] by employing the newly-released version of MG5_AMC@NLO [12]
capable of computing mixed QCD and electroweak corrections [89]. Among the various contributions,
the complete-NLO corrections include the NLO QCD ones (p = 3, q = 0) [418, 419, 654, 655], and the
NLO EW corrections (p = 2, q = 2) [99]. This short paragraph reports inclusive predictions for the
HL and HE-LHC, with a centre-of-mass energy of respectively 14 TeV and 27 TeV. The same setup and
notation of Ref. [115] is used, where the interested reader can find more details as well as predictions
for 13 and 100 TeV.
Table 45: Cross section for tt¯W± production at the HL and HE-LHC, in various approximations, for
µ = HT/2. Number in parentheses are computed with a jet veto. See Ref. [115] for details.
σ[fb] LOQCD LOQCD + NLOQCD LO LO + NLO
LO(+NLO)
LOQCD(+NLOQCD)
14 TeV 414+23%−18% 628
+11%
−11% (521
+5%
−7%) 418
+23%
−17% 670
+12%
−11% (548
+6%
−7%) 1.07 (1.05)
27 TeV 1182+21%−16% 2066
+14%
−11% (1561
+7%
−7%) 1194
+21%
−16% 2329
+14%
−11% (1750
+7%
−7%) 1.13 (1.12)
Table 45 reports the total-cross section for tt¯W± production in different approximations, and
Table 46 the breakdown of the different orders contributing at LO and NLO, as fraction of the O(α2sα)
LO contribution, LO1. Number in parentheses are computed by vetoing hard central jets, with pT >
100 GeV and η < 2.5. As it can be gathered from the tables, the jet veto is beneficial in order to reduce
the NLO QCD corrections, in particular the large contribution coming from hard real emissions with a
soft or collinear W boson. It can be appreciated how the NLO3 contribution is actually larger than the
NLO2 (the EW corrections) despite the extra power of α, and how such a contribution grows with the
collider energy. As explained in Ref. [115], this is due to the t−W scattering process [656]. Since the
size of NLO3 is not much affected by the jet veto, a measurement of the t−W scattering from the tt¯W
cross section should be possible.
6.5 Top mass
6.5.1 Theoretical issues45
The currently most precise methods for top mass measurements at the LHC are the so called “direct
measurements” which are obtained exploiting information from the kinematic reconstruction of the
measured top quark decay products, and their corresponding combinations. The typical errors cur-
rently quoted for the direct LHC top mass measurements are of the order of 500-600 MeV, and with
the prospect of the high luminosity operations, as can be seen from Fig. 80 of the following section,
the projected future experimental uncertainty is around 200 MeV. Such a high precision entails also a
high level of scrutiny concerning the extracted top mass value. In direct measurements, the measured
top mass is the value of the top mass parameter in the Monte Carlo generator that is used to fit top-mass
sensitive distributions, because the complexity of the measurement is such that the extraction of these
distributions corrected for detector effects, to be compared with analytic calculations, is not feasible. In
this respect, the scrutiny must also regard theoretical aspects dealing with how the Monte Carlo models
44Contributed by R. Frederix, D. Pagani and M. Zaro.
45Contribution by G. Corcella, P. Nason, A. Hoang and H. Yokoya.
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Table 46: tt¯W : σ(N)LOi/σLOQCD ratios at 14 and 27 TeV, for different values of µ = µr = µf . LO2 is
identically zero and is not quoted in the table. Number in parentheses are computed with a jet veto. See
Ref. [115] for details.
δ[%]
14 TeV 27 TeV
µ = HT/4 µ = HT/2 µ = HT µ = HT/4 µ = HT/2 µ = HT
LO3 0.8 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.2
NLO1 37.4 (7.7) 51.8 (25.9) 64.7 (41.9) 67.4 (18.4) 74.8 (32.0) 82.0 (44.3)
NLO2 −4.5 (−4.7) −4.3 (−4.5) −4.1 (−4.3) −5.1 (−5.4) −5.0 (−5.2) −4.8 (−5.1)
NLO3 13.0 (9.7) 13.3 (9.9) 13.6 (10.1) 25.5 (19.8) 26.1 (20.2) 26.6 (20.6)
NLO4 0.02 (−0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.05 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02) 0.10 (0.03)
the relevant mass sensitive distributions, keeping in mind that all effects that can lead to variations of the
result in the 100 MeV range should be considered.
The top mass parameter, as all coupling constants characterizing the underlying field theory, re-
quires renormalization, and its precise value depends upon the adopted renormalization scheme. The
differences in the top mass in different renormalization prescriptions used in the theoretical community
are parametrically of order Rαs(R), with R between about 1 GeV and mt, and thus can amount from a
few hundred MeV to several GeV. It is thus clear that an experimental result, in order to be of any use,
must specify to which scheme the measured value corresponds to.
At present, the experimental collaborations have renounced to qualify direct mass measurements
by also specifying a renormalization scheme. This is a consequence of the fact that no full agreement
has been reached among theorists on this issue. Some authors have argued that, in view of the inherent
leading-order nature of the Monte Carlo generators, no scheme can be specified for the mass measured
in direct measurements, since at leading order all schemes are equivalent. This argument was also used
as part of the motivation in favour of alternative measurements where the mass-sensitive observable is
directly computed in perturbation theory at NLO or NNLO accuracy, and is compared to experimental
distributions already corrected for detector effects [657, 658]. For example, the total cross section for
tt¯ production is sensitive to the top mass, it has been computed up to the NNLO order in QCD [41],
and can be used to extract a top mass value [659–661]. Similarly, in Ref. [657, 658], shape observables
constructed out of the tt¯+ jet kinematics are used.
Several theoretical works have appeared proposing alternative techniques to measure the top mass,
partly to provide predictions with at least NLO precision to allow for a mass determination in a well-
defined mass scheme, and partly to circumvent other aspects of direct measurements that may be consid-
ered problematic. The authors of Ref. [662] presented a method, based upon the charged-lepton energy
spectrum, that is not sensitive to top production kinematics, but only to top decay, and does not make
use of jets. Since top decays have been computed at NNLO accuracy [608, 609], they argue that a very
accurate measurement may be achieved in this way. Other authors have advocated using the invariant
mass of boosted top jets supplemented by light grooming (see Ref. [663] and references therein). In
Ref. [664], the b-jet energy peak position is proposed as mass-sensitive observable, that is claimed to
have a reduced sensitivity to production dynamics. In Ref. [665], the use of lowest Mellin moments of
lepton kinematic distributions is discussed. In the leptonic channel, it is also possible to use distribu-
tions based on the “transverse” mass variable [666], which generalizes the concept of transverse mass
for a system with two identical decay branches [667,668]. Some of these methods have been effectively
exploited by the experimental collaborations [666, 669–672] to yield alternative determinations of mt.
They are consistent within errors with direct measurements, and thus provide valuable checks. It turns
out, however, that at the moment their errors are not competitive with direct measurements, mostly be-
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cause the (less direct) observables of the alternative methods do not have the top mass discriminating
power of the direct method. Furthermore, in view of the larger errors, the assessment of their eventual
theoretical uncertainties is a less demanding task in comparison to the case of direct measurements.
The notion that the Monte Carlo mass parameter cannot be qualified as a field theoretical mass
has extensively permeated the discussions regarding the interpretation of top mass measurements. This
notion, however, oversimplifies the situation, because more precise statements on the Monte Carlo mass
parameter can be made. In reality, the accuracy of Shower Monte Carlo’s depends upon the observables
one considers. As a trivial example, the total cross section for the production of top quarks is predicted
at leading order by standard Shower Monte Carlo’s, so that the value of the top mass extracted by fitting
it to the measured total production cross section would indeed carry a scheme ambiguity of order mtαs,
because the pole or the MS schemes can be used for computing the total cross section at higher orders.
Such measurement cannot be qualified by specifying any particular scheme.46 This is not the case if one
considers as an observable the mass of the top decay products. In Ref. [673], for example, it is pointed
out that, in the narrow width limit, a perturbative calculation of the mass of the top decay products
performed in the pole mass scheme yields the pole mass at any perturbative order. Since Monte Carlo
generators, when performing heavy particle decay, strictly conserve the mass of the decaying particle,
it can be inferred that the Monte Carlo mass parameter should be identified with the pole mass up
to non-perturbative effects47 as far as the mass of the decay products is concerned. From a different
point of view, in Ref. [674] it is argued that since the top-quark decay is treated with a Breit-Wigner
form in the Monte Carlo generators, and due to the infrared shower cutoff Q0 ≈ 1 GeV, the top mass
parameter should be close to top mass schemes that are compatible with the Breit-Wigner form. In
turn, these schemes yield mass values that differ from the pole mass by terms of order αs(R)R, with
R ≈ Γt ≈ Q0. In a subsequent work [675], it is argued that, in the narrow width limit, one can relate
the Monte Carlo mass parameter to a running mass (such as the MSR mass [676]) evaluated at the scale
of the Monte Carlo shower cutoff Q0, as long as Q0 & 1 GeV. These arguments entail that the Monte
Carlo mass parameter differs from the top pole mass by several hundred MeV. It must also be noted
that theoretical papers that make use of the direct top mass (noticeably those on electroweak precision
fits [404, 492], and calculations inherent to the issue of the SM vacuum stability [677–679]) interpret
the direct measurement results as being close to the pole mass, up to a theoretical error of few hundred
MeV.
A problem that has received much attention is the presence of an infrared renormalon in the pole
mass definition. The QCD perturbative series for the difference of the pole mass and the MS mass has
factorially divergent coefficients [680, 681]. This is related to an ambiguity of the order of a typical
hadronic scale in the pole mass. Estimates of this inherent ambiguity vary from 110 to 250 MeV [682–
685]. It should be stressed, however, that the finite width of the top screens the effects of soft radiation, so
that this ambiguity does not affect the physics of top production and decay. This mean that the pole mass
ambiguity does not represent in principle a limitation on the precision of top quark mass measurements,
since short-distance mass schemes that are free of the pole mass ambiguity can be adopted. So in view
of the considerable time to the start of the LHC HL program, the pole mass ambiguity, if it becomes a
limiting factor, can be easily avoided, and is thus not discussed further here.
Accepting the fact that the difference between the top mass in direct measurements and the top
pole mass is of the order of few hundred MeV, and in view of the current and projected accuracy of
the direct measurements, several works have appeared in the literature to better quantify the difference.
In [686] numerical relations between the Monte Carlo mass parameter and the pole mass as well as the
46In fact, at the moment, Monte Carlo generators that achieve NLO accuracy for sufficiently inclusive cross section are
routinely used in top mass studies.
47In the narrow width limit the top can propagate a long time before decay, and long-distance non-perturbative effects can
manifest themselves there, and affect the mass by a few hundred MeV.
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MSR mass [676] were determined from comparing hadron level resummed analytic NNLL calculations
performed in SCET factorization and Monte Carlo output (using PYTHIA v8.2) for the 2-Jettiness distri-
bution at the top mass resonance for boosted top jets in e+e− annihilation.48 In the work of Ref. [675],
exploiting the fact that soft emission effects both in shower Monte Carlo and in full QCD can be com-
puted as long as the shower cut Q0 is a perturbative scale, the analytic structure of angular ordered
shower algorithms was examined in detail and compared to the one of resummed calculations in SCET
factorization for hemisphere masses for boosted top jets in e+e− annihilation. From the analysis an
analytic relation at O(αs) between the shower mass parameter and the pole mass was calculated which
is proportional to Q0 αs(Q0).
The results of Ref. [675, 686] are obtained in the context of global event-shape-type top jets
observables in e+e− annihilation, which are different from observables involving jets of the top decay
product that enter the direct measurements. Furthermore, the findings of Ref. [675] represent parton
level results and refer exclusively to angular ordered parton showers. Future work should be aimed to
lift these limitations and to extend studies of this sort to observables that enter the direct measurements
at the LHC. Such studies are also valuable to expose effects that should be included to eventually match
the experimental accuracy.
Direct measurements are not the only context where theoretical effects in the top mass that are
linear in the strong interaction scale, i.e. of the order of few hundred MeV, do arise. In Ref. [688], the
production and decay of a top quark is considered in a very simplified context, and in a particular ap-
proximation, such that non-perturbative corrections can be examined in relation to the factorial growth
of the coefficients of the perturbative expansions. Linear power corrections are found to affect all ob-
servables that make use of jets. But it was also found that typical leptonic observables are also affected
by linear power corrections. Notice that this implies that the total cross section is also affected by linear
power corrections, as soon as selection cuts are imposed. These kind of studies can also be extended to
more complex measurement procedures, eventually making use of jet calibration, in order to understand
to what extent these theoretical limitations to the precision can be removed.
The discussion carried out so far has highlighted theoretical issues that should be studied in more
depth in order to advance our understanding of the theoretical precision of the measurements. In essence
these issues are related to the physics of different stages of soft emission, where a deeper insight would
allow to draw conclusions motivated by perturbation theory, that may be extrapolated to low scales.
There are also aspects of the event simulations that on the one hand only have to do with relatively
hard scales, and can be reliably computed, and on the other hand are more related to the modeling of
hadronization effects that currently cannot be computed from first principles. There is a current research
effort, aimed at improving the simulation of top production and decay, in both these directions. It
includes both the improvement of perturbative accuracy, and the improvement in the overall shower-
hadronization aspects. Regarding the perturbative accuracy, recent progress has been achieved in the
Monte Carlo implementation of finite width and off-resonance effects [169], whose impact has also
been investigated in Ref. [689]. Regarding the hadronization aspects, the importance of the colour
reconnection models has been recognized and investigated in Ref. [690,691]. Furthermore, studies of the
sensitivity of top-mass sensitive observables to the perturbative accuracy, to the shower implementation
and to the hadronization model, are being carried out. In one such study [692], significant differences
were found when comparing HERWIG v7 and PYTHIA v8, where the former adopts an angular ordered
shower, and the latter has a dipole shower, in the description of top-mass sensitive observables. In
general, there is a range of equally plausible simulation models than can be used to describe heavy quark
48This procedure is often quoted as a form of calibration of the Monte Carlo top mass parameter. It must be noted that the
same terminology has also been used in a different context in Ref. [687], where it is suggested that the Monte Carlo mass
parameter can be constrained by fitting it from kinematic normalized distributions predicted from the Monte Carlo generator,
simultaneously with an inclusive cross section measurement, that is then compared to a fixed order calculation.
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production and decay, that will include different Monte Carlo generators, different Monte Carlo tunes in
a given generator, and different implementations of some component of a generator, like for example the
colour reconnection model. As more work is done by exploring different options for simulation models,
the range of models may enlarge, and potentially also the error in mass measurement may increase.
This increase in the error should be contrasted by limiting the range of models, typically by requiring
that some key observables are in reasonable agreement with data, or by scrutiny concerning the models
themselves. An example of a study in this direction is given in Ref. [693], where the sensitivity of the
top-mass error upon the uncertainties in key Monte Carlo tuning parameters is studied, and a set of
calibration observables strongly sensitive to the Monte Carlo parameters, but with very mild sensitivity
to the top mass, is considered in order to reduce the parametric uncertainties.
A complementary way of reducing the error is to find variants of measurement methods that re-
duce the dependence of the extracted mass from the range of models. In situ jet calibration is routinely
used by the experimental collaborations in top mass measurement. This procedure not only reduces
the experimental error associated with the jet energy scale, but it may also reduces the theoretical er-
ror, by reducing the sensitivity of the measurements from features of jet simulations in the generators.
More specific proposals in this direction have appeared in Ref. [694], where the impact of adopting jet
grooming techniques to the jets in direct top mass measurements is examined.
As mentioned earlier, alternative techniques for mass measurements are currently explored, and
will become more precise at the HL-LHC. As shown in Fig. 80 in the following subsection, the mass
measurement from single top production will acquire a precision similar to the one available today
from direct measurements. The end-point measurement using the J/Ψ will also reach a precision near
600 MeV. Thus, at the HL-LHC there will likely be one highly precise measurement technique, plus
a number of independent methods supporting its results. It should not be forgotten however, that high
luminosity and/or high energy may also offer opportunities for new techniques. In Ref. [663], the use of
grooming techniques applied to boosted top jets is studied, with the goal of directly extracting a short
distance mass. To what extent the high luminosity phase can make this technique feasible is a matter for
future studies. Another example is given in the work of Ref. [695], where it is argued that a glitch in the
dilepton spectrum should be visible for a dilepton invariant mass near twice the top mass. This effect is
due to the diphoton production subprocess gg → γγ mediated by a top loop. The projected statistical
error for the mass determination using this method is of 2-3 GeV for the High Luminosity LHC, and
0.3-0.6 GeV for the 27 TeV High Energy option. A 1 GeV error systematic from the EM calorimeter
calibration should also accounted for. Furthermore, a complete study of the projected theoretical error
is not yet available. It is nevertheless interesting to remember that “out of the box” thinking may lead to
progress in this area.
In summary, from a theoretical point of view, much work is still needed to put the top mass mea-
surements at the HL-LHC on a solid ground. Such work should comprise more thorough experimental
work aimed at understanding and reduce the sources of errors; theoretical work in the framework of
Monte Carlo studies and simulation; and formal theoretical work aimed at understanding conceptual
aspects. Such work is already under way, and it is expected that much more will be understood by the
time the High Luminosity program starts. Thus, in spite of the many challenges, one can expect that
a theoretical precision matching the foreseeable experimental errors for top mass measurements at the
HL-HLC can be achieved.
6.5.2 Experimental projections
The input material for the experimental summary is collected in Ref [696,697]. The measurement of the
top quark mass mtwith high precision is a crucial task for the expected 3000 fb
−1of pp collision data
expected in HL-LHC. The top quark mass is one of the free parameters within the Standard Model and its
Yukawa coupling is predicted to be close to unity. Therefore it may play a special role in the electroweak
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symmetry breaking. The top quark mass dominantly contributes to the quantum corrections of the Higgs
field, which become important for any extrapolation of the Standard Model to extremely high energies,
from a few hundred GeV and above. At these high energies some of the fundamental deficiencies of the
Standard Model can be further investigated, such as the stability of the electroweak vacuum state in the
Higgs potential. Thus, precise measurements of the top quark mass allow for consistency tests of the
Standard Model and to look for signs of new physics beyond.
The top quark mass is measured using various techniques and in different decays channels by
the ATLAS and CMS experiments following two different approaches. Firstly, direct mtmeasurements
are obtained exploiting information from the kinematic reconstruction of the measured top quark de-
cay products, and their corresponding combinations. This information is obtained from Monte Carlo
(MC) simulated events using different assumed values for the top quark mass parameter in the program.
Therefore, such results relate to measurements of the input parameter of MC event generators, and dif-
ferences between different MC are covered by a specific systematic uncertainty. The relation between
the measured Monte-Carlo top quark mass parameter and theoretical mass schemes such as the pole
mass is discussed in detail in Section 6.5.1. Secondly, indirect determinations of mt are obtained based
on the comparison of inclusive or differential tt¯ production cross-section to the corresponding theory
calculations, thus sensitive to mpolet .
The methods exploited for the measurement of mt directly using the kinematic properties of the
tt¯ (or single-top quark) decay products are the template, the matrix element and the ideogram methods.
In the template method, based on a full (tt¯ →lepton+jets, tt¯ →all-jets) or partial (tt¯ →dilepton and
single-top quark) reconstruction of the kinematics underlying the top-quark(s) decay, probability density
functions (templates) for observables sensitive to the underlying mt, and to additional parameters, are
constructed based on MC simulation. These templates are fitted to functions interpolating between the
different input values of mt, fixing all other parameters of the functions. Finally, an unbinned likelihood
fit to the observed data distribution of the observable is used to obtain the value of mt describing
the data best. Typically, for single top and dilepton events the m(lb) variable is used, whereas for the
lepton+jets events themrecot obtained from a kinematic fit is more appropriate. The ideogram method can
be considered as a computational effective approximation of a matrix element method. After a kinematic
fit of the decay products to a tt¯ hypothesis, MC-based likelihood functions are exploited for each event
(ideograms) that depend only on the parameters to be determined from the data. The ideograms reflect
the compatibility of the kinematics of the event with a given decay hypothesis. As in the case of the
template method, ideograms can be generalised in multiple dimensions depending on the number of
input observables used.
The latest ATLAS combination of direct mt measurements leads to of top quark mass value of
mt = 172.69 ± 0.48 TeV with a total precision of ∼ 0.28% [698]. The latest CMS combination of
direct mt measurements leads to of top quark mass value of mt = 172.44 ± 0.48 TeV with a total
precision of ∼ 0.28% [arXiv:1509.04044]. The precision in each of these analyses is primarily limited
by systematic effects, in particular by the modelling of top quark production and decay and by the jet
energy scale. Analysis techniques have been developed to use in-situ constraints from the data on a
global jet energy scale factor or light jet and b-jet energy scale (3D fits) [698], which still suffer from
statistical uncertainties, which will be reduced strongly at the HL-LHC. The total amount of 3000 fb−1of
14 TeV data would clearly decrease the statistical uncertainty in these analyses. Therefore, the statistical
precision in each analysis should be traded in various ways for a reduced total systematic uncertainty by
cutting into phase space regions where the systematic uncertainties are high.
A variety of alternative methods are exploited to supplement the top quark mass measurements
from direct mass reconstruction based on jet observables. One source of alternative observables is the
usage of the b-jet information in the tt¯ decay, e.g. via final states featuring J/ψ produced in the b-
hadron decays or secondary vertices in b-jets. With the alternative approaches, a large variety of other
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mMCt measurements can be done, which have different sensitivities to the top quark production and decay
mechanisms and making therefore different contributions to the systematic uncertainties. Compared to
the template method with the standard final states, the sensitivity to the light-jet and b-jet energy scale
(respectively JES and b-JES) is expected to be reduced. One of the limiting factors of this approach is
the small branching fraction, B(tt¯ → (W+b)(W−b) → (`ν`J/ψ(→ µ+µ−)X)(qq′b) ∼ 4.1 × 10−4,
where ` = e, µ. On the other hand the modelling of b-fragmentation and b-decay are expected to
be among the dominating sources of systematic uncertainties of these two analyses and need to be
studied extensively in a dedicated study to reduce the signal modelling uncertainties. Both measurements
can contribute in different ways to the final combination to improve the precision measurement of mt.
Individual mt results resting on various techniques and tt¯ (or single-top quark) decay channels, have
different sensitivities to statistical and systematic effects, and to the details of the MC simulation. To
exploit the full physics potential of the available measurements, and to profit from their diversity and
complementarity, they are combined, thereby further increasing our knowledge on mt.
In some alternative techniques the top quark mass is extracted by comparing cross sections or
distributions that can be calculated directly in QCD at either NLO or NNLO, to corresponding distribu-
tions extracted from data. The mass parameter used in the NLO or NNLO calculation (either the MS
or the Pole top mass) is obtained by fitting the theoretical cross-section or distribution to the measured
one. In this framework, mass measurements have been performed using as observables the inclusive tt¯
cross-section, the differential decay rate in tt¯+1 jet events, lepton and dilepton differential cross-sections.
Due to the changes of the detector performance for the HL-LHC, it is difficult to estimate precisely
the effects of systematic uncertainties. The sources of uncertainty are assumed to be the same as the cur-
rent ones. The estimated Run-2 uncertainties are scaled to align with HL-LHC extrapolations developed
by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations and documented in Ref. [699]. The impact of the experimental
systematic uncertainties will likely be reduced relative to their effect on the Run-2 analysis given the
large datasets available, allowing precise performance studies to be conducted. The jet reconstruction
uncertainties on mt are expected to be divided by a factor up to two, while uncertainties related to the
reconstruction of electrons and muons remain the same as in Run-2. The theory modelling uncertainties
are expected to be divided by a factor two compared to existing values. The larger HL-LHC dataset will
allow for dedicated tuning and good understanding of NLO MC generators matched to parton showers,
as already started with Run-2 data [421]. Another large contribution to the uncertainties stems from the
modelling of QCD interactions, which can be investigated and constrained using differential measure-
ments of the mass parameter itself or other ancillary measurements in parts of the phase space not yet
accessible. These measurements are partially already being performed [700–702], but will benefit from
more statistics, therefore strong constraints from the high statistics at the HL-LHC are expected.
For this report, ATLAS Collaboration presents projections for the top quark mass measurement
accuracy using tt¯→ lepton+jets events with J/ψ → µ+µ− in the final state [697]. Samples of simulated
events for signal and background processes are produced at 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy. They include
the production of tt¯ pairs, single-top quarks and W/Z bosons in association with jets. After the event
generation step, a fast simulation of the trigger and detector effects is added with the dedicated ATLAS
software framework. The event selection follows the analysis done at 8 TeV [703]. Events are required
to have at least one charged isolated lepton with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4 and at least 4 jets with
pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5. No requirement is applied on the number of b-tagged jets. J/ψ candidates
are reconstructed using all pairs of opposite charge sign soft muons with pT > 4 GeVand |η| < 4.5 The
top quark mass is obtained from a template method with unbinned likelihood maximisation approach.
A statistical uncertainty of 0.14 GeVis expected, with a systematic uncertainty of 0.48 GeV.
This paragraph discusses the potential of selected top quark mass measurements at the HL-LHC
done by the CMS Collaboration, as described in detail in Ref [696]. The extrapolations are based on
measurements performed at 7 and 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy using 5 fb−1and 19.7 fb−1, respectively.
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The numbers presented here do not include the possible ambiguity in the interpretation of the measured
value with respect to a well defined renormalisation scheme. However, also the measurement of the pole
mass from the inclusive tt cross-section cross section is extrapolated to HL-LHC conditions.
Typically, the jet energy scale uncertainties play a dominant role for top quark mass measure-
ments. The contribution from background processes, important only for the measurement using single
top events, is expected to be well under control. For the extrapolation of the extraction of mt from the
total cross-section, the cross-section measurement is assumed to be ultimately limited by the luminosity
uncertainty, here assumed to be 1.5%. For the prediction, no predictions beyond NNLO are assumed,
such that the uncertainty due to scale variations is constant.
The resulting extrapolated uncertainties on the top quark mass measurements are summarised in
Fig. 80. The measurement using J/ψ mesons and using in general secondary vertices benefit the most
from higher statistics. But also the other measurements improve significantly, mostly from more precise
understanding of systematic uncertainties, as discussed above, such that ultimately, the precision will
range between 0.1% (which is of the order of ΛQCD) and 0.7%.
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Fig. 80: The top mass measurement uncertainty for different methods as a function of integrated lumi-
nosity as obtained by CMS.
6.6 Top quark properties and couplings
6.6.1 Top quark charge asymmetries at LHCb
The top quark charge asymmetry present in quark-initiated production is diluted by the presence of
gluon-gluon fusion and the increased quark content in the proton at forward rapidities gives LHCb
additional sensitivity to this observable. As LHCb takes data at a lower rate than ATLAS and CMS,
and has a limited acceptance, a partial reconstruction of the tt¯ final state is anticipated in order to make
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Table 47: Projected total uncertainties on the top quark mass for 3 ab−1 and
√
s=14 TeV obtained with
different methods as obtained by CMS.
Method Statistical Systematic Total (GeV)
tt¯ lepton+jets 0.17 0.02 0.17
single-t t-channel 0.45 0.06 0.45
msv` 0.62 0.02 0.62
J/ψ 0.24 0.53 0.58
σtt¯ 0.4% (exp) 0.4% (theory) 1.2
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Fig. 81: The predicted SM asymmetry at LHCb as a function of lepton pseudorapidity in the `b final
state at 14 TeV. The bands show the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions due to scale variations
(light green) and due to combined scale, PDF and αs variations (dark green). The expected statistical
precision on measurements performed by LHCb using 23 and 300 fb−1 of data is indicated by the error
bars on the points.
optimal use of statistics, as described in Sec. 6.1.4. The expected differential single lepton asymmetry
at LHCb, inferred from the rate of `+b and `−b production as a function of lepton pseudorapidity,
is shown in Fig. 81 [704]. The expected statistical precision of a dataset corresponding to 300 fb−1
of integrated luminosity, the total expected at LHCb during the HL-LHC, is shown, along with the
theoretical uncertainties due to scale, αs and PDF uncertainties. The projection indicates that LHCb
will have sufficient statistics to make a non-zero observation of the tt¯ charge asymmetry at the HL-LHC.
The dominant systematic uncertainty on the measurement is expected to come from the knowledge of the
background contributions, particularly from W production in association with b-jets. Other final states,
where an additional b-jet or lepton are required to be present will provide additional information as,
despite the lower statistical precision, they probe larger values of Bjorken-x and select the data sample
with a higher purity.
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6.6.2 A method to determine |Vcb| at the weak scale in top quark decays
In a recent paper [705], a new method was proposed to measure the |Vcb| element of the Cabibbo
Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix at the scale q ' mW , using top decays at the LHC.
To date, |Vcb| has always been measured in B decays, i.e. at an energy scale q ' mb2 , far below the weak
scale, and it is currently known to an uncertainty of about 2% [509]:
|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.8)× 10−3. (50)
In the proposed measurement at the LHC, |Vcb| will be measured at the scale q ' mW , more repre-
sentative of the weak scale. The motivation for such a measurement is that the traditional extraction of
|Vcb| in B decays relies heavily on the operator product expansion, and its sensitivity is significantly af-
fected by theoretical uncertainties [509]. In contrast, in dealing with decays of on-shell W s, as here, the
theoretical situation is likely to be much cleaner and the systematic uncertainties will be very different.
Moreover, there could be significant evolution of |Vcb| between q ' mb2 and q ' mW due to radiative
corrections: e.g. the application (somewhat inappropriately) of the Standard Model (SM) six-quark evo-
lution equations [706] at two-loop order [707] to the CKM matrix between q ' mb2 and q ' mW yields
a fractional increase in |Vcb| of ' 5%, see Fig. 82. While the correct treatment for SM evolution at such
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Fig. 82: Renomalisation Group evolution of |Vcb| using the six-quark running scheme [706–708] be-
tweenmGUT and
mb
2 . Previous publications stop atmt, while a correct procedure would use a five-quark
scheme for q <∼mt. This naive procedure at least suggests the possibility of significant low-energy evo-
lution of |Vcb|.
low energies is rather to use an effective field theory, integrating out the top quark below q ∼ mt [708],
such a calculation of the |Vcb| running has not yet appeared in the literature. Thus the low-energy evolu-
tion of |Vcb| is currently completely uncertain, while the naive calculation outlined above at least opens
the possibility that its running might be observable, if |Vcb| can be measured at or above the weak scale.
The proposed method uses the decays of tagged tt pairs with one semileptonic top decay, (the
tag), t → bW− → b`−ν`, and the other a hadronic decay, t → bW → bqc, where q is a charge 13 anti-
quark (charge-conjugate decays will be assumed everywhere unless otherwise stated). The fraction of
these in which q = b is (up to negligible phase-space factors), exactly |Vcb|2. Using this ratio, otherwise
leading experimental uncertainties in most of the tagging efficiencies are cancelled. Thus the required
signal will contain three tagged b-jets and a tagged c-jet, in addition to a charged lepton and missing
transverse momentum.
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Taking as a starting point, efficiencies from existing ATLAS and CMS tt cross-section analy-
ses, already-achieved experimental tagging performances [709–714], and reasonable assumptions about
backgrounds, it is estimated [705], that the fractional uncertainty on |Vcb| which can be obtained at a
single experiment using the Run-2 dataset is:
∆|Vcb|
|Vcb|
∼ 0.07, (51)
which is statistics-limited. Averaging the two experiments would give a fractional error of ∼ 5%.
Since the values of the systematic uncertainties on the tagging performances used to calculate
eq. (51) were based roughly on their present determinations, the result is generalised in Fig. 83, to show
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Fig. 83: Estimated fractional error in |Vcb|2 as a function of the systematic uncertainties δb in the b-jet
tagging efficiency and δB1 in the light-to-b jet flavour mis-tag probability, and integrated luminosity. For
ease of presentation, we assume δB1 ' 3δb as it is at the time of writing. The top curve represents
the Run-2 statistics and the red point on it indicates the illustrative values used to obtain eq. (51). The
second curve corresponds to luminosity projections for Run-3, while the bottom curve is for the projected
integrated luminosity for HL-LHC. We have allowed for a 15% increase in the tt cross section in the
lower three curves, corresponding to an increase in beam collision energy to 14 TeV.
the dependence of the obtained fractional error on the systematic uncertainties as they vary. Also shown
in Fig. 83 are the results using larger datasets, corresponding to various future LHC luminosity scenarios.
The systematics-limited regime is represented by the linear-sloping region towards the bottom-right
part of the figure, while the statistics-limited regime lies close to the y-axis, where the benefit of more
statistics is most marked. The figure shows that making the measurement with future LHC data promises
further improvements from both increased statistics and if tagging performance uncertainties can be
reduced. E.g. if δB1 = 3δb can be reduced to ' 0.05, then at the end of Run-3, the uncertainty on|Vcb| per experiment using this method could be as low as 4.5%, giving a fractional uncertainty on the
average of the two |Vcb| measurements of ∼ 3%. HL-LHC would then deliver a further reduction in
the measurement uncertainty of better than a factor of 2. Either of these higher statistics measurements
could give sensitivity for the first time to the renormalisation group running of |Vcb|.
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6.7 Flavour changing neutral current
Processes with flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNC) are forbidden at tree level and are strongly sup-
pressed in higher orders by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [715]. The SM predicts
the branching fractions for top quark FCNC decays of O(10−12–10−16) [716–718]. However, various
extensions of the SM allow a significant enhancement of the FCNC top quark decay rates arising from
possible contributions of new particles [718–720]. Any deviations from heavily suppressed top FCNC
rates would be a clear sign of new physics. The FCNC interactions of the top quark with the SM gauge
and Higgs bosons can be described through the following anomalous coupling Lagrangian:
L =
∑
q=u,c
[√
2gs
κgqt
Λ
t¯σµνTa(f
L
GqPL + f
R
GqPR)qG
a
µν +
+
g√
2cW
κzqt
Λ
t¯σµν(fLZqPL + f
R
ZqPR)qZµν +
g
4cW
ζzqtt¯γ
µ(fLZqPL + f
R
ZqPR)qZµ −
−eκγqt
Λ
t¯σµν(fLγqPL + f
R
γqPR)qAµν +
+
g√
2
t¯κHqt(f
L
HqPL + f
R
HqPR)qH
]
+ h.c., (52)
where PL and PR are chiral projection operators in spin space, κXqt is the anomalous coupling for tXq
vertex (X = g, Z, γ,H), ζZqt is the additional anomalous coupling for tZq vertex, f
L
Xq and f
R
Xq are the
left and right-handed complex chiral parameters with an unitarity constraint of |fLXq|2 + |fRXq|2 = 1.
Each of the anomalous couplings can be probed in events with the top quark pair production where one
of the top quark decays via FCNC interaction, as well as in events with the associated production of the
single top quark with a gluon, Z boson, γ, or Higgs boson.
Top-gluon
The gqt FCNC process was studied by CMS [721] in single top quark events. The event signature in-
cludes the requirement of one isolated lepton and exactly one b and one non-b jet to be present in the final
state with the dominant background arising from the tt¯+jets and W+jets production. The signal events
are simulated in the SINGLETOP Monte-Carlo (MC) generator [722] based on the COMPHEP v4.5.2
package [723]. The backgrounds processes are estimated with the MG5_AMC@NLO v2.5.2 [393]
package, showered and hadronized with PYTHIA v8.230 [149]. The full detector simulation has been
performed for the signal and background events. A Bayesian neural network technique is used to sep-
arate signal from background events. The shape of the neural networks discriminants are used in the
statistical analysis to estimate the expected sensitivity to the contribution from FCNC. Bayesian infer-
ence is used to obtain the posterior probabilities based on an Asimov data set of the background-only
model. We assume the same systematic scenario as in Ref. [724]. To obtain the individual exclusion
limits on |κtug|/Λ and |κtcg|/Λ we assume the presence of only one corresponding FCNC parameter in
the FCNC signal Monte Carlo model. These individual limits can be used to calculate the upper limits
on the branching fractions B(t→ ug) and B(t→ cg) [725]. The expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L.
on the FCNC couplings and the corresponding branching fractions are given in Table 48. In addition the
two-dimensional contours that reflect the possible simultaneous presence of both FCNC parameters are
shown in Fig. 84. In this case both FCNC couplings are implemented in the FCNC signal Monte Carlo
model. The expected limits can be compared with the recent CMS results [726] for the upper limits on
the branching fractions of 2.0× 10−5 and 4.1× 10−4 for the decays t→ ug and t→ cg, respectively.
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Table 48: The expected exclusion 1D limits at 95% C.L. on the FCNC couplings and the corresponding
branching fractions for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. In addition, a comparison
with statistic-only uncertainties is shown.
Integrated luminosity B(t → ug) |κtug|/Λ B(t → cg) |κtcg|/Λ
300 fb−1 9.8 · 10−6 0.0029 TeV−1 99 · 10−6 0.0091 TeV−1
3000 fb−1 3.8 · 10−6 0.0018 TeV−1 32 · 10−6 0.0052 TeV−1
3000 fb−1 Stat. only 1.0 · 10−6 0.0009 TeV−1 4.9 · 10−6 0.0020 TeV−1
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Fig. 84: Two-dimensional expected limits on the FCNC couplings and the corresponding branching
fractions at 68% and 95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
Top-Z
The ATLAS Collaboration studied the sensitivity to the tqZ interaction, by performing an analysis, de-
tailed in Ref. [727], based on simulated samples and following the strategy detailed in Ref [728] for the
analysis of Run-2 data at 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy and the general recommendations for HL-LHC
studies for this report. The study is performed in the three charged lepton final state of tt¯ events, in which
one of the top quarks decays to qZ, (q = u, c) and the other one decays to bW (tt¯→ bWqZ → b`νq``).
The kinematics of the events are reconstructed through a χ2 minimisation and dedicated control regions
are used to normalize the main backgrounds and constrain systematic uncertainties. The main uncertain-
ties, in both the background and signal estimations, are expected to come from theoretical normalization
uncertainties and uncertainties in the modeling of background processes in the simulation. Different
scenarios for the systematic uncertainties are considered, ranging from the conservative estimations ob-
tained with the 13 TeV data analysis, to those that assume a factor two improvement due to expected
advances in theoretical predictions. Figure 85 shows the χ2 distribution for the events reconstructed in
the signal region, after the combined fit of signal and control regions under the background-only hypoth-
esis. A binned likelihood function L(µ, θ) is used to extract the signal normalisation. An improvement
by a factor of five is expected with respect to the current 13 TeV data analysis results. The limits on the
branching ratio are at the level of 4 to 5 ×10−5 depending on the considered scenarios assumed for the
systematic uncertainties.
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Fig. 85: The distributions for the χ2 for events reconstructed in the signal region, after the combined fit of
signal and control regions under the background-only hypothesis. The data points are from the "Asimov
dataset", defined as a total expected pre-fit background. The number of signal events is normalized to the
expected branching ratio limit of B(t → uZ) = 4.6 · 10−5. The dashed area represents the systematic
uncertainty on the background prediction.
Top-γ
The tγq anomalous interactions have been probed by CMS at 8 TeV in events with single top quarks
produced in association with a photon [729] and the resulting exclusion limits are B(t → γu) <
1.3 (1.9)× 10−4 and B(t→ γc) < 2.0 (1.7)× 10−3.
In this section, the sensitivity of the upgraded CMS detector to tqγ FCNC transitions is estimated
for integrated luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb−1 using single top quark production via q → qγ, with
q being a u or a charm quark [724]. This analysis focuses on subsequent SM decays of the top quark
in a W boson and bottom quark, with the W boson decays leptonically to a muon or electron and a
neutrino. The finale state signature is the presence of a single muon or electron, large missing transverse
momentum, a b-jet, and an isolated high energy photon, with a broad η spectrum. The photon properties
themselves provide good separation with respect to the dominant background processes from W+jets,
and single top or top quark pair production in association with photons. For the discrimination of
signal and background events, and to set the limits on the FCNC couplings, the events are split into two
categories depending on the pseudo-rapidity of the photon (central region with |ηγ | < 1.4 and forward
region with 1.6 < |ηγ | < 2.8). In the central (forward) region the photon pT (energy) is used as a
discriminating distribution: the low pT (energy) is background dominated, while the high pT (energy)
region is populated by signal events. The distributions are shown in Fig. 86.
The limits on the cross section for the single top quark production via tqγ are obtained considering
systematic uncertainties from variations of the renormalization and factorization scale, b-tagging and jet
energy scale corrections and their effects as propagated to missing transverse energy, lepton efficiency
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Fig. 86: Transverse momentum of photon candidates for the central η region (left) and energy of photon
candidates in the forward region (right).
and luminosity.
These studies yield the following upper limite on the branching ratios at 95%C.L.: B(t→ γu) <
8.6× 10−6, B(t→ γc) < 7.4× 10−5.
Top-Higgs
The tHq interactions are studied by ATLAS in top quark pair events with t → qH,H → γγ [730] and
H → WW [731] at 13 TeV. The former analysis explores the final state with two isolated photons. For
leptonic top quark decays the selection criteria includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, exactly
one b jet, and at least one non-b jet. In case of hadronic top quark decays the analysis selects events with
no isolated leptons, at least one b jet, and at least three additional non-b jets. The dominant background
processes are associated with the production of non-resonant γγ+jets, tt¯+jets and W+γγ events. The
resultant limits are B(t → Hu) < 2.4 (1.7) × 10−3 and B(t → Hc) < 2.2 (1.6) × 10−3. The
search for FCNC in H → WW includes the analysis of multilepton final states with either two same-
sign or three leptons. The dominant backgrounds arising from the ttW , ttZ and non-prompt lepton
production are suppressed with a BDT. The obtained limits are B(t → Hu) < 1.9 (1.5) × 10−3 and
B(t → Hc) < 1.6 (1.5) × 10−3. The tHq anomalous couplings are probed by CMS in H → bb¯
channel in top quark pair events, as well as in single top associated production with a Higgs boson, at 13
TeV [732]. The event selection includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, at least two b jets, and
at least one additional non-b jet. The dominant tt¯ background is suppressed with a BDT discriminant
to set the exclusion limits of B(t → Hu) < 4.7 (3.4) × 10−3 and B(t → Hc) < 4.7 (4.4) × 10−3.
Preliminary projections suggest B(t→ Hq) < O(10−4) [733, 734].
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Table 49: Summary of the projected reach for the 95% C.L. limits on the branching ratio for anomalous
flavor changing top couplings.
B limit at 95%C.L. 3 ab−1, 14 TeV 15ab−1, 27 TeV Ref.
t→ gu 3.8× 10−6 5.6× 10−7 [721]
t→ gc 32.1× 10−6 19.1× 10−7 [721]
t→ Zq 2.4− 5.8× 10−5 [733]
t→ γu 8.6× 10−6 [724]
t→ γc 7.4× 10−5 [724]
t→ Hq 10−4 [733]
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Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) [615, 616], where the SM is augmented by a set of higher-dimension
operators
LSMEFT = LSM +
∑
i
Ci
Λ2
Oi +O(Λ−4). (53)
As an example the relevant operators for the tWb vertex are:
OtW = i
(
Q¯σµν τI t
)
φ˜W Iµν + h.c. (54)
O(3)φq = i
(
φ†
↔
Dµ τIφ
)(
q¯i γ
µ τ Iqi
)
+ h.c. (55)
in agreement with the notation of [234].
The operators of eq. (54)-(55) modify the Wtb interaction in the following way
Ldim−6Wtb = −
g√
2
b¯(x)γµPLt(x)Wµ(x)
1 + C(3)ϕQv2
Λ2

+
2 v CtW
Λ2
b¯(x)σµνPRt(x) ∂νWµ(x) + h. c. , (56)
where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs doublet vacuum expectation value, and yt the top quark Yukawa
coupling. Here and below it is assumed Vtb = 1. It must be noted that a slightly different approach
[735–739], not using operators but anomalous couplings, has also been used in the literature. It is
straightforward to connect the operator coefficients with the anomalous couplings description. The
connection between the operator coefficients to the anomalous couplings is discussed in Ref. [651]. The
Wtb vertex can be probed in single top production (t−,Wt, s−channel top production), W helicity
fractions and forward-backward asymmetries.
Similarly the coupling of the top to the Z and photon can be parameterised by the dimension-6
operators as discussed in Ref. [234], where the relevant degrees of freedom are discussed. The relevant
degrees of freedom for the top-Z interaction c−φQ, c
3
φQ, cφt, c
[I]
tZ whilst the photon-top interaction depends
on c[I]tA as defined in Ref. [234]. Phenomenological studies of top production in association with a vector
boson or a photon exist in the literature [258, 259, 740, 741] including NLO QCD corrections.
This section examines the prospects of probing top charged and neutral couplings at the HL-LHC.
49Contributed by L. Lechner, D. Spitzbart, R. Schöfbeck, D. Azevedo,F. Déliot, A. Ferroglia, M. C. N. Fiolhais, E. Gouveia,
A. Onofre, E. Vryonidou, and M. Moreno Llacer.
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Fig. 87: Limits at 95% CL on the allowed regions for anomalous couplings [752]. The two-dimensional
distributions of the Re versus the Im components of gL (left) and gR (right), are shown.
6.8.1 The top quark couplings to theW boson
The latest and most precise measurements on single top quark production cross sections (t−,Wt−
and s−channels) [614, 742–748], W boson helicity fractions (F0,FL and FR) [749, 750] and forward-
backward asymmetries (A`FB ,A
N
FB ,A
T
FB) [751], measured at different centre-of-mass energies i.e., 2 TeV
at Tevatron and 7, 8 and 13 TeV at the LHC, were used to set stringent 95% CL limits on possible new
physics that affect the Wtb vertex structure. The results were extrapolated to the HL-LHC phase of the
LHC, by assuming the full expected luminosity (3000 fb−1) and scaling the uncertainties obtained at the
LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV (the central value of the observables were assumed to be the Standard Model
prediction at 14 TeV). The statistical and simulation related uncertainties were scaled according to the
total integrated luminosity at the HL-LHC. All generator and signal modelling related systematic uncer-
tainties of these observables were extrapolated to be half of their current value, in accordance with the
recent ATLAS and CMS official recommendations for the High-Luminosity studies. All experimental
performance related uncertainties (leptons and jets, efficiencies, energy resolutions, etc.) were consid-
ered to maintain the current value at 13 TeV, at the exception of the efficiency of tagging jets from the
hadronization of b−quarks (b-tagging), which is expected to be reduced by half. These extrapolated
measurements were included in the global fit, in combination with the current measurements, in order
to estimate expected limits on the real and imaginary components of the top quark couplings. The al-
lowed regions of the new couplings are presented in Figure 87 and Table 50. Figure 87 allows also for a
comparison between current LHC results and the HL-LHC projections.
Table 50: Allowed regions for anomalous couplings.
HL-LHC gR gL VR
Allowed Region (Re) [-0.05 , 0.02] [-0.17 , 0.19] [-0.28 , 0.32]
Allowed Region (Im) [-0.11 , 0.10] [-0.19 , 0.18] [-0.30 , 0.30]
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6.8.2 The tt¯γ production
Measurements of tt¯γ production at the HL-LHC are studied by ATLAS in terms of the expected pre-
cision for the measurements of fiducial and differential cross sections in leptonic final states and the
expected limits that can be imposed on the Wilson coefficients of operators relevant to tt¯γ produc-
tion [753]. These operators are the OtB , OtG, and OtW in Ref. [234]. The analysis is performed in
the same way as the 13 TeV tt¯γ analysis [754], by selecting leptonic decay final states of the tt¯ pair
with an isolated high-pT photon. Compared to the 13 TeV analysis, data statistical uncertainty is scaled
down according to the integrated luminosity at the HL-LHC. Monte Carlo (MC) statistical uncertainty is
ignored as it is expected to have enough MC events generated. Theoretical uncertainties are reduced by
a factor of two due to the expected improvement in the theoretical tools and background estimation and
experimental uncertainties are in general kept the same, with respect to the uncertainties in the 13 TeV
analysis. The fiducial cross-section measurement can reach an uncertainty as low as 3% (8%) in the
channel with two (one) leptons and requiring a photon candidate with pT larger than 20 (500) GeV. The
expected uncertainties of differential cross-section measurements, normalised to unity, for several typi-
cal observables like the photon pT and η, are found to be in general below 5%. The expected uncertainty
of the absolute differential cross-section as a function of the photon pT is interpreted as 95% CL limits
for the relevant EFT operators, as shown in Table 51 for single-lepton and dilepton final states.
Table 51: Expected 95 % CL intervals for the three Wilson coefficients relevant to tt¯γ production.
Operator OtB OtG OtW
Single lepton [-0.5,0.3] [-0.1,0.1] [-0.3,0.5]
Dilepton [-0.6,0.4] [-0.1,0.1] [-0.4,0.3]
6.8.3 The tt¯Z production
Many beyond the Standard Model (BSM) predictions include anomalous couplings of the top quark to
the electroweak gauge bosons [649, 755–760]. While this study is restricted to the tt¯Z channel and
the CMS HL-LHC detector with a luminosity scenario of 3 ab−1, it goes beyond earlier work [741]
and studies the sensitivity of the tt¯Z process using differential cross section data [761]. The results
are interpreted in terms of the SM effective field theory [234] and limits are set on the relevant Wilson
coefficients of the Warsaw basis [513] CtZ , C
[Im]
tZ , Cφt and CφQ [762, 763].
Events are generated at the parton level at LO using MG5_AMC@NLO v2.3.3 [12], and de-
cay them using MADSPIN [402, 764]. Parton showering and hadronization are done using PYTHIA
v8.2 [149, 292]. Fast detector simulation was performed using DELPHES [273], with the CMS recon-
struction efficiency parameterisation for the HL-LHC upgrade. The mean number of interactions per
bunch crossing (pileup, PU) is varied from 0 to 200. Jets are reconstructed with the FASTJET pack-
age [343] and using the anti-kT algorithm [274] with a cone size R = 0.4. Besides the signals, the main
backgrounds are also generated in the leptonic final states in order to achieve a realistic background
prediction. The WZ, tZq, tWZ, tt¯γ and tt¯Z processes are normalized to cross sections calculated up
to next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbative QCD.
The results on the inclusive tt¯Z cross section from ATLAS [765, 766] and CMS [767–770] show
that the three lepton channel, where the Z and one of the W bosons originating from a top quark decay
leptonically is the most sensitive. Thus, it is required to have three reconstructed leptons (e or µ) with
pT(l) thresholds of 10, 20, and 40 GeV, respectively, and |η(l)| < 3.0. It is furthermore required
that there is among them a pair of opposite-sign same-flavor leptons consistent with the Z boson by
requiring |m(ll) − mZ| < 10 GeV. Reconstructed leptons are removed within a cone of ∆R < 0.3
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Fig. 88: Differential cross sections of pT(Z) (left) and cos θ
∗
Z (right) for the in the text mentioned
selection and the HL-LHC scenario. For cos θ∗Z , additionally pT(Z) > 200 GeV is applied.
to any reconstructed jet satisfying pT(j) > 30 GeV. Furthermore, at least 3 jets are required with pT(j)
> 30 GeV and |η(j)| < 4.0, where one of the jets has been identified as a b-tag jet according to the
DELPHES specification.
The distributions of the above-mentioned observables are considered in equally sized bins of the
transverse Z boson momenta pT(Z) [740] and cos θ
∗
Z , the relative angle of the negatively charged lepton
to the Z boson direction of flight in the rest frame of the boson. The differential cross sections for the
SM (black) and BSM (colored lines) interpretations in tt¯Z with respect to pT(Z) and cos θ
∗
Z are shown
in Fig. 88 for CtZ = 2 (Λ/TeV)
2 and C[Im]tZ = 2 (Λ/TeV)
2. The BSM distributions are normalized to the
SM yield in the plots to visualize the discriminating features of the parameters. The part of the signal
which does not contain information on the Wilson coefficients is shown hatched, backgrounds are shown
in solid colors.
The predicted yields are estimated for the 3 ab−1 HL-LHC scenario at
√
s = 13 TeV and scaled
to 14 TeV, where an additional small background from non-prompt leptons is taken from Ref. [770] and
scaled to 3 ab−1. A profiled maximum likelihood fit of the binned likelihood function L(θ) is performed
and it is considered q(r) = −2 log(L(θˆ)/L(θˆSM)), where θˆ and θˆSM are the set of nuisance parameters
maximizing L(θ) at the BSM and SM point, respectively. Experimental uncertainties are estimated
based on the expected performance of the HL-LHC CMS detector. In Table 52, the 68% and 95% CL
intervals of the likelihood scan for the tt¯Z process are shown, where one non-zero Wilson coefficient is
considered at a time, and all others are set to zero.
Table 53 shows the 68% and 95% CL intervals of the likelihood ratios for two pairs of Wilson
coefficients corresponding to modified neutral current interactions (Cφt and CφQ) and dipole moment
interactions (CtZ and C
[Im]
tZ ). The corresponding second Wilson coefficient is included in the profiling
of nuisance parameters.
In Fig. 89, the log-likelihood scan for the tt¯Z process is shown in the CφQ/Cφt parameter plane (left)
and the dipole moment parameter plane CtZ /C
[Im]
tZ (right). The green (red) lines show the 68% (95%)
CL contour line and the SM parameter point corresponds to Cφt = CφQ = 0 and CtZ = C
[Im]
tZ = 0.
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Table 52: Expected 68 % and 95 % CL intervals, where one Wilson coefficient at a time is considered
non-zero.
Wilson coefficient 68 % CL (Λ/TeV)2 95 % CL (Λ/TeV)2
Cφt [-0.47, 0.47] [-0.89, 0.89]
CφQ [-0.38, 0.38] [-0.75, 0.73]
CtZ [-0.37, 0.36] [-0.52, 0.51]
C[Im]tZ [-0.38, 0.36] [-0.54, 0.51]
Table 53: Expected 68 % and 95 % CL intervals for the selected Wilson coefficients in a profiled scan
over the 2D parameter planes CφQ/Cφt and CtZ /C
[Im]
tZ . The respective second parameter of the scan is
left free.
Wilson coefficient 68 % CL (Λ/TeV)2 95 % CL (Λ/TeV)2
Cφt [-1.65, 3.37] [-2.89, 6.76]
CφQ [-1.35, 2.92] [-2.33, 6.69]
CtZ [-0.37, 0.36] [-0.52, 0.51]
C[Im]tZ [-0.38, 0.36] [-0.54, 0.51]
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Fig. 89: Scan of the negative likelihood in the CφQ/Cφt (left) and CtZ /C
[Im]
tZ parameter planes (right) for
the tt¯Z process under the SM hypothesis. The 68% (95%) CL contour lines are given in green (red).
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Exclusive final state can be produced via three different mechanisms, 
depending on kinematics and quantum numbers of state:
QCD-induced
Photon-inducedFig. 5.31: Di-photon exclusive Standard Model production via QCD (left) and photon induced (right)
processes at the lowest order of pertubation theory.
whereas the photon induced ones (QED processes) dominate at higher diphoton masses [176]. It is
very important to notice that theW loop contribution dominates at high diphoton masses [174,175,177]
whereas this contribution is omitted in most studies. This is the first time that we put all terms inside a
MC generator, FPMC [179].
6.1.2 Standard ModelWW and ZZ prduction
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the couplings of fermions and gauge bosons are con-
strained by the gauge symmetries of the Lagrangian. The measurement of W and Z boson pair pro-
ductions via the exchange of two photons allows to provide directly stringent tests of one of the most
important and least understood mechanism in particle physics, namely the electroweak symmetry break-
ing.
The process that we study is theW pair production induced by the exchange of two photons [178].
It is a pure QED process in which the decay products of theW bosons are measured in the central detector
and the scattered protons leave intact in the beam pipe at very small angles and are detected in AFP or
CT-PPS. All these processes as well as theb different diffractive backgrounds were implemented in the
FPMC Monte Carlo [179].
After simple cuts to select exclusive W pairs decaying into leptons, such as a cut on the proton
momentum loss of the proton (0.0015 < x < 0.15) — we assume the protons to be tagged in AFP or
CT-PPS at 210 and 420 m — on the transverse momentum of the leading and second leading leptons at
25 and 10 GeV respectively, on EmissT > 20 GeV, Df > 2.7 between leading leptons, and 160<W < 500
GeV, the diffractive mass reconstructed using the forward detectors, the background is found to be less
than 1.7 event for 30 fb 1 for a SM signal of 51 events [178].
6.2 Triple anomalous gauge couplings
In Ref. [180], we also studied the sensitivity to triple gauge anomalous couplings at the LHC. The
Lagrangian including anomalous triple gauge couplings lg and Dkg is the following
L ⇠ (W †µnW µAn  WµnW †µAn)
+(1+Dkg)W †µWnAµn +
lg
M2W
W †rµW
µ
nAnr). (5.27)
The strategy is the same as for the SM coupling studies: we first implement this lagrangian in FPMC [179]
and we select the signal events when the Z andW bosons decay into leptons. The difference is that the
signal appears at high mass for lg and Dkg only modifies the normalization and the low mass events
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3 Future measurement at low/medium luminosity: motivation
3.1 Photon–induced processes
3.1.1 Diffractive photoproduction g p!V p
Q
Q¯
F(x,) = @G(x,)/@ log 2
(1  z, ~k?)
(z,~k?)
 V (z, k?)
VM = J/ , 0,⌥,⌥0, . . . 
~ ~
p p
W 2
Fig. 5.11: Diagrams representing the exclusive diffractive g p!V p amplitude.
Two largely equivalent approaches to exclusive diffractive production of a vector meson of mass
MV at g p cms energyW , applicable at small values of x=M2V/W 2, are the color-dipole approach and the
kT -factorization.
Within the color-dipole framework, the forward diffractive amplitude shown in Fig. 6.8 takes the
form
¡mA(g⇤(Q2)p!V p;W, t = 0) =
Z 1
0
dz
Z
d2ryV (z,r)yg⇤(z,r,Q2)s(x,r) , (5.3)
where x =M2V/W
2, yV and yg are the light-cone wave functions for the quark-antiquark Fock states of
the vector meson and photon respectively. The qq¯ separation r is conserved during the interaction (and so
are the longitudi al momentum fractions z,1  z carried by q and q¯). Color dipoles of size r are diagonal
states of the S-matrix and interact with the proton with the cross section
s(x,r) = 4p
3
aS
Z d2k
k4
∂xg(x,k2)
∂ log(k2)
h
1  exp(ikr)
i
, (5.4)
which in turn is related to the transverse-momentum dependent (or unintegrated) gluon distribution (see
Ref. [35] and references therein). Let us try to understand the behaviour of the amplitude A salient
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C-even, couples to gluons
C-even, Couples to photons
C-odd, couples to photons + gluons
6
 Each one offers different possibilities…
Production Mechanisms
1 Introduction
The use of diffractive processes to study the Standard Model (SM) and New Physics at the
LHC has only been fully appreciated within the last few years; see, for example [1, 2, 3, 4], or
the recent reviews [5, 6, 7], and references therein. By detecting protons that have lost only
about 1-3% of their longitudinal momentum [8, 9], a rich QCD, electroweak, Higgs and BSM
programme becomes accessible experimentally, with the potential to study phenomena which
are unique to the LHC, and difficult even at a future linear collider. Particularly interesting
are the so-called central exclusive production (CEP) processes which provide an extremely
favourable environment to search for, and identify the nature of, new particles at the LHC. The
first that comes to mind are the Higgs bosons, but there is also a potentially rich, more exotic,
physics menu including (light) gluino and squark production, searches for extra dimensions,
gluinonia, radions, and indeed any new object which has 0++ (or 2++) quantum numbers and
couples strongly to gluons, see for instance [2, 10, 11]. By “central exclusive” we mean a process
of the type pp → p +X + p, where the + signs denote the absence of hadronic activity (that
is, the presence of rapidity gaps) between the outgoing protons and the decay products of the
centrally produced system X . The basic mechanism driving the process is shown in Fig. 1.
There are several reasons why CEP is especially attractive for searches for new heavy objects.
First, if the outgoing protons remain intact and scatter through small angles then, to a very
good approximation, the primary active di-gluon system obeys a Jz = 0, C-even, P-even,
selection rule [12]. Here Jz is the projection of the total angular momentum along the proton
beam axis. This selection rule readily permits a clean determination of the quantum numbers
of the observed new (for example, Higgs-like) resonance, when the dominant production is a
scalar state. Secondly, because the process is exclusive, the energy loss of the outgoing protons
is directly related to the mass of the central system, allowing a potentially excellent mass
resolution, irrespective of the decay mode of the centrally produced system. Thirdly, in many
topi l cas s, in particular, for Higgs boson production, a signal-to-background ratio of order
1 (or even better) is achievable [3, 11], [13]-[18]. In particular, due to Jz = 0 selection, leading-
order QCD bb¯ production is suppressed by a factor (mb/ET )2, where ET is the transverse energy
of the b, b¯ jets. Therefore, for a low mass Higgs,MH <∼ 150 GeV, there is a possibility to observe
Figure 1: The basic mechanism for the exclusive process pp → p + X + p. The system X is
produced by the fusion of two active gluons, with a screening gluon exchanged to neutralize
the colour.
2
X = H, jj...
Fig. 90: Schematic diagram of the production of a system X in (left) two–photon (right) QCD–initiated
central exclusive production.
7 Forward physics
7.1 Photon-induced collisions at the HL–LHC50
Central exclusive producti n (CEP) corresponds to the production of a central system X , and nothing
else, with two outgoing intact protons:
pp→ p + X + p . (57)
Such a process may be mediated by photon exchange, with the elastic photon emission vertex leaving
the protons intact, see Fig. 90 (left). A range of SM (e.g. X = γγ, Zγ, ZZ, `¯`) and BSM states (e.g.
X = axion–like particles, monopoles, SUSY particles) may be produced in this way. These have the
benefit of:
– The theoretical framework to model the underlying production mechanism, based n the equiva-
lent photon approximation [771], is very well understood. Moreover, due to the peripheral nature
of the interaction the possibility for additional inelastic proton–proton interactions (in other words
of multiple–particle interactions) is very low.
– As the mass of the central system increases, the relative size of any contribution from QCD–
initiated production, see section 7.2, becomes increasingly small [772], due to the strong Sudakov
suppression in vetoing on additional QCD radiation.
CEP therefore offers a unique opportunity at the LHC to observe the purely photon–initiated pro-
duction of electromagnetically charged objects at the LHC in a clean and well understood environment;
in this context the LHC is effectively used as a photon–photon collider. The cross sections for such
processes can be relatively small, in particular at higher mass, and therefore to select such events it is
essential to run during nominal LHC running with tagged protons. The increased statistics available
during the HL–LHC stage will allow these studies to push to hi her masses and lower cross sections,
increasing the discovery potential. A detailed study for the example case of anomalous quartic gauge
couplings is discussed below.
7.1.1 Anomalous quartic gauge couplings with proton tagging at the HL–LHC51
This section discusses the discovery potential of anomalous quartic gauge interactions at the LHC via
the measurement of central exclusive production (see Refs. [773–780]). The central system X is recon-
structed in the central detector (CMS, ATLAS) while the outgoing protons, which remain intact due to
50Section edited by L. Harland-Lang.
51Contribution by C. Baldenegro and C. Royon.
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the coherent photon exchange, can be reconstructed with dedicated tracking detectors located in the very
forward region at about ± 210 m (220 m) with respect to the interaction point of the CMS (ATLAS)
experiment. The fractional momentum loss of the outgoing protons ξ = ∆p/p is reconstructed offline.
Central exclusive production processes satisfy mX = m
fwd
X =
√
ξ1ξ2s and yX = y
fwd
X =
1
2 log
( ξ1
ξ2
)
,
where mX and yX are the mass and rapidity of the system X reconstructed with the central detector,
mfwdX and y
fwd
X are the mass and rapidity of the system X reconstructed with the forward detectors and√
s is the proton-proton centre-of-mass energy. This relationship sets a powerful offline selection tool
for background suppression, since non-exclusive events are not correlated to the forward protons.
In these projections, it is assumed that a similar set-up as with the CT-PPS and AFP detectors is
possible at the HL-LHC. An overview of the physics case for light-by-light scattering is given as the
prototype example, and the quartic γγγZ coupling is given as an instance of other gauge couplings that
could be studied at the HL-LHC. These projections consider also the impact of the difference of the mea-
sured time-of-flight for the intact protons with various timing precisions (on the order of 10 ps), which
can be used to determine the longitudinal coordinate of the event vertex down to∼ 2 mm. Time-of-flight
measurements can help further reduce the background, especially at the HL-LHC where the number of
interactions per bunch crossing will range from 140-200.
Scattering of light-by-light in p-p collisions
Under the assumption that there exists a New Physics energy scale Λ much heavier than the exper-
imentally accessible energy E, new physics manifestations can be described using an effective La-
grangian valid for Λ  E. Among these operators, the pure photon dimension-eight operators L4γ =
ζ4γ1 FµνF
µνFρσF
ρσ + ζ4γ2 FµνF
νρFρλF
λµ induce the γγγγ interaction. This coupling can be probed
in pp → p(γγ → γγ)p reactions. This sub-process and the SM light-by-light scattering one are im-
plemented in the Forward Physics Monte Carlo (FPMC) [781] event generator. The Equivalent Photon
Approximation is used to calculate the emitted coherent photon flux off the protons.
With proton tagging, one can probe γγ → γγ collisions from about 300 GeV to 2 TeV. The
mass acceptance on the photon pair is limited mainly by the acceptance of ξ of the proton taggers
(0.015 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.15). The background is dominated by non-exclusive diphoton production events over-
lapped with uncorrelated events with intact protons coming from the secondary collisions occurring in
the same bunch crossing. This background can be suppressed by looking at the central and forward
systems kinematic correlations (the aforementioned mass and rapidity matching). The irreducible back-
ground coming from the SM exclusive diphoton production is negligible at large invariant masses. The
background can be further suppressed if the time-of-flight difference of each of the scattered protons
is measured. The precision of the event vertex longitudinal position determined with the time-of-flight
measurement is given by δz = c δt/
√
2, where c is the speed of light and δt is the timing precision. In
these projections, the average pileup of 200 collisions per bunch crossing was considered.
The expected bounds on the anomalous couplings ζ4γ1,2 at 95% CL are calculated based on the
total expected background rate and can be seen in Fig. 91. The reach on the quartic couplings ζ4γ1,2 down
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Fig. 91: Expected bounds at 95% CL on the anomalous quartic coupling for 300 fb−1 and at the HL-
LHC with 3000 fb−1 (no time-of-flight measurement) (left). Expected bounds at 95% CL on the anoma-
lous couplings at the HL-LHC with time-of-flight measurement with precision of 10 ps and without
time-of-flight measurement (right).
to 5 · 10−14 GeV−4 with 300 fb−1 at 14 TeV, and down to 1 · 10−14 GeV−4 at the HL-LHC with a
luminosity of 3000 fb−1 without using time-of-flight information. The last bound can be improved by a
factor of ∼ 1.2 if the timing precision is of 10 ps.
Constraining γγγZ coupling via pp→ p(γγ → γZ)p
The γγγZ interaction is induced at one-loop level in the SM via loops of fermions and W± bosons.
Loops of heavy particles charged under SU(2)L×U(1)Y contribute to the γγγZ couplings. The dimension-
eight effective operators are LγγγZ = ζ3γZ1 FµνFµνF ρσZρσ + ζ3γZ2 FµνF˜µνF ρσZ˜ρσ , which induce the
γγγZ interaction. This induces the anomalous γγ → γZ scattering and generates the rare SM decay
Z → γγγ. This coupling can be probed in pp→ p(γγ → γZ)p reactions. The sub-process was imple-
mented in the FPMC event generator as well.
Since the exclusive channel is very clean, it allows the possibility of studying exclusive Zγ pro-
duction with theZ boson decaying into a charged lepton pair or to hadrons (dijet or large radius jet signa-
ture). The signature (Z → `¯`) +γ is much cleaner, but has vastly fewer events than (Z → hadrons) +γ
final states. A similar event selection is applied on the exclusive Zγ production as in the exclusive γγ
case. The sensitivity on the anomalous coupling at 95% CL combining both channels at 14 TeV with
300 fb−1 of data is on the order of 1 · 10−13 GeV −4 (see Fig. 92). For the HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 it
scales down to 1 · 10−14 GeV−4 when combining both channels. The time-of-flight measurement can
improve the expected bounds by a factor of ∼ 2 .
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Fig. 92: Expected bounds on the anomalous couplings at 95% CL with 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1 at the
HL-LHC (no time-of-flight measurement) (left). Expected bounds at 95%CL for timing precisions of
δt = 2, 5, 10 ps at the HL-LHC (right).
7.2 Central exclusive production: QCD prospects52
The CEP process may be mediated purely by the strong interaction, and in such a case if the mass of the
central system is large enough a perturbative approach may be applied, via the diagram shown in Fig. 90
(right), see [782, 783] for reviews. As well as probing QCD in a novel regime, the exclusive nature of
this process has the benefit that the produced object obeys a quantum number selection rule. Namely
the object must be C even, while the production of P even states with Jz = 0 angular momentum
projection on the beam axis is strongly dominant. From the point of view of the production of new
BSM states or the understanding of existing QCD bound states (e.g. exotic quarkonia) this therefore
has the benefit of identifying the produced object quantum numbers. The Jz = 0 selection implies that
only certain helicity configurations in the underlying gg → X production process contribute, which
also leads to unique phenomenological consequences. A detailed discussion of this selection rule can
be found in [783] and the references therein. Two example processes, namely exclusive jet and Higgs
boson production, are discussed briefly below. These represent higher mass test cases relevant to HL–
LHC running with tagged protons at ATLAS or CMS. The possibilities for the observation of lower mass
objects with the ALICE detector will be addressed in section 7.4.
The exclusive production of jets provides a new and unexplored area of QCD phenomenology.
This process has been first observed at the Tevatron [784, 785]. The quantum number selection rule dis-
cussed above has a number of consequences that are quite distinct from the standard inclusive channels.
In particular, the production of purely gluonic dijets is predicted to be strongly dominant, allowing a
study of purely gg jets from a colour–singlet initial state. In the three–jet case the presence of ‘radi-
ation zeros’ [786], that is a complete vanishing in the leading order amplitudes for certain kinematic
configurations, is expected. This phenomena is well known in electroweak processes, but this is the only
known example of a purely QCD process where this occurs. Some representative predictions for the
HL–LHC are shown in Table 54. These are calculated using the SUPERCHIC 2.5 MC generator [787],
which provides the most up to date predictions for CEP processes. The cross sections are suppressed
52Contribution by L. Harland-Lang.
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Table 54: Parton–level predictions for exclusive two and three jet production cross sections (in pb) at the
LHC for different cuts on the minimum central system invariant mass MX at
√
s = 14 TeV. The jets are
required to have transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV for MX(min) = 75, 150 GeV and pT > 40 GeV
for MX(min) = 250 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5. The anti-kT algorithm with jet radius R = 0.6
is used in the three jet case and the qq cross sections correspond to one massless quark flavour.
MX(min) gg qq bb ggg gqq
75 130 0.032 0.082 5.0 0.11
150 4.5 6.1× 10−4 1.1× 10−3 0.70 0.019
250 0.15 2.2× 10−5 2.7× 10−5 0.016 4.3× 10−4
relative to the inclusive case, but are nonetheless relatively large. On the other hand, in the three jet
case, in particular in the invariant mass region that may be relevant for the acceptance of proton tagging
detectors, the cross sections are lower and would clearly benefit from as large a data sample as possible
for studies of novel features, such as radiation zeros and other jet shape variables.
The production of the Higgs boson through exclusive gg fusion would represent a completely new
observation channel. As discussed in more detail in [783], this has the potential to shed light on the CP
properties of the state, as well as its coupling to b quarks in a distinct way to inclusive channels. The cross
section for a SM Higgs, as predicted by SUPERCHIC 2.5 [787], is σ(|yH | < 2.5) = (1×÷ 2) fb, where the
dominant uncertainties are due to PDFs and modelling of the soft gap survival probability. The predicted
rate is therefore relatively small, and would again benefit both from the increased statistics available in
HL running, and even more crucially from the potential installation of new tagging detectors at a larger
distance from the ATLAS or CMS interaction points (IPs), see section 7.3, which would extend the
existing mass acceptance into the Higgs region.
7.3 Tagged proton at the HL–LHC: experimental prospects
This section discusses possible locations for movable near-beam detectors along the outgoing beam
lines near IP5, designed for detecting the leading protons from central production processes (Fig. 90,
eq. (57)). While the results which follow consider the possibilities for detectors in association with
the CMS experiment, similar qualitative prospects are expected in the case of the ATLAS detector,
although this is not discussed explicitly here. After identifying the best-suited positions, the proton
detection acceptance and hence the central-mass tagging reach is calculated for each of these positions
as a function of beam parameters and based on present-day assumptions on optics, collimation scheme
and near-beam-detector insertion rules from machine protection arguments. Given that at the time of
this report the crossing-angle plane in IP5 (horizontal as until LS3, or vertical) has not yet been decided,
both options have been investigated. It has to be pointed out that the crossing planes of IP1 and IP5 have
to be different: one will be horizontal, the other vertical.
While in the CT-PPS (later PPS) project [788] in Run-2 the near-beam detectors were Roman Pots
inherited from the TOTEM experiment [789,790] and upgraded for high-luminosity operation [791], no
technological assumptions are made at this early stage of preparation for HL-LHC. The highly demand-
ing engineering and detector physics challenges are not addressed here.
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Possible Locations for Near-Beam Detectors
The search for suitable detector locations around IP5 is driven by the goal to cover the widest possible
range of central masses M to be measured via the fractional momentum losses
ξ1/2 =
∆p1/2
p
(58)
of the two surviving protons using the relation
M2 = ξ1 ξ2 s , (59)
where
√
s = 14 TeV is the centre-of-mass energy.
The minimum accessible ξ of leading protons at a location z 53 along the beam line is given by
ξmin(α, β
∗, z) =
[nTCT(β
∗) + ∆n]σXRP(β
∗, z) + ∆d+ δ
Dx,XRP(α, ξmin, z)
, (60)
where σx is the horizontal beam width depending on the optics (characterised by β
∗), Dx is the horizon-
tal dispersion depending on the crossing-angle α, nTCT is the half-gap of the tertiary collimators (TCT)
as defined by the collimation scheme, ∆n = 3 is the retraction of the near-beam detector housings (e.g.
Roman Pots) relative to the TCT position in terms of σx, ∆d = 0.3 mm is an additional safety retraction
to allow for beam orbit fluctuations, and the constant δ, typically 0.5 mm, accounts for any distance
between the outer housing surface closest to the beam and the sensitive detector. The dependence of the
dispersion on ξ implies that eq. (60) has to be resolved for ξmin after parameterising Dx(ξ).
The first step of the study is to plot the z-dependent quantities, σx and Dx, along the outgoing
beam line for one typical HL-LHC optics configuration (Fig. 93, left). The resulting ξmin is shown in
Fig. 93 (right). Note that for vertical crossing smaller values are reached. The locations most suitable for
the measurement of small |ξ| values are marked in red. Closer layout inspection of the region around the
minimum at 232 m (inside the quadrupole Q6) indicated two promising locations: at 220 m (just before
the collimator TCL6) and at 234 m (after the exit of Q6). Even smaller momentum losses can be reached
at 420 m (the “missing magnet” region already studied previously by the FP420 project [792]).
The apparent sign change of ξmin at z ≈ 270 m reflects the sign change of the dispersion at that
location (as seen in the left panel of the figure). It means that the diffractive proton trajectories transition
from x > 0 to x < 0. The implication for the potential detector location at 420 m is that detectors
need to be placed in the confined space between the incoming and the outgoing beam pipes, excluding
conventional Roman Pot technology. A further complication is that in this location the beam pipes are
in a cryostat, necessitating more involved engineering changes.
A region of interest for the detection of higher masses lies at 196 m just upstream of the collima-
tor TCL5 that intercepts protons with large |ξ| (section 7.3). Locations even further upstream, before
TCLX4, would give an even higher upper mass cut but are excluded due to the prohibitively high low-
mass limit leaving no acceptance interval.
In summary, for the more detailed discussions in the following sections, four detector locations
have been retained: 196 m, 220 m, 234 m, 420 m.
53In this article the variable z is used for the longitudinal coordinate instead of s to avoid confusion with the Mandelstam s.
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Fig. 93: Horizontal dispersion and beam width (scaled by 1000) as a function of the distance s from
IP5 for Beam 1, i.e. in LHC Sector 5-6 (left). Minimum accepted ξ as a function of z according to
eq. (60) for (α/2, β∗) = (250µrad, 15 cm) and nTCT = 12.9 (right). The TCL collimator positions are
indicated. In both pictures the continuous and dashed lines represent horizontal and vertical crossing in
IP5, respectively.
Crossing-Angle and Optics Dependence of the Mass Acceptance Limits
In the previous section, only one specific combination of crossing-angle α and beam optics (β∗) was
considered. However, at HL-LHC luminosity levelling will be performed in all fills by changing α and
β∗ in a pre-defined sequence. For the present study the (α/2, β∗) trajectories envisaged in [793] were
used.
Minimum Mass
The minimum mass accepted at a location z for given α and β∗ can be calculated using eq. (59) and (60).
For simplicity, symmetric optics in the two beams, i.e. equal ξmin, are assumed:
Mmin = |ξmin|
√
s . (61)
The α and ξ dependencies of Dx can be parameterised based on simulations with MAD-X [794]. The
α dependence is linear, and the ξ-dependence can be linearly approximated within the ξ-ranges relevant
in practice.
The β∗ dependence of σXRP was calculated analytically, profiting from invariance properties of
the presently planned family of ATS optics. This is likely to change in the future and will need to be
adapted.
The β∗ dependence of nTCT follows the presently foreseen collimation strategy [795] of keeping
the TCT gap constant at dTCT = 12.9σTCT(β
∗ = 15 cm) (for nominal emittance εn = 2.5µm rad),
implying nTCT(β
∗) = dTCT
σTCT(β
∗
)
, where an analytical expression for σTCT(β
∗) can be derived.
The result of this calculation, contour lines of Mmin in the beam parameter space (α/2, β
∗),
is shown in Fig. 94 for the four detector locations chosen in the previous section. Some possible
luminosity-levelling trajectories are drawn, too. The start point at the beginning of the fill is always
at the maximum β∗ value.
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Fig. 94: Contour lines for the minimum accepted mass Mmin = |ξ|min
√
s in the crossing-angle/optics
parameter space (α/2, β∗). On the right-hand ordinate the XRP approach distance is calculated from
β∗. The coloured lines represent possible luminosity-levelling trajectories [793]. For horizontal cross-
ing: green corresponds to “baseline”, blue to “relaxed adaptive”, red to “aggressive adaptive”; for ver-
tical crossing: violet corresponds to any trajectory. The labels (1A) – (2Z) in the first panel define the
trajectory start and end points used in Figs. 96 and 97.
From these graphs the following conclusions are drawn:
– The main driving factor for the minimum mass is the dispersion which in turn is fully determined
by the crossing-angle. The optics (via β∗) plays a minor role.
– If the 420 m location can be instrumented, the minimum mass is about 50 GeV with only a very
weak dependence on the optics, the crossing-angle and its plane (horizontal or vertical).
– Without the 420 m location, the vertical crossing gives a much better low-mass acceptance (210 GeV)
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than the horizontal crossing (660 GeV).
Maximum Mass
The maximum mass accepted at a location z is determined by the tightest aperture restriction dA up-
stream of z and the dispersion there:
Mmax = |ξmax|
√
s =
dA
DA(α, ξmax)
. (62)
Fig. 95: Maximum accepted diffractive mass for each detector location as a function of the crossing-
angle. Vertical crossing (left): both horizontal and vertical apertures contribute to the mass limits. The
continuous lines denote the most restrictive, i.e. dominant, limitations. Horizontal crossing (right): only
the horizontal apertures contribute.
In the case of the vertical beam crossing in IP5, both the horizontal and vertical apertures may
impose limitations, whereas in the case of the horizontal crossing there is no substantial vertical disper-
sion and hence no acceptance loss from the vertical aperture. Figure 95 shows the results of a complete
aperture study. It was concluded that even for vertical crossing most limitations come from the hori-
zontal aperture and that for all locations, except 420 m, this horizontal aperture is limited by the TCL
collimators. At 420 m, on the other hand, the beam-pipe absorbs diffractive protons with |ξ| > 0.012.
The highest masses are accepted by the unit at 196 m: up to 2.7 TeV for vertical crossing and up to 4
TeV for horizontal crossing.
Mass-Rapidity Acceptance
The CEP acceptance for a given point in the beam parameter space (α, β∗) can be visualised by drawing
for every instrumented detector location the |ξ|-acceptance bands – whose limits are calculated according
to the previous section – in the mass-rapidity plane(
ln
M√
s
, y
)
=
(
1
2
(ln ξ1 + ln ξ2),
1
2
(ln ξ1 − ln ξ2)
)
. (63)
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Figure 96 shows these (M,y) contour plots for the start and end points of the two extreme levelling
cases defined in Fig. 94: points (1A) and (1Z) for any trajectory with vertical crossing in IP5, points
(2A) and (2Z) for the “Baseline” trajectory with horizontal crossing. The projections on the mass axis,
under the approximation of flat rapidity distributions, are given in Fig. 97.
Fig. 96: Acceptance for the protons from central diffraction in the mass-rapidity plane. The yel-
low/orange colour tones mark single-arm proton acceptance, the green tones mark double-arm accep-
tance. Top: start and end point of any levelling trajectory for vertical crossing, bottom: start and end
point of the baseline levelling trajectory for horizontal crossing.
The following observations are made:
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Fig. 97: Projection of the (M,y) acceptance on the mass axis, adding up all the double-arm areas of
Fig. 96 for the same points in the (α, β∗) beam parameter space.
– The acceptance zones of the four detector locations are non-overlapping and separated by gaps.
For horizontal crossing the gaps are wider than for vertical crossing.
– Although the double-arm acceptance has mass gaps at central rapidities, the mixed acceptance
zones combining different detector units in the two arms of the experiment (e.g. 420 m left +
234 m right) fill some of these mass gaps by providing acceptance at forward rapidities.
– The gaps between the acceptances of 196 m, 220 m and 234 m can potentially be closed by opening
TCL5 and TCL6 a little further if allowable from machine protection arguments. On the other
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hand, the gap between 234 m and 420 m is caused by the beam pipe at z > 300 m limiting the
aperture. It could only be closed by adding a detector unit near 300 m.
7.4 Low-mass central exclusive production
Central exclusive production of low-mass diffractive states in pp collisions at the LHC may serve as a
valuable source of information on the non-perturbative aspects of strong interaction. At low masses,
CEP is usually described in terms of a double pomeron exchange (DPE) mechanism. DPE is expected
to be an ideal process for the investigation of meson resonances with IG(JPC) = 0+(0++, 2++, . . . )
quantum numbers and gluonic bound states. Glueball searches in CEP are of particular interest because
lattice QCD calculations predict the lightest glueballs to have masses MG(0
++) = 1710 MeV and
MG(2
++) = 2390 MeV [796]. Pure glueballs are predicted to decay equally well into pair of pions,
kaons or η mesons with suppressed two photon decays. However this simple signature is spoiled by the
fact that glueballs are expected to mix with nearby qq¯ states.
Central-exclusive production of low-mass resonances in pipi and KK channels has been exten-
sively studied in fixed target experiments at CERN and Fermilab (see review in [782]) and recent col-
lider experiments at RHIC [797], Tevatron [798] and the LHC [799]. The partial-wave analysis (PWA)
has been performed in several experiments to investigate the spin-parity nature of the centrally produced
system [800–802]. There is a clear evidence of supernumerous light scalar meson states, not fitting
well into the conventional groundstate qq¯ nonet and suggesting that some of these states have significant
gluonic component. The f0(1370), f0(1500) and f0(1710) mesons are considered as most promising
glueball-meson mixing state candidates but the nature of all these states is still open for discussion [803].
In the tensor sector, the lightest isoscalar qq¯ states f2(1270) and f
′
2(1525) are well established however
there are at least four additional reported tensor resonances requiring confirmation.
CEP can be also used to investigate the spin structure of the Pomeron and its coupling to hadrons.
Historically, the Pomeron was considered as effective spin 1 quasiparticle supported by successful fits
of total and differential pp cross sections [804]. Recently, an alternative approach based on the tenso-
rial Pomeron has been developed [805] providing definitive predictions and restrictions of spin-parity,
polarization and rapidity of the produced diffractive system in CEP at the LHC [806–808].
Multidifferential measurements and PWA of pipi, KK and pp¯ final states in a wide range of in-
variant masses in CEP at the LHC would also allow one to constrain poorly known Pomeron-meson
couplings and form-factors in various phenomenological models [806, 809] and also build a transition
to perturbative QCD models of hadron pair production in CEP [810] valid at high invariant masses and
transverse momenta of the produced pair. Another important outcome of CEP measurements would
be a determination of the absorptive corrections, the probability that the rapidity gaps would be filled
with particles from accompanying initial- or final-state interactions. The central exclusive production of
meson pairs therefore represents a process of much phenomenological interest, which can shed light on
both perturbative and non-perturbative aspects of QCD.
Perturbative aspects of QCD can be also investigated in CEP of heavy quarkonium states [783].
Detailed studies of χc resonances in CEP at the LHC would provide a valuable input to test the ideas
and methods of the QCD physics of bound states. Measurements of the outgoing proton momentum
distributions, cross sections and relative abundances of χc0, χc1 and χc2 states would be important for
the test of the overall theoretical formalism.
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Fig. 98: Raw invariant mass spectra of pi+pi− (left) and K+K− (right) pairs in CEP events collected by
ALICE in proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.
Measurements of CEP processes rely on the selection of events with only few tracks in an other-
wise empty detector, therefore large pseudorapidity coverage and low pileup conditions are essential to
guarantee the event emptiness. The ALICE detector nicely matches these requirements. Low material
budget, access to low transverse momenta and excellent particle identification capabilities in ALICE
serve as additional advantages. First CEP measurements have been already performed by ALICE in the
LHC Run-1 and -2. Figure 98 illustrates raw invariant mass spectra of pi+pi− and K+K− pairs in CEP
events collected by ALICE in proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, where one can easily identify
several resonance structures. ALICE is going to collect a much larger sample of central exclusive events
and significantly extend the scope of the CEP program in proton-proton collisions in LHC Run-3 with
expected integrated luminosity of about 200 pb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV and 6 pb−1 at
√
s = 5.5 TeV prof-
iting from much better efficiency in the continuous readout mode. The CEP program includes glueball
searches and precision hadron spectroscopy in pi+pi−, K+K−, pp¯, 2pi2K, 4pi and other channels. The
expected high integrated luminosity will also allow ALICE to measure the spectrum of heavy quarko-
nium states in various decay channels, e.g. a yield of at least 50,000 χc0 → pi+pi− decays is expected in
CEP events by the end of Run-3 based on cross section estimates from SUPERCHIC generator [811].
The LHCb experiment can extend the CEP program to forward rapidities. High luminosity at
moderate pileup and good hadron PID capabilities would be particularly useful for the studies of heavy
quarkonium states in central exclusive events. Measurements of low-mass central exclusive production
processes with proton tagging might be also possible with the ATLAS and CMS detectors during low
pile-up runs at high β∗.
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Abstract
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012, by the ATLAS and CMS experi-
ments, was a success achieved with only a percent of the entire dataset foreseen
for the LHC. It opened a landscape of possibilities in the study of Higgs bo-
son properties, Electroweak Symmetry breaking and the Standard Model in
general, as well as new avenues in probing new physics beyond the Standard
Model. Six years after the discovery, with a conspicuously larger dataset col-
lected during LHC Run 2 at a 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy, the theory and ex-
perimental particle physics communities have started a meticulous exploration
of the potential for precision measurements of its properties. This includes
studies of Higgs boson production and decays processes, the search for rare
decays and production modes, high energy observables, and searches for an
extended electroweak symmetry breaking sector. This report summarises the
potential reach and opportunities in Higgs physics during the High Luminosity
phase of the LHC, with an expected dataset of pp collisions at 14 TeV, corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1. These studies are performed
in light of the most recent analyses from LHC collaborations and the latest
theoretical developments. The potential of an LHC upgrade, colliding protons
at a centre-of-mass energy of 27 TeV and producing a dataset corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1, is also discussed.
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1 Introduction
One of the main goals of the physics program at the Large Hadron Collider is to elucidate the origin of
electroweak symmetry breaking.
Relativistic quantum field and gauge theories have been remarkably successful to describe funda-
mental particles and their interactions. In this context, the seminal work of Brout, Englert [1], Higgs [2,
3, 4] and Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble [5, 6], has provided a consistent mechanism for the generation of
gauge boson masses. The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory extended this mechanism proposing a theory
of the electroweak interactions [7, 8, 9], introducing a doublet of complex scalar fields, which couples
also to fermions, providing them with a mass which would otherwise be absent. This is now known as
the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. A complete and detailed description of the Higgs mech-
anism can be found at [10]. A salient prediction of the theory is the presence of a Higgs boson. The
discovery of the Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV, during the first run of the LHC at reduced centre-
of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV, is a landmark result that has reshaped the landscape of High
Energy physics [11, 12]. The mass of the Higgs boson is particularly favourable as it allows to measure
directly a large number of its couplings. It has also important consequences in terms of probing the
self-consistency of the Standard Model both through the global fit of precision observables and through
its interpretation as a measure of the Higgs boson self coupling, allowing to extrapolate the SM at higher
energies and verify the stability of the vacuum.
The existence of the Higgs boson as a light scalar leads to the hierarchy or naturalness problem,
as its mass at the weak scale happens to be particularly sensitive to general larger scales beyond the SM
(BSM), therefore apparently requiring a large fine tuning of fundamental parameters. Addressing the
naturalness problem is and has been for decades one of the main guiding principles for the development
of theories beyond the Standard Model. There are two main classes of theories attempting to address the
naturalness problem: the first are weakly coupled theories, where the Higgs boson remains an elementary
scalar and its mass is protected by additional symmetries, as in Supersymmetric theories. The second are
strongly coupled solutions, which involve new strong interactions at approximately the TeV scale and
deliver naturally light composite scalars as Pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Both approaches can have
large effects on the phenomenology of the Higgs particle and in some cases predict new states that could
be observed at the LHC.
Other questions of fundamental importance can affect the phenomenology of the Higgs boson.
The question of the nature of the Electroweak Phase transition is strongly intertwined with Higgs physics
where, in many scenarios, a detailed study of the Higgs pair production can reveal the strength of the
transition. Similarly, certain models of Dark Matter involve potentially large effects on the phenomenol-
ogy of the Higgs particle. These fundamental questions, and many more, can be addressed by the study
of the Higgs boson at the LHC and its high luminosity (HL) and high energy (HE) upgrades.
Since the discovery, a large campaign of measurements of the properties of the Higgs boson has
started, including exclusive production modes and differential cross sections. Many new ideas have
emerged during the completion of this program. This chapter presents a reappraised estimate of the
potential of the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC projects to measure the properties of the Higgs boson, high-
lighting the opportunities for measurements of fundamental importance.
Section 2 presents the foreseen program for precision measurements of the Higgs boson coupling
properties through exclusive production modes and differential cross sections. Section 3 presents the
potential to measure double Higgs production and to constrain the Higgs trilinear coupling, both through
the double Higgs production and indirect probes from single Higgs boson production. Section 4 is
devoted to a new class of measurements unique to the HL-HE program: high-energy probes. These
include Higgs processes like associated production of a Higgs and a W or Z boson, or vector boson
fusion (VBF), for which the centre-of-mass energy is not limited to the Higgs mass, and it extends to
Drell Yan, di-boson processes and vector boson scattering, which provide a context in which high-energy
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measurements can be associated with precision observables. Section 5 focuses on measurements of the
Higgs mass and opportunities for the measurement of the Higgs boson width. Section 6 describes the
constraints on the invisible decays of the Higgs boson and the indirect constraints on the couplings of the
Higgs boson to undetected particles from the measurement of the Higgs boson couplings, in particular
in the framework of Higgs portal and dark matter models. Section 7 will discuss approaches to constrain
light and non diagonal Higgs Yukawa couplings directly and indirectly. Section 8 is devoted to a global
interpretation of the measurements in the framework of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory.
Section 9 is devoted to the discussion of the prospects for probing additional Higgs bosons both with a
mass above or below 125 GeV, and for discovering a wide range of exotic Higgs boson decays.
1.1 Experimental analysis methods and objects definitions
Different approaches have been used by the experiments and in theoretical prospect studies, hereafter
named projections, to assess the sensitivity in searching for new physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
For some of the projections, a mix of the approaches described below is used, in order to deliver the
most realistic result. The total integrated luminosity for the HL-LHC dataset is assumed to be 3000 fb−1
at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. For HE-LHC studies the dataset is assumed to be 15 ab−1 at
a centre-of-mass of 27 TeV. The effect of systematic uncertainties is taken into account based on the
studies performed for the existing analyses and using common guidelines for projecting the expected
improvements that are foreseen thanks to the large dataset and upgraded detectors, as described in Sec-
tion 1.1.3.
Detailed-simulations are used to assess the performance of reconstructed objects in the upgraded
detectors and HL-LHC conditions, as described in Sections 1.1.1,1.1.2. For some of the projections, such
simulations are directly interfaced to different event generators, parton showering (PS) and hadronisation
generators. Monte Carlo (MC) generated events are used for SM and BSM processes, and are employed
in the various projections to estimate the expected contributions of each process.
Extrapolations of existing results rely on the existent statistical frameworks to estimate the ex-
pected sensitivity for the HL-LHC dataset. The increased centre-of-mass energy and the performance of
the upgraded detectors are taken into account for most of the extrapolations using scale factors on the
individual processes contributing to the signal regions. Such scale factors are derived from the expected
cross sections and from detailed simulation studies.
Fast-simulations are employed for some of the projections in order to produce a large number of
Monte Carlo events and estimate their reconstruction efficiency for the upgraded detectors. The upgraded
CMS detector performance is taken into account encoding the expected performance of the upgraded
detector in DELPHES [13], including the effects of pile-up interactions. Theoretical contributions use
DELPHES with the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the upgraded ATLAS and CMS
detectors.
Parametric-simulations are used for some of the projections to allow a full re-optimisation of
the analysis selections that profit from the larger available datasets. Particle-level definitions are used
for electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum. These are constructed from
stable particles of the MC event record with a lifetime larger than 0.3 × 10−10 s within the observable
pseudorapidity range. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [14] implemented in the Fast-
Jet [15] library, with a radius parameter of 0.4. All stable final-state particles are used to reconstruct
the jets, except the neutrinos, leptons and photons associated to W or Z boson or τ lepton decays. The
effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are taken into account by applying energy smearing, efficiencies
and fake rates to generator level quantities, following parametrisations based on detector performance
studies with the detailed simulations. The effect of the high pileup at the HL-LHC is incorporated by
overlaying pileup jets onto the hard-scatter events. Jets from pileup are randomly selected as jets to
be considered for analysis with ∼ 2% efficiency, based on studies of pile-up jet rejection and current
experience.
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1.1.1 ATLAS and CMS performance
The expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors has been studied in detail in the
context of the Technical Design Reports and subsequent studies; the assumptions used for this report and
a more detailed description are available in Ref. [16, 17]. For CMS, the object performance in the central
region assumes a barrel calorimeter ageing corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1.
The triggering system for both experiments will be replaced and its impact on the triggering abil-
ities of each experiment assessed; new capabilities will be added, and, despite the more challenging
conditions, most of the trigger thresholds for common objects are expected to either remain similar to
the current ones or to even decrease [18, 19].
The inner detector is expected to be completely replaced by both experiments, notably extending
its coverage to |η| < 4.0. The performance for reconstructing charged particles has been studied in detail
in Ref. [20, 21, 22].
Electrons and photons are reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter
and information from the inner tracker [23, 24, 25, 26]. Several identification working points have been
studied and are employed by the projection studies as most appropriate.
Muons are reconstructed combining muon spectrometer and inner tracker information [27, 28].
Jets are reconstructed by clustering energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters [29, 23, 24] using the anti-kT algorithm [14]. B-jets are identified via b-tagging algorithms. B-
tagging is performed if the jet is within the tracker acceptance (|η| < 4.0). Multivariate techniques are
employed in order to identify b−jets and c−jets, and were fully re-optimised for the upgraded detec-
tors [20, 22]. An 70% b−jet efficiency working point is used, unless otherwise noted.
High pT boosted jets are reconstructed using large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of
0.8. Various jet substructure variables are employed to identify boosted W/Z/Higgs boson and top quark
jets with good discrimination against generic QCD jets.
Missing transverse energy is reconstructed following similar algorithms as employed in the current
data taking. Its performance has been evaluated for standard processes, such as top pair production [20,
30].
The addition of new precise-timing detectors and its effect on object reconstruction has also been
studied in Ref. [31, 26], although its results are only taken into account in a small subset of the projections
in this report.
1.1.2 LHCb
The LHCb upgrades are shifted with respect to those of ATLAS and CMS. A first upgrade will happen
at the end of Run 2 of the LHC, to run at a luminosity five times larger (2 × 1033cm−2s−1) in LHC
Run 3 compared to those in Runs 1 and 2, while maintaining or improving the current detector per-
formance. This first upgrade phase (named Upgrade I) will be followed by by the so-called Upgrade II
phase (planned at the end of Run 4) to run at an even more challenging luminosity of∼ 2×1034cm−2s−1.
The LHCb MC simulation used in this document mainly relies on the PYTHIA 8 generator [32]
with a specific LHCb configuration [33], using the CTEQ6 leading-order set of parton density func-
tions [34]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented
using the GEANT toolkit [35, 36], as described in Ref. [37].
The reconstruction of jets is done using a particle flow algorithm, with the output of this clustered
using the anti-kT algorithm as implemented in FastJet, with a distance parameter of 0.5. Requirements
are placed on the candidate jet in order to reduce the background formed by particles which are either
incorrectly reconstructed or produced in additional pp interactions in the same event.
Concerning the increased pile-up, different assumptions are made, but in general the effect is
assumed to be similar to the one in Run 2.
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1.1.3 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monised between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow
the experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [16, 17]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.
General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced parton distribution functions (PDF)
uncertainties [38]. All the uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected,
under the assumption that sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-
LHC becomes operational. For all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is
reduced by a factor 1/
√
L, where L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the refer-
ence Run 2 analysis. Systematics driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised
according to detailed simulation studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at
the same value as in the latest public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions
will be compensated by method improvements.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.
In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run 2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.
1.2 Implications for beyond the Standard Model theories
1.2.1 Heavy new physics: precision tests and effective field theories
Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for heavy BSM dynamics, associated with
mass scales beyond the LHC direct energy reach, exploiting the fact that such dynamics can still have
an impact on processes at smaller energy, via virtual effects. In this context the well-established frame-
work of effective field theories (EFTs) allows to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they
modify SM processes. Assuming lepton and baryon number conservation, the leading such effects can
be captured by dimension-6 operators,
Leff = LSM +
1
Λ2
∑
i
ciOi + · · · (1)
for dimensionless coefficients ci and, for simplicity, a common suppression scale Λ. Table 1 proposes a
set of operators considered in this report. This set is redundant, in the sense that different combinations of
operators might lead to the same physical effect; moreover this set is not complete, in the sense that there
are more operators at dimension-6 level. In practical applications we will always be interested in iden-
tifying minimal (non-redundant) subsets of operators that contribute to a given process; we will also be
interested that these operators be complete, at least under some well motivated assumption. For instance,
the assumption that new physics only couples to the SM bosons, leads to the universal set of operators,
from the second panel in table 1. Alternatively, the minimal flavour violation assumption [39] provides
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a well-motivated framework to focus on operators with a certain, family-universal, flavour structure;
operators with a richer flavour structure will be studied in a dedicated section 7.
Table 1: A list of dimension-6 SMEFT operators used in this chapter, defined for one family only;
operators suppressed in the minimal flavour violation assumption [39], have been neglected (in particular
dipole-type operators). Some combinations are redundant and can be eliminated as described in the text.
Higgs-Only Operators
OH = 12 (∂µ|H|2)2 O6 = λ|H|6
Oyu = yu|H|2Q¯H˜u Oyd = yd|H|2Q¯Hd Oye = ye|H|2L¯He
OBB = g′2|H|2BµνBµν OGG = g2s |H|2GAµνGAµν OWW = g2|H|2W IµνW Iµν
Universal Operators
OT = 12 (H†
↔
DµH)
2 OHD = (H†DµH)∗(H†DµH) O3G = 13!gsfabcGa νµ GbνρGc ρµ
OW = ig2 (H†σa
↔
DµH)DνW aµν OB = ig
′
2 (H
† ↔DµH)∂νBµν OWB = gg′(H†σIH)W IµνBµν
OHW = ig(DµH)†σa(DνH)W aµν OHB = ig′(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν O3W = 13!gabcW a νµ W bνρW c ρµ
O2G = 12
(
DνGaµν
)2 O2B = 12 (∂ρBµν)2 O2W = 12 (DρW aµν)2
and OH , O6, OBB , OWW , OGG, Oy =
∑
ψ Oyψ
Non-Universal Operators that modify Z/W couplings to fermions
OHL = (iH†
↔
DµH)(L¯γ
µL) O(3)HL = (iH†σa
↔
DµH)(L¯σ
aγµL) OHe = (iH†
↔
DµH)(e¯γ
µe)
OHQ = (iH†
↔
DµH)(Q¯γ
µQ) O(3)HQ = (iH†σa
↔
DµH)(Q¯σ
aγµQ)
OHu = (iH†
↔
DµH)(u¯γ
µu) OHd = (iH†
↔
DµH)(d¯γ
µd)
CP-odd operators
O
HW˜
= (H†H)W˜ IµνW
Iµν OHB˜ = (H†H)B˜µνBµν OW˜B = (H†σIH)W˜ IµνBµν
O
3W˜
= 13!gabcW
a ν
µ W
b
νρW˜
c ρµ
Reduction to a minimal basis is achieved via integration by parts and field re-definitions, equivalent
in practice to removing combinations proportional to the equations of motion. These imply relations
between the operators of table 1; the most important ones being (Y denotes here hyper-charge)
OHB = OB −
1
4
OBB −
1
4
OWB , OHW = OW −
1
4
OWW −
1
4
OWB (2)
OB =
g′ 2
2
∑
ψ
YψOHψ −
g′ 2
2
OT , OT = OH − 2OHD (3)
OW =
g2
2
[ (Oyu +Oyd +Oye + h.c.)− 3OH + 4O6 + 12 ∑
ψL
O(3)HψL
]
, (4)
and similar expressions for O2W and O2B in terms of the products of SU(2) and U(1) SM currents.
Eqs. (2-4) can be used to define minimal, non-redundant operator bases; for instance, in the context of
Higgs physics, the operators OH ,OW ,OB,OHW ,OHB are retained at the expense of OHD, OWW ,
OWB , O(3)HL, OHL in what is known as the SILH basis [40], while in the opposite case we refer to the
Warsaw basis [41].1
1In addition, the SILH basis gives preference to the operators O2W and O2B , which are more easily found in universal
BSM theories, while the Warsaw basis swaps them in terms of four-fermions operators.
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These operators induce two types of effects: some that are proportional to the SM amplitudes
and some that produce genuinely new amplitudes. The former are better accessed by high-luminosity
experiments in kinematic regions where the SM is the largest. The most interesting example of this
class for the LHC are Higgs couplings measurements in single-Higgs processes. The operators in the
top panel of table 1 have the form |H|2 ×LSM, with LSM denoting operators in the SM Lagrangian, and
imply small modifications ∝ v2/Λ2 of the Higgs couplings to other SM fields, with respect to the SM
value. These are often parametrised as rescalings of the SM rates, κ2i = Γi/Γ
SM
i (Γ
SM the Higgs partial
width into channel i) assuming the same Lorentz structure as that of the SM, i.e. providing an overall
energy-independent factor. This is known as the kappa framework [42]. We discuss Higgs couplings in
detail in sections 2 and 4 .
Among effects associated with new amplitudes, that cannot be put in correspondence with the
κs, particularly interesting are BSM energy-growing effects. At dimension-6 level we find effects that
grow at most quadratically with the energy. This implies a quadratic enhancement of the sensitivity to
these effects, as we consider bins at higher and higher energy. This can be contrasted with high-intensity
effects, whose sensitivity increases only with the square root of the integrated luminosity, and eventually
saturates as systematics become comparable. High-energy effects are the ideal target of the HL and HE
LHC programs, as we discuss in section 4. In section 8, we combine the results from the various EFT
analyses and provide a global perspective on the HL and HE LHC sensitivity to EFT effects.
Ultimately, the goal of these global fits is to provide a model-independent framework to which
large classes of specific models can be matched an analysed. We provide some example in section 8.
1.2.2 Light new physics: rare processes and new degrees of freedom
A complementary way to unveil BSM physics affecting the Higgs sector of Nature is the search for very
rare processes involving the 125 GeV Higgs boson and for extended Higgs sectors.
The SM predicts several processes involving the Higgs boson to be very rare. Notable examples
are the di-Higgs production, as well as the Higgs decays to first and second generation quarks and lep-
tons. The search for these rare processes can unveil the presence of new degrees of freedom. Particularly,
measurements of the di-Higgs production cross section (Sec. 3) will give constraints on the Higgs trilin-
ear interaction, therefore providing information on electroweak symmetry breaking and allowing to set
constraints on e.g. the nature of the phase transition between the trivial Higgs vacuum and the vacuum
we observe at present (Sec. 3.6.2) and on the presence of extended Higgs sectors. The HL and HE stages
of the LHC will be crucial to achieve this goal thanks to the relatively sizeable di-Higgs samples that will
be produced: O(100 K) at HL-LHC and O(2 millions) at HE-LHC (compared to the O(6 K) di-Higgs
produced at Run 1 and 2 LHC). Furthermore, the branching ratios of SM rare Higgs decay modes such
as h → µ+µ−, h → Zγ, and h → cc have been only mildly upper bounded by present LHC searches
due in part to the low statistics (h → µ+µ−, h → Zγ) and, in part, to the background limited analyses
(h → cc). An important progress on these rare decay modes is expected at the HL and HE-LHC. For
example, the HL-LHC will be able to discover and have a (10 − 13)% accuracy measurement of the
di-muon decay mode (Sec. 2.3.8). Knowing the Higgs couplings to light quark and lepton generations
will shed light on BSM flavor models and possibly on the SM flavor puzzle (Sec. 7).
Beyond rare SM Higgs processes, BSM models that contain new light degrees of freedom, Xi,
generically predict rare exotic Higgs, decays h → XiXj or h → Xi SMj where SMj is a SM particle
(Secs. 6 and 9.1. For a review see e.g. [43]). A typical example is the Higgs decaying to light dark matter
particles. Thanks to the tiny Higgs width (∼ 4 MeV), even very feebly coupled new light particles can
lead to relatively sizeable Higgs branching ratios that can be probed by the LHC in the future. On the
one hand, the HL and HE-LHC will produce huge samples of Higgs bosons from its main production
mode, gluon fusion (O(108) and O(109), respectively). This can allow the search for super rare and low
background signatures. On the other hand, the sample of Higgs bosons produced from sub-leading pro-
duction modes in association with other SM particles (e.g. tth) will be sizeable, increasing the discovery
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prospects for rare and more background limited Higgs decay signatures. Therefore, the HL/HE-LHC
Higgs exotic decay program can be uniquely sensitive to the existence of a broad range of new light
weakly coupled particles (on condition that trigger and analysis thresholds will be kept relatively low, to
allow capturing this set of soft signatures).
In many BSM theories, electroweak symmetry is broken not only by one Higgs boson, but by
several degrees of freedom. Examples are supersymmetric theories, composite Higgs theories, as well
as theories of neutral naturalness. Overall, extended Higgs sectors can lead to new interesting signatures
that are not contained in the SM. The search for additional Higgs bosons is a high priority for current
and future colliders. The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have performed several searches for heavy
neutral and charged Higgs bosons during the first two runs of the LHC. At the same time, the LHCb
collaboration (as well as ATLAS and CMS) has pursued several searches for new Higgs bosons with
a mass below 125 GeV. The reach of all these searches will expand considerably in the future and,
especially, at the HL and HE-LHC. In Secs. 9.2-9.4 and 9.8 of this report, we study the prospects for
testing some of the most promising signatures. Most of the BSM models that predict the existence of an
extended Higgs sector, also predict a 125 GeV Higgs with the interactions which are generically different
from the SM predictions. As we will show in Secs. 9.5-9.7, the study of the interplay between new Higgs
searches and Higgs coupling measurements will be a powerful tool to probe vast regions of parameter
space of BSM theories with an extended electroweak symmetry breaking sector.
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2 Higgs boson precision measurements2
2.1 Introduction
The large number of events expected in almost all Higgs boson measurement channels for the HL-LHC
and HE-LHC will allow very precise measurements of the Higgs boson production cross sections and its
couplings to gauge bosons and fermions. In many measurement channels, the expected overall statistical,
experimental and theoretical uncertainties will be comparable in size. Therefore, a close interaction
between the communities of the experimental and theoretical particle physicists will be needed in order
to reach the best possible measurements of the Higgs boson properties.
Experimental sensitivity for the Higgs boson properties measurements is estimated by extrapolat-
ing the performance of the existing measurements to the HL-LHC data set, assuming the experiments will
have a similar level of detector and triggering performance. Results are presented for two assumptions on
the size of the experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties that will be achievable by the time
of HL-LHC (so called conservative and optimistic scenarios). Details on the extrapolation methodology
and scenarios will be presented in Section 2.3.
Section 2.2 provides an overview of theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson production at 14
and 27 TeV and of the uncertainties that are expected to be reached by the time of the final HL-LHC
and HE-LHC measurements. These predictions are used as input to sensitivity studies of the ATLAS
and CMS Higgs boson cross section and coupling measurements in individual channels that are sum-
marised in Section 2.3 and for the expectations for differential cross section measurements presented in
Section 2.4. Section 2.5 puts emphasis on all measurements related to the top Yukawa coupling, as this
is the largest Yukawa coupling in the Standard Model with a value close to unity and, hence, of special
interest in understanding the Higgs mechanism and its relation to fermions. The combination of the ex-
pected measurements in ATLAS and CMS are presented in Section 2.6 together with an interpretation in
the kappa-model [44, 42] in Section 2.7.
The kappa-framework is closely related to a non-linear EFT, and projections of measurements of
EFT coefficients in a non-linear EFT are presented in Section 2.8 together with a translation of these
results in terms of composite Higgs scenarios in section 2.9. Finally, probes of anomalous HVV interac-
tions are discussed in Section 2.10.
2.2 Theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson production3
Cross-section predictions for the high-energy (HE) LHC, and their associated theoretical uncertainties,
are discussed and shown in Section 2.2.1. Predictions are computed for a proton-proton collider with a
pp centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 27 TeV and use a Higgs boson mass of mH = 125.09 ± 0.5 GeV. All
other parameters are taken from YR4 [45], with exceptions noted where they are important. Projections
of progress towards a reduction in theoretical uncertainties, on the timescale of the high-luminosity (HL)
LHC (3 ab−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV), are discussed in Section 2.2.2. Tables summarising a
detailed study of the dependence of the gluon-fusion cross section on the mass of the Higgs boson are
presented in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.1 Cross sections for 13, 14 and 27 TeV HE-LHC
This section provides updated cross-sections for the LHC operating at energies of 13, 14 and 27 TeV.
All predictions [46] include the latest theoretical input and supersede the older results in YR4 [45].
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Frixione, R. Frederix, T. Gehrmann, N. Glover, Y. Haddad, V. Hirschi, A. Huss, S. Jones, A. Karlberg, M. Kerner, J. Lindert, G.
Luisoni, G. Marchiori, S. Marzani, A. Massironi, B. Mistlberger, P. Monni, M. Moreno Llacer, A. Mück, D. Pagani, C. Palmer,
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2.2.1.1 Gluon fusion
In this section we document cross section predictions for a standard model Higgs boson produced through
gluon fusion in 27 TeV pp collisions. To derive predictions we include contributions based on pertur-
bative computations of scattering cross sections as studied in Ref. [47]. We include perturbative QCD
corrections through next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO), electroweak (EW) and approximated
mixed QCD-electroweak corrections as well as effects of finite quark masses. The only modification
with respect to YR4 [45] is that we now include the exact N3LO heavy top effective theory cross section
of Ref. [48] instead of its previous approximation. The result of this modification is only a small change
in the central values and uncertainties. To derive theoretical uncertainties we follow the prescriptions
outlined in Ref. [47]. We use the following inputs:
ECM 27 TeV
mt(mt) 162.7 GeV
mb(mb) 4.18 GeV
mc(3 GeV) 0.986 GeV
αS(mZ) 0.118
PDF PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [49]
(5)
All quark masses are treated in the MS scheme. To derive numerical predictions we use the program
iHixs [50].
Sources of uncertainty for the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section have been assessed
recently in refs. [47, 51, 52, 45]. Several sources of theoretical uncertainties were identified.
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Fig. 1: The figure shows the linear sum of the different sources of relative uncertainties as a function
of the collider energy. Each coloured band represents the size of one particular source of uncertainty as
described in the text. The component δ(PDF +αS) corresponds to the uncertainties due to our imprecise
knowledge of the strong coupling constant and of parton distribution functions combined in quadrature.
– Missing higher-order effects of QCD corrections beyond N3LO (δ(scale)).
– Missing higher-order effects of electroweak and mixed QCD-electroweak corrections at and be-
yond O(αSα) (δ(EW)).
– Effects due to finite quark masses neglected in QCD corrections beyond NLO (δ(t,b,c) and δ(1/mt)).
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– Mismatch in the perturbative order of the parton distribution functions (PDF) evaluated at NNLO
and the perturbative QCD cross sections evaluated at N3LO (δ(PDF-TH)).
In the tables the linear sum of the effect of those uncertainties is referred to as δ(theory). In addition,
the imprecise knowledge of the parton distribution functions and of the strong coupling constant play a
dominant role. The individual size of these contributions can be seen in fig. 1 as a function of the collider
energy [50]. As can be easily inferred the relative importance of the different sources of uncertainty is
impacted only mildly by changing the centre of mass energy from 13 TeV to 27 TeV. Inclusive cross
sections for mH = 125.09 GeV are given in Table 2. As noted above, the exact treatment of N
3LO QCD
corrections results in a small shift in the cross-section at 13 TeV, relative to the YR4 result, and a slight
reduction in the overall theoretical uncertainty.
Table 2: Gluon fusion Higgs boson production cross sections and uncertainties as a function of the pp
collider energy.
√
s σ δ(theory) δ(PDF) δ(αs)
13 TeV 48.61 pb +2.08pb−3.15pb
(
+4.27%
−6.49%
)
± 0.89 pb (± 1.85%) +1.24pb−1.26pb
(
+2.59%
−2.62%
)
14 TeV 54.72 pb +2.35pb−3.54pb
(
+4.28%
−6.46%
)
± 1.00 pb (± 1.85%) +1.40pb−1.41pb
(
+2.60%
−2.62%
)
27 TeV 146.65 pb +6.65pb−9.44pb
(
+4.53%
−6.43%
)
± 2.81 pb (± 1.95%) +3.88pb−3.82pb
(
+2.69%
−2.64%
)
The dependence of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross-section on the Higgs boson mass at
√
s = 14 and
27 TeV is detailed at the end of this note in Section 2.2.4.
Impact of threshold and high-energy corrections
Recently, Ref. [53] has performed a study of the effects of simultaneous threshold and high-energy (small
Bjorken x) resummations on the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section. In this brief section we
summarise the main conclusions, while the numerical results will be discussed in the following section.
For more details we refer the reader to Ref. [53]:
1. At different collider energies, it was found that the impact of threshold resummation amounts to
about +1% on top of the N3LO cross section [52]. The size of this effect is compatible with other
estimates of the size of missing higher-order corrections.
2. Conversely, the inclusion of small-x resummation was found to increase the cross section by about
one percent at 13 TeV, and by about 3%−4% at 27 TeV, with respect to the N3LO prediction. The
correction grows even larger at higher energies, reaching about +10% for a 100 TeV pp collider.
The inclusion of high-energy resummation affects differently the perturbative coefficient functions
and the parton densities.
– The effect on the coefficient functions is very moderate, and remains below the 1% level for
different collider energies. This indicates that the production of a Higgs boson at present
and future colliders does not probe very small values of the momentum fraction at which the
coefficient functions are evaluated. In turn, this implies that currently and at future colliders
PDFs are probed at intermediate values of x.
– The parton densities receive a large correction from small-x resummation. Its effect is
twofold: on one hand, the evolution of the gluon density is modified by the inclusion of
small-x effects, and at average values of x probed in Higgs production this leads to a mod-
erate effect on the parton densities at mH (cf. Fig. 2.2 of Ref. [54]). On the other hand,
the PDFs used in the double-resummed prediction of Ref. [53] (NNPDF31sx_nnlonllx_as
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_0118 [54]) include small-x data from HERA, which Ref. [54] observes to require high-
energy resummation for the fit to be robust. The fixed-order prediction of Ref. [53] instead
uses a PDF set which fits the small-xHERA data without including high-energy resummation
(NNPDF31sx_nnlo_as_0118 [54]). This results in sizeable differences in the parton distri-
bution functions and drives the large correction to the N3LO total cross section observed in
Ref. [53].
Summarising, the sizeable corrections to the N3LO prediction due to high-energy resummation observed
in Ref. [53] are, to a large extent, due to the need for high-energy resummation in the PDF fit which
are necessary to get a reliable description of small-x HERA data. Performing a fit without high energy
resummation results in considerable tension with respect to low Q2 HERA data. In order to corroborate
these findings, and assess precisely the effect of high-energy resummation on parton distribution fits, it is
important to make progresses in the theoretical knowledge of small-x dynamics. Furthermore, it would
be desirable to include additional small-x collider data in the fits of parton distributions. We would like
to encourage the PDF and theory community to further investigate these effects in view of future high
energy colliders.
Predictions for double-resummed cross section
The setup is the same of the YR4 (mH = 125 GeV,mt = 172.5 GeV,mb = 4.92 GeV,mc = 1.51 GeV,
αs(m
2
Z) = 0.118, µf = µr = mH/2), with the only difference being that we do not use PDF4LHC but
the NNPDF31sx_nnlonllx_as_0118 set of Ref. [54]. Since these resummed PDFs are available for a
single value of αs, we could not compute the αs uncertainty in our result. The results are collected in
Tab. 3.
For each value of the collider energy, we give the full N3LO+N3LL+LLx cross section which
includes top, bottom and charm contributions (as discussed in Ref. [55]) and EW corrections included
in the complete factorisation approach, i.e. as a +5% contribution. The breakdown of the individual
terms contributing to the cross section (the main contribution assuming only top runs in the loop, the
bottom+charm correction, and the EW correction) is presented in the third column. In the next columns,
we present various sources of uncertainties, following Ref. [53]:
– Missing higher-order uncertainty (scale uncertainty) δ42varscale . It is the envelope of standard 7-point
scale variations for each of the sub-leading variations of threshold resummed contributions, result-
ing in a total of 42 variation.
– PDF uncertainty δPDFs. This is the standard NNPDF Monte Carlo replica uncertainty, but it does
not contain the αs uncertainty, as previously discussed.
– Sub-leading small-x logarithms uncertainty δsubl.logs. This uncertainty is computed as described in
Refs. [53, 55], and it likely overestimates the effect of sub-leading contributions in the coefficient
functions. However, as argued in Refs. [53, 55], this uncertainty can be considered as an estimate
of the uncertainty from sub-leading contributions in the PDFs. In this respect, this provides an
alternative to the uncertainty from missing higher-order PDFs adopted in YR4, which should thus
not be included.
Additional uncertainties from missing 1/m2t effects, missing bottom+charm effects and sub-leading
EW effects should be included according to the YR4 prescription. Since the N3LO heavy-top result
is matched to the exact small-x according to the construction of Ref. [55], the “truncation of the soft
expansion” uncertainty discussed in YR4 should not be considered.
Finally, in the last column of the table we present the ratio of our resummed result with a purely
fixed-order N3LO cross section obtained with the same settings but using the NNLO parton distribution
functions NNPDF31sx_nnlo_as_0118 of Ref. [54]. This is useful to understand how large the effect of
resummation(s) in our prediction is. We see in particular that the effect (of small-x resummation) grows
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Table 3: Values of the N3LO+N3LL+LLx gluon-fusion cross section for selected values of the pp
collision energy and for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125 GeV. We use the NNPDF31sx PDFs with
αs(m
2
Z) = 0.118, mt = 173 GeV, mb = 4.92 GeV and mc = 1.51 GeV.
√
s σN3LO+N3LL+LLx = σt + ∆σbc + ∆σEW δ
42var
scale δPDFs δsubl.logs
σ
N3LO+N3LL+LLx
σ
N3LO
13 TeV 48.93 pb (49.26− 2.66 + 2.33) pb +4.0−3.8% ±1.2% ±1.8% 1.020
14 TeV 55.22 pb (55.56− 2.96 + 2.63) pb +4.0−3.8% ±1.1% ±1.9% 1.023
27 TeV 151.6 pb (151.6− 7.2 + 7.2) pb +4.0−4.0% ±1.0% ±2.3% 1.046
Table 4: VBF Higgs boson production cross-sections in pp collisions for centre-of-mass energies up to
27 TeV and a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV. The s-channel cross-section is the contribution
from Higgs-strahlung diagrams with hadronic weak-boson decay [45].
√
s [TeV ] σVBF [fb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%] σ
DIS
NNLO [fb] δELWK [%] σγ [fb] σs-ch [fb]
13 3766 +0.43−0.33 ±2.1 3939 −5.3 35.3 1412
14 4260 +0.45−0.34 ±2.1 4460 −5.4 40.7 1555
27 11838 +0.66−0.36 ±2.1 12483 −6.2 129 3495
with the collider energy, reaching 4.6% at the HE-LHC. For any of the scales, approximately +1% of the
effect of resummations is due to threshold resummation (in the coefficient functions), while the rest of
the effect is due to small-x resummation, which mostly comes from the PDFs (see Ref. [53]) as discussed
in the previous subsection.
2.2.1.2 Vector boson fusion
The vector-boson fusion (VBF) cross sections are computed with the same settings as in YR4 and
reported in Tab. 4. The description of the setup can be found in the YR4 itself. The EW and pho-
ton cross sections have been computed using the LUXqed_plus_PDF4LHC_nnlo_100 [56, 57] PDF set
and hence the 13 and 14 TeV cross sections differ slightly from those reported in the YR4, where
NNPDF23_nlo_as_0118_qed [58] was used instead. The QCD cross section was computed at NNLO
with proVBFH [59, 60], while the EW and photon contributions have been computed at NLO with
HAWK [61, 62, 63].
We note that the photon induced contribution is more reliably predicted here than was the case
in the YR4 due to the LUXqed method. In particular the photon PDF should no longer be considered
as a source of uncertainty as in eq. (I.5.7) in the YR4, as it is now constrained at the percent level.
Quantitatively the photon induced contributions are reduced by about 30% compared to in the YR4.
The s-channel contributions at 13 and 14 TeV have on the other hand increased compared to the
YR4 results. This is due to the updated set of parton distribution functions used for this prediction,
i.e. LUXqed_plus_PDF4LHC_nnlo_100 instead of NNPDF23_nlo_as_0118_qed. We also note that the
relative size of the s-channel decreases as the collider energy increases - from 47% at 7 TeV to 30% at
27 TeV.
2.2.1.3 VH production
In Tabs. 5–14 we report the inclusive cross sections for associated production of a Higgs boson and a
weak gauge boson V = W,Z, for pp collisions at 13, 14 and 27 TeV. The results have been obtained
using HAWK, combining NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections [64, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69], by means
of a multiplicative scheme, as described in the YR4 studies (eq. I.5.15 and I.5.16 of Ref. [45]). For
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Table 5: Cross-section for the process pp → WH . Both W+ and W− contributions are included. The
photon contribution is not included. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 1.358 +0.51−0.51 1.35
14 1.498 +0.51−0.51 1.35
27 3.397 +0.29−0.72 1.37
Table 6: Cross-section for the process pp → W+H . The photon contribution is not included. Results
are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.831 +0.74−0.73 1.79
14 0.913 +0.64−0.76 1.78
27 1.995 +0.43−1.04 1.84
Table 7: Cross-section for the process pp → W−H . The photon contribution is not included. Results
are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.527 +0.59−0.63 2.03
14 0.585 +0.55−0.68 1.98
27 1.402 +0.36−0.93 2.03
Table 8: Cross-section for the process pp → l+νH . The photon contribution is included, and also
reported separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%] σγ
13 0.094 +0.71−0.70 1.72 4.1 10
−3
14 0.104 +0.61−0.73 1.70 4.7 10
−3
27 0.232 +0.40−0.97 1.72 1.5 10
−2
Table 9: Cross-section for the process pp → l−ν¯H . The photon contribution is included, and also
reported separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%] σγ
13 0.0598 +0.57−0.60 1.94 2.6 10
−3
14 0.0666 +0.52−0.64 1.89 3.1 10
−3
27 0.1628 +0.34−0.87 1.90 1.1 10
−2
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Table 10: Cross-section for the process pp → ZH . The predictions for the gg → ZH channel are
computed at LO, rescaled by the NLO K-factor in the mt →∞ limit, and supplemented by the NLLsoft
resummation. The photon contribution is omitted. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH =
125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.880 +3.50−2.68 1.65
14 0.981 +3.61−2.94 1.90
27 2.463 +5.42−4.00 2.24
Table 11: Cross-section for the process pp→ ZH . The photon and gg → ZH contributions are omitted.
Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.758 +0.49−0.61 1.78
14 0.836 +0.51−0.62 1.82
27 1.937 +0.56−0.74 2.37
Table 12: Cross-section for the process gg → ZH . Predictions are computed at LO, rescaled by the
NLO K-factor in the mt →∞ limit, and supplemented by the NLLsoft resummation. Results are given
for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.123 +24.9−18.8 4.37
14 0.145 +24.3−19.6 7.47
27 0.526 +25.3−18.5 5.85
Table 13: Cross-section for the process pp → ll¯H . The photon contribution is included, and reported
separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%] σγ
13 2.97 10−2 +3.49−2.67 1.64 1.4 10
−4
14 3.31 10−2 +3.59−2.92 1.89 1.6 10
−4
27 8.32 10−2 +5.39−3.97 1.85 5.4 10
−4
Table 14: Cross-section for the process pp → νν¯H . Results are given for a Higgs boson mass mH =
125.09 GeV.
√
s [TeV ] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs [%]
13 0.177 +3.50−2.68 1.65
14 0.197 +3.59−2.92 1.89
27 0.496 +5.41−3.99 2.24
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ZH production, the loop-induced gg → ZH channel has been computed at NLO+NLL, using a Born-
improved Higgs effective field theory (HEFT) approach, and added linearly.
The contribution from photon-induced channels depends on the specific decay mode of the vector
boson, and thus it has been removed from the total cross-sections, while it is instead included in the
total result for the dedicated cross-sections where decay products are specified. In the latter cases, the
individual photon-induced cross section is also separately reported.
The results at 27 and 14 TeV show a similar pattern of good perturbative convergence. There are
two points that deserve some specific comment:
1. As can be evinced from the above tables, photon-induced contributions are relatively important
in the pp → l±νH case (where they amount to ∼ 4 − 7% of the total cross section). For the
pp→ ll¯H case instead, they contribute to only ∼ 4− 7 permille.
We also notice that the relative weight of the photon-induced channel is computed more reliably
than in the results previously obtained for the YR4 study: the changes in the values of σγ from the
YR4 results (which also had large uncertainties) to those presented here are indeed non-negligible,
and they are due to the fact that the photon PDF is now constrained significantly better, thanks to
the LUXqed approach [56, 57]. We refer the reader to paragraph I.5.2.c of the YR4 for details
on how this channel was treated previously. For the numbers in the new tables, the cross section
for σγ was computed using the LUXqed_plus_PDF4LHC15_nnlo PDF set. For completeness, we
also included an update for the 13 TeV cross sections using this PDF set.
2. As far as the loop-induced gg → ZH process is concerned, we remind that this channel starts
contributing only at order α2S , hence it is part of the NNLO corrections to the pp → ZH cross
section. Nevertheless, due to the gluon luminosity, its relative size is important, especially at
large centre-of-mass energies. Due to the fact that it is a loop-induced channel, this contribution
is known exactly (i.e. retaining finite values for the top mass) only at LO. However, because of
its numerical size, and due to the fact that it contributes to the total cross section with a leading-
order-like scale uncertainty, it is important to compute it at higher order. Exact NLO corrections
to gg → ZH are not yet available. The numbers in the tables are obtained using a Born-improved
HEFT approach, which essentially consists in computing the process at LO exactly, and rescaling
it with the NLO/LO K-factor obtained in the mt → ∞ limit. NLL threshold effects have also
been included. At order α3S there are however many other gluon-gluon initiated sub-processes that
are not yet calculated. It is reasonable to expect that for VH the correction to the loop induced
process will be the first at order α3S to be evaluated in the near future, so that this contribution can
provide an order of magnitude estimate of the remaining perturbative uncertainty coming from the
missing higher orders.
2.2.1.4 tt¯H and tH
Cross sections for tt¯H and tH + t¯H production at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV are presented in Tables 15-
17 and Tables 18-20 respectively. Results have been obtained using the same setup as in YR4, and
considering three values for MH , namely MH = 125.09± 0.5 GeV. The theoretical uncertainties from
renormalisation and factorisation scale dependence, PDF, and αs are calculated as explained in Sec. I.6.2
of YR4 [45], to which we refer for full details. tt¯H predictions include NLO QCD [70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
75, 76] and NLO QCD+EW corrections [75, 77, 76], while tH + t¯H predictions are accurate at NLO
QCD only [78]. In both cases, MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [79, 80] has been employed for the computation of
the cross sections. As expected, going to higher energies greatly enhances both tt¯H and tH + t¯H cross
sections.
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Table 15: NLO QCD+EW cross sections for tt¯H production at the 13 TeV LHC, taken from Ref. [45].
mH [GeV ] σ
NLO
QCD+EW [fb] Scale [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%]
124.59 512.2 +5.8−9.2 2.0 3.0 3.6
125.09 506.5 +5.8−9.2 2.0 3.0 3.6
125.59 500.7 +5.8−9.2 2.0 3.0 3.6
Table 16: NLO QCD+EW cross sections for tt¯H production at the 14 TeV LHC.
mH [GeV ] σ
NLO
QCD+EW [fb] Scale [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%]
124.59 619.3 +6.1−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5
125.09 612.8 +6.0−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5
125.59 605.6 +6.1−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5
Table 17: NLO QCD+EW cross sections for tt¯H production at a 27 TeV proton–proton collider.
mH [GeV ] σ
NLO
QCD+EW [pb] Scale [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%]
124.59 2.90 +7.9−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8
125.09 2.86 +7.8−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8
125.59 2.84 +7.9−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8
Table 18: NLO QCD cross sections for the t−channel tH and t¯H production at the 13 TeV LHC, taken
from Ref. [45].
mH [GeV ] σtH+t¯H [fb] Scale+FS [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%] σtH [fb] σt¯H [fb]
124.59 74.52 +6.6−14.7 1.2 3.5 3.7 49.04 25.49
125.09 74.26 +6.5−14.7 1.2 3.5 3.7 48.89 25.40
125.59 74.09 +6.5−15.2 1.2 3.6 3.7 48.75 25.32
Table 19: NLO QCD cross sections for the t−channel tH and t¯H production at the 14 TeV LHC.
mH [GeV ] σtH+t¯H [fb] Scale+FS [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%] σtH [fb] σt¯H [fb]
124.59 90.35 +6.4−14.6 1.2 3.4 3.6 59.15 31.21
125.09 90.12 +6.4−14.7 1.2 3.4 3.6 58.96 31.11
125.59 89.72 +6.4−14.8 1.2 3.4 3.6 58.70 31.02
Table 20: NLO QCD cross sections for the t−channel tH and t¯H production at a 27 TeV proton–proton
collider.
mH [GeV ] σtH+t¯H [fb] Scale+FS [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%] σtH [fb] σt¯H [fb]
124.59 419.0 +5.0−12.3 1.3 2.6 2.9 263.3 155.7
125.09 417.9 +5.0−12.5 1.3 2.6 2.9 262.8 155.1
125.59 416.4 +5.0−12.6 1.3 2.6 2.9 261.8 154.7
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2.2.2 Projections of uncertainty reductions for the HL-LHC
This section discusses improvements to the theoretical predictions that may be possible on the timescale
of the HL-LHC. Estimates of potential reductions in current theoretical uncertainties are made where
possible and potential limiting factors identified.
2.2.2.1 Gluon fusion
Improving substantially on any of the current sources of uncertainty represents a major theoretical chal-
lenge that should be met in accordance with our ability to utilise said precision and with experimental
capabilities. The computation of sub-leading mass and EW corrections is currently being addressed by
several groups, and therefore it is likely to be achieved in the next decade. Although such computations
will allow for a better control over some sources of uncertainty, their final impact on the full theoretical
error is likely to be moderate as current estimates indicate. Another source of error that might improve in
the forthcoming years is that related to the parton densities. In particular, the extraction of N3LO PDFs
would lead to the disappearance of the PDF-TH uncertainty. Similar considerations apply to the error on
the strong coupling constant, that will be reduced due to more accurate extractions. Overall, the above
progress would ultimately lead to a notable reduction of the uncertainties of Figure 1.
It is obvious that the future precision of experimental measurement of Higgs boson properties will
challenge the theoretical community. Achieving a significant improvement of our current theoretical
understanding of the Higgs boson and its interactions will inspire us to push the boundaries of our capa-
bilities to predict and extract information. New ways of utilising quantum field theory in our endeavours
have to be explored and our perturbative and non-perturbative understanding of hadron scattering pro-
cesses has to evolve substantially. It is clear that this exciting task can only be mastered by a strong and
active collider phenomenology community.
Impact of future precision of parton distribution function
It is a tantalising question to ask by how much one of the largest sources of uncertainty - the imprecise
knowledge of PDFs - would be reduced if already all future LHC data were available. To this end a
study was performed in ref. [38] (see also Section 2.2.5) that uses simulated future data with accordingly
shrunken statistical uncertainties to constrain parton distribution functions. The authors used pseudo data
corresponding to measurements of ATLAS, CMS and LHCb for key precision processes after 3ab−1 of
integrated luminosity were collected at the High-Luminosity LHC at 14 TeV. They then performed a
new fit according to the PDF4LHC15 framework [49] and studied the implications of their analysis. The
resulting PDFs are readily available and can be used in order to estimate the impact of this future data
on specific observables. Three scenarios were considered in this study that assume that experimental
systematic uncertainties will shrink at different levels relative to the 8 TeV run of the LHC. Scenario 1,
scenario 2 and scenario 3 assume that the future systematic uncertainty will be equal, shrunk by a factor
0.7 or a factor of 0.4 w.r.t to the 8 TeV run respectively.
Evaluating the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section with this simulated PDFs results
in the PDF uncertainties summarised in Tab. 21. Note, that the central values stay unchanged and all
other uncertainties are not afflicted by the change of PDFs. Even the most pessimistic scenario leads to
a reduction of the PDF uncertainty by factor of two. However, this projections should be viewed only as
a first estimate for the determination of PDFs from future measurements. Predicting the future develop-
ment and correlation of systematic experimental uncertainties is non trivial and may differ strongly from
observable to observable. PDF uncertainties may in the future also be adversely impacted by a more
accurate treatment of theoretical uncertainties in the predictions of cross sections that serve as input for
PDF extraction. Data incompatibilities may occur for various reasons. It is clear that an understanding
of the structure of the proton at percent level accuracy is clearly a formidable task and rightly deserves
significant research in the future.
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Table 21: Uncertainty due to imprecise knowledge of PDFs estimated with current and simulated future
PDFs for different scenarios and at different collider energies.
ECM Current Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
13 TeV ±1.85% ±0.78% ±0.69% ±0.59%
14 TeV ±1.85% ±0.78% ±0.68% ±0.58%
27 TeV ±1.95% ±0.81% ±0.72% ±0.61%
2.2.2.2 Vector boson fusion
VBF Higgs boson production is currently known at a very high theoretical accuracy. In the structure-
function approximation, the cross section has been computed fully inclusively at N3LO accuracy in QCD.
Fiducial calculations in the same approximation exist at NNLO accuracy in QCD. The only contribution
which is currently unknown is the contribution from two-loop diagrams with gluon exchange between
the two VBF quark lines. The conceptual difficulty is that it is a 2 → 3 process and that currently
there are no methods available for evaluating two-loop diagrams with more than four external legs. It
is realistic that such methods will become available before the HE-LHC is in operation. Beyond the
VBF approximation, the full NLO corrections in both the strong and electroweak coupling have been
computed. The electroweak contributions are of the same order as, or in certain phase space regions even
larger than, the NNLO QCD corrections. Taking all of this into account, it has been estimated that the
VBF cross section under typical VBF cuts has an accuracy at the 1% level. In order to connect these
calculations to experimental measurements one would ideally need merged 2- and 3-jet NLO samples
matched with the parton shower [81, 82] (NLOPS level) or even better a fully exclusive generator for
VBF matched with the parton shower at NNLO (NNLOPS) . It is realistic that this will become available
within the next few years and certainly before the HL-/HE-LHC phases.
2.2.2.3 V H production
The Higgs couplings toW and Z bosons are related by SU(2)L gauge invariance. As such, the measure-
ment of the Higgs associated production with a W or a Z is complementary to the vector boson fusion
process, as first considered in e+e− colliders in Ref. [83]. At the time of writing, the numbers shown in
Section 2.2.1.3 are the best estimates available for the pp → V H contribution. As far as the ZH final
state is concerned, due to the progress made in the last couple of years for the computation of top-mass
effects at NLO in Higgs-boson pair production, it is foreseeable that, in the forthcoming years (definitely
in the timescale of HL/HE LHC), an exact NLO result (including finite-mt effects) will be available also
for gg → ZH . If one assumes that a pattern similar to what was found for di-higgs production [84] also
holds for gg → ZH , one can expect that the total NLO/LO K-factor will be slightly smaller than in the
HEFT limit (from 1.9–2.0 to ∼1.6) and the final scale uncertainty for the gg → ZH cross section will
decrease from 18–25% to about 15%.4
All the above results have been obtained for a stable Higgs boson. For the Higgs boson decay to
bottom quarks, it is known that higher-order corrections to the mbb line-shape are relevant, as shown in
Ref. [85] and also recently confirmed in Ref. [86]. Although explicit studies are not available, one can
expect that effects similar to those observed at 13–14 TeV in the region mbb < mH will persist also at
higher energies.
The matching of fixed-order corrections to parton showers (PS) is available for the pp→ V H sig-
nal processes, at NLO as well as at NNLO [87, 88]. As for Higgs decays to bottom quarks, a fixed-order
4We stress that these numbers have been obtained as a back-of-the-envelope estimate through a comparison with di-higgs
production.
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study [86] suggests that higher-order corrections to thembb shape are not always very well modelled by a
LO + parton shower treatment of the H → bb¯ decay. Event generators as the one developed in Ref. [88],
and improvements thereof for the treatment of radiation off b-quarks [89], will allow one to assess this
issue in the forthcoming years. A solid prediction of the H → bb¯ decay, also matched to parton-showers,
can definitely be expected in the timescale of HL/HE LHC.
Furthermore, once the exact gg → ZH computation at NLO will be completed, a NLO matching
to parton-shower will be straightforward to achieve, thereby improving on the currently available more
advanced treatments, where a LO-merging of the exact matrix elements for gg → ZH and gg → ZH+1-
jet is performed.
Finally, as for the VH and VHJ event generators, recently there has been also the completion of
the NLO EW corrections matched to the parton shower [90] showing once again the relevance of the EW
corrections for the distributions for both the fixed order and the matched predictions.
2.2.2.4 tt¯H and tH
The cross sections for tt¯H and tH production are known at NLO accuracy in QCD [70, 72, 91] and, in
the case of tt¯H , NLO EW corrections have also been calculated [75, 77]. The corresponding theoretical
uncertainty is of the order of 10–15% and is mainly induced by the residual scale dependence and, to a
lesser extent, by PDF uncertainties. A drastic improvement can only come from the calculation of the
NNLO QCD corrections. Given the ongoing rapid progress in cross section calculations with NNLO
accuracy in QCD, it is foreseeable that NNLO QCD corrections to tt¯H and tH will become available in
the next decade. In this scenario it is reasonable to expect a factor-two improvement of the theoretical
accuracy.
On the other hand, the extraction of the tt¯H signal is at the moment mainly limited by the the-
oretical uncertainties in the modelling of the background, mainly tt¯bb¯ and tt¯W+jets, via Monte Carlo
generators. The reliable assessment of the related uncertainties and their further reduction are the main
goals of an ongoing campaign of theoretical studies within the HXSWG. On a time scale of 5–10 years
such background uncertainties may be reduced by a factor two to three.
2.2.3 Predictions for boosted Higgs production
The HL and HE LHC upgrades would allow for in-depth analyses of high-pt tail of the Higgs transverse
momentum distribution. This region is particularly interesting as it is very sensitive to BSM physics
in the Higgs sector. For example, measures in the boosted region would allow one to lift the degener-
acy between ggH and ttH couplings, and more in general to probe the internal structure of the ggH
interaction. In this section, we report theoretical predictions for boosted Higgs production.
We first present results for the 13-TeV LHC. In Fig. 2(left) we show the cumulative Higgs trans-
verse momentum distribution, defined as
Σ(pHt ) =
∞∫
p
H
t
dσ
dpt
,
for the main production channels. The ggF prediction is obtained by rescaling the exact NLO with the
NNLO K−factor in the mt →∞ approximation, and it does not contain EW corrections. The VBF and
VH predictions include NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections, while the tt¯H prediction includes NLO
QCD and EW corrections. In Fig. 2(right), we show the relative importance of the different production
mechanisms.5 As it is well known, at high pt the ggF channel becomes somewhat less dominant. Still,
5The small feature around pt ∼ 750 GeV in the ggF channel is due to lack of statistics in the theoretical simulation and it
is not a genuine physical feature.
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Fig. 2: Boosted Higgs prediction at the 13-TeV LHC. Left: cumulative transverse momentum distribu-
tion. Right: relative importance of different production mechanisms. See text for details.
radiative corrections strongly enhance this channel, which remains the dominant one in the TeV region.
A very similar picture is expected for the HL-LHC.
Figs. 3 and 4 show similar predictions for the HE-LHC. In Fig. 3, all predictions are LO. At high
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Fig. 3: LO boosted Higgs prediction at the 27-TeV LHC. Left: cumulative transverse momentum distri-
bution. Right: relative importance of different production mechanisms. See text for details.
pt, the ggF channel become sub-dominant compared to the other ones. VBF becomes the dominant
channel around pt ∼ 1 TeV, and VH around pt ∼ 2 TeV. In the TeV region, the tt¯H channel becomes
larger than ggF .
This picture is however significantly altered by radiative correction, whose size and impact is very
different for different channels. This is shown in Fig. 4, where predictions include radiative corrections.
More precisely, the VBF, VH and tt¯H predictions have the same accuracy as the ones in Fig. 2. The
ggF prediction contains exact LO mass effects rescaled by the NLO K−factor in the mt approximation.
This is expected to provide an excellent approximation of the exact NLO result. Radiative corrections
enhance the relative importance of the ggF and tt¯H channels, which still dominate over VBF well into
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Fig. 4: Boosted Higgs prediction at the 27-TeV LHC, including radiative corrections. Left: cumulative
transverse momentum distribution. Right: relative importance of different production mechanisms. See
text for details.
the multi-TeV region. At large pt ∼ 1.5 TeV, the tt¯H channel becomes the dominant one.
Obtaining accurate and precise theoretical predictions in the boosted region is very challenging.
Nevertheless, it is natural to expect progress in the timescale for the HL and HE LHC upgrades. This
would allow for a proper scrutiny of the structure of Higgs interactions in the multi-TeV regime.
2.2.4 Dependence of gluon-fusion cross section at 14 and 27 TeV onmH
The dependence of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross-section on the Higgs boson mass is shown in Ta-
bles 22 and 23, for pp collisions at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV, respectively.
2.2.5 PDF uncertainty expectations at the HE/HL-LHC6
PDFs in the HL-LHC era. The detailed understanding of the quark and gluon structure of the proton,
quantified by the parton distribution functions (PDFs) [92, 93, 94], is an essential ingredient for the
theoretical predictions at hadron colliders. PDF uncertainties represent one of the dominant theoretical
systematic errors both for direct searches of new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) [95] as well
as in the profiling of the Higgs boson sector [45]. Therefore, improving our knowledge of the proton
structure is an essential task for the high-precision physics program to be carried out at future runs of the
LHC, including the HL-LHC era.
Modern global PDF fits [96, 97, 98, 99] include a wide range of LHC measurements in pro-
cesses such as the production of jets, weak gauge bosons, and top quark pairs, among others. Recent
breakthroughs in the calculation of NNLO QCD and NLO QED and electroweak corrections to most
PDF-sensitive processes have been instrumental in allowing for the full exploitation of the information
provided by the LHC measurements. The impact of high-precision LHC data combined with state-of-the
art perturbative calculations has been quantified for many of the processes of interest, such as top-quark
pair production [100, 101], the transverse momentum spectrum of Z bosons [102], direct photon produc-
tion [103, 104], D meson production in the forward region [105, 106, 107], W production in association
with charm quarks [108, 109], and inclusive jet production [110, 111].
From the point of view of PDF determinations, the availability of the immense data samples at the
6 Contacts: R. Abdul Khalek, S. Bailey, J. Gao, L. Harland-Lang, J. Rojo
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Table 22: The gluon-fusion cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV, for different values of the
Higgs boson mass mH .
mH [GeV ] Cross Section [pb] + δTh. [%] - δTh. [%] ±δ(PDF+αS) [%] ±δαS [%] ±δ PDF [%]
125.09 54.72 4.29 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85
124.59 55.10 4.29 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86
125.59 54.34 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85
120.00 58.85 4.37 −6.61 3.23 2.63 1.87
120.50 58.42 4.37 −6.60 3.22 2.63 1.87
121.00 58.00 4.36 −6.58 3.22 2.63 1.87
121.50 57.56 4.35 −6.57 3.22 2.62 1.86
122.00 57.15 4.34 −6.55 3.22 2.62 1.86
122.50 56.75 4.33 −6.54 3.21 2.62 1.86
123.00 56.35 4.32 −6.52 3.21 2.62 1.86
123.50 55.95 4.31 −6.51 3.21 2.61 1.86
124.00 55.56 4.30 −6.49 3.21 2.61 1.86
124.10 55.48 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.20 55.41 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.30 55.33 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.40 55.25 4.30 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.50 55.17 4.30 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.60 55.10 4.29 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.70 55.02 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.80 54.94 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86
124.90 54.86 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86
125.00 54.79 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86
125.10 54.71 4.29 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.20 54.64 4.28 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.30 54.56 4.28 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.40 54.48 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.50 54.41 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.60 54.33 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.70 54.26 4.28 −6.44 3.20 2.61 1.85
125.80 54.18 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85
125.90 54.11 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85
126.00 54.03 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85
126.50 53.66 4.26 −6.42 3.19 2.60 1.85
127.00 53.29 4.25 −6.41 3.19 2.60 1.85
127.50 52.92 4.25 −6.40 3.19 2.60 1.85
128.00 52.56 4.24 −6.38 3.19 2.60 1.85
128.50 52.20 4.23 −6.37 3.18 2.59 1.85
129.00 51.85 4.22 −6.35 3.18 2.59 1.85
129.50 51.50 4.21 −6.34 3.18 2.59 1.84
130.00 51.15 4.20 −6.33 3.18 2.59 1.84
HL-LHC will permit a significant extension of the kinematic coverage of PDF-sensitive measurements
as well as a marked improvement in their statistical and systematic uncertainties. In this contribution, we
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Table 23: The gluon-fusion cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 27 TeV, for different values of the
Higgs boson mass mH .
mH [GeV ] Cross Section [pb] + δTh. [%] - δTh. [%] ±δ(PDF+αS) [%] ±δαS [%] ±δ PDF [%]
125.09 146.65 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95
124.59 147.55 4.55 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95
125.59 145.75 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95
120.00 156.35 4.64 −6.60 3.33 2.69 1.97
120.50 155.36 4.63 −6.58 3.33 2.69 1.97
121.00 154.36 4.62 −6.56 3.33 2.69 1.97
121.50 153.38 4.61 −6.55 3.32 2.68 1.96
122.00 152.41 4.60 −6.54 3.32 2.68 1.96
122.50 151.45 4.59 −6.52 3.32 2.68 1.96
123.00 150.50 4.58 −6.50 3.31 2.68 1.96
123.50 149.56 4.57 −6.49 3.31 2.67 1.96
124.00 148.64 4.56 −6.47 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.10 148.45 4.56 −6.47 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.20 148.27 4.56 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.30 148.08 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.40 147.90 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.50 147.72 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95
124.60 147.53 4.55 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95
124.70 147.35 4.54 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95
124.80 147.17 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95
124.90 146.99 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95
125.00 146.81 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95
125.10 146.63 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.20 146.45 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.30 146.27 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.40 146.09 4.53 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.50 145.91 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.60 145.73 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.70 145.55 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.80 145.37 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95
125.90 145.20 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95
126.00 145.02 4.51 −6.40 3.30 2.66 1.95
126.50 144.14 4.50 −6.39 3.29 2.66 1.94
127.00 143.26 4.49 −6.37 3.29 2.66 1.94
127.50 142.40 4.48 −6.36 3.29 2.65 1.94
128.00 141.54 4.48 −6.34 3.28 2.65 1.94
128.50 140.69 4.47 −6.33 3.28 2.65 1.94
129.00 139.84 4.46 −6.31 3.28 2.65 1.93
129.50 139.00 4.46 −6.30 3.27 2.64 1.93
130.00 138.18 4.45 −6.29 3.27 2.64 1.93
summarise the main results of our PDF projections for the HL-LHC era presented in [38]. The main idea
is to quantify the impact of the future HL–LHC measurements on the proton PDFs and their uncertainties,
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Fig. 5: The kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the HL–LHC pseudo-data.
with emphasis on their implications for Higgs physics. Specifically, we quantify the constraints of the
HL–LHC pseudo-data on the PDF4LHC15 set [112, 113, 114, 115] by means of the Hessian Profiling
method [116] (see also [117]). We choose the PDF4LHC15 set since it broadly represents the state-of-
the-art understanding of the proton structure.
In Fig. 5 we show the kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the HL–LHC pseudo-data in-
cluded in this analysis. As indicated there, we have simulated pseudo-data for the following processes:
top quark pair production, high-mass and forward Drell-Yan W,Z production, direct photon and inclu-
sive jet production, the transverse momentum of Z bosons, and the production of W bosons in associa-
tion with charm quarks. The HL–LHC pseudo-data therefore spans a wide region in the kinematic plane,
namely 6 × 10−5 < x < 0.7 and 40 GeV < Q < 7 TeV. In particular, one sees that the HL-LHC
coverage of the large-x region, where current PDF fits exhibit large uncertainties, is markedly improved
as compared to available LHC measurements.
Results. As an illustration of the impact of individual sets of HL-LHC pseudo-data, in Fig. 6 we
show the comparison between the HL–LHC projected measurements and the theoretical predictions for
the lepton rapidity distribution in forward W+charm production and for the invariant mass mtt¯ distribu-
tion in top-quark pair production. These two particular datasets probe the poorly-known strange quark
and the gluon at large-x, respectively. The theory calculations are shown both before (PDF4LHC15) and
after profiling. In the bottom panel, we show the same results normalised to the central value of the orig-
inal theory calculation. In both cases we see that the expected precision of the HL-LHC measurements is
rather higher than the current PDF uncertainties, and therefore we observe a marked improvement once
they are included in PDF4LHC15 via the Hessian profiling.
In this study we have considered three different scenarios for the experimental systematic uncer-
tainties of the HL–LHC pseudo-data. These scenarios, ranging from more conservative to more opti-
mistic, differ among them in the reduction factor applied to the systematic errors of the reference 8 TeV
or 13 TeV measurements, see [38] for more details. In particular, in the optimistic scenario we assume a
reduction of the systematic errors by a factor 2.5 (5) as compared to the reference 8 TeV (13 TeV) mea-
surements, while for the conservative scenario we assume no reduction in systematic errors with respect
to the 8 TeV reference. Reassuringly, we obtain that the main results of our study depend only mildly in
the specific assumption for the values of this reduction factor.
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Fig. 6: Comparison between the HL–LHC pseudo-data and the theoretical predictions for forward W+charm
production (left) and for the invariant mass mtt¯ distribution in top-quark pair production (right). The theory
calculations are shown both before (PDF4LHC15) and after profiling.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the PDF4LHC15 set with the profiled sets with HL–LHC pseudo-data. We show the strange
(left) and gluon (right) PDFs normalised to the central value of the baseline.
In Fig. 7 we compare the PDF4LHC15 set with the strange quark and gluon PDFs obtained once
the entire set of HL-LHC pseudo-data summarised in Fig. 5 has been included via profiling. We show
results both in the conservative (A) and optimistic (C) scenarios for the projections of the experimental
systematic uncertainties. We observe that the impact of the HL–LHC pseudo-data is reasonably similar
in both scenarios. This is due to the fact that we have chosen those processes which will benefit from a
significant improvement in statistics, independent of the specific assumption about the systematic errors.
These then tend to lie in kinematic regions where the PDFs themselves are generally less well determined.
We also observe a marked reduction of the PDF uncertainties in all cases. In the case of the gluon PDF,
there is an improvement of uncertainties in the complete relevant range of momentum fraction x. This
is a direct consequence of the fact that we have included several HL–LHC processes that have direct
sensitivity to the gluon content of the proton, including jet, direct photon, and top quark pair production,
as well as the transverse momentum of Z bosons. As we discuss next, this has direct implications for the
phenomenology of Higgs boson production.
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Table 24: The reduction of the PDF uncertainties as compared to the PDF4LHC15 baseline for different initial
partonic combinations in the optimistic (conservative) scenario.
Ratio to baseline 10 GeV ≤MX ≤ 40 GeV 40 GeV ≤MX ≤ 1 TeV 1 TeV ≤MX ≤ 6 TeV
gluon-gluon 0.50 (0.60) 0.28 (0.40) 0.22 (0.34)
quark-quark 0.74 (0.79) 0.37 (0.46) 0.43 (0.59)
quark-antiquark 0.71 (0.76) 0.31 (0.40) 0.50 (0.60)
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the predictions for SM Higgs production cross-sections at
√
s = 14 TeV between the
PDF4LHC15 baseline and the profiled PDF sets with HL–LHC pseudo–data.
Implications for Higgs physics. In Table 24 we indicate the reduction of the PDF uncertainties
in comparison to the PDF4LHC15 baseline for different initial partonic combinations (that is, a value of
1 corresponds to no improvement). Results are presented for three different bins of the invariant mass
MX of the produced system for the three initial states relevant for Higgs production: gluon-gluon (for
gg → h and tt¯h), quark-quark (for vector boson fusion) and quark-antiquark (for associatedWh and Zh
production). The values shown outside (inside) the brackets correspond to the optimistic (conservative)
scenario. We can see that for the MX region relevant for the SM Higgs boson production, as well as
for related BSM Higgs-like scalars, namely 40 GeV ≤ MX ≤ 1 TeV, the HL-LHC pseudo-data leads
to a reduction by almost a factor four in the optimistic scenario in the gg channel, and around a factor
three in the qq¯ and qq channels. This implies that precision calculations of Higgs production at the HL-
LHC should be possible with significantly reduced PDF uncertainties compared to current state-of-the-art
predictions.
To illustrate this improvement, in Fig. 8 we present the comparison of the predictions for SM Higgs
production at
√
s = 14 TeV between the PDF4LHC15 baseline and the profiled PDF sets. Specifically,
we show Higgs boson production in gluon fusion with heavy top quark effective theory, both inclusive
and decaying into bb¯ as a function of pb,minT (left), and then in association with a hard jet as a function
of its transverse momentum pjet,minT (right). The calculations have been performed using MCFM8.2 with
leading-order matrix elements. The marked reduction of PDF uncertainties is consistent with the values
reported in Table 24.
Finally, there are two caveats to be added concerning this study. First we have only considered
a subset of all possible measurements of relevance for PDF fits at HL–LHC. Second, possible data
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incompatibility has not been accounted for fully. These may strengthen and weaken, respectively, the
constraining powers of future LHC data on PDFs.
The results of this study are made publicly available in the LHAPDF6 format [118], for the three
scenarios that have been considered, and can be downloaded from:
https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen1.tgz
https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen2.tgz
https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen3.tgz
2.3 Overview of experimental analysis for the Higgs boson measurement channels7
2.3.1 Extrapolation assumptions
The results presented in this Section are based on the extrapolation to an expected integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1 of the corresponding ATLAS and CMS Run-2 results. For some of the Higgs decay final
states (ATLAS: WW ∗, Zγ, tt¯H , ττ ; CMS: WW ∗, Zγ, γγ, ZZ∗, tt¯H , ττ , bb¯ and µµ) the extrapolation
is performed from results obtained with the 2015-2016 36 fb−1 datasets; the remaining final state analy-
ses (ATLAS: γγ, ZZ∗, bb¯ and µµ) use the results based on the 2015+2016+2017 80 fb−1 data samples.
The starting points of the extrapolated results are measurements based on datasets of size O(1%) of the
expected HL-LHC integrated luminosity. The extrapolations are in this regard very limited with respect
to the potential reach of the real HL-LHC analyses, which large statistics will allow to probe corners of
the phase space inaccessible at the LHC Run-2.
In addition to the increase in integrated luminosity, the ATLAS extrapolations also account for
the increase of signal and background cross-sections from
√
s = 13 TeV to 14 TeV. In those cases, the
signal yields have been scaled according to the Higgs boson production cross sections values at 13 and
14 TeV, as reported in Ref. [45]. Similarly, the background yields have been scaled according to the
parton luminosity ratio between 13 and 14 TeV, as reported in Ref. [42], by taking into account whether
the background process is predominantly quark pair or gluon pair initiated.
Object reconstruction efficiencies, resolutions and fake rates are assumed to be similar in the Run-
2 and HL-LHC environments, based on the assumption that the planned upgrades of the ATLAS and
CMS detectors will compensate for the effects of the increase of instantaneous luminosity and higher
pile-up environment at HL-LHC. For the systematic uncertainties which include experimental, signal
and background components, two scenarios have been considered. The first scenario (S1) assumes the
same values as those used in the published Run-2 analyses. The second scenario (S2) implements a
reduction of the systematic uncertainties according to the improvements expected to be reached at the end
of HL-LHC program in twenty years from now: the correction factors follow the recommendations from
Ref. [119]. In certain analyses some of the systematic uncertainties are treated in a specific way, and this
is discussed explicitly in each corresponding section. In all analyses, the theory uncertainties for signal
and background are generally halved, except where more precise extrapolated values have been provided.
Details on the projections of theoretical uncertainties are given in Section 2.2.2. The reduction of the
theory uncertainties in gluon-fusion Higgs production is for instance associated to a better understanding
of the correlation of their components, leading to their sum in quadrature in scenario S2, instead of the
linear sum used in S1 (see Section 2.2.2.1 for details). The uncertainties related to missing higher orders
in theory calculations are in particular discussed in Section 2.2.5: these uncertainties are halved in all
analyses extrapolation in scenario S2, even though larger improvements are expected in some cases (e.g.
gluon-fusion Higgs production). The uncertainty on the luminosity is set to 1%. The uncertainty related
to Monte Carlo samples statistics is assumed to be negligible.
The extrapolated results are generally limited by systematic uncertainties. It is worth noting that,
despite all efforts to design proper projections, the values of the systematic uncertainties of the Run-
7 Contacts: M. Delmastro, N. De Filippis, P. Francavilla, A. Gilbert, S. Jezequel, P. Milenovic, M. Testa
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2 analyses cannot fully account neither for the HL-LHC data-taking conditions, nor for the level of
understanding of the various sources of systematic uncertainties that will be achieved by fully exploiting
the large HL-LHC statistic. The systematic models in current Run-2 analyses are in fact designed for
the needs of Run-2, and hence lack flexibility and details needed to account for full-fledged HL-LHC
analyses. In this sense, these extrapolated uncertainties are to be considered an approximation: future
analyses will exploit and gain sensitivity from phase space regions that are not accessible yet, or use
analysis techniques that reduce the impact of systematic uncertainties. In many cases one can as well
expect that several uncertainties will be be highly constrained with very large luminosity, and therefor
updated uncertainty models with greater flexibility will be needed to properly fit the data.
In the following, all analyses segment the selected events according to the objects produced in
association with the Higgs boson decay products and their topology, in order to maximise the sensitivity
to the main Higgs production modes (ggF+bb¯H , VBF, V H = qqZH+ggZH+WH and top = tt¯H+tH)
and to reduce the uncertainties on the respective cross sections. Details on how this segmentation is
performed, and on the event selection and categorisation in the various analyses, are found in the Run-2
analysis references quoted in each section.
2.3.2 H → γγ8
The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → γγ channel is performed using the events
that contain two isolated photon candidates passing good quality requirements in the precision regions
of the detectors. Events are further segmented according to the objects accompanying the di-photon
system, in order to maximise the sensitivity to the main Higgs production modes and to reduce the
uncertainties on the respective cross sections, as well as to the Simplified Template Cross Section (STXS,
first introduced in Refs. [45, 120]) in the merged version of Stage-1. The Higgs production cross sections
are measured for a Higgs boson absolute rapidity |yH | smaller than 2.5, and with further requirements
on the objects accompanying the di-photon system (e.g. jet pT). The H → γγ signal is extracted by
means of a combined signal-plus-background fit of the di-photon invariant mass spectra in the various
event categories, where both the continuous background and the signal resonance are parametrised by
analytic functions. The shape properties of the signal PDF are obtained by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation,
and constrained by performance studies of the photon energy scale and resolution. The background
PDF is completely determined by the fit on data, with systematic uncertainties attributed to the specific
choice of functional form following the procedure described in Ref. [11] or using the discrete profiling
method [121]. More details on the analyses methods can be found in most recent measurements in the
H → γγ channel published by ATLAS [122] and CMS [123].
The performance of the measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → γγ channel at
HL-LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements by ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [122] and by
CMS with 36 fb−1 [123]. The main systematic uncertainties affecting the results are the background
modelling uncertainty, missing higher order uncertainties causing event migrations between the bins,
photon isolation efficiencies and jet uncertainties. On top of the common assumptions mentioned in
Section 2.3.1, the results of the studies performed by ATLAS include a 10% increase of the background
modelling systematic uncertainties, to account for the potentially worst knowledge of the background
composition in each analysis category at HL-LHC: this assumption has anyway negligible impact. In
the Run-2 analyses, a conservative 100% uncertainty on the heavy flavour resonant background in top-
sensitive categories is applied. Measurements by ATLAS and CMS of the heavy flavour content, or the
b-jet multiplicity, are expected to better constrain these contributions: for the S2 scenario extrapolation,
this uncertainty is therefore halved.
Figure 9 shows the ratio of the extrapolated H → γγ ATLAS measurements of the cross sections
times branching fraction of the main Higgs production modes to their respective theoretical SM predic-
8 Contact: S. Falke
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Fig. 9: Cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main Higgs production modes in
the H → γγ decay channel, as extrapolated at the HL-LHC. In case of ATLAS results (left) the ratios
of cross sections to their respective theoretical SM predictions are shown for scenario S2, while in case
of CMS results (right) the uncertainties on these measurements are shown for S1, S2, and Stat-only
scenarios..
tions (left), and uncertainties on these measurements for S1, S2, and stat-only scenarios as extrapolated
using the H → γγ CMS measurements (right). CMS extrapolation is obtained from the simultaneous fit
in all production and decay modes, as described in Section 2.6.1. The reduction of the total uncertainty
with respect to the 80 fb−1 results ranges from a factor of about 2 (3) for the S1 (S2) scenario for the
ggH + bb¯H , VBF, top cross sections, to a factor of about 5(6) for the V H cross section, that remains
dominated by the statistical uncertainty.
2.3.3 H → Zγ → `` γ9
Due to the small branching fraction in the SM, theH → Zγ decay has not yet been observed at the LHC.
The experimental observed limits at the 95% confidence level are currently 6.6 times the SM prediction
for a Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV by ATLAS and 3.9 times the SM prediction for a Higgs boson
mass of 125 GeV by CMS, based on the analyses of 36 fb−1 of pp collision at
√
s = 13 TeV described
in Ref. [124, 125].
The analyses select events with an isolated photon candidate passing good quality requirements
in the precision regions of the detectors, and a di-lepton system with properties compatible with that of
the decay of a Z boson. Events are separated according to lepton flavour, the event kinematic properties,
and the presence of jets compatible with the VBF production of the Higgs boson, in order to maximise
the signal sensitivity. The signal is sought for by means of a combined signal-plus-background fit of
the photon-di-lepton invariant mass spectra in various event categories, where both the continuous back-
ground and the signal resonance are parametrised by analytic functions. The Run-2 analyses are strongly
driven by statistical uncertainty, and the main systematic uncertainties are from the bias associated to the
background modelling, based on the MC simulation of some background processes, and on low-statistics
data control regions for others.
The extrapolations to HL-LHC are performed with a simple scaling approach, assuming the same
signal and background modelling used in the Run-2 analyses. All experimental and systematic uncer-
tainties are considered to remain the same (S1), except the uncertainty associated to the background
modelling, which is taken to be negligible. The latter assumption is based on the idea that, thanks to
9 Contact: Y. Huang
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the large HL-LHC statistics and the use of modern functional modelling techniques, the background
shape could be constrained exclusively using data with great accuracy, thus dramatically reducing the
modelling uncertainty.
The ATLAS expected significance to the SM Higgs boson decaying in Zγ is 4.9 σ with 3000 fb−1.
Assuming the SM Higgs production cross section and decay branching ratios, the signal strength is
expected to be measured with a ±0.24 uncertainty. The cross section times branching ratio for the
pp → H → Zγ process is projected to be measured as 1.00 ± 0.23 times the SM prediction. Even
at the HL-LHC scenario S1, the analysis sensitivity to H → Zγ will remain driven by the statistical
uncertainty. The dominant source of systematic uncertainty in the extrapolation is that associated to the
missing higher order uncertainties [126].
2.3.4 H → ZZ∗ → 4`10
The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel is performed using the
events that contain at least two same-flavour opposite-sign di-lepton pairs, chosen from isolated elec-
trons and muons candidates passing good quality requirements in the precision regions of the detectors.
Additional constraints on the kinematic properties of the lepton pair associated with the decay of the
on-shell Z boson, and on the global topology of the event, helps to improve the signal to background
ratio. The four-lepton invariant mass resolution is improved by correcting for the emission of final-state
radiation photons by the leptons. The H → ZZ∗ → 4` signal is extracted from the four-lepton invariant
mass spectra in the different event categories, after having evaluated the background components using
simulations to constrain their shapes, and data control regions to extrapolate their normalisation in the
signal regions. Signal to background sensitivity is in general enhanced using the multivariate and/or
matrix-element based techniques. More details on the analyses methods can be found in most recent
measurements in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel published by ATLAS [127] and CMS [128].
The performance of the measurement of the Higgs boson properties in theH → ZZ∗ → 4` at HL-
LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements by ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [127], and by CMS
with 36 fb−1 [128]. CMS extrapolation is obtained from the simultaneous fit in all production and decay
modes, as described in Section 2.6.1. The dominant systematic uncertainties affecting the extrapolation
of the ggH cross section measurement are the lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies, and
pile-up modelling uncertainties. The VBF and VH cross-sections are primarily affected by the uncer-
tainty on the jet energy scale and resolution, and by the missing higher order uncertainties. These and
the parton shower modelling primarily affects the extrapolated top cross section.
The VBF, VH and especially top measurements in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel remain
largely dominated by statistical uncertainty when extrapolated to 3000 fb−1 while the ggH + bb¯H cross
section is dominated by systematic uncertainties both in scenario S1 and S2. Figure 10 shows the ratio of
the extrapolated H → ZZ∗ → 4` ATLAS measurements of the main Higgs boson production modes to
their respective theoretical SM predictions in the scenario S2 (left), and uncertainties on these measure-
ments for S1, S2, and stat-only scenarios as extrapolated using theH → ZZ∗ → 4` CMS measurements
(right). The ggF and top H → ZZ∗ → 4` measurements at HL-LHC are expected to reach a level of
precision comparable to the projected uncertainty on the corresponding theory predictions.
2.3.5 H →WW ∗ → `ν `ν11
The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν channel is performed using
the events that contain two opposite-charged isolated leptons passing good quality requirements in the
precision region of the detectors and missing transverse momentum. Additional requirements on the
event kinematic properties are applied to reduce the various background components (e.g. requirements
10 Contacts: A. Gabrielli, A. Schaffer, V. Walbrecht
11 Contacts: R. Gugel, K. Koeneke
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Fig. 10: Cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main Higgs boson production
modes in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel, as extrapolated at the HL-LHC. In case of ATLAS results
(left) the ratios of cross sections to their respective theoretical SM predictions are shown for scenario S2,
while in case of CMS results (right) the uncertainties on these measurements are shown for S1, S2, and
Stat-only scenarios.
on the di-lepton invariant mass, transverse mass of the di-lepton + missing-transverse-energy (MET)
system). Events are categorised as a function of the jet multiplicity in order to exploit the different back-
ground composition in different categories, and to help extracting the Higgs ggH and VBF production
cross sections. The normalisations of the top (tt¯ and W + t), and Z → ττ backgrounds are set using
dedicated control regions of the same jet multiplicity as the signal category to which the normalisation
is transferred. In case of the (non-resonant) WW background, its normalisation is either determined us-
ing dedicated control regions (ATLAS approach) or by using theoretical prediction with corresponding
uncertainty on it (CMS approach). More details on the analyses methods can be found in most recent
measurements in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν channel published by ATLAS [129] and CMS [130].
The performance of the measurements of Higgs boson properties in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν
channel at HL-LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements in this channel performed by
ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [129] and by CMS with 36 fb−1 [130]. These measurements are completely dom-
inated by systematic uncertainties, and their extrapolation to the S2 scenario shows the expected reduc-
tion by a factor two. The measurement of the ggH cross section by branching fraction is dominated
by theoretical PDF uncertainty, followed by experimental uncertainties affecting the signal acceptance,
including uncertainties on the jet energy scale and flavour composition, and lepton mis-identification;
the VBF result suffers from similar dominant uncertainties. Figure 11 shows the ratio of the extrapolated
H →WW ∗ → eνµν ATLAS measurements of the main Higgs production modes to their respective
theoretical SM predictions in scenario S2 (left), and uncertainties on these measurements for S1, S2, and
Stat-only scenarios as extrapolated using the H →WW ∗ → eνµν CMS measurements (right). CMS
extrapolation is obtained from the simultaneous fit in all production and decay modes, as described in
Section 2.6.1.
2.3.6 H → τ+τ−12
The measurement of the Higgs boson in the H → τ+τ− channel considers the leptonic (τlep) and the
hadronic (τhad) decays of the τ lepton. Three subs-channels (τlepτlep, τlepτhad and τhadτhad) are defined
by requirements on the number of hadronically decaying τ -leptons candidates and leptons (electrons or
12 Contacts: M. Mlynarikova, L. Thomsen
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Fig. 11: Cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main Higgs production modes in the
H →WW ∗ → eνµν decay channel, as extrapolated at the HL-LHC. In case of ATLAS results (left) the
ratios of cross sections to their respective theoretical SM predictions are shown for scenario S2, while in
case of CMS results (right) the uncertainties on these measurements are shown for S1, S2, and Stat-only
scenarios.
muons) in the event. Candidate events are divided into categories using kinematic properties to target
cases in which the Higgs boson is produced with a boost (pT > 100 GeV), primarily from gluon fusion,
and cases primarily produced from vector boson fusion, in which the Higgs boson is produced with
two jets separated in pseudo-rapidity. Additional requirements are employed to discriminate signal from
background. One of the most important variables is the mass of the ττ system, calculated in ATLAS
with the Missing Mass Calculator [131], and in CMS with a dynamical likelihood technique named
SVFit [132]. The normalisation of the dominant backgrounds (Z → `+`−, tt¯, Fake-τhad) is determined
using dedicated control regions, or extracted directly in each signal region (Z → τ+τ−, the dominant
and irreducible background). More details on the analysis methods can be found in the most recent
measurements in the H → τ+τ− channels published by ATLAS [133] and CMS [134].
The performance of the measurements of Higgs boson properties in the H → τ+τ− channel at
HL-LHC is extrapolated from the recent measurements in this channel performed by ATLAS [135] and
by CMS [134] with 36 fb−1. The measurements of the cross sections for the gluon fusion and vector
boson fusion production modes are dominated by systematic uncertainties, as can be seen in Table 25,
which lists the total expected uncertainties on the cross sections normalised to their SM values as well
as the different contributions from different types of uncertainties. The dominant contributions, the
experimental and background modelling errors, are due to uncertainties on jet calibration and resolution,
on the reconstruction of theEmissT , and on the determination of the background normalisation from signal
and control regions.
Figure 12 shows the ratio of the extrapolatedH → τ+τ− ATLAS measurements of the main Higgs
production modes to their respective theoretical SM predictions in scenario S2 (left), and uncertainties
on these measurements for S1, S2, and Stat-only scenarios as extrapolated using the H → τ+τ− CMS
measurements (right). In case of the ATLAS extrapolation, the SM uncertainties are divided by two
compared to their current values, which approximately corresponds to the scaling expected from S2
scenario. The figure shows that at the HL-LHC the measurement will reach a level of precision which is
similar to the theory predictions. These systematic uncertainties are dominated by the theoretical errors
on the signal acceptance for the gluon fusion measurement both for S1 and S2. In the measurement
of the vector boson fusion cross section, the effects of the experimental errors and uncertainties on the
background modelling become more relevant, particularly in S2.
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Table 25: Expected results for the production mode cross-section measurement in the H → τ+τ−
channel with 36 fb−1 of Run 2 data and at the HL-LHC. Uncertainties are reported relative to the SM
cross section at the corresponding centre-of-mass energy. Both scenarios have been considered for the
systematic uncertainties in the HL-LHC extrapolation.
Experiment, Process ATLAS, ggF ATLAS, VBF
Scenario S1 S2 S1 S2
Total uncertainty +23.1%−18.5%
+12.3%
−10.8%
+9.3%
−9.3%
+8.0%
−7.6%
Statistical uncert. +3.1%−3.1%
+3.1%
−3.1%
+3.4%
−3.4%
+3.4%
−3.4%
Experimental uncert. +6.0%−6.2%
+4.1%
−3.9%
+5.2%
−5.6%
+4.9%
−4.5%
Signal theory uncer. +20.3%−16.0%
+10.4%
−9.0%
+6.3%
−5.3%
+2.7%
−3.3%
Background theory uncer. +8.0%−5.5%
+3.1%
−2.4%
+3.4%
−3.4%
+3.8%
−3.8%
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Fig. 12: (Right) ATLAS comparison, for H → τ+τ+ final state applying scenario S2, between the ex-
pected precision on production-mode cross section times branching ratio normalised to their SM expec-
tation at HL-LHC and the theoretical uncertainty on the SM prediction. (Left) CMS expected precision
on production-mode cross section times branching ratio for H → τ+τ+ final state in case of S1, S2, and
stat-only scenarios.
2.3.7 H → bb¯13
The measurement of the Higgs boson in the H → bb¯ channel presented here considers the Higgs boson
production in association with a vector boson (V = W/Z). Searches for H → bb¯ in association with a
vector boson drove the recent observation of this decay mode reported by the ATLAS and CMS Collab-
orations [136, 137]. The analyses make use of leptonic decays of the vector boson for triggering and to
reduce the multi-jet background: the final states of the VH system covered in the analyses always contain
two b-jets and either zero, one or two electrons or muons. Both leptons are required to have the same
flavour in the two lepton selection. Major backgrounds arising from SM production of vector boson
plus heavy- or light-flavour jets, in addition to tt¯ production, are controlled and constrained via dedi-
13 Contacts: L. D’eramo, C. Li, G. Marchiori, A. de Wit
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cated control regions. The b-jet energy resolution is improved by using multivariate energy regression
techniques (CMS), or sequential corrections (ATLAS), and a boosted decision tree is used to improve
the discrimination between signal and background. The distribution of this multivariate discriminator is
used as the discriminating variable in the signal extraction fit.
The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have both recently reported the observation of the H → bb¯
decay [136, 137]. The studies presented here are performed by extrapolating this most recent ATLAS
H → bb¯ measurements using a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 78.9 fb−1, and by
extrapolating a previous analysis by the CMS Collaboration. In this previous analysis evidence for the
H → bb¯ decay in the VH production mode was reported using a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 [138].
Figure 13 shows the extrapolation of the signal strength uncertainty per-channel (CMS) and per-
production mode (ATLAS). The details of the contributions of different sources of uncertainty in sce-
narios S1 and S2 for the projection of the ATLAS and CMS analyses are shown in Table 26. The large
improvement, by a factor 2.5–3, in the uncertainty of the measurement for the WH (1-lepton channel)
compared to the Run-2 results (around 45%) is caused by the integrated luminosity scaling of the uncer-
tainty in the modelling of the W boson pT distribution for both the collaborations, being the dominant
uncertainty in scenario S1.
Expected uncertainty
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Fig. 13: Extrapolation of the uncertainties estimated by the CMS collaboration (left) and by the ATLAS
collaboration (right) for the H → bb¯ channel. The figure gives the uncertainties per-channel and on the
combined signal strengths on the left, and per-production mode on the right. Values are given for the S1
(with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [138]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) scenarios, as
well as a scenario in which all systematic uncertainties are removed. Only the S2 scenario is presented
in the plot by the ATLAS collaboration (S1 is presented in Table 26).
Both in scenario S1 and S2 the largest component of the systematic uncertainty is theoretical. This
arises from the uncertainty in the gluon-induced ZH (gg → ZH) production cross section due to QCD
scale variations. The gg → ZH process contributes a small fraction of the total ZH process. Despite
this, the uncertainty in the production cross section for this process due to QCD scale variations becomes
dominant because it is very large: 25% for the gg → ZH process, compared to approximately 0.7% for
the qq → ZH process [45]. The theoretical uncertainties on the gg → ZH production are reduced to
15% in the S2. An important contribution to the uncertainty is due to category-acceptance uncertainties
in the dominant Z+bb andW+bb backgrounds due to QCD scale variations, as well as the uncertainty in
the qq → ZH and WH production cross section due to QCD scale variations. To improve the precision
of the measurement it is therefore important to improve these theoretical uncertainties.
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Table 26: Contributions of particular groups of uncertainties, expressed as percentages, in S1 (with Run 2
systematic uncertainties [138]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) for the CMS and ATLAS
analyses of the H → bb¯ channel. The total uncertainty is decomposed into four components: signal
theory, background theory, experimental and statistical. In the CMS results, the signal theory uncertainty
is further split into inclusive and acceptance parts, and the contributions of the b-tagging and JES/JER
uncertainties to the experimental component are also given. In the ATLAS results, the contributions of
the four groups of uncertainties are presented for pp→WH , qq → ZH and gg → ZH separately.
Experiment CMS
Process pp→ V H
Scenario S1 S2
Total uncertainty 7.3% 5.1%
Statistical uncert. 3.2% 3.2%
Experimental uncert. 2.6% 2.2%
b-tagging 2.2% 2.0%
JES and JER 0.7% 0.6%
Signal theory uncer. 5.4% 2.6%
Inclusive 4.6% 2.2%
Acceptance 2.7% 1.3%
Background uncert. 2.8% 2.3%
Experiment ATLAS
Process pp→WH qq → ZH gg → ZH
Scenario S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2
Total uncertainty +14.9%−13.8%
+10.4%
−10.0%
+13.8%
−13.2%
+12.1%
−11.8%
+49.8%
−49.0%
+43.2%
−43.3%
Statistical uncert. +4.1%−4.1%
+4.1%
−4.1%
+9.0%
−8.9%
+9.0%
−8.9%
+33.3%
−33.3%
+33.3%
−33.3%
Experimental uncert. +4.8%−4.7%
+4.4%
−4.3%
+6.5%
−6.3%
+5.7%
−5.5%
+24.9%
−25.0%
+20.8%
−20.4%
Signal theory uncer. +8.0%−7.0%
+4.6%
−4.1%
+6.1%
−5.5%
+3.1%
−2.8%
+18.1%
−14.0%
+9.6%
−8.0%
Background uncert. +10.8%−10.0%
+7.2%
−6.9%
+5.4%
−4.8%
+4.8%
−4.6%
+20.7%
−21.8%
+17.7%
−18.1%
In the future, and at the HL-LHC in particular, the b-tagging efficiency may change. The con-
ditions could worsen the efficiency, but at the same time new detectors and new techniques could also
lead to an improvement in the b-tagging efficiency. The effect of changes in b-tagging efficiency on
the overall signal strength uncertainty has been evaluated by the CMS collaboration, showing that an
improvement of 10% in the b-tagging efficiency leads to a relative improvement in the signal strength
uncertainty of up to 6% [139].
2.3.8 H → µ+µ−14
The H → µ+µ− analyses play a crucial role in the determination of the couplings to the second fermion
generation. The analyses search for a narrow peak in the di-muon invariant mass over a smoothly falling
background, dominated by Drell–Yan and top-pair productions. Events are selected requiring two op-
14 Contacts: M. Klute, H. Li, G. Marchiori, A.Marini, M. Verducci, M. Zgubic, J. Zhang
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positely charged muons passing loose quality criteria to retain as much signal as possible. The overall
sensitivity to this decay mode benefits from multivariate or sequential categorisation techniques that al-
low separating the two dominant production modes, the vector boson fusion (with the typical presence
of a forward-backward jet pair) and the gluon fusion. Additional enhancements in the sensitivity are
achieved by a further sub-categorisation based on the muon momentum resolution. More details on the
analysis methods can be found in the most recent searches of the H → µ+µ− channels published by
ATLAS [140] and CMS [141].
The extrapolation studies presented here by ATLAS Collaboration are based on a previous analysis
performed by that collaboration using the 2015–2017 proton-proton collision dataset collected at
√
s =
13 TeV, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 [140]. In addition to the standard
extrapolation procedure, the di-muon signal widths are reduced by 15-30% thanks to the improvements
expected from the performance of the ATLAS upgrade Inner Tracker (ITk) [20]. In this analysis, theZ →
µ+µ− background is fully determined by data, and it is modelled by fitting the di-muon invariant mass
mµµ distribution in each category using a Breit–Wigner function convoluted with a Gaussian summed to
a smooth function.
Similar studies have been carried out by the CMS Collaboration, based on the analysed data col-
lected during 2016 and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36 fb−1 [142]. The analysis was
optimised to have the overall best sensitivity to a standard model Higgs boson inclusively with respect to
the production modes with the data collected in 2016. In addition to the extrapolation procedure based
on the increased luminosity, the di-muon invariant mass width is reduced in order to match the expected
increase in performances due to the upgrade in the tracking system [22] and displayed in Fig. 14. The
di-muon mass resolution plays a crucial role in the analysis performances and in the systematic uncer-
tainty induced by the choice of the background function. The CMS experiment [143] benefits from the
large 4 T solenoidal fields that allowed it to achieve down to 1.1% di-muon mass resolution in 2016 and,
with the upgrade projects, the CMS detector will be able to reach in the best category a di-muon mass
resolution of 0.65% [22].
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Fig. 14: The di-muon invariant mass distribution for H → µ+µ− decays for muons in the central region,
simulated with the Phase-2 detector. [22].
Table 27 shows the expected precision on the signal strength (ATLAS) and branching fraction
(CMS) measurement with 3000 fb−1 of HL-LHC data in the scenarios S1 and S2. In both scenarios,
the analysis is limited by the statistical uncertainty, while the leading systematic uncertainty is the bias
introduced by the choice of the function describing the background (spurious signal uncertainty), and the
uncertainties on the modelling of the signal (their reduction in S2 contributes to an overall improvement
of 10% on the precision of the measurement). Expected uncertainties on signal strength vary from 15 to
13% (ATLAS) and on the branching fraction vary from 13 to 10% (CMS), accordingly to the projection
scenario. CMS extrapolation is obtained from the simultaneous fit in all production and decay modes, as
described in Section 2.6.1.
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Table 27: Expected precision on the signal strength measurement in the H → µ+µ− channels with
3000 fb−1 of HL-LHC data with the two systematic uncertainties scenarios. For the HL-LHC extrapola-
tion, the improved ITk resolution has been emulated.
Experiment ATLAS
Process Combination
Scenario S1 S2
Total uncertainty +15%−14%
+13%
−13%
Statistical uncert. +12%−13%
+12%
−13%
Experimental uncert. +3%−3%
+2%
−2%
Theory uncer. +8%−5%
+5%
−4%
Experiment CMS
Process Combination
Scenario S1 S2
Total uncertainty 13% 10%
Statistical uncert. 9% 9%
Experimental uncert. 8% 2%
Theory uncer. 5% 3%
2.4 Fiducial and differential cross-section measurements15
2.4.1 Measurements usingH → γγ,H → ZZ∗ → 4`, (boosted) H→ bb decay channels16
In the context of Higgs boson property measurements, one of the main goals of HL-LHC, differential
measurements provide a probe of various Higgs boson properties by looking at distortions of differential
distributions. The pT
H distribution is of particular interest, as potential new physics may reside in the tails
of the distribution, which cannot be measured in inclusive measurements [144, 145, 146]. Differential
Higgs boson production cross section measurements are available for a range of observables from both
the ATLAS [147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152] and CMS [153, 154, 155, 156, 128, 157] Collaborations at√
s = 8 and 13 TeV.
The most recent pT
H spectra at
√
s = 13 TeV from both the ATLAS [152] and CMS [157] Col-
laborations are projected to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [139, 158]. The projection of the pT
H
differential cross section measurement by the CMS Collaboration is shown in Fig. 15, for both scenarios
S1 and S2. The corresponding total uncertainties are respectively given in Tables 28 and 29. With re-
spect to the uncertainties affecting the measurement based on an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1, the
uncertainties at 3000 fb−1 in the higher pT
H region are about a factor of ten smaller. This is expected, as
the uncertainties in this region remain statistically dominated. The uncertainties in the lower pT
H region
are however no longer statistically dominated, as can been seen by comparing Table 28 with Table 29,
15 Contacts: M. Delmastro, A. Gilbert, T. Klijnsma, J. Langford, W. Leight, R. Naranjo Garcia, A. Salvucci, M. Scodeggio,
K. Tackmann, N. Wardle, C. Vernieri
16 Contacts: M. Delmastro, T. Klijnsma
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Fig. 15: Projected differential cross section for pT
H at an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [157], under
S1 (upper, with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [159]) and S2 (lower, with YR18 systematic uncertain-
ties).
where the reduced systematic uncertainties in S2 yield a reduction in the total uncertainty of up to 25%
compared to S1.
Figure 16 shows the ATLAS projections to 3000 fb−1 of the differential measurements of pT
H , the
Higgs rapidity |yH |, the jet multiplicity Njets of jets with pT > 30 GeV and the transverse momentum
of the leading jet accompanying the Higgs boson pj1H , as obtained by combining the measurement in the
H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` channels, in scenarios S1 and S2. The relative uncertainties affecting the
pT
H measurement are given in Tables 28 and 29. The ATLAS combined pT
H measurement extrapolation
exhibits relative uncertainties ranging from about 5% in the lower pT
H bins to about 9% in the highest
pT
H bin in scenario S1, reducing to uncertainties ranging from ∼ 4% to ∼ 8% in scenario S2.
Due to a different choice of pT
H binning by ATLAS and CMS, and the lack of a more sophisticated
study of the correlation of systematic uncertainties, it was chosen not to combine the projected spectra
presented above. Instead, the projections from CMS are scaled to an integrated luminosity of 6000 fb−1,
providing a proxy estimate of the overall sensitivity of an eventual combination of measurements by
the two experiments. Figure 17 shows the CMS projection at 6000 fb−1, with the same systematic
scaling as for the projection at 3000 fb−1. As expected at very high integrated luminosity, the systematic
uncertainties dominate the statistical ones.
2.4.2 Measurement of pT (H) spectrum in ttH production mode
17
This section describes the strategy for measuring the differential pT cross section for Higgs boson pro-
duction in association with at least one top quark, and decaying to photons (ttH + tH, H → γ γ ), at the
High-Luminosity LHC with the CMS Phase-2 detector. The H → γ γ decay mode provides a final state
in which the decay of the Higgs boson can be fully reconstructed, and a direct measurement of the pT
differential cross-section can be made.
17 Contacts: N. Wardle, J. Langford
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Table 28: Relative uncertainties on the projected pT
H spectrum measurements by ATLAS and CMS
under S1 at 3000 fb−1. The relative uncertainty of the CMS projection is also given at 6000 fb−1 to
represent the sensitivity achievable by an eventual ATLAS and CMS combination.
3000 fb−1 ATLAS
pT
H [GeV ] 0-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-45 45-60 60-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-1000
H → γ γ 6.5% 5.9% 6.2% 6.0% 6.5% 6.7% 6.0% 5.4% 6.3% 9.5%
H → ZZ 9.0% 8.1% 8.9% 6.9% 6.3% 6.8% 6.8% 6.2% 6.7% 13.2% 24.3
Combination 5.5% 4.8% 5.0% 4.7% 5.0% 5.1% 4.6% 4.4% 5.4% 8.7%
3000 fb−1 CMS
pT
H [GeV ] 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-600 600-∞
H → γ γ 5.1% 6.8% 7.1% 6.9% 7.1% 6.7% 7.1% 9.9% 32.5%
H → ZZ 5.4% 5.7% 5.0% 5.5% 9.6%
H → bb none 38.2% 37.1%
Combination 4.7% 4.4% 5.0% 4.7% 4.8% 4.7% 5.2% 8.5% 25.4%
6000 fb−1
Combination 4.0% 3.7% 4.0% 3.9% 4.0% 4.0% 4.3% 6.3% 18.3%
Table 29: Relative uncertainties on the projected pT
H spectrum measurements by ATLAS and CMS
under S2 at 3000 fb−1. The relative uncertainty of the CMS projection is also given at 6000 fb−1 to
represent the sensitivity achievable by an eventual ATLAS and CMS combination.
3000 fb−1 ATLAS
pT
H [GeV ] 0-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-45 45-60 60-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-1000
H → γ γ 5.3% 4.6% 4.9% 4.7% 5.4% 5.7% 4.9% 4.2% 5.1% 8.7%
H → ZZ 8.3% 7.6% 8.3% 6.3% 5.7% 6.2% 6.3% 5.7% 6.4% 13.1% 23.2%
Combination 4.5% 3.8% 3.9% 3.6% 4.1% 4.2% 3.7% 3.5% 4.5% 8.2%
3000 fb−1 CMS
pT
H [GeV ] 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-600 600-∞
H → γ γ 5.1% 4.6% 5.1% 4.8% 4.9% 4.5% 5.1% 8.6% 32.2%
H → ZZ 5.4% 4.8% 4.1% 4.7% 9.1%
H → bb none 31.4% 36.8%
Combination 3.7% 3.3% 4.2% 3.7% 4.0% 3.8% 4.4% 8.0% 24.5%
6000 fb−1
Combination 2.9% 2.6% 3.2% 2.9% 3.0% 2.9% 3.2% 5.8% 17.9%
The expected precision of the analysis is determined based on simulated proton-proton (pp) events,
at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV. Simulated signal and background events are generated using
a combination of POWHEG v2.0 [160, 81], MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO v2.2.2 [79], SHERPA
v2.2.5 [161], and interfaced with PYTHIA v8.205 [32]. The signal and background events are processed
with DELPHES [13], using the CMS Phase-2 card, to simulate the response of the upgraded CMS
detector to showered particles. Full details of the analysis can be found in Ref. [162].
2.4.2.1 Analysis strategy
An event selection is applied to the simulated background and signal events following a similar strategy
to the CMS Run 2 H → γ γ strategy [123]. The events are required to contain two photons, with |ηγ |< 2.4
excluding the region 1.44< |ηγ |< 1.57, with an invariant mass satisfying 100<mγγ < 180 GeV, where
the leading-pT (sub-leading-pT ) photon satisfies p
γ
T /mγγ > 1/3 (1/4). The two photons are also required
to be separated by ∆Rγγ > 0.4. The photons must also be isolated, which is achieved by requiring that
the sum of charged transverse momentum in a cone of radius ∆Rγ = 0.4, centred on the photon direction,
is less than 0.3 pγT . For events where more than one photon pair passes the selection, then the pair with
mγγ closest to the Higgs boson mass is chosen.
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Fig. 16: Differential cross sections measured by ATLAS in the full phase space, extrapolated to the full
HL-LHC luminosity for the combination of the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channels for (a)
Higgs boson transverse momentum pT
H , (b) Higgs boson rapidity |yH |, (c) number of jets Njets with
pT > 30 GeV, and (d) the transverse momentum of the leading p
j1
H . For each point both the statistical
(error bar) and total (shaded area) uncertainties are shown. Two scenarios are shown: one with the current
Run2 systematic uncertainty (S1) and one with scaled systematic uncertainties (S2).
In order to isolate the production of the Higgs boson in association with top quarks, the selection
requires all events to have at least one b−tagged jet. Such events are separated into two orthogonal
categories based on the decay products of the top quark, a hadronic category and a leptonic category. In
the hadronic category, events must contain at least 3 jets, clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with a
cone size of 0.4, separated by ∆R > 0.4 with respect to both photon candidates. The jets are required
to have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4. In the leptonic category, only 2 jets are required, however, in
addition, the events must contain at least one isolated muon or electron. The muons or electrons must
satisfy pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.4, excluding the region 1.44 < |ηγ | < 1.57 for electrons. The muons
must satisfy an isolation requirement that the sum of all reconstructed particles pT , inside a cone of
radius ∆R = 0.4, excluding the muon itself, is less than 0.25 times the transverse momentum of the
muon. In addition, for electrons, the invariant mass of pairs formed from the electron and either selected
photon, meγ , is required to be greater than 95 GeV to reduce contamination from Z → e+e− decays.
Events passing the leptonic category selection are excluded from the hadronic selection to maintain
orthogonality of the two categories. For the signal extraction, boosted decision tree (BDT) classifiers
are trained independently in each channel, which distinguish between signal-like and background-like
events, using input variables related to the kinematics of the events, such as the lepton and jet momenta
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Fig. 17: Projected differential cross section for pT
H at an integrated luminosity of 6000 fb−1 (represent-
ing the sensitivity achievable by an eventual ATLAS and CMS combination), under scenarios S1 and
S2.
and pseudo-rapidities, and the scalar sum of transverse momentum of all final state objects in the event.
Events are required to have output BDT values greater than fixed thresholds, which are tuned to provide
the best sensitivity to κλ. The hadronic category is further split into two different regions of BDT output,
for events with di-photon transverse momentum (pγγT ) less than 350 GeV, to reduce the contamination
of gluon fusion Higgs boson production.
Finally, the events are further divided into six bins of pγγT , given in Tab. 30, making a total of 17
categories.
Table 30: bin boundaries which define the pT
H regions for which the differential cross sections are
measured. These also correspond to the bins in which the hadronic and leptonic event categories are
sub-divided.
pHT or p
γγ
T bin boundaries (GeV)
0 45 80 120 200 350 ∞
Experimental systematic uncertainties are included in the signal model, which can cause migration
both between the different categories and in and out of the fiducial region. The dominant uncertainties
are related to the reconstruction and identification efficiencies for photons and b jets as well as the
energy scale and resolution of reconstructed jets. Furthermore, theoretical uncertainties are included on
the rates of ggH and VH contamination, which modify both the overall normalisation and the relative
contamination between the different categories for these processes. The background estimation follows
the same strategy as in the CMS Run 2 H → γ γ analysis [123], in that the parameters of the background
functions are free to float in the fit, and constrained directly from the data. Therefore the uncertainties on
the background will be statistical in nature. However, the impact of increasing the rate of fake photons
in the background component has been studied and was found to reduce the sensitivity to κλ by roughly
10% in the worst case scenario [162].
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2.4.2.2 Differential cross-section results
In order to account for resolution effects, the signal events are separated based on the pHT at generator
level. Signal and background models are constructed using the simulated events in each category. The
signal model accounts for the relative populations of events from the different production processes
as well as from different pT
H bins, and the di-photon mass resolution expected from events in each
category. The background model is constructed from a fit of smoothly falling functions to the weighted
sum of simulated background samples, accounting for the different fake photon rates for each source of
background and normalised to the total background yield expected in 3000 fb−1 of High-Luminosity
LHC data. The differential cross-section is determined from a simultaneous maximum likelihood fit to
an Asimov data set [163] corresponding to 3 ab−1, and assuming SM Higgs boson production in each
category. Systematic uncertainties are accounted for through the introduction of constrained nuisance
parameters in the log-likelihood, which are profiled.
The results of this fit are given in figure 18. The results shown are unfolded back to a fiducial
region which is common to both the hadronic and leptonic selections, and shown using only the hadronic
or leptonic categories, and their combination. The theoretical uncertainties displayed on the predicted
ttH + tH cross section are calculated by modifying the renormalisation and factorisation scales up and
down by a factor of 2.
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Fig. 18: The expected pHT differential ttH + tH cross sections times branching ratio, along with their
uncertainties [162]. The error bars on the black points include the statistical uncertainty, the experimental
systematic uncertainties and the theoretical uncertainties related to the ggH and VH contamination,
which is subtracted in the fit. The cross section for pT
H > 350 GeV is scaled by the width of the previous
bin. The expected ttH + tH cross sections for anomalous values of the Higgs boson self-coupling (κλ = 10
and κλ = -5) are shown by the horizontal dashed lines.
2.5 Direct and indirect probing of top Yukawa coupling18
2.5.1 Measurements in ttH and tH production modes19
One of the main targets of the High-Luminosity LHC upgrade is to achieve precision measurements of the
Higgs boson properties. The Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the top quark is expected to be of the
order of unity and could be partially sensitive to effects beyond the Standard Model. Therefore, a direct
measurement of the coupling of the Higgs boson to top quarks is extremely important to access possible
18 Contacts: A. Calandri, P. Das, K. El Morabit, S. Folgueras, S. Gadatsch, A. Gilbert, P. Keicher, T. Klijnsma, K. Mazumdar,
M. Schröder
19 Contacts: A. Calandri, M. Schröder
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deviations in the top quark’s Yukawa couplings due to couplings to new particles. Such a measurement
can be performed by measuring the rate of the process where the Higgs boson is produced in association
with a pair of top quarks (ttH) or a single top quark (tH). Even though the ttH process is characterised
by a small cross section compared to the dominant gluon fusion Higgs boson production (approximately
two orders of magnitude smaller), the signature with top quarks in the final state can be exploited to
reconstruct the event and gives access to many Higgs boson decay modes. The SM tH production cross-
section is yet smaller by a factor five, but due to interference effects between diagrams with top-Higgs
and W-boson-Higgs couplings, the process allows access to the sign of the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling.
The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have searched for the ttH and tH production with LHC Run 2
data of 2015, 2016, and 2017, and observed the Higgs boson production in association with a top-quark
pair [164, 165]. The analyses are sensitive to a large variety of final-state event topologies, H→WW∗,
H→ZZ∗, H→ τ+τ−, H → bb and H→ γγ. Dedicated multivariate analysis techniques, including
boosted decision trees and deep neural networks, that combine the information of several discriminating
variables, as well as classifiers based on a matrix element method are utilised to identify the signal against
the background.
In this Section, projections based on dedicated analyses with 36 fb−1 of Run-II data of 2016 are
presented, which target the ttH, H→ bb channel with leptonic decays of the tt system [166, 167] and the
ttH multi-lepton final state [168], where the Higgs boson decays into a pair of Z and W vector bosons
or into τ leptons. Furthermore, results are presented for the projection of a search for tH production that
considers all of the above decay channels [169].
2.5.1.1 Sensitivity to ttH production in the bb and multi-lepton final states
The ttH analyses in the H → bb final state benefit from the large branching ratio. At the same time,
the relatively poor b jet energy resolution, the large jet combinatorics, and the sizeable background of
SM processes with large modelling uncertainties, in particular tt +heavy-flavour jet (tt + HF) production,
pose major challenges. The expected relative precision of the ttH, H → bb cross-section measurement
reaches the level of 20%-14% for the ATLAS analysis and 15%-11% for the CMS analysis [170, 139]
corresponding to 7%-11% relative uncertainty on the signal strength (µ), depending on the scenario and
the assumptions of the tt + HF background modelling, as detailed below.
Table 31 shows a breakdown of the contributing sources of uncertainty in the CMS analysis;
their evolution with integrated luminosity is depicted in Fig. 19. Compared to the result at 35.9 fb−1,
the relative contribution of the experimental uncertainties, such as the b-tagging uncertainty, remains
approximately the same, while the signal-theory uncertainty component increases and becomes the major
uncertainty component, mostly driven by the inclusive cross-section uncertainty on the SM prediction
entering µ. The statistical uncertainty becomes small compared to the systematic components. A similar
behaviour is observed in the ATLAS analysis.
In both analyses, a rather sizeable reduction of the uncertainties related to the modelling of the
tt + HF background, which relies on MC simulation, is observed. Relevant nuisance parameters are
constrained to a few percent, such as the nuisance parameters describing the difference between four
and five-flavour scheme calculations which is treated as a 2-point systematic uncertainty in the ATLAS
analysis (Fig. 20) or the nuisance parameters describing the additional tt+HF cross-section uncertainties
in the CMS analysis (Table 31 and Fig. 19). This is attributed to the increasing power of the profile
likelihood fit to constrain the uncertainties.
The results illustrate that the background modelling, which has been designed to work well with
35.9 fb−1 of data, will need to be refined at 3000 fb−1, requiring improved simulations or in-situ measure-
ments of the tt + HF processes themselves. The observed constraints on the tt + HF background model
systematics uncertainties shown in Fig. 20 demonstrate that there will be enough data at the HL-LHC to
obtain further information about the background beyond the current modelling. The level at which the
nuisance parameters are constrained at 3000 fb−1, corresponding to a few percent cross-section uncer-
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Fig. 19: Expected uncertainties on the ttH signal strength in the H → bb channel as a function of the
integrated luminosity under the S1 (left) and S2 (right) scenarios at CMS. Shown are the total uncertainty
(black) and contributions of different groups of uncertainties. Results with 35.9 fb−1 are intended for
comparison with the projections to higher luminosities and differ in parts from [167] for consistency
with the projected results: uncertainties due to the limited number of MC events have been omitted and
the assumptions in S1/S2 on the theory uncertainties are applied.
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Fig. 20: Ranking of the ten most significant systematics uncertainties under S2 in the single lepton (a)
and di-lepton (b) final states at ATLAS listed in accordance to their post-fit impact on the ttH cross
section.
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Table 31: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH signal-strength µ in the
H→ bb channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at CMS. The uncertainties are given
in percent relative to µ = 1. Results with 35.9 fb−1 are intended for comparison with the projections to
higher luminosities and differ in parts from [167] for consistency with the projected results: uncertainties
due to the limited number of Monte Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on
the theory uncertainties are applied.
S1 S2
Source 35.9 fb−1 3000 fb−1 35.9 fb−1 3000 fb−1
Total 48.7 11.1 46.1 7.3
Stat 26.7 2.9 26.7 2.9
SigTh 10.8 8.7 5.0 4.4
BkgTh 28.6 4.1 25.6 3.5
tt + HF XS 14.6 0.8 16.5 0.7
Exp 17.4 4.2 16.6 2.6
Luminosity 1.6 1.8 0.5 0.8
B tagging 12.0 2.8 10.8 1.6
JES 10.9 1.6 11.3 1.6
Table 32: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH cross section in the
H→ bb channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at ATLAS. As discussed in the text,
the extrapolation assumes the limitations on the reduction of the tt + HF modelling to a factor 2 and a
factor 3 of the Run 2 prior uncertainties (Section 2.2.2.4). Therefore, the additional modelling uncertainty
used for the extrapolation is 23% in S1 and 15% in S2. Uncertainties due to the limited number of Monte
Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on the theory uncertainties are applied.
Final state Scenario ∆tot/σSM ∆stat/σSM ∆exp/σSM ∆sig/σSM ∆bkg/σSM ∆µsig
tt¯H,H → bb¯ Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.61−0.61 +0.22−0.22 +0.27−0.28 +0.10−0.09 +0.47−0.47 +0.15−0.15
(single lepton) HL-LHC S1 +0.25−0.20
+0.02
−0.02
+0.10
−0.10
+0.08
−0.06
+0.22
−0.17
+0.10
−0.11
HL-LHC S2 +0.18−0.15
+0.02
−0.02
+0.09
−0.09
+0.06
−0.05
+0.14
−0.11
+0.08
−0.07
tt¯H,H → bb¯ Run 2, 36 fb−1 +1.06−1.08 +0.51−0.51 +0.32−0.31 +0.11−0.12 +0.90−0.92 +0.14−0.14
(di-lepton) HL-LHC S1 +0.32−0.26
+0.06
−0.06
+0.13
−0.13
+0.08
−0.07
+0.27
−0.21
+0.11
−0.09
HL-LHC S2 +0.23−0.20
+0.06
−0.06
+0.11
−0.11
+0.06
−0.06
+0.17
−0.15
+0.08
−0.08
tainty, demonstrate the level of sensitivity at which the data will be able to distinguish different models
and sets a benchmark for the required precision. Monte Carlo prediction will thus need to improve
sufficiently to match the data within the uncertainties expected at 3000 fb−1.
Following the expected improvement by a factor two to three in the theoretical uncertainties on the
tt + HF cross-section calculation described in Section 2.2.2.4, ATLAS and CMS have also performed the
ttH, H→ bb extrapolation assuming that the reduction of the tt + HF modelling uncertainties is limited
to factors of two (in scenario S1) and three (in scenario S2) relative to the uncertainty at 35.9 fb−1. In
this case, the obtained relative tt+HF modelling uncertainties are approximately 23% (S1) and 15% (S2)
in the ATLAS analysis as reported in Table 32 and approximately 15% (S1) and 10% (S2) in the CMS
analysis. These results enter the combined coupling measurement presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. The
impact of limiting the constraints of the tt + HF uncertainties on the total uncertainties on the extracted
parameters is relatively small, e.g. the uncertainty on κt increases by approximately 10% and 15% in
CMS and ATLAS, respectively.
Studies in the channel of the boosted regime using substructure techniques, where the Higgs boson
has significant transverse momentum, have been carried out and reported in [171]. The main background
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Table 33: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH cross section in the
multi-lepton channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at ATLAS. Uncertainties due
to the limited number of Monte Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on the
theory uncertainties are applied.
Final state Scenario ∆tot/σSM ∆stat/σSM ∆exp/σSM ∆sig/σSM ∆bkg/σSM ∆µsig
tt¯H,H →ML Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.40−0.40 +0.33−0.34 +0.15−0.15 +0.10−0.10 +0.13−0.13 +0.13−0.13
(no τ ) HL-LHC S1 +0.18−0.18
+0.04
−0.04
+0.13
−0.14
+0.08
−0.08
+0.12
−0.12
+0.11
−0.11
HL-LHC S2 +0.17−0.17
+0.04
−0.04
+0.12
−0.13
+0.05
−0.05
+0.09
−0.09
+0.07
−0.07
tt¯H,H →ML Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.64−0.64 +0.54−0.54 +0.29−0.29 +0.10−0.09 +0.14−0.13 +0.13−0.13
(with τ ) HL-LHC S1 +0.27−0.28
+0.07
−0.07
+0.23
−0.23
+0.09
−0.08
+0.12
−0.12
+0.11
−0.11
HL-LHC S2 +0.25−0.25
+0.07
−0.07
+0.22
−0.22
+0.05
−0.05
+0.07
−0.07
+0.07
−0.07
remains the top pair production in association with additional heavy flavour quarks, however the boosted
regime allows to reduce the combinatorial background and therefore the use of side-bands in the invariant
mass distribution. This study confirms the statistical power of the analysis and the side-bands, but would
require a more detailed study of the background systematic uncertainties to be fully compared with the
current projected results based on the LHC Run 2 analysis.
In conclusion, ttH production in the H → bb final state will provide a powerful channel to probe
the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling at the HL-LHC. The control of the tt + HF background is crucial, and
it is expected to benefit from measuring relevant quantities from data, thus mitigating the impact of
theoretical uncertainties.
ATLAS performs the extrapolation to HL-LHC also for the ttH multi-lepton (ML) final state [170]
where the Higgs boson decays into a pair of Z and W vector bosons or into a pair of τ leptons. Table 33
shows the results on the extrapolation to 3000 fb−1 under S1 and S2. As shown in the ranking plot in
Figure 21, in the τ final state, the dominant uncertainty pertains to the object reconstruction for such a
channel. It is also worth noting that the main theoretical systematic uncertainties concerns the modelling
of the tt+V background. Finally, fake lepton uncertainties are moderately constrained as well: this is due
to the absence of a reduction factor of prior uncertainties for such a source of systematic uncertainties
under S1 and S2.
2.5.1.2 Sensitivity to tH production20
The sensitivity to the tH process at the HL-LHC is determined by extrapolating a combination of Run 2
analyses based on 35.9 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13TeV [169]. Two of these analyses are dedicated searches
for tHq: one targets a multi-lepton final state in which the Higgs boson decays to WW, ZZ or τ τ pairs,
and the other targets the H → bb decay. In both analyses the presence of at least one central b tagged jet
and an isolated lepton from the top quark decay is required. Furthermore, the presence of a light quark
jet at high pseudorapidity, a unique feature of the tHq production mode, is exploited. Both analyses also
rely heavily on multivariate techniques to discriminate the signal against the large tt+jets background.
The γγ final state is also utilised, via a reinterpretation of the inclusive H → γ γ analysis [123]. In this
analysis the tHq and tHW processes primarily contribute to the“tt¯H leptonic” and “tt¯H hadronic” event
categories, and these are included in the combination.
In Figure 22 the variation of the expected upper limits on µtH is shown as a function of the inte-
grated luminosity for the S1 and S2 scenarios. The limits are determined assuming a background-only
hypothesis in which the ttH process is considered as following the SM expectation (µttH = 1). In order
to minimise further assumptions on the rate of ttH production, µttH is treated as a free parameter in the
20 Contacts: K. Mazumdar, P. Das
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Fig. 21: Ranking of the ten most significant systematic uncertainties under S2 in the ttH multi-lepton
(ML) final state with (a) and without (b) τ leptons in the ATLAS analysis listed in accordance to their
post-fit impact on the ttH cross section.
fit. In the S1 scenario the expected median upper limit on µtH at 3000 fb
−1 is determined to be 2.35.
The corresponding value in S2 is 1.51. With the 3000 fb−1 dataset and foreseen reduction in systematic
uncertainties in S2, the expected upper limit on µtH improves by about a factor of eight with respect to
the current exclusion.
The evolution of the expected uncertainty on the measurement of µtH, assuming the SM rate, is
given in Table 34. Values are given for two cases of background: one in which µttH is unconstrained in
the fit, and one in which it is fixed to the SM value of 1. In the latter case the uncertainties are reduced by
around 10% at 3000 fb−1, indicating that a precise simultaneous measurement of the ttH signal strength
will be needed to obtain the optimal sensitivity to the tH channel. In both cases it is found that the
reduced systematic uncertainties in S2 improve the precision by up to 30%.
2.5.2 Constraints from differential measurements21
Higgs boson couplings can be constrained by fitting theoretical predictions for pT
H [173, 174, 175]
to data, exploiting not only the overall normalisation (as is done in inclusive measurements [144, 145,
146]), but also the shape of the distribution. One of the first constraints on Higgs boson couplings
using differential Higgs boson production cross sections was made in Ref. [173]. The limits κc ∈
[−16, 18] at 95% CL were found, using data collected by the ATLAS Collaboration at√s = 8TeV [176],
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. More recently, the CMS Collaboration performed
a similar fit using data [159] collected at
√
s = 13TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
21 Contact: T. Klijnsma
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Fig. 22: The variation of expected upper limit on µtH with integrated luminosity for two projection
scenarios S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [172]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties).
Table 34: The ±1σ uncertainties on expected µtH=1 for scenarios S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertain-
ties [172]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) at all three luminosities, considering also the
case when µttH is fixed at the SM value 1.
µttH floating µttH fixed
S1
35.9 fb−1 +6.2−5.8
+5.8
−5.4
300 fb−1 +2.9−2.8
+2.5
−2.4
3000 fb−1 +1.2−1.2
+1.1
−1.0
S2
35.9 fb−1 +6.2−5.8
+5.8
−5.3
300 fb−1 +2.2−2.2
+2.0
−2.0
3000 fb−1 +0.9−0.9
+0.8
−0.8
36.1 fb−1. The limits on κb and κc are discussed in Section 7.6, whereas the interpretation in terms of κt
and cggh, the anomalous direct coupling to the gluon field, is discussed here. The projected simultaneous
limits on κt and cggh at 3000 fb
−1 are shown in Fig. 23, assuming branching fractions that scale according
to SM predictions. It is expected to observe the loop in the gluon-fusion production process, which is
clear from the fact that heavy top mass limit, given by the point (κt = 0, cggh =∼ 1/12), is excluded.
In order to determine solely the constraint obtained from the distribution (and not the overall nor-
malisation), the fit is repeated with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no
prior constraint, effectively profiling the overall normalisation. With this parametrisation, the sensitivity
to the sign of κt coming from the H → γ γ branching fraction is lost. The fits obtained this way are shown
in Fig. 24; although less significantly, the loop is still distinguished from the point-like coupling to the
gluon field, using only the information in the shape of the distribution.
2.6 Combination of Higgs boson measurement projections22
The projections documented in this section [139, 126] are based on the extrapolation of the following
analyses:
– H → γ γ , with ggH, VBF, VH and ttH production [123, 122, 164],
22 Contacts: R. Di Nardo, A. Gilbert, H. Yang, N. Berger, D. Du, M. Dührssen, A. Gilbert, R. Gugel, L. Ma, B. Murray, P.
Milenovic
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Fig. 23: Projected simultaneous fit for κt and cggh, assuming a coupling dependence of the branching
fractions for Scenario 1 (left) and Scenario 2 (right). The one standard deviation contour is drawn for
the combination (H → γ γ , H → ZZ, and H → bb), the H → γ γ channel, and the H → ZZ channel in
black, red, and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard deviation contour is drawn as
a black dashed line, and the shading indicates the negative log-likelihood, with the scale shown on the
right hand side of the plots.
Fig. 24: Projected simultaneous fit for κt and cggh with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance
parameters with no prior constraint for Scenario 1 (left) and Scenario 2 (right). The one standard devi-
ation contour is drawn for the combination (H → γ γ , H → ZZ, and H → bb), the H → γ γ channel,
and the H → ZZ channel in black, red, and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard
deviation contour is drawn as a black dashed line, and the shading indicates the negative log-likelihood,
with the scale shown on the right hand side of the plots.
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– H → ZZ(∗) → 4`, with ggH, VBF, VH and ttH production [128, 127],
– H →WW(∗) → `ν`ν, with ggH, VBF and VH production [177, 129],
– H → τ τ , with ggH and VBF production [134, 135],
– VH production with H → bb decay [138, 136],
– Boosted H production with H → bb decay [178],
– ttH production with H → leptons [179, 168],
– ttH production with H → bb [167, 180, 166],
– H → µµ, with ggH and VBF production [142, 181],
– H → Zγ , with ggH and VBF production [124].
The projected results given in this section are based on the combined measurement of these chan-
nels [182, 183]. In the following results, the signal model in the H → µµ channel is modified to account
for the improved di-muon mass resolution in the Phase-2 ATLAS and CMS tracker upgrades [22, 20].
In CMS, it is estimated that the reduced material budget and improved spatial resolution of the upgraded
tracker will yield a 40% improvement in the di-muon mass resolution, for example a reduction from
1.1% to 0.65% for muons in the barrel region. In ATLAS, instead, the reduction of the di-muon in-
variant mass resolution is estimated to be between 15% and 30% depending on the analysis categories
(forward/central).
In the ATLAS projection the expected signal and background yields in all channels are scaled to
account for the increasing cross sections going from
√
s = 13 TeV to
√
s = 14 TeV, while no scaling is
performed in the CMS projection. The impact of this scaling on the projected sensitivity is found to be
small.
Projections are given for three different sets of measurements:
– Higgs boson production cross sections in different decay channels: the parameters of interest
are the cross sections times branching fractions for ggH, VBF, WH, ZH and ttH production in each
relevant decay mode, normalised to their SM predictions.
– Higgs boson production cross sections: the parameters of interest are the production cross sec-
tions normalised to the corresponding SM predictions σi/σ
SM
i where i = ggH, VBF, WH, ZH
and ttH, assuming the SM values for the branching fractions. The small contribution from bbH
is grouped with ggH while the ZH process includes ZH production with the gluon-gluon initial
state. The overall theoretical uncertainties on the inclusive SM cross section predictions are not
included, while the uncertainties on the branching ratios are included as the values are assumed to
be given by the SM.
– Higgs boson branching fractions: the parameters of interest are the branching fractions nor-
malised to the corresponding SM values BRf/BR
SM
f , where f = ZZ, WW, γ γ , τ τ , bb, µµ, Zγ
assuming the SM cross sections for the production modes. In this case the uncertainties on the
decay branching ratios are not included, while the overall QCD scales and PDF+αS uncertainties
on the inclusive production cross sections are included.
For each projected measurement the uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statisti-
cal, experimental, background theory and signal theory. The combination is based on the assumption
that these components are independent within each experiment. Among them, the statistical and experi-
mental uncertainties are treated as fully uncorrelated between the two experiments, while the signal and
background theory uncertainties are assumed to be fully correlated. The combination is performed for
each parameter individually using the the BLUE methodology as described in Ref. [184]. This procedure
does not take into account correlations that may exist between parameters. These arise when analysis
channels are sensitive to more than one production or decay mode and the chosen fit observables do
not fully distinguish between these, as well as when the same systematic uncertainties apply to multiple
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production or decay modes. The effect of including these correlations via a simultaneous combination
of all parameters has been verified, utilising the same BLUE methodology and including the complete
covariance matrices for both experiments, and is found to have a minor effect on the projection results.
Specifically, the effect on the combined statistical and experimental uncertainties is negligible given the
reported precision. For the theory uncertainties this procedure can lead to smaller values than in the
case where these correlations are neglected. This is a feature of the methodology of Ref. [184], due to
the different approaches concerning the theoretical uncertainties used in the extrapolations by the two
experiments, which leads to differences in some of the correlation values. However, it is expected that
by the time of the HL-LHC both experiments will employ a more consistent treatment of the theoretical
uncertainties, making this reduction largely artificial. This motivates the choice to combine measurement
projections independently and neglect such correlations in the following results.
2.6.1 Production mode cross-sections in different decay channels
The expected ±1σ uncertainties on the production mode cross sections in the different decay channels
in S2 are summarised in Figure 25 for ggH and VBF, in Figure 26 for WH and ZH, in Figure 27. These
are shown for ATLAS, CMS and their combination. Additionally, the numerical values for the ATLAS-
CMS combination in scenario S2 are also reported in the figures, with the uncertainty decomposed in
three components: statistical, experimental and theory. There are few cases where the extrapolation is
currently available only for one experiment (e.g. only gg → H → bb in CMS, and only H → Zγ
in ATLAS). In these cases, the combined result is obtained by using the same available extrapolation
for both experiments. The correlations between the different production mode cross-sections in different
decay channels are in general small, with the exception of the ZH and WH measurements in the H → ZZ
decay (for this reason the VH cross-section is also reported) and the ggH and VBF production mode
cross sections in the H → µµ decay.
The numerical values of the expected±1σ uncertainties on the per-production-mode cross sections
in the different decay channels for the ATLAS and CMS projections are given in Table 35. The table gives
the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components: statistical, signal theory, background theory and
experimental for both scenarios S1 and S2.
2.6.2 Cross sections per-production mode
The expected ±1σ relative uncertainties on the per-production-mode cross sections parameters in S2 for
ATLAS, CMS and their combination are summarised in Figure 28. Additionally, the numerical values
for the ATLAS-CMS combination are also given, with the uncertainty decomposed in three components:
statistical, experimental and theory. In scenario S2 the contribution from the statistical, experimental
and theoretical uncertainties to the total error for the combined ggH and VBF cross section measure-
ments is similar. For WH and ZH production cross section measurements, the statistical and theoretical
uncertainty are the dominant one. Finally, the total uncertainty on the ttH production cross section mea-
surement is dominated by the theoretical uncertainty, which is almost a factor two larger with respect to
the other components. The numerical values of the expected ±1σ uncertainties on the per-production-
mode cross sections for the ATLAS and CMS projections are given in Table 36. The table gives the
breakdown of the uncertainty into four components: statistical, signal theory, background theory and
experimental for both scenarios S1 and S2.
2.6.3 Branching ratios per-decay mode
The expected ±1σ uncertainties on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalised to the SM expec-
tations in S2 for ATLAS, CMS and their combination are summarised in Figure 29. Additionally, the
numerical values for the ATLAS-CMS combination are also reported in the figure, with the uncertainty
decomposed in three components: statistical, experimental and theory. The S2 uncertainties for the com-
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Fig. 25: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ggH (top) and VBF (bottom) production cross sections in the different decay modes
normalised to the SM predictions for ATLAS(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds
to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the
additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases
where the extrapolation is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the
other experiment and this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected
±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the ggH (top) and VBF (bottom) pro-
duction cross sections in the different decay modes normalised to the SM predictions for the combination
of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey
box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line
respectively. In addition, the numerical values are also reported.
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Fig. 26: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the WH (top) and ZH (bottom) production cross sections in the different decay modes
normalised to the SM predictions for ATLAS(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds
to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the
additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases
where the extrapolation is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the
other experiment and this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected
±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the WH (top) and ZH (bottom) pro-
duction cross sections in the different decay modes normalised to the SM predictions for the combination
of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey
box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line
respectively. In addition, the numerical values are also reported.
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Table 35: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the per-production-mode cross
sections in the different decay modes for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for both
S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [182]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total
uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).
ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigAcc BkgTh
σ
γγ
ggH
S1 5.2 1.7 4.7 1.1 1.2
S2 3.6 1.7 3.0 0.9 0.5
σ
ZZ
ggH
S1 4.9 2.0 3.7 1.8 1.9
S2 3.9 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
σ
WW
ggH
S1 6.0 1.2 3.2 3.7 3.4
S2 4.3 1.2 2.7 2.1 2.4
σ
ττ
ggH
S1 10.6 3.3 5.0 7.5 4.4
S2 8.2 3.3 4.4 5.4 2.7
σ
µµ
ggH
S1 19.9 17.9 2.8 8.0 0.1
S2 18.5 17.9 2.7 3.8 0.1
σ
Zγ
ggH
S1 33.3 31.1 4.9 10.1 0.3
S2 33.3 31.1 4.9 10.1 0.3
σ
γγ
VBF
S1 12.0 4.4 7.3 8.2 2.1
S2 8.9 4.4 5.5 5.4 0.9
σ
ZZ
VBF
S1 13.0 9.6 5.1 6.8 2.1
S2 11.8 9.6 5.1 4.5 1.2
σ
WW
VBF
S1 10.3 3.3 3.9 7.7 4.5
S2 6.6 3.3 2.9 4.0 2.8
σ
ττ
VBF
S1 8.7 3.7 4.1 5.5 3.8
S2 7.8 3.7 4.8 3.2 3.6
σ
µµ
VBF
S1 38.7 32.5 11.7 17.1 0.2
S2 36.1 32.5 11.7 10.4 0.3
σ
Zγ
VBF
S1 68.2 62.2 10.9 25.0 0.5
S2 68.2 62.2 10.9 25.0 0.5
σ
γγ
WH
S1 14.8 13.1 5.2 4.0 1.3
S2 13.8 13.1 3.3 2.8 0.7
σ
ZZ
VH
S1 18.7 17.3 4.2 5.4 2.2
S2 18.1 17.3 3.4 4.1 1.7
σ
bb
WH
S1 14.1 4.3 4.9 7.3 10.1
S2 10.1 4.4 4.1 4.2 6.9
σ
γγ
ZH
S1 17.0 14.9 5.1 6.3 1.3
S2 15.7 14.9 3.2 3.7 0.6
σ
bb
ZH
S1 7.0 3.5 2.7 4.0 3.6
S2 5.2 3.5 2.0 2.1 2.4
σ
γγ
ttH
S1 10.0 4.6 5.9 6.4 1.5
S2 7.4 4.6 4.1 3.9 0.5
σ
ZZ
ttH
S1 20.5 18.6 4.1 7.3 1.7
S2 19.3 18.6 3.1 3.8 0.9
σ
WWττ
ttH
S1 22.1 6.3 18.2 7.0 8.1
S2 20.2 6.3 17.9 4.3 5.1
σ
bb
ttH
S1 19.9 3.2 4.2 7.4 17.8
S2 14.2 3.2 3.4 4.4 12.7
CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigAcc BkgTh
σ
γγ
ggH
S1 3.9 1.9 3.3 0.7 1.0
S2 2.8 1.9 2.1 0.8 0.9
σ
ZZ
ggH
S1 4.1 2.1 2.7 1.2 1.7
S2 3.0 2.1 1.8 0.8 0.7
σ
WW
ggH
S1 3.6 1.2 1.5 2.9 1.0
S2 2.5 1.2 1.2 1.6 0.9
σ
ττ
ggH
S1 5.7 2.6 3.5 3.3 1.7
S2 4.6 2.6 2.9 2.3 0.7
σ
bb
ggH
S1 34.3 20.6 10.0 23.7 3.2
S2 24.7 20.6 2.6 12.2 1.5
σ
µµ
ggH
S1 15.9 13.4 8.0 2.6 1.9
S2 13.5 13.4 2.0 1.4 0.6
σ
γγ
VBF
S1 22.1 5.2 19.9 7.9 1.3
S2 12.7 5.2 10.9 4.0 0.3
σ
ZZ
VBF
S1 15.1 11.7 1.8 8.8 2.4
S2 13.3 11.7 1.3 5.9 0.8
σ
WW
VBF
S1 8.1 6.3 2.0 4.4 1.8
S2 7.2 6.3 1.6 2.8 1.1
σ
ττ
VBF
S1 4.9 3.8 2.0 2.8 1.5
S2 4.2 3.8 1.3 1.2 0.4
σ
µµ
VBF
S1 57.3 53.2 11.3 18.0 4.5
S2 54.0 53.2 2.6 9.5 1.0
σ
γγ
WH
S1 14.3 13.6 3.7 2.0 1.4
S2 13.8 13.6 1.7 1.5 0.2
σ
ZZ
WH
S1 47.9 46.5 7.8 11.2 2.8
S2 47.8 46.5 3.8 4.0 0.8
σ
WW
WH
S1 15.6 12.9 6.5 5.3 2.2
S2 13.7 12.9 3.1 2.9 1.5
σ
bb
WH
S1 16.0 5.6 9.8 5.3 10.8
S2 9.4 5.6 5.1 2.2 5.1
σ
γγ
ZH
S1 23.5 23.1 2.9 3.1 1.5
S2 23.2 23.1 1.2 2.4 0.4
σ
ZZ
ZH
S1 82.3 75.7 16.4 26.3 7.6
S2 78.4 75.7 9.9 15.1 1.3
σ
WW
ZH
S1 18.5 17.2 3.5 5.3 2.4
S2 17.7 17.2 3.0 2.8 1.7
σ
bb
ZH
S1 7.9 4.2 2.3 5.6 3.1
S2 6.0 4.2 1.9 2.9 2.6
σ
γγ
ttH
S1 9.3 7.7 3.9 3.5 1.0
S2 8.4 7.7 2.7 1.9 0.2
σ
ZZ
ttH
S1 24.6 23.6 4.2 4.9 2.5
S2 24.2 23.6 3.1 2.6 1.8
σ
WW
ttH
S1 11.2 4.2 9.1 1.8 4.5
S2 8.7 4.2 6.9 1.1 3.0
σ
bb
ttH
S1 15.9 2.8 3.9 0.0 15.2
S2 10.8 2.8 2.7 0.1 10.0
σ
ττ
ttH
S1 16.5 8.7 13.1 3.4 3.5
S2 14.2 8.7 10.9 1.6 2.1
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Fig. 27: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ttH production cross section in the different decay modes normalised to the SM
predictions for ATLAS (blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and
experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution
to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases where the extrapolation
is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the other experiment and
this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties
in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the ttH production cross sections in the different decay
modes normalised to the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For
each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and
theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively. In addition, the numerical
values are also reported.
Table 36: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the per-production-mode cross
sections normalised to the SM values for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for both
S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [182]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total
uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).
ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh
σggH
S1 3.5 0.8 2.1 2.1 1.6
S2 2.4 0.8 1.7 1.2 1.0
σVBF
S1 5.5 2.0 2.7 3.7 2.1
S2 4.2 2.0 2.3 2.2 1.7
σWH
S1 9.3 4.0 4.0 5.1 5.4
S2 7.7 4.0 3.4 3.3 4.5
σZH
S1 6.2 3.4 2.4 3.4 3.0
S2 4.8 3.4 1.8 2.0 2.1
σttH
S1 6.7 1.9 3.1 3.7 4.3
S2 5.3 1.9 2.8 2.4 3.3
CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh
σggH
S1 2.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0.9
S2 1.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.6
σVBF
S1 4.1 2.6 2.1 2.0 1.3
S2 3.5 2.6 1.6 1.8 0.3
σWH
S1 8.1 4.6 5.2 2.6 3.3
S2 6.4 4.6 3.2 1.5 2.7
σZH
S1 6.7 3.9 2.1 4.3 2.5
S2 5.4 3.9 1.7 2.4 2.3
σttH
S1 5.8 1.8 3.1 1.9 4.1
S2 4.6 1.8 2.4 1.1 3.4
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Fig. 28: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalised to the SM predictions for ATLAS
(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic
uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due
to theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertain-
ties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalised to
the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the
total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are
indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively. In addition, the numerical values are also reported.
bined ATLAS-CMS extrapolation range from 2 − 4%, with the exception of that on Bµµ at 8% and
on BZγ at 19%. The numerical values in both S1 and S2 for ATLAS and CMS are given in Table 37
where the the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components is provided. In projections of both
experiments, the S1 uncertainties are up to a factor of 1.5 larger than those in S2, reflecting the larger
systematic component. The systematic uncertainties generally dominate in both S1 and S2. In S2 the
signal theory uncertainty is the largest, or joint-largest, component for all parameters except BRµµ and
BZγ , which remain limited by statistics due to the small branching fractions.
The correlations range up to 40%, and are largest between modes where the sensitivity is domi-
nated by gluon-fusion production. This reflects the impact of the theory uncertainties affecting the SM
prediction of the gluon-fusion production rate.
2.7 Kappa interpretation of the combined Higgs boson measurement projections23
2.7.1 Interpretations and results for HL-LHC
In this section combination results are given for a parametrisation based on the coupling modifier, or
κ-framework [42]. A set of coupling modifiers, ~κ, is introduced to parametrise potential deviations from
the SM predictions of the Higgs boson couplings to SM bosons and fermions. For a given production
process or decay mode j, a coupling modifier κj is defined such that,
κ2j = σj/σ
SM
j or κ
2
j = Γ
j/ΓjSM. (6)
23 Contacts: R. Di Nardo, A. Gilbert, H. Yang, N. Berger, D. Du, M. Dührssen, A. Gilbert, R. Gugel, L. Ma B. Murray, P.
Milenovic
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Fig. 29: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 system-
atic uncertainties) on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalised to the SM predictions for ATLAS
(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic
uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty
due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncer-
tainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalised
to the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement,
the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertain-
ties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively. In addition, the numerical values are also
reported.
In the SM, all κj values are positive and equal to unity. Six coupling modifiers corresponding to
the tree-level Higgs boson couplings are defined: κW , κZ , κt , κb , κτ and κµ . In addition, the effective
coupling modifiers κg , κγ and κZγ are introduced to describe ggH production, H → γ γ decay and
H → Zγ decay loop processes. The total width of the Higgs boson, relative to the SM prediction, varies
with the coupling modifiers as ΓH/Γ
SM
H =
∑
j B
j
SMκ
2
j/(1 − BBSM), where BjSM is the SM branching
fraction for the H → jj channel and BBSM is the Higgs boson branching fraction to BSM final states. In
the results for the κj parameters presented here BBSM is fixed to zero and only decays to SM particles
are allowed. Projections are also given for the upper limit on BBSM when this restriction is relaxed, in
which an additional constraint that |κV| < 1 is imposed. A constraint on ΓH/ΓSMH is also obtained in
this model by treating it as a free parameter in place of one of the other κ parameters.
The expected uncertainties for the coupling modifier parametrisation for ATLAS, CMS [126, 139]
and their combination for scenario S2 are summarised in Figure 30. The numerical values in both S1 and
S2 for ATLAS and CMS are provided in Table 38. For the combined measurement in S2, the uncertainty
components contribute at a similar level for κγ , κW , κZ and κτ . The signal theory remains the main
component for κt and κg , while κµ and κZγ are limited by statistics.
The expected 1σ uncertainty on BBSM, for the parametrisation with BBSM ≥ 0 and |κV| ≤ 1, is
0.033 (0.049) in S1 and 0.027 (0.032) in S2 for CMS (ATLAS), where in the latter case the statistical
uncertainty is the largest component. The expected uncertainty for the ATLAS-CMS combination on
BBSM is 0.025 in S2. The uncertainty on ΓH/Γ
SM
H , determined for CMS only, is 0.05 (0.04) in S1 (S2).
The correlation coefficients between the coupling modifiers are in general larger compared to the
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Table 37: The expected±1σ relative uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the Higgs boson branch-
ing ratios normalised by the SM expectations for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for
both S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [182]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The to-
tal uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).
ATLAS
3000 fb−1 relative uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh
Bγγ
S1 6.0 1.2 4.7 3.3 1.4
S2 3.7 1.2 2.9 1.8 0.6
BWW
S1 5.8 1.0 2.8 4.3 2.6
S2 4.4 1.0 2.4 3.2 1.6
BZZ
S1 5.3 1.6 3.0 3.7 1.7
S2 3.8 1.6 2.7 1.9 1.0
Bbb
S1 7.6 2.0 2.4 5.0 4.7
S2 5.0 2.0 1.9 2.8 3.2
Bττ
S1 6.0 1.7 2.7 4.4 2.4
S2 4.4 1.7 2.5 2.8 1.7
Bµµ
S1 14.9 12.7 3.2 6.8 0.3
S2 13.7 12.7 3.2 3.7 0.3
BZγ
S1 24.2 20.3 4.5 12.2 0.0
S2 24.2 20.3 4.5 12.2 0.0
CMS
3000 fb−1 relative uncertainty [%]
Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh
Bγγ
S1 4.4 1.3 2.6 3.3 0.3
S2 3.0 1.3 1.7 1.9 0.3
BWW
S1 4.0 1.0 1.4 3.5 1.0
S2 2.8 1.0 1.1 2.2 0.9
BZZ
S1 5.0 1.6 2.5 3.5 1.9
S2 3.2 1.6 1.7 2.1 0.7
Bbb
S1 7.0 2.1 2.3 5.2 3.6
S2 4.7 2.1 1.7 2.4 2.9
Bττ
S1 3.9 1.6 1.9 2.6 1.5
S2 2.9 1.6 1.4 1.9 0.6
Bµµ
S1 12.8 9.1 7.6 4.7 0.8
S2 9.6 9.1 1.7 2.6 0.8
one related to the signal strength (up to +75% ). One reason for this is that the normalisation of any
signal process depends on the total width of the Higgs boson, which in turn depends on the values of the
other coupling modifiers. The largest correlations involve κb , as this gives the largest contribution to the
total width in the SM. Therefore improving the measurement of the H → bb process will improve the
sensitivity of many of the other coupling modifiers at the HL-LHC.
Projections have also been determined for a parametrisation based on ratios of the coupling mod-
ifiers (λij = κi/κj) together with a reference ratio of coupling modifiers κgZ = κgκZ/κH . This
parametrisation requires no assumption on the total width of the Higgs boson, as its effective modi-
fier κH has been absorbed into the ratio κgZ . The results of this projection for ATLAS, CMS and their
combination in S2 are given in Fig 31. The numerical values in both S1 and S2 for ATLAS and CMS are
given in Table 39.
2.7.2 Higgs boson coupling measurements projections estimates for HE-LHC
As discussed above, except for the κµ and κZγ coupling modifiers measured directly through the rare
decay channels H → µ+µ− and H → (Z → `+`−)γ, the precision of the measurement of the Higgs
boson couplings at HL-LHC are limited by systematic uncertainties and in particular those related to the
theoretical predictions and the modelling of the signal and the backgrounds.
Detailed studies on how the main systematic uncertainties will be reduced with foreseeable theo-
retical developments and the input of the large amount of data from the HL-LHC have not been carried
out so far, except for PDF uncertainties. A very approximate estimate can however be given from the
studies made for the projected sensitivities at HL-LHC, where HE-LHC sensitivities are derived neglect-
ing the statistical uncertainty taking into account the increase in centre-of-mass energy of 27 TeV and
the much larger dataset of 15 ab−1 for all measurements, except H → µµ and H → Zγ channel where
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Fig. 30: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the coupling modifier parameters for ATLAS (blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured
box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area
represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties.
(right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncer-
tainties) on the coupling modifier parameters for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations.
For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental
and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.
a simple scaling of the cross sections and luminosities is applied, which is a fair assessment with the
current systematic uncertainties and assuming that the experimental performance and systematic uncer-
tainties are unchanged with respect to the current LHC experiments. Two scenarios are then assumed
for the theoretical and modelling systematic uncertainties on the signal and backgrounds. The first (S2)
is the foreseen baseline scenario at HL-LHC, and the second (S2′) is a scenario where theoretical and
modelling systematic uncertainties are halved, which in many cases would correspond to uncertainties
roughly four times smaller than for current Run 2 analyses. It should be noted that HL-LHC measure-
ments, whose precision is limited by systematic uncertainties, would also improve for S2’. The results
of these projections are reported in Table 40.
2.8 Higgs couplings precision overview in the Kappa-framework and the nonlinear EFT24
After the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC, the first exploration of the couplings of the new
particle at Run I and Run II has achieved an overall precision at the level of ten percent. One of the main
goals of Higgs studies at the HL-LHC or HE-LHC will be to push the sensitivity to deviations in the
Higgs couplings close to the percent level.
In this section we study the projected precision that would be possible at such high luminosity
and high energy extensions of the LHC from a global fit to modifications of the different single-Higgs
couplings. Other important goals of the Higgs physics program at the HL/HE-LHC, such as extend-
ing/complementing the studies of the total rates with the information from differential distributions, or
getting access to the Higgs trilinear coupling, will be covered in other parts of this document.
In order to study single-Higgs couplings, we introduce a parametrisation, the nonlinear EFT, that
24 Contacts: J. de Blas, O. Catà, O. Eberhardt, C. Krause
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Table 38: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the coupling modifier parame-
ters.Values are given for both S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [182]) and S2 (with YR18 system-
atic uncertainties). The total uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal
theory (SigTh), background theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).
ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp
κγ
S1 3.7 0.9 2.2 1.4 2.5
S2 2.4 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.7
κW
S1 3.1 0.8 1.9 1.9 1.3
S2 2.2 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.2
κZ
S1 2.6 0.8 1.8 1.2 1.1
S2 1.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9
κg
S1 4.2 1.0 3.2 2.2 1.4
S2 3.1 1.0 2.2 1.6 1.2
κt
S1 6.3 1.1 4.9 3.4 1.6
S2 4.2 1.1 2.6 2.7 1.4
κb
S1 6.2 1.6 3.7 4.1 2.3
S2 4.4 1.6 2.1 2.8 2.0
κτ
S1 3.7 1.1 2.6 1.8 1.7
S2 2.7 1.1 1.5 1.2 1.6
κµ
S1 7.7 6.4 3.6 1.4 1.9
S2 7.0 6.4 2.0 0.9 1.8
κZγ
S1 12.7 10.2 6.9 1.4 2.5
S2 12.4 10.2 6.4 0.9 2.4
CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp
κγ
S1 2.9 1.1 1.8 1.0 1.7
S2 2.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.2
κW
S1 2.6 1.0 1.7 1.1 1.1
S2 1.8 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8
κZ
S1 2.4 1.0 1.7 0.9 0.9
S2 1.7 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.7
κg
S1 4.0 1.1 3.4 1.3 1.2
S2 2.5 1.1 1.7 1.1 1.0
κt
S1 5.5 1.0 4.4 2.7 1.6
S2 3.5 1.0 2.2 2.1 1.2
κb
S1 6.0 2.0 4.3 2.9 2.3
S2 4.0 2.0 2.0 2.2 1.8
κτ
S1 2.8 1.2 1.8 1.1 1.4
S2 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.0
κµ
S1 6.7 4.7 2.5 1.0 3.9
S2 5.0 4.7 1.3 0.8 1.1
transparently connects with the κ-formalism, but is based on the language of effective field theories
(EFTs). We then present a fit to the projected HL/HE-LHC uncertainties both in the κ-formalism and
in the more general nonlinear EFT, discussing the expected sensitivities to deviations on the Higgs cou-
plings at the HL/HE-LHC, and compare with the recent results obtained using current data from [185].
The translation of these results in terms of composite Higgs scenarios will be discussed in section 2.9.
The κ-formalism was introduced in [44, 42] as an interim framework to report on the measure-
ments of the Higgs-boson couplings and characterise the nature of the Higgs boson. The κi are defined
as ratios of measured cross sections and decay widths with respect to their SM expectation, i.e.
κ2X =
σ(Xi → h+Xf )
σ(Xi → h+Xf )SM
, κ2Y =
Γ(h→ Y )
Γ(h→ Y )SM
, (7)
so that the SM is recovered for κi = 1. This framework, defined at the level of signal strengths, was
appropriate for the observables under study at Run I, which tested deviations in event rates. For Run
II and the analyses required at the HL/HE-LHC, differential information is needed and the formalism
defined by eq. (7) has to be extended. In practice it then becomes more efficient to work directly at the
level of Lagrangians. Here we will discuss the interpretation of the κ factors within the electroweak chiral
Lagrangian (EWChL or HEFT). Within this EFT, the contributions to processes with a single Higgs, in
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Table 39: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the ratios of coupling modifier
parameters for ATLAS and CMS [126, 139]. Values are given for both S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncer-
tainties [182]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total uncertainty is decomposed into
four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background theory (BkgTh) and experimental
(Exp).
ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp
κgZ
S1 3.4 0.8 2.8 0.9 1.5
S2 2.2 0.8 1.5 0.5 1.3
λγZ
S1 3.1 1.0 1.5 0.6 2.4
S2 2.2 1.0 0.7 0.5 1.7
λWZ
S1 2.7 0.9 1.5 1.3 1.5
S2 2.2 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.4
λZg
S1 4.5 1.3 3.7 1.6 1.6
S2 3.4 1.3 2.4 1.3 1.4
λtg
S1 6.1 1.3 5.4 1.8 1.8
S2 3.9 1.3 3.0 1.3 1.7
λbZ
S1 5.3 1.6 3.1 3.3 2.2
S2 3.9 1.6 1.8 2.3 2.0
λτZ
S1 3.4 1.2 2.3 1.4 1.8
S2 2.6 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.7
λµZ
S1 7.7 6.4 3.6 0.9 2.1
S2 7.0 6.4 1.9 0.5 1.9
λZγZ
S1 12.7 10.2 6.9 1.0 2.6
S2 12.3 10.2 6.3 0.5 2.5
CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]
Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp
κgZ
S1 3.2 0.8 2.7 0.9 1.2
S2 1.9 0.8 1.4 0.4 0.8
λγZ
S1 2.6 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.8
S2 1.8 1.0 0.7 0.2 1.2
λWZ
S1 2.3 0.9 1.4 1.0 1.3
S2 1.6 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.9
λZg
S1 3.9 1.4 3.2 1.1 1.4
S2 2.6 1.4 1.8 0.7 1.1
λtg
S1 5.8 1.2 5.0 1.8 1.9
S2 3.5 1.2 2.5 1.3 1.6
λbZ
S1 5.2 1.7 3.4 2.6 2.3
S2 3.4 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
λτZ
S1 2.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.6
S2 1.9 1.2 0.9 0.4 1.2
λµZ
S1 6.6 4.7 2.2 1.1 4.0
S2 5.0 4.7 1.1 0.4 1.2
Table 40: Projected sensitivities of the measurements of Higgs boson couplings at HE-LHC.
Coupling S2 S2′
kγ 1.6 1.2
kW 1.5 1.0
kZ 1.3 0.8
kg 2.2 1.3
kt 3.2 1.9
kb 3.5 2.1
kτ 1.7 1.1
kµ 2.2 1.7
kZγ 6.9 4.1
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Fig. 31: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 system-
atic uncertainties) on the ratios of coupling modifier parameters for ATLAS (blue) [126] and CMS
(red) [139]. The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic uncer-
tainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to
theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties
in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the ratios of coupling modifier parameters for the combi-
nation of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by
a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and
red line respectively.
the unitary gauge, are [186, 187, 185]
Lfit = 2cV
(
m2WW
+
µ W
−µ + 12m
2
ZZµZ
µ
) h
v
−
∑
ψ
cψmψψ¯ψ
h
v
+
e2
16pi2
cγFµνF
µν h
v
+
e2
16pi2
cZγZµνF
µν h
v
+
g2s
16pi2
cgtr
[
GµνG
µν]h
v
,
(8)
where mi is the mass of particle i, ψ ∈ {t, b, c, τ, µ}, and the ci describe the modifications of the Higgs
couplings. The previous Lagrangian differs from a naive rescaling of Higgs couplings, even though
superficially it might seem to be equivalent. In particular, the Standard Model is consistently recovered
in eq. (8) for
cSMi =
{
1 for i = V, t, b, c, τ, µ
0 for i = g, γ, Zγ.
(9)
This Lagrangian, taken in isolation, leads to a theory with a parametrically low cutoff: it has therefore
to be thought as part of a bigger EFT: the EWChL [188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197,
198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205]. This is a bottom-up EFT, constructed with the particle content
and symmetries of the SM. These are the same requirements adopted in the construction of the SMEFT.
The main difference between both EFTs concerns the Higgs field. In the EWChL, the Higgs boson, h, is
included as a scalar singlet, with couplings unrelated to the ones of the Goldstone bosons of electroweak
symmetry breaking (EWSB). Therefore, h is not necessarily part of an SU(2) doublet and consequently
(contrary to the SMEFT) the leading-order Lagrangian is already an EFT, leading potentially to O(1)
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effects in the κs and to a potentially low cutoff. Further details and explanations are discussed in [206,
207, 208, 204, 205, 187, 209].
Focusing on the leading effects in single-Higgs processes only, the full EWChL reduces to eq. (8)
which, if needed, can be extended to describe other processes: double-Higgs production from gluon fu-
sion, for instance, would require three more operators, corresponding to the interactions h3, t¯th2, ggh2 [210,
45, 211, 212] (see section 3.1.2.1). Since the observed processes are mediated by both tree level and one-
loop amplitudes at the first non-vanishing order, operators of leading order in the EFT (first line of eq. (8))
and next-to-leading order in the EFT (second line of eq. (8)) have to be included [187]. Corrections be-
yond the leading ones, both strong and electroweak, can also be incorporated to arbitrary order in the
description of Higgs processes. These corrections involve additional operators, not present in eq. (8), but
contained in the EWChL.
As stated above, the couplings in eq. (8) can receive a priori large contributions and have to be
considered as O(1) numbers. This is the expectation if new physics contains strongly-coupled new
interactions at the electroweak scale. In other scenarios of compositeness, new-physics interactions can
be associated with a larger scale f and progressively decoupled from the SM: it is therefore useful to
understand the Wilson coefficients in eq. (8) as functions of the parameter ξ = v2/f2. The scale f could
correspond, for example, to the scale of global symmetry breaking in composite Higgs models (see the
discussion in sec. 2.9). The SM is then recovered for ξ = 0. For ξ  1, one can perform an expansion in
ξ on top of the loop expansion in the EWChL. This yields a double expansion in ξ and 1/16pi2 [213], in
the spirit of the strongly-interacting light Higgs (SILH) [40]. The expected size of the Wilson coefficients
is then
ci = c
SM
i +O(ξ). (10)
The mapping of the Wilson coefficients ci to the κi parameters is done using the relations of the signal
strengths computed from the Lagrangian in eq. (8). The necessary formulas can be found in [186, 185].
These relations can be written as
κi = |fi(cj)| ≡
|Ai(cj)|
|Ai(cSMj )|
, (11)
where A is the corresponding transition amplitude of each process (the absolute value on the right hand
side is necessary, as the loop functions of the light fermions (b, τ, µ, . . . ) for the κγ , κg and κZγ are
complex). We can obtain an approximate inverse of eq. (11), to connect both formalisms in the opposite
direction, by assuming that all the imaginary parts are negligible.25 With the assumption of vanishing
imaginary parts, eq. (11) becomes

κV
κt
κb
κ`
κg
κγ
κZγ

=

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1.055 −0.055 0 1.389 0 0
1.261 −0.268 0.004 0.004 0 −0.304 0
1.059 −0.060 0.001 6 · 10−5 0 0 −0.083

·

cV
ct
cb
cτ
cg
cγ
cZγ

. (12)
These numbers also include the leading QCD corrections of the h → γγ and gg → h amplitude.
An explicit comparison of this approximation and the full formulas shows only negligible numerical
25This is a good approximation for some of the coefficients in fi(cj), for example for the coefficient of ct, or as long as the
Wilson coefficients stay relatively close to the SM value. This is not the case for the coefficients of the light fermion loops,
where real and imaginary parts are of similar size.
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differences. The inverse of eq. (12) is
cV
ct
cb
cτ
cg
cγ
cZγ

=

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 −0.759 0.040 0 0.720 0 0
4.149 −0.883 0.012 0.012 0 −3.290 0
12.736 −0.722 0.015 0.001 0 0 −12.029

·

κV
κt
κb
κ`
κg
κγ
κZγ

. (13)
With these relations one can translate the results of a κi fit into the EWChL formalism and vice-versa.
Fit to HL/HE-LHC Higgs precision data. The fits presented in what follows have been performed
using the HEPfit package [214, 215], and following a Bayesian statistical approach. The prior for the
different model parameters both in the EFT and in the κ framework are taken as flat, centred around
the SM solution, and restricting the ranges to avoid other solutions present due to the parametrisation
invariances of the different formalisms. Since no direct sensitivity to the H → cc¯ channel is available
in the HL/HE-LHC inputs used for the fits, we fix the corresponding parameters controlling the Hcc¯
interactions to their SM values (cc, κc = 1).
26
To assess the sensitivity to deviations from the SM, we assume the future measurements are SM-
like and include them in the likelihood of the fit assuming Gaussian distributions with standard deviations
given by the corresponding projections for the experimental uncertainties.
The analysis of current constraints has been taken directly from [185], which is based on the
experimental data from [216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231,
232, 233, 234, 144, 168, 140, 166, 124, 235, 236, 237, 238, 142, 138, 128, 134, 150, 239, 130, 167, 179,
180]. For the HL-LHC fits we use the corresponding ATLAS and CMS projections presented in this
document in sections 2.3 and 2.6. Since CMS does not currently have any projections for the H → Zγ
channel, we assume measurements with the same precision as ATLAS. For the systematics and theory
uncertainties we use the 2 scenarios presented in section 2.3.1: S1, for which the systematics are kept
as in current values, and S2, where experimental systematics are reduced with the luminosity and theory
errors are reduced. The correlations between the ATLAS and CMS sets of inputs were not available
for these fits and are therefore ignored. We note that the absence of that information can result, in some
cases, in somewhat optimistic bounds. This is particularly the case for those couplings whose uncertainty
is dominated by theoretical errors (e.g. κt).
Finally, we follow the ATLAS and CMS guidelines to estimate the HE-LHC uncertainties for
the different signal strengths. Starting from the HL-LHC S2 projections we define the Base HE-LHC
scenario by scaling the statistical uncertainties according to the changes in the production cross section
going from 14 TeV to 27 TeV, as well as the different luminosities (3 ab−1 for the HL-LHC and 15 ab−1
in the HE-LHC):
δstatµHE-LHC =
√√√√ σ14TeVpp→H × 3ab−1
σ27TeVpp→H × 15ab−1
δstatµHL-LHC. (14)
Other experimental and theory uncertainties are kept as in the HL-LHC S2 case. To compare the results
with those that would be possible in a scenario where better understanding of theory errors or systematics
is achieved, it was suggested to use a more optimistic scenario where such uncertainties are further
reduced by a factor of 2. We also include this optimistic scenario in our fits, and we denote it by “Opt.”.
One should note, however, that such a scenario does not come from a systematic extrapolation of the
possible reduction of uncertainties. It is only an educated guess for illustration purposes.
26See [185] for a discussion of the multiplicities of the different solutions in the fit as well as the effect of letting the charm
coupling float in the fits in absence of a significant direct constraint.
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In Table 41 we show the results of the fit for the different scenarios discussed above for the
EWChL. The numbers for the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC are reported independently (i.e. the HE-LHC
does not includes the HL-LHC results on the Higgs couplings). These results are also shown in Figure 32.
The analogous results for the fit using the κ formalism are presented in Table 42 and Figure 33. In order
to put both approaches on an equal theoretical footing, in the κ fit we assumed custodial symmetry as
well as the absence of extra exotic decays of the Higgs. As expected from the discussion above, the re-
sults show an excellent agreement between the ci and κi fits for most of the parameters. The exceptions
are the parameters entering in loop-induced processes, cg,γ,Zγ and κg,γ,Zγ , whose interpretation differs
in the two formalisms. In particular, the interplay between cγ,Zγ and the couplings modifying the SM
loops results in a significant difference between the cγ,Zγ results and the ones for κγ,Zγ .
Focusing our attention on the HL-LHC results, we observe that, even in the conservative S1 sce-
nario, the knowledge of the different EFT parameters, ci, and Higgs-couplings modifiers, κi, will improve
by at least a factor of 2-3 with respect to current experimental limits. The improvement is more marked
for channels that benefit from very high statistics, such as H → µ+µ−, with a precision∼ 7 times better
than in the current fit, and H → Zγ where current data does not allow to set any meaningful bound
on cZγ , κZγ . Further progress is expected at the HE-LHC where, for instance, we foresee 1% level
determinations for the Higgs couplings to vector bosons and τ leptons. As one can see by comparing
the HL-LHC S2 and HE-LHC Base scenarios, the precision of the interactions associated with the main
Higgs couplings will be controlled, to a large extent, by systematic and theory errors.
One must be careful with the interpretation of these results, though. These projections implicitly
assume that departures from the SM appear only as modifications in the Higgs couplings or, in other
words, that any other interaction entering the relevant Higgs processes is exactly SM-like. However, at
the level of precision we observe in the results, close to the 1%, this may not be a justified assumption
given current bounds on other electroweak interactions that could modify, e.g. VBF or VH associated
production. This comment applies even more to the HE-LHC uncertainties obtained assuming the re-
duced theory and systematic uncertainties which, in particular, predict a sub-percent precision for the
Higgs coupling to vector bosons. We believe this to be too aggressive. A more realistic assessment of
the HE-LHC uncertainties would require an equally realistic study of the experimental precision at that
machine, as well as the results of a full global fit combining Higgs data with other relevant observables
of the EW sector. We refer to section 8 for more details in this regard (in the context of the SMEFT).
Table 41: Comparison of the current and HL/HE-LHC 68% probability sensitivities to the ci coefficients,
as shown in Figure 32.
Current limits [185] HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 HE-LHC (Base) HE-LHC (Opt.)
cV 1.01± 0.06 ±0.017 ±0.011 ±0.009 ±0.005
ct 1.04
+0.09
−0.1 ±0.040 ±0.025 ±0.020 ±0.010
cb 0.95± 0.13 ±0.042 ±0.028 ±0.023 ±0.012
cτ 1.02± 0.1 ±0.023 ±0.017 ±0.012 ±0.007
cµ 0.58
+0.4
−0.38 ±0.053 ±0.042 ±0.019 ±0.013
cg −0.01+0.08−0.07 ±0.032 ±0.020 ±0.016 ±0.008
cγ 0.05± 0.2 ±0.066 ±0.045 ±0.033 ±0.019
cZγ − ±1.061 ±1.048 ±0.45 ±0.314
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Fig. 32: Current and HL/HE-LHC constraints on ci. The left line of each coupling is the current bound,
from Ref. [185]. The central line is the projection to the HL-LHC, with the S1 scenario in light red and
S2 in dark red. The right line is the projection to HE-LHC, with the base scenario in light blue and the
optimistic one in dark blue.
Table 42: Comparison of the current and HL/HE-LHC 68% probability sensitivities to the SM Higgs-
coupling modifiers κi, as shown in Figure 33.
Current limits [185] HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 HE-LHC (Base) HE-LHC (Opt.)
κV 1.01± 0.06 ±0.017 ±0.011 ±0.009 ±0.005
κt 1.04
+0.09
−0.1 ±0.040 ±0.025 ±0.020 ±0.010
κb 0.94± 0.13 ±0.042 ±0.028 ±0.023 ±0.012
κτ 1.0± 0.1 ±0.023 ±0.017 ±0.012 ±0.007
κµ 0.58
+0.4
−0.38 ±0.053 ±0.042 ±0.019 ±0.013
κg 1.02
+0.08
−0.07 ±0.027 ±0.018 ±0.015 ±0.008
κγ 0.97± 0.07 ±0.023 ±0.016 ±0.012 ±0.007
κZγ − ±0.094 ±0.093 ±0.040 ±0.028
2.9 Interpretation of the Higgs couplings in terms of Composite Higgs models27
Composite Higgs (CH) models postulate that the Standard SM Higgs sector is UV-completed by a
strongly-coupled dynamics characterised by some scale m∗, not too far above the TeV. Since, by anal-
ogy with QCD, m∗ can naturally be small compared to any existing microscopic scale, this framework
provides an attractive solution to the hierarchy problem.
Historically, precision indirect tests, mainly from EW data, have resulted in important constraints
on strongly-coupled extensions of the SM. The discovery of the Higgs boson has removed the uncertainty
associated to the value of mh but otherwise has not improved those bounds qualitatively. On the other
hand, direct access to the Higgs boson properties has had a qualitative impact on CH scenarios: we now
know that viable realizations must contain a light scalar resonance h with properties that mimic those
of the SM Higgs boson. This observation excludes Higgless solutions to the hierarchy problem (like
old-fashioned technicolor), but leaves open a number of options, a representative set of which will be
discussed here. Overall, CH scenarios with a Higgs-like resonance continue to offer a very compelling
explanation of the weak scale.
27 Contact: L. Vecchi
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Fig. 33: Current and future constraints on κi. The left line of each κ is the current bound, from Ref. [185].
The central line is the projection to the HL-LHC, with the S1 scenario in light red and S2 in dark red.
The right line is the projection to HE-LHC, with the base scenario in light blue and the optimistic one in
dark blue.
In this section we will focus on two representative classes of CH scenarios that predict a light
scalar with SM-like couplings:
1) the Strongly-Interacting Light Higgs (SILH). In this class the exotic strong dynamics generates a
light scalar doublet H with the same SU(2)w × U(1)Y charges of the SM Higgs, and it is the
latter which spontaneously breaks the EW symmetry [240, 241]. The doublet H may be part of a
Nambu-Goldstone multiplet, or simply be an accidentally light scalar. The physical Higgs boson
h belonging to the composite doublet behaves as the SM Higgs boson up to corrections induced
by higher-dimensional operators suppressed by the strong coupling scale m∗.
2) the Strongly-Interacting Light Dilaton (SILD). In this class of theories the strong dynamics is as-
sumed to feature the spontaneous breaking of an approximate scale invariance at a scale fD. In
such a framework the low energy EFT possesses an approximate Nambu-Goldstone mode, the dila-
ton, which automatically has couplings aligned along the direction of those of the SM Higgs [242].
The key difference compared to the SILH is that this is a non-decoupling scenario, in which the
new physics threshold is controlled by the EW scale. We interpret the SILD as a representative
of CH scenarios based on the EW chiral Lagrangian, in which the EW symmetry is non-linearly
realised and the Higgs-like particle h is not embedded in an EW doublet H .
The main goal of this section is to review what we can learn about the CH picture from the
investigation of the Higgs properties at the HL and HE-LHC. We will focus on modifications of the on-
shell couplings, as opposed to off-shell rates like double-Higgs production or V V → V V scattering. Of
course, more direct ways to test the CH hypothesis include the observation of new resonances. Here we
however assume that the new resonances are too heavy to be directly accessible and focus on the low
energy EFT for the light state h.
The SILH
The operators that dominantly impact on-shell processes involving h are collected in table 43 under the
assumption thatH is an EW doublet. We do not include operators of higher dimension and those that are
severely constrained by precision data, which for this reason are expected to lead to negligible corrections
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Table 43: List of the dimension-6 operators relevant to our study of modified Higgs couplings in the SILH class.
We use the basis of [40]. Here yψ are the SM Yukawa couplings and V = Z,W .
Operator name Operator definition Main on-shell process
OH 12 ∂µ(H†H)∂µ(H†H) h→ ψψ¯, V V ∗
O6 λh(H†H)3 h∗ ↔ hh
Oy
∑
ψ=u,d,e yψ ψLHψR(H
†H) h→ ψψ¯
OHW ig(DµH)†σi(DνH)W iµν h→ V V ∗, γZ
OHB ig′(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν h→ ZZ∗, γZ
Og g2sH†HGaµνGaµν h→ gg
Oγ g′2H†HBµνBµν h→ γγ, γZ, ZZ
to the rates induced by those in the table. 28 In particular, in realistic SILH scenarios the Higgs coupling
to fermions must be aligned to the SM Yukawas. For illustrative purposes, here we further simplify
our discussion specialising on realisations in which the SM fermions are all coupled analogously to the
strong sector, such that a universal fermionic operatorOy is sufficient. (We will comment below on more
general scenarios.)
The observables that are mostly affected by the new interactions are shown in the third column of
table 43. An estimate of the various Wilson coefficients in concrete CH models reveals that corrections to
h→WW ∗, ZZ, ψψ¯ are typically dominated byOH,y [40]. Those to the radiative processes h→ gg, γγ
are controlled by 1-loop diagrams with an insertion ofOH,y if the doubletH is a Nambu-Goldstone mode
of the strong dynamics, but may also receive important contributions from Og,γ if H is an accidentally
light resonance. For what concerns h→ γZ we find thatOH,y give contributions parametrically compa-
rable to OHW,HB . The same is true for Oγ , but only when H is not a Nambu-Goldstone mode. Because
the sensitivity on h→ γZ is appreciably weaker than h→ γγ, it makes sense to simplify our discussion
by neglecting the impact of OHW,HB in our fit. Similarly, we will ignore O6 since this operator only
controls the very poorly known Higgs self-couplings.
From these considerations follows that the leading on-shell signatures of the Higgs-like state h in
SILH scenarios can be characterised by the reduced set of operators
δLSILH =
g2∗
m2∗
c¯HOH +
g2∗
m2∗
c¯yOy +
g2∗
16pi2m2∗
c¯gOg +
g2∗
16pi2m2∗
c¯γOγ , (15)
where c¯H,y,g,γ are expected to be of order unity and g∗,m∗ are the typical couplings and mass scale of
the new physics. We included a factor of g2∗/16pi
2 in front of the last two operators in order to emphasise
their radiative nature [40]. We further assumed CP is approximately satisfied by the strong sector.
We can now match the Wilson coefficients appearing in (15) onto the phenomenological La-
grangian (8) for the light boson h, up to additional interactions that are irrelevant to the present analysis.
The resulting modified Higgs couplings are collected here:
cV = 1−
c¯H
2
ξ, cy = 1−
( c¯H
2
+ c¯y
)
ξ, cg = 2c¯gξ, cγ = c¯γξ (16)
28These include OT = (H†←→DµH)(H†
←→
D
µ
H)/2, OW = ig(H†σi←→DµH)(DνWµν)i/2, OB = ig′(H†←→DµH)(∂νBµν)/2,
current-current interactions H†
←→
DµHψ¯γ
µ
ψ and H†τa
←→
DµHψ¯γ
µ
τ
a
ψ containing non-universal couplings to the SM fermions
ψ, and dipole operators. The operator OT is constrained by the EW ρ parameter; whereas OW +OB by the EW S parameter.
Current-current operators are constrained by LEP and the non-observation of rare flavor-violating processes. Dipole operators
are severely constrained by measurements of electric and magnetic moments. See, e.g., [243] for more details.
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Table 44: Projected HL/HE sensitivity (95% CL) on the SILH parameter ξ = v2/f2 (and on f in TeV) in our
benchmark scenarios. Systematic uncertainties are treated according to the conservative scenario S1.
c¯H c¯y |c¯g| |c¯γ | expected LHC14 HL-LHC HE-LHCξ f [TeV] ξ f [TeV] ξ f [TeV]
SILH1a 1 0 0 0 0.094 0.80 0.045 1.2 0.022 1.7
SILH1b 1 1 0 0 0.064 0.97 0.021 1.7 0.011 2.3
SILH2a 1 0 1 1 0.019 1.8 0.012 2.3 0.0062 3.1
SILH2b 1 1 1 1 0.018 1.8 0.0096 2.5 0.0050 3.5
where we defined
ξ ≡ g
2
∗v
2
m2∗
≡ v
2
f2
, (17)
with v = 246 GeV. Note that our assumption of SM fermion-universality implies that cy is a single real
number (independent of ψ = u, d, e). This leaves us with a total of 4 independent parameters (16). Our
truncation of the EFT to dimension 6 operators is crucially associated to the working hypothesis ξ  1:
operators of higher dimension are suppressed by larger powers of ξ.
2.9.0.1 Analysis
The expected reach of the HL (3 ab−1) and HE (15 ab−1) LHC on the modified Higgs couplings has
been presented in Section 2.8. Here we specialise to scenarios defined by the 4 couplings cV,y,g,γ .
To better quantify the sensitivity of the future LHC upgrades on CH models we identify the bench-
mark scenarios shown in table 44. SILH1 is intended to capture the low energy physics of CH models
with a Nambu-Goldstone boson H , where couplings to the massless gauge bosons are suppressed [40].
SILH2 is expected to mimic scenarios with an accidentally light CH doublet, since in that case one typ-
ically expects |c¯g,γ | of order unity. To assess the impact of the fermionic coupling c¯y we distinguished
between scenarios with c¯y = 0 (a) and c¯y = 1 (b); models in which the SM fermions have different
couplings for the various SM representations ψ = u, d, e should lie somewhat in between these two.
In table 44 we present, for each benchmark model, the expected HL/HE sensitivity. We treat the
systematic uncertainties using the conservative hypothesis S1. Note the significant impact of a non-
vanishing c¯g,γ — especially the coupling to gluons; of the four options with c¯g,γ = ±1 we quote only
the most stringent bound for brevity. Making a fair comparison between present LHC data and our
projections is not possible because current data slightly favours values c¯V,y > 1, a fact that in some
benchmark models results in stronger constraints than our projections (even when restricting our fit to
the domain 0 < ξ < 1). Perhaps a more significant measure of the improvement of the HL/HE-LHC can
be obtained if we artificially assume the currently preferred central values are cV = cy = 1, cg = cγ = 0,
as in our projections. This way we obtain the 95% CL expected limits shown in table 44.
Recalling our definition (17) we can translate the results of table 44 into a lower bound on the new
physics scale m∗ as a function of the size of the typical coupling g∗ of the exotic sector. The result is
shown in Fig 34. For presentation purposes, in the figure we only show the reach of the HL-LHC and
HE-LHC on the benchmark models SILH1b (black) and SILH2b (red). The constrained region lies on
the left of each line. The bounds tend to push the CH scenario towards the SM limit ξ → 0, obtained
decoupling the new physics scale. We see that in the case the exotic dynamics is maximally strongly
coupled (g∗ ∼ 4pi) the LHC will be able to indirectly access mass scales of order 20− 30 TeV.
In Fig 34 we also include (blue dashed and dot-dashed lines) the current 95% CL limits derived
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Fig. 34: The constraints of table 44 are interpreted as lower bounds on the new physics scale m∗ for
a given coupling g∗ of the strong dynamics, see (17). The blue lines define lower bounds on m∗ from
current EW precision tests for two different assumptions on the UV dynamics (see text). The grey region
identifies the unphysical regime ξ > 1.
from precision EW data [244] and encoded in the oblique parameters (with U = 0)
Ŝ = (1− c2V )
g2
96pi2
ln
m∗
mZ
+ ŜUV (18)
T̂ = −(1− c2V )
3g′2
32pi2
ln
m∗
mZ
+ T̂UV.
Note that these include 1-loop effects within (8) as well as contributions from heavy particles of mass
∼ m∗ that we parametrised via ŜUV = m2W /m2∗ and T̂UV. The blue dot-dashed line refers to scenarios
in which additional violations of custodial symmetry are negligible, T̂UV = 0, whereas the blue dashed
line to the more natural expectation T̂UV = ξ3y
2
t /(16pi
2). Precision EW data already exclude a sizeable
portion of parameter space. However, as our plot clearly illustrates, these indirect bounds significantly
depend on unknown physics at the cutoff scalem∗. Hence, a direct probe of the Higgs couplings provides
a more robust and model-independent assessment of a given CH scenario.
The SILD
The dominant interactions of the dilaton (still denoted by h) to the SM are derived from an EFT with
non-linearly realised EW symmetry, where the Nambu-Goldstone bosons eaten by the W±, Z0 are en-
capsulated into the unitary matrix Σ, which transforms as Σ → UwΣU †Y under SU(2)w × U(1)Y . The
powers of the singlet h are fully determined by the approximate conformal symmetry. Neglecting possi-
ble (small) sources of custodial symmetry breaking, one identifies the dominant interactions: [242]
LSILD =
v2
4
tr[DµΣ
†DµΣ]
(
1 +
h
fD
)2
−
∑
ψ=u,d,l
mψψ¯LΣψR
(
1 +
h
fD
)1+γψ
(19)
+
g2s
16pi2
δsG
a
µνG
aµν h
fD
+
e2
16pi2
δeγµνγ
µν h
fD
+ · · · ,
where the dots refer to operators that impact negligibly our analysis. In the unitary gauge, the first
operator in (19) describes the main coupling between h and the EW vector bosons. The couplings to
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Fig. 35: Expected sensitivity at the 95%, 99% CL of the LHC (blue dotted), HL-LHC (black dashed) and
HE-LHC (red solid) on SILD scenarios. For definiteness we set δγ = γy = 0.
fermions depend on how the latter interact with the underlying (approximately) conformal dynamics and
are therefore model-dependent. A family-universal interaction in (19) is expected in any UV theory that
does not suffer from sizeable flavor-changing effects, which would otherwise be in tension with precision
flavor observables. Interactions with the unbroken gauge bosons in the second line of (19) also depend on
the details of the UV dynamics. We do not make any restrictive assumption here (besides an approximate
CP symmetry) and instead allow the parameters δg,γ to acquire any real value. We however included a
loop factor to emphasise we expect them to arise at the loop level. Similarly to what we have already
stressed above (15), novel corrections to γZ are not important to our analysis and can be ignored in a
first assessment: the Lagrangian (19) is enough to capture the dominant on-shell signatures of the SILD
scenario as well. From (35) one obtains a Lagrangian like (8) with
cV =
v
fD
, cy = (1 + γy)
v
fD
, cg = 2δg
v
fD
, cγ = δγ
v
fD
. (20)
Under the simplifying assumption of flavor universality (γu,d,e = γy) our EFT contains only 4 indepen-
dent real parameters.
We are now able to draw a few conclusions. First, as anticipated, experimental constraints on
cV force fD ' v, see Fig. 35. Therefore the SILD, as any other framework based on the non-linear
chiral Lagrangian (i.e. where h is not part of a Higgs doublet), implies the characteristic mass of the
new physics lies at the relatively low scale g∗v . 4piv ∼ 3 TeV. On the one hand this is an exciting
possibility because it suggests its UV completion is more likely to be accessible at the LHC. On the other
hand, a strong dynamics at such low scales contributing to EW symmetry breaking is in serious tension
with EW precision data (e.g. ŜUV ∼ m2W /m2∗ ∼ g2/(16pi2) is typically too large as in technicolor). One
can only hope the UV theory somehow cures this problem, though no concrete mechanism to achieve
this is known.
Secondly, explicit realisations of the SILD are characterised by sizeable couplings to the massless
gauge bosons, |δg,γ | = O(1), and this appears to be in conflict with data. For example, the prototypical
SILD scenario — in which the entire SM is part of the conformal sector — has δg = +46/3, δγ =
−34/9 [242] and is already excluded with large confidence. Scenarios with partially composite SM,
|δg,γ | ∼ 0.1, will be subject to the significant constraints from the HL and HE upgrades, see Fig. 35.
Unfortunately, even in this case there is no known symmetry argument that may be invoked to ensure
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|δg,γ |  1. The only way to accommodate such a constraint within explicit strongly-coupled models
seems to be via fine tuning.
Overall, the SILD scenario — and all scenarios based on a non-linear realisation of the EW sym-
metry — suffers from a major drawback compared to the SILH: the SM is recovered by tuning several
(often uncorrelated) parameters. This is because the former do not possess a simple decoupling mech-
anism (analogous to the ξ → 0 limit in the SILH) that switches off the new physics corrections to
precision data as well as cV,y,g,γ . The simultaneous non-observation of new physics at the TeV scale and
of deviations from the SM in the future LHC upgrades would then unambiguously prove that the Higgs
boson must be the missing component of the doublet responsible for EW symmetry breaking. In such a
situation the only compelling realisation of the CH paradigm is represented by the SILH class.
2.10 Probing of anomalous HVV interactions
2.10.1 Probes using differential distributions of CP sensitive observables29
We present prospects for studies on CP-odd couplings in the interactions of the Higgs boson with the
electroweak gauge bosons as well as in the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson with fermions, in
particular with τ+τ− pairs.
2.10.1.1 CP-odd V V H couplings
While a large number of studies assessing the impact of CP-even effective operators on Higgs physics
is available in the literature (see for instance our analysis in Ref. [245] and the references therein), the
present analysis is focused on the impact of CP-odd effective operators on the interactions among the
Higgs boson and the electroweak bosons. In the Higgs basis, the CP-violating (CPV) sector of the BSM
Lagrangian affecting V V H couplings is given by,
LCPV =
H
v
[
c˜γγ
e2
4
AµνA˜
µν + c˜Zγ
e
√
g21 + g
2
2
2
ZµνA˜
µν + c˜ZZ
g21 + g
2
2
4
ZµνZ˜
µν + c˜WW
g22
2
W+µνW˜
−µν] (21)
where, g1 and g2 are the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge coupling constants. Out of the above four parameters,
only three are independent. In particular,
c˜WW = c˜ZZ + 2s
2
θ c˜Zγ + s
4
θ c˜γγ . (22)
The processes which are sensitive to CP-odd operators are the Higgstrahlung processes (WH and
ZH), the vector boson fusion (VBF) and the Higgs decay into four charged leptons (H → 4`). Here we
focus on angular observables which are sensitive to CPV effects. Indeed, since the total cross-section is
a CP-even quantity, the 1/Λ2 effects of CPV operators can affect the shape of some specific kinematic
distributions only.
2.10.1.2 Global Fit
To study the sensitivity on CP-violating parameters c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ at HL and HE-LHC, we perform a χ
2
fit using, as observable, the signal strength (µi,f ) in the Higgs production channel (i) and Higgs decay
channel (f ). We can build a χ2 as follows:
χ2(c˜Zγ , c˜ZZ) =
∑
i,f
(µi,f − µobs.i,f )2
∆2i,f
(23)
29 Contacts: S. Boselli, C. M. Carloni Calame, G. Montagna, O. Nicrosini, F. Piccinini, A. Shivaji, F. Yu, M. M. Llacer
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Table 45: Estimated uncertainties [%] on the determination of single-Higgs production channels inH →
4` decay mode. These are CMS projections for high-luminosity LHC (14 TeV centre of mass energy and
3 ab−1 integrated luminosity) in scenario S1 (systematic uncertainties are kept constant with luminosity)
taken from Ref. [139].
Process Combination Statistical Theory (Sig.) Theory (Bkg.) Experimental
H → ZZ
ggF 6.6 2.1 5.4 1.7 2.7
VBF 15.2 11.7 9.1 2.4 1.8
WH 48.0 46.5 6.2 2.8 7.8
ZH 82.5 75.7 27.0 7.6 16.4
ttH 26.9 23.6 10.9 2.5 4.2
The signal strength, µi,f is a function of the BSM parameters and it is defined as,
µi,f = µi × µf (24)
=
σBSMi
σSMi
× BR
BSM
f
BRSMf
. (25)
The total uncertainty, ∆2i,f includes theoretical, experimental systematic and statistical uncertain-
ties, which are added in quadrature. The one-sigma uncertainties for the high-luminosity (14 TeV centre
of mass energy and 3 ab−1 integrated luminosity) are given in table 45. Assuming the same acceptance
efficiency, we scale the statistical uncertainties at 14 TeV and 3 ab−1 luminosity appropriately to ob-
tain the statistical uncertainties at 27 TeV and 15 ab−1 luminosity. The theoretical and experimental
systematic uncertainties are kept unchanged.
When considering kinematic distributions in the fit, we estimate the statistical uncertainty in each
bin by scaling the overall statistical uncertainty by the fraction of number of events in each bin. On
the other hand, the theoretical and systematic uncertainties are assumed to be the same in all the bins
implying a very conservative scenario.
Since we are interested in the sensitivity on the CPV parameters that can be reached at HL and
HE LHC, due to the present lack of experimental data, we take µobs.i,f = 1, implying that the future data
would be consistent with the SM hypothesis. In the current analysis, we consider all the single Higgs
production channels and Higgs decaying to four charged-leptons, i.e i = ggF,VBF, ZH,WH, tt¯H and
f = 4`(2e2µ, 4e, 4µ). The projected uncertainties in these channels for HL-LHC are given in table 45.
All the results in the following sections are presented taking MH =125 GeV.
Production signal strengths : Inclusive
The first step is to calculate the signal strengths for the relevant production channels in presence
of the CP-violating parameters c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ . We use Madgraph5_aMC@NLO [79] to obtain the inclusive
cross sections in presence of these parameters. We have generated the required UFO model file for
Madgraph using the FeynRules package [246, 247]. At 14 TeV, the production signal strengths are
given by,
µ14TeVZH = 1.00 + 0.54 c˜
2
Zγ + 2.80 c˜
2
ZZ + 0.95 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (26)
µ14TeVWH = 1.00 + 0.84 c˜
2
Zγ + 3.87 c˜
2
ZZ + 3.63 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (27)
µ14TeVVBF = 1.00 + 0.25 c˜
2
Zγ + 0.45 c˜
2
ZZ + 0.45 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (28)
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At 27 TeV, the corresponding signal strengths are given by,
µ27TeVZH = 1.00 + 0.63 c˜
2
Zγ + 3.26 c˜
2
ZZ + 1.11 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (29)
µ27TeVWH = 1.00 + 0.98 c˜
2
Zγ + 4.48 c˜
2
ZZ + 4.16 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (30)
µ27TeVVBF = 1.00 + 0.32 c˜
2
Zγ + 0.67 c˜
2
ZZ + 0.65 c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (31)
The BSM predictions for VBF are derived using following cuts,
pT (j) > 20 GeV, |η(j)| < 5,∆ηjj > 3,mjj > 130 GeV.
We find that the V H production modes are more sensitive to c˜ZZ parameters. The ggF and tt¯H produc-
tion channels are unaffected in presence of CP-violating V V H couplings. Therefore,
µ14TeVggF = µ
27TeV
ggF = 1.00 (32)
µ14TeVtt¯H = µ
27TeV
tt¯H = 1.00. (33)
In the present analysis we consider only kinematic distributions of the Higgs decay products, in
the Higgs rest frame.
Decay signal strength : Inclusive
Now we turn to the calculation of the signal strength for the decay channel H → 4`. This decay
channel receives contributions from 2e+2e− (4e), 2µ+2µ− (4µ) and e+e−µ+µ− (2e2µ) final states.
We use the latest version of the Hto4l event generator [245] to obtain the partial decay widths in these
channels in presence of c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ . Both the e and µ are treated as massless. The ratio of the partial
decay widths in BSM and in SM (RΓ) for different channels are given by,
RΓ(H → 2e2µ) = 1 + 1.174 c˜2Zγ + 0.00291 c˜2ZZ + (−0.00762) c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (34)
RΓ(H → 4e) = RΓ(H → 4µ)
= 1 + 1.106 c˜2Zγ + 0.00241 c˜
2
ZZ + (−0.00595) c˜Zγ c˜ZZ . (35)
The above expression for Higgs decay into 2e2µ and 4e are obtained after applying a selection cut of 4
GeV on the leading and sub-leading lepton pairs of opposite sign.
In the present analysis, we also assume that the total Higgs decay width remains unchanged in
presence of BSM. In this case, the signal strength for decay is just the ratio of decay widths in BSM and
in SM, that is,
µ4` =
ΓBSM4`
ΓSM4`
= 1 + 1.138 c˜2Zγ + 0.00265 c˜
2
ZZ + (−0.00674) c˜Zγ c˜ZZ (36)
We note that, the dependence of the 4` decay signal strength on the parameter c˜ZZ is very weak.
Decay signal strength : Differential
We now turn to assessing the role of kinematic distributions in H → 4` decay channel, which are
affected by CP-violating V V H couplings, in improving the sensitivity on c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ at the HL and
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HE-LHC. The Higgs rest frame angle φ between the decay planes of the two intermediate gauge bosons
is very sensitive to the CP-Violating V V H couplings [248, 249, 250, 251]. We have considered 50 bins
of φ-distribution to perform the fit at differential level. For each bin, we calculate the signal strength
(µ4`,j ; j = 1→ 50) corresponding to Eq. 36. Unlike µ4` in Eq. 36, µ4`,j is also sensitive to linear terms
in c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ .
2.10.1.3 Result: HL and HE-LHC Analyses
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Fig. 36: χ2 dependence on CP-violating parameters taking one parameter non-zero at a time at HL-LHC
(3 ab−1, green) and HE-LHC (15 ab−1, blue) for uncertainty scenario S1. The solid lines refer to the fit
performed using H → 4` decay width at inclusive level (1 bin) while, the dashed lines refer to the fit
obtained using H → 4` decay width at differential level (φ-distribution with 50 bins).
The results of the χ2 fit for CP-violating parameters c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ are displayed in Fig. 36 and
Fig. 37. In these results, incl. refers to the fit obtained using the partial decay width information in
the H → 4` channel, while diff. refers to the fit obtained using φ-distribution in H → 4` decay. In
Fig. 36, we show 1σ and 2σ bounds on c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ in a one parameter (1P) analysis. We find that at
HL-LHC we are more sensitive to c˜Zγ than to c˜ZZ . At the inclusive level we gain better sensitivity on
c˜ZZ than on c˜Zγ when going from HL-LHC to HE-LHC. This is mainly due to a stronger dependence of
the production signal strength on parameter c˜ZZ . However, due to a stronger dependence of µ4` on c˜Zγ
the effect of using φ-distribution in the fit is larger for c˜Zγ than for c˜ZZ .
In Fig. 37, we provide 1σ contour lines in the c˜Zγ − c˜ZZ plane. We can see that the parameters
c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ are weekly correlated. Once again we find that using φ-distribution in the fit improves our
sensitivity on CP-violating parameters significantly. The parameter c˜ZZ is mainly constrained by the
production channels V H and VBF. We have given a summary of 1σ bounds on c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ obtained
from our analyses for HL and HE-LHC in Table 46.
2.10.1.4 h→ τ+τ−
The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the τ+τ− decay channel,
which benefits from a relatively large τ Yukawa giving a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring
the CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarisations of both τ
leptons and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analysing tau substructure, namely
the angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.
The main τ decay modes studied include τ± → ρ±(770)ν, ρ± → pi±pi0 [252, 253, 254, 255, 256,
257] and τ± → pi±ν [258, 259, 260]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation
must be built from differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case,
h → pi±pi0pi∓pi0νν, angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are
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Fig. 37: 1σ reach on c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ at HL-LHC (3 ab
−1, green) and HE-LHC (15 ab−1, blue) for uncer-
tainty scenario S1. The solid lines refer to the fit performed using H → 4` decay width at inclusive level
(1 bin) while, the dashed lines refer to the fit obtained using H → 4` decay width at differential level
(φ-distribution with 50 bins).
Table 46: Summary of 1σ bounds on c˜Zγ and c˜ZZ from various analyses considered in our study for
uncertainty scenario S1. 1P refers to the case where only one parameter is non-zero while 1Pmarg. refers
to the case in which the effect of one of the two parameters is marginalised.
XXXXXXXXXXXAnalysis
Parameter
c˜Zγ c˜ZZ Case
HL-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.22,0.22] [-0.33,0.33] 1P
[-0.25,0.25] [-0.27,0.27] 1Pmarg.
HL-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.10,0.10] [-0.31,0.31] 1P
[-0.13,0.13] [-0.22,0.22] 1Pmarg.
HE-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.18,0.18] [-0.17,0.17] 1P
[-0.23,0.23] [-0.20,0.20] 1Pmarg.
HE-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.05,0.05] [-0.13,0.13] 1P
[-0.06,0.06] [-0.10,0.10] 1Pmarg.
used to determine the CP properties of the initial τ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h→ pi±pi∓νν,
there are not enough reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP
violation, requiring additional kinematic information such as the τ decay impact parameter.
In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding
reconstructed ρ± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted Φ, between the two decay planes spanned by
the ρ± → pi±pi0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h → 4`
CP-property studies [261, 262]. Hence, by measuring the τ decay products in the single-prong final
state, suppressing the irreducible Z → τ+τ− and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the
acoplanarity angle of ρ+ vs. ρ−, the differential distribution in Φ gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima
and minima correspond to the CP-phase in the τ Yukawa coupling. We can parametrise the τ Yukawa
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coupling to include CP violation using the Lagrangian term yτ√
2
hτ¯(cos ∆ + i sin ∆γ5)τ , where yτ is the
magnitude of the tau Yukawa coupling and remains fixed to the SM value for this study.
An optimal observable using the collinear approximation was derived in [255]. Assuming 70%
efficiency for tagging hadronic τ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for
the CP-violating phase ∆ of the τ Yukawa coupling using 3 ab−1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0◦. A more sophis-
ticated analysis [256] found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution
degrade the expected sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab−1 is required to distinguish a pure
scalar coupling (CP phase is zero) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (CP phase is 90◦).
At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by
the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be
driven by the increased luminosity and more optimised experimental methodology. Rescaling with the
appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the τ Yukawa phase from acoplanarity studies
is 4-5◦, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude bigger.
2.10.1.5 t t¯ h
CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements and Higgs
rate measurements [263]. However, these constraints assume that the light quark Yukawa couplings and
hWW couplings are set to their SM values. If this is not the case, the constraints on the phase of the top
Yukawa coupling are less stringent.
Assuming the EDM and Higgs rate constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark
Yukawa can be probed directly in pp → tt¯h. Many simple observables, such as mtt¯h and pT,h are
sensitive to the CP structure, but require reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.
Some tt¯h observables have been proposed recently that access the CP structure without requiring
full event reconstruction. These include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully leptonic
t/bart decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [264], and the angle between
the leptons (again in a fully leptonic t/t¯ system) projected onto the plane perpendicular to the h mo-
mentum [265]. These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by the
sensitivity of ∆φ
`
+
`
− to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp → tt¯ [266]. The sensitivity of both of
these observables improves at higher Higgs boost (and therefore higher energy), making them promising
targets for the HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.
2.10.2 Experimental constraints on anomalous HVV couplings30
2.10.2.1 Experimental constraints from H → Z Z (∗) → 4` decays
The projections for anomalous coupling measurements from H → ZZ(∗) → 4` decays at the HL-
LHC were studied within the context of the last ECFA HL-LHC Experiments Workshops in 2013 and
2014 [267]. The obtained limits are quantified in terms of the effective couplings gi introduced in the
invariant amplitude describing the interaction of a spin-0 particle and and two spin-one gauge bosons
introduced in Refs. [268] and [42]. The couplings g1, g2 and g3 correspond to the interaction with
the CP-even and g4 to the interaction with the CP-odd boson, respectively. The direct measurement of
couplings is free of assumptions on the size of the interference effects and its results can be expressed in
terms of the (fgi , φi) parametrisation:
fgi =
|gi|2σ2i
|g1|2σ21 + |g2|2σ22 + |g4|2σ24
; φgi = arg
(
gi
g1
)
.
In this analysis g2 and g4 are measured separately, assuming the simultaneous presence of only g1 and of
the coupling under study, this corresponds to set g2 = 0 (g4 = 0) in the expression of fg4 (fg2) above.
30 Contacts: K. Prokofiev, A. Gritsan, P. Milenovic, H. Roskes, U. Sarica
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The analysis was performed by fitting the observables based on the analytic calculation of Leading
Order Matrix Element describing H → ZZ(∗) → 4` decays in the presence of anomalous couplings. The
final fit is based on Monte Carlo modelling of the expected signal at each bin of the (<(gi)/g1;=(gi)/g1)
plane, where gi represents g2 or g4. The irreducible ZZ background was suppressed by using a dedicated
Boosted Decision Tree discriminant.
Following the event selection and applying the fit methodology described above, the expected ex-
clusion of the non-Standard Model contributions given the Standard Model data is evaluated for 300 and
3000 fb−1. Examples of the corresponding exclusion plots are given in Figure 38. With a conservative
analysis limits of fg4 < 0.037 at 95% CL and fg2 < 0.12 at 95% CL for 3000 fb
−1 are obtained. This
allows a sensitive test of the tensor structure of the H → ZZ couplings at the HL-LHC.
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Fig. 38: Results of the g4-sensitive fits projected onto the (|g4|/g1, φg4) plane for 3000 fb
−1. The shaded
area corresponds to the most restrictive exclusion of the three observables.
2.10.2.2 Experimental constraints from production and decay in H → Z Z (∗) → 4` channel
Anomalous contributions in the spin-0 tensor structure of HVV interactions can be characterised by
coefficients a2, a3, Λ1, and ΛQ defined in Refs. [269, 270]. The a2 and a3 coefficients have one-to-one
correspondence with the g2 and g4 coefficients mentioned in Section 2.10.2.1. The contribution to the
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total cross section from these coefficients is parametrised in terms of their fractional contribution to on-
shell H → 2e2µ decays via the fractions fai and phases φai [269, 270]. Constraints on these anomalous
contributions can further be improved by including off-shell Higgs boson production. An enhancement
of signal events is expected in the presence of either anomalous HVV couplings or large Higgs boson
total width, ΓH [270, 45, 271].
In the study from Ref. [139], only the tensor structure proportional to a3 is considered using either
the combination of on-shell and off-shell events or with only on-shell events with 4` decay, following
the techniques described in Refs. [269, 45, 271]. Constraints are placed in terms of fai cos (φai) with the
assumptions φai = 0 or pi, a
ZZ
i = a
WW
i , and ΓH = Γ
SM
H in the case of limits from the combined on-shell
and off-shell likelihood parametrisation.
The projections are shown in Fig. 39 and summarised in Table 47. Systematic uncertainties are
found to have a negligible effect on the results for fa3 cos (φa3) using either on-shell and off-shell events
combined or only on-shell events, so only the case when systematic uncertainties are as in Run 2 [271],
is shown.
Table 47: Summary of the 95% C.L.intervals for fa3 cos (φa3), under the assumption ΓH = Γ
SM
H for
projections at 3000 fb−1 [139]. The constraints are multiplied by 104, and the values are given only for
the case when systematic uncertainties are as in Run 2 [271].
Parameter Scenario Projected 95% CL interval
fa3 cos (φa3) Only on-shell [−1.8, 1.8]× 10−4
fa3 cos (φa3) On-shell and off-shell [−1.6, 1.6]× 10−4
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Fig. 39: Likelihood scans for projections on fa3 cos (φa3) at 3000 fb
−1 [139]. The scans are shown
using either the combination of on-shell and off-shell events (red) or only on-shell events (blue). The
dashed lines represent the effect of removing all systematic uncertainties. The dashed horizontal lines
indicate the 68% and 95% CLs, and the fa3 cos (φa3) scans assume ΓH = Γ
SM
H .
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3 Di-Higgs production and Higgs self couplings31
The HL-LHC is expected to be a Higgs boson factory, and the study of the double-Higgs (HH) produc-
tion is one of the key goal of this high-luminosity program. Despite the small production cross-section
compared to the single-Higgs boson production, more than 100000 HH pairs should be produced by
the HL-LHC per experiment. The trilinear self-interaction of the Higgs boson is described by the cou-
pling strength λHHH =
m
2
H
2v , where mH is the Higgs boson mass, and v the electroweak symmetry
breaking vacuum expectation value. Measurements of the Higgs trilinear interaction would provide
constraints on the shape of the Higgs potential close to the minimum and would allow to verify the
electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism of the SM. The existence of an extended scalar sector or
the presence of new dynamics at higher scales could modify the Higgs boson self-couplings. In the
following the trilinear self-coupling strength, measured relative to the SM expectation is denoted by
κλ = chh = λ = λHHH/λ
SM
HHH .
This section describes the prospects for studies of the Higgs boson pair production at the HL-LHC
and HE-LHC and is organised as follows: the state-of-the-art NLO computations of the Higgs boson
pair production cross sections is shown in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the prospect experimental
analyses with the ATLAS and CMS experiments with realistic conditions, while Section 3.3 concentrates
on alternative methods with phenomenology studies. Studies at the HE-LHC are shown in Section 3.4
with both phenomenological and experimental perspectives. Indirect probes of the trilinear couplings are
described in Section 3.5, using differential cross-section measurements or global fits. Finally Section 3.6
shows the implications of the trilinear coupling measurements on b-physics and the electroweak phase
transition.
3.1 Higgs boson pair production cross section
3.1.1 SM Calculation
3.1.1.1 HH production via gluon fusion at NNLO32
The fusion of gluons via a heavy-quark (mainly top-quark) loop is the most important production mecha-
nism of Higgs boson pairs at hadron colliders within the SM. The NLO QCD corrections for this process
have been known in the large-mt limit for some time [272], and the NNLO cross section has also been
computed within this approximation [273]. The NLO corrections retaining the full dependence on the
top-quark mass have been obtained for the first time in Refs. [274, 84], and have been recently confirmed
by an independent calculation [275]. On top of this, an improved NNLO prediction –labelled NNLOFTa
for full-theory approximation– was presented in Ref. [276]. This approximation is obtained by combin-
ing one-loop double-real corrections with full mt dependence with suitably reweighted real-virtual and
double-virtual contributions evaluated in the large-mt limit. Furthermore, the stability of the QCD per-
turbative expansion at this order has been confirmed by consistently matching the NNLOFTa prediction
with the next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic terms coming from threshold resummation [277].
More details on the NLO results with full-mt dependence (including the effect coming from vari-
ations in the Higgs self-coupling and the contributions arising from BSM EFT operators) are provided
in the following sections, therefore we focus here on the state-of-the-art NNLO prediction, i.e., the
NNLOFTa result from Ref. [276].
Before focusing on the numerical results, it is worth to stress out that the NNLO cross sections
presented here, as well as the NLO predictions for gluon fusion present in the following sections, are
computed using the on-shell scheme for the top-quark mass renormalisation . Some partial results on the
uncertainties related to the mt scheme and scale choice have been presented in Ref. [275] at NLO, and
further studies to gauge the size of their effect on the total cross section and distributions are in progress.
31 Contact Editors: L. Cadamuro, E. Petit, M. Riembau
32 Contact: J. Mazzitelli
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Table 48: Inclusive cross sections for Higgs boson pair production at NNLOFTa for centre-of-mass
energies of 14 TeV and 27 TeV. Scale uncertainties are reported as superscript/subscript. The estimated
uncertainty of the approximation due to finite top-quark mass effects is also presented, as well as the
PDF and αS uncertainties.
√
s [TeV ] NNLOFTa [fb] mt unc. PDF unc. αS unc. PDF+αS unc.
14 36.69+2.1%−4.9% ±2.7% ±2.1% ±2.1% ±3.0%
27 139.9+1.3%−3.9% ±3.4% ±1.7% ±1.8% ±2.5%
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Fig. 40: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distribution at NNLOFTa, together with the NLO prediction,
at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right). The lower panels show the ratio with respect to the NLO prediction,
and the filled areas indicate the scale uncertainties.
This source of uncertainty is for the moment not considered in the NLO and NNLO predictions.
In Table 48 we present results for the total cross section at
√
s = 14 TeV and 27 TeV. We use the
values mh = 125 GeV for the Higgs boson mass and mt = 173 GeV for the on-shell top quark mass.
The NNLO PDF4LHC15 sets of parton distribution functions are used, and PDF and αS uncertainties
are also provided. An estimation of the systematic uncertainty of the approximation due to missing
finite-mt effects is also presented, and it is found to be at the few percent level. For the renormalisation
and factorisation scales we use the central value µ0 = Mhh/2, which has been shown to provide a better
convergence for the fixed order prediction [277]. We obtain the scale uncertainties via the usual 7-point
scale variation.
The NNLOFTa predictions from Ref. [276] are also fully differential in the Higgs boson pair and
the associated jet activity. As an example, we present the Higgs pair invariant mass distribution at 14 TeV
and 27 TeV in Figure 40, together with the corresponding NLO prediction. We can observe the strong
reduction in the size of the scale uncertainties when including the NNLOFTa corrections, and the sizeable
overlap with the NLO uncertainty band (not present between the LO and NLO predictions), suggesting
a significant improvement in the perturbative convergence as we move from NLO to NNLO.
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3.1.1.2 HH production in sub-dominant channels33
Table 49: Signal cross section (in fb) for HH production at NLO QCD.
√
s (TeV) ZHH WHH VBF HH ttHH tjHH
14 0.359+1.9%−1.3% ± 1.7% 0.573+2.0%−1.4% ± 1.9% 1.95+1.1%−1.5% ± 2.0% 0.948+3.9%−13.5% ± 3.2% 0.0383+5.2%−3.3% ± 4.7%
27 0.963+2.1%−2.3% ± 1.5% 1.48+2.3%−2.5% ± 1.7% 8.21+1.1%−0.7% ± 1.8% 5.27+2.0%−3.7% ± 2.5% 0.254+3.8%−2.8% ± 3.6%
Results shown in Table 49 have been obtained within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [79] frame-
work, as in Ref. [278]. The renormalisation and factorisation scale was set to mHH/2 and varied up and
down by a factor of two to obtain the scale uncertainties. The 5-flavour PDF4LHC NLO Monte Carlo
PDF set was used to obtain the results (LHAPDF set number 90500, PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc). TheWHH
results are the sum of the W+ and W− cross-sections. Similarly tjHH involves both top and anti-top
production.
3.1.1.3 Probing the Higgs boson self-coupling in di-Higgs production with full mt-dependence at NLO
QCD34
In this section we consider the impact of varying the Higgs self-coupling λ on the NLO computations of
the HH production cross section. In particular, we announce a version of the ggHH code [84, 279, 274]
implemented in the POWHEG-BOX-V2 [160] where variations of λ are accessible to the user in a parton
shower Monte Carlo program at full NLO.
3.1.1.4 Total cross sections at different values of the trilinear coupling
In Table 50 we list total cross sections at 14 TeV and 27 TeV for various values of the trilinear Higgs
coupling λ.
Table 50: Total cross sections for Higgs boson pair production at full NLO. The given uncertainties are
scale uncertainties.
λBSM/λSM σNLO@14TeV [fb] σNLO@27TeV [fb] K-fac.@14TeV K-fac.@27TeV
1 32.88+13.5%−12.5% 127.7
+11.5%
−10.4% 1.66 1.62
2 14.91 59.10 1.58 1.52
2.4 13.81 53.67 1.65 1.60
3 19.82 69.84 1.97 1.89
5 98.42 330.61 2.21 2.18
0 73.84 275.29 1.79 1.78
-1 137.69 504.9 1.87 1.83
The results have been obtained using the parton distribution functions PDF4LHC15_nlo_100_pdfas [112,
97, 98, 280], along with the corresponding value for αs for both the NLO and the LO calculation. The
masses have been set to mh = 125 GeV, mt = 173 GeV, and the top quark width has been set to zero.
The scale uncertainties are the result of a 7-point scale variation around the central scale µ0 = mhh/2,
33 Contact: E. Vryonidou
34 Contacts: G. Heinrich, S. Jones, M. Kerner, G. Luisoni, L. Scyboz
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with µR,F = cR,F µ0, where cR, cF ∈ {2, 1, 0.5}, except that the extreme variations (cR, cF ) = (2, 0.5)
and (cR, cF ) = (0.5, 2) are omitted.
Table 50 also shows that the K-factors do vary substantially as functions of the trilinear coupling.
This fact is illustrated in Fig. 41, where it is demonstrated that the K-factor takes values between 1.57
and 2.16.
-5 5 10
chhh
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
K - factor
Fig. 41: Variation of the NLO K-factor with the trilinear coupling,
√
s = 14 TeV.
3.1.1.5 Differential cross sections at 14 TeV and 27 TeV
In Figs. 42 and 43 we show the mhh distribution for various values of λ = λBSM/λSM at 14 TeV.
Figs. 44 and 45 show results for the mhh distribution at 27 TeV. The scale variation band for λ = 1
is also included. Note that λ = 2.4 is the value where the cross section as a function of λ goes through
a minimum, due to maximal destructive interference between diagrams containing the trilinear coupling
and diagrams which do not contain Higgs boson self-couplings.
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Fig. 42: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for various values of λ (relative to λSM) at 14 TeV.
Fig. 46 shows the Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions at NLO as a function of λ = chhh
as a 3-dimensional heat map. The dip in the distribution around chhh = 2.4 is clearly visible.
3.1.2 Di-Higgs production in the non-linear EFT with fullmt-dependence at NLO QCD
35
3.1.2.1 The Higgs sector in the non-linear EFT framework
Below we will describe the potential impact of physics beyond the Standard Model through a non-linear
Effective Field Theory, also called the electroweak chiral Lagrangian including a light Higgs boson [204,
35 Contacts: G. Buchalla, A. Celis, M. Capozi, G. Heinrich, L. Scyboz
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Fig. 43: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for λ = λBSM/λSM = −1, 3, 5 at 14 TeV.
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Fig. 44: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for λ = λBSM/λSM = 0, 1, 2, 2.4 at 27 TeV. The
scale uncertainties for the SM value of chhh are shown as a red band.
205, 207]. This framework provides us with a consistent EFT for New Physics in the Higgs sector, where
the Higgs field is an electroweak singlet h, independent of the Goldstone matrix U = exp(2iϕaT a/v).
The latter transforms as U → gLUg†Y under the SM gauge group. The symmetry is non-linearly realised
on the Goldstone fieldsϕa, therefore the name non-linear EFT. More details about this framework already
have been given in Section 2.8. Therefore we restrict ourselves to stating the part of the Lagrangian
relevant for our study of anomalous Higgs couplings:
L ⊃ −mt
(
ct
h
v
+ ctt
h2
v2
)
t¯ t− chhh
m2h
2v
h3 +
αs
8pi
(
cggh
h
v
+ cgghh
h2
v2
)
GaµνG
a,µν . (37)
To lowest order in the SM ct = chhh = 1 and ctt = cggh = cgghh = 0. In general, all couplings
may have arbitrary values of O(1). Note that we have extracted a loop factor from the definition of the
Higgs-gluon couplings.
The leading-order diagrams are shown in Fig. 47. Examples for virtual diagrams at NLO are
shown in Fig. 48. For further details we refer to Ref. [212].
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Fig. 45: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for λ = λBSM/λSM = −1, 1, 3, 5 at 27 TeV. The
scale uncertainties for the SM value of λ are shown as a red band.
Fig. 46: 3-dimensional visualisation of the mhh distribution at 14 TeV, as a function λ.
Fig. 47: Higgs-pair production in gluon fusion at leading order in the non-linear EFT Lagrangian.
3.1.2.2 Total cross sections for 14 and 27 TeV at some benchmark points
In the following we will show results for some benchmark points, specified in Table 51, some of them
having been first defined in Refs. [281]. The results at 14 TeV and 27 TeV are given in Table 52. Note that
our conventions for cggh and cgghh differ from the ones in Ref. [281, 282], the relations are cggh =
2
3cg
and cgghh = −13c2g, where cg, c2g are the couplings defined in Refs. [281, 282]. We also take into account
recent constraints on cggh from Refs. [182, 185] and the limits on the Higgs boson pair production cross
section from Refs [283, 284]. This is why we do not show results for the original benchmark point 5
anymore, as its value for cggh is outside the 2-sigma band of a combined fit of cggh, ct from single Higgs
production data [182, 185]. Benchmark point 6 is interesting because its value for chhh is near the point
where maximal destructive interference takes place between triangle-type and box-type contributions if
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Fig. 48: Examples of virtual diagrams contributing at NLO QCD.
the other couplings are SM-like, leading to a total cross section which is below the SM value.
Table 51: Benchmark points used for the distributions shown below.
Benchmark chhh ct ctt cggh cgghh
5a 1 1 0 2/15 4/15
6 2.4 1 0 2/15 1/15
7 5 1 0 2/15 1/15
8a 1 1 1/2 4/15 0
SM 1 1 0 0 0
Table 52: Total cross sections at 14 and 27 TeV at NLO (2nd column), K-factor σNLO/σLO (3rd column),
scale uncertainty (4th column), statistical uncertainty (5th column) and the ratio to the SM total cross
section at NLO (6th column).
Benchmark σNLO [fb] K-factor scale uncert. stat. uncert.
σNLO
σNLO,SM
[%] [%]
B5a [14 TeV ] 38.64 1.78 +4, −12 0.24 1.17
B5a [27 TeV ] 198.64 1.75 +2, −10 0.43 1.56
B6 [14 TeV ] 24.69 1.89 +2, −11 2.1 0.75
B6 [27 TeV ] 97.25 1.58 +1, −6 1.6 0.76
B7 [14 TeV ] 169.41 2.07 +9, −12 2.2 5.14
B7 [27 TeV ] 598.20 2.11 +8, −10 2.0 4.68
B8a [14 TeV ] 41.70 2.34 +6, −9 0.63 1.27
B8a [27 TeV ] 179.52 2.33 +4, −7 0.49 1.40
SM [14 TeV ] 32.95 1.66 +14, −13 0.1 1
SM [27 TeV ] 127.7 1.62 +12, −10 0.1 1
Table 52 shows that the total cross sections increase by a factor of 3.5-5 when increasing the
centre-of-mass energy from 14 TeV to 27 TeV. The increase for B5a is largest because of the large value
of cgghh, which yields a contribution growing linearly with energy.
3.1.2.3 HH invariant mass distributions at 14 and 27 TeV at some benchmark points
In Figs. 49 and 50 we show Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for the benchmark points 7
and 8a. For both of them the shape of the distribution is very different from the SM one, and the K-
factor is non-homogeneous over the whole mhh-range. Benchmark point 7 is characterised by a large
enhancement of the low mhh region, induced by the large value of chhh. The lower ratio plot shows
the ratio of the two approximations “Born-improved HEFT" and “FTapprox" to the full NLO, where the
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former denotes the mt →∞ limit rescaled by the mt-dependent LO, while FTapprox includes the Born-
improved mt → ∞ limit for the virtual part and the full mt-dependence for the real radiation part. One
can see from Fig. 49 that these approximations are off by about 20% even below the 2mt threshold.
Therefore one cannot claim that the mt → ∞ limit works well in the region below ∼ 400 GeV. As
the triangle-type contributions are dominating for chhh = 5, their full mt-dependence plays a significant
role.
Benchmark point 8a shows a characteristic dip near mhh = 2mt and an enhancement in the tail
compared to the SM. As the total cross section for B8a is very similar to the SM one, both at 14 TeV
and at 27 TeV, this is an example where the discriminating power of differential information is very
important.
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Fig. 49: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for benchmark point 7, chhh = 5, ct = 1, ctt =
0, cggh = 2/15, cgghh = 1/15, at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right).
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Fig. 50: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for benchmark point 8a, chhh = 1, ct = 1, ctt =
0.5, cggh = 4/15, cgghh = 0, at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right).
3.1.2.4 Characterising the BSM parameter space
The total cross section can be written in terms of the 15 coefficients A1, . . . , A15, at LO [281, 285] and
in terms of 23 coefficients at NLO [212].
σNLO/σNLOSM =
A1 c
4
t +A2 c
2
tt +A3 c
2
t c
2
hhh +A4 c
2
gghc
2
hhh +A5 c
2
gghh +A6 cttc
2
t +A7 c
3
t chhh
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+A8 cttct chhh +A9 cttcgghchhh +A10 cttcgghh +A11 c
2
t cgghchhh +A12 c
2
t cgghh
+A13 ctc
2
hhhcggh +A14 ctchhhcgghh +A15 cgghchhhcgghh
+A16 c
3
t cggh +A17 ctcttcggh +A18 ctc
2
gghchhh +A19 ctcgghcgghh
+A20 c
2
t c
2
ggh +A21 cttc
2
ggh +A22 c
3
gghchhh +A23 c
2
gghcgghh . (38)
Based on our results forA1, . . . , A23, we produce heat maps for the ratio σ/σSM , varying two of the five
parameters, while for the fixed parameters the SM values are used, along with σLOSM [14 TeV] = 19.85 fb,
σNLOSM [14 TeV] = 32.95 fb. The couplings are varied in a range which seems reasonable when taking
into account the current constraints on the Higgs coupling measurements as well as recent limits on the
di-Higgs production cross section [283, 284].
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Fig. 51: Iso-contours of σ/σSM : (a) chhh versus ctt and (b) chhh versus cgghh at
√
s = 14 TeV.
Fig. 51 shows variations of the triple Higgs coupling chhh in combination with ctt and cgghh at√
s = 14 TeV. We observe that the deviations from the SM cross section can be substantial. In Fig. 52
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Fig. 52: K-factors for the total cross section at
√
s = 14 TeV as a function of the different couplings.
we show the K-factors as a function of the coupling parameters, with the others fixed to their SM values.
It shows that the K-factors exhibit a much stronger dependence on the coupling parameters once the
full top quark mass dependence is taken into account when compared to the results in the mt → ∞
limit [210, 286].
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Fig. 53 shows the Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions as a function of (a) ctt and (b)
cgghh as 3-dimensional heat maps. In case (a) the other couplings are fixed to their SM values. We can
see that large values of |ctt| lead to a substantial increase of the cross section, in particular at low mhh
values. In case (b) the other couplings are fixed to their SM values except for chhh, which is fixed to
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Fig. 53: 3-dimensional visualisation of the mhh distribution (in units of fb/GeV) at 14 TeV as a function
of (a) ctt and (b) cgghh. In case (a) all other couplings are fixed to their SM values, in case (b) chhh = 2.4.
chhh = 2.4 in order to demonstrate the following point: varying only chhh, the mhh distribution shows
a dip in the differential cross section just below mhh ∼ 2mt for chhh ∼ 2.4, while the low mhh region
gets enhanced for larger values of chhh, see Section 3.1.1.3. However, this pattern can get destroyed
by non-zero Higgs-gluon contact interactions. While cggh is increasingly well constrained meanwhile,
cgghh still could be relatively large. We can see from Fig. 53(b) that the dip is not present for very low
(negative) cgghh values and also gets very shallow for values of cgghh ∼ 0.4. Therefore it would be
premature to conclude that a dip in the mhh distribution points to a value of chhh close to 2.4.
We also point out that the LO and NLOAi coefficients for both the total cross section and themhh
distributions at both 14 TeV and 27 TeV are available as ancillary files coming with Ref. [212]. These
data files allow to reconstruct the full NLO result for any point in the 5-dimensional parameter space.
3.2 Double Higgs measurements and trilinear coupling: experimental prospects
The current Run 2 measurements of the Higgs-boson-pair production are performed with approximately
36 fb−1 of collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, combining different decay channels [284,
283]. The ATLAS collaboration reports the combined observed (expected) limit on the non-resonant
Higgs-boson-pair production cross-section of 6.7 (10.4) times the SM expectation. The ratio of the
Higgs boson self-coupling to its SM expectation is observed (expected) to be constrained at 95% CL to
−5.0 < κλ < 12.1 (−5.8 < κλ < 12.0). The reported combined observed (expected) limit on the non-
resonant Higgs-boson-pair production cross-section by the CMS collaboration is 22.2 (12.8) times the
predicted Standard Model cross-section. The ratio of the Higgs boson self-coupling to its SM expectation
is observed (expected) to be constrained at 95% CL to −11.8 < κλ < 18.8 (−7.1 < κλ < 13.6).
Only the production of HH pairs through gluon-gluon fusion is considered (the other production
mechanisms being more than an order magnitude smaller), with an expected cross-section of 36.69+2.1%−4.9%
fb at 14 TeV as described in Section 3.1.1.1. The state of the art NNLO/NNLL calculation with finite top
mass effects included at NLO in QCD is used, for a Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV. Scale uncertainties
are reported as superscript/subscript. The estimated top quark mass uncertainty of the NNLOFTapprox
predictions is also computed, together with PDF and αS uncertainties. PDF uncertainties are estimated
within the Born-improved approximation. The calculation is performed in the on-shell top quark mass
scheme. The Feynman diagram which exhibits a λHHH dependence interferes destructively with the box
diagram that is independent of λHHH , thus a small increase in the value of λHHHdecreases the expected
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HH production cross section, and modifies the distributions of event kinematics.
3.2.1 Measurements with the ATLAS experiment36
A direct measurement of the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling λHHH can be made via the study of
Higgs boson pair production.
The small SM non-resonant HH production cross section means that it is necessary to consider
final states where at least one of the two Higgs bosons decays into a final state with a large branching
ratio, ieH → bb¯. The most promising decays channels areHH → bb¯bb¯,HH → bb¯ττ andHH → bb¯γγ
with branching ratios of 33.9, 7.3 and 0.26% respectively.
The expected performance for the bb¯bb¯ and bb¯ττ channels is assessed through extrapolation of
measurements performed by the ATLAS detector using 24.3 fb−1 and 36.1 fb−1 of data, respectively,
obtained at
√
s = 13 TeV during Run 2. The expected performance for the bb¯γγ channel is as-
sessed through the use of truth-level Monte Carlo samples. These MC samples have been adjusted
with parametrised functions to estimate the response of the upgraded ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC,
assuming a mean pile-up rate <µ> = 200. An 8% improvement in b-tagging efficiency is expected for
all channels as a result of improvements to the inner tracker [20]. This improvement is factored into the
bb¯bb¯ and bb¯ττ extrapolations, and it is included in the smearing functions used in the bb¯γγ analysis.
A short description of the analysis strategy and of the results is given here, and further details
can be found in Ref. [287]. The systematic uncertainties used follow the common recommendations for
HL-LHC studies [16].
3.2.1.1 The HH → bb¯bb¯ channel
Projections for this channel were made by extrapolating from the ATLAS Run 2 analysis of 24.3 fb−1 of
13 TeV data, described in Ref. [20]. This extrapolation assumes similar detector performance to Run 2.
Four central jets with transverse momentum higher than 40 GeV are paired to construct the Higgs boson
candidates. Additional requirements are made on Higgs boson mass and transverse momentum, and the
pseudorapidity between the two Higgs boson candidates. The acceptance times efficiency of the full
event selection for the SM signal is of 1.6%, and around 95% of the background consists of multi-jet
events. This dominant background is assessed using data-driven techniques.
The largest source of systematic uncertainty comes from the ability to model the QCD multi-jet
background using control regions in data. A conservative assumption in the extrapolation is made that
the systematic uncertainties related to this background are left unchanged. Figure 54a shows the impact
of this uncertainty on the results.
The final analysis discriminant, mHH , showed in Figure 54b, is the invariant mass of the selected
four-jet system, after a correction based on the known Higgs boson mass. The significance neglecting
the systematic uncertainties is 1.4 standard deviations, while it is 0.61 standard deviations when the
current systematic uncertainties are included. The high number of pile-up events at the HL-LHC cause
difficulties in maintaining high acceptance when triggering on multi-jet final states. Ref. [18] proposes
a trigger menu which thresholds corresponding to asking for jets with a transverse energy higher than
75 GeV. In the scenario without systematic uncertainties this would degrades the sensitivity by 50%
relative to the threshold used by default in this extrapolation.
36 Contacts: A. Bethani, A. Betti, P. Bokan, E. Carquin, M. Donadelli, A. Ferrari, K. Grimm, C. Gwilliam, M. Haacke, S.
Lai, K. Leney, T. Lenz, S. Olivares Pino, E. Petit, N. Readioff, P. Sales De Bruin, J. Stark, F. Garay Walls, D. Wardrope, M.
Wielers
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Fig. 54: (a) Expected 95% CL upper limit on σHH/σ
SM
HH , as a function of the pre-fit background mod-
elling uncertainties, which are each scaled by a common, constant factor relative to the corresponding
uncertainty in the Run 2 analysis (i.e. the uncertainties of the analysis of the 2016 dataset correspond
to 1 here). The limit achievable assuming that the overall uncertainty scales with luminosity as 1/
√
L
is shown by the star point. The limit obtained when considering only statistical uncertainties is shown
as the dashed line. The extrapolated sensitivities are calculated assuming a jet pT threshold of 40 GeV.
(b) Stacked mHH histograms of the tt and multi-jet backgrounds extrapolated from 24.3 fb
−1 (the 2016
dataset) to 3000 fb−1. The predicted SM non-resonant Higgs boson pair production signal is shown as
the red line.
3.2.1.2 The HH → bb¯ττ channel
Results [287] for this channel are computed by extrapolating from the Run 2 analysis of 36.1 fb−1 of
13 TeV data [288], which currently sets the world’s strongest limit by a single channel on the di-Higgs
production. The leptonic/hadronic and hadronic/hadronic decay modes of the τ -lepton are considered,
the first one being separated in two categories, depending on the trigger used. A multivariate analysis with
a Boosted Decision Tree is performed to separate the signal from the background processes. The Run 2
BDT distributions are scaled to the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, taking into account the change of
cross-section with the increased centre-of-mass energy. The binning of those BDT distributions is also
redefined to take into account the increased number of events. A profile-likelihood fit is applied to the
BDT score distributions shown in Figures 55a to 55c.
In the Run 2 analysis one of the dominant systematic uncertainty is the one coming from the lim-
ited statistics of the MC samples used to estimate the background. In the baseline scenario, following the
prescriptions of Ref. [16], this uncertainty is neglected. Different scenarios are considered: the one in
which the systematic uncertainties remain the same as for the Run 2 analysis (scenario S1 described in
Section 2.3.1); the scenario with the current systematic uncertainties but neglected MC statistical uncer-
tainties and the baseline scenario for systematic uncertainties (scenario S2 described in Section 2.3.1).
The effect on those various scenarios is shown in Figure 55d.
The expected significance without systematic uncertainties is of 2.5 standard deviations, while it
is 2.1 standard deviations when the baseline scenario for the systematic uncertainties is considered.
For the measurement of κλ the output score of a BDT trained on the κλ = 20 signal is used as the
final discriminant. This was shown to provide similar performance with BDTs trained specifically for
every κλ value, as κλ = 20 corresponds to a softer mHH spectrum, which is where the nominal BDT is
less sensitive. The minimum negative-log-likelihood for a SM signal hypothesis is shown in Figure 55d.
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Fig. 55: (a), (b), (c) Distributions of the BDT score for the three categories of the analysis, extrapolated
to 3000 fb−1 of data. The background distributions are shown after the fit based on a background-only
Asimov dataset and the signal is scaled to the SM prediction. The hatched bands represent the combined
statistical and systematic uncertainty for the baseline scenario. These uncertainty bands are included in
the plots for completeness but are very small. (d) Negative natural logarithm of the ratio of the maximum
likelihood for κλ to the maximum likelihood for κλ = 1, obtained from fits to the Asimov dataset that
contains the κλ = 1 signal. Four different scenarios are considered for the systematic uncertainties.
3.2.1.3 The HH → bb¯γγ channel
The analysis [287] is based on truth level particles convoluted with the detector resolution, efficiencies
and fake rates computed for µ = 200 which were extracted from fully simulated samples using the detec-
tor layout described in Ref. [20]. The selection is made using a multivariate analysis with a BDT using
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the full kinematic information of the event, in particular to reject the continuum and ttH backgrounds.
The di-photon invariant mass distribution, mγγ , is shown in Figure 56a. The number of signal, single
Higgs and continuum background in a 123-127 GeV window is 6.5, 3.2 and 3.7 respectively.
The systematic uncertainties follow the prescriptions of Ref. [16]. Their effect is very small since
this channel will still be dominated by statistical uncertainties at the end of the HL-LHC programme.
The sensitivity of the analysis to κλ is assessed by using the mhh distribution for events in a 123
< mγγ< 127 GeV. This distribution is shown in Figure 56b for different values of κλ and split into
eight categories. It should be noted that the BDT was trained on the SM signal only, so the constraints
on κλ are pessimistic. Using separate BDTs trained on specific values of κλ would bring negligible
improvements at negative values of κλ, but up to 1σ reduction in the expected limit at high positive
values of κλ. The expected significance was evaluated to be 2.1 and 2.0 standard deviations with and
without systematic uncertainties included.
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Fig. 56: (a) Distribution of mγγ following the BDT response cut. The reducible background processes
consist of cc¯γγ, jjγγ, bb¯jγ, cc¯jγ, and bb¯jj events. Other background processes come from Z(bb¯)γγ,
tt¯ and tt¯γ. (b) Distributions of mbb¯γγ for combined signal and background events passing the BDT
selection and the requirement 123 GeV < mγγ< 127 GeV, for various values of κλ.
3.2.1.4 Combined results
The combination of various channels is realised by constructing a combined likelihood function that
takes into account data, models and correlated systematic uncertainties from all channels.
Setting appropriate nuisance parameters (NP) to be correlated with one another induced a negli-
gible change in the combination results compared to assuming all nuisance parameters are uncorrelated.
No strong correlation between any of the NP are found by the fits, with the exception of some corre-
lation between the background models of the bb¯bb¯ and bb¯ττ channels. Theoretical uncertainties on the
cross-sections have negligible impact on the combined results.
The combined significance is 3.5 and 3.0 standard deviations with and without systematic uncer-
tainties included. Table 53 shows the signal strength measured in the individual channels, as well as the
combination, when the SM HH signal is injected.
The combined sensitivity of the three channels to κλ is assessed by generating an Asimov dataset
containing the background plus SM signal. The ratio of the negative-log-likelihood of the maximum
likelihood fit for κλ was calculated and shown in Figure 57. A morphing technique [289] is used to
generate signal distributions of mHH for any arbitrary value of κλ.
The 68% Confidence Intervals for κλ, from the likelihood ratio test performed on the Asimov
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Table 53: Signal strength measured in the individual channels and their combination using an Asimov
dataset with SM HH signal injected.
Measured µ Statistical-only Statistical + Systematic
HH → bb¯bb¯ 1.0 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 1.6
HH → bb¯ττ 1.0 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.5
HH → bb¯γγ 1.0 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.6
Combined 1.00 ± 0.31 1.0 ± 0.4
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Fig. 57: Maximum likelihood for κλ divided by the maximum likelihood for κλ = 1 for (a) the fits with
only statistical uncertainties and (b) the fits with all systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters. The
black circles show the results for the combination, while the coloured markers show the values coming
from the individual channels. The dashed lines at − ln (Lκλ/Lκλ=1) = 0.5 and 2.0 indicate the values
corresponding to the 1σ and 2σ Confidence Intervals (CI), respectively (assuming an asymptotic χ2
distribution of the test statistic).
dataset created from the backgrounds and the SM HH signal are 0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.7 and 0.25 ≤ κλ ≤
1.9 with and without systematic uncertainties respectively. The Confidence Intervals per channel are
summarised in Table 54. The Higgs boson self-coupling is constrained at 95% confidence level (CL) to
−0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.3 (−0.1 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.7 ∪ 5.5 ≤ κλ ≤ 6.9), with (without) systematic uncertainties.
Table 54: 68% Confidence Intervals for κλ, estimated for an Asimov dataset containing the backgrounds
plus SM signal.
Statistical-only Statistical + Systematic
HH → bb¯bb¯ −0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 4.3 −2.3 ≤ κλ ≤ 6.4
HH → bb¯ττ 0.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.0 ∪ 5.9 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.2 0.1 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.3 ∪ 5.7 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.8
HH → bb¯γγ −0.1 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.4 −0.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.5
combined 0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.7 0.25 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.9
Assuming the SM HH signal the expected exclusion significance for the κλ = 0 hypothesis, i.e.
no Higgs self-coupling, is 1.4 and 1.8 standard deviations with and without systematic uncertainties
respectively.
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3.2.2 Measurements with the CMS experiment37
The work described in this section studies the prospects for HH production at the HL-LHC with the CMS
experiment. The five decay channels bbbb, bbτ τ , bbWW (WW → `ν`′ν ′ with `, `′ = e, µ), bbγγ , and
bbZZ (ZZ → ```′`′ with `, `′ = e, µ) are explored. The corresponding branching fractions and the total
number of HH events expected to be produced at the HL-LHC assuming
√
s = 14 TeV and an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1 are reported in Table 55.
A short description of the analysis strategy and of the results is given here, and further details can
be found in Ref. [290].
Table 55: Branching fraction of the five decay channels considered in the CMS HH prospects, and
corresponding number of events produced at the end of HL-LHC operations assuming
√
s = 14 TeV
and an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The symbol ` denotes either a muon or an electron. In
the bbWW decay channel, ` from the intermediate production of a τ lepton are also considered in the
branching fraction.
Channel bbbb bbτ τ bbWW(`ν`ν) bbγγ bbZZ(````)
B [%] 33.9 7.3 1.7 0.26 0.015
Number of events 37000 8000 1830 290 17
A parametric simulation based on the DELPHES [13] software is used to model the CMS detec-
tor response in the HL-LHC conditions. The DELPHES simulation accounts for the effects of multi-
ple hadron interactions (“pileup”) by overlaying simulated minimum-bias events with on average 200
interactions per bunch crossing. The performance of reconstruction and identification algorithms for
electrons, muons, tau decays to hadrons (τ h) and a neutrino, photons, jets (including the identifica-
tion of those containing heavy flavour particles), and the missing transverse momentum vector ~pmissT is
parametrised based on the results obtained with a full simulation of the CMS detector and dedicated
reconstruction algorithms.
3.2.2.1 The HH → bbbb channel
While characterised by the largest branching fraction among the HH final states, the bbbb decay channel
suffers from a large contamination from the multi-jet background that makes it experimentally challeng-
ing. Two complementary strategies are explored here to identify the signal contribution. For those events
where the four jets from the HH → bbbb decay can all be reconstructed separately, also referred to as
the “resolved” topology, the usage of multivariate methods is explored to efficiently identify the signal
contribution in the overwhelming background. In cases where the invariant mass of the HH system,
mHH , is large, the high Lorentz boost of both Higgs bosons may results in a so-called “boosted” event
topology where the two jets from a H → bb decay overlap and are reconstructed as a single, large-area
jet. Resolved topologies correspond to the large majority of SM HH events, giving the largest sensitiv-
ity on this signal. Boosted topologies help to suppress the multi-jet background and provide sensitivity
to BSM scenarios where the differential HH production cross section is enhanced at high mHH by the
presence of ggHH and ttHH effective contact interactions.
In the resolved topology, events are pre-selected by requiring four jets with pT > 45 GeV and
|η| < 3.5 that satisfy the medium b-tagging working point, corresponding to a b jet identification effi-
ciency of approximately 70% for a light flavour and gluon jet mis-identification rate of 1%. Triggers are
assumed to be fully efficient in the phase space defined by this selection. In scenarios where the minimal
37 Contacts: A. Benaglia, M. Bengala, O. Bondu, L. Borgonovi, S. Braibant, L. Cadamuro, A. Carvalho, C. Delaere, M.
Delcourt, N. de Filippis, E. Fontanesi, M. Gallinaro, M. Gouzevitch, J. R. Komaragiri, D. Majumder, K. Mazumdar, F. Monti,
G. Ortona, L. Panwar, N. Sahoo, R. Santo, G. Strong, M. Vidal, S. Wertz
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jet trigger pT threshold is increased the loss in sensitivity to the SM signal amounts to approximately
10% and 25% for a 10 and 30 GeV increase, respectively.
The four selected b tagged jets are combined into the two Higgs boson candidates H1 and H2,
choosing the pairs of jets with the minimal invariant mass difference. The invariant mass of the two
Higgs candidates is required to satisfy the relation:√(
mH1 − 120 GeV
)2
+
(
mH2 − 120 GeV
)2
< 40 GeV (39)
i.e. a circular selection where the centre and radius are chosen based on the expected response and
resolution of the CMS detector, accounting for the energy loss from undetected neutrinos from B hadron
decays.
Because of the very large QCD multi-jet background, a multivariate discriminant, in the form of
a boosted decision tree, is trained to identify the HH signal contribution and used as the discriminant
variable. Other background processes considered are tt and single Higgs boson production. The output
of the BDT discriminant is shown in Fig. 58.
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Fig. 58: BDT output distribution for the signal and background processes considered in the bbbb re-
solved search.
The boosted topology offers a good handle to investigate effective Higgs boson contact interactions
predicted in BSM scenarios that enhance the HH production cross section at high mHH values. For
that reason, the prospects in this channels focus on anomalous couplings and make use of the shape
benchmarks signals described in Ref. [281]. Large radius jets, clustered with the anti-kT algorithm with
a cone radius of 0.8 (AK8 jets), are used to identify the overlapping b jets. The event is required to
contain at least two AK8 jets with pT > 300 GeV and |η| < 3. The two highest pT jets are chosen in
case multiple candidates satisfy such requirements. The soft drop [291, 292] jet grooming algorithm is
used to remove soft and collinear components of the jet and retain the two sub-jets associated with the
showering and hadronisation of the two b quarks from the H → bb decay. A selection is applied on
the N-sub-jettiness variable [293] to reduce the background contamination, mostly represented by di-jet
production from QCD interactions. Algorithms for the b jet identification are applied on the sub-jets with
a working point corresponding to an efficiency of about 49% for genuine b jets for a mis-identification
rate of light flavour and gluon jets of about 1%. Events are divided in two categories if they contain
exactly three (3b category) or exactly four (4b category) b-tagged sub-jets.
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The invariant mass of the two selected AK8 , MJJ , is used to look for the presence of a signal. Its
distribution is shown in Fig. 59 for the two event categories.
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Fig. 59: Invariant mass of the two selected AK8 jets in the boosted bbbb HH search for the multi-jet
background and the SM (blue) and shape benchmark 2 (red) signals. The distributions on the left are for
the 3b and those on the right are for the 4b sub-jet b-tagged categories. Both signals are normalised to
the SM HH production cross section for visualisation.
3.2.2.2 The HH → bbτ τ channel
The bbτ τ decay channel is experimentally favourable thanks to its sizeable branching fraction of 7.3%
and the moderate background contamination. Out of the six possible decay channels of the ττ system,
the µτ h, eτ h, and τ hτ h final states are considered here, corresponding together to about 88% of the
total branching ratio. Events in the three channels are selected requiring the presence of a τ hcandidate in
association to an isolated muon, electron, or another τ h depending on the final state considered. Events
in all the three categories above are then required to contain at least two b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV
and |η| < 2.4.
The main backgrounds are tt and Drell-Yan production of τ pairs. Their separation is experimen-
tally challenging because of the incomplete reconstruction of the event due to the presence of neutrinos
from τ decays that escape detection.
A multivariate analysis method is thus used to identify the signal contribution and separate if from
the large background. The usage of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques is studied in this work.
The discriminant consists of a pair of ensembles of ten fully connected deep neural networks (DNN), each
with three hidden layers of 100 neurons, trained to separate the HH signal from the background processes
using a wide set of kinematic variables, a few of which are shown for illustration in Fig. 60. Each
network is trained using events from all three ττ decay channels, and advanced optimisation techniques
are explored and applied to maximise the expected sensitivity.
3.2.2.3 The HH → bb¯γγ channel
Despite its low branching fraction, the bbγγ decay channel is one of the most sensitive to HH produc-
tion. It benefits of an excellent di-photon invariant mass (mγγ) resolution and on the possibility to fully
reconstruct all final state objects. The analysis strategy combines these two aspects and uses a multivari-
ate kinematic discriminant to suppress the background contributions, and the mγγ signature to look for
the presence of a signal.
The H → γγ candidate is built from two photons in the collision event that satisfy identification,
isolation, and quality criteria. Only events where the two photons satisfy |η| < 2.5 and 100 < mγγ <
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Fig. 60: Example distributions for some of the discriminant variables used as input of the bbτ τ deep
neural network: muon transverse mass (top left), system transverse mass mT2 (top right), and invariant
mass of the ττ (bottom left) and bb (bottom right) systems.
150 are considered. The H → bb candidate is built from the two jets with the highest b tag discriminant
value that satisfy pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The background from light flavour jets is suppressed by
requiring both jets to satisfy a loose working point of the b tagging algorithm, corresponding to a 90%
efficiency for a genuine b-jet and 10% mis-identification rate. The di-jet invariant mass is required to be
between 80 and 190 GeV.
The backgrounds mainly consist of non-resonant γγ production in association with heavy flavour
jets, with a smaller contribution from γγ plus light flavour jets, and single Higgs boson production in
association with top quark (ttH, with H → γγ).
A multivariate discriminant in the form of a BDT is used to suppress the ttH background. The
BDT is trained to identify the presence of decay products from W bosons originating from top quark
decays, and combines the information on the presence and properties of leptons, additional jets, and
helicity angles of the HH system and its decay products. A selection on the discriminant is applied,
rejecting approximately 75% of the ttH events for a 90% signal efficiency.
A second BDT classifier is trained to separate the HH signal from the non-resonant di-photon
background. Several variables related to the kinematic properties of the event and to the quality of the
selected objects are combined, and background-like events with a low BDT scores are rejected.
Events thus selected are simultaneously classified based on the value of the BDT discriminant
described above and on the reduced mass of the four objects selected, defined as:
MX = mγγjj −mγγ −mjj + 250 GeV, (40)
where mγγjj, mγγ , and mjj refer respectively to the four body, di-photon, and di-jet invariant masses.
The definition ofMX mitigates resolution effects by using the expected Higgs boson mass. Two intervals
of the BDT scores are used to define medium and high purity categories (MP and HP), and events in
each category are further divided in a low, medium, and high mass category if 250 < MX < 350 GeV,
350 < MX < 380 GeV, or 480 < MX GeV, respectively. While the high mass category is the most
sensitive to SM HH production, low mass categories are important to constrain anomalous values of the
Higgs boson self-coupling, that enhance the cross section at the mHH threshold.
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The signal is extracted from a simultaneous fit in each of the 3 × 2 categories defined above. A
parametric maximum likelihood fit of the signal and background in the (mγγ ,mjj) is used. An example
of the expected event distributions in the high mass and high purity category for the two variables is
shown in Fig. 61.
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Fig. 61: Expected distribution of events in the photon (left column) and jet (right column) pair invariant
mass for the high mass and high purity event category. The full circles denote pseudo-data obtained from
the expected events yields for the sum of the signal and background processes for 3000 fb−1.
3.2.2.4 The HH → bbWW → bb`ν`ν channel
We consider here HH final states containing two b jets and two neutrinos and two leptons, either electrons
or muons. The decay channels involved are thus H → bb in association with either a H → Z(``)Z(νν)
or a H → W(`ν)W(`ν) decay. While the analysis described in the following is optimised for HH →
bbWW decays, that provide the largest branching fraction, the contribution of Higgs boson decays to
both WW and ZZ, globally denoted as VV, is considered. Decays of the VV system to tau leptons
subsequently decaying to electrons or muons with the associated neutrinos are also considered in the
simulated signal samples. The corresponding branching fraction for the VV→ `ν``ν` decay is 1.73 %.
The dominant and sub-dominant background processes are the tt production in its fully leptonic
decay mode, and Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs in association with jets. As both are irreducible
background processes, i.e., they result in the same final state as the signal, the kinematic properties of the
signal and background events are used and combined in an artificial Neural Network (NN) discriminant
to enhance the sensitivity.
Events are required to contain two isolated leptons of opposite electric charge, with an invariant
mass m`` > 12GeV to suppress leptonia resonances and mZ − m`` > 15 GeV to suppress Drell-Yan
lepton pair production. The H → bb decay is reconstructed by requiring the presence of two b-tagged
jets in the event with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8, separated from the selected leptons by a distance of
∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 > 0.3.
The NN discriminant utilises information related to object kinematics. The variables provided as
input to the NN exploit the presence of two Higgs bosons decaying into two b-jets on the one hand,
and two leptons and two neutrinos on the other hand, which results in different kinematics for the di-
lepton and di-jet systems between signal and background processes. The set of variables used as input
is:m``, mjj, ∆R``, ∆Rjj, ∆φ``,jj, defined as the ∆φ between the di-jet and the di-lepton systems, p
``
T ,
p
jj
T , min
(
∆Rj,`
)
, and MT, defined as MT =
√
2p``T p
miss
T (1− cos(∆φ(``,pmissT ))).
The output of the NN is used as the discriminant variable in the three decay channels studied, and
its distribution is reported in Fig. 62.
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Fig. 62: The output of the bbWW NN after the selections, evaluated in the e+e− (left) , µ+µ− (middle),
e±µ∓ (right) channels.
3.2.2.5 The HH → bbZ Z → bb4` channel
The HH searches at the LHC have so far focused on final states with a sizeable branching ratio because
of the small cross section of this process. The HL-LHC will open the possibility to study rare but clean
decay channels thanks to the large dataset available. The bbZZ(4`) channel, that is investigated in this
work, benefits from the clean four lepton signature to clearly identify signal events in the busy pileup
environment of the HL-LHC.
Events are required to have at least four identified and isolated (isolation < 0.7) muons (electrons)
with pT > 5(7) GeV and |η| < 2.8. The two Z boson candidates are formed from pairs of opposite-
charge leptons The Z candidate with the invariant mass closest to the nominal Z mass is denoted as Z1,
while the other one is labelled as Z2. Z candidates are required to have an invariant mass in the range
[40, 120] GeV (Z1) and [12, 120] GeV (Z2), respectively. The four leptons invariant mass is requested
to be in the range [120,130] GeV. At least two (but not more than three) b-tagged jets are also required
to be present and have an invariant mass. The jet pair is required to have an invariant mass in the range
[80, 160] GeV and an angular distance between the 2 jets between 0.5 and 2.3. The number of events
thus selected are used to look for the presence of a signal on top of the background processes, mostly
constituted of single Higgs boson production in the 4` final state. The distribution of the four lepton
invariant mass is shown in Fig, 63.
3.2.2.6 Combined results
The five decay channels are combined statistically assuming the SM Higgs boson branching fractions.
Assuming the presence of a signal with the properties predicted by the SM, its total expected significance
is 2.6σ. If instead the background only hypothesis is assumed, an expected upper limit on the SM HH
signal cross section can be set to 0.77 times the SM prediction. The contributions from the five decay
channels and the combined expected sensitivities are reported in Tab. 56.
Prospects for the measurement of the Higgs boson self coupling are also studied. Under the
assumption that no HH signal exists, 95% CL upper limits on the SM HH production cross section are
derived as a function κλ = λHHH/λ
SM
HHH , where λ
SM
HHH denotes the SM prediction. The result is illustrated
in Fig. 64. A variation of the excluded cross section, directly related to changes in the HH kinematic
properties, can be observed as a function of κλ.
Assuming instead that a HH signal exists with the properties predicted by the SM, prospects for
the measurement of the λHHH are derived. The scan of the likelihood as a function of the κλ coupling
is shown in Fig. 64. The projected confidence interval on this coupling corresponds to [0.35, 1.9] at the
68% CL and to [−0.18, 3.6] at the 95% CL. The peculiar likelihood function structure, characterised by
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Fig. 63: Invariant mass distribution of the four leptons selected at the end of the analysis for the bb4`
final state.
Table 56: Significance, upper limit at the 95% confidence level, and uncertainty on the signal strength
µ of the SM HH signal for the five channels studied and their combination. Numbers are reported both
considering statistical and systematic uncertainties (Stat. + syst.), and neglecting the latter (Stat. only).
Channel
Significance 95% CL limit on σHH/σ
SM
HH Measured signal strength µ
Stat. + syst. Stat. only Stat. + syst. Stat. only Stat. + syst. Stat. only
bbbb 0.95 1.2 2.1 1.6 1.00+1.08−1.04 1.00
+0.84
−0.83
bbτ τ 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.00+0.73−0.71 1.00
+0.65
−0.64
bbWW(`ν`ν) 0.56 0.59 3.5 3.3 1.00+1.8−1.8 1.00
+1.7
−1.7
bbγγ 1.8 1.8 1.1 1.1 1.00+0.61−0.56 1.00
+0.56
−0.53
bbZZ(````) 0.37 0.37 6.6 6.5 1.0 +3.2−2.5 1.0
+3.2
−2.5
Combination 2.6 2.8 0.77 0.71 1.00+0.41−0.39 1.00
+0.36
−0.36
two local minimums, is related to the dependence of the total cross section and HH kinematic properties
on κλ, while the relative height of the two minimums depends to the capability of the analyses to access
differential mHH information. The degeneracy of the second minimum is largely removed thanks to the
bbγγ analysis and its mHH categorisation.
3.2.3 Combination of measurements38
A simple combination is performed of the measurements from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations
described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The channels are treated as uncorrelated, in particular because
the systematic uncertainties that we could expect to be correlated between the experiments, such as the
theory uncertainties and the luminosity uncertainty, have little impact on the individual results. Since
the measurements in the HH → bb¯V V (llνν) and HH → bb¯ZZ(4l) are only performed by the CMS
38 Contacts: L. Cadamuro, E. Petit, D. Wardrope
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Fig. 64: Left: upper limit at the 95% CL on the HH production cross section as a function of κλ =
λHHH/λ
SM
HHH . The red band indicated the theoretical production cross section. Right: expected likelihood
scan as a function of κλ = λHHH/λ
SM
HHH . In both figures the results are shown separately for the five
decay channels studied and for their combination.
experiment, the likelihoods for those two channels are scaled to 6000fb−1 in the combination. The signif-
icances are added in quadrature and the negative-log-likelihood are simply added together. A summary
of the different expected significances, as well as the combination, are shown in Table 57. A combined
significance of 4 standard deviation can be achieved with all systematic uncertainties included.
Table 57: Significance in standard deviations of the individual channels as well as their combination.
Statistical-only Statistical + Systematic
ATLAS CMS ATLAS CMS
HH → bb¯bb¯ 1.4 1.2 0.61 0.95
HH → bb¯ττ 2.5 1.6 2.1 1.4
HH → bb¯γγ 2.1 1.8 2.0 1.8
HH → bb¯V V (llνν) - 0.59 - 0.56
HH → bb¯ZZ(4l) - 0.37 - 0.37
combined 3.5 2.8 3.0 2.6
Combined Combined
4.5 4.0
Comparisons of the minimum negative-log-likelihoods for ATLAS and CMS are shown in Fig-
ure 65. In those plots the likelihoods for the HH → bb¯V V (llνν) and HH → bb¯ZZ(4l) channels
are not scaled to 6000fb−1. A difference of shape between the two experiments can be seen around
the second minimum. This difference comes mainly from the HH → bb¯γγ channel as illustrated in
Figure 65b. In this channel both experiment use categories of the mHH distributions. But for ATLAS
the analysis was optimised to increase the significance of the SM signal so the low values of the mHH
distribution are cut by the selection cuts, while for CMS a category of events with low values of mHH
is very powerful to remove the second minimum, while having no effect on the SM signal. The lower
precision on κλ is slightly better for CMS thanks to the contribution of the HH → bb¯bb¯ channel, as
well as the HH → bb¯V V (llνν) and HH → bb¯ZZ(4l) ones, while the higher precision on κλ is similar
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between the two experiments.
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Fig. 65: (a) Minimum negative-log-likelihood as a function of κλ, calculated by performing a condi-
tional signal+background fit to the background and SM signal. (a) The black line corresponds to the
combined ATLAS and CMS results, while the blue and red lines correspond to the ATLAS and CMS
standalone results respectively. (b) The different colours correspond to the different channels, the plain
lines correspond to the CMS results while the dashed lines correspond to the ATLAS results.
The combined minimum negative-log-likelihoods are shown in Figure 66. The 68% Confidence
Intervals for κλ are 0.52 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.5 and 0.57 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.5 with and without systematic uncertainties
respectively. The second minimum of the likelihood is excluded at 99.4% CL. A summary of the 68%
CI for each channel in each experiment, as well as the combination are shown in Figure 66b.
3.3 Double Higgs measurements and trilinear coupling: alternative methods
3.3.1 Prospects for hh→ (bb¯)(WW ∗)→ (bb¯)(`+`−ν`ν¯`)39
In this section, we discuss the discovery prospects for double Higgs production in the hh→ (bb¯)(WW ∗)
channel. In order to increase sensitivity in the di-lepton channel [294, 295, 296], we propose a novel
kinematic method, which relies on two new kinematic functions, Topness and Higgsness [297]. They
characterise features of the major (tt¯) background and of hh events, respectively. The method also
utilises two less commonly used variables, the subsystem MT2 (or subsystem M2) [298, 299, 300] for
tt¯ and the subsystem
√
sˆmin (or subsystem M1) [301, 302, 300] for hh production. For any given event,
Topness [303, 297] quantifies the degree of consistency to di-lepton tt¯ production, where there are 6
unknowns (the three-momenta of the two neutrinos, ~pν and ~pν¯) and four on-shell constraints, for mt, mt¯,
m
W
+ and m
W
− , respectively. The neutrino momenta can be fixed by minimising the quantity
χ2ij ≡ min
/~pT=~pνT+~pν¯T

(
m2
bi`
+
ν
−m2t
)2
σ4t
+
(
m2
`
+
ν
−m2W
)2
σ4W
+
(
m2
bj`
−
ν¯
−m2t
)2
σ4t
+
(
m2
`
−
ν¯
−m2W
)2
σ4W
 , (41)
39 Contacts: J. Han Kim, M. Kim, K. Kong, K.T. Matchev, M. Park
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Fig. 66: (a) Minimum negative-log-likelihood as a function of κλ, calculated by performing a conditional
signal+background fit to the background and SM signal. The coloured dashed lines correspond to the
combined ATLAS and CMS results by channel, and the black line to their combination. The likelihoods
for the HH → bb¯V V (llνν) and HH → bb¯ZZ(4l) channels are scaled to 6000 fb−1.(b) Expected mea-
sured values of κλ for the different channels for the ATLAS in blue and the CMS experiment in red, as
well as the combined measurement. The lines with error bars show the total uncertainty on each mea-
surement while the boxes correspond to the statistical uncertainties. In the cases where the extrapolation
is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the other experiment and this
is indicated by a hatched bar.
subject to the missing transverse momentum constraint, /~pT = ~pνT + ~pν¯T . Since there is a twofold
ambiguity in the paring of a b-quark and a lepton, we define Topness as the smaller of the two χ2s,
T ≡ min
(
χ212 , χ
2
21
)
. (42)
In double Higgs production, the two b-quarks arise from a Higgs decay (h → bb¯), and therefore
their invariant mass mbb can be used as a first cut to enhance the signal sensitivity. For the decay of the
other Higgs boson, h→WW ∗ → `+`−νν¯, we define Higgsness [297] as follows:
H ≡ min

(
m2
`
+
`
−
νν¯
−m2h
)2
σ4h`
+
(
m2νν¯ −m2νν¯,peak
)2
σ4ν
(43)
+min

(
m2
`
+
ν
−m2W
)2
σ4W
+
(
m2
`
−
ν¯
−m2W ∗,peak
)2
σ4W ∗
,
(
m2
`
−
ν¯
−m2W
)2
σ4W
+
(
m2
`
+
ν
−m2W ∗,peak
)2
σ4W ∗

 ,
where mW ∗ is the invariant mass of the lepton-neutrino pair which resulted from the off-shell W . It
satisfies 0 ≤ mW ∗ ≤ mh −mW and mpeakW ∗ = 1√3
√
2
(
m2h +m
2
W
)
−
√
m4h + 14m
2
hm
2
W +m
4
W is the
peak in the mW ∗ distribution. m
peak
νν¯ = m
peak
`` ≈ 30 GeV is the location of the peak in the dσdmνν¯ or
dσ
dm``
distribution [297, 304].
The σ values in Eqs. (41) and (43) result from the experimental uncertainties and intrinsic particle
widths. In principle, they can be treated as free parameters and tuned using a neutral network (NN), a
boosted decision tree (BDT), etc. In our numerical study, we use σt = 5 GeV, σW = 5 GeV, σW ∗ = 5
GeV, σh` = 2 GeV, and σν = 10 GeV. The main contribution in Eq. (43) comes from the on-shell
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Fig. 68: Scatter distribution of (logH , log T ) for signal (hh in the left) and backgrounds (tt¯, tt¯h, tt¯V ,
``bj and ττbb in the middle) after loose baseline selection cuts. The right panel shows the expected
discovery significance at the 14 TeV LHC with 3 ab−1 as a function of the triple Higgs coupling κ3. We
obtain each curve by applying the same set of cuts optimised for the SM point (κ3 = 1) to non-SM points
(κ3 6= 1) for NSMsig = 35 in black, NSMsig = 20 in red and NSMsig = 10 in blue. The curves in the left and
middle panel are the optimised cuts for the NSMsig = 20 case. The three symbols ♦,© and  display the
signal significance using CMS-NN [294], CMS-BDT [295] and BDT [296], respectively.
conditions for the Higgs and the W , while the effects of the invariant mass of the two neutrinos and the
off-shell W are minor.
Along with Higgsness and Topness, we adopt the subsystem sˆ(``)min for h→ W±W ∗∓ → `+`−νν¯
[301, 302] and the subsystem MT2 for the bb¯ system (M
(b)
T2 ) and the lepton system (M
(`)
T2 ) [299]. The
variable sˆ(v)min is defined as sˆ
(v)
min = m
2
v + 2
(√
|~P vT |2 +m2v|/~pT | − ~P vT · /~pT
)
[301, 302, 300], where (v)
represents a set of visible particles under consideration, while mv and ~P
v
T are their invariant mass and
transverse momentum, respectively. It provides the minimum value of the Mandelstam invariant mass sˆ
which is consistent with the observed visible 4-momentum vector. The MT2 is defined as MT2(m˜) ≡
min
{
max
[
MTP1(~pνT , m˜), MTP2(~pν¯T , m˜)
]}
where m˜ is the test mass for the daughter particle and the
minimisation over the transverse masses of the parent particles MTPi (i = 1, 2) is performed over the
transverse neutrino momenta ~pνT and ~pν¯T subject to the /~pT constraint [298, 299, 300, 305, 306, 307,
308].
Events for the signal and all relevant background processes were simulated as described in Ref. [297].
After basic selection cuts, we use the kinematic information discussed above for further background sup-
pression. Distributions of M (b)T2 , M
(`)
T2 and
√
sˆ
(``)
min are shown in Fig. 67, while scatter distributions of
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<latexit sha1_base64="5/WifG8pCpAPPyPsbo66BQEazRk=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1cLCZjAIVmE3j doFbKwkgnlAsoTZyd1kyDyWmdlACGn8FRsLRWz9DDv/xkmyhSYeGDiccw937olTzowNgm9vbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OPSPjhtGZZpCnSqudCsmBjiTULfMcmilGoiIOTTj4e3Mb45AG6bkox2nEAnSlyxhlFgndf3T+0zEoLFKsGF9STiGEU hrun4pKAdz4FUS5qSEctS6/lenp2gmXJhyYkw7DFIbTYi2jHKYFjuZgZTQIelD21FJBJhoMj9gii+c0sOJ0u5Ji+fq78SECGPGInaTgtiBWfZm4n9eO7PJdTRhMs0sSLpYlGQcW4VnbeAe00AtHztCqGbur5gOiCbUus6KroRw+eRV0qi UQ8cfKqXqTV5HAZ2hc3SJQnSFqugO1VAdUTRFz+gVvXlP3ov37n0sRte8PHOC/sD7/AFdq5Y3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/WifG8pCpAPPyPsbo66BQEazRk=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1cLCZjAIVmE3j doFbKwkgnlAsoTZyd1kyDyWmdlACGn8FRsLRWz9DDv/xkmyhSYeGDiccw937olTzowNgm9vbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OPSPjhtGZZpCnSqudCsmBjiTULfMcmilGoiIOTTj4e3Mb45AG6bkox2nEAnSlyxhlFgndf3T+0zEoLFKsGF9STiGEU hrun4pKAdz4FUS5qSEctS6/lenp2gmXJhyYkw7DFIbTYi2jHKYFjuZgZTQIelD21FJBJhoMj9gii+c0sOJ0u5Ji+fq78SECGPGInaTgtiBWfZm4n9eO7PJdTRhMs0sSLpYlGQcW4VnbeAe00AtHztCqGbur5gOiCbUus6KroRw+eRV0qi UQ8cfKqXqTV5HAZ2hc3SJQnSFqugO1VAdUTRFz+gVvXlP3ov37n0sRte8PHOC/sD7/AFdq5Y3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/WifG8pCpAPPyPsbo66BQEazRk=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1cLCZjAIVmE3j doFbKwkgnlAsoTZyd1kyDyWmdlACGn8FRsLRWz9DDv/xkmyhSYeGDiccw937olTzowNgm9vbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OPSPjhtGZZpCnSqudCsmBjiTULfMcmilGoiIOTTj4e3Mb45AG6bkox2nEAnSlyxhlFgndf3T+0zEoLFKsGF9STiGEU hrun4pKAdz4FUS5qSEctS6/lenp2gmXJhyYkw7DFIbTYi2jHKYFjuZgZTQIelD21FJBJhoMj9gii+c0sOJ0u5Ji+fq78SECGPGInaTgtiBWfZm4n9eO7PJdTRhMs0sSLpYlGQcW4VnbeAe00AtHztCqGbur5gOiCbUus6KroRw+eRV0qi UQ8cfKqXqTV5HAZ2hc3SJQnSFqugO1VAdUTRFz+gVvXlP3ov37n0sRte8PHOC/sD7/AFdq5Y3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5/WifG8pCpAPPyPsbo66BQEazRk=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1cLCZjAIVmE3j doFbKwkgnlAsoTZyd1kyDyWmdlACGn8FRsLRWz9DDv/xkmyhSYeGDiccw937olTzowNgm9vbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OPSPjhtGZZpCnSqudCsmBjiTULfMcmilGoiIOTTj4e3Mb45AG6bkox2nEAnSlyxhlFgndf3T+0zEoLFKsGF9STiGEU hrun4pKAdz4FUS5qSEctS6/lenp2gmXJhyYkw7DFIbTYi2jHKYFjuZgZTQIelD21FJBJhoMj9gii+c0sOJ0u5Ji+fq78SECGPGInaTgtiBWfZm4n9eO7PJdTRhMs0sSLpYlGQcW4VnbeAe00AtHztCqGbur5gOiCbUus6KroRw+eRV0qi UQ8cfKqXqTV5HAZ2hc3SJQnSFqugO1VAdUTRFz+gVvXlP3ov37n0sRte8PHOC/sD7/AFdq5Y3</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1 dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZT hDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1 dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZT hDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1 dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZT hDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1 dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZT hDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit>
1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB 28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB 28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB 28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB 28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit>
2.5
<latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQ cvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+ jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQ cvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+ jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQ cvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+ jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSo uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQ cvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+ jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit>
3.5
<latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSq uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yC p4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+ jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSq uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yC p4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+ jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSq uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yC p4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+ jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSq uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yC p4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+ jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit>
3.0
<latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSK uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrI OXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSK uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrI OXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSK uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrI OXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSK uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrI OXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncd RhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit>
2.0
<latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSI uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOv gFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4 ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSI uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOv gFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4 ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSI uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOv gFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4 ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSI uix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOv gFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4 ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit>
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Fig. 69: Significance for observing an anomalous Higgs self-coupling at the 14 TeV LHC with an
integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (left) and at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 (middle). Right: the effect of using a
Deep Learning algorithm to improve the discovery significance for κ3 = 1 shown in the right panel of
Fig. 68.
Topness and Higgsness are displayed in Fig. 68. The right panel in Fig. 68 shows the expected signal
significance at the HL-LHC as a function of the triple Higgs coupling κ3. We obtain each curve by apply-
ing the same set of cuts optimised for the SM point (κ3 = 1) to non-SM points (κ3 6= 1) for NSMsig = 35
in black, NSMsig = 20 in red and N
SM
sig = 10 in blue. The three symbols ♦, © and  show the signal
significance using CMS-NN [294], CMS-BDT [295] and BDT [296], respectively.
Finally Fig. 69 shows the significance for observing an anomalous Higgs self-coupling at the 14
TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 and at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1, respectively. For the
HL-LHC, we follow the analysis presented in Ref. [297]. The red solid curves are obtained with nominal
efficiencies for b (mis-)tagging (b→b = 0.7, c→b = 0.2 and j→b = 0.01) [309]. The HL-LHC will
rule out the Higgs self-coupling outside the range (−0.5, 3.2). The four vertical dashed lines in the left
panel represent the expected 95% CL exclusion of κ3 in the bbbb channel (black, from Ref. [310]), in
the bbγγ channel (blue, from Ref. [311] and green from Ref. [312]) and in the bbττ channel (cyan, from
Ref. [211]). We notice that the sensitivity in the bbWW ∗ channel is comparable to the sensitivity in
those other channels. For the 27 TeV study, we normalise our signal cross section to 139.9 fb [276], and
use K factors of K = 1.56 for tt¯ production [313], K = 1.28 for tt¯h [314], K = 1.54 for tt¯V and a
conservative K = 2 for ``bb¯ and ττbb¯ [297]. Our result shows that the 27 TeV collider could observe
double Higgs production at 5σ for a wide range of values for κ3 and would be able to exclude κ3 outside
the range (0.2, 1.8) (for a comparative study in the bbγγ channel, see Ref. [315] (vertical, dashed lines
in the middle panel)).
In summary, we obtained a significant increase in the signal sensitivity for hh production in the
di-lepton channel compared to previous analyses [294, 295, 296]. The method can be easily incorporated
into more advanced algorithms for further improvement. For example, using deep learning (convolution-
ary neutral network) slightly improves the discovery significance, see the right panel of Fig. 69. The
discussed method is very general and can be easily applied to other processes such as the semi-leptonic
final state, resonant hh production, non-resonant production with more than one Higgs boson, etc. It is
straightforward to generalise the idea to different topologies in searches for other BSM particles as well.
3.3.2 Prospects for bbγγ: Bayesian optimisation and BDT40
Searches for double Higgs pair production in the bb¯γγ channel are an important target for the future. In
this section, we study this problem at the 14 TeV LHC in two steps, following [316]:
(i) We first propose a Bayesian optimisation approach to select cuts on kinematic variables and
study its performance compared to manual and random cuts, taking into account systematic uncertainties.
40 Contacts: A. Alves, T. Ghosh, and K. Sinha
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We demonstrate our results with the Python algorithm Hyperopt .
(ii) We next perform a joint optimisation of kinematic cuts and boosted decision trees (BDT)
hyper-parameters to further discriminate signal and background events. For our calculations, we use the
XGBoost implementation of BDTs for Python.
3.3.2.1 Signal and Backgrounds
For the simulation of the signal, we use MadGraph5_aMC@NLO_v2.3.3 [317], to generate pp → hh
process exclusively at the leading order (LO). The simulation of our signal include both the triangle and
box diagrams. We scale our LO cross-section by the partial NNLO K-factor of 2.27 [318], calculated in
the large quark mass limit and use the resulting production cross section of 36.8 fb.
The following backgrounds were taken into account in our study: (i) bb¯γγ; (ii) Zh with Z → bb¯
and h → γγ; (iii) bb¯h with h → γγ; (iv) tt¯h → bb¯ + γγ + X; (v) jjγγ where the light-jets jj
are mistaken for a b-jet pair in the detector; (vi) bb¯jj, where the light-jets jj are mistaken for a photon
pair; (vii) cc¯γγ, where a c-jet is mis-tagged as a b-jet; (viii) bb¯γj, where one light-jet is mistaken for a
photon; (ix) cc¯γj where the c-jets are mis-tagged as bottom jets and the light-jet as a photon. We note
that the bb¯γj, cc¯γγ, and cc¯γj backgrounds were neglected in several early studies.
The cross section normalisations for the backgrounds from (i) - (v) are taken from ref. [285],
which we consider reliable. In order to obtain the distributions of the kinematic variables of interest, we
pass our simulated events to PYTHIA_v6.4 [319] for showering, hadronisation and underlying event and
finally to DELPHES_v3.3 [13] for detector simulation. For all further details of our signal and background
simulation, we refer to our paper [316].
The following basic cuts were applied on both signal and background:
pT (j) > 20 GeV, pT (γ) > 20 GeV, |η(j)| < 2.5, |η(γ)| < 2.5
100 GeV < |Mjj | < 150 GeV, 100 GeV < |Mγγ | < 150 GeV . (44)
The number of backgrounds events after imposing the basic cuts for 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity is
shown in Table 58.
Table 58: The number of signal and the various types of backgrounds considered in this work after
imposing the basic cuts of eq. (44) for 3 ab−1 of data. We found bb¯jj negligible after cuts and after
estimating the probability of the jet pair faking a photon pair.
signal bb¯γγ cc¯γγ jjγγ bb¯γj tt¯h cc¯γj bb¯h Zh total backgrounds
42.6 1594.5 447.7 160.3 137 101.1 38.2 2.4 1.8 2483
3.3.2.2 Bayesian Optimisation
The bb¯γγ channel has been studied by several groups using cut and count strategies. Once signal and
background cross sections are normalised to the proper values, one finds that the analysis of any particular
group does not radically outperform that of any other. For a detailed comparison, we refer to Table 2
of [316].
Bayesian optimisation offers a systematic way to obtain the most optimal cuts on a set of kinematic
variables. The algorithm we utilise is implemented in the Python library HyperOpt , based on the so-
called sequential model-based optimisation (SMBO) technique [320, 321, 322].
The kinematic variables used in our study are: (i) transverse momentum of b-jets and photons:
pT (b) and pT (γ); (ii) bb¯ and γγ invariant masses: Mbb and Mγγ , where signal events exhibit resonance
peaks at mh; (iii) transverse momentum of bb¯ and γγ: pT (bb) and pT (γγ); (iv) invariant mass of two
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Fig. 70: Left panel: The left panel shows the optimised search with the TPE algorithm in HyperOpt
with no systematic errors. The inset frame in the left plot shows the significance as a function of the
number of trials. S/
√
B is used to compute the signal significance. The black dashed line represents
the results obtained with the cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [285]. Right panel: The S/
√
B + (εBB)
2
significance metric as a function of εB , the systematic uncertainty in the total background rate. The red
line represents the default cuts of Azatov et. al., the black dashed assumes an optimised strategy just for
the 0% systematics point, while for the solid upper line, the algorithm was solicited to learn the best cuts
for each systematics level from 0 to 20%. In the inner plot we show the S/B ratio for the point-to-point
optimisation case.
b-jets and two photons: Mbbγγ ; (v) distance between pairs of b-jets and photons: ∆R(bb), ∆R(γγ) and
∆R(bγ), where ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 in the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle plane (η, φ); (vi)
the fraction ET /Mγγ for the two hardest photons in the event; these are variables used in experimental
searches as in Ref. [323, 143].
In Figure 70, we display the results obtained from the Bayesian optimisation of cuts on the above
kinematic variables. We see that after 100-200 trials, the signal significance does not change much and
the optimised cuts achieved a significance of 2.81σ against 2.1σ of the manual search of ref. [285], a
34% improvement. If bb¯γj, cc¯γγ, and cc¯γj backgrounds are incorporated, the Bayesian search reached
2.48σ against 1.85σ of the cuts of ref. [285], again roughly the same improvement. The performance of
the Bayesian algorithm is also displayed in Figure 70.
3.3.2.3 BDT Analysis
We now turn to a discussion of the BDT analysis, for which we utilise the XGBoost implementation
of BDTs for Python. XGBoost is chosen for its good discrimination performance, speed and capacity
of parallelisation. For our analysis we simulated ∼ 880000; depending on the cuts, however, the total
number of events usually drops to around 100000–300000 events which also turned out to be a sufficient
number of samples to keep over-fitting under control.
Using HyperOpt, we perform a joint optimisation of the kinematic variables introduced pre-
viously in conjunction with the following BDT hyper-parameters: the number of boosted trees,
the learning rate, the maximum depth of the trees, and the minimum sum of instance weight
needed in a child to continue the splitting process of the tress, min_child_weight. All the BDT results
were obtained from a 5-fold cross validation by randomly splitting training and testing samples at the
proportion of 2/3 and 1/3 of the total sample, respectively. We allowed for 300 trials in HyperOpt.
Hyper-parameters like the number of boosted trees, maximum depth of the trees and
the min_child_weight are directly related to the complexity of the algorithm by controlling the num-
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Fig. 71: Left panel: We show the results of the effects of imposing hard cuts on ∆Rb1γ1 for the BDT
performance, see [316] for further details. Right panel: The histogram of number of cut strategies
producing a given significance interval in a BDT-aided classification analysis. The inset plot shows
the significance as a function of the number of HyperOpt trials. No systematics are assumed, the back-
grounds are those of ref. [285] and the S/
√
B used to compute the signal significances. The black dashed
line represents the results obtained with the default cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [285].
ber, size and configuration of the trees. The learning rate, also known as shrinkage in this context,
is a parameter that controls the weight new trees have to further model the data. A large value permits a
larger effect from new added trees and might lead to more severe over-fitting. There are other parameters
which can be eventually used to prevent over-fitting and loss of generalisation power, but we found that
tuning these parameters was sufficient to achieve a good performance.
A comparative result of a simple cut and count analysis and a sequential optimisation of cuts and
BDT hyper-parameters are presented Table 59. We note that BDT outperforms simple cut and count,
even when cutting is performed using Bayesian optimisation. This is due to the better discrimination
between the signal and background classes achieved by the machine learning algorithms as they find
more profound correlations among the kinematic features and those classes. These correlations cannot
be fully explored in simple/manual rectangular cut-and-count analyses.
Table 59: Signal significances for cut-and-count and BDT for 0, 10 and 20% systematics. We took
all backgrounds into account for the computation of the AMS with optimised cuts and an integrated
luminosity of 3 ab−1 at the 14 TeV LHC. The bold-face numbers represent the significances expected
with the level of systematics anticipated by the experimental collaborations in refs. [312, 143]. The
numbers inside brackets are the significances computed with the default cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [285],
which we took as baseline results.
systematics (%) Cut-and-count BDT
0 2.34[1.76] 3.88
10 1.93[1.43] 3.57
20 1.51[1.0] 3.10
However, there is a trade-off between the efficiency of the cuts and the ML performance which is
usually neglected in phenomenological works where these tools are employed. The reasoning is simple:
cutting harder cleans up more backgrounds but weakens the correlations between the kinematic variables
and the event classes, thereby decreasing the ML performance. On the other hand, relaxing the cuts
makes the correlations stronger helping to boost ML but the discrimination power gained might not be
enough to get a good significance with a large number of surviving back- ground events. Hence, a joint
optimisation of cuts and BDT hyper-parameters improve the performance of our analysis further.
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The maximum AMS significance is 4.0σ for a joint optimisation analysis of cuts and BDT hyper-
parameters. The final selections of the kinematic variables and BDT hyper-parameters are the following
pT (1) > 72 GeV, pT (2) > 20 GeV; ∆Rij > 0.15, ∆Rii < 3.6;Mbb¯γγ > 370 GeV, pTii >
145 GeV, Mb1γ1 > 100 GeV; |Mbb −mh| < 27 GeV, |Mγγ −mh| < 11 GeV; number of trees =
157; learning rate = 0.101; maximum tree depth = 14; min_child_weight = 5. We have de-
noted pT (1) as the leading b-jet or photon, and pT (2) as the next-to-leading b-jet or photon.
The results are shown in Figure 71. The left panel shows the normalised ∆Rb1γ1 histograms for
the signal and the bb¯γγ continuum background, the signal efficiency (background rejection) is the red
(blue) line, and the area under the Receiver-Operator curve (ROC), AUC, is the dashed line. The bigger
the AUC, the better the performance of a cut-and-count analysis based on that distribution. On the right
panel, we show the histogram of number of cut strategies producing a given significance interval in a
BDT-aided joint optimisation analysis. Finding this optimal performance from the competition between
hard cuts and an ML algorithm is the core of the method presented in the section.
3.4 HE-LHC prospects
This section shows prospective results that could be obtained with 15 ab−1 of data at a centre-of-mass
energy of 27 TeV at the HE-LHC.
3.4.1 Theoretical prospects: from kinematics to dynamics41
sHiggs pair production pp → hh offers a direct path to pin down the Higgs self-coupling λ at a hadron
collider [324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329]. Theoretical studies as well as current analyses point to the bb¯γγ
decay as the most promising signature at the LHC [330, 331]. For the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC),
ATLAS and CMS projections indicate a very modest sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling [312, 295].
In the optimistic scenario that we can neglect systematic uncertainties, those studies indicate that the
LHC will probe the coupling at 95% confidence level −0.8 < κλ < 7.7, where the SM value is κλ =
λ/λSM = 1, falling short in precision in comparison to other Higgs property measurements at the LHC,
and far from satisfactory in probing the Higgs potential. For example, O(1) determination of κλ would
be required to test some of the EW Baryogenesis models [332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339].
Because of the rapidly growing gluon luminosity at higher energies, the hh production cross sec-
tion increases by about a factor of 4 (40) at 27 (100) TeV. This means that at the HE-LHC with the
anticipated integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1 the number of events in the bb¯ γγ channel increases by a
factor 4× 5 = 20 to around 5k events. A 100 TeV hadron collider with a projected integrated luminosity
of 30 ab−1 features another increase by a factor 10× 2 = 20, to around 100k expected Higgs pair events
in the Standard Model. This estimate shows how the combination of increased energy and increased
luminosity slowly turns Higgs pair production into a valid channel for precision measurements [315].
3.4.1.1 Information in Distributions
Previous studies have shown that multivariate analysis, taking into account kinematic distributions, gives
a substantially better reach on the Higgs self coupling over the purely rate-based analysis [315, 311, 340,
341]. In the following, we therefore summarise which kinematic features include information about the
Higgs self-coupling.
At leading order, Higgs pair production receives contributions both from a triangular loop dia-
gram sensitive to the Higgs-self coupling and from a box or continuum diagram. The box contribution
completely dominates the total rate over most of the phase space, making the Higgs coupling measure-
ments a challenge. While we can define a number of kinematic observables describing the continuum
backgrounds, the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling relies on a simple 2 → 2 process with two
41 Contacts: D. Gonçalves, T. Han, F. Kling, T. Plehn, M. Takeuchi
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independent kinematic variables.
Three distinct phase space regions provide valuable information on a modified Higgs self-coupling,
all from a large destructive interference between the triangle and box contributions. First, there is the
threshold [327, 328, 329, 342, 343, 344] in the partonic centre of mass energymhh ≈ 2mh. Based on the
effective Higgs-gluon Lagrangian [345, 346, 347] we can therefore write the corresponding amplitude
for Higgs pair production as
αs
12piv
(
κλλSM
s−m2h
− 1
v
)
→ αs
12piv2
(κλ − 1) SM= 0 . (45)
While the heavy-top approximation is known to give a poor description of the signal kinematics as a
whole, it does describe the threshold dependence correctly [342, 343, 344]. This indicates that we can
search for a deviation of the Higgs self-coupling by looking for an enhancement of the rate at threshold.
Second, an enhanced sensitivity to the self-coupling appears as top mass effect. For large positive values
of λ absorptive imaginary parts lead to a significant dip in the combined rate at the threshold mhh ≈
2mt [348, 349, 311]. The sharpest interference dip takes place near κλ ≈ 2 while for negative values
of κλ the interference becomes constructive. Finally, the triangular and box amplitudes have a generally
different scaling in the limit mhh  mh,mt [327, 328, 329, 348, 349]. While the triangle amplitude
features an explicit suppression of either m2h/m
2
hh or m
2
t /m
2
hh at high invariant mass, the box diagrams
drops more slowly towards the high-energy regime. This explains why a rate based analysis focusing on
the high di-Higgs mass region only has limited sensitivity. The impact of all three kinematic features can
be quantified statistically and indicate that essentially the full information on the Higgs self-coupling can
be extracted through a shape analysis of the mhh distribution [341].
In Fig. 72 we present the signal and background distributions for three relevant kinematic vari-
ables: mhh, pT,h and ∆Rγγ . Using the MADMAX approach [350, 351], based on the Neyman Pearson
Lemma we also estimate the maximum significance with which any multi-variate analysis will be able
to extract an anomalous self-coupling κλ 6= 1. The corresponding differential distribution of maximum
significance are shown as solid lines in Fig. 72. In addition to the signal features, the significance is
limited by the rapidly dropping backgrounds, covering both of the above-mentioned regions with an
enhanced dependence on the triangle diagram. In the absence of background, the significance indeed
peaks between the production threshold and the top-mass threshold [311]. The drop towards large val-
ues of mhh is a combination of the dominance of the box diagram in the signal and the limited number
of expected signal events. The significance with which we can extract modified self-couplings either
smaller (κλ = 0) or larger (κλ = 2) than in the Standard Model shows a similar phase space depen-
dence. The only difference is a slightly harder significance distributions for κλ = 2, an effect of the dip
at mhh ≈ 2mt.
3.4.1.2 Detector-Level Analysis
Based on our findings above, we now design a detailed analysis strategy to extract the Higgs self-coupling
with a focus on the shape of the mhh distribution [315]. Our signal is pp→ hh+X → bb¯ γγ +X . The
signal and background samples are generated with MADGRAPH5+PYTHIA8 [317, 79, 32], including
one extra jet using the MLM scheme [352].
In the final state we demand two b-tagged jets and two isolated photons with the minimal accep-
tance and trigger cuts
pT,j > 30 GeV, |ηj | < 2.5, pT,γ > 30 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.5, ∆Rγγ,γj,jj > 0.4 . (46)
The background to our bb¯ γγ signal consists of other Higgs production modes (tt¯h, Zh) with h → γγ,
continuum bb¯γγ production, and of multi-jet events with light-flavor jets faking either photons or b-jets
(jjγγ, bb¯γj) [353].
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Fig. 72: Kinematic distributions (dashed lines with left vertical axes) and significance distribution (solid
lines with right vertical axes) assuming a Higgs self-coupling with κλ = 0, 1, 2 for the HE-LHC. The
significance describes the discrimination of an anomalous self-coupling κλ 6= 1 from the SM hypothesis
κλ = 1.
The proper simulation of efficiencies and fake rates are a key ingredient for a realistic background
estimate in this analysis. For the HE-LHC and the future 100 TeV collider we follow the ATLAS projec-
tions [354]. The efficiency for a tight photon identification can be well parametrised by
γ→γ = 0.863− 1.07 · e−pT,γ/34.8 GeV , (47)
and a jet-to-photon mis-identification rate by
j→γ =
{
5.30 · 10−4 exp (− 6.5 (pT,j/(60.4 GeV)− 1)2 ) for pT,j < 65 GeV ,
0.88 · 10−4 [exp (− (pT,j/(943 GeV))+ 248 GeV/pT,j] for pT,j > 65 GeV . (48)
This leads to a photon efficiency of about 40% at pT,γ = 30 GeV, saturating around 85% for pT,γ >
150 GeV. Note that the Higgs decay products tend to be soft, pT,γ ∼ mh/2. For b-tagging, we adopt an
efficiency with b = 0.7 associated with mis-tag rates of 15% for charm quarks and 0.3% for light flavors.
These flat rates present a conservative estimate from the two dimensional distribution on (pTj , ηj) shown
in the HL-LHC projections [311]. Encouragingly, the small light flavor fake rate projections result in a
strong suppression for the initially dominant jjγγ background.
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Fig. 73: Luminosity required for a 5σ discover of Higgs pair production for the HE-LHC (dashed) and
a 100 TeV collider (full). Left: sensitivity in terms of the total rate, demanding two b-tags among the
two or three leading jets and assuming |mγγ −mh| < 1 GeV. Right: sensitivity for three mass windows
|mγγ −mh| < 1, 2, 3 GeV. We assume the SM hypothesis with κλ = 1 and use a binned log-likelihood
analysis of the mhh distribution.
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Fig. 74: Confidence level for separating an anomalous Higgs self-coupling hypothesis from the Standard
Model κλ = 1.
To control the continuum backgrounds, we require two Higgs mass windows,
|mbb −mh| < 25 GeV, |mγγ −mh| < 1 GeV. (49)
An obvious way to enhance the Higgs pair signal is to improve the resolution on the reconstructed
photons and b-jets from the Higgs decays. We adopt the rather conservative resolution for mbb as in
Eq. (49). Any improvement on it in experiments would be greatly helpful for the signal identification
and background separation.
To take the information in the the differential distribution mhh into account, we employ a binned
log-likelihood analysis based on the CLs method, using the full mhh distribution to extract κλ [355]. As
a starting point, we show the 5σ determination on the Higgs pair signal strength for the SM hypothesis
κλ = 1 as a function of the luminosity in the left panel of Fig. 73. Here we require two b-tagged
jets among the two or three leading jets. We decompose the latter case in two sub-samples (bb, bbj)
and (jbb, bjb). We see how exploring the extra-jet emission significantly improves the significance as
compared to the standard procedure adopted in the literature. The 5σ measurement for HE-LHC is
pushed from 2.8 ab−1 to below 2.3 ab−1.
In the right panel of Fig. 73 we show the discovery reach for the Higgs pair signal at HE-LHC
and a 100 TeV collider for three di-photon invariant mass resolutions described by a Gaussian width of
0.75, 1.5, 2.25 GeV and corresponding Higgs mass windows |mγγ −mh| < 1, 2, 3 GeV. As resolution
of 1.5 GeV has already been achieved at the LHC [356]. Higgs pair production will be discovered at the
HE-LHC with approximately 2.5 ... 5 ab−1 and at the 100 TeV collider with 0.2 ... 0.3 ab−1 of data, in
both cases well below the design luminosity.
As commented in the introduction, there exist physics scenarios in which the Higgs self-coupling
could be modified at the level of order one deviation from the SM value. The accurate measurement of
the Higgs self-coupling via Higgs pair production at future colliders has the best promise to uncover the
new physics associated with the Higgs sector. In Fig. 74, we show the accuracy on this measurement.
We find that the Higgs self-coupling can be measured with a precision
κλ ≈ 1± 15% at 68% CL and κλ ≈ 1± 30% at 95% CL (HE-LHC, 27 TeV, 15 ab−1),
κλ ≈ 1± 5% at 68% CL and κλ ≈ 1± 10% at 95% CL (100 TeV, 30 ab−1). (50)
While our conclusions on the determination of Higgs-self-interaction at future hadron colliders
are robust and important, there is still room to improve. Although the final state bb¯ γγ is believed to
be the most sensitive channel because of the background suppression and signal reconstruction, there
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exist complementary channels such as gg → hh→ bb¯ τ+τ−, bb¯ W+W−, bb¯ bb¯, etc. The kinematics-
based measurement and the all features related to QCD radiation at higher energies should be equally
applicable to all of them.
3.4.2 Theoretical prospects: importance of the gluon fusion single Higgs background.42
The Higgs self-coupling plays a central role in the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry, and
governs a pure elementary scalar interaction – one that has never been observed in nature. Unfortunately,
due to the small rate of hh production, measuring the Higgs self-coupling at a 14 TeV appears exceed-
ingly difficult unless it deviates substantially from the Standard Model value [357, 312]. A precision
measurement of the Higgs self-coupling is thus one of the primary goals of any higher energy collider.
In this section we use the convention
Vint = λ3
m2h
2v
h3 + λ4
m2h
8v2
h4 (51)
such that in the SM λ3 = 1.
While the prospects of a 100 TeV collider in measuring the self-coupling have been well studied
[358], relatively less attention has been paid to intermediate energy colliders such as HE-LHC. Previous
studies indicate that the hh → bb¯γγ channel has the most promising signature at hadron colliders,
and this is expected to be true at 27 TeV as well. However, the bb¯γγ channel still suffers from significant
backgrounds from particle mis-identification in the detector, making a dedicated detector study including
these effects essential. Finally, as discussed below, single-Higgs production – including through gluon-
fusion – is a significant background that must be properly understood to accurately project the capabilities
of HE-LHC. In what follows, we present a projection of the capabilities of a HE-LHC to measure the
self-coupling with these intricacies carefully considered.
3.4.2.1 Signal and Background Simulations
The signal and background samples generated for this study are summarised in Table 60. We also show
the cross sections of 14 TeV samples generated for validation with previous projections.
The details of the signal and background simulations mimic those in Ref. [359]. The pp →
hh → bb¯γγ signal is simulated at leading order using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [79, 360] using the
NNPDF2.3LO PDF set [280] including all finite top mass effects. The MADSPIN package [361] was
used for the Higgs boson decays and PYTHIA 8 [319] for the showering and hadronisation of events.
The LO signal is normalised to match the state of the art NNLO/NNLL calculation with finite top mass
effects included at NLO in QCD [276]. Additional samples with the self-coupling modified to values
between −1 and 10 times the SM value were also generated. Representative kinematic distributions of
the signal at parton level are shown in Fig. 75.
Backgrounds to the bb¯γγ decay channel include single Higgs production modes, non-resonant
QCD backgrounds, as well as Z(bb¯)γγ and tt¯(+γ) production. We include all backgrounds where up to
two additional photons or b-jets can arise from either misidentified light jets or electrons misidentified as
photons.
The background from single Higgs production via gluon fusion (ggF (γγ)) was generated in MAD-
GRAPH with up to two extra partons allowed in the matrix element, with no additional k-factor due to
the already present real emissions. Events from other single Higgs production modes were generated
directly in PYTHIA 8 at LO and normalised based on the recommendations in Ref. [45]. The remaining
backgrounds were generated in MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA 8 for showering and hadronisation,
with one additional jet allowed in the matrix element with MLM matching [362, 363] to the parton
shower.
42 Contacts: S. Homiller, P. Meade
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Fig. 75: (Left:) The transverse-momentum distribution of the true Higgs bosons generated in our 27
TeV samples, prior to showering and detector smearing, for several different values of λ3. (Centre:) The
same, but for the Higgs pseudorapidity. Right: The same, but for the distribution of the true Higgs pair
invariant mass.
Table 60: List of signal and background processes, the event generator used to simulate the matrix
element and parton shower, and the cross section of each process along with the corresponding order in
QCD at which the cross section is normalised. In the right-most column we show the expected number
of events after all the event selection criteria have been applied.
Process Generator σ ·BR [fb] Order QCD Expected Events
14 TeV 27 TeV (27 TeV, 15 ab−1)
h(bb¯)h(γγ) MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 0.11 0.41 NNLO/NNLL 209.6 ± 0.2
tt¯h(γγ) PYTHIA 8 1.40 6.54 NLO 286.8 ± 1.6
Zh(γγ) PYTHIA 8 2.24 5.58 NLO 67.1 ± 0.7
ggF (γγ) MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 83.2 335.1 N3LO 349.7 ± 9.5
bb¯γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 3.4× 102 9.5× 102 LO 414.6 ± 10.3
cc¯γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 4.4× 102 1.5× 103 LO 185.7 ± 4.2
jjγγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 5.9× 103 1.4× 104 LO 63.3 ± 3.8
bb¯jγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 1.1× 106 3.4× 106 LO 199.6 ± 9.4
cc¯jγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 4.8× 105 1.6× 106 LO 25.3 ± 3.0
bb¯jj MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 3.7× 108 1.5× 109 LO 155.4 ± 8.2
Z(bb¯)γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 2.61 5.23 LO 21.5 ± 0.4
tt¯ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 6.7× 105 2.9× 106 NNLO 11.6 ± 3.3
tt¯γ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 1.7× 103 7.9× 103 NLO 145.0 ± 10.3
Total Background 1925.8 ± 22.7
Significance (S/
√
B) 4.77 ± 0.14
3.4.2.2 Detector Simulation
To approximate the effects of detector resolution and reconstruction efficiencies, we use DELPHES 3 with
a dedicated card developed to approximate the performance of ATLAS and CMS at HL-LHC. We take
this as a reasonable benchmark for the expected performance after the HE-LHC upgrade.
With respect to the DELPHES setup used in [359], the card here has an improved E-Cal resolution
and assumes a higher photon identification efficiency, but a somewhat degraded di-jet mass resolution.
Aside from resolution and efficiency effects, particle mis-identification in the detector is also an important
source of backgrounds to hh → bb¯γγ. To avoid issues with MC statistics, we implement b-tagging and
jet mis-tagging rates at analysis level using a reweighting scheme, with probabilities taken as functions
of the jet pT as in Ref. [359]. These probabilities correspond to roughly pb→b ≈ 70%, pc→b ≈ 20%
and pj→b . 1%. The probability for a light jet to fake a photon in the detector is also included via
reweighting at analysis level as a function of pT (see [359]) which peaks at 5× 10−4 for pT,j ∼ 60 GeV
before falling exponentially to ∼ 1× 10−4.
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3.4.2.3 Results and Limits on the Self-Coupling
To isolate the hh→ bb¯γγ signal, we implement selection cuts as follows:
– At least 2 isolated photons and b-tagged jets with leading pT > 60 GeV and sub-leading pT >
35 GeV, all with |ηγ,b| < 2.5.
– pT,γγ , pT,bb¯ > 125 GeV.
– ∆Rbb¯,∆Rγγ < 3.5.
– |mγγ − 125.0 GeV| < 4.0 GeV.
– |mbb¯ − 125.0 GeV| < 25 GeV.
– njets < 6 for jets with pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.5.
– No isolated leptons with pT > 25 GeV.
– | cos θhh| < 0.8.
where cos θhh is the decay angle of the Higgs boson pair evaluated in the lab frame (see Fig. 76).
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Fig. 76: Normalised distributions of (Left:) the pT of the reconstructed h → γγ and (Right:) the
magnitude of cos θhh, the Higgs decay angle defined in the text. We show the distributions for the signal
with λ3 = 1 and 5 as well as several representative backgrounds.
Note that cuts on the pT and ∆R of the γγ and bb¯ pair are tightly correlated with the invariant
mass of the hh system. As seen in Fig. 76 the photon pair pT has strong discriminating power for the
SM hh signal, but for non-SM values of λ3, the signal and background become more degenerate.
The final selection efficiency is 3.4%, and the expected number of events from each signal/background
channel after applying all the cuts and detector effects is given in Table 60 assuming 15 ab−1 integrated
luminosity at HE-LHC. The uncertainty for each sample is estimated by partitioning the full event sample
in to sub-samples and computing the standard deviation of the results from each sub-sample.
The largest backgrounds are from continuum bbγγ and single Higgs production and decay to γγ.
Particularly, we see that the ggF induced mode contributes anO(1) background, despite being neglected
in previous studies. The accurate modelling of the extra jets that arise in the hadron collision is a necessity
for properly understanding this contribution. Other large backgrounds arise from processes where a jet
is reconstructed as a photon – even when two fake photons are needed. Finally, we see that tt¯ and
tt¯γ are not insignificant backgrounds with the set of cuts we’ve applied. Several of these backgrounds
might be mitigated by exploring the additional kinematic information in events with multiple jets, but
the single-Higgs production backgrounds are difficult to reduce in light of the true h→ γγ present.
To understand the attainable precision on λ3, we assume a hypothetical observation of S+B events
after all selection cuts with S and B as in Table 60. This allows us to derive 68 and 95% confidence
intervals on the expected number of signal events using a likelihood scan, including only the MC and
statistical uncertainties. The expected number of signal events with 15 ab−1 integrated luminosity is
plotted in Fig. 77 along with the 1σ (2σ) regions in green (yellow).
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Fig. 77: The expected number of signal events in a hypothetical experiment assuming the signal and
background rates computed in Table 60 at L = 15 ab−1 for HE-LHC with the regular detector perfor-
mance assumption. The black dashed line indicates the expected number of events from signal while
the green (yellow) regions show the 1σ (2σ) uncertainty regions arising from a likelihood scan with the
statistical and MC uncertainties on the signal and background counts. The red curve shows the expected
number of events from signal in a background free measurement as a function of λ3, accounting for the
changes in the signal acceptance due to kinematic differences at different λ3
We can also compute the expected number of events at 15 ab−1 as a function of λ3, taking into
account both the varying σhh cross section and the modified acceptance due to changes in the signal
kinematics. The resulting curve is shown in red in Fig. 77. The intersection of this curve with the 1 and
2σ regions indicate the expected precision on λ3 in the absence of systematic uncertainties. We find
λ3 ∈ [0.58, 1.45] at 68% C.L. (52)
Note that, as a result of the destructive interference between the triangle and box diagrams leading
to hh production, there is a degeneracy in the expected number of events around λ3 ∼ 5. However,
the kinematic structure of the hh signal is very different at large values of λ3, and such values could be
easily rejected using differential measurements (e.g, with mhh = mbb¯γγ or pT,hh), so the degeneracy can
be safely ignored for the purposes of this work.
In conclusion, we find that with a full account of the detector effects and backgrounds to hh →
bb¯γγ, a cut based analysis leads to an expected significance of 4.77 ± 0.14σ, corresponding to a 45%
measurement of the Higgs self-coupling at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1. Future improvements can be made
both by considering other decay channels (e.g., hh → bb¯bb¯, bb¯ττ , and bb¯WW ) and by exploiting the
additional information present in the hh invariant mass distribution, as discussed elsewhere in this report.
3.4.3 Experimental prospects with the ATLAS detector43
The results presented in Section 3.2.1 were extended to provide estimates of the prospects at the HE-
LHC, assuming a centre of mass collision energy of 27 TeV and 15 ab−1 of data.
The assumption is made that the detector performance will be the one of the HL-LHC ATLAS
detector. Comparisons between simulation at centre of mass energy of 14 and 27 TeV show that the
kinematic of the Higgs boson decay particles, as well as the mHH distribution are similar. However the
pseudorapidity of the particle tends to point more frequently in the forward region, which would decrease
43 Contacts: P. Bokan, E. Petit, N. Readioff, M. Wielers
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the acceptance by around 10%. This effect is not taken into account and the impact is expected to be
small.
The event yields for the various background processes are scaled by the luminosity increase and
the cross-section ratio between the two centre of mass energies. For the signal the cross-section of
139.9 fb is used, as described in Section 3.1.1.1.
Without including systematic uncertainties a significance of 7.1 and 10.7 standard deviations is
expected for the bb¯γγ and bb¯ττ channels respectively. The hypothesis of no Higgs self-coupling can be
excluded with a significance of 2.3 and 5.8 standard deviations respectively. Finally the κλ parameter
is expected to be measured with a 68% CI precision of 40% and 20% for the two channels respectively.
With the bb¯γγ channel, if the HL-LHC systematic uncertainties were considered this precision would be
50%, dominated by the uncertainty on the photon energy resolution. If this uncertainty were divided by
a factor 2 then the precision would be 45%.
3.4.4 Comparison of results
The results presented in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 appear to be quite different, with the κλ parameter being
measured with a precision of 15% and 40% respectively at 68% CL. Thorough studies were performed
to understand the difference. The result from the ATLAS experiment is an extrapolation of the HL-LHC
results (which consider a mean pile-up rate of 200) which were optimised to increase the sensitivity to
the SM signal, but could be improved for a precise measurement of κλ. In particular low values of the
di-Higgs invariant mass below 400 GeV are suppressed where most of the sensitivity lies. When a selec-
tion similar to the one in Section 3.4.1 is applied to ATLAS simulated samples, 40% more background
events are found. Half of it comes from missing background processes, while the other half comes from
differences in the selection because of the effect of pile-up in the ATLAS simulation. There is also a
categorisation based on the pT-ordering of the jets and b-jets which improves the results as shown in
Figure 73 but is hard to reproduce when large pile-up is considered.
In order to get an estimate of the best sensitivity achievable with HE-LHC data, a simple combina-
tion of the results of the bb¯γγ channel presented in Section 3.4.1 and the results presented with the bb¯ττ
presented in Section 3.4.3 is performed. No correlations are taken into account in this combination, and
no systematic uncertainties are considered. A precision of around 10% could be then achieved. The bb¯ττ
measurement alone is used as an upper value of this precision, so at this point we can consider that the
κλ parameter could be measured with a precision of 10 to 20%, as illustrated in Figure 78. It should also
be noted that the second minimum of the likelihood would be unambiguously excluded at the HE-LHC.
It should be emphasised that these results rely on assumptions of experimental performance in very
high pile up environment O(800-100) that would require further validation with more detailed studies,
and that no systematic uncertainties are considered at this point. On the other hand these studies do not
include the additional decay channels that have already been studied for HL-LHC, and of others that
could become relevant at the HE-LHC. Exclusive production modes are also very interesting to take into
consideration for this measurement. The potential improvements from these have not yet been assessed
yet.
3.5 Indirect probes
In this section we discuss the possibility of indirectly extract information on the trilinear self interaction
of the Higgs boson via precise measurements of single-Higgs production [364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369,
370, 371, 372] at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC. This strategy is complementary to the direct measurement
via double-Higgs production, which already at leading order, i.e. at one loop in the case of gg → HH ,
depends on the trilinear Higgs self interaction. In the case of single-Higgs production, on the contrary, the
Higgs self interactions enter only via one-loop corrections, i.e., at the two-loop level for the gluon-fusion
(ggF ) production mode. The effects of modified Higgs self interactions are therefore generically much
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Fig. 78: Expected sensitivity for the measurement of the Higgs trilinear coupling through the measure-
ment of direct HH production at HE-LHC. The black line corresponds to the combination of ATLAS
and CMS measurements with HL-LHC data presented in Section 3.2.3, with systematic uncertainties
considered. The red band corresponds to an estimate of the sensitivity using a combination of the bb¯γγ
and bb¯ττ channels, without systematic uncertainties considered.
smaller, but for single-Higgs production processes the precision of the experimental measurements is and
will be much better than for double-Higgs production. This, and the fact that for single-Higgs production
many different final states and both inclusive as well as differential measurements are possible will lead
to competitive indirect determinations of the trilinear Higgs self coupling. In [373, 374] also electroweak
precision observables have been considered to this purpose.
3.5.1 Indirect probes through single Higgs boson production44
In the following subsection, we will briefly recall the calculation framework introduced in [365, 366].
We also provide numerical results for the effects due to a modified trilinear Higgs coupling in the most
important inclusive and differential single-Higgs production cross sections as well as the Higgs branching
ratios. Based on these results, we will analyse the sensitivity of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC in constraining
the trilinear Higgs self interactions.
3.5.1.1 Theoretical framework
The effects of anomalous Higgs interactions can be extracted from experimental data via the signal
strength parameters µfi , which are defined for any specific combination of production and decay channel
i→ H → f as follows
µfi ≡ µi × µf =
σ(i)
σSM(i)
× BR(f)
BRSM(f)
. (53)
Here the quantities µi and µ
f are the production cross sections σ(i) (i = ggF, VBF, WH , ZH , tt¯H ,
tHj) and the branching ratios BR(f) (f = γγ, ZZ,WW, bb¯, ττ, µµ) normalised to their SM values,
44 Contacts: W. Bizon, M. Gorbahn, U. Haisch, F. Maltoni, D. Pagani, A. Shivaji, G. Zanderighi, X. Zhao
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Fig. 79: Examples of NLO contribution of the Higgs self-coupling to single Higgs observables. Top:
Contribution to the Higgs self-coupling, which generates a global correction to all amplitudes. Bottom:
Examples of diagrams contributing to the ggF (left) and tt¯H (right) production modes.
respectively. Assuming on-shell production, the product µi×µf therefore corresponds to the rate for the
i→ H → f process normalised to the corresponding SM prediction.
The quantities µi and µ
f that enter the definition of µfi in (53) can be expressed as
µi = 1 + δσλ3(i) , µ
f = 1 + δBRλ3(f) , (54)
where δσλ3(i) and δBRλ3(f) are the deviations induced by an anomalous trilinear Higgs self interaction
to the production cross sections and branching ratios, respectively. This definition can be straightfor-
wardly extended to the differential level and one has µfi = µi = µ
f = 1 in the SM.
In single-Higgs production, the trilinear Higgs self interactions start to enter only at the one-loop
level in the case of VBF, WH , ZH , tt¯H , tHj production, while in the case of ggF production and the
decays H → gg, γγ one has to calculate two-loop EW corrections. The appearance of the quadrilinear
Higgs self coupling in single-Higgs processes is further delayed by one loop order.
For the strategy discussed here, the anomalous trilinear Higgs self interactions can be equivalently
parametrised either via an anomalous trilinear coupling
λ3 ≡ κ3λSM3 (55)
where λSM3 = m
2
H/(2v
2) with v = (
√
2GF )
−1/2 ' 246 GeV the EW vacuum expectation value, or via
the corresponding dimension-six operator
O6 = −
λSM3 c6
v2
|Φ|6 , (56)
with Φ denoting the usual SM Higgs doublet. In the normalisation adopted in (56), the simple relation
κ3 = 1 + c6 , (57)
is obtained and allows to translate constraints on the coupling modifier κ3 into bounds on the Wilson
coefficient c6 and vice versa.
In the presence of modified trilinear Higgs self interactions, all single-Higgs production and de-
cay channels receive two types of contributions [365, 366], as shown in Fig 79: firstly, a process and
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Table 61: Cσ1 coefficients for inclusive single-Higgs production cross sections at different CM energies.
Cσ1 [%] ggF VBF WH ZH ttH tHj
13 TeV 0.66 0.64 1.03 1.19 3.51 0.91
14 TeV 0.66 0.64 1.03 1.18 3.47 0.89
27 TeV 0.66 0.62 1.01 1.16 3.20 0.79
Table 62: Cσ1 coefficients for single-Higgs production processes at 13 TeV in different pT (H) bins.
pT (H) [GeV ] [0, 25] [25, 50] [50, 100] [100, 200] [200, 500] > 500
VBF 0.97 0.88 0.73 0.58 0.45 0.29
ZH 2.00 1.75 1.21 0.51 0.01 −0.10
WH 1.70 1.49 1.04 0.44 0.01 −0.09
tt¯H 5.31 5.07 4.38 3.00 1.27 0.17
tHj 1.23 1.18 1.02 0.74 0.33 −0.06
kinematic dependent one, denoted as C1 hereafter, which is linear in c6 or κ3 and second, a universal
one proportional to the Higgs wave function renormalisation constant ZH , which is proportional to κ
2
3
and therefore contains both a linear and quadratic piece in c6. The quantity δσλ3(i) introduced in (54) as
well as any differential distribution related to it can thus be written as45
δσλ3(i) = (κ3 − 1)C
σ
1 +
(
κ23 − 1
)
δZH = c6C
σ
1 +
(
2c6 + c
2
6
)
δZH , (58)
where δZH denotes the one-loop correction to the Higgs wave function renormalisation constant asso-
ciated to modifications of the trilinear Higgs self coupling. In the case of the decays, the effects due
to Higgs wave function renormalisation cancel in the branching ratios, and as a result the quantities
δBRλ3(f) defined in (54) take the following form
δBRλ3(f) = (κ3 − 1)
(
CΓ1 − CΓtot1
)
= c6
(
CΓ1 − CΓtot1
)
. (59)
Here CΓtot1 is an effective term that describes the process dependent corrections to the total decay width
of the Higgs boson.
In the following we provide the values of theC1 coefficients that are used in the numerical analyses
presented in section 4. The given values correspond to the input
GF = 1.1663787× 10−5 GeV−2 , mW = 80.385 GeV ,
mZ = 91.1876 GeV , mH = 125 GeV , mt = 172.5 GeV .
(60)
For these parameters one finds numerically [366]
δZH = −1.536× 10−3 , CΓtot1 = 2.3× 10−3 . (61)
In the calculations of production cross sections and distributions, the renormalisation and factorisation
scales are taken to be µR = µF =
1
2
∑
f mf with mf the masses of the particles in the final state and
PDF4LHC2015 [112] parton distribution functions are used. On the other hand, the dependence of the C1
coefficients on µR, µF and the PDF set is negligible.
45This equation is in reality a linearised version of the complete formula that is used for extracting the results in Section ...
and involves the Higgs wave function resummation [366, 370]. Also (59) is a linear expansion.
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Table 63: Same as table 62 but for a CM energy of 27 TeV.
pT (H) [GeV ] [0, 25] [25, 50] [50, 100] [100, 200] [200, 500] > 500
VBF 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.62 0.52 0.29
ZH 2.00 1.74 1.21 0.50 0.00 −0.10
WH 1.70 1.49 1.04 0.44 0.01 −0.09
tt¯H 5.00 4.78 4.14 2.86 1.23 0.22
tHj 1.06 1.03 0.91 0.69 0.33 0.02
Table 64: CΓ1 coefficients for the phenomenologically relevant decay modes of the Higgs boson.
CΓ1 [%] γγ ZZ WW gg
on-shell H 0.49 0.83 0.73 0.66
In table 61 we list the values of Cσ1 for the various production modes at different centre of
mass (CM) energies. One first notices that WH , ZH and especially ttH production depend stronger
on the anomalous trilinear Higgs self coupling than the ggF, the VBF and the tHj channel. Further-
more, in the case of WH , ZH and ttH production the loop corrections contributing to Cσ1 feature a
Sommerfeld enhancement, which results in an increased sensitivity to anomalous trilinear Higgs self
interactions at low energies [366, 367, 370]. This feature is illustrated in tables 62 and 63 where we
give the values of Cσ1 in bins of the Higgs transverse momentum pT (H) for pp collisions at 13 TeV and
27 TeV, respectively.46 Table 64 finally provides the values of the CΓ1 coefficients for the decay modes
of the Higgs boson that are relevant in our numerical study.
Notice that all the formulas and numbers presented in this subsection take into account only effects
associated to an anomalous trilinear Higgs self coupling. The extension to more general and physically
motivated scenarios that include also other new-physics effects is simple and has been worked out in [368,
370]. It consists in adding to (58) and (59) the effects of other anomalous interactions such as a modified
top Yukawa coupling or altered/new gauge-Higgs vertices. In the next subsection, we perform a global
analyses of the constraints on λ3 that the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC should be able to set. We thereby
follow the lines of the study [368], using the results for the coefficients C1 provided above.
As discussed in refs. [370, 368], the constraints that can be set on c6 critically depend on the
interplay between the following aspects:
– The number of additional parameters related other anomalous interactions.
– The number of independent measurements considered in the analysis.
– The inclusion of differential information.
– The assumptions on the theoretical and experimental (statistical and systematic) errors.
In the section 3.5.3 we explore this interplay for the cases of the HL- and HE-LHC following
the lines of the study presented in refs. [368] augmented with the new results provided in this section.
Independent analyses performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations with a full-fledged treatment
of all the correlations among experimental uncertainties are desirable, and the first steps towards this
are being presented in the next section 3.5.2. It is worth noting that, when other anomalous interactions
are also considered, the effects of ZBSMH are degenerate with those in general affecting the Higgs wave-
function normalisation, typically parametrised via the Wilson coefficient CH . Thus, the coefficients Cσ1
and therefore the differential distributions have a primary role in the extraction of the information on κ3
from measurements of single Higgs production.
46Results for a different binning or different observables can be easily obtained with the code presented in [370].
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Table 65: Process dependant C1 values for each bin of pT
H .
pT (H) [GeV ] [0, 45] [45, 80] [80, 120] [120, 200] [200, 350] > 350
ttH 5.31 4.73 3.92 2.79 1.42 0.42
tH 1.32 1.19 1.00 0.75 0.40 0.06
VH 1.66 1.23 0.77 0.35 0.02 −0.09
We also recall that limits on κ3 or equivalently c6 obtained with this strategy are sensible only
when |κ3| < 20; as discussed in refs. [366] this limit guarantees that the perturbative loop expansion is
converging and that the leading missing higher orders depending on κ3 − 1 = c6 are below 10% level.
On the contrary, as discussed in refs. [375, 372], when the information from double Higgs production
is considered a more cautious limit |κ3| < 6 should be adopted in order to achieve both perturbative
unitarity and the convergence of the loop expansion.
3.5.2 Indirect probes of the trilinear coupling through differential distributions measurements with
the CMS detector47
As detailed in the previous section, an alternative approach to probing the Higgs boson self-coupling is
to measure deviations of the inclusive and differential Higgs boson production rates. Contributions to
single Higgs boson production from the Higgs boson self-coupling are sizeable for production in asso-
ciation with a pair of top quarks (ttH) or a single top-quark (tH). The contributions are greatest in these
production modes due to the large mass of the top quark. Differential cross section measurements, in
particular as a function of the Higgs boson transverse momentum pHT , allow one to disentangle the ef-
fects of modified Higgs boson self-coupling values from other effects such as the presence of anomalous
top–Higgs couplings.
The differential cross-section measurements, described in section 2.4.2, are used to extract a con-
straint on the Higgs boson self-coupling (λ3), by parametrising deviations from SM predictions as
described in the previous section. The kinematic dependence of these deviations are determined by
reweighting signal events, on an event by event basis, using the tool described in Ref. [376], which cal-
culates λ3-dependent corrections to the tree level cross-sections as a function of the kinematic properties
of the event, and is encapsulated as a varying C1 coefficient. The value of C1 depends on both the Higgs
boson production mode and the kinematic properties of the event. Table 65 shows the values of C1
calculated in the fiducial region for ttH and tH production, in each bin of pT
H .
In addition, the contribution from V H production is included by similarly calculating the C1
values for V H, H → γ γ events. For the contribution of γ γ → H and to account for modifications of the
H → γ γ decay width, the parametrisations which have been calculated for inclusive events provided in
Ref. [366] are used directly.
Figure 80 shows a scan of the profile log-likelihood as a function of κλ. In the scan, all other Higgs
boson couplings are assumed to attain their SM values. For the purposes of constraining κλ, theoretical
uncertainties in the differential ttH + tH cross section, as described in section 2.4.2, are included in the
signal model. The results when only including the hadronic or leptonic categories are shown in addition
to the result obtained from their combination.
The profiled log-likelihood in the region around 5 < κλ < 15 results from the behaviour of the
parametrisations which modify the predicted cross sections. For the ttH production mode, the derivative
of the predicted cross section with respect to κλ changes sign in this region, such that the predicted cross
section is relatively stable for different values of κλ. This degeneracy is however somewhat resolved by
the other production modes for which the change in sign occurs at different values of κλ. With 3 ab
−1
47 Contacts: N. Wardle, J. Langford
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Fig. 80: Profile log-likelihood scan as a function of κλ. The individual contributions of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties are separated by performing a likelihood scan with all systematics removed.
Additionally, the contributions from the hadronic and leptonic channels have been separated, shown in
red and purple, respectively.
of data collected by CMS at the HL-LHC, this result shows that a constraint of −4.1 < κλ < 14.1 at
the 95% confidence level (CL) is achievable from the differential cross-section measurement of a single
Higgs boson decay channel produced in association with tops, using data from only one of the two
general purpose detectors at the HL-LHC.
The ttH + tH differential cross section measurements are also sensitive to other potential BSM
effects, such as those which give rise to anomalous top–Higgs couplings. A two-dimensional profile
log-likelihood scan is shown in Fig. 81 as a function of κλ and µH . The parameter µH is a multiplicative
scaling factor which is common to all Higgs boson production modes and all pT
H bins. Even with this
additional parameter, constraints on κλ are still achievable, owing to the information retained in the
shape of the pT
H distribution. The constraint on κλ is −7.1 < κλ < 14.1 at the 95% CL, when the
log-likelihood is also profiled with respect to µH .
3.5.3 Global fit48
Assuming that the trilinear coupling is the only coupling deviating from its SM value, single Higgs
observables can give competitive bounds with double Higgs production, see Refs. [365, 366, 367, 373,
370] 49. Nevertheless, departures of the Higgs self-coupling from its SM prediction signal the existence
of new dynamics that, in general, would leave an imprint on other Higgs couplings as well which have
a strong impact on the bound as shown by Ref. [368]. The importance of a global fit is therefore two-
fold, namely to assess the robustness of the studies that take into account deformations exclusively in the
Higgs trilinear coupling, and to single out the sensitivity on the single-Higgs couplings that is required
to minimise the impact of the possible correlations.
To include the effect of the different deformations away from the SM, we use the EFT frame-
work described in Ref. [368], where 9 parameters describe the deviations of the single-Higgs couplings.
In particular, we consider three50 parameters for the Yukawa interactions (δyt, δyb, δyτ ,), two for the
contact interactions with gluons and photons (cgg , cγγ), rescalings of the SM hZZ and hWW interac-
48 Contacts: S. Di Vita, G. Durieux, C. Grojean, J. Gu, Z. Liu, G. Panico, M. Riembau, T. Vantalon
49Electroweak processes where the Higgs trilinear coupling enter at the two loop level have also been studied in [374].
50If other fermionic decay channels can be observed, further parameters can be included, with no effect on the number of
degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 81: Results of the two-dimensional likelihood scan in κλ-vs-µH , where µH allows all Higgs boson
production modes to scale relative to the SM prediction. The 68% and 95% confidence level contours
are shown by the solid and dashed lines respectively. The SM expectation is shown by the black cross.
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Fig. 82: χ2 analysis of the Higgs self-coupling δκλ using single- and double-Higgs processes for the
HL-LHC at 13 TeV and 3 ab−1. The widths of the lines correspond to the differences between the sce-
narios S1 and S2. Left: Comparison of the constraints obtained using inclusive single-Higgs processes
(orange), with the ones using differential observables (blue). Dashed is an exclusive fit while solid is the
result of a global fit. Right: Comparison of the constraints from differential single Higgs (blue), with
those from differential double-Higgs data (dashed red) and its combination (pink).
tions (parametrised by one coefficient, δcz , if custodial symmetry is unbroken), and three coefficients
(czz, cz, czγ) parametrising interactions of the Higgs with the electroweak bosons that have non-SM
tensor structures. Note that two combinations of the last three parameters are constrained by di-boson
data, showing an interesting interplay between the gauge and the Higgs sectors. A global fit on the
Higgs self-coupling, parametrised by δκλ (which is zero in the SM) using only inclusive single Higgs
observables, and taking into account the additional 9 EFT deviations described above, suffers from a flat
direction. To lift it, it is necessary to include data from differential measurements of those processes,
since the single-Higgs deformations and δκλ tend to affect the distributions in complementary ways.
As input for the uncertainties we consider the S1 and S2 scenarios, corresponding to the projected
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Fig. 83: χ2 analysis of the Higgs self-coupling δκλ using single- and double-Higgs processes for the
HE-LHC at 27 TeV and 15 ab−1. The widths of the lines correspond to the differences between the
projected uncertainties from the scenarios S1 and S2. Left: Comparison of the constraints obtained using
inclusive single-Higgs processes (orange), with the ones using differential observables (blue). Dashed
is an exclusive fit while solid is the result of a global fit. Right: Comparison of the constraints from
differential single Higgs (blue), with those from differential double-Higgs data (dashed red).
uncertainties on the inclusive signal strengths of the different production and branching ratio modes of the
Higgs, recommended by ATLAS and CMS. The projections of the differential uncertainties are estimated
by first rescaling the statistical uncertainty on each bin. This gives an overestimation of the actual reach
since it assumes a flat background distribution while it tends to peak at lower invariant masses. We use
therefore the CMS analysis on h → γγ in tt¯h production as a template for the tilt of the background.
With this we get a good agreement with the CMS fit on the trilinear coupling using this channel only,
and we use it as a simple guess for the rest of the uncertainties.
The global fit for the HL-LHC is summarised in Fig. 82. In the left plot, we show in green the
∆χ2 including only single-Higgs data, both in an exclusive study (dotted, pale colour), and after profiling
over all the other parameters (solid, strong colour). The width of the lines correspond to the difference
between the scenarios S1 and S2. The fact that the lines are not very separated means that the constraints
are mostly statistics dominated. In orange, we consider only inclusive measurements, while in blue we
include the differential information. We can see that, in a global fit, the constraint on the trilinear coupling
is worsened due to correlations (mainly with the top Yukawa δyt and the contact interaction with gluons
cgg, and, to a lesser degree, between δyb and δcz . The inclusion of the differential information allows
to partially remove the flat directions. In the right plot we compare the constraints using differential
observables with the ones obtained from double Higgs production, taken from the study in Ref. [285],
in dashed red. We include the combination in pink. While double-Higgs is clearly driving the bound,
differential single-Higgs data is nonetheless relevant as it can help lift the degenerate minima around
δκλ ∼ 5.
We now discuss projections for the HE-LHC at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. For
the uncertainties we perform a simple extrapolation where the theory and systematic uncertainties are
kept the same as in the HL-LHC projections, while the statistical uncertainty is rescaled accordingly
[315]. We show the results in Fig. 83. In the left plot, in brown, we present the χ2 analysis using the
projections for the single-Higgs channels at HE-LHC at the inclusive level. Inclusive measurements are
able to lift the flat direction due to the measurement of the th + j production and the zγ decay. In blue
we present the results using differential observables. We note that the with of the line indicates that,
contrary to the HL-LHC case, the constraint is limited by systematics, as expected. In the right plot we
compare the constraints with the projections coming from double Higgs production measurement.
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3.6 Implications of the HH measurements
3.6.1 Implications for flavor models51
In the Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM), the term H1H2 ≡ HT1 (iσ2)H2 is a SM singlet which can
however be charged under an additional U(1) flavor symmetry. This is an interesting possibility that al-
lows to generate the different fermion masses with a Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism where the flavon
is replaced by the H1H2 operator. In this way, the new physics scale Λ where the higher dimensional FN
operators are generated is tied to the electroweak scale, leading to much stronger phenomenological con-
sequences. Let us assume for concreteness a type-I like 2DHM with the following Yukawa Lagrangian
LY ⊃ yuij
(
H1H2
Λ2
)nuij
q¯iLH1u
j
R + y
d
ij
(
H†1H
†
2
Λ2
)ndij
q¯iLH˜1d
j
R + y
`
ij
(
H†1H
†
2
Λ2
)neij
¯`i
LH˜1e
j
R + h.c. ,
(62)
where H˜1 ≡ iσ2H∗1 as usual and the charges nu,d,e are a combination of theU(1) charges ofH1, (H1H2)
and the different SM fermion fields. For simplicity, we set the flavor charges of (H1H2) and H2 to 0 and
1, respectively, such that
nuij = aqi − auj , ndij = −aqi + adj , neij = −a`i + aej , (63)
if we denote by aqi , aui , . . . , the U(1) charges of the SM fermions. In general, the fermion masses are
given by
mψ = yψε
nψ v√
2
, ε =
v1v2
2Λ2
=
tβ
1 + t2β
v2
2Λ2
, (64)
with the vacuum expectation values 〈H1,2〉 = v1,2 and tβ ≡ v1/v2. Besides being able to accommodate
the observed hierarchy of SM fermion masses and mixing angles for the right assignment of flavor
charges [377, 378], this framework can lead to enhanced diagonal Yukawa couplings between the Higgs
and the SM fermions while having suppressed flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs). If we denote
by h and H the two neutral scalar mass eigen-states, with h being the observed 125 GeV Higgs, the
couplings between the scalars ϕ = h,H and SM fermions ψLi,Ri = PL,Rψi in the mass eigen-basis read
L = gϕψLiψRj ϕ ψ¯LiψRj + h.c. (65)
with i, such that ui = u, c, t, di = d, s, b and ei = e, µ, τ . This induces flavor-diagonal couplings
gϕψLiψRi
= κϕψi
mψi
v
=
(
gϕψi(α, β) + nψi f
ϕ(α, β)
) mψi
v
, (66)
as well as flavor off-diagonal couplings
gϕψLiψRj
= fϕ(α, β)
(
Aij
mψj
v
− mψi
v
Bij
)
. (67)
The flavor universal functions in (66) and (67) read
ghψi =
cβ−α
tβ
+ sβ−α , g
H
ψi
= cβ−α −
sβ−α
tβ
, (68)
and
fh(α, β) = cβ−α
( 1
tβ
− tβ
)
+ 2sβ−α , f
H(α, β) = −sβ−α
( 1
tβ
− tβ
)
+ 2cβ−α , (69)
51 Contacts: M. Bauer, M. Carena, A. Carmona
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Fig. 84: Br(H → hh) as a function of cos(β − α) and tanβ for MH = MH± = 550 GeV and
MA = 450 GeV. The dashed contours correspond to constant values |κhψ| for nψ = 1.
where cx ≡ cosx, sx ≡ sinx. One can see that, unless all flavor charges for a given type of fermions
are equal, the off-diagonal elements in matrices A and B lead to FCNCs which are chirally suppressed
by powers of the ratio ε, see [341] for more details.
The scalar couplings to the different gauge bosons are the same as in a normal type-I 2HDM while
the scalar coupling between the heavy Higgs H and two SM Higgs scalars h, as well as the triple Higgs
coupling can be expressed as [379, 380]
gHhh =
cβ−α
v
[(
1−fh(α, β)sβ−α
)(
3M2A−2m2h−M2H
)−M2A] , (70)
ghhh = −
3
v
[
fh(α, β)c2β−α(m
2
h −M2A) +m2hsβ−α
]
, (71)
where MA is the pseudoscalar mass. The U(1) flavor symmetry restricts the number of allowed terms in
the scalar potential forbidding e.g. terms proportional to H1H2. The interesting feature is that one can
rewrite such self scalar interactions with the help of the function fh(α, β), since it is somehow related
to the combination H1H
†
2 appearing in both the scalar potential and the higher dimensional operators
generating the different Yukawa couplings. Therefore, the parameter space for which fh(α, β)  1
and cβ−α 6= 0 leads to maximally enhanced diagonal couplings of the SM Higgs to fermions (66) as
well as to an enhancement of the trilinear couplings (70) and (71). For maximally enhanced Yukawa
couplings, the mass of the heavy Higgs H cannot be taken arbitrarily large and resonant Higgs pair
production has to be present. This correlation between the enhancement of the Higgs Yukawa couplings
κhψ and Br(H → hh) is illustrated for MH = MA = MH± = 500 GeV in Fig. 84 where we plot
the dependence of Br(H → hh) on cβ−α and tβ . The dashed contours correspond to constant values
of |κhψ| for nψ = 1. This correlation does not dependent of the factor nψ, although nψ > 1 leads to a
larger enhancement. The two exceptions for which this correlation breaks down are the limits cβ−α ≈ 0
and cβ−α ≈ ±1. Whereas the second case is strongly disfavoured by SM Higgs couplings strength
measurements, the first one (which corresponds to the decoupling limit) is at odds with the flavor model,
for it requires large values of the spurion µ3 ∝MA which softly breaks the U(1) flavor symmetry.
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Fig. 85: Left: Cross section for Higgs pair production in units of the SM prediction as a function of κhψ
for cβ−α = −0.45 (−0.4) and MA = 450 GeV, MH = MH± = 550 GeV in blue (green) at
√
s = 27
TeV. Right: Invariant mass distribution for the different contributions to the signal with cβ−α = −0.45
and κhψ = 5 (blue), κ
h
ψ = 4 (green) and κ
h
ψ = 3 (red) at
√
s = 27 TeV, respectively.
The enhancement in Br(H → hh) shown in Figure 84 is partially cancelled in the production
cross section σ(gg → H) for large values of tβ due to the fact that σ(gg → H) ∝ 1 + 1/t2β − (κht )2,
with κht ≈ 1. However, the cross-section σ(gg → h → hh) is not suppressed for such values of tβ and
the combination of both contributions leads to a continuous enhancement in the di-Higgs cross-section.
There is therefore a non-trivial interplay between resonant and non-resonant contributions, which we
illustrate in the left panel of Fig. 85, where we plot both contributions assuming as a function of κhψ
for fixed values of cβ−α (which is a monotonic function of tβ). We assume a centre-of-mass energy of√
s = 27 TeV and set MA = 450 GeV and MH = MH± = 550 GeV, while choosing two different
values of cβ−α = −0.45 and −0.4. Dashed (dotted) lines correspond to the non-resonant (resonant)
contributions, whereas the solid lines represent the full σ(gg → hh) in the 2HDM in units of the SM
prediction, both at LO and NLO. Solid lines show the NLO results, while the solid shaded lines mark the
values of κψ excluded by perturbativity and unitarity constraints [381]. More details about the calcula-
tion of the signal and plots for
√
s = 13 TeV can be found in Ref. [341]. The values of κhψ in Fig. 85
correspond to nψ = 1 but values of O(10) and larger are obtained for nψ > 1. We also show in the
right panel of Fig. 85 the invariant mass distribution for the different contributions to the di-Higgs signal
for cβ−α = −0.45 and three different values of κhψ = 3, 4 and 5. The interesting feature is that, when
the enhancement in the Higgs Yukawa couplings is large enough, the interference between both non-
resonant and resonant contributions turns the broad peak into a shoulder in the dσ/dmhh distribution for
the total cross section, as shown for the case κhψ = 5 by the blue line in the right panel of Fig. 85. Re-
solving such shape in the invariant mass distribution can be quite challenging. We encourage a dedicated
analysis considering the corresponding dσ/dmhh templates to maximise the sensitivity to features in the
di-Higgs invariant mass distribution from the simultaneous enhancement of ghhh, gHhh and κ
h
ψ.
3.6.2 Implications for theories of electroweak phase transition52
Introduction. Explaining the origin of the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry is a key open problem at
the interface of high energy physics and cosmology. A number of scenarios have been proposed, ranging
in energy scales from ∼ 1012 and above to below the electroweak scale and corresponding to different
52 Contacts: J. Kozaczuk, A.J. Long, J.M. No, M.J. Ramsey-Musolf
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eras in cosmic history. One of the most compelling – electroweak baryogenesis – ties the generation
of the asymmetry to electroweak symmetry breaking (for a review, see Ref. [382]). In this scenario,
the universe must have undergone a first order phase from the electroweak symmetric to broken phase
at a temperature TEW ∼ 100 GeV. If such a transition occurred, then there must have also existed
sufficiently active CP-violating interactions to produce the observed asymmetry. Neither requirement is
satisfied by the Standard Model. The symmetry-breaking transition for a 125 GeV Higgs boson is known
to be of a crossover type, and the CP-violating interactions encoded in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix are too feeble to have produced the observed asymmetry. Thus, viable electroweak baryogenesis
(EWBG) requires physics beyond the standard model that couples to the Higgs boson.
The HE LHC would provide new opportunities to search for this BSM physics. Studies of di-Higgs
production, measurements of the Higgs triple self-coupling, and precision tests of other Higgs couplings
are particularly interesting as probes of the new interactions needed for a first order electroweak phase
transition (EWPT). For the first order phase transition to be sufficiently strong, so as to provide the
needed conditions for EWBG, the new interactions must be mediated by particles with masses below
roughly one TeV, making them accessible to pp collisions at
√
s = 27 TeV. While a definitive program
of searching for these interactions would likely require higher centre of mass energy, the HE LHC would
significantly extend the discovery reach over what is accessible at the HL LHC. Below, we provide a few
key examples that illustrate this possibility.
Higgs Potential at Finite Temperature. The nature of the EWSB transition is governed by the temperature-
dependent Higgs potential, VEFF(ϕ, T ). In the regime where T  MW , this potential takes the simple
form
VEFF(ϕ, T ) = D(T
2 − T 20 )ϕ2 − (ET + e)ϕ3 + λ¯ϕ4 + · · · . (72)
In the SM one has e = 0, while D, T0, E and λ¯ are all non-vanishing functions of the zero temperature
parameters of the theory (e.g., gauge, Yukawa, and Higgs self-couplings). At any temperature, the
minimum of energy is obtained when ϕ equals its vacuum expectation value v(T ), with v(0) = 246
GeV. The Higgs boson field is just the difference h = ϕ− v(0).
At sufficiently high temperatures, the minimum of the potential resides at the origin, i.e., v(T ) = 0.
As the universe cools, however, the minimum eventually moves away from the origin, corresponding to
the onset of EWSB. The details of this evolution, and the nature of the transition (first order, second
order, or crossover) depends on the values of the couplings in Eq. (72). Since the latter are determined
by the T = 0 interactions, measurements of Higgs boson properties allow one to infer the thermal history
of electroweak symmetry breaking.
Assuming the SM form of the T = 0 Higgs potential and Higgs couplings to other SM particles,
lattice studies imply that for a 125 GeV Higgs boson, the symmetry-breaking transition is of a cross
over type [383, 384, 385, 386]. Thus, one of the three “Sakharov conditions” for successful baryogen-
esis [387] – out of equilibrium dynamics – would not have been satisfied, thereby precluding EWBG.
However, the presence of additional bosons that interact with the Higgs boson could yield a first order
EWPT even for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (see e.g., [382, 388]). A sufficiently strong first order EWPT
may arise if these interactions induce changes in the zero-temperature vacuum structure of the scalar po-
tential and/or generate finite-temperature quantum corrections that modify the parameters in Eq. ((72)).
In addition, the presence new neutral scalars that may also obtain vacuum expectation values may allow
for a richer thermal history than in the SM universe, including the presence of new symmetry-breaking
phases that preceded the presence of the “Higgs phase” [389, 390, 391, 392].
Collider Probes. Existing searches for new scalars at the LHC, together with present measurements of
Higgs boson properties, generally rule out a strong first order transition if the new scalars are charged
under S(3)C [393, 394]. In contrast, interactions involving scalars that carry only EW quantum numbers
(EW multiplets) or no SM quantum numbers at all (singlets) are considerably less constrained. Cross
sections for directly producing these scalars can be as small as a few fb when model parameters are
consistent with a strong first order EWPT. If one of these scenarios is realised in nature, then one may
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or may not be able to discover it at the HL LHC. The higher energy and integrated luminosity of the HE
LHC would significantly expand this discovery potential.
Perhaps, the simplest illustration of this potential is the extension of the SM scalar sector with a
single real singlet scalar [395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 333, 406], the “xSM”
[407] (for analogous studies with a complex singlet, see [408, 409]). The xSM contains two Higgs-
like scalars, h1 and h2 that are admixtures of the neutral component of the SM Higgs doublet and the
singlet. For a wide range or model parameters, the interactions in the xSM scalar potential can lead to
a strong first order EWPT when the SM-like state h1 has a mass of 125 GeV. The associated collider
signatures direct and indirect effects: direct production of scalar pairs; include modifications of the Higgs
self-coupling, which may be as as large as O(1) or small as a few percent; and a shift in the associated
production (Zh1) cross section.
We consider first scalar pair production. In pp collisions, a pair of SM-like scalars h1 can be
produced through an on-shell h2, corresponding to the so-called “resonant di-Higgs production”. Each
h1 then decays to the conventional Higgs boson decay products, yielding various combinations. The
possibilities for discovery through the “resonant di-Higgs production” process are illustrated in Fig. 86,
where the results are obtained by combining the 4τ and bb¯γγ final states [403] (for early studies of
resonant di-Higgs production, see, e.g.. Ref. [353]). Each coloured band gives the projected significance
Nσ of observation as a function of the h2 mass, with the Nσ range obtained by varying over all other
model parameters consistent with a strong first order EWPT, constraints from EW precision observables,
and present LHC Higgs signal strength determinations. The maximum h2 mass consistent with a strong
first order EWPT is just below 900 GeV. Results are shown for different prospective centre of mass
energies.
At the time this work was completed, no analysis had been performed for
√
s = 27 TeV and 15
ab−1 integrated luminosity. Consequently, we show in the left panel the reach for the LHC and a 100
TeV pp collider and in the right panel the corresponding reach for
√
s = 50, 100, and 200 TeV with 30
ab−1. As one can see, the HL-LHC discovery potential is limited to a relatively modest portion of the
light h2 parameter space, whereas the FCC-hh with 30 ab
−1 would enable discovery over the entire first
order EWPT-viable parameter space in this model. Interpolating by eye, one can anticipate that the reach
for the HE LHC will lie somewhere between that of the LHC and the 50 TeV band in the right panel.
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Fig. 86: Discovery potential for the singlet-induced strong first order EWPT using resonant di-Higgs
production combining 4τ and bb¯γγ final states [403]. Vertical axis gives significance as a function of
the singlet-like scalar mass m2. Left panel gives comparison of the reach for the HL-LHC (blue band)
and the FCC-hh with 3 ab−1 and 30 ab−1 (purple and red bands, respectively). Right panel shows the
prospective reach for different centre of mass energies, assuming 30 ab−1.
It is worth noting that the foregoing analyses are based on the assumption that the di-Higgs pro-
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duction process is dominated by the resonant amplitude. As discussed in Section 9.6.2, inclusion of
interference with non-resonant amplitudes may lead to an enhanced sensitivity, particularly at higher
values of the singlet-like mass m2. The corresponding gain in going to the HE-LHC may be as much
as a 40-50% increase in mass reach compared to that of the HL-LHC, depending on the choice of other
model parameters.
Another class of signatures providing important information about the couplings in the Higgs po-
tential in singlet-extended Higgs sectors involves pair production of the new scalar itself. These processes
can complement resonant di-Higgs production in their coverage of the parameter space. For example,
the process pp → h2h2 → 3`3νjj was analysed in Ref. [333] and shown to provide good sensitivity to
the first-order EWPT-compatible parameter space at both the high luminosity LHC and a future 100 TeV
collider for masses below the di-Higgs threshold. While the analogous study has not been performed for
the 27 TeV HE-LHC, h2h2 production should still provide sensitivity to the couplings in the potential
responsible for strengthening the EWPT, improving over the reach of the HL-LHC. In models in which
a new Z2 symmetry is imposed on the singlet scalar, the VBF-like topology pp → jjh2h2 can be used
to access the relevant Higgs portal coupling. In this case, h2 is stable and escapes the detector as missing
energy. Ref. [402] showed that this process at 100 TeV can probe first-order EWPTs for relatively low
scalar masses. The analogous studies for the 14 TeV HL-LHC and 27 TeV HE-LHC remain to be done.
Beyond direct production, the HE LHC will provide opportunities to observe indirect signatures
of a strong first order EWPT through modifications of Higgs couplings. Considering first the xSM, the
mixing between the doublet and singlet states will lead to modifications of the Higgs triple self coupling.
This possibility is indicated in Fig. 87, where we show he correlation between the critical temperature for
the first order EWPT and the triple self coupling. The vertical axis gives the ratio of the xSM triple self-
coupling of Higgs-like state h1 to its Standard Model value, corresponding to the quantity κλ introduced
earlier in this chapter. According to the analysis presented in the first part of Section 3.4.1, a 15%
determination of κλ may be possible using the bbγγ channel (however, see a parallel analysis later in that
section for a less optimistic projection). This sensitivity corresponds roughly to the width of the green
band in Fig. 87. One can see that there exists a wide range of xSM parameter choices that would lead to
an observable deviation of κλ with the HE LHC.
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0.50
<latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit>
0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit>
1.00
<latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSx a3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiN JUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1 ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A0 7WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSx a3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiN JUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1 ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A0 7WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSx a3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiN JUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1 ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A0 7WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSx a3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiN JUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1 ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A0 7WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit>
1.25
<latexit sha1_base64="0MBkc8G2NnZ6IxIN75bg6rTMKGE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZOBeXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AkRC0Uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MBkc8G2NnZ6IxIN75bg6rTMKGE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZOBeXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AkRC0Uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MBkc8G2NnZ6IxIN75bg6rTMKGE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZOBeXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AkRC0Uw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MBkc8G2NnZ6IxIN75bg6rTMKGE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj 56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUy mezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZOBeXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqY hiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOG knu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AkRC0Uw==</latexit>
1.50
<latexit sha1_base64="vpMxPeqw9BgOYWRlppUZoAsug2Y=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzKqhe+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8AjTG0UQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vpMxPeqw9BgOYWRlppUZoAsug2Y=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzKqhe+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8AjTG0UQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vpMxPeqw9BgOYWRlppUZoAsug2Y=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzKqhe+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8AjTG0UQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vpMxPeqw9BgOYWRlppUZoAsug2Y=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH3 34auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmk rxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzKqhe+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVE SxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOF knv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8AjTG0UQ==</latexit>
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Fig. 87: Parameter space scan for a singlet model extension of the Standard Model. The points indicate
a first order phase transition. These points lead to signals observable at future colliders. Shown is the
correlation between critical temperature Tc (vertical axis) and the triple Higgs (h1h1h1) coupling scaled
to its SM value (horizontal axis). SM prediction for the latter is indicated as g111/g
SM
111 = 1. Adapted
from Ref. [410]
Going beyond the SM, one may also anticipate a strong first order EWPT in scalar sector exten-
sions carrying electroweak charge. Among the most widely studied ones, such scenario is the 2HDM.
The authors of Refs. [412, 413] have shown that the strong phase transition would be correlated with the
presence of the A0 → ZH0 decay and that a nearly definitive probe of this possibility could be achieved
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Fig. 88: EW phase diagram for the real triplet extension of the SM scalar sector. Horizontal axis gives
the triplet mass and vertical axis indicates the triplet-Higgs coupling. Light blue and green regions corre-
spond to cross-over and first order transitions. Dark green (“DR breaks down”) and grey regions indicate
parameter choices for which the present non-perturbative computations are not applicable. Dashed lines
indicate relative shift δ in the Higgs di-photon decay rate compared to its Standard Model value. From
Ref. [411].
with the LHC. An interesting alternative is a scalar EW triplet with vanishing hyper-charge.Interactions
between the latter and the Standard Model doublet could lead to breaking of electroweak symmetry
through either a single transition to the Higgs phase or through a succession of transitions [389]. Re-
cently, the latter possibility has been explored in Ref. [411] using non-perturbative methods. In this work,
it is shown how a precise measurement of the Higgs di-photon decay rate could probe the nature of the
transition in this scenario. Fig. 88 illustrates this possibility. The horizontal and vertical axes give the
triplet mass and coupling to the Higgs boson, respectively. The light blue and green regions correspond
to a cross-over transition and first order phase transition, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the rela-
tive reduction in the Higgs di-photon decay rate relative to the prediction for the Standard Model. When
combined with knowledge of the triplet mass, a precise measurement of the di-photon decay rate would
indicate whether the transition is first order or crossover. As shown in Fig. 30, one expects to achieve a
1.8% (1σ) determination of the Higgs-di-photon coupling parameter κγ with the HL-LHC.
3.7 Summary
A measurement of the Higgs self-coupling is not only one of the last corners of the SM to be experimen-
tally tested, but also a particularly interesting one due to its important implications on our knowledge
of the Higgs potential, and the direct implications on the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking, the
stability of our universe’s vacuum and the matter-antimatter asymmetry. In this chapter we presented
a study on the capabilities of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC programs to elucidate on these fundamental
questions.
The Higgs self-coupling appears at tree level in the production of Higgs boson pairs. The SM
cross section for pp → HH computed at full NLO precision is 32.8813.5%−12.5% fb at
√
s = 14 TeV and
127.711.5%−10.4% fb at
√
s = 27 TeV, a factor 4 increase between the two centre of mass energies. The full
NLO dependence on the trilinear coupling has been computed and illustrated in Table 50 for selected
coupling strength values. The NLO cross section has been computed for a set of benchmark points in the
nonlinear EFT formalism as reported in Table 52.
The ATLAS projections at HL-LHC for the bb¯bb¯, bb¯τ τ¯ and bb¯γγ decay modes are summarised in
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Fig. 57. Considering the systematic uncertainties, the bb¯bb¯ channel gives the constraints −2.3 ≤ κλ ≤
6.4 at 68% CL; the bb¯τ τ¯ allows to resolve the region between the two minima giving 0.1 ≤ κλ ≤
2.3 ∪ 5.7 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.8; and the bb¯γγ gives the best precision with the interval −0.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.5.
The CMS projections include, on top of the channels studied by ATLAS, the decays bb¯`ν`ν and
bb¯````, with projected constraints −1.7 ≤ κλ ≤ 9.6 and −1.8 ≤ κλ ≤ 8.1 respectively. For the other
channels, the projected reach is −0.6 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.2 for bb¯bb¯, −0.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 3.2∪ 5.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.7 for bb¯τ τ¯
and 0.3 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.3 for bb¯γγ.
Experiments provide a combination of the projections, summarised in Fig 65 and Fig. 66. A
combined significance of 4σ for the SM HH signal is predicted. The 68% CL intervals are 0.52 ≤ κλ ≤
1.5 and 0.57 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.5 with and without systematic uncertainties respectively. The second minimum
is excluded at 99.4% CL, and the hypothesis corresponding to the absence of self-coupling (κλ = 0) is
excluded at the 95% CL.
Further improvements in the analysis are proposed. The Topness and Higgsness variables can fur-
ther increase the signal sensitivity for HH production, and improved multivariate methods are proposed
to improve the background discrimination in the bb¯γγ channel.
For the future HE-LHC upgrade, ATLAS presented projections for the bb¯bb¯ and bb¯τ τ¯ channels,
with an expected sensitivity of around 10%-20% on κλ.
A complementary strategy to extract the trilinear from the LHC data consists in considering NLO
corrections to single Higgs observables that depend on the self-coupling. This dependence has been
computed and is presented in Tables 61,62,63,64. The CMS experiment has provided a first analysis
based on this strategy using tt¯H production with the decay H → γγ, with a resulting constraint of
−2 ≤ κλ ≤ 5.5, see Fig. 80. Considering that other parameters may affect single Higgs process, this
has been studied under the perspective of a global fit, presented in Fig. 82 estimating a −3 ≤ κλ ≤ 3
reach at 68% CL, complementing the constraints from double Higgs boson production. At HE-LHC, the
projections are presented in Fig. 83.
Implications of the HH measurements involve a wide variety of models. We present the inter-
pretation within a flavour model which implies large Yukawa couplings for the light quarks, modifying
the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution non-trivially, see Fig. 85. Also, Higgs boson pair production
plays a crucial role on understanding the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking phase transition,
which might imply potentially observable effects if there are new states modifying the potential so that
the matter-antimatter asymmetry can be explained via electroweak baryogenesis.
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Fig. 89: Summary plot for the different expected constraints on the Higgs boson self-coupling κλ at
HL-LHC and at HE-LHC. The dashed lines correspond to uncertainties on the values, when any.
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4 High Energy Probes53
An important aspect of both the HL and HE programs, is their enhanced sensitivity to the high-energy
tails of kinematic distributions. These constitute genuinely new observables with which we can realisti-
cally conceive high-energy precision tests that have been impossible at previous experimental facilities.
There are two reasons that make this precision program appealing. The first is that we can define the
high-energy region as that in which statistical uncertainty becomes comparable to systematic uncer-
tainty: in this way, high-energy precision probes are, by construction, expected to deliver the fastest
relative improvement with accumulated luminosity, contrary to other observables which are, sooner or
later, saturated by systematics.
The second reason why these tests are particular interesting is that the very framework in which
precision tests are conceived, that of Effective Field Theories (EFTs) - see section 1.2.1 - implies effects
that grow with the energy E. In particular, at the dimension-6 level, the expected growth is ∝ E2,
implying a quadratic enhancement of the signal. As an order of magnitude estimate, an LHC O(10%)
measurement at 1 TeV, is equivalent in precision to aO(0.1%) measurement at LEP (where at the Z-pole
E ≈ 100 GeV). For this reason, the HL-LHC (and even more so its HE upgrade) constitute an important
continuation of the precision program.
In this chapter, we provide a perspective on the importance of these high-energy probes, and
collect a number of contributions that target energy-growing effects in the EFT framework. Our focus is
of course Higgs-physics; yet, in the high-energy limit E  mW , the longitudinal polarisations of gauge
bosons are also associated with the scalar sector, as can be understood by the Equivalence Theorem [414,
415], where external longitudinally-polarised vector states are represented in Feynman diagrams as the
corresponding scalar Goldstone bosons, up to corrections of order mW /E from diagrams with gauge
external lines. This brings us to study, in wider generality, processes involving gauge and Higgs bosons.
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 discuss the reach to modified Higgs sectors from WZ, WH and ZH high-
pT distributions, while section 4.3 focuses on an additional class of effects, associated with new physics
in the transverse polarisations of vectors, that also modifies WZ processes. Drell-Yann processes also
constitute a very clean and powerful probe for new physics coupling to the electroweak bosons, as we
discuss in section 4.4. In sections 4.5 and 4.6 we motivate and study modifications of the hhWW
coupling, that can be tested in VBF processes and in section 4.7 we provide a generic perspective on
the effects associated with Higgs couplings modifications at high-energy. Finally, a more complete EFT
discussion of the VBF topology appears in section 4.8 and in section 4.9 for the same-sign case.
4.1 Electroweak Precision Tests in High-Energy Di-boson Processes54
In this section we classify the leading new-physics effects that can be tested in di-boson channels, show-
ing that they can be encapsulated in four real “high-energy primary” (HEP) parameters [416] . We
also assess the reach on these parameters at the HL-LHC and at future hadronic colliders, focusing in
particular on the fully leptonic WZ channel that appears particularly promising.
We are interested in processes which fulfil two conditions. First, their amplitudes must receive
BSM contributions that grow with E2 at the leading order (i.e., d = 6) in the EFT operator expansion.
Second, the SM amplitudes must be constant and sizeable at high energy, in such a way that, at the linear
order in the EFT Wilson coefficient, the E2-growth of the BSM amplitudes results into a E2-growth of
the differential cross-sections thanks to the SM-BSM interference. As explained in detail in Ref. [416],
only pp → VLVL and pp → VLh (see section 4.2) production processes enjoy quadratic energy growth
at the interference level; we thus focus on these in the rest of the section.55
53 Contact Editor: F. Riva
54 Contacts: R. Franceschini, G. Panico, A. Pomarol, F. Riva, A. Wulzer
55Notice however that promising strategies to circumvent the non-interference problem have been recently proposed [417,
418], which allow for instance to “resurrect” interference effects in transverse vector bosons production, see also section 4.3.
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Table 66: Parameter combinations (in the high- and in the low-energy primary bases) that control E2-
enhanced effects in each polarised longitudinal di-boson production process. Here, T fZ = T
f
3 −Qfs2θW
and YL,fR is the hyper-charge of the left-handed and right-handed quark (e.g., YL = 1/6).
Amplitude High-energy primaries Low-energy primaries
u¯LdL →WLZL,WLh
√
2a(3)q
√
2
g2
m2W
[
cθW (δg
Z
uL − δgZdL)/g − c2θW δg
Z
1
]
u¯LuL →WLWL a(1)q + a(3)q − 2g
2
m2W
[
YLt
2
θW
δκγ + T
uL
Z δg
Z
1 + cθW δg
Z
dL/g
]
d¯LdL → ZLh
d¯LdL →WLWL a(1)q − a(3)q − 2g
2
m2W
[
YLt
2
θW
δκγ + T
dL
Z δg
Z
1 + cθW δg
Z
uL/g
]
u¯LuL → ZLh
f¯RfR →WLWL, ZLh af −
2g2
m2W
[
YfRt
2
θW
δκγ + T
fR
Z δg
Z
1 + cθW δg
Z
fR/g
]
In order to assess the leading energy behaviour, it is sufficient to study the amplitude in the un-
broken phase, where the EW bosons are massless and the GSM = SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry is exact.
Given that the Goldstone bosons live in the Higgs doublet H , together with the Higgs particle, GSM
implies that the high-energy behaviour of the former ones are connected with the latter. This is the rea-
son why VLVL and VLh production processes, collectively denoted as ΦΦ
′ in what follows, should be
considered together.
Focusing our interest to the production of ΦΦ′ out of a quark q′ with helicity λ′ and an anti-quark
q with helicity λ we can restrict the form of the BSM amplitudes that interfere with SM one. At order
E2/M2 in the EFT expansion the relevant BSM effects can be parametrised as corrections to the J = 1
partial wave amplitudes [416], namely
δA (q′±q∓ → ΦΦ′) = fΦΦ′q′±q∓(s) sin θ = 14AΦΦ′q′±q∓ E2 sin θ∗ , (73)
where θ∗ is the scattering angle in the ΦΦ′ centre of mass, and E =
√
s is the centre of mass energy.
Eq. (73) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each di-boson process is sensitive
at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter AΦΦ
′
q
′
±q∓
for every combination of initial or
final states. This can be taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. In addition,
the SM symmetry group, which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies
several relations among these parameters [416]. As a consequence, only 4 HEP parameters are enough
to parametrise the BSM effects we are interested in. This is very non-trivial from an EFT perspective,
since a total of 6 anomalous couplings coming from d = 6 effective operators contribute to longitudinal
di-boson processes. These couplings can be identified as δgZuL, δg
Z
uR, δg
Z
dL, δg
Z
dR, δg
Z
1 and δκγ in the
notation of Ref. [419]. The relations between the HEP parameters and the 4 combinations of the low-
energy primaries that produce growing-with-energy effects are reported in the third column of table 66,
while the relations between the HEP and the Wilson coefficients in the SILH basis [40], see table 1, are
given by
a(3)q =
g2
M2
(cW + cHW − c2W ) , a(1)q =
g′2
3M2
(cB + cHB − c2B) , (74)
and
au = −2ad = 4a(1)q . (75)
These relations can also be written using the Sˆ, Tˆ , W and Y parameters (we follow the notation of
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Table 67: List of acceptance and analysis cuts.
acceptance cuts pT,` > 30GeV , |η`| < 2.4
analysis cuts
pT,V V /pT,V < 0.5
| cos θ∗| ≤ 0.5
Ref. [420]) in addition to the two anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGC), δgZ1 and δκγ . We have
a(3)q = −
g2
m2W
(
c2θW δg
Z
1 +W
)
, a(1)q =
g′2
3m2W
(
Sˆ − δκγ + c2θW δg
Z
1 − Y
)
, (76)
which can be useful in order to compare HEP analyses from LHC with other experiments, such as LEP.
In the Warsaw basis [41], the HEP are transparently identified with contact interactions between
quarks and scalars 56, see Table 1
au = 4
cuR
M2
, ad = 4
cdR
M2
, a(1)q = 4
c
(1)
L
M2
, a(3)q = 4
c
(3)
L
M2
. (77)
To illustrate the HL/HE-LHC reach on the high-energy primaries we focus on WZ production.
This channel gives access to the a(3)q primary and has a very high sensitivity to new physics [416]. We
consider the fully leptonic final state
pp→W±Z + jets→ `ν`′ ¯`′ + jets , with l, l′ = e, µ ,
which is likely to be measured with good accuracy and can benefit from a straightforward reconstruction
of the final-state leptons and a very low reducible background [421]. At the experimental level the
situation might not be too much different from the neutral Drell-Yan process, in which a measurement
with 2% relative systematic uncertainty of the differential cross-section was performed, with run-1 LHC
data, up to TeV energies [422]. A systematic uncertainty of 5% might be considered as a realistic goal
for the differential cross-section measurement in the leptonic WZ channel.
The main obstacle to obtain sensitivity to new physics is the potentially large contribution of the
other polarisations, which for our purposes constitute a background, since they are insensitive to the
new physics parameter a(3)q . Due to the symmetry structure, the emission of transversely polarised W
and Z bosons in the central rapidity region is disfavoured [416]. No suppression is instead expected for
longitudinally polarised gauge bosons, therefore it is advantageous to concentrate our analysis on central
scattering region, | cos θ∗| ∼ 0, or, equivalently, at large pT,V (pT,V > 1 TeV). We stress that other
di-boson processes, e.g. pp→WW , do not enjoy this suppression of transverse vector boson emission,
therefore are expected to be less sensitive probes of the high energy primaries.
We now estimate the reach on a(3)q based on a full NLO simulation of the pp → 3`ν process, see
Ref. [416]. We consider generation-level leptons momenta, but we include an overall detector efficiency
for reconstructing the three leptons that we estimate around 50% [423]. We furthermore apply standard
acceptance cuts on the leptons (see Table 67). The same-flavor and opposite-charge lepton pair with
invariant mass closer to the Z boson mass is taken as the Z candidate and the remaining lepton is taken
to be the decay product of the W boson. The missing transverse energy vector of the event (~ET )
is estimated from the generation-level transverse neutrino momentum, to which we apply a Gaussian
smearing with standard deviation σ2ET i = (0.5)
2 ·∑f |pi| · GeV .
In order to highlight the production of longitudinally polarised vector bosons in the central rapidity
region, it is useful to eliminate events with hard real radiation, which tend to be more abundant for
56These relations, as well as those in eq. (74), are obtained by computing the di-boson helicity amplitudes in the presence of
the EFT operators, and matching with the results of the low energy primaries. See Ref. [416] for details.
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our background of transverse polarised gauge bosons. To tame real radiation events in a controlled
way we employ a selection on the transverse momentum of the WZ system, denoted by pT,V V =
|~pT,W + ~pT,Z | .57 We require pT,V V to be smaller than 50% of the transverse momentum of the gauge
bosons in the event, pT,V = min(pT,W , pT,Z) . We also impose a cut on the scattering angle in the WZ
centre of mass frame | cos θ∗| ≤ 0.5 . The cuts are summarised in Table 67.
The kinematic variables described so far allow us to determine pT,Z and pT,W , and in turn pT,V and
pT,V V , used to construct the binned distribution and for the selection cuts. In order to extract | cos θ∗| the
neutrino rapidity is reconstructed by the standard technique of imposing the invariant mass of the neutrino
plus lepton system to be as close as possible to the physical W boson mass. A twofold ambiguity in the
reconstruction is resolved by imposing the | cos θ∗| cut on both solutions, i.e. by retaining for the analysis
only events such that both the possible neutrino configurations satisfy the selection criteria.
We study the 3 collider energy options that correspond to the LHC (14 TeV), to the High-Energy
LHC (HE-LHC, 27 TeV) and to the FCC-hh (100 TeV). In each case we consider suitably designed pT,V
bins, namely
LHC: pT,V ∈ {100, 150, 220, 300, 500, 750, 1200} , (78)
HE-LHC: pT,V ∈ {150, 220, 300, 500, 750, 1200, 1800} ,
FCC: pT,V ∈ {220, 300, 500, 750, 1200, 1800, 2400} .
The binning is chosen such as to cover the kinematic regime that is accessible at each collider and it is
taken as fine as possible in order to maximise the BSM sensitivity. On the other hand, a minimum bins
size ∆pT,V /pT,V & 30% is required in order to avoid a degradation of the accuracy due to the pT,V
resolution.
The predicted cross-sections are used to construct the χ2, under the assumption that observations
agree with the SM, and are eventually used to derive 95% CL bounds on a(3)q . The uncertainties in each
bin are the sum in quadrature of the statistical error, obtained from the SM expected events yield, and
of a systematical component (uncorrelated across bins) which we take as a fixed fraction (δsyst) of the
SM expectations. With this procedure we obtain, for different collider energies and luminosities and for
δsyst = 5%
HL-LHC, 3 ab−1: a(3)q ∈ [−4.9, 3.9] 10−2 TeV−2
HE-LHC, 10 ab−1: a(3)q ∈ [−1.6, 1.3] 10−2 TeV−2
FCC-hh, 20 ab−1: a(3)q ∈ [−7.3, 5.7] 10−3 TeV−2 (79)
We see that the HE-LHC will improve the HL-LHC reach by a factor of 3, while a gain of nearly one
order of magnitude would be possible with the FCC-hh collider. The FCC-hh reach is comparable with
the one of CLIC, as extracted from the analysis in Ref. [425].
The results of eq. (79) rely on BSM cross-section predictions obtained by integrating up to very
high centre of mass energies, formally up to the collider threshold. Therefore these limits assume that the
description of the underlying BSM model offered by the EFT is trustable in the whole relevant kinematic
regime, i.e. that the cutoff M of the BSM EFT is high enough. We quantify how large M concretely
needs to be for our results to hold by studying [426, 427, 428] how the limit deteriorates if only events
with low WZ invariant mass, mWZ < m
max
WZ are employed. This obviously ensures that the limit is
consistently set within the range of validity of the EFT provided the EFT cutoff M is below mmaxWZ . The
results are reported in figure 90. Since the 95% CL interval is nearly symmetric around the origin only
the upper limit is reported in the figure for shortness.
57Alternatively, a jet veto might be considered, which however could lead to lower accuracy because of the experimental and
theoretical uncertainties in jets reconstruction. See also Ref. [424] for a different approach.
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Fig. 90: Expected 95% CL bounds from fully leptonic WZ on the high-energy primary parameter a(3)q
as a function of the new physics scale M . The plots reports the results for the HL-LHC (orange lines),
HE-LHC (green lines) and FCC-hh (brown lines) for different values of the systematic uncertainties.
Several conclusions can be drawn from figure 90. First of all we see that the reach saturates for
mmaxWZ below around 1.5 TeV at the HL-LHC if the systematic uncertainties are low, meaning that the
limits obtained without mWZ cut apply to theories with cutoff M above that threshold. The threshold
grows to around 3 and 4 TeV at the HE-LHC and at the FCC-hh, respectively. The figures show that
δsyst = 5% is sufficient to probe “Weak” theories in all cases, but it also shows that the impact of larger
or smaller uncertainties on the reach can be significant. Systematic errors at the δsyst = 5% level already
make an appreciable difference with respect to δsyst = 1%. This is due to the fact that the low-pT,V bins
have small statistical error and the reach in those bins benefits from lower systematics. The effect is even
more pronounced at the HE-LHC and at the FCC-hh, where even with δsyst = 2% the reach deteriorates
significantly with respect the ideal case δsyst = 1%. The fact that more accurate measurements would
improve the reach of future colliders is an element that should be taken into account in the design of the
corresponding detectors.
4.2 WH/ZH at high energy/luminosity58
In this section we perform a collider study of the Higgs-strahlung process, pp → Z(`+`−)h(bb¯) in the
Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) framework. We will see that the leading high energy
contribution to the pp → Zh process comes from the four contact interactions hZµu¯L,RγµuL,R and
hZµd¯L,Rγ
µdL,R that appear in the dimension-6 Lagrangian. These are the same four EFT directions,
the so called “high energy primaries” that control high energy Wh, WW and WZ production (see
Ref. [416]). The (pseudo-)observables involved in these di-boson processes (anomalous TGCs and Z-
pole observables) have already been constrained at LEP. We show in this note that because of the higher
energies accessible at the LHC one can obtain bounds on these observables that are at least an order of
magnitude stronger than those obtained at LEP.
The vertices in the dimension 6 Lagrangian that contribute to the ff → V h (where V = W,Z)
process in unitary gauge are as follows,
∆L6 ⊃
∑
f
δgZf Zµf¯γ
µf + δgWud(W
+
µ u¯Lγ
µdL + h.c.) + g
h
V V h
[
W+µW−µ +
1
2c2θW
ZµZµ
]
58 Contacts: S. Banerjee, R.S. Gupta, C. Englert, M. Spannowsky
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+δghZZ h
ZµZµ
2c2θW
+
∑
f
ghZf
h
v
Zµf¯γ
µf + ghWud
h
v
(W+µ u¯Lγ
µdL + h.c.) + κZγ
h
v
AµνZµν
+κWW
h
v
W+µνW−µν + κZZ
h
2v
ZµνZµν . (80)
Here we have used the Lagrangian presented in Ref. [419, 429], where αem, mZ and mW have been
used as input parameters and any corrections to the SM vector boson propagators have been traded in
favour of the vertex corrections. After summing over all V -polarisations, the leading piece in the high
energy cross-section deviation for ff → V h , is proportional to the four contact interactions: ghZf , with
f = uL, uR, dL and dR.
59 Table 68, shows the linear combinations of Wilson coefficients contributing
to the four ghZf couplings in different EFT bases. The aforementioned directions are shown in the BSM
Primary basis of Ref. [419], where the Wilson coefficients are already constrained pseudo-observables.
In this basis we see that these can be written in terms of already constrained LEP (pseudo)observables.
Given the inability to control the polarisation of the initial state partons in a hadron collider, the
process, in reality, only probes two of the above four directions. Taking only the interference term, we
find these directions to be
gZu = g
h
ZuL
+
gZuR
gZuL
ghZuR , g
Z
d = g
h
ZdL
+
gZdR
gZdL
ghZdR . (81)
At a given energy, a linear combination of the up-type and down-type coupling deviations, enters the
interference term for the pp → Zh process, gZp = gZu + Ld(sˆ)Lu(sˆ)g
Z
d , where Lu,d is the uu¯, dd¯ luminosity
at a given partonic centre of mass energy. The luminosity ratio changes very little with energy: between
0.65 and 0.59 as
√
sˆ is varied from 1 to 2 TeV. Thus, to a good approximation, pp → Zh probes the
single direction,
gZp = g
h
ZuL
− 0.76 ghZdL − 0.45 g
h
ZuR
+ 0.14 ghZdR . (82)
using sˆ = (1.5 TeV)2. Using Tab. 68, one can now write this in terms of the LEP-constrained pseudo-
observables,
ghZp = 2 δg
h
ZuL
− 1.52 δghZdL − 0.90 δg
h
ZuR
+ 0.28 δghZdR
−0.14 δκγ − 0.89 δgZ1
ghZp = −0.14 (δκγ − Sˆ + Y )− 0.89 δgZ1 − 1.3 W (83)
where the first and second lines apply respectively to the general and universal case (third and fourth row
of Table 68).
To estimate the cut-off for our EFT, note that the ghV f couplings arise from current-current opera-
tors that can be generated, for instance, by integrating out at tree-level a heavy SU(2)L triplet (singlet)
vector W ′a (Z ′) that couples to SM fermion currents, f¯σaγµf (f¯γµf) with a coupling gf and to the
Higgs current iH†σa
↔
DµH (iH
†↔DµH) with a coupling gH . This gives g
h
Zf ∼ gHggfv2/Λ2, where Λ is
the mass of the massive vector and thus the cut-off for our EFT description. A universal coupling to the
SM fermions can arise via kinetic mixing of the heavy vector with the SM gauge bosons; this would give
gf = g/2 (gf = g
′Y ), such that,
ghZuL,dL ∼
gHg
2v2
2Λ2
, ghZuR,dR ∼
gHgg
′YuR,dRv
2
Λ2
. (84)
For a given set of couplings {ghZuL , g
h
ZdL
, ghZuR , g
h
ZdR
}, the cut-off is evaluated using Eq. 84 with gH = 1
(note that this is somewhat larger than the value corresponding to the SM hZZ coupling) and taking the
59There exists a basis independent constraint at the dimension-6 level,
√
2 g
h
Wud = (g
h
ZdL
− ghZuL).
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Table 68: The linear combinations of Wilson coefficients contributing to the contact interaction couplings
ghZfwhere f = uL, dL, uR, dR. the direction for a given f can be read off from this table by substituting
the corresponding value of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y quantum numbers T
f
3 and Yf . Here cˆW = cW +
cHW − c2W and cˆB = cB + cHB − c2B . For the nomenclature of the operators, their corresponding
Wilson coefficients and observables see for eg. Ref. [416].
EFT directions probed by high energy ff → V h production
Warsaw Basis [41] − 2gcθW
v
2
Λ
2 (|T f3 |c1L − T f3 c3L + (1/2− |T f3 |)cf )
BSM Primaries [419] 2gcθW
Yf t
2
θW
δκγ + 2δg
Z
f − 2gcθW (T
f
3 c
2
θW
+ Yfs
2
θW
)δgZ1
SILH Lagrangian [40] gcθW
m
2
W
Λ
2 (2|T f3 |cˆW − 2t2θW Yf cˆB)
Universal observables 2gcθW
Yf t
2
θW
(δκγ − Sˆ + Y )− 2gcθW (T
f
3 c
2
θW
+ Yfs
2
θW
)δgZ1 − 2gcθW T
f
3 W
High Energy Primaries [416] − 2m2WgcθW (|T
f
3 |a(1)q − T f3 a(3)q + (1/2− |T f3 |)af )
Fig. 91: The differential distribution of events at an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 with respect to
MZh for the EFT signal as well as the different backgrounds. The EFT signal corresponds to the point
{ghZuL , g
h
ZdL
, ghZuR , g
h
ZdR
} = {−0.005, 0.0001,−0.010, 0.005} which is allowed by LEP bounds. The
vertical line shows the cut-off evaluated using Eq. 84.
smallest of the four values.
For our collider analysis, we consider Z(`+`−)h production from a pair of quarks as well as from
a pair of gluons. For the decay of the Higgs boson, we find that at an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1,
the di-photon mode is not feasible as it yields less than 5 events at high energies (pT,Z > 150 GeV).
We thus focus on the decay h → bb¯ to obtain large statistics. The dominant backgrounds are then Zbb¯
and the irreducible Zh production in SM. Reducible contributions also arise from Z+ jets production
(where we include c-quarks but do not require that they are explicitly tagged). We employ the BDRS
approach [430] and demand a fat jet with a cone radius of R = 1.2. More details of the Monte-Carlo
analysis, the QCD corrections, the detailed cut-based and multivariate analyses (MVA) can be found in
Ref. [431]. Finally, we find a cut-based (MVA) SM Zh to Zbb¯ ratio of ∼ 0.26 (0.50).
To discriminate between the EFT signal and the irreducible SM Zh(bb¯) background we study the
growth of the EFT cross-section at high energies. This can be seen in Fig. 91 where we show the differen-
tial distribution with respect to MZh, the invariant mass of the leptons and the fat jet, for the EFT signal
as well as for the different backgrounds. The EFT signal corresponds to a point that can be excluded in
our analysis but is allowed by the LEP constraint. To fully utilise the shape deviation of the EFT signal
with respect to the background, we perform a binned log likelihood analysis assuming a 5% systematic
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Fig. 92: The light blue (dark blue) region above shows the projection for the allowed region with 300
fb−1 (3 ab−1) data from the pp → Zh process in the δκγ − Sˆ vs δgZ1 plane for universal models. We
show in grey the allowed region after LEP bounds (taking the TGC λγ = 0, a conservative choice) are
imposed. In pink (dark pink) we show the region that corresponds to the projection from theWZ process
with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data derived in Ref. [416] and the purple (green) region shows the region that
survives from a combination of the Zh and WZ projections with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data.
error taking only events below the cut-off (evaluated as explained below Eq. 84). To obtain the 95% CL
exclusion curve, we assume that the observed number of events would agree with the SM.
Taking into account only the SM-BSM interference term, we find the following per-mille level
bounds for 300 (3000) fb−1,
ghZp ∈ [−0.004, 0.004] ([−0.001, 0.001]) (85)
The above bounds translate to a lower bound on the scale of new physics given by 2.4 TeV (4.4 TeV) at
300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) using Eq. 84. To compare the above projections with existing LEP bounds, one
can now extract bounds on the LEP observables contributing to ghZp in Eq. 83 by turning them on one by
one. We show the results in Tab. 69. For the TGCs δgZ1 and δκγ , our projections are much stronger than
the LEP bounds and in the case of the Z-pole observables δgZf , that parametrise the deviations of the Z
coupling to quarks, they are comparable.
For the universal case, we perform a more detailed analysis. The results are shown in the δκγ − Sˆ
vs. δgZ1 plane in Fig. 92 for the interesting class of models where W = Y = 0 [416]. The direction
related to the pp → Zh interference term, i.e., ghZp = 0 (see Eq. 82 and the second line of Eq. 83) is
shown by the dashed blue line, whereas the direction orthogonal to it is shown by the dotted red line.
Once the LEP II bounds [432] from the e+e− → W+W− process are imposed, the allowed region
that remains is shown by the grey shaded area. We show the results of this work in blue (light (dark)
blue for results at 300 (3000) fb−1). The shape of the allowed region arises due to the fact that the
interference term vanishes along the dashed blue line and the squared term increases in magnitude as
we move away from the origin. This curves the allowed region away from the dashed line as we move
away from the origin. The accidental cancellation of the interference term means that our bounds are
susceptible to dimension-8 effects along this direction. On the other hand our bounds are more robust
and not susceptible to such effects in the orthogonal direction shown by the red dotted line.
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Table 69: Comparison of the bounds obtained in this work with existing LEP bounds obtained by turning
on the LEP observables in Eq. 83 one by one and using Eq. 85. The LEP bounds on the Z coupling to
quarks has been obtained from Ref. [433], the bound on the TGCs from Ref. [432], the bound on Sˆ from
Ref. [434] and finally the bounds onW,Y have been obtained from Ref. [420]. Except for the case of the
bounds on δgZf , all of the bounds in the last column were derived by turning on only the given parameter
and putting all other parameters to zero. The numbers outside (inside) brackets, in the second column,
denote our bounds with L = 300 (3000) fb−1.
Our Projection LEP Bound
δgZuL ±0.002 (±0.0007) −0.0026± 0.0016
δgZdL ±0.003 (±0.001) 0.0023± 0.001
δgZuR ±0.005 (±0.001) −0.0036± 0.0035
δgZdR ±0.016 (±0.005) 0.0016± 0.0052
δgZ1 ±0.005 (±0.001) 0.009+0.043−0.042
δκγ ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.016+0.085−0.096
Sˆ ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.0004± 0.0007
W ±0.003 (±0.001) 0.0000± 0.0006
Y ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.0003± 0.0006
As V V production constrains the same set of operators as the V h production in Fig. 92, we also
show the projected bound from the WZ process at 300 fb−1 obtained in Ref. [416] (see section 4.1).
Only the purple region remains when both these bounds are combined at 300 fb−1. This shrinks further
to the green region at 3000 fb−1. A drastic reduction in the allowed LEP region is thus possible by
considering the pp→ Zh at high energies.
4.3 Novel measurements of anomalous triple gauge couplings60
In this work we are interested in the measurement of the Standard Model (SM) Triple Gauge Couplings
(TGCs). This is a classic test of the SM and a possible measurement of deviations from its expectations
would signify an invaluable piece of information for the theory beyond the SM. A consistent way to
parametrise such possible deviations is through the SM Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach. We
are going to consider the SM EFT as defined in [418, 435], in particular we are going to focus on the
measurement of the EFT operator O3W , see Table 1, which is associated to the the anomalous triple
gauge coupling (aTGC) λz .
A precise determination of the TGC stems from the measurement of the 2 → 2 cross section
σ(qq¯ → V V ) [436, 421]. Naive dimensional analysis and standard EFT reasoning predicts that the
energy scaling of such cross-section is given by
σ(qq¯ → V V ) ∼ g
4
SM
E2
[
1 +
BSM6× SM︷ ︸︸ ︷
ci
E2
Λ2
+
BSM6
2︷ ︸︸ ︷
c2i
E4
Λ4
+ . . .
]
,
(86)
where the first factor g4SM/E
2 accounts for the energy flux of the initial quarks, ci are the relevant Wilson
coefficients, and we have omitted numerical factors. In (86) we have explicitly indicated dimension six
squared (BSM6
2) and SM-dimension six interference terms (BSM6×SM).61 The ellipses in (86) are due
60 Contacts: A. Azatov, D. Barducci, J. Elias-Miró, E. Venturini
61Note that operators of dimension 7 necessarily violate either baryon or lepton number. We assume the scale of such
symmetry violation to be very large and therefore irrelevant for di-boson physics at the LHC.
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Fig. 93: Angles for 2→ 4 scattering.
to corrections from operators of dimension ≥ 8, which we will neglect. The leading such term is an
interference term of the type BSM8×SM and it is of order O(E4/Λ4).
A closer inspection however reveals that the 2 → 2 di-boson production through the dimension
six operator O3W has an interference piece with a suppressed energy scaling. Indeed, the energy scaling
of such process is
σ(qq¯ → V V ) ∼ g
4
SM
E2
[
1 + C3W
m2V
Λ2
+ C23W
E4
Λ4
+O(E4/Λ4)
]
. (87)
This is a consequence of the helicity selection rules, see [437, 438, 418, 417]. The suppressed energy
scaling can be problematic for the correct EFT interpretation of the σ(qq¯ → V V ) measurement. Namely,
in view of (87), the sensitivity on C3W is largely dominated by the quadratic piece BSM
2
6, which is
O(E4/Λ4). Furthermore, in this case, the measurements become insensitive to the sign of the Wilson
coefficient. The main objective of the present work is to improve the sensitivity to the linear piece
BSM6×SM. We will present two classes of solutions to achieve this goal. Firstly, in section 4.3 we will
show that the differential angular cross-section of the process qq¯ → V V → 4ψ has a large sensitivity
on BSM6×SM compared to the inclusive cross-section. Secondly, in section 4.3 we will show that
accounting for extra radiation qq¯ → V V + j also results in an improved sensitivity on the leading piece
BSM6×SM. These measurements are specially interesting in a HL/HE phase of the LHC, for which we
show the prospects below.
Next we will present two ways to improve the sensitivity to the aTGC λz by restoring the energy
growth g4SM/E
2
[
1 + ciE
2/Λ2 + . . .
]
of the interference piece BSM6×SM of the O3W operator.
Interference resurrection via angular distributions
The first way of enhancing the interference term is by noting that in a collider experiment instead of
the 2 → 2 process we actually measure a 2 → 4 scattering, i.e. vector bosons decay into fermions
qq¯ → V1V2 → 4ψ. Let us start by considering the differential cross section for the production of the
polarised particles WT+ZT →WT+l+ l¯−62
dσ(qq¯ →WT+ l− l¯+)
dLIPS
=
1
2s
∣∣∣∑i(MSMqq¯→WT+Zi +MBSMqq¯→WT+Zi)MZi→l− l¯+∣∣∣2
(k2Z −m2Z)2 +m2ZΓ2Z
, (88)
where sum runs over intermediate Z polarisations and dLIPS ≡ (2pi)4δ4(∑ pi−pf )∏i d3pi/(2Ei(2pi)3)
is the Lorentz Invariant differential Phase Space. Then in the narrow width approximation the lead-
ing contribution to the interference, i.e. the cross term SM × BSM6 in 88, is given by dσint(qq¯ →
WT+ l− l¯+)/dφZ ∝ E
2/Λ2 cos(2φZ), where φZ is the azimuthal angle between the plane defined by
the decaying leptons and the plane defined by the collision and WZ momenta, see Fig. 93. Note that
dσint(qq¯ →WT+ l− l¯+)/dφZ has the energy growth expected from naive dimensional analysis, see Eq. 86.
62We ignore the longitudinal Z polarisation which is sub-dominant at the LHC [439].
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An analogous derivation goes through if we also consider the decay of the W gauge boson. The differ-
ential interference term for the process qq¯ →WZ→ 4ψ is unsuppressed and modulated as
dσint(qq¯ →WZ → 4ψ)
dφZ dφW
∝ E
2
Λ2
(cos(2φZ) + cos(2φW )) , (89)
where φW,Z are the corresponding azimuthal angles. Integrating 89 over the fermion phase space the
interference term vanishes as expected from the discussion above. Since the dependence on the two
azimuthal angles is additive, integrating over φW leads to a differential cross-section that is modulated
by cos(2φZ) and that features E
2/Λ2 energy growth. We will use the result in Eq. 89 to prove the aTGC
λZ , with an increased overall sensitivity to both the magnitude and sign of the Wilson coefficient.
Following Ref. [417], we make a few remarks on the experimental measurement of φZ,W in Eq. 89.
The angle φZ can be determined up to an ambiguity φZ ↔ φZ ± pi, since experimentally we can only
measure the charges but not the helicities of the leptons from Z decay. The reconstruction of the W
azimuthal angle φW in the lν final state suffers from an ambiguity φW ↔ pi − φW due to the twofold
ambiguity in the determination of the neutrino momentum. Interestingly, none of these ambiguities af-
fects Eq. 89.
Interference resurrection via jet emission
A second way to resurrect the expected energy growth of the interference term is based on the observa-
tion that the helicity selection rule holds only at leading-order [418]. So the next-to-leading-order (NLO)
effects will necessarily lead to the enhancement of the interference. Virtual effects are expected to be
suppressed by a factor O(αs/4pi) with respect to the contributions coming from azimuthal modulation
discussed in the previous section. A complete study at NLO accuracy for the operator O3W together
with its CP-odd counterpart can be found in [435]. Alternatively we will consider processes with an ex-
tra hard jet emission, which will improve on the signal over the background ratio. In this case, since we
are dealing with the hard 2 → 3 process, the same polarisation configuration qq¯ → V±V±g∓ is allowed
both in SM and in the BSM five point amplitude with the O3W insertion. Therefore the interference is
not suppressed and the leading quadratic energy scaling is restored by requiring an extra (hard) QCD
radiation.
Results
HL-LHC. In order to test the sensitivity of the High-Luminosity (HL) phase of the LHC on theO3W with
the proposed solution to the non-interference behaviour we proceed in the following way. We generate
with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [79] parton level events for pp → W±Z decaying into a four leptons (elec-
tron and muon) final state together with events for the same process where we allow for a jet emission in
the initial state. We perform two different analyses (see [418] for more details): an inclusive one where
we restrict to events up to pjT < 100 GeV and do not bin on the φZ variable and an exclusive one where
we bin both on the jet transverse momentum and on φZ , where for the latter we define two bins with the
threshold | cos(φZ)| = 1/
√
2. All together the results for the bound on the C3W Wilson coefficient are
reported in Fig. 94 as a function of the maximum transverse mass of the WZ system, which allows to
have an estimate of the validity of the EFT computation, see again [418] for a detailed discussion 63.
One might wonder if a simulation beyond the parton level accuracy might spoil these results. To
this end we have performed a more detailed simulation by showering the events through PYTHIA 8 [79]
and simulating the detector response via Delphes 3 [13]. By analysing the density of events in the two
azimuthal bins we found that with respect to the parton level case the relative difference is of at most a
few %, thus making our parton level analysis solid.
HE-LHC. We now estimate the reach of a future HE phase of the LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV. For these
preliminary results we adopt the same binning, both in φZ and in jet transverse momentum, of the
63These results are obtained by keeping both the linear and the quadratic terms in the cross section determination.
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Fig. 94: Bounds on the C3W Wilson coefficient for the inclusive and exclusive categories at the LHC 13
for 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1 (right) of integrated luminosity.
previous section. We show the results in Fig. 95. We found a slight increase of order 30% on the reach
on C3W . We expect that a dedicated HE analysis will lead to a further improvement of these bounds; this
can be done by exploiting in a more efficient way the high energy tails of the differential distributions.
In [435] we also present a complete NLO study for the HE-LHC stage.
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Fig. 95: Bounds on the C3W Wilson coefficient for the inclusive and exclusive categories at the LHC 27
for 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1 (right) of integrated luminosity.
4.4 Electroweak Precision Tests in High-Energy Drell-Yan Processes64
The simplest process allowing to set constraints on EFT operators is Drell-Yan di-lepton and lepton-
neutrino production at high invariant mass, for concreteness we focus on oblique corrections only, gen-
eralisations being rather obvious. These corrections can be parametrised in the electroweak sector by the
four oblique parameters S, T , W and Y . These correspond to four operators that modify the propagators
of the W and Z bosons both on the pole (S and T ) and off the pole, i.e. on the tails (W and Y ). Hadron
64 Contacts: S. Alioli, M. Farina, G. Panico, D. Pappadopulo, J.T. Ruderman, R. Torre, A. Wulzer
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colliders can hardly compete with lepton colliders for pole observable. However, due to the enhancement
of the kinematic distributions with respect to the corresponding SM ones at high energy, hadron colliders
are particularly suited to study off-pole observables like W and Y . Deviations from the SM proportional
to W and Y can be parametrised through the two operators from table 1,
− W
2m2W
O2W , −
Y
2m2W
O2W (90)
They modify the neutral and charged gauge boson propagators as
PN =
 1q2 − t2W+Ym2Z t
(
(Y+Tˆ)c2+s2W−Sˆ
)
(
c
2−s2
)(
q
2−m2Z
) + t(Y−W)
m
2
Z
? 1+Tˆ−W−t
2
Y
q
2−m2Z
− t2Y+W
m
2
Z

PC =
1+
((
Tˆ−W−t2Y
)
−2t2(Sˆ−W−Y)
)
/(1−t2)
(q
2−m2W )
− W
m
2
W
,
(91)
Studying the tails of the invariant mass distribution of two leptons and of the transverse mass of lepton-
neutrino, one can set constraints on these observables. For details on the procedure see ref. [440], also
extended to di-jet and multi-jet analyses in ref.s [441, 442]. The prospect results for the HL-LHC and
HE-LHC are shown in fig. 96
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Fig. 96: Left: LHC and HL-LHC. Right: HE-LHC
4.5 Testing the universal Higgs non-linearity65
In this section we motivate precision measurements on the tensor structures of one Higgs couplings with
two electroweak gauge bosons (HVV) and two Higgses couplings with two electroweak gauge bosons
(HHVV) in HE/HL LHC. There exist special relations between HVV and HHVV couplings in composite
Higgs models that are universal, independent of the symmetry breaking pattern invoked in a particular
model. These "universal relations" are controlled by a single input parameter, the decay constant f
of the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Higgs boson. Testing the universal relations requires measuring the
tensor structures of HVV and HHVV couplings to high precision. In particular, HHVV interactions
65 Contacts: D. Liu, I. Low, Z. Yin
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Table 70: Single Higgs coupling coefficients Chi for the non-linearity case (NL) and the purely
dimension-6 contributions (D6) in SMEFT. Here cw, tw and cθ denote cos θW , tan θW and cos θ, re-
spectively, where θW is the weak mixing angle. Dµν denotes ∂µ∂ν − ηµν∂2. Hermitian conjugate of an
operator is implied when necessary.
Ihi Chi (NL) Chi (D6)
(1) hvZµDµνZν 4c2wc2w (−2c3 + c
−
4 ) +
4
c
2
w
c+4 cθ 2(cW + cHW ) + 2t
2
w(cB + cHB)
(2) hvZµνZ
µν −2c2w
c
2
w
(c−4 + 2c
−
5 )− 2c2w (c
+
4 − 2c+5 )cθ −(cHW + t2wcHB)
(3) hvZµDµνAν 8(−2c3 + c−4 )tw 2tw(cW + cHW − cB − cHB)
(4) hvZµνA
µν −4(c−4 + 2c−5 )tw −tw(cHW − cHB)
(5) hvW
+
µ DµνW−ν 4(−2c3 + c−4 ) + 4c+4 cθ 2(cW + cHW )
(6) hvW
+
µνW
−µν −4(c−4 + 2c−5 )− 4(c+4 − 2c+5 )cθ −2cHW
remains as one of the few untested predictions of the Standard Model Higgs boson, which can be probed
through the double Higgs production in the vector boson fusion (VBF) channel at the LHC. Below we
summarise the main results. The phenomenological details and theoretical foundation can be found in
Refs. [443, 444, 445, 446]
At the leading two-derivative order, the HVV and HHVV couplings in composite Higgs models in
the unitary gauge is given by the following simple expression:
L(2) = 1
2
∂µh∂
µh+
g2f2
4
sin2 (θ + h/f)
(
W+µ W
−µ +
1
2 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
)
, (92)
where v = 246 GeV, f is the decay constant of the composite Higgs boson and sin θ = v/f . This result
is independent of the symmetry breaking pattern of the strong composite sector in the UV, apart from the
overall normalisation of f , which does depend on the UV model.
At the four-derivative level, we parametrise the HVV and HHVV couplings as follows:
L(4) =
∑
i
m2W
m2ρ
(
Chi Ihi + C2hi I2hi
)
, (93)
where the definition of the operators Ihi and I2hi are presented in Table 70 and Table 71. On the other
hand, Chi and C
2h
i are Wilson coefficients which depend on six unknowns (θ, c3, c
±
4 , c
±
5 ) in composite
Higgs models and on four unknowns (cW , cB, cHW , cHB) in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory
(SMEFT). In the above mρ = gρf is the typical mass scale of the new composite resonances. The
different Lorentz structures lead to different angular distributions in the decay products and, therefore,
can be measured accordingly. At the LHC Run 1, testing the tensor structure of HVV couplings was
among the top priorities and gave confidence to the Higgs nature of the 125 GeV resonance. (See, for
example, Ref. [447].) A similar program for HHVV coupling is currently lacking and should be pursued
at HE/HL LHC.
In general, we have two different Lorentz structure in the HVV couplings:
h
v
V1µDµνV2 ν ,
h
v
V1µνV
µν
2 , (94)
whereDµν = ∂µ∂ν−ηµν∂2 and V1,2 ∈ {W,Z, γ}with electric charge conservation implicitly indicated.
For HHVV couplings we have:
h2
v2
V1µDµνV2 ν ,
h2
v2
V1µνV
µν
2 ,
∂µh∂νh
v2
V µ1 V
ν
2 ,
∂µh∂
µh
v2
V µ1 V2µ . (95)
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Table 71: The coupling coefficients C2hi involve two Higgs bosons for universal non-linearity case (NL)
and the dimension-six case in SMEFT (D6). A cross (×) means there is no contribution at the order we
considered. Notice C2hi = C
h
i /2 for SMEFT at the dimension-6 level. c2θ and sθ denote cos 2θ and
sin θ, respectively.
I2hi C2hi (NL) C2hi (D6)
(1) h
2
v
2ZµDµνZν 2c2wc2w (−2c3 + c
−
4 )cθ +
2
c
2
w
c+4 c2θ
1
2C
h
1
(2) h
2
v
2ZµνZ
µν − c2w
c
2
w
(c−4 + 2c
−
5 )cθ − 1c2w (c
+
4 − 2c+5 )c2θ 12Ch2
(3) h
2
v
2ZµDµνAν 4tw(−2c3 + c−4 )cθ 12Ch3
(4) h
2
v
2ZµνA
µν −2tw(c−4 + 2c−5 )cθ 12Ch4
(5) h
2
v
2W
+
µ DµνW−ν 2(−2c3 + c−4 )cθ + 2c+4 c2θ 12Ch5
(6) h
2
v
2W
+
µνW
−µν −2(c−4 + 2c−5 )cθ − 2(c+4 − 2c+5 )c2θ 12Ch6
(7) (∂νh)
2
v
2 ZµZ
µ 8
c
2
w
c1s
2
θ ×
(8) ∂µh∂νh
v
2 Z
µZν 8
c
2
w
c2s
2
θ ×
(9) (∂νh)
2
v
2 W
+
µ W
−µ 16c1s
2
θ ×
(10) ∂
µ
h∂
ν
h
v
2 W
+
µ W
−
ν 16c2s
2
θ ×
The ultimate goal then will be to measure these different tensor structures at CLIC.
From Table 70 and Table 71, we can extract relations among Chi and C
2h
i that only depend on
the θ. We call them "universal relations" as they represent universal predictions of a composite Higgs
boson, whose nonlinear interactions are dictated by the underlying shift symmetries acting on the four
components of the Higgs doublet [443, 444, 445, 446]. Some examples of universal relations involving
both HVV and HHVV couplings are:
C2h3
Ch3
=
C2h4
Ch4
=
1
2
cos θ , (96)
C2h5 − C2h3 /2tw
Ch5 − Ch3 /2tw
=
C2h6 − C2h4 /tw
Ch6 − Ch4 /tw
=
cos 2θ
2 cos θ
≈ 1
2
(
1− 3
2
ξ
)
, (97)
s2w C
2h
1 − c2w C2h3
s2w C
h
1 − c2w Ch3
=
s2w C
2h
2 − c2w C2h4
s2w C
h
2 − c2w Ch4
=
cos 2θ
2 cos θ
≈ 1
2
(
1− 3
2
ξ
)
. (98)
These relations depend on one single parameter θ or, equivalently, ξ = v2/f2. In other words, they
can be used to over-constrain the parameter f . If the 125 GeV Higgs boson indeed arises as a pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone boson, the decay constant f as measured from the different universal relations must
be consistent with one another.
In order to test the universal relations, it is necessary to measure the tensor structures of HHVV
couplings. This is where the HE/HL LHC could have an advantage over circular lepton colliders. At a
hadron collider, Chi can be measured from single Higgs decays into four leptons in a fashion similar to
the analysis performed in Ref. [447], while measurements on C2hi would have to rely on double Higgs
production in the VBF channel and the associated production with a Z boson. The production topology
is displayed in Fig. 97.
In Fig. 98 we show the double Higgs production rate in the VBF channel and the associated
production channel in a hadron collider as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
√
S, adopting the
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Fig. 97: Production and decay topology of venues to test the HHVV couplings at the LHC. A black dot
represents contributions from various Feynman diagrams.
Fig. 98: Double Higgs production rates, including the VBF and associate production channels, at a
hadron collider. This figure is adopted from Ref. [278].
computation done in Ref. [278]. The VBF rate at 13 TeV is less than 1 fb, while at 27 TeV the cross-
section is about 3 fb, which offers the best chance to probe the HHVV couplings at the LHC.
The analysis of the HHVV coupling is further discussed in the next section 4.6.
4.6 Higgs pair production in vector-boson fusion at the HL-LHC66
While the dominant production channel of Higgs boson pairs at hadron colliders is the gluon-fusion
mechanism, other channels are also of phenomenological relevance. In particular, Higgs pair production
in weak vector-boson fusion [448] is interesting since it probes the strength of the Higgs non-linear
interactions with vector bosons at high energies. This process can therefore provide unique information
to test the nature of the Higgs boson, whether it is a composite or elementary state, and whether or not it
emerges as a Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB) of some new dynamics at the TeV scale [40, 449, 450].
The production of Higgs pairs in the VBF channel [40, 449, 451, 452, 453, 454] proceeds via the
soft emission of two vector bosons from the incoming protons followed by the hard V V → hh scattering,
with V = W,Z. In the SM, the VBF inclusive cross section at 14 TeV is around 2 fb (see Fig. 98), more
than one order of magnitude smaller than in gluon fusion. Higher order QCD corrections are moderate
(∼ 10%) as expected for an electroweak process. Despite the small rate, Higgs pair production via
VBF is relevant since even small modifications of the SM couplings induce a striking increase of the
66 Contacts: F. Bishara, R. Contino, J. Rojo
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cross section as a function of the di-Higgs invariant mass, for instance in models where the Higgs is a
composite pseudo-NGB (pNGB) of new strong dynamics at the TeV scale [240]. In these theories, the
Higgs anomalous couplings imply a growth of the V V → hh cross section with the partonic centre-
of-mass energy, σˆ ∝ sˆ/f4, where f is the pNGB decay constant [40]. This enhanced sensitivity to the
underlying strength of the Higgs interactions makes double Higgs production via VBF a key process
to test the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics and to constrain the hhV V quartic
coupling in a model-independent way.
Here we review the feasibility of measuring and interpreting the VBF Higgs pair production at
the HL-LHC in the hh → bb¯bb¯ final state. While QCD multi-jet backgrounds are huge, this final state
turns out to be within the reach of the HL-LHC thanks to the unique VBF topology, characterised by two
forward jets well separated in rapidity and with a large invariant mass and a reduced hadronic activity
in the central region. In addition, the di-Higgs system will acquire a substantial boost in the presence
of BSM dynamics, and jet substructure techniques [455, 456, 457] make it possible to fully exploit the
high-energy limit and optimise the signal significance.
To describe the deviations of the Higgs couplings with respect to their SM values we follow [449]
where a general parametrisation of the couplings of a light Higgs-like scalar h to the SM vector bosons
and fermions was introduced. In this formalism, assuming that the couplings of the Higgs boson to SM
fermions scale with their masses and do not violate flavor, the resulting effective Lagrangian is given by
L ⊃ 1
2
(∂µh)
2 − V (h) + v
2
4
Tr
(
DµΣ
†DµΣ
)[
1 + 2cV
h
v
+ c2V
h2
v2
+ . . .
]
−mi ψ¯Li Σ
(
1 + cψ
h
v
+ . . .
)
ψRi + h.c. ,
(99)
where V (h) denotes the Higgs potential,
V (h) =
1
2
m2hh
2 + c3
1
6
(
3m2h
v
)
h3 + c4
1
24
(
3m2h
v2
)
h4 + . . . (100)
The parameters cV , c2V , cψ, c3, and c4 are in general arbitrary coefficients, normalised so that they
equal 1 in the SM. In this contribution we focus on the determination of c2V by means of di-Higgs VBF
production in the bb¯bb¯ final state.
Analysis strategy
Signal and background events are simulated at leading-order (LO) by means of matrix-element gener-
ators and then processed through a parton shower (PS). The dominant background is given by QCD
multi-jet production, while other backgrounds, such as top-quark pair production and Higgs pair pro-
duction via gluon-fusion, turn out to much smaller. After the parton shower, events are clustered with
FASTJET v3.0.1 [15] using the anti-kt algorithm [14] with a jet radiusR = 0.4. The resulting jets are then
processed through a b-tagging algorithm, where a jet is tagged as b-jet with probability ε(b-tag) = 0.75
if it contains a b-quark with pbT > 15 GeV. In order to account for b-jet mis-identification (fakes), jets
which do not meet this requirement are also tagged as b-jets with probability ε(c-mistag) = 0.1 or
ε(q, g-mistag) = 0.01 depending on whether they contain a c-quark or not. Only events with four or
more jets, of which at least two must be b-tagged, are retained at this stage.
Subsequently to b-tagging, events are classified through a scale-invariant tagging procedure [456,
457]. This step is crucial to efficiently reconstruct the Higgs boson candidates and suppress the otherwise
overwhelming QCD backgrounds while at the same time taking into account all the relevant final-state
topologies. The basic idea of this method is to robustly merge three event topologies – boosted, inter-
mediate and resolved – into a common analysis. This is particularly relevant for our study given that the
degree of boost of the di-Higgs system strongly depends on the deviations of c2V from its SM value.
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Acceptance cuts to match detector coverage are applied to signal and background events. We
require the pT of both the light and b-tagged jets to be larger than 25 GeV, while the pseudo-rapidities
of light and b-tagged jets, ηj and ηb, are limited by the coverage of the forward calorimeters and by
the tracking region where b-tagging can be applied respectively. We also impose a set of selection
cuts tailored to the VBF topology which is characterised by two forward and very energetic jets with
little hadronic activity between them. In particular, we cut on the rapidity separation ∆yjj ≡ |yleadj −
ysub−leadj | > 5 and the invariant massmjj > 700 GeV of the two VBF-tagging jets, and impose a central
jet veto (CJV) on the hardest non-VBF light jet in the central region. The VBF tagging jets are defined
as the pair of light jets satisfying the acceptance cuts with the largest invariant mass mjj . Moreover, a
CJV cut is imposed in VBF analyses to veto light jets with pseudo-rapidity ηj3 lying between those of
the VBF-tagging jets, ηmaxj > ηj3 > η
min
j , above a pT threshold of 45 GeV.
Figure 99 (right) shows the mhh distribution after all analysis cuts for both for the signal (SM and
c2V = 0.8) and the total background. For c2V = 0.8, the crossover between the resolved and boosted
categories takes place at mhh ' 1.5 TeV, although this specific value depends on the choice of the jet
radius R [456]. Unsurprisingly, we find that background events are always dominated by the resolved
topology. The decomposition of the total background in terms of individual processes as a function of
mhh is shown in Fig. 99 (left), where each component is stacked on top of each other. We see how the
4b background dominates for large mhh while the 2b2j one is instead the most important for small mhh.
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Fig. 99: Left: Decomposition of the total background into individual processes as a function of mhh after all
analysis cuts have been imposed. Right: the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution after all analysis cuts for the
signal (SM and c2V = 0.8) and the total background.
Table 72: Cross sections, in fb, after the successive application of the acceptance, VBF cuts, and Higgs recon-
struction cuts for signal events (SM and c2V = 0.8) and for the total background.
Cross-sections (fb)
Acceptance VBF Higgs reco. mhh > 500 GeV
14TeV
Signal SM 0.011 0.0061 0.0039 0.0020
Signal c2V = 0.8 0.035 0.020 0.017 0.011
Bkgd (total) 1.3× 105 4.9× 103 569 47
The cross-sections after the successive application of the acceptance, VBF cuts, and Higgs recon-
struction cuts for signal events (SM and c2V = 0.8) and for the total background is shown in Tab. 72.
We find that the VBF di-Higgs signal in the SM is rather small already after the basic acceptance cuts.
However, the signal event yield is substantially increased for c2V 6= 1 as illustrated by the benchmark
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value of c2V = 0.8 leading to more than a factor 3 (5) enhancement compared to the SM after the ac-
ceptance (all analysis) cuts. The fact that this cross-section enhancement for the c2V = 0.8 scenario is
more marked at the end of the analysis is not a coincidence: our selection cuts have been designed so
as to improve the sensitivity to c2V by increasing the signal significance in the large-mhh region. Note
however that even after all analysis cuts the background is still much larger than the signal (either SM or
c2V = 0.8) at the level of inclusive rates. It is only by exploiting the large-mhh region that the former
can be made small enough to achieve high signal significances.
Projections for the HL-LHC
Following the analysis strategy outlined in the previous section, we can now estimate the expected pre-
cision on the determination of the c2V coupling at the HL-LHC. In the left panel of Fig. 100 we show
the posterior probabilities for c2V at 14 TeV, from where we can assess the expected precision its mea-
surement at the HL-LHC assuming SM couplings. The corresponding 68% probability intervals for
the determination of c2V at the HL-LHC are are listed in Table 73 for two different scenarios for the
background cross section.
Table 73: Expected precision (at 68% probability level) for the measurement of δc2V at the HL-LHC for SM
values of the Higgs couplings, for two scenarios for the background cross section.
68% probability interval on δc2V
1× σbkg 3× σbkg
LHC14 [−0.37, 0.45] [−0.43, 0.48]
HL-LHC [−0.15, 0.19] [−0.18, 0.20]
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Fig. 100: Left: posterior probability densities for δc2V at the HL-LHC. Right: expected precision for a measure-
ment of δc2V at the 68% CL as a function of m
max
hh , where the grey area indicates the region where δc2V > δ
max
c2V
.
The transition between solid and dashed curves occurs at the last bin wit hat least one event.
From Table 73, we find that the c2V coupling, for which there are currently no direct experimental
constraints, can be measured with a precision of around +19%−15% at the HL-LHC. It is interesting to compare
these results with the experimental precision expected on the fiducial VBF di-Higgs cross section after
all analysis cuts, expressed in terms of µ, the signal strength parameter normalised to the SM result We
find that the 95% CL upper limits on µ for the nominal background cross section is µ ≤ 109 with 300
fb−1, and µ ≤ 49 at the HL-LHC. This result highlights that the high precision expected on c2V can
obtained despite the loose constraints expected on the VBF di-Higgs cross section itself.
The results of Table 73 have been obtained by making full use of the information contained on
the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution mhh. However, the EFT expansion might break down at large
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enough values of mhh, corresponding to large partonic centre-of-mass energies, and some assessment on
the validity of our procedure is thus required. In particular, results can be consistently derived within the
EFT framework only if the new physics scale Λ is larger than the largest value of mhh included in the
analysis. Constraining Λ requires making assumptions on the structure of the UV dynamics extending
the SM [458]. For example, for the case where the new physics is characterised by a single coupling
strength g∗ and mass scale Λ [40], one expects δc2V ≈ g
2
∗v
2/Λ2, so that for maximally strongly-coupled
UV completions (with g∗ ' 4pi) it is possible to derive the upper limit δc2V < 16pi
2v2/Λ2 which connects
δc2V with the new physics scale Λ. The validity of the EFT can thus be monitored by introducing
a restriction mhh ≤ mmaxhh , and then determining how the sensitivity on δc2V varies as a function of
mmaxhh [458]. The precision on δc2V is shown in Fig. 100 (right) as a function of m
max
hh , where the grey
area indicates the region where δc2V > δ
max
c2V
= 16pi2v2/mmaxhh . As expected, increasing m
max
hh leads to
stronger constraints. We therefore find that in the kinematic region accessible at the HL-LHC the EFT
description of the di-Higgs VBF process should be valid.
4.7 Higgs Couplings in High-Energy Multi-boson Processes67
In this section, based on Ref. [459], we present a novel program to test the Higgs couplings off-shell and
at high-energy, via their contributions to the physics of longitudinally polarised gauge bosons. We will
show that this program is potentially competitive with on-shell measurements, but it also offers endless
opportunities of refinements and improvements.
Our leitmotiv is that any observable modification of a SM coupling will produce in some process
a growth with energy. In some sense, this is obvious: since the SM is the only theory that can be extrapo-
lated to arbitrarily high-energy, any departure from it can have only a finite range of validity, a fact that is
made manifest by a disproportionate growth in some scattering amplitude. Theories with a finite range of
validity are, by definition, EFTs; for this reason the best vehicle to communicate our message is the EFT
language where deviations on Higgs couplings come from the operators OBB,OWW ,Oyt ,O6, etc. We
stress nevertheless that at, tree level, the very same conclusions can be reached in the κ framework [42]
or in the unitary-gauge framework of Ref. [45, 419].
The operators of that we will be interested on have the form |H|2×OSM , withOSM a dimension-4
SM operator (i.e. kinetic terms, Higgs potential, and Yukawas) times
|H|2 = 1
2
(
v2 + 2hv + h2 + 2φ+φ− + (φ0)2
)
(101)
where h is the physical Higgs boson and φ±,0 are the would-be longitudinal polarisations of W - and Z-
bosons. In this contribution we focus on the last two terms, and study processes with longitudinal gauge
bosons instead of processes with an on-shell Higgs; we dub this search strategy “Higgs without Higgs”
- HwH in short [459]. For each modification of a Higgs coupling we identify a process where couplings
different from the SM ones induce a high-energy growth in the amplitude with respect the SM,
κt : pp→ jt+ VLV ′L (102)
κλ : pp→ jjh+ VLV ′L , pp→ jj + 4VL, (103)
κγγ,Zγ : pp→ jj + V ′V, (104)
κV : pp→ jj + VLV ′L, (105)
κg : pp→W+LW−L , ZLZL, (106)
where VLV
′
L ≡ {W±LW±L ,W±LW∓L ,W±L ZL, ZLZL} (similarly 4VL a generic longitudinally polarised
final state) and V (′) any (longitudinal or transverse) vector, including photons. In the following para-
graphs we explore these processes in turn and provide a first estimate of the potential HwH reach at the
67 Contacts: B. Henning, D. Lombardo, M. Riembau, F. Riva
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Fig. 101: LEFT: HL-LHC (3000 fb−1) sensitivity on modifications of the top quark Yukawa δyt from the process in eq. (102)
(shaded bands), and from measurements of Higgs couplings (95%C.L., dashed grey lines); B controls additional backgrounds
(for B = 1 the analysis includes a number of background events equal to the SM signal); 1σ results without the 0` and 1`
categories correspond to the dashed purple line. CENTRE: same but for modifications of the Higgs trilinear δκλ. RIGHT:
1σ reach for modification of the Higgs-γγ and Zγ rates, using high-E measurements (green,pink,brown bands correspond to
leptonic,semi-leptonic, and also hadronic final states) or Higgs couplings (black error bars).
HL-LHC in comparison with the reach from Higgs couplings measurements. Our results are based on
leading order (LO) MadGraph simulations [79], where the Higgs couplings have been modified using
FeynRules [460] and checked against the model of Ref. [461].
The top Yukawa. Modifications of the Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to top quarks is reput-
edly difficult to measure on the h resonance [164]; however, an anomalous top quark Yukawa induces a
quadratic energy growth in the five point amplitude involving a bottom quark, a top, and three longitu-
dinal bosons WLVLVL. This amplitude leads to a process with a final state consisting of a top quark, a
forward jet and two longitudinally polarised vector bosons in the final state.68
The top carries a large transverse momentum ptT due to the hardness of the process, which makes
it a good discriminator. We consider two categories, for ptT > 250(500) GeV. A forward jet with
|ηj | > 2.5, pjT > 30 GeV and Ej > 300 GeV is required. The signal is classified by counting the
number of extra leptons reconstructed in the event. The following table shows the number of signal
events at the 14 TeV HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1, for ptT > 250 GeV/ p
t
T > 500 GeV,
Process 0` 1` `±`∓ `±`± 3`(4`)
W±W∓ 3449/567 1724/283 216/35 - -
W±W± 2850/398 1425/199 - 178/25 -
W±Z 3860/632 965/158 273/45 - 68/11
ZZ 2484/364 - 351/49 - (12/2)
The categories with two or more leptons have small background. The largest source of background
for the hadronic modes comes from t¯tjj → tWbjj where a bj pair is taken to reconstruct aW/Z-boson.
The initial t¯tjj cross section is approximately six orders of magnitude bigger than the ones we are
interested in, but we have verified that simple cuts on the invariant mass of the bj pair, on the rapidity of
the forward jet, on ptT , and on the separation between the W and the b, as well as vector boson tagging
techniques [463], can reduce this background to a level that is comparable with the signal.
We broadly parametrise this and other backgrounds by a uniform rescaling B of the SM signal
expectation in each bin (so that for B = 1 we add an irreducible background equal to the SM signal in
68See also Ref. [462] that studies tHj final states which exhibits linear E-growth with modifications of the top-Yukawa.
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each channel), and show the estimated reach in the left panel of Fig. 101. The dashed grey lines compare
our results with those from Higgs Couplings measurements (see section 2. For illustration we also show
results that focus on channels with at least 2 leptons with a dashed purple line: here the backgrounds are
much smaller. The large number of events left in the zero and one lepton categories makes it possible to
extend the analysis to higher energies, where not only the effects of the energy growth will be enhanced,
but also the background reduced.
The Higgs self coupling. Measurements of the Higgs self-coupling have received enormous atten-
tion in collider studies. In the di-Higgs channel at HL-LHC precision can reach δκλ ∈ [−1.8, 6.7] at
95%C.L. [312] using the bb¯γγ final state. Here we propose the processes of Eq. (103) with VBS scatter-
ing topology and a multitude of longitudinally polarised vector bosons. The modified coupling δκλ, or
the operatorO6, induces a linear growth with energy w.r.t. the SM in processes with jjhVLVL final state,
and a quadratic growth in processes with jjVLVLVLVL. For the former, the same-sign W
±W±hjj with
leptonic (e, µ) decays is particularly favourable for its low background: two same-sign leptons (2ssl) and
VBS topology offers a good discriminator against background, allowing for h → b¯b decays. For illus-
tration we focus on this channel in which the SM gives NSM ' 50 events. Backgrounds from tt¯jj enter
with a mis-identified lepton, but it can be shown that they can be kept under control with the efficiencies
reported in [464] and with VBS cuts on the forward jets. A potentially larger background is expected to
come from fake leptons, but the precise estimation of it is left for future work.
The results -shown in the centre panel of Fig. 101- are very encouraging: this simple analysis can
match the precision of the by-now very elaborate di-Higgs studies. There are many directions in which
this approach can be further refined: i) including the many other final states, both for the vector decays
and for the Higgs decay ii) including the E2-growing jjVLVLVLVL topologies, iii) taking into account
differential information. Moreover, the process studied grows only linearly with energy w.r.t. the SM
amplitude with transverse vectors in the final state, but it grows quadratically w.r.t. the SM final states,
so iv) measurements of the polarisation fraction can improve this measurement.
Higgs to γγ, Zγ. These decay rates are loop-level and small in the SM: their measurement implies
therefore tight constraints on possible large (tree-level) BSM effects, which in the EFT language are
captured by the operatorsOWW,BB .69 These also enter in high-energy VBS eq. (104), and they represent
a beautiful additional motivation (together with κV , see below) to study these processes, which at present
are often interpreted in the context of anomalous quartic gauge couplings (QGC) [465], corresponding
to dimension-8 operators.
We perform a simple analysis of vector boson scattering (VBS) with W±W±, ZZ,WZ,Zγ final
states. For the first three we use the usual cuts on the forward jets: |δjj | > 2.5, pjT > 30 GeV and
mjj > 500 GeV [466]. A kinematic variable that captures the hardness of the 2 → 2 process is the
scalar sum of the pVT of the vector bosons, and therefore we bin the distribution in bins of 250 GeV up to
2 TeV. For the Zγ final state, we follow the analysis for aQGC of [467].
The combined results are displayed in the right panel of Fig. 101, for fully leptonic, semi-leptonic
and fully hadronic decays, for backgrounds B = 0, 1 where, as explained above, B = 1 corresponds
to an additional background of the same order as the SM. Note that we translated the constraints on
cBB, cWW to the κγγ , κzγ . We find that the ZZ,Zγ final states provide the best reach. For comparison,
the individual reach from HL-LHC measurements of HC (section 2) is shown by the black error bars.
These clearly offer an unbeatable sensitivity in the hγγ direction; the hZγ direction is however less
tested, and our simple analysis of high-energy probes shows promising results.
69The same operators also affect the h couplings to ZTZT and WTWT . The same qualitative analysis can be performed
with focus on the hAµνA
µν and hAµνZ
µν vertices, but we prefer to work here with the gauge invariant OWW,BB operators.
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Higgs to W+W−, ZZ. It is known that modifications of the tree-level hZZ and hW+W− SM cou-
plings (assumed here to be controlled by a unique parameter, corresponding for instance to OH in
the SILH basis [40]) imply a quadratic E-growth in longitudinal VBS. This is discussed in detail in
Ref. [449] (and [450] for linear colliders), where it is pointed out that, in the SM, the longitudinal com-
ponent is suppressed by an accidental factor∼ 2000, which is equivalent to a very large irreducible back-
ground. This motivated studies of VBS hh pair production instead, see [448], finding at 1σ, δκV . 8%,
comparable to δκV . 5% from HC.70
Higgs to gg. This coupling modifies the main production mode at hadron colliders and is, therefore,
very well measured. The most interesting high-energy process that can be associated with this coupling
is gg → ZZ, which has been discussed in Refs. [468, 469, 470]. Using the results from Ref. [468] we
estimate HwH versus HC reach at the end of the HL-LHC, in particular we have considered a scenario
with and one without the background and three different decay channels . We find that
HC: |κg| . 0.025
HwH: |κg| . 0.24 / 0.06 / 0.01 (107)
HwH (no q¯q → ZTZT ) : |κg| . 0.09 / 0.02 / 0.005
where the numbers stand for the fully leptonic / semi-leptonic / fully hadronic channels.
The partonic q¯q → ZTZT process represents here the main irreducible background, as it does not
interfere with our gg → ZLZL amplitude with longitudinal polarisation. Its reduction would constitute
an important aspect of HwH analyses. Notice that, unfortunately, in the SM the gg → ZLZL process is
extremely suppressed at high-E, to the benefit of the transverse TT one, see Ref. [471]. This implies
that the SM −BSM interference is also suppressed.
Despite these difficulties, which might be overcome in more refined analyses (along the lines
of [417, 418]), the high-E results remain competitive in the semi-leptonic and fully hadronic channels,
assuming that the background from q¯q → ZTZT can be efficiently suppressed.
In summary, the preliminary results are very positive, especially given the potential of improve-
ments that we foresee. Simple cut-and-count analyses were shown, in some cases, to match the precision
of sophisticated Higgs Coupling measurements. For instance, the jjW±W±h channel with leptonic
decays, allows a precision comparable to di-Higgs production in measuring the Higgs self-coupling.
Similarly, modifications of the top Yukawa can be measured in the many jt + VLV
′
L final states to a
precision in the ballpark of Higgs coupling measurements. VBS processes and ZZ at high-energy offer
further alternative possibilities to test the Higgs coupling to electroweak gauge bosons and to gluons,
respectively.
4.8 Dimension-6 EFT effects on Vector Boson Scattering at high energies71
In this note we assess the sensitivity of vector boson scattering (VBS) processes to different dimension-6
(dim = 6) operators. We focus here on the ZZ final state, decaying to 4 charged leptons. This exper-
imental channel, currently statistically limited at the LHC [472], will become more interesting at the
HL-LHC because of the attainable selection purity. The full reconstruction of the final states also gives
access to cleaner observables with respect to final states involvingW bosons, where neutrino 4-momenta
70The authors of [448] assume separate couplings of the vector bosons to h or h2; when the Higgs is part of a doublet, these
are proportional. Moreover, the numbers we report here are indicative: both HC measurements and the di-Higgs analysis have
optimistic and pessimistic scenarios in which these numbers might differ.
71 Contacts: R. Covarelli, R. Gomez-Ambrosio
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must be inferred using approximated methods. This analysis can nevertheless be repeated analogously
to other VBS final states.
In [473] we studied the purely electroweak component of the pp → ZZjj process, referred to as
VBS(ZZ). Sensitivity to several dim = 6 operators has been demonstrated, as well as the impact of such
EFT contribution on the VBS cross-section and triple and quartic gauge couplings (TGCs and QGCs).
Here we update predictions for the HL-LHC setup and show the kinematic distributions for a
handful of relevant operators. For the dim = 6 parametrisations we use the Warsaw basis from [41],
following the notation and classification from [474]. Other technical details can be found in the original
publication [473].
Fig. 102: Examples of some EFT diagrams for the VBS(ZZ) signal. The blobs represent dim = 6
insertions.
Effective Field Theory parametrisation
We consider the standard SMEFT parametrisation of eq. (1).72 Further, the SMEFT amplitudes and cross
sections can be parametrised as
AEFT = ASM +
g′
Λ2
A6 +
g′2
Λ4
A8 + . . . (108)
σEFT ∼ |ASM |2 + 2
g′
Λ2
ASMA6 +
g′2
Λ4
(
2ASMA8 + |A6|2
)
+ . . . (109)
Here, we assume the linear contribution (red) of the EFT effects to be leading. Analysis of the dim = 6
quadratic terms and the dim = 8 interference terms (both in blue) will be subject of further studies. In
particular, dim = 8 are commonly associated with quartic gauge couplings and such contribution, albeit
sub-leading, would represent some added value to the linear dim = 6 prediction.
Definition of the fiducial region
The VBS(ZZ) process has a very peculiar experimental signature, with two energetic forward jets and 4
identifiable charged leptons (`, `′ = µ or e). The electroweak component of the process pp→ ZZjj →
`¯``′ ¯`′jj is defined and isolated through some experimental cuts. The ones used in the CMS analysis
(in the measurement of the fiducial cross-section) can be found in [472]. Here we define a similarly
VBS-enriched region, with a relaxed mjj selection:
pT (j) > 30GeV ∆η(j1j2) > 2.4 mjj > 100GeV on-shellZ1, Z2 (110)
EFT analysis
In tables 74 and 75 we show the sensitivities to different dim = 6 operators of the VBS(ZZ) process, as
well as of its main background at LHC: the di-boson production channel from quark-antiquark annihila-
tion associated to gluon radiation (studied in depth by CMS for LHC runs I and II in [475], QCD(ZZ)).
72In particular, we assume CP symmetry, neglecting the CP-odd operators since their impact on VBS cross-sections and dif-
ferential distributions is negligible. However it is well known that certain variables of these processes (namely spin correlations
and polarisations) can be sensible to CP-violation.
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Further, in figure 103 we show differential distributions for a subset of operators. In particular
we chose the three operators that directly affect triple and quartic gauge couplings, with the following
notation, which differs from that of table 1,
OW =
3!
g
O3W OHW =
1
g2
OWW OHWB =
1
gg′
OWB (111)
However, as reported in tables 74 and 75, there are other relevant operators for the VBS process, for
example O``, the 4-lepton operator that affects GF , or OHB that enters the Z boson propagator. More
details can be found for example in [476].
Figure 103 should be interpreted as follows: we select one paradigmatic operator (for example
OW ), and see how much does its interference term affect the VBS and di-boson signals (2.5% in this
case). As the VBS(ZZ) cross section is still mostly unconstrained experimentally, while the QCD(ZZ)
has a 21% uncertainty in the 2-jet bin [475], we know the bounds within which we can vary this coeffi-
cient. If we assume for example a 10% positive interference with the total cross-section, we observe that
such a small contribution to the total cross-section can represent a large modification in certain bins of the
differential distributions. This advantage is twofold: with this procedure we can select the optimal bin(s)
for the study and fit of each EFT operator; and, by applying unitarity considerations, we can constrain
the values of the Wilson coefficients further. In our example, a contribution of 10% in OW , still allowed
for the total rate, has a large impact on the high energy bins of the pT (Z1) distribution.
Conclusions
The VBS(ZZ) and QCD(ZZ) final states, still largely unexplored at the LHC, will be an important source
of constraints on dim = 6 EFT operators at the HL-LHC. We have shown the impact that values of Wil-
son coefficients still experimentally allowed have on differential distributions that are easily accessible
experimentally in this channel.
Fig. 103: Two generic simulations showing the EFT effects on key differential distributions: invariant
mass of the di-jet system (left) and transverse momentum of the leading Z boson (right). We selected
arbitrary values for the Wilson coefficients {cW , cHW , cHWB}. Notice that the notation differs from
table 1.
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Table 74: Different sensitivities to each of the Warsaw basis operators. The operators that are not listed
do not intervene in the process, or do it in a negligible way. Each sensitivity i is calculated as i =
|σEFT−σSMσSM |, and they include a standard EFT pre-factor
v
2
Λ
2 |Λ=1TeV which needs to be taken into account
if substituting values for the ci in the table. NB: we quote the absolute value for the sensitivities . Notice
that the notation differs from table 1.
VBS Signal Signal strengths (Linear EFT)
Class 1: OW = cW · 2.5%
Class 3: OHD = cHD · 6.0%
Class 4: OHW = cHW · 5%, OCHB = cHB · 0.2%, OHWB = cHWB · 14%
Class 7: O
Hl
(3) = c
Hl
(3) · 48%, O
Hq
(1) = c
Hq
(1) · 2%,
O
Hq
(3) = c
Hq
(3) · 46%, OHu = cHu · 0.8%
Class 8a: (LL¯)(LL¯) (GF →) O`` = c`` · 24% , Oqq(1) = cqq(1) · 12%,
O
qq
(11) = c
qq
(11) · 14%, O
qq
(33) = c
qq
(33) · 100%, O
qq
(31) = c
qq
(31) · 75%
Table 75: Sensitivities to the different dim = 6 operators in the di-boson production channel, main
background for the VBS(ZZ) at LHC. A large sensitivity does not necessarily mean that a large EFT
effect is expected, since the corresponding Wilson coefficient might as well be very small. Notice that
the notation differs from table 1.
ZZ Di-boson Sensitivities (Linear EFT)
Class 1: OG = 2.5%, OW = 2.5%
Class 3: OHD = 6.0%
Class 4: OCHW = 0.2%, OCHG = 8%, OCHB = 0%, OCHWB = 12%
Class 7: O
Hl
(3) = c
Hl
(3) · 25% , O
Hq
(1) = c
Hq
(1) · 3%,
O
Hq
(3) = c
Hq
(3) · 31%, OHu = cHu · 1.1%
Class 8a: (LL¯)(LL¯) (GF →) O`` = c`` · 12% , Oqq(1) = cqq(1) · 1.0%,
O
qq
(11) = c
qq
(11) · 1.3%, O
qq
(33) = c
qq
(33) · 8.4%, O
qq
(31) = c
qq
(31) · 8.0%
4.9 Same-sign WW scattering and EFT applicability73
Although any statistically significant deviation in data from the Standard Model(SM) predictions would
be a manifestation of a BSM physics, the question is what we can learn about its scale and its strength
before discovering new particles. The appropriate tool for answering this question is the Effective Field
Theory(EFT) approach: the information about the scale Λ and the strength C of new physics is encoded
in the Wilson coefficients of the higher dimension operators, fi = C
m/Λn. The usefulness of any
EFT analysis of a given process relies on the assumption that only a few higher-dimension terms in
the expansion L = LSM +
∑
i f
(6)
i O(6)i +
∑
i f
(8)
i O(6)i + . . . provide adequate approximation to an
unknown UV completion. This assumption introduces a strong model-dependent aspect and therefore it
is convenient to introduce the concept of EFT “models" defined by the choice of operators and the values
of their Wilson coefficients (O(d)i , f (d)i ). Our focus is on the proper use of the EFT "models" in their
range of validity for the WW scattering in purely leptonic W decay channels where the WW invariant
mass cannot be determined experimentally. A full explanation of the concept is to be found in [477] and
here we summarise the main points..
Following a common practice we take one operator at a time setting others to zero, which effec-
tively defines the EFT “model", and consider the process pp → 2jW+W+ → 2jl+νl′+ν ′. The EFT
“model" can be maximally valid up to the invariant mass M of the W+W+ system M < Λ ≤ MU ,
where MU = MU (f) is the perturbative partial wave unitarity bound in the chosen EFT "model". If the
73 Contacts: G. Chaudhary, J. Kalinowski, M. Kaur, P. Kozów, S. Pokorski, J. Rosiek, K. Sandeep, M. Szleper, S. Tkaczyk
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Fig. 104: Cartoon plot showing the regions in fi and Λ in terms of BSM signal observability and ap-
plicability of the EFT “model" for the same-sign WW process with purely leptonic decays. The white
triangle shows the region where the BSM physics can be studied within the chosen EFT "model".
kinematic range Mmax at the LHC is greater than Λ, there is necessarily a contribution to observables
from the region Λ < M < Mmax. Two questions arise:1) what is the discovery region in the space
(Λ, f) for the chosen EFT "model", 2) if a deviation from the SM predictions is indeed observed, how to
verify the chosen EFT “model" by fitting it to a set of experimental distributions D and in what range of
Λ, fi such a fit is really meaningful?
For a given EFT “model" the unitarity bound is very different for different helicity amplitudes. As
MU we take the lowest value from T-matrix diagonalisation of the W+W+ and W+W−, universally
for all helicity amplitudes. The BSM signal S of the EFT “model" (O(d)i , f (d)i ) can be defined as the
deviation from SM predictions observed in the distribution of some observable D, S = Dmodel −DSM .
A quantitative estimate of the signal can be written as
Dmodel =
∫ Λ
2MW
dσ
dM
∣∣∣
model
dM +
∫ Mmax
Λ
dσ
dM
∣∣∣
SM
dM , (112)
which comes uniquely from the operator that defines the “model" in its range of validity and assumes
only the SM contribution in the regionM > Λ. BSM contribution from the region above Λ may enhance
the signal, but it may also preclude proper description of the data in the EFT "model", which makes
sense if and only if this additional contribution is small enough compared to the contribution from the
validity region. For a quantitative estimate of this contribution we define a second estimate in which all
the helicity amplitudes above Λ are assumed to remain constant at their respective values they reach at Λ
Dmodel =
∫ Λ
2MW
dσ
dM
∣∣∣
model
dM +
∫ Mmax
Λ
dσ
dM
∣∣∣
A=const
dM. (113)
For Λ = Λmax this prescription regularises the helicity amplitudes that violate unitarity atM
U . We adopt
the criterion that the EFT “model" is tested for values of (Λ ≤MU , fi) when the signals computed from
Eq.(112) are statistically consistent within 2σ with the signals computed with Eq.(113).
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The observability of the EFT "model" predictions imposes some minimum value of fmin, while
the description within the EFT "model" imposes some maximum value of fmax such that signal estimates
computed from Eqs.(112) and (113) remain statistically consistent. For Λ = MU a finite interval of fi
values is possible, while for Λ < MU the respective limits on fi depend on the actual value of Λ. It is
illustrated in a cartoon plot in Fig. 104, where the white "triangle" is bounded from above by the unitarity
bound MU (fi), from the left by the signal significance criterion and from the right by the consistency
criterion. The EFT "model" could be the right framework to describe the BSM signal as long as the
“triangle" shown in our cartoon plot is not empty.
Our preferred strategy for data analysis is as follows:
a) Measure distributions D that offer the highest sensitivity to the studied EFT "model",
b) if deviations from the SM are observed, fit the values of (Λ ≤MU , fi) according to Eq.(113),
c) using the fitted values of fi and Λ recalculate D templates according to Eq.(112),
d) check statistical consistency between estimates based on Eqs.(112) and (113).
Physics conclusions from the obtained (Λ, fi) values can only be drawn if such a consistency is found.
Stability of the result against alternative regularisation methods would provide a measure of uncertainty
of the procedure - too much sensitivity to the region above Λ means the procedure is destined to fail and
that data cannot be described within the chosen EFT "model".
To demonstrate our strategy we considered EFT “models" defined by one-at-a-time dimension-8
operator that affects WWWW couplings. Details of the simulation of events for the process pp →
jjµ+µ+νν (at 14 TeV with 3/ab integrated luminosity) and their processing according to our strategy
can be found in [477]. Assuming Λ equal to the respective unitarity bounds, the lower and upper limits
for the values of f for each dimension-8 operator, for positive and negative f values, as well as the
applicability "triangles" in the (Λ, fi) plane for each operator have been calculated. These limits define
the (continuous) sets of testable EFT “models" based on the choice of single dimension-8 operators.
Following the above strategy we have calculated the expected reach for the dim-8 operator OM7
at the HE-LHC and compared it with the obtained reach for the HL-LHC (14 TeV) from Ref. [477], as-
suming in each case an integrated luminosity of 3/ab. Fig.105 shows the respective “EFT triangles". It is
evident that increasing the proton energy allows to explore much lower values of the Wilson coefficients,
with lower limits for a 5σ BSM discovery being shifted by as much as almost an order of magnitude. On
the other hand, the upper limit on consistent EFT description shifts likewise by a similar amount. This is
due to the fact that by increasing the collision energy more and more events come from the region, where
M > Λ and therefore shrinking the range of Wilson coefficients that satisfy our consistency criterion.
Overall, the area of the actual “EFT triangle" does not get significantly larger for 27 TeV compared to 14
TeV, even when viewed in a log scale.
To summarise: we have analysed the physics potential of "EFT models" defined by the choice
of single dimension-8 operators in the same-sign WW scattering process in the purely leptonic decay
modes. We argue that usage of EFT “models" in the analysis of purely leptonic W decay channels
requires bounding the possible contribution from the region MWW > Λ, no longer described by the
“model", and ensuring it does not significantly distort the measured distributions compared to what they
would have looked from the region of EFT validity alone and propose a data analysis strategy to satisfy
the above requirements. We find that the "triangles" turned to be rather narrow, even when going from 14
to 27 TeV of pp beam energy . This result reinforces our former conclusion that study of BSM effects by
means of varying single Wilson coefficients has little physics potential and future data analysis should
be rather focused on simultaneous fits of many operators to the combined data from all VBS processes.
We find this conclusion to hold equally regardless of the actual beam energy.
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Fig. 105: Regions in fM7 and Λ in terms of BSM signal observability for the EFT “model" based on
OM7 operator at the HL- and HE-LHC.
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5 Higgs boson mass and width74
5.1 Theory review75
The total decay width is an important property of the Higgs boson, as it contains information about the
interactions of the Higgs with all other fundamental particles, and is predictable both in the Standard
Model and its extensions. Therefore, measuring this property is an important part of Higgs studies.
Direct measurements of the Higgs width are very challenging at hadron colliders, as these require a scan
of the invariant mass profile of the Higgs decay products. This is limited by detector resolution to roughly
∼ 1 GeV, which is three orders of magnitude larger than the SM prediction of ΓH ∼ 4 MeV. Current
LHC measurements have already attained this level of precision. Although no explicit projection has
been made, it is expected that the direct method will only be able to constrain the Higgs width toO(100)
times the SM value.76
Given this situation, there has been considerable interest in devising indirect probes of the Higgs
width. In general, a standard Higgs analysis in theH → X decay channel measures the production cross
section times branching ratio, σ ∼ σprod × ΓH→X/ΓH , and is thus only sensitive to a combination of
the coupling and the width. Schematically,
σ ∼ g
2
prod × g2dec
ΓH
, (114)
where gprod and gdec are the couplings that enter the Higgs production and decay channels, respectively.
An independent measurement of the couplings and the decay width is therefore not possible from such
analyses. The idea behind all indirect determinations of ΓH is to find an observable whose dependence
on gi and ΓH is different from Eq. (114), which allows one to lift the coupling/width degeneracy. Indi-
rect determinations can be broadly separated in two classes: on-shell methods, which rely on interference
effects on the Higgs resonant peak, and off-shell methods, which combine on-peak and off-peak infor-
mation. In the following, we provide a quick overview of these methods, emphasising their strengths and
weaknesses.
The starting point of the on-shell methods [478, 479, 480, 481] is the observation that measure-
ments in the H → X decay channel receive a contribution both from the signal pp → H → X process
and from the continuum background pp → X , and the two interfere. Schematically, the amplitude for
the process can be written as
App→X =
SmH
2
s−mH2 + imHΓH
+B, (115)
where S ∝ gprod × gdec is the signal part and B is the background contribution. This leads to
|App→X |2 =
mH
4
(s−mH2)2 +mH2ΓH2
×
[
|S|2 + (s−mH
2)
mH
2 2Re(SB
∗) +
ΓH
mH
2Im(SB∗)
]
+ |B|2.
(116)
Here, |S|2 ∝ g2prop × g2dec, but SB∗ ∝ gprop × gdec, so a combined determination of the signal |S|2 and
interference SB∗ contributions can lift the coupling/width degeneracy of Eq. (114), thus giving access
to ΓH . For this method to be effective, one needs to consider channels where the interference is large.
The best candidate is the gg → H → γγ channel: indeed, in this case both the gg → H production
and the H → γγ are loop induced, as is the continuum contribution gg → γγ. This implies that at
least naively there is a loop enhancement factor in the interference w.r.t. the pure signal, thus making the
former noticeable.
74 Contact Editors: Z. Liu, M. Xiao
75 Contacts: F. Caola, R. Röntsch
76Lower bounds on the Higgs width can be obtained from lifetime measurements.
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The real part of the interference in Eq. (116) is anti-symmetric around the Higgs peak, so it does
not affect the total rate. However, it leads to a distortion in the shape of the mγγ distribution around
the Higgs peak, which in turns translates into a slight shift in the reconstructed Higgs mass [479]. The
size of this mass shift is proportional to the interference contribution, whose dependence on couplings
and width is different from Eq. (114). A measurement of the mass shift then allows for a determination
of ΓH . This can be done for example by comparing the mass extracted in the γγ channel with that
determined in the 4l channel, where these interference effects are negligible. However, even if the 4l
channels lead to a very good mass determination once high enough statistics have been accumulated,
extracting the mass shift from a γγ vs 4l comparison introduces additional systematics. One way to
circumvent this issue is to consider only the γγ decay mode and to compare different kinematic regions,
although detailed systematic studies within this approach have not yet been done. This is possible since
the interference is strongly dependent on the transverse momentum of the Higgs [480]. In particular,
hard radiation tends to lessen this effect somewhat. Another candidate for a reference mass could be
obtained from studying Higgs production in association with two hard jets. Indeed, in this case there
are cancellations between the ggF and V BF contributions and the net result for the interference is very
small [482]. Theoretical predictions for the mass shift are under good control, with the interference
being known to NLO in QCD [480, 483, 484] and matched to parton shower [161, 485]. It turns out
that radiative corrections deplete the interference contribution somewhat. Although it is well known that
higher order corrections are important for Higgs physics, for this analysis the main limitation comes from
experimental systematics, namely the detector response, which must be properly modelled to extract the
interference contribution from the measured mass shift. In the SM, the mass shift at the LHC is rather
small, ∆mγγ ∼ O(30) MeV. This implies that it will be extremely difficult for this method to access
the region ΓH . 10× ΓH,SM. Detailed projections at the HL-LHC can be found in Sec. 5.5.
The imaginary part of the interference [480, 481] in Eq. (116) is symmetric around the Higgs peak,
so it leads to a change in the rate. Unfortunately, because of helicity conservation this imaginary part is
highly suppressed at LO. Higher order corrections provide a new mechanism to generate an imaginary
part, lifting this suppression [480]. However, because the bulk of the interference effectively enters at
NLO, the anticipated loop enhancement factor in the interference relative to the pure signal (mentioned
above) is not present, and the actual size of the effect is quite small. In the SM, it reduces the total
rate by about 2%, which makes it challenging to observe, and the effect is further diluted by additional
radiation [481]. Thus this technique requires very good control on the total rate, both experimental and
theoretical. To reduce the former, it is profitable to consider cross-section ratios; for example, the γγ
to 4l ratio is projected to be measured at the few percent level. However, this introduces additional
experimental and theoretical systematics, including theoretical model dependence since one would need
to make assumptions about the structure of Higgs couplings. For this reason, it may be advantageous
to perform the interference effect extraction in the γγ channel alone, by considering different kinematic
regions. As with the real part of the interference, this effect is also quite sensitive to the transverse
momentum of the Higgs, with the bulk of the interference effect confined to the small pt region, as
shown in an NLO analysis in Ref. [481]. However, since the interference is essentially an NLO effect, as
discussed above, the residual theoretical uncertainty at this order is still quite sizeable. Moreover, a fine-
grained comparison of the low and high Higgs pt regions requires very good theoretical control. For the
former, this is notoriously complicated as several different effects are at play, see e.g. [486] and references
therein for a recent discussion of this point. Because of this, assuming a few percent experimental
accuracy, the width extraction from this method would be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Although
computing higher order corrections for this effect is well beyond our current ability, it is reasonable
to assume that the situation will improve on the HL/HE-LHC timescale, along the lines described in
Section 2.2. Currently, it is expected that this technique will lead to bounds of the order ΓH ∼ O(10)×
ΓH,SM, see section 5.4 for details.
The main advantage of the on-shell width determinations discussed above is that they require
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minimal theoretical assumptions on potential BSM effects. This is because couplings are extracted at
the same energy scale, ideally from the same process. However, since interference effects scale like
gprod × gdec at the first power, the constraints on the width are relatively mild. Indeed, if one assumes
that the on-shell rates are kept fixed, a linear dependence on the coupling translates into a square root
dependence on the width.
Another option to constrain the width is off-shell methods [487, 488, 489, 490], which are based
on the following observation. Schematically, the cross section can be written as
σ ∼ g
2
prod × g2dec
(s−mH2)2 +mH2ΓH2
. (117)
On the resonant peak, this leads to the usual relation in Eq. (114). Typically, most of the cross section is
concentrated there. In the V V decay channel though there is a sizeable contribution from the off-shell
s  mH2 region [487]: indeed, Higgs decay to vector bosons is strongly enhanced at high energy. In
the far off-shell region, Eq. (117) reduces to σ ∼ (g2prod × g2dec)/s4. Assuming that the on-peak rates
are kept fixed, this quadratic dependence on the couplings translates into a linear dependence on ΓH ,
allowing this quantity to be constrained by a comparison of on- and off-shell rates.
However, it is important to stress that to extract ΓH from off-shell measurements one has to assume
that on-shell and off-shell couplings are the same. Since the two are evaluated at very different energy
scales, this introduces a theoretical model dependence that is not present in the on-shell methods. Indeed,
there are several new physics scenarios where BSM effects decorrelate on- and off- shell couplings, see
e.g. [468, 491, 492, 493] and sections 4.7, 4.8 where some of these effects are discussed explicitly. These
include, for example, new light degrees of freedom coupled to the Higgs, additional Higgs states, or
anomalous HV V couplings. Therefore, to constrain the width using an off-shell analysis, it is important
to perform complementary measurements to control potential BSM effects. This was studied in detail
for the case of HV V anomalous couplings in [494]. Projections at the HL-LHC will be presented in
section 5.3. In general, off-shell measurements offer the opportunity to investigate Higgs interactions at
high energy scale, thus leading to interesting information that is not limited to the width extraction. For
example, in combination with measurements of boosted Higgs, HH and tt¯H , an off-shell analysis can
help lifting the degeneracy between ggH and tt¯H couplings [468]. The off-shell program will clearly
benefit from the increased statistics and energy of the HL/HE upgrade. For example, this would allow
for off-shell studies in the VBF production mode [495]. Although the rate here is very small, by looking
at same-sign vector boson final states one can significantly reduce backgrounds. Although it is estimated
that HL-LHC measurements in this channel would lead to constraints at the same level of current ones
in the ggF channel [495], the completely different production mechanism makes them complementary
to the ggF constraints, thus allowing for a less model dependent interpretation. Aside from these con-
siderations, it is interesting to study the potential of future LHC upgrades to constrain ΓH under the
assumption that no large decorrelations between on- and off-shell couplings occur. Because of the lin-
ear dependence on the width discussed above, such constraints are rather powerful. Indeed, assuming a
reasonable reduction in the theoretical uncertainty in the HL-LHC timescale, it will be possible to probe
values close to the SM value ΓH ∼ 4 MeV. Projections under different assumptions for the theoretical
uncertainty are reported in section 5.3.
A reliable theoretical description of the off-shell region is non trivial. First, there is a large
qq¯ → V V background, which needs to be properly subtracted to access the signal yield. More im-
portant, there is an irreducible gg → V V continuum background that interferes with the signal process
gg → H → V V . The interference effect is sizeable and destructive, which is a consequence of the
Higgs mechanism ensuring unitarity in the SM. Because of the large interference, it is necessary to have
good theoretical control not only on the signal process but also on the continuum background amplitude.
This is non trivial, since the gg → V V process is loop induced, so higher order corrections – expected to
be large given the gg initial state – involve multi-loop amplitudes. Moreover, at large invariant masses,
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the contribution of virtual top quarks to the amplitude becomes dominant. Its proper description would
then require multi-loop amplitudes involving internal massive states, which are extremely challenging
to compute. For this reason, exact predictions for the background amplitude are only known to LO in
the off-shell region. NLO corrections are known below the top threshold, and only in an approximate
form above [496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502]. Nevertheless, recent developments in numerical tech-
niques [274] make NLO computations for the background feasible in the near future. One subtle point
in this discussion is the role of quark-initiated reactions. On the one hand, they appear naturally in the
computation of NLO corrections to gg → V V from initial state splitting. On the other hand this kind
of contribution – although separately finite and gauge invariant – only forms a small subset of the whole
qg → V V q process at O(α3s), which are part of the genuine N3LO corrections to the quark-initiated
qq¯ → V V process. Therefore, only including the contribution coming from initial state splitting in the
gg → V V process, although formally possible, may not entirely capture the correct physics. In general,
this problem is not particularly relevant because the gluon channel provides the bulk of the contribu-
tion. This is however no longer the case if strong requirements on extra jet activities (typical e.g. for
WW analysis) are imposed. Understanding this issue is an interesting theoretical problem, and the high
statistics available at the HL/HE-LHC motivates its detailed investigation. Another issue that should be
investigated is the impact of electroweak corrections, which can be sizeable at high energy. Once again,
although they are currently unknown, it is natural to expect progress in this direction within the HL-LHC
timescale.
The modelling of the gg → H → V V process is under better control than the background one.
Still, since in the far off-shell region the top loop cannot be approximated by a contact interaction,
computations are still much harder than in the on-shell region, where such an approximation is justified.
As a consequence, exact results are only known to NLO. A full computation of NNLO corrections would
require significant advances on current technology, which are however likely to occur in the HL-LHC
timescale. It is reasonable to expect [45] that the K-factor for the exact theory is rather similar to that
obtained from calculations in which the top loop is integrated out. In the absence of an exact calculation,
one can use this approximation to estimate rates at the HL/HE LHC.
The HL/HE-LHC upgrade will improve off-shell analysis in several ways. On the one hand,
the larger statistics will allow for a better discrimination of the qq¯ → V V vs gg → V V background
and – crucially – interference. Currently, this is done by using the different kinematic behaviour of
these contributions. Clearly, a higher statistical sample would allow for more powerful discrimination.
Furthermore, increasing the collider energy would lead to a larger fraction of gluon initiated events w.r.t.
quark initiated events. For example, the (gg → H → V V )/(qq¯ → V V ) ratio increases by a factor of
roughly 1.5 in the off-shell region when the centre-of-mass energy is increased from 14 TeV to 27 TeV.
Furthermore, the increase in the total rate at the HE-LHC will lead to a significant number of off-shell
events in the few-TeV region. This would allow for precise investigations of the Higgs sector in the
high-energy region, which could shed light on the unitarity structure of the SM.
5.2 Measurement of the Higgs boson mass77
The measurement of the Higgs boson mass by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC is [10]:
mH = 125.18± 0.16 GeV
This precision is reached with the two high resolution Higgs boson measurement channels the
H → ZZ∗ → 4` and H → γγ. At the LHC Run 2, the precision in the latter channel is already limited
by the systematic uncertainty on the photon energy scale. The photon energy response is calibrated
using both electrons from Z decays (which requires to be extrapolated from electrons to photons) and
radiative Z events reconstructed with two charged leptons and a photon, which is limited by statistics in
77 Contacts: G. Barone, A. Gabrielli
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the transverse momentum range of interest. The most precise measurement is obtained in the 4µ and the
2e2µ where the on-shell Z mass constraint can be applied to the 2e system.
Detailed studies of the calibration of the muons, electrons and photons with the very large HL-
LHC sample have not been done yet, however it is plausible that the mass of the Higgs boson will be
measured with a precision of 10-20 MeV, assuming that with the higher statistics the analysis will be
further optimised to gain in statistical precision and that systematic uncertainties on the muon transverse
momentum scale will significantly improve with the higher statistics.
5.3 Constraints from off-shell Higgs boson production78
Extracting the Higgs width from off-shell measurements are performed in ATLAS [503] and CMS [271]
experiments using LHC Run 1 and Run2 data. The latest constraints on the Higgs width are< 14.4 MeV
and < 9.2 MeV from ATLAS and CMS, respectively. Theoretical basis of the measurements is that
on-shell and off-shell couplings are the same. Developed on the experimental analyses, the expected
precision on the Higgs width at the luminosity of 3000 fb−1 is given in this section.
The CMS projection adopted the same analysis strategy as defined in the Run 2 analysis [271],
where the 4` final state is used. Events are selected and put into different categories that are sensitive
to ggF, VBF and VH production modes. The invariant mass of the four leptons, matrix-element based
discriminant separating the major signal and background events and discriminants sensitive to the width
are used in each category. The ratio between off-shell and on-shell event yields and the shape of the
observables are sensitive to the Higgs width. To extrapolate to 3000 fb−1, event yields are scaled with
luminosity. Assumptions on the uncertainties are made, and two scenarios are considered [139]:
– “Run 2 systematic uncertainties” scenario (S1): All systematic uncertainties are kept constant
with integrated luminosity. The performance of the CMS detector is assumed to be unchanged
with respect to the reference analysis;
– “YR18 systematic uncertainties” scenario (S2): Theoretical uncertainties are scaled down by a
factor of two, while experimental systematic uncertainties are scaled down with the square root
of the integrated luminosity until they reach a defined minimum value based on estimates of the
achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector.
The projections are shown in Fig. 106. Limits on ΓH are given for an approximate S2 in which
the experimental systematics are not reduced, while the theoretical systematics are halved with respect
to S1. The 10% additional uncertainty applied on the QCD NNLO K factor on the gg background
process is kept the same in this approximated S2 in order to remain conservative on the understanding of
these corrections on this background component. It is also noted that the uncertainties on the signal and
background QCD NNLO K factors are smaller in the Run 2 analysis [271] than in previous projections
using Run 1 data [504]. The expected ΓH precision in S2 is 4.1
+1.0
−1.1 MeV.
The ATLAS projection [504] is based on the ATLAS Run1 analysis [222]. H → ZZ → 4` final
state is used. Events are selected and put in ggF, VBF and VH categories. The invariant mass of the
four leptons and a matrix-element based discriminant sensitive to both signal background separation and
width variation are used. In the extrapolation to 3000 fb−1, event yields are scaled with luminosity and
the change in the centre mass of energy. Only theoretical uncertainties are taken into account, as the
experimental ones have a negligible impact. The treatment of theoretical uncertainty is close to Run1
analysis, with more conservative ones below:
– The k-factor uncertainty for the gg initial state signal, background and their interference is taken
as 30%. Based on the latest theory papers, this uncertainty is considered to be conservative, and is
10% is the CMS projection result.
78 Contacts: M. Xiao, U. Sarica
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Fig. 106: Likelihood scans for projections on ΓH at 3000 fb
−1 [139]. Scenarios S2 (solid magenta) and
S1 (dotted red) are compared to the case where all systematics (dashed black) are removed. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate the 68% and 95% CLs.
– The background to signal k-factor ratio RBH(mZZ) uncertainty, two benchmarks are considered:
10% and 30%.
The expected precision on ΓH at 3000 fb
−1 is 4.2+1.5−2.1 MeV as shown in Fig. 107. It is more conservative
than the CMS result, and the cause of it was discussed above.
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Fig. 107: Likelihood scans on µoff−shell with and without systematic uncertainties. The error on µ is
computed at the 1σ level and the uncertainty on RBH(mZZ) is set to 30%.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to believe the realistic precision from ATLAS at 3000 fb−1 will be
better than the number above. Using the CMS numbers, we con estimate that with CMS and ATLAS
measurements combined, the precision on the width can reach 4.1+0.7−0.8 MeV.
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5.4 Width from the di-photon interference rate79
The SM Higgs total decay width can be constrained from the change in on-shell Higgs rates due to
interference effects between the Higgs signal and the QCD background [481]. This change in rates
requires the existence of a so-called strong phase in the amplitudes, that can be present both in the Higgs
signal and in the continuum background, as is the case in the SM. We shall demonstrate that, the different
scaling behaviour between the strong phase induced interference and the Breit-Wigner parts of the on-
shell Higgs rate may allow the placement of bounds on, or even measurements of, the Higgs boson total
width. Both theoretical and experimental uncertainties are the leading limiting factors in this program.
On the other hand, without the strong phase induced interference effects, fits to on-shell Higgs rates can
only place bounds on the total width by making definite theoretical assumptions [505, 44, 506].
It is useful to write the amplitude for gg → h → γγ in a form which explicitly factors out the
loop-induced couplings to gluons (Fgg) and photons (Fγγ),
Ah ≡ Agg→h→γγ ∝
sˆ
sˆ−m2h + iΓhmh
FggFγγ . (118)
Both the Higgs couplings Fgg and Fγγ as well as the background amplitudeAbkg receive absorptive con-
tributions that arise from loops of particles that are sufficiently light to be on shell. The resulting induced
phases are usually dubbed ‘strong phases’ in the flavor literature and we will adopt this terminology
here.80 In the presence of a strong phase we can write the interference term as
|Mh|2int ≡ 2<[AhA∗bkg] =
2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |
(sˆ−m2h)2 + Γ2hm2h
(119)
×
[
(sˆ−m2h) cos(δbkg − δh)+mhΓh sin(δbkg − δh)
]
,
where we have taken δh = arg[Fgg] + arg[Fγγ ] and δbkg = arg[Abkg] as the signal and background
strong phases, respectively. The first term in the square bracket is the contribution to the interference
term that does not modify the overall rate upon integration over sˆ. The second term is the subject of
this work and leads to a modified rate in the presence of a strong phase. For convenience, we define
|Mh|2int = Rinth + I inth and δs = δbkg − δh such that
Rinth ≡
2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |
(sˆ−m2h)2 + Γ2hm2h
(sˆ−m2h) cos δs
I inth ≡
2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |
(sˆ−m2h)2 + Γ2hm2h
mhΓh sin δs. (120)
In the SM the dominant contribution to I inth comes from the phase of the background amplitude
at two loops [507, 478]. The signal amplitude also contains a strong phase, mainly due to bottom quark
loops. We have performed a calculation of the interference effect that accounts for absorptive effects from
both signal and background. In Fig. 108 we illustrate the features of the interference effects. The line
shape, the differential cross-section as a function of sˆ, is shown for the pure Breit-Wigner (only |Ah|2),
and for the interference contributions I inth and Rinth as well as for the sum of both. For visualisation, the
interference contribution I inth has been magnified by a factor of 10. In this figure we show the line-shapes
obtained including NLO effects with virtual corrections only. After summing over different interfering
79 Contacts: J. Campbell, M. Carena, R. Harnik, Z. Liu. This manuscript has been authored by Fermi Research Alliance,
LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of High Energy
Physics.
80Strong phases, which are CP even, get their name because they often arise in flavor physics from QCD dynamics. This is
in contrast with CP odd weak phases, e.g., the relative size of the Higgs couplings to FF˜ versus FF .
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Fig. 108: The line-shape induced by various contributions to the cross-section for gg → h → γγ in
the SM. The Breit-Wigner line-shape, with no interference, is shown in blue (dashed) while the effect of
Rinth and I inth (multiplied by a factor of 10) are shown in red (dotted) and green (solid), respectively. The
overall effect of the interference in the full NLO calculation is given by the brown (solid) line. The insert
in the top right is a magnification of the corresponding interference line-shapes.
helicity amplitudes, we obtain averaged strong phases δh = (pi + 0.036) and δbkg = −0.205 for the
signal and background, respectively.
As a concrete example that demonstrates the potential of this novel effect, without loss of gener-
ality we can consider excursions in the flat direction corresponding to,
|Fgg|2|Fγγ |2
|F SMgg |2|F SMγγ |2
=
Γh
ΓSMh
. (121)
The total Higgs cross section can then be written as,
σ = σSMBW
(
1+
σSMint
σSMBW
√
Γh
ΓSMh
)
' σSMBW
(
1−2%
√
Γh
ΓSMh
)
. (122)
The result of a full NLO calculation of the interference effect are presented in Fig. 109, that shows the
relative size of the interference effect as a function of the total width, normalised to its SM value, for
parameter excursions defined by Eq. (121). 81 The variation of the interference effect with the total width
is shown imposing a 20 GeV phT -veto, with and without LHC cuts on the final state photons. Since the
interference effect is largest at small scattering angles, the photon cuts reduce the expected interference.
This small consideration in the SM leads to much bigger differences for Γh  ΓSMh . Observe that
in the SM the interference contribution is destructive. However, if the sign of FggFγγ were flipped,
(δs → pi + δs), the interference effect would lead to an enhancement of the di-photon rate rather than a
suppression. The theoretical scale uncertainty is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 109 and amounts to
about +50%−30%. For example, the interference effect is −(2.20+1.06−0.55)% without photon cuts for SM Higgs.
Although a measurement at the 2% level may be challenging at the LHC, this shows that a precise
measurement of the gg → h → γγ rate can place a limit on the width of the Higgs boson. In this
respect a measurement of the ratio of the γγ rate to the 4` rate is a promising route to reduce many of
the systematic and theoretical, e.g. PDF and other parametric, uncertainties.
The best measured channels at the LHC, gg → h → γγ and gg → h → 4`, provide the most
accurate cross section ratio, projected to be measurable at the 4% level [519]. In contrast to single cross
section measurements, the precision on this ratio is statistically limited. Keeping the current theoretical
81For details of the NLO calculation , see the supplemental material with Refs [508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 483, 513, 514, 97,
515, 516, 517, 518].
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Fig. 109: The total signal rate change due to the interference effect as a function of the Higgs total width
normalised to its SM value, while keeping the Breit-Wigner cross section identical to that of the SM
Higgs. The magenta and blue (solid) lines represent the cases with and without LHC cuts on the final
state photons, respectively. The lower panel shows the scale variation uncertainties for these interference
terms as bands delimited by the blue (dashed) and magenta (solid) lines. The curves are obtained with a
veto on the Higgs boson pT at 20 GeV.
uncertainty band in mind, the projected sensitivity of 4% on the ratio of γγ to 4` yields can be translated
into an upper limit of 22, 14, and 8 on Γh/Γ
SM
h at 1-σ level, for low, central and high theoretical ex-
pectations on this interference effect, respectively.82 This assumes that the couplings to photons and Z
bosons maintain their SM ratio and the photon and gluon couplings respect Eq. (121). The Higgs cross
section precisions are anticipated to improve by a factor of three or so from statistical improvement at the
HE-LHC with 27 TeV centre of mass energy and 15 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. This can be naively
translated into lower and upper limits on the Higgs total width of Γh/Γ
SM
h < 5 at 1-σ level using the
central value from our NLO theory calculation.
In summary, we discuss the change in the gg → h→ γγ on-shell rate, due to interference between
the Higgs signal and the QCD background amplitudes, as a way to provide a novel handle to constrain
- or even measure - the Higgs boson total width. We perform a full NLO calculation at order α3s of
the interference effect and find that in the standard model it leads to a reduction of the on-shell rate
by ∼ 2%. The proposed method for gaining sensitivity to the Higgs boson width is complementary
to other methods that have been discussed in the literature. Altogether our study aims at motivating
a more thorough examination of Higgs precision physics taking into account the strong phase induced
interference effect in different Higgs boson observables.
82This limit is worse by one order of magnitude than the off-shell Higgs measurement that constrains the Higgs total
width [487, 488, 489]. However, unlike the off-shell Higgs measurement, our effect is independent from the assumptions
on the high-energy behaviour of the Higgs boson and the absence of new physics contribution in the off-shell region. For more
detailed discussion, see e.g., chapter I.8 of the Higgs Yellow Report [45] and Refs. [491, 492].
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Fig. 110: Feynman diagrams describing the various processes involved in the phenomenon of interfer-
ences between H → γγ and its background,
5.5 Mass shift from the di-photon interference83
A detailed study of the impact of the phenomenon of interference between the signal process gg → H →
γγ and its irreducible background process gg → γγ has been made in [520]. It will be summarised
below.
All the results from [520] have been made with simulated data for the
√
s = 8 TeV dataset. A full-
fledged extrapolation to higher centre of mass energies remains to be done. However, the two processes
that interfere together, are induced by the same initial state and are at a similar mass scale. All the results
are based on a difference between results made with simulated data where the interference have been
implemented in the simulation, and simulated data where it is not. In the following, we will therefore
consider that any increase of the cross-section with respect to
√
s will cancel out in the difference.
The main goal of [520] was a robust estimate of the mass shift induced by the interference between
gg → H → γγ and its irreducible background process gg → γγ within the Standard Model (SM). This
was achieved by using the Monte-Carlo generator Sherpa 2.0, that provides a specific plug-in allowing
to generate datasets of weighted events, corresponding either to the the signal term (gg → H → γγ
amplitude), the irreducible gluon-induced background term (gg → γγ amplitude), their interference
term or a any combination of these processes. The Feynman diagram describing the different processes
involved are given in fig. 110.
It was the first time that Sherpa 2.0 was used in an analysis, and in particular the only time its in-
terference module has been used. The distribution of the di-photon pair transverse momentum (P γγT ) has
been studied in detailed, as it is a preliminary requirement to be able to recast the mass analysis described
in [521]. To get the best match of the P γγT distribution between this simulation and the state of the art
estimates, Sherpa 2.0 had to be tuned. This was done by varying the parameter CSS_IS_AS_FAC
that controls the scale at which the parameter αS is evaluated during parton shower evolution for the
initial state. Simulated data samples were generated at several values of this parameter and compared to
prediction for the Higgs boson transverse momentum from HRes2.0. The value of CSS_IS_AS_FAC
for which both predictions were agreeing the best has been kept for the simulations used for the final
result. The distributions of P γγT obtained for a simulation of the background has been compared between
ResBos and Sherpa2.0 for the best value of CSS_IS_AS_FAC. They were found to be in reasonable
agreement.
83 Contact: C. Becot
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Fig. 111: Di-photon invariant mass distribution for signal and interference terms.
Then large samples of weighted signal (S) and interference (I) events were simulated. The back-
ground component was determined using a data-driven method (B). The background functions described
in [521] were re-used, and they were fitted to the
√
s = 8 TeV dataset. This allowed to construct two
varieties of simulated mγγ templates, one that was made of S + B and the other of S + B + I . These
samples were then folded by the energy resolution and photon efficiencies used in [521] to mimic the
detector simulation. The di-photon mass distributions induced by these different terms can be found
in fig. 111. The Higgs boson mass (mH ) is measured separately on both templates, giving the values
of mH including the impact of interference (m
S+B+I
H ), and without (m
S+B
H ). Then the impact of the
interference term itself on mH is determined as
∆mH = m
S+B+I
H −mS+BH . (123)
Several uncertainties have been considered. First a non-closure of 3 MeV has been observed while
measuring mS+BH from the S+B simulated sample, and is propagated as an experimental uncertainty.
The only other experimental uncertainty stems from the choice of background function, and has been
estimated at 3 MeV by trying different background functions.
For theoretical uncertainties we considered both scale variations as well as K-factor variations,
as we will describe now. The renormalisation and factorisation scales were varied by a factor of 2,
between 12 mγγ and 2mγγ (the nominal value is mγγ). The resummation scale itself was varied between
1
4 mγγ and 2 mγγ . Samples were re-generated at these different values of the scales for S and I, and
the value of ∆mH was re-evaluated. This gave a small uncertainty of ±4 MeV, which can be explained
by the migration of events between transverse momentum categories that leads to a cancellation of these
variations in the difference ∆mH .
The signal K-factor (kS =
NNLO
NLO
) has been varied by 0.1, between kS = 1.35 and kS = 1.55.
The background K-factor kB is not known, and it was decided to vary it between 1 and kS . The recipe
gave an uncertainty of ±7 MeV, which is the dominant uncertainty. Constraining kB could lead to
a huge improvement, but it requires to separate the component gg → γγ from the inclusive pp → γγ
production. This is expected to be complicated but might be achieved by the study of angular distributions
in pp→ γγ + jets.
This study conducted to the following estimate of the Higgs boson mass shift induced by the
interference process within the Standard Model :
∆mH = −35± 8(theory)± 4(experimental)MeV. (124)
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The mass shift was also determined for larger widths, in the specific scenario where the width
is modified but the expected number of events around the di-photon peak (S+I), is not. The mass shift
was determined to be ∆mH = −313 ± 72 MeV for ΓH = 300 MeV and ∆mH = −453 ± 106 MeV
for ΓH = 600 MeV. By the end of HL-LHC such deviations could be probed by comparing the mass
measured in the high-precision H → 4l channel and the one measured in H → γγ. The following
difference :
δm4l−γγH = m
4l
H −mγγH (125)
will be largely dominated by the systematic uncertainty on mγγH . Assuming it is at the same level than
the one of Run 2 [522], it would lead to an uncertainty on the measured δm4l−γγH of 290 MeV, hence a
shift of 580 MeV could be excluded at 95% C.L. Also assuming that δm4l−γγH scales linearly with the
Higgs boson width, it would allow in this naive model, to set upper limits on the Higgs boson width at
ΓH < 1 GeV at 95% C.L.
This is only using the difference between the Higgs boson mass measured in its 4 leptons decay
channel and the one measured in its di-photon decay channel. Now, it is also known that the interference
term will have a bigger impact in some parts of the phase space where the signal to background ratio is
smaller. This is for instance the case at low pγγT , and it could be used to carry out the same inference
internally in the H → γγ channel, comparing the masses measured in two (or more) pγγT bins. A full-
fledged prospect study of this analysis remains to be done, as the only attempt carried out so far [523]
suffered from large mis-modellings of the kinematic distributions and of the cross-sections. The success
of such an analysis will rely on very precise predictions for the kinematic distributions, which is not yet
available. This will require the development of new higher-order calculations and resummed predictions,
and could be helped by the development of new Monte-Carlo tools using better showering algorithms.
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6 Invisible decays of the Higgs boson84
Invisible decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson are a generic prediction of new physics models that feature
a light dark matter (DM) particle which couples directly or indirectly to the Standard Model Higgs field.
The invisible branching ratio in the SM is very small (0.1%) so any observable rate would be evidence
for physics beyond the SM. LHC searches for this signature require the Higgs boson to be produced in
association with a taggable object, most importantly, a Z-boson, extra forward jets (as appearing in the
vector boson fusion process), or a single high-pT jet. Furthermore, the invisible Higgs decay to the DM
particles inevitably suppresses the branching fractions for the Higgs decays to SM particles. This —
along with possible model-dependent alterations of the Higgs couplings — leads to a modification of the
LHC Higgs signal rates of channels with SM final states with respect to their SM expectation, which can
be probed with precision Higgs measurements.
In so-called Higgs portal models the SM Higgs field acts as a mediator between the visible SM
sector and a hidden DM sector. Commonly, an additional symmetry is introduced that prohibits in-
teractions of single hidden sector fields with SM fields, thus allowing only pair production of hidden
sector particles and rendering the lightest hidden sector particle a stable DM candidate. The Higgs
portal and its generalisation to other non-SM Higgs bosons are found in many BSM scenarios (see
e.g. Refs. [524, 525, 526, 527] and [528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533] for models with and without super-
symmetry).
The invisible decay of the Higgs is experimentally challenging because the missing transverse
energy spectrum is relatively soft, where resolution and pileup effects are non-negligible. The issues
associated with pileup, both from pileup jets and from pileup-induced resolution degradation, will only
become more severe beyond Run 3. Significant recent advances in constituent-based pileup mitigation
techniques will likely play a key role in maintaining and possibly improving the MET performance [534,
535, 536, 537, 538]. Furthermore, lepton identification and pileup jet rejection will both improve with
the increased tracking acceptance planned by both ATLAS and CMS [22, 24, 28, 25, 21, 20]. Current
analyses with ∼ 30 fb−1 place limits on the invisible branching ratio of the Higgs boson at about 20-
25% [539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544]. The systematic uncertainty is about the same size as the statistical
uncertainty; this means that the factor of 100 increase in statistics will not necessarily translate into an
improvement by a factor of 10. Early projections from ATLAS and CMS [295, 523] predict limits that are
a factor of 3-5 below the current result. The main limiting systematic uncertainty is from using W → lν
to estimate the Z → νν in the dominant VBF channel. Advances in this theory input over the next
decade could significantly improve the achievable precision. Already, CMS has shown that optimistic
projections with reduced systematic uncertainties are realistic - the 2016 analysis [543] follows optimistic
(reduced systematic uncertainties) scaling from the 2015 projection [295].
Currently, the VBF production dominates the branching ratio limit. This is because the VBF
mode has a large cross-section (about 10% of the total) and the main background Z → νν is qualitatively
different (QCD production) from the same background in the V H mode (EW production). However, it is
not clear which mode will dominate after Run 3, since there will be a non-trivial change in experimental
conditions that will make both triggering and background rejection more difficult for both the VBF and
V H modes. At the same time, there are many interesting opportunities to improve both channels from
new detector capabilities (extended trackers and timing detectors) as well as new analysis techniques
(e.g. quark/gluon tagging).
In this report we assess the prospects of probing Higgs portal models directly with future searches
for invisible Higgs decays, as well as indirectly with precision Higgs rate measurements, at the LHC in
the high luminosity phase with 3 ab−1. Furthermore, we shall highlight the complementarity between
these two probes, as well as with other constraints, e.g. with current and future limits from DM direct
detection experiments and limits from LEP Higgs searches. Searches for invisible decays of the Higgs
84 Contact Editors: A. Magnan, B. Nachman, T. Robens and T. Stefaniak
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boson also have important implications for “nearly invisible” decays into neutral long-lived particles that
are predicted by many models [545]. Dedicated searches set much stronger limits [546, 547, 548, 549],
but the Higgs to invisible search is a model-independent constraint on all possibilities. Projections for
dedicated searches as well as proposals for dedicated detectors at the LHC complex [550, 551, 552] are
not discussed in this section.
This contribution is organised as follows. We briefly review in Section 6.2.1 the experimental
input for the HL-LHC that we use in our study. In Section 6.2.2 we first employ an effective description
of the generic phenomenological Higgs features that appear in this class of models. We then focus on two
specific realisations of the Higgs portal: in Section 6.3.1 we discuss the minimal Higgs portal, where the
SM Higgs field directly couples to an additional DM field through a quartic interaction; in Section 6.3.2
we show results for the scalar singlet portal, where an additional scalar singlet is acting as a mediator
between the visible and hidden sector. We conclude in Section 6.4.
6.1 Main channels for direct searches
Given the VBF Higgs (VBFH) production presents the best sensitivity, this channel is chosen to investi-
gate the sensitivity of the search with the HL-LHC [553]. The CMS phase-2 detector is simulated using
Delphes [13] (fast parametrisation), with on average 200 interactions per bunch crossing. A cut-and-
count approach similar to the one described in the analysis from Ref. [543] is used.
The VBFH signal samples are produced using POWHEGv2.0 [160, 81] at next-to-leading order
in perturbative QCD, assuming 100% branching ratio B(H → inv.) of the Higgs boson to invisible
final states, and normalised using the SM inclusive Higgs boson production cross sections provided in
Ref. [45]. Full-simulation samples produced at 13 TeV are used to derive the gluon-fusion contribution,
applied as a fraction of the Delphes expected VBFH yields.
The main backgrounds are processes involving vector bosons (W,Z) produced in association with
jets, either through QCD or electroweak (EWK) vertices. Monte Carlo samples for these backgrounds
are generated at leading order using AMC@NLOv2.2.2 [79] interfaced with PYTHIAv8.205 [319] or
higher. SM processes involving top quarks also contribute to the background, and are simulated using
a combination of the POWHEGand AMC@NLOgenerators. Backgrounds arising from QCD multi-jet
events are simulated using AMC@NLOinterfaced with PYTHIA, imposing a minimum threshold of
1000 GeV on the di-jet mass at parton level.
The objects studied are as defined for the analysis in Ref. [543], with extended coverage in pseu-
dorapidity η. Electrons passing loose identification criteria, with a transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV,
and |η| < 2.8 are vetoed. Similarly, muons passing loose identification criteria with pT > 20 GeV and
|η| < 3.0 are vetoed. Taus passing loose identification criteria with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8 are
vetoed. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [14, 15] with a parameter size of 0.4. The jets
are required to have pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 5.0, and are corrected for pileup effects using the “Puppi”
algorithm [535].
A b-tagging algorithm is used to tag jets that originate from decays of B hadrons (b jets). The
algorithm uses a combination of vertexing and timing information, and a working point with an efficiency
of around 60% and a mis-tagging rate below 1% is defined to identify b jets. Events containing any
identified b jets are vetoed.
The leading and sub-leading jets in the event are required to have pT > 80 and 40 GeV, respec-
tively, and be in opposite hemispheres of the detector. These two jets form the VBF di-jet pair, and further
requirements are applied on the invariant mass Mjj, and their separations in pseudorapidity |∆ηjj| > 4.0
and azimuthal angle |∆φjj| < 1.8.
To reject the QCD multi-jet background, for which the transverse missing energy arises from jet
mis-measurements, the ~/ET vector is required to not be aligned with a jet using min[∆φ(jet ~pT> 30 GeV,
~/ET )]> 0.5. The magnitude of the vector sum of the pT of all jets with pT > 30 GeV is defined as H
miss
T .
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The analysis uses five non-overlapping event regions: the signal region (SR) where events con-
taining charged leptons (`, where ` = e or µ) are vetoed, and four control regions (CR) with exactly one
electron or muon (W → eν CR and W → µν CR) or exactly two electrons or two muons (Z → ee CR
and Z → µµ CR). In the W → eν and W → µν CRs, to further reject QCD multi-jet backgrounds,
the transverse mass, defined as
√
2p`T /ET
[
1− cos ∆φ(`, ~/ET )
]
, where p`T is the transverse momentum
of the lepton and ∆φ(`, ~/ET ) is the azimuthal angle between the lepton momentum and ~/ET vectors, is
required to be less than 160 GeV. In the W→eν CR a selection on /ET > 60 GeV is also applied due to
the higher QCD multi-jet contamination than in the muon channel. In the Z → ee and Z → µµ CRs,
the di-lepton mass is required to be between 60 and 120 GeV. To account for the higher single-electron
trigger thresholds that will be required at the HL-LHC , the leading electron pT is required to be above
40 GeV, for both the W → eν and Z → ee CRs.
The lower threshold on the /ET is varied from 130 to 400 GeV in 10 to 50 GeV steps. Likewise,
the lower threshold on Mjj is varied from 1000 to 4000 GeV in 100 GeV steps. The statistical uncertainty
on the MC is considered to be negligible, assuming the available MC samples will have at least 10 times
the integrated luminosity available in the data. For each (/ET , Mjj) selection, the yields are extracted
in the four control regions and in the signal region, and a likelihood is constructed as the product of
five Poisson terms, one per region. Upper limits on the Higgs boson production cross section times
B(H → inv.) are placed at the 95% CL using the CLs criterion [355, 554, 555], with a profiled likelihood
ratio as the test statistic in which systematic uncertainties are incorporated via nuisance parameters [556,
557]. Asymptotic formula are used to determine the distribution of the test statistic under signal and
background hypotheses [163].
The scenario considered for the systematic uncertainties is described in table 76, together with the
systematic uncertainties that were considered in Ref. [543], for comparison.
Table 76: Impact on the signal and background yields from the different sources of systematic uncertainty
considered in Ref. [543] and for the HL-LHC setup considered in this analysis.
Systematic From Ref. [543] This analysis
e-ID 1%(reco)⊕1%(idiso) 1%
µ-ID 1%(reco)⊕1%(id)⊕0.5%(iso) 0.5%
e-veto 0.6%(reco)⊕1.5%(idiso) 1%
µ-veto on QCD V+jets 5%(reco)⊕5%(id)⊕2%(iso) 2%
µ-veto on EWK V+2jets 10%(reco)⊕10%(id)⊕6%(iso) 6%
τ -veto 1–1.5% for QCD–EWK 0.5–0.75%
b-tag-veto 0.1% (sig) 2% (top) 0.05% (sig) 1% (top)
JES 14%(sig) 2%(W/W) 1%(Z/Z) 4.5%(sig) 0.5%(W/W) 0.2%(Z/Z)
Integrated luminosity 2.5% 1%
QCD multi-jet 1.5% 1.5%
Theory on W/Z ratio 12.5% 7%
ggH normalisation 24% 20%
The analysis is expected to be systematics dominated, with the dominant systematic uncertainties
due to the muon and electron efficiencies (e-ID and µ-ID in table 76), both in the control and signal
regions, and the jet energy scale (JES) evaluated for the signal (sig) or on the ratios of W and Z yields
in signal and control regions (W/W and Z/Z in table 76). In Ref. [543], due to the limited size of the
di-lepton samples, the knowledge of the ratio of the cross sections of the W to Z boson production was
used as a constraint between the two backgrounds, leading to an increased sensitivity. The theoretical
uncertainty on this ratio is set at 12.5% from studies of missing higher order QCD and EWK correc-
tions [543], for both QCD and EWK production. Once 300 fb−1 of data will be available, this constraint
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will play a smaller role. It is expected that improvements in theoretical calculations of the ratio will lead
to half the current theoretical uncertainty, namely 7%. This uncertainty is expected to have an impact
of at most 3–5% for the selection with the largest expected significance and is therefore neglected in the
results presented herein. However, the uncertainty will be relevant when considering very tight selection
criteria on /ET and Mjj, i.e. when the statistical uncertainty in the CRs becomes dominant.
The most stringent upper limits are achieved in the regions with lower thresholds on Mjj and /ET
of 2500 GeV and 190 GeV, respectively, for the 3000 fb−1 scenario. The minimum is rather flat between
Mjj values of 2300 and 3000 GeV, and between /ET values of 170 and 220 GeV, indicating limited impact
from the size of the MC samples. The upper limits degrade steeply as the /ET threshold increases above
250 GeV. The behaviour is similar for the 300 and 1000 fb−1 scenarios, with best thresholds found at
lower values of /ET (170 GeV) and Mjj (1500 and 1800 GeV respectively) due to the interplay between
the size of the control regions and the systematic uncertainties.
Distributions in Mjj for the leading jet pair and /ET in the signal region are shown in figure 112,
for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The corresponding expected yields are shown in table 77. The
uncertainties shown represent the statistical uncertainties due to the limited size of the Delphes samples
and are not used in the calculations of the final limits.
Table 77: Number of events expected after the final selection, Mjj > 2500 GeV and /ET > 190 GeV,
with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The uncertainties are the statistical uncertainties from the
Delphes samples.
Process SR W → eν CR W → µν CR Z → ee CR Z → µµ CR
VBFH 47812 ± 584 - - - -
ggH 972 - - - -
Z→ `` (EWK) 103 ± 8 398 ± 16 641 ± 20 1342 ± 30 1889 ± 35
Z→ `` (QCD) 451 ± 90 944 ± 126 1048 ± 116 1347 ± 118 2297 ± 158
Z→ νν (EWK) 15275 ± 358 - - - -
Z→ νν (QCD) 20968 ± 599 - - - -
W→ eν (EWK) 3358 ± 62 18986 ± 146 72 ± 9 33 ± 6 -
W→ µν (EWK) 3426 ± 62 7 ± 3 29360 ± 181 - 17 ± 4
W→ τν (EWK) 3595 ± 64 55 ± 8 87 ± 10 - -
W→ eν (QCD) 3994 ± 999 13376 ± 1656 170 ± 168 - -
W→ µν (QCD) 6891 ± 1388 - 23322 ± 2096 - -
W→ τν (QCD) 4308 ± 938 - - - -
Top 2050 ± 132 2171 ± 143 3735 ± 188 107 ± 36 130 ± 39
QCD - - - - -
The 95% CL upper limits for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 are shown in figure 113, left,
as a function of the thresholds applied on /ET assuming the MC statistical uncertainties are negligible,
for the final selections described above85 In the best case, the lowest 95% CL limit on B(H → inv.),
assuming Standard Model production, is expected to be at 3.8%, for thresholds values of 2500 GeV
(190 GeV) on the di-jet mass (/ET ). If the /ET resolution was to be a factor of 2 worse, the re-optimisation
of the selection leads to minimum thresholds of 1800 GeV (250 GeV) on the di-jet mass (/ET ), but a
similar 95% CL limit. The limits are shown for different integrated luminosities in figure 113, right.
The performance of pileup mitigation techniques will have a significant impact on the projected
sensitivity for the final VBF result. ATLAS has conducted a study to show the impact of pileup jets on the
invisible Higgs branching ratio limit in the VBF channel [559] using full detector simulations based on
Geant4 [36, 35] and the complete detector simulation and event reconstruction. The branching ratio limit
85A previous phenomenological study [558] focusing on jet tagging has found a similar behaviour for /ET & 250 GeV.
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Fig. 112: Distributions of Mjj (left) and /ET (right) in the signal region for the final selection, Mjj >
2500 GeV and /ET > 190 GeV [553].
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Fig. 113: Left: 95% CL limits on B(H → inv.) as a function of the minimum threshold on /ET , for
Mjj > 2500 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb
−1 [553]. Right: 95% CL limits for scenarios
with different integrated luminosities.
can vary by a factor of 4 when no explicit pileup jet mitigation is used to the case when truth information
is used to remove all pileup jets. Therefore, the development of improved pileup jet mitigation will be
an important development to empower the invisible Higgs decay analyses in the future.
6.2 Interpretation and combination with precision Higgs boson measurements
6.2.1 Experimental input
For the VBF production channel, the projected HL-LHC limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate from the
CMS experiment amounts to 4%, see Section 6.1. For the V H production channel ATLAS projected
a limit of around 8% in 2013 [523]. Assuming ATLAS (CMS) performs equally well as CMS (AT-
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LAS) in the VBF (V H) channel, and neglecting possible correlations of experimental and theoretical
uncertainties [560], a combination of these limits results in(
µVBF,V H · BRinv
)HL-LHC ≤ 2.5%, (126)
where µVBF,V H is a common signal strength modifier of the VBF and V H production cross sections. In
our theory interpretations below, we take Eq. (126) as a benchmark value for the prospective ATLAS and
CMS combined limit on BRinv.
We implemented the ATLAS and CMS HL-LHC projections for Higgs signal strength measure-
ments for the individual production times decay modes (see Section 2.6) into the code HiggsSignals [561,
562], including the corresponding correlation matrices. We consider the projections for both future sce-
narios S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) [119], see
Sec. 2.6.1, Tab. 35. Note that correlations of theoretical rate uncertainties between the future ATLAS
and CMS measurements are taken into account in our fit via HiggsSignals.
We furthermore study the impact of a future electron-proton collider option (LHeC) at CERN [563,
564, 565, 566], assuming a 60 GeV electron beam, a 7 TeV proton beam and an integrated luminos-
ity of 1 ab−1. We implemented the prospective signal strength measurements at the LHeC presented
in Ref. [564] into HiggsSignals.86 The projected limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate is around
5% [564, 567, 568, 569, 570, 565] 87. In combination with the above CMS and ATLAS projections, we
obtain (
µVBF,V H,NC · BRinv
)HL-LHC⊕LHeC ≤ 2.25%
as upper limit on the branching ratio of an invisible Higgs decay mode. Here, we assume the common
signal strength modifier µ also applies to the neutral current (NC) Higgs production cross section at the
LHeC.
6.2.2 Effective description of Higgs portal models
In this section we discuss the HL-LHC prospects in the context of an effective parametrisation of Higgs
rate modifications that are commonly predicted by Higgs portal models, using the coupling scale factor
(κ) framework [42] (see also Section 2.7). Herein, the scale factors κX (X = W,Z, g, γ, b, τ, . . . ) are
introduced for every relevant Higgs coupling to SM particle X . The partial widths and cross sections
associated with these Higgs couplings are then rescaled by κ2X (see Refs. [42, 562] for more details). In
addition, we treat the branching fraction for invisible Higgs decays, BRinv, as free parameter.
In particular, we investigate two scenarios for the Higgs coupling modifications:
(i) a universal scale factor for all Higgs couplings to SM particles, κ ≡ κX (X = W,Z, g, γ, b, τ, . . . );
(ii) additional free parameters κg and κγ that rescale the loop-induced Higgs couplings to gluons
and photons, respectively. The remaining (tree-level) Higgs couplings to SM particles are again
rescaled universally with κ ≡ κX (X = W,Z, b, τ, . . . ).
We employ the program HiggsSignals [561, 562] to perform a χ2 fit to the projected HL-
LHC and/or LHeC Higgs rate measurements (see Section 6.2.1) in each scenario. The resulting future
95% C.L. limit is shown in Fig. 114 as a light and dark green area for scenario (i) and (ii), respectively.
The top panels display the HL-LHC projections for future scenarios S1 [with Run 2 systematic uncer-
tainties] (left) and S2 [with YR18 systematic uncertainties] (right), while the bottom panels show the
projections for LHeC (left) and the combination of LHeC with HL-LHC S2 measurements (right). In
86In addition to the experimental precision quoted in Ref. [564] we assume a theoretical uncertainty of 1% (1.5%) on the
charged (neutral) current production cross section, as well as a 1% luminosity uncertainty.
87Optimisation of the signal selection, advanced background estimation techniques and details of the detector design may
improve this limit down to about (3− 4)% [571].
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Fig. 114: Projected 95% C.L. limit in the (κ,BRinv) plane inferred from Higgs rate measurements
(green regions) and direct invisible Higgs searches (black dashed line) at the HL-LHC and LHeC. We
show results for the two future HL-LHC scenarios S1 [with Run 2 systematic uncertainties] (top left)
and S2 [with YR18 systematic uncertainties] (top right) (see text for details), as well as for the LHeC
(bottom left) and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC [S2] (bottom right). The light green area
shows the limit from Higgs rates obtained by assuming no new physics contributions to the loop-induced
Higgs couplings to gluons and photons, κ = κg = κγ , whereas for the dark green area κg and κγ are
marginalised free parameters.
Tab. 78 we summarise the lower limits on the Higgs signal strength of channels with SM final states,
κ2(1−BRinv), as well as the upper limits on the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv, assuming SM Higgs
coupling strengths (κ ≡ 1), for the four future collider scenarios and for the two global fit scenarios.
Note that these results do not strictly require the additional Higgs decay mode to yield an invisible final
state.
These results are compared in Fig. 114 with the prospective future limits from direct searches for
invisible Higgs decays (see Section 6.2.1). At the HL-LHC, assuming scenario S1 (S2), direct invisible
Higgs searches are more sensitive than Higgs rates if deviations from the SM Higgs couplings are small,
∆κ ≡ 1 − κ . 2 (1)%. For larger suppression of the Higgs couplings the Higgs rates will provide the
strongest constraint. In contrast, if we allow for an enhancement of the Higgs couplings, κ > 1, the
invisible Higgs searches will provide the strongest constraint (besides other bounds on the Higgs total
decay width, see Sec. 5).
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Table 78: Comparison of prospective 95% C.L. limits on the Higgs signal strength for SM final states,
κ2(1 − BRinv), and the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv (assuming SM Higgs couplings, κ = 1), for
HL-LHC scenarios S1 and S2, LHeC, and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC (assuming scenario
S2). First (second) row shows the results obtained in the fit parametrisation (i) [(ii)].
fit setup quantity HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 LHeC LHeC ⊕ HL-LHC S2
(κ,BRinv)
κ2(1− BRinv) ≥ 0.933 ≥ 0.958 ≥ 0.959 ≥ 0.967
BRinv (κ ≡ 1) ≤ 6.7% ≤ 4.2% ≤ 4.1% ≤ 3.3%
(κ, κg, κγ ,BRinv)
κ2(1− BRinv) ≥ 0.930 ≥ 0.954 ≥ 0.959 ≥ 0.966
BRinv (κ ≡ 1) ≤ 7.0% ≤ 4.6% ≤ 4.1% ≤ 3.4%
At the LHeC the prospective indirect Higgs rate constraints are comparable to the HL-LHC S2
prospects, reaching a precision of ∆κ . (2.1 − 2.3)% independently of the invisible Higgs decay rate,
in both fit parametrisations considered here.88 On the other hand, the direct invisible Higgs searches at
the LHeC are weaker than at the HL-LHC. In combination with the HL-LHC (assuming future scenario
S2), the bounds from the Higgs rates can further be improved to coupling deviations of ∆κ . 1.7%.
Compared with the sensitivity of Higgs rate measurements during Run 1 of the LHC [144] to the
invisible decay rate, BRinv . O(20%) (at 95% C.L.), we find that the sensitivity improves by roughly
a factor of 3–5 at the HL-LHC (depending on the evolution of systematic uncertainties). In combination
with LHeC results we expect the indirect limit to improve by a factor of up to 6.
6.3 Higgs portal interpretations
6.3.1 Minimal Higgs Portal
In the minimal Higgs portal model, we impose a quartic interaction of the SM Higgs doublet field H
with the DM field, which could be either a scalar (S) [572], a vector (V µ) [573] or a fermion (χ) [574]
(see Refs. [575, 576] for a comprehensive overview):
L ⊃ −14λhSSH†HS2 (scalar DM) or (127)
L ⊃ +14λhV VH†HVµV µ (vector DM) or (128)
L ⊃ −14
λhχχ
Λ H
†Hχ¯χ (fermion DM), (129)
respectively. Besides these operators the Lagrangian contains an explicit mass term of the DM field,
allowing us to use the mass of the DM particle, MDM, as a free model parameter. In addition, the
Lagrangian L contains DM self-interaction operators, however, these are irrelevant to our study.
If DM is light, MDM < MH/2 ' 62.5GeV, the above interactions lead to the invisible Higgs
decay into two DM particles. An upper limit on BRinv can therefore be translated into an upper limit on
the portal coupling λ of above operators, Eqs. (127)-(129), depending on MDM. At the same time, the
portal coupling λ governs the DM phenomenology. For DM masses MDM .MH/2 the relic abundance
of the DM particles is driven by the s-channel annihilation through the exchange of the Higgs boson.89
As the DM–nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes are directly proportional to the portal coupling [575],
it can be additionally constrained by DM direct detection experiments. These are sensitive to the elastic
scattering of the DM particles with nuclei, mediated by the Higgs boson. Hence, in turn, the upper limit
on λ can be translated into an upper limit on the (spin-independent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section,
σDM−nucleon (see Refs. [575, 576]).
88The complementarity of LHeC and HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements is much stronger in more general coupling fit setups,
e.g., when independent scale factors for the Higgs-W -W and Higgs-Z-Z couplings are considered [564].
89Assuming a standard cosmological history and thermal freeze-out dark matter, the minimal Higgs portal scenario with light
DM is tightly constrained, with only a narrow mass range around MDM 'MH/2 being allowed. However, this can be relaxed
in alternative cosmological scenarios and DM production mechanisms, see e.g. Refs. [577, 578, 579].
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In Fig. 115 we show the current [left panel] and prospective [right panel] upper limits on σDM−nucleon
inferred from a current and HL-LHC prospective upper limit on BRinv of 20% and 2.5%, respectively.
90
These are shown for scalar [blue curve], fermion [red curve] and vector [green curve] DM. The uncer-
tainty bands on these curves correspond to the uncertainty in the Higgs-nucleon coupling form factor,
where we use the recent result from Ref. [581]. For comparison we include in Fig. 115 current limits from
DM direct detection experiments XENON10 [582], XENON100 [583] and XENON1T [584], prospec-
tive limits from XENONNT [585] and SUPERCDMS at SNOLAB [586]. For completeness, we also
show the favoured parameter regions from excesses seen in the DAMA/LIBRA [587], CRESST [588],
CDMS II [589] and COGENT [590] experiments.91 We furthermore indicate by the grey area in Fig. 115
the neutrino floor, i.e. the parameter region that is inaccessible to DM direct detection experiments due
to the irreducible neutrino flux background [591]92.
Currently, the inferred limit from invisible Higgs searches yields the most sensitive constraint in
the low mass region, MDM . 6, 10 and 30GeV for scalar, fermion and vector DM, respectively, while
at larger DM masses the XENON1T limit is more constraining. In particular, in the fermion and vector
DM case, the BRinv limit probes deep into the parameter region that is inaccessible to direct detection
experiments. A future limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate from the HL-LHC will improve the limits
on σDM−nucleon by almost one order of magnitude, which pushes the limit for light scalar DM close to the
neutrino floor. For fermion (vector) DM in the mass range 10GeV . MDM . 20 (60)GeV, in case of a
future excess seen in the XENONNT data, complementary measurements of an invisible Higgs decay at
the HL-LHC may be possible.
6.3.2 Scalar singlet portal
We now turn our discussion to a model that features an additional scalar singlet in the visible sector,
which provides the portal interaction to the hidden DM sector. In contrast to the minimal Higgs portal
discussed in Section 6.3.1, this model allows for a modification of the 125GeV Higgs couplings, and thus
for a non-trivial interplay between direct invisible Higgs searches and Higgs rate measurements at the
HL-LHC. For illustration, we focus here on the case of scalar DM, the other cases (fermion and vector
DM) can be treated analogously. The model is inspired by Refs. [530, 594].
The SM Higgs sector is extended by two real scalar singlet fields, S and X . Imposing a Z2
symmetry described by the transformation S → −S, X → −X , the model is characterised by the scalar
potential V = Vvisible + Vhidden, where
Vvisible = µ2ΦΦ†Φ + λΦ(Φ†Φ)2 + µ2SS2 + λSS4 + λΦSΦ†ΦS2, (130)
Vhidden =
1
2
[
µ2XX
2 + λXX
4 + λSXS
2X2 + λΦXΦ
†ΦX2
]
. (131)
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the quartic interaction between the scalar doublet Φ and the DM
scalar X can be neglected, λΦX ≈ 0. After electroweak symmetry breaking the scalar SU(2)L doublet
field Φ is given by Φ ≡ (0 φ+ v)T /√2, with the vacuum expectation value (VEV) v ≈ 246GeV. We
assume the scalar field S to acquire a non-zero VEV, vS , which softly breaks the Z2 symmetry, such that
the singlet field S is given by S ≡ (s+ vS)/
√
2. Through the last term in Eq. (130) the non-zero VEVs
induce a mixing of the physical degrees of freedom of these two fields, φ and s,(
h
H
)
=
(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
)(
φ
s
)
, (132)
90For current ATLAS and CMS results for the minimal Higgs portal interpretation see Refs. [540, 539, 544, 543, 580].
91Note that the limits and favoured regions from DM direct detection experiments assume for the incoming flux of DM
particles that the observed relic density in the Universe is fully saturated by this one DM particle species.
92Note that a complete study of these minimal portals would need to include further theoretical and experimental constraints
on the models parameter space; see e.g. [592, 593] for recent discussions.
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Fig. 115: Implications for the minimal Higgs portal model: Comparison of current (left figure) and
future HL-LHC (right figure) limits from invisible Higgs searches with limits from DM direct detection
experiments on the spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section, σDM−nucleon, as a function
of the DM mass, MDM. The inferred limits from invisible Higgs searches are shown for scalar DM
(blue curve), fermion DM (red curve) and for vector DM (green curve). In addition we show present
limits (solid lines), favoured regions (filled areas) and future sensitivity (dashed lines) of the DM direct
detection experiments XENON10 [582], XENON100 [583], XENON1T [584], XENONNT [585], SUPER-
CDMS at SNOLAB [586], DAMA/LIBRA [587], CRESST [588], CDMS II [589] and COGENT [590]
(see legend). The grey area indicates regions inaccessible to DM direct detection experiments due to the
irreducible neutrino flux background [591].
with the masses of the physical states h and H given by
M2h/H = λΦv
2 + λSv
2
S ∓
√(
λΦv
2 − λSv2S
)2
+ (λΦSvvS)
2, (133)
and the mixing angle α ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ] given by
tan 2α =
λΦSvvs
λSv
2
S − λΦv2
. (134)
In contrast, X does not acquire a VEV. As a result X is stable and thus a possible DM candidate, with a
mass given by M2X = µ
2
X + λSXv
2
S/2.
In this analysis, we assume MH = 125.09GeV, and Mh < MH . Furthermore, we discard the
quartic interaction term ∝ λX in Eq. (131) as this operator is irrelevant for our study. With this, the
model can then be parametrised in terms of the following input quantities:
Mh, cosα, vS ,MX , λSX . (135)
The couplings of the Higgs bosons h andH to SM gauge bosons and fermions are universally suppressed
by the mixing,
gh/gh,SM = cosα, gH/gH,SM = sinα. (136)
If the DM scalar X is light enough the portal coupling λSX gives rise to decays of the Higgs bosons h
and H to the invisible XX final state. The partial decay widths are given by
Γ(h→ XX) = sin2 α · ΓXX(Mh),
Γ(H → XX) = cos2 α · ΓXX(MH),
with ΓXX(M) =
λ2SXv
2
S
32piM
√
1− 4M
2
X
M2
. (137)
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Furthermore, ifMh ≤MH/2, the heavier Higgs bosonH can decay into hh, with the partial width given
by
Γ(H → hh) = λ
2
Hhh
32piMH
√
1− 4M
2
h
M2H
, (138)
and the effective Hhh coupling93
λHhh =− 3 sin 2α [λSvS sinα+ λΦv cosα]
− tan 2α
(
λSv
2
S − λΦv2
)[
(1− 3 sin2 α)cosα
v
+ (1− 3 cos2 α)sinα
vS
]
. (139)
Through the successive decay of the lighter Higgs boson h into either final states with SM particles
(denoted as ‘SM’) or the invisible XX final state, this gives rise to the following signatures94
H → hh→

(SM)(SM), (visible),
(SM)(XX), (semi-invisible),
(XX)(XX), (invisible).
(140)
The branching ratio of the invisible decay of the SM-like Higgs boson H is given by
BRinv = BR(H → XX) + BR(H → hh) · BR(h→ XX)2. (141)
In Fig. 116 we show the invisible Higgs decay rate BRinv in the (Mh, cosα) plane, for fixed
DM mass MX = 5GeV, and four choices (vS , λSX) = (50 v, 10
−4) [top left], (50 v, 10−6) [top right],
(50 v, 10−3) [bottom left] and (5 v, 10−4) [bottom right]. For better illustration, the secondary y-axis
shows the deviation from the SM coupling strength, ∆κ = 1− sinα, of the heavier Higgs boson H . The
BRinv prediction is given by the black solid contours. Various constraints (at 95% C.L.) are included
in the figures: future direct invisible Higgs searches (red dashed contour/grey area), future indirect
limits from Higgs rate measurements at the HL-LHC (assuming S2) using the two parametrisations of
Section 6.2.2 [cf. Fig. 114] (solid pale/bright green contour and area), and LEP searches for the lighter
Higgs boson h (orange contour and area), obtained via HiggsBounds [595, 596, 597]. For the latter,
the relevant experimental analyses are searches for e+e− → Zh production with h either decaying to
invisible particles [598, 599, 600, 601] or to SM particles (in particular, bb¯) [602], as well as the decay
mode independent analysis by OPAL [603].
In all four panels of Fig. 116 we can identify two kinematic thresholds for the invisible H decay:
at Mh = MH/2 ' 62.5GeV, where the cascade decay H → hh → (XX)(XX) becomes available
for decreasing Mh, and at Mh = 2MX = 10GeV, where the decay h → XX kinematically closes for
smaller Mh, and thus the H → hh decay cannot further lead to an invisible final state. Above the first
threshold, Mh > MH/2, and below the second threshold, Mh < 2MX , the invisible H decay is solely
given by the direct decay H → XX .
For the parameter choice (vs, λSX) = (50 v, 10
−4) (top left panel), the direct invisible Higgs
searches at the HL-LHC will provide similar bounds as the indirect constraints from the Higgs rates
for the mass range Mh ∈ [2MX ,MH/2]. However, in the mass range Mh ∼ (10 − 40)GeV, the
LEP searches for invisible h decays will still yield the strongest exclusion. Note that the Higgs rate
measurements are always constraining the sum BR(H → NP) = BR(H → XX) + BR(H → hh),
regardless of whether the decay H → hh leads to an invisible final state. Hence, they remain to be
sensitive in the low mass region Mh < 2MX .
93Note that the relative sign between the two terms in Eq. (139) differs with respect to Eq. (13) in Ref. [530].
94Note that LHC searches for the semi-invisible and visible final states are highly complementary to invisible Higgs searches
in this model.
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Fig. 116: Implications for the scalar singlet portal model, shown in the (Mh, cosα) parameter plane
for a DM mass of MX = 5GeV and (vS , λSX) = (50 v, 10
−4) [top left], (50 v, 10−6) [top right],
(50 v, 10−3) [bottom left] and (5 v, 10−4) [bottom right]. Black solid contours show the invisible Higgs
decay rate, BR(H → inv), the red dashed contour/grey area indicates the expected HL-LHC limit
from invisible Higgs searches, pale and bright green contours/areas indicate the indirect constraints from
HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements (using the two parametrisations, see Section 6.2.2), and the orange
contour/area marks the excluded region from LEP searches. See text for more details.
For a larger Higgs-portal interaction, λSX = 10
−3 (bottom left panel), the direct decay H → XX
becomes more prominent, leading to sizeable BRinv even at smaller cosα. Here, direct invisible Higgs
searches at HL-LHC will be most constraining and will supersede the LEP limits except in the mass
range Mh ∼ (10 − 33)GeV. In contrast, for very small Higgs-portal interaction, λSX = 10−6 (top
right panel) the invisible Higgs decay rates are much smaller. Nevertheless, future indirect constraints
from Higgs rate measurements will supersede the LEP limits in almost the entire mass range except for
Mh values between 62 to 75GeV. Note that the LEP exclusion arises from e
+e− → Zh → Z(bb¯)
searches [602].
If we decrease the VEV of the singlet field, vs = 5 v (bottom right panel), the effective Hhh
coupling becomes larger, leading to a more pronounced H → hh decay if kinematically accessible.
Hence, in the region Mh < MH/2, the HL-LHC constraints both from direct invisible Higgs searches
and Higgs rate measurements are very strong and supersede the LEP constraints in almost the entire mass
range up to Mh . MH/2. In this case, the direct invisible Higgs searches are slightly more sensitive
than the Higgs rate measurements.
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In summary, the example parameter choices made in Fig. 116 illustrate an interesting interplay
between past LEP searches for a light Higgs boson h, future HL-LHC searches for an invisibly decaying
SM-like Higgs boson H , and future HL-LHC precision Higgs rate measurements. Depending on the
parameter choice, each experimental probe can be the most sensitive/constraining one, which highlights
their complementarity and strongly motivates a corresponding experimental program at the HL-LHC.
6.4 Conclusions
Higgs portal models are intriguing and simple new physics scenarios that contain a dark matter candidate
which can be tested at collider as well as astrophysical experiments. The HL-LHC will be able to
constrain the Higgs boson–dark matter coupling constant and probe the parameter regime down to an
invisible Higgs decay rate of 2%. For low dark matter masses, MDM . 30GeV, these bounds are
typically more constraining than limits obtained from dark matter direct detection experiments. For a
specific model with two visible scalar states and a scalar dark matter candidate, we presented scenarios
for which future HL-LHC searches will supersede complementary constraints from LEP searches for a
light scalar boson. In summary, the future HL-LHC measurements of the Higgs signal strength, as well as
direct searches for the invisible decay of the observed Higgs boson, promise to provide important insight
within the framework of Higgs portal models. The sensitivity can further be improved by the future
electron-proton collider LHeC. In particular, the indirect constraints from Higgs rate measurements will
improve substantially if HL-LHC and LHeC results are combined.
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7 Higgs flavor and rare decays95
7.1 Introduction
In this section we cover the current status and future prospects for measuring the different Higgs cou-
plings to fermions, these go under the generic name of “Higgs and Flavor". The Higgs mechanism of the
SM predict that the Yukawa couplings are proportional to the fermion mass and CP conserving, or more
precisely
ySMf =
√
2mf/v , (142)
where the tree-level flavor changing couplings are zero. Currently, only the third generation Yukawa
couplings were directly measured and found to be in agreement with the SM prediction, see Refs. [232,
133, 137, 136, 168, 164, 179] for recent results on hτ τ¯ , hbb¯ and ht¯t. However, for the Higgs coupling to
first and second generations there are only upper bounds [604, 140, 605, 606, 607].
Below, we adapt the generalised κ framework to describe deviations of the Higgs couplings from
their SM values due to new physics (NP). In particular, we define
Leff = −κfi
mfi
v
hf¯ifi + iκ˜fi
mfi
v
hf¯iγ5fi −
[(
κfifj + iκ˜fifj
)
hf¯ iLf
j
R + h.c.
]
i 6=j
, (143)
where a sum over fermion type f = u, d, ` and generations i, j = 1, 2, 3 is implied. The first two terms
are flavour-diagonal with the first term CP-conserving and the second CP-violating. The terms in square
brackets are flavour violating. The real (imaginary) part of the coefficient is CP conserving (violating).
In the SM, we have κfi = 1 while κ˜fi = κfifj = κ˜fifj = 0.
The different Higgs Yukawa couplings can be probed by direct and indirect methods. Direct
methods include tt¯h (for top [168, 164, 179]), V h, h→ bb¯, cc¯ (for bottom [136, 137] and charm [604]),
h → `+`− (for leptons [133, 140, 232]) and exclusive decays for photon and vector meson [608, 609,
610, 611] (for light quarks). In addition, the upper bound on the Higgs total width from t → ZZ∗ and
h→ γγ signal shapes is an unavoidable constraint on the rates to any light particles [605]. In principle,
one can use the off-shell Higgs width measurement [491, 493], but it involves assumptions about the
ratio between off-shell and on-shell Higgs productions. In addition, there are several indirect probes of
the different Higgs Yukawa couplings, such as kinematic distributions [612, 173]. A global fit of the
Higgs data also provides a bound on the different Yukawa via the bound on the non SM decays of the
Higgs (up to small effects on the Higgs production, see [613, 607, 605]), however, this bound is subject
to different assumptions.
The Higgs production and decay signal strengths from the CMS collaboration [182] and from
ATLAS for h→ cc¯ [604] (most recent at the time of writing) from a global fit which includes the direct
observation of tt¯h production are
µttH = 1.18+0.30−0.27 , µ
bb = 1.12+0.29−0.29 , µ
cc < 105 ,
µττ = 1.20+0.26−0.24 , µ
µµ = 0.68+1.25−1.24 . (144)
In terms of modifications of the flavor-diagonal and CP-conserving Yukawas, the best fit values are
κt = 1.11
+0.12
−0.10, κb = −1.10+0.33−0.23,
κτ = 1.01
+0.16
−0.20, κµ = 0.79
+0.58
−0.79. (145)
See also [614, 182]. The light quarks u, d, and s and the charm Yukawa can be constrained from a global
fit of Higgs data and precision EW measurements at LEP. Floating all couplings in the fit results in the
following upper bounds [605, 607],
κu < 3.4 · 103, κd < 1.7 · 103, κs < 42, κc . 6.2.
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Fig. 117: Summary of the projected HL-LHC limits on the light quark Yukawa couplings, including
charm.
While for the electron Yukawa, the upper bound on BR(h → e+e−) at the LHC translates to an upper
bound, |κe| < 611 [615, 606]. And for future prospects, see [616, 617, 618, 608, 619, 620].
The upper bounds on κc,s,d,u roughly correspond to the size of the SM bottom Yukawa coupling
and are thus much bigger than the corresponding SM Yukawa couplings. The upper bounds can be
saturated only if one allows for large cancellations between the contribution to fermion masses from the
Higgs VEV and an equally large but opposite in sign contribution from NP. We will show that in models
of NP motivated by the hierarchy problem, the effects of NP are generically well below these bounds. A
summary of the projected limits on κc,s,d,u is given in Fig. 117 using the methods outlined in this section:
exclusive decays of the Higgs, fits of differential cross-sections, constraints from the total Higgs width
assuming a value of 200 MeV, a global fit of Higgs production cross-sections, and direct searches for a
cc¯ final state.
The CP-violating flavour-diagonal Yukawa couplings, κ˜fi , are well constrained from bounds on
the electric dipole moments (EDMs) [263, 621, 606, 622, 623] under the assumption of no cancellation
with other contributions to EDMs beyond the Higgs contributions. For the electron Yukawa, the latest
ACME measurement [624, 625] results into an upper bound of κ˜e < 1.9 × 10−3 [606]. Whereas for
the bottom and charm Yukawas, the strongest limits come from the neutron EDM [623]. Using the NLO
QCD theoretical prediction, this translates into the upper bounds κ˜b < 5 and κ˜c < 21 when theory errors
are taken into account. For the light quark CPV Yukawas, measurement of the Mercury EDM places a
strong bound on the up and down Yukawas of κ˜u < 0.1 and κ˜d < 0.05 [626] (no theory errors) while the
neutron EDM measurement gives a weaker constraint on the strange quark Yukawa of κ˜s < 3.1 [626]
(no theory errors).
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Table 79: Predictions for the flavour-diagonal up-type Yukawa couplings in a sample of NP models (see
text for details).
Model κt κc(u)/κt κ˜t/κt κ˜c(u)/κt
SM 1 1 0 0
MFV 1 + <(auv
2
+2bum
2
t )
Λ
2 1− 2<(bu)m
2
t
Λ
2
=(auv2+2bum2t )
Λ
2
=(auv2)
Λ
2
NFC Vhu v/vu 1 0 0
F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
mc
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
m
2
c(u)
m
2
t
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
MSSM cosα/ sinβ 1 0 0
FN 1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
GL2 cosα/ sinβ ' 3(7) 0 0
RS 1−O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
pNGB 1 +O
(
v
2
f
2
)
+O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
1 +O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing
neutral current measurements [627, 628, 629]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings
involving a tau lepton. The strongest constraints on κτµ, κµτ , κτe, κeτ are thus from direct searches of
flavour-violating Higgs decays at the LHC [630, 631]. Finally, the LHC can also set bounds on rare
FCNC top decays involving a Higgs [632, 633, 634, 635]. The strongest current bound, for example,
is
√
|κct|2 + |κtc|2 < 0.06 at 95%CL where the latest ATLAS bound was converted to a bound on the
Yukawa modifier at leading order.
7.2 New Physics benchmarks for modified Higgs couplings96
Here we review the expected sizes of κfi in popular models of weak scale NP models, some of them
motivated by the hierarchy problem. Tables 79, 80, and 81, adapted from [636, 637, 638, 639, 378],
summarise the predictions for the effective Yukawa couplings, κf , in the Standard Model, multi-Higgs-
doublet models (MHDM) with natural flavour conservation (NFC) [640, 641], a “flavourful” two-Higgs-
doublet model beyond NFC (F2HDM) [642, 643, 644, 645] the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) at tree level, a single Higgs doublet with a Froggat-Nielsen mechanism (FN) [646],
the Giudice-Lebedev model of quark masses modified to 2HDM (GL2) [647], NP models with minimal
flavour violation (MFV) [39], Randall-Sundrum models (RS) [648], and models with a composite Higgs
where Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) [649, 650, 241, 240]. The flavour-violating
couplings in the above set of NP models are collected in Tables 82 and 83. Next, we briefly discuss each
of the above models, and show that the effects are either suppressed by 1/Λ2, where Λ is the NP scale,
or are proportional to the mixing angles with the extra scalars.
Dimension-Six Operators with Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV). We first assume that there is a
mass gap between the SM and NP. Integrating out the NP states leads to dimension six operators (after
absorbing the modifications of kinetic terms using equations of motion [651]),
LEFT =
Y ′u
Λ2
Q¯LH
cuR(H
†H) +
Y ′d
Λ2
Q¯LHdR(H
†H) +
Y ′`
Λ2
L¯LH`R(H
†H) + h.c. , (146)
which correct the SM Yukawa interactions. Here Λ is the NP scale and Hc = iσ2H
∗. The fermion mass
96 Contact: F. Bishara
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Table 80: Same as Table 79 but for down-type Yukawa couplings.
Model κb κs(d)/κb κ˜b/κb κ˜s(d)/κb
SM 1 1 0 0
MFV 1 + <(adv
2
+2cdm
2
t )
Λ
2 1− 2<(cd)m
2
t
Λ
2
=(adv2+2cdm2t )
Λ
2
=(adv2+2cd|Vts(td)|2m2t )
Λ
2
NFC Vhd v/vd 1 0 0
F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
ms
mb
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
m
2
s(d)
m
2
b
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
MSSM − sinα/ cosβ 1 0 0
FN 1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
GL2 − sinα/ cosβ ' 3(5) 0 0
RS 1−O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
pNGB 1 +O
(
v
2
f
2
)
+O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
1 +O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
Table 81: Same as Table 79 but for lepton Yukawa couplings. NP effects in the pNGB model are
negligible and therefore we do not report them here.
Model κτ κµ(e)/κτ κ˜τ/κτ κ˜µ(e)/κτ
SM 1 1 0 0
MFV 1 + <(a`)v
2
Λ
2 1− 2<(b`)m
2
τ
Λ
2
=(a`)v2
Λ
2
=(a`)v2
Λ
2
NFC Vh` v/v` 1 0 0
F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
mµ
mτ
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
m
2
µ(e)
m
2
τ
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
MSSM − sinα/ cosβ 1 0 0
FN 1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
GL2 − sinα/ cosβ ' 3(5) 0 0
RS 1 +O
(
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
)
1 +O
(
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
)
O
(
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
)
O
(
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
)
matrices and Yukawa couplings after EWSB are
Mf =
v√
2
(
Yf + Y
′
f
v2
2Λ2
)
, yf = Yf + 3Y
′
f
v2
2Λ2
, f = u, d, ` , (147)
Because Yf and Y
′
f appear in two different combinations in Mf and in the physical Higgs Yukawa
couplings, yf , the two, in general, cannot be made diagonal in the same basis and will lead to flavour-
violating Higgs couplings.
In Tables 79-84 we show the resulting κf assuming MFV, i.e., that the flavour breaking in the NP
sector is only due to the SM Yukawas [39, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657]. This gives Y ′u = auYu +
buYuY
†
uYu + cuYd Y
†
d Yu + · · · , and similarly for Y ′d with u ↔ d, while aq, bq, cq ∼ O(1) and are in
general complex. For leptons we follow [639] and assume that the SM Y` is the only flavour-breaking
spurion even for the neutrino mass matrix (see also [658]). Then Y ′` and Y` are diagonal in the same
basis and there are no flavour-violating couplings. The flavour-diagonal κ` are given in Table 81.
Multi-Higgs-doublet model with natural flavour conservation (NFC). Natural flavour conservation
in multi-Higgs-doublet models is an assumption that only one doublet,Hu, couples to the up-type quarks,
only one Higgs doublet, Hd, couples to the down-type quarks, and only one doublet, H` couples to lep-
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Table 82: Same as Table 79 but for flavour-violating up-type Yukawa couplings. In the SM, NFC and the
tree-level MSSM the Higgs Yukawa couplings are flavour diagonal. The CP-violating κ˜ff ′ are obtained
by replacing the real part, <, with the imaginary part, =. All the other models predict a zero contribution
to these flavour changing couplings.
Model κct(tc)/κt κut(tu)/κt κuc(cu)/κt
MFV
<
(
cum
2
bV
(∗)
cb
)
Λ
2
√
2mt(c)
v
<
(
cum
2
bV
(∗)
ub
)
Λ
2
√
2mt(u)
v
<
(
cum
2
bVub(cb)V
∗
cb(ub)
)
Λ
2
√
2mc(u)
v
F2HDM O
(
mc
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
mu
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
mcmu
m
2
t
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
FN O
(
vmt(c)
Λ
2 |Vcb|±1
)
O
(
vmt(u)
Λ
2 |Vub|±1
)
O
(
vmc(u)
Λ
2 |Vus|±1
)
GL2 (2) (2) 3
RS ∼ λ(−)2mt(c)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)3mt(u)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)1mc(u)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
pNGB O(y2∗mtv
λL(R),2λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗mtv
λL(R),1λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗mcv
λL(R),1λL(R),2m
2
W
M
2
∗
)
Table 83: Same as Table 82 but for flavour-violating down-type Yukawa couplings.
Model κbs(sb)/κb κbd(db)/κb κsd(ds)/κb
MFV
<
(
cdm
2
tV
(∗)
ts
)
Λ
2
√
2ms(b)
v
<
(
cdm
2
tV
(∗)
td
)
Λ
2
√
2md(b)
v
<
(
cdm
2
tV
∗
ts(td)Vtd(ts)
)
Λ
2
√
2ms(d)
v
F2HDM O
(
ms
mb
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
md
mb
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
msmd
m
2
b
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
FN O
(
vmb(s)
Λ
2 |Vcb|±1
)
O
(
vmb(d)
Λ
2 |Vub|±1
)
O
(
vms(d)
Λ
2 |Vus|±1
)
GL2 2()  2(3)
RS ∼ λ(−)2mb(s)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)3mb(d)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)1ms(d)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
pNGB O(y2∗mbv
λL(R),2λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗mbv
λL(R),1λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗msv
λL(R),1λL(R),2m
2
W
M
2
∗
)
tons (it is possible that any of these coincide, as in the SM where H = Hu = Hd = H`) [640, 641].
The neutral scalar components of Hi are (vi + hi)/
√
2, where v2 =
∑
i v
2
i . The dynamical fields hi
are a linear combination of the neutral Higgs mass eigen-states (and include hu and hd). We thus have
hi = Vhih+ . . ., where Vhi are elements of the unitary matrix V that diagonalises the neutral-Higgs mass
terms and we only write down the contribution of the lightest Higgs, h. NFC means that there are no
tree-level Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) and no CP violation in the Yukawa interactions
κqq′ = κ˜qq′ = 0 , κ˜q = 0.
There is a universal shift in all up-quark Yukawa couplings, κu = κc = κt = Vhuv/vu. Simi-
larly, there is a (different) universal shift in all down-quark Yukawa couplings and in all lepton Yukawa
couplings, see Tables 79 - 81.
Higgs sector of the MSSM at tree level. The MSSM tree-level Higgs potential and the couplings
to quarks are the same as in the type-II two-Higgs-doublet model, see, e.g., [659]. This is an example
of a 2HDM with natural flavour conservation in which vu = sinβ v, vd = cosβ v. The mixing of hu,d
into the Higgs mass-eigen-states h and H is given by hu = cosαh+ sinαH , hd = − sinαh+ cosαH ,
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Table 84: Same as Table 82 but for flavour-violating lepton Yukawa couplings.
Model κτµ(µτ)/κτ κτe(eτ)/κτ κµe(eµ)/κτ
F2HDM O
(
mµ
mτ
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
me
mτ
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
mµme
m
2
τ
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
FN O
(
vmµ(τ)
Λ
2 |U23|∓1
)
O
(
vme(τ)
Λ
2 |U13|∓1
)
O
(
vme(µ)
Λ
2 |U12|∓1
)
GL2 2()  2(3)
RS ∼
√
mµ(τ)
mτ(µ)
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼
√
me(τ)
mτ(e)
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼
√
me(µ)
mµ(e)
Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
where h is the observed SM-like Higgs. The up-quark Yukawa couplings are rescaled universally, κu =
κc = κt = cosα/ sinβ, and similarly the down-quark Yukawas, κd = κs = κb = − sinα/ cosβ.
The flavour-violating and CP-violating Yukawas are zero97. In Tables 79-81 we limit ourselves to the
tree-level expectations, which are a good approximation for a large part of the MSSM parameter space.
In the alignment limit, β − α = pi/2 [380, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666], the Yukawa couplings
tend toward their SM value, κi = 1. The global fits to Higgs data in type-II 2HDM already constrain β−α
to be not to far from pi/2 [667, 668, 669] so that the couplings of the light Higgs are also constrained to
be close to their SM values. Note that the decoupling limit of the 2HDM, where the heavy Higgs bosons
become much heavier than the SM Higgs, implies the alignment limit while the reverse is not necessarily
true [661].
Flavorful two-Higgs-doublet model. In [642] a 2HDM setup was introduced in which one Higgs
doublet couples only to top, bottom and tau, and a second Higgs doublet couples to the remaining
fermions (see also [670, 671, 672, 673]). Such a 2HDM goes beyond NFC and therefore introduces
FCNCs at tree level. However, the Yukawa couplings of the first Higgs doublet to the third generation
fermions preserve a U(2)5 flavour symmetry, only broken by the small couplings of the second Higgs
doublet. This approximate U(2)5 symmetry leads to a strong suppression of the most sensitive flavour
violating transitions between the second and first generation.
The non-standard flavour structure of this “flavourful” 2HDM scenario leads to flavour non-
universal modifications of all Higgs couplings. To be more precise κt 6= κc = κu, κb 6= κs = κd, and
κτ 6= κµ = κe. CP violation in Higgs couplings can arise but is strongly suppressed by small fermion
masses, see Tables 79 - 81. Also potentially sizeable flavour violating Higgs couplings involving the
third generation fermions arise, see Tables 82 - 84. As in all 2HDMs, the Higgs couplings approach their
SM values in the alignment limit, β − α = pi/2.
A single Higgs doublet with Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism (FN). The Froggatt-Nielsen [646] mech-
anism provides a simple explanation of the size and hierarchy of the SM Yukawa couplings. In the sim-
plest realisation this is achieved by a U(1)H horizontal symmetry under which different generations of
fermions carry different charges. The U(1)H is broken by a spurion, H . The entries of the SM Yukawa
matrix are then parametrically suppressed by powers of H as, for example, in the lepton sector(
Y`
)
ij
∼ H(Li)−H(ej)H , (148)
where H(e, L) are the FN charges of the right- and left-handed charged lepton, respectively. The
dimension 6 operators in (146) due to electroweak NP have similar flavour suppression,
(
Y ′`
)
ij
∼

H(ej)−H(Li)
H v
2/Λ2 [639, 637]. After rotating to the mass eigen-basis, the lepton masses and mixing
97Note that beyond the tree level, in fine-tuned regions of parameter space the loops of sfermions and gauginos can lead to
substantial corrections to these expressions [660].
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angles are then given by [674, 675]
m`i/v ∼ 
|H(Li)−H(ei)|
H , |Uij | ∼ 
|H(Li)−H(Lj)|
H , (149)
giving the Higgs Yukawa couplings in Tables 81 and 84 in the row labelled ‘FN’ [637]. Similarly for the
quarks, after rotating to the mass eigen-basis, the masses and the mixings are given by [674]
mui(di)/v ∼ 
|H(Qi)−H(ui(di))|
H , |Vij | ∼ 
|H(Qi)−H(Qj)|
H , (150)
where V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix and H(u, d,Q) are the FN charges
of the right-handed up and down and the left-handed quark fields, respectively.
Higgs-dependent Yukawa couplings (GL2) In the model of quark masses introduced by Giudice
and Lebedev [647], the quark masses, apart from the top mass, are small because they arise from higher
dimensional operators. The original GL proposal is ruled out by data, while the straightforward modifi-
cation to a 2HDM (GL2) is
Lf = cuij
(
H†1H1
M2
)nuij
Q¯L,iuR,jH1 + c
d
ij
(
H†1H1
M2
)ndij
Q¯L,idR,jH2 +
c`ij
(
H†1H1
M2
)n`ij
L¯L,ieR,jH2 + h.c. ,
(151)
whereM is the mass scale of the mediators. In the original GL modelH2 is identified with the SM Higgs,
H2 = H , while H1 = H
c. Taking cu,dij ∼ O(1), the ansatz nu,dij = ai + bu,dj with a = (1, 1, 0), bd =
(2, 1, 1), and bu = (2, 0, 0) then reproduces the hierarchies of the observed quark masses and mixing
angles for  ≡ v2/M2 ≈ 1/60. The Yukawa couplings are of the form yu,dij = (2nu,dij + 1)(yu,dij )SM. The
SM Yukawas are diagonal in the same basis as the quark masses, while the yu,dij are not. Because the
bottom Yukawa is largely enhanced, κb ' 3, this simplest version of the GL model is already excluded
by the Higgs data. Its modification, GL2, is still viable, though [636]. For v1/v2 = tanβ ∼ 1/ one can
use the same ansatz for nu,dij as before, modifying only b
d, so that bd = (1, 0, 0), with the results shown
in Tables 79-84. For leptons we use the same scalings as for right-handed quarks. Note that the H†1H1
is both a gauge singlet and a flavour singlet. From symmetry point of view it is easier to build flavour
models, if H1H2 acts as a spurion in (151), instead of H
†
1H1. This possibility is severely constrained
phenomenologically, though [377, 378].
Randall-Sundrum models (RS). The Randall-Sundrum warped extra-dimensional model has been
proposed to address the hierarchy problem and simultaneously explain the hierarchy of the SM fermion
masses [648, 676, 677, 678, 679]. Integrating out the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of mass mKK , and
working in the limit of a brane-localised Higgs, keeping only terms of leading order in v2/m2KK , the
SM quark mass matrices are given by [680] (see also [681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689], and
Ref. [690] for a bulk Higgs scenario)
M
d(u)
ij =
[
FqY
5D
1(2)Fd(u)
]
ij
v . (152)
The Fq,u,d are 3 × 3 matrices of fermion wave-function overlaps with the Higgs and are diagonal and
hierarchical. Assuming flavour anarchy, the 5D Yukawa matrices, Y 5D1,2 , are general 3 × 3 complex
matrices with Y¯ ∼ O(1) entries, but usually Y¯ . 4, see, e.g., [684]. At leading order in v2/m2KK
the Higgs Yukawas are aligned with the quark masses, i.e., Mu,d = yu,dv/
√
2 + O(v2/m2KK). The
mis-alignments are generated by tree-level KK quark exchanges, giving
[
yu(d)
]
ij
−
√
2
v
[
Mu,d
]
ij
∼ −1
3
Fqi Y¯
3Fuj(dj)
v2
m2KK
. (153)
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For the charged leptons, there are two choices for generating the hierarchy in the masses [680]. If
left- and right-handed fermion profiles are both hierarchical (and taken to be similar) then the misalign-
ment between the masses and Yukawas is ∼
√
mimj/v
2 × O(Y¯ 2v2/m2KK). If only the right-handed
profiles are hierarchical the misalignment is given by (see also Tables 81 and 84)[
y`
]
ij
−
√
2
v
[
M`
]
ij
∼ −1
3
Y¯ 2
v2
m2KK
m`j
v
. (154)
The Higgs mediated FCNCs are suppressed by the same zero-mode wave-function overlaps that also
suppress the quark masses, (152), giving rise to the RS GIM mechanism [691, 692, 693]. Using the fact
that the CKM matrix elements are given by Vij ∼ Fqi/Fqj for i < j, Eq. (153), one can rewrite the κi as
in Tables 79-83. The numerical analysis of Ref. [680] found that for diagonal Yukawas typically κi < 1,
with deviations in κt(b) up to 30%(15%), and in κs,c(u,d) up to ∼ 5%(1%). For the charged leptons one
obtains deviations in κτµ(µτ) ∼ 1(5)×10−5 [680]. These estimates were obtained fixing the mass of the
first KK gluon excitation to 3.7 TeV, above the present ATLAS bound [694].
Composite pseudo-Goldstone Higgs (pNGB). Finally, we assume that the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone
boson arising from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry in a strongly coupled sector, and cou-
ples to the composite sector with a typical coupling y∗ [649, 650, 241, 240] (for a review, see [695]). As-
suming partial compositeness, the SM fermions couple linearly to composite operatorsOL,R, λ
q
L,iQ¯L,iO
i
R+
λuR,j u¯R,jO
j
L + h.c. , where i, j are flavour indices [696]. This is the 4D dual of fermion mass generation
in 5D RS models. The SM masses and Yukawa couplings arise from expanding the two-point functions
of the OL,R operators in powers of the Higgs field [697].
The new ingredient compared to the EFT analysis in (146) is that the shift symmetry due to
the pNGB nature of the Higgs dictates the form of the higher-dimensional operators. The flavour
structure and the composite Higgs coset structure completely factorise if the SM fields couple to only
one composite operator. The general decomposition of Higgs couplings then becomes [697] (see also
[698, 699, 700])
YuQ¯LHuR + Y
′
uQ¯LHuR
(H†H)
Λ2
+ . . . → cuij P (h/f) Q¯iLHujR , (155)
and similarly for the down quarks. Here f & v is the equivalent of the pion decay constant, while
P (h/f) = a0 + a2(H
†H/f2) + . . . is an analytic function whose form is fixed by the pattern of the
spontaneous breaking and the embedding of the SM fields in the global symmetry of the strongly coupled
sector. In (155) the flavour structure of Yu and Y
′
u is the same. The resulting corrections to the quark
Yukawa couplings are therefore strictly diagonal,
κq ∼ 1 +O
(
v2/f2
)
. (156)
For example, for the models based on the breaking of SO(5) to SO(4), the diagonal Yukawa couplings
can be written as κq = (1 + 2m − (1 + 2m + n)(v/f)2)/
√
1− (v/f)2, where n,m are positive
integers [701]. The Minimal Composite Higgs Model 4 (MCHM4) corresponds to m = n = 0, while
MCHM5 is given by m = 0, n = 1.
The flavour-violating contributions to the quark Yukawa couplings arise only from corrections to
the quark kinetic terms [697],
q¯Li/qL
H†H
Λ2
, u¯Ri/uR
H†H
Λ2
, . . . , (157)
due to the exchanges of composite vector resonances with typical mass M∗ ∼ Λ. After using the
equations of motion these give (neglecting relative O(1) contributions in the sum) [697, 700, 613],
κuij ∼ 2y2∗
v2
M2∗
(
λqL,iλ
q
L,j
muj
v
+ λuR,iλ
u
R,j
mui
v
)
, (158)
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and similarly for the down quarks. If the strong sector is CP violating, then κ˜u,dij ∼ κu,dij .
The exchange of composite vector resonances also contributes to the flavour-diagonal Yukawa
couplings, shifting the estimate (156) by ∆κqi ∼ 2y
2
∗ v
2
M
2
∗
[(
λqL,i
)2
+
(
λuR,i
)2] . This shift can be large for
the quarks with a large composite component if the Higgs is strongly coupled to the vector resonances,
y∗ ∼ 4pi, and these resonances are relatively light, M∗ ∼ 4piv ∼ 3 TeV. The left-handed top and bottom,
as well as the right-handed top, are expected to be composite, explaining the large top mass (i.e., λqL,3 ∼
λuR,3 ∼ 1). In the anarchic flavour scenario, one expects the remaining quarks to be mostly elementary
(so the remaining λi  1). If there is some underlying flavour alignment, it is also possible that the light
quarks are composite. This is most easily achieved in the right-handed sector [702, 703, 699].
In the case of the lepton sector, if we assume that there are no hierarchies in the composite sec-
tor [704] (see also [705, 706, 707, 708]), then the NP effects in the flavour diagonal and off-diagonal
Yukawas are negligible. For this reason, we do not report them in Tables 81 and 84.
7.3 Inclusive Search with Flavor tagging (charm and strange)98
7.3.1 Charm quark tagging
In the SM, the coupling of the Higgs to bottom quarks is small, i.e., ySMb ' 0.016 at µ = mH , and
its coupling to charm quarks even smaller by roughly four times, i.e., ySMc ' 0.0036 at µ = mH .
Nevertheless, due to phase-space the process H → bb¯ is the dominant decay mode of the Higgs in the
SM. This situation has not only made a roughly 30% precise measurement of such a small coupling
possible at Run I of the LHC, but has also created opportunities to measure possible order one deviations
in the coupling of the Higgs to charm quarks.
An important difference between the charm- and to some extent also the strange-quark (see sec-
tion 7.3.2) with respect to up- and down-quarks is that it is possible to pursue an inclusive approach in
identifying the flavour of the final state particles by c-tagging jets. The underlying geometrical/kinematic
input necessary for c-tagging is similar to b-tagging with the most relevant one being the identification of
displaced vertices due to the lifetime of c-hadrons. c-tagging has been used early on in Run I of the LHC
by ATLAS and CMS in searches for supersymmetry, e.g., Refs. [709, 710]. Its usefulness in relations to
Higgs physics was first discussed in Ref. [613] and subsequently used in Ref. [605] to recast ATLAS’s
and CMS’s Run I analyses for h→ bb¯ to provide the first direct LHC constraint on the charm Yukawa.
The inclusive method of probing the charm-quark Yukawa is in many ways complementary to
searches for exclusive decays (see discussion of section 7.4) or searches for deviations in Higgs distribu-
tions (see section 7.6). For example, in the inclusive approach an underlying assumption is that the Higgs
coupling to WW and ZZ —entering Higgs production— is SM-like, while the interpretation of Higgs
distributions assumes no additional new physics contribution that affects them in a significant way. An
important difference between the inclusive and the exclusive approach is that the latter relies on interfer-
ence with the SM H → γγ amplitude while the former does not. Therefore, in principle the exclusive
approach may be sensitive to the sign and CP properties of the coupling to which the inclusive approach
is insensitive to. At the same time, measurements of exclusive decays of the Higgs are challenging due
to the small probability of fragmenting into the specific final state and large QCD backgrounds, which is
why the inclusive approach appears to be the most promising one to probe deviations in the magnitude
of the Higgs to charm coupling.
The most straight-forward way of inclusively probing the charm-quark Yukawa is by expanding
the search for H → bb¯ to search for pp → (Z/W → ``/ν)(H → cc¯) [605] (left and central panel in
Fig. 118). Another possibility discussed in Ref. [617] is to search for deviations in Higgs production in
association with a charm quark in which the Higgs is produced from a charm-quark in the proton parton-
distribution functions (right panel in Fig. 118). We focus here on the measurement from pp → V H
98 Contacts: O.A. De Aguiar Francisco, M. Schlaffer, L. Sestini, E. Stamou
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Fig. 118: Left panel, leading-order production of Higgs in association with a heavy gauge boson (Z/W )
and subsequent decays. Central panel, additional production channel of Higgs in association with a heavy
gauge boson that becomes relevant for large yc [605]. Right panel, leading-order diagram to search for
non-SM yc in Higgs production in association with a charm-quark [617].
events proposed in Ref. [605] and recently performed on a 36.1 fb−1 sample ofZH data by ATLAS [604]
at
√
s = 13 TeV. The following two key elements for this measurement are discussed below:
i) The experimental sensitivity in discriminating between c-jets from background b- and light-jets.
ii) Disentangling the charm-quark coupling from the bottom-quark Yukawa (breaking the degener-
acy).
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Fig. 119: Correlation of c-tagging efficiency with b- and light-quark-jet rejection in ATLAS’s c-tagger
employed in the analysis of Ref. [604].
Jet flavour tagging algorithms rely on Monte-Carlo simulations to assign a probability for a given
jet to be produced from a specific quark-flavour. Therefore, the efficiency / confidence in associating a
jet to a specific quark is correlated with the confidence to reject other hypotheses, e.g., production from
light-quarks. The c-tagging tagging working point chosen in the ATLAS analysis [604] has an efficiency
of approximately 41% to tag c-jets and rejection factors of roughly 4 and 20 for b- and light-quark-jets,
respectively. In Figure 119 the correlation between c-tagging efficiency and rejection factors is shown.
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Fig. 120: Projections for measuring charm Yukawa modifications from an inclusive H → cc¯ search
at
√
s = 14 TeV using two different c-taggers (left and right panel) [616]. In red the 95% CL region
employing an integrated luminosity of 2× 300 fb−1 and in blue the region employing 2× 3000 fb−1.
The observed limit is σ(pp → ZH)BR(H → cc¯) < 2.7 pb at 95% CL. To translate this cross-section
bound to a non-trivial constraint on yc it is essential to include the additional production channel from
large charm Yukawa (central panel in Fig. 118) as demonstrated in Refs. [605]. The additional production
channel is affected by the kinematics, e.g., pT of the Z and thus depends on the details of the analysis.
This “unfolding” / reinterpretation of the analysis is thus best performed by the analysis itself and cannot
be avoided to obtain non-trivial constraints on the Yukawa itself. Note that at the moment the systematic
uncertainties are approximately a factor of two larger than the statistical uncertainties of the 36.1 fb−1
sample used in the analysis; the largest systematic uncertainty is associated to flavour-tagging and the
tagging of c-jets in particular.
Given the rather similar lifetime of b and c hadrons, there is always a non-negligible “contami-
nation” of the c-jet sample from jets originating from b quarks [605]. An inclusive H → cc¯ analysis
probing yc must thus either assume a SM value for the bottom Yukawa (as done in Ref. [604]) or allow
the simultaneous variation of yb and yc to break the degeneracy. One possibility to achieve this is dis-
cussed in Refs. [605, 616] where more than one tagging working point with different ratios of c-tagging
to b-tagging efficiency are applied.
The prospects of measuring the rate of pp → ZH(→ cc¯) at the HL-LHC are published in [711].
The study uses the Run II analysis [604] and rescales the results to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
Possibilities to reduce the systematic uncertainties are discussed as well. The analysis finds that, if there
is no significant NP contribution, an upper bound on the signal strength of µZH(cc¯) < 6.3 at 95% CL
can be set. This result is to be compared with Ref. [616] in which the prospects for measuring H → bb¯
at
√
s = 14 TeV [712] are recast to obtain an inclusive measurement of H → cc¯. In the left panel of
Figure 120 a c-tagging efficiency of 30% (c-tag I) is used while 50% (c-tag II) is used in the right panel.
In both cases the b-jet rejection was chosen to be 5 and the light-jet rejection 200. These two tagging
working points cover the currently employed tagging working point in which the c-tagging efficiency is
approximately 41%. In the analysis both the charm and the bottom quark are treated as free variables;
the bottom-Yukawa direction is profiled away to project the sensitivity to the charm-quark Yukawa. It
was found that with 2× 3000 fb−1 at √s = 14 TeV the high-luminosity stage of the LHC probes values
of yc/y
SM
c ' 21(6) with c-tag I (c-tag II) at 95% CL, indicated by the blue regions in Figure 120.
Even though the LHCb experiment operates at lower luminosity compared to ATLAS and CMS,
it has unique capabilities for discrimination between b- and c-jets thanks to its excellent vertex recon-
struction system [713]. With the secondary vertex tagging (SV-tagging) LHCb achieved an identification
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efficiency of 60% on b-jets, of 25% on c-jets and a light jets (light quarks or gluons) mis-identification
probability of less than 0.2%. Further discrimination between light and heavy jets and between b- and
c-jets is achieved by exploiting the secondary vertex kinematic properties, using Boosted Decision Tree
techniques (BDTs): for instance an additional cut on the BDT that separates b- from c-jets removes 90%
of H → bb¯ while retaining 62% of H → cc¯ events [714]. In the H → cc¯ search it is crucial to remove
the H → bb¯ contribution since it represents an irreducible background source.
The LHCb acceptance covers ∼ 5% of the associated production of W/Z + H at 13 TeV. Fig-
ure 121 shows the coverage of LHCb for the bb¯ pair produced in the decay of the Higgs boson in associ-
ation with a vector boson. When the two b-jets are within the acceptance, the lepton from W/Z tends to
be in acceptance as well (∼ 60% of times). Due to the forward geometry, Lorentz-boosted Higgs bosons
are likely to be properly reconstructed.
Fig. 121: 2D histogram showing the coverage of the LHCb acceptance for the bb¯ pair produced by the
Higgs decay in associated production with a W or a Z boson.
LHCb set upper limits on the V + H(→ bb¯) and V + H(→ cc¯) production [714] with data from
LHC Run I. Without any improvements in the analysis or detector, the extrapolation of this to 300fb−1
at 14 TeV leads to a sensitivity of µcc . 50 .
Detector improvements are expected in future upgrades, in particular in impact parameter resolu-
tion which directly affects the c-tagging performance. If the detector improvement is taken into account,
the c-jet tagging efficiency with the SV-tagging is expected to improve as shown in the Figure 122. A
further improvement is expected from the electron reconstruction due to upgraded versions of the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter. Electrons are used in the identification of the vector bosons associated with the
Higgs. Therefore, with these improvements, the expected limit can be pushed down to µcc . 5 − 10
which corresponds to a limit of 2-3 times the Standard Model prediction on the charm Yukawa coupling.
This extrapolation does not include improvements in analysis techniques: for instance Deep Learning
methods can be applied to exploit correlations in jets substructure properties to reduce the backgrounds.
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Fig. 122: LHCb c-jet SV-tagging efficiency for different scenarios in the HL-LHC conditions.
7.3.2 Strange quark tagging
Tagging strange jets from Higgs decays provides an alternative method to exclusive Higgs decays [607,
616, 618, 715, 611, 716] for constraining the Yukawa coupling of the strange quark. See Ref. [612, 717,
173, 718] for approaches using event shape and kinematic observables. The main idea behind the strange
tagger described in Ref. [719] is that strange quarks—more than other partons—hadronise to prompt
kaons that carry a large fraction of the jet momentum. Based on this idea a tagger is constructed to allow
for an estimate of the capabilities in measurements involving strange quarks. Although the current focus
at LHC is on mainly on charm and bottom tagging, recognising strange jets has been attempted before at
DELPHI [720] and SLD [721], albeit in Z decays.
The shown results are based on an analysis of event samples of Higgs and W events generated
with PYTHIA 8.219 [722, 319]. In each of the two hemispheres of the resonance decay, the charged pions
and kaons stemming from the resonance are selected with an assumed efficiency of 95%. Similarly, Ks
are identified with an efficiency of 85% if they decay within 80 cm of the interaction point into a pi+pi−
pair that allows to reconstruct the decaying neutral kaon. Among the two lists of Kaon candidates—one
per hemisphere—one Kaon of each list is chosen for further analysis such that the scalar sum of their
momenta is maximised while rejecting charged same-sign pairs. The events are separated into the cate-
gories charged-charged (CC), charged-neutral (CN) and neutral-neutral (NN) with a relative abundance
of about CC:CN:NN≈ 9 : 6 : 1 from isospin considerations and branching ratios by the charges of the
selected Kaon candidates.
All selected candidates are required to carry a large momentum p|| along the hemisphere axis. This
cut allows to reduce the background from gluon jets as gluons radiate more than quarks and therefore
tend to spread their energy among more final state particles. In addition, charged Kaons need to be
produced promptly, in order to reject heavy flavor jets. This latter requirement is implemented by a cut
on the impact parameter d0 after the truth value has been smeared by the detector resolution.
The efficiencies obtained in the CC and CN channel for a cut of d0 <14 µm are shown in Fig. 123.
While there is clearly still ample room for improvement, this simple tagger shows already a good sup-
pression by orders of magnitude of the bottom, charm and gluon background. Due to missing particle
identification, the efficiencies for first-generation jets and strange jets are degenerate in the CC channel.
However, in the CN channel, due to the required Ks, a suppression of pions is achieved that breaks this
degeneracy. This is particularly interesting in light of the HL-LHC, where a large background from first
generation jets is expected.
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Fig. 123: Efficiencies as function of the cut on p|| and for d0 <14 µm to reconstruct the different Higgs
decay channels and W decays as ss¯ event by the described tagger. The left plot shows the CC channel,
the right the CN channel.
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Fig. 124: The two contributions to h → V γ with V = ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ,Υ. Left: the direct amplitude,
proportional to the q-quark Yukawa; Right: indirect amplitude involve the hγγ vertex.
7.4 Exclusive Higgs decays99
Exclusive Higgs decays to a vector meson (V ) and a photon, h→ V γ, directly probe the Higgs bottom,
charm [620, 619] strange, down and up [607] quark Yukawas, as well as to the flavor violating couplings.
For improved theory predictions see [618]. Within the LHC, the Higgs exclusive decays are the only
direct probe of the u and d Yukawa couplings. If s-tagging will be implemented at the LHC, than the
strange Yukawa will be probed both inclusive and exclusive as charm and bottom. On the experimental
side, both ATLAS and CMS report first upper bounds on h → J/ψγ [608, 609], h → φγ and h →
ργ [715, 611]. The h → V Z,ZW modes as a probe of the Higgs electroweak coupling are discussed
in [723]. Finally, Z exclusive decays are considered in [724, 725] and can be served as a test of QCD
factorisation.
The Higgs exclusive decays which involve V = ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ,Υ are sensitive to the diagonal
Yukawa couplings. These receive contributions from two amplitudes which are denoted as direct and
indirect, see Fig. 124. The direct amplitude, first analysed in [726], involves a hard h→ qq¯γ vertex and
sensitive to the q-quark Yukawa. The indirect process is mediated by hγγ vertex which is followed by a
γ∗ → V fragmentation. Since the indirect contribution is larger than the direct, the largest sensitivity to
the Higgs q-quark coupling is via the interference between the two diagrams.
99 Contact: Y. Soreq
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It is beneficial to consider the ratio between h→ V γ and h→ γγ or h→ ZZ∗ → 4` as various of
theoretical uncertainties and the dependence of the Higgs total width are cancelled [605, 618]. Moreover,
since the Higgs production is inclusive for all of these modes, it cancelled in the ratio to large extension.
Thus, we can write
RV γ,f =
µV γ
µf
BRSMh→V γ
BRSMh→f
' Γh→V γ
Γh→f
, (159)
where f = ZZ∗, γγ , µX = σhBRX/σ
SM
h BR
SM
X , the superscript “SM" denotes the SM values and we
assume a perfect cancellation of the production mechanism. For simplicity, we assume CP even Higgs
coupling and find
RV γ,f =αV,f
∣∣∣∣∣1− (∆RV + i∆IV ) κ¯Vκeffγγ + ∆UV
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (160)
with
αV,γγ =6
Γ
V→e+e−
αmV
(
1− m
2
V
m2h
)2
, αV,ZZ∗ =
∣∣∣∣∣κ
eff
γγ
κZ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
ΓSMh→γγ
ΓSMh→ZZ∗→4`
αV,γγ , (161)
where κX is the normalised coupling with respect to its SM value. Below, we adopted the numerical
values of ∆XV from Ref. [618]. The advantage of use h→ γγ for the normalisation is that there are only
two unknown - the Higgs coupling to di-photon and the quark Yukawa. However, since h → ZZ∗ is a
very clean channel is serve as a good channel to use for the normalisation. Moreover, by combing the
Higgs data with the electroweak precision measurements, the Higgs coupling to ZZ is known to a few
percent level [668, 727], thus, there is no additional large uncertainty. We note that with the current data
the bounds evaluating by usingRV γ,ZZ∗ are slightly stronger than the ones fromRV γ,γγ .
For the interpretation of the experimental results in term of bounds on the different Yukawa cou-
pling we follow Refs. [605, 616]. Denoting the 95 % CL bound on the ratio RV γ,f as R95V γ,f we can
write
∆RV −
√
(∆
R
V )
2
+(∆
I
V )
2
αV γ,f
R95V γ,f − (∆IV )2
(∆RV )
2 + (∆IV )
2
<
κ¯V
κeffγγ
<
∆RV +
√
(∆
R
V )
2
+(∆
I
V )
2
αV γ,f
R95V γ,f − (∆IV )2
(∆RV )
2 + (∆IV )
2
, (162)
where we neglect ∆UV as it is a small correction. Moreover, neglecting ∆
I
V we get simplified formula,
which hold to good accuracy,
1−
√
R95V γ,f/αV γ,f
∆RV
<
κ¯V
κeffγγ
<
1 +
√
R95V γ,f/αV γ,f
∆RV
. (163)
Table 85 summarises the current experimental status along with the theory interpretation in terms of light
quarks Yukawa.
The prospects for probing light quark Yukawa within future LHC runs and for future colliders
are estimated in Ref. [616], which we follow here. One of the important implications of the first upper
bounds on the different exclusive modes is that the measurement is background dominated. Thus, even
for future runs, without significant improvement of the analysis, we expect only upper bounds. Given
an upper bound onR95V γ,f (E1,L1), where E1 (L1) stands for the collider energy (integrated luminosity),
the estimated bound with E2 and L2 is
R95V γ,f (E2,L2) = R95V γ,f (E1,L1)
√√√√ 1
RE
σSMh,E1L1
σSMh,E2L2
, (164)
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Table 85: The current upper bounds, assuming SM Higgs production, on the different exclusive Higgs
decays and the interpretation in terms of the Higgs Yukawa couplings. Note that κ¯q = yq/y
SM
b . The
quoted bounds are at 95 CL.
mode BRh→V γ < RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range
J/ψ γ 1.5× 10−3 8 TeV [608, 609] 9.3 −295κZ + 16κeffγγ < κc < 295κZ + 16κeffγγ
φγ 4.8× 10−4 13 TeV [715, 611] 3.2 −140κZ + 10κeffγγ < κ¯s < 140κZ + 10κeffγγ
ρ γ 8.8× 10−4 13 TeV [611] 5.8 −285κZ + 42κeffγγ < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 285κZ + 42κeffγγ
Table 86: The projection for Yukawa range for future pp colliders with centre of mass energy of 14, 27
and 100 TeV. In the above table we define L3 ≡ (3/ab)/L .
mode collider energy RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range (κV = κeffγγ = 1)
J/ψ γ
14 TeV 0.47
√
L3 16− 67L1/43 < κc < 16 + 67L1/43
27 TeV 0.28
√
L3 16− 52L1/43 < κc < 16 + 52L1/43
100 TeV 0.12
√
L3 16− 33L1/43 < κc < 16 + 33L1/43
φγ
14 TeV 0.33
√
L3 11− 46L1/43 < κ¯s < 11 + 46L1/43
27 TeV 0.20
√
L3 11− 35L1/43 < κ¯s < 11 + 35L1/43
100 TeV 0.083
√
L3 11− 23L1/43 < κ¯s < 11 + 23L1/43
ρ γ
14 TeV 0.60
√
L3 44− 93L1/43 < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 44 + 93L1/43
27 TeV 0.36
√
L3 44− 72L1/43 < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 44 + 72L1/43
100 TeV 0.15
√
L3 44− 47L1/43 < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 44 + 47L1/43
where σSMh,E1,2 is the SM Higgs production cross section, RE = (S
SM
E1
/BE1)/(S
SM
E2
/BE2) with S(B) the
number of signal (background) events, which encoded the difference in the analysis details and assumed
to be 1 here. In Table 86,we combine Eqs. (163) and (164) along with the current bounds to estimate the
future projections of probing the different light quark Yukawa. We note that the estimation in Table 86
is in agreement with the ATLAS projection of h→ J/ψγ [728], which quoteRJ/ψγ,ZZ∗ < 0.34+0.14−0.1
In addition to the Higgs diagonal Yukawa, in principle, Higgs exclusive decays can probe off-
diagonal couplings by measuring modes such as h → B∗sγ [607]. These processes receive contribution
only from the direct amplitude and there is not enhancement from interference with the relative large
indirect amplitude. Moreover, the Higgs flavor violating couplings are strongly constrained by meson
mixing [628, 627]. Thus, the expected rates are too small to be observe. For a detailed discussion on the
h→ V Z, V W channels see [716].
7.5 Lepton flavor violating decays of the Higgs100
The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing neutral
current measurements [627, 628, 629]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings involving
a tau lepton. The strongest constraints on κτµ, κµτ , κτe, κeτ are thus from direct searches of flavour-
violating Higgs decays at the LHC [630, 631]. Currently, the CMS 13 TeV with 35.9 fb−1 [630] is the
strongest constrain √
y2µτ + y
2
τµ < 1.43× 10−3 ,
√
y2eτ + y
2
τe < 2.26× 10−3 , (165)
100 Contact: Y. Soreq
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which corresponds to upper 95 % CL on the branching ratio of 0.25 % and 0.61 % for µτ and eτ , respec-
tively. In addition, we note that once can directly measure the difference between the branching ratios
of h → τe and h → τµ as proposed in [729]. Naively, assuming that both systematics and statistical
error scale with square root of the luminosity, one can expect that the sensitivity of the HL-LHC with
3000 fb−1 will be around the half per-mil level for the branching ratio of h→ eτ or→ µτ .
The LHC can also set bounds on rare FCNC top decays involving a Higgs [632, 633, 634, 635].
The strongest current bound, for example, is
√
|κct|2 + |κtc|2 < 0.06 at 95 % CL.
7.6 Yukawa constraints from Higgs distributions101
7.6.1 Determinations of Higgs boson coupling modifiers using differential distributions
The distribution of the transverse momentum pT of the Higgs boson has been considered before as
a probe of high scale new physics running in the ggh loop [730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737,
738, 739, 740, 741]. In addition, the soft spectrum is an indirect probe of the Higgs coupling to light
quarks [612, 173]. Higgs production modes due to quark fusion, which are negligible in the SM, have
two effects on the distributions of kinematic variables. First, the Sudakov peak will be at lower pT around
5 GeV vs 10 GeV for gluon fusion, see [742]. This is because the effective radiation strength of gluons
is several times larger than that of quarks, αsNc vs. αs(N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc), with Nc = 3. This leads to
harder pT spectra for gluon fusion compared to quark scattering. Therefore, the uu¯ or dd¯ scattering leads
to a much sharper peak at lower pT compared to gg scattering [612]. Second, in the SM, the Higgs
production is dominated by gluon fusion, where the two gluons carry similar partonic x. This leads to a
peak at zero Higgs rapidity. However, for uu¯ or dd¯ fusion, the valance quark will carry larger partonic
x than the sea anti-quark. This leads to a peak in the forward direction. In case of enhanced s or c
Yukawa couplings, the dominant effect is the one loop of the quarks in the gg → hj process, which has
double logarithms behaviour and peaks towards lower pT of the Higgs boson [743]. This will also result
in a softer Higgs pT spectrum [173], which can be used to constrain the charm and strange Yukawa.
The impact of effect on various kinematic distributions is shown in Fig. 125. Many theoretical and
experimental uncertainties are cancelled in the normalised kinematic distributions, (1/σ)dσ/dX with
X = pT , yh, see for example [612]. Thus, the use of them will result in a better sensitivity for probing
the light quark Yukawa.
In Ref. [612], the 8 TeV ATLAS results [176] have been used to evaluate a first bound on the u and
d Yukawa from kinematic distributions. The resulting 95 % CL regions obtained from the pT distribution
are
κ¯u = yu/y
SM
b < 0.46 , κ¯d = yd/y
SM
b < 0.54 , (166)
which are stronger than the fits to the inclusive Higgs production cross sections. These upper bounds are
found to be stronger than the expected due to an under-fluctuation of the data in the first pT bin. The
bounds from the rapidity distribution are found to be weaker. The sensitivities expected for Run II are
shown in Fig. 126.
CMS interpreted the 13 TeV Higgs pT spectrum with luminosity of 35.9 fb
−1 to obtain bounds on
the c and b Yukawa couplings [157]. The resulting 95 % CL intervals are
−4.9 < κc < 4.8 , −1.1 < κb < 1.1 , (167)
if the branching fractions depend on κb and κc. In case the branching fractions are allowed to float freely
the results are
−33 < κc < 38 , −8.5 < κb < 18 . (168)
101 Contacts: F. Yu, A. Schmidt, T. Klijnsma, Y. Soreq
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Fig. 125: Normalised distributions of kinematic variables of the Higgs boson. Left-top (Right-top) :
yh (pT ) distribution for enhanced u, d and s Yukawa compared to the SM [612]; Bottom: pT distribution
for enhanced c Yukawa [173].
The former bound on the c Yukawa is stronger than the bound from the global fit of the 8 TeV Higgs data
along with the electroweak precision data, allowing all Higgs couplings to float [605]. However, it relies
on strong assumptions that the Higgs couplings (besides c or b) are SM like, and it is mostly sensitive to
the cross section and not to the angular shape as the latter bound.
These bounds on the c Yukawa are weaker (stronger) then the bounds from the global fit of the
8 TeV Higgs data along with the electroweak precision data allowing all Higgs coupling to float [605]
In the following these constraints on Higgs boson couplings obtained in Ref. [157] are projected to
an integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1, using the expected differential distributions at 3000fb1 presented
in Sec. 2.4.1 and detailed in Ref. [139].
The Higgs boson coupling fits are based on a combination of pT distributions from the H →
γ γ [156] decay channels obtained at
√
s = 13 TeV. Furthermore, a search for the Higgs boson produced
with large pT and decaying to a bottom quark-antiquark (bb) pair, which enhances the sensitivity at high
pT
H , is included in the κt/cggh fit. The Higgs boson coupling fits are performed using an simultaneous
extended maximum likelihood fit to the di-photon mass, four-lepton mass, and soft-drop massmSD [291,
292] spectra in all the analysis categories of the H → γ γ , H → ZZ, and H → bb channels, respectively.
For more details on the treatment of the input measurements, see Ref. [156].
The treatment of the decay of the Higgs boson affects the Higgs boson coupling fits. Assuming full
knowledge of how the Higgs decays, i.e., assuming no beyond-the-SM contributions, the inclusive Higgs
production cross section adds a strong constraint on the Higgs boson couplings in the fit. This result is
obtained by parametrising the branching fractions as functions of the Higgs boson couplings. Likewise,
the constraints on the Higgs boson couplings excluding the information from the inclusive cross section
are of interest in order to evaluate the discriminating power of the differential distributions. This result
is implemented by letting the branching fractions be determined in the fit without any prior constraint.
The expected one and two standard deviation contours of the κc/κb fit with the branching frac-
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Fig. 126: The sensitivity of different angular distributions probing the light quark Yukawa couplings at
13 TeV. Left-top: u and d quark Yukawa from yh distribution [612]; Right-top: u and d quark Yukawa
from pT distribution [612]; Bottom: b and c quark Yukawa from pT distribution [173].
tions as functions of the Higgs boson couplings at a projected integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 is
shown in Fig. 127, for both scenarios of systematic uncertainty. For the H → γ γ channel the systematic
uncertainties dominate if kept at the current level (i.e., in Scenario 1), but when scaled down according
to the Scenario 2 prescription the systematic uncertainties are within the same order of magnitude as the
statistical ones.
The same fits, but now with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no
prior constraint, are shown in 128. As this fit is dominated by statistical uncertainties even at very high
integrated luminosities, the smaller systematic uncertainties in Scenario 2 have only a minor impact.
7.6.2 W±h charge asymmetry
The W±h charge asymmetry, introduced in [717], is a new, production-based probe for constraining the
light quark Yukawa couplings. In contrast to decay-based probes, which rely on rare or sub-dominant
Higgs decay modes, production-based probes can take advantage of the dominant Higgs decays with
high signal-to-background ratios.
The main observable is the charge asymmetry between W+h and W− production,
A =
σ(W+h)− σ(W−h)
σ(W+h) + σ(W−h)
, (169)
In the SM, the inclusive HE-LHC charge asymmetry is expected to be 17.3%, while the HL-LHC charge
asymmetry is expected to be 21.6%. In either case, the charge asymmetry is driven by the proton PDFs
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Fig. 127: Simultaneous fit to data for κb and κc , assuming a coupling dependence of the branching
fractions for Scenario 1 (upper) and Scenario 2 (lower). The one standard deviation contour is drawn
for the combination (H → γ γ and H → ZZ), the H → γ γ channel, and the H → ZZ channel in black,
red, and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard deviation contour is drawn as a black
dashed line, and the negative log-likelihood value on the coloured axis.
Fig. 128: As Fig. 127, but with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no
prior constraint.
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Fig. 129: Inclusive charge asymmetry for W±h production at the 27 TeV HE-LHC (solid coloured
bands), and 14 TeV HL-LHC (dotted coloured bands), calculated at NLO QCD from Mad-
Graph_aMC@NLO using NNPDF 2.3 as a function of individual Yukawa rescaling factors κ¯f for f = u
(red), d (green), s (blue), and c (purple). Shaded bands correspond to scale uncertainties at 1σ from
individual σ(W+h) and σ(W−h) production, which are conservatively taken to be fully uncorrelated.
The expected statistical errors from this measurement using 10 ab−1 of HE-LHC data and 3 ab−1 of
HL-LHC data are also shown.
and the fact that the dominant W±h production mode stems from Higgs bosons radiating from W±
intermediate lines, where the Yukawa-mediated diagrams are negligible. If the quark Yukawas are not
SM-like, however, the charge asymmetry can either increase or decrease, depending on the overall weight
of the relevant PDFs. In particular, the charge asymmetry will increase if the down or up quark Yukawa
couplings are large, reflecting the increased asymmetry of ud¯ vs. u¯d PDFs; the charge asymmetry will
decrease if the strange or charm Yukawa couplings are large, reflecting the symmetric nature of cs¯ vs. c¯s
PDFs. The sub-leading correction from the Cabibbo angle-suppressed PDF contributions determines the
asymptotic behaviour for extremely large Yukawa enhancements.
The effect of individual d, u, s, or c quark Yukawa enhancements on the inclusive charge asym-
metry is shown in Figure 129, in units of κ¯f = yf/ySM, b, evaluated at the Higgs mass scale. Since
W±h production probes lower Bjorken-x at the HE-LHC compared to the HL-LHC, the expected SM
charge asymmetry is lower at the higher energy collider. In Figure 129, we also display the expected
0.45% statistical sensitivity to the charge asymmetry coming from an HL-LHC simulation study [717]
in the W±h → `±`±jjνν final state. To estimate the HE-LHC sensitivity, we simply rescale by the
appropriate luminosity ratio, giving 0.25%, since we expect that the increase in both signal and back-
ground electroweak rates to largely cancel. We also indicate the constraint from the direct Higgs width
constraint using Run I data from CMS [717]. The bands denote the change in the charge asymmetry
from the varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales within a factor of 2.
We see that the expected statistical sensitivity supersedes the combined theoretical uncertainty
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in the PDF evaluation. Hence, in addition to being an important consistency check of the SM regarding
enhanced light quark Yukawa couplings, the charge asymmetry measurement in different Higgs channels
can be used to help determine PDFs at the HE-LHC, assuming light quark Yukawa couplings are SM-
like. Separately, enhanced light quark Yukawa couplings would also generally be expected to decrease
the Higgs signal strengths, necessitating the introduction of other new physics to be consistent with
current Higgs measurements [717]. If the signal strengths are fixed to SM expectation and the central
prediction is used, the HE-LHC charge asymmetry measurement could constrain κ¯f . 2− 3 for up and
charm quarks, and κ¯f . 7 for down or strange quarks.
7.7 CP Violation102
The CP-violating flavor conserving Yukawa couplings, κ˜fi , can be directly probed at the HL-LHC. Here
we focus on the τ and top phases, assuming that the low energy constrained can be avoided. At low
energy, the different flavor diagonal CP violating coupling are bounded by EDMs [263, 621, 606, 622,
623]. For the electron Yukawa, the latest ACME measurement [624, 625] results into an upper bound of
κ˜e < 1.9× 10−3 [606]. Whereas for the bottom and charm Yukawas, the strongest limits come from the
neutron EDM [623]. Using the NLO QCD theoretical prediction, this translates into the upper bounds
κ˜b < 5 and κ˜c < 21 when theory errors are taken into account. For the light quark CPV Yukawas,
measurement of the Mercury EDM places a strong bound on the up and down Yukawas of κ˜u < 0.1 and
κ˜d < 0.05 [626] (no theory errors) while the neutron EDM measurement gives a weaker constraint on
the strange quark Yukawa of κ˜s < 3.1 [626] (no theory errors).
7.7.1 tt¯h
CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements and Higgs
rate measurements [263]. However, these constraints assume that the light quark Yukawa couplings and
hWW couplings have their SM values. If this is not the case, the constraints the phase of the top Yukawa
coupling relax.
Assuming the EDM and Higgs rate constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark
Yukawa can be probed directly in pp → tt¯h. Many simple observables, such as mtt¯h and pT,h are
sensitive to the CP structure, but require reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.
Some tt¯h observables have been proposed recently that access the CP structure without requiring
full event reconstruction. These include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully leptonic tt¯
decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [264], and the angle between the leptons
(again in a fully leptonic t/t¯ system) projected onto the plane perpendicular to the h momentum [265].
These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by the sensitivity of
∆φ
`
+
`
− to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp → tt¯ [266]. The sensitivity of both of these observables
improves at higher Higgs boost (and therefore higher energy), making them promising targets for the
HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.
Departures from the SM top quark Yukawa interactions with the Higgs boson can be considered
by including aCP -odd component in the effective Lagrangian, i.e., Ltth = ytt¯(cosα+iγ5 sinα)th. The
pure CP-even (CP-odd) coupling can be recovered by setting cosα = 1 (cosα = 0). Samples of tt¯h(h→
bb¯) events were generated at the LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV, with MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [79], for
several mixing angles, using the HC_NLO_X0 model [744]. All relevant SM background processes were
also generated using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO. The analyses of the tt¯h (h→ bb¯) events were carried
out in the di-leptonic and semi-leptonic decay channels of the tt¯ system. Delphes [13] was used for
a parametrised detector simulation and both analyses used kinematic fits to fully reconstruct the tt¯h
102 Contacts: E. Gouevia, R. Harnik, B. Le, L. Lechner, Y. Li, A. Martin, A. Onofre, R. Schoefbeck, D. Spitzbart, E.
Vryonidou, D. Zanzi
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system. The results were extrapolated, as a function of luminosity, up to the full luminosity expected at
the HL-LHC (3000 fb−1).
Figure 130 (131) shows the expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP-odd
scenario, as a function of the integrated luminosity, using the di-leptonic (semi-leptonic) analysis only.
The CL were obtained using a di-leptonic (semi-leptonic) signal-enriched region containing events with
at least 4 jets and 3 b-tagged jets (with 6 to 8 jets and 3 or 4 b-tagged jets) in which a likelihood ratio
was computed from binned distributions of various discriminant observables [745, 746, 314]. Only sta-
tistical uncertainties were considered. Figure 132 shows CL obtained from the combination of different
observables in each channel i.e., ∆η(`+, `−), ∆φ(t, t¯) and sin(θtt¯Ht ) sin(θ
H
W
+) in the di-leptonic channel
and, b4 and sin(θ
tt¯H
t¯ ) sin(θ
H
bH
) in the semi-leptonic channel. The combination of the two channels is also
shown for comparison. The observables were treated as uncorrelated. Figure 133 shows a comparison
between the CL obtained in the di-leptonic analysis alone, for the exclusion of several values of cosα
(between 0 and 1), taking ∆η(`+, `−) as discriminant variable.
The main conclusions of these studies can be summarised in what follows: i) many angular ob-
servables (Fig. 130 and Fig. 131) are available with the potential of discriminating between different
mixing-angles (cosα) in the top quark Yukawa coupling; ii) the sensitivity of the semi-leptonic final
state of tt¯h (h → bb¯) is higher than the di-leptonic channel alone, which requires roughly five times
more luminosity for the same confidence level (Fig. 132); iii) the combination of the semi-leptonic and
di-leptonic channels improves visibly the sensitivity with respect to the di-leptonic channel, providing a
powerful test of the top quark-Higgs interactions in the fermionic sector.
7.7.2 τ τ¯h
The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the τ+τ− decay channel,
which benefits from a relatively large τ Yukawa giving a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring the
CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarisations of both τ leptons
and and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analysing tau substructure, namely the
angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.
The main τ decay modes studied include τ± → ρ±(770)ν, ρ± → pi±pi0 [252, 253, 254, 255, 256,
257] and τ± → pi±ν [258, 259, 260]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation
must be built from differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case,
h → pi±pi0pi∓pi0νν, angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are
used to determine the CP properties of the initial τ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h→ pi±pi∓νν,
there are not enough reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP
violation, requiring additional kinematic information such as the τ decay impact parameter.
In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding
reconstructed ρ± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted Φ, between the two decay planes spanned by
the ρ± → pi±pi0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h→ 4` CP-
property studies. Hence, by measuring the τ decay products in the single-prong final state, suppressing
the irreudicible Z → τ+τ− and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the acoplanarity angle
of ρ+ vs. ρ−, the differential distribution in Φ gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima and minima
correspond to the CP-phase in the τ Yukawa coupling.
An optimal observable using the collinear approximation was derived in [255]. Assuming 70%
efficiency for tagging hadronic τ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for
the CP-violating phase of the τ Yukawa coupling using 3 ab−1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0◦. A more sophisti-
cated analysis [256] found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution
degrade the expected sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab−1 is required to distinguish a pure
scalar coupling (CP phase is zero) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (CP phase is pi/2).
A study on the prospect for the measurement of the CP state of the Higgs boson in its couplings to
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τ leptons has been conducted considering 3000 fb−1 of pp collision data at
√
s = 14 TeV collected with
the ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC [747]. This study investigates the sensitivity for such measurement
utilising the H → ττ decays where both τ leptons decay via τ± → ρ±ντ → pi±pi0ντ . These decays
have a large branching ratio (25%) and offer a simple way to construct an observable that is sensitive
to the CP-violating phase φτ . Such observable is the acoplanarity angle ϕ∗CP [254], that is the angle
between the τ decay planes that are spanned by each pion pair in the frame where the vectorial sum of
the pion momenta is vanishing. The distribution of ϕ∗CP is expected to have sinusoidal shape with a phase
that varies linearly with φτ . However, in order to observe such modulation, events need to be categorised
based on the sign of the product of the asymmetries y± = (E± −E0)/(E± +E0) of the energies of the
pions from each τ decay. In fact, events with opposite y+y− have modulations shifted by pi in phase.
This study is based on the measurement of theHττ coupling with 36.1 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data
[133] and on an extrapolation of this measurement to the HL-LHC scenario [126]. The same selections
on the hadronically decaying τ leptons and on the di-τ events are applied as in the 13 TeV measurement.
This assumes that at the HL-LHC the online and offline selections on the hadronically decaying τ leptons
will be similar to those applied during the LHC Run-2 [18]. Optimisations of the event selection for the
higher centre-of-mass energy, the exclusive τ decay of interest, and the detector effects impacting on the
resolution of the observable ϕ∗CP have not been investigated, but are expected to improve the sensitivity.
The performance of the upgraded ATLAS detector [20] has been evaluated with Gaussian smear-
ings of the particle momenta simulated at particle level. The precision in measuring the direction of the
pi0 four-vector is taken to be the same as in Ref. [748]. HL-LHC simulation studies show that the pi0 pT
and directional resolutions in correctly reconstructed decays, do not degrade in pileup of< µ >∼ 200 by
more than a few percent compared to Run-1. However, scenarios with worse resolutions are also consid-
ered, since this resolution is expected to have a leading effect on the precision of the ϕ∗CP reconstruction.
The uncertainties include only the statistical uncertainties of the expected data sample.
This study shows that even with pi0 resolutions 1.5 times as large as in the LHC Run-2, the pseu-
doscalar hypothesis could be excluded at 2σ analysing only the H → ττ decays where both τ leptons
decay via τ± → ρ±ντ → pi±pi0ντ (about 6% of the H → ττ events). The CP-violating phase could be
measured at 68.3% confidence level within ±18◦ and ±33◦ assuming the nominal or a twice as large pi0
resolution, respectively. Higher sensitivities are expected when more τ decays are included.
At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by
the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be
driven by the increased luminosity and more optimised experimental methodology. Rescaling with the
appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the τ Yukawa phase from acoplanarity studies
is 4-5◦, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude worse.
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8 Global effective field theory fits
The absence to date of conclusive signals of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) suggests that there might be a separation of scales between the SM, and whatever
may lie beyond it at some higher energy. This motivates using the Standard Model Effective Field Theory
(SMEFT) as a tool to search indirectly for new physics in LHC data, given its (near) model-independence,
capacity for systematic improvement, and ability to exploit simultaneously multiple datasets. For more
motivation and details, see section 1.2.1. Beside the high-energy effects discussed in section 4, the HL
and HE-LHC have a great potential in this context via the global fit to electroweak precision (EWPO)
and Higgs data, thanks to the higher precision they will reach both in the measurement of some of the
crucial input parameters of global EW fits (e.g. MW , mt, MH , and sin
2 θlepteff ) and the measurement of
Higgs-boson total rates.
This section focuses on new physics effects, parametrised by extending the SM Lagrangian via
gauge-invariant dimension-six operators in eq. (1) and estimates the reach on the Wilson coefficients
provided by a global analysis, that is, an analysis with multiple observables and coefficients. A global
analysis of constraints on the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT is of critical importance when more
than a few coefficients are allowed to be non-zero, since many SMEFT operators contribute to multiple
observables, so that different classes of measurement should not be analysed in isolation. The importance
of this feature increases as measurements from the LHC compete in precision with previous generation
precision experiments.
Section 8.1 proposes a global fit based on the ATLAS and CMS signal strength extrapolations
from section 2.6 and on the use of Simplified Template Cross Sections (STXS) and estimates of theWW
production rate. Section 8.2 focuses on universal theories and exploits, instead of STXS, the information
obtained in the analysis of high-energy observables in section 4; moreover it includes projections of
electroweak precision observables in the context of HL and HE LHC. Finally section 8.3 puts emphasis
on the impact of a global fit on measurements of the Higgs cubic self-coupling at the HE LHC.
8.1 Prospective SMEFT Constraints from HL- and HE-LHC Data103
In this note, after reviewing the SMEFT framework and our previous results [749, 750, 751, 752], we
present projections for the prospective sensitivities of measurements with the approved High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) project and the proposed High-Energy LHC (HE-LHC) project to Wilson coefficients.
Our projections are based on ATLAS and CMS estimates of the accuracies with which they could mea-
sure Higgs production rates together with our estimates of the possible accuracies of STXS measure-
ments, assuming plausible future reductions in theoretical and systematic errors.
We focus on dimension-6 operators, and work to linear order in the Warsaw basis [41], so as to
make a consistent EFT expansion to order O(Λ−2). We choose α, GF , and MZ as input parameters
for our computations, though we note that the choice of input scheme does not have much impact on
the results of a fit to Wilson coefficients if a sufficiently global analysis is performed [753]. There are
2499 baryon-number-preserving dimension-6 Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT [754]. Here we assume
a U(3)5 flavor symmetry between the operator coefficients for the five lighter SM fermion fields, which
reduces the number of (real) coefficients to 76. However only 20 of those parameters are relevant for the
di-boson, electroweak precision and Higgs observables that we consider here.
In the Warsaw basis, the 11 operators from table 1 relevant for di-boson measurements and elec-
troweak precision observables, whether through direct contributions or shifts in input parameters, can be
103 Contacts: J. Ellis, C.W. Murphy, V. Sanz, T. You
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written as 104
LWarsawSMEFT ⊃
C
(3)
HL
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D IµH)(¯`τ
Iγµ`) +
CHL
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D µH)(¯`γ
µ`) +
CLL
Λ2
(¯`γµ`)(¯`γ
µ`)
+
CHD
Λ2
∣∣∣H†DµH∣∣∣2 + CWB
Λ2
gg′H†τ IHW IµνB
µν
+
CHe
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D µH)(e¯γ
µe) +
CHu
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D µH)(u¯γ
µu) +
CHd
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D µH)(d¯γ
µd)
+
C
(3)
HQ
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D IµH)(q¯τ
Iγµq) +
CHQ
Λ2
(H†i
←→
D µH)(q¯γ
µq) +
C3W
Λ2
g
3!
IJKW Iνµ W
Jρ
ν W
Kµ
ρ , (170)
where Hermitian conjugate operators are implicit. The flavor indices are trivial, except for the four-
lepton operator, CLL = C LL
eµµe
= C LL
µeeµ
[755], and are also left implicit. There are an additional nine
operators that contribute to Higgs measurements,
LWarsawSMEFT ⊃
Cye
Λ2
ye(H
†H)(¯`eH) +
Cyd
Λ2
yd(H
†H)(q¯dH) +
Cyu
Λ2
yu(H
†H)(q¯uH˜)
+
C3G
Λ2
gs
3!
fABCGAνµ G
Bρ
ν G
Cµ
ρ +
CH
Λ2
1
2
(
∂µ|H|2
)2
+
CuG
Λ2
yu(q¯σ
µνTAu)H˜ GAµν
+
CWW
Λ2
g2H†HW IµνW
Iµν +
CBB
Λ2
g′
2
H†H BµνB
µν +
CGG
Λ2
g2sH
†H GAµνG
Aµν . (171)
The explicit appearance of the Yukawa matrices in Eq. (171) is necessary to preserve formally the
U(3)5 flavor symmetry. We neglect here O6 which is discussed in detail in sections 3 and 8.3. All of the
operators in Eq. (170) except O3W affect Higgs measurements at leading order, and O3W contributes to
Higgs processes at next-to-leading order [754, 756, 757, 758, 759]. We note also that Higgs production
in association with a top-quark pair probes additional terms in the SMEFT [760, 761, 749] that do not
contribute to the other observables we consider. The only one we consider explicitly is CuG, which
makes the largest contribution to tt¯h production [749] 105.
In our global fit to the current data we have used the predictions for electroweak precision observ-
ables and WW scattering at LEP 2 in the Warsaw basis from Refs. [762, 763], and predictions for LHC
observables are made using SMEFTsim [764]. The following data are used in our global fit:
– Pre-LHC data: We use 11 Z-pole observables from LEP 1 and one from SLC, as given in
Ref. [765], as well as the W mass measurement from the Tevatron [766]. In addition, we use
all the LEP 2 data for the processes e+e− → W+W− → 4f , as compiled in Ref. [762], the
original experimental papers being Refs. [767, 768, 769, 770]. These measurements probe eleven
directions in the SMEFT, which can be mapped to the operators in Eq. (170).
– LHC Run 1 data: We use all the 20 Higgs signal strengths from Table 8 of Ref. [144]. We also
use the ATLAS and CMS combination for the h → µ+µ− signal strength [144], and the ATLAS
h→ Zγ signal strength [229]. We also include the W mass measurement from ATLAS [771].
104The operator definitions and normalisations used here differ slightly from those used in the Warsaw basis in Ref. [749].
For convenience we list here the relations between the Wilson coefficients in the two notations:
C¯H =
v
2
Λ
2C6 , C¯
(3)
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v
2
Λ
2C
(3)
HL , C¯
(1)
H` =
v
2
Λ
2CHL , C¯`` =
v
2
Λ
2CLL , C¯HD =
v
2
Λ
2CHD ,
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v
2
Λ
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(3)
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2
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2
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2
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3!
C3G .
105For an alternative analysis including all the operators, see [752].
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– LHC Run 2 data: We use 25 measurements from CMS [178, 138, 167, 179, 177, 123, 128, 134],
and 23 measurements from ATLAS [140, 236, 166, 168, 239, 772, 233], including experimental
correlations whenever possible. In addition, we include one ATLAS measurement at 13 TeV of
the differential cross section for pp → W+W− → e±νµ∓ν that requires pT > 120 GeV for the
leading lepton [773].
Selection of Current Results. In this Section we summarise the main result of the global fit to current
data in Ref. [749]. Fig. 134 summarises the sensitivities to operator coefficients in the Warsaw basis. It
shows the 95% CL bounds in TeV on the Wilson coefficients, as obtained in [749] from marginalised
(orange) and individual (green) fits to the 20 dimension-6 operators entering in electroweak precision
tests, di-boson and Higgs measurements at LEP, SLC, Tevatron, and LHC Runs 1 and 2. Also shown, in
blue, are the analogous results of the individual fits of the HEPfit Collaboration [774, 727] 106. We note
that the degree of agreement in the individual operator fits is generally good.
Table 87 gives the Fisher information contained in a given dataset per number of measurements
in that dataset, for each coefficient in the case where one operator is switched on at a time. The datasets
are categorised as in Ref. [749], where a cross indicates no (current) sensitivity. This Table is the per-
measurement analogue of Table 5 of Ref. [749], and shows that LHC di-boson measurements are more
powerful than LEP 2 di-boson measurements for constraining triple gauge couplings (TGCs). In the
Warsaw basis the three TGCs correspond to CWB , C3W , and a linear combination of CHD, C
(3)
HL, CWB ,
and CLL. We note, however, that Z-pole and Higgs-pole measurements are more constraining for all but
C3W .
Future Projections. We use the same framework as described in Ref. [749] to project how the sensitiv-
ities to the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT will change at HL- and HE-LHC. Our projection strategy
is as follows: we leave all pre-LHC, and LHC Run-1 measurements unchanged; we adopt the CMS and
ATLAS WG2 recommendations for the HL- and HE-LHC sensitivities, using the HL-LHC S2 scenario
for the experimental projections on the signal strength uncertainties and their associated correlation ma-
trix (provided separately by ATLAS and CMS); and the remaining statistical uncertainties at HL- and
HE-LHC are assumed to scale naively with the integrated luminosities and cross sections:
δOHL,i
δOtoday,i
=
√
Ltoday,i
LHL
,
δOHE,i
δOtoday,i
=
√
σ13,i
σ27,i
Ltoday,i
LHE
.
For almost all the measurements by ATLAS(CMS) Ltoday,i = 36.1(35.9) fb
−1, and we use the bench-
mark luminosities LHL = 3 ab
−1 and LHE = 15 ab
−1 for all the measurements in the respective HL- and
HE-LHC extrapolations. The cross sections σ13,i and σ27,i refer to the SM cross sections in the signal
region for a given measurement i at 13 and 27 TeV, respectively. At HE-LHC the S2 systematics are
reduced by half. For the STXS and WW measurements used in Ref. [749], since no official projections
have been made yet, we extrapolate the statistical part as described above and treat the systematics as
unchanged for HL-LHC and halve them for HE-LHC. The correlations between experimental measure-
ments are assumed to be unchanged.
We stress that both our projection scenarios are pessimistic in the sense that they do not take into
account the additional channels [778], finer binning [45, 779, 772] and extension of the STXS method to
larger kinematic regions that will become available as more data are collected. Furthermore, as suggested
by Table 87, our projections under-utilise LHC di-boson scattering measurements [418, 416, 780].
106See also [775, 776]. For a recent fit in another basis see Ref. [777], and for a recent fit in the nonlinear Effective Theory
see Ref. [185].
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Table 87: Impacts of different sets of measurements on the fit to individual Wilson coefficients in the
Warsaw basis as measured by the Fisher information contained in a given dataset per number of mea-
surements in that dataset for each coefficient. A cross indicates no (current) sensitivity.
Coefficient Z-pole + mW WW at LEP2 Higgs Run1 Higgs Run2 LHC WW high-pT
Cyd × × 10 8.1 ×
Cye × × 2.9 1.3 ×
C3G × × 0.5 9.1 ×
CBB × × 9.9 · 105 2.0 · 106 ×
CH × × 8.1 15 0.1
CHd 7.4 · 103 × 2.0 1.5 9.8
CHD 4.3 · 105 51 4.6 4.5 5.5 · 102
CHe 6.5 · 105 14 1.1 · 10−2 3.7 · 10−2 ×
CGG × × 9.8 · 105 8.6 · 105 1.5 · 104
CHL 1.1 · 106 51 1.1 · 10−2 3.6 · 10−2 4.6 · 10−3
C
(3)
HL 1.7 · 106 1.3 · 103 51 49 3.5 · 103
CHQ 6.4 · 104 × 2.3 1.0 37
C
(3)
HQ 4.9 · 105 9.1 · 102 5.9 · 102 3.3 · 102 5.0 · 103
CHu 1.4 · 104 × 18 12 83
CWW × × 9.1 · 104 1.8 · 105 7.0 · 10−3
CWB 3.3 · 106 1.9 · 102 3.0 · 105 5.7 · 105 2.2 · 103
CLL 5.5 · 105 3.3 · 102 16 21 6.0 · 102
CuG × × 18 97 ×
Cyu × × 0.4 1.8 ×
C3W × 6.7 × × 19
The results of our projections are shown in Figures 135 and 136 for individual and marginalised
95% CL sensitivities respectively. The vertical axis is the operator scale in units of TeV divided by
the square root of the dimensionless Wilson coefficient. Increasingly darker shades for the four bars
represent the sensitivities of the LHC up to now, HL-LHC with 3 ab−1, HE-LHC with 15 ab−1, and
combining HL- and HE-LHC results (neglecting any correlations between the two). We see that in the
individual bounds the sensitivity for each operator increases correspondingly, except for those that are
only constrained by electroweak precision tests, which remain unchanged from their current LEP limits.
In the marginalised case even the latter operators benefit from an improvement in the limits on other
operators. We note that in going from HL- to HE-LHC there is a decrease in the marginalised sensitivity
for CGG, CuG, and Cyu, despite improvements in their individual bounds. This is because CuG and Cyu
enter only in tth production, and the relative increase in their contribution with respect to CGG in going
from 13 to 27 TeV opens up a relatively flat direction in the parameter space, reducing the sensitivity to
all three coefficients. This degeneracy can be broken by measurements at different energies, as shown in
the combined HL/HE-LHC fit, or by including measurements involving top quarks.
In general, we see that data from HL- and/or HE-LHC would extend the sensitivity to new physics
into the multi-TeV range for most operator coefficients, extending to tens of TeV for CGG.
8.2 Global constraints on universal new physics at the HL/HE-LHC107
To systematically study the effects of new physics on EWPO and Higgs-boson observables we consider
a SM effective field theory that adds to the Lagrangian of the SM new effective interactions of the SM
107 Contacts: J. de Blas, M. Ciuchini, E. Franco, S. Mishima, M. Pierini, L. Reina, L. Silvestrini
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fields in the form of higher-dimension (d > 4) local operators that preserve the SM gauge symmetry,
eq. (1). While using, e.g., the complete basis of dimension-six interactions presented in Ref. [41] one
can test new physics effects in a more general way (provided one has enough experimental inputs),
for the purpose of the fit presented in this Section we are interested only in those new physics effects
that arise in the context of the so-called universal theories [420, 781]. In the EFT framework universal
theories can be defined such that, via field re-definitions, all new physics effects can be captured by
operators involving SM bosons only. Note that this includes not only theories where the new particles
couple to the SM bosonic sector, but also scenarios where the interactions occur via the SM fermionic
currents. Therefore, this class of theories automatically satisfy minimal flavour violation, so the results
of the global fit to Higgs and electroweak data are not affected by the strong constraints set by flavour
measurements. Furthermore, we will assume only CP-preserving interactions. In particular, we will
focus on the following non-redundant set of operators, among those defined in Table 1108:
{OH ,OHD,O6,OGG,OBB,OWW ,OWB,OHB,OHW ,O2B,O2W ,O3W ,Oy}. (172)
Of course, we note that the HL-LHC data allows to constrain EFT effects beyond the context of this class
of universal new physics, e.g. constraining independently Higgs couplings to different types of fermions,
or operators modifying the EW interactions in a non-universal way. Therefore, the results presented in
this section are to be understood not as an exhaustive exploration of the HL/HE-LHC capabilities, but as
the interpretation within a particularly broad and well-motivated class of scenarios of physic beyond the
SM.
The global fit of EWPO and Higgs data is performed using the HEPfit package [215], a general
tool to combine direct and indirect constraints on the SM and its extensions in any statistical framework.
The default fit procedure, which we use here, follows a Bayesian statistical approach and uses BAT
(Bayesian Analysis Toolkit) [782]. We use flat priors for all input parameters, and build the likelihood
assuming Gaussian distributions for all experimental measurements. The output of the fit is therefore
given as the posterior distributions for each input parameter and observable, calculated using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method.
For the results in this section we use the SMEFT class in HEPfit for the calculation of the
dimension-6 effects in EWPO and Higgs signal strengths. The EFT expressions for these physical ob-
servables are truncated consistently with the dimension-6 expansion of the SMEFT Lagrangian, retaining
only terms of order 1/Λ2, i.e.
O = OSM +
∑
i
ai
Ci
Λ2
. (173)
For the SM prediction of all EWPO we include all available higher-order corrections, including the latest
theoretical developments in the calculation of radiative corrections to the EWPO of [783, 784]. On
the other hand, for the SM predictions of Higgs production cross sections and decay rates we use the
results quoted in [45] and in the current report. The new physics corrections to most Higgs production
cross sections are obtained using Madgraph, with our own implementation of the dimension-6 SMEFT
Lagrangian in a FeynRules UFO model, except for the corrections to the gluon-gluon fusion production
cross section that is computed analytically. The corrections to Higgs decay rates are also computed using
Madgraph, or analytically following the calculations presented in the eHdecay code.
One of the advantages of HEPfit is its modularity, allowing for an easy implementation of new
physics models or additional observables. Taking advantage of this, we have extended the fits to EWPO
plus Higgs signal strengths to include several of the studies presented in this report, and in particular those
presented in the di-Higgs or the High Energy probes sections. We provide details of the observables in
the fits for the HL-LHC or HE-LHC scenarios in what follows, before presenting our results.
108In principle, the physics at hadron colliders also allows to test the universal interactionsO2G andO3G. Due to the absence
of HL-LHC projections for the relevant processes that can be used to constrain such operators, we do not include them in the
global fits presented here.
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HL-LHC inputs for the fit
We include both the projected improvements in the Higgs signal strength measurements from ATLAS
and CMS in the HL-LHC scenario, as well as also the corresponding projections for the measurements
of EWPO. For the details of the EWPO analysis we refer to the corresponding HL-LHC study presented
in the report of the activities of the WG1 of this workshop [785]. The HL-LHC Higgs signal strength
projections are implemented directly from the values provided by ATLAS and CMS in the two scenarios
for systematic and theory uncertainties denoted as S1 — which assumes the same uncertainties as in
current data— and S2 —where systematics are improved with the luminosity and theory uncertainties
are reduced. The correlations between the ATLAS and CMS sets of inputs were not available at the time
these fits were performed, and therefore we combined them in an uncorrelated manner. One must take
into account that such correlations, especially between theory uncertainties, can be sizeable. Therefore,
the results of this uncorrelated combination can be somewhat optimistic. Finally, estimates for the H →
Zγ channel are not available within the set of CMS projections, so we assume measurements with the
same precision as ATLAS.
These results have been further combined with several of the studies presented in this report. For
the HL-LHC studies we include:
1. The differential distribution in MHH in the HH → bb¯γγ channel presented in Section 3.5.3.
This was available only for the HL-LHC scenario. No difference in term of the assumption for
systematics is applied between the S1 and S2 scenarios.
2. The results from the study of the invariant mass distribution, MZH in the ZH,H → bb¯ channel
in the boosted regime from Section 4.2. Results for S1 scenario assume 5% systematics while a
systematic uncertainty of only 1% is applied in the S2 case.
Furthermore, we combine these results with those obtained from the high-energy measurements in the
di-boson channel presented in:
3. Section 4.3: We include the bounds on the operator O3W from the exclusive analysis. As in the
ZH case, we assume a systematic uncertainty of 5% (1%) for the S1 (S2) scenario.
4. The invariant pT,V distributions in pp → WZ production from the analysis in Section 4.1. The
systematics are applied as in the previous observables.
Finally, as we assume in our fit that the new physics only affects “low-energy” observables in a universal
way, we also include:
5. The sensitivity study to the W and Y parameters —which one can map into C2W and C2B ,
respectively— in Drell-Yan production from Section 4.4. Systematics uncertainties are fixed in
this case, with no difference between the S1 and S2 fits.
HE-LHC inputs for the fit
The same observables included in the HL-LHC study are also used in the HE-LHC scenario. For the
case of the Higgs signal strengths, we follow the agreed ATLAS and CMS guidelines for the calculation
of the HE-LHC projections. Starting from the precisions given in the HL-LHC S2 signal strengths, we
scale the statistical uncertainties of the projections according to the cross section and luminosities of the
HE-LHC scenario, i.e.
δstatµHE-LHC =
√√√√ σ14TeVpp→H × 3ab−1
σ27TeVpp→H × 15ab−1
δstatµHL-LHC. (174)
We consider this as the “Base” HE-LHC scenario. A more optimistic scenario was also suggested,
reducing the systematics and theory uncertainties by a factor of 2. While we also include this scenario in
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our fits —we denote it by “Opt.”— we must note that it does not come from a thoughtful extrapolation
of the possible reduction of uncertainties but, instead, should be consider only as an hypothesis.
The study of EWPO observables is kept as in the HL-LHC scenario. Similarly, the studies of the
MHH and MZH differential distributions presented in the corresponding sections of this report where
available only for
√
s = 14 TeV. For the HE-LHC fit we use, instead of theMHH distribution, the results
on the Higgs self-coupling from Section 3.4.1. For the MZH distribution we include the same result as
for HL-LHC. All the other analyses are available for the HE-LHC scenario.109 Whenever possible, the
sensitivities have been scaled to the expected luminosity of 15 ab−1.
The Global EFT fit for Universal new physics
The main results of the fits to universal new physics in the HL-LHC and HE-LHC are illustrated in
Figures 137 and 138, respectively. The results are shown as the 95% probability limits on the new
physics interaction scale, Λ/
√|Ci|, associated to each operator Oi. (We also show, in the right axis, the
value translated into the sensitivities to the ratios |Ci|/Λ2, which give the linear new physics correction
to each observable.) The limits are compared with those obtained from current data from LEP/SLD, the
LHC Runs 1 and 2 [727, 786, 787, 788], and the LHC sensitivity for W and Y from Ref. [440]. We also
indicate, with dashed lines, the exclusive bounds obtained assuming that the new physics only generates
one operator at a time. The difference between the global and exclusive limits indicates the presence of
large correlations between the dimension-six interactions in the global fit.
As it is apparent, there is a significant improvement in the sensitivity to new physics for many
types of interactions. This is particularly evident for those operators entering in the high-energy probes.
For instance, the sensitivity toO3W effects is largely improved with respect to the bounds obtained from
LEP 2 e+e− → W+W− data. The operators OHW,HB also induce effects that grow with the energy
in pp → ZH or pp → WZ (for OHW ), thus leading to more stringent bounds compared to the fit
using current data, which does not include the effect of high-energy observables in those channels. The
operators O2W,2B are mainly constrained from their effects in Drell-Yan. The improvement in the limits
on these operators is more visible in the exclusive bounds, because of the absence of HE-LHC estimates
for the Drell-Yan analysis in the charged-current channel (See Section 4.4).
Finally, it is worth noticing the improvements on some of the operators whose effects in the ob-
servables we consider are constant with the energy. Such improvement is therefore the result of a pure
increase in the experimental precision in the measurements of the corresponding observables. This is
the case for the interactions OGG,WW,BB . Their main effect is to generate tree-level contributions to
loop-induced Higgs boson observables, e.g. gg → H or H → γγ, Zγ, whose precision, especially for
the rare decay channels, will be largely increased with more luminosity.
109The analysis of the Drell-Yan constraints on WY only contains projections at 27 TeV for the neutral channel pp→ `+`−.
For the charged current pp→ `ν we use same constraints on the W parameter given at 14 TeV.
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Fig. 130: Expected CL, assuming the SM, for
exclusion of the pure CP-odd scenario, as a
function of the integrated luminosity, using the
tt¯h (h→ bb¯) di-leptonic analysis only. A like-
lihood ratio computed from the binned distri-
bution of the corresponding discriminant ob-
servable was used as test statistic.
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Fig. 131: Expected CL, assuming the SM, for
exclusion of the pure CP-odd scenario, as a
function of the integrated luminosity, using the
tt¯h (h → bb¯) semi-leptonic analysis only. A
likelihood ratio computed from the binned dis-
tribution of the corresponding discriminant ob-
servable was used as test statistic.
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Fig. 132: Expected CL, assuming the SM,
for exclusion of the pure CP-odd scenario, as
a function of the integrated luminosity, com-
bining observables in each individual channel
and combining both channels. The observables
were treated as uncorrelated.
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Fig. 134: Current constraints on dimension-6 operators. The orange and green bars are the marginalised
and individual limits from Ref. [749], respectively. The analogous results of the HEPfit Collabora-
tion [774, 727] for the case where only one operator is switched on at a time are shown in blue.
Fig. 135: Individual 95% CL projected sensitivities for LHC, HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and combined HL/HE-
LHC in increasingly darker shades of green. The vertical axis gives the reach to the scale of new physics
divided by the dimensionless Wilson coefficient, in units of TeV.
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Fig. 136: Marginalised 95% CL projected sensitivities for LHC, HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and combined
HL/HE-LHC in increasingly darker shades of red. The vertical axis gives the reach to the scale of new
physics divided by the dimensionless Wilson coefficient, in units of TeV.
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Fig. 137: 95% probability limits on the new physics interaction scale Λ/
√|Ci| [TeV ] (left axis) and
coefficients |Ci|/Λ2 [TeV −2] (right axis) associated to each dimension-six operator from the global
fit to universal new physics at the HL-LHC (green bars, light and dark shades indicate the S1 and S2
assumptions for systematics, respectively). The limits are compared with the ones from current data (in
blue), as well as those obtained assuming only one operator at a time (dashed lines).
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Fig. 138: 95% probability limits on the new physics interaction scale Λ/
√|Ci| [TeV ] (left axis) and
coefficients |Ci|/Λ2 [TeV −2] (right axis) associated to each dimension-six operator from the global fit to
universal new physics at the HE-LHC (green bars, light and dark shades indicate the Base and optimistic
assumptions for systematics, respectively). The limits are compared with the ones from current data (in
blue), as well as those obtained assuming only one operator at a time (dashed lines).
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8.3 Global analysis including the Higgs self-coupling110
In record time Higgs physics has moved from a spectacular discovery of a new particle to a systematic
and comprehensive study of its properties [780]. One of the main goals of the physics program of a
27 TeV hadron collider is the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling in Higgs pair production [353,
311, 315, 359, 789, 790], testing for example a possible first-order electroweak phase transition as an
ingredient to baryogenesis. We show that a 27 TeV hadron collider will for the first time deliver a
meaningful measurement of this fundamental physics parameter [791].
We perform a global study of Higgs physics at a 27 TeV hadron collider using the effective
dimension-6 Lagrangian [763]
Leff =−
αs
8pi
fGG
Λ2
OGG +
fBB
Λ2
OBB +
fWW
Λ2
OWW +
fB
Λ2
OB +
fW
Λ2
OW +
fWWW
Λ2
OWWW
+
fφ2
Λ2
Oφ2 +
fφ3
Λ2
Oφ3 +
fτmτ
vΛ2
Oeφ,33 +
fbmb
vΛ2
Odφ,33 +
ftmt
vΛ2
Ouφ,33
+ invisible decays . (175)
with the operators defined in Ref. [792], and specifically
Oφ2 =
1
2
∂µ(φ†φ)∂µ(φ
†φ) Oφ3 = −
1
3
(φ†φ)3 , (176)
describing a modified Higgs potential. In addition, we include invisible Higgs decays as an additional
contribution to the total width or, equivalently, the invisible branching ratio.
The self-coupling with its unique relation to the Higgs potential is not yet included in most
global analyses of SM-like Higgs couplings [749, 777, 793] because of the modest reach of the LHC
Run II. However, for a 27 TeV collider with an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1 we quote the expected
reach [315]
λ3H
λ(SM)3H
=
{
1± 15% 68% C.L.
1± 30% 95% C.L. (177)
We can translate this range into the conventions of Eq.(175) assuming that the underlying new physics
only affects Oφ3,
V = µ2
(v +H)2
2
+ λ
(v +H)4
4
+
fφ3
3Λ2
(v +H)6
8
. (178)
The reach of the dedicated one-parameter self-coupling analysis becomes
λ3H = λ
(SM)
3H
(
1 +
2v2
3m2H
fφ3v
2
Λ2
)
and
∣∣∣∣∣ Λ√fφ3
∣∣∣∣∣ &
{
1 TeV 68% C.L.
700 GeV 95% C.L.
(179)
Our global analysis containing all operators in Eq.(175) is based on a re-scaling of the number of
signal and background events in the 8 TeV analysis [794] to 27 TeV, assuming two experiments. For the
invisible Higgs searches we use an in-house extrapolation of the WBF analysis [795] from Ref. [558]
to 27 TeV. Because the effective Lagrangian of Eq.(175) includes new Lorentz structures, especially
valuable information comes from the kinematic distributions [796, 794] listed in Tab. 88. They are
particularly relevant for our analysis of the Higgs self-coupling, where the full kinematic information
from Higgs pair production encoded in the mHH distribution allows us to separate the effects of Oφ2
and Oφ3 [311, 315]. Following Refs. [367, 370, 368] we neglect the loop effects of Oφ3 on single Higgs
production, because they will hardly affect a global Higgs analysis.
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Fig. 139: Result from the global Higgs analysis in terms of dimension-6 operators. All limits are shown
as profiled over all other Wilson coefficients. Figure from Ref. [791].
Table 88: Distributions included in the analysis. The number of bins includes an overflow bin for all
channels. Table from Ref. [791].
channel observable # bins range [GeV ]
WW → (`ν)(`ν) m``′ 10 0− 4500
WW → (`ν)(`ν) p`1T 8 0− 1750
WZ → (`ν)(``) mWZT 11 0− 5000
WZ → (`ν)(``) p``T (pZT ) 9 0− 2400
WBF, H → γγ p`1T 9 0− 2400
V H → (0`)(bb¯) pVT 7 150− 750
V H → (1`)(bb¯) pVT 7 150− 750
V H → (2`)(bb¯) pVT 7 150− 750
HH → (bb¯)(γγ), 2j mHH 9 200− 1000
HH → (bb¯)(γγ), 3j mHH 9 200− 1000
In Fig. 139 we show the expected reach for the global Higgs analysis in terms of dimension-6
operators for a 27 TeV LHC upgrade. For all measurements we assume the SM predictions, which
means that our best-fit points will always be the SM values. To illustrate the importance of precision
predictions we will show results with the current theory uncertainties as well as an assumed improvement
of theory and systematics by a factor two. Asymmetric uncertainty bands arise because of correlations,
but also reflect numerical uncertainties. Different colours correspond to assumed integrated luminosities
of 1.5 ab−1 and 15 ab−1. Most of the effective operators benefit from an increased statistics, because
larger luminosity extends the reach of kinematic distributions, which in their tails are always statistically
limited. In contrast, the Yukawa couplings fb,τ , which do not change the Lorentz structure, are mostly
limited by the assumed systematic and theory uncertainties. Consequently, the reach for operators which
modify the Lorentz structure of some Higgs interaction exceeds the reach for the Yukawa-like operators
or the reach for the operator Oφ2, which introduces a wave function renormalisation for the Higgs field
and only changes the kinematics of Higgs pair production.
For the operator Oφ3, which modifies the Higgs potential as part of a global analysis, we find the
110 Contacts: A. Biekötter, D. Gonçalves, T. Plehn, M. Takeuchi, D. Zerwas
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Fig. 140: Correlations between the leading operators describing Higgs pair production. Figure from
Ref. [791].
limits
Λ√
|fφ3|
> 430 GeV 68% C.L.
Λ√
|fφ3|
> 245 GeV (fφ3 > 0) and
Λ√
|fφ3|
> 300 GeV (fφ3 < 0) 95% C.L. (180)
These limits are diluted from the one-parameter analysis quoted in Eq.(179), largely because of the
combination with Oφ2. We can directly compare the effects from Oφ2 and Oφ3 for similar values of
f/Λ2 as a function of the momentum flowing through the triple-Higgs vertex or mHH . In that case we
find that the momentum dependence inOφ2 matches the effects fromOφ3 formHH & 1 TeV, with either
relative sign. In Fig. 140 we show the correlation betweenOφ2 andOφ3 which is not accounted for in the
usual Higgs pair analyses. The global analysis obviously reduces the reach for the Higgs self-coupling
modification compared to a one-parameter analysis, but still indicates that a 27 TeV hadron collider will
for the first time deliver a meaningful measurement of this fundamental physics parameter.
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9 Searches for beyond the standard model Higgs physics111
HL and HE-LHC will have an unprecedented opportunity to explore not only the Higgs sector of the SM,
but also extended Higgs sectors, as well as rare BSM processes involving the 125 GeV Higgs boson.
In this section, we first discuss the prospects for detecting 125 GeV Higgs exotic decays, i.e.
decays to light NP particles that eventually decay back to SM particles (Sec. 9.1). Higgs exotic decays to
collider stable particles (Higgs invisible decays) are already discussed in Sec. 6. Here we report the study
of a large array of (semi-) visible decays as h → φφ, where φ is either a long lived scalar (Secs. 9.1.1,
9.1.2) or it promptly decays back to two SM fermions (Secs. 9.1.3-9.1.7). So far, the LHC has produced
O(10) million Higgs bosons at its Run 1 and Run 2. This is onlyO(5%) (O(5o/oo)) the amount of Higgs
bosons that will be produced by the HL (HE)-LHC. The huge Higgs statistics that will be collected at
the HL/HE-LHC will be a key ingredient for the success of a Higgs exotic decay program.
In Secs. 9.2, 9.3, we then present the ATLAS and CMS prospects for searching for new heavy
Higgs bosons, either in fermionic final states (H → ττ , as particularly motivated in Supersymmetric
theories), or in bosonic final states (H → ZZ, as motivated in theories that deviate from the alignment
limit). These two sections are followed by a phenomenological section (Sec. 9.4) that discusses the reach
of possible additional searches for neutral and charged Higgs bosons and the role of interference effects
in heavy Higgs searches. The interplay of the 125 Higgs coupling measurements and searches for new
degrees of freedom is discussed in Secs. 9.5-9.7 for several BSM models (the Minimal Supersymmetric
SM, Twin Higgs models and composite Higgs models).
Several well motivated BSM models can also predict new Higgs bosons with a mass below 125
GeV. The prospects to probe these light Higgs bosons and the corresponding models are discussed
in Sec. 9.8. Particularly, light Higgs bosons could be uniquely probed at the HL-stage of the LHCb
experiment.
9.1 Exotic decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson
9.1.1 First Level Track Jet Trigger for Displaced Jets at High Luminosity LHC112
The high luminosity LHC program offers many exciting opportunities to search for rare processes. It
is expected that the LHC will accumulate 3 ab−1 of proton-proton collisions at 14TeV. The CMS de-
tector will undergo major upgrades to all subsystems, including the tracker [22], the barrel [24] and
end-cap [25] calorimeters, the muon system [28], and the trigger [19].
The bandwidth limitations of the first level (L1) trigger are one of the main problems facing current
searches for exotic Higgs boson decays, as well as many other signals beyond the standard model. The
process where the Higgs boson decays to two new light scalars that in turn decay to jets, H → φφ,
is an important example. If the scalar φ has a macroscopic decay length, the offline analysis has no
background from SM processes, but the majority of the signal events do not get recorded because they
fail to be selected by the L1 trigger. The main obstacle is the high rate for low transverse momentum
jets, which is made worse by additional extraneous pp collisions in the high luminosity environment.
In this note [797], we investigate the capabilities of L1 track finding [22] to increase the L1 trigger
efficiency for such signals. We focus on small or moderate decay lengths of the new particles, 1–50mm,
and assume, as is demonstrated by many analyses [798, 799, 800], that the offline selection can remove
all SM backgrounds with only a moderate loss of efficiency.
The investigation has two major thrusts. First, we propose a jet clustering algorithm that uses the
L1 tracks found with a primary vertex constraint. Second, we consider the extension of the L1 track finder
to off-pointing tracks, and develop a jet lifetime tag for tracks with |η| < 1.0. Future work will include:
expanding the off-pointing track finding at L1 to the full acceptance of the outer tracker; matching the
111 Contact Editors: M. Borsato, M. Flechl, S. Gori, L. Zhang
112 Contacts: A. Gandrakota, Y. Gershtein, R. Glein, B. Greenberg, F. Paucar-Velasquez, R. Patel, K. Ulmer
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track jets with high transverse energy (ET) deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter; and finding new
ways to evaluate track quality to suppress “fake” tracks that result from finding the wrong combination
of track hits.
While in this study we focus on the specific Higgs boson decay to light scalars (see Ref. [43]
for extensive review of physics motivations for such decays), the results and the proposed triggers are
relevant for a broad spectrum of new physics searches, with or without macroscopic decay lengths.
9.1.1.1 Signal and background simulation
In these studies, the Phase-2 CMS detector is simulated using GEANT 4 [36]. Event samples correspond-
ing to 200 collisions per bunch crossing (pileup) [19] are used for the evaluation of trigger rates.
The following signal samples are considered:
1. Displaced single muons, generated with a uniform distribution of transverse momentum (pT ) be-
tween 2 and 8GeV, uniform in η between -1 and 1, and with impact parameter d0 distributed as a
Gaussian with width σ = 2cm.
2. The decay of the SM Higgs boson H(125) → φφ → bbbb, with φ masses of 15, 30, and 60GeV,
and cτ of 0, 1, and 5cm. The production of the Higgs boson via gluon fusion is simulated by
POWHEGv2.0 [801], while the hadronisation and decay is performed by PYTHIAv8.205 [319].
3. The decay of a heavy SM-like Higgs boson with mass 250GeV, H(250) → φφ → bbbb, with φ
masses of 15, 30, and 60GeV, and cτ of 0, 1, and 5cm. The production of the heavy SM-like Higgs
boson via gluon fusion, its decay, and its hadronisation are all simulated with PYTHIA8 [319].
9.1.1.2 Track jets
The tracker is the most granular detector participating in the L1 decision, and therefore the most resilient
to pileup. Track finding at L1 relies on selection at the front end of tracker hits that originated from high
transverse momentum particles. This is achieved through use of the so-called pT -modules consisting of
two sensors separated by a few mm [22]. A particle crossing a tracker module produces a pair of hits in
the two sensors. Such pairs form a “stub” if the azimuthal difference between the hits in the two sensors
of a module is consistent with a prompt track with pT & 2GeV.
In this section, we describe a simple jet clustering algorithm implementable in firmware, and
compare it with anti-kt jets [14] with a size parameter of R = 0.3, as produced by FASTJET [15].
A simplified algorithm for L1 track jets is used to facilitate the firmware implementation for the
L1 trigger applications. L1 track jets are found by grouping tracks in bins of zo, the point of closest
approach to the z-axis, for the tracks. The bins are overlapping, staggered by half a bin, so that each
track ends up in two bins, eliminating inefficiencies at bin edges. In each zo bin, the pT of the tracks are
summed in bins of η and azimuthal angle φ with bin size 0.2 × 0.23. A simplified nearest-neighbour
clustering is performed, and the totalHT =
∑
ptrkT in the zo bin is calculated. The zo bin with the highest
HT is chosen. Jets obtained through this algorithm are referred to as “TwoLayer Jets.” For the studies
below, zo bins with size 6 cm are used. Jets with ET > 50 (100)GeV are required to have at least two
(three) tracks.
The track purity depends on the number of stubs in the track and the χ2 of the track fit. High-
pT tracks are much less pure than low-pT tracks, with fake tracks distributed approximately uniformly in
1/pT while real tracks are mostly low-pT . To mitigate the effect of high-pT fake tracks, any track with
a reconstructed pT above 200GeV is assigned a pT of 200GeV. The track quality selection used in this
analysis is summarised in Table 89.
We have verified that the TwoLayer trigger algorithm gives similar performance to a full jet cluster-
ing using the anti-kt algorithm with a size parameter R = 0.3, as implemented in FASTJET. Figure 141
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Table 89: Track selection for jet finding. The χ2 selections are per degree of freedom for a 4-parameter
track fit.
track pT 4 stubs 5 stubs 6 stubs
2–10GeV χ2 < 15 χ2 < 15 accept
10–50GeV reject χ2 < 10 accept
>50GeV reject χ2 < 5 χ2 < 5
shows the efficiency to reconstruct a track jet as function of the generator-level jet pT . Figure 142 shows
the calculated L1 trigger rates for an HT trigger (scalar sum of pT of all jets above threshold) and a quad-
jet trigger (at least four jets above threshold) as a function of the threshold. HT is computed from track
jets with pT > 5GeV.
The rates are computed based on a fixed number of colliding bunches. The trigger rate is computed
as
Rate = LTNbunchesfLHC,
where Nbunches = 2750 bunches for 25nsbunch spacing operation, fLHC = 11246Hz, and LT is the
efficiency to pass a given L1 threshold as determined in simulation. For both the L1 trigger efficiency
and rate, the performance of the TwoLayer hardware algorithm is compatible with the performance from
the more sophisticated algorithm from FASTJET.
Fig. 141: The efficiency for a jet to give rise to a L1 track jet as a function of the generator-level pT of the
jet. The light and dark blue lines correspond to the trigger clustering (TwoLayer Jets) and anti-kt with
R = 0.3 (FASTJET), respectively.
9.1.1.3 Displaced track finding
In this section, we briefly describe the performance of an algorithm for reconstruction of tracks with non-
zero impact parameter. This approach extends the baseline L1 Track Trigger design to handle tracks with
non-zero impact parameter and to include the impact parameter in the track fit. This enhanced design is
feasible without greatly altering the track finding approach, but will require more computational power
than the current proposal, which considers only prompt tracks. Tracks passing the selection are clustered
using the same algorithm as described in Section 9.1.1.2, and clusters containing tracks with high impact
parameters are flagged as displaced jets. Though the baseline design of the L1 Track Trigger currently
is optimised to find prompt tracks, these studies show that an enhanced L1 Track Trigger can extend the
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Fig. 142: Calculated L1 trigger rates for track jet based HT (left) and quad-jet (right) triggers. The
light and dark blue lines correspond to the trigger clustering (TwoLayer Jets) and anti-kt with R = 0.3
(FASTJET), respectively.
L1 trigger acceptance to include new BSM physics signals.
Fig. 143: A sketch of a track crossing a pT -module.
A track with a sufficiently small impact parameter can produce a stub. For tracks with large
pT (i.e. large curvature radius ρ) and small d0, the bending angle β between the track and the prompt
infinite momentum track, as shown in Fig. 143, is
β ≈ r
2ρ
− d0
r
.
Therefore, for a given d0, one expects the stubs to be formed more efficiently as the radius of
the module r increases. Fig. 144 shows the efficiency for a displaced muon to produce a stub as a
function of the signed transverse momentum and the impact parameter of the muon, as measured in the
full GEANT 4-based simulation of the Phase-2 detector.
A special version of the tracklet algorithm [22] has been developed that is capable of reconstructing
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Fig. 144: The efficiency for a displaced muon to form stubs in the six barrel layers of the Phase-2 tracker,
as a function of the signed muon pT and impact parameter. The top row shows, from left to right, layers
1, 2, and 3; the bottom row shows layers 4, 5, and 6. The sample is comprised of 2000 muons generated
with uniformly distributed transverse momentum between 2 and 8GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 1, and
with the impact parameter d0 distributed as a Gaussian with width of 2cm.
tracks with impact parameters of a few cm. For now, the reconstruction is limited to the barrel region
(|η| < 1.0). Preliminary feasibility studies show that the algorithm will have similar performance in the
entire outer tracker coverage.
Fig. 145 shows the track reconstruction efficiency requiring at least four and at least five stubs
on the track. As expected, allowing only four stubs on a track gives a higher efficiency for high impact
parameter tracks.
For the extended track finding algorithm, two track fits are performed: a 3-parameter rφ fit yielding
1/ρ, φ0, and d0, and a 2-parameter rz fit yielding t and zo. The bend consistency variable is defined as
consistency =
1
Nstubs
Nstubs∑
i=1
(
βi − βexpi
σi
)2
,
whereNstubs is the total number of stubs comprising the track, βi and β
exp
i are the measured and expected
bend angles for stub i, and σi is the expected bend angle resolution.
Two track categories are defined, loose and tight. The selection is summarised in Table 90.
A jet is required to have at least two tracks passing the tight selection. If two or more tight tracks
in a jet have |d0| > 0.1cm, the jet is tagged as a displaced jet.
9.1.1.4 Results
Figure 146 shows the rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of the efficiency of the heavy SM-
like Higgs boson signal. While for prompt φ decays one can realistically achieve 20% efficiency at an
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Fig. 145: The efficiency for a displaced muon to be reconstructed as a track with at least four stubs (left)
and at least five stubs (right).
Table 90: Track selection criteria for jet finding with extended L1 track finding.
Loose Tight
Nstubs χ
2
rφ χ
2
rz consistency χ
2
rφ χ
2
rz consistency
4 <0.5 <0.5 <1.25 reject
≥ 5 <5.0 <2.5 <5.0 <3.5 <2.0 <4.0
L1 rate of 25kHz, the efficiency quickly drops with the decay length, since the displaced tracks are not
reconstructed for d0 values above a few mm.
The rate for theHT trigger using the extended track finding is shown in Fig. 147, with and without
a requirement of at least one jet with a displaced tag. The displaced tag requirement suppresses the rate
by more than an order of magnitude. The displaced tracking and the trigger that requires a jet with a
displaced tag make the signals with low HT accessible for displaced jets.
In order to compare the results with prompt and extended track reconstruction, one needs to make
a correction for the rapidity coverage: prompt tracks are found in |η| < 2.4, while the extended track
algorithm currently only reconstructs tracks in |η| < 1.0. For the feasible thresholds, the rate for |η| <
0.8 and |η| < 2.4 differ by a factor of five. To scale the efficiency for finding track jets to the full
|η| < 2.4 range, we derive a scale factor (SF) based on efficiency in the full η range and the central η
range. The signal efficiency SFs range from 4–6, which is comparable to the increase in the L1 rate.
We have confirmed that such extrapolation works for the track jets clustered with prompt tracks. Figure
148 shows the expected trigger rate as a function of efficiency for the SM and the heavy SM-like Higgs
bosons.
The available bandwidth for the triggers described above, if implemented, will be decided as a
part of the full trigger menu optimisation. Here, we consider two cases, 5 and 25kHz. The expected
event yield for triggers using extended and prompt tracking are shown in Fig. 149, assuming branching
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Fig. 146: The rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of signal efficiency for the SM Higgs boson
(left) and the heavy SM-like Higgs boson (right) using prompt track finding.
fraction B[H → φφ] = 10−5 for the SM Higgs boson. For the heavy Higgs boson, the expected number
of produced signal events is set to be the same as for the SM Higgs by requiring σpp→H(250)B[Φ →
φφ] = 10−5σpp→H(125).
9.1.1.5 Conclusion
We have studied the upgraded CMS detector’s ability to trigger on events with long lived particles de-
caying into jets. Currently, such events pass the L1 trigger only if the total transverse energy in the event
is above a few hundred GeV. This is an important blind spot for searches, especially for the rare exotic
Higgs boson decays like H → φφ.
In this note, a new L1 trigger strategy based on the Phase-2 CMS detector’s ability to find tracks
at L1 is explored. Using L1 tracks for jet reconstruction significantly suppresses pile-up and allows to
accept events with lower HT. For the exotic Higgs decays considered, given the total Phase-2 dataset of
3 ab−1 and branching fraction of 10−5, CMS would collect O(10) events, which should be sufficient for
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Fig. 147: The rate of the track jet HT trigger using extended track finding with (solid line) and without
(dashed line) a requirement of at least one jet with a displaced tag.
discovery. We also considered a plausible extension of the L1 track finder to consider tracks with impact
parameters of a few cm. That approach improves the yield by more than an order of magnitude. The
gains for the extended L1 track finding are even larger for the events with larger HT, as demonstrated by
the simulations of heavy Higgs boson decays.
9.1.2 Higgs exotic decays into long-lived particles113
The Higgs boson is a well-motivated portal to new physics sectors, introducing a vast variety of exotic
decays [43]. The presence of long-lived particles (LLP) can be a striking feature of many new physics
models [802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813]. At the same time, vast swaths of
the possible parameter space of the LLP remain unexplored by LHC searches. LHC general purpose
detectors, ATLAS and CMS, provide full angular coverage and sizeable volume, making them ideal for
LLP searches. However, searches for LLPs that decay within a few centimetre of the interaction point
suffer from large SM backgrounds. LLPs produced at the LHC generically travel slower than the SM
background and decay at macroscopic distances away from the interaction point. Hence, they arrive at
outer particle detectors with a sizeable time delay.
Recently, precision timing upgrades with a timing resolution of 30 picoseconds have been pro-
posed to reduce pile-up for the upcoming runs with higher luminosity, including MIP Timing Detector
(MTD) [26] by the CMS collaboration for the barrel and end-cap region in front of the electromag-
netic calorimeter, the High Granularity Timing Detector [814] by the ATLAS collaboration in end-cap
and forward region, and similarly multiple precision timing upgrades [815] by the LHCb collabora-
tion. As a strategy applicable to a broad range of models, we propose the use of a generic Initial State
Radiation (ISR) jet to time-stamp the hard collision and require only a single LLP decay inside the de-
tector with significant time delay. Such a strategy can greatly suppress the SM background and reach a
sensitivity two orders of magnitude or more better than traditional searches in a very larger parameter
space [546, 816, 817, 808]. With a general triggering and search strategy that can capture most LLP
decays, we show a striking improvement in sensitivity and coverage for LLPs. In addition to the MTD
at CMS, we also consider a hypothetical timing layer on the outside of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
113 Contacts: J. Liu, Z. Liu, L.T. Wang
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Fig. 148: The rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of signal efficiency using extended track find-
ing for the SM Higgs (left) and the heavy SM-like Higgs (right). The extended track finding performance
is extrapolated to the full outer tracker acceptance as described in text.
(MS) as an estimate of the best achievable reach of our proposal for LLPs with long lifetimes.
Higgs decaying to glueballs with subsequent decays into SM jet pairs is our benchmark model
here. This occurs in model [812] where the Higgs is the portal to a dark QCD sector whose lightest states
are the long-lived glueballs. Typical energy of the glueball is set by the Higgs mass, and the time delay
depends on glueball mass. Time-stamping the hard collision is achieved by using an ISR jet:
pp→ h+ j , h→ X +X, X → SM, (181)
where X represents the LLP.
While particle identification and kinematic reconstruction are highly developed, usage of timing
information has so far been limited since prompt signatures are often assumed. Such an assumption
could miss a crucial potential signature of an LLP, a significant time delay. Here we outline a general
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Fig. 149: This plot shows the number of triggered Higgs events (assuming B[H → φφ] = 10−5, cor-
responding to 1700 events) as a function of cτ for two choices for the trigger rates: 25kHz(left),
5kHz(right). Two triggers are compared: one based on prompt track finding (dotted lines) and another
that is based on extended track finding with a displaced jet tag (solid lines).
BSM signal search strategy that uses the timing information and the corresponding background consid-
eration. A typical signal event of LLP is shown in the left panel of Fig. 150. The LLP, X , travels a
distance `X into a detector volume and decays into two light SM particles a and b, which then reach tim-
ing detector at a transverse distance LT2 away from the beam axis. Typically, the SM particles travel at
velocities close to the speed of light. For simplicity, we consider neutral LLP signals where background
from charged particles can be vetoed using particle identification and isolation. The decay products of X
arrive at the timing layer with a time delay ∆tidelay =
`X
βX
+ `iβi
− `SMβSM for ith decay products from X and
βi ' βSM ' 1. It is necessary to have prompt particles from production or decay, or ISR, which arrives
at timing layer with the speed of light, to derive the time of the hard collision at the primary vertex (to
“time-stamp” the hard collision).
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Fig. 150: Left Panel: An event topology with an LLP X decaying into two light SM particles a and b.
A timing layer, at a transverse distance LT2 away from the beam axis (horizontal grey dotted line), is
placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded region). The trajectory of a reference SM background
particle is also shown (blue dashed line). The grey polygon indicates the primary vertex. Right Panel:
the 95% C.L. limit on BR(h→ XX) for signal process pp→ jh with subsequent decay h→ XX and
X → jj. Different colours indicate different masses of the particle X . The thick solid and dotted (thick
long-dashed) lines indicate MS (MTD) searches with different timing cuts. The numbers in parentheses
are the assumed timing resolutions. Other 13 TeV LHC projections [817, 818] are plotted in thin lines.
Figures are taken from Ref. [802].
We consider events with at least one ISR jet to time-stamp the primary vertex (PV) and one delayed
SM object coming from the LLP decay. We propose two searches using the time delay information:
LT2 LT1 Trigger trig sig 
j
fake Ref.
MTD 1.17 m 0.2 m DelayJet 0.5 0.5 10−3 [26]
MS 10.6 m 4.2 m MS RoI 0.25, 0.5 0.25 5.2× 10−9 [546]
The size of the detector volume is described by transverse distance to the beam pipe from LT1 to LT2 ,
where the timing layer is located. For both searches, we assume a similar timing resolution of 30 ps.
For the MS search, because of the larger time delay and much less background due to “shielding” by
inner detectors, a time resolution of 0.2 - 2 ns could achieve a similar physics reach. The trig, sig and
jfake are the efficiencies for trigger, signal selection and a QCD jet faking the delayed jet signal with
pT > 30 GeV in MTD and MS searches, respectively.
For the MTD search, we assume a new trigger strategy of a delayed jet using the CMS MTD.
This can be realised by putting a minimal time delay cut when comparing the prompt time-stamping
jet with pT > 30 GeV with the arrival time of another jet at the timing layer. The MTD signal, after
requiring minimal decay transverse distance of 0.2 m (LT1), will not have good tracks associated with it.
Hence, the major SM background is from trackless jets. The jet fake rate of j,MTDfake = 10
−3 is estimated
using Pythia [32] by simulating the jets with minimal pT of 30 GeV and studying the anti-kt jets with
R = 0.4, where all charged constituent hadrons are too soft (pT < 1 GeV). For the MS search, we
use the MS Region of Interest (MS RoI) trigger from a very similar search [819] as a reference, with an
efficiency of trig = 0.25 and 0.5 for the two benchmark BSM signals, and a signal selection efficiency
of sig = 0.25. The backgrounds are mainly from the punch-through jets, and the fake efficiency can be
inferred to be j,MSfake = 5.2×10−9, normalised to 1300 fake MS barrel events at 8 TeV [819]. For detailed
discussion on the background estimation, see Ref. [802].
To emphasise the power of timing, we rely mostly on the timing information to suppress back-
ground and make only minimal cuts. We only require one low pT ISR jet, with p
j
T > 30 GeV and
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|ηj | < 2.5. In both signal benchmarks, we require that at least one LLP decays inside the detector. We
generate signal events using MadGraph5 [79] at parton level. After detailed simulations of the delayed
arrival time, we derive the projected sensitivity using the cross-sections obtained in Ref. [820]. The
95% C.L. sensitivity is shown in Fig. 150. We assume X decays to SM jet pairs with 100% branching
fraction. The MTD and MS searches, with 30 ps timing resolution, are plotted in thick dashed and solid
lines, respectively. For MS, the best reach of BR(h → XX) is about a few times 10−6 for cτ ∼ 10 m.
The reach is relatively insensitive to the mass of X when mX > 10 GeV because X are moving slowly
enough to pass the timing cut. For the MS search, a less precise timing resolution (200 ps) has also been
considered with cut ∆t > 1 ns. After the cut, the backgrounds from same-vertex hard collision (SV) and
pile-up (PU) for MS search are 0.11 and 7.0 × 10−3 respectively, and the SV background dominates.
The reach for heavy X is almost not affected, while reduced by a factor of around two for light X.
In the right panel of Fig. 150, we compare MTD and MS (thick lines) with 13 TeV HL-LHC
(with 3 ab−1 integrated luminosity) projections, two displaced vertex (DV) at MS using zero background
assumption (thin dotted) and one DV at MS using a data-driven method with optimistic background esti-
mation (thin dashed) from [817]. The projected limits from invisible Higgs decay at the 14 TeV HL-LHC
(see Sec. 6.2.1 of this report) is also shown in the right panel of Fig. 150.
Exploiting timing information can significantly enhance the sensitivities of LLP searches at the
HL-LHC. To emphasise the advantage of timing, we made minimal requirements on the signal, with one
ISR jet and a delayed signal. The temporal behaviour of the SM and detector background are not yet
well understood. This novel investigation [802] requires further studies on the background behaviour
at the HL- and HE-LHC to further realise the proposed trigger and analysis. Further optimisation can
be developed for more dedicated searches. The time-stamping ISR jet can be replaced by other objects,
such as leptons or photons. Depending on the underlying signal and model parameters, one can also
use prompt objects from signal production and decay. In addition, for specific searches, one could also
optimise the selection of the signal based on the decay products of LLPs. Finally, we emphasise that the
current LLP searches are complimentary to the timing based searches discussed here. Once combined,
the current searches should in general gain better sensitivity for heavy LLP. These future perspectives
can be further extended and realised at the HE-LHC with more advanced phenomenological studies with
detector, trigger and analysis, as well as higher statistics on the Higgs bosons.
9.1.3 Projection of CMS search for exoticH → aa→ 2b2τ 114
This analysis looks for decays of the Higgs boson to pairs of pseudoscalar bosons in the final state of
two τ leptons and two b quarks [821]. The ττ pair is reconstructed as eµ, µτh, or eτh, depending on
the decay modes of the τ leptons. The symbol τh denotes a τ lepton decaying hadronically. Only one b
jet with pT > 20 GeV is required to be reconstructed and tagged as originating from a b quark because
the b jets originating from the pseudoscalar boson are typically soft. An improved signal sensitivity is
obtained by dividing the events in four different categories depending on the visible invariant mass of
the b jet and the τ candidates, denoted mbττ . The thresholds that define the categories depend on the
final state. The categories with low mbττ are enriched in signal events, while the categories with large
mbττ help to constrain the backgrounds. The results are extracted with a maximum likelihood fit of the
visible τ τ mass spectrum. The dominant backgrounds at lowmA are tt production as well as events with
jets misidentified as τ candidates, whereas the Drell–Yan background starts to contribute for ma > 45
GeV values. This analysis is only sensitive to pseudoscalar masses above 15 GeV. The sensitivity of
the analysis mostly comes from the low mbττ category, which is statistically limited, and the statistical
uncertainty strongly dominates the results.
The extrapolations summarised in Ref. [822], and presented in this section and the next two as-
114 Contact: C. Caillol
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sume that the CMS experiment will have a similar level of detector and triggering performance during
the HL-LHC operation as it provided during the LHC Run 2 period [30, 22, 24, 25, 28]. The results
of extrapolations, hereafter named projections, are presented for different assumptions on the size of
systematic uncertainties that will be achievable by the time of HL-LHC:
– ”Run 2 systematic uncertainties” scenario: This scenario assumes that performance of the ex-
perimental methods at the HL-LHC will be unchanged with respect to the LHC Run 2 period,
and there will be no significant improvement in the theoretical descriptions of relevant physics ef-
fects. All experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties are assumed to be unchanged with
respect to the ones in the reference Run 2 analyses, and kept constant with integrated luminosity.
– ”YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario: This scenario assumes that there will be further
advances in both experimental methods and theoretical descriptions of relevant physics effects.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor two with respect to the ones in the
reference Run 2 analyses. For experimental systematic uncertainties, it is assumed that those will
be reduced by the square root of the integrated luminosity until they reach a defined lower limit
based on estimates of the achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector.
In these scenarios, all the uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are ne-
glected, under the assumption that sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the
HL-LHC becomes operational.
For all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is reduced by a factor
1/
√
RL, where RL is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the reference Run 2 analysis.
Table 91 summarises the Run 2 uncertainties for which a lower limit value is set in the ”YR18
systematics uncertainties” scenario. Systematic uncertainties in the identification and isolation efficien-
cies for electrons and muons are expected to be reduced to around 0.5%. The hadronic τ lepton (τh)
performance is assumed to remain similar to the current level and therefore the associated uncertainties
are not reduced in this scenario. The uncertainty in the overall jet energy scale (JES) is expected to reach
around 1% precision for jets with pT > 30 GeV, driven primarily by improvements for the absolute scale
and jet flavour calibrations. The missing transverse momentum uncertainty is obtained by propagating
the JES uncertainties in its computation, yielding a reduction by up to a half of the Run 2 uncertainty.
For the identification of b-tagged jets, the uncertainty in the selection efficiency of b (c) quarks, and in
misidentifying a light jet is expected to remain similar to the current level, with only the statistical com-
ponent reducing with increasing integrated luminosity. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of
the data sample could be reduced down to 1% by a better understanding of the calibration and fit models
employed in its determination, and making use of the finer granularity and improved electronics of the
upgraded detectors.
Upper limits at 95% CL on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h → aa → 2b2τ) are shown in Fig. 151 for different
integrated luminosities and systematic uncertainty scenarios. In this expression, σSM denotes the SM
production cross section of the Higgs boson, whereas σ(h) is the h production cross section. The limits
improve proportionally to the square root of the integrated luminosity, as the analysis is statistically
limited. For an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, the difference between the limits in the systematic
scenarios of Run 2 and YR18 is of the order of 5%, and the limits become another 5% better if all
systematic uncertainties are neglected.
The limits of the h→ aa analyses can be converted to limits on B(h→ aa) in two-Higgs-doublet
models extended with a scalar singlet (2HDM+S) [43], for a given type of model, ma, and tanβ. The
limits in the four types of 2HDM+S are shown in Fig. 152, assuming 3000 fb−1 of data with YR18
systematic uncertainties. The colour scale indicates the upper limits on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h→ aa) that can
be set assuming some values for ma and tanβ.
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Table 91: The sources of systematic uncertainty for which limiting values are applied in ”YR18 system-
atics uncertainties” scenario.
Source Component Run 2 unc. Projection minimum unc.
Muon ID 1–2% 0.5%
Electron ID 1–2% 0.5%
Photon ID 0.5–2% 0.25–1%
Hadronic τ ID 6% Same as Run 2
Jet energy scale Absolute 0.5% 0.1–0.2%
Relative 0.1–3% 0.1–0.5%
Pileup 0–2% Same as Run 2
Method and sample 0.5–5% No limit
Jet flavour 1.5% 0.75%
Time stability 0.2% No limit
Jet energy res. Varies with pT and η Half of Run 2
~p
miss
T scale Varies with analysis selection Half of Run 2
b-Tagging b-/c-jets (syst.) Varies with pT and η Same as Run 2
light mis-tag (syst.) Varies with pT and η Same as Run 2
b-/c-jets (stat.) Varies with pT and η No limit
light mis-tag (stat.) Varies with pT and η No limit
Integrated lumi. 2.5% 1%
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Fig. 151: Left: Projected expected limits on (σ(h)/σSM) times the branching fraction for h → aa →
2b2τ , for 36, 300, and 3000 fb−1. Right: Projected expected limits (σ(h)/σSM)B(h → aa → 2b2τ),
comparing different scenarios for systematic uncertainties for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
9.1.4 Projection of CMS search for exoticH → aa→ 2µ2τ 115
This analysis searches for the exotic decay of the Higgs boson to a pair of light pseudoscalars, in the
final state of two muons and two τ leptons [823]. Pseudoscalar masses between 15 and 62 GeV are
investigated; in this mass range the decay products from the pseudoscalars are not collimated. Several
ττ pair possibilities are studied in this analysis: eµ, eτh, µτh, and τhτh. In the case where there are 3
muons, the highest-pt one is paired with the opposite-sign muon that has the highest-pT among the other
two, while the last muon is considered as originating from a τ lepton decay. To reduce the backgrounds
from Z Z, Z+jets, and W Z +jets productions, the invariant mass of the muon pair is required to be above
115 Contact: C. Caillol
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Fig. 152: Expected upper limits on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h→ aa) for 3000 fb−1 of data with YR18 systematic
uncertainties for the 2b2τ final state in 2HDM+S type-1 (top left), type-2 (top right), type-3 (bottom left),
and type-4 (bottom right).
the visible invariant mass of the ττ pair, and the visible invariant mass of the four objects is required
to be less than 110–130 GeV depending on the final state. The limits are extracted with an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit of the di-muon mass spectrum. The backgrounds are characterised by a rather
flat di-muon mass spectrum, while the signal h→ aa→ 2µ2τ forms a narrow peak in the di-muon mass
spectrum. The number of expected background events below the signal peak is almost zero, especially
at low di-muon mass, and the analysis is strongly statistically dominated.
In the ”YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario, in addition to the limiting values detailed in
Table 91, the uncertainty in the normalisation of the reducible background is not allowed to go lower
than 20% of the value used in Run-2. The corresponding limits for the h → aa → 2µ2τ search
are shown in Fig. 153. They scale approximately inversely with the integrated luminosity at low ma
because the analysis is close to background-free, while they tend to scale inversely with the square
root of the integrated luminosity at higher ma, where the background is more important. This leads
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to the large improvement at low ma for 3000 fb
−1 of collected data shown in Fig. 153. The analysis is
statistically limited, even with 3000 fb−1 of data. The difference between the Run 2 and YR18 systematic
uncertainties in terms of upper limits is up to 5%, and is the largest at high ma.
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Fig. 153: Left: Projected expected limits on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h → aa → 2µ2τ), for 36, 300, and 3000
fb−1. Right: Projected expected limits on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h→ aa→ 2µ2τ), comparing different scenar-
ios for systematic uncertainties for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
The limits in the four types of 2HDM+S are shown in Fig 154 for the 2µ2τ analysis, assuming
3000 fb−1 of data in the ”YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario.
9.1.5 Exotic decays of the Higgs to 2b2µ116
We assess the potential of an exotic Higgs decay search for h → 2X → bb¯µ+µ− to constrain theories
with light CP-even (X = s) and CP-odd (X = a) singlet scalars at the HL-LHC. This contribution is
based on [824]. The decay channel h → 2X → bb¯µ+µ− may represent the best discovery avenue for
many models, such as the 2HDM model with an additional complex scalar singlet. It has competitive
reach, and is less reliant on low-pT b− and τ−reconstruction compared to other channels like 4b, 4τ ,
and 2τ2µ.
To estimate the reach of h → 2X → bb¯µ+µ− search at the 14 TeV LHC, we take X = a for
simplicity. (The results for a scalar, X = s, will be similar.) The dominant backgrounds are Drell-Yan
(DY) production with associated jets, i.e., Z/γ∗ + 2b/2c/2j, where Z/γ∗ produces a muon pair. A sec-
ondary background arises from tt¯ production. Backgrounds from di-boson production (ZZ,WW,WZ)
have small enough cross sections so that we can neglect them. It is also possible for QCD multi-jet
events, with two jets being mis-identified as muons, to contribute to the background. We find this can
be neglect for analysis with b-tags. Signal, as well as DY and tt¯ backgrounds, are simulated at LO by
Sherpa 2.1.1 [161] for
√
s = 14 TeV with the CT10 PDF, and matched up to three jets. The Higgs
production cross section for the signal is normalised to the cross section presented in Sec. 2.2 of this
report, σggF ' 54.72 pb.
Two types of analyses have been included. A conventional analysis that uses standard anti-kt jets
with a jet radius of R ∼ 0.4. Two b-tags at 70% b-tagging efficiency working point [825] are imposed
to the final states. A missing transverse energy cut of /ET < 30GeV suppresses the tt¯ background. In
116 Contact: Y.M. Zhong
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Fig. 154: Expected upper limits on (σ(h)/σSM)B(h→ aa) for 3000 fb−1 of data with YR18 systematic
uncertainties for the 2µ2τ final state in 2HDM+S type-1 (top left), type-2 (top right), type-3 (bottom
left), and type-4 (bottom right).
addition we make use of the double-resonance structure of the signal by imposing invariant mass cuts
|mb1b2µ1µ2 −mh| < 15GeV, |mb1b2 −ma| < 15GeV, |mµ1µ2 −ma| < 1GeV, (182)
separately for each ma. After imposing the above cuts, we then perform a simple counting experiment
to estimate the reach. The expected bounds are approximately independent of scalar mass for ma ≥
30GeV. Forma < 20GeV, the signal efficiency drops dramatically because the two b’s from the a-decay
become collimated. The second analysis is based on the mass drop tagger (MDT) [826], a jet substructure
technique, to improve the search sensitivity for the low -ma region. After clustering a b-tagged Cam-
bridge/Aachen (C/A) jet with a jet radius ofR = 0.8, we resolve its hardest sub-jets that satisfy the MDT
criteria (µ < 0.67, y > 0.09) by undoing the last step of the C/A clustering. We then apply the same
missing energy and invariant mass cuts to the sub-jets as the conventional analysis.
The results of the combined substructure and conventional analyses are shown in Fig. 155. The
figure shows a fairly flat sensitivity of Br(h→ 2a→ 2b2µ) . few×10−4 for 14 TeV LHC with 30 fb−1
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data in the range 15GeV ≤ ma ≤ 60GeV. With either 300 or 3000 fb−1 of data, the projected sensitivity
increases to 10−4, and few × 10−5, respectively. For HE-LHC (27 TeV with 15 ab−1), we expected the
number of signal and DY background events to be respectively increased by a factor of ∼ 15 and ∼ 12
in comparison with those of the HL-LHC. This leads to a HE-LHC reach at around . 10−5, i.e., a factor
of 15/
√
12 ≈ 4 better than those of the HL-LHC. In the figure, we also show the 95% CL bounds from
the 13 TeV ATLAS analysis with 36.1 fb−1 data [827] for this Higgs decay mode (grey shaded region).
For a range of ma values, the ATLAS bounds are better than our projections by a factor of ∼ 2. This
may due to more dedicated analysis techniques such as kinematic-likelihood fit [827], which improve the
invariant mass resolutions. Based on the above comparison, we expect the real HL-LHC and HE-LHC
reach could be better than our conservative projections.
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Fig. 155: Combined 95% CL projected reaches on Br(h → aa → bb¯µ+µ−) for 30 (purple), 300 (green), and
3000 (red) fb−1 at 14 TeV [824] and 15 ab−1 at 27 TeV (dash-dotted blue). The 95% CL upper limits from the 13
TeV ATLAS search with 36.1 fb−1 data [827] is shown as the grey shaded region.
9.1.6 Exotic Higgs Decays to dark photons117
Dark photons, or simply a broken or unbroken Abelian gauge interaction, are natural ingredients of
hidden sectors. (See e.g. [828, 829, 830, 831, 832] for recent reviews.) Its ubiquity in such theories
is particularly important because it can connect the hidden sector to the SM via two portals: the photon
portal (strictly speaking hyper-charge portal) and the Higgs portal. The former refers to a renormalisable
kinetic mixing between the dark photon [833, 834, 835] and the SM hyper-charge gauge boson, while
the latter refers to the mixing between the SM Higgs and a “dark Higgs”, S, that may be responsible
for generating a nonzero dark photon mass. The most general minimal Abelian dark photon model, with
no other hidden sector matter but with a dark Higgs, was studied in detail in [836]. It was found that
exotic Higgs decays are an important probe of such scenarios, and a Madgraph [317] model, the Hidden
Abelian Higgs Model, was supplied to conduct the necessary Monte Carlo studies. In this section, we
briefly summarise the main results, include constraints from recent searches, and obtain new sensitivity
projections for the HE-LHC.
There are two relevant groups of terms in the model Lagrangian. One is responsible for kinetic
117 Contact: D. Curtin
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Fig. 156: Exotic Higgs decays to four leptons induced by intermediate dark photons in the Higgsed dark
U(1)D model. Left: h → ZDZ(∗) → 4` via the photon portal. Right: h → ZDZD → 4` via the Higgs
portal.
mixing between SM hyper-charge, U(1)Y , and the broken dark Abelian gauge symmetry, U(1)D:
L ⊂ −1
4
Bˆµν Bˆ
µν − 1
4
ZˆDµν Zˆ
µν
D +
1
2

cos θ
ZˆDµν Bˆ
µν +
1
2
m2D,0 Zˆ
µ
D ZˆDµ . (183)
The hatted fields indicate the original fields with non-canonical kinetic terms, before any field re-definitions.
The U(1)Y and U(1)D field strengths are respectively Bˆµν = ∂µBˆν − ∂νBˆµ and ZˆDµν = ∂µZˆDν −
∂νZˆDµ, θ is the Weinberg mixing angle, and  is the kinetic mixing parameter. The most general renor-
malisable potential for the SM and dark Higgs fields is
V0(H,S) = −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 − µ2S |S|2 + λS |S|4 + κ|S|2|H|2 . (184)
Here H is the SM Higgs doublet, while S is the SM-singlet ‘dark Higgs’ with U(1)D charge qS . The
Higgs portal coupling, κ, which links the dark and SM Higgs fields is again a renormalisable parameter
that controls the mixing between the SM Higgs boson, h, and the uneaten component of the dark Higgs,
s.
This simplified model gives rise to two kinds of exotic Higgs decays, shown in Fig. 156. The first
is the decay through the photon portal: kinetic mixing between Z and ZD allows for h → ZDZ(?),
with Br ∝ 2. The second is the decay through the Higgs portal: mixing between h and s allows for
h→ ZDZD with Br ∝ κ2. We discuss these decays in more detail below, but we note that dark photon
models can give rise to other signals as well. Kinetic mixing gives rise to DY-like production of dark
photons and a resulting di-lepton resonance via pp → ZD → `+`−. This probes the same coupling
as h → ZDZ(?) and, as we discuss below, tends to have greater sensitivity. If the dark Higgs and
dark photon masses are in a suitable range, the so-called “platinum channel” becomes available [837],
where h→ 2s→ 4ZD → 8` with Br ∝ κ2. We do not discuss this channel in detail here, but this final
state, if kinematically available, is extremely conspicuous, and the corresponding low-background search
could have significantly greater sensitivity to exotic Higgs decay branching ratios than the example of
h→ ZDZD we study in this section. The mass spectrum could also allow for exotic Z-decays [838] via
an intermediate dark Higgs, Z → ZDs→ ZDZDZD. Finally, all these signatures could be dressed up or
augmented by signatures of a non-minimal hidden sector, where the dark photon/Higgs could decay into
invisible stable particles and/or LLPs (see e.g. [831, 545]). The space of possible signatures is clearly
very rich. Even so, the simple benchmark decays we examine here give a feeling for the physics reach
of the HL- and HE-LHC in probing these kinds of theories.
9.1.6.1 Decays through the photon portal
Kinetic mixing of the dark photon can allow the Higgs to undergo the decay h → ZDZ? shown in the
left panel of Fig. 156. A search for the four-lepton (e or µ) final state has the best sensitivity, making use
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Fig. 157: Sensitivity of the (HL-)LHC and HE-LHC to h → ZDZ? → 4` decays, as a function of dark
photon mass and exotic Higgs decay branching ratio (left) or dark photon kinetic mixing parameter 
(right). Figures taken from [836] with the addition of the HE-LHC projection and the recent experimental
limit from [839]. Blue contours, taken from [836], correspond to the reach of 14 TeV pp collisions with
the HL-LHC sensitivity indicated by a solid blue curve. The green contour corresponds to the HE-LHC
at
√
s = 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 of luminosity, and is derived by rescaling the 14 TeV projections for 27
TeV signal and background cross sections, see text for details. The red shaded region on the right shows
the exclusions from the recent ATLAS search at 13 TeV with 36 fb−1 [839].
of the known invariant mass of the Higgs and the assumed mass peak in the invariant mass of one of the
lepton pairs. The HL-LHC sensitivity of such a search was estimated in [836] and is shown in Fig. 157.
Exotic Higgs branching ratios of few×10−5 can be probed at the HL-LHC. The projected limits of [836]
can be approximately rescaled for the HE-LHC if the increase in signal and background cross section
(as a function of mZD ) are known. The signal increases simply in accordance with the greater Higgs
production cross section at 27 TeV compared to 14 TeV. The increase in background generally depends
on mZD , since this determines the applied invariant mass cuts. To estimate this background increase, we
simulate the two main backgrounds to the four-lepton final state, di-Z/γ and h → ZZ∗ production, in
Madgraph at parton level for 14 and 27 TeV and apply the analysis cuts of [836]. The resulting increase
in background rate is quite mZD -independent, since the background is dominated by SM Higgs decays.
We therefore adopt a uniform factor of 4.2 for the HE-LHC branching ratio sensitivity increase compared
to the HL-LHC, and the resulting projection is shown as the green contour in Fig. 157. We also show the
recent exclusions obtained by the ATLAS 13 TeV search for this decay with 36 fb−1 [839], which agrees
roughly with our projections for LHC reach.
The reach in exotic Higgs branching ratio is impressive, below the 10−5 level at the HE-LHC. This
allows exotic Higgs decay sensitivities on the kinetic mixing parameter better than 10−2, surpassing,
therefore, the model independent bound from electroweak precision measurements, see Fig. 157 (right).
Even so, exotic Higgs decays do not lead to the most stringent probe of  in this model. Instead, simple
DY production of ZD and search for the resulting di-lepton resonance on top of the Z
∗ background
still has the greatest reach in , see Fig. 158 from [836]. For this figure, HE-LHC constraints are also
derived from the 14 TeV projections by rescaling the signal and background cross sections as a function
of m`` ≈ mZD . Here, the HE-LHC could reach sensitivities better than  ∼ 10
−3.
It is important to point out that while exotic Higgs decays may not be the most sensitive probe
of kinetic mixing in this scenario, they nevertheless serve an important function in diagnosing the dark
sector. Discovery of a resonance in the DY spectrum could indicate a conventionally coupled Z ′ or a
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Fig. 158: Sensitivity of the (HL-)LHC and HE-LHC to DY production of ZD and decay to two leptons,
as a function of dark photon mass and kinetic mixing parameter . Figure taken from [836], indicating
the sensitivity of searches at 14 TeV (red contours) with the HL-LHC sensitivity indicated by the red
dashed curve. The added green contour corresponds to the HE-LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 of
luminosity, and is derived by rescaling the 14 TeV projections for 27 TeV signal and background cross
sections, see text for details.
kinetically mixed dark photon. However, a discovery of the corresponding exotic Higgs decay would
strongly suggest the latter scenario.
9.1.6.2 Decays through the Higgs portal
If the dark photon obtains its mass from a dark Higgs mechanism, one would generally expect there to
be nonzero mixing with the SM Higgs. This can lead to exotic Higgs decays to dark photons, as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 156.
The signal is independent of  as long as  is large enough for ZD to decay promptly. Again, the
four-lepton final state is the best search target, and the requirement of two di-lepton invariant masses
coincident at mZD and m4` ≈ mh is a very stringent signal requirement that greatly suppresses back-
grounds. The sensitivity projections for the HL-LHC are shown in Fig. 159, with exotic Higgs branching
ratios as small as ×10−6 being observable. We rescale these limits for the HE-LHC in an identical
manner to the previous two analyses, with the resulting projection shown as the green contour. The low
background of the search means sensitivity increases almost proportional to the increased signal rate at
higher energy and luminosity, allowing branching ratios for h → ZDZD below 10−7 (and, therefore,
branching ratios for h→ ZDZD → 4` below 10−8) to be probed. This corresponds to tiny Higgs portal
couplings of κ ∼ 10−5 (see right panel of the figure).
For very small , the ZD decay is displaced, becoming a long-lived particle. In this case, exotic
Higgs decays play a uniquely important role in probing the dark sector, since the photon portal could be
far too small to serve as a production mechanism, while the Higgs portal could be wide open. This was
analysed in [836, 545] and can lead to  as small as few×10−9 to be probed in Higgs exotic decays at the
HL-LHC.
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36 fb−1 [839].
9.1.7 Exotic Higgs decays to axion-like particles: h→ Za and h→ aa118
In this section, we discuss the exotic Higgs decays h→ aa and h→ Za, where a is a light pseudoscalar
particle often called an axion-like particle (ALP). Its interactions with SM particles are described by
dimension-5 operators or higher when assuming that the ALP respects a shift symmetry apart from a soft
breaking through an explicit mass term [840]
LD≤5eff =
1
2
(
∂µa
)
(∂µa)− m
2
a,0
2
a2 +
∑
f
cff
2
∂µa
Λ
f¯γµγ5f + g
2
s CGG
a
Λ
GAµν G˜
µν,A
+ e2Cγγ
a
Λ
Fµν F˜
µν +
2e2
swcw
CγZ
a
Λ
Fµν Z˜
µν +
e2
s2wc
2
w
CZZ
a
Λ
Zµν Z˜
µν ,
(185)
where ma,0 is the explicit symmetry breaking mass term, sw and cw are the sine and cosine of the weak
mixing angle, respectively, and Λ sets the new physics scale and is related to the ALP decay constant
by Λ/|CGG| = 32pi2fa. Note that an exotic Z-decay Z → γa proceeds through the CγZ operator.
Interactions with the Higgs boson, φ, are described by the dimension-6 and 7 operators
LD≥6eff =
Cah
Λ2
(
∂µa
)
(∂µa)φ†φ+
CZh
Λ3
(∂µa)
(
φ† iDµ φ+ h.c.
)
φ†φ+ . . . , (186)
where the first operator mediates the decay h → aa, while the second one is responsible for h → Za.
Note that a possible dimension-5 operator coupling the ALP to the Higgs current is redundant unless it is
introduced by integrating out a heavy new particle which acquires most of its mass through electroweak
symmetry breaking [841, 842, 843, 844]. The exotic Higgs decay rates into ALPs are given by
Γ(h→ Za) = m
3
h
16piΛ2
|CeffZh|2λ3/2
(m2Z
m2h
,
m2a
m2h
)
, (187)
Γ(h→ aa) = m
3
h v
2
32piΛ4
|Ceffah |2
(
1− 2m
2
a
m2h
)2√
1− 4m
2
a
m2h
, (188)
118 Contacts: M. Bauer, M. Neubert, A. Thamm
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Fig. 160: Production cross sections of ALPs produced in Higgs decays at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV)
versus the new-physics scale Λ. We set ma = 0 and fix the relevant Wilson coefficients to 1. For the
green contour we fix C(5)Zh = 0 and only consider the dimension-7 coupling in (186). The grey regions
are excluded by Higgs coupling measurements (BR(h→ BSM < 0.34)) [144].
where λ(x, y) = (1 − x − y)2 − 4xy and we define CeffZh = C(5)Zh + CZhv2/2Λ2 to take into account
possible contributions from a dimension-5 operator which originates from integrating out chiral heavy
new physics. The relevant partial widths for this study are the decay of the ALP into photons and leptons.
For the derivation and one-loop contributions we refer the reader to [844]
Γ(a→ γγ) = 4piα
2m3a
Λ2
∣∣Ceffγγ∣∣2 , (189)
Γ(a→ `+`−) = mam
2
`
8piΛ2
∣∣∣ceff`` ∣∣∣2
√
1− 4m
2
`
m2a
. (190)
Future hadron colliders can significantly surpass the reach of the LHC in searches for ALPs. In
particular, searches for ALPs produced in exotic Higgs and Z decays profit from the higher centre-of-
mass energies and luminosities of the proposed high-energy LHC (HE-LHC), planned to replace the LHC
in the LEP tunnel with
√
s = 27 TeV, and the ambitious plans for a new generation of hadron colliders
with
√
s = 100 TeV at CERN (FCC-hh) and in China (SPPC). As benchmark scenarios we assume
integrated luminosities of 3 ab−1 at the LHC, 15 ab−1 at the HE-LHC and 20 ab−1 at the FCC-hh. At
hadron colliders, ALP production in association with electroweak bosons suffers from large backgrounds.
Previous studies of these processes have therefore focused on invisibly decaying (or stable) ALPs, taking
advantage of the missing-energy signature [845, 846]. In contrast, here we focus on ALPs produced in
the decays of a Higgs boson, h→ Za and h→ aa (for more details see [847]).
Exotic decays are particularly interesting, because even small couplings can lead to appreciable
branching ratios and be as large as several percent [843, 844]. This allows us to probe large new-physics
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Fig. 161: Projected reach in searches for h → Za → `+`− + 2γ and h → aa → 4γ decays with
the LHC with 3 ab−1 (green), HE-LHC with 15 ab−1 (light green) and a 100 TeV collider with 20 ab−1
(blue). The parameter region with the solid contours correspond to a branching ratio of Br(a→ γγ) = 1,
and the contours showing the reach for smaller branching ratios are dotted. The grey areas indicate the
regions excluded by the present upper bound on the BSM Higgs width coming from Higgs coupling fits
(BR(h→ BSM < 0.34)) [144].
scales Λ, as illustrated in Figure 160, where we show the cross sections of the processes pp→ h→ Za
and pp→ h→ aa at the LHC with√s = 14 TeV. The figure nicely reflects the different scalings of the
dimension-5, 6, and 7 operators in the effective ALP Lagrangian. The shaded region is excluded by the
present Higgs coupling measurements constraining general beyond the SM decays of the Higgs boson,
Br(h → BSM) < 0.34 [144]. This leads to constraints on the coefficients |CeffZh| < 0.72 (Λ/TeV) and
|Ceffah | < 1.34 (Λ/TeV)2.
Light or weakly coupled ALPs can be long-lived, and thus only a fraction of them decay inside
the detector and can be reconstructed. The average ALP decay length perpendicular to the beam axis is
given by
L⊥a (θ) =
√
γ2a − 1
Γa
sin θ , (191)
where Γa denotes the total width of the ALP, θ is the scattering angle (in the centre-of-mass frame) and γa
specifies the relativistic boost factor. Using the fact that most Higgs bosons are produced in the forward
direction at the LHC and approximating the ATLAS and CMS detectors (as well as future detectors) by
infinitely long cylindrical tubes, we first perform a Lorentz boost to the rest frame of the decaying boson.
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In this frame the relevant boost factors for the Higgs decay into ALPs are given by
γa =

m2h −m2Z +m2a
2mamh
, for h→ Za ,
mh
2ma
, for h→ aa .
(192)
We can compute the fraction of ALPs decaying before they have travelled a certain distance Ldet from
the beam axis, finding
fadec =
∫ pi/2
0
dθ sin θ
(
1− e−Ldet/L
⊥
a (θ)
)
,
faadec =
∫ pi/2
0
dθ sin θ
(
1− e−Ldet/L
⊥
a (θ)
)2
,
(193)
where fadec is relevant for h→ Za decays and faadec applies to h→ aa decays.
For prompt ALP decays, we demand all final state particles to be detected in order to reconstruct
the decaying SM particle. For the decay into photons we require the ALP to decay before the electro-
magnetic calorimeter which, at ATLAS and CMS, is situated approximately 1.5 m from the interaction
point, and we thus take Ldet = 1.5 m. Analogously, the ALP should decay before the inner tracker,
Ldet = 2 cm, for an e
+e− final state to be detected. We also require Ldet = 2 cm for muon and tau final
states in order to take full advantage of the tracker information in reconstructing these events. We define
the effective branching ratios
Br(h→ Za→ Y Y¯ +XX¯)∣∣eff = Br(h→ Za) Br(a→ XX¯)fadec Br(Z → Y Y¯ ) , (194)
Br(h→ aa→ XX¯ +XX¯)∣∣eff = Br(h→ aa) Br(a→ XX¯)2faadec , (195)
where X = γ, e, µ, τ and Y = `,hadrons. Multiplying the effective branching ratios by the appropriate
Higgs production cross section and luminosity allows us to derive results for a specific collider. The
Higgs production cross section at 14 TeV is given by σ(pp → h) = 54.72 pb (see Sec. 2.2 of this
report). We use the reference cross section σ(gg → h) = 146.65 pb at √s = 27 TeV. At √s =
100 TeV, the relevant cross section is σ(gg → h) = 802 pb [848]. We require 100 signal events,
since this is what is typically needed to suppress backgrounds in new-physics searches with prompt
Higgs decays [144, 219, 849] (see also [844] for further discussion). We do not take advantage of the
additional background reduction obtained by cutting on a secondary vertex in the case where the ALP
lifetime becomes appreciable. A dedicated analysis by the experimental collaborations including detailed
simulations of the backgrounds is required to improve on our projections.
In Figure 161, we display the reach for observing 100 events at the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-
hh (in green, light green and blue respectively) in searches for pp→ h→ Za→ `+`−γγ (upper panels)
and pp → h → aa → 4γ (lower panels) for ma = 10 GeV, 1 GeV and 100 MeV (left, middle, right
panel) in the |CeffZh|/Λ − |Ceffγγ |/Λ and |Ceffah |/Λ2 − |Ceffγγ |/Λ planes respectively. We assume Br(a →
γγ) = 1 and indicate the reach of the FCC-hh obtained in the case that Br(a → γγ) < 1 by the black
dotted lines. In h→ Za searches, the HL-LHC can reach values of |CeffZh|/Λ down to 3× 10−3(Λ/TeV)
for all ALP masses. The HE-LHC improves this reach by a factor of 3 to 1 × 10−3(Λ/TeV), while the
FCC-hh increases the reach by an order of magnitude to values as small as 3×10−4(Λ/TeV). In |Ceffγγ |/Λ,
the HL-LHC is sensitive to values larger than 10−7, 10−5 and 10−3(Λ/TeV) for ma = 10 GeV, 1 GeV
and 100 MeV, respectively, and the largest allowed value of |CeffZh|/Λ = 0.72 (Λ/TeV). The sensitivity
of the HE-LHC (FCC-hh) increases by a factor 3 (10).
The process h → aa can access |Ceffah |/Λ2 = 1.5, 0.4, 0.15 × 10−3(Λ/TeV)2 at the HL-LHC,
HE-LHC and FCC-hh, respectively. In |Ceffγγ |/Λ, the HL-LHC is sensitive to values larger than 8 ×
10−7, 8 × 10−5 and 8 × 10−3(Λ/TeV) for ma = 10 GeV, 1 GeV and 100 MeV, respectively, for the
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Fig. 162: Projected reach in searches for h → Za → `+`− + `+`− and h → aa → 4` decays with
the LHC with 3 ab−1 (green), HE-LHC with 15 ab−1 (light green) and a 100 TeV collider with 20 ab−1
(blue). The parameter region with the solid contours correspond to a branching ratio of Br(a→ `+`−) =
1, and the contours showing the reach for smaller branching ratios are dotted. The grey areas indicate the
regions excluded by the present upper bound on the BSM Higgs width coming from Higgs coupling fits.
largest allowed value of |Ceffah |/Λ. Both the HE-LHC as well as the FCC-hh improve this reach by a
factor 2 each. For all considered ALP masses, the h→ Za decay could be observed at a 100 TeV collider
for Br(a→ γγ) & 10−6 and the h→ aa decay could be fully reconstructed for Br(a→ γγ) & 0.01.
The results are similar for leptonic ALP decays. In Figure 162 we show the reach in the |ceff`` |/Λ−
|CeffZh|/Λ plane (upper row) and |ceff`` |/Λ − |Ceffah|/Λ2 plane (lower row) for ALP decays into taus (left),
muons (middle) and electrons (right). In |CeffZh|/Λ the reach coincides with the one of the same process
with ALP decays into photons. For h→ Za the HL-LHC can probe values |ceff`` |/Λ = 6×10−7, 10−4, 2×
10−1 (Λ/TeV) for ma = 10 GeV, 1 GeV and 100 MeV, respectively. The HE-LHC (FCC-hh) increases
this reach by a factor 3 (10). Similarly for h → aa the HL-LHC is sensitive to values |ceff`` |/Λ =
6× 10−6, 10−3, 2 (Λ/TeV) which the HE-LHC and FCC-hh can increase by a factor 2 each.
9.2 LHC searches for additional heavy neutral Higgs bosons in fermionic final states
9.2.1 Projection of Run-2 ATLAS searches for MSSM heavy neutral Higgs bosons119
The studies presented in this section have also been published in [850].
119 Contacts: L. Zhang, Y. Liu
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9.2.1.1 Introduction
The discovery of a Standard Model-like Higgs boson [11, 12] at the Large Hadron Collider [851] has
provided important insight into the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. However, it remains
possible that the discovered particle is part of an extended scalar sector, a scenario that is favoured by
a number of theoretical arguments [852, 853]. Searching for additional Higgs bosons is among the
main goals of the High-Luminosity LHC programme [854]. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model [852, 855, 856] is one of the well motivated extensions of the SM. Besides the SM-like Higgs
boson, the MSSM requires two additional neutral Higgs bosons: one CP-odd (A) and one CP-even (H),
which in the following are generically called φ. At tree level, the MSSM Higgs sector depends on
only two non-SM parameters, which can be chosen to be the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson, mA,
and the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, tanβ. Beyond tree level,
a number of additional parameters affect the Higgs sector, the choice of which defines various MSSM
benchmark scenarios, such as mmod+h and hMSSM. The couplings of the additional MSSM Higgs bosons
to down-type fermions are enhanced with respect to the SM Higgs boson for large tanβ values, resulting
in increased branching fractions to τ -leptons and b-quarks, as well as a higher cross section for Higgs
boson production in association with b-quarks.
The projections presented in this section are extrapolations of the recent results obtained by AT-
LAS using the 36.1 fb−1 Run 2 dataset [857]. The MSSM Higgs boson with masses of 0.2–2.25 TeV
and tanβ of 1–58 is searched for in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad decay modes, where τlep represents the
leptonic decay of a τ -lepton, whereas τ hrepresents the hadronic decay. The main production modes are
gluon–gluon fusion and in association with b-quarks. To exploit the different production modes, events
containing at least one b-tagged jet enter the b-tag category, while events containing no b-tagged jets
enter the b-veto category. The total transverse mass (mtotT ), as defined in Ref. [857], is used as the final
discriminant between the signal and the background.
In making these extrapolations, the assumption is made that the planned upgrades to the ATLAS
detector and improvements to reconstruction algorithms will mitigate the effects of the higher pileup
which can reach up to 200 in-time pileup interactions, leading to the overall reconstruction performance
matching that of the current detector. Furthermore, the assumption is made that the analysis will be
unchanged in terms of selection and statistical analysis technique, though the current analysis has not
been re-optimised for the HL-LHC datasets.
9.2.1.2 Extrapolation method
To account for the integrated luminosity increase at HL-LHC, signal and background distributions are
scaled by a factor of 3000/36.1. Furthermore, to account for the increase in collision energy from
13 TeV to 14 TeV, the background distributions are further scaled by a factor 1.18 which assumes the
same parton-luminosity increase for quarks as that for gluons. The cross section of signals in various
scenarios at 14 TeV are given in Ref. [45]. Possible effects on the kinematics and the mtotT shape due to
the collision energy increase are neglected for this study. The scaled mtotT distributions for the four signal
categories and one for the top control region are shown in Figures 163 and 164. These distributions are
used in the statistical analysis.
The larger dataset at HL-LHC will give the opportunity to reduce the systematic uncertainties.
The “Baseline” scenario for the systematic uncertainty reduction compared to current Run 2 values fol-
lows the recommendation of Ref. [16], according to which the systematic uncertainties associated with
b-tagging, τ h (hadronic τ decay) and theoretical uncertainties due to the missing higher order, the PDF
uncertainty, etc., are reduced. The systematic uncertainties associated with the reconstruction and identi-
fication of the high-pT τ h is reduced by a factor of 2 and becomes the leading systematic uncertainty for
a heavy Higgs boson with mass mφ > 1 TeV. The systematic uncertainty associated with the modelling
of the jet to τ h fake background is assumed to be the same as in the current analysis. For the jet to τ h fake
background from multi-jet in τhadτhad channel, the modelling uncertainty is mainly due to the limited
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Fig. 163: Distributions of mtotT for each signal category. The predictions and uncertainties (including
both statistical and systematic components) for the background processes are obtained from the fit under
the hypothesis of no signal. The combined prediction for A and H bosons with masses of 300, 500 and
800 GeV and tanβ = 10 in the hMSSM scenario are superimposed.
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Fig. 164: Distribution of mtotT distributions in in the top quark enriched control region of the τlepτhad
channel.
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data size in the control region and is reduced by a factor of 2. The statistical uncertainties on the predicted
signal and background distributions, defined as the “template stat. uncertainty”, is determined by the size
of the MC samples and of the data sample in the control region where the τ h fake factor is applied. The
impact of the template stat. uncertainty is negligible in the Run 2 analysis. Assuming large enough MC
samples will be generated for HL-LHC and sufficient data will be collected at HL-LHC, the uncertainties
due to the sample size is ignored in this extrapolation study. To quantify the importance of the reduction
of systematic uncertainties compared to current Run 2 values, results (labelled as “Unreduced”) will also
be given with current Run 2 values except for ignoring the template stat. uncertainty.
9.2.1.3 Results
The mtotT distributions from the τlepτhad (separately in the electron and muon channels) and τhadτhad
signal regions, as well as the top control region, are used in the final combined fit to extract the signal.
The statistical framework used to produce the Run 2 results is documented in Ref. [857] and is adapted
for this HL-LHC projection study. The results are given in terms of exclusion limits [355], as well as the
5 σ discovery reach for gluon–gluon fusion and b-quarks association production modes.
9.2.1.4 Impact of systematic uncertainties
The impact of systematic uncertainties on the upper limit of the cross section times branching ratio
(σ × BR(φ → ττ)) in the Baseline scenario are calculated by comparing the expected 95% CL upper
limit in case of no systematic uncertainties, µ95stat, with a limit calculated by introducing a group of
systematic uncertainties, µ95i , as described in Ref. [857]. The systematic uncertainty impacts are shown
in Figure 165a for gluon–gluon fusion production and Figure 165b for b-quarks association production
as a function of the scalar boson mass. The major uncertainties are grouped according to their origin,
while minor ones are collected as “Others” as detailed in Ref. [857].
The impact of systematic uncertainties is significant, as they degrade the expected limits by about
10–150 percent. In the low mass range, the leading uncertainties arise from the estimation of the dom-
inant jet to τ h fake background. At high masses, the leading uncertainty is from the reconstruction and
identification of high-pT τ h. Because the µ
95
stat is mainly determined by the data statistical uncertainty,
regions with low statistics are dominated by this uncertainty. In Figure 165a the impact of the τ h related
systematic uncertainties decreases after 1 TeV due to the fact that the results at the higher mass regime
are more limited by the data statistical uncertainty, while in Figure 165b the data statistical uncertainty in
the b-tag category dominates in the high mass regime which leads the high-pT τ h systematic uncertainty
less outstanding.
9.2.1.5 Cross section limits and discovery reach
Figure 166 shows the upper limits on the gluon–gluon fusion and b-quark associated production cross
section times the branching fraction for φ→ ττ . To demonstrate the impact of systematic uncertainties,
the expected exclusion limits with different systematic uncertainty scenarios are shown, as well as the
Run 2 expected results [857]. The peaking structure around mφ = 1 TeV in figure 166a is due to the
impact of the high-pT τ h systematic uncertainty. The 5 σ sensitivity line in the same figure illustrates the
smallest values of the cross section times the branching fraction for which discovery level can be reached
at HL-LHC: as clearly shown, the region where discovery is expected at HL-LHC extends significantly
below the currently expected Run 2 exclusion region.
9.2.1.6 MSSM interpretation
Results are interpreted in terms of the MSSM. The cross section calculations follow the exact procedure
used in Ref. [857], apart from the centre of mass energy is switched to 14 TeV. Figure 167 shows regions
in the mA–tanβ plane excluded at 95% CL or discovered with 5 σ significance in the hMSSM and
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Fig. 165: Impact of major groups of systematic uncertainties (Baseline) on the φ → ττ 95% CL cross
section upper limits as a function of the scalar boson mass, separately for the (a) gluon–gluon fusion and
(b) b-associated production mechanisms.
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Fig. 166: Projected 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section times the φ → ττ branching
fraction for a scalar boson φ produced via (a) gluon–gluon fusion and (b) b-associated production, as
a function of scalar boson mass. The limits are calculated from a statistical combination of the τeτhad,
τµτhad and τhadτhad channels. “Baseline” uses the reduced systematic uncertainties scenario described
in the text. “Unreduced sys.” uses the same systematic uncertainties as the Run 2 analysis while ignoring
the template stat. uncertainty. “Stat. unc. only” represents the expected limit without considering any
systematic uncertainty. “5 σ sensitivity” shows the region with the potential of 5 σ significance in the
Baseline scenario.
mmod+h scenarios. In the hMSSM scenario, tanβ > 1.0 for 250 GeV < mA < 350 GeV and tanβ > 10
for mA = 1.5 TeV could be excluded at 95% CL. When mA is above the A/H → tt threshold, this
additional decay mode reduces the sensitivity of the A/H → ττ search for low tanβ. In the MSSM
mmod+h scenario, the expected 95% CL upper limits exclude tanβ > 2 for 250 GeV < mA < 350 GeV
and tanβ > 20 for mA = 1.5 TeV.
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Fig. 167: Projected 95% CL limits on tanβ as a function of mφ in the MSSM (a) hMSSM and (b)
mmod+h scenarios. The limits are calculated from a statistical combination of the τeτhad, τµτhad and
τhadτhad channels. “Baseline” uses the reduced systematic uncertainties scenario described in the text.
“Unreduced sys.” uses the same systematic uncertainties as the Run 2 analysis while ignoring the tem-
plate stat. uncertainty. “Stat. unc. only” represents the expected limit without considering any systematic
uncertainty. “5 σ sensitivity” shows the region with the potential of 5 σ significance in the Baseline
scenario.
9.2.1.7 Conclusion
The H/A → ττ analysis documented in [857] has been extrapolated to estimate the sensitivity with
3000 fb−1 of the HL-LHC dataset. The expected upper limits at 95% CL or, in alternative, the 5 σ
discovery reach in terms of cross section for the production of scalar bosons times the branching fraction
to di-tau final states have been estimated. The region with 5 σ discovery potential at HL-LHC extends
significantly below the currently expected Run 2 exclusion region. The expected limits are in the range
130–0.4 fb (130–0.3 fb) for gluon–gluon fusion (b-associated) production of scalar bosons with masses
of 0.2–2.25 TeV. A factor of 6 to 18 increase in the sensitivity compared to the searches with the
36.1 fb−1 Run 2 data [857] is projected. In the context of the hMSSM scenario, in the absence of a
signal, the most stringent limits expected for the combined search exclude tanβ > 1.0 for 250 GeV <
mA < 350 GeV and tanβ > 10 for mA = 1.5 TeV at 95% CL. The systematic uncertainties degrade
the exclusion limit on σ × BR(φ → ττ) by more than a factor of 2 for mφ < 500 GeV and about
10%–20% for mφ = 2 TeV. While the uncertainty on the estimate of fake τ h dominates at low mφ,
the uncertainty on high-pT τ h reconstruction and identification is the leading systematic uncertainty at
mφ > 1.0 TeV.
9.2.2 Projection of Run-2 CMS searches for MSSM heavy neutral Higgs bosons120
Searches for Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model Higgs bosons have been performed by CMS us-
ing the 2016 data from the LHC Run 2 [858, 859, 860]. So far, no significant evidence for physics beyond
the SM has been found. However, the LHC to date has delivered only a small fraction of the integrated
luminosity expected over its lifetime. Searches that are currently limited by statistical precision will see
significant extensions in their reach as larger data sets are collected. Among the searches that will benefit
are those for MSSM Higgs bosons.
120 Contact: M. Flechl
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In this section, projections are presented for the reach that can be expected at higher luminosities
in searches for heavy neutral Higgs bosons that decay to a pair of tau leptons [861]. The projections
are based on the most recent CMS publication for this search [860], performed using 35.9 fb−1 of data
collected during 2016 at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. All the details of the analysis, including
the simulated event samples, background estimation methods, systematic uncertainties, and different
interpretations are described in Ref. [860]. Only details of direct relevance to the projection are presented
here.
The analysis is a direct search for a neutral resonance decaying to two tau leptons. The following
tau lepton decay mode combinations are considered: µτ h, eτ h, τ τ , and eµ, where τ h denotes a hadron-
ically decaying tau lepton. In all these channels, events are separated into those that contain at least one
b-tagged jet and those that do not contain any b-tagged jet. The goal of this categorisation is to increase
sensitivity to the dominant MSSM production modes: gluon fusion (ggF ) and production in association
with b quarks (bbH). The final discriminant is the total transverse mass, defined in Ref. [860]. The signal
hypotheses considered consist of additional Higgs bosons in the mass range from 90 GeV to 3.2 TeV.
The projection of the limits is performed by scaling all the signal and background processes to integrated
luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb−1, where the latter integrated luminosity corresponds to the total that is
expected for the High-Luminosity LHC.
A previous CMS projection of the sensitivity for MSSM Higgs boson decays to a pair of tau leptons
at the HL-LHC is reported in Ref. [295]. The results are presented in terms of model independent limits
on a heavy resonance (either H or A, generically referred to as H below) decaying to two tau leptons,
and are also interpreted in the context of MSSM benchmark scenarios.
9.2.2.1 Projection methodology
Three scenarios are considered for the projection of the size of systematic uncertainties to the HL-LHC:
– statistical uncertainties only: all systematic uncertainties are neglected;
– Run 2 systematic uncertainties: all systematic uncertainties are held constant with respect to lumi-
nosity, i.e., they are assumed to be the same as for the 2016 analysis;
– YR18 systematic uncertainties: systematic uncertainties are assumed to decrease with integrated
luminosity following a set of assumptions described below.
In the YR18 scenario, selected systematic uncertainties decrease as a function of luminosity un-
til they reach a certain minimum value. Specifically, all pre-fit uncertainties of an experimental nature
(including statistical uncertainties in control regions and in simulated event samples) are scaled propor-
tionally to the square root of the integrated luminosity. The following minimum values are assumed:
– muon efficiency: 25% of the 2016 value, corresponding to an average absolute uncertainty of about
0.5%;
– electron, τ h, and b-tagging efficiencies: 50% of the 2016 values, corresponding to average absolute
uncertainties of about 0.5%, 2.5%, and 1.0%, respectively;
– jet energy scale: 1% precision for jets with pT > 30 GeV;
– estimate of the background due to jets mis-reconstruction as τ h [862], for the components that are
not statistical in nature: 50% of the 2016 values;
– luminosity uncertainty: 1%;
– theory uncertainties: 50% of the 2016 values, independent of the luminosity for all projections.
Note that for limits in which the Higgs boson mass is larger than about 1 TeV, the statistical uncertainties
dominate and the difference between the systematic uncertainties found from the different methods has
a negligible impact on the results.
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The lightest Higgs boson, h, is excluded from the SM versus MSSM hypothesis test for the fol-
lowing reason: With increasing luminosity, the search will become sensitive to this boson. However, the
current benchmark scenarios do not incorporate the properties of the h boson with the accuracy required
at the time of the HL-LHC. Certainly the benchmark scenarios will evolve with time in this respect.
Therefore the signal hypothesis includes only the heavy A and H bosons, to demonstrate the search
potential only for these.
9.2.2.2 Model-independent limits
The model independent 95% C.L.upper limit on the cross sections for the ggH and bbH production
modes, with the subsequent decays H → ττ , are shown in Figs. 168 and 169 for integrated luminosities
of 300, 3000 and 6000 fb−1. For the limit on one process, e.g., gluon fusion, the normalisation for the
other process, e.g. b-associated production, is treated as a freely varying parameter in the fit performed
prior to the limit calculation. The 6000 fb−1 limit is an approximation of the sensitivity with the complete
HL-LHC dataset to be collected by the ATLAS and CMS experiments, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1 each. The approximation assumes that the results of the two experiments are
uncorrelated and that their sensitivity is similar. The first assumption is fulfilled to a high degree because
the results are statistically limited; the validity of the second assumption is evident by comparing previous
limits and projections.
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Fig. 168: Projection of expected model independent 95% CL upper limits based on 2016 CMS data [860]
for ggH and bbH production with subsequent H → τ τ decays, with YR18 systematic uncertain-
ties [861]. The limit shown for 6000 fb−1 is an approximation of the sensitivity with the complete
HL-LHC dataset to be collected by the ATLAS and CMS experiments, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 3000 fb−1 each. The limits are compared to the CMS result using 2016 data [860].
For both production modes, the improvement in the limits at high mass values scales similarly
to the square root of the integrated luminosity, as expected from the increase in statistical precision.
The improvement at very low mass is almost entirely a consequence of reduced systematic uncertainties
and not the additional data in the signal region. The difference between the Run 2 and YR18 scenarios
results mostly from of the treatment of two kinds of systematic uncertainty of a statistical nature: the
uncertainty related to the number of simulated events and that related to the number of events in the data
control regions.
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Fig. 169: Projection of expected model-independent limits based on 2016 CMS data [860] for ggH
and bbH production with subsequent H → τ τ decays, comparing different scenarios for systematic
uncertainties for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
Figure 170 shows the exclusion contours corresponding to 68% and 95% CL for a scan of the like-
lihood as a function of both the gluon fusion and the b-associated cross section, for a few representative
mass points.
9.2.2.3 Model-dependent limits
At the tree level, the Higgs sector of the MSSM can be specified by suitable choices for two variables,
often chosen to be the mass mA of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson and tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets. The typically large radiative corrections are fixed based
on experimentally and phenomenologically sensible choices for the supersymmetric parameters, each
choice defining a particular benchmark scenario. Generally, MSSM scenarios assume that the 125 GeV
Higgs boson is the lighter scalar h, an assumption that is compatible with the current experimental
constraints for at least a significant portion of the mA–tanβ parameter space. The di-tau lepton final
state provides the most sensitive direct search for additional Higgs bosons predicted by the MSSM for
intermediate and high values of tanβ, because of the enhanced coupling to down-type fermions.
The analysis results are interpreted in terms of these benchmark scenarios based on the profile
likelihood ratio of the background-only and the tested signal-plus-background hypotheses. For this pur-
pose, the predictions from both production modes and both heavy neutral Higgs bosons are combined.
Figure 171 shows the results [860] for three different benchmark scenarios: the mmod+h and tau-phobic
scenarios [863] and the hMSSM [864, 865]. The sensitivity reaches up to Higgs boson masses of 2 TeV
for values of tanβ of 36, 26, and 28 for the mmod+h , the hMSSM, and the tau-phobic scenarios, respec-
tively. Even at low mass, improvements are expected but in this case they are mostly a consequence of
reduced systematic uncertainties and not the additional data in the signal region.
9.2.2.4 Conclusions
The HL-LHC projections of the most recent results on searches for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons decaying
to τ leptons have been shown, based on a data set of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV collected in
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Fig. 170: Projection of expected model-independent limits based on 2016 CMS data [860] for a scan of
the likelihood for the ggH and bbH production cross sections with subsequent H → τ τ decays, for an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 and with YR18 systematic uncertainties.
2016, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1. The assumed integrated luminosity for
the HL-LHC is 3000 fb−1. In terms of cross section, an order-of-magnitude improvement in sensitivity
is expected for neutral Higgs boson masses above 1 TeV since here the current analysis is statistically
limited by the available integrated luminosity. For lower masses, an improvement of approximately a
factor of five is expected for realistic assumptions on the evolution of the systematic uncertainties. For
the MSSM benchmarks, the sensitivity will reach up to Higgs boson masses of 2 TeV for values of tanβ
of 36, 26, and 28 for the mmod+h , the hMSSM, and the tau-phobic scenarios, respectively.
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Fig. 171: Projection of expected MSSM H → τ τ 95% CL upper limits based on 2016 data [860] for
different benchmark scenarios, with YR18 systematic uncertainties [861]. The limit shown for 6000 fb−1
is an approximation of the sensitivity with the complete HL-LHC dataset to be collected by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 each. The limits are
compared to the CMS result using 2016 data [860]; for the tau-phobic scenario, it is a new interpretation
of the information given in this reference.
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9.3 LHC searches for additional heavy neutral Higgs bosons in bosonic final states
9.3.1 Projection of Run-2 CMS searches for a new scalar resonance decaying to a pair of Z bosons121
9.3.1.1 Introduction
CMS and ATLAS collaborations have performed searches for a heavy scalar partner of the SM Higgs
boson decaying into a pair of Z bosons [866, 867]. The CMS search for a heavy scalar partner of the
SM Higgs boson using 35.9fb−1 of pp collision data [867] will be referred to as HIG-17-012 throughout
this section. In HIG-17-012, the search for a scalar resonance X decaying to ZZ is performed over the
mass range 130GeV < mX < 3TeV, where three final states based on leptonic or hadronic decays of Z
boson, X → ZZ → 4`, 2`2q , and 2`2ν are combined. Because of the different resolutions, efficiencies,
and branching fractions, each final state contributes differently depending on the signal mass hypothesis.
The most sensitive final state for the mass range of 130–500GeV is 4` due to its best mass resolution,
whereas, for the intermediate region of 500–700GeV, 2`2ν is most sensitive. For masses above 700GeV
the 2`2q provides the best sensitivity. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the sensitivity in the
high mass region, thus only 2`2q is used.
In the 2`2q final state, events are selected by combining leptonically and hadronically decaying
Z candidates. The lepton pairs (electron or muon) of opposite sign and same flavor with invariant mass
between 60 and 120 GeV are constructed. Hadronically decaying Z boson candidates are reconstructed
using two distinct techniques, which are referred to as “resolved” and “merged”. In the resolved case,
the two quarks from the Z boson decay form two distinguishable narrow jets, while in the merged case a
single wide jet with a large pT is taken as a hadronically decaying Z candidate.
The two dominant production mechanisms of a scalar boson are gluon fusion (ggF ) and EW
production, the latter dominated by vector boson fusion (VBF) with a small contribution of production
in association with an EW boson ZH or WH (V H). We define the parameter fV BF as the fraction
of the EW production cross section with respect to the total cross section. The results are given in two
scenarios: fV BF floated, and fV BF = 1. In the expected result, the two scenarios correspond to ggF
and VBF production modes, respectively. To increase the sensitivity to the different production modes,
events are categorised into VBF and inclusive types. Furthermore, since a large fraction of signal events
is enriched with b quark jets due to the presence of Z → bb decays, a dedicated category is defined.
The invariant mass of ZZ and a dedicated discriminant separating signal and background distribu-
tions are compared between observation and expected background to set limits on the production cross
section.
Further details of the HIG-17-012 analysis, including simulation samples, event categorisation,
background estimation methods, systematic uncertainties, and different interpretations are described in
Ref [867]. Only details of direct relevance to the projection of the HIG-17-012 are documented in
Ref. [868] and in the following.
9.3.1.2 Extrapolation procedure
A projection of this analysis is carried out by scaling all the signal and background processes to an
integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1, expected to be collected at the high-luminosity LHC. This projection
assumes that the CMS experiment will have a similar level of detector and triggering performance during
the HL-LHC operation as it provided during the LHC Run 2 period. It does not take into account the
small cross section change due to the small change in the centre of mass energy from 13 TeV to 14
TeV. The results of projection are presented for different assumptions based on the size of systematic
uncertainties that is estimated for HL-LHC.
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Fig. 172: The mZZ distribution of the merged category events expected at 3000fb
−1. Examples of a 900
GeV ggF signal and a 1500 GeV VBF signal are given. the cross section corresponds to 10 times the
excluded limit.
9.3.1.3 Results
The mZZ distribution of the merged category events expected at 3000 fb
−1 is shown in Figure 172. Fig-
ure 173 shows upper limits at the 95% confidence level on the pp → X → ZZ cross section σXBX→ZZ
as a function of mX for a narrow resonance whose ΓX is much smaller than experimental resolution.
In the mass range between 550–3000 GeV, the excluded cross section of the scalar decaying to a
pair of Z bosons is 0.7–5 fb for the VBF production mode and 0.8–9 fb for the ggF production mode.
This represents a factor of 10 improvement with respect to the results obtained using Run 2 data. The
differences between the two scenarios are minor and mostly present in the low mass region. It is because
the search will still be limited by statistical uncertainties. Among all the systematic uncertainties, the
theoretical uncertainty from higher order QCD corrections on the gg → ZZ background and the signal
is the most dominant for the ggF search. The next important ones are the shape and yield uncertainties
of the Z+jets background. They are determined from a data control region and are scaled with 1/
√
L in
YR18 scenario. It is expected that at HL-LHC, the Z+jets background will have huge statistics, and the
understanding of it will be at percent level. The effect of systematics in this search has mild effect, if no
1/
√
L scaling is applied, the difference in the limit is 10% at low mass and almost none in the high mass
region. In the HIG-17-012 analysis, Z+jets fake rates are derived from LO MC samples, and differences
with respect to NLO samples are assigned as systematic uncertainty. This major source is treated as a
theoretical uncertainty and is scaled by 0.5 in the YR18 scenario. The results for wide resonances are not
given in this note for simplicity. The Run-2 result has shown that the excluded cross section for a 30%
width resonance will be 40% higher at 1 TeV, compared to a narrow resonance assumption.
9.4 Additional channels for heavy Higgs bosons
9.4.1 Sensitivity to heavy Higgs bosons from the 2HDM in "Higgs-to-Higgs" decays122
Searches for heavy scalars are highly complementary to coupling measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs
h as probes of extended Higgs sectors. Di-boson search channels H → WW , ZZ probe the parameter
space for which the 125 GeV Higgs is not SM-like, together with Higgs coupling measurements. Both
suffer a significant loss in sensitivity to new physics scenarios in the limit of a SM-like 125 GeV Higgs,
as the couplings gHV V (V = W
±, Z) vanish in such case. For two-Higgs-doublet-model scenarios,
this corresponds to the so-called alignment limit [380], where searches for heavy scalars through non-
121 Contact: M. Xiao
122 Contacts: K. Mimasu, J.M. No
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Fig. 173: Expected upper limits at the 95% CL on the pp → X → ZZ cross section as a function of mX ,
with fVBF as a free parameter (left) and fixed to 1 (right). Scenario 1 (top) and scenario 2 (bottom) are
shown. The scalar particle X is assumed to have a more narrow decay width than the detector resolution.
The results are shown for the 2`2q channel.
standard “Higgs-to-Higgs" decay channels [869, 413, 870, 871, 872] as well as through fermionic decay
channels [873, 874] become the key avenue to find these new states, and are crucial to cover the parameter
space of 2HDMs.
In this section, we focus on HL-LHC and HE-LHC probes of 2HDM neutral scalars via “Higgs-
to-Higgs" decays, and briefly discuss also their interplay with direct searches of such states in fermionic
decay channels. Specifically, we consider a general scalar potential for two Higgs doublets with a softly
broken Z2 symmetry
123 (and no CP violation), given by
V (H1, H2) = µ
2
1 |H1|2 + µ22 |H2|2 − µ2
[
H†1H2 + h.c.
]
+
λ1
2
|H1|4 +
λ2
2
|H2|4
+ λ3 |H1|2 |H2|2 + λ4
∣∣∣H†1H2∣∣∣2 + λ52
[(
H†1H2
)2
+ h.c.
]
. (196)
Regarding the couplings of the two doubletsH1,2 to fermions, we consider a Type-I and a Type-II 2HDM
scenarios, with the parameters tβ ≡ tanβ and cβ−α ≡ cos (β − α) controlling the coupling strength of
the various 2HDM scalars to fermions and gauge bosons, respectively (see e.g. [853] for a review).
Apart from the 125 GeV Higgs h, the 2HDM scalar sector includes two neutral states H and A,
123In specific BSM scenarios featuring two Higgs doublets, it is possible that λ6 |H1|2 (H†1H2 +h.c.) and λ7 |H2|2 (H†1H2 +
h.c.) terms, which explicitly break the Z2 symmetry, get generated radiatively even if absent at tree-level (e.g. in the MSSM).
Being suppressed by 1/(4pi)2, their impact on the present analysis should nevertheless be mild.
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respectively CP-even and CP-odd, as well as a charged scalar H±. Focusing on the neutral scalars, the
decay A→ ZH (H → ZA) yields a powerful probe of the parameter space region with a sizeable mass
splitting mA > mH + mZ (mH > mA + mZ) [869, 413]. We first obtain the present 13 TeV LHC
limits on the 2HDM parameter space from the search A → ZH (Z → ``, H → bb¯) by ATLAS with
36.1 fb−1 [875] (see also [876, 877] for corresponding searches by CMS), considering in particular the
alignment limit cβ−α = 0. Our signal cross sections and branching fractions are obtained respectively
with SUSHI [878] and 2HDMC [381], and we use the publicly available observed 95% C.L. signal
cross section limits in the (mA, mH ) plane from [875]. In order to derive a sensitivity projection of this
search to HL-LHC and HE-LHC with 3000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, we first perform a luminosity
rescaling of the present ATLAS expected sensitivity, assuming that the background uncertainties are
statistically dominated (i.e. we rescale the present expected sensitivity by
√L2/L1 = √3000/36.1).
We then perform a further rescaling of the sensitivity from
√
s = 13 TeV to
√
s = 14 TeV (HL-LHC)
and
√
s = 27 TeV (HE-LHC) under the assumption that the ratio of acceptance times cross section
(A × σ) for the SM background for 27 TeV and 14 TeV w.r.t. 13 TeV are the same as the ratio of A
production cross section124. The present LHC bounds and projected sensitivities for pp → A → ZH
(Z → ``, H → bb¯) are shown in Figure 174 in the (mA, tanβ) plane for Type II (left) and Type I (right)
2HDM, considering respectively mA = mH + 100 GeV (top) and mA = mH + 200 GeV (bottom). We
note that, since the limits from [875] neither extend above mA = 800 GeV nor go below mH = 130
GeV, our corresponding projections based on those limits cannot extend beyond those parameter regions
either.
We then study the interplay of the pp → A → ZH → ``bb¯ search with searches for heavy
scalars in fermionic decay modes, e.g. H/A→ ττ . For this purpose, we consider the above benchmarks
mA = mH + 100 GeV and mA = mH + 200 GeV for Type II 2HDM, and translate the present ATLAS
H → ττ limits with 36.1 fb−1 [857] and the 14 TeV HL-LHC sensitivity projections for H → ττ
from Section 9.2 to the (mA, tanβ) plane using SUSHI and 2HDMC, assuming cos(β − α) = 0. The
results are shown in Figure 175 together with the combined HL-LHC sensitivity of A → ZH from
gluon fusion and bb-associated production, highlighting the complementary between “Higgs-to-Higgs"
decays and direct searches in fermionic final states. We also note that a limiting factor of the latter (as
currently searched for by the experimental collaborations) for low tanβ and mH > 340 GeV is the small
branching fraction H → τ τ¯ due to the opening of the H → tt¯ decay. This region of parameter space
would therefore be efficiently explored via a search for pp → A → ZH (Z → ``, H → tt¯) (see
e.g. [872, 879]).
In addition, we analyse the prospects for probing “Higgs-to-Higgs" decay channels within the
2HDM, when one of the scalars involved in the decay is the SM-like 125 GeV Higgs. We focus here on
the decay A→ Zh, which vanishes in the alignment limit cos(β − α) = 0, but may yield the dominant
decay mode of A even close to alignment. Following a similar procedure to the one discussed above, in
Figure 176 we show the present 95% C.L. signal cross section limits in the (mA, tanβ) plane for 2HDM
Type I, fixingmA = mH = mH± and cos(β−α) = 0.1 (for tanβ > 1, this value of cos(β−α) is barely
within the reach of Higgs coupling measurements at HL-LHC, see e.g. [880]), from the LHC 13 TeV
ATLAS search for pp → A → Zh → ``bb¯ with 36.1 fb−1 [881]. We also show the projected 14 TeV
HL-LHC 95% C.L. sensitivity with 3 ab−1, as well as the 27 TeV HE-LHC sensitivity by a rescaling of
the HL-LHC limits, under the assumption that the ratio of (A× σ) for the SM background from 14 TeV
to 27 TeV is the same as the ratio of signal production cross section. As Figure 176 highlights, the search
for pp → A → Zh → ``bb¯ yields a powerful probe of the 2HDM parameter away for the alignment
limit, probing up to tanβ ∼ 60 at HE-LHC.
124That is, we assume signal and background increase by the same amount in going from 13 TeV to 14 TeV, or 13 TeV to 27
TeV. This is a conservative assumption particularly for high masses mA.
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Fig. 174: 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → ZH → ``bb¯ in the (mA, tanβ) plane for 2HDM Type
II (left) and Type I (right), for mA = mH + 100 GeV (top) and mA = mH + 200 GeV (bottom). The present
bounds [875] are shown as solid regions, while 3000 fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC and 27 TeV HE-LHC
are respectively shown as dashed and dotted lines. Limits from gluon fusion are shown in green, and limits from
bb-associated production (for Type II 2HDM) are shown in purple.
9.4.2 Interference effects in heavy Higgs searches125
The singlet SM extension serves as the simplest, yet elusive benchmark to test a sufficiently strong first-
order phase transition (EWPT) compatible with the Higgs boson mass measurements at the LHC. The
singlet without Z2 protection could mix with the SM Higgs and (in most cases) a promptly decaying
scalar particle would provide a rich phenomenology at colliders. The singlet scalar could be produced
resonantly and decay back to pairs of SM particles, dominantly into WW , ZZ, HH and tt¯. The signal
of a singlet scalar resonance decaying into HH is a smoking-gun for singlet enhanced EWPT [398, 882,
883, 403, 333, 406, 884, 885, 886, 887, 45] (see also the discussion in Section 3.6.2).
Searches for resonant di-Higgs production have received much attention by both the ATLAS and
CMS collaborations [888, 331, 889, 890, 891, 892]. In the case of a singlet resonance, constraints from
SM precision measurements render these searches more challenging. From one side precision measure-
125 Contacts: M. Carena, Z. Liu, M. Riembau. This manuscript has been authored by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under
Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of High Energy Physics.
ZL is also supported by the NSF under Grant No. PHY1620074 and by the Maryland Center for Fundamental Physics (MCFP).
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Fig. 175: 2HDM Type II 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → ZH → ``bb¯ (green) in the (mA, tanβ)
plane formA = mH+100 GeV (left) andmA = mH+200 GeV (right), combining gluon fusion and bb-associated
production (see Figure 174). We show for comparison the 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → H → ττ in
gluon fusion (orange) and bb-associated production (blue). Present bounds are shown as solid regions, while 3000
fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC are shown as dashed lines.
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Fig. 176: 2HDM Type I 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → Zh → ``bb¯ in the (mA, tanβ) plane, for
cos(β − α) = 0.1. Present bounds are shown as solid regions, while 3000 fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC
and 27 TeV HE-LHC are shown as dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
ments imply that the singlet-doublet mixing parameter is constrained to be small over a large region of
parameter space. On the other side, the singlet only couples to SM particles through mixing with the
SM Higgs doublet. This results in a reduced di-Higgs production via singlet resonance decays. In par-
ticular, the singlet resonance amplitude becomes of the same order as the SM triangle and box diagram
amplitudes. Most important, in this work we shall show that a large relative phase between the SM box
diagram and the singlet triangle diagram becomes important. This special on-shell interference effect
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has been commonly overlooked in the literature and turns out to have important phenomenological im-
plications. We shall choose the spontaneous Z2 breaking scenario of the SM plus singlet to demonstrate
the importance of the novel on-shell interference effect for the resonant singlet scalar searches in the
di-Higgs production mode.
9.4.2.1 Model framework
We will consider the simplest extension of the SM that can assist the scalar potential to induce a strongly
first-order electroweak phase transition, consisting of an additional real scalar singlet with a Z2 symme-
try. The scalar potential of the model can be written as
V (s, φ) = −µ2φ†φ− 1
2
µ2ss
2 + λ(φ†φ)2 +
λs
4
s4 +
λsφ
2
s2φ†φ, (197)
where φ is the SM doublet 126 and s represents the new real singlet field. In the above, we adopt
the conventional normalisation for the couplings of the SM doublets and match the other couplings
with the singlet with identical normalisation. We allow for spontaneous Z2 breaking with the singlet s
acquiring a vacuum expectation value vs, since this case allows for interesting collider phenomenology
of interference effects. As we shall show later, the (on-shell) interference effects commonly exist for
loop-induced processes in BSM phenomenology and it is the focus of this paper. The CP even neutral
component h of the Higgs doublet field φ mixes with the real singlet scalar s, defining the new mass
eigen-states H and S (
h
s
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
H
S
)
, (198)
where θ is the mixing angle between these fields. The five free parameters in Eq. (197) can be traded by
the two boundary conditions
mH = 125 GeV, v = 246 GeV (199)
and the three “physical” parameters,
mS , tanβ(≡
vs
v
), and sin θ, (200)
where tanβ characterises the ratio between the VEVs of the doublet and the singlet scalar fields, re-
spectively. Detailed relations between the bare parameters and physical parameters can be found in
Ref. [339].
9.4.2.2 Enhancing the di-Higgs signal via interference effects
The on-shell interference effect may enhance or suppress the conventional Breit-Wigner resonance pro-
duction. Examples in Higgs physics known in the literature, such as gg → h → γγ [481] and
gg → H → tt¯ [893, 894, 874, 873, 895], are both destructive. We discuss in detail in this section the
on-shell interference effect between the resonant singlet amplitude and the SM di-Higgs box diagram.
We shall show that in the singlet extension of the SM considered in this paper, the on-shell interference
effect is generically constructive and could be large in magnitude, thus enhances the signal production
rate.
The interference effect between two generic amplitudes can be denoted as non-resonant amplitude
Anr and resonant amplitude Ares. The resonant amplitude Ares, defined as
Ares = ares
sˆ
sˆ−m2 + iΓm, (201)
126
φ
T
= (G
+
, 1√
2
(h+ iG
0
+ v)), where G±,0 are the Goldstone modes.
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Fig. 177: The differential di-Higgs distribution for a benchmark point of the singlet extension of the SM
shown in linear scale and over a broad range of the di-Higgs invariant mass. The full results for the
SM and the singlet SM extension are shown by the grey and black curves, respectively. In the singlet
extension of the SM, the contributions from the resonant singlet diagram, the non-resonant diagram and
the interference between them are shown in red (dashed), brown (dotted) and blue curves, respectively.
has a pole in the region of interest and we parametrise it as the product of a fast varying piece con-
taining its propagator and a slowly varying piece ares that generically is a product of couplings and
loop-functions. The general interference effect can then be parametrised as [894, 481],
|M|2int = 2<(Ares ×A∗nr) = 2 (Iint +Rint) ,
Rint ≡ |Anr||ares|
sˆ(sˆ−m2)
(sˆ−m2)2 + Γ2m2 cos(δres − δnr)
Iint ≡ |Anr||ares|
sˆΓm
(sˆ−m2)2 + Γ2m2 sin(δres − δnr), (202)
where δres and δnr denote the complex phases of ares and Anr, respectively.
The special interference effect Iint only appears between the singlet resonant diagram and the SM
box diagram. This interference effect is proportional to the relative phase between the loop functions
sin(δB− δ) and the imaginary part of the scalar propagator which is sizeable near the scalar mass pole.
9.4.2.3 Differential distribution
We present in this section our analysis of the differential distribution of the Higgs pair invariant mass to
estimate the relevance of the interference effects discussed in the previous section. We choose one of
the best channels, pp → HH → bb¯γγ, as the benchmark channel to present the details of our analysis.
Furthermore, we discuss another phenomenologically relevant piece of interference in the far off-shell
region of the singlet scalar. We display the discovery and exclusion reach for both HL-LHC and HE-LHC
for various values of tanβ in the mS-sin θ plane.
In Fig. 177 we display the differential cross section as a function of the Higgs pair invariant mass
for a benchmark point with a heavy scalar mass of 900 GeV, mixing angle sin θ = 0.3 and tanβ = 10.
The differential cross section is shown in linear scale for a broad range of di-Higgs invariant masses,
including the low invariant mass regime favoured by parton distribution functions at hadron colliders.
We choose this benchmark to show well the separation of the scalar resonance peak and the thresh-
old enhancement peak above the tt¯-threshold. The SM Higgs pair invariant mass distribution is given
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Fig. 178: Projected exclusion and discovery limits at HL-LHC in the mS-sin θ plane with the line-shape
analysis detailed in the text for tanβ = 1 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right panel). The shaded regions
bounded by dashed/solid curves are within the discovery/exclusion reach of the HL-LHC. The black and
red lines represent the projection with and without the inclusion of the interference effects between the
singlet resonance diagram and the SM Higgs pair diagram, respectively.
by the grey curve while the black curve depicts the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution from the sin-
glet extension of the SM. It is informative to present all three pieces that contribute to the full result of
the di-Higgs production, namely, the resonance contribution (red, dashed curve), the SM non-resonance
contribution (box and triangle diagrams given by the brown, dotted curve), and the interference between
them (blue curve). Note that the small difference between the “Tri+Box” and the “SM” line shapes is
caused by the doublet-singlet scalar mixing, which leads to a cos θ suppression of the SM-like Higgs
coupling to top quarks as well as a modified SM-like Higgs trilinear coupling λHHH . We observe that
the full results show an important enhancement in the di-Higgs production across a large range of in-
variant masses. This behaviour is anticipated from the decomposition analysis in the previous section.
There is a clear net effect from the interference curve shown in blue. Close to the the scalar mass pole at
900 GeV, the on-shell interference effect enhances the Breit-Wigner resonances peak (red, dashed curve)
by about 25%. Off-the resonance peak, and especially at the threshold peak, the interference term (blue
curve) enhances the cross section quite sizeably as well. Hence, a combined differential analysis in the
Higgs pair invariant mass is crucial in probing the singlet extension of the SM.
9.4.2.4 Discovery and exclusion reach at the HL- and HE-LHC
Using the analysis detailed in Ref. [339] through the pp → HH → γγbb¯ channel, we obtain the dis-
covery and exclusion projections for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC. In Fig. 178 we show the projected 2-σ
exclusion and 5-σ discovery reach for the HL-LHC in the mS-sin θ plane for tanβ = 1 (left panel) and
tanβ = 10 (right panel) in solid and dashed curves, respectively. The shaded regions are within the
reach of the HL-LHC for discovery and exclusion projections. To demonstrate the relevance of the in-
terference effects discussed in the previous sections, we show both the results obtained with and without
the inclusion of the interference effects in black and red contours, respectively.
We observe in Fig. 178 that the inclusion of the interference effects extend the projections in
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Fig. 179: Similar to Fig. 178, projected exclusion and discovery limits at HE-LHC with 27 TeV centre
of mass energy and an integrated luminosity of 10 ab−1 for tanβ = 2 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right
panel).
a relevant way. For example, considering the tanβ = 10 case in the right panel for sin θ ' 0.35 the
interference effect increase the exclusion limit onmS from 850 GeV to 1000 GeV. Note that the on-shell
interference effect is larger for heavier scalar mass mS .
In Fig. 179 we show the projections for the HE-LHC in a analogous fashion as in Fig. 178. The
discovery and exclusion reach for heavy scalars can be significantly extended by the HE-LHC operating
at 27 TeV centre of mass energy with 10 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. We show the results for tanβ =
2 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right panel). For example, considering the tanβ = 2 case in the right
panel of Fig. 179, for sin θ ' 0.35 the exclusion reach increases from 1200 to 1800 GeV, once more
showing the importance of including the on-shell interference effects.
9.4.2.5 Summary and outlook
In this study, we analyse the interference effects in the gg → HH process in the presence of a heavy
scalar resonance. We focus on the novel effect of the on-shell interference contribution and discuss it in
detail considering the framework of the singlet extension of the SM with spontaneous Z2 breaking. The
interference pattern between the resonant heavy scalar contribution and the SM non-resonant triangle
and box contributions show interesting features. We highlight the constructive on-shell interference
effect that uniquely arises between the heavy scalar resonance diagram and the SM box diagram, due
to a large relative phase between the loop functions involved. We observe that the on-shell interference
effect can be as large as 40% of the Breit-Wigner resonance contribution and enhances notably the total
signal strength, making it necessary taking into account in heavy singlet searches.
To better evaluate the phenomenological implications of the interference effects in the di-Higgs
searches, we carried out a line-shape analysis in the gg → HH → γγbb¯ channel, taking into ac-
count both the on-shell and off-shell interference contributions. We find that both for the HL-LHC and
HE-LHC, the proper inclusion of the interference effects increases the discovery and exclusion reach
significantly.
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9.4.3 MSSM charged Higgs bosons127
In this section, we discuss the potential of HL-LHC and HE-LHC for discovering a heavy charged Higgs
boson [896] (m
H
± > mt) in a class of high scale models, specifically SUGRA models [897, 898, 899]
(for a review see [900]) consistent with the experimental constraints on the light Higgs mass at ∼ 125
GeV and dark matter relic density (for a recent related work see [901]). We will focus on models where
the radiative electroweak symmetry breaking is likely realised on the hyperbolic branch [902] and where
the Higgs mixing parameter µ can be relatively small. Specifically we consider supergravity models with
non-universalities in the Higgs sector and in the gaugino sector so that the extended parameter space of
the models we consider is given by m0, A0, m1, m2, m3, m
0
Hu
, m0Hd , tanβ, sgn(µ). Here m0 is
the universal scalar mass, A0 is the universal trilinear coupling, m1,m2,m3 are the masses of the U(1),
SU(2), and SU(3)C gauginos, and m
0
Hu
and m0Hd are the masses of the up and down Higgs bosons all
at the GUT scale. To satisfy the relic density constraint in these models often one needs co-annihilation
(see, e.g., [903, 904] and the references therein).
The largest production mode of the charged Higgs at hadron colliders is the one that proceeds
in association with a top quark (and a low transverse momentum b-quark), pp → t[b]H± + X . This
production mode can be realised in two schemes, namely, the four and five flavour schemes (4FS and
5FS, respectively), where in the former, the b-quark is produced in the final state and in the latter it is
considered as part of the proton’s sea of quarks and folded into the parton distribution functions. The
cross-sections of the two production modes qq¯, gg → tbH± (4FS) and gb → tH± (5FS), are evaluated
at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD with MadGraph_aMC@NLO-2.6.3 [79] using FeynRules [247]
UFO files [246, 905] for the Type-II 2HDM. The simulation is done at fixed order, i.e., no matching
with parton shower. The couplings of the 2HDM are the same as in the MSSM, but when calculating
production cross-sections in the MSSM, one should take into account the SUSY-QCD effects. In our
case, gluinos and stops are rather heavy and thus their loop contributions to the cross-section are very
minimal. In this case, the 2HDM is the decoupling limit of the MSSM and this justifies using the 2HDM
code to calculate cross-sections. For the 5FS, the bottom Yukawa coupling is assumed to be non-zero and
normalised to the on-shell running b-quark mass. In the 5FS, the process is initiated via gluon-b-quark
fusion while in the 4FS it proceeds through either quark-antiquark annihilation (small contribution) or
gluon-gluon fusion. At finite order in perturbation theory, the cross-sections of the two schemes do not
match due to the way the perturbative expansion is handled but one expects to get the same results for
4FS and 5FS when taking into account all orders in the perturbation. In order to combine both estimates
of the cross-section, we use the Santander matching criterion [906] whereby
σmatched = (σ4FS + ασ5FS)/1 + α, (203)
with α = ln
(
m
H
±
m¯b
)
− 2. The uncertainties are combined as δσmatched = δσ4FS+αδσ5FS1+α . The results are
shown in Table 92.
For the parameter points considered, the H± → τν channel has the smallest branching ratio but it
is of interest since jets can be tau-tagged and the tau has leptonic and hadronic decay signatures. For the
considered signal final states (fully hadronic), the SM backgrounds are mainly tt¯, t+jets, W/Z/γ∗+jets,
di-boson production and QCD multi-jet events which can fake the hadronic tau decays. The simulation
of the charged Higgs associated production, t[b]H±, is done at fixed order in NLO while the SM back-
grounds are done at LO (which are then normalised to their NLO values) using MadGraph interfaced
with LHAPDF [118] and PYTHIA8 [319] which handles the showering and hadronisation of the samples.
For the SM backgrounds a five-flavor MLM matching [362] is performed on the samples. Detector sim-
ulation and event reconstruction is performed by DELPHES-3.4.2 [13] using the beta card for HL-LHC
and HE-LHC studies.
The selection criteria depends on the flavour scheme under consideration. For the 4FS (5FS) we
127 Contacts: A. Aboubrahim, P. Nath
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Table 92: The NLO production cross-sections, in fb, of the charged Higgs in association with a top (and
bottom) quark in the five (and four) flavour schemes along with the matched values at
√
s = 14 TeV
and
√
s = 27 TeV for the ten benchmark points in [896]. The running b-quark mass, m¯b, is also shown
evaluated at the factorisation and normalisation scales, µF = µR =
1
3(mt + m¯b +mH±).
Model σ4FSNLO(pp→ tbH±) σ5FSNLO(pp→ tH±) σmatchedNLO µF = µR m¯b
14 TeV 27 TeV 14 TeV 27 TeV 14 TeV 27 TeV (GeV)
(a) 49.0+12.6%−13.1% 272.8
+9.2%
−10.3% 71.8
+6.6%
−5.7% 397.1
+7.0%
−6.6% 65.9
+8.1%
−7.6% 365.4
+7.6%
−7.5% 183.6 2.72
(b) 34.5+10.6%−12.1% 204.6
+8.1%
−9.6% 58.3
+7.0%
−5.9% 336.1
+6.9%
−6.5% 52.4
+7.9%
−7.4% 303.5
+7.2%
−7.3% 197.9 2.70
(c) 29.1+11.1%−12.3% 175.9
+8.2%
−9.7% 48.8
+6.7%
−5.7% 285.9
+6.4%
−6.0% 43.9
+7.8%
−7.3% 259.0
+6.8%
−6.9% 205.6 2.69
(d) 24.8+10.9%−12.3% 149.9
+7.1%
−9.1% 42.6
+6.3%
−5.3% 264.8
+6.8%
−6.2% 38.3
+7.4%
−6.9% 237.2
+6.8%
−6.9% 215.9 2.68
(e) 18.4+11.2%−12.4% 120.1
+8.3%
−9.8% 32.3
+5.9%
−4.9% 206.7
+6.4%
−6.0% 29.0
+7.1%
−6.7% 186.3
+6.8%
−6.9% 229.6 2.67
(f) 13.6+11.3%−12.5% 93.2
+7.8%
−9.5% 25.1
+6.1%
−5.2% 169.6
+6.7%
−6.0% 22.4
+7.3%
−6.9% 152.1
+7.0%
−6.8% 248.2 2.65
(g) 13.1+10.5%−12% 95.8
+7.6%
−9.5% 26.0
+6.2%
−5.6% 185.1
+6.7%
−6.0% 23.1
+7.2%
−7.0% 165.0
+6.8%
−6.8% 264.6 2.64
(h) 11.2+10.3%−12.0% 85.1
+7.5%
−9.4% 22.7
+6.1%
−5.8% 168.3
+6.8%
−5.9% 20.2
+7.0%
−7.2% 149.9
+6.9%
−6.7% 278.2 2.63
(i) 7.8+11.7%−12.6% 61.1
+8.1%
−9.8% 15.8
+6.0%
−6.0% 121.0
+6.9%
−6.0% 14.0
+7.2%
−7.4% 107.9
+7.2%
−6.8% 292.9 2.62
(j) 5.5+12.6%−13.0% 48.9
+9.1%
−10.3% 11.6
+6.7%
−6.5% 99.4
+6.4%
−5.5% 10.3
+7.9%
−7.8% 88.7
+6.9%
−6.5% 329.9 2.60
apply a lepton veto and at least five (four) jets, two (one) of which are (is) b-tagged and one is tau-tagged.
To discriminate the signal from background we use gradient boosted decision trees, GradientBoost,
which proves to be more powerful than the conventional cut-based analysis. A large set of variables have
been tried in the BDT training and the ones which produced the best results were kept. The kinematic
variables entering into the training of the BDTs are:
EmissT , E
miss
T /
√
HT , m
jets
T2 , m
τ
T , p
τ
T , E
miss
T /meff ,
mminT (j1−2, E
miss
T ), ∆φ(p
τ
T , E
miss
T ), N
τ
tracks,
∑
tracks
pT . (204)
The training and testing of the samples is carried out using ROOT’s [907] own TMVA (Toolkit for Mul-
tivariate Analysis) framework [908]. After the training and testing phase, the variable “BDT score" is
created. We apply the selection criteria (as given in [896]) along with a BDT score cut > 0.95 on the SM
background and on each of the 4FS and 5FS signal samples to obtain the remaining cross-sections. The
signal cross-sections are combined using Eq. (203) in order to evaluate the required minimum integrated
luminosity for a S√
S+B
discovery at the 5σ level. The results for both the 14 and 27 TeV cases are shown
in Fig. 180.
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Fig. 180: The evaluated integrated luminosities, L (fb−1), for ten benchmark points. Left plot: calculated
L for points discoverable at both HL-LHC and HE-LHC. Right plot: calculated L for points discoverable
only at HE-LHC.
One can see from Fig. 180 that four of the ten points may be discoverable at the HL-LHC as it
nears the end of its run where a maximum integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1 will be collected. Given
the rate at which the HL-LHC will be collecting data, points (a)-(d) will require ∼ 7 years of running
time. On the other hand, the results from the 27 TeV collider show that all points may be discoverable
for integrated luminosities much less than 15ab−1.
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9.5 Direct and indirect sensitivity to heavy Higgs bosons using MSSM benchmark scenarios128
The LHC keeps measuring the properties of the discovered Higgs boson with increasing precision. So
far the measured properties are, within current experimental and theoretical uncertainties, in agreement
with the SM predictions [144]. The MSSM [909, 659, 910] is one of the best studied models with an
extended Higgs sector. It predicts two scalar partners for all SM fermions as well as fermionic partners to
all SM bosons. Contrary to the case of the SM, the MSSM contains two Higgs doublets. This results in
five physical Higgs bosons instead of the single Higgs boson in the SM. In the absence of CP-violating
phases, these are the light and heavy CP-even Higgs bosons, h and H , the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, and
the charged Higgs bosons, H±.
In order to facilitate collider searches for the additional MSSM Higgs bosons, a set of new bench-
mark scenarios for MSSM Higgs boson searches at the LHC have been proposed recently [911]. The
scenarios are compatible – at least over wide portions of their parameter space – with the most recent
LHC results for the Higgs-boson properties and the bounds on masses and couplings of new particles.
Each scenario contains one CP-even scalar with mass around 125 GeV and SM-like couplings. However,
the scenarios differ importantly in the phenomenology of the additional, so far undetected Higgs bosons.
The search for the additional Higgs bosons will continue at the LHC Run 3 and subsequently at
the HL-LHC. These benchmark scenarios, due to their distinct phenomenology of the additional Higgs
bosons, serve well to assess the reach of current and future colliders. The reach can either be direct, via
the search for new Higgs bosons, or indirect, via the precise measurements of the properties of the Higgs
boson at ∼ 125 GeV.
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Experimental and theoretical input
In order to analyse the potential of the HL-LHC in the exploration of the MSSM Higgs sector we evaluate
the direct and indirect physics reach in two of the benchmark scenarios proposed in Ref. [911]. The
first scenario is the M125h : it is characterised by relatively heavy superparticles, such that the Higgs
phenomenology at the LHC resembles that of a Two-Higgs-Doublet-Model with MSSM-inspired Higgs
couplings. The second scenario is the M125h (χ˜). It is characterised by light electroweakinos (EWinos),
resulting in large decay rates of the heavy Higgs bosons H and A into charginos and neutralinos, thus
diminishing the event yield of the τ+τ− final state signatures that are used to search for the additional
Higgs bosons at the LHC. In addition, the branching ratios of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV into a pair of
photons is enhanced for small values of tanβ due to the EWinos present in the loop.
We assess the reach of direct LHC searches in the τ+τ− final state by applying the model-
independent 95% CL limit projections for 6 ab−1 from the CMS experiment, see Sec. 9.2.2.2, Fig. 168.129
We implemented these limits — presented as one-dimensional (marginalised) cross section limits on ei-
ther the gluon fusion or bb¯-associated production mode — in the program HiggsBounds [595, 596, 597,
912] to obtain the projected 95% CL exclusion in our scenarios.
We estimate the indirect reach through Higgs rate measurements by using detailed HL-LHC signal
strength projections for the individual Higgs production times decay modes, including the correspond-
ing correlation matrix, as evaluated by the ATLAS and CMS experiment assuming YR18 systematic
uncertainties (S2), see Sec. 2.6.1, Tab. 35. We furthermore take cross-correlations of theoretical rate
uncertainties between future ATLAS and CMS measurements into account. All this is done with the use
of the program HiggsSignals [561].
The theory predictions are obtained from FeynHiggs [913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920],
as well as from SusHi [878, 51, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925, 47, 926, 927, 928, 929] for gluon fusion and
matched predictions for bottom-quark annihilation [930, 931, 932, 933]. We determine the theoretical
uncertainties on the Higgs production cross sections as in Ref. [911]. For the light Higgs rate measure-
ments we use the SM uncertainties following Ref. [45].
Projected HL-LHC reach
Our projections in the M125h and the M
125
h (χ˜) scenario in the (MA, tanβ) plane are presented in the left
and right panel of Fig. 181, respectively. We furthermore include the current limit (magenta dotted line)
for the indirect reach of the LHC in the two benchmark scenarios, as evaluated in Ref. [911], as well
as the expected limit from current direct BSM Higgs searches by ATLAS [857] (red dashed line) and
CMS [860] (green dashed line) in the τ+τ− final state, using ∼ 36 fb−1 of data from Run II at 13 TeV.
Within theM125h scenario the reach via measurements of the Higgs signal strengths extends toMA
values of around 900 GeV. The horizontal contour excluding tanβ values less than 6 is due to the light
Higgs mass being below 122 GeV, where the interpretation of the observed Higgs signal in terms of the
light CP-even MSSM Higgs boson h becomes invalid. The direct heavy Higgs searches in the τ+τ− final
state will probe the parameter space up to MA ≤ 2550 GeV for tanβ = 50, and up to MA ≤ 2000 GeV
at tanβ = 20.
The picture is somewhat different in the M125h (χ˜) scenario. Here the large branching ratio of the
heavy neutral Higgs boson decaying to charginos and neutralinos leads to a strongly reduced direct reach
of heavy Higgs to τ+τ− searches. While at large values of tanβ ∼ 50 the reach is only slightly weaker
than in the M125h scenario, at tanβ = 20 it is significantly reduced to MA ≤ 1700 GeV. In order to
overcome this, dedicated searches for the decays of H and A to charginos and neutralinos will have to
be devised. On the other hand, Higgs rate measurements are an important complementary probe. They
exclude MA ≤ 950 GeV and tanβ ≤ 12.5. While the bound in MA is induced through Higgs coupling
modifications arising from non-decoupling, values of tanβ ≤ 12.5 feature a too-large enhancement
129We thank Martin Flechl for helpful discussions.
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Fig. 181: HL-LHC projections in the M125h (left) and M
125
h (χ˜) (right) scenario, assuming YR18 sys-
tematic uncertainties (S2). The dashed black curve and blue filled region indicate the HL-LHC reach via
direct heavy Higgs searches in the τ+τ− channel with 6 ab−1 of data (with the dark blue regions indi-
cating the 1 and 2σ uncertainty), whereas the red and green dashed lines show the expected limit from
current searches in this channel by ATLAS [857] and CMS [860], respectively. The current and future
HL-LHC sensitivity via combined ATLAS and CMS Higgs rate measurements is shown as magenta and
black dotted contours, respectively (the latter being accompanied with a hatching of the prospectively
excluded region).
of the h → γγ partial width. The combination of direct and indirect bounds yields a lower limit of
MA ≥ 1250 GeV in the M125h (χ˜) scenario.
In summary, the HL-LHC has the potential, using the combined direct and indirect reach, to probe
the MSSM Higgs sector up toMA ∼ 900-1000 GeV and possibly beyond, depending on the details of the
MSSM scenario. Values larger than that, as predicted, e.g., by GUT based models [934, 935, 936, 937,
938, 939] or Finite Unified Theories [940, 941, 942], or allowed by global fits of the phenomenological
MSSM [943, 944] would remain uncovered. To explore these regions an energy upgrade and/or refined
Higgs signal strength measurements (e.g. at an e+e− collider [945]) will be necessary.
9.6 Direct and indirect sensitivity to heavy Twin Higgs bosons130
The existence of additional Higgs bosons is motivated by many approaches to physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model. Here we focus on the simple case of a second Higgs which is a singlet of the SM gauge
group. This is motivated in many BSM constructions addressing the naturalness problem of the elec-
troweak scale like Supersymmetry or Compositeness. Independently on naturalness, an extra singlet
arises in minimal scenarios to get a first-order EW phase transition which is necessary for EW baryoge-
nesis.
There is now an extensive suite of LHC searches for additional Higgs bosons decaying promptly
into SM final states. Among these, di-boson searches are particularly promising to hunt for an additional
Higgs singlets (see Refs. [867, 946, 947, 948]). A first important question for HL-LHC is to understand
how these direct searches correlate with Higgs coupling deviations. This question has already been
addressed for the singlet Higgs at HL-LHC in Ref. [949] (see also Sec. 6.1.4 in the WG3 physics report
[950] and Sec. 6.3.2 of this report) and we summarise it here for completeness. In short, one can prove
130 Contact: D. Redigolo
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that there is limited room for discovery of the second Higgs singlet in direct production unless deviations
in the SM Higgs coupling bigger than 5% will be found at HL-LHC. This is a great motivation for future
machines exploring the high energy frontier in SM visible decays of the second Higgs (see for example
Ref. [951] for an assessment of the reach of high-energy lepton colliders).
Here we show that the situation is radically different if the second Higgs singlet has exotic dis-
placed decays following Ref. [952]. We focus on the case of a singlet Higgs decaying into a pair of
long-lived particles (LLPs), whose decays within the detector volume set them qualitatively apart from
promptly-decaying or detector-stable particles. These type of displaced decays are often present in ex-
tensions of the Higgs sector which entail rich hidden sectors coupled primarily through the Higgs portal
to additional Higgs-like scalars (see Ref. [545] for a recent summary of the theory motivations).
On the experimental side, the signatures of displaced LLP’s pairs produced from the decay of
a heavy singlet Higgs are sufficiently distinctive that they may be identified by analyses with little or
no Standard Model backgrounds even at HL-LHC, making them a promising channel for discovering
additional Higgs bosons. By recasting present LHC searches for a pair of displaced tracks with different
displacements [546, 816, 953, 798], we show that the discovery potential of exotic decays of the second
Higgs singlet exceeds the asymptotic reach of SM Higgs coupling deviations and provides a natural
avenue for the further development of searches for additional Higgs bosons. This is a promising next
step to complete the experimental coverage of extended Higgs sectors at the LHC, especially because
analogous decays of the 125 GeV Higgs to LLPs may be challenging to discover at the LHC due to
trigger thresholds (see Ref. [43] for a summary and Refs. [954, 955, 956, 957] for collider studies of
displaced signal from SM Higgs decays).
On the theory side many models addressing dark matter, baryogenesis and the hierarchy problem
can be mapped to the singlet simplified model we discuss here as long as the interactions of the heavy
Higgs are controlled primarily by the Higgs portal. As an example, we present the concrete case of
the Twin Higgs (TH) construction, quantifying the asymptotic reach of LHC searches for a Twin Higgs
decaying into a pure glue hidden valley as originally proposed in Ref. [812].
Regarding the physics opportunities of HE-LHC, we refer to [950] for a discussion of the visible
decays of the singlet Higgs. A reliable assessment of the reach in exotic displaced decays strongly
depends on the details of the trigger opportunities of HE-LHC and it is left for the future.
9.6.1 The simplified model with a long lived singlet scalar
We introduce the effective Lagrangian of a CP-even scalar up to dimension four:
Lvisible =
1
2
(∂µS)−
1
2
m2SS
2 − aHSS|H|2 −
λHS
2
S2|H|2 − aS
3
S3 − λS
4
S4 . (205)
After electroweak symmetry breaking, the singlet mixes with the uneaten CP-even component of the
Higgs doublet and we can write the mixing angle γ as
γ ' v(aHS + λHSf)
m2φ
, H =
(
pi+
v+h√
2
)
, S = f + φ , (206)
where mφ is the mass of the singlet in the mass basis, v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vacuum expec-
tation value and f is the VEV of the singlet S. The formula shows how the mixing between the singlet
and the SM Higgs is controlled by the spontaneous and/or explicit breaking of a discrete Z2 symmetry
under which the singlet is odd (S → −S) and the SM Higgs even (H → H). In what follows, we focus
mainly on the scenario where the singlet takes a VEV at the minimum of a Z2-invariant potential. Then
the Z2-breaking is spontaneous and we have
γ ' λHS
λS
· v
f
, m2φ ' λSf2 . (207)
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Fig. 182: Parameter space of the singlet Higgs as a function of mφ and sin
2 γ. See text for details.
This is explicitly realised in Twin Higgs scenarios where λS ' λHS and γ ∼ vf (see Refs [809, 958]).
The phenomenology of the singlet and the SM-like Higgs can be summarised as follows:
ghV V,ff¯
gSMhV V,ff¯
= cos2 γ , (208)
σφ = sin
2 γ · σh(mφ) , (209)
BRφ→ff¯ ,V V = BRh→ff¯ ,V V (1− BRφ→hh ) , (210)
where ghV V /g
SM
hV V and ghff¯/g
SM
hff¯ refer to the couplings of the SM-like Higgs to SM vectors and
fermions, respectively, normalised to the SM prediction. The couplings of the SM-like Higgs in Eq.
(208) are reduced by an overall factor, leading to a reduced production cross section in every channel but
unchanged branching ratios. The production cross section of the heavy singlet σφ in Eq. (209) is the one
of the SM Higgs boson at mass mφ rescaled by the mixing angle. The branching ratios of the singlet into
SM gauge bosons in Eq. (210) are rescaled by a common factor depending on the branching ratio into
hh. The latter is model dependent but in the limit mφ  mW an approximate SO(4) symmetry dictates
BRφ→hh ' BRφ→ZZ ' BRφ→WW /2.
We summarise in Fig. 182 the relative strength of existing and future di-boson and di-Higgs
searches at the LHC [867, 946, 947, 948], as well as constraints coming from the precision measure-
ment of Higgs couplings (taking for definiteness the values in [959]).
We now want to add to the setup in Eq. (205) the reach of present and future displaced searches.
We consider the singlet S to be a portal to a generic dark sector. In this case the singlet S can decay
abundantly to a pair of approximately long lived dark states without suppressing the signal rate. A simple
example motivated by Twin Higgs constructions [812] and Hidden Valley models [960, 961]) is
Ldisplaced = −
aSX
2
SX2 − bSX
2
S2X − λSX
4
S2X2 − λSX
4
|H|2X2 − m
2
X
2
X2 , (211)
where the extra dark singlet scalar daughter X is odd under an approximate Z2-symmetry like S and
aSX ' bSX ' 0. For mS > 2mX the singlet S will decay into pairs of scalar daughters with a width
Γdisplaced =
λ
2
SXf
2
8pimS
which is now independent of the mixing in Eq. (207). The width of X into SM
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states is proportional to the Z2-breaking operators and can be arbitrarily suppressed. In next section we
show how the Twin Higgs gives an explicit realisation of this simplified model where the singlet X is
identified with the lightest glueball. The mass of the glueball is naturally light because of dimensional
transmutation in the dark sector, and the decay of the singlet S into dark states unsuppressed because of
the rich structure of the hidden sector where heavier states shower down to the lightest glueball.
We consider the present bound and future projections at HL-LHC of the following searches 131:
– The muon region of interest trigger (µ-RoI) analysis of ATLAS at 13 TeV [953] is tailored to tag
displaced decays with decay length 0.5 m . cτ . 20 m. The 13 TeV search is an update of a pre-
vious 8 TeV analysis [546] which remains background-free with trigger performance comparable
to the old search. The 95% C.L. exclusion limit is given by
σ13 TeVφ · BR = 0.083 fb ·
L
36.1 fb−1
· 1
(mφ,mX , cτX)
. (212)
– The displaced di-jet pairs in the inner tracker (IT) analysis of CMS at 8 TeV [816] is mostly
sensitive to displacement with decay length 5 mm . cτ . 1 m. The 95% C.L. exclusion limit is
given by
σ8 TeVφ · BR = 0.23 fb ·
L
18.5 fb−1
· 1
(mφ,mX , cτX)
. (213)
provided that mX is not so much smaller than mφ that the average boost of X collimates its decay
products.
– The search based on two displaced vertices in the beampipe (BP) at CMS 13 beam-pipe [798]
is dedicated to very small displacements cτ . 1 mm. The 95% C.L. exclusion limit is given by
σ
13 beam-pipe
φ · BR = 0.078 fb ·
L
38.5 fb−1
· 1
(mφ,mX , cτX)
(214)
This analysis is only effective for mφ & 1 beam-pipe due to the substantial HT requirement, and
is correspondingly only sensitive to larger values of mX .
The above searches provide a quite extensive coverage in the X lifetime. We refer to Ref. [952] for a
careful explanation and validation of the recasting. For the projection at HL-LHC we follow the proce-
dure of Ref. [962, 949] for visible searches. As far as displaced searches are concerned we rescale the
bounds linearly with the luminosity, assuming their background to remain constant at higher luminosity.
This extrapolation is probably optimistic, however the new challenges to control the backgrounds for
LLP searches at high luminosity could be compensated by future hardware and trigger improvements as
proposed for example in [963, 802].
In principle there are three branching ratios that determine the relative contribution of displaced
searches: the branching ratio into prompt or “visible” final states, BRvisible; the branching ratio into
long-lived or “displaced” final states, BRdisplaced, and an additional branching ratio into detector-stable or
“invisible” final states, BRinvisible. In Fig. 182 we fix a representative values of LLP mass mX and of the
proper lifetime τX (indicated in the plot) and we assumed BRdisplaced ' BRφ→ZZ and BRinvisible = 0.
From Fig. 182 we see that in the absence of singlet Higgs decays into LLPs, the sensitivity of direct
searches at the HL-LHC is unlikely to surpass limits from Higgs coupling measurements for mφ &
1.5 beam-pipe. However, for singlet Higgses decaying partly into LLPs, the potentially considerable
reach of searches for displaced decays makes a direct search program competitive with Higgs coupling
measurement to much higher values of mφ. The primary weakness of the displaced searches is at high
mφ, low mX , and large cτ , where the muon RoI search loses sensitivity. Optimal coverage of this region
could in principle be provided by MATHUSLA [545].
131The several  in the equations below account for the detector acceptance and efficiency for the signal.
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Fig. 183: Parameter space of the Fraternal Twin Higgs model as a function of the Twin Higgs mass, mφ,
and f overlaid with current and projected constraints from direct searches. See text for details.
9.6.2 A specific realisation: the Twin Higgs model
In all the Twin Higgs models the SM Higgs sector is extended by adding the twin Higgs HB which is
a doublet under a mirror EW gauge group SU(2)B and a singlet under the SM gauge group. The most
general renormalisable potential reads
V = λ
(
|HA|2 + |HB|2
)2−m2 (|HA|2 + |HB|2)+κ(|HA|4 + |HB|4)+ µ˜2|HA|2 +ρ|HA|4, (215)
where λ and m2(> 0) are the SU(4) preserving terms, κ preserves the Z2 mirror symmetry that ex-
changes A↔ B, but breaks SU(4), and µ˜ and ρ are the Z2 breaking terms.
The requirement to reproduce the EW scale v and the Higgs mass mh fixes 2 out of the 5 free
parameters in Eq. (215). We choose the three remaining free parameters as the spontaneous breaking
scale f , the physical singlet mass mφ = 4λf , and the Z2-breaking quartic ρ.
In TH models the fine-tuning is parametrically reduced with respect to the ones of regular SUSY
or Composite Higgs scenarios by λSM/λ, where λSM ' 0.13, see e.g. Ref. [964, 965]. In models where
the Z2-breaking is mostly achieved by the quartic ρhard the additional gain in fine-tuning is given by
λH/|λH − ρ|, which is maximised for ρ as close as possible to the SM quartic. This gain is however
limited by the irreducible IR contributions to κ, as discussed in Ref. [964]. In Fig. 183, we show the
status of a representative slicing of parameter space of the Fraternal Twin Higgs model. We refer the
reader to Ref. [952] for details on the calculation of the Twin Higgs rates into visible and displaced final
states. As a simplifying assumption the glueball final states are estimated by the LLP pair-production
simplified model for the purposes of illustrating the potential reach of LLP searches. For each point in
the figure, the mass of the lightest glueball is fixed to 50 GeV and a specific values of cτ is assumed
to highlight the sensitivity of the different LLP searches. Very much in the spirit of the Fraternal Twin
Higgs [812] a fixed glueball and cτ can be obtained by varying the value of the dark QCD coupling
and the the one of the dark bottom Yukawa affecting quite mildly the fine-tuning of the Twin Higgs
construction. The quartic ρ = 0.1 is chosen here because it leads to a broader parameter space with
successful EWSB for a light twin Higgs mass compared to ρ = 0. For positive ρ the rate for φ→ hh is
enhanced compared to the case of ρ = 0, so that limits from prompt decays in current data and HL-LHC
projections (in blue) are driven by φ→ hh→ 4b.
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The 13 beam-pipe ATLAS muon RoI search and our extrapolation to 13 beam-pipe, 36 fb−1 of the
8 beam-pipe CMS inner tracker search [816] suggest that LLP searches with current 13 beam-pipe LHC
data have the potential to provide broad coverage of the parameter space for Twin Higgs masses up to
∼ 1.5 beam-pipe. Suitable searches at the HL-LHC could potentially extend coverage to masses of order
∼ 2.5 beam-pipe, significantly exceeding the reach of searches for prompt decay products of the Twin
Higgs and the sensitivity of Higgs coupling deviations. Of course the coverage of direct and displaced
searches is quite sensitive to varying the lightest glueball mass and lifetime and more work is required to
map out this parameter space completely.
9.7 Production of tt¯h and tt¯hh at the LHC in Composite Higgs models132
With the discovery of the Higgs boson [11, 12] the question of whether this resonance is a composite state
has gained new prominence. We consider the effects of Higgs compositeness [240, 241, 650, 966, 649] on
the tt¯h and tt¯hh processes. The first process has already been observed [164, 165], and is consistent with
the SM expectation, although with large uncertainties of order 20%. The second process is of particular
interest, due to the contribution of charge 2/3 vector-like “top partners" decaying in the tH channel.
Searches focusing on this channel have been presented in [967], and combined ones that consider the
bW , tZ and tH channels already put strong constraints on such vector-like resonances [968, 969].
In this work, we point out the non-resonant tt¯hh process is of considerable interest, since in
light of these strong bounds it will very often account for a large fraction of the total tt¯hh cross-section.
Furthermore, it carries information about the compositeness nature of the Higgs boson that is distinct and
complimentary to the effect of the heavy fermion resonances. We also point out that the non-resonant
tt¯hh process is closely connected to t¯th, but would be expected to display larger deviations from the SM
prediction. We present here a first step in the analysis of such processes in the context of the HL-LHC
and HE-LHC for the “Minimal Composite Higgs Models" (MCHM) [970], in which the Higgs doublet
is identified with the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons originating from the breaking SO(5) → SO(4)
by new strong dynamics, with SO(4) weakly gauged by the SM gauge group. We refer the reader to the
full review in [695] for complete details on Composite Higgs. Further details on our work can be found
in the companion paper [971].
Theoretical Framework
In composite Higgs models, physical states are linear superpositions of the strong sector composite
resonances and the SM-like “elementary" states with the same quantum numbers, realising the paradigm
of partial compositeness [972]. We focus on the top sector, which is the most relevant to the processes
we study. (See Section 4.5 for a complementary study on Higgs coupling to gauge bosons). Here we
present only the essential features of the analysis, referring the reader to the companion work [971] for
further details. Two concrete realisations of the fermionic sector are adopted. Both share an elementary
sector denoted by qL and tR, transforming as (3, 2, 1/6) and (3, 1, 2/3) under the SM gauge group.
The MCHM5
In this “minimal" extension, one considers fermion resonances in a 5 of SO(5), which splits into
a SO(4) 4-plet, Ψ4, with mass M4, and a SO(4) singlet, Ψ1, with mass M1.
Ψ4 ∼ (X5/3, X2/3, T, B) ; Ψ1 ∼ T˜ . (216)
The states (X5/3, X2/3) transform as a SU(2)L doublet with Y = 7/6, while (T,B) and T˜
transform like qL and tR, respectively. These are not mass eigen-states due to the mixing with elementary
132 Contacts: C. Bautista, L. de Lima, R.D. Matheus, E. Pontón, L.A.F. do Prado, A. Savoy-Navarro
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states, described here by 133
L5mix = yLf q¯5LU [Ψ4 + Ψ1] + yRf t¯5RU [Ψ4 + Ψ1] + h.c. (217)
where U parametrises the Higgs field and f is the “Higgs decay constant". All the features required
for our analysis follow from diagonalisation of the charge 2/3 fermion mass matrix, which is given in
Ref. [971], while the remaining resonances have masses MX5/3 = M4 and MB =
√
M24 + y
2
Lf
2.
Deviations from a SM Higgs due to compositeness are characterised by the parameter ξ = v2/f2 (here
v = 246 GeV). Consistency with current Higgs measurements results in ξ . 0.1, or f & 800 GeV [668,
973, 213, 974, 975, 976, 185].
The MCHM14
In the second scenario, the composite states span a 14 of SO(5) [701, 977, 978, 973, 979, 980,
981, 975]. Under SO(4), in addition to a 4-plet and a singlet, as in Eq. (216), we have an additional
SO(4) nonet:
Ψ9 ∼ (U8/3, U5/3, U2/3, Y5/3, Y2/3, Y−1/3, Z2/3, Z−1/3, Z−4/3) . (218)
The U ’s, Y ’s and Z’s transform as SU(2)L triplets, with hyper-charges Y = 5/3, 2/3 and −1/3,
respectively. The Lagrangian of the MCHM5 is supplemented by terms involving Ψ9, whose mass is
denoted M9, and which mixes with the elementary states in an analogous manner to Ψ1 and Ψ4. We
give the full charge 2/3 and −1/3 mass matrices as well as the complete Lagrangian in Ref. [971]. The
remaining states have masses MX5/3 = M4, MU8/3 = MU5/3 = MY5/3 = MZ−4/3 = M9.
An important distinction between the two scenarios is that when the mixing is dominated by the
nonet, the leading order operator coupling the top quark to the Higgs doublet is the non-renormalisable
operator q¯LH˜tRH
†H . In contrast, mixing through a 4-plet or singlet lead to the SM operator q¯LH˜tR
(plus corrections that are higher order in v/f ). In the former case the ratio of the top Yukawa coupling
to the top mass is three times larger than in the second case. Cases where the nonet plays a comparable
role to the 4-plet or singlet can then lead to interesting enhancements in the top Yukawa coupling, which
are not present in the MCHM5.
The scenarios under consideration can also affect the Higgs decays. Once the light fermion repre-
sentations are chosen, and assuming their mixing angles are small, one can express the partial widths as
a rescaling of the corresponding SM widths. For further details, we refer to [971].
Parameter Space and Results
Taking all parameters to be real for simplicity, the free parameters can be taken to be f , |M1|, |M4|,
sign(M1), yL and yR, common for both models, plus |M9| and sign(M4) for the MCHM14. Out of
these, we choose to fix yR to reproduce the top mass. Running of this mass from the scale of the
resonances, typically around 2 − 3 TeV to the relevant scales for tt¯hh of the order of a couple hundred
GeV is taken into account to a first approximation by using a running top mass of m¯t = 150 GeV for
the diagonalisation of the mass matrix, and of mt = 173 GeV, for the kinematic quantities. We take
the Higgs mass as an independent parameter, referring the reader to [971] for further discussion on this
point.
We consider the following ranges for the parameters (those common to both models take the same
range):
|M1| ∈ [800, 3000] GeV , |M4| ∈ [1200, 3000] GeV , M9 ∈ [1300, 4000] GeV ,
133In principle, one can choose different Yukawa couplings for the terms involving the 4-plet, Ψ4, and the singlet, Ψ1.
See [971].
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Fig. 184: Display of the values of the normalised top Yukawa coupling, ytop/y
SM
top , in the M1-M4 plane.
Blue colours indicate a suppression and red colours an enhancement. Also shown the curves of constant
M
T
(1) , the mass of the lightest Q = 2/3 vector-like resonance. The darker bands indicate the approx-
imate current direct exclusion of top partner VLQ resonances, assuming decays into bW , tZ and tH
[968, 969].
f ∈ [800, 2000] GeV , yL ∈ [0.5, 3] .
We take yL < 3 and check that yR < 4, in order to remain in the (semi-) perturbative regime. In Fig. 184
we show the normalised top Yukawa coupling, ytop/y
SM
top , in the M1-M4 plane for both the MCHM5 and
MCHM14 scenarios. We fix yL = 2 and f = 1200 GeV, and M9 = 2 TeV for the MCHM14. In the
MCHM5, the scaling with f is, to first approximation, given by the function (1 − 2ξ)/
√
1− ξ, while
for the MCHM14 it is intertwined with the other parameters in a more complicated way. We see that the
MCHM5 always displays a suppression of the top Yukawa coupling compared to the SM limit, while
the MCHM14 can display an enhancement in certain regions of parameter space, as pointed out in [975].
We also show in the figure, curves of constant M
T
(1) (red lines) and the approximate direct exclusion
region (dark bands). The white area corresponds to the region in parameter space where it is not possible
to reproduce the top quark mass. We also show the region where the ggh coupling deviates by more
than 20% from unity, as this region is expected to be in tension with the current constraints on Higgs
couplings [144].
The tt¯h Process
To an excellent approximation, the tt¯h process in the MCHM is related to the corresponding SM pro-
cess by a simple rescaling of σMCHM(tt¯h) =
(
yt/y
SM
t
)2
σSM(tt¯h) . All the modifications due to
Higgs compositeness, or mixing with vector-like fermions, enter only through the top Yukawa coupling.
Therefore, only a modification in the total rate is expected, but not in kinematic distributions.
The tt¯hh Process
For the tt¯hh process there are two qualitatively different contributions:
1. Resonant processes, involving the production and decay (in the th channel) of heavy vector-like
states of charge 2/3 (top partners).
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14 TeV 27 TeV
Fig. 185: Distribution of the invariant mass of the top quark and the hardest Higgs boson in the MCHM5
(M1 = −2500 TeV, M4 = 2 TeV, f = 1.8 TeV, yL = 1). The blue histogram shows the distribution of
the full tt¯hh process in the MCHM5, while the NR-tthh cross-section is shown in red. For comparison,
we also show in green the SM tt¯hh distribution. Plots generated with MadAnalysis 5 [982].
2. Non-resonant processes: these are defined by the diagrams that do not involve the production of
the vector-like resonances.
These contributions may be used to define corresponding “non-resonant" (NR-tthh), and “resonant"
cross sections. The later can lead to important enhancements depending on the masses, while the former
carries distinct information. We find that, to an excellent approximation, the total tt¯hh cross-section is
given by the sum of these two cross-sections.
In Fig. 185 we show the ht invariant mass distribution for the resonant and non-resonant processes
for a particular point in the MCHM5. For comparison, we also show the SM tt¯hh cross-section. We see
that the NR-tthh follows the SM cross-section, but displays a suppression. We also see that the relative
importance of the resonant process w.r.t. the non-resonant one increases with larger c.m. energies. The
cross-section for both processes also increases significantly with the c.m. energy (by a factor of 7 in the
total tt¯hh cross-section when going from 14 to 27 TeV, and by a factor of 5 when restricted to NR-tthh).
The Non-Resonant tt¯hh Process
The diagrams in the MCHM scenarios contributing to the NR-tthh process fall into three categories:
1. Those that involve only the ttH vertex.
2. Those that involve the trilinear Higgs self-interaction (Section 3): λ =
[
(1− 2ξ)/√1− ξ]λSM.
3. Those that involve the ttHH vertex (“double Higgs" Yukawa vertex).
The first two categories correspond to sets of diagrams that are identical to those in the SM. The third
type involves diagrams that have no counterpart in the SM [983]. The latter is closely connected to the
Higgs compositeness aspect of the MCHM scenarios, and it would therefore be extremely interesting if
one could get information about such effects experimentally.
By turning off in turn the double Higgs and the trilinear coupling, we find that the effects of the
former are typically at the couple to few percent level in MCHM5 and MCHM14 if the tt¯h signal strength,
µ(tt¯h) ≡ σ(tt¯h)/σ(tt¯h)SM < 1, and at most 2% in MCHM14 if µ(tt¯h) > 1, with a mild dependence
on the c.m. energy (at 14 and 27 TeV) in all cases, while the later contributes around 15% in MCHM5
and MCHM14 if µ(tt¯h) < 1, and 10% in MCHM14 if µ(tt¯h) > 1 at a c.m. energy of 14 TeV, decreasing
to a few percent at higher c.m. energies in all cases. For comparison, the trilinear coupling in the SM
tt¯hh cross-section contributes about 20%, with a very mild c.m. energy dependence. Thus, the NR-tthh
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Table 93: Sample points for MCHM5 with M1 M4 same sign and opposite sign and for MCHM14 with
M1 and M4 both < 0 and µ(ttH) > 1.
MCHM5 MCHM14 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 
Pa
ra
m
et
er
s 
M1 (GeV) 
M4 (GeV) 
M9 (GeV) 
f (GeV) 
yL 
yR 
-1317 
1580 
- 
969 
1.66 
0.62 
800 
2311 
- 
896 
1.80 
1.95 
-960 
1400 
- 
1186 
0.88 
0.87 
-3350 
3000 
- 
2450 
1.00 
0.85 
914 
2632 
- 
1573 
2.36 
2.41 
-1173 
-1823 
1382 
882 
1.98 
3.90 
-1054 
-1826 
1448 
1032 
1.93 
2.78 
-1084 
-1767 
2036 
1078 
2.95 
2.67 
-1579 
-2512 
2714 
1298 
2.71 
2.46 
μ(tth) (All Energies) 0.83 0.85 0.92 0.975 0.95 1.40 1.14 1.15 1.11 
μ(tthh) (14 TeV) 
μ(tthh) (27 TeV) 
1.13 
2.95 
0.57 
0.87 
2.96 
8.17 
0.68 
0.74 
0.65 
0.73 
3.31 
7.87 
2.14 
5.42 
1.19 
2.17 
0.92 
1.05 
NR-tthh/tthh (14 TeV) 
NR-tthh/tthh (27 TeV) 
0.44 
0.18 
0.90 
0.64 
0.20 
0.08 
1.00 
0.99 
1.00 
0.95 
0.44 
0.19 
0.45 
0.18 
0.81 
0.46 
0.99 
0.90 
𝑀𝑇(1) (TeV) 
𝑀𝑇(2) (TeV) 
𝑀𝑇(3) (TeV) 
𝑀𝐵(1)  (TeV) 
𝑀𝑋5/3 (TeV) 
1.44 
1.59 
2.25 
2.25 
1.58 
1.83 
2.37 
2.83 
2.82 
2.31 
1.34 
1.45 
1.76 
1.75 
1.40 
3.00 
3.82 
3.99 
3.87 
3.06 
2.61 
3.91 
4.56 
4.56 
2.63 
1.38 
1.38 
1.41 
1.38 
1.82 
1.45 
1.45 
1.46 
1.45 
1.83 
1.72 
2.01 
2.04 
2.02 
1.77 
2.46 
2.70 
2.71 
2.70 
2.51 
BR(T(1)→t h) 
BR(T(1)→W+ b) 
BR(T(1)→t Z) 
BR(T(1) →W+ W- t) 
0.32 
0.46 
0.23 
0 
0.30 
0.46 
0.21 
0.05 
0.58 
0.09 
0.26 
0.07 
0.30 
0.01 
0.29 
0.38 
0.35 
0.10 
0.28 
0.26 
0.35 
0.40 
0.16 
0.09 
0.26 
0.50 
0.13 
0.10 
0.45 
0.10 
0.32 
0.13 
0.38 
0.10 
0.28 
0.24 
is largely determined by the top Yukawa, being related to the SM process, to a first approximation, by a
scaling factor (yt/y
SM
t )
4. This explains the result seen in Fig. 185, with the suppression arising from the
suppression of the top Yukawa coupling in the MCHM5.
The previous observation also leads to a strong correlation between the tt¯h and the NR-tthh
processes, as shown in Fig. 186. Due to the different scaling with the top Yukawa coupling, the deviations
from the SM in the NR-tthh process are larger than those in tt¯h.
Set of Example Points
We show in Table 93 a number of points selected as examples that illustrate, in more detail, the properties
of the MCHM5 and MCHM14. These properties are reflected in Figs. 186, 187 and 188, where these
points are indicated. The MCHM5 points are labelled as Pi, i=1 to 5, and MCHM14 points as P’j , with
j=1 to 4. The points for the MCHM5 exhibit a suppression in µ(tt¯h) that ranges from about 15%
(roughly at the current 95% C.L. limit [164, 165]) to a few percent, a sensitivity that might be achievable
by the end of the HL phase of the LHC run, with smaller deviations from the SM for larger values of
f (Fig 187,a). The Table 93 and Fig 188 show that the tt¯hh process can exhibit an enhancement for
light enough resonances, increasing with higher c.m. energy, as expected. For points 2, 4 and 5 in the
MCHM5, the resonant production is not enough to produce an enhancement in tt¯hh compared to the SM,
although these points correspond to two different cases; the resonances for Point 2 are slightly beyond
the current direct limit whereas, on the contrary, much beyond that limit for points 4 and 5. In this case,
the tt¯hh process is easily dominated by the NR-tthh process, as defined above.
The set of example points for MCHM14 in Table 93 exhibits an enhancement of the top Yukawa
coupling, due to the effect described above and reflected in Fig 187,b. These enhancements can easily be
of the order of 10-20%. Interestingly, Point 1 shows that the enhancement can be as large as 40% (while
being consistent with a sufficiently small deviation in the ggh vertex [971]). The four points display as
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Fig. 186: Correlation between the tt¯h and non-resonant tt¯hh signal strengths (µ), for 14 and 27 TeV
c.m. energies. The left (right) plots correspond to the MCHM5 (MCHM14)
well, an enhancement in the tt¯hh process. While about half of the rate is due to resonant production
in Points 1 and 2, for points 3 and 4 the enhancement arises dominantly from the non-resonant process,
reflecting the enhancement in the top Yukawa coupling. All the selected points for MCHM14 lie in the
M1 < 0, M4 < 0 quadrant of the right panel of Fig. 184. The properties of the other quadrants are
qualitatively rather similar to those of the MCHM5 (see [971]).
For completeness, Table 93 includes the spectrum of the 5 resonances in the MCHM5, and of the
3 lightest 2/3 resonances, the lightest B resonance and the lightest 5/3 resonance out of the total of 14
resonances of the MCHM14, as well as the BRs for the lightest Q = 2/3 one. It decays mostly into
the standard th, Wb and tZ channels (with BRs that are model dependent), but in some cases it has
non-negligible non-standard BRs, such as into the W+W−t channel.
Experimental perspectives
A deviation from the SM in the tt¯h production is an essential measurement for MCHM. An increase will
reject the MCHM5 scenario and greatly refine the areas of the parameter space where MCHM14 would
be valid. A deficit instead, would make MCHM5 and MCHM14 both possible. The measurement of
this observable is expected to be achieved within 5% accuracy at the HL-LHC (Sections 2.5,2.6,2.7) and
thus with very high accuracy at HE-LHC. The tt¯hh production process plays a major role in MCHM
searches. Deviations from the SM expectation (deficit or increase) can be significant in both MCHM
scenarios. The tt¯hh production cross-section is around 1 fb (Section 3.1) at tree level whereas tt¯h is
about 500 times larger (Section 2.2). Therefore the aim at HL-LHC will be to evidence this process and
discover if a strong deviation from SM. Higher energy together with higher luminosity (HE-LHC) will
further explore MCHM.
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Fig. 187: The tt¯h signal strength as a function of the f -scale, for 14 and 27 TeV c.m. energies, with
colour coded the lightest vector-like mass. The left (right) plots correspond to Q2 of MCHM5 (Q3 of
MCHM14). The blue arrow indicates that the point P4 is outside the horizontal range of the plot with
f=2450 GeV.
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Fig. 188: The left plot shows the tt¯hh signal strength as a function of the lightest Q = 2/3 vector-like
mass, T(1) for 14 and 27 TeV c.m. energies for the MCHM5. The right plot shows the ratio between the
non-resonant tt¯hh cross section and the total tt¯hh cross section as a function of T(1) for 14 and 27 TeV
c.m. energies for the MCHM5.
9.8 New Higgs bosons below the 125 GeV Higgs mass
9.8.1 Searches for low mass Higgs bosons (below 120 GeV)134
9.8.1.1 Introduction
Many extensions of the Standard Model Higgs sector allow for new charged and neutral Higgs bosons
that can be lighter than the Higgs boson discovered [11, 12] at ≈ 125 GeV. However, as the observed
134 Contacts: S. Heinemeyer, J. Santiago, R. Vega-Morales
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(heavier) Higgs boson shows itself to be increasingly SM-like [668] in its couplings to WW and ZZ
pairs [269, 144, 128, 447, 151, 668], as well as to fermions [136, 984], we are in general pushed into
an ‘alignment without decoupling’ limit [380, 661], which has been examined in a number of recent
studies [985, 663, 666, 986, 987, 943, 988, 911]. In this limit, the 125 GeV Higgs boson has SM like
couplings without having to decouple the other Higgs bosons which might be present allowing them to
be lighter than 125 GeV. In what follows we work in the alignment without decoupling limit focusing on
new Higgs bosons in the mass range 65 − 120 GeV, between the SM-like Higgs mass and its two body
decay threshold.
In 2HDMs alignment occurs when one of the neutral CP-even Higgs mass eigen-states is ap-
proximately aligned in field space with the direction of the vacuum expectation value [661, 986]. For
non-doublet electroweak multiplets (as well as singlets [594]), one obtains an ‘aligned’ SM-like Higgs
when the non-doublet [989, 990] Higgs VEV is small, which typically also suppresses the Higgs mixing
angle [991, 992]. Furthermore, in the singlet and non-doublet multiplet cases, the new Higgs bosons are
(at least approximately) fermiophobic, making them generically harder to detect [993, 994, 995, 996]
either directly or indirectly as we discuss more below.
In this section we summarise the relevant experimental constraints on light Higgs bosons in the
mass range 65 − 120 GeV. We also discuss models which can realise light Higgs bosons and highlight
promising search signals at the LHC. This includes searching for deviations in Higgs couplings since, as
emphasised in [986], even in the deep alignment regime where one might naively expect everything to
be very SM-like, precise measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson signal strengths could uncover the
existence of an extended Higgs sector. Some projections for the HL and HE LHC are also made. The
aim is to encourage new experimental analysis, targeting specifically searches for light Higgs bosons at
the HL/HE-LHC.
9.8.1.2 Experimental constraints on light Higgs bosons
In the mass range and alignment limit we consider, the most relevant constraints for the anti-aligned
neutral Higgs bosons but with significant couplings to SM fermions, come from CMS bb¯X with X →
τ τ¯ searches [997] as well as ATLAS [998] and CMS [999] searches for X → τ τ¯ decays in both the
gg → X and bb¯X production modes. Similarly, the searches in the di-photon channel place important
bounds [1000, 1001].135 A recent CMS search [1002] for new resonances decaying to a Z boson and a
light resonance, followed by Z → `¯` and the light resonance decaying to bb¯ or τ τ¯ pairs, has also been
shown to impose severe constraints [986] on light CP-even neutral Higgs bosons. Direct searches at LEP
for light neutral Higgs states produced in pairs or in association with a Z boson are also relevant [1003,
1004, 602], setting relevant limits on the couplings of the light Higgs to SM gauge bosons. For the
charged Higgs bosons, LEP searches [1005] and B-physics constraints from Rb, K , ∆mB, B → Xsγ,
and B → τν [1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010] measurements impose the most stringent constraints.
These limits apply to all 2HDMs and impose particularly severe constraints on non-type-I 2HDMs [986]
in which there is no fermiophobic limit.
As emphasised in numerous studies [1011, 1012, 995, 1013, 996], the above limits are less strin-
gent (most limits can be rescaled) when the Higgs bosons have highly suppressed couplings to SM
fermions as can happen in the type-I 2HDM [991] in the large tanβ limit [994]. For non-doublet ex-
tended Higgs sectors one automatically has suppressed couplings to SM fermions when the non-doublet
VEV is small (or mixing angle in the case of singlets) since they only enter (if at all) through mixing with
the SM-like Higgs boson [990]. In the case of fermiophobia, the most robust probes of neutral Higgs
bosons are inclusive di-photon [995, 1013, 996] and multi-photon searches [1014, 1015, 1016] which
utilise the Drell-Yan pair production channel of a charged and neutral Higgs boson. Constraints from
EW precision data [1017, 1018] also apply with the primary effect being that the neutral and charged
135It is interesting to note that the CMS search in the di-photon channel [1000] shows an excess of events at∼ 96 GeV, in the
same mass range where the LEP searches in the bb¯ final state observed a 2σ excess [602].
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Higgs bosons are constrained to be not too different in mass.
9.8.1.3 Models with light Higgs bosons
A number of recent studies of the alignment without decoupling limit in 2HDMs have been performed
which consider the case where the SM-like Higgs boson is not the lightest scalar. As shown in [1011, 986,
1012, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 988, 1023], for type-I 2HDMs there are regions of parameter space where,
along with the light CP-even scalar, both the charged and neutral CP-odd Higgs bosons can be below
the SM-like Higgs mass while satisfying the constraints discussed above. This is in contrast to type-II
2HDM, where combined constraints from B meson decays [1010] and EW precision constraints [1024]
require the charged and CP-odd neutral Higgs bosons to be much heavier than the mass range we consider
here. Within the MSSM however, the additional particle content results in substantially weaker limits
from B meson decays and EW data. In general the allowed regions of parameter space in the type-I
2HDM is much larger than in other 2HDMs [986, 988], again due to the presence of a fermiophobic
limit at large tanβ which opens up more regions of parameter space.
In the MSSM which is a type-II 2HDM, the alignment without decoupling limit [661] requires
accidental cancellations between tree level and radiative corrections in the Higgs mass matrix [943,
988]. It was shown that a tuning of ∼ 10% is sufficient to find agreement with the Higgs-boson rate
measurements [943]. Depending on the level of alignment required, this can lead to a highly constrained
parameter space, especially in the case where the SM-like Higgs is the heavier of the CP-even neutral
scalars. In particular, after accounting for all relevant experimental constraints (as well as theoretical
uncertainties) recent studies [911] of the alignment without decoupling limit of the MSSM [661] defined
a benchmark plane of allowed parameter space with tanβ ∼ 5 − 6 (and very large values of µ) in
which the light CP-even Higgs can be between ∼ 60 − 100 GeV if the charged Higgs mass is between
∼ 170 − 185 GeV and the neutral CP-odd Higgs is ∼ 130 − 140 GeV. Still larger allowed regions
are expected in a global scan, as performed in [943]. Recent studies of the NMSSM [666, 1025] and
µνSSM [1026] have also examined the alignment without decoupling limit finding a larger allowed
parameter space than in the MSSM due to an additional gauge singlet Higgs (or right handed scalar
neutrino).
For models with non-doublet multiplets the most well known are those involving electroweak
triplets. In particular, Higgs triplet models with custodial symmetry [1027], as in the famous Georgi-
Machacek (GM) model [989, 1028, 1029, 1030, 992] or its supersymmetric incarnations [1031, 1032,
1033], have been well studied due to their ability to easily satisfy constraints from electroweak pre-
cision data. Recent studies [1034, 1033, 996] have shown that GM-like models can allow for light
neutral and charged scalars below the SM-like Higgs boson mass. In the alignment limit implied by
Higgs coupling measurements, the triplet Higgs VEV is constrained to be small though it can still much
larger than non-custodial cases [10, 1035] which are constrained by measurements of the ρ parame-
ter. Custodial symmetry also ensures that the neutral and charged components of the Higgs multiplet
have (at least approximately) degenerate masses, making them more difficult to detect due to soft de-
cay products [1036, 1037]. For these anti-aligned and fermiophobic Higgs bosons, recent studies have
emphasised di- and multi-photon searches [1016, 995, 1038, 996] as robust probes of this scenario.
9.8.1.4 Phenomenology of light anti-aligned Higgs bosons
In the alignment limit, single electroweak production mechanisms for the additional ‘anti-aligned’ neutral
Higgs bosons (or small VEV and Higgs mixing for non-doublets), such as VBF or associated vector
boson production, necessarily become suppressed. Thus the dominant production mechanisms become
gluon fusion or associated bb¯ production when there is a significant coupling to SM quarks. However,
these production mechanisms become suppressed when the couplings to fermions are negligible 136, as
136Of course if they couple to some not too heavy coloured BSM particles, the gluon fusion cross section can be increased.
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can happen in type-I 2HDM in the large tanβ limit [1039] or non-doublet electroweak sectors which
are generically fermiophobic. The same is true for the light charged Higgs bosons production channels
t → H±b and pp → H±tb which are also obsolete in the fermiophobic limit. Note that for charged
scalars coming from larger than doublet representations we can also haveW±Z → H± VBF production,
but this is again suppressed in the small non-doublet VEV and Higgs mixing limit.
Pair Production as a discovery channel
A different option that offers new experimental opportunities is the Drell-Yan Higgs pair produc-
tion mechanism. Any extension of the SM Higgs sector by electroweak charged scalars will possess
the pair production channels mediated by W and Z bosons and which are not present in the SM. Fur-
thermore, as emphasised in [1039, 1040, 1041, 1011, 995, 996], even in the alignment and fermiophobic
limits, this production mechanism is not suppressed and can be as large as∼ 10 pb at 13 TeV and∼ 50 pb
and 27 TeV in the mass range we consider (see Sec. 2.2). Thus, Drell-Yan Higgs pair production can
be as large or even dominate over single production mechanisms, for both charged and neutral Higgs
bosons. Despite this, the Drell-Yan Higgs pair production mechanism has been largely overlooked in
experimental searches with the lone exception being a recent CDF analysis of Tevatron four photon
data [1016] searching for fermiophobic Higgs bosons.
The Drell-Yan pair production mechanism is mediated by the vector-Higgs-Higgs coupling. In the
alignment limit, this will have vertices that are maximised in this limit and depend only on electroweak
couplings and quantum numbers, while some vertices will go to zero depending on which Higgs pairs
are being produced [1039, 1040, 1041, 1011, 995, 996]. Thus for the non-zero cases the coupling can be
written schematically as,
g
WH
±
MH
0
N
≡ ig CN (p1 − p2)µ, gZH0MH0N ≡ i
g
cW
CN (p1 − p2)µ, (219)
where CN is fixed by the SU(2)L × U(1)Y representation [989, 1039, 1042, 1031, 992] and p1, p2 are
the four momenta of the incoming and outgoing scalar momenta. Here H0N stands for any neutral Higgs
boson and can include CP-even or CP-odd neutral Higgs bosons, as well as H±M charged Higgs bosons.
There is also a photon mediated channel when both Higgs bosons are charged, but we focus on cases
where at least one is neutral. In Fig. 189 we show the leading order qq¯ → V → H±,0M H0N (including
PDFs) cross section ×C−2N for the W mediated (blue solid) and Z mediated (black dashed) channels at
the LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV (left) and
√
s = 27 TeV (right) in the mass range 60 − 125 GeV. They
are computed with Madgraph [79] using a modified version of the GM model implementation of [1043]
and rescaling appropriately. There are also NLO contributions which may generate & O(1) K-factors
for Higgs pair production [1044, 272, 1045]. These are not included in our analysis. We show four cases
for mass splittings of ∆M ≡M
H
±,0
M
−M
H
0
N
= 0, 100, 200, 300 GeV as labelled in plot.
The dominant decay modes of the neutral Higgs bosons will be to bb¯ and τ τ¯ when there is a sig-
nificant coupling to SM fermions. In the fermiophobic case, the Higgs bosons can have large branching
ratios into EW gauge bosons and in particular photons at low masses. The less emphasised Zγ channel
may also offer promising opportunities [1013]. Inclusive searches for resonances can then be combined
with the Drell-Yan production channel to put relatively robust bounds on branching ratios in extended
Higgs sectors as done in [995, 996] for the case of decays into di-photons. For the charged Higgs bosons
combing Drell-Yan pair production with decays into Wγ [1011, 1013] or four photon signals [1016]
offer promising search channels.
Suggestions for searches at the HL/HE-LHC
We briefly summarise search strategies for (anti)-aligned light Higgs bosons at the (HL/HE) LHC
to be added to the current searches in the mass range we consider, including ττ, γγ, bb¯ searches based
on gluon fusion and ττ searches based on associated bb¯ production [998, 999, 997] as well as recent
CMS searches [1002] for A→ Zh with Z → `¯`and h→ ττ, bb.
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Fig. 189: Leading order cross sections (with PDFs) for the qq¯ → V → H±,0M H0N Higgs pair production
mechanism mediated by W (blue solid) and Z (black dashed) bosons at the LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV (left)
and
√
s = 27 TeV (right) in the mass range 60 − 125 GeV. We show three cases for mass splittings
∆M ≡ M
H
±,0
M
−M
H
0
N
= 0, 100, 200, 300 GeV as labelled in plot and have factored out an overall
group theory factor CN (see Eq. (219)). The curves for a particular model can be obtained by rescaling
with (CN )
2 which is fixed by the SU(2)L × U(1)Y representation.
– Push current conventional Higgs searches in WW and ZZ, which currently [1046, 867] do not
go below ∼ 130 GeV, to as low a mass as possible, ideally down to ∼ 65 GeV. As emphasised
in [995, 996], this can help to rule out cases of a fermiophobic Higgs boson with suppressed
couplings to photons, which could otherwise escape detection. Similarly, heavier Higgs bosons
with the “remaining” coupling to SM gauge bosons could be detected.
– Combine inclusive searches for resonances with the ‘universal’ Drell-Yan Higgs pair production
channel to put robust bounds on allowed branching ratios to ττ , bb¯, Zγ and γγ final states. In the
alignment limit, these bounds depend only on electroweak couplings and can be applied to any
extended Higgs boson sector (with appropriate rescaling), in some cases providing the strongest
limits [995, 996].
– Utilising the Drell-Yan Higgs pair production mechanism, dedicated LHC searches for more op-
timised, but model dependent signals such as 4γ + V ∗ [1039, 1016, 1019], 4γ + V ∗V ∗ [1039],
3γ + V ∗ where in the last case dedicated phenomenological studies are lacking.
– Search for ττ , bb¯, or γγ plus missing energy as well as mono photon or mono lepton plus miss-
ing energy final states to cover cases where neutral Higgs may have an invisible decay. In par-
ticular the γγ channel appears to be very promising (especially in view of a potential signal at
∼ 96 GeV [1000]).
9.8.2 HL-LHC projections of LHCb searches for 2HDM+S light pseudoscalars137
Several well-motivated extensions of the SM include a new pseudoscalar a with mass below the elec-
troweak scale. A well-known example in the context of supersymmetry is the next-to-minimal super-
symmetric SM, where this state can arise as a result of an approximate global U(1)R symmetry [1047].
Non-supersymmetric extensions featuring a light pseudoscalar include Little Higgs models, hidden val-
ley scenarios (see [43], and references therein for details), and simplified models where a complex singlet
scalar is coupled to the Higgs potential of the SM or the 2HDM. Light pseudoscalars have been searched
via various collider signatures such as exotic decays of the 125 GeV scalar h discovered at the LHC (both
h → aa and h → aZ), radiative decays of bottomonium Υ → aγ, direct production from pp collisions
137 Contacts: M. Borsato, U. Haisch, J.F. Kamenik, A. Malinauskas, M. Spira
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in association with b-jets and also inclusively in pp→ a+X , where the main production mode is usually
gluon-gluon fusion. The interplay of searches for exotic h decays and direct searches in pp collisions
within 2HDM+S models depend on the 2HDM parameters α, β, on the mixing angle θ, on the physical
spin-0 masses, and on the form of the scalar potential (see for instance [1048] for further explanations).
Despite the significantly lower luminosity collected with respect to ATLAS and CMS, LHCb has
proven to be capable of placing world-best limits for low-mass pseudoscalars produced in gluon-gluon
fusion [1049, 1048], by searching simply for resonant pairs of opposite-sign muons [1050, 1051]. Indeed,
a large fraction of these light pseudoscalars are produced with large boosts at the LHC and end up
in the LHCb acceptance. On top of that, the LHCb detector is capable of triggering on muons with
transverse momenta as low as 1.8 GeV (0.5 GeV) with the current (upgraded) trigger, greatly enhancing
its acceptance to a → µ+µ− with respect to ATLAS and CMS. A key ingredient of this trigger, is the
LHCb capability to efficiently reject the large background due to pion mis-identification thanks to online
availability of offline-quality particle identification based on information from all sub-detectors [1052,
1053]. On top of that, the large boost of the pseudoscalar a in the forward region allows to separate
muons coming from semi-leptonic B decays due to their displacement with respect to the pp collision
vertex.
The HL-LHC sensitivity to prompt di-muon resonances in the context of dark photon searches
at LHCb can be found in [815]. The kinematic selection used for the projection is inspired by [1054]
and rely on the improved performance expected after the upgrade of the LHCb trigger that will be im-
plemented for LHC Run-3. Maintaining this exceptional performance in the HL-LHC era (i.e., with
10 times larger instantaneous luminosity) will require a redesign of the muon detector and is briefly
discussed in [815].
In Figure 190, the limits on the dark photon parameter space presented in [815] are reinterpreted
in the context of the 2HDM+S, following the analysis strategy detailed in [1048]. The production cross
section of the pseudoscalar a and its decay rate to muons depend on the mixing angle θ, on the parameter
tanβ and on the type of the Yukawa sector of the considered 2HDM. Fixing tanβ and the type of the
2HDM, upper limits are placed on |sin θ| as a function of the pseudoscalar mass ma. In all considered
cases, LHCb searches in the HL-LHC era (blue contours) are found to be sensitive to values of |sin θ|
well below 1 for a large range of ma values between 5 GeV and 70 GeV. This represents a significant
improvement over the LHC Run-2 results (yellow curves), where only in the 2HDM+S scenario of type
IV with tanβ = 0.5 it was possible to set physical meaningful bounds on the sine of the mixing angle
θ, i.e., |sin θ| < 1, in the entire range of considered pseudoscalar masses. Notice that spin-0 states with
masses around 10 GeV can be probed by searches for di-muon resonances in Υ production [1049, 1051].
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Fig. 190: Upper 90% CL limits on |sin θ| in the 2HDM+S of type I with tanβ = 1 (top left), type II with
tanβ = 2 (top right), type III with tanβ = 5 (bottom left) and type IV with tanβ = 0.5 (bottom right).
The yellow curves illustrate the results of a recast [1048] of the LHCb search [1050] performed with a
data set corresponding to 1.6 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, while the blue contours are our projections to
300 fb−1 of 14 TeV pp collision data using the expected HL-LHC dark photon limits presented in [815].
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10 Conclusions and Outlook
10.1 Higgs properties and EW phenomena at the HL-LHC
The determination of Higgs boson properties, and their connection to electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB), is a primary target of the HL-LHC physics programme. Since 2012, the Higgs physics pro-
gramme has rapidly expanded, with new ideas, more precise predictions and improved analyses, into a
major program of precision measurements, as well as searches for rare production and decay processes.
Outstanding opportunities have emerged for measurements of fundamental importance, such as the first
direct constraints on the Higgs trilinear self-coupling and the natural width. The HL-LHC programme
covers also searches for additional Higgs bosons in EWSB scenarios motivated by theories beyond the
SM (BSM). Finally, a rigorous effective field theory (EFT) framework allows one to parametrise in a
model independent way all EW and Higgs results. The studies presented in this report update the key
expectations for HL-LHC, and summarise the interpretation of the future constraints on new physics
in terms of EFT couplings. This reappraisal of the future sensitivities relies on the Run 2 analyses im-
provements and assumes the detector performance targets established in the experiments’ upgrade TDRs.
Further improvements should be possible with analyses optimised for the HL-LHC data sets.
The main Higgs boson measurement channels correspond to five production modes (the gluon
fusion ggF, the vector boson fusion VBF, the associated production with a vector boson WH and ZH ,
and the associated production with a pair of top quarks ttH) and seven decay modes: H → γγ, ZZ∗,
WW ∗, τ+τ−, bb, µ+µ− and Zγ. The latter two decay channels, as yet unobserved, should become vis-
ible during the next two LHC runs. The rate measurements in the aforementioned production and decay
channels yield measurements of the Higgs couplings in the so-called "κ-framework". This introduces
a set of κi factors that linearly modify the coupling of the Higgs boson to SM elementary particles, i,
including the effective couplings to gluons and photons, and assuming no additional BSM contribution
to the Higgs total width, ΓH . The projected uncertainties, combining ATLAS and CMS, are summarised
in Fig. 30 of Section 2. They include today’s theory uncertainties reduced by a factor of two, which is
close to the uncertainty that would result from using the improved HL-LHC parton distribution functions
(PDFs, see Section 2.2.5) and considering signal theory uncertainties as uncorrelated. Except for rare
decays, the overall uncertainties will be dominated by the theoretical systematics, with a precision close
to percent level.
The main Higgs boson couplings will be measured at HL-LHC with a precision at the percent
level. Large statistics will particularly help the study of complex final states, such as those arising
from ttH production. The constraining power of the current ttH analyses has been limited to plausible
improvements in the theory predictions, in particular in the H → bb channel. The 3.4% precision on κt
thus obtained is mostly due to the other direct ttH measurement channels.
These coupling measurements assume the absence of sizeable additional contributions to ΓH .
As recently suggested, the patterns of quantum interference between background and Higgs-mediated
production of photon pairs or four leptons are sensitive to ΓH . Measuring the off-shell four-fermion
final states, and assuming the Higgs couplings to gluons and ZZ evolve off-shell as in the SM, the HL-
LHC will extract ΓH with a 20% precision at 68% CL. Furthermore, combining all Higgs channels,
and with the assumption that the couplings to vector bosons are not larger than the SM ones (κV ≤ 1),
will constrain ΓH with a 5% precision at 95% CL. Invisible Higgs boson decays will be searched for
at HL-LHC in all production channels, VBF being the most sensitive. The combination of ATLAS and
CMS Higgs boson coupling measurements will set an upper limit on the Higgs invisible branching ratio
of 2.5%, at the 95% CL. The precision reach in the measurements of ratios will be at the percent level,
with particularly interesting measurements of κγ/κZ, which serves as a probe of new physics entering
the H → γγ loop, can be measured with an uncertainty of 1.4%, and κt/κg, which serves as probe of
new physics entering the gg → H loop, with a precision of 3.4%.
A summary of the limits obtained on first and second generation quarks from a variety of observ-
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ables is given in Fig. 117 of section 7. It includes: (i) HL-LHC projections for exclusive decays of the
Higgs into quarkonia; (ii) constraints from fits to differential cross sections of kinematic observables (in
particular pT); (iii) constraints on the total width, ΓH , relying on different assumptions (the examples
given in Fig. 117 correspond to a projected limit of 200 MeV on the total width from the mass shift from
the interference in the di-photon channel between signal and continuous background and the constraint
at 68% CL on the total width from off-shell couplings measurements of 20%); (iv) a global fit of Higgs
production cross sections (yielding the constraint of 5% on the width mentioned herein); and (v) the
direct search for Higgs decays to cc using inclusive charm tagging techniques. Assuming SM couplings,
the latter is expected to lead to the most stringent upper limit of κc / 2. A combination of ATLAS, CMS
and LHCb results would further improve this constraint to κc / 1.
Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for BSM physics associated to mass
scales beyond the LHC direct reach. The EFT framework, where the SM Lagrangian is supplemented
with dimension-6 operators
∑
i ciO(6)i /Λ2, allows one to systematically parametrise BSM effects and
how they modify SM processes. Figure 137 of section 8 shows the results of a global fit to observables in
Higgs physics, as well as di-boson and Drell-Yan processes at high energy. The fit includes all operators
generated by new physics that only couples to SM bosons. These operators can either modify SM ampli-
tudes, or generate new amplitudes. In the former case, the best LHC probes are, for example, precision
measurements of Higgs branching ratios. In the case of the operator OH , for example, the constraints in
Fig. 137 translate into a sensitivity to the Higgs compositeness scale f > 1.6 TeV, corresponding to a
new physics mass scale of 20 TeV for an underlying strongly coupled theory. The effects associated with
some new amplitudes grow quadratically with the energy. For example, Drell-Yan production at large
mass can access, via the operators O2W,2B , energy scales of order 12 TeV (Fig. 137).
The Run 2 experience in searches for Higgs pair production led to a reappraisal of the HL-LHC
sensitivity, including several channels, some of which were not considered in previous projections: 2b2γ,
2b2τ , 4b, 2bWW, 2bZZ. Assuming the SM Higgs self-coupling λ, ATLAS and CMS project a sensitivity
to the HH signal of approximately 3 σ. per experiment, leading to a combined observation sensitivity
of 4 σ. These analyses, which make use also of the HH mass spectrum shape, result in the likelihood
profile as a function of κλ shown in Fig. 66 of section 3.2.3. An important feature of these analyses
is the presence of the secondary minimum in the likelihood line-shape, due to the degeneracy in the
total number of HH signal events for different κλ values. We note that at the HL-LHC the secondary
minimum can be excluded at 99.4% CL, with a constraint on the Higgs self-coupling of 0.5 < κλ < 1.5
at the 68% CL. The results on HH production studies are statistics limited, therefore a dataset of at least
6 ab−1 (ATLAS and CMS combined) is essential to achieve this objective.
Higgs studies at HL-LHC will enhance the sensitivity to BSM physics, exploiting indirect probes
via precision measurements, and a multitude of direct search targets, ranging from exotic decays of the
125 GeV Higgs boson (e.g. decays including promptly decaying light scalars, light dark photons or
axion-like particles, and decays involving long-lived BSM particles) to the production of new Higgs
bosons, neutral and charged, at masses above or below 125 GeV. The HL-LHC will be able to probe
very rare exotic decay modes of the 125 GeV Higgs boson thanks to the huge Higgs data set that will
be produced (branching ratios as small as O(10−6) could be probed for sufficiently clean decay modes).
Furthermore, the mass reach for new heavy Higgs bosons can be pushed to few TeV. As an example,
Fig. 181 in section 9.5, shows a summary of the Minimal Supersymmetric SM regions of parameter
space that will be probed by ATLAS and CMS either via direct searches of new Higgs bosons decaying
to tau lepton pairs, or via indirect 125 GeV Higgs coupling measurements. The HL-LHC will have
access to new Higgs bosons as heavy as 2.5 TeV at large tanβ (tanβ > 50). Complementarily, the
interpretation of Higgs precision coupling measurements will exclude Higgs bosons with masses lower
than approximately 1 TeV over a large range of tanβ.
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10.2 Potential of the HE-LHC
With the increase in centre-of-mass energy and luminosity, the Higgs physics programme at HE-LHC
will considerably extend the reach of the entire HL-LHC program. Measurements of the Higgs boson
trilinear self-coupling, of elusive decay modes (e.g. H→cc¯), of rare (e.g. H→Zγ), invisible or exotic
decays will become accessible. At the same time, Higgs boson production can be explored at very
large transverse momenta. Projections presented in this section are exploratory and provide qualitative
results, due to the absence of clearly defined reference detectors, and in view of the highly challenging
pile-up environment. Several approaches have been followed to address this issue, typically assuming
experimental performances similar to those currently achieved by LHC detectors. Other studies focused
on Higgs bosons produced at finite transverse momentum (pT > 50 GeV), to reduce the impact of pile-
up. The selection of fiducial regions in pT and rapidity, furthermore, allows measurements of the ratios of
rates for different final states, free of uncertainties related to the production dynamics and to luminosity.
Table 94: Higgs production event rates for selected processes at 27 TeV (N27) and statistical increase
with respect to the statistics of the HL-LHC (N27 = σ27 TeV × 15 ab−1, N14 = σ14 TeV × 3 ab−1).
gg→H VBF WH ZH tt¯H HH
N27 2.2× 109 1.8× 108 5.4× 107 3.7× 107 4× 107 2.1× 106
N27/N14 13 14 12 13 23 19
The statistics expected for some reference production processes, and the increase with respect to
the HL-LHC, are shown in Table 94. The Higgs samples will typically increase by a factor between 10
and 25, in part as a result of the 5 times larger luminosity, leading to a potential reduction in the statistical
uncertainties by factors of 3 to 5. The biggest improvements arise for the channels favoured by the higher
energy, such as ttH and HH.
The potential for the measurement of the Higgs boson trilinear coupling at the HE-LHC has been
estimated with methods and in channels similar to those used at the HL-LHC. Extrapolation studies
from the current experiments and from phenomenological studies have been carried out in the two most
sensitive HH channels at the HL-LHC (bbγγ and bbτ+τ−). Several studies were made under different
experimental performance and systematic uncertainty assumptions (in some cases neglecting systematic
uncertainties), yielding results covering the wide range of precision estimates presented here. At the
HE-LHC the HH signal would be observed unambiguously and the combined sensitivity on the trilinear
coupling, κλ (assuming the SM value), is expected to reach a precision of 10% to 20% from the com-
bination of these two channels alone. A comparison of the HE-LHC sensitivity to that of the HL-LHC
is displayed in Fig. 78 of section 3.4, showing that the secondary minimum still visible in the HL-LHC
study is unambiguously excluded at HE-LHC. These studies do not include the additional decay channels
that have already been studied for HL-LHC, and of others that could become relevant at the HE-LHC.
Exclusive production modes are also very interesting to take into consideration for this measurement.
The potential improvements from these have not been assessed yet.
The measurement of the couplings of the Higgs boson at HL-LHC relies either on the assumption
that no additional undetected contribution to the Higgs boson width is present, or that the couplings of
the Higgs boson to vector bosons do not exceed those expected in the SM. In both cases, the foreseen
precision in the measurements of most Higgs boson couplings at the HL-LHC is currently limited by
the theoretical uncertainty on the signal predictions. The significantly larger dataset and the increase
in centre-of-mass energy at HE-LHC would reduce the statistical uncertainty of these measurements to
being negligible. To match the overall precision of the experimental measurements, the extraction of
the couplings of the Higgs boson to photons, gluons, W, Z, taus, and b quarks will require significant
theoretical improvements in the precision of the theoretical predictions for the signals.
For rare decay processes such as the di-muon channel, from an extrapolation of the HL-LHC
projections, a precision of approximately 2% on the coupling modifier should be achievable. With the
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current theoretical systematic uncertainties on the signal and the backgrounds, the direct measurement of
the Higgs coupling modifier to top quarks is expected to reach a precision of approximately 3%. While
the substantial additional amount of data at various centre-of-mass energies will undoubtedly be useful
to further constrain the systematic modelling uncertainties and further progress in theoretical predictions
will be achieved, the potential improvements have not been quantified. Assuming an improvement of the
theoretical uncertainties of a factor of 2, the precision on the ttH coupling would reach approximately
2% (the experimental systematic uncertainty alone is approximately 1%, assuming performances similar
to current LHC experiments). The significant gain in precision will be obtained mostly through ratios of
couplings. Studies have shown that the ratio of the ttH to ttZ ratio could be measured at close to the
percent level.
At HE-LHC energies, the H → cc¯ production increases relative to backgrounds, and may be
observable with inclusive searches by ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb, depending on c-tagging systematic
uncertainties. Unfortunately, at the HE-LHC, exclusive searches, kinematic limits, and global fits are not
expected to reach the SM level for the u, d, s, and c Yukawas.
Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for BSM physics associated to mass
scales beyond the LHC direct reach. The EFT framework, where the SM Lagrangian is supplemented
with higher dimension operators allows one to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they
modify SM processes. These operators can either modify SM amplitudes, or generate new amplitudes.
In the former case, the best LHC probes are, for example, precision measurements of Higgs branching
ratios. In the case of the operatorOH , for example, the constraints in Fig. 138 of Section 8, translate into
a sensitivity to the Higgs compositeness scale f > 2 TeV, corresponding to a new physics mass scale of
25 TeV for an underlying strongly coupled theory.
Effects associated with new amplitudes grow quadratically (for dimension-6 operators) with the
energy. The higher centre-of-mass energy and larger dataset of HE-LHC make it possible to greatly
extend the measurable range in the Higgs transverse momenta, providing new opportunities: a 10%
measurement at 1 TeV energy corresponds roughly to a per-mille precision measurement at the Higgs
mass energy. In the context of EW physics this will allow to test, via Drell-Yan processes and the
operatorsO2W,2B , energy scales of order 25 TeV; or, viaWZ di-boson processes, mass scales of roughly
6 (100) TeV if the underlying new physics is weakly (strongly) coupled. Figure 138 shows the results of
a global fit to observables in Higgs physics, as well as di-boson and Drell-Yan processes at high energy.
Another important high-energy measurement concerns the scattering of longitudinally polarised
vector bosons: departures from its SM value could betray a composite nature of the Higgs. The de-
composition of measurements of VBS cross-sections into the polarised components based on the decays
of the individual vector bosons is experimentally challenging. Preliminary studies show that, thanks to
pile-up mitigation techniques that retain Run-2 performance of hadronically decaying W/Z-boson tag-
ging, the precision on the VBS cross section measurement in the semi-leptonic WV + jj → `ν + jjjj
channel can be reduced from 6.5 % (HL-LHC) to about 2 % at HE-LHC. From this measurement and
from the measurement of the EW production of a Z boson pair, the purely longitudinal final state of
the WW and ZZ scattering processes can be extracted with a significance of 5σ or more. Similarly, the
reach for vector-boson-scattering will be extended by roughly a factor of two in the energy scale of BSM
physics, i.e. the sensitivity of the HE-LHC to Wilson coefficients, f/Λ4, of dimension eight operators,
which describe anomalous quartic gauge couplings, improves by a factor 10-20.
Complementarily, the HE-LHC will offer unprecedented opportunities to directly test light TeV-
scale new degrees of freedom associated to the Higgs boson and generically arising in models for elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. Particularly, due to the large increase in the Higgs data set (see table
94), very rare exotic Higgs decays could be discovered. For example, multi-lepton signatures could
be produced from Higgs decays to light BSM particles (X) as dark photons, or axion-like particles:
h→ XX → bbµµ, 4`. The projected HE-LHC reach on the branching ratios of these two decay modes
is estimated to be∼ 10−5 and∼ 10−8, respectively, extending the HL-LHC reach by a factor of∼ 5 and
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∼ 10, respectively (see Secs. 9.1.5, 9.1.6). As shown by these numbers, the reach of particularly clean
decay modes will see a major gain at the HE-LHC mainly due to the increase in Higgs statistics (from
gluon fusion production). At the same time, the sample of Higgs bosons produced from sub-leading pro-
duction modes in association with other SM particles (e.g. tt¯h) will be sizeable, increasing the discovery
prospects for rare and more background limited Higgs decay signatures. Therefore, the HL/HE-LHC
Higgs exotic decay program can be uniquely sensitive to the existence of a broad range of new light
weakly coupled particles.
The increase in energy will also open up many opportunities for the direct search of new TeV-scale
degrees of freedom associated to electroweak symmetry breaking, as new heavy Higgs bosons. In this
report, we have studied, for example, the reach for pp → S → hh, with h the 125 GeV Higgs boson
and S a new Higgs boson, and we have shown that the HE-LHC can extend the reach to S masses that
are 1.5-2 times heavier than the masses probed by the HL-LHC (see Sec. 9.4.2). Many more studies will
be needed to assess the full discovery potential of the HE-LHC to extended Higgs sectors, as arising in
many well motivated BSM theories.
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Abstract
This is the third out of five chapters of the final report [1] of the Workshop
on Physics at HL-LHC, and perspectives on HE-LHC [2]. It is devoted to the
study of the potential, in the search for Beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
physics, of the High Luminosity (HL) phase of the LHC, defined as 3 ab−1
of data taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, and of a possible future
upgrade, the High Energy (HE) LHC, defined as 15 ab−1 of data at a centre-of-
mass energy of 27 TeV. We consider a large variety of new physics models,
both in a simplified model fashion and in a more model-dependent one. A
long list of contributions from the theory and experimental (ATLAS, CMS,
LHCb) communities have been collected and merged together to give a com-
plete, wide, and consistent view of future prospects for BSM physics at the
considered colliders. On top of the usual standard candles, such as super-
symmetric simplified models and resonances, considered for the evaluation of
future collider potentials, this report contains results on dark matter and dark
sectors, long lived particles, leptoquarks, sterile neutrinos, axion-like particles,
heavy scalars, vector-like quarks, and more. Particular attention is placed, es-
pecially in the study of the HL-LHC prospects, to the detector upgrades, the
assessment of the future systematic uncertainties, and new experimental tech-
niques. The general conclusion is that the HL-LHC, on top of allowing to
extend the present LHC mass and coupling reach by 20 − 50% on most new
physics scenarios, will also be able to constrain, and potentially discover, new
physics that is presently unconstrained. Moreover, compared to the HL-LHC,
the reach in most observables will generally more than double at the HE-LHC,
which may represent a good candidate future facility for a final test of TeV-
scale new physics.
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1 Introduction and overview
The LHC physics program represents one of the most successful experimental programs in Science,
and has been rewarded as such with the discovery, in 2012, of the Higgs boson [3, 4]. However, this
discovery was only one of the targets of the LHC, which aims at constraining, and possibly discovering,
an incredible variety of new physics (NP) scenarios with imprints at the TeV scale. In order to fully profit
from the LHC potential, an upgrade of its luminosity [5,6], together with consistent upgrades of the major
experiments [7, 8], has already been approved by the CERN Council [9]. The High Luminosity LHC
(HL-LHC) upgrade will eventually collect an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 of data in pp collisions at
a centre-of-mass (c.o.m.) energy of 14 TeV, which should maximise the LHC potential to uncover new
phenomena.
The lack of indications for the presence of NP so far may imply that either NP is not where
we expect it, or that it is elusive. The first case should not be seen as a negative result. Indeed the
theoretical and phenomenological arguments suggesting NP close to the electroweak (EW) scale are so
compelling, that a null result should be considered itself as a great discovery. This would shake our
grounds, falsifying some of the paradigms that guided research in fundamental physics so far. In the
second case, while these paradigms would be vindicated, Nature may have been clever in protecting
its secrets. It may be hiding the NP at slightly higher masses or lower couplings than we expected or,
perhaps, in more compressed spectra and involved signatures, making it extremely difficult to address
experimentally. Both cases would lead to a discovery happening at the edge of the LHC potential, with
little space left for identifying the new particles, or the new paradigms.
These considerations drove, in the last few years, intense activity worldwide to assess the future of
collider experiments beyond the HL-LHC. Several proposals and studies have been performed, also in the
view of the forthcoming update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics (ESPP), that will take place
in 2019-2020. Several options for future colliders have been and are being considered, such as future
lepton colliders, either linear e+e− machines like ILC [10–14] and CLIC [15,16], or circular e+e− ones
like FCC-ee/TLEP [17] and CepC [18,19] and µ+µ− accelerators like MAP [20] and LEMMA [21,22],
or hadron pp colliders such as a 27 TeV c.o.m. upgraded HE-LHC [23], a 50− 100 TeV SppC [18, 19],
and a 100 TeV FCC-hh [24–28]. Comparing the physics potentials, the needed technology and prospects
for its availability, and the cost to benefit ratio of such machines is extremely challenging, but also very
timely. The proposal for an e−p collider, the LHeC [29], is also being considered to further upgrade
the HL-LHC with a 60 GeV energy, high current electron beam by using novel Energy Recovery Linear
Accelerator (ERL) techniques. The same facility could be hosted at the FCC [24].
A crucial ingredient to allow a comparison of proposed future machines is the assessment of
our understanding of physics at the end of the HL-LHC program. Knowing which scenarios remain
open at the end of the approved HL-LHC allows one to set standard benchmarks for all the interesting
phenomena to study, that could be used to infer the potential of different future machines. Moreover,
in the perspective of pushing the LHC program even further, one may wonder if the LHC tunnel and
the whole CERN infrastructure, together with future magnet technology, could be exploited to push the
energy up into an unexplored region with the HE-LHC, that could collect an integrated luminosity of
15 ab−1.
These two points are the foundations of the Workshop on Physics at HL-LHC, and perspectives on
HE-LHC [2], that has been devoted, between 2017 and 2018, to the study of the physics potential of the
HL- and HE-LHC. This document is the third out of five chapters of the final report [1] of the Workshop.
In this chapter, the attention is focused on beyond the SM (BSM) phenomena, one of the key reasons to
continue to pursue an hadron collider physics program.
Naturalness, also often referred to as the Hierarchy Problem (HP), is the main motivation to expect
new physics close to the EW scale. This theoretical puzzle can be understood in different ways: from
a more technical perspective, it refers to radiative corrections to the Higgs mass parameter, which can
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receive contributions from new physics present up at ultraviolet (UV) scales. We have at least one
important example: the scale at which gravity becomes strongly coupled, usually identified with the
Planck scale, MPl. From a more conceptual point of view it can be phrased as the question why is the
Fermi constant GF ≈ 1.2 · 10−5 GeV−2 (EW scale v = 246 GeV) so much bigger (smaller) than the
Newton constant GN ≈ 6.7 · 10−39 GeV−2 (Planck scale MPl = 1.22 · 1019 GeV).
Despite the different ways of phrasing and understanding the HP, its importance is intimately
related to our reductionist approach to physics and our understanding of effective field theory. We do not
expect the infrared (IR) physics, i.e., for instance, at the energies that we are able to probe at colliders, to
be strongly affected by the details of the UV theory. Therefore, unless Naturalness is only an apparent
problem and has an anthropic explanation, or it is just the outcome of the dynamical evolution of our
universe, all of its solutions are based on mechanisms that screen the effects of UV physics from the IR,
by effectively reducing the UV cut-off to the TeV scale.
Such mechanisms can be dynamical, similarly to what occurs for the QCD scale, or can instead
arise from extended space-time symmetries, such as in Supersymmetry (SUSY) or in Extra Dimensions
(ED). All of these solutions share the prediction of new degrees of freedom close to the EW scale.
How close is determined by where we are willing to push the UV scale, still accepting IR parameters
to strongly dependent on it. In other words, it depends on the level of cancellation between different
UV parameters that we are willing to accept to reproduce the observed IR parameters. Nature gives few
examples of such large cancellations, which could be a few percent accidents, but are never far below the
percent level. The LHC is a machine designed to test such cancellations at the percent level in most of the
common solutions to the HP. There are some exceptions, as for instance in models where the so-called top
partners are neutral under the SM colour group, where the LHC can only probe the few-to-10% region.
Obviously, tests of our understanding of Naturalness pass through three main approaches, addressed in
the first four chapters of this report. The first is the precise test of the SM observables, both in the
EW and QCD sectors, discussed in the first chapter [30], and in the flavour sector, discussed in the
fourth chapter [31]; the second is the study of the properties of the Higgs boson, presented in the second
chapter [32]; the third is the direct search for new physics, which is the topic of this chapter.
Since the top quark is the particle that contributes the most to the radiative correction to the Higgs
mass, the main prediction of the majority of models addressing the HP is the existence of coloured
particles “related” to the top quark, that can generally be called “top-partners”. These may be scalars, like
the top squarks (stops) in SUSY, or (vector-like) fermions, like in models of Higgs compositeness. These
particles have to be light for Naturalness to be properly addressed and, due to their strong production
cross section, they are among the primary signatures of Naturalness at hadron colliders. To address the
HP other particles have to be light too, such as for instance the gluinos in SUSY, that in turn affect the
stops masses, and the EW partners of the Higgs boson. However, while the gluino profits from a strong
production cross section at hadron colliders, the EW sector remains much more difficult to test, due to
the smaller cross sections. All these signatures, together with others, less tightly related to Naturalness,
are studied in details in this report.
Dark Matter (DM) is one of the big puzzles of fundamental physics. While there is stunning evi-
dence for its existence, in the form of non-baryonic contribution to the matter abundance in the Universe,
there are no particular indications on what it actually is. This is due to the fact that, so far, we have
only probed it through its gravitational interactions, which tell us about its abundance, but do not tell
us anything about its form. It could be made of particles, but this is not the only option. However, if
DM is made of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), then the observed abundance can only be
reproduced for a relatively small window in its mass/coupling parameter space, which turns out to lie
roughly in the ten GeV to ten TeV range, making it relevant for collider experiments.
Several theoretical constructions addressing the HP also naturally predict a WIMP DM candidate.
The most notable is SUSY, where EW neutral fermionic partners of the Higgs and the SM gauge bosons,
the neutralinos, could be, in proper regions of the parameter space, good WIMPs. Another compelling
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paradigm for DM that may be relevant for collider experiments is that of the so-called Minimal Dark
Matter (MDM), that corresponds to neutral particles belonging to EW multiplets that remains stable due
to accidental symmetries. The simplest examples are just the wino and higgsino DM candidates arising in
SUSY, but larger multiplets are also allowed. In this case the DM mass required to provide the observed
abundance grows with the dimension of the EW group representation (multiplet) and usually lies between
one to ten TeV. Therefore, a coverage of the whole MDM window provides a good benchmark for future
hadron colliders, such as the HE-LHC or the FCC-hh (see Ref. [28] for prospect studies of MDM at a
100 TeV collider).
Finally, the third big mystery of the SM is flavour. Why are there such big hierarchies among
fermion masses, and how do neutrino masses arise? These are two of the most compelling questions of
fundamental physics. The generation of the flavour structure of the SM (the Yukawa couplings) and of
the neutrino masses may be tied to a scale much above the EW scale. Thus, precision flavour observables
are the most sensitive window to high-scale UV physics. Indeed, the ability of LHC experiments, with
a leading role of LHCb in this context, to observe extremely rare flavour transitions, allows one to set
constraints on new physics corresponding to scales of hundreds, or even thousands of TeV, completely
inaccessible to direct searches.
Flavour transitions indirectly constraining NP at the TeV scale and above, have a crucial interplay
with direct searches for the particles that may induce such transitions. A clear example of this interplay
is given by the recent flavour anomalies in neutral and charged current B decays (RK-RK∗, RD-RD∗,
etc., which are discussed at length in the fourth chapter of this report [31]. Due to the relevance of such
anomalies at the time of writing this report, prospect studies on high transverse momentum particles, as
vector resonances or lepto-quarks (LQ), that could explain them, are presented by both working groups.
Concerning neutrino masses, the seesaw mechanism predicts the existence of heavy (sterile) neu-
trinos that can provide, in particular regions of the parameter space, peculiar signatures with several
leptons in the final state. These neutral particles, coupled to leptons, can also arise in cascade decays
of heavy right-handed charged gauge bosons. Whether produced directly, or in decays, the HL- and
HE-LHC will be able to significantly reduce the parameter space of models predicting heavy neutrinos.
The report is not structured based on a separation of the HL-LHC from the HE-LHC studies, since
several analyses were done for both options, and showing them together allows for a clearer understand-
ing. However, when summarising our results in Section 7, we present conclusions separately for HL-
and HE-LHC. The report is organised as follows. The introductory part includes a brief discussion of
the future detector performances in analysis methods and objects identification and of the projected sys-
tematic uncertainties. Section 2 is devoted to the study of SUSY prospects. Section 3 shows projections
for DM and Dark Sectors. Section 4 contains studies relevant for Long Lived Particles (LLPs). Section
5 presents prospects for high-pT signatures in the context of flavour physics. Section 6 is devoted to
resonances, either singly or doubly produced, and to other BSM signatures. Finally, in Section 7 we
present our conclusions, with a separate executive summary of the HL- and HE-LHC potentials.
1.1 Analysis methods and objects definitions
Different approaches have been used by the experiments and in theoretical prospect studies, hereafter
named projections, to assess the sensitivity in searching for new physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
For some of the projections, a mix of the approaches described below is used, in order to deliver the
most realistic result. The total integrated luminosity for the HL-LHC dataset is assumed to be 3 ab−1
at a c.o.m. energy of 14 TeV. For HE-LHC studies the dataset is assumed to be 15 ab−1 at a c.o.m. of
27 TeV. The effect of systematic uncertainties is taken into account based on the studies performed for
the existing analyses and using common guidelines for projecting the expected improvements that are
foreseen thanks to the large dataset and upgraded detectors, as described in Section 1.2.
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Detailed-simulations are used to assess the performance of reconstructed objects in the upgraded
detectors and HL-LHC conditions, as described in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. For some of the projections,
such simulations are directly interfaced to different event generators, parton showering (PS) and hadro-
nisation generators. Monte Carlo (MC) generated events are used for SM and BSM processes, and are
employed in the various projections to estimate the expected contributions of each process.
Extrapolations of existing results rely on the existent statistical frameworks to estimate the ex-
pected sensitivity for the HL-LHC dataset. The increased c.o.m. energy and the performance of the
upgraded detectors are taken into account for most of the extrapolations using scale factors on the in-
dividual processes contributing to the signal regions. Such scale factors are derived from the expected
cross sections and from detailed simulation studies.
Fast-simulations are employed for some of the projections in order to produce a large number of
Monte Carlo events and estimate the reconstruction efficiency for the upgraded detectors. The upgraded
CMS detector performance is taken into account encoding the expected performance of the upgraded
detector in DELPHES3 [33], including the effects of pile-up interactions. Theoretical contributions use
DELPHESWith the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the upgraded ATLAS and CMS
detectors.
Parametric-simulations are used for some of the projections to allow a full re-optimisation of
the analysis selection criteria that benefit from the larger available datasets. Particle-level definitions are
used for electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum. These are constructed
from stable particles from the MC event record with a lifetime larger than 0.3 × 10−10 s within the ob-
servable pseudorapidity range. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [34] implemented in the
Fastjet [35] library, with a radius parameter of 0.4. All stable final-state particles are used to reconstruct
the jets, except the neutrinos, leptons and photons associated to W or Z boson or τ lepton decays. The
effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are taken into account by applying energy smearing, efficiencies
and fake rates to generator level quantities, following parameterisations based on detector performance
studies with the detailed simulations. The effect of the high pileup at the HL-LHC is incorporated by
overlaying pileup jets onto the hard-scatter events. Jets from pileup are randomly selected as jets to be
considered for analysis with ∼ 2% efficiency, based on studies of pile-up jet rejection and experience
from Run-2 of the LHC.
1.1.1 ATLAS and CMS performance
The expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors has been studied in detail in the
context of the Technical Design Reports and subsequent studies; the assumptions used for this report
and a more detailed description are available in Ref.s [7, 8]. For CMS, the object performance in the
central region assumes a barrel calorimeter ageing conditions corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 1 ab−1.
The triggering system for both experiments will be replaced and its impact on the triggering abil-
ities of each experiment assessed; new capabilities will be added, and, despite the more challenging
conditions, most of the trigger thresholds for common objects are expected to either remain similar to
the current ones or even to decrease [36, 37].
The inner detector is expected to be completely replaced by both experiments, notably extending
its coverage to |η| < 4.0. The performance for reconstructing charged particles has been studied in detail
in Ref.s [38–40]. Electrons and photons are reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and information from the inner tracker [41–44]. Several identification working points have
been studied and are employed by the projection studies as most appropriate. Muons are reconstructed
combining muon spectrometer and inner tracker information [45, 46].
Jets are reconstructed by clustering energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters [41,42,47] using the anti-kT algorithm [34]. B-jets are identified via b-tagging algorithms. B-tagging
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is performed if the jet is within the tracker acceptance (|η| < 4.0). Multivariate techniques are employed
in order to identify b−jets and c−jets, and were fully re-optimised for the upgraded detectors [38, 40].
A working point with 70% efficiency for b−jet identification is used, unless otherwise noted. High pT
boosted jets are reconstructed using large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of 0.8. Various
jet substructure variables are employed to identify boosted W/Z/H boson and top quark jets with good
discrimination against generic QCD jets.
Missing transverse momentum (its modulus referred to as EmissT ) is reconstructed following sim-
ilar algorithms as employed in the Run-2 data taking. Its performance has been evaluated for standard
processes, such as top-quark pair production [38, 48].
The addition of new precise-timing detectors and its effect on object reconstruction has also been
studied in Ref.s [44, 49], although its results are only taken into account in a small subset of the projec-
tions in this report.
1.1.2 LHCb performance
The LHCb upgrades are shifted with respect to those of ATLAS and CMS. A first upgrade will happen at
the end of Run-2 of the LHC, to run at a luminosity five times larger (2× 1033cm−2s−1) in LHC Run-3
compared to those in Run-1 and Run-2, while maintaining or improving the current detector performance.
This first upgrade (named Upgrade I) will be followed by by the so-called Upgrade II (planned at the end
of Run-4) to run at a luminosity of ∼ 2× 1034cm−2s−1.
The LHCb MC simulation used in this document mainly relies on the PYTHIA 8 generator [50]
with a specific LHCb configuration [51], using the CTEQ6 leading-order set of parton density func-
tions [52]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented
using the GEANT toolkit [53, 54] as described in Ref. [55].
The reconstruction of jets is done using a particle flow algorithm, with the output of this clustered
using the anti-kT algorithm as implemented in FASTJET, with a distance parameter of 0.5. Requirements
are placed on the candidate jet in order to reduce the background formed by particles which are either
incorrectly reconstructed or produced in additional pp interactions in the same event. Different assump-
tions are made regarding the increased pile-up, though in general the effect is assumed to be similar to
that in Run-2.
1.2 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monised between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow
the experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [7, 8]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.
General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced PDF uncertainties [56]. All the uncer-
tainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected, under the assumption that suffi-
ciently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational. For all
scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is reduced by a factor 1/
√L, where L is
the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the reference Run-2 analysis. Systematics driven
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by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised according to detailed simulation studies of
the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at the same value as in the latest public results
available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions will be compensated by improvements to the
experimental methods.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down
to 1% by better understanding of the calibration methods, improved stability in applying those methods,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors [30].
In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run-2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.
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2 Supersymmetry
One of the main goal of collider physics is to uncover the nature of EW symmetry breaking (EWSB).
Supersymmetry can resolve the hierarchy problem, as well as provide gauge coupling unification and a
dark matter candidate. SUSY might be realised in nature in various ways and superpartners of the SM
particles could be produced at colliders leading to many different possible detector signatures. Coloured
superpartners such as squarks (q˜) and gluinos (g˜) are strongly produced and have the highest cross sec-
tions. Scalar partners of the left-handed and right-handed chiral components of the bottom quark (b˜L,R)
or top quark (t˜L,R) mix to form mass eigenstates for which the bottom squark (b˜1) and top squark (t˜1) are
defined as the lighter of the two. The lightest bottom and top squark mass eigenstates might be signifi-
cantly lighter than the other squarks and the gluinos. As a consequence, b˜1 and t˜1 could be pair-produced
with relatively large cross-sections at the HL- and HE-LHC. In the EW sector, SUSY partners of the
Higgs, photon, Z, and W bosons are the spin-1/2 higgsinos, photino, zino, and winos that further mix in
neutralino (χ˜01,2,3,4) and chargino (χ˜
±
1,2) states, also called the electroweakinos. Their production rate is
a few order of magnitudes lower than that of coloured superpartners. Superpartners of charged leptons,
the sleptons (˜`), can also have sizeable production rates and are searched for at hadron colliders. Pro-
vided that R-parity conservation is assumed, SUSY particles typically decay to final states involving SM
particles in addition to significant momentum imbalance due to a collider-stable lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP).
Searches of SUSY particles are presented in the following targeting HL- and HE-LHC, under
various theoretical hypotheses such as the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [57], phe-
nomenological MSSM, light higgsinos models and more. R-parity conservation and prompt particle de-
cays are generally assumed, whilst dedicated searches for long-lived particles are depicted in Section 4.
Simplified models are also used to optimise the searches and interpret the results. The cross-sections
used to evaluate the signal yields at 14 TeV are calculated to next-to-leading order in the strong cou-
pling constant, adding the resummation of soft gluon emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy
(NLO+NLL), see Ref. [58] for squarks and gluinos, and Ref.s [59, 60] for electroweakinos. The nom-
inal cross sections and the uncertainties are taken from an envelope of cross section predictions using
different PDF sets and factorisation and renormalisation scales. PDF uncertainties are dominant for
strongly-produced particles. In particular, PDF uncertainties on gluino pair production ranges between
30% and 60% depending on the gluino mass, in a mass range between 1 and 4 TeV. Expected improve-
ments due to precision SM measurements in the jet and top sector are expected at HL-LHC. In this report,
nominal predictions are considered and, unless stated otherwise, no attempt to evaluate the impact of the-
oretical uncertainties on the reach of the searches is made. For 27 TeV c.o.m. energy, cross sections are
also evaluated at NLO+NLL as shown in Fig. 2.1 for gluinos and top squarks pair production and for
electroweakinos and sleptons pair production. For the latter, the NLO set from PDF4LHC is used and
cross sections are presented for wino and higgsino hypotheses.
Prospects for exclusion and discovery of gluinos and top squarks are reported in Section 2.1. We
show that HL-LHC will probe gluino masses up to 3.2 TeV, about 0.8− 1 TeV above the Run-2 g˜ mass
reach for 80 fb−1. Top squarks can be discovered (excluded) up to masses of 1.25 (1.7) TeV. This ex-
tends by about 700 GeV the reach of Run-2 for 80 fb−1. Charginos and neutralinos studies are presented
in Section 2.2, considering electroweakino decays viaW , Z (also off-shell) and Higgs boson and various
hypotheses for sparticles mass hierarchy. As an example, masses up to 850 (680) GeV can be excluded
(discovered) for charginos decaying as χ˜±1 → W (∗)χ˜01: the results extend by about 500 GeV the mass
reach obtained with 80 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, and extend beyond the LEP limit by almost an
order of magnitude. HL-LHC searches for low momentum leptons will be sensitive to χ˜± masses up to
350 GeV for ∆m(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1) ≈ 5 GeV, and to mass splittings between 2 and 50 GeV, thus bringing signif-
icant new reach to Higgsino models. In Section 2.3, dedicated searches for sleptons are presented, and in
particular for the currently unconstrained pair production of staus exploiting hadronically decaying tau
leptons. Finally, identification of benchmark models and probing of various natural scenarios at HL- and
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Fig. 2.1: Left: NLL+NLO predictions [58] of σ(pp→ g˜g˜X) and σ(pp→ t˜1t˜∗1X) production processes at the LHC
for
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV c.o.m. energy (Contribution from C. Borschensky, M. Kramer, A. Kulesza). Right: NLO
predictions [59–61] for electroweakinos and sleptons pair production for 27 TeV c.o.m. energy (Contribution from
J. Fiaschi, M. Klasen, M. Sunder).
HE-LHC are presented in Section 2.4. For gluinos and stops HE-LHC will further increase the reach,
above that of HL-LHC, by about a factor of two, and several benchmark MSSM and pMSSM models
will be discoverable.
2.1 Searches for gluinos and third generation squarks
Naturalness considerations suggest that the supersymmetric partners of the third-generation SM quarks
are the lightest coloured supersymmetric particles and gluinos are also within a range of few TeV. Several
prospect studies have been presented by ATLAS and CMS for gluinos, bottom and top squarks (see, for
example, Ref.s [62, 63]). New studies and further considerations on the HL- and HE-LHC potential for
gluinos and top squarks are presented in the following sections.
2.1.1 Gluino pair production at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: T. Han, A. Ismail, B. Shams Es Haghi
The potential of the HL- and HE-LHC to discover supersymmetry is presented in this section
focusing on searches for gluinos within MSSM scenarios. Gluino pair production has relatively large
cross section and naturalness considerations indicate that gluino masses should not exceed few TeV and
lie not too far above the EW scale. Hence they are certainly among the first particles that could be
discovered at HL-LHC.
In the following we assume that a simplified topology dominates the gluino decay chain, culmi-
nating in jets plus missing energy in the form of a bino-like LSP χ˜0. We evaluate the sensitivity of future
proton colliders to gluino pair production with gluinos decaying exclusively to qq¯χ˜0 through off-shell
first and second generation squarks, using a standard jets + EmissT search. Currently, the reach for this
simplified model with 36 fb−1 of 13 TeV data is roughly 2 TeV gluinos, for a massless LSP [64, 65].
A single search region requiring four jets and missing transverse momentum is optimised. In the com-
pressed region where the gluino and LSP masses are similar, a search region with fewer jets is expected
to be more effective (see, for example, Ref.s [62, 66]) but is not considered in this study.
The main SM backgrounds contributing to the final states considered are Z(→ νν) + jets,
W (→ `ν) + jets, and tt¯ production. Other SM background sources such as dibosons and multi-jet are
considered negligible. Signal and background samples are generated with MLM matching using MAD-
GRAPH 5 [67], PYTHIA 8.2 [68]. Detector performance are simulated using DELPHES 3 [33], which
employs FastJet [35] to cluster jets and uses the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the
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Fig. 2.1.1: Expected reach of HL- and HE-LHC in probing gluinos, in the gluino-LSP mass plane. The left (right) plots show
the gluino mass reach in 14 (27) TeV pp collisions with 3 ab−1 (15 ab−1) of data. The decay g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 is assumed to occur
with 100% branching fraction, with a bino-like LSP. Both 2σ exclusion (dashed) and 5σ discovery contours are shown.
upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors prescribing anti-kT jets [34] with radius 0.4. Effects due to high
pile-up are not taken into account, as we expect it to have a negligible impact on our results [66]. An
overall systematic uncertainty of 20% is assumed on the SM background contributions covering, among
others, jet energy scale and resolution uncertainties. A generic 10% uncertainty is assumed on the signal.
This does not take into account PDF-related uncertainty which might be as large as 50% for gluinos
around 3 TeV, although the impact of an uncertainty of this kind is presented below for a massless LSP
scenario.
Following previous works [62,66,69], we apply a set of baseline selections at both 14 and 27 TeV.
We require that signal events contain no electrons (muons) with pT above 10 (10) GeV and |η| below
2.47 (2.4). Events are also required to contain a leading jet with pT > 160 GeV and three additional
jets with pT > 60 GeV. In addition, a minimum missing transverse momentum of 160 GeV is required
to fulfil trigger-based requirements. We reject events with ∆φ(j, EmissT ) > 0.4 for any of the first
three jets to avoid contamination from multi-jet background with mis-measured jets. To further reduce
SM contributions, we demand EmissT /
√
HT > 10 GeV
1/2 and pT (j4)/HT > 0.1 where j4 indicates
the fourth leading jet and HT is the sum of the transverse momentum of the jets considered in the
analysis. After this baseline selection, a two dimensional optimisation over selections on EmissT and
HT is performed to obtain the maximum significance. For the HL-LHC (HE-LHC), we vary E
miss
T
in steps of 0.5 (0.5) TeV from 0.5 (0.5) up to 3.0 (7.0) TeV and HT in steps of 0.5 (0.5) TeV from
0.5 (0.5) up to 5.0 (7.0) TeV. The optimisation aims to maximise the signal significance, defined as
S/
√
(B + (sysB)2B2 + (sysS)2S2), where S indicates the number of signal events, B the total SM
background events, and sysB = 0.2 and sysS = 0.1 are the systematic uncertainties on background
and signal, respectively. Thanks to the optimisation procedure used in this study, the results present
an improvement with respect to the existing ATLAS HL-LHC study [62], although the impact related
to different assumptions on systematic uncertainties and pile-up conditions might play a non-negligible
role.
Exclusion and discovery contours are shown in Fig. 2.1.1 as 2σ and 5σ contours of the signifi-
cance previously defined. For a massless LSP, a gluino of approximately 3.2 TeV can be probed by the
HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity, with a discovery potential up to 2.9 TeV. At 27 TeV
with 15 ab−1of integrated luminosity, the exclusion (discovery) reach is roughly 5.7 (5.2) TeV for mass-
less LSP. With the signal varied within a 50% band, mimicking current PDF uncertainties for high mass
gluinos, the HL-LHC (HE-LHC) exclusion reach will decrease by about 200 (400) GeV and become
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Fig. 2.1.2: EmissT distribution for the m
anti-k1.2t
2 > 120 GeV, Nb−jet ≥ 2 bin of the large ∆m analysis (left) and
RISR > 0.65 bin of the diagonal analysis (right). The last bin includes overflow events.
approximately 3 (5.3) TeV.
2.1.2 Third generation squarks at HL-LHC
Contributors: I. Vivarelli, ATLAS
The expected ATLAS sensitivity to stop pair production at the HL-LHC is investigated, based
upon Ref. [70]. The Run-2 analysis described in Ref. [71] is taken as reference and an event selection
yielding optimal sensitivity to stop pair production with 3 ab−1of pp collisions is developed. The t˜1
decaying in t(∗)χ˜01 mode is considered, where the star indicates that the top quark can possibly be off
mass-shell, depending on the mass difference between the stop and the neutralino masses, ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1).
The final state analysed is that where both top quarks decay hadronically hence characterised by the
presence of many jets and b-jets, and by missing transverse momentum pmissT (whose magnitude will be
indicated by EmissT in the following) stemming from the presence of the two χ˜
0
1. Two kinematic regimes
are considered, referred to as “large ∆m” and “diagonal” in the following. The large ∆m regime is
where the difference between the stop and neutralino masses is large with respect to the top quark mass
∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1)  mtop. The top quarks emitted in the stop decay are produced on-shell, and they have a
boost in the laboratory frame proportional to ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1). The final state is hence characterised by high
pT jets and b-jets, and large E
miss
T . Typical analyses in this kinematic regimes have large acceptance,
and the sensitivity is limited by the signal cross section that decreases steeply with increasing m
(
t˜1
)
. If
∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) ∼ mtop, hence the diagonal regime, the extraction of the signal from the SM background
stemming from mainly tt¯ production requires a focus on events where the stop pair system recoils against
substantial initial-state hadronic activity (ISR).
The analysis is performed on datasets of SM background processes and supersymmetric signals
simulated through different event generators. The event selection is based on variables constructed from
the kinematics of particle-level objects, selected according to reconstruction-level quantities obtained
from the emulation of the detector response for HL-LHC. Particularly relevant for this analysis, jets aris-
ing from the fragmentation of b-hadrons which are tagged with a nominal efficiency of 70%, computed
on a tt¯ sample simulated assuming 〈µ〉 = 200. Reclustered jets are created by applying the anti-kt al-
gorithm with distance parameters ∆R = 0.8 and ∆R = 1.2 on signal jets, indicated in the following as
anti-k0.8t and anti-k
1.2
t jet collections. A trimming procedure is applied that removes R = 0.4 jets from
the reclustered jets if their pT is less than 5% of the pT of the anti-k
0.8
t or anti-k
1.2
t jet pT .
Several variables are used for the event selection in the signal regions targeting the large ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1)
regime. The selection on EmissT exploits the presence of the non-interacting neutralinos in the final state
whilst the selections on the anti-k1.2t and anti-k
0.8
t jet masses exploit the potential presence of boosted
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Fig. 2.1.3: Final 95% C.L. exclusion reach and 5σ discovery contour corresponding to 3 ab−1of proton-proton
collisions collected by ATLAS at the HL-LHC.
top quarks and W -bosons in the final state. For the evaluation of the final exclusion sensitivity, a set
of mutually exclusive signal regions is defined. The events are classified in 30 different signal regions
according to the number of identified b-jets, the value of the mass of the second (ordering done in mass)
reclustered jet reconstructed with distance parameter R = 1.2, manti-k
1.2
t
2 mass, and the value of the
EmissT . For the evaluation of the discovery sensitivity, a set of single bin cut-and-count signal regions
is defined, which apply the full preselection, and then require Nb−jet ≥ 2, manti-k
1.2
t
2 > 120 GeV.
Four different thresholds in EmissT are then defined to achieve optimal sensitivity for a 5σ discovery:
EmissT > 400, 600, 800, 1000 GeV. For each model considered, the signal region giving the lowest p-
value against the background-only hypothesis in presence of the signal is used. The basic idea of the
diagonal analysis arises from the fact that, given the mass relation between the stop and the neutralino,
the stop decay products (the top quark and the neutralino) are produced nearly at rest in the stop reference
frame. When looked at from the lab reference frame, the transverse momentum acquired by the decay
products will be proportional to their mass. If pISRT is the transverse momentum of everything that recoils
against the stop pair, it can be shown that
RISR ≡
EmissT
pISRT
∼
m
(
χ˜01
)
m
(
t˜1
) . (2.1.1)
Following this considerations, a recursive jigsaw reconstruction is performed, which makes assumptions
that allow the definition of a set of variables in different reference frames. The final strategy for the
assessment of exclusion sensitivity for the diagonal analysis is thus to use a set of mutually exclusive
signal region defined in bins of RISR and E
miss
T . For the evaluation of the discovery sensitivity, four
cut-and-count signal regions are defined, which apply the full preselection, and then require RISR > 0.7
and EmissT > 500, 700, 900, 1100 GeV. For each model considered, the signal region giving the lowest
p-value against the SM hypothesis in presence of signal is used.
The final EmissT distribution in the bins with m
anti-k1.2t
2 > 120 GeV, Nb−jet ≥ 2 (for the large ∆m
analysis) and RISR > 0.65 (for the diagonal analysis) are shown in Fig. 2.1.2. In all cases, the main
background process is tt¯, with significant contribution of W+jets events for the large ∆m analysis. A
15% uncertainty is retained as a baseline value of the expected uncertainty for both analyses to determine
both the 5σ and the 95% C.L. exclusion reach of the analysis. For the case of the estimation of the
95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity, a further scenario with doubled uncertainty (30%) is also evaluated.
The final exclusion sensitivity evaluation is done by performing a profile-likelihood fit to a set of
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Fig. 2.1.4: Signal models considered in this analysis: T5ttcc (left), T1tttt (middle), and T2tt (right).
pseudo-data providing bin-by-bin yields corresponding to the background expectations. For each of the
two analyses the likelihood is built as the product of Poissonian terms, one for each of the considered
bins. Systematic uncertainties are accounted for by introducing one independent nuisance parameter
for each of the bins considered. For each mass of the stop and the neutralino, the analysis yielding
the smallest CLs among the large ∆m and the diagonal is used. The discovery sensitivity is obtained
similarly from each of the single cut-and-count regions independently. For each signal point, the profile
likelihood ratio fit is performed on pseudo-data corresponding to the sum of the expected background
and the signal. The discovery contour corresponds to points expected to give a 5σ p-value against the
background-only hypothesis. For each signal point, the discovery signal region yielding the smallest
p-value is considered. The final sensitivity of the analysis is summarised in Fig. 2.1.3 assuming a 15%
uncertainty for the 5σ discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion contour, and also assuming 30% uncertainty
for the 95% C.L. exclusion contour.
Top squarks can be discovered (excluded) up to masses of 1.25 (1.7) TeV for m
(
χ˜01
)
∼ 0 under
realistic uncertainty assumptions. The reach in stop mass degrades for larger neutralino masses. If
∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) ∼ mtop, then the discovery (exclusion) reach is 650 (850) GeV.
2.1.3 Gluinos and top squarks at HL-LHC in hadronic boosted signatures
Contributors: J. Karancsi, S. W. Lee, S. Sekmen, R. Ye, CMS
This section presents the projection of a CMS search for new physics with boosted W bosons or top
quarks using the razor kinematic variables to the HL-LHC conditions. The original search performed on
the Run-2 2016 dataset is part of a larger inclusive new physics search with razor variables that includes
an extensive set of hadronic and leptonic search regions documented in [72].
The analysis targets final states consistent with natural SUSY. The primary model of interest is
gluino-pair production, where the gluino decays to a top squark and a top quark, with a mass gap between
the gluino and the top squark being large enough to give the top quark from the gluino decay a significant
boost. The top squark is light, and decays to cχ˜01 for small mass differences with respect to the neutralino.
In this simplified model, referred to as T5ttcc in the following, decay products of the top squark have very
low transverse momentum and thus are very hard to detect. Therefore, the boosted top quark from the
gluino decay is used as a handle for enhancing sensitivity. In addition, we also consider scenarios with
gluinos directly decaying to tt¯χ˜01, called T1tttt, and with direct production of top squark pairs, where each
top squark decays to a top quark and a neutralino, referred to as T2tt in the following. The stop model
here is equivalent to the model considered in Section 2.1.2. All models are illustrated by the diagrams in
Fig. 2.1.4.
Boosted objects, which have high pT , are characterised by merged decay products separated by
∆R ∼ 2m/pT , where m is the mass of the decaying massive particle. A top quark or W boson can be
identified via boosted objects within a jet of size 0.8 if it has a momentum of& 430 GeV or& 200 GeV,
respectively. Boosted objects are more accessible at increased centre-of-mass energies, and thus will
be produced more frequently at the HL-LHC and especially the HE-LHC. The search is performed in
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hadronic final states with at least one boosted W -jet and one b-jet or at least one boosted top-jet, using
razor kinematic variables MR and R
2 [73], which are powerful tools that can discriminate between SM
processes and production of heavy new particles decaying to massive invisible particles and massless
visible particles. The analysis searches for an excess in events with high values of MR and R
2.
The projection study, explained in detail in [74], uses the same data and MC events as in the 2016
analysis. It also follows the same object selection, event selection, background estimation, systematic
uncertainty calculation, and limit setting procedures as used in the 2016 analysis. Boosted W bosons
and top quarks are identified using the jet mass, the n-subjettiness variables τ2/τ1 and τ3/τ2 [75], and
subjet b-tagging. Events in all signal, control, and validation regions in the analysis are required to have
at least four selected anti-kT jets with radius parameter 0.4 (AK4 jets), at least one anti-kT jet with radius
parameter 0.8 (AK8 jets) and pT > 200 GeV defining the boosted phase space, and MR > 800 GeV
and R2 > 0.08. In addition, the signal regions are required to have zero leptons and an azimuthal
distance between the two megajets, two partitioned sets of jets in the event used for computing the razor
variables [73], ∆φmegajets, to be greater than 2.8. Three event categories are defined based on boosted
object and jet multiplicities: i) W 4-5 jet: ≥1 reconstructed AK8 W -jet, ≥1 AK4 b-jet, 4 ≤ njet ≤ 5; ii)
W 6 jet: ≥1 reconstructed AK8 W -jet, ≥1 AK4 b jet, njet ≥ 6; and iii) Top category: ≥1 reconstructed
AK8 top-jet.
The dominant SM backgrounds in the signal regions originate from tt¯+jets, single top quark pro-
duction, multijet events that have jets produced through the strong interaction, and the W+jets and
Z+jets processes. Data-driven methods are employed to estimate the background contributions to the
signal regions. Control regions are used to isolate a process to be estimated, defined by modifying one or
more signal selection criteria. After applying the signal and control region selections, resulting data and
MC event distributions are scaled to the HL-LHC cross sections and integrated luminosities. For data, a
procedure is designed to mimic both the statistical precision and potential modifications in shape due to
different levels of cross section scaling in the various contributing processes. After scaling all distribu-
tions, background estimates in the signal regions are obtained by multiplying the observed data yields,
binned in MR and R
2, by the simulation transfer factors computed as the ratios of the yields of back-
ground MC simulation events in the signal regions to the yields in control regions. Other SM processes
that contribute less significantly, such as diboson, triboson, and tt¯V, are estimated directly from the sim-
ulation. The simulated events used for obtaining both the transfer factors and the direct estimates were
corrected using various data-to-simulation correction factors and event weights. The uncertainties in
these correction factors and weights were taken into account as systematic uncertainties. Three different
scenarios for systematic uncertainties are considered, in which the systematic uncertainties are i) taken
as they are in the original analysis, (Run-2) ii) scaled down according to the expected improvements
in the detector and theory calculations (YR18), and iii) neglected in order to test a case with statistical
uncertainties only (stat-only). Statistical uncertainties are scaled down by 1/
√LHL−LHC/L2016.
The overall background estimation for the W 4-5 jet, W 6 jet, and Top categories along with dis-
tributions for several signal benchmark scenarios versus a one-dimensional representation of the bins
in MR and R
2 are shown in Figure 2.1.5, considering the YR18 systematic scenario. The most domi-
nant systematic uncertainties on the total background estimate come from W /top tagging (∼ 1 − 4%),
b-tagging (∼ 3%), jet energy scale (JES) (∼ 3%), and pile-up (∼ 1 − 3%) variations along with QCD
multijet background shape uncertainties (∼ 3 − 7%). For the simulated signal event yields, the largest
contributions come from W /top tagging (∼ 8%), jet energy scale (JES) (∼ 3%) and b-tagging (∼ 2%)
variations.
The results are used to set expected upper limits on the production cross sections of various SUSY
simplified models. Figure 2.1.6 shows the expected upper limits on the signal cross sections for the
T5ttcc, T1tttt and T2tt simplified models for the combination of the W 4-5 jet, W 6 jet, and Top cate-
gories for the HL-LHC projection based on the YR18 scenario. Additionally, lower limits on gluino/top
squark versus neutralino masses are shown for the cases of Run-2 systematic uncertainties, YR18 sys-
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Fig. 2.1.5: MR-R
2 distributions shown in a one-dimensional representation for background predictions obtained
for the W 4-5 jet (upper left), W 6 jet (upper right), and Top (lower) categories for the HL-LHC. Statistical and
systematic uncertainties for the YR18 scenario are shown with the hatched and shaded error bars, respectively.
Also shown are the signal benchmark models T5ttcc with mg˜ = 2 TeV, mt˜ = 320 GeV and mχ˜01 = 300 GeV;
T1tttt with mg˜ = 2 TeV and mχ˜01 = 300 GeV; and T2tt with mt˜ = 1.2 TeV and mχ˜01 = 100 GeV.
tematic uncertainties, and statistical-only scenarios for the HL-LHC case. Furthermore, projections of
expected discovery sensitivity in the presence of a signal were computed. The p-values for the sig-
nal plus background and background-only hypotheses were used to obtain the expected significances in
terms of number of standard deviations. Figure 2.1.7 shows the projected expected significance for the
T5ttcc, T1tttt, and T2tt models based on the YR18 systematic uncertainties, along with the discovery
upper bounds on the gluino/top squark versus neutralino masses for the three uncertainty scenarios for
the HL-LHC.
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Fig. 2.1.6: Projected expected upper limits on the signal cross sections for the HL-LHC using the asymptotic
CLs method versus gluino/top squark and neutralino masses for the T5ttcc (top left), T1tttt (top right), and T2tt
(bottom) models for the combined W 4-5 jet, W 6 jet, and Top categories for the YR18 scenario. The contours
show the expected lower limits on the gluino/top squark and neutralino masses based on the Run-2 systematic
uncertainties, YR18 systematic uncertainties, and statistical-only scenarios, along with the 2016 razor boost limit
and the 300 fb−1 limit for comparison.
The projection results show that HL-LHC would improve the gluino mass exclusion limits via top-
quark by around 750 GeV, while making discovery possible for gluinos up to masses of 2.4 TeV. For
top squark pair production, the discovery reach is up to 1.4 TeV, consistent with the ATLAS prospect
studies in Section 2.1.2.
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Fig. 2.1.7: Projected expected significance for the HL-LHC versus gluino/stop and neutralino masses for the T5ttcc
(top left), T2tttt (top right), and T2tt (bottom) models for the combined W 4-5 jet, W 6 jet, and Top categories for
the YR18 scenario. The contours show the expected discovery bounds on the gluino/top squark and neutralino
masses based on the Run-2 systematic uncertainties, YR18 systematic uncertainties, and statistical-only scenarios.
2.1.4 Implications of a stop sector signal at the HL-LHC
Contributors: A. Pierce, B. Shakya
The stop sector is intricately tied to the mass of the Higgs boson. A stop sector discovery therefore
provides an opportunity to test the Higgs mass relation, as well as predict subsequent signals at the LHC.
This section is devoted to illustrations of such scenarios at the HL-LHC, based on the studies in Ref. [76].
The Higgs boson mass at one-loop in the MSSM is [77]
m2h = m
2
Z cos
2(2β) +
3 sin2 β y2t
4pi2
[m2t ln
(
mt˜1mt˜2
m2t
)
+ c2t s
2
t (m
2
t˜2
−m2t˜1) ln
(
m2t˜2
m2t˜1
)
+ c4t s
4
t
{
(m2t˜2 −m
2
t˜1
)2 − 1
2
(m4t˜2 −m
4
t˜1
) ln
(
m2t˜2
m2t˜1
)}
/m2t ], (2.1.2)
where t˜1 and t˜2 are the stop mass eigenstates, θt is the stop mixing angle, with t˜1 = cos θt t˜L + sin θt t˜R,
st(ct) = sin θt(cos θt), and yt is the top Yukawa coupling. As the mass splitting between stops increases,
the latter two terms in the loop correction grow stronger; in particular, the final term switches sign and
becomes negative for mt˜2 & 2.7mt˜1 , and can dominate for non-vanishing stop mixing and mt˜2  mt˜1 .
Consequently, there exists an upper limit on mt˜2 (as a function of mt˜1 and θt), beyond which it is
impossible to accommodate mh = 125 GeV in the MSSM. In other words, a measurement of mt˜1 and
some knowledge of θt allows for an upper limit on mt˜2 , and ruling out this window rules out the MSSM.
In the following, we discuss some scenarios where such ideas can be implemented at the HL-LHC.
A Sbottom Signal in Multileptons:
Consider a spectrum such that b˜1 → t˜1W (which requires both t˜1 and b˜1 to be somewhat left-
handed) and t˜1 → tχ0, the mass splitting ∆mb˜1 t˜1 is sufficiently large that sbottom decays give visible
multilepton signals, but direct t˜1 discovery is elusive because of a squeezed spectrum. In the MSSM,
mt˜2 is correlated with ∆mb˜1 t˜1 , as shown in Fig. 2.1.8. A large splitting involves a large stop mixing
angle (otherwise, b˜1 is approximately degenerate with t˜1); in this case, as discussed above, consistency
with the Higgs mass enforces an upper limit on mt˜2 , as seen in Fig. 2.1.8. Alternatively, the splitting can
be raised by making t˜1 mostly right-handed; however, in this case, mt˜2 ≈ mb˜1 and again faces an upper
limit. For a sub-TeV sbottom, such limits are particularly sharp, as compatibility with the Higgs mass
forces mt˜2 to lie within a narrow wedge shaped region, as seen in the figure.
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Fig. 2.1.8: mt˜2 as a function of the mass splitting mb˜1 − mt˜1 for points with 120 < mh < 130 GeV
and mt˜1 < 1 TeV in the MSSM. Red, black, green, and blue points correspond to mb˜1 > 1000 GeV,
750 < mb˜1 < 1000 GeV, 500 < mb˜1 < 750 GeV, and mb˜1 < 500 GeV respectively.
Detailed analysis of the multilepton excess can shed further light on the properties of t˜2: inferring
∆mb˜1 t˜1
(from, e.g., the lepton pT distribution) and the sbottom mass (from, e.g., the signal rate) not only
narrows the allowed range of mt˜2 (Fig. 2.1.8) but also constrains the stop mixing angle. It is therefore
possible to not only predict a relatively narrow mass window for t˜2, but also get a profile of its decay
channels. Such a t˜2 may well be within reach of the LHC, and ruling out such a t˜2 is sufficient to rule out
the MSSM. This concept was implemented in Ref. [76] for a benchmark point with mt˜2 = 1022 GeV,
mb˜1
= 885 GeV, mt˜1 = 646 GeV, and mχ0 = 445 GeV. Using existing CMS search strategies
for same-sign dileptons [78, 79] as well as multileptons [80, 81], it was shown that the sbottom decay
signal could be identified at the HL-LHC at 3 − 5σ significance with 3 ab−1of data. As discussed
above, the discovery of such a sbottom signal with energetic multileptons imposes an upper limit on
mt˜2 in the MSSM. For this benchmark point, it was also shown that modifications of the aforementioned
multilepton search strategy would also allow for a 3−5σ significance discovery of the heavier stop decay
t˜2 → t˜1Z with 3 ab−1of data, illustrating how using the MSSM Higgs mass relation in conjunction with
a sbottom signal discovery can lead to predictions and discovery of t˜2 at the HL-LHC. For details of the
analysis, the interested reader is referred to [76].
Using Multiple Decay Channels for the Heavier Stop:
The HL-LHC could enable measurements in multiple channels with significant statistics. In partic-
ular, the heavier stop t˜2 could be observed in multiple channels t˜1Z, t˜1h, b˜1W , and tχ0, with branching
ratios (BRs) determined by the stop masses and mixing angle. We focus on the two decays t˜2 → t˜1Z and
t˜2 → t˜1h, which give rise to boosted dibosons if the mass splitting between the two stop mass eigenstates
is large. In the decoupling limit in the Higgs sector, the ratio of the decay widths into these two channels
is [82]:
RhZ ≡
Γ(t˜2 → t˜1 h)
Γ(t˜2 → t˜1 Z)
=
[(
1− m
2
t˜1
m2t˜2
)
cos 2θt˜ +
m2W
m2t˜2
(
1− 5
3
tan2 θW
)]2
≈
(
1− m
2
t˜1
m2t˜2
)2
cos2 2θt˜.
(2.1.3)
Phase space factors as well as many experimental uncertainties cancel in this ratio, offering a clean de-
pendence on the stop mixing angle if the two stop masses are known from other measurements, enabling
a check of the MSSM Higgs mass relation.
The viability of such a strategy was explored in Ref. [76] for a benchmark scenario with
mt˜2 = 994 GeV, mb˜1 = 977 GeV, mt˜1 = 486 GeV, and mχ0 = 406 GeV, with t˜2 decay BRs of
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Fig. 2.1.9: MSSM Higgs mass as a function of RhZ . The horizontal blue line denotes mh = 120 GeV, the cutoff
below which the Higgs mass is assumed to be inconsistent with the MSSM (see [76] for details). Light (dark)
red bands correspond to 440 ≤ mt˜1 ≤ 520 GeV and 930 ≤ mt˜2 ≤ 1030 GeV (450 ≤ mt˜1 ≤ 510 GeV and
945 ≤ mt˜2 ≤ 1015 GeV). The blue dot denotes the benchmark point in our analysis, which is consistent with all
constraints but does not produce the correct Higgs mass in the MSSM. The golden band shows the uncertainty in
the calculated value of RhZ with 3 ab
−1of data at the HL-LHC.
52% and 28% into t˜1 Z and t˜1 h respectively, using the strategy from Ref. [83] to reconstruct boosted
dibosons via fat jets. Note that measuring the ratio RhZ with reasonable precision requires high statis-
tics, motivating searches for the boosted Z and h bosons in their dominant (hadronic) decay channels
rather than the cleaner decays into leptons or photons. Assuming that mt˜1 has been measured to lie
in the range 486 ± 40 GeV from monojet or charm-tagged events, while mt˜2 is known to fall in the
994.2 ± 50 GeV range from various measurements (such as by combining the knowledge of mt˜1 with
information on pT (Z) in t˜2 → t˜1Z events), the MSSM Higgs mass can be calculated as a function of θt
using Eq. (2.1.2), which can be converted to a function of the ratio RhZ using Eq. (2.1.3); this relation
is plotted in Fig. 2.1.9 in the broad red band for the above stop mass windows. The narrower, darker red
band corresponds to narrower windows for the two stop masses, reflecting the improvement in the Higgs
mass uncertainty with better knowledge of the stop masses.
The Higgs mass is small for vanishing stop mixing θt → 0, pi/2, which corresponds toRhZ ∼ cos2 2θt
approaching 1. On the other hand, achieving the correct Higgs mass with sub-TeV stops requires large
stop mixing, which correlates with a smaller value of RhZ . As seen in Fig. 2.1.9, an inferred value of
RhZ above some cutoff value R0 (≈ 0.45 in this case) is incompatible with the MSSM Higgs mass re-
lation. Such an observation would rule out the MSSM, pointing to the need for additional contributions
to the Higgs mass (as is the case for the chosen benchmark point). The golden band encodes the uncer-
tainty in the calculated value of RhZ for the benchmark point that can be achieved at the HL-LHC with
3 ab−1of data (see [76] for details). This benchmark point study illustrates that measurements of the two
decay channels can be used as a consistency check of the Higgs mass and possibly rule out the MSSM
at the HL-LHC.
2.2 Searches for charginos and neutralinos
The direct production of charginos and neutralinos through EW interactions may dominate the SUSY
production at the LHC if the masses of the gluinos and squarks are beyond 3 − 4 TeV. In this section,
the sensitivity at the end of HL-LHC to the direct production of various SUSY partners in the EW
sector under the assumption of R-parity conservation is presented. Charginos and heavier neutralinos
production processes are considered, assuming they decay into the LSP via on-shell or off-shell W
608
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and Z or Higgs bosons. Final state events characterised by the presence of charged leptons, missing
transverse momentum and possibly jets and b-jets are studied and prospects are presented. Dedicated
searches for higgsino-like, ’compressed’ SUSY models, characterised by small mass splittings between
electroweakinos, are also reported, and possible complements with new facilities are illustrated.
2.2.1 Chargino pair production at HL-LHC
Contributors: S. Carra, T. Lari, D. L. Noel, C. Potter, ATLAS
The charged wino or higgsino states might be light and decay via SM gauge bosons. In this
search [84], the direct production of χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 is studied. The χ˜
±
1 is assumed to be pure wino, while the χ˜
0
1
is the LSP and is assumed to be pure bino and stable. The χ˜±1 decays with 100% branching fraction to
W± and χ˜01. Only the leptonic decays of theW are considered, resulting in final states with two opposite
electric charge (OS) leptons and missing transverse energy from the two undetected χ˜01.
The selection closely follows the strategies adopted in the 8 TeV [85] and 13 TeV [86] searches.
Events are required to contain exactly two leptons (electrons or muons) with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5
(2.47 for electrons). The lepton pair must satisfy m`` > 25 GeV to remove contributions from low mass
resonances. The two leptons must be OS, pass “tight” identification criteria, and be isolated (the scalar
sum of the transverse momenta of charged particles with pT > 1 GeV within a cone of ∆R = 0.3
around the lepton candidate, excluding the lepton candidate track itself, must be less than 15% of the
lepton pT). All leptons are required to be separated from each other and from candidate jets defined
with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.5. The latter requirement is imposed to suppress the background from
semi-leptonic decays of heavy-flavour quarks, which is further suppressed by vetoing events having one
or more jets tagged as originating from b-decays, “b-tagged jets”. The chosen working point of the b-
tagging algorithm correctly identifies b-quark jets in simulated tt¯ samples with an average efficiency of
85%, with a light-flavour jet misidentification probability of a few percent (parametrised as a function of
jet pT and η).
The signal region is divided into two disjoint regions with a Same Flavour Opposite Sign (SFOS:
e+e−, µ+µ−) or Different Flavour Opposite Sign (DFOS: e±µ∓) lepton pair to take advantage of the
differing SM background composition for each flavour combination. The SFOS and DFOS regions
are divided again into events with exactly zero jets or one jet, which target scenarios with large or
small χ˜±1 − χ˜01 mass splittings, respectively. One lepton must have pT > 40 GeV to suppress the
SM background, and with p`1T > 40 GeV and p
`2
T > 20 GeV, either the single or double lepton triggers
may be used to accept the event at the HL-LHC. Events with SFOS lepton pairs with an invariant mass
within 30 GeV of the Z boson mass are rejected to suppress the large Z → `` SM background. Events
with EmissT larger than 110 GeV and E
miss
T significance (defined as E
miss
T /
√∑
~p leptons, jetsT ) larger than
10 GeV1/2 are selected in to suppress Z+jets events with poorly measured leptons.
The stransverse mass mT2 is calculated using the two leptons and E
miss
T , and used as the main
discriminator in the SR selection to suppress the SM background. For tt¯ or WW decays, assuming an
ideal detector with perfect momentum resolution, mT2(`, `, E
miss
T ) has a kinematic endpoint at the mass
of the W boson. Signal models with sufficient mass splittings between the χ˜±1 and the χ˜
0
1 feature mT2
distributions that extend beyond this kinematic endpoint expected for the dominant SM backgrounds.
Therefore, events in this search are required to have high mT2 values. A set of disjoint signal regions
“binned” in mT2 are used to maximise model-dependent exclusion sensitivity. Each SR is identified by
the lepton flavour combination (SFOS or DFOS), number of jets (-0J or -1J) and the range of the mT2
interval. Ten high mT2 intervals: [120, 140], [140, 160], [160, 180], [180, 200], [200, 250], [250, 300],
[300, 350], [350, 400], [400, 500] and [500,∞], are used to maximise the sensitivity to χ˜+1 χ˜−1 production.
After the application of the full selection criteria, no Z+jets or W+jets events remain. The diboson
process WW is seen to dominate the total SM background across all signal regions, due to its similarity
with the SUSY signal. The stransverse mass mT2 of SM and SUSY events in the signal regions is shown
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Fig. 2.2.1: Expected number of events from SM and SUSY processes in the signal regions optimised for χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1
production, for the HL-LHC. Uncertainties shown are the MC statistical uncertainties only. The lower pad in each
plot shows the significance, ZN using a background uncertainty of 10%, for a selection of SUSY scenarios in each
mT2 interval.
in Fig. 2.2.1, for events passing mT2 > 100 GeV. The SM background drops off at lower mT2 values
(around the W mass), while the SUSY signal is seen to have long tails to high mT2 values. The 2`
diboson SM processes show long mT2 tails, which is mostly from ZZ → `+`−νν¯ production; a small
contribution from WW will be present due to the imperfect measurement of the leptons and EmissT .
To calculate the expected sensitivity to χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 production and decay via W bosons, the uncertain-
ties from the normalisation of the WW background are assumed to scale inversely with the increase in
luminosity, and thus decrease to ∼ 1%, while a better understanding of WW could halve the theoretical
uncertainties to ∼ 2.5 − 5%. It is assumed that the experimental uncertainties will be understood to
the same level, or better, than the 13 TeV analysis [86]. Two scenarios are considered for χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 pro-
duction and decay via W bosons at the HL-LHC: the so-called Run-2 scenario, with 5% experimental
uncertainty on the signal and SM background, a 10% theoretical uncertainty on the signal, and a 10%
modelling uncertainty on the SM background, and the so-called baseline scenario, where the WW the-
oretical uncertainty can be understood to a better level and modelling uncertainty on SM background
halves to 5%.
The statistical combination of all disjoint signal regions is used to set model-dependent exclusion
limits. For each of the three uncertainties considered, half of the value is treated as correlated across
signal regions, and the other half as uncorrelated. The exclusion potentials for χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 production and
decay via W bosons at the HL-LHC are shown in Fig. 2.2.2 for the baseline scenario. In the absence
of an excess, χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 production may be excluded up to 840 GeV in χ˜
±
1 mass. For the Run-2, where
the modelling uncertainty on the SM background are raised from 5% to 10%, the expected exclusion
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Fig. 2.2.2: The 95% C.L. exclusion and discovery potential for χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 production at the HL-LHC (3 ab
−1at√
s = 14 TeV), assuming χ˜±1 → Wχ˜01 with a BR of 100%, for an uncertainty on the modelling of the SM
background of 5% (baseline uncertainty). The observed limits from the analyses of 13 TeV data [86] are also
shown.
Common
lepton flavour/sign e+e−`± or µ+µ−`±
SR-0J SR-1J
number of jets = 0 ≥ 1
Binned SR mminT [GeV] E
miss
T [GeV] m
min
T [GeV] E
miss
T [GeV]
∈ [150, 250] ∈ [200, 250] ∈ [150, 250] ∈ [200, 250]
∈ [250, 350] ∈ [250, 350]
∈ [350, 450] ∈ [350, 450]
∈ [450,∞] ∈ [450, 600]
∈ [600,∞]
∈ [250, 400] ∈ [150, 250] ∈ [250, 400] ∈ [150, 250]
∈ [250, 350] ∈ [250, 350]
∈ [350, 500] ∈ [350, 500]
∈ [500,∞] ∈ [500,∞]
∈ [400,∞] ∈ [150, 350] ∈ [400,∞] ∈ [150, 350]
∈ [350, 450] ∈ [350, 450]
∈ [450, 600] ∈ [450, 600]
∈ [600,∞] ∈ [600,∞]
Table 2.2.1: Signal regions for the chargino/next-to-lightest neutralino production analysis.
potential decreases by 10 GeV in χ˜±1 mass and 30 GeV in χ˜
0
1 mass. To calculate the discovery potential,
eleven inclusive signal regions are defined with mT2 larger than the lower bound of each mT2 interval,
and the inclusive signal region with the best expected sensitivity is used. At the HL-LHC, the discovery
potential reaches up to 660 GeV in χ˜±1 mass with the baseline scenario assumption for the background
modelling uncertainty, and it decreases by 30 GeV in χ˜±1 mass and 60 GeV in χ˜
0
1 mass if uncertainties
doubled.
2.2.2 Chargino-Neutralino searches in multileptons at HL-LHC
Contributors: A. De Santo, B. Safarzadeh Samani, F. Trovato, ATLAS
Charginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos decaying via W and Z or Higgs bosons and LSP are
searched for using three-lepton signatures characterised by large missing transverse momentum [84]. A
simplified model describing the direct production of χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 is studied here, where the χ˜
±
1 and χ˜
0
2 are as-
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sumed to be pure wino and equal mass, while the χ˜01 is the LSP and is assumed to be pure bino and stable.
The selection for χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 →Wχ˜01Zχ˜01 at the HL-LHC follows the strategy used in the 13 TeV search [87].
Events are selected with exactly three leptons (electrons or muons) with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5,
two of which must form an SFOS pair consistent with a Z boson decay and have |m`` −mZ | < 10 GeV.
To resolve ambiguities when multiple SFOS pairings are present, the transverse mass mT is calculated
using the unpaired lepton for each possible SFOS pairing, and the combination that minimises the trans-
verse mass, mminT , is chosen. The two leading leptons must have pT > 25 GeV, and m``` must be
larger than 20 GeV to reject low mass SM decays. To suppress the tt¯ background, events are vetoed if
they contain b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV, while the Z+jets background is suppressed by requiring
EmissT > 50 GeV.
A set of disjoint signal regions binned in mminT and E
miss
T are used to maximise model-dependent
exclusion sensitivity. Each SR is identified by the number of jets (-0J or -1J), the range of the EmissT
interval and the range of the mminT interval, as seen in Table 2.2.1. The SRs with at least one jet are
defined to extend the sensitivity for the signal benchmark points in which the mass differences between
the χ˜+1 and χ˜
0
1 is small. In such scenarios higher E
miss
T in the event is expected when the χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
2 system
recoils against the initial-state-radiation jets. The distribution of EmissT and m
min
T in the 0-jet and 1-jet
categories are shown in Fig. 2.2.3 for events with EmissT > 150 GeV and m
min
T > 150 GeV.
To calculate the expected sensitivity to (χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2) production, a 5% experimental uncertainty on the
SM background and signal, a 10% theoretical uncertainty on the signal, and a 10% modelling uncertainty
on the SM are assumed. With these uncertainty assumptions, Fig. 2.2.4 shows the expected exclusion
for χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 → Wχ˜01Zχ˜01. In the absence of an excess, chargino and neutralino masses up to 1150 GeV
may be excluded. The discovery potential is also shown in Fig. 2.2.4, which reaches up to 920 GeV in
chargino and neutralino masses.
2.2.3 Chargino-Neutralino production in theWh→ `ν bb¯ channel at HL-LHC
Contributors: D. Bogavac, M. D’Onofrio, Y. Gao, M. Sullivan, H. Teagle, ATLAS
Chargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos can be searched for in one lepton plus b-jets final state
events if the next-to-lightest neutralino decays into a SM-like Higgs boson and the LSP [84]. The Higgs
decay mode into two b-quarks is exploited. Signal models with χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 masses up to 1.5 TeV are
considered in this search. The analysis is performed separately in three signal regions targeting signal
models with different values of mass difference ∆m = m(χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2) −m(χ˜01): low (∆m < 300 GeV),
medium (∆m ∈ [300, 600] GeV) and high (∆m > 600 GeV).
The expected SM background is dominated by top quark pair-production tt¯ and single top produc-
tion, with smaller contributions from vector boson production W+jets, associated production of tt¯ and a
vector boson tt¯V and dibosons.
The event selection follows a similar strategy as in the previous studies documented in Ref. [88].
Candidate leptons (electrons or muons) are required to have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47 (2.7), and
pass “tight" and “medium" identification criteria for electrons and muons respectively. Candidate jets
are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4, are required to have pT greater than 25 GeV
and |η| < 2.5. The jets tagged as originating from b-decays are required to pass the jet requirements
described previously, and pass the MV2c10 tagging algorithm operating at 77% b-jet tagging efficiency.
Candidate jets and electrons are required to satisfy ∆R(e, jet) > 0.2. Any leptons within ∆R = 0.4
of the remaining jet are removed. The EmissT at generator level is calculated as the vectorial sum of the
momenta of neutral weakly-interacting particles, in this case neutrinos and neutralinos.
Events containing exactly one lepton, and two or three jets passing the above object definitions are
selected. Two of the jets are required to be b-tagged with the criteria defined above. Four key variables are
further used to discriminate signal from background: the invariant mass of the two b-tagged jets,mbb, the
transverse momentum imbalance in the event, EmissT , the transverse mass constructed using the leading
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Fig. 2.2.3: Distribution of EmissT and m
min
T in the events with zero jets (top) and the events with at least one jet
(bottom). All baseline requirements along with the EmissT and m
min
T selections of 150 GeV are applied. The
lower pad in each plot shows the significance, ZN using a background uncertainty of 10%, for the SUSY reference
points.
lepton pT and the E
miss
T , mT, and the contransverse mass constructed using the two b-tagged jets, mCT.
The mbb is used to select events which have dijet masses within a window of the Higgs boson mass. The
transverse mass variable mT, defined from the E
miss
T and the leading lepton in the event, is effective at
suppressing SM backgrounds containing W bosons due to the expected kinematic endpoint around the
W boson mass assuming an ideal detector with perfect momentum resolution. The contransverse mass
variable mCT is defined for the bb¯ system as mCT = 2p
b1
T p
b2
T (1 + cos ∆φbb), where p
b1
T and p
b2
T are
transverse momenta of the two leading b−jets and ∆φbb is the azimuthal angle between them. It is an
effective variable to select Higgs boson decays into b−quarks and to suppress the tt¯ backgrounds.
A set of common loose requirements, referred to as preselection, are applied first to suppress the
fully hadronic multijet and W+jets backgrounds: mT > 40 GeV, mbb > 50 GeV, E
miss
T > 200 GeV.
A multivariate method based on boosted decision trees (BDT) is then chosen for the optimal sensitivity.
In this approach, three independent BDTs (referred to as M1, M2 and M3), are trained separately in each
signal region for events passing the preselection and within the mbb mass window of [105, 135] GeV. In
all regions, the following seven variables are used as inputs: EmissT , mT, mCT, the leading lepton pT, the
leading and sub-leading b-jet pT, as well as the angular separation of the two b-jets ∆R(b1, b2). The BDT
output distributions are then used to optimise signal regions maximising the expected significance ZN
of the benchmark signal model. Examples of the BDT output distributions are shown in Fig. 2.2.5. The
resulting signal region regions targeting models with low (SR-M1), medium (SR-M3) and high (SR-M3)
∆m, are defined by requiring the BDT ranged larger than 0.25, 0.35 and 0.30, respectively.
The SM background is dominated by the top backgrounds, including both the tt¯ and single top
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Fig. 2.2.4: Expected exclusion limit and discovery potential on SUSY simplified models for (χ˜±1 /χ˜
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2) production
with decays via W/Z bosons, assuming 15% uncertainty on the modelling of the SM backgrounds.
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Fig. 2.2.5: Distributions of the BDT responses in the three signal regions for the events that pass the preselection
and are within mbb mass window of [105, 135] GeV. The contributions from all SM background are shown as
stacked, and the expected distribution from the benchmark signal models are overlaid.
processes. The largest systematic uncertainties arise from the theoretical modelling of the irreducible
backgrounds of tt¯ and single top, mainly from the generator difference, renormalisation and factorisation
scale variations and the interference between the tt¯ and single top background. The total theoretical
uncertainty is estimated to be about 7%. Experimental uncertainties are dominated by the jet energy scale
(JES) and jet energy resolution (JER), on the order of 6%. Figure 2.2.6 shows the expected 95% C.L.
exclusion and 5σ discovery contours for the simplified models described earlier. In this model, masses
of χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2 up to about 1280 GeV are excluded at 95% C.L. for a massless χ˜
0
1. The discovery potential at
5σ can be extended up to 1080 GeV for a massless χ˜01.
2.2.4 Chargino-Neutralino searches with same-charge dilepton final states at HL-LHC
Contributors: G. Zevi Della Porta, A. Canepa, CMS
This section presents a search from CMS for the pair production of χ˜±2 , χ˜
0
4 in the final states with
two same charge leptons, large EmissT and modest jet activity. The search is motivated by radiatively-
driven natural supersymmetry (RNS) models, such as those presented in Section 2.4.2. In these models,
the mass spectra of the supersymmetric partners of the gauge and Higgs bosons are characterised by
low-mass higgsino-like χ˜01, χ˜
0
2, χ˜
±
1 , and heavier bino-like χ˜
0
3 along with mass-degenerate wino-like χ˜
±
2 ,
χ˜04. Two complementary analyses are designed to probe the wino and higgsino sectors of this model.
The final states resulting from higgsino production, discussed in Section 2.2.5.1, are characterised by
very low pT SM particles, due to the small mass difference between the low mass states and the χ˜
0
1. The
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the Wh-mediated simplified model.
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p
p
χ˜0i
W±
χ˜∓1
W±
Fig. 2.2.7: Diagram for wino-like χ˜±2 χ˜
0
4 pair-production and decay into a final state with two same charge W
bosons.
final states resulting from wino production, discussed in this section, are expected to have a significant
contribution of events (around 25% of the total BR) where χ˜±2 χ˜
0
4 decay into the higgsino sector emitting
same-charge W bosons as in Fig. 2.2.7 [89, 90]. This analysis is based on Ref. [91].
Estimates of signal and background yields are based on Monte Carlo samples followed by a
DELPHES simulation [33] of the CMS Phase-2 detector. The signal samples are generated by MAD-
GRAPH5_aMC@NLO (v2.3.3) [67] with up to two additional jets at leading order precision. The su-
persymmetric particles are then decayed by the PYTHIA 8.2 [68] package also providing showering
and hadronisation. The cross-sections for SUSY production have been calculated for
√
s = 14 TeV at
NLO-NLL using the resumming code from Ref. [59, 60] with CTEQ6.6 and MSTW2008nlo90cl PDFs.
The background samples are generated with MADGRAPH 5 at LO, followed by parton showering and
hadronisation with PYTHIA 6 [92]. The DELPHES-based yields of processes containing prompt leptons
are corrected by the lepton reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies measured in Run-2
collision data. For example, the reconstruction efficiency for centrally produced electrons ranges from
60 to 86% for pT values between 20 and 200 GeV. The DELPHES-based yields of processes containing
non-prompt leptons are increased by 25%, based on Ref. [93], to account for events with misidentified
leptons from light flavour quarks, which are not included by DELPHES [93].
Candidate signal events are selected if they contain two high quality and isolated leptons with
pT ≥ 20 GeV, |η| ≤ 1.6, and the same charge. Discrimination from the background processes is
achieved by selecting events with no additional leptons with pT ≥ 5 GeV and |η| ≤ 4.0 (to suppress
multi-boson production), and no pT ≥ 30 GeV jets (to suppress events with top quarks). The remaining
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background processes include the pair production of W and Z/Z∗ bosons, as well as the W+jets and tt¯
processes in association with a non-prompt or misidentified lepton. These are suppressed by imposing a
tight selection on the mT,min based on E
miss
T and the pT of the leptons and defined as
mT,min = min[mT (p
lep1
T , E
miss
T ),mT (p
lep2
T , E
miss
T )]. (2.2.1)
Figure 2.2.8 shows the distribution of the mT,min observable in events satisfying the signal region
selection described above. To maximise the sensitivity, seven signal regions are then defined withmT,min
in the ranges [0, 90), [90, 120), [120, 150), [150; 200), [200; 250), [250; 300), and [300;∞) GeV.
The search sensitivity is calculated using a modified frequentist approach with the CLS criterion
and asymptotic results for the test statistic [94, 95]. The systematic uncertainty on the prompt (fake,
signal) yields is assumed to be 20% (50%, 20%) based on the estimates computed in the corresponding
search carried out in Run-2 collision data [93].
The upper limit on the production cross-section of pair produced χ˜±2 χ˜
0
4 decaying into a final state
with two same charge W bosons with a BR of 25% is shown in Fig. 2.2.9 for two µ scenarios (where
µ ∼ m
χ˜
±
1
,m
χ˜
0
2
,m
χ˜
0
1
). The value χ˜01 = 150 GeV is representative of the region of parameter space
outside the reach of the Run-2 search for direct production of higgsinos in the final states with two
same flavour opposite sign leptons [96], while χ˜01 = 250 GeV is close to the sensitivity reach of the
same search when extrapolated to the HL-LHC (Section 2.2.5.1). As expected, the sensitivity depends
only mildly on the value of χ˜01 at large χ˜
±
2 χ˜
0
4 mass values, while as the χ˜
±
2 χ˜
0
4 mass approaches χ˜
0
1 the
dependence is more significant. Wino-like mass degenerate χ˜±2 χ˜
0
4 are excluded at 95% C.L. for masses
up to 900 GeV in both the χ˜01 = 150 GeV and 250 GeV scenarios. This demonstrates that the HL-LHC
has the potential to probe most of the natural SUSY parameter space with EW naturalness measure
∆EW ≤ 30 [97].
2.2.5 Searches for SUSY models with compressed electroweakino mass spectra
In several SUSY scenarios, higgsinos could be light, with masses below 1 TeV, and the absolute value
of the higgsino mass parameter µ is expected to be near the weak scale, while the magnitude of the bino
and wino mass parameters, M1 and M2 can be significantly larger, i.e. |µ|  |M1|, |M2|. This results
in the three lightest electroweakino states being dominated by the higgsino component. In this scenario,
their masses are separated by hundreds of MeV to tens of GeV depending on the composition of these
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Fig. 2.2.10: Example Feynman diagrams for χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 (left) and χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
1 (right) s-channel pair production, followed by
the leptonic decay of the χ˜02.
mass eigenstates, which is determined by the specific values of M1 and M2. Investigating either of these
scenarios, with very small mass splitting between the lightest electroweakinos, is particularly challenging
at hadron colliders, both due to the small cross-sections and the small transverse momenta of the final
state particles. As of writing the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have searched for higgsinos in up to
36 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data [96, 98] and just started probing the parameter space beyond the
LEP experiments’ limits [99,100]. By providing 3 ab−1of proton-proton collision data at a c.o.m. energy
of 14 TeV, the HL-LHC has the potential to significantly extend the sensitivity to higgsinos and thus to
natural SUSY. This is depicted also in Section 2.4.2 of this report.
The model used for the development of the searches for higgsino-like χ˜±i and χ˜
0
j by ATLAS and
CMS is a SUSY simplified model where the higgsino-like χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 are assumed to be quasi mass-
degenerate and produced in pairs. The model contains both the χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and the χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
1 production, where
χ˜±1 decays into W
∗χ˜01 and χ˜
0
2 into Z
∗χ˜01, respectively, with a branching fraction of 100% (Fig. 2.2.10).
Both ATLAS and CMS analyses presented in the following exploit the presence of charged leptons
with low transverse momenta arising from the off-shell W and Z bosons in the χ˜±1 → W ∗χ˜01 and
χ˜02 → Z∗χ˜01 decays, and large missing transverse momentum due to the presence of an ISR jet.
2.2.5.1 Higgsino search prospects at HL- and HE-LHC at CMS
Contributors: A. Canepa, J. Hogan, S. Kulkarni, B. Schneider, CMS
The results presented here are from Ref. [101] from the CMS Collaboration. If the χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
2, and
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Observable Requirement
N` = 2 (same flavour, opposite charge)
∆R(`1`2) ≤ 2.0
Nb-jet = 0
Njet ≤ 4
NISR ≥ 1
pmissT ≥ 250 GeV
∆φ(pmissT , pT(jISR)) ≥ 2.0
m`1,`2 [5,40] GeV
Table 2.2.2: Definition of the baseline signal region. In the table, N` is the number of candidate leptons;
∆R(`1, `2) is the angular separation between the two candidate leptons in the φ, η space; Nb-jet is the number
of b jets; Njet is the number of candidate jets (including any ISR jet reconstructed in the event); NISR is the number
of ISR jets; ∆φ(pmissT , pT(jISR)) is the azimuthal distance between the p
miss
T vector and the jISR pT vector; and
m`1,`2 is the invariant mass of the two candidate leptons.
χ˜01 are higgsino-like, the mass splitting is just driven by radiative corrections and acquires values up to
a few GeV. As a result, pair-produced χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 or pair-produced χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
1 can decay promptly into χ˜
0
1 only
via off-shell W and Z bosons, leading to events with low transverse momentum (pT ) SM particles. In
leptonic decays of the Z boson, the events will contain one same-flavour, opposite-charge lepton pair, the
invariant mass of which has a kinematic endpoint at ∆M(χ˜02, χ˜
0
1) = m(χ˜
0
2)−m(χ˜01). Sensitivity to the
signal is achieved by requiring at least one jet from initial-state radiation (ISR) that recoils against the
two χ˜01 and produces significant missing transverse momentum (p
miss
T ) in the event.
In the analysis muons (electrons) are selected with 5 ≤ pT ≤ 30 GeV and |η| ≤ 2.4 (1.6). Dedi-
cated lepton identification criteria are then applied, providing 40% to 90% efficiency for muons and 20%
to 80% efficiency for electrons. Finally, identified leptons are considered candidate leptons if they are
isolated. The anti-kt algorithm with a size parameter of 0.4 is adopted to reconstruct jets. Candidate jets
are reconstructed jets with pT > 40 GeV and |η| ≤ 4.0 and are referred to as ISR jets if pT > 200 GeV
and |η| ≤ 2.4 (jISR). Candidate jets consistent with the decay and hadronisation of a B hadron are tagged
as b jets with an efficiency of 74%. Spacial separation is imposed between each candidate lepton and jet.
To be considered for this analysis, events are requested to contain at least two low-pT , same-
flavour, opposite-charge candidate leptons, pmissT ≥ 250 GeV 3and at least one jISR. To further exploit
the boosted topology of the signal, events are accepted only if the pmissT and the ISR candidate jet pT
satisfy ∆φ(pmissT , pT(jISR)) ≥ 2.0 and the angular separation between the two candidate leptons satisfies
∆R(`1`2) ≤ 2.0. Since minor hadronic activity is expected from the EW production of χ˜±1 and χ˜02, an
upper bound of 4 is placed on the number of candidate jets Njet.
Several SM processes exhibit a signature similar to that of the signal. One background category
consists of prompt processes, where both candidate leptons originate from the prompt decay of W and
Z bosons. Another category is misclassified processes, where at least one of the two candidate lep-
tons originates from a semi-leptonic decay of a B hadron, a photon conversion, a decay in flight, or a
misidentified quark or gluon. The prompt background is dominated by Drell-Yan (DY), diboson, and
tt¯ production where both W bosons decay leptonically. The DY contribution is suppressed by requiring
significant pmissT , while rejecting events with at least one b jet reduces the tt¯ background. The dominant
misclassified processes are W and tt¯ production where one candidate lepton originates from the W boson
decay and an additional misclassified lepton is selected in the event. Rejecting events with at least one b
jet reduces both contributions. Events satisfying the criteria described above, which are summarised in
Table 2.2.2, form the baseline signal region for which relevant distributions are presented in Fig. 2.2.11
and 2.2.12.
The missing transverse momentum, the invariant mass of the two candidate leptons, and the
sub-leading lepton pT(`2) observables are found to provide the best discrimination between signal and
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Fig. 2.2.11: Distributions of the pT of the candidate lepton with the highest pT (left) and the second-highest pT
(right) for background and signal events in the baseline signal region. Three selected χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 + χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
1 signal models
are shown, where the first number corresponds to the mass of the χ˜02 (and χ˜
±
1 ) and the second one to the mass of
the χ˜01. The uncertainty band represents systematical uncertainties.
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Fig. 2.2.12: Distributions of the pmissT (left) and m`1,`2 (right) for background and signal events in the baseline
signal region. Three selected χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 + χ˜
0
2χ˜
0
1 signal models are shown, where the first number corresponds to
the mass of χ˜02 (and χ˜
±
1 ) and the second one to the mass of χ˜
0
1. The uncertainty band represents systematical
uncertainties.
background. Events in the baseline signal region are therefore classified in 60 categories with pmissT
values in [250, 300, 350, 400, 500,∞] GeV, m`1,`2 values in [5, 10, 20, 30, 40] GeV, and pT(`2) in
[5, 13, 21, 30] GeV.
Several systematic uncertainties affect the yields of both the background and the signal processes.
The dominant experimental uncertainties are those originating from the jet energy corrections (1−2.5%),
b-tagging efficiency (1%), lepton identification efficiency and isolation (0.5%, 2.5% for muons and elec-
trons, respectively), and integrated luminosity (1%). An additional systematic uncertainty of 30% on the
yield of the misclassified background is also assumed based on the estimate in Ref. [96]. It is assumed
that the yields are not affected by the statistical uncertainty deriving from the limited number of gener-
ated events. Theoretical uncertainties in the signal cross sections and in the acceptance from the choice
of parton distribution functions are considered negligible and are not included. However, a systematic
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Fig. 2.2.13: 5σ discovery contours and expected 95% C.L. exclusion contours for the combined χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1
production (left). Projection of the HL-LHC 5σ discovery contours and expected 95% C.L. exclusion contours for
the combined χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1 production for a centre-of-mass energy of 27 TeV and an integrated luminosity
of 15 ab−1 (HE-LHC). Except for the cross sections and the integrated luminosity, the HL-LHC analysis was not
modified (right). Results are presented for ∆M(χ˜02, χ˜
0
1) > 7.5 GeV.
uncertainty of 10% in the signal acceptance, similar to the value from Ref. [96], is included to account
for the modelling of the ISR jet.
The upper limit on the cross sections is computed at 95% C.L. and shown in Fig. 2.2.13. Higgsino-
like mass-degenerate χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 are excluded for masses up to 360 GeV if the mass difference with
respect to the lightest neutralino χ˜01 is 15 GeV, extending the sensitivity achieved in Ref. [96] by
≈210 GeV. Figure 2.2.13 also shows the 5σ discovery contour, computed using all signal regions with-
out taking the look-elsewhere-effect into account. Under this assumption χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
2 can be discovered
for masses as large as 250 GeV. These results demonstrate that the HL-LHC can significantly improve
the sensitivity to natural SUSY.
Figure 2.2.13 also shows the 5σ discovery contours and expected 95% C.L. exclusion contours for
the combined χ˜±1 χ˜
0
2 and χ˜
0
2 χ˜
0
1 production for the HE-LHC. The main gain in sensitivity comes from the
increased luminosity, since the cross section increase for signal is the same order as that for background.
Except for the cross sections and the integrated luminosity, the HL-LHC analysis was not modified for
this HE-LHC projection.
2.2.5.2 Higgsino search prospects at HL-LHC at ATLAS
Contributors: S. Amoroso, J. K. Anders, F. Meloni, C. Merlassino, B. Petersen, J. A. Sabater Iglesias, M. Saito, R.
Sawada, P. Tornambe, M. Weber, ATLAS
The presented dilepton search [102] investigates final states containing two soft muons and a large
transverse momentum imbalance, which arise in scenarios where χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 are produced and decay via
an off-shell Z and W boson, as depicted in Fig. 2.2.10. Considering the Z → ee decay is beyond the
scope of this prospect study, but could further improve the sensitivity to these scenarios. Due to the very
small mass splitting of the electroweakinos in this scenario, a jet arising from initial-state radiation (ISR)
is required, to boost the sparticle system. First constraints surpassing the LEP limits have recently been
set by the ATLAS experiment [98], excluding mass splittings down to 2.5 GeV for m(χ˜01) = 100 GeV.
The search targets scenarios that contain low pT muons selected with pT > 3 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
Muons that originate from pile up interactions or from heavy flavour decays, referred as fake or non-
prompt muons, are rejected by applying an isolation to the muon candidates. The main source of
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Fig. 2.2.14: Distributions of a selection of kinematic variables used for the SR optimisation in the dilepton search.
The variables are presented with the full SR selections implemented aside from the selection on the variable shown.
Three signal models with m(χ01) = 250 GeV and different mass splittings (∆m(χ
0
2, χ
0
1) = 4, 10, and 5 GeV) are
overlaid.
these fake muons are decays from heavy flavour mesons and baryons created in the quark hadronisa-
tion process. The signal region (SR) optimisation is performed by scanning a set of variables which
are expected to provide discrimination between the signal scenario under consideration and the expected
SM background processes. Only events with two opposite-sign muons are used in the final selection,
as the muon reconstruction rate is not expected to fall dramatically and the muon fake rate is not ex-
pected to grow largely with increased pile-up. Additional requirements are applied on the leading jet
of pT (jet1) > 100 GeV, and on the azimuthal separation ∆φ(jet1, E
miss
T ) > 2.0. In order to discrimi-
nate the signal from SM background processes, kinematic variables are used such as the total number of
muons in the event, the total number of jets and b-jets with pT > 30 GeV, the E
miss
T , the invariant mass
of the dilepton system (m``), the angular separation between the leptons (∆R(`, `)) and more.
Figure 2.2.14 presents a selection of kinematic distributions after the full SR selection is applied,
minus the selection on the variable under consideration. The final SR definitions split the m`` into six
non-overlapping SRs, with m`` selections of [1, 3], [3.2, 5], [5, 10], [10, 20], [20, 30] and [30, 50] GeV.
The leading sources of background in the SR are from tt¯, single-top,WW + jets, andZ/γ∗(→ ττ)
+ jets. The dominant source of reducible background arises from processes where one or more leptons are
fake or non-prompt, such as in W+jets production. The fake/non-prompt lepton background arises from
jets misidentified as leptons, photon conversions, or semileptonic decays of heavy-flavour hadrons. The
total uncertainty for the dilepton search is extrapolated to be 30% and are dominated by the modelling
of the fake and non-prompt lepton backgrounds, followed by the experimental uncertainties related to
the jet energy scale and flavour tagging. The experimental uncertainty is assumed to be fully correlated
between the background and the signal.
Figure 2.2.15 shows the 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the m(χ˜02), ∆m(χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1) plane. With
3 ab−1, χ˜02 masses up to 350 GeV could be excluded, as well as ∆m(χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1) between 2 and 25 GeV
for m(χ˜02) = 100 GeV. In the figure the blue curve presents the 5σ discovery potential of the search. To
calculate the discovery potential a single-bin discovery test is performed by removing the lower bound
on m`` in the SRs previously defined.
2.2.6 Multileptons from resonant electroweakinos in left-right SUSY at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. Frank, B. Fuks, K. Huitu, S. Mondal, S. Kumar Rai, H. Waltari
Left-right supersymmetric (LRSUSY) models, based on the gauge symmetry SU(3)C×SU(2)L×
SU(2)R × U(1)B−L, inherit the attractive features of the left-right (LR) symmetry [103, 104], whereas
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Fig. 2.2.15: Expected exclusion limit (dashed line) in the ∆m(χ˜02, χ˜
0
1), m(χ˜
0
2) mass plane, at 95% C.L. from
the dilepton analysis with 3 ab−1of 14 TeV, proton-proton collision data in the context of a pure Higgsino LSP
with ±1σ (yellow band) from the associated systematic uncertainties. The blue curve presents the 5σ discovery
potential of the search. The purple contour is the observed exclusion limit from the Run-2 analysis. The figure also
presents the limits on chargino production from LEP. The relationship between the masses of the chargino and the
two lightest neutralinos in this scenario is m(χ˜±1 ) = 12 (m(χ˜
0
1) +m(χ˜
0
2)).
they forbid anyR-parity violating operators thanks to the gaugedB−L symmetry. To naturally describe
the small magnitude of the neutrino masses and preserve R-parity, the model superfield content includes
both SU(2)L and SU(2)R triplets of Higgs supermultiplets. The neutral component of the SU(2)R
Higgs scalar field then acquires a large vacuum expectation value vR, which breaks the LR symmetry and
makes the SU(2)R gauge sector heavy. In order to prevent the tree-level vacuum from being a charge-
breaking one, we can either rely on spontaneous R-parity violation [105], one-loop corrections [106],
higher-dimensional operators [107] or additional B−L = 0 triplets [108]. Whereas the first two options
restrict vR to be of at most about 10 TeV, the latter ones enforce vR to lie above 10
10 GeV. In this work,
we rely on radiative corrections to stabilise the vacuum, so that the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) is stable and can act as a dark matter candidate.
Two viable LSP options emerge from LRSUSY, neutralinos and right sneutrinos. Out of the 12
neutralinos, gauginos and LR bidoublet, higgsinos can generally be lighter than 1 TeV. The correct relic
density can be accommodated with dominantly-bino LSPs with a mass close to mh/2 [109], whilst in
the bidoublet higgsinos case (featuring four neutralinos and two charginos that are nearly-degenerate),
co-annihilations play a crucial role and impose higgsino masses close to 700 GeV. In this setup, the rest
of the spectrum is always heavier, so that SUSY could be challenging to discover. Right sneutrino LSP
annihilate via the exchange of an s-channel Higgs boson through gauge interactions stemming from the
D-terms [109]. Without options for co-annihilating, the LSP sneutrino mass must lie between 250 and
300 GeV. However, potential co-annihilations with neutralinos enhance the effective annihilation cross
section so that the relic density constraints can be satisfied with heavier sneutrinos. The fully degenerate
sneutrinos and higgsinos case impose an upper limit on the sneutrino mass of 700 GeV. Additionally,
right neutrinos can also be part of the dark sector, together with the LSP [110].
Direct detection constraints imposed by the XENON1T [111] and PANDA [112] collaborations
put light DM scenarios under severe scrutiny. Hence, in LRSUSY, in order to account for the relic
density and direct detection constraints simultaneously, we need to focus on various co-annihilation
options. In this work, we consider one right sneutrino and one higgsino LSP scenario and highlight
the corresponding implications for WR searches at the LHC. A robust signal of left-right symmetry
consists in the discovery of a right gauge boson WR, possibly together with a right neutrino NR. Both
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Fig. 2.2.16: The two LRSUSY spectra chosen for our study. Left: sneutrino LSP spectrum, where the WR bo-
son decays into multiple higgsino-like chargino-neutralino pairs, each electroweakino subsequently decaying into
the sneutrino LSP either directly or through an intermediate SU(2)L wino-like chargino-neutralino pair. Right:
neutralino LSP spectrum, where the WR bosons decays into higgsino-like chargino-neutralino pairs, the elec-
troweakinos subsequently decaying into the lightest (higgsino-like) neutralino.
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have looked for a WR signal in the ``jj channel, excluding WR
masses up to about 4.5 TeV when at least one right-handed neutrino is lighter than the WR-boson [113].
These exclusion limits nevertheless strongly depend on the spectrum and could be weakened or even
evaded, for instance when MNR 'MWR or for MNR . 150 GeV and MWR > 3 TeV. In addition, dijet
resonance searches yield MWR & 3.5 TeV [114, 115], even if these bounds can once again be relaxed
by virtue of the supersymmetric WR decay modes. On different grounds, dark matter considerations
lead to favoured LRSUSY scenarios in which several neutralinos and charginos are light (so that they
could co-annihilate). This motivates the investigation of a new WR search channel where decays into
pairs of electroweakinos are considered. In many LRSUSY setups, the corresponding combined BR can
be as large as 25%, so that the production of multileptonic systems featuring a large amount of missing
transverse momentum is enhanced. Whilst such a multilepton signal with EmissT is a characteristic SUSY
signal, it also provides an additional search channel for WR-bosons at the LHC. Moreover, the resonant
production mode offers the opportunity to reconstruct the WR-boson mass through kinematic thresholds
featured by various transverse observables.
In order to illustrate the above features, we perform an analysis in the context of two LRSUSY
scenarios respectively featuring a sneutrino and a neutralino LSP. The results are presented for both
the high c.o.m. energy (
√
s) and high luminosity (L) cases, √s = 14 TeV with L = 3 ab−1 and√
s = 27 TeV with L = 15 ab−1 options for the future run of the LHC. For the higgsino-like neutralino
LSP case, we kept the bidoublet higgsino masses in the 700 − 750 GeV region. In contrast, for the
sneutrino DM case, the LSP mass can be much lower and has been fixed to about 400 GeV, with the
second lightest superpartner being an SU(2)L wino lying about 30 GeV above and the higgsinos being
again in the 700− 750 GeV regime. These two mass spectra are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.16. The sneutrino
DM option is expected to be reachable with a lower luminosity due to the harder charged leptons arising
from the cascade decays.
For our study, we followed the CMS search of multileptonic new physics signals as could emerge
from electroweakino production [93]. We tested several signal regions introduced in this CMS search, all
featuring different lepton multiplicities and selections on transverse kinematic variables like the missing
transverse energy, the transverse momenta of various systems, the transverse mass MT of systems made
of one lepton and the missing momentum, the stransverse mass MT2 or the dilepton invariant mass M``.
The two signal regions that are most suitable for the considered types of LRSUSY spectra, are listed
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Signal Regions Requirements
SRA44 N` = 3, NOSSF ≥ 1, Nτ = 0, MT > 160 GeV, /ET ≥ 200 GeV, M`` ≥ 105 GeV
SRD16 N` = 2, NOS = 1, NSF = 0, Nτ = 1, MT2 > 100 GeV, /ET ≥ 200 GeV
Table 2.2.3: The two signal regions of the analysis of Ref. [93] that are the most suitable for discovering our
considered LRSUSY WR-boson signal. Here, NOSSF stands for the number of opposite-sign same-flavour lepton
pairs, NOS for the number of opposite-sign lepton pair and NSF for the number of same-flavour lepton pair.
Moreover, ` ≡ e, µ.
Fig. 2.2.17: Statistical significance of the two signal regions of the analysis of Ref. [93] to a LRSUSY scenarios
in the case of a sneutrino (left) and a neutralino (right) LSP setup. We consider c.o.m. energies of
√
s = 14 and
27 TeV, and an integrated luminosities of 3 and 15 ab−1.
in Table 2.2.3. In the SRA44 region, one requires the presence of three charged leptons (electrons or
muons), with at least two of them forming a pair of opposite-sign same-flavour (OSSF) leptons. One
further constrains the invariant mass of this OSSF lepton system M``, relying on the pair that is the most
compatible with a Z-boson if several combinations are possible. The transverse mass MT of the system
constructed from the third lepton and the missing momentum is finally constrained, together with the
missing transverse momentum. In the SRD16 region, one instead asks for two opposite-sign leptons
(electrons and muons) and one tau-lepton. The stransverse mass MT2 originating from the lepton-pair is
then constrained, together with the missing transverse energy.
For our simulations, we used the SARAH implementation of the LRSUSY model [116, 117] and
generated the particle spectrum by means of SPHENO [118]. DM calculations were performed using
MADDM [119] and LHC simulations were performed at the parton-level using MADGRAPH5 (V2.5.5)
[67] with the UFO [120] model obtained from SARAH. We used the leading order set of NNPDF parton
distribution functions [121]. Showering and hadronisation were performed using PYTHIA 8 [68], and we
have used MADANALYSIS 5 (V1.6.40) [122–124] to handle the simulation of the response of the CMS
detector (through its interface to DELPHES 3 (V3.4.1) [33] and FASTJET (V3.3.0) [35]) and to recast
the CMS analysis of Ref. [93], available from the MadAnalysis 5 Public Analysis Database [125].
The results are presented in Fig. 2.2.17 for c.o.m. energies of 14 and 27 TeV. The two figures
depict the reach in the WR-boson mass MWR for the two signal regions of Table 2.2.3 for the sneu-
trino LSP (left) and neutralino LSP (right) scenarios. The two horizontal black lines represent the 2σ
(mostly equivalent to a 95% C.L. exclusion) and 3σ statistical significance. For the 14TeV analysis, we
considered the same SM background as in Ref. [93], appropriately scaled to the required luminosity and
assuming relative errors similar to the 35.9 fb−1 case. For the 27 TeV analysis, we scaled all background
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Fig. 2.3.1: Diagram for the τ˜ pair-production.
contributions by a factor of 3, since the increase in the background cross-sections (for all the dominant
channels) is approximately of 3 compared with
√
s = 14 TeV. Whilst this approximation is crude due
to lack of information regarding the background contributions from non-prompt leptons and conversions
at
√
s = 27 TeV, it allows us to get back-of-the-envelope estimations. As the targeted WR masses are
way larger than the electroweakino masses, the overall cut efficiencies do not change by more than 10%,
so that uniform signal selection efficiencies could be considered throughout the entire WR mass range
of [2, 7.5] TeV. We however include in our estimations the effect of a 10% variation on the background
uncertainties, as depicted by the dashed lines.
The SRD16 region proves to be the more favoured channel for both benchmark scenarios mainly
because it features an almost background-free environment. It would even be more significant for a tau
sneutrino LSP, as this leads to chargino decays into tau leptons. Our calculations however only consider
cases where the sneutrino LSP is the electron sneutrino, so that they could be taken as conservative. The
reach to sneutrino LSP scenarios is however better, as could be expected from the potentially substantial
mass gap featured by the particle spectrum. Multiple hard leptons can indeed arise from the cascade
decays, in contrast to the higgsino LSP scenarios where the decay products have softer momenta as the
spectrum is more compressed. We observe that for sneutrino and neutralino LSP scenarios, WR-boson
masses up to respectively about 4.5 TeV and 4.2 TeV can be reached while providing enough events for
electroweakinos signal sensitivity, when considering 3 ab−1of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV.
With
√
s = 27 TeV and L = 15 ab−1, the reach extends to about 6.5 TeV and 5.7 TeV respectively.
All the limits are obtained from the sole SRD16 signal region, so that the SRA44 region could be used
as a confirmatory channel if some excess would be observed.
In conclusion, within the LRSUSY framework, WR-boson-induced neutralino and chargino pro-
duction could be used as a probe for dark-matter motivated scenarios. The HL and HE phases of the LHC
could hence push the limits on the sensitivity to electroweakino searches as well as on the WR-boson
mass, relying on multilepton production in association with missing transverse momentum.
2.3 Searches for Sleptons: stau pair production at HE- and HL-LHC
Slepton pair production cross sections are less than 1 fb−1 for sparticles above 400 GeV at 14 TeV
c.o.m. energy, hence searches for these processes will benefit considerably of the large datasets to be
collected at the HL-LHC. In many SUSY scenarios with large tanβ, the stau (τ˜ ) is lighter than the
selectron and smuon, resulting in tau-rich final states. Co-annihilation processes favour a light stau that
has a small mass splitting with a bino LSP, as it can set the relic density to the observed value. Searches
for τ˜ pair production are presented in this section using final state events with at least one hadronically
decaying τ lepton as performed by ATLAS and CMS.
The simplified model used for the optimisation of the searches and the interpretation of the results
is shown in Fig. 2.3.1. Assumptions on the mixture of left- and right-handed τ leptons as considered by
the experiments are detailed where relevant.
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Selection SR-low [GeV] SR-med [GeV] SR-high [GeV] SR-exclHigh [GeV]
pT jet > 40 40 20 -
pTτ1 > 150 200 200 200
mTτ1 +mTτ2 > 500 700 800 800
mT2(τ1, τ2) ∈ [80,∞] ∈ [130,∞] ∈ [130,∞] ∈ [80, 130]
∈ [130, 180]
∈ [180, 230]
∈ [230,∞]
Table 2.3.1: Summary of selection requirements for the direct stau signal regions.
2.3.1 Searches for τ˜ pair production in the hadronic channel (τhτh) at ATLAS at the HL-LHC
Contributors: H. Cheng, D. Xu, C. Zhu, X. Zhuang, ATLAS
In the ATLAS search [84], two models describing the direct production of stau are employed:
one considers stau partners of the left-handed τ lepton (τ˜L), and a second considers stau partners of the
right-handed τ lepton (τ˜R). In both models, the stau decays with a branching fraction of 100% to the
SM tau-lepton and the LSP. A search for stau production is presented here, which uses a final state with
two hadronically decaying τ leptons, low jet activity, and large missing transverse energy (EmissT ) from
the χ˜01 and neutrinos. The SM background is dominated by W+jets, multi-boson production and top pair
production.
The event pre-selection is based on that of the previous 8 TeV analysis [126] and 13 TeV analy-
sis [127]. Hadronically decaying taus are selected with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4, while electrons and
muons are selected with pT > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.47 (|η| < 2.5 for muons). Jets are reconstructed
with the anti-kt algorithm with a radius parameter of 0.4, with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4. To remove
close-by objects from one another, an overlap removal based on ∆R is applied. In processes where jets
may be misidentified as hadronically decaying taus, each jet is assigned a weight corresponding to the
tau fake rate in the HL-LHC detector performance parameterisation.
Events are selected with exactly two tightly identified hadronic taus with |η| < 2.5, and the two
taus must have opposite electric charge (OS). The tight tau algorithm correctly identifies one-prong
(three-prong) taus with an efficiency of 60% (45%), with a light-flavour jet misidentification probability
of 0.06% (0.02%). Events with electrons, muons, b-jets or forward jets (|η| > 2.5) are vetoed. The
effect of a di-tau trigger is considered by requiring that the leading tau pT is larger than 50 GeV and
the sub-leading tau pT is larger than 40 GeV, with an assumed trigger efficiency of 64%. To suppress
the SM background, a loose jet veto is applied that rejects events containing jets with |η| < 2.5 and
pT > 100 GeV.
Since the SUSY signal involves two undetected χ˜01, the resulting E
miss
T spectrum tends to be
harder than that for the the major SM backgrounds, thus EmissT > 200 GeV is required to reject the
multi-jet background. A Z veto is imposed, where the invariant mass of the two taus, mττ , is required
to be larger than 100 GeV to suppress contributions from Z/γ∗ + jets production. To suppress the top
quark and multi-jet backgrounds, the sum of the two-tau transverse mass defined using the transverse
momentum of the leading (next-to-leading) tau and EmissT , must be larger than 450 GeV. The transverse
mass requirement of mT2 > 35 GeV is used to to further suppress the top, W+jets and Z/γ
∗ + jets
backgrounds.
In order to increase the discrimination power between signal and SM backgrounds several kine-
matic variables are further applied: the pT of the next-to-leading tau, pTτ2 > 75 GeV, and the an-
gular separation between the leading and next-to-leading tau is required to be ∆φ(τ1, τ2) > 2 and
∆R(τ1, τ2) < 3.
Following these preselection requirements, three signal regions are defined to maximise model-
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Fig. 2.3.2: Distributions of each mT2 variable in the SR-low, SR-med, SR-high and SR-exclHigh regions, ap-
plying all selections as Table 2.3.1 with the exception of mT2 itself. The stacked histograms show the expected
SM backgrounds normalised to 3 ab−1. The hatched bands represent the statistical uncertainties on the total SM
background. For illustration, the distributions of the SUSY reference points are also shown as dashed lines. The
lower pad in each plot shows the significance, ZN using a background uncertainty of 20%, for the SUSY reference
points. In the SR-exclHigh plot, the sensitivity distribution is the distribution for each mT2 bin.
independent discovery sensitivity targeting scenarios with low (SR-low), medium (SR-med) and high
(SR-high) mass differences between the τ˜ and χ˜01. A set of disjoint signal regions binned inmT2 are also
defined to maximise model-dependent exclusion sensitivity based on the previous SR-high signal region
with the jet veto threshold cut removed. Each SR is identified by the range of themT2. All signal regions
are shown in Table 2.3.1.
Figure 2.3.2 shows the distributions of mT2 in these signal regions, applying all SR selections
with the exception of mT2 itself.
The systematic uncertainties are evaluated based on the SR-high systematic uncertainty in
Ref. [127]. A few of the experimental uncertainties are expected to be smaller at the HL-LHC com-
pared to the 13 TeV studies. In particular, the tau energy scale in-situ uncertainty is scaled by a factor of
0.6 and the tau ID efficiency uncertainty is scaled by a factor of 0.45 − 0.9. The multi-jet uncertainties
scale with the increased integrated luminosity, and the background theoretical uncertainties are halved.
The theoretical cross-section uncertainty for direct stau production is taken as 10%, while the MC/data
related systematics are considered negligible. All other uncertainties are assumed to be the same as in the
13 TeV studies. In this assumption, the total background experimental uncertainty is ∼ 19%, with the-
oretical uncertainties on the Top, Z/γ∗ + jets and Higgs backgrounds of 13%, theoretical uncertainties
on the W+jets and multi-jet backgrounds of 10%, and uncertainties on the multi-boson background of
8%. This is referred to as the "Baseline uncertainty" scenario. The total uncertainty on the SUSY signal
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Fig. 2.3.3: 95% C.L. exclusion limits and 5σ discovery contours for 3 ab−1luminosity on the pure τ˜Lτ˜L or τ˜Rτ˜R
and combined τ˜Lτ˜L, τ˜Rτ˜R production in HL-LHC under the baseline systematic uncertainty assumptions.
is ∼ 14%. Another scenario is also considered, where the expected uncertainties at the HL-LHC do not
improve upon the 13 TeV studies for the SM background and signal. This results in a total background
uncertainty of ∼ 38% and a signal uncertainty of ∼ 21% and is referred to as "Run-2 scenario".
To calculate the discovery potential, SR-low, SR-med and SR-High defined in Table 2.3.1 are used,
while for the final exclusion limit, the best expected exclusion resulting from these and one additional
region, SR-exclHigh, are used. The 95% C.L. exclusion limits and 5σ discovery contours on the com-
bined τ˜Lτ˜L and τ˜Rτ˜R production, and separate τ˜Lτ˜L and τ˜Rτ˜R productions under baseline systematic
uncertainty assumptions are shown in Fig. 2.3.3. The exclusion limit reaches 730 GeV in τ˜ mass for the
combined τ˜Lτ˜L and τ˜Rτ˜R production, and 690 GeV (430 GeV) for pure τ˜Lτ˜L (pure τ˜Rτ˜R) production
with a massless χ˜01. The discovery sensitivity reaches 110−530 GeV (110−500 GeV) in τ˜ mass for the
combined τ˜Lτ˜L and τ˜Rτ˜R (pure τ˜Lτ˜L) production with a massless χ˜
0
1. No discovery sensitivity is found
for pure τ˜Rτ˜R production as the production cross section is very small although a further reduction of
the systematic uncertainties might open a window for discovery in the 100 − 200 GeV mass range. In
general, sensitivity is achieved for scenarios with large mass difference between the stau and neutralino,
i.e. ∆m(τ˜ , χ˜01) > 100 GeV.
Under the assumption where the expected uncertainties at the HL-LHC do not improve upon the
13 TeV (Run-2 scenario), the exclusion limit is reduced slightly, which down to 720 GeV in τ˜ mass for
the combined τ˜Lτ˜L and τ˜Rτ˜R production and 670 GeV (400 GeV) for pure τ˜Lτ˜L (pure τ˜Rτ˜R) production
with a massless χ˜01. The discovery sensitivity is also slightly reduced by about 20− 50 GeV.
2.3.2 Searches for τ˜ pair production in the τhτh and τ`τh channels at CMS at the HL-LHC
Contributors: I. Babounikau, A. Canepa, O. Colegrove, V. Dutta, I. Melzer-Pellmann, CMS
CMS investigates the expected reach for direct stau (τ˜ ) pair production, where the τ˜ decays to
a τ and the lightest SUSY particle, the neutralino (χ˜01) [128]. Final states with either two hadronically
decaying tau leptons (τh) or one τh and one electron or muon, referred to in the following as the ττ and
`τ channels, respectively, are considered. In both cases we expect missing transverse momentum from
the two LSPs.
The search assumes τ˜ pair production in the mass-degenerate scenario. The cross-sections have
been computed for
√
s = 14 TeV at NLO using the Prospino code [129]. Final values are calculated
using the PDF4LHC recommendations for the two sets of cross sections following the prescriptions of
the LHC SUSY Cross Section Working Group [61].
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Fig. 2.3.4: Example plots for the main search variables: ΣMT for the ττ analysis (left), and MT2 for the µτ
analysis (right), both after the baseline selection.
The event selection for each final state requires the presence of exactly two reconstructed leptons
with opposite charges, corresponding to the ττ or `τ final states. In order to pass the selection, electrons
(muons) are required to have transverse momentum pT > 30 GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 1.6(2.4)
and a minimum azimuthal angle between each other of 1.5. Dedicated lepton identification criteria are
applied, providing 50% to 90% efficiency for muons and 25% to 80% efficiency for electrons, depending
on pT and η. Both muons and electrons are required to be isolated.
The momentum of the τh candidates is required to be above 40 GeV in the `τ final state, while
we require pT > 50 GeV for the τh in the ττ final state. For both final states, the τh is required to be
within |η| < 2.3. A tight working point is chosen for the τh identification in order to obtain a small rate
of jets being misidentified as τh. The τh reconstruction efficiency for this working point is about 30%,
with a fake rate of about 0.08% assuming an MVA optimisation. Overlaps between the two reconstructed
leptons in the `τ final state are avoided by requiring them to have a minimum separation of ∆R > 0.3.
In the `τ final state, all events with at least one jet are rejected. In the ττ channel, in order to
suppress backgrounds with top quarks, we veto events containing any b-tagged jet with pT > 40 GeV
identified with the loose CSV working point in both final states, which corresponds to an identification
efficiency of about 60− 65%.
The main background for the ττ final state after this selection consists of quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) multijet events, W+jets, DY+jets, and top quark events. Separating the background into
prompt τh events, where both reconstructed taus are matched to a generator τh, and misidentified events,
where one or more non-generator matched jets has been misidentified as prompt τh, we find that the
misidentified background dominates our search regions.
In the `τ final state, all events with at least one jet are rejected. Due to kinematical constrains in
the signal, we reduce the background from QCD multijet events by requiring a maximum separation of
the two leptons in ∆R of 3.5.
In order to further improve discrimination against the SM background, we take advantage of the
expected presence of two χ˜01 in the final state for signal events, which would lead to missing transverse
momentum, ~pTmiss, defined as the projection onto the plane perpendicular to the beam axis of the neg-
ative vector sum of the momenta of all reconstructed objects in an event. Its magnitude, referred to as
pmissT , is an important discriminator between signal and SM background.
Events are then further selected using discriminating kinematic variables for each of the two fi-
nal states to improve the sensitivity of the search to a range of sparticle masses, such as the trans-
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Fig. 2.3.5: Expected upper limits at the 95% C.L. (dashed line) and the 5σ discovery potential (full line) for the
combination of the results of the ττ and `τ channels.
verse mass, MT (`, ~pTmiss) ≡
√
2p`p
miss
T (1− cos ∆φ(~p`, ~pTmiss)), where ` represents the lepton.
In addition, the scalar sum of the MT calculated with the highest pT (`1) and second highest pT
(`2) lepton and the missing transverse momentum is used to further reduce the background events:∑
MT = MT (`1, ~pTmiss) +MT (`2, ~pTmiss). Finally the stransverse mass MT2 [130, 131] is used to
discriminate the signal from the background.
The main variables that are used to define the search regions in the ττ final state are ΣMT and
MT2, where the former is shown for the baseline selection in Fig. 2.3.4 (left). While we apply a stringent
requirement of at least 400 GeV for ΣMT , we require MT2 to be above 50 GeV. The ττ search regions
are then binned in MT2,ΣMT , and the number of jets njet.
In the `τ final state, we require MT (µ, ~pTmiss) > 120 GeV, which reduces the W+jets back-
ground significantly. To further suppress the SM background in the leptonic final states, pmissT has to be
above 150 GeV, which mainly reduces QCD multijets and Drell Yan events. Additional binning in MT2
and the pT of the τh is applied to define the search regions in the `τ selection. Figure 2.3.4 (right) shows
the MT2 distribution after the baseline selection.
The dominant experimental uncertainties are those originating from jets being misidentified as
τh (15%), τh identification efficiency (2.5%), the muon identification efficiency (0.5%), the electron
identification efficiency (1%), the jet energy scale (1−3.5%) and resolution (3−5%), b-tagging efficiency
(1%) and the integrated luminosity (1%). These systematic uncertainties are correlated between the
signal and the irreducible background yields.
The expected upper limits and the discovery potential are given in Fig. 2.3.5. In mass-degenerate
scenarios, degenerate production of τ sleptons are excluded up to 650 GeV with the discovery contour
reaching up to 470 GeV for a massless neutralino. The ττ analysis has been found to drive the sensitivity,
but adding the `τ channel enlarges the exclusion bounds by about 60− 80 GeV.
2.3.3 Remarks on stau pair production searches at HL-LHC
Prospects for stau pair production presented by ATLAS and CMS in the previous sections generally cover
a similar region of the stau-neutralino mass plane. Stau masses up to 730 GeV are excluded by ATLAS
for scenarios with large mass difference between stau and neutralino, i.e. ∆m(τ˜ , χ˜01) > 100 GeV. CMS
contours reach up to about 650 GeV covering a similar region in the parameter space. Differences in
the reaches are small but noticeable, and are briefly highlighted in the following. The main difference
between the ATLAS and CMS searches is the definition of the tau object. ATLAS has optimised the
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Fig. 2.3.6: Expected upper limits at the 95% C.L. (red line) and the 5σ discovery potential (black line) for the
combination of the results of the ττ and `τ channels for HE-LHC.
so-called working point (WP), i.e. the combination of selection requirements leading to a certain level of
identification efficiency and jet-rejection rate, and chosen a WP leading to 45% to 60% efficiency as a
function of pT and an average jet-rejection rate of 0.6% (0.02%) for 1-prong (3-prong) taus. The CMS
analysis considers a tighter WP, resulting in an almost negligible level of misidentified taus but with
lower efficiency (∼ 30%). This leads to a small difference in terms of acceptance × efficiency which
translates to 80 (50) GeV differences in the exclusion (discovery) contours.
Finally, we underline that the sensitivity to more compressed scenarios, as predicted in theoreti-
cally favoured co-annihilation scenarios, might be partially recovered exploiting the presence of a high
pT ISR jet, similarly to studies presented in Section 2.2.5. For this, identification of tau objects at low
pT will be crucial.
2.3.4 Searches for τ˜ pair production in the τhτh and τ`τh channels at CMS at HE-LHC
Contributors: I. Babounikau, A. Canepa, O. Colegrove, V. Dutta, I. Melzer-Pellmann, CMS
On top of the CMS HL-LHC analysis, we also study the influence of the increased cross section
for 27 TeV and the increased luminosity of 15 ab−1 expected to be achieved in HE-LHC [128]. For this
study the cross sections of all backgrounds and signal contributions are recalculated for
√
s = 27 TeV at
NLO using PROSPINO. The signal region definition and kinematic distributions are the same as described
in Section 2.3.2 for the HL-LHC study, but are scaled with the new cross sections and luminosity. The
main gain in sensitivity comes from the increased luminosity, since the cross section increase for signal
is the same order as that for background. The applied uncertainties are the same as for HL-LHC study
described in Section 2.3.2.
The expected upper limits and the discovery potential are given in Fig. 2.3.6. In the mass-
degenerate scenario, τ slepton production is excluded up to 1150 GeV with the discovery contour
reaching up to 810 GeV for a massless neutralino. Signal events were generated up to neutralino
mass of 300 GeV, at which point the discovery (exclusion) potential ranges from 400 − 800 GeV
(350− 1100 GeV).
2.4 Other SUSY signatures and implications on SUSY models
Supersymmetry might manifest in different ways at hadron colliders. Simplified models help in setting
the search strategy and illustrate the reach for individual processes, as shown in the prospects presented
in previous sections. In this section, analyses of the discovery potential of HL- and HE-LHC are reported
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Fig. 2.4.1: Estimated integrated luminosities, L, for a 5σ discovery of the benchmark points of Table 2.4.1. Left:
comparison between L at HL-LHC and HE-LHC for points (a), (g), (h) and (i). Right: HE-LHC analysis for points
(b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (j). The SRs that appear in the panels are as defined in Ref. [132].
considering benchmark points in supergravity grand unified models, light higgsino scenarios, pMSSM
and U(1)′-extended MSSM models.
2.4.1 SUSY discovery potential at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: A. Aboubrahim, P. Nath
We give an analysis of the discovery potential of HE-LHC with respect to the HL-LHC for su-
persymmetry, based on studies presented in Ref. [132]. Specifically, a set of benchmark points which
are discoverable both at HE-LHC and HL-LHC are presented. In addition, we also report on a set of
benchmarks which are beyond the reach of HL-LHC but are discoverable at HE-LHC. The models we
consider are supergravity grand unified models [133–136] with non-universalities in the gaugino sector.
Thus, the models are described by the set of parameters m0,m1,m2,m3, A0, tanβ, sgn(µ) where m0
is the universal scalar mass (which can be large consistent with naturalness [137]), m1,m2,m3 are the
U(1), SU(2)L, SU(3)C gaugino masses, A0 is the universal trilinear coupling, and tanβ = 〈H2〉/〈H1〉
is the ratio of the Higgs VEVS . The analysis is done under the constraints of Higgs boson mass and the
relic density constraints which requires coannihilation [138–140]. The analysis uses signatures involving
a single charged lepton and jets, two charged leptons and jets and three charged leptons and jets, resulting
from the decay of a gluino pair (points (a)-(f) of Table 2.4.1) and the decay of χ˜02χ˜
±
1 (points (g)-(j) of
Table 2.4.1). It is found that most often the dominant signature is the single lepton and jets signature,
indicated as SR-1`-B or C in the figures, depending on the specific selections applied. Twelve different
kinematic variables are used to discriminate the signal from the background. These consist of
Njets, E
miss
T , HT , meff , R, H20, pT (jn), m
`
T , m
min
T (j1−2, E
miss
T ) (2.4.1)
where Njets is the number of jets, E
miss
T is the missing transverse energy, HT is the sum of the jets’
transverse momenta, meff is the effective mass, R = E
miss
T /(E
miss
T + p
`
T ), H20 is the second Fox-
Wolfram moment, pT (jn) is the n
th jet transverse momentum, m`T is the leading lepton transverse mass
and mminT (j1−2, E
miss
T ) is the minimum of the transverse masses of the first and second leading jets.
Finally, p`T denotes the transverse momentum of the leading lepton.
The left panel of Fig. 2.4.1 exhibits four parameter points which are discoverable both at HE-LHC
and at HL-LHC. Here one finds that the integrated luminosities needed for discovery at HL-LHC (blue
bars) are 2-50 times larger than what is needed at HE-LHC (yellow bars). For these model points one
finds that discovery would require an HL-LHC run between 5-8 years while the same parameter points
can be discovered in a period of few weeks to ∼ 1.5 yr at HE-LHC running at its optimal luminosity of
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Model h0 [GeV] µ [TeV] χ˜01 [×102 GeV] χ˜±1 [×102 GeV] t˜ [TeV] g˜ [TeV] Ωthχ˜01h
2
(a) 124 8.02 9.73 10.6 4.73 1.36 0.039
(b) 125 6.29 10.2 10.3 2.08 1.40 0.035
(c) 123 5.59 11.1 11.9 2.88 1.51 0.048
(d) 124 15.5 11.9 12.7 10.0 1.75 0.048
(e) 124 11.7 9.48 9.48 6.78 1.33 0.020
(f) 124 13.7 12.4 13.5 6.98 1.62 0.112
(g) 124 10.4 1.34 1.51 5.27 3.93 0.121
(h) 124 26.1 1.54 1.76 18.6 5.88 0.105
(i) 124 1.15 1.65 1.89 4.17 6.71 0.114
(j) 125 29.7 1.62 1.87 10.4 15.6 0.105
Table 2.4.1: The Higgs boson (h0) mass, the µ parameter and some relevant sparticle masses, and the relic density
for the benchmark points used in this analysis [132].
2.5 × 1035 cm−2s−1. The right panel of Fig. 2.4.1 gives a set of benchmarks which are not accessible
at HL-LHC but will be visible at HE-LHC. We note that half of the benchmarks in the right panel
of Fig. 2.4.1 can be discovered with less than 200 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at HE-LHC with few
months of running at its optimal luminosity. Considering points that are just beyond the HL-LHC reach,
point (j) requires a run of ∼ 1.6 yr while point (b) ∼ 3.5 weeks for discovery at the HE-LHC. In
summary, the analysis above indicates that a transition from HL-LHC to HE-LHC can aid in the discovery
of supersymmetry for part of the parameter space accessible to both. Further to that, HE-LHC can explore
significantly beyond the realm of the parameter space accessible to HL-LHC.
2.4.2 Natural SUSY at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: H. Baer, V. Barger, J. Gainer, H. Serce, D. Sengupta, X. Tata
We present HL- and HE-LHC reach calculations for supersymmetry in models with light higgsi-
nos. The light higgsino scenario is inspired by the requirement of naturalness in that if the superpotential
(higgsino) mass parameter µ is much beyond the weak scale, then the weak scale soft term m2Hu will
have to be fine-tuned in order to maintain mW,Z,h at their measured mass values.
HL/HE-LHC reach for gluino pair production
In Ref. [141] we evaluated the reach of the HL-LHC for gluino pair production, assuming that g˜ → tt˜1
and t˜1 → bχ˜+1 or tχ˜01,2 and that the decay products of the higgsinos χ˜±1 and χ˜02 are essentially invisi-
ble.In Ref. [142] we computed the reach of HE-LHC for both gluinos and top squarks in the light hig-
gsino scenario (with
√
s = 33 TeV). These results have been updated for HE-LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV
and 15 ab−1of integrated luminosity in Ref. [143] where more details can be found. We use MAD-
GRAPH [67] to generate gluino pair production events and SM backgrounds. We interface MADGRAPH
with PYTHIA [68] for initial/final state showering, hadronisation and underlying event simulation. The
DELPHES detector simulation [33] is used with specifications as listed in Ref. [142]. SM backgrounds
include tt¯, tt¯bb¯, tt¯tt¯, tt¯Z, tt¯h, bb¯Z and single top production. We require at least four high pT jets, with
two or more identified as b-jets, no isolated leptons and large EmissT selections.
Results are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.4.2 where we report the gluino pair production signal
versus mg˜ for a natural NUHM2 model line with parameter choice m0 = 5m1/2, A0 = −1.6m0,
mA = m1/2, tanβ = 10 and µ = 150 GeV with varying m1/2. The results are not expected to be
sensitive to this precise choice of parameters as long as first generation squarks are much heavier than
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Fig. 2.4.2: Left: gluino pair production cross section vs. mg˜ after selections at HE-LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV (green
curve). Right: top-squark pair production cross section vs. mt˜1 after selections at HE-LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV
(green curve). Both panels also show the 5σ reach and 95% C.L. exclusion lines assuming 3 and 15 ab−1 of
integrated luminosity.
gluinos. From the figure, we see that the 5σ discovery reach of HE-LHC extends to mg˜ = 4.9 TeV
for 3 ab−1 and to mg˜ = 5.5 TeV for 15 ab
−1of integrated luminosity. The corresponding 95% C.L.
exclusion reaches extend to mg˜ = 5.3 TeV for 3 ab
−1 and to mg˜ = 5.9 TeV for 15 ab
−1of integrated
luminosity. The impact of the theoretical uncertainties related to the total production rate of gluinos is not
taken into account. For comparison, the 5σ discovery reach of LHC14 is (2.4) 2.8 TeV for an integrated
luminosity of (300 fb−1) 3 ab−1 [141].
Top-squark pair production
In Ref. [142], the reach of a 33 TeV LHC upgrade for top-squark pair production was investigated.
Here, we repeat the analysis but for updated LHC energy upgrade
√
s = 27 TeV. We use MAD-
GRAPH [67] to generate top-squark pair production events within a simplified model where t˜1 → bχ˜±1
at 50%, and t˜1 → tχ˜01,2 each at 25% branching fraction, which are typical of most SUSY models [144]
with light higgsinos. The higgsino-like electroweakino masses are m
χ˜
0
1,2,χ˜
±
1
' 150 GeV. We also used
MADGRAPH-PYTHIA-DELPHES for the same SM background processes as listed above for the gluino
pair production case. We required at least two high pT b-jets, no isolated leptons and large E
miss
T , see
Ref. [143] for details.
Using these background rates for LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV, we compute the 5σ reach and 95% C.L.
exclusion of HE-LHC for 3 and 15 ab−1 of integrated luminosity using Poisson statistics. Our results
are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.4.2 along with the top-squark pair production cross section after
cuts versus mt˜1 . From the figure, we see the 5σ discovery reach of HE-LHC extends to mt˜1 = 2.8 TeV
for 3 ab−1 and to 3.16 TeV for 15 ab−1. The 95% C.L. exclusion limits extend to mt˜1 = 3.25 TeV
for 3 ab−1 and to mt˜1 = 3.65 TeV for 15 ab
−1. We checked that S/B exceeds 0.8 whenever we deem
the signal to be observable [143]. For comparison, the Atlas projected 95% C.L. LHC14 reach [145] for
3 ab−1 extends to mt˜1 ' 1.7 TeV (see Section 2.1 for details) assuming t˜1 → tχ˜
0
1 decays.
Combined reach for stops and gluinos
In Fig. 2.4.3 we exhibit the gluino and top-squark reach values in the mt˜1 vs. mg˜ plane. We compare the
reach of HL- and HE-LHC to values of gluino and stop masses (shown by the dots) in a variety of natural
SUSY models defined to have ∆EW < 30 [146,147],
1 including the two- and three-extra parameter non-
universal Higgs models [149] (nNUHM2 and nNUHM3), natural generalised mirage mediation [150]
1The onset of fine-tuning for larger values of ∆EW is visually displayed in Ref. [148].
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Fig. 2.4.3: Left: points in the mt˜1 vs. mg˜ plane from a scan over nNUHM2, nNUHM3, nGMM and nAMSB
model parameter space. We compare to recent search limits from the ATLAS/CMS experiments (shaded regions)
and show the projected reach of HL- and HE-LHC. Right: cross section for SSdB production after cuts versus
wino mass at the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV. We show the 5σ and 95% C.L. reach assuming a HL-LHC integrated
luminosity of 3 ab−1.
(nGMM) and natural anomaly-mediation [151] (nAMSB). These models all allow for input of the SUSY
µ parameter at values µ ∼ 100 − 350 GeV which is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for
naturalness in the MSSM.
The highlight of this figure is that at least one of the gluino or the stop should be discoverable
at the HE-LHC. We also see that in natural SUSY models (with the exception of nAMSB), the highest
values of mg˜ coincide with the lowest values of mt˜1 while the highest top squark masses occur at the
lowest gluino masses. Thus, a marginal signal in one channel (due to the sparticle mass being near their
upper limit) should be accompanied by a robust signal in the other channel. Over most of the parameter
range of weak scale natural SUSY there should be a 5σ signal in both the top-squark and gluino pair
production channels at HE-LHC.
Same-sign diboson signature from wino pair production
The wino pair production reaction pp→ χ˜±2 χ˜04 can occur at observable rates for SUSY models with light
higgsinos. The decays χ˜±2 →W±χ˜01,2 and χ˜04 →W±χ˜∓1 lead to final state dibosons which half the time
give a relatively jet-free same-sign diboson signature (SSdB). This has only tiny SM backgrounds [89,
97, 152] and excellent prospects for discovery.
We have computed the reach of HL-LHC for the SSdB signature in Fig. 2.4.3 including tt¯, WZ,
tt¯W , tt¯Z, tt¯tt¯, WWW and WWjj backgrounds. For LHC14 with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity,
the 5σ reach extends to m(wino) ∼ 860 GeV while the 95% C.L. exclusion extends to m(wino) ∼
1080 GeV. In models with unified gaugino masses, these would correspond to a reach in terms of
mg˜ of 2.4 (3) TeV, respectively. These values are comparable to what LHC14 can achieve via gluino
pair searches with 3 ab−1. The SSdB signature is distinctive for the case of SUSY models with light
higgsinos.
While Fig. 2.4.3 presents the HL-LHC reach for SUSY in the SSdB channel, the corresponding
reach of HE-LHC has not yet been computed. The SSdB signal arises via EW production, and the signal
rates are expected to rise by a factor of a few by moving from
√
s = 14 TeV to
√
s = 27 TeV. In
contrast, some of the strongly-produced SM backgrounds like tt¯ production will rise by much larger
factors. Thus, it is not yet clear whether the reach for SUSY in the SSdB channel will be increased by
moving from HL-LHC to HE-LHC. We note though that other signals channels from wino decays to
higgsinos plus a W , Z and Higgs boson may offer further SUSY detection possibilities.
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Fig. 2.4.4: Points in the m
χ˜
0
2
vs. m
χ˜
0
2
−m
χ˜
0
1
plane from a scan over nNUHM2, nNUHM3, nGMM and nAMSB
model parameter space. We compare to recent search limits from the ATLAS/CMS experiments and to future reach
contours for HL-LHC.
Higgsino pair production at LHC upgrades
The four higgsino-like charginos χ˜±1 and neutralinos χ˜
0
1,2 are the only SUSY particles required by nat-
uralness to lie near to the weak scale at mweak ∼ 100 GeV. In spite of their lightness, they are very
challenging to detect at LHC. The lightest neutralino evidently comprises just a portion of dark mat-
ter [153], and if produced at LHC via pp → χ˜01χ˜01, χ˜±1 χ˜∓1 and χ˜±1 χ˜01,2 could escape detection. This is
because the decay products of χ˜02 and χ˜
±
1 are expected to be very soft, causing the signal to be well below
SM processes like WW and tt¯ production. The monojet signal arising from initial state radiation (ISR)
pp→ χ˜01χ˜01j, χ˜±1 χ˜∓1 j and χ˜±1 χ˜01,2j has been evaluated in Ref. [154] and was found to have similar shape
distributions to the dominant pp → Zj background but with background levels about 100 times larger
than signal. However, at HE-LHC harder monojet-like selections may be possible [155], and generic
prospects studies are presented in Section 3.1 of this report.
A way forward has been proposed via the pp → χ˜01χ˜02j channel where χ˜02 → `+`−χ˜01: a soft
opposite-sign dilepton pair recoils against a hard initial state jet radiation which serves as a trigger [156].
Experimental prospect searches presented in Section 2.2.5 by ATLAS and CMS exploit this kind of
signature. The projected reach for 5σ and 95% C.L. reach at the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 in `+`+EmissT
final state events are shown in the m
χ˜
0
2
vs. m
χ˜
0
2
− m
χ˜
0
1
plane in Fig. 2.4.4. The ATLAS and CMS
experiments contours are shown as the yellow, green, purple and red dashed contours. We see that these
contours can probe considerably more parameter space although some of natural SUSY parameter space
(shown by dots for the same set of models as in Fig. 2.4.3) might lie beyond these projected reaches. So
far, reach contours for HE-LHC in this search channel have not been computed but it is again anticipated
that HE-LHC will not be greatly beneficial here since pp → χ˜01χ˜02 is an EW production process so the
signal cross section will increase only marginally while SM background processes like tt¯ production will
increase substantially.
It is imperative that future search channels try to squeeze their reach to the lowest m
χ˜
0
2
− m
χ˜
0
1
mass gaps which are favoured to lie in the 3 − 5 GeV region for string landscape projections [157] of
SUSY mass spectra. The Atlas red-dashed contour appears to go a long way in this regard, though the
corresponding 5σ reach is considerably smaller.
Summary
We have delineated the reach of the HE-LHC and compared it to the corresponding reach of the HL-LHC
for SUSY models with light higgsinos, expected in a variety of natural SUSY models. While the HL-
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LHC increases the SUSY search range, it appears that the HE-LHC will definitively probe natural SUSY
models with ∆EW < 30 via a 5σ discovery of at least one of the top squark or the gluino (likely even
both), possibly also with signals in other channels.
2.4.3 The pMSSM at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: A. Arbey, M. Battaglia, F. Mahmoudi
The phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) [158], contains 20 free parameters, and is the most
general CP and R-parity conserving MSSM scenario with minimal flavour violation. It was introduced
in order to reduce the theoretical prejudices of the constrained MSSM scenarios. In the following, we
consider the case where the lightest neutralino is the LSP and can constitute part or all of the dark matter.
Technical details concerning the pMSSM scans and software required for the presented analyses can be
found in Ref. [159, 160].
SUSY and Higgs searches:
The direct SUSY searches at the LHC are extremely powerful in probing the strongly interacting sector
of the MSSM. Nevertheless, scenarios with compressed spectra or with long decay chains can escape
the current searches and remain challenging. In the pMSSM, such cases are not rare, and thus the
complementary information from other sectors can be of interest. In particular the Higgs sector, namely
the measurement of the couplings of the lightest Higgs boson as well as searches for heavier states can
unveil additional MSSM phase space [32], especially during HL and HE runs of the LHC.
In the extended Higgs sector of the MSSM, the couplings of the lightest Higgs boson to up-
and down-type quarks are modified by terms inversely proportional to the CP-odd A boson mass as
2M2Z/M
2
A tan
2 β and 2M2Z/M
2
A respectively, providing an indirect sensitivity to the scale of MA, if
deviations in the branching fractions to up- and down-type quarks are detected, or a lower bound on MA,
if the coupling properties agree with the SM predictions. At present, the direct sensitivity to the A (and
H) boson at the LHC comes mostly from the pp → A/H → τ+τ− process. On the other hand, the
bbH associate production and gluon fusion processes decrease the total cross section with tanβ up to
the point where the b-quark loops take over and the cross section increases. For tanβ < 10, the decay
branching fraction is proportional to tanβ . Thus, the bounds from the ττ final state become particularly
strong for large values of tanβ but quite unconstrained for tanβ ' 10.
The modification of the Higgs couplings to fermions induced by loops of strongly interacting
SUSY particles, namely the ∆b correction in the Higgs coupling to bb¯ is of special importance, as the
SUSY contribution scales with µ tanβMg˜/M
2
g˜,b˜,t˜. Since the value of µ tanβ can be much larger than the
mass of the SUSY particles in the denominator, the SUSY strongly interacting sector does not decouple.
Therefore, the study of the Higgs branching fractions, or the Higgs signal strengths, can unravel SUSY
scenarios with strongly interacting particles at masses well beyond the kinematic reach of the LHC [161].
The sensitivity to SUSY mass scales is summarised in Fig. 2.4.5, which gives a comparison of the
direct and indirect sensitivity to MA with the mass of the gluino and squarks of the third generation, as a
function of the different energies and integrated luminosities of the LHC. Direct searches are accounted
for by implementing LHC Run-1 searches in jets + EmissT [162, 163], jets + leptons + E
miss
T [164–166],
leptons + EmissT [85, 167] and monojets [168, 169]. Signal selection cuts corresponding to each of the
analyses are applied to these simulated signal events. The number of SM background events in the
signal regions are taken from the estimates reported by the experiments. Results are projected to 14 TeV
for 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity, by generating events at 14 TeV and rescaling the
8 TeV backgrounds by the corresponding increase in cross section and signal cut acceptance at the
higher energy [170]. The use of 7 + 8 TeV analyses at the higher energy ensures a constant scaling
for the various energy and integrated luminosity conditions considered here. In addition, the constraints
from the Higgs signal strengths for the γγ, WW , ZZ, ττ and bb¯ channels have been added. Here we
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Fig. 2.4.5: Sensitivity to the mass of the CP-odd A boson (left) and the lightest state among g˜, b˜ and t˜ (right) as
a function of the energy and luminosity of the LHC, in the pMSSM. The 95% C.L. exclusion range, when the
MSSM parameters are varied, are given for the direct search by the continuous line and for the indirect constraints
from the h decay properties by the filled bars (from Ref. [161]).
LHC8 – 25 fb−1 LHC14 – 50 fb−1 LHC14 – 300 fb−1 HL-LHC – 3 ab−1
js+`s+MET 0.145 0.570 0.698 0.820
+h0 µs 0.317 0.622 0.793 0.920
Table 2.4.2: Fractions of pMSSM points excluded by the combination of LHC MET searches, and the LHC Higgs
data.
assume SM-like central values and evolve the statistical uncertainties according to the increase of signal
events with energy and integrated luminosity [171] following the same procedures as in Ref. [161]. Table
2.4.2 summarises the fraction of pMSSM points with SUSY masses up to 5 TeV excluded by the LHC
searches based on EmissT +jets signatures, and by the addition of the Higgs data.
Monojets
Monojet searches remain a powerful tool for discovery at pp colliders of increasing energy and luminosity
and specific prospects for WIMP searches using this signature are presented in this report (Section 3).
Beyond those scenarios, the monojet signature can be sensitive to specific MSSM scenarios such as
decays with two gluinos or scalar tops and an ISR hard jet, when the scalar top decays are soft enough
for the event to be classified as monojet-like. Expanding on the work of [172], we consider here these
monojet-like signatures at
√
s energies of 8, 13, 14 and 27 TeV for two different pMSSM scenarios
featuring a light gluino and a light bino neutralino with a mass splitting of 10 GeV, and a light stop and
bino-wino neutralino and chargino with a mass splitting slightly smaller than the top quark mass so that
the stop decays into three soft jets and the lightest neutralino.
The mass splittings have been chosen to maximise the number of monojet events, and also to
ensure the consistency with the dark matter relic density constraint which requires small mass splittings
for co-annihilations. It is instructive to consider the scaling of the product of the monojet production
cross section times efficiency with respect to the neutralino mass and the collider energy. The acceptance
is defined by
√
s-dependent lower cuts on the jet pT and missing energy (E
miss
T ), scaled from early LHC
monojet and monojet-like analyses [168,169] as discussed in details in Ref. [172]. The results are shown
in Fig. 2.4.6. Although the change in cross section times efficiency from 8 to 14 TeV as a function of
the mass has been relatively small, the increase in mass coverage afforded by 14 TeV is very significant.
This motivates a possible further increase of the energy up to 27 TeV, and beyond.
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Fig. 2.4.6: Monojet production cross section times acceptance and efficiency as a function of the neutralino mass,
for scenarios with a gluino (left) and a stop (right) with small mass splittings with the neutralino LSP. The different
curves correspond to
√
s = 8, 13, 14 and 27 TeV LHC c.o.m. energies. The green vertical dashed line corresponds
to an indicative exclusion limit by the LHC Run-1, the light (dark) blue line to a prospective limit for the LHC
14 TeV run with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) of data, and the red line to a potential limit at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1of data.
2.4.4 Z′ bosons in supersymmetric and leptophobic scenarios at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: J. Y. Araz, G. Corcella, M. Frank, B. Fuks
Searching for heavy neutral vector bosons Z ′ is one of the challenging objectives of the LHC.
Such heavy bosons are predicted by U(1)′ models inspired by Grand Unification Theories (GUT) as
well as by the Sequential Standard Model (SSM), one of the simplest extensions of the SM wherein
Z ′ and possible W ′ bosons have the same couplings as the SM Z and W . The LHC experiments have
searched for Z ′ signals by exploring high-mass dilepton and dijet systems and have set exclusion limits
of a few TeV on the Z ′ mass. For studies of Z ′-bosons at HL/HE-LHC see Section 6.
While such analyses have assumed that the Z ′-boson can only decay into SM channels, recent
investigations (see, e.g., Ref. [173, 174]) have considered the possibility that the Z ′-boson could decay
according to modes BSM, like for instance in supersymmetric final states in the so-called UMSSM
framework. From the MSSM viewpoint, extending it via a U(1)′ group has the advantage that the extra
symmetry forbids a too quick proton decay and allows to stabilise all particle masses with respect to
quantum corrections. Regarding the searches, assuming BSM decays lowers the rates into lepton and
quark pairs, and therefore milder exclusion limits are to be expected.
Unlike direct sparticle production in pp collisions, the Z ′ mass sets one further kinematic constrain
on the invariant masses of the produced supersymmetric particles. Furthermore, as will be discussed in
the following, there are realisations of the U(1)′ symmetry wherein, due to the kinetic mixing with the
SM U(1) group, the Z ′ is leptophobic. Leptonic final states can therefore occur, in the UMSSM, only
through supersymmetric cascades. Such scenarios avoid the present dilepton bounds and may well be
worth to be investigated, especially in the high-luminosity LHC phase.
In what follows we shall review the theoretical framework of our exploration, present some phe-
nomenological results at the HL-LHC and then some final remarks will be given.
Grand-unified theories are based on a rank-6 group E6, where the symmetry-breaking scheme
proceeds via multiple steps:
E6 → SO(10)⊗U(1)ψ → SU(5)⊗U(1)χ⊗U(1)ψ → SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y ⊗U(1)′ . (2.4.2)
The U(1)′ symmetry surviving at the EW scale can be expressed as a combination of U(1)χ and U(1)ψ,
U(1)′ = U(1)ψ cos θ−U(1)χ sin θ, where θ is theE6 mixing angle. The neutral vector bosons associated
with U(1)ψ and U(1)χ are called Z
′
ψ and Z
′
χ, while a generic Z
′ is given by their mixing.
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Parameter θ tanβ µeff [GeV] MZ′ [TeV] M0 [TeV] M1 [GeV]
BM I −0.79 pi 9.11 218.9 2.5 2.6 106.5
BM II 0.2 pi 16.08 345.3 2.5 1.9 186.7
Parameter M2 [GeV] M3 [TeV] M
′
1 [GeV] A0 [TeV] Aλ [TeV] sinχ
BM I 230.0 3.6 198.9 2 5.9 −0.35
BM II 545.5 5.5 551.7 1.5 5.1 0.33
Table 2.4.3: UMSSM parameters for the reference points BM I and BM II.
We investigate possible Z ′ supersymmetric decays in the UMSSM. As for the particle content of
the UMSSM after EWSB, one is left in the Higgs sector with two charged H± and four neutral scalar
bosons, namely one pseudoscalar A and three neutral scalars h, H and H ′, where h and H are MSSM-
like, with h roughly corresponding to the SM Higgs, and H ′ is a new singlet-like Higgs boson related to
the extra U(1)′. In the gaugino sector, one has two extra neutralinos with respect to the MSSM, related to
the supersymmetric partners of Z ′ and H ′, for a total of six χ˜01, . . . , χ˜
0
6 neutralinos. The chargino sector
is unchanged, since the Z ′ is electrically neutral.
It was found in Ref. [175] that the very inclusion of supersymmetric modes lowers the exclusion
limits on MZ′ obtained from the analysis of the dilepton channels by about 200− 300 GeV, depending
on the U(1)′ model, while searches relying on the dijet mode, which already exhibit milder limits, are
basically unconstraining once BSM channels are accounted for.
In the present investigation, the mixing between the new U(1)′ and the SM groups plays a crucial
role. First, there could be some mass mixing between the Z and Z ′ eigenstates parametrised by a mixing
angle αZZ′ , which is nevertheless constrained by the EW precision tests (EWPT) to be very small [176].
Then, the Z and Z ′ can kinematically mix through an angle χ, which modifies the interaction term
between the Z ′ and the fermions. In detail, after accounting for the kinetic mixing, the interaction of the
Z ′ with a fermion ψi having charges Yi and Q
′
i under U(1)Y and U(1)
′ is given by the Lagrangian
Lint = −g′ψ¯iγµQ¯iZ ′µψi , (2.4.3)
where Q¯i =
Q
′
i
cosχ − g1g′ Yi tanχ is the modified fermion U(1)
′ charge after kinetic mixing and g′ is
the U(1)′ coupling constant. Leptophobic scenarios can hence be obtained by requiring Q¯i = 0 for
both left- and right-handed leptons, i.e., Q¯L = Q¯E = 0 [177]. As discussed in Ref. [175], the lep-
tophobic condition can be naturally achieved for the model labelled as U(1)′η, corresponding to an E6
mixing angle θ = arccos
√
5/8. Furthermore, using the typical GUT-inspired proportionality relation
between the coupling constants of U(1) and U(1)′ g′ =
√
5
3 g1, the leptophobic condition is realised
for sinχ ≈ −0.3. As pointed out in Ref. [175], this relation can be defined either at the Z ′ mass scale,
i.e. O(TeV), or at the GUT scale. Imposing unification at the Z ′ scale clearly yields a higher value of g′
and hence a larger Z ′ production cross section at the LHC. In the following, we assume unification at the
TeV scale.
Following [175], two UMSSM benchmark points are considered for this study, denoted by BM
I and BM II, consistent with the current experimental data and featuring a leptophobic Z ′. In both
cases the Z ′ mass is set to MZ′ = 2.5 TeV. In Table 2.4.3, the relevant parameters for these reference
points are reported: the particle mass spectrum can be calculated by using the SARAH code [116] and its
interface with SPHENO [178]. The particle masses and the decay tables of BMI and BMII have been
given in Ref. [175] and we do not quote them here for the sake of brevity. The Z ′ BRs into BSM final
states are of about 12% for BM I and 15% for BM II. In particular, the BR of the Z ′ into chargino pairs
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Fig. 2.4.7: Transverse momentum distribution of the leading muon l1 after applying the first 6 cuts (left) and
missing transverse-energy spectrum after all cuts (right) for both leptophobic UMSSM benchmark signals and
backgrounds.
χ˜+1 χ˜
−
1 is about 2% in BM I and 6% in BM II.
Since in BM I and BM II the mass splitting between the lightest charginos and neutralinos is
larger than the W mass (M
χ˜
±
1
' 177 GeV and M
χ˜
0
1
' 95 GeV in BM I, M
χ˜
±
1
' 344 GeV and
M
χ˜
0
1
' 178 GeV in BM II), then χ˜±1 can undergo the transition χ˜± → W±χ˜01 with real W -bosons. As
a case study of a leptophobic Z ′ in the UMSSM at the HL-LHC, we then explore the decay chain
pp→ Z ′ → χ˜+1 χ˜−1 → l+l− /ET , (2.4.4)
where we have assumed that both W -bosons decay leptonically and /ET is the missing transverse energy
carried away by final-state neutrinos and neutralinos. The amplitudes of the process (2.4.4) have been
computed at the NLO accuracy by means of MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [67], yielding a cross section
of about σ(pp → Z ′) ' 120 pb. In our phenomenological study, parton showers and hadronisation
are provided by PYTHIA 8 [68], with the response of a typical LHC detector modelled according to
the DELPHES 3 package [33] (version 3.3.2), the detector parameterisation being the one provided by
Snowmass [179, 180]. While the default mean number of pile-up events is in this case of 140 and thus a
bit low, our analysis essentially relies on very hard isolated leptons (with transverse momenta larger than
200 GeV) and a large amount of missing energy (greater than 100 GeV) which are expected to only be
slightly affected by the differences. Jets are clustered following the anti-kT algorithm [34] with a radius
parameter R = 0.6, as implemented in the FASTJETProgram (version 3.1.3) [35].
As backgrounds to our signal, we consider single vector-boson (V ) and vector-boson pair (V V )
production, possibly accompanied by jets, top-quark pairs and single-top events. Our results concern pp
collisions at 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of L = 3 ab−1, which corresponds to the HL-LHC.
We require two charged muons in the final state at an invariant opening angle ∆R larger than 2.5 and take
into account only isolated muons, with an activity of at most 15% of the muon transverse momentum
lying in a cone of radius 0.4 centred on the muon; also, we set cuts of 300 GeV and 200 GeV on the
hardest and next-to-hardest lepton and force the missing transverse momentum to be above 100 GeV.
Setting such cuts, we are able to separate the signal from the background with significances s and ZA,
defined by
s =
S√
B + σ2B
, ZA =
√√√√2((S +B) ln[(S +B)(S + σ2B)
B2 + (S +B)σ2B
]
− B
2
σ2B
ln
[
1 +
σ2BS
B(B + σ2B)
])
,
(2.4.5)
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Fig. 2.4.8: Significances s (right) and ZA (left) to discover a leptophobic Z
′ boson decaying into charginos as a
function of its mass MZ′ , for a few values of luminosity and systematic error on the SM background. All results
are obtained for a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 14 TeV (top) and
√
s = 27 TeV (bottom).
varying between 3σ and 7σ. Besides the total number of events, one can explore differential distributions,
such as the leading-lepton transverse momentum or the missing transverse energy presented in Fig. 2.4.7.
As for the pT (l1) spectrum (left), all four considered backgrounds contribute at small pT , while above
100 GeV only V V and tt¯ events survive. The signal spectra are broad and below the backgrounds at low
transverse momentum, whereas, for pT (l1) > 300 GeV, both BM I and BM II signals are competitive
with the background. For even larger pT , say pT (l1) > 500 GeV, muons coming from supersymmetric
decays of a leptophobic Z ′ become dominant, especially for the reference point BM II. In Fig. 2.4.7
(right) we present the missing transverse energy, due to the lightest neutralinos χ˜01 in the signal and
to neutrinos in the backgrounds, after all cuts are imposed. Our /ET signal spectra are well above the
backgrounds due to V V and tt¯ production. The BM II scenario, in particular, is capable of yielding a
few events up to /ET ' 600 GeV, while all backgrounds are negligible for /ET > 400 GeV.
We present projections for proton-proton collisions at 14 TeV and 27 TeV as functions of the
luminosity, MZ′ and different assumptions for the systematic uncertainties on the background. We con-
sider a leptophobic Z ′ decaying into charginos and refer to the BM II reference point as it turns out to
be the more promising setup for a possible discovery of a Z ′ boson in supersymmetric and leptophobic
scenarios. In Fig. 2.4.8 we show the significances s (left) and ZA (right) at 14 TeV (up) and 27 TeV
(down), for a Z ′ mass in the 1.5 TeV < MZ′ < 4 TeV mass window. In each figure, we consider two
luminosity options chosen to be 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 for a collisions at a c.o.m. energy of 14 TeV, and
3 ab−1and 15 ab−1for 27 TeV collisions. We moreover allow the systematics σB on the SM background
to vary from 10% to 30% of the background itself.
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It turns out that with 300 fb−1 of 14 TeV collisions, leptophobic Z ′with masses ranging up
to 2.3 TeV could be discovered (i.e. s ≥ 5σ) regardless of the assumption on the systematic errors
(Fig. 2.4.8, top left). In the high-luminosity phase of the LHC, with a luminosity of 3 ab−1, the lower
bound on the Z ′ mass increases to 2.6 TeV (for σB = 0.3B) or 2.8 TeV (for more optimistic systematics
of σB = 0.1B). In terms of ZA, the discovery reach is reduced to MZ′ = 2 TeV for 300 fb
−1, again
independently of any assumption on the background systematics σB , and to 2.5 TeV < MZ′ < 2.7 TeV
for 3 ab−1 (Fig. 2.4.8, top right).
In the high-energy phase of the LHC at 27 TeV (Fig. 2.4.8 bottom), a visible Z ′signal can be
obviously obtained even for much higher masses. In detail, a significance of s = 5σ can be reached
for Z ′ masses ranging up to 3.8 − 4 TeV at 27 TeV and for a luminosity of 15 ab−1. The limits are
slightly worse for a reduced luminosity of 3 ab−1and then reach 3.5−3.7 TeV. Using in contrast a more
conservative definition of the significance ZA, we obtain a reach of 3.7− 4 TeV for 15 ab−1and only of
3.2− 3.5 TeV for a luminosity of 3 ab−1.
We explored possible loop-holes in GUT-inspired Z ′ searches at the LHC by investigating super-
symmetric and leptophobic models, finding that the inclusion of BSM decay modes lowers the exclusion
limits on MZ′ in dilepton final states by a few hundred GeV and that the limits from dijets can be evaded
as well. In leptophobic models, only supersymmetric Z ′ decay chains can give rise to charged leptons.
As a case study, we considered the decay of a leptophobic Z ′ with mass MZ′ = 2.5 TeV into charginos,
leading to final states with leptons and missing energy. We chose two benchmark points in the UMSSM
parameter space and found that both yield a substantial signal at LHC, which one can separate from
the background with a sensitivity between 3σ and 7σ at 14 TeV and 3 ab−1. We finally investigated
the reach of the high-luminosity and high-energy LHC runs in terms of the Z ′ mass and systematic un-
certainty on the background. We found that at 14 TeV and 3 ab−1a leptophobic Z ′ can be discovered
with a significance about 5σ for a mass MZ′ < 2.8 TeV, while at 27 TeV and 15 ab
−1one can explore
leptophobic and supersymmetric Z ′ models up to about MZ′ ' 4 TeV. These result make therefore the
investigation of such scenarios both feasible and worthwhile at HL- and HE-LHC.
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3 Dark Matter and Dark Sectors Searches
There is now overwhelming evidence for the existence of a new matter component of the universe, dark
matter (DM). Precision measurements of the cosmic microwave background and gravitational lensing
measurements confirm the presence of this non-luminous matter. Through its gravitational interactions
we know that dark matter makes up ∼ 26% of the matter-energy budget of the universe, and that the
stars of the Milky Way move inside a far larger, approximately spherical, dark matter halo. However, the
nature and properties of DM remain largely unknown. Searches for DM particles are performed using
multiple, complementary, approaches: the measurement of elastic scattering of DM with nuclei and
electrons in a detector (direct detection) [181], the detection of SM particles produced in the annihilations
or decays of DM in the universe (indirect detection) [182–186], the study of the effect of DM self
interactions on astrophysical systems [187], and the production of DM particles at colliders [188, 189].
The latter process is the focus of this section.
These various approaches are very complementary in nature. For instance, the first three tech-
niques all require relic DM to interact and thus suffer from uncertainties related to our knowledge of
DM’s distribution whereas the production of DM at colliders does not, but is instead limited by the
kinematic reach of the machine. By combining the results of all search techniques we gain a deeper
understanding of the nature of dark matter.
Dark Matter production by itself does not lead to an observable signal at hadronic machines, where
the total c.o.m. energy of the collision is not known. Instead if the DM system recoils against visible
activity it can be searched for as missing transverse energy and momentum. We catalogue the search
strategies for DM composed of a by what this visible activity is, and report on prospective DM studies
in Section 3.1 to Section 3.3, while Section 3.4 is focused on searches for light vector bosons associated
with forces in the dark sector. In particular, if this dark sector force is abelian then the associated “dark
photon" can kinetically mix with the U(1) in the SM, leading to lepton pairs, possibly with displacement,
or missing energy signals.
DM production in association with a high pT jet is presented in Section 3.1, with sensitivities
depending on the careful assessment of systematics. This channel is a useful probe of DM production
through the exchange of a neutral mediator that couples to the SM. It may also be produced in the decay
of an exotic coloured state. Furthermore, compressed SUSY scenarios, such as higgsino or wino DM,
can be probed through the monojet signature.
DM production in association with heavy flavour quarks is presented in Section 3.2. The HL-LHC
will improve the sensitivity to mediator masses by a factor of 3-8 relative to the Run-2 searches with
36 fb−1, while HE-LHC will extend the coverage to otherwise inaccessible regions of the parameter
space. The case of 2HDMa models is complemented by 4-top final states at HL-LHC, searched in
events with two same-charge leptons, or with at least three leptons. While searches using 36 fb−1 Run-2
data have limited sensitivity considering the most favourable signal scenarios (e.g. tanβ = 0.5), HL-
LHC will probe possible evidence of a signal with tanβ = 1, mH = 600 GeV and mixing angle
of sin θ = 0.35, assuming ma masses between 400 GeV and 1 TeV, and will allow exclusion for all
200 GeV < ma < 1 TeV.
Prospect studies where DM is produced in association with, or through interactions with, EW
gauge bosons are reported in Section 3.3. Compressed SUSY scenarios, as well as other DM models,
can be targeted using signatures such as mono-photon and vector-boson-fusion (VBF) production, in
addition to the classic monojet channel. We show that mono-photon and VBF events allow targeting an
EW fermionic triplet (minimal DM), equivalent to a wino-like signature in SUSY, for which there is no
sensitivity in Run-2 searches with 36 fb−1. Masses of the χ˜01 up to 310 GeV (130 GeV) can be excluded
by the mono-photon (VBF) channel, with improvements being possible, reducing the theoretical uncer-
tainties. Projections for searches for a mono-Z signature with Z → `+`− recoiling against missing ET ,
have been interpreted in terms of models with a spin-1 mediator and 2HDMa models. The exclusion is
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expected for mediator masses up to 1.5 TeV, and for DM and pseudoscalar masses up to 600 GeV, a
factor of ∼ 3 better than the 36 fb−1 Run-2 constraints. The potential to target Higgs portal models and
prospects for the HL- and HE-LHC to probe viable multi-TeV dark matter are also presented.
Simple DM models consist of a DM particle and a mediator that couples it to the SM. The DM
may, however, sit in a larger hidden (or dark) sector with additional new states and new interactions. If
these interactions include a light U(1) gauge boson, A′, this dark photon may mix, through the kinetic-
mixing portal, with the SM photon leading to interesting collider signatures. In Section 3.4, searches for
dark photons under various hypotheses of dark sectors are presented. Prospects for an inclusive search
for dark photons decaying into muon or electron pairs indicate that the HL-LHC could cover a large
fraction of the theoretically favoured  −mA′ space, where  is the size of the kinetic mixing between
the photon and the dark photon.
3.1 Dark Matter and Jets
If DM is produced in association with QCD activity it is typically searched for in the monojet channel.
The DM may be produced through a SM neutral mediator, see Section 3.1.1, or it may be produced
as the decay product of a new heavy coloured state, see Section 3.1.2. Monojet-like signatures can be
exploited to search for higgsinos and winos in SUSY, see Section 3.1.3. If the parent state that decays to
DM is charged and relatively long lived it is more efficient to search in the disappearing track topology.
Additional discussion of disappearing track analyses, in the context of long lived particle searches, can
be found in Section 4.1.
3.1.1 Studies on the sensitivity to Dark Matter of the monojet channel at HL-LHC
Contributors: G. Frattari, V. Ippolito, G. Gustavino, J. Stupak, ATLAS
The goal of this study, detailed in [190], is to evaluate the impact of different assumed system-
atic uncertainty scenarios on the expected sensitivity to WIMP Dark Matter in the jet+EmissT channel,
based on the extrapolation to higher luminosity of the limits published by the ATLAS Collaboration
with 36. fb−1 of pp collisions at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 13 TeV [191]. The WIMPs escape the detec-
tor giving rise to large EmissT arising if they recoil against a jet from initial state radiation (ISR) off the
colliding partons, leading to the so-called monojet topology. The EmissT in this study is calculated treat-
ing electrons and muons as invisible particles. The strategy pursued takes signal and background EmissT
distributions from the Run-2 ATLAS data analysis and scales them to 300 fb−1and 3 ab−1, exploring
various scenarios for the scaling of the systematic uncertainties.
The dominant backgrounds for the 13 TeV data analysis come from W/Z+jets processes. These
backgrounds are estimated using MC samples generated with SHERPA 2.2.1. MC samples are re-
weighted to account for higher-order QCD and EW corrections following the procedure described in
Ref. [192] and are normalised in dedicated control regions (CR) described below. Sub-leading back-
grounds consist of tt¯ and single-top production, which are generated via POWHEG-BOX V2 and show-
ered with PYTHIA 8, and diboson processes, which are taken from SHERPA. The benchmark signal
process is generated for WIMP masses in the range 1 GeV − 1 TeV and mediator masses in the range
10 GeV − 10 TeV using POWHEG-BOX V2 with the DMV model [193], assuming mediator couplings
to the quark and WIMP of gq = 0.25 and gχ = 1, respectively. The small multijet and non-collision
backgrounds, which are estimated from data in the 13 TeV analysis, are neglected.
The event selection follows that applied in the 13 TeV analysis and selects events with
EmissT > 250 GeV in association with at least one high-pT jet. Up to three additional jets are allowed
and all jets are required to be well separated from the missing transverse momentum direction in az-
imuth. The signal region is required to contain no reconstructed electron or muon. Four additional CRs
to isolate the dominant backgrounds are defined based on the number and type of leptons. Events with
exactly one muon, no other leptons, and transverse mass in the 30–100 GeV range form the W+jets
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Fig. 3.1.1: Left: expected 95% C.L. excluded regions in the (mχ,mZA) mass plane for the axial-vector simplified
model with couplings gq = 0.25 and gχ = 1, for a luminosity of 3 ab
−1. Three contours are shown in each plot,
corresponding to the three different systematic uncertainty scenarios: standard (black), reduced by a factor 2 (red)
and 4 (green). Right: 3σ and 5σ discovery contours corresponding to the three different systematic uncertainty
scenarios: standard (black), reduced by a factor 2 (red) and 4 (green).
(tt¯) CR if they have zero (at least one) b-tagged jet. A second W+jets CR is built by requiring exactly
one electron, no other leptons, and the same transverse mass requirement. Finally, events with 2 muons
with an invariant mass consistent with the Z boson form the Z+jets CR. A simultaneous, binned likeli-
hood fit of a signal plus background model to the simulated EmissT distributions of the analysis regions
is performed. The signal normalisation and two additional normalisation factors, one which rescales the
prediction for processes containing Z andW bosons produced in association with jets, and one for tt¯ and
single-top production, are free parameters of the fit. Nuisance parameters with Gaussian constraints are
used to describe the effect of systematic uncertainties on the signal and background EmissT distributions.
Correlations of systematic uncertainties across EmissT bins are taken into account.
The projection for high luminosity proceeds as follows:
– TheEmissT distributions for signal and the main backgrounds from the 13 TeV data analysis in Run-
2 are scaled from 36.1 fb−1 to 3 ab−1. The increased statistics achieved by the higher luminosity
allows the discriminant to be binned more finely, increasing the number of EmissT bins from 10
in the recent data analysis to 17 for the high-luminosity projection. The lower end of the last
EmissT bin, 1.6 TeV, is chosen in order to keep a similar level of uncertainty on signal and control
region as for the Run-2 search. This turns into an improvement of about 100 GeV in the projected
mediator mass reach.
– The background distributions are further scaled up by a factor of 1.27 (1.06) for Z/W+jets (tt¯ and
single top) in order to reflect the observation in the CRs of the Run-2 data analysis.
– No correction is made for the increase in the c.o.m. energy to 14 TeV at the HL-LHC since the
dedicated NLO QCD and EW corrections for the main W/Z+jets background are not available.
Given the signal cross-section would be expected to increase by 20 − 40%, while the dominant
W/Z+jets background cross section will increase by 10−15%, this leads to a conservative estimate
of the potential and the actual sensitivity will be slightly better than estimated here.
In Ref. [191], the main background experimental uncertainties for EmissT > 250 GeV (> 1 TeV)
are related to the leptons (jet and EmissT scales and resolution), amounting up to 1.7% (5.3%), while the
main background theoretical uncertainties are related to the W/Z parton shower modelling and PDF
(W/Z QCD and EW corrections), amounting to 0.8% (2%). The signal predictions are mainly affected
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by jet and EmissT scale and resolution uncertainties on the experimental side, and on the theory side
by initial/final-state radiation and PDF uncertainties. In the high-luminosity projection, three different
systematic uncertainty scenarios are tested to reflect the possible improvements in detector performance
and in the theoretical modelling of signal and background processes, which could be achieved in the next
years thanks to the foreseen detector upgrades and to progress in QCD and EW calculations:
– standard: same uncertainties as in Ref. [191];
– reduced by factor 2: all pre-fit signal and background uncertainties are reduced by a factor two;
– reduced by factor 4: all pre-fit signal and background uncertainties are reduced by a factor four;
The projected exclusion limits with a luminosity of 3 ab−1for these three scenarios are plotted in
the (mχ,mZA) mass plane in Fig. 3.1.1 (left), where χ is the WIMP DM candidate and ZA the axial-
vector mediator. The 95% C.L. exclusion contour for mχ = 1 GeVcan be up to mZA = 2.65 TeV,
assuming the same uncertainties as in Ref. [191]. The excluded region that can be obtained by reduc-
ing by a factor two (four) all systematic uncertainties reaches, for low mχ, mediator masses of about
2.77 (2.88) TeV. Small differences between systematic uncertainty scenarios are observed when ap-
proaching the region where the decay of the mediator in two WIMPs is off-shell (mZA < 2mχ), due to
the decrease of the signal cross-section. The discovery contours at 3 and 5σ are shown in Fig. 3.1.1
(right): for mχ = 1 GeV, a background incompatibility greater than 5σ would be reached for
mZA = 2.25 TeV, 2.38 TeV and 2.52 TeV assuming the same uncertainties as in Ref. [191], the
scenario obtained by reducing by a factor two, and by a factor four all the systematic uncertainties, re-
spectively. The increase in sensitivity of the scenarios with lowered systematic uncertainties was checked
to be mainly driven by the reduction in the theoretical uncertainties. Among these, V +jets and diboson
uncertainties, as well as theoretical uncertainties on signal processes, are similar in size and give the
leading contributions.
3.1.2 Monojet Signatures from Heavy Coloured Particles at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: A. Chakraborty, S. Kuttimalai, S. H. Lim, M. M. Nojiri, and R. Ruiz
Search strategies for hypothetical coloured particles Q that can decay to dark matter candidates
usually involve jets and leptons produced in association with large missing transverse energy EmissT . In
compressed mass spectrum scenarios the visible decay products in theQ →DM+SM process do not have
sufficient momenta to be readily distinguished from SM backgrounds and monojet-like topologies arise.
Were evidence for a new particle Q established at the LHC, or a successor experiment such as the
HE-LHC, it would be crucial to determine the properties of Q, especially its mass, spin, and colour rep-
resentation, in order to help understand the nature of DM. Such a program would typically include inves-
tigating various collider observables that can discriminate against possible candidates for Q, and hence
requires that observables are known to sufficiently high precision. It is the case though that leading order
(LO) calculations are poor approximations for QCD processes, even when using sensible scale choices.
The situation, however, is more hopeful with the advent of general-purpose precision Monte Carlo event
generators HERWIG [194], MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO+PYTHIA 8 [67,68], and SHERPA [195]. With
automated event generation up to NLO in QCD with parton shower (PS) matching and multijet merg-
ing, even for BSM processes [196], one can now systematically investigate the impact of crucial O(αs)
corrections on the inclusive monojet process.
We now summarise the key findings of a recent [197] investigation into the prospect for deter-
mining the properties of a hypothetical heavy resonance Q associated with DM via the the monojet
signature. This includes systematically quantifying theory uncertainties associated with the renormalisa-
tion, factorisation, and parton shower scales as well as those originating from distribution functions and
and multijet merging using state-of-the-art technology. One finds that in aggregate, the total uncertainties
are comparable to differences observed when varying Q itself. However, the precision achievable with
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Fig. 3.1.2: Top: pp → QQ + j cross section as a function of minimum EmissT after the experimental selection
criteria at 13 TeV, for Q = Tp, g˜, and t˜, with current 95% C.L. limits after L = 36.1 fb−1 of data at the 13 TeV
LHC. Bottom: same plots for 14 TeV LHC. We also shown the estimated sensitivity with L = 3 ab−1, assuming
δSyst. = 2.5% and 1% systematical errors.
Particle name Colour Rep. Lorentz Rep. Decay UFO Refs.
Fermionic Top partner (Tp) 3 Dirac fermion q +X [200, 201]
Top squark (t˜) 3 Complex scalar t∗X → bqq¯′ +X [201, 202]
Gluino (g˜) 8 Majorana fermion qq¯ +X [201, 202]
Table 3.1.1: Summary of signal particles, their SU(3)c and Lorentz representations (Rep.), and decay mode to
stable DM candidate (X).
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculations, where available, can resolve this dilemma. In light
of this, we further emphasise that the HL- and HE-LHC runs possibly resolve different candidates for
the new coloured particle. For additional details beyond what is provided here, see Ref. [197].
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have studied L = 36.1 fb−1 of √s = 13 TeV collision data using
signatures with significant transverse momentum imbalance and at least one energetic jet [198,199]. The
non-observation of significant deviations from SM predictions leads to model-independent 95% C.L.
upper limits on the production cross section of new particles. In Fig. 3.1.2, we show these experimen-
tal limits along with NLO+PS-accurate cross section, and associated scale uncertainty, for the QQ + j
process, where we include a hard jet at the matrix-element level, and for Q ∈ {t˜, Tp, g˜}, as listed in
Table 3.1.1.
We find that the lower limits on Q masses stand at around mTp = 400 GeV for the fermionic
top partner and mg˜ = 600 GeV for the gluino, while no constraint on stop masses is found within the
mass range under consideration. It has been observed that for high-pT bins both the systematic and
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Fig. 3.1.3: Same as Fig. 3.1.2 but scaled for
√
s = 27 TeV assuming L = 3 ab−1 (left) and 15 ab−1 (right).
statistical experimental uncertainties play a crucial role. Sensitivity is expected to improve at the HL-
LHC due to a much larger dataset with better control on uncertainties. We calculate the expected upper
limits at HL-LHC with L = 3 ab−1 and √s = 13 TeV by rescaling the numbers at 13 TeV with two
values of total systematic uncertainty, namely δSys. = 2.5% and 1%. From the scaled limits, we find
that fermionic top partners with masses mTp . 800 GeV, gluinos with mg˜ . 1000 GeV, and stops
with masses mt˜ . 600 GeV can be excluded at 13 TeV with L = 3 ab−1, using the inclusive monojet
signature for a compressed mass spectrum.
Another possibility that can significantly improve the sensitivity to heavy coloured particles is
increasing the beam energy of the LHC to the proposed
√
s = 27 TeV HE-LHC [203]. Here, we
assume that the SM background is still dominated by Z+j process and then scale the model-independent
95% C.L. upper limit at
√
s = 13 TeV according to the production cross section ratio. In Fig. 3.1.3,
we estimate the expected reach at the 27 TeV LHC for pp → QQ + j process. Note, here also we
assume that the detector acceptance and efficiencies are the same at 13 and 27 TeV. For comparison,
we consider systematic uncertainties of 2.5% and 1%, the same considered before. We observe that with
L = 3 − 15 ab−1, one can probe the compressed spectra featuring fermionic top partners with masses
mTp . 1100 GeV, gluinos with masses mg˜ . 1800 GeV, and stops with masses mt˜ . 600 GeV.
Theoretical uncertainties associated with the monojet signal process are estimated by employing
the state-of-the-art MC suites MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO and SHERPA. A single measurement of
signal cross section does not constrain the nature of Q uniquely as different spin and colour hypothe-
ses can lead to identical cross sections if the mass is tuned accordingly. For example, a stop of mass
400 GeV, a fermionic top partner of mass 600 GeV, and a gluino of mass 800 GeV have practically the
same pp→ QQ+ j cross section for pj1T,cut around 500 GeV at
√
s = 14 TeV, see Fig. 3.1.4 (left). The
degeneracy, however, can be resolved through additional cross section measurements with larger pj1T,cut.
Cross section measurements at a higher c.o.m. energy can also lift this degeneracy, see Fig. 3.1.4 (right).
To distinguish different new physics candidates, one, however, needs theoretical uncertainties smaller
than O(30%) and O(5%/100 GeV), respectively, on the total cross section normalisations and on the
change of the cross section for σ(pp → QQ + j) as a function of pj1T,cut. Alternatively, one can also
consider ratios of cross sections measured at two different pj1T,cut and two different energies
√
s = 14
and 27 TeV.
We find that the monojet signal process under consideration exhibits a residual (factorisation,
renormalisation, and shower) scale uncertainty around 40% at LO and 20% at NLO, and is about twice
as large as the the inclusive pp→ TpT¯p cross section due to the presence of additional αs factors. Based
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Fig. 3.1.4: Left: pp→ QQ+ j cross section at√s = 14 TeV as a function of jet pT selection criterion (pj1T,cut),
for representative (Q,mQ) combinations. Right: pp → QQ + j cross section at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV, with
p
j1
T,cut = 500 GeV. The error bar reflects the renormalisation and factorisation scale variation.
on available NNLO calculations [204, 205], we anticipate such uncertainties can be reduced to the 10%
level at NNLO. As the corrections beyond NLO mainly impact the overall normalisation, cross sections
at different pj1T,cut possess correlated uncertainties. Hence, constructing ratios and double-ratios of cross
sections at different pj1T,cut, can partially cancel uncertainties and help with the identification of Q.
3.1.3 Searching for Electroweakinos in monojet final states at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: T. Han, S. Mukhopadhyay, X. Wang
Among the multitude of possibilities for WIMP dark matter, particles that belong to a multiplet of
the SM weak interactions are one of the best representatives. We focus on two representative scenarios for
EW DM, namely a wino-like SU(2)L triplet and a Higgsino-like SU(2)L doublet. Such models are often
challenging to probe in direct detection experiments due to loop-suppressed scattering cross-sections.
Searches at hadron colliders are thus crucial for testing such a scenario, and depending upon the gauge
representation, can be complementary to indirect detection probes in different mass windows. Moreover,
since the relic abundance of EW DM is uniquely determined by its mass value, 3 TeV for wino-like
triplet [206–208] and 1 TeV for Higgsino-like doublet [209], they represent a well-defined target in
the collider search for DM in general. Without large additional corrections from higher-dimensional
operators, the mass splitting between the charged and neutral components of the DM SU(2)L multiplets
is only of the order of a few hundred MeV [210, 211]. This nearly degenerate spectrum motivates two
major search channels at hadron colliders for the EW DM sector, namely, the monojet with missing
transverse momentum search and the disappearing charged track search. The first one is reported in this
section, the second in Section 4.1.3.
We present our results [155] on the future reach of three different scenarios of collider energy
and integrated luminosity: HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and FCC-hh/SppC (100 TeV, 30 ab−1). We adopt as a
definition of significance S/
√
B + (∆BB)
2 + (∆SS)
2 where S and B are the total number of signal
and background events, and ∆S ,∆B refer to the corresponding percentage systematic uncertainties,
respectively.
The classic monojet and missing transverse momentum search for pair production of a DM particle
in association with a hadronic jet originating from initial state radiation is considered. Pair production
of both the charged state χ± and the neutral state χ0 would contribute to the signal in the monojet
search channel, since the charged pions from the charged state χ± decay are too soft to detect at hadron
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Fig. 3.1.5: Comparative reach of the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC options in the monojet channel for
wino-like (left) and Higgsino-like (right) DM search. The solid and dashed lines correspond to optimistic values
of the systematic uncertainties on the background estimate of 1% and 2% respectively, which might be achievable
using data-driven methods with the accumulation of large statistics.
95% C.L. Wino Higgsino
14 TeV 280 GeV 200 GeV
27 TeV 700 GeV 490 GeV
100 TeV 2 TeV 1.4 TeV
Table 3.1.2: Summary of DM mass reach at 95% C.L. for an EW triplet (wino-like) and a doublet (Higgsino-
like) representation, at the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and the FCC-hh/SppC colliders, in optimistic scenarios for the
background systematics.
colliders. Systematic uncertainties ∆B = 1−2% and ∆S = 10% are assumed. In Fig. 3.1.5 we compare
the reach of the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC options in the monojet channel for wino-like (left)
and Higgsino-like (right) DM search. The solid and dashed lines correspond to systematic uncertainties
on the background estimate of 1% and 2% respectively. Results are summarised in Table 3.1.2. In an
optimistic scenario, wino-like DM mass of up to 280, 700 and 2000 GeVis expected to be probed at
the 95% C.L., at the 14, 27 and 100 TeV colliders respectively. For the Higgsino-like scenario, these
numbers decrease to 200, 490 and 1370 GeV, primarily due to the reduced production cross-section.
Clearly, a 27 TeV collider can substantially improve the reach by a factor of two or more compared
to the HL-LHC, while improvement of another factor of three can be further achieved at the 100 TeV
collider.
3.2 Dark Matter and Heavy Flavour
When the mediator between the dark sector and the SM is a scalar or pseudoscalar one expects the
couplings to the SM to scale with the SM fermion mass. Thus, a natural place to look for DM production
is in association with pairs of top or bottom quarks, see Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. Alternatively, a
neutral vector mediator with flavour-changing interactions can produce DM in association with a single
top, see Section 3.2.3. Finally, scalar mediators may be searched for directly in four top final states, as
shown in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 Associated production of dark matter and heavy flavour quarks at HL-LHC
Contributors: M. Rimoldi, E. McDonald, F. Meloni, P. Pani, F. Ungaro, ATLAS
The prospects of a search for dark matter produced in association with heavy flavour (bottom
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or top) quarks at the HL-LHC are presented in this section [212]. The study therefore focuses on two
simplified models, defined by either a scalar, φ, or pseudoscalar, a, mediator. In both cases, the mediating
particle is taken to be colour-neutral and the dark matter candidate is assumed to be a weakly interacting
Dirac fermion, χ, uncharged under the SM.
The χχ¯ production in association with top-quarks is expected to dominate at the HL-LHC. Two
signatures featuring top quarks in the final state are therefore considered. The first signature, denoted
DM + tt¯, is characterised by two tops decaying di-leptonically. The second signature, DM + Wt¯,
involves a single top produced in tandem with a W -boson, both of which decay leptonically. Dark
matter production in association with b-quarks is also considered in this study, as it is relevant if the
coupling to up-type quarks is suppressed. The DM + bb¯ final state is equivalently well motivated as
an avenue for probing the parameter space of two-Higgs doublet models. In the 2HDM+a model for
example, the rate for pp → bb¯ + a is enhanced by the ratio of the Higgs doublet vacuum expectation
values, tanβ, if a Yukawa sector of type-II is realised. A straightforward recasting of exclusion limits
on the simplified pseudoscalar mediator model can then be used to extract constraints on tanβ.
A search targeting theDM+bb¯ andDM+tt¯ signatures was performed at the LHC using 36.1 fb−1
of data collected in 2015 and 2016 at a centre of mass energy of 13 TeV. This study presents the prospects
for further constraining these models with HL-LHC data and is divided into two independent analyses.
Signatures with b-quarks and EmissT To isolate the event topology of the DM + bb¯ final state,
events are required to have at least two b-tagged jets. The contribution from SM background processes
is suppressed via the application of selection criteria based on that of the 13 TeV analysis and updated to
align with HL-LHC design considerations. To reduce the contribution from leptonic and semi-leptonic
tt¯ decays and from leptonic decays of W and Z bosons, events containing at least one baseline lepton
are vetoed. A further requirement of no more than 2 or 3 jets is imposed in order to control the large
background from hadronic tt¯ decays. The main background from Z(→ νν¯)+jets events is reduced by
cutting on variables which exploit the difference in spin between the scalar and pseudoscalar particles
and the Z boson. These variables make use of the pseudorapidity and azimuthal separations between
jets, b-jets, and the missing transverse momentum. Among them, the hyperbolic tangent of the pseudo-
rapidity separation between the leading and sub-leading b-jet, ∆η(b, b) = η(b1) − η(b2), is used. This
variable, referred to as cos θ∗bb, is expected to yield a reasonably flat distribution for b-jets produced in
association with vector particles. For b-jets accompanying the production of a heavy scalar or pseu-
doscalar mediator however, cos θ∗bb is expected to peak around 1. Owing to this shape difference, the
cos θ∗bb variable provides the best discrimination between signal and background events in the DM + bb¯
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Fig. 3.2.2: Exclusion limits for the production of a colour-neutral mediator in association with bottom quarks (top)
or with top quarks (bottom) in case of scalar (left) and pseudoscalar (right) mediator decaying to a pair of dark
matter particles with mass 1 GeV. Also shown for comparison is the expected limit from the current analysis [213].
channel. The signal region for this search is therefore defined by four equal-width exclusive bins in
cos θ∗bb as shown in Fig. 3.2.1, reflecting the configuration used in Run-2. Separate selections are derived
for m(φ/a) < 100 GeV and m(φ/a) ≥ 100 GeV to further enhance the difference in shape, which
can depend strongly on the mass of the mediating particle. The resulting signal regions are denoted by
SRb,low and SRb,high respectively. For more details, see Ref. [212].
Signatures with top quarks and EmissT A single signal region, denoted SR2`, is used for the
search targeting DM production in association with one or two top quarks. Events are required to have
exactly two leptons (electrons or muons), possessing the same or different flavour and opposite electric
charge. To reduce the tt¯ background, the lepton pair must have an invariant mass larger than 100 GeV.
Furthermore, candidate signal events are required to have at least one identified b-jet.
Different discriminators and kinematic variables are used to further separate the tt¯ + φ/a and
Wt + φ/a signal from the SM background. These variables include the lepton-based transverse mass
mT2, the distribution for which is shown in Fig. 3.2.1 for events passing all of the SR requirements except
that on mT2. For the calculation of exclusion limits, the mT2 distribution is divided into five equal-width
(20 GeV) exclusive bins.
Results For both SRb,low and SRb,high, the main background consists of Z+jets events followed by
hadronic decays of tt¯. A significant contribution also comes from single top quark processes and events
featuring a W -boson produced in association with jets. In SR2`, the dominant background consists of
di-leptonic decays of tt¯ and tt¯Z with Z → νν. Systematic uncertainties include theory modelling and
experimental uncertainties related to, for example, the Jet Energy Scale and b-jet mis-identification. The
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Fig. 3.2.3: Comparison of the 90% C.L. limits on the spin-independent DM-nucleon cross-section as a function
of DM mass between these results and the direct-detection experiments, in the context of the colour-neutral sim-
plified model with scalar mediator. The green contour indicates the 5σ discovery potential at HL–LHC. The lower
horizontal line of the DM–nucleon scattering cross-section for the red (green) contour corresponds to value of the
cross section for m(φ) = 430 GeV (m(φ) = 105 GeV). The grey contour indicates the exclusion derived from
the observed limits for Run-2 taken from Ref. [213]. The results are compared with limits from direct detection
experiments.
total systematic uncertainty on the SM background is 14% for SRb,low/SRb,high and 13% for SR2`.
Exclusion limits are derived at 95% C.L. for mediator masses in the range 10−500 GeV assuming
a DM mass of 1 GeV and a coupling (g) of 1.0. The limits are shown in Fig. 3.2.2 for φ/a → χχ¯
production in association with either bottom quarks or top quarks for L = 3 ab−1 at√s = 14 TeV. Also
shown for comparison are the corresponding limits at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 taken from the previous
Run-2 analysis.
For φ/a+ bb¯, the exclusion potential at the HL-LHC is found to improve by a factor of ∼ 3− 8.7
with respect to Run-2. In the context of the 2HDM+a model with m(A)  m(a), sin θ = 0.35 and
yχ = 1, the HL-LHC limits translate to an approximate upper bound on tanβ ranging from ∼ 19
for m(a) = 10 GeV to ∼ 100 for m(a) = 500 GeV, significantly extending the current phase space
coverage. In final states with one or two leptonically-decaying top quarks, the mass range for which a
colour-neutral scalar mediator is excluded extends from 80 GeV to 405 GeV. Similarly, exclusion of
pseudoscalar masses up to 385 GeV is expected. In the case of the scalar mediator model, this represents
a factor of 5 improvement with respect to the 36 fb−1 13 TeV results in the same channel. An additional
improvement of approximately 3 is possible when considering a statistical combination of all relevant
top decay channels [214], which is not explored for the HL-LHC in this work.
For each DM and mediator mass pair, the exclusion limit on the cross-section for producing colour-
neutral scalar mediator particles can be converted into a limit on the cross-section for spin-independent
DM-nucleon scattering with the procedure described in Ref. [215]. Limits on the tt¯ + φ model at
90% C.L., corresponding to exclusion of mediator masses up to m(φ) = 430 GeV, are used for this
purpose. Fig. 3.2.3 shows the resulting constraints in the plane defined by the DM mass and the scat-
tering cross-section. The maximum value of the DM-nucleon scattering cross-section depicted in the
plot corresponds to the value of the cross section for a mediator mass of 10 GeV. The exclusion limits
at 90% C.L. are shown in red and the 5σ discovery potential is illustrated in green. The lower horizon-
tal line in the green (red) contour corresponds to the value of the cross section for m(φ) = 105 GeV
(m(φ) = 430 GeV). Overlaid for comparison are the most stringent limits to date from several DM
direct detection experiments.
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Fig. 3.2.4: Values of the signal strength µ that can be excluded at 95% C.L. as a function of the mass for DMF
scalar (left) and pseudoscalar (right) mediators. The reach with 300 fb−1 (LHC Run-3) and 3 ab−1 (HL-LHC)
of
√
s = 14 TeV data is given for a 5-bin shape fit with 20% (green curves) and 15% (red curves) errors. A hy-
pothetical shape-fit scenario based on 15 ab−1 of
√
s = 27 TeV of data (HE-LHC) and 15% systematics is also
shown (blue curves).
3.2.2 Production of dark matter in association with top quarks at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: U. Haisch, P. Pani, and G. Polesello
The prospects of the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC to search for DM production in association with
top-quark pairs (tt¯+EmissT ) and in single-top quark events (tX+E
miss
T ) are investigated. Our sensitivity
studies are based on the analysis strategies presented in Ref. [216–218]. In the case of the tt¯ + EmissT
signal, the two-lepton final state is considered. Since the selections employed in Ref. [216] turn out
to lead to the best performance also at the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC, the selections in our tt¯ + EmissT
sensitivity study were not changed with respect to that used in the earlier analysis. In the case of the
tX + EmissT signature, both the two-lepton and one-lepton final state is studied. Since modifying the
selections did not notably increase the sensitivity, the selections of the dilepton search were kept identical
to the ones used in Ref. [217]. The single-lepton final state selections employed in Ref. [218] were
instead reoptimised in our sensitivity study to take full advantage of the increased data set expected at
future high-luminosity and high-energy LHC runs.
Sensitivity study of the tt¯+EmissT signature: Given the presence of a sizeable irreducible back-
ground surviving all the selections, the experimental sensitivity of future tt¯ + EmissT searches will be
largely determined by the systematic uncertainty on the estimate of the SM backgrounds. This uncer-
tainty has two main sources: first, uncertainties on the parameters of the detector performance such as
the energy scale for hadronic jets and the identification efficiency for leptons, and second, uncertainties
plaguing the modelling of SM processes. Depending on the process and on the kinematic selection, the
total uncertainty can vary between a few percent and a few tens of percent. The present analysis does
not select extreme kinematic configurations for the dominant tt¯Z background, and it thus should be pos-
sible to control the experimental systematics at the 10% to 30% level. In the following, we will assume
a systematic error of either 20% or 15% on both background and signal, fully correlated between the
two and across kinematic bins. We have checked that in the absence of an external measurement (e.g. a
background control region) which profiles uncertainties, the use of correlated uncertainties provides the
most conservative results. In addition, we consider a 5% uncertainty on the signal only to account for the
theoretical uncertainty on the tt¯+ EmissT signal.
In Fig. 3.2.4 we present sensitivity estimates at LHC Run-3, the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC for
scalar (left panel) and pseudoscalar (right panel) simplified DM model mediators. The shown results
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Fig. 3.2.5: 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the m(a)−m(H±) plane following from our one-lepton (1L) and two-
lepton (2L) analysis shown as red and blue lines. The black curves indicate the bounds obtained by a combination
of the two search strategies. The used 2HDM+a parameters are indicated. The left (right) panels correspond to
300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) of
√
s = 14 TeV data. Systematic uncertainties of 20% (5%) on the SM background (signal)
are assumed.
correspond to a DM mass of mχ = 1 GeV and the coupling choices gq = gχ = 1, as recommended
by the ATLAS/CMS DM Forum (DMF) [219] and the LHC DM Working Group [215]. The estimated
95% C.L. exclusion limits are obtained from a 5-bin likelihood fit to the |cos θ``| = tanh (∆η``/2)
distribution. The inclusion of shape information is motivated by the observation that the distributions
of events as a function of the pseudorapidity difference ∆η`` of the dilepton pair is different for signal
and background [216]. At LHC Run-3 it should be possible to exclude DMF scalar (pseudoscalar)
models that predict a signal strength of µ = 1 for mediator masses up to around 200 GeV (300 GeV)
using the 5-bin likelihood fit employed in our study. It should be possible to improve the maximal mass
reach by roughly a factor of 2 when going from LHC Run-3 to the HL-LHC and from the HL-LHC to
the HE-LHC. The corresponding 95% C.L. exclusion limits on DMF scalar (pseudoscalar) mediators
are thus expected to be around 450 GeV (500 GeV) and 900 GeV (950 GeV) at the HL-LHC and
the HE-LHC, respectively. Another conclusion that can be drawn from our sensitivity study is that the
reach of future LHC runs depends strongly on the systematic background uncertainty, and as a result a
good experimental understanding of tt¯Z production within the SM will be a key ingredient to a possible
discovery of DM in the tt¯+ EmissT channel.
Using the recasting procedure described in Ref. [220], the sensitivity estimates presented in
Fig. 3.2.4 for the DMF spin-0 models can be translated into exclusion limits on next-generation spin-
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the SM background (signal). The shown H± → tb limits have been obtained by recasting the experimental results
presented in Ref. [226].
0 DM models. In the case of the 2HDM+a model [221–225] for instance and adopting the bench-
mark (4.5) and (4.6) introduced in Ref. [220], one finds for tanβ = 1 the 95% C.L. bounds
m(a) . 150 GeV (HL-LHC) and m(a) . 350 GeV (HE-LHC) on the mass of the 2HDM+a pseu-
doscalar mediator a. These numbers show again that a HE-LHC is expected to be able to significantly
improve upon the HL-LHC reach, in particular for spin-0 DM model realisations that predict small
tt¯+ EmissT signal cross sections.
Sensitivity study of the tX +EmissT signature: Following the analyses [217,218], we interpret
our tX + EmissT results in the context of the 2HDM+a model. The total background in the two-lepton
selection is approximately 100 events, dominantly composed of the tt¯Z/W and tWZ background pro-
cesses. For charged Higgs masses m(H±) between 300 GeV and 700 GeV, the acceptance for signal
events containing at least two leptons is in the range [0.1, 0.7]% for m(a) = 150 GeV and tanβ = 1.
The total background in the one-lepton selection is approximately 30 events for the leptonic-H± signal
selection and 45 events for the hadronic-H± one. More than 70% of the SM background arises from
tt¯Z/W and tZ processes in both selections and the rest is in equal parts due to the contributions of top
pairs (dileptonic decays) and the single-top tW channel for the hadronic-H± selection, while in the case
of the leptonic-H± selection the remaining 30% are dominated by single-top processes. For m(H±) in
the range of 600 GeV and 1 TeV, the acceptance for signal events containing at least one lepton amounts
to approximately [0.2, 0.5]% for m(a) = 150 GeV and tanβ = 1.
In Fig. 3.2.5 we present the results of our tX + EmissT sensitivity study in the m(a) − m(H±)
plane of the 2HDM+a model employing a DM mass of mχ = 1 GeV. As indicated by the headlines
of the individual panels, two different values for the mixing angle in the pseudoscalar sector (sin θ)
are employed. The parameters not explicitly specified have been set to the benchmark choices (4.5)
made in Ref. [220]. One observes that at LHC Run-3 a combination of the one-lepton and two-lepton
search should allow one to exclude masses m(a) up to around 250 GeV (375 GeV) for sin θ = 0.35
(sin θ = 0.7). The corresponding HL-LHC limits instead read 400 GeV (500 GeV), implying that
collecting ten times more luminosity is expected to lead to an improvement in the LHC reach by a
factor of around 1.5 in the case at hand. Also notice that the one-lepton and two-lepton analyses are
complementary because they have different sensitivities on m(H±).
One can also compare the HL-LHC reach in them(H±)−tanβ plane to that derived in Ref. [217]
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for LHC Run-3. Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 3.2.6. Numerically, we find that all values of
tanβ can be excluded for a charged Higgs mass between 300 GeV and 700 GeV, improving the LHC
Run-3 forecast, which showed a coverage in tanβ up to 3 and above 15 for the same mass range. For
m(H±) = 1 TeV instead, the upper limit in tanβ is extended from 2 to 3 and the lower limit is extended
from around 30 to 20. Compared to LHC Run-3 the HL-LHC is thus expected to have a significantly
improved coverage in tanβ, in particular for not too heavy 2HDM spin-0 states. Limits on m(H±) and
tanβ also derive from H± production followed by the decay of the charged Higgs into SM final states
such as τν or tb. As indicated in Fig. 3.2.6, in the 2HDM+a model the searches for H± → tb cover an
area largely complementary to the results of the tX + EmissT searches.
3.2.3 Dark matter production in single-top events at HL-LHC
Contributors: L. Barranco, F. Castillo, M. J. Costa, C. Escobar, J. García-Navarro, D. Madaffari, J. Navarro,
ATLAS
The expected sensitivity of a search for the non-resonant production of an exotic state decay-
ing into a pair of invisible DM particle candidates in association with a right-handed top quark is pre-
sented [227]. Such final-state events, commonly referred to as “monotop” events, are expected to have a
reasonably small background contribution from SM processes. In this analysis only the topologies where
the W boson from the top quark decays into a lepton and a neutrino are considered.
The non-resonant monotop is produced via a flavour-changing neutral interaction where a top
quark, a light-flavour up-type quark and an exotic massive vector-like particle V can be parametrised
through a general Lagrangian [219, 228]:
Lint = aVµu¯γµPRt+ gχVµχ¯γµχ+ h.c. , (3.2.1)
where V is coupled to a pair of DM particles (represented by Dirac fermions χχ¯) whose strength can
be controlled through a parameter gχ and where PR represents the right-handed chirality projector. The
parameter a stands for the coupling constant between the massive invisible vector boson V , and the t-
and u-quarks, and γµ are the Dirac matrices.
The experimental signature of the non-resonant monotop events with W boson decaying lepton-
ically is one lepton from the W -boson decay, large EmissT , and one jet identified as likely to be orig-
inated from a b-quark. The signal event candidates are selected by requiring exactly one lepton with
pT > 30 GeV, exactly one jet with pT > 30 GeVidentified as a b-jet and E
miss
T > 100 GeV. Since the
considered monotop process favours final states with positive leptons, events with negative lepton charge
are rejected. These criteria define the base selection.
In order to maximise the sensitivity of the study, in addition to the base selection further discrim-
ination is achieved by applying additional criteria according to the kinematic properties of the signal
while rejecting background. The transverse mass of the lepton–EmissT system, mT(`, E
miss
T ), is required
to be larger than 100 GeV in order to reduce the background contribution. In background events the
spectrum of this quantity decreases rapidly for values higher than the W -boson mass. In signal events
instead, the spectrum has a tail at higher mass values. When originating from the decay of a top quark,
the lepton and the b-jet are close to each other. Therefore, events are required to have an azimuthal dif-
ference between the lepton momentum and the b-jet momentum directions (∆φ(`,b−jet)) of less than
2.0, which disfavours the W+jets and diboson backgrounds.
Further selection is performed via a BDT algorithm provided by the Toolkit for Multivariate Anal-
ysis [229]. The BDT is trained to discriminate the monotop signal from the dominant tt¯ background.
For the training, since no significant difference is observed for the different mass values, the sample with
mV = 2.5 TeV is used. Half of the events of both signal and background samples are selected randomly
and used to train the BDT. The other half is used to probe the BDT behaviour in order to avoid the pres-
ence of overtraining. The variables entering the BDT are selected from a pool of fundamental quantities,
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Fig. 3.2.7: Left: expected post-fit EmissT distribution in the signal region. The stack distribution shows the tt¯ and
non-tt¯ background predictions. Solid and dashed lines represent the signal corresponding to a mediator mass of
2.5 and 4.0 TeV, respectively. The signal event samples are normalised to the number of background events. The
binning is the same as the optimised, non-equidistant binning used in the fit. Last bin includes overflow events.
Right: expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the signal cross-section as a function of the mass of the mediator for
the non-resonant model assuming mχ = 1 GeV, a = 0.5 and gχ = 1 using a BDT analysis. The MC statistical
uncertainty is not considered but the full set of systematics, extrapolated from the 13 TeV analysis, is used.
like pT of jets and b-jets, and angular distances. The variables selected are the ones showing the best
discriminating power. In particular, ∆φ(`, EmissT ) and mT(`, E
miss
T ) are found to be the most effective
variables. Only events with BDT response> 0.9 and EmissT > 150 GeVenter in the signal region and are
used in the extraction of the result. The shape of the EmissT distribution is used in the statistical analysis,
as it is expected to be the most sensitive variable to the presence of new physics. The binning of this
distribution is optimised for the sensitivity of the analysis in the signal region while ensuring the stability
of the fit. This results in a non-equidistant binning which exhibits wider bins in regions with a large
signal contribution, while preserving a sufficiently large number of background events in each bin.
Figure 3.2.7 (left) shows the post-fit EmissT distribution in the signal region. The result does not
include MC statistical uncertainties but incorporates effects of systematic uncertainties. The theoretical
modelling of signal and background has the largest prior, 15%. The second largest source of uncertainty
is the one relative to the EmissT reconstruction, with 6% prior. Jet energy scale (JES) and jet energy
resolution (JER) contribute with a total of 5%. The uncertainty on the requirements for pile-up jets
rejection is 5%, whilst uncertainties on lepton identification, b-tagging efficiencies and luminosity are
1.2%, 2.5% and 1%, respectively.
Figure 3.2.7 (right) shows the expected 95% C.L. upper limits as a function of the mediator mass
for the non-resonant model assuming mχ = 1 GeV, a = 0.5 and gχ = 1. After the fit, the largest impact
on the result is coming from the uncertainty on theEmissT reconstruction. This is expected since theE
miss
T
is the final discriminant in the analysis. The second largest contribution is coming from background and
signal modelling. The other contributions are, in order of importance: pile-up jet rejection requirements,
JES and JER, lepton reconstruction efficiency and b-tagging efficiency. The uncertainty on the expected
luminosity is found to have the smallest effect. The expected mass limit at 95% C.L. is 4.6 TeV while
the discovery reach (based on 5σ significance) is 4.0 TeV. For the current analysis the effect of possible
improvements in the systematic uncertainties is estimated by reducing by half the uncertainties. This has
the effect of increasing the exclusion limit (discovery reach) by 80 (50) GeV. The expectation for the
equivalent of Run-3 integrated luminosity (300 fb−1) is checked, obtaining an exclusion limit (discovery
reach) of 3.7 TeV (3.2 TeV).
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Fig. 3.2.8: Key distributions for events passing all Same-Sign (left) or Multi-lep (right) selection requirements
except that on the distribution itself. The contributions from all SM backgrounds are shown, and the hashed band
represents the statistical uncertainty on the total SM background prediction. The expected distributions for signal
models with ma = 250 GeV and ma = 1000 GeV, assuming mH = 600 GeV, sin θ = 0.35 are also shown as
dashed lines for comparison.
3.2.4 Four-top signatures at the HL-LHC
Contributors: P. Pani, F. Meloni, ATLAS
A class of simplified models for dark matter searches at the LHC involving a two-Higgs-doublet
extended sector together with an additional pseudoscalar mediator to DM, the 2HDM+a, are considered
in this study [230]. The additional pseudoscalar mediator of the model, a, couples the DM particles to
the SM and mixes with the pseudoscalar partner of the SM Higgs boson, A. This model is characterised
by a rich phenomenology and can produce very different final states according to the production and
decay modes for the various bosons composing the Higgs sector, which can decay both into dark matter
or SM particles. The four-top signature is interesting if at least some of the neutral Higgs partners
masses are kept above the tt¯ threshold, since, when kinematically allowed, all four neutral bosons can
contribute to this final state. The total four top-quark production cross-section is dominated by the
light pseudoscalar and the heavy scalar bosons. In order to highlight this interplay, four benchmark
models will be considered, assuming different choices for the mass of the light CP-odd and heavy CP-
even bosons and the mixing angle between the two CP-odd weak eigenstates (sin θ).
Scenario 1 ma sensitivity scan assuming:
a) mH = 600 GeV , sin θ = 0.35.
b) mH = 1 TeV , sin θ = 0.7.
Scenario 2 sin θ sensitivity scan assuming:
a) mH = 600 GeV , ma = 200 GeV.
b) mH = 1 TeV , ma = 350 GeV.
This prospect study considers four top-quarks final states involving at least two leptons with the same
electric charge or at least three or more leptons. Final states with high jet multiplicity and one lepton are
also very powerful to constrain these signatures, but are not considered here. Complementary studies of
the potential for the measurement of standard model production of the four top final state at CMS [231]
and ATLAS [232] are also discussed in working group chapter 1 [30].
Events are accepted if they contain at least two electrons, two muons or one electron and one muon
with the same electric charge or at least three leptons (pT > 25 GeV). Furthermore, events are required
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Fig. 3.2.9: Exclusion limits at 95% C.L. for Same-Sign and Multi-lep SRs in terms of excluded cross-section
(σ) over the cross-section predicted by the model (σtheory). Limits are derived from the analysis of 3 ab
−1of
14 TeV proton-proton collision data as a function of ma (left) or as a function of sin θ (right) for each parameter
assumptions described and indicated in the legend. The 1σ variation of the total uncertainty on the limit is indicated
as a band around each exclusion line.
to contain at least three b-jets. The up to four leading leptons and up to four leading b-jets in the event
are grouped respectively in two systems, called S` and Sb. A signal system S is defined by S = S` ∪Sb.
Different discriminators and kinematic variables are used in the analysis to separate the signal from the
SM background.
- pT (S`): the vector sum of the lepton four momenta in S`;
- ∆R(S`,Sb): the ∆R between the vectorial sum of the leptons in S` and the vectorial sum of the
b-jets in Sb;
- m(S): the invariant mass of the signal system S;
A common selection is applied to all events, before further categorisations. Events are required to have
at least two jets with a pT > 50 GeV. In events with exactly two (anti-)electrons, the contribution of SM
processes including an on-shell Z boson decaying leptonically with a lepton charge misidentification is
reduced by vetoing events with 81.2 GeV < m`` < 101.2 GeV. Furthermore, low mass resonances
are vetoed by requiring m`` > 15 GeV. Two signal regions (SRs) are defined selecting events with
exactly two charged leptons with the same electric charge (denoted Same-Sign) or three or more charged
leptons (denoted Multi-lep). Figure 3.2.8 shows two key distributions (∆R(S`,Sb) andm(S)) for events
passing one set of SRs requirements except for the requirement on the shown variable itself. The main
backgrounds that survive the selections are the irreducible tt¯tt¯ and tt¯+V/h channels. The dominant
uncertainties are expected to be due to theoretical modelling of the irreducible backgrounds and, to a
lesser extent, to the jet energy scale and resolution, and the b-tagging efficiency. Owing to the reduced
statistical uncertainty and a better understanding of the physics models, it is expected that JES, JER,
b-tagging efficiency and irreducible background modelling uncertainties will all be reduced. This leads
to an estimate of the total background uncertainty of about 20%. The resulting experimental uncertainty
is assumed to be fully correlated between the background and the signal when setting 95% C.L. exclusion
limits. Furthermore, an additional systematic of 5% is considered for the signal, in order to account for
the theoretical systematic uncertainty on the model.
Scans of expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. are shown in Figures 3.2.9 as a function ofma, for
fixed mH and sin θ and as a function of sin θ for fixed ma and mH . In all benchmarks, it is assumed that
tanβ = 1 andmχ = 10 GeV. For light pseudoscalar masses above the tt¯ decay threshold, a significance
of about 3σ is expected if mH = 600 GeV and sin θ = 0.35. The same benchmark is expected to be
excluded for all light-pseudoscalar masses and for sin θ < 0.35 if ma = 200 GeV. Mixing angles such
that sin θ > 0.95 are also expected to be excluded for ma = 350 GeV, mH = 1 TeV and, under the
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same assumptions, an upper limit of about two times the theoretical cross section is set for sin θ < 0.8.
Finally, sin θ < 0.4 is excluded for mH = 600 GeV, ma = 200 GeV. In almost all cases the Same-Sign
SR yields the strongest constraints on the parameter space considered in this work. However, the Multi-
lep SR offers a complementary channel whose sensitivity is of the same order of magnitude. Possibly,
exploiting dedicated techniques developed to suppress or better estimate the tt¯ + V background that
affects the Multi-lep SR, this signature can achieve sensitivity comparable to the Same-Sign selection.
3.3 Dark Matter and Electroweak Bosons
DM can be produced in association with, or through interactions with, EW gauge bosons. The DM may
recoil against a (leptonically decaying) Z boson that was produced as ISR or in the decay of a heavy
mediator to a lighter mediator and a Z, see Section 3.3.1. It may recoil against a photon or be produced
through its couplings to W,Z in VBF, as in Section 3.3.2. A standard way to couple to the dark sector
is through SM “portals". UV completing the Higgs portal leads to signals only involving the mediators
and not the DM, such as diHiggs or di-mediator production. Prospects are presented in Section 3.3.3.
Alternatively, heavier dark sector states with couplings to the Z boson can produce DM in their decays,
as shown in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.1 Dark matter produced in association with a Z boson at HL-LHC
Contributors: A. Albert, K. Hoepfner, CMS
Collider searches for DM production critically rely on a visible particle being produced in as-
sociation with the sought-after invisible DM candidate. One possible choice of an accompanying SM
signature is a Z boson reconstructed from an e+e− or µ+µ− pair. In the hadronic environment of the
LHC, this leptonic signature is well reconstructible and the resonant behaviour of the dilepton mass al-
lows for efficient rejection of non-Z background processes. The presence of a signal is determined from
a maximum-likelihood fit of the pmissT spectrum of selected events, which would be hardened by the
presence of a DM signal relative to the SM backgrounds.
This study from CMS is a projection based on the results of Ref. [233]. Event-by-event weights are
applied to simulated samples to account for the difference in c.o.m. energy and pmissT resolution between
the Run-2 and HL-LHC scenarios [234]. The pmissT spectrum in the signal region is shown in Fig. 3.3.1.
The results are interpreted in two simplified models of DM production. In the first model, a
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Fig. 3.3.2: Expected significance of a vector mediator signal with unity signal strength (left) and 95% C.L. exclu-
sion limits on the coupling gq (right). Both quantities are shown as a function of integrated luminosity for multiple
choices of the mediator mass mmed.
minimal scenario is assumed where there is one new mediator boson and one new DM Dirac fermion
χ [219]. The mediator is assumed to have vector couplings gq and gDM to quarks and DM, respectively.
In the second model, referred to as “a+2HDM”, the SM is extended by a second Higgs doublet as well
as a light pseudoscalar DM mediator, a [224]. By allowing for the light pseudoscalar to mix with the
heavier pseudoscalar state from the second Higgs doublet, the mediation mechanism can be realised
without violating any of the various existing direct and indirect constraints on the scalar sector [220,224].
Importantly, this second model allows for the production of the pseudoscalar mediator and Z boson
through the decay of a new heavy scalar H. This production mode provides excellent sensitivity for the
Z + pmissT search compared to other searches such as jets+p
miss
T [220].
For the vector mediator scenario, the expected signal significance and expected exclusion limits
on gq are shown in Fig. 3.3.2. A signal with a mediator of mass mmed = 750 GeV could be discovered
with Lint ≈ 1 ab−1, while a heavier mediator with mmed = 1 TeV would require Lint ≈ 3 ab−1.
Especially the latter case highlights the effect of the systematic uncertainty scenarios. Improved handling
of systematic uncertainties could reduce the integrated luminosity required for a discovery by a factor
three, and thus advance the discovery by years. Framed as an exclusion on the mediator-quark coupling
gq, values down to 0.04 will be probed for a lighter mediator with mmed = 300 GeV, and gq ≈ 0.1
will be testable for mmed = 1 TeV. A heavier mediator of mass mmed = 2 TeV will remain out of
reach even with the final HL-LHC dataset of 3 ab−1. The two-dimensional exclusion as a function of
the relevant particle masses for both models is shown in Fig. 3.3.3. In the case of the vector mediator,
mediator masses up to ∼ 1.5 TeV will be probed, assuming mmed/2 > mDM. Depending on the choice
of systematic uncertainty scenario, the mediator mass exclusion varies by ≈ 100 GeV. In the a+2HDM
model, light pseudoscalar masses up to 600 GeV and heavy boson masses up to 1.9 TeV will be probed.
Again, the choice of systematic uncertainty scenarios may influence these values by ≈ 100 GeV (ma)
and 100 − 150 GeV (mH). These mass exclusion ranges show an improvement of a factor ∼ 2.5
in the mediator masses and up to ∼ 3 for the pseudoscalar mass compared to the Run-2 result with
Lint = 36 fb−1 [233, 235].
3.3.2 Dark matter searches in mono-photon and VBF+EmissT final states at HL-LHC
Contributors: L. Carminati, D. Cavalli, M. Cirelli, C. Guyot, A. Demela, I. Lim, B. Nachman, M. M. Perego, S.
Resconi, F. Sala, ATLAS
A prospect study for DM searches with the ATLAS detector is presented in a scenario where the
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Fig. 3.3.3: Expected 95% C.L. exclusion limits on the signal strength in the vector mediator (left) and a+2HDM
scenarios (right). In the vector mediator case, the exclusion is presented in the plane of the mediator and dark
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masses mH = mA. The grey lines indicate the relevant kinematic boundaries that limit the sensitive regions:
mmed/2 = mDM in the vector mediator case, and mH = ma + mZ in the a+2HDM case. For the vector mediator
scenario, the white line indicates the parameter combinations that reproduce the observed DM relic density in the
universe [236, 237].
SM is extended by the addition of an EW fermionic triplet with null hypercharge [238]. The lightest
mass state of the triplet constitutes a weakly interacting massive particle DM candidate. This model is
inspired by SUSY with anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking [239–241] and by models of Minimal Dark
Matter (MDM) [242–244], and provides a benchmark in the spirit of simplified models [219] where the
mediator is a SM particle. Projections for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1are presented for the DM
searches in the mono-photon [245] and VBF+EmissT [246] final states, based on the Run-2 analyses
strategy. To illustrate the experimental challenges associated to a high pile-up environment due to the
high luminosity, the effect of the pile-up on the VBF invisibly decaying Higgs boson is studied as a
benchmark process.
EW fermionic WIMP Dark Matter triplet
A fermionic triplet χ of the SU(2)L group with null hypercharge (Y ): χ =
( χ+
χ0
χ−
)
is added to the SM
with a Lagrangian:
LMDM =
1
2
χ¯(i /D +M)χ
=
1
2
χ¯0(i/∂ −Mχ0)χ0 + χ¯
+(i/∂ −M
χ
+)χ+
+ g(χ¯+γµχ
+(sin θWAµ + cos θWZµ)) + χ¯
+γµχ0W
−
µ + χ¯0γµχ
+W+µ
where g is the SU(2) gauge coupling; M is the tree-level mass of the particle; sin θW and cos θW are the
sine and cosine of the Weinberg angle; Aµ, Zµ, Wµ are the SM boson fields. The lightest component of
the triplet is stable if some extra symmetry is imposed, like lepton number, baryon minus lepton number
or a new symmetry under which χ is charged (e.g. R-parity in SUSY).
At tree level all the χ components have the same mass, but a mass splitting is induced by the
EW corrections given by loops of SM gauge bosons between the charged and neutral components of χ.
These corrections make the charged components heavier than the neutral one (χ0). Its mass differs by
' 165 MeV [210] from the one of the charged components. Being neutral and stable, χ0 constitutes a
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potential DM candidate. If the thermal relic abundance is assumed, the mass of χ0 is Mχ0 ' 3 TeV.
However, if χ is not the only particle composing dark matter or if it is not thermally produced [241], its
mass can be Mχ0 < 3 TeV.
This model provides a benchmark of a typical WIMP DM candidate and its phenomenology recre-
ates the one of supersymmetric models where the Wino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), for this rea-
son this triplet is referred to as Wino-like. As studied in Ref. [247], treating M as a free parameter, this
triplet can be probed at the LHC in different ways. Once produced, the charged components of the triplet
decay into the lightest neutral component χ0 plus very soft charged pions. χ0 is identified as E
miss
T in
the detector while the pions, because of the small mass splitting between the neutral and charged compo-
nents, are so soft that they are lost and not reconstructed. Therefore, the production of χ can be searched
for by in mono-X events, such as mono-jet [248] and mono-photon; in VBF +EmissT events as χ can also
be produced via VBF [249]; and also in events characterised by high pT tracks (caused by χ
±) which end
inside the detector once they have decayed into χ0 and soft pions, disappearing tracks [250]. The VBF
production mode and the mono-photon final state, studied in this contribution, constitute a necessary
complement to the mono-jet, discussed in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3, and disappearing track searches, see
Section 4.1.3, because of the very different dependencies on the model parameters like the EW represen-
tation and the value of the mass splitting. LEP limits exclude masses below ∼ 90 GeV [99, 251, 252],
therefore the focus here is on Mχ0 ≥ 90 GeV.
Signal events with a pair of χ produced in the framework of this model [247] have been generated
in the γ+EmissT and VBF+E
miss
T final state and simulated for different values of χ0 mass with the official
ATLASFAST-II simulation of the current detector [253] at
√
s = 13 TeV. For the VBF+EmissT analysis,
diagrams not properly originating from two vector bosons (in contrast to pure VBF processes) also
contribute to the signal as they produce a jets+EmissT signature where the jets have large pseudorapidity
separation. To consider the realistic conditions at the HL-LHC, VBF H (H→ ZZ∗ → νν¯νν¯) events have
been fully simulated, using GEANT 4 [54,254], in the upgraded ATLAS detector including the upgraded
inner tracker (ITk) [255, 256], with 〈µ〉 = 200 and at√s = 14 TeV.
Mono-Photon final state
The mono-photon analysis is characterised by a relatively clean final state, containing a photon with
a high transverse energy and large EmissT , which can be mimicked by few SM processes. The search
for new phenomena performed in mono-photon events in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV at the LHC,
using data collected by the ATLAS experiment in Run-2 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb−1 [245], has shown no deviations from the SM expectations. The Run-2 mono-photon search is
reinterpreted in the context of the WIMP triplet model at HL by keeping the same strategy for background
estimates and event selection to exploit the full complexity of the analysis. The dominant backgrounds
consist in processes with a Z or W boson produced in association with a photon, mainly Z(→ νν) + γ.
They are estimated by rescaling the MC prediction for those backgrounds with factors obtained from a
simultaneous fitting technique, based on control regions (CRs) built by reverting one or more cuts of the
signal region such that one type of process becomes dominant in that region. Other backgrounds, like
W /Z + jet, top and diboson, in which electrons or jets can fake photons are estimated with data-driven
techniques.
Events passing the lowest unprescaled single photon trigger are selected requiring
EmissT > 150 GeV. The leading photon has to satisfy the “tight" identification criteria and is required
to have pγT > 150 GeV, |η| < 2.37 and to be isolated. The photon and EmissT are required to be well
separated, with ∆φ(γ, EmissT ) > 0.4. Finally, events are required to have no electrons or muons and
no more than one jet with ∆φ(jet, EmissT ) > 0.4. In the Run-2 analysis the total background prediction
uncertainty is dominated by the statistical uncertainty and the largest systematic uncertainties are due to
the uncertainty in the rate of fake photons from jets and to the uncertainty in the jet energy scale.
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Fig. 3.3.4: Expected upper limits at 95% C.L. on the production cross section of χ as a function of χ0 mass in
(left) mono-photon final state and (right) VBF+EmissT final state. Results are shown for an integrated luminosity of
3 ab−1. The red line shows the theoretical cross section.
The reinterpretation of the mono-photon analysis in the WIMP triplet model uses full simulated
MC signal samples and performs a simultaneous fit on the most inclusive signal region (SR), correspond-
ing to EmissT > 150 GeV, that provides the best expected sensitivity. All backgrounds, including fake
photons estimated with data-driven techniques, have been included in the fit rescaling the Run-2 results
to the high luminosity scenario. All the systematic uncertainties on the MC background samples have
been taken into account to obtain upper limits on the χ0 production cross section. Projections of the
expected upper limits on the production cross section of χ0 at 95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity
of 3 ab−1and
√
s = 13 TeV, are shown in Figure 3.3.4 (left). Masses of χ0 below 310 GeV can be
excluded at 95% C.L. by the analysis assuming the same systematic uncertainties adopted in Ref. [245].
The impact of the systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity of the analysis has been checked considering
that the analysis will no more be limited by the statistical uncertainty at high luminosity. In a scenario in
which the current systematic uncertainties are halved, an exclusion of χ0 masses up to about 340 GeV
could be reached. Thanks to the increased statistics, the analysis at high luminosity could be further
optimised by performing a multiple-bin fit, thus on more bins in EmissT improving the overall sensitivity
of the analysis. This study is done for a c.o.m. energy of 13 TeV, a slight improvement in the signal
significance is expected from the increase of the c.o.m. energy to 14 TeV foreseen for the HL-LHC.
VBF plus EmissT final state
The VBF+EmissT topology is characterised by two quark-initiated jets with a large separation in rapidity
and EmissT . The sensitivity of the VBF+E
miss
T analysis to the WIMP triplet model is presented as a
reinterpretation of the Run-2 results for the high luminosity scenario foreseen for the HL-LHC. As pile-
up is a key experimental challenge for event reconstruction in the VBF topology at the HL-LHC, a
dedicated study of its impact is also shown using VBF H →invisible as benchmark.
Projections at high luminosity for DM for EW triplet DM.
A search for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson produced via VBF has been performed by ATLAS using
a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36 fb−1 of pp collision at
√
s = 13 TeV [246].
The final state is defined by the presence of two energetic jets, largely separated in η and withO(1) TeV
invariant mass, and large EmissT .
This analysis set limits on the BR B of the H→ invisible. The main backgrounds arise from
Z → νν+jets and W → `ν+jets events. The contribution of W/Z is estimated from events in CRs
enriched in W → `ν (where the lepton is found) and Z → `` (with ` being electrons or muons) that are
used to normalise the MC estimates to data through a simultaneous fitting technique and to extrapolate
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the normalisation to the SR. The multijet background comes from multijet events where large EmissT is
generated mainly by jet mismeasurements. This is highly reduced by a tight EmissT cut and is estimated
via data-driven methods resulting in less than 1% of the total background.
The results are interpreted in the context of the WIMP model for an integrated luminosity of
3 ab−1. The same selections and analysis strategy are used to set limits on the cross section of the WIMP
triplet produced via VBF; the only selection which has been changed is the request on the separation in
pseudorapidity between the two leading jets (∆η(j1, j2)) which has been relaxed from > 4.8 to > 3.5,
thus increasing the sensitivity to the model as, in addition to the pure VBF Feynman diagrams, also
diagrams with strong production contribute to the signal. A SR is defined by selecting events passing
the lowest unprescaled EmissT trigger, containing no electron and muon, having exactly two jets with
transverse momentum pT (j1) > 80 GeV and pT (j2) > 50 GeV, which are not back to back in the
transverse plane (∆Φ(j1, j2) < 1.8) and which are separated in pseudorapidity (∆η(j1, j2) > 3.5).
Events are required to have large EmissT (> 180 GeV), the two leading jets are separated from the E
miss
T
(∆Φ(j1, E
miss
T ) > 1, ∆Φ(j2, E
miss
T ) > 1), the vectorial sum of all the jets (including the pile-up
ones) is required to be HmissT > 150 GeV and the invariant mass of the dijet system is required to be
M(j1, j2) > 1 TeV. The events in SR and in CRs are then split into three categories (bins) according
to the invariant mass of the dijet system; the following M(j1, j2) bins are considered: 1 − 1.5 TeV,
1.5− 2 TeV and > 2 TeV.
A simultaneous fit in SR and CRs, using the three M(j1, j2) bins to increase the signal sensitivity,
is used for the W/Z+ jets background estimation and for the limit setting. Exclusion limits are set on
the production cross section of the model using a one-sided profile likelihood ratio and the CLs tech-
nique [94, 95] with the asymptotic approximation [257]. Experimental and theoretical systematic uncer-
tainties have been taken into account and are included in the likelihood as Gaussian-distributed nuisance
parameters. The main experimental systematic uncertainties for the Run-2 VBF+EmissT analysis come
from JES and JER [258] and have been rescaled according to the HL expectations which are discussed
in Ref. [7]. The main theoretical sources of uncertainty for the run-2 analysis come from choices on the
resummation, renormalisation, factorisation and CKKW matching scale for the W/Z+jets backgrounds
processes. A significant improvement in these systematic uncertainties is expected; therefore, the current
run-2 theoretical systematic uncertainties on the W/Z+jets backgrounds have been rescaled down to
reach the level of few % (5% of the run-2 theoretical systematic uncertainties is kept). Here is assumed
that such an improvement in the theoretical systematics for VBF final state will be reached for the HL-
LHC phase. The same correlation scheme that has been used in Ref. [246] is also used for the projections
presented here. Uncertainties arising from the finite MC statistics of the samples used are assumed to be
negligible.
The results obtained by rescaling the signals and backgrounds to an integrated luminosity of
3 ab−1are shown in Figure 3.3.4 (right) and indicate that the lowest masses considered (Mχ ∼ 110 GeV)
can be excluded at 95% C.L.. This study is done for a c.o.m. energy of 13 TeV, a slight improvement
in the signal significance is expected from the increase of the c.o.m. energy to 14 TeV foreseen for the
HL-LHC. The analysis is very sensitive to the systematic uncertainties and a further optimisation of the
selection cuts on this model, together with the increase of the MC statistics in the VBF phase space,
could help to achieve a better reach.
VBF analyses will probably benefit from a combination of EmissT and VBF jet triggers; however,
even with EmissT thresholds raised by 50− 100 GeV with respect to the current ones, the analysis is still
sensitive to this model for the masses considered.
The challenge of pile-up for VBF at HL-LHC.
In the study of the pile-up effects for VBF at the HL-LHC, jets are built from particle flow objects [259]
using the anti-kt algorithm with radius parameter R = 0.4 as implemented in FASTJET; they are only
considered if pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4.5. Charged particle tracks are reconstructed from hits in the Itk.
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Systematic Uncertainties
B(H→invs.)
BTruth, Nominal(H→invs.) 10% 5% 5% + fixed efficiency 1%
PU
je
tr
ej
ec None – – 0.31 0.59
RpT – – 0.28 0.48
Truth 1.0 0.48 0.07 0.10
Table 3.3.1: The limit on the H → invisible BR using the full HL-LHC dataset (3 ab−1) normalised to the one for
the Run-2 systematic uncertainties and truth-based pile-up tagging to show the relative gains and losses possible
under various scenarios. A ‘–’ indicates a value bigger than 1.
Tracks are associated to the jets and required to have pT > 0.9 GeV and pT < 40 GeV (to suppress fake
tracks). The difference between the primary vertex (this is the vertex with the highest
∑
p2T) z position
and the track z0 (longitudinal impact parameter) must be less than 2σ, where σ is the sum in quadrature
of the track z0 and the vertex z uncertainties.
One of the key discriminating observables between pile-up jets and hard-scatter jets is RpT [260],
which is the sum of the pT of the tracks associated to the jet normalised by the jet pT. Only tracks with
∆R < 0.3 are considered in the calculation of RpT . Jets are declared ‘hard-scatter’ if RpT > 0.05
which corresponds to 85% hard-scatter efficiency and 2% pile-up jet efficiency when |η| < 1.2 and
|zreco − ztrue| < 0.1. EmissT is critical to the H → invisible search; as an optimisation for the EmissT
reconstruction for the upgraded ATLAS detector is not yet available, the negative sum of the transverse
momenta of all reconstructed jets (EmissT,jet ) is used in this analysis.
Due to limitations of MC statistics, a simplified version of the Run-2 VBF H → invisible analysis
is used. In particular, all of the angular requirements with jets are removed and there is no binning in
M(j1, j2) and E
miss
T,jet is required to be > 150 GeV. For the Run-2 analysis, the event selection efficiency
for Z → νν¯ events is about 2 × 10−6 and about 0.5% for the signal with a B(H → invisible) = 100%
(which is about 85% from VBF). Contrary to the Run-2 analysis, here the ggF H → invisible contri-
bution has been neglected. The background is nearly half QCD Z → νν¯ and half QCD W+jets. Since
only Z+jets are used in this analysis, BR limits are computed by doubling the Z+jets background. It is
likely that with the extended coverage of the ITk relative to the current tracker the lost leptons will be
suppressed and thus the W+jets background will be less than the Z+jets rate so this approximation is
conservative.
A simplified statistical analysis is performed to assess the impact of several scenarios on the
H → invisible BR limit with the full HL-LHC dataset. A one-bin statistical test with one overall source
of systematic uncertainty is performed to determine if a particular signal yield is excluded. The signal
yield is scanned to determine the largest BR that would be not excluded at the 95% C.L.. Table 3.3.1
presents the limits on the H → invisible BR normalised to the one for the run-2 systematic uncertainties
and truth-based pile-up tagging to show the relative gains and losses under various pile-up scenarios,
corresponding to the three rows, and with different assumptions on the systematic uncertainties, corre-
sponding to the four columns: 10% (similar to run-2), 5%, 5% assuming the same signal efficiency as in
Run-2 and the background efficiency to be 10% of the signal efficiency; and finally 1%. With a realistic
reduction in the systematic uncertainty and tighter selection criteria, it may be possible to significantly
improve the sensitivity. The limit improves from including a simple RpT-based pile-up jet rejection,
though the gap with the truth-information-based tagger indicates that there is room (and reward) for
developing a more sophisticated approach.
As an overall conclusion, with a combination of pile-up robustness studies, analysis optimisation,
and theory uncertainty reduction, the EW triplet DM searches at the HL-LHC, both in mono-photon and
VBF+EmissT final states, may be significantly improved.
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3.3.3 Search for Higgs portal dark matter models at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: Y. G. Kim, C. B. Park, S. Shin
In a variety of BSM models, the Higgs boson is often considered as a particle mediating the
interactions between the dark matter and the SM particles, dubbed as Higgs portal. The Higgs portal
models can be categorised by the spin of DM as scalar, fermionic, or vector Higgs portal models.
The scalar Higgs portal models consider a SM singlet scalar DM (S) which has interactions with
the SM Higgs doublet (H) as [261, 262] SS∗HH†, which is a four-dimensional operator. This type of
models is often considered as a simplest reference DM model so that there exist various complementary
searches combining the results from the direct detection, indirect detection, and the LHC.
The second category of Higgs portal models is the fermionic Higgs portal model considering
a fermion (ψ) as DM. The interaction term between the DM (ψ) and the SM Higgs doublet can be
effectively given as [263]
ψψ¯HH†
Λ
, (3.3.1)
assuming the interaction is mediated by additional heavy particle(s) with mass scale Λ and the DM ψ is a
Dirac fermion. The searches at the LHC, e.g., mono-jet with missing energy, provide constraints directly
to Λ and the mass of DM. Because this is a five-dimensional operator, a renormalisable simplified model
was first introduced in Ref. [264] by adding a SM real singlet scalar S which mixes between the SM
Higgs doublet and the singlet scalar. Beyond the minimal set-up in Ref. [264], one can also consider the
SM scalar field S a complex scalar, pseudo scalar field [265–269]. Equipped with the mixing and the
existence of additional mediator (singlet-like mass eigenstate), this kind of model has been widely used
in consistently explaining various experimental/observational results within the context of DM, such as
possible direct detection experimental anomalies for light DM region [270], γ-ray observation from the
Galactic Centre [268, 269], baryon-antibaryon asymmetry [271], and so on.
The third category of Higgs portal models is the vector DM model with interaction term between
the DM (V µ) and the SM Higgs doublet [272] V µVµHH
†. The vector dark matter can be, e.g., a U(1)
vector field which gets a mass term though the Stueckelberg mechanism.
In this report, we focus on the Dirac fermion DM model as a benchmark model and show proper
strategies searching for the signals at HL- and HE-LHC. Note that the results would apply similarly to
other kind of models, i.e. scalar or vector DM models.
Benchmark model: As a benchmark model we choose the Singlet Fermionic Dark Matter
(SFDM) model [264, 268–270, 273] because the analysis methods and results are readily applicable to
other type of models. The SFDM has a dark sector composed of a SM singlet real scalar field S and a
singlet Dirac fermion field ψ which is the DM candidate. The dark sector Lagrangian with most general
renormalisable interactions is given by
Ldark = ψ¯(i∂/−mψ0)ψ +
1
2
∂µS∂
µS − gS(cos θ ψ¯ψ + sin θ ψ¯iγ5ψ)S − VS(S, H), (3.3.2)
where
VS(S, H) =
1
2
m20S
2 + λ1H
†HS + λ2H
†HS2 +
λ3
3!
S3 +
λ4
4!
S4. (3.3.3)
The interactions of the singlet sector to the SM sector arise only through the Higgs portal H†H as given
above. Note that the Lagrangian in Eq. (3.3.2) generally includes both scalar and pseudoscalar interaction
terms in the singlet sector, in contrast to the basic model in Ref.s [263, 264, 270], following the set-up
explaining the galactic γ-ray signal [268, 269]. 2
2See also Ref. [266].
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E/
DM
T + jet E/
DM
T + (h1/h2 → SM particles) No E/DMT
Single h1 pp→ h1 → ψψ¯ N/A SM Higgs precision
Single h2 pp→ h2 → ψψ¯ N/A pp→ h2 → SM (mh2 )
Double h1h1: c111 pp→ h1 → h1h1 → 4ψ pp→ h1 → h1h1 → 2ψ + SM pp→ h1 → h1h1(double Higgs production)
Double h1h1, h1h2: c112
pp→ h2 → h1h1 → 4ψ pp→ h2 → h1h1 → 2ψ + SM pp→ h2 → h1h1 (mh2 )
pp→ h1 → h1h2 → 4ψ pp→ h1 → h1h2 → 2ψ + SM (mh2 ) pp→ h1 → h1h2 (mh2 )
Double h2h2, h1h2: c122
pp→ h1 → h2h2 → 4ψ pp→ h1 → h2h2 → 2ψ + SM (mh2 ) pp→ h1 → h2h2 (mh2 )
pp→ h2 → h1h2 → 4ψ pp→ h2 → h1h2 → 2ψ + SM (mh2 ) pp→ h2 → h1h2 (mh2 )
Double h2h2: c222 pp→ h2 → h2h2 → 4ψ pp→ h2 → h2h2 → 2ψ + SM (mh2 ) pp→ h2 → h2h2 (mh2 )
Table 3.3.2: Production channels of h1/h2, dubbed as “hi production", categorised by the signal types. E/
DM
T is
the missing transverse energy originated from the DM, “SM particles" means the SM particles produced from the
decay of the Higgs bosons (h1 and h2), and mh2 means that we can observe a h2 resonance signal.
The SM Higgs potential is given as VSM = −µ2H†H + λ0(H†H)2 and the Higgs boson gets a
VEV after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), vh =' 246 GeV. The singlet scalar field generi-
cally develops a VEV , vs, and hence we can expand S = vs + s. There is mixing between the states
h, sand the physical mass states are admixtures of h and s, where the mixing angle is determined by
tan θs = y/(1 +
√
1 + y2) with y ≡ 2µ2hs/(µ2h − µ2s). The expressions of each matrix element in terms
of the Lagrangian parameters are given in Ref. [268, 269]. Then, the tree-level Higgs boson masses are
obtained as
m2h1, h2 =
1
2
[
(µ2h + µ
2
s)± (µ2h − µ2s)
√
1 + y2
]
, (3.3.4)
where we assume that h1 corresponds to the SM-like Higgs boson.
An interesting feature of this model is that there are extra scalar self-interaction terms. The cubic
self-couplings cijk for hihjhk interactions, i.e. c111h
3
1/3! + c112h
2
1h2/2 + c122h1h
2
2/2 + c222h
3
2/3!, are
functions of the scalar couplings, vacuum expectation values, and θs, where the exact forms are written in
Ref. [268,269]. Note that c112 is proportional to sin θs due to the fact that λ1 +2λ2vs is also proportional
to sin θs, while the other couplings can remain non-vanishing.
Signals at the LHC: The search strategies for SFDM at the LHC rely on the production methods
of the SM-like Higgs h1 and the singlet-like Higgs h2. Hence, we first categorise the production channels
of h1/h2 as following.
– Single h1/h2 production from the Yukawa or gauge interactions
– Double h1/h2 production from the scalar self-interactions
The first category implies the conventional single Higgs production mechanisms such as gluon fusion,
vector boson fusion, tt¯h, Higgsstrahlung, etc.. Hence, for single h1 production, the precise measurements
of the SM Higgs production mechanisms, dubbed as Higgs precision, would provide the indirect hints of
the SFDM, unless h1 decays to DM pair. The second category includes exotic signatures depending on
the values of trilinear couplings so we further divide the production channels affected by each coupling.
As a next step, the signal type should be classified for each production channel of h1/h2. Here,
we categorise the signal types as
– E/DMT + jets
– E/DMT + (h1/h2 → SM particles)
– No E/DMT
where E/DMT is the missing energy from the DM production, defined to separate from the missing energy
from the neutrino production in the SM, e.g., Z → νν¯. Such a missing energy signal from the neutrino
production belongs to the last category, “No E/DMT ".
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Fig. 3.3.5: Expected parameter reach by searching for on-shell pp→ h2 → h1h1 at HL-LHC (HE-LHC) is shown
with red (blue) scatter points in the mh2 − c112 (left) and mh2 − sin2 θs (right) plane. The gray scatter points are
out of the reach of HE-LHC but satisfying the stability of the scalar potential VS(S, H) + VSM and the current
constraints from Ref. [274].
Table 3.3.2 summarises the production channels of h1/h2 and the suitable signal type for each
channel. As stated above, the double Higgs production channels are further classified by the trilinear
coupling involved in the process. In many channels, searches for exotic resonance signals by the decay
of h2, remarked as (mh2), can be effective methods in probing the Higgs portal DM models. As long as
the DM mass is larger than mh2/2, the BRs of h2 → SM particles are the same as those expected for the
hypothetical SM Higgs (with an arbitrary mass not restricted to ∼ 125 GeV). Note that all the processes
can occur altogether so one needs a combined analysis to confirm the scenario.
As preliminary but simple examples, we analyse the expected sensitivities of the on-shell processes
pp → h2 → h1h1 and pp → h1 → h2h2, in the signal type “No E/DMT , assuming the Higgs bosons
are produced on-shell. For the on-shell process pp → h2 → h1h1, we apply the search results for
heavy scalar into h1h1 → bb¯bb¯ in ATLAS [274] with 36.1 fb−1 data at
√
s = 13 TeV. The sensitivity
at HL-LHC is estimated from rescaling the upper limits in Ref. [274] by
√
36.1/3000 assuming the
number of background events at
√
s = 13 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV are similar. We also assume the signal
significance is well approximated by signal/
√
background where the statistical uncertainty is dominant.
On the other hand, it is non-trivial to obtain the sensitivity at HE-LHC. For simplicity, we only consider
the ratio of the dominant background events (multi-jets [274]) at
√
s = 27 TeV and
√
s = 13 TeV,
which is 2.9 from running MADGRAPH5NLO. In Fig. 3.3.5, we show the expected reach at HL-LHC
(HE-LHC). The gray scatter points are out of the reach of HE-LHC. Note that all the scatter points satisfy
the stability of the scalar potential VS(S, H) + VSM and the current constraints from Ref. [274]. From
this result, we conclude that HL-LHC (HE-LHC) can constrain the parameter |c112| up to 100 (50), which
correspond to sin2 θs ∼ 0.004 (0.001).
For the on-shell process pp → h1 → h2h2, we apply the search results for
pp→Wh1 →Wh2h2 → `ν`bb¯bb¯ or pp → Zh1 → Zh2h2 → `¯`bb¯bb¯ in ATLAS [275] with 36.1 fb−1
data at
√
s = 13 TeV. Since the dominant background is tt¯ + light jets, we apply the aforementioned
method in obtaining the sensitivities at HL-LHC and HE-LHC for simplicity. In Fig. 3.3.6, we show the
expected reach at HL-LHC (HE-LHC).The gray scatter points are out of the reach of HE-LHC but sat-
isfying the stability of the scalar potential VS(S, H) + VSM and the current constraints from Ref. [275].
Interestingly, we estimate that HL-LHC can cover most of the parameter space unless |c122| is as small
as ∼ 5 GeV.
In summary, in this section we have explained the SFDM as a reference Higgs portal model. Since
the existence of the extra scalar h2 is a key ingredient of the model, we categorise the possible production
channels of the two Higgs bosons (h1 and h2) and suitable signal types at the LHC. As a simple example,
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Fig. 3.3.6: Expected parameter reach by searching for on-shell pp→ h1 → h2h2 (exotic Higgs decay) at HL-LHC
(HE-LHC) is shown with red (blue) scatter points in themh2−c122 (left) andmh2−sin2 θs (right) plane. The gray
scatter points are out of the reach of HE-LHC but satisfying the stability of the scalar potential VS(S, H) + VSM
and the current constraints from Ref. [275].
Field Spin su(3)× su(2)L × u(1)Y Z2 Copies DOF
χ 1/2 (1,1,0) -1 1 4
φi 0 (1,1,-1) -1 n 2n
Table 3.3.3: The new particles we introduce with their respective charges, the number of copies we consider and
the number of degrees of freedom.
we estimate the experimental sensitivities of HL-LHC and HE-LHC for two simple on-shell processes
pp→ h2 → h1h1 and pp→ h1 → h2h2 with several naive assumptions.
3.3.4 Singlet dark matter with slepton-like partners at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. J. Baker and A. Thamm
In this contribution we use a simplified model framework to explore the prospects for the HL and
HE-LHC to probe viable multi-TeV dark matter. We consider a bino motivated (gauge-singlet Dirac or
Majorana fermion) dark matter candidate accompanied by n dark-sector scalars with unit hypercharge,
table 3.3.3. We consider the three possible Yukawa couplings with SM electrons, muons and taus indi-
vidually. A pure singlet with no other nearby states cannot efficiently annihilate, resulting in overclosure
of the universe. However, when dark sector scalars are included, the observed relic abundance can be
recovered for a relatively wide range of masses. In Ref. [276] we determine the couplings which produce
the observed abundance of dark matter and calculate the reach of a range of present and future direct
detection, indirect detection and collider experiments. In this summary, we will see that there is a large
region of viable parameter space for Majorana dark matter which only future colliders, such as the HL-
and HE-LHC, can probe.
In addition to kinetic and mass terms, the Lagrangian only has one new interaction term (ignoring
the scalar quartic, which plays no role in our phenomenology)
L ⊃ χ(i/∂ −mχ)χ+
1
2
|Dµφi|2 −
1
2
m2φφ
2
i + (yχφiχ`R + h.c.) , (3.3.5)
where Dµ = ∂µ − ig′Y Bµ and the coupling is taken to be universal, i.e. yχ is the same for all φi. We
consider the cases `R = eR, µR and τR, and assume that all φi have the same mass, mφi = mφ, and
that mχ < mφ. We parametrise their mass splitting by ∆ = (mφ − mχ)/mχ. For illustration, we
focus on n ∈ {1, 10}. In a supersymmetric context, the DM particle χ would correspond to a bino and
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Fig. 3.3.7: Leading order partonic process contributing to pp → φ+φ− → χ¯χ`+`− (left) and its cross-section at
13 TeV, 27 TeV and 100 TeV including a K-factor of 2 (right).
the scalar φi can be identified with a right-handed slepton. In SUSY, the number of degrees of freedom
of one right-handed slepton corresponds to n = 1, all right-handed sleptons corresponds to n = 3,
while all right-and left-handed sleptons correspond to n = 9. We calculate the relic abundances in our
models using MICROMEGAS V4.3.5 [277], and then restrict the new Yukawa couplings to lie on the
relic surface when considering the reach of various experiments.
It is challenging to search for our dark matter models directly at a hadron collider, since the dark
matter is a gauge singlet which only couples to leptons. The coannihilation partner, φ±i , however is a
charged scalar of similar mass. It will be pair produced in the process pp → φ+i φ−i with a subsequent
decay to a lepton, `, and χ, depicted in Fig. 3.3.7 (left), where B(φ±i → χ`±) = 1. We focus on final
states containing two opposite-sign same-flavour leptons and missing energy. As τ reconstruction at
future colliders is particularly challenging to model, we do not provide collider limits for the τ models.
However, it is clear that the collider reach on τ models will be somewhat worse than the limits on the
models involving electrons and muons.
We present sensitivity projections for the HE-LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV assuming an integrated
luminosity of 15 ab−1 [278] and for the FCC-hh with
√
s = 100 TeV and 20 ab−1 [279]. We estimate
the sensitivity of future colliders to our models by adapting the analysis used in Ref. [85] to search for
slepton pair production with subsequent decay to neutralinos and leptons.
The signal pp → φ+φ− is simulated using a custom SARAH v4.12.1 [280] model, we generate
the signal and background parton level events using MADGRAPH5 V2.6.2 [67], simulate the showering
using PYTHIA 6.4.28 [92] and perform the detector simulation with DELPHES V3.3.3 [33]. For our
27 TeV simulations, we use the default DELPHES card. For the simulations at 100 TeV we use the
FCC DELPHES card implementing the configurations proposed by the FCC working group [281]. For
the signal simulation, we adapt the card to treat the DM particle as missing energy. We use the LO
partonic production cross-sections and multiply by a generous K-factor of 2, as we want to find the
exclusion limits in the optimistic case, Fig. 3.3.7 (right). To validate our analysis, we reproduce the
relevant backgrounds in Ref. [85].
The main SM backgrounds to our signal areWW , V V ,WV , tt¯,Wt and V +jets, where V = Z, γ.
While only WW and V V are irreducible backgrounds, WV , tt¯ and Wt contribute if a lepton or one or
two b-jets are missed. The V +jets background is important at low values of mT2, but is negligible above
mT2 ≈ 100 GeV. In order to isolate the signal, we impose the following cuts. Two opposite-sign same-
flavour light leptons are required with pT > 35 GeV and pT > 20 GeV for leading and subleading
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Channel µ+µ−νallν¯all µ
+µ−lallν Example Signal
Energy [TeV] 27 100 27 100 27 100
No Cuts 2100 6900 560 1800 17 100
p
µ1(µ2)
T > 35(20) GeV & Lepton veto 1100 620 120 160 12 14
Jet veto 690 530 45 61 3.3 9.4
mµµ > 20 GeV & |mµµ −mZ | > 10 GeV 470 370 6.6 13 3.3 8.9
mT2 > 200 GeV 0.26 0.44 0.022 0.076 1.3 2.5
Table 3.3.4: Cross-sections at each stage in fb. The example signals are for the muon type model with n = 10 for
the parameter points mχ = 0.6 TeV, ∆ = 0.34 (27 TeV) and mχ = 0.8 TeV, ∆ = 0.2 (100 TeV).
leptons, respectively. We veto events with any other leptons, which reduces the WV background. Re-
moving events withmµµ < 20 GeV and |mµµ−mZ | < 10 GeV significantly reduces backgrounds with
a Z-boson in the final state. Finally we cut on the transverse mass [130, 131], mT2 > 200 GeV. For a
process where two particles each decay to a lepton and missing energy, the mT2 distribution will have
an end point at the mass of the heavier particle [282]. Although in Ref. [85] a cut of mT2 > 90 GeV
is used, we increase this to mT2 > 200 GeV. This has a small effect on our signal efficiency, as we
are mostly interested in dark matter candidates with mass larger than 200 GeV, while strongly reducing
the background from tt¯, Wt. However, even with this large cut, we find a significant background from
WW , WV and V V , where at least one of the vector bosons is extremely off-shell. To include this effect
in MADGRAPH we simulate pp→ `+`−νallν¯all and pp→ `+`−`allν, where νall is νe, νµ or ντ and `all is
any charged lepton. We do not find a similar large contribution from off-shell particles in the tt¯ and Wt
channels. Even though the cross-section of these gluon initiated channels grows faster than the di-boson
processes as the collider energy is increased, they remain a subdominant background as the t is narrower
and as this background only passes the cuts if a jet is missed, reducing the mT2 endpoint. Finally, we
checked that the contribution from jets faking muons is negligible. In table 3.3.4 we show the cross-
sections at each stage in the analysis for the background and for an example signal, mχ = 0.6 TeV,
∆ = 0.34 (27 TeV) and mχ = 0.8 TeV, ∆ = 0.2 (100 TeV), both for the n = 10 muon type model.
In Fig. 3.3.8 we show the differential distribution in mT2 for the muon-type model for the events
passing all cuts, for the background and example signal. We see that µ+µ−νallν¯all is the dominant
background, and µ+µ−`allν is around an order of magnitude smaller. This is due to both the smaller
initial cross-section and the smaller efficiency. We see that both the background and the example signal
falls sharply from mT2 = 200 GeV to mT2 ≈ 500 GeV. However, the signal will continue to higher
values of mT2 for other points in our parameter space. We also see that at 27 TeV, the µ
+µ−νallν¯all
continues out to higher values of mT2, while at 100 TeV the situation is reversed.
To estimate the expected exclusion limit, we use a Poisson counting procedure for the signal and
background events which pass all the cuts, based on a frequentist framework [257, 283]. In Fig. 3.3.9
we present the 90% C.L. sensitivity for the muon type models at a 27 TeV and a 100 TeV proton-
proton collider. The parameter space probed is where mχ is small and ∆ is relatively large. The reach
is independent of whether dark matter is Majorana or Dirac, since it depends on the φ-pair production
cross-section and the fact that B(φ±i → χ`±) = 1. The large mχ region is not probed as mφ increases
with mχ, and the φ-pair production cross-section decreases rapidly as mφ increases, Fig. 3.3.7 (right).
We see that in both cases the limits are strongest when there are more coannihilation partners. This is
because the pp → χχ¯`+`− cross-section scales as n2. For n = 1, the 27 TeV (100 TeV) machine can
probemχ < 0.75 TeV (1.2 TeV), for n = 3 it can probemχ < 1.3 TeV (2.3 TeV) while for n = 10 the
limits are mχ < 2.0 TeV (4.0 TeV). The small ∆ region is not probed as in this region the momentum
of the leptons is small and they are not efficiently reconstructed. This is a well known problem in the
coannihilation region. The gap for lower ∆ can be closed, e.g., by looking for ISR [284, 285] or for
disappearing charged tracks [286–288].
We also overlay the direct and indirect detection bounds from [276], to give a summary of all the
relevant current and future experimental constraints. We see that the situation is dramatically different
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Fig. 3.3.8: mT2 distribution for background events passing all cuts for the muon model, and an example signal for
n = 1, 3, 10, at 27 TeV (left) and 100 TeV (right). We do not use this information in determining the reach, but
simply perform a cut-and-count analysis based on these events.
for Dirac and Majorana χ. For Dirac χ, small masses and mass splittings have already been excluded
by LUX [289]. In the future, DARWIN [290] will probe the full parameter space, while colliders and
indirect detection (only under the assumption of a cuspy dark matter halo profile) will be sensitive for
relatively low masses and large or small ∆, respectively. We see that the challenging small ∆ region at
colliders is excluded by the existing bound from LUX.
For Majorana χ, on the other hand, DARWIN, with the maximum exposure, is limited to probing
only small masses and small ∆, while there are no constraints from indirect detection. This is due to the
velocity suppression of both the DM-nucleus and the annihilation cross-sections. The collider bounds
are the same as in the Dirac case, since the mass term of χ does not enter into the production and decay
of φ-pairs. In this case, future colliders are essential for probing the large ∆ region of the parameter
space.
Finally, the reach for electron final states is marginally worse than for muon final states due to the
fact that the electron reconstruction efficiency is slightly worse than for muons. Again, we conclude that
future colliders are essential for probing the large ∆ region of the parameter space.
3.4 Dark sectors
As in our ordinary world, a dark sector could allow for long-range forces among its matter constituents.
Evidence from both cosmology and astrophysics may supporting the possibility of long-range interac-
tions among DM constituents (see, for instance, the role of massless dark photons in galaxy formation
and dynamics [291–298]). In the following sections, prospect studies for searches for dark photons at
HL- and HE-LHC are presented.
3.4.1 Prospects for dark-photon at the HL-LHCb
Contributors: P. Ilten, M. Williams and X. Cid Vidal, LHCb
A compelling scenario in the search for dark forces and other portals between the visible and dark
sectors is that of the dark photonA′. In this case, a newU(1) dark force, analogous to the electromagnetic
(EM) force, can be introduced into the SM, where the dark photon is the corresponding force mediator
which couples to dark matter (or matter) carrying dark charge. The A′ can kinetically mix with the
photon, allowing the A′ to be observed in the spectra of final states produced by the EM current. This
mixing can be thought of as a low-energy consequence of a loop process, potentially involving very high
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Fig. 3.3.9: Reach of future colliders at 90% C.L., current and future direct detection experiments at 90% C.L., and
current and future indirect detection experiments at 95% C.L. for Dirac (left) and Majorana (right) DM interacting
with a muon and one (top) and ten (bottom) coannihilation partners in the ∆−mχ plane. The lightly, moderately
and strongly shaded regions correspond to the direct detection limits by the future DARWIN experiment with
500 ton · years, 2 ton · years and the LUX limits, respectively, which are discussed in detail in Ref. [276]. The
circle and cross signify our example signals shown in Fig. 3.3.8.
mass particles, that connect the visible and dark sectors.
The study of the A′ model is based on two free parameters: the mixing term ε2 and the invariant
mass of the A′, mA′ . The mixing term, ε
2, can be interpreted as the ratio of the dark force strength to
the EM force strength. Note that for smaller values of ε2 the dark photon can be long-lived and fly away
from its production vertex. Figure 3.4.1 shows the ε2 −mA′ parameter space with current limits (grey
fills, see Ref. [299] for details), current LHCb limits (black bands) [300], and prospects on the LHCb
future reach (coloured bands). The light (dark) coloured band corresponds to discovery reach assuming
50 (300) fb−1 datasets. These are the expected integrated luminosities at LHCb at the end of Run-4 and
Run-5 of the LHC, respectively. These discovery reaches assume increased pileup within LHCb will not
have a significant effect on the dark photon reconstruction.
There are at least two complementary ways for LHCb to explore large portions of unconstrainedA′
parameter space. They address different regions of this space. The first involves prompt and displaced
resonance searches using D∗0 → D0e+e− decays [301] (green bands in Fig. 3.4.1). The second is
an inclusive di-muon search [302] (blue bands in Fig. 3.4.1) where the di-muon can be prompt or
displaced. In both cases the lepton pair is produced from an EM current which kinetically mixes with
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Fig. 3.4.1: Current limits (grey fills), current LHCb limits (black band), and proposed future experimental reach
(coloured bands) on A′ parameter space. The arrows indicate the available mass range from light meson decays
into e+e−γ.
the A′, producing a sharp resonance at the A′ mass. In the first case, the A′ is detected in its decay
to an e+e− pair and in the second to a µ+µ− pair. The advantage of these approaches is that they
do not require the calculation of absolute efficiencies. In both cases, the signal can be normalised to
the di-lepton mass sidebands near the A′ resonance, where dark photon mixing with the SM virtual
photon is negligible. In general, these search strategies depend on three core capabilities of LHCb:
excellent secondary vertex resolution, particle identification, and real-time data-analysis. These features
are also important for flavour physics, which mainly drives the design of the detector and its upgrades. In
particular, the improvement in the impact parameter resolution, expected after the upgrade of the LHCb
vertex locator, will be key to tackle the background produced by heavy quark decays.
For the LHCb sensitivities in Fig. 3.4.1, the sensitivity calculated using D∗0 → D0e+e− de-
cays [301] is based on the normalisation to this channel, which at the same time is the main background
for the prompt search. D∗0 → D0e+e− decays are generated using PYTHIA 8 [50], and the D0 is re-
constructed or partially reconstructed through its decay into at least two charged particles. The selection
is designed to maximise the e+e− mass resolution and to minimise the background. The resolution and
efficiencies are obtained using public LHCb information, combined with a simplified simulation of the
upgraded vertex locator. For the di-muon search [302], a fiducial selection is designed so that the re-
construction efficiency is essentially flat across the dark photon parameter space, while minimising the
presence of background. The relevant experimental resolutions and efficiencies, including those foreseen
after subsequent detector upgrades, are taken from public LHCb documents. The normalisation channel,
i.e µ+µ− production originating from electromagnetic processes, and backgrounds are again studied
using PYTHIA 8, corrected with experimental LHC inputs.
A first inclusive search for A′ bosons decaying into muon pairs was performed by the LHCb
collaboration [300] (black band in Fig. 3.4.1). This search, an implementation of the second strategy
described above, used a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.6 fb−1 from pp col-
lisions taken at
√
s = 13 TeV. Although the data sample used was significantly smaller than the one
that will be available at the HL-LHC, this search already produced world-best upper limits in regions of
ε2 −mA′ space. This search was limited by the presence of the LHCb hardware trigger, which severely
compromised the detection efficiency of low mass dark photons at LHCb. However, this hardware level
trigger will be removed from Run-3 of the LHC onwards. At the same time, this was the first simulta-
neous prompt and displaced A′ search. With around 300 fb−1, LHCb will either confirm or reject the
presence of a dark photon for significant portions of the theoretically favoured parameter space. It should
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Fig. 3.4.2: Recast of the (blue) LHCb dark photon limits into the (red) B-L boson, (green) B boson, and (yellow)
protophobic models using the DARKCAST tool [303].
be noted that, in non-minimal models, such as those producing dark photons through the Higgs portal,
part of this parameter space can be further constrained by other experiments. Examples are given in
Sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.3.
To cover the gap in reach between the two primary search strategies, presented above, production
of A′ bosons from light meson decays, pi0 → e+e−γ and η → e+e−γ, is expected to be used. The
parameter space coverage from light meson decays depends on the ability of the LHCb triggerless readout
to quickly and efficiently reconstruct low mass and low momentum di-electron pairs. Additionally, the
electron momentum resolution, degraded by incomplete bremsstrahlung recovery, dictates the di-electron
mass resolution which drives parameter space coverage. More detailed studies are needed to quantify
how searches for dark photons from light meson decays will help to constrain the dark photon parameter
space.
One of the advantages of the dark photon model is that results can be recast into more complex
vector current models, given some knowledge of the dark photon production mechanism and the detector
efficiency for displaced dark photon reconstruction. Examples of these models are theB−L boson which
couples to the B − L current, the B boson which is leptophobic and couples to baryon number, and a
vector boson which mediates a protophobic force. All these models can be fully specified with two
parameters: the global coupling g of the vector current for the model with the electromagnetic current,
and the massmX of the mediating boson. For the dark photon model, this is just ε andmA′ , respectively.
In Fig. 3.4.2 the initial inclusive di-muon results from LHCb [300] have been recast into these example
models using the DARKCAST package [303]. Dark photon searches can also be recast to non-vector
models, but such a recasting is no longer as straight forward.
3.4.2 Long-lived dark-photon decays at the HL-LHC
Among the numerous models predicting dark photons, one class of models that is particularly interesting
for the LHC features the hidden sector communicating with the SM through a Higgs portal. Dark photons
are produced through BSM Higgs decays. They couple to SM particles via a small kinetic mixing
parameter , as described in Section 3.4.1. If  is very weak, the lifetime of the dark photon can range
from a few millimetres up to several meters. The lower  is, the longer the dark photon lifetime will be,
which then decays displaced from the primary vertex. The following searches from ATLAS and CMS
target complementary scenarios and illustrate possible improvements in trigger and analysis strategies
which can be used at HL-LHC.
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Fig. 3.4.3: Feynman diagram of the decay of SM Higgs boson to a final state containing two or more muons in
Dark SUSY models. Decay chain leading to a final state containing exactly two (left) or four (right) muons.
3.4.2.1 Long-lived dark-photon decays into displaced muons at HL-LHC CMS
Contributors: K. Hoepfner, H. Keller, CMS
In the so-called Dark SUSY model [304, 305], an additional dark UD(1) symmetry is added as a
supersymmetric SM extension. Breaking this symmetry gives rise to an additional massive boson, the
dark photon γD, which couples to SM particles via a small kinetic mixing parameter . A golden channel
for such searches is the decay to displaced muons.
The reconstruction of muons with large displacements is challenging both at trigger level and for
the final event reconstruction, especially when the long lived particle decays outside the tracker volume
and the precision of the tracker cannot be used for the analysis. To identify displacements of physical
objects during reconstruction, the transverse impact parameter d0 of the reconstructed track with respect
to the primary interaction vertex is used. This analysis from CMS [306] relies on a dedicated muon
reconstruction algorithm that is designed for non-prompt muons leaving hits only in the muon system.
This is the displaced standalone (DSA) algorithm, using the same reconstruction techniques as prompt
muons, but removing any constraint to the interaction point which is still present in the standard stan-
dalone (SA) algorithm. The DSA muon algorithm improves transverse impact parameter and transverse
momentum (pT ) resolutions for displaced muons compared to the SA muon algorithm [307].
In the model studied here [306], dark photons are produced in cascade decays of the SM Higgs
boson that would first decay to a pair of MSSM-like lightest neutralinos (n1), each of which can decay
further to a dark sector neutralino (nD) and the dark photon, as shown in Fig. 3.4.3. For the branching
fraction BR(H → 2γD+X), where X denotes the particles produced in the decay of the SM Higgs boson
apart from the dark photons, 20% is used. This value is in agreement with recent Run-2 studies [308] and
taking into account the upper limit on invisible/non-conventional decays of the SM Higgs boson [309].
We assume neutralino massesm(n1) = 50 GeV andm(nD) = 1 GeV, and explore the search sensitivity
for dark photon masses and lifetimes in the following ranges: m(γD) = (1, 5, 10, 20, 30) GeV and
cτ = (10, 102, 103, 5×103, 104) mm. Final states with two and four muons are included in the analysis.
In the former case, one dark photon decays to a pair of muons while the other dark photon decays to some
other fermions (2-muon final state). In the latter case, both dark photons decay to muon pairs (4-muon
final state). Both decay chains are shown in Fig. 3.4.3. The assumed Higgs production cross section via
gluon-gluon fusion is 49.97 pb [310].
The main background for this search comes from multi-jet production (QCD), tt¯ production, and
Z/DY→ `` events where large impact parameters are (mis)reconstructed. Cosmic ray muons can travel
through the detector far away from the primary vertex and mimic the signature of displaced muons.
However, thanks to their striking detector signature, muons from cosmic rays can be suppressed by
rejecting back-to-back kinematics.
For each event, at least two DSA muons are required. If more than two exist, the ones with the
highest pT are chosen. The two muons must have opposite charge (qµ,1·qµ,2 = −1) and must be separated
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interaction vertex, RMuon−1, for signal and background after the final event selection. Right: parameter scan in
the −mγD plane. The gray lines indicate the regions of narrow hadronic resonances where the analysis does not
claim any sensitivity.
by ∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 > 0.05. The three-dimensional angle between the two displaced muons
is required to be less than pi − 0.05 (not back-to-back) in order to suppress cosmic ray backgrounds.
Additionally, pmissT ≥ 50 GeV is imposed to account for the dark neutralinos escaping the detector
without leaving any signal.
In order to discriminate between background and signal, the three-dimensional distance from the
primary vertex to the point of closest approach of the extrapolated displaced muon track, called RMuon,
is used. The event yield after full event selection of both selected muons as a function of RMuon−1 and
RMuon−2 is used to search for the signal. Figure 3.4.4 (left) shows RMuon−1 of the first selected muon
for signal and background samples.
The search is performed using a simple counting experiment approach. In the presence of the
expected signal, the significance of the corresponding event excess over the expected background is
assessed using the likelihood method. In order to evaluate the discovery sensitivity the same input is
used as in the limit calculation, now with the assumption that one would have such a signal in the data.
The discovery sensitivity is shown in the two-dimensionalmγD -cτ plane in Fig. 3.4.4 (right). This search
is sensitive to large decay lengths of the dark photon.
In the absence of a signal, upper limits at 95% C.L. are obtained on a signal event yields with
respect to the one expected for the considered model. A Bayesian method with a uniform prior for the
signal event rate is used and the nuisance parameters associated with the systematic uncertainties are
modelled with log-normal distributions. The resulting limits for the Dark SUSY models are depicted in
Fig. 3.4.5. While the results shown in Fig. 3.4.5 (left) are for a dark photon with a decay length of 1 m as
a function of the dark photon mass, Fig. 3.4.5 (right) shows the results for a dark photon mass of 20 GeV
as a function of the decay length [306]. The relatively long lifetimes accessible in this search provide
complementary sensitivity at lower values of .
3.4.2.2 Searching for dark-photons decays to displaced collimated jets of muons at HL-LHC ATLAS
Contributors: C. Sebastiani, M. Corradi, S. Giagu, A. Policicchio, ATLAS
Prospects for searches for Hidden Sectors performed by ATLAS are presented in this section [311].
The benchmark model used in this analysis is the Falkowsky-Ruderman-Volansky-Zupan (FRVZ) vector
portal model. In this case, a pair of dark fermions fd2 is produced in the Higgs boson decay. As shown
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Fig. 3.4.6: The Higgs boson decay to hidden particles according to the FRVZ model.
in Fig. 3.4.6, the dark fermion decays in turn to a γd and a lighter dark fermion assumed to be the Hidden
Lightest Stable Particle (HLSP). The dark photon, assumed as vector mediator, mixes kinetically with the
SM photon and decays to leptons or light hadrons. The branching fractions depend on its mass. At the
LHC, these dark photons would typically be produced with large boost, due to their small mass, resulting
in collimated structures containing pairs of leptons and/or light hadrons, known as lepton-jets (LJs). If
produced away from the interaction point (IP), they are referred to as "displaced LJs”. The mean lifetime
τ of the dark photon is a free parameter of the model, and is related to the kinetic mixing parameter  by
the relation:
βγcτ ∝
(
10−4

)2(
100 MeV
mγd
)2
s.
Two new muon trigger algorithms are also studied to improve the selection efficiency of displaced
muon pairs. MC samples have been produced at 13 and 14 TeV c.o.m. energy for the FRVZ model
assuming µ equal to 65 and 200, respectively, and various possible cτ . The samples are used to assess
the sensitivity of the analysis and study new triggers.
The standard ATLAS triggers are designed assuming prompt production of particles at the inter-
action point and therefore are very inefficient in selecting the products of displaced decays. The searches
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for γd decays are thus based on events selected by specialised triggers dedicated to the selection of events
with displaced muon pairs. However these triggers are still far from optimal. If the dark photon is highly
boosted, muons are collimated and the trigger efficiency is limited by the finite granularity of the current
hardware trigger level. In terms of an interval of the azimuthal angle φ and pseudorapidity η, the granu-
larity is ∆η ×∆φ ' 0.2× 0.2 (Region of Interest, RoI). If the dark photon is not boosted sufficiently,
the out-going muons from a displaced decay are more open and may not point to the IP. The current
hardware trigger level has a tight constraint on IP pointing resulting in non-optimal selection efficiency
of displaced non-pointing muon tracks.
The new ATLAS detector setup and Trigger & Data Acquisition system for the HL-LHC will offer
the opportunity to develop new trigger algorithms overcoming the current limitations. Two new trigger
selections have been studied in this work: one dedicated to triggering on collimated LJs in boosted
scenarios, based on requiring muons in a single RoI and referred to as L0 multi-muon scan; a second one
dedicated to triggering on non-boosted scenarios, loosening the pointing requirements applied in Run-2
and referred to as L0 sagitta muon. A summary of the two triggers is given below, for details see [311].
L0 multi-muon scan: this new approach allows to include in the sector logic multiple trigger
candidates in the same RoI and leads to a new trigger selection with lower pT thresholds resulting in a
higher efficiency without increasing sensibly the trigger rate. The new trigger algorithm is designed to
analyse hit patterns in the Muon Spectrometer. As a first step, the algorithm searches for the pattern with
the highest number of hit points, called best pattern, in the MS to form the primary L0 muon candidate.
Then all the other possible hit patterns, not compatible with the best pattern, are searched for in the same
RoI to form the secondary L0 muon candidates. A quality cut is applied to reduce the influence of noisy
hits, requiring patterns with hits on at least three different RPC layers. Patterns are requested to not share
RPC hits. If at least one secondary pattern is found, an additional L0 muon is assumed to be found in the
RoI. The new L0 trigger algorithm is defined by the logical OR of a single muon L0 with pT = 20 GeV
threshold and a multi-muon L0 with pT = 10 GeV threshold. Based on signal MC samples, an overall
improvement up to 7% is achieved with respect to the baseline pT = 20 GeV selection, in particular for
small opening angle between the two muons from the γd decays.
L0 sagitta muon: this approach allows to recover for loss of efficiency in case of out-going muons
from non-boosted γd that may not be pointing to the IP. The L1 Run-2 trigger has a tight constraint on
selecting only pointing muons resulting in non optimal selection of these exotic signatures. A benchmark
FRVZ sample with 10 GeV γd mass is used to for this study. The sagitta, defined as the vertical distance
from the midpoint 3 of the chord 4 to the arc 5 of the muon trajectory itself, can be used to estimate
the momentum of a charged particle travelling inside a magnetic field. The sagitta of a muon track
can be computed at the L0 trigger level using η − φ measurement points in the various RPC stations.
The map between the inverse of the sagitta and the muon transverse momentum has been studied using
a MC sample of single muons generated according to a uniform transverse momentum distribution.
The mean value of the inverse of the sagitta for pT = 20 GeV pointing truth muons is s
−1 = 9 ×
10−6 mm−1. High transverse momentum non-pointing muons can be thus selected using a L0 muon
trigger with low pT = 5 GeV threshold, computing the inverse of the sagitta and requesting a cut on
s−1 ≤ 9 × 10−6 mm−1. Overall, a ∼ 20% improvement in efficiency is achieved by adding this new
trigger according to MC signal studies.
Overall, with these new approaches it is possible to choose a lower single muon pT threshold as
compared to the Run-2 configuration, improving the selection efficiency of events with displaced muon
pairs without increasing significantly the trigger rate, see Fig. 3.4.7.
The evaluation of the expected sensitivity of the displaced dark photon search after Run-3 and
3The midpoint is defined as the middle point of a segment
4The chord of a circle is a line segment that connects two points of the circle itself
5The arc is a portion of the circumference of a circle.
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Fig. 3.4.7: Left: Efficiency for different trigger selections as a function of the opening angle of the two muons
of the dark photon decay (the new L0 multi-muon scan trigger is shown in green). As a reference, two single-
muon selections are shown for 10 (L1_MU10) and 20 (L1_MU20) GeV pT threshold. Right: Trigger efficiency
comparison for a FRVZ sample (the new L0 sagitta muon trigger is shown in green) as a function of the muon
transverse momentum.
Excluded cτ [mm] Run-2 Run-3 HL-LHC HL-LHC
muonic-muonic w/ L0 muon-scan
B(h→ 2γd +X) = 10 % 2.2 ≤ cτ ≤ 111 1.15 ≤ cτ ≤ 435 0.97 ≤ cτ ≤ 553 0.97 ≤ cτ ≤ 597
B(h→ 2γd +X) = 1 % - 2.76 ≤ cτ ≤ 102 2.18 ≤ cτ ≤ 142 2.13 ≤ cτ ≤ 148
Table 3.4.1: Ranges of γd cτ excluded at 95% C.L. for h → 2γd + X assuming B(h → 2γd + X) = 10% and
B(h→ 2γd +X) = 1% and dark photon mass of 400 MeV.
HL-LHC operations is based on the 2015+2016 Run-2 ATLAS analysis where multivariate techniques
are used for signal discrimination against the backgrounds. The benchmark signal model used in the Run-
2 search is a FRVZ model with 400 MeV γd mass and lifetime cτ = 49 mm. The branching fraction
of the γd decay to muons is 45%. Only the dominant ggF Higgs production mechanism is considered.
One of the main SM backgrounds to the dark photon signal is multijet production. Samples of simulated
14 TeV multijet events are used to compute scale factors to rescale the data-driven estimates at 13 TeV
c.o.m. energy to 14 TeV. These samples are also used to evaluate the systematic uncertainties. Other
sources of background include cosmic rays. This is assumed to scale with duration of data taking, and
the cosmic ray background from the Run 2 analysis has been scaled accordingly.
Uncertainties have been extrapolated from the Run-2 reference analysis. The statistical sources
of uncertainties have been scaled with the expected integrated luminosity, for both Run-3 and HL-LHC.
The systematic uncertainties for Run-3 have been assumed to be the same as in the Run-2 analysis. For
the HL-LHC projection systematic uncertainties have been evaluated according to the specifications of
the ATLAS collaboration for upgrade studies. Overall, the dominant uncertainties (∼ 20%) are expected
to be arising from pile-up.
Results for the three different scenarios (Run 3, HL-LHC and HL-LHC with trigger improvements)
are presented in Table 3.4.1 for dark photons with mγd = 400 MeV. The excluded cτ ranges assuming
Higgs into dark photons branching ratio of 10% and 1% respectively are shown. The exclusion limits are
re-interpreted in the context of the vector portal model. The exclusion contour plot in the plane defined
by the dark photon mass and the kinetic mixing parameter  is presented in Fig. 3.4.8, assuming a Higgs
decay branching fraction to the hidden sector of 1% and where gaps correspond to hadronic decays not
covered by this analysis.
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ATLAS Simulation Preliminary
Fig. 3.4.8: Exclusion contour plot in the plane defined by the γd mass and the kinetic mixing parameter . Two
different scenarios are shown assuming a Higgs decay branching fraction to the hidden sector of 1%: 300 fb−1
after Run-3 (red) ad 3 ab−1 after HL-LHC including multi-muon scan trigger improvement (orange).
3.4.2.3 Summary of sensitivity for dark photons from Higgs decays
The discovery reach from the ATLAS and CMS searches for dark photons can be compared to that from
the generic γd search results shown in Fig. 3.4.1. This is reported in Fig. 3.4.9 as a function of the dark
photon mass and 2: the reach of minimal models is shown together with that of models with additional
assumptions on the dark photon production mechanism via Higgs decays. A 10% decay rate of the Higgs
boson into dark photons is assumed for the latter. Under these assumptions, the HL-LHC ATLAS search
will allow to target a crucial region with dark photon mass between 0.2 and 10 GeV and low 2, while
the CMS search will cover higher γd masses and even lower mixing parameters. This is complementary
to the LHCb and low-energy experiments reach as well as with the coverage of prompt-lepton searches
at the LHC.
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Fig. 3.4.9: Summary of the contour reach of searches for dark photons from Higgs decays. The purple, grey and
blue areas are explained in Section 3.4.1, and correspond to the minimal dark photon model, with best sensitivity
achieved by LHCb and low-energy experiments. The red and pink areas, explained in Section 3.4.2.2 and Sec-
tion 3.4.2.1, correspond to results from ATLAS and CMS where dark photons are produced through a Higgs boson
decay with a branching fraction of 10%.
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3.4.3 Searching for dark photons via Higgs-boson production at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: S. Biswas, E. Gabrielli, M. Heikinheimo, B. Mele
The dark-sector scenario proposed in Ref. [312, 313] is studied in this section. It aims at naturally
solving the Flavour hierarchy problem, while providing suitable candidates for DM constituents. In
particular, the scenario envisages the existence of stable dark-fermion fields, acting as DM particles, and
heavy messenger scalar fields that communicate the interactions between the dark and the SM sectors.
Both dark fermions and messenger fields are charged under an unbroken U(1) interaction in the dark
sector, whose non-perturbative dynamics are responsible for an exponential hierarchy in the dark fermion
spectrum. Consequently, exponentially spread Yukawa couplings are radiatively generated by the dark
sector, thus naturally solving the Flavour hierarchy problem.
A crucial aspect of this flavour model is that it foresees the existence of a massless dark photon.
Until recently, most attention in collider physics has been given to the search for massive dark photons,
whose U(1) gauge field can naturally develop a tree-level millicharge coupling with ordinary matter
fields. On the contrary, strictly massless dark photons, although very appealing from the theoretical
point of view, in general lack tree-level couplings to SM fields. Indeed, the latter (even if induced, for
instance, by a kinetic mixing with the ordinary photon field) can be rotated away, and reabsorbed in the
gauge- and matter-field redefinition [314]. Nevertheless, thanks to the messenger fields, massless dark
photons can develop higher-dimensional effective interactions with the SM fields which are suppressed
by the effective scale controlling the corresponding higher-dimensional-operator coupling. Then, new
dedicated search strategies for the massless dark photons are required with respect to the massive case.
The Higgs boson could play a crucial role in the discovery of massless dark photons at the LHC. As
discussed in Ref. [315], by using as a benchmark the model in Ref. [312], an effective Hγγ¯ interaction
can be generated at one loop by the exchange of virtual messenger fields in the 3-point loop function. This
interaction can be parametrised as LHγγ¯ = 1ΛHγγ¯HF
µνF¯µν , where F
µν and F¯µν are the field strength of
the photon γ and the dark photon γ¯, respectively [315]. While in general the higher-dimensional dark-
photon interactions with the SM fields are suppressed, in the present case the Higgs boson can enter a
nondecoupling regime in particular model parameter regions, just as happens in the SM for the Higgs
couplings to two photons or gluons in the large top-quark mass limit. The effective high-energy scale
ΛHγγ¯ will then be proportional to the EW Higgs VEV v, rather than the characteristic new-physics mass
scale. In particular, it will be given by
ΛHγγ¯ =
6piv
R
√
ααD
1− ξ
ξ2
(3.4.1)
where ξ = ∆/m¯2 is a mixing parameter, with ∆ the left-right mixing term in the messenger square-mass
matrix, m¯ is the average messenger mass, α and αD the electromagnetic and the dark U(1) fine structure
couplings, respectively, while R is a product of quantum charges [316].
This regime can give rise to an exotic signature corresponding to the Higgs decay
H → γγ¯,
given by a monochromatic photon plus massless missing momentum (both resonating at the Higgs boson
mass) with BRs Bγγ¯ as large as a few percent. Below we report the results of a study of the LHC searches
for this decay signature in gluon-fusion Higgs production in both the HL- and HE-LHC phases, assuming
that Bγγ¯ is the only parameter that affects the corresponding production mechanism.
The search strategy for the gg → H → γγ¯ process was outlined in Ref. [315] for 8 TeV and in
Ref. [317] for 14 TeV, where we also discussed the vector-boson-fusion process. The final state consists
of a single photon and missing transverse momentum, possibly accompanied by one or more jets arising
from initial state radiation. The event selection criteria proposed in Ref. [317] were:
– one isolated (∆R > 0.4) photon with pγT > 50 GeV, and |ηγ | < 1.44;
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σ ×A [14 TeV] σ ×A [27 TeV]
H→γγ¯ (Bγγ¯ = 1%) 101 236
γj 202 –
jj → γj 432 4738
e→ γ 93 169
W (→`ν)γ 123 239
Z(→νν)γ 283 509
total background 1133 5655
Table 3.4.2: Event yields in femtobarn for signal and backgrounds after the cuts pγT > 50 GeV, /ET > 50 GeV,
100 GeV < Mγγ¯T < 130 GeV. The γj and jj backgrounds are obtained via the rescaling k-factors described in
the text. A is the acceptance described in the text.
– missing transverse momentum satisfying /ET > 50 GeV;
– transverse mass in the range 100 GeV < Mγγ¯T < 130 GeV;
– no isolated leptons within |η`| < 2.5,
where the transverse-mass variable is defined as Mγγ¯T =
√
2pγT /ET (1− cos ∆φ), and ∆φ is the az-
imuthal distance between the photon transverse momentum pγT , and the missing transverse momentum
/ET .
The most important SM backgrounds are: (i) γj, where missing energy is created from mismea-
surement of the jet energy and/or neutrinos from heavy flavour decays, and (ii) jj where in addition to
the above, a central jet is misidentified as a photon. In our analysis we assume a probability of 0.1% for
mis-tagging a jet as a photon, and a 90% reconstruction efficiency for real photons. In addition to the
QCD backgrounds, we identify the following EW backgrounds: Zγ, where the Z decays into neutrinos;
Wγ, where the W decays leptonically (excluding taus) and the charged lepton is outside the acceptance
of |η`| < 2.5; and W → eν, where the electron is misidentified as a photon. We also assume a 0.5%
probability for the electron to photon mis-tagging.
We have analysed the EW backgrounds at parton level with MADGRAPH 5 V2.3.3. For the
QCD backgrounds we use MADGRAPH 5 interfaced with PYTHIA, and follow the procedure outlined in
Ref. [317]. In particular, we have generated event samples at 8 TeV and applied the SUSY benchmark
event selection criteria described in the CMS analysis [318], not including the "χ2", "EmissT significance"
and "α" cuts. With these omissions, the event selection criteria is very similar to our selection criteria
described above. We then approximate the effect of these further, more sophisticated cuts on the QCD
backgrounds, by matching our event samples with the background yield after these cuts reported in
Ref. [318]. This results in a rescaling k-factor of k = 0.11 for the γj background, and k = 0.058 for the
jj background at 8 TeV. Finally, we have generated the signal event samples with ALPGEN interfaced
with PYTHIA, and included the gluon fusion Higgs production processes with zero to one jets.
Assuming the same rescaling factors for the QCD backgrounds at 14 and 27 TeV, we obtain the
signal and background event yields reported in Table 3.4.2, clearly showing a worsening of the signal-
to-background ratio at larger energies.
We then tried an alternative strategy to control the QCD background, by analysing the effect of
applying a jet veto within |ηj | < 4.5, where a jet is defined as a cluster of hadrons within a cone of
size R = 0.4 and pT ≥ 20 GeV, using a simple cone algorithm. In this case we no longer apply the
rescaling k-factors obtained from our previous analysis, as now the cut-flow deviates from the CMS
analysis presented in Ref. [318]. The resulting event yields are shown in Table 3.4.3. Based on the event
yields reported in Tables 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, we estimate the reach of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC in terms of
the BR of the decay mode H → γγ¯ as shown in Table 3.4.4. On the basis of the present analysis, a quite
good potential for HL-LHC is expected, that would allow for a (5σ) discovery reach on the corresponding
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σ ×A [14 TeV] σ ×A [27 TeV]
H→γγ¯ (Bγγ¯ = 1%) 66.6 139.1
γj – –
jj → γj 886 31235
e→ γ 93 169
W (→`ν)γ 123 239
Z(→νν)γ 283 509
total background 1385 32153
Table 3.4.3: Event yields in femtobarn for signal and backgrounds after the cuts pγT > 50 GeV, /ET > 50 GeV,
100 GeV < Mγγ¯T < 130 GeV, and jet veto within |ηj | < 4.5. A is the acceptance described in the text.
Bγγ¯(%) 3 ab−1@14 TeV 15 ab−1@27 TeV
significance 2σ 5σ 2σ 5σ
CMS inspired 0.012 0.030 0.0052 0.013
jet veto in |ηj | < 4.5 0.020 0.051 0.021 0.053
Table 3.4.4: Discovery (5σ) and exclusion (2σ) reach for the H → γγ¯ BR (in %) at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
Bγγ¯ down to 3×10−4, for 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity, provided the CMS inspired analysis of the jj
background can be reliably applied in this case. Same conclusions hold for the HE-LHC project, where
a 1× 10−4 (5σ) discovery reach can be achieved, for 15 ab−1of expected luminosity, assuming that the
CMS inspired analysis of the jj background is still reliable at 27 TeV. On the other hand, if a jet veto
in |ηj < 4.5| is applied instead, lower sensitivities on Bγγ¯ can be obtained, leading to discovery just for
Bγγ¯ down to 5× 10−4 at both HL-LHC and HE-LHC facilities.
We nevertheless think that a more realistic detector simulation and optimisation strategy would be
needed in order to make the present reach estimates more robust. In Ref. [317], one can also find a study
of the vector-boson-fusion channel sensitivity to Bγγ¯ at 14 TeV.
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4 Long Lived Particles
There are many examples of BSM physics where new particles that can be produced at the LHC will be
long lived, on collider timescales, and may travel macroscopic distances before decaying. Long lifetimes
may be due to small couplings, small mass splittings, a high multiplicity of the decay final state, or a
combination of these effects. Details, such as the quantum numbers of the long lived particle (LLP) and
the decay products, the typical boost of the LLP and its lifetime, will determine the best search strategy.
In all cases, LLPs present unique challenges for the experiments, both in terms of reconstruction/analysis
and triggering, especially in the high pile up environment of the HL-LHC. A wide variety of signatures
can be produced by these later decaying LLPs which depend on their charge, decay position, branching
fractions, masses, and other properties, and which traditional analyses are unlikely to be sensitive to.
If the LLP is charged and decays while still in the tracker to final state particles that are either
neutral or too soft to be reconstructed it will appear as a disappearing track: hits in the first few layers
of the tracker with no corresponding hits in the outer layers, see Section 4.1. Such a scenario occurs
in models (e.g., SUSY) with nearly degenerate charged and neutral states, where the charged pion in
the decay is too soft to be seen as a track. A complementary study in the context of disappearing track
searches is presented in Section 4.1.2, where the potential of LLP searches at e−p colliders is presented.
We present studies for disappearing tracks searches using simplified models of χ˜± production which
lead to exclusions of chargino masses up to m(χ˜±1 ) = 750 GeV (1100 GeV) for lifetimes of 1 ns for the
higgsino (wino) hypothesis. When considering the lifetime predicted by theory, masses up to 300 GeV
and 830 GeV can be excluded in higgsino and wino models, respectively. This improves the 36 fb−1
Run-2 mass reach by a factor of 2− 3.
Decays of LLPs where the decay products are not missed but instead include multiple tracks will
lead to events containing at least one displaced vertex (DV). Such a signal is sensitive to both charged
and neutral LLPs. If the displacement of the vertex is large, γcτ >∼ 1 m, then the only available hits are
in the muon system, limiting the final states to muons as in Section 3.4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2.
If the lifetime is shorter the DV can be reconstructed in the tracker. One such analysis of gluinos
decaying to a displaced jet and EmissT is presented Section 4.2.1. Searches for long lived dark photons
decaying to muons and/or jets are reported in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2. The signature of long-
lived dark photons decaying to displaced muons can be reconstructed with dedicated algorithms and is
sensitive to very small coupling 2 ∼ 10−14 for masses of the dark photons between 10 and 35 GeV.
Furthermore, LHCb is the only LHC experiment to be fully instrumented in the forward region 2 < η < 5
and has proved to be sensitive to LLPs. This is particularly true in the low mass (few GeV) and low
lifetime (few picoseconds) region of the LLPs. Prospects studies from LHCb on LLPs resulting from
Higgs decays are shown in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.
For displacement of several meters LLPs will transit all of the detector before decaying. Heavy
LLPs that are also charged, so called heavy stable charged particles (HSCPs), will behave in a similar
fashion to a muon. However, due to their increased mass it may be possible to distinguish them from
muons through their time of flight, Section 4.3.1, or anomalous energy loss, Section 4.3.2. Finally, two
examples of specialised techniques for LLP with jet-like signatures are presented in Section 4.4, using
timing or EM calorimeter information.
In addition to searching for LLPs in ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb there are complementary propos-
als to build new detectors specifically focused on LLP searches, often for light new physics produced
in rare meson decays. A detailed discussion of their capabilities is beyond the scope of this work, and
will be discussed elsewhere. The Beyond Collider experiments are AL3X (A Laboratory for Long-Lived
eXotics) [319], CODEX-b (COmpact Detector for EXotics at LHCb) [320], FASER (ForwArd Search
ExpeRiment) [321–323], milliQan [324,325], MATHUSLA (MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra Sta-
ble neutraL pArticles) [326,327], and SHiP (Search for Hidden Particles) [328,329]. They use alternative
search strategies and often give complementary coverage of the available parameter space. In addition
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χ˜±1p
p
χ˜01
χ˜01
pi±
j
Fig. 4.1.1: Diagram depicting χ˜±1 χ˜
0
1 production (left), and schematic illustration of a pp → χ˜±1 χ˜01 + jet event in
the HL-LHC ATLAS detector, with a long-lived chargino (right). Particles produced in pile-up pp interactions are
not shown. The χ˜±1 decays into a low-momentum pion and a χ˜
0
1 after leaving hits in the pixel layers.
to the afore-mentioned study on disappearing tracks, complementary studies on LLPs e.g. from higgs
decays have been performed in the context of a future e−p collider, resulting in good sensitivity for a
wide range in cτ and mass [330].
4.1 Disappearing Tracks
A disappearing track occurs when the decay products of a charged particle, like a supersymmetric
chargino, are not detected (disappear) because they either interact only weakly or have soft momenta
and hence are not reconstructed. In the following, prospect studies for HL-, HE- and new proposed e−p
collider are presented, illustrating the potential of this signature as well as its experimental challenges.
4.1.1 Prospects for disappearing track analysis at HL-LHC
Contributors: S. Amoroso, J. K. Anders, F. Meloni, C. Merlassino, B. Petersen, J. A. Sabater Iglesias, M. Saito, R.
Sawada, P. Tornambe, M. Weber, ATLAS
The disappearing track search [102] investigates scenarios where the χ˜±1 , and χ˜
0
1 are almost mass
degenerate, leading to a long lifetime for the χ˜±1 which decays after the first few layers of the inner
detector, leaving a track in the innermost layers of the detector. The chargino decays as χ˜±1 → pi±χ˜01.
The χ˜01 escapes the detector and the pion has a very low energy and is not reconstructed, leading to the
disappearing track signature. Diagram and schematic illustration of production and decay process are
shown in in Fig. 4.1.1. The main signature of the search is a short “tracklet” which is reconstructed in the
inner layers of the detector and subsequently disappears. The tracklet reconstruction efficiency for signal
charginos is estimated using fully simulated samples of χ˜±1 pair production with m(χ˜
±
1 ) = 600 GeV.
Tracklet reconstruction is performed in two stages. Firstly “standard” tracks, hereafter referred to as
tracks are reconstructed. Afterwards the track reconstruction is then rerun with looser criteria, requiring
at least four pixel-detector hits. This second reconstruction uses only input hits which are not associated
with tracks, referred to as “tracklets”. The tracklets are then extrapolated to the strip detectors, and any
compatible hits are assigned to the tracklet candidate. Tracklets are required to have pT > 5 GeVand
|η| < 2.2. Candidate leptons, which are used only to veto events, are selected with pT > 20 GeV and
|η| < 2.47 (2.7) for electrons (muons).
The signal region (SR) optimisation is performed by scanning a set of variables which are ex-
pected to provide discrimination between the signal scenario under consideration and the expected SM
background processes. The final state contains zero leptons, large EmissT and at least one tracklet, and
events are reweighted by the expected efficiencies of tracklet reconstruction. The small mass splitting
between the χ˜±1 and χ˜
0
1 implies they are generally produced back to back with similar transverse mo-
mentum. Hence it is necessary to select events where the system is boosted by the recoil of at least one
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SR
Total SM 4.6± 1.3
V +jets events 0.17± 0.05
tt¯ events 0.02± 0.01
Fake tracklets 4.4± 1.3
Table 4.1.1: Yields are presented for the disappearing track SR selection with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1at√
s = 14 TeV. The errors shown are the total statistical and systematic uncertainty.
energetic ISR jet. The minimum azimuthal angular distance between the first four jets (ordered in pT)
and the EmissT is required to be greater than 1, in order to reject events with mis-measured E
miss
T .
There are two main background contributions: SM particles that are reconstructed as tracklets, and
events which contain fake tracklets. The SM particles reconstructed as tracklets are typically hadrons
scattering in the detector material or electrons undergoing bremsstrahlung. The probability of an isolated
electron or hadron leaving a disappearing track is calculated using samples of single electrons or pions
passing through the current ATLAS detector layout, and is then scaled to take into account the ratio of
material in the current ATLAS inner detector and the upgraded inner tracker. The second background
contribution arises from events which contain “fake” tracklets. These events arise from Z → νν or
W → `ν (where the lepton is not reconstructed) and are scaled by the expected fake tracklet probability:
pITkfake,tight = p
ATLAS
fake,tight ×
RITkfake,loose
RATLASfake,loose
× 
ITk
z0
ATLASz0
. (4.1.1)
In this equation, pATLASfake,tight is the fake rate of the current Run-2 analysis [331], computed using a d0
sideband for the track reconstruction, RITkfake,loose is the fake rate in the same d0 sideband for ITk com-
puted with a neutrino particle gun sample, such that all tracks are purely a result of pile-up interactions,
RATLASfake,loose is the fake rate in the d0 sideband for ATLAS computed on data, 
ITk
z0
is the selection efficiency
of the tracklet z0 selection in ITk, and 
ATLAS
z0
is the selection efficiency of the tracklet z0 selection in
ATLAS.
Systematic uncertainty projections for both searches have been determined starting from the sys-
tematic uncertainties studied in Run-2 and evolving them to a level which the ATLAS and CMS collab-
orations have agreed to consider as a sensible extrapolation to HL–LHC. Hence, the theory modelling
uncertainties are expected to halve while the recommendations for detector-level and experimental uncer-
tainties are dependent upon the systematic uncertainty under consideration and are scaled appropriately
from the Run-2 analysis. When setting exclusion limits, an additional systematic uncertainty of 20% is
set to account for the theoretical systematic uncertainty on the models under consideration. The dominant
uncertainties in the disappearing track analysis arise from the modelling of the fake tracklet component,
and the total uncertainty on the background yield is extrapolated to be 30%.
Table 4.1.1 presents the expected yields in the SR for the disappearing track search for each back-
ground source, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1. As seen in the table the dominant
background source corresponds to events with a “fake” tracklet, arising predominantly from Z → νν
events with an ISR jet and high EmissT , which contain spurious hits that are reconstructed as a tracklet.
Limits at 95% C.L. on the chargino lifetime are shown in Fig. 4.1.2 as a function of the χ˜±1 mass.
The simplified models of chargino production considered include chargino pair production and chargino-
neutralino production (both χ˜±1 χ˜
0
1 and χ˜
±
1 χ˜
0
2. The potential for the full HL-LHC dataset is expected to
exclude at the 95% C.L. chargino lifetimes, assuming a wino-like (higgsino-like) LSP, of between 7 ps
(10 ps) and 4µs (1.5µs) for light charginos with a mass of 100 GeV. Heavier wino-like (higgsino-like)
charginos are excluded up to m(χ˜±1 ) = 1100 GeV (750 GeV) for lifetimes of 1 ns. The discovery
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Fig. 4.1.2: Expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. from the disappearing track search using of 3 ab−1of 14 TeV
proton-proton collision data as a function of the χ˜±1 mass and lifetime. Simplified models including both chargino
pair production and associated production χ˜±1 χ˜
0
1 are considered assuming pure-wino production cross sections
(left) and pure-higgsino production cross sections (right). The yellow band shows the 1σ region of the distribution
of the expected limits. The median of the expected limits is shown by a dashed line. The red line presents the
current limits from the Run-2 analysis and the hashed region is used to show the direction of the exclusion. The
expected limits with the upgraded ATLAS detector would extend these limits significantly. The chargino lifetime
as a function of the chargino mass is shown in the almost pure wino LSP scenario (light grey) calculated at one
loop level. The relationship between the masses of the chargino and the two lightest neutralinos in this scenario is
m(χ˜±1 ) = (m(χ˜
0
1) +m(χ˜
0
2))/2. The theory curve is a prediction from a pure higgsino scenario.
potential of the analysis would allow for the discovery of wino-like (higgsino-like) charginos of mass
100 GeV with lifetimes between 20 ps and 700 ns (30 ps and 250 ns), or for a lifetime of 1 ns would
allow the discovery of wino-like (higgsino-like) charginos of mass up to 800 GeV (600 GeV).
Finally, Fig. 4.1.3 presents the 95% C.L. expected exclusion limits in the χ˜01,∆m(χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
0
1) mass
plane, from both the disappearing track and dilepton searches. The yellow contour shows the expected
exclusion limit from the disappearing track search, with the possibility to excludem(χ˜±1 ) up to 600 GeV
for ∆m(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1) < 0.2 GeV, and could exclude up to ∆m(χ˜
±
1 , χ˜
0
1) = 0.4 GeV form(χ˜
±
1 ) = 100 GeV.
The blue curve presents the expected exclusion limits from the dilepton search, which could exclude up
to 350 GeV in m(χ˜±1 ), and for a light chargino mass of 100 GeV would exclude mass differences be-
tween 2 and 15 GeV. Improvements that are expected with the upgraded detector, and search technique
improvements may further enhance the sensitivity to these models. For example the sensitivity of the
disappearing tracks search can be enhanced by optimising the tracking algorithms used for the upgraded
ATLAS detector allowing for an increase in tracklet efficiency, the possibility of shorter tracklets pro-
duced requiring 3 or 4 hits, and further suppression of the fake tracklet component. The dilepton search
sensitivity would be expected to improve by increasing the reconstruction efficiency for low pT leptons.
The addition of the electron channel would also further enhance the search sensitivity.
4.1.2 Complementarities between LHeC and HL-LHC for disappearing track searches
Contributors: K. Deshpande, O. Fischer, J. Zurita
In higgsino-like SUSY models, the Higgsinos’ tiny mass splittings give rise to finite lifetimes
for the charginos, which is enhanced by the significant boost of the c.o.m. system and can be used
to suppress SM backgrounds [330]. The small mass splittings allow the Higgsinos to decay into
pi±, e±, µ± + invisible particles, with the single visible charged particle having transverse momenta in
the O(0.1) GeV range. In the clean environment (i.e. low pile up) of the e−p collider, such single low-
energy charged tracks can be reliably reconstructed, if the minimum displacement between primary and
secondary vertex is at least 40 µm, and the minimum pT of the charged SM particle is at least 100 MeV.
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Fig. 4.1.3: Expected exclusion at the 95% C.L. from the disappearing track and dilepton searches in the
∆m(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1), m(χ˜
±
1 ) mass plane. The blue curve presents the exclusion limits from the dilepton search. The
yellow contour presents the exclusion limit from the disappearing track search. The figure also presents the limits
on chargino production from LEP. The relationship between the masses of the chargino and the two lightest neu-
tralinos in this scenario is m(χ˜±1 ) = 12 (m(χ˜
0
1) + m(χ˜
0
2)). The theory curve is a prediction from a pure higgsino
scenario taken from Ref. [211].
It was shown in Ref. [330] that the results do not crucially depend on the exact choice of these param-
eters. The associated DIS jet with pT > 20 GeV ensures that the event is recorded and determines
the position of the primary vertex. The charginos’ decay into a neutral Higgsino and a number of SM
particles with small pT defines the secondary vertex.
Tau leptons with their proper lifetime of ∼ 0.1 mm constitute an important and irreducible
background. VBF can single- (τ+ντ ) and pair produce taus (τ
+τ−) together with a jet with
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.7 at LHeC with cross sections of ∼ 0.6 and ∼ 0.3 pb, respectively. Kinemat-
ically, the τ decay products can be suppressed to 10−3 (keeping O(1) of the signal) by requiring |η| > 1
(in the proton beam direction), /ET & 30 GeV) and the LLP final state energy to be very low (. 1.5∆m
for a given chargino lifetime). Furthermore, in the space of possible final states and decay lengths, the
τ ’s will populate very different regions than the chargino signal, such that further suppression is possible.
The probability of detecting a chargino is computed by choosing the charged particle momentum
from the appropriate phase space distribution in the chargino rest frame, then computing the minimum
distance the chargino must travel for the displacement of the resulting charged track to be visible. The
sensitivities of detecting at least one (N1+LLP), or two displaced vertices (N2LLP) are shown by the
contours in Fig. 4.1.4 for µ > 0. The darker (lighter) shading represents the contour with the lowest
(highest) estimate of event yield, obtained by minimising (maximising) with respect to the two different
hadronisation scenarios, and Pjet reconstruction assumptions. The difference between the light and dark
shaded regions can be interpreted as a range of uncertainty in projected reach.
This sensitivity for Higgsinos via LHeC searches is competitive in mass reach to the monojet
projections for the HL-LHC, being sensitive to masses around 200 GeV for the longest theoretically
motivated lifetimes (see also Section 4.1.3). The LHeC search has the crucial advantage of actually
observing the charged Higgsino parent of the invisible final state. Disappearing track searches at the
HL-LHC presented in this report probe higher masses for the longest lifetimes, but lose sensitivity at
shorter lifetimes. By comparison, the LHeC search is sensitive to lifetimes as short as microseconds. It
is important to note how the robustness of the mass reach of e−p colliders arise also from the fact that
results are not exponentially sensitive to uncertainties in the Higgsino velocity distribution.
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Fig. 4.1.4: Regions in the (m
χ
± , cτ) Higgsino parameter plane where more than 10 or 100 events with at least one
(left) or two (right) LLPs are observed at the LHeC. Light shading indicates the uncertainty in the predicted num-
ber of events due to different hadronisation and LLP reconstruction assumptions. Approximately 10 signal events
should be discernible against the τ -background at 2σ, in particular for 2 LLPs, so the green shaded region repre-
sents an estimate of the exclusion sensitivity. For comparison, the black curves are the optimistic and pessimistic
projected bounds from HL-LHC disappearing track searches from Ref. [288]. The figure is from Ref. [330].
4.1.3 Searching for Electroweakinos with disappearing tracks analysis at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: T. Han, S. Mukhopadhyay, X. Wang
Prospects for a disappearing charged track search are finally presented for three different sce-
narios of collider energy and integrated luminosity: HL-LHC, HE-LHC, and FCC-hh/SppC (100 TeV,
30 ab−1). The studies are documented in Ref. [155] and are complementary to the monojet prospects
reported in Section 3.1.3 for higgsino-like SUSY scenarios.
As in Section 3.1.3, the significance is defined as S/
√
B + (∆BB)
2 + (∆SS)
2 where S and B
are the total number of signal and background events, and ∆S ,∆B refer to the corresponding percentage
systematic uncertainties, respectively.
Background and signal systematic uncertainties are assumed as ∆B = 20% and ∆S = 10%
respectively. In Fig. 4.1.5 we compare the reach of the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC options
in the disappearing charged track analysis for wino-like (left) and Higgsino-like (right) DM search. The
solid and dashed lines correspond to modifying the central value of the background estimate6 by a factor
of five. With the optimistic estimation of the background, wino-like DM can be probed at the 95% C.L.
up to 900, 2100, and 6500 GeV, at the 14, 27, and 100 TeV colliders respectively. For the Higgsino-like
scenario, these numbers are reduced to 300, 600, and 1550 GeV, primarily due to the its shorter lifetime
and the reduced production rate. For the conservative estimation of the background, the mass reach for
the wino-like states are modified to 500, 1500, and 4500 GeV, respectively, at the three collider energies.
Similarly, for the Higgsino-like scenario, the reach becomes 200, 450, and 1070 GeV. Results for HL-
LHC are also in reasonable agreement with experimental prospect studies. The signal significance in the
disappearing track search is rather sensitive to the wino and Higgsino mass values (thus making the 2σ
and 5σ reach very close in mass), due to the fact that the signal event rate decreases exponentially as the
chargino lifetime in the lab frame becomes shorter for heavier masses.
The improvements in going from the HL-LHC to the HE-LHC, and further from the HE-LHC to
the FCC-hh/SppC are very similar to those obtained for the monojet analysis, namely, around a factor of
two and three, respectively. Results for both analyses are summarised in Table 4.1.2.
6Background is estimated by extrapolating ATLAS Run-2 analysis [332]. See [155] for details.
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Fig. 4.1.5: Comparative reach of the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh/SppC options in the disappearing charged
track analysis for wino-like (left) and Higgsino-like (right) DM search. The solid and dashed lines correspond to
modifying the central value of the background estimate by a factor of five.
95% C.L. Wino Wino Higgsino Higgsino
Monojet Disappearing Track Monojet Disappearing Track
14 TeV 280 GeV 900 GeV 200 GeV 300 GeV
27 TeV 700 GeV 2.1 TeV 490 GeV 600 GeV
100 TeV 2 TeV 6.5 TeV 1.4 TeV 1.6 TeV
Table 4.1.2: Summary of DM mass reach at 95% C.L. for an EW triplet (wino-like) and a doublet (Higgsino-
like) representation, at the HL-LHC, HE-LHC and the FCC-hh/SppC colliders, in optimistic scenarios for the
background systematics.
4.2 Displaced Vertices
Many models of new physics predict long-lived particles which decay within the detector but at an
observable distance from the proton-proton interaction point (displaced signatures). If the decay products
of the long-lived particle include multiple particles reconstructed as tracks or jets, the decay can produce
a distinctive signature of an event containing at least one displaced vertex (DV). In the following sections,
a number of prospects studies from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb are presented. Results are interpreted in
the context of supersymmetric or higgs-portal scenarios but are applicable to any new physics model
predicting one or more DVs, since the analyses are not driven by strict model assumptions.
4.2.1 LLP decaying to a Displaced Vertex and EmissT at HL-LHC
Contributors: E. Frangipane, L. Jeanty, L. Lee Jr, H. Oide, S. Pagan Griso, ATLAS
There are several recent papers at the LHC which have searched for displaced vertices, including
Ref.s [300, 333–335]. The projection presented here [336] requires at least one displaced vertex recon-
structed within the ATLAS ITk, and events are required to have at least moderate missing transverse
momentum (EmissT ), which serves as a discriminant against background as well as an object on which to
trigger. The analysis sensitivity is projected for a benchmark SUSY model of pair production of long-
lived gluinos, which can naturally arise in models such as Split SUSY [337]. Each gluino hadronises into
an R-hadron and decays through a heavy virtual squark into a pair of SM quarks and a stable neutralino
with a mass of 100 GeV.
This study makes use of Monte Carlo simulation samples to obtain the kinematic properties of sig-
nal events, which are then used to estimate the efficiency for selecting signal events. The pair production
of gluinos from proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV was simulated in PYTHIA 6.428 [92] at lead-
ing order with the AUET2B [338] set of tuned parameters for the underlying event and the CTEQ6L1
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Fig. 4.2.1: Left: probability that a charged particle, with pT > 1 GeVproduced in the decay of a 2.0 TeV R-
hadron with a lifetime of 1 ns, passes through at least seven silicon layers, as a function of the decay radius of
the R-hadron, for both the Run-2 and ITk detector layouts [256]. The probability is shown with and without the
simulated effect of material producing hadronic interactions. Right: parametrised efficiency for reconstructing a
displaced vertex with ntracks = 10, as a function of the decay radius of the parent particle, as measured in Run-2
simulation and extrapolated to the ITk geometry.
parton distribution function (PDF) set [52]. After production, the gluino hadronises into an R-hadron
and is propagated through the ATLAS detector by GEANT4 [54, 254] until it decays. PYTHIA 6.428 is
called to decay the gluino into a pair of SM quarks and a neutralino and models the three-body decay
of the gluino, fragmentation of the remnants of the light-quark system, and hadronisation of the decay
products. The gluino lifetime ranges from 0.1 ns to 10 ns, and the neutralino mass is fixed to 100 GeV.
To normalise the expected number of signal events in the full HL-LHC dataset, the cross-sections for
pair production of gluinos are calculated at next-to-leading order at
√
s = 14 TeV and resummation of
soft-gluon emission is taken into account at next-to-leading-logarithm accuracy (NLO+NLL) following
the procedure outlined in Ref. [339].
Particle-level Monte Carlo events are used to obtain kinematic distributions for the signal. The
expected track reconstruction performance is estimated by factorising it into an acceptance and an ef-
ficiency term, and assuming that the efficiency performance of the Run-2 algorithm, currently close to
100%, will be reproduced for ITk for particles which pass the acceptance. The tracking acceptance is
based on the number of hits left by a charged particle traversing the silicon sensors; at least seven hits
are required for both the current ID and the future ITk. To calculate the ITk acceptance for the tracks of
interest, a full simulation of the ITk geometry is used. Only charged decay products with pT > 1 GeV
are considered and material interactions with the active and passive material of the detector are taken
into account. Figure 4.2.1 (left) shows the acceptance as function of the production transverse position
(radius) of the particle. The steep drop off in efficiency in the present ID at around 300 mm corresponds
to the farthest radial extent of the first layer of the SCT, after which it is unlikely that a typical particle
would traverse seven strip layers. In the ITk, the equivalent drop-off does not occur until after 400 mm
due to the larger spacing between the silicon layers.
The current displaced vertexing performance is parametrised as a function of the transverse decay
position (rDV) and number of reconstructed tracks (ntracks) coming from the long-lived particle decay. To
extrapolate from the Run-2 efficiency to the expected performance in ITk, the same fit values are used
for each bin of ntracks, while the radial distance at which the vertexing efficiency starts to drop is moved
from 300 mm to 400 mm to reflect the change in the location of the inner silicon strip layer, as shown
for one particular example in Fig. 4.2.1 (right).
The event selection closely follows the requirements in the recent Run-2 search for a DV and
MET [333]. Events are required to have at least one DV within the ITk volume and at least five tracks
from the gluino decay must be reconstructed. The tracks and vertices are reconstructed with a probability
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Fig. 4.2.2: Projected sensitivity for the upper limit on the mass of a gluino R-hadron that can be observed with 3σ
and 5σ confidence or excluded at 95% C.L., as a function of the gluino lifetime, for a background of 1.8+1.8−0.9 events
(left) and a background of 0.02+0.02−0.01 events (right). These results are valid for a gluino which decays to SM quarks
and a stable neutralino with a mass of 100 GeV. Results assume 3 ab−1of collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV collected
with the upgraded ATLAS detector, and are compared to the observed ATLAS exclusion limits for a dataset of
33 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV.
given by the procedures described above; only charged decay products with pT > 1 GeV, |η| < 5, and
with 6 mm < rprod < 400 mm are considered. To exclude hadronic interactions of SM particles, the
vertex must not be located within a region of the detector filled with solid materials, and the invariant
mass of the reconstructed vertex must be larger than 10 GeV. The event must pass the MET trigger
and offline requirements of the Run-2 search, i.e. MET> 250 GeV; the efficiency of passing the MET
trigger and offline MET requirements is taken from the Run-2 analysis, as parametrised in Ref. [340] as
a function of the generator-level MET and the R-hadron decay positions.
The background for this search is entirely instrumental in nature. For this projection, two different
extrapolations of the size of current background are performed. The default extrapolation assumes that
the background and its uncertainty will scale linearly with the size of the dataset, resulting in an expected
background of 1.8+1.8−0.9 events. However, several handles could be tightened in the analysis selection
to continue to reject background without introducing appreciable signal efficiency loss. For example,
additional requirements on the vertex goodness-of-fit or the compatibility of each track with the vertex
could be imposed to further reduce backgrounds from low-mass vertices which are merged or crossed by
an unrelated track. Therefore, a more optimistic scenario is also considered in which the total background
and uncertainty are kept to the current level of 0.02+0.02−0.01 events.
The signal selection uncertainties are taken to have the same relative size as in the existing Run-2
analysis. Uncertainties on the signal cross-section prediction are taken by varying the choice of PDF
set and factorisation and renormalisation scales, with a reduction of 50% applied to the uncertainties to
account for improvements by the time the analysis will be performed.
Using the number of expected signal and background events with their respective uncertainties,
the expected exclusion limit at 95% C.L. on the gluino mass, as a function of lifetime, is calculated
assuming no signal presence. In the case that signal is present, the 3σ and 5σ observation reaches are
also calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2.2 for both background scenarios.
The significant increase in sensitivity relative to the ATLAS result with 33 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV
comes in part from the increase in collision energy and integrated luminosity. For longer lifetimes, a
significant gain in selection efficiency and therefore reach is also due to the larger volume of the silicon
tracker, which allows displaced tracks and displaced vertices to be reconstructed at larger radii. This
pushes the radius at which tracks from long-lived particles can be efficiently reconstructed from 300 to
400 mm, with corresponding gain in acceptance for lifetimes of 10 ns and greater. While the results pre-
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Fig. 4.2.3: Left: Feynman diagram for smuon production. Middle and right: expected 95% C.L. upper limits on
long-lived smuons for various mass hypotheses and cτ = 1 m. In both panels, the theoretical cross section for
the specific model is represented by the blue solid line. For different SUSY breaking scales, tanβ or otherwise
modified parameters, the cross sections may be 100 times larger, reflected by the blue dash-dotted line. Green
(yellow) shaded bands show the one (two) sigma range of variation of the expected 95% C.L. limits. Phase-2
results with an average 200 pileup events and an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1are compared to results obtained
with 300 fb−1. The black line shows the sensitivity without the DSA algorithm, which reduces the reconstruction
efficiency by a factor three. The panel in the middle shows the limit as a function of the smuon mass and the right
panel as a function of the decay length.
sented here were studied only for a fixed neutralino mass of 100 GeV, based on the results in Ref. [333],
comparable sensitivity is expected over a large range of neutralino masses. As the neutralino mass in-
creases for a fixed gluino mass, the multiplicity and momentum of the visible SM particles decreases,
which in turn decreases the efficiency of the requirements on the track multiplicity, vertexing reconstruc-
tion, and vertex invariant mass as the difference between the neutralino mass and the gluino mass, mDV ,
falls below 400 GeV.
4.2.2 Displaced muons at HL-LHC
Contributors: K. Hoepfner, H. Keller, CMS
A growing class of new physics models predict long-lived particles potentially leading to displaced
signatures. In this study from CMS we discuss the potential for a SUSY GMSB model with heavy
smuons decaying to a SM muon and a gravitino (yielding MET) [306,341]. Figure 4.2.3 (left) shows the
model under study. In this model the smuon is produced in pairs, and is degenerate in mass yielding long
lifetimes. In such scenarios the smuon may decay after O(1 m) or more such that the only detectable
hits are in the muon system. Consequently the analysis uses a dedicated reconstruction algorithm for
stand-alone muons (DSA) without a constraint on the vertex position.
It is both challenging to trigger and to reconstruct displaced muons, especially if the displacements
are large. Triggers and reconstruction algorithms, generally including the primary vertex position, will
not be very efficient in reconstructing tracks with large impact parameters. If the particle is sufficiently
boosted, the transverse impact parameter is small(er) but the decay may occur well outside the tracker
volume. In both cases, the stand-alone capabilities of the muon system constitute the only possibility for
detection.
The main background for this search comes from multi-jet production (QCD), tt¯ production, and
Z/DY events if large impact parameters are (mis)reconstructed. Cosmic ray muons have been studied in
Run-2 and are independent of the instantaneous luminosity. In the barrel they are efficiently rejected by
the timing of the hits in the upper leg. Cosmic ray muons do not originate at the vertex and therefore
pass the upper barrel sectors in reverse direction from outside in. The fraction of cosmic ray muons in
the endcaps is negligible. Given the very low cross section of the signal process, it is essential to re-
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Fig. 4.2.4: Left: discovery significance and p-value for a fixed smuon mass of Mµ˜ = 200 GeV. The displaced
significance is compared to the algorithm with a beamspot constraint (“Phase-2 standalone”). Right: discovery
sensitivity in the 2D parameter space of mass and decay length.
duce the background efficiently. The best background discriminator is the impact parameter significance
d0/σ(d0) ≥ 10. The muons should move in roughly opposite directions and MET should be larger than
50 GeV to account for the two gravitinos. After this selection the signal efficiency is about 4 − 5%
for cτ = 1000 mm, nearly independent of the smuon mass, and 10−5 − 10−4 for QCD, tt¯, and DY
backgrounds.
Figure 4.2.3 shows expected exclusion limits for the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model with
the smuon being a (co-)NLSP for the predicted cross section as well as for a factor 100 larger cross
section. The exclusion limits are shown as functions of smuon mass in Fig. 4.2.3 (middle) and decay
length in Fig. 4.2.3 (right). The sensitivity also depends on cτ because shorter decay lengths shift the
signal closer to the background. The expected exclusion limit is around 200 GeV for cτ = 1000 mm
with 3 ab−1. For the same mass, a discovery sensitivity of 3σ significance can be reached, as shown
in Fig. 4.2.4. This also illustrates the importance of the lepton trigger thresholds to be kept at a few
times 10 GeV, even in the environment of 200 pileup interactions. Figure 4.2.4 also shows the discovery
sensitivity in the 2-dimensional parameter space of smuon mass and decay length.
4.2.3 LLPs decaying into muons and jets at the HL-LHC
Contributors: A. Bay, X. Cid Vidal, E. Michielin, L. Sestini and C. Vázquez Sierra, LHCb
The LHCb experiment has proved to be highly competent with regard to direct searches for LLPs,
being able to complement ATLAS and CMS in certain parameter space regions [342]. In this section,
we provide prospects in the search for R-Parity Violating (RPV) supersymmetric neutralinos decaying
semileptonically into a high-pT muon and two jets. The results are taken from Ref. [343] which extrap-
olates the analysis in Ref. [344]. The neutralinos are assumed to be produced through an exotic decay of
the SM Higgs boson. Prospects are shown for the expected datasets after both planned LHCb Upgrade I
and Upgrade II (Run-3–Run-4 and Run-5 onwards, respectively).
The trigger efficiency for this analysis is conservatively assumed to remain unchanged with respect
to the published result. However, assuming a 100% efficient first level trigger, after the removal of the
hardware trigger level in Run-3, the overall trigger efficiency could improve by a factor of 2− 3. Re-
garding pile-up effects, a moderate penalty factor is applied to account for the increased pile-up expected
in Runs 3-5 at LHCb. In order to expand the projections, the results are interpolated for different masses
and lifetimes that are not considered in simulation. The interpolation is linear and two-dimensional.
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mχ˜01
(GeV/c2) cτχ˜01
(mm) Acceptance (%) Total (%) Background yield (1.7 fb−1)
3 28.0 0.27 2
20 15 28.1 0.30 1
30 27.8 0.24 3
3 28.7 0.78 4
30 15 28.4 1.21 4
30 28.7 0.75 2
50 15 31.5 2.33 2
30 31.7 1.58 1
10 35.2 1.38 1
60 50 35.5 2.84 2
100 35.2 2.63 3
Table 4.2.1: Examples of the acceptance and total efficiencies assumed to detect a χ˜01 decaying semileptonically
at a pp collision energy of
√
s = 13 TeV at the LHCb detector. Reference background yields at an integrated
luminosity of 1.7 fb−1 are also presented. Differences in these yields are due to the effect of a multivariate classifier
which is trained differently for each mass-lifetime case.
The results are obtained from a preliminary, unoptimised analysis of a subset of data collected
for pp collisions at c.o.m. energy of 13 TeV. To account for a possible deterioration in the background
rejection due to multiple primary interactions at high luminosity, a penalty factor of two has been applied
to the background yield. The signal efficiency is obtained from the full simulation of the Higgs boson
produced via gluon-gluon fusion at 13 TeV. As explained, no other change in the signal and background
efficiencies due to the upgrade of the detector is considered. The difference between 13 and 14 TeV
energies is assumed to be negligible. Some examples of the efficiencies and background yields assumed
for these calculations can be found in Table 4.2.1.
With the updated signal and background yields, the sensitivity projections are computed. The
upper limits on the branching fraction of the Higgs boson decay to a pair of neutralinos are calculated for
different assumptions of neutralino masses and lifetimes and for different values of integrated luminosity.
The Higgs boson production cross section is assumed to be that of the SM [345]. The actual limit is
computed by comparing the 14 TeV efficiencies and background yields to Run-1, and by extrapolating
the results published in Ref. [344]. The systematic uncertainties, which are sub-dominant for this result
in the published analysis, are assumed to be the same as those in Run-1.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.2.5, for different integrated luminosities. These plots display the
RPV neutralino mass and lifetime ranges excluded at 95% C.L.. The ranges are shown for different
assumed integrated luminosities and branching fractions of the Higgs boson decay to a pair of RPV
neutralinos. The region for which the mass of the neutralino is above 60 GeV is not shown in these
projections, since no simulation was available. It is worth to notice that the lifetime range covered
(0.2 < cτ < 200mm) is constrained by the physical length of the VELO detector, since the LLP is
required to decay within the VELO region in order to be able to reconstruct it. For the HL-LHC, most of
the LHCb accessible neutralino phase space can be excluded for a branching fraction of the H → χ˜01χ˜01
decay larger than 0.5%.
4.2.4 LLPs decaying into dijets at the HL-LHC
Contributors: X. Cid Vidal, E. Michielin, L. Sestini and C. Vázquez Sierra, LHCb
In this section, prospects are obtained for Hidden Valley (HV) [346, 347] pions (piv) decaying
hadronically into a pair of jets at LHCb. The piv, which can be long-lived, are assumed to be produced
through an exotic decay of the SM Higgs boson. The prospects in this chapter are taken from Ref. [343],
whose analysis is based on a projection of the results published in Ref. [348].
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Fig. 4.2.5: Projected sensitivities of the search for RPV supersymmetric neutralinos decaying semileptonically
and produced through a Higgs boson exotic decay. The results are extrapolated from Run-1 results (top left), for
luminosities of 23 fb−1 (top right), 50 fb−1 (bottom left) and 300 fb−1 (bottom right). The results are presented in
terms of the excluded parameter space of the neutralinos for different upper limits at 95% C.L. on the branching
fractions of the Higgs boson decay.
The simulation of the HV pions through the Higgs portal is fully specified by the mass and the
lifetime of the piv particles, allowed to decay exclusively as piv → bb since this decay mode is generally
preferred in this model.
The assumptions made concerning signal efficiencies and background yields are similar to those
discussed in Section 4.2.3. However, in this case, no penalty for the pile-up is applied. Signal and
background yields are obtained taking into account the increase of cross sections (from
√
s = 8 TeV to√
s = 14 TeV) and of the integrated luminosities. The scaling of the signal includes both the increase in
the cross section of the Higgs boson production and that of the amount of signal falling in the acceptance
of the LHCb detector. As an example, Table 4.2.2 shows some of the acceptance and total efficiencies as-
sumed for this extrapolation for different masses and lifetimes of the HV pion. The background is scaled
by a factor obtained using simulated bb¯ events, which are expected to be the dominant contribution. The
assumed yields, extrapolated from Ref. [348], can be found in Table 4.2.3 for an integrated luminosity of
23 fb−1. Following the same reference, the yields are divided in bins of the radial coordinate of the HV
pion decay vertex position.
With the updated backgrounds and expected signal yields, the CLS method [95] is used to compute
the expected upper limits for different assumptions in the integrated luminosity and of the Higgs decay
branching fraction. The Higgs boson production cross section is assumed to be that of the SM [345].
The systematic uncertainties, which are not dominant for the computation of these limits in the published
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cτpiv (mm) Efficiency (%)
mpiv GeV/c
2
25 35 43 50
3
Acceptance 26.8 21.2 17.4 14.6
Total 0.9 1.7 1.5 1.1
30
Acceptance 16.1 15.1 13.7 12.3
Total 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3
Table 4.2.2: Examples of the acceptance and total efficiencies assumed to detect a piv particle decaying to a pair
of jets at a pp collision energy
√
s = 14 TeV at the LHCb detector. The main inefficiencies arise from the
requirements to have piv particle in the VELO and to have the decay products in the LHCb acceptance and from
the reconstruction of the secondary vertex.
Rxy (mm) 0.4− 1 1− 1.5 1.5− 2 2− 3 3− 5 5− 50
Background yield (23 fb−1) 1.1× 105 5.4× 105 3.3× 105 9.8× 105 2.1× 106 3.3× 105
Table 4.2.3: Background yields assumed for the HV pion analysis at an integrated luminosity of 23 fb−1. The
yields are divided in bins of Rxy =
√
x2 + y2, where x, y are the coordinates of the piv particle decay vertex
position.
analysis, are considered to be the same as in Run-1, and added as a correction factor to the limits obtained
using just statistical uncertainties. With all these assumptions, the HV pion masses and lifetimes excluded
at 95% C.L. are obtained. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2.6. The plots display, for different assumed
integrated luminosities and branching fractions of the Higgs boson decay to a pair of HV pions, the ranges
excluded at 95% C.L.. These ranges are shown as a function of the HV pion mass and lifetime. As in
Section 4.2.3, the lifetime range covered is constrained by the physical length of the VELO detector.
LHCb expects to exclude the existence of piV with masses between 35 and 50 GeV/c
2 and lifetimes in
the cτ range 0.1− 1 cm, pair-produced through the decay of the Higgs boson, for branching fractions of
such decay above 1%. The mass region below ∼ 25 GeV/c2 is expected to be accessible studying the
substructure of merged jets [349].
4.3 Heavy Stable Charged Particles at HL-LHC
Several extensions of the SM predict the existence of new heavy particles with long lifetimes. If their
lifetime exceeds a few nanoseconds, such particles can travel through the majority of the detector before
decaying and therefore appear as stable. In the following, two dedicated studies performed using the
upgraded CMS detector at the HL-LHC are presented for particles with non-zero electric charge and for
particles with anomalously high energy loss through ionisation in the silicon sensors. Emphasis is given
to detector requirements necessary to perform such specialised searches.
4.3.1 Heavy stable charged particle search with time of flight measurements
Contributors: C. Carrillo, J. Goh, M. Gouzevitch, G. Ramirez-Sanchez, CMS
In this section, we consider particles with non-zero electric charge which are referred to as heavy
stable charged particles (HSCPs). We concentrate on the performance in terms of specific HSCP param-
eters in a model-independent way rather than providing an interpretation in a dedicated model. Given
the wide range of new models, it is important to stay sensitive to a wide range of unusual signatures
such as very slowly moving particles. The results presented here are from the CMS Collaboration based
on Ref. [341].
HSCPs will leave a direct signal in the tracker and muon systems of CMS and can be reconstructed
similarly to muons. Depending on their mass, HSCPs can potentially move much more slowly than
muons, which are typically travelling nearly at the speed of light (β ≈ 1). Therefore, HSCPs can
be identified using their time-of-flight (TOF) from the centre of CMS to the muon systems. This is
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Fig. 4.2.6: Projected sensitivities of the search for HV pions decaying hadronically and produced through a Higgs
boson exotic decay. The results are extrapolated from Run-1 results (top left), for luminosities of 23 fb−1 (top
right), 50 fb−1 (bottom left) and 300 fb−1 (bottom right). The results are presented in terms of the excluded
parameter space of the HV pions for different upper limits at 95% C.L. on the branching fractions of the Higgs
boson decay.
illustrated in Fig. 4.3.1 for a slowly moving HSCP in comparison to relativistic muons, here from the
decay of Z bosons. The latter are centred around zero time with respect to their uniquely identified bunch
crossing. This study builds on the improvements from the upgrade of the RPC link boards in the CMS
muon barrel and endcaps [341]. While the time resolution of the present RPC system is around 25 ns,
the upgraded link board systems are expected to reach resolutions near 1 ns for the entire RPC system.
This upgrade enables new analysis strategies at both the trigger and offline levels.
An HSCP trajectory is reconstructed as a slowly moving muon introducing the parameter β quan-
tifying the (non)-relativistic velocity of the particle. The velocity may be computed by measuring the
time of flight in the muon detectors at large distances from the collision point. Particles moving slowly
through the muon systems leave hits with a linear pattern in hit-position versus time. The hits can be
spread across several bunch crossings. Therefore, muon detectors with precise timing can provide im-
portant information for the HSCP signal searches.
Figure 4.3.2 (left) shows the achievable mass resolution for a supersymmetric τ˜ lepton of 1.6 TeV
mass. The resolution for the HSCP mass obtained for Phase-2 at the trigger level is comparable to
that realised in Run-2 studies based on offline time-of-flight information from other muon detectors in
CMS. The information provided by the RPC trigger can be used as an independent cross check of the
reconstructed mass. Figure 4.3.2 (right) illustrates the expected reconstruction efficiency as a function
of η and β. For |η < 1.5|, an efficiency of up to 90% can be reached for values of β > 0.25. In Run-2,
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Fig. 4.3.1: Example of an RPC hit time measurement distribution for muons from the SM process Z → µµ in
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The relativistic muons pass through the detector at the speed of light, hence their time of arrival is centred around
zero. Decay products from the slowly moving staus arrive much later, for the given mass on average by 10 ns.
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Fig. 4.3.2: Left: comparison of the mass resolution for a 1.6 TeV stau. In Run-2 the plotted resolution can only be
achieved offline, while the upgraded RPC link-boards in Phase-2 provide a similar mass resolution already at the
trigger level. Right: reconstruction efficiency for HSCPas a function of β and η given by the colour code of the
z-axis. With the Phase-2 upgrade, events with β < 0.5 can be triggered with nearly 90% efficiency for |η| < 0.8.
the trigger is highly efficient between 0.6 < β < 1, but only about 20% efficient for β < 0.5 [350, 351].
The large gain in efficiency for very slowly moving particles in Phase-2 enabled by the upgrade of the
RPC trigger can be exploited in a model independent HSCP search.
4.3.2 Heavy stable charged particle search with energy loss
Contributors: J. Pazzini, J. Zobec, CMS
It may happen that the only signs of new physics are rather exotic signatures that cannot be de-
tected with conventional analyses. An example for such a signature is the production of heavy stable
charged particles with long lifetimes that move slowly through the detector, heavily ionising the sensor
material as they pass through. The supersymmetric particles stau (τ˜ ) and gluino (g˜) are possible exam-
ples. Often, the cross section for such processes is expected to be very small and hence the HL-LHC
provides a good environment for searching for such particles. Depending on their mass and charge, we
can expect anomalously high energy loss through ionisation (dE/dx) in the silicon sensors with respect
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Fig. 4.3.3: Left: distribution of the dE/dx discriminator versus track momentum (p) for tracks with high momen-
tum (pT > 55 GeV) in background events (red) and candidate signal particles. Pair produced τ˜s with a mass of
871 GeV (blue), and a gluino with a mass of 1400 GeV (green), are shown. Right: the distribution of the num-
ber of high threshold clusters with HIP flag per track for the HSCP signals, gluinos (green) and τ˜s (blue), highly
ionising and low-momentum protons and kaons (magenta), and tracks with high momentum (pT > 55 GeV) in
background events (red).
to the typical energy loss for SM particles (≈ 3 MeV/cm for minimum ionising particles (MIPs) with
10− 1000 GeV momentum).
The present strip tracker in the CMS detector features analogue readout, and the pixel detector fea-
tured analogue readout at Phase-0 and features digital readout at Phase-1, allowing for excellent dE/dx
measurements. The Phase-2 CMS Inner Tracker will continue providing dE/dx measurements, enabled
by its Time over Threshold readout, while the Outer Tracker cannot provide such information, given that
the readout is binary [352]. To increase the sensitivity for signatures with anomalously high ionisation
loss, a second, programmable, threshold has been implemented in the readout electronics of some mod-
ules of the Outer Tracker, and a dedicated readout bit signals if a hit is above this second threshold [352].
Searches for heavy stable (or quasistable) charged particles (HSCPs) can thus be performed by measur-
ing the energy loss in the Inner Tracker and by discriminating HSCPs from minimum ionising particles
based on the “HIP flag” in the Outer Tracker. A threshold corresponding to the charge of 1.4 MIPs is
used in the simulation, and the gain in sensitivity obtained by using the HIP flag is studied [352].
An estimator of the degree of compatibility of the track with the MIP hypothesis is defined to sep-
arate candidate HSCPs from tracks from SM background sources. The high resolution dE/dx measure-
ments provided by the Inner Tracker modules are used for the computation of the dE/dx discriminator.
In Fig. 4.3.3 (left) the distribution of dE/dx versus track momentum (p) for high momentum tracks
(pT > 55 GeV) selected in background events and candidate signal particles is shown. Two HSCP sig-
nals, pair produced τ˜s with a mass of 871 GeV and a gluino with a mass of 1400 GeV, are compared to
tracks from SM processes. In Fig. 4.3.3 (right) the distribution of the number of high threshold clusters
with HIP flag per track is shown for the HSCP signals (gluinos and τ˜s) compared to signal-like highly
ionising and low-momentum protons and kaons in simulated minimum bias samples and to tracks with
high momentum (pT > 55 GeV) in simulated background events. The tracks in background events have
a low number of high threshold clusters with HIP flag compared to those observed for tracks in HSCP
signal events and slow moving protons and kaons in minimum bias events.
Figure 4.3.4 shows the performance of the discriminator by evaluating the signal versus back-
ground efficiency curves to identify tracks from signal events and reject those originating from back-
grounds. The performance curves are evaluated for two different strategies for the discriminator: the
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Fig. 4.3.4: Performance of the dE/dx discriminator for selecting pair produced τ˜s (left) and gluinos (right) in
events with 0 PU and 200 PU. The signal versus background efficiency performance curves for a discriminator
making use of both the pixel information and the Outer Tracker HIP flag (red and magenta) demonstrate a better
performance compared to a discriminator trained to exploit only the dE/dx information from the pixel modules
(blue and green), for a background rejection of 10−6.
original dE/dx discriminator, which relies solely on the Inner Tracker modules (“dE/dx-only”), and
a recomputed discriminator which includes the HIP flags from Outer Tracker modules (“dE/dx+HIP
bit”). The signal versus background efficiency performance curves in Fig. 4.3.4 demonstrate that for a
background efficiency of 10−6, analogous to the Phase-1 analysis performance, the dE/dx+HIP-based
discriminator leads to an expected signal efficiency of 40%, around 4 to 8 times better than the dE/dx-
only discriminator. In the dE/dx-only scenario, the efficiency for the HSCP signal is about 8 times
smaller than that obtained in Phase-1 [351] and about 64 times the Phase-1 luminosity would be required
to reach the Phase-1 sensitivity, making this search almost untenable. The inclusion of the HIP flag for
the Outer Tracker restores much of the efficiency, so that the same sensitivity as in Phase-1 will be re-
alised with about four times the luminosity of Phase-1. The Phase-1 sensitivity will be surpassed with
the full expected integrated luminosity of the HL-LHC. This study demonstrates the critical impact of
the HIP flag in restoring the sensitivity of the CMS tracker for searches for highly ionising particles.
4.4 Additional examples of specialised techniques for LLP at HL-LHC
Two examples of specialised techniques relevant for LLPs are presented in this section. First, CMS illus-
trates the importance of precise timing detectors providing efficient measure the time of flight of LLPs
between primary and secondary vertices. Second, ATLAS shows how jets arising from neutral LLPs
decaying within the hadronic calorimeter can be characterised to efficiently reduce pile-up dependencies
and therefore improve the sensitivity to new physics of this kind.
4.4.1 Fast timing signatures for long-lived particles
Contributors: D. del Re, A. Ledovskoy, C. Rogan, L. Soffi, CMS
A precision MIP timing detector (MTD) allows one to assign timing for each reconstructed vertex
and to measure the time of flight of LLPs between primary and secondary vertices. This section presents
studies from the CMS Collaboration from Ref. [353] exploring the potential of such techniques at the
HL-LHC.
Using the measured displacement between primary and secondary vertices in space and time, the
velocity of LLPs in the lab frame ~βLABP (and γP ) can be calculated. In such scenarios, the LLP can decay
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Fig. 4.4.1: Diagram for top-squark pair production and decay (left) and reconstructed mass of the χ˜01 (right) for
decays with M(t˜) = 1000 GeV and M(χ˜01) = 700 GeV. Mass distributions are shown for various values of cτ of
χ˜01.
to fully-visible or partially-invisible systems. Using the measured energy and momentum of the visible
portion of the decay, ELABP and ~P
LAB
P , one can calculate its energy in the LLP rest frame as
EPV = γP
(
ELABV − ~PLABV · ~βLABV
)
=
m2P −m2I +m2V
2mP
, (4.4.1)
wheremP ,mV , andmI are the masses of the LLP, the visible and the invisible systems, respectively. As-
suming the mass of the invisible system is known, the subsequent mass of the LLP can be reconstructed
as
mP = E
P
V +
√
EPV
2
+m2I −m2V . (4.4.2)
The reconstruction of the decay vertex for neutral LLPs decaying to visible or partially-invisible
decay products is enabled, thus offering unprecedented sensitivity in these searches at the LHC. The
benefits of precision timing on such LLP searches is illustrated in two representative SUSY examples.
The first example is a gauge mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) scenario where the χ˜01 couples to
the gravitino G˜ via higher-dimension operators sensitive to the SUSY breaking scale. In such scenarios,
the χ˜01 may have a long lifetime [354]. It is produced in top-squark pair production with t˜ → t + χ˜01,
χ˜01 → Z + G˜, and Z → e+e−. The decay diagram is shown in Fig. 4.4.1 (left).
Events were generated with PYTHIA 8 [68]. The masses of the top-squark and neutralino were set
to 1000 GeV and 700 GeV, respectively. Generator-level quantaties were smeared according to the ex-
pected experimental resolutions. A position resolution of 12 µm in each of three directions was assumed
for the primary vertex [355]. The secondary vertex position for the e+e− pair was reconstructed assum-
ing 30 µm track resolution in the transverse direction [355]. The momentum resolution for electrons was
assumed to be 2%. And finally, the time resolution of a charged track at the vertex was assumed to be
30 ps.
The mass of the LLP was reconstructed with Eq.s (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) assuming the gravitino is
massless by setting mI = 0. Figure 4.4.1 (right) shows the distribution of the reconstructed mass of the
neutralino for various cτ values of the LLP. The fraction of events with a separation between primary
and secondary vertices of more than 3σ in both space and time as a function of MTD resolution is show
in Fig. 4.4.2 (left). The mass resolution, defined as half of the shortest mass interval that contains 68%
of events with 3σ displacement, as a function of MTD resolution is shown in Fig. 4.4.2 (right)
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Fig. 4.4.2: Efficiency (left) and mass resolution (right) as a function of timing resolution of MTD for reconstruction
of χ˜01 mass in SUSY GMSB example of χ˜
0
1 → G˜ + e+e− with M(χ˜01) = 700 GeV considering events with
separation of primary and seconday vertices more than 3σ in both space and time.
Fig. 4.4.3: Left: diagram for SUSY process that results in a diphoton final state through gluino production at the
LHC. Right: sensitivity to GMSB χ˜01 → G˜ + γ signals expressed in terms of neutralino lifetimes and masses
assuming a timing detector with different values of resolution and an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1.
The second SUSY example is a GMSB benchmark scenario [346] where the lightest neutralino
(χ˜01) is the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle, and can be long-lived and decay to a photon and a
gravitino (G˜), which is the LSP. Figure 4.4.3(left) shows a diagram of a possible gluino pair-production
process that results in a diphoton final state.
For a long-lived neutralino, the photon from the χ˜01 → G˜ + γ decay is produced at the χ˜01 decay
vertex, at some distance from the beam line, and reaches the detector at a later time than the prompt,
relativistic particles produced at the interaction point. The time of arrival of the photon at the detector
can be used to discriminate signal from background. The time of flight of the photon inside the detector
is the sum of the time of flight of the neutralino before its decay and the time of flight of the photon
itself until it reaches the detector. Since the neutralino is a massive particle, the latter is clearly negligible
with respect to the former. It becomes clear in this sense that in order to be sensitive to short neutralino
lifetimes (O(cm)), the measurement of the photon time of flight is a crucial ingredient of the analysis.
The excellent resolution of the MTD detector (O(30 ps)) can therefore be exploited to determine with
high accuracy the time of flight of the neutralino, and therefore of the photon, also in case of a short
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lifetime.
A simple analysis has been performed at generator level in order to evaluate the sensitivity of a
search for displaced photons at CMS in the scenario where a 30 ps timing resolution is available from
the MTD. Events were generated with PYTHIA 8. The values of the Λ scale parameter were considered
in the range 100 − 500 TeV, and the neutralino lifetimes (cτ ) explored in the range 0.1 − 300 cm.
After requiring the neutralino decaying within the CMS ECAL acceptance and the photon energy being
above a “trigger-like” threshold, the generator-level photon time of flight was smeared according to the
expected experimental resolutions. A cut at photon time greater than 3σ of the considered time resolution
is applied and the assumption of background being zero in this “signal region” is made. The signal
efficiency of such a requirement is computed and translated, assuming the theoretical cross-sections
provided in Ref. [346], in an upper limit at 95% C.L. of C.L. on the production cross-section of the
χ˜01 → G˜+ γ process.
Assuming a timing resolution of the order of 300 ps, (thus requiring photon time greater than
1 ns) close to the Run1 CMS performance [356], the analysis sensitivity in terms of neutralino mass
and lifetime is computed and shown in Fig. 4.4.3 (right) for a reference luminosity of 300 fb−1, along
with comparisons with improved timing resolution. For the hypothesis of σT = 180 ps a timing cut is
applied at 450 ps and for the σT = 30 ps the timing is required to be larger than 100 ps at selection
level. As shown in the figure, the increase of the signal efficiency at small lifetime, made possible with
the precise MTD, allows to extend the sensitivity region in the explored phase space of short lifetime and
large masses of the neutralino.
4.4.2 Jets reconstruction techniques for neutral LLPs
Contributors: S. Pagan Griso, R. Rosten, ATLAS
Traditional methods may fail to reconstruct, or may improperly reconstruct, objects associated
with LLP decays. Searches for LLPs that are neutral under the SM gauge group might be targeted
exploiting hadronic calorimeters. The techniques developed are described in the following, for more
details see Ref. [357].
Jets resulting from neutral LLPs decaying within the hadronic calorimeter have several properties
that are uncommon in jets originating at the interaction point. Within the inner detector, they naturally
lack associated tracks. They likewise lack associated energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
Furthermore, the reconstructed jets are narrower than for a similar shower originating at the interaction
point (IP) due to large displacement of the decay vertex. These properties, as well as those of the
jet’s constituents, can be used to discriminate between jets from displaced decays and those originating
from the IP. On the other hand, the reconstructed jets are similar to those associated with non-collision
backgrounds (NCB). Standard jet cleaning tools tend to reject jets resembling those associated with NCB,
which is a primary reason the vast majority of non-LLP-dedicated jet searches will miss this signature,
while the searches for an LLP would require a dedicated jet quality selection.
The unusual signature of neutral LLP decays within the hadronic calorimeter encourages the use
of dedicated triggers. At Level-1, the narrowness of the jets allows tau-candidates to be used to keep
the energy threshold low while avoiding prescaling. In the higher level trigger, the low electromagnetic
fraction and lack of pointing tracks can be further used to reject most jets. However, rates due to NCB,
particularly beam-induced background (BIB), necessitate the use of a dedicated BIB-removal algorithm
to keep rates acceptably low.
At Level-1, these dedicated triggers have benefited from the use of the Level-1 topological trig-
gers. These have allowed for a cut on a rough estimate of the electromagnetic fraction to be applied at
Level-1, allowing for the energy threshold to remain lower even as the lowest energy unprescaled Level-1
tau trigger gets pushed to higher and higher thresholds. Keeping this rate down at higher pile-up will be
crucial to gathering high-statistics, high-purity samples for offline analysis. The increased longitudinal
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Fig. 4.4.4: Top: fraction of the jet energy deposited in A-layer (left) and BC-layer (right) of the Tile as a function
of the transverse decay position of the LLP in events with a 125 GeV Higgs boson decaying to two 25 GeV LLPs.
Bottom: same for events with a 600 GeV boson decaying to two 150 GeV LLPs.
Level-1 granularity in Phase-II is especially promising for such a trigger. It may allow for a quick assess-
ment of the energy deposited per layer in a jet, which has already been found to be a good discriminator
offline for LLP jets.
Pile-up presents challenges for LLP searches at the analysis level as well. Soft energy deposits
in the electromagnetic calorimeter in line with energy deposits from a neutral LLP result in jets with a
higher than allowed fraction of their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter. An alternative to using
this coarse fraction is to consider the energy deposited per layer.
The model used in the generation of LLP signatures is a simplified hidden-sector toy model with
a sector, containing particles neutral under the SM gauge group, weakly coupled to the SM sector. In-
teractions between sectors may occur via a communicator particle. Due to the weak coupling between
sectors, the lifetime of these particles can be long. The process here is one in which a scalar boson, φ,
which is also the communicator, is produced during the pp collision in ATLAS and decays to a pair of
hidden sector particles s. Each LLP s, in turn, decays with long lifetimes via the communicator to heavy
SM states. Heavy states are preferred due to the Yukawa coupling to the φ boson.
Figures 4.4.4 show some examples of the fraction of total jet energy at the EM-scale deposited by
the LLPs produced within the |η| < 0.7 rapidity range in the given layer for different slices of the average
µ as a function of the LLP transverse decay position Lxy. For lighter pairs of LLPs, s and their parent
particle φ, the effects of increasing pile-up are small, but possibly not negligible. This may motivate the
introduction of multivariate analysis (MVA) technique for identifying jets consistent with displaced LLP
decays. Such an MVA can be in the form of a regression that attempts to identify the decay position
of the jet-initiation particle. It can be made directly pile-up-aware by including pile-up as one of its
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training variables. However, as long as the MVA is given the fraction of energy in the electromagnetic
calorimeter, where most of the pile-up energy will be deposited, it is expected to be able to distinguish
between jets initiated by decays at the same position under different pile-up conditions.
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5 High-pT signatures from flavour
Flavour physics is often considered one of the most sensitive probes of new physics, which, depending
on observable and model, can constrain new physics at scales of 1− 105 TeV. Many of the observables
are associated with precision measurements at the intensity frontier. This is well documented in the
flavour chapter of this report, Ref. [31]. Any small deviations in precision low energy measurements,
could signal the presence of new particles in the TeV scale, whose effect, once integrated out, is to alter
precision low energy observables. Thus, in tandem with low energy flavour observables, it is important
to identify the high-pT probes of flavour physics, relating direct tests with the indirect flavour probes.
Similar arguments hold for neutrino physics, where the generation of neutrino masses through
the seesaw mechanism may generate a large variety of collider signatures, such as new resonances and
cascade decays involving multiple leptons. In this section we first discuss the implication of neutrino
mass models involving new heavy gauge bosons and sterile neutrinos, see Section 5.1. We then focus in
Section 5.2 on constraints on models of Z ′ and leptoquarks related to B-decay flavour anomalies, and
leptoquarks decaying to top and tau. Finally, in Section 5.3, we present a summary of the implications
of these high-pT prospects on the parameter space of various UV models addressing the aforementioned
anomalies. Notice that part of the material included in this section is also contained in the flavour chapter
of this report [31].
5.1 Neutrino masses
The potential Majorana nature of neutrinos as well as the origin of their tiny masses and large mixing
angles remain some of the most pressing open issues in particle physics today. Models that address these
mysteries, collective known as Seesaw models, hypothesise the presence of new particles that couple to
SM fields via mixing/Yukawa couplings, SM gauge currents, and/or new gauge symmetries. The new
predicted particles, often right-handed sterile neutrinos, can explain the generation of neutrino masses via
a low-scale seesaw mechanism. Mixing between the active and sterile neutrinos is strongly constrained
by precision measurements [358]. At the LHC, searches in purely leptonic final states have started
probing masses below mZ [359]. On the other hand, a plethora of rich physics can be studied in con-
siderable detail at hadron colliders, and greatly complement low energy and oscillation probes of neutri-
nos [360,361]. Other complementary and promising searches for the low-scale seesaw neutrinos could be
achievable also at future ep colliders studying lepton-flavour violating processes, e.g. e−p→ µ−W + j.
In this case, the leading production of heavy neutrinos depends on the mixing with the electron flavour,
in contrast to production in pp collisions, where it is proportional to the total mixing. This allows us to
infer the relative strength of the mixings, especially if a hierarchy is present. For more details, including
comparison with ee and pp colliders, see Ref. [362].
In the following, a comprehensive summary of the discovery potential of Seesaw models at hadron
colliders with collision energies of
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV is presented in Section 5.1.1. Heavy composite
Majorana neutrinos are studied in Section 5.1.2 using same-sign leptons signatures, and using dilepton
and jets signatures in Section 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Neutrino mass models at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: T. Han, T. Li, X. Marcano, S. Pascoli, R. Ruiz, C. Weiland
We summarise the discovery potential of seesaw models at hadron colliders with collision energies
of
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. In particular, we will discuss models featuring heavy neutrinos, both pseudo-
Dirac and Majorana as well as those with new gauge interaction, and models featuring scalar and fermion
EW triplets. For a more comprehensive reviews on the sensitivity of colliders to neutrino mass models,
see Ref.s [360, 361, 363–365] and references therein.
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Fig. 5.1.1: Top: Born-level diagrams for heavy neutrino N production via (a) Drell-Yan, (b) gluon fusion, and (c)
vector boson fusion; from Ref. [368]. Bottom: production cross sections, divided by active-heavy mixing |V`N |2,
as a function of the heavy neutrino mass at
√
s = 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right) [368, 369].
The Type I seesaw and Variants Discovery Potential at the HL- and HE-LHC
The Type I seesaw hypothesises the existence of fermionic gauge singlets with a Majorana mass term
whose couplings to SM leptons generate light neutrino masses and mixing. In Ref.s [366, 367], it was
proved that requiring all three light neutrinos to be massless is equivalent to the conservation of lepton
number at all orders in perturbation theory. In other words, for low-scale seesaw models with only
fermionic singlets, lepton number has to be nearly conserved and light neutrino masses are proportional
to small lepton number violation (LNV) parameters in these models. For high-scale seesaws with only
fermionic singlets, light neutrino masses are inversely proportional to large LNV mass scales, and again
leads to approximate lepton number conservation at low energies. This in turn leads to the expectation
that LNV processes should be suppressed in variants of the type I seesaw unless additional particles,
whether they be fermions or scalars charged under the SM gauge couplings or new gauge interactions,
are introduced to decouple the light neutrino mass generation from the heavy neutrino production. The
updated discovery potential of heavy, SM singlet neutrinos at pp colliders is now summarised.
Heavy Neutrino Production through EW Bosons at Hadron Colliders
If kinematically accessible, heavy neutrinos N can generically be produced in hadron collisions
through both neutral current and charged current processes, as shown in Fig. 5.1.1 (top). Follow-
ing the prescriptions of Ref.s [368, 369], for mN > MW and at various accuracies, the correspond-
ing
√
s = 14 TeV heavy neutrino production cross sections are presented in Fig. 5.1.1 (bottom left).
While the Drell-Yan (DY) process dominates at low masses, Wγ boson fusion (VBF) dominates for
mN & 900 − 1000 GeV [368, 370], with gluon fusion (GF) remaining a sub-leading channel through-
out [368, 371]. The situation is quite different at 27 TeV as shown in Fig. 5.1.1 (bottom right). Indeed,
GF is the leading production mode for mN & 450 GeV until mN ≈ 940 GeV where VBF takes over.
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Fig. 5.1.2: Top: sensitivity to the active-heavy mixing |V`N |2 as a function of the heavy neutrino mass mN in the
trilepton final states (left) τ±h e
∓`X +MET and (right) τ
+
h τ
−
h `X +MET, assuming |Ve4|2 = |Vτ4|2 and |Vµ4|2 = 0,
at the
√
s = 14 TeV LHC. The dash-diamond line corresponds to the standard analysis with a b-jet veto while
the solid-star line is the jet veto-based analysis [372, 373]. Bottom: for the benchmark mixing hypotheses (left)
|Ve4| = |Vτ4| with |Vµ4| = 0 and (right) |Vµ4| = |Vτ4| with |Ve4| = 0, the projected sensitivity at
√
s = 27 TeV
and 100 TeV using the trilepton analysis of Ref. [372].
For mN ≈ 1 TeV, the GF, DY, and VBF mechanisms all possess fiducial cross sections in excess of
10 fb.
Discovery Potential of Heavy Pseudo-Dirac Neutrinos in Low Scale Seesaws
The expected suppression of LNV processes in models that contain only fermionic gauge singlets mo-
tivates the study of lepton number conserving (LNC) processes. A first possibility to consider is the
trilepton final state `±i `
∓
j `
±
k + MET. The heavy neutrino N here is produced via both charged-current
DY and VBF, and subsequently decays to only leptons, i.e.
pp→ `NN +X → `N`WW +X → `N`W `νν +X . (5.1.1)
Notably, a new search strategy was recently proposed in Ref. [372, 373] based on a dynamical jet veto
selection cut and found an increased sensitivity to active-heavy neutrino mixing by approximately an
order of magnitude over the LHC’s life. This is shown in Fig. 5.1.2 (top) specifically for the final
states (L) τ±h e
∓`X + MET and (R) τ
+
h τ
−
h `X + MET, where τh represents a hadronically decaying τ
and `X ∈ {e, µ, τh}. With 3 ab−1 and after taking into account global constraints on the active-heavy
mixing [374] (dot-dashed line in Fig. 5.1.2 (top)), the HL-LHC is able to probe heavy neutrino masses up
to 350 GeV and mixing down to |V`N |2 ' 10−3 could be probed. For the benchmark mixing hypotheses
(L) |Ve4| = |Vτ4| with |Vµ4| = 0 and (R) |Vµ4| = |Vτ4| with |Ve4| = 0, Fig. 5.1.2 (bottom) shows
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the projected sensitivity of this analysis at
√
s = 27 TeV and 100 TeV using the trilepton analysis of
Ref. [372].
Another possibility is to search for lepton flavour violating (LFV) final states such as
q q′ → N `±1 → `±1 `∓2 W∓ → `±1 `∓2 j j , (5.1.2)
which was for example studied in the inverse seesaw (ISS), a low-scale variant of the type I, in Ref. [375].
Due to the strong experimental limits on µ→ eγ by MEG [376], the event rates involving taus are more
promising than those for e±µ∓jj. Following Ref. [375], the number of τ±µ∓jj can be estimated using
the µX -parametrisation [377] with the neutrino Yukawa coupling
Yν = f
 −1 1 01 1 0.9
1 1 1
 . (5.1.3)
as a representative example, and considering that only the lightest pseudo-Dirac pair is kinematically
available. After L = 3(15) ab−1, more than 100(500) LFV τ±e∓jj events can be produced for heavy
neutrino masses below 700 (1000) GeV, for pp collisions at
√
s = 14(27) TeV.
Discovery Potential of Heavy Majorana Neutrinos in Phenomenological Type I Seesaw
In the presence of additional particles that can decouple the heavy neutrino production from the light
neutrino mass generation, e.g., new but far off-shell gauge bosons [378], the Majorana nature of the heavy
neutrinos can leads to striking LNV collider signatures, such as the well-studied same-sign dilepton and
jets process [379]
pp→ N `±1 → `±1 `±2 W∓ → `±1 `±2 + nj. (5.1.4)
Assuming that a low-scale type I seesaw is responsible for the heavy neutrino production, Fig. 5.1.3 dis-
plays the discovery potential and active-heavy mixing sensitivity of the µ±µ± channel [370]. Assuming
the (pessimistic/conservative) mixing scenario of Sµµ = 1.1 × 10−3 [370] the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1
is able to discover a heavy neutrino with a mass of mN ' 400 GeV and is sensitive to masses up to
550 GeV at 3σ. Using only 1 ab−1, the HL-LHC can improve on the preexisting mixing constraints
summarised in the pessimistic scenario for neutrino masses up to 500 GeV.
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Fig. 5.1.4: Top: the total pp→WR cross section at NLO+NNLL(Threshold) (left) and 5(2)σ discovery potential
(sensitivity) via WR decays to an electron and neutrino jet (jN ) (right), as a function of WR mass and at
√
s = 14
and 27 TeV [380]. Bottom: observed and expected sensitivity to heavy Majorana neutrinos through the process
pp→ µ±N → 2µ±+2j and produced via non-resonantWR (left) as well as dimension-six NEFT operators [378]
(right).
Heavy Neutrinos and the Left-Right Symmetric Model at Colliders
The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) remains one of the best motivated high-energy completions
of the SM. It addresses the origin of both tiny neutrino masses via a Type I+II seesaw hybrid mechanism
as well as the SM’s V −A chiral structure through the spontaneous breakdown of an SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R
symmetry, amongst other low-energy phenomena. At collider scales, the model predicts the presence of
new heavy gauge bosons that are closely aligned with their gauge states (W±R , Z
′
R), heavy Majorana
neutrinos (N), and a plethora of neutral and electrically charged scalars (H0i , H
±
j , H
±±
k ). Unlike
U(1)BL neutrino mass models, the LRSM gauge couplings are fixed to the SM Weak coupling constant,
up to (small) RG-running corrections. As a result, the Drell-Yan production mechanisms for WR and
ZR result in large rates at hadron colliders. Following the procedure of Ref. [380], the pp → W±R
cross section at NLO+NNLL(Threshold) is shown in Fig. 5.1.4 (top left) as a function of mass MWR at√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. At
√
s = 14(27) TeV, one sees that production cross sections for masses as
large as MWR ≈ 5.5(9) TeV are in excess of 1 fb. For MWR ≈ 7.5(12.5) TeV, rates exceed 100 ab,
and indicate O(102 − 103) events can be collected with L = 1 − 15 ab−1 of data. Such computations
up to NLO in QCD with parton shower matching, including for more generic coupling, are also publicly
available following Ref.s [381, 382].
Of the many collider predictions the LRSM, one of its most promising discovery channels is
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the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos from resonant WR currents with N decaying via a lepton
number-violating final state. At the partonic level, this is given by [379]
q1q2 →WR → N `±i → `±i `±j W∓∗R → `±i `±j q′1q′2 (5.1.5)
and has been extensively studied throughout the literature. For details; see Ref. [361] and references
therein. Due to the ability to fully reconstruct Eq. (5.1.5), many properties ofWR andN can be extracted,
including a complete determination of WR chiral couplings to quarks independent of leptons [383].
Beyond the canonical pp → WR → N` → 2` + 2j channel, it may be the case that the heavy neutrino
is hierarchically lighter than the right-handed (RH) gauge bosons. Notably, for (mN/MWR) . 0.1, N is
sufficiently Lorentz boosted that its decay products, particularly the charged lepton, are too collimated to
be resolved experimentally [380, 384]. Instead, one can consider the (`±j q
′
1q
′
2)-system as a single object,
a neutrino jet [380, 381]. The hadronic process is then
pp→WR → N`±i → jN `±i , (5.1.6)
and inherits much of the desired properties of Eq. (5.1.5), such as the simultaneous presence of high-pT
charged leptons and lack of MET [380, 381], resulting in a very strong discovery potential. Assuming
conservative detector efficiency (ε) and selection acceptance (A) rates of (ε,A) ≈ (0.33, 0.64) based
on the realistic analysis of Ref. [380], and a branching fraction of B(WR → Ne → eeqq′) ≈ 10%
for (mN/MWR) < 0.1. Figure 5.1.4 (top right) shows the requisite integrated luminosity for 5(2)σ
discovery of Eq. (5.1.6) at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. With L = 3(5) ab−1, WR as heavy as 6(6.5) TeV and
10(10.5) TeV, respectively, can be discovered at
√
s = 14 (27) TeV. With L = 15 ab−1, mass scales as
heavy 16 TeV can be probed at the 2σ level at
√
s = 27 TeV.
For such heavy WR and ZR that may be kinematically outside the reach of the
√
s = 14 TeV
LHC, one can still produce EW- and sub-TeV scale via off-shell WR and ZR bosons [378]. As a re-
sult, the pp → W ∗R → N` → 2` + 2j process occurs instead at a hard scale Q ∼ mN and cannot be
distinguished from the phenomenological Type I seesaw without a detailed analysis of the heavy neu-
trino’s chiral couplings [378, 383]. However, this also means that searches for heavy N in the context of
the phenomenological Type I can be recast/reinterpreted in the context of the LRSM. Subsequently, as
shown in Fig. 5.1.4 (bottom left),WR as heavy as 8−9 TeV can be probed indirectly with L = 1 ab−1 at√
s = 14 TeV [378]. A similar argument can be applied to heavy neutrinos produced through dimension-
six Heavy Neutrino Effective Field Theory (NEFT) operators, revealing sensitivity to mass scales up to
Λ ∼ O(10) TeV over the√s = 14 TeV LHC’s lifetime [378], as shown in Fig. 5.1.4 (bottom right).
Type II Scalars Discovery Potential at the HL- and HE-LHC
The Type II seesaw hypothesises the existence of a new scalar SU(2)L triplet that couples to SM leptons
in order to reproduce the light neutrino mass spectrum and oscillation data. This is done by the sponta-
neous generation of a left handed Majorana mass for the light neutrinos. Moreover, the Type II scenario
is notable for the absence of sterile neutrinos, demonstrating that light neutrino masses themselves do
not imply the existence of additional fermions. The most appealing production mechanisms at hadron
colliders of triplet Higgs bosons are the pair production of doubly charged Higgs and the associated
production of doubly charged Higgs and singly charged Higgs,
pp→ Z∗/γ∗ → H++H−−, pp→W ∗ → H±±H∓. (5.1.7)
followed, in the most general situation, by lepton flavour- and lepton number-violating decays to SM
charged leptons. In Fig. 5.1.5 (top left), we show the total cross section of the pp → H++H−− and
pp→ H±±H∓ processes as a function of triplet mass (in the degenerate limit with M
H
± = M
H
±±), in
collisions at
√
s = 14, 27, and 100 TeV.
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Fig. 5.1.5: Top: the total cross section for pp→ H++H−−andH±±H∓ at√s = 14, 27, and 100 TeV. Bottom:
requisite luminosity versusM
H
±± for 5(3)σ discovery (evidence) for the process pp→ H++H−− → τh`±`∓`∓,
where τ± → pi±ν, for the NH and IH at √s = 14 and 27 TeV.
In Type II scenarios, H±± decays to τ±τ± and µ±µ± pairs are comparable or greater than the
e±e± channel by two orders of magnitude. Moreover, the τµ channel is typically dominant in decays
involving different lepton flavours [385,386]. If such a seesaw is realised in nature, tau polarisations can
help to determine the chiral property of triplet scalars: One can discriminate between different heavy
scalar mediated neutrino mass mechanisms, such as those found in the Type II seesaw and Zee-Babu
model, by studying the distributions of tau leptons’ decay products [386, 387]. Due to the low τh iden-
tification efficiencies, future colliders with high energy and/or luminosity enables one to investigate and
search for doubly charged Higgs decaying to τh pairs. Accounting for constraints from neutrino oscil-
lation data on the doubly charged Higgs BRs, as well as tau polarisation effects [386], Fig. 5.1.5 (right)
displays the 3σ and 5σ significance in the plane of integrated luminosity versus doubly charged Higgs
mass for pp → H++H−− → τ±`±`∓`∓ at √s = 14, 27, and 100 TeV, respectively. For the one τ
channel with τ± → pi±(−)ντ , the sensitivity to doubly charged Higgs mass at HL-LHC can reach 655 GeV
and 695 GeV for NH and IH respectively with a luminosity of 3 ab−1. Higher masses, 1380−1930 GeV
for NH and 1450− 2070 GeV for IH, can be probed at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1and 100 TeV with 3 ab−1.
Type III Leptons Discovery Potential at HL- and HE-LHC
Low-scale Type III Seesaws hypothesises the existence of heavy electrically charged (E±) and neutral
(N) leptons, which form a triplet under SU(2)L, that couple to both SM charged and neutral leptons
through mixing/Yukawa couplings. Due to their gauge charges, triplet leptons also couple to EW gauge
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s = 14 and 27 TeV and as a function of heavy triplet lepton mass, the
summed inclusive production cross section [fb] of pp → NE± + E+E−, at NLO in QCD [388] (left), and
the requisite integrated luminosity for 5(2)σ discovery (sensitivity) to NE± + E+E− based on the analyses
of [389, 390] (right).
bosons appreciably and do not feature suppressed production cross section typical of seesaw scenarios
with gauge singlet fermions. The presence of EW gauge couplings also implies that once a collider
energy and mass are stipulated, the triplet lepton pair production cross section can be computed, up to
small (and potentially negligible) mixing effects. Production mechanisms commonly found in the litera-
ture, and shown in Fig. 5.1.6 (top), include charged current and neutral current Drell-Yan, photon fusion,
and gluon fusion if one considers heavy-light charged lepton associated production. A recent assess-
ment of triplet production modes found [361] that despite the sizeable luminosities afforded to gluon
fusion (gg → E±`∓), including its large QCD corrections [368], and photon fusion (γγ → E+E−),
the Drell-Yan processes remain the dominant production channel of triplet leptons when kinematically
accessible. In light of this, in Fig. 5.1.6 (bottom left), the summed cross sections for the Drell-Yan
processes,
pp→ γ∗/Z∗ → E+E− and pp→W±∗ → E±N, (5.1.8)
are shown at NLO in QCD, following Ref. [388], as a function of triplet masses (assuming
mN = mE), at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. For mN ,mE ≈ 1.2(1.8) TeV, the production
rate reaches σ(pp→ NE + EE) ≈ 1 fb at √s = 14(27) TeV; and for heavier leptons with
mN ,mE ≈ 2.5(4.2) TeV, one sees that σ(pp→ NE + EE) ≈ 1 ab.
Another consequence of the triplet leptons coupling to all EW bosons is the adherence to the
Goldstone Equivalence Theorem. This implies that triplet leptons with masses well above the EW scale
will preferentially decay to longitudinal polarised W and Z bosons as well as to the Higgs bosons. For
decays of EW boson to jets or charged lepton pairs, triplet lepton can be full reconstructed from their
final-state enabling their properties to be studied in detail. For fully reconstructible final-states,
NE± → ``′ +WZ/Wh → ``′ + nj +mb, (5.1.9)
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E+E− → ``′ + ZZ/Zh/hh → ``′ + nj +mb, (5.1.10)
which correspond approximately to the branching fractions B(NE) ≈ 0.115 and B(EE) ≈ 0.116,
search strategies such as those considered in Ref.s [389, 390] can be enacted. Assuming a fixed detector
acceptance and efficiency of A = 0.75, which is in line to those obtained by Ref.s [389, 390], Fig. 5.1.6
(bottom right) shows as a function of triplet mass the requisite luminosity for a 5σ discovery (solid) and
2σ evidence (dash-dot) of triplet leptons at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. With L = 3 − 5 ab−1, the 14 TeV
HL-LHC can discover states as heavy as mN ,mE = 1.6 − 1.8 TeV. For the same amount of data, the
27 TeV HE-LHC can discover heavy leptons mN ,mE = 2.6 − 2.8 TeV; with L = 15 ab−1, one can
discover (probe) roughly mN ,mE = 3.2(3.8) TeV.
5.1.2 Like-sign dileptons with mirror type composite neutrinos at the HL-LHC
Contributors: M. Presilla, O. Panella, R. Leonardi
A composite scenario [391–394], where at a sufficiently high energy scale Λ (compositeness scale)
the SM leptons and quarks show the effects of an internal substructure, has triggered considerable recent
interest both from the theoretical [395–398] and experimental [399, 400] point of view. In particular
recent studies [401] have concentrated in searching for heavy composite Majorana neutrinos at the LHC.
The scenario discussed in such studies is one in which the excited neutrino (ν∗) is a Majorana particle.
A recent CMS study has searched for a heavy composite Majorana neutrino (N ). Using 2.6 fb−1 data
of the 2015 Run II at
√
s = 13 TeV, heavy composite neutrino masses are excluded, at 95% C.L.,
up to mN = 4.35 TeV and 4.60 (4.70) TeV for a value of Λ = MN , from the eeqq channel and
the µµqq channel, respectively [402, 403]. Here we focus on a mirror type assignment for the excited
composite fermions. The neutrino mass term is built up from a Dirac mass, m∗, the mass of the charged
lepton component of the SU(2), right-handed doublet, and mL the Majorana mass of the left-handed
component (singlet) of the excited neutrino. The mass matrix is diagonalised leading to two Majorana
mass eigenstates. The active neutrino field ν∗R is thus a superposition of the two mass eigenstates with
mixing coefficients which depend on the ratio mL/m∗. We discuss the prospects of discovery of these
physical states at the HL-LHC as compared with the previous searches of composite Majorana neutrinos
at the LHC based on sequential type Majorana neutrinos.
We discuss a variant of the model analysed in Ref. [401, 403] taking up the scenario in which the
excited fermions are organised with a mirror SU(2) structure relative to the SM fermions, i.e. the right
handed components form an SU(2) doublet while the left handed components are singlets [283]. We
construct a general Dirac-Majorana mass term and discuss its mass spectrum along with prospects of
observing the resulting lepton number violating signatures at the HL-LHC [404].
In analogy with the usual procedure adopted in see-saw type extensions of the SM we may give a
(lepton number violating) Majorana mass term to the left handed excited neutrino (ν∗L) which is a singlet
and does not actively participate to the gauge interactions in Eq. (5.1.14) –sterile neutrino–, while a
(lepton number conserving) Dirac mass term m∗ is associated to the right-handed component ν∗R which
belongs to the SU(2) doublet and does participate in the gauge interactions – active neutrino-. We can
thus write down the excited neutrino Dirac-Majorana mass term appearing in the Lagrangian density of
the model as:
LD+M = −1
2
mL ν¯
∗
L(ν
∗
L)
c −m∗ ν¯∗Lν∗R + h.c. (5.1.11)
The Lagrangian mass term is easily diagonalised following standard procedures, obtaining two
Majorana mass eigenstates, ν1,2, with (positive) mass eigenvalues given by:
m1,2 =
√
m2∗ +
(mL
2
)2 ∓ mL
2
(5.1.12)
Interacting states can be written as a mixing of the mass eigenstate according to the relation:
(ν∗L)
c = −i cos θ ν1R + sin θ ν2R (5.1.13a)
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Fig. 5.1.7: Left: mass eigenstates m1,2 (in units of m∗) from Eq. (5.1.12) as a function of the parameter
µ = mL/m∗. Right: mixing coefficients cos θ and sin θ from Eq.s (5.1.13) as a function of the parameter
µ = mL/m∗
ν∗R = i sin θ ν1R + cos θ ν2R (5.1.13b)
where the mixing angle θ is given in terms of the Dirac and Majorana masses: θ = −12 arctan 2m∗mL .
Now we take into account all the relevant effective couplings of these particles. In the mirror type
model, we consider the first lepton family and assume that the excited neutrino and the excited electron
are grouped into left handed singlets and a right-handed SU(2) doublet [283]. The corresponding gauge
mediated Lagrangian between the left-handed SM doublet L and the right-handed excited doublet R via
the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge fields [405, 406], which should be of the magnetic type to warrant current
conservation, can be written down:
L = 1
2Λ
R¯∗σµν
(
gf
τ
2
·Wµν + g′f ′Y Bµν
)
L+ h.c. , (5.1.14)
where LT = (νL, `L) is the ordinary SU(2)L lepton doublet, and R
T = (ν∗R, `
∗
R) is the excited right-
handed doublet; g and g′ are the SU(2)L andU(1)Y gauge couplings andWµν ,Bµν are the field strength
for the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields; f and f
′ are dimensionless couplings. The relevant charged cur-
rent (gauge) interaction of the excited (active) Majorana neutrino ν∗R is easily derived from Eq. (5.1.14)
and can be written out explicitly in terms of the Majorana mass eigenstates through Eq. (5.1.13b):
LG =
gf√
2Λ
(−i sin θ ν1 + cos θ ν2) σµλ `L ∂µWλ + h.c. (5.1.15)
Contact interactions between ordinary fermions may arise by constituent exchange, if the fermions
have common constituents, and/or by exchange of the binding quanta of the new unknown interaction
whenever such binding quanta couple to the constituents of both particles [392, 406]. The dominant
effect is expected to be given by the dimension 6 four-fermion interactions which scale with the inverse
square of the compositeness scale Λ:
LCI =
g2∗
Λ2
1
2
jµjµ (5.1.16a)
jµ = ηLf¯LγµfL + η′Lf¯∗Lγµf∗L + η′′Lf¯∗LγµfL + h.c.
+ (L→ R) (5.1.16b)
where g2∗ = 4pi and the η factors are usually set equal to unity. In this work the right-handed currents
will be neglected for simplicity.
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Fig. 5.1.8: Left: production cross section, at
√
s = 14 TeV, for the two mass eigen-states pp → e+ν1,2 for two
different Majorana mass values, mL = 50, 500 GeV. Right: cross section for the like-sign dileptons signature,
pp→ e+e+qq at the HL-LHC (√s = 14 TeV).
The single production qq¯′ → ν∗` proceeds through flavour conserving but non-diagonal terms,
in particular with currents like the third term in Eq. (5.1.16b) which couple excited states with ordinary
fermions and the contact interactions in can be written out explicitly in terms of the Majorana mass
eigenstates νi using Eq. (5.1.13b):
LCI =
g2∗
Λ2
q¯Lγ
µq′L (−i cos θ ν1 + sin θ ν2) γµ`L . (5.1.17)
The gauge interactions in Eq. (5.1.15) and the contact interactions in Eq. (5.1.17) have to be
implemented in a MC generator. Here we have mostly used MADGRAPH [67], complementing the
results with a validation obtained with the tree-level simulator CALCHEP [407].
In Fig. 5.1.8 is shown the behaviour of production cross section for the two mass eigenstates and
for the whole process for different model scenarios. It is worth to notice that in the limit mL → 0 the
cross-section of the like-sign dilepton process goes to zero.
We briefly discuss the potential for discovery at HL-LHC in the three-dimensional parameter
space (Λ,mL,m∗) using the fast simulation framework DELPHES [33] for studying the hypothetical
response of the CMS Phase-2 detector. Standard model processes that could mimic the detection of a
signal with lepton number violation in this rather clean signature are mainly the triple W boson produc-
tion, pp → W+W+W−, and the top quark pair production pp → tt¯, the former being the dominant
background source. Since the kinematic features of the final state reconstructed objects are similar to
those of Ref. [401], we lower the background contribution by imposing two cuts on the leading lepton
(pT (e1) > 110 GeV) and on the second-leading lepton (pT (e2) > 35 GeV). This particular signal re-
gion allows an efficiency in selecting signal around the 80%, while beating the background sources with
efficiency of 0.00044% for the tt¯ and of 0.0034% for the W+W+W−.
We compute, at a c.o.m.energy of
√
s = 14 TeV and with an integrated luminosity of L = 3 ab−1, the
statistical significance, as defined by the relation S = Lσsigsig/
√Lσbkgbkg, where sig, bkg are respec-
tively the cumulative efficiencies of signal and background due to the event reconstruction. In Fig. 5.1.9
(left) we show the potential for discovery, in the plane (m∗,Λ), of the CMS Phase-2 detector for two
different values of the Majorana mass mL = 50, 500 GeV.
Another interesting feature of the present model is that the presence of two heavy neutrino mass
eigenstates, which have also opposite CP eigenvalues, can lead to a charge asymmetry, i.e. to an asym-
metry in the production rate of same-sign dilepton signal versus the opposite-sign dilepton signal [408].
In particular, the charge asymmetry A = (σ
e
+
e
−
jj
− σ
e
+
e
+
jj
)/(σ
e
+
e
−
jj
+ σ
e
+
e
+
jj
) could be used to
test the relative strength between the Dirac and Majorana nature of the heavy neutrinos at the HL-LHC.
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Fig. 5.1.9: Left: the 5σ contour levels curves, at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3 ab−1, of the statistical significance
(S = 5) in the parameter plane [m∗,Λ], for two different values of the Majorana mass mL = 50, 500 GeV. Right:
the expected charge asymmetry at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 3 ab−1 of the same-sign and opposite sign channels for
two different values of mL = 50, 500 GeV as function of m∗.
We note that while the same-sign dilepton signature e+e+jj is effectively background free (see above),
the opposite sign dilepton signature e+e−jj is expected to have a substantially larger SM background
which however could be subtracted in order to extract the asymmetry A peculiar of the model features.
Figure 5.1.9 (right) shows the charge asymmetry A. In line with expectations that A → 1 when σ
e
+
e
+
jj
is suppressed we observe that as a function ofm∗ after the initial drop in the asymmetry, at fixedmL, then
at larger values of m∗ the mass difference of the two eigenstates diminishes and so does the same-sign
dilepton yield giving larger asymmetries close to 1 again.
In summary, we have presented a mechanism of lepton number violation within a mirror type
compositeness scenario. The mirror model is realised when the left components of the excited states
are singlets while the right components are active doublets which do participate to gauge transition
interactions with SM fermions. We therefore introduce a left-handed Majorana neutrino singlet of mass
mL while the right-handed component belongs to a doublet and has a Dirac mass m∗. This situation is
exactly specular to the one encountered in typical see-saw models where the sterile neutrino is the right
handed component and the active one is the left handed component. diagonalisation of the mass matrix
gives two Majorana mass eigenstates whose phenomenology at the HL-LHC is presented, providing the
5σ contour level curves of the statistical significance for a possible discover by a CMS Phase-2 like
detector. We have also shown that the charge asymmetry A of the like sign dilepton signature is a useful
observable for studying the model parameter space.
5.1.3 Search for heavy composite Majorana neutrinos at the HL- and the HE-LHC
Contributors: P. Azzi, C. Cecchi, L. Fanó, A. Gurrola, W. Johns, R. Leonardi, E. Manoni, M. Narain, O. Panella,
M. Presilla, F. Romeo, S. Sagir, P. Sheldon, F. Simonetto, E. Usai, W. Zhang, CMS
Compositeness of ordinary fermions is one possible BSM scenario that may lead to a solution
of the hierarchy problem or to the explanation of the proliferation of ordinary fermions. Elementary
particles are thought to be bound states of some as–yet–unobserved fundamental constituents generically
referred to as preons. Composite models also predict the existence of excited states of quarks and leptons,
with masses lower than or equal to the compositeness scale Λ which interact with SM fermions via both
magnetic type gauge couplings and contact interactions.
The heavy composite Majorana neutrino N` would be a particular case of such excited states.
This can be produced in association with a lepton, in pp collisions, via quark–antiquark annihilation
(qq¯′ → `N`). The production and decay processes can occur via both gauge and contact interactions.
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The Lagrangian density for gauge mediated interactions is
LG =
1
2Λ
L∗Rσ
µν
(
gf
−→τ
2
· −→Wµν + g′f ′Y Bµν
)
LL + h.c., (5.1.18)
where L∗R and LL are, respectively, the right-handed doublet of the excited fermions and the left-handed
doublet of the SM, g and g′ are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge couplings, and f and f
′ are dimensionless
couplings, which are expected to be of order unity [394] and henceforth simply assumed to be 1. The
corresponding Lagrangian describing the four-fermion contact interactions by a dimension-6 effective
operator can written as
LC =
g2∗
Λ2
1
2
jµjµ, (5.1.19)
with
jµ = ηLψ¯LγµψL + η′Lψ¯∗Lγµψ∗L + η′′Lψ¯∗LγµψL + h.c.+ (L→ R), (5.1.20)
where g2∗ = 4pi, the η factors that define the chiral structure are usually set equal to 1, and ψ and ψ
∗ are
the SM and excited fermion fields [394].
The production process is dominated by the contact interaction mechanism for all values of the
compositeness scale Λ and of the mass of the neutrino M(N`) relevant in this analysis, while for the
decay the dominant interaction changes depending on Λ and M(N`) [401].
This study from CMS focuses on the final state signature ``qq¯′, where ` is either an electron or
a muon [409]. For the HL-LHC sensitivity study, we use MC samples for the signal and the SM back-
grounds. The MC samples for the signal are generated with CALCHEP V3.6 [407] using the NNPDF3.0
LO parton distribution functions [121]. The background samples considered are top quark pair pro-
duction (t¯t), single top quark production (tW), Drell-Yan (DY) process, W+jets and diboson production
(WW, WZ, ZZ), and are generated with MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [67] using the CTEQ6L1 PDF
set [52]. For all of the MC samples the hadronisation of partons is simulated with PYTHIA 8 [68]
and the expected response of the upgraded CMS detector is performed with the fast-simulation package
DELPHES [33]. The contribution from additional pileup events has been included in the simulation as
well.
In order to reduce the contamination from misreconstructed events, a kinematics-based selection
is applied. The pT of the leading lepton is required to be greater than 110 GeV, while the pT of the
subleading lepton must greater than 40 GeV. All lepton candidates are required to be in the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 2.4. Restricting to the high-mass region given by M(`, `) > 300 GeV, where M(`, `) is
the dilepton invariant mass, allows reducing the DY background without affecting the signal acceptance.
The large-radius jets are analysed using the PUPPI algorithm [410]. They are reconstructed with a
distance parameter of R = 0.8 and they are required to have a minimum pT of 200 GeV, to be within
the region |η| < 2.4 and to be separated from leptons by a distance ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 > 0.8.
Requiring one or more large-radius jets is suitable regardless of whether N` decays through gauge or
contact interactions. In fact, for gauge mediated decays of the heavy composite neutrino, the two quarks
are expected to overlap and thus form a large-radius jet, while in the case of contact-mediated decays,
the two quarks are well separated, but form two large-radius jets because of the overlap with final state
radiation. The signal region is therefore defined by requiring two same-flavour isolated leptons (electrons
or muons) and at least one large-radius jet.
A shape-based analysis is performed looking at the invariant mass distribution of the two leptons
and the leading large-radius jet, M(``J). The expected discovery sensitivity of a heavy composite
Majorana neutrino, produced in association with a lepton, and decaying into a same-flavour lepton and
two jets, is shown in Fig. 5.1.10. The CMS Phase-2 detector will be able to find evidence for a composite
neutrino with mass below M(N`) = 7.6 TeV. The M(``J) distributions of signal and SM backgrounds
are also used as input in the computation of an upper limit at the 95% C.L. on the cross section of the
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Fig. 5.1.11: Expected 95% C.L. upper limits for the HL-LHC projection (black dotted lines) on
σ(pp→ `N`)× B(N` → `qq¯′), obtained in the analysis of the eeqq¯′ (left) and the µµqq¯′ (right) final states, as
a function of the mass of the heavy composite Majorana neutrino. The corresponding green and yellow bands
represent the expected variation of the limit to one and two standard deviation(s). The solid blue curve indicates
the theoretical prediction of Λ = M(Nl). The textured curves give the theoretical predictions for Λ values ranging
from 12 to 35 TeV.
heavy composite Majorana neutrino produced in association with a lepton times its branching fraction to
a same-flavour lepton and two quarks, σ(pp → `N`) × B(N` → `qq¯′). A CLs criterion [95] is used to
set upper limits. Systematic uncertainties are included on the integrated luminosity (1%), pileup (2%),
electron ID (0.5%), electron scale (0.5%), muon ID (0.5%), muon scale (0.5%), jet energy scale (1%), jet
energy resolution (1%), the background prediction (0.3%), and Drell-Yan theory (4%), and are evaluated
in accordance with the most recent recommendations described in Ref. [411].
The results are shown in Fig. 5.1.11 for the eeqq¯′ and µµqq¯′ channels. Figure 5.1.12 displays
the corresponding upper limits on the (Λ,M(N`)) plane. The HL-LHC running conditions and Phase-
2 detector will significantly extend the region of parameter space that can be probed. While in Run-2
the mass of the heavy composite Majorana neutrino could be excluded up to 4.60 (4.70) TeV in the
eeqq¯′ (µµqq¯′) channel [403], for the case of Λ = M(N`), for the HL-LHC we could potentially exclude
a composite neutrino up to a mass of 8 TeV with the same assumption on the compositeness scale.
The sensitivity of the search is also considered for the High-Energy LHC at
√
s = 27 TeV.
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Figure 5.1.13 shows that with the HE-LHC we could find evidence for a composite Majorana neutrino
with mass below M(N`) = 12 TeV, for Λ = M(N`). Figure 5.1.14 shows the results for several values
of Λ. The projection of the exclusion limits is also presented in Fig. 5.1.15 for the (Λ,M(N`)) plane. We
conclude that, given the model condition Λ = M(N`), the HE-LHC could exclude a heavy composite
Majorana neutrino with mass up to 12.5 TeV in both eeqq¯′ and µµqq¯′ channels.
5.2 Leptoquarks and Z′
Leptoquarks are hypothetical particles that carry both baryon and lepton quantum numbers. They are
colour-triplets and carry fractional electric charge. The spin of a LQ state is either 0 (scalar LQ) or
1 (vector LQ). At the LHC, the pair-production of LQs is possible via gluon-gluon fusion and quark-
antiquark annihilation and the production cross section only depends on the mass of the LQ. For scalar
LQs, it is known at NLO in perturbative QCD [412]. The LQ may also be singly produced, in association
with a lepton, but the cross section is model dependent. New massive vector bosons, Z ′, are a common
feature of NP models. Typically they are assumed to couple in a flavour independent fashion. However,
it is possible to build models where these couplings are generation dependent and, after moving to the
mass basis, become inter-generational. Constraints on such couplings are weaker for the third generation.
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channel (right).
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Fig. 5.1.15: Expected 95% C.L. lower limits (black lines) on the compositeness scale Λ, obtained in the analysis
of the eeqq¯′ (left) and the µµqq¯′ (right) final states, as a function of the mass of the heavy composite Majorana
neutrino for the HE-LHC projection. The grey zones are not allowed by the model.
Such models have been invoked to explain several B-physics anomalies.
In this section the reach of the HL-LHC for LQs in the t + τ and t + µ channel is discussed in
Section 5.2.1. The reach of HL- and HE-LHC for models capable of explaining theB-physics anomalies
is addressed in Section 5.2.2. HL-LHC searches for LQs in b+τ final states is discussed in Section 5.2.3,
while the HE-LHC capability is considered in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.1 Leptoquark searches in t+τ and t+µ decays at HL-LHC
Contributors: J. Haller, R. Kogler, A. Reimers, CMS
The reach of searches for pair production of LQs with decays to t+µ and t+ τ at CMS is studied
for the HL-LHC with target integrated luminosities of Ltargetint = 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 [413]. The studies
are based on projecting signal and background event yields to HL-LHC conditions from published CMS
results of the t+µ [414] and t+τ [415] LQ decay channels which use data from proton-proton collisions
at
√
s = 13 TeV corresponding to Lint = 35.9 fb−1 recorded in 2016. While the analysis strategies are
kept unchanged with respect to the ones in Ref.s [414, 415], different total integrated luminosities, the
higher c.o.m. energy of 14 TeV, and different scenarios of systematic uncertainties are considered. In
the first scenario (denoted “w/ YR18 syst. uncert.”), the relative experimental systematic uncertainties
are scaled by a factor of 1/
√
f , with f = Ltargetint /35.9 fb−1, until they reach a defined lower limit based
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Fig. 5.2.1: Expected significances for an LQ decaying exclusively to top quarks and muons (left) or τ leptons
(right).
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exclusively to top quarks and muons (left) or τ leptons (right).
on estimates of the achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector [8] as described in Section 1.2. The
relative theoretical systematic uncertainties are halved. In the second scenario (denoted “w/ stat. uncert.
only”), no systematic uncertainties are considered. The relative statistical uncertainties in both scenarios
are scaled by 1/
√
f .
Figure 5.2.1 presents the expected signal significances of the analyses as a function of the LQ
mass for different assumed integrated luminosities in the “w/ YR18 syst. uncert.” and “w/ stat. uncert.
only” scenarios. Increasing the target integrated luminosity to Ltargetint = 3 ab−1 greatly increases the
discovery potential of both analyses. The LQ mass corresponding to a discovery at 5σ significance
with a dataset corresponding to 3 ab−1increases by more than 500 GeV compared to the situation at
Ltargetint = 35.9 fb−1, from about 1200 GeV to roughly 1700 GeV, in the LQ → tµ decay channel. For
LQs decaying exclusively to top quarks and τ leptons, a gain of 400 GeV is expected, pushing the LQ
mass in reach for a 5σ discovery from 800 GeV to 1200 GeV.
In Fig. 5.2.2, the expected projected exclusion limits on the LQ pair production cross section are
shown. Leptoquarks decaying only to top quarks and muons are expected to be excluded below masses
of 1900 GeV for 3 ab−1, which is a gain of 500 GeV compared to the limit of 1420 GeV obtained in
the published analysis of the 2016 dataset [414]. The mass exclusion limit for LQs decaying exclusively
to top quarks and τ leptons are expected to be increased by 500 GeV, from 900 GeV to approximately
1400 GeV.
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Fig. 5.2.3: Expected significances (left) and expected upper limits on the LQ pair-production cross section at the
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a constant expected significance or cross section limit, respectively. The red lines indicate the 5σ discovery level
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Fig. 5.2.4: Feynman diagrams of two simplified models for mediating an effective operator that explains discrep-
ancies in B → K(∗)µ+µ− decays as compared to SM predictions. The diagram on the left hand side shows
mediation by a scalar LQ, whereas the right-hand side shows mediation by a flavour dependent Z ′.
Figure 5.2.3 shows the expected signal significances and upper exclusion limits on the pair produc-
tion cross section of scalar LQs allowed to decay to top quarks and muons or τ leptons at the 95% C.L.
as a function of the LQ mass and a variable branching fraction B(LQ → tµ) = 1 − B(LQ → tτ) for
an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1in the two different scenarios. For all values of B, LQ masses up to
approximately 1200 GeV and 1400 GeV are expected to be in reach for a discovery at the 5σ level and
a 95% C.L. exclusion, respectively.
5.2.2 Z′ and leptoquarks forB decay anomalies at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: B. Allanach, T. Tevong You
Recent measurements of R∗K and other b observables indicate that the b¯PLsµ¯PLµ vertex may be
receiving BSM corrections. Here, we examine simplified models that may predict such corrections at the
tree-level: Z ′ models and leptoquark models depicted in Fig. 5.2.4.
The ‘naïve’ Z ′ model contains the Lagrangian pieces
Lmin.
Z
′ ⊃
(
gsbL Z
′
ρs¯γ
ρPLb+ h.c.
)
+ gµµL Z
′
ρµ¯γ
ρPLµ , (5.2.1)
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Fig. 5.2.5: Current bounds and projected sensitivities to the naïve Z ′ model. Left: bounds from a 3.2 fb−1
ATLAS Z ′ search in the µ+µ− channel [419]. Right: bounds from a 19.6 fb−1 search for the process
gg → S¯3S3 → (µ−j)(µ+j), these bounds were then used [420] to extrapolate to the HE-LHC and HL-LHC,
and the predicted NLO production cross-sections for the production of the S3S¯3 pairs.
whereas the more realistic ‘33µµ’ Z ′ model contains more couplings (SU(2)L and flavour copies):
L33µµ
Z
′ ⊃ gqLZ ′ρ
[
t¯γρPLt+ |Vtb|2b¯γρPLb+ |Vtd|2d¯γρPLd+ |Vts|2s¯γρPLs
+
(
VtbV
∗
tsb¯γ
ρPLs+ V
∗
tsVtdd¯γ
ρPLs+ VtbV
∗
tdb¯γ
ρPLd+ h.c.
)
+gµµL
µ¯γρPLµ+∑
i,j
ν¯iUiµγ
ρPLU
∗
µjνj
 , (5.2.2)
where U denotes the PMNS matrix involved in lepton mixing. In a fit to ‘clean’ b−observables including
R
K
(∗) Ref. [416], we have that, in the naïve Z ′ model,
|gsbL gµµL | = (1.0± 0.25)
(
MZ′
31 TeV
)2
, (5.2.3)
which we use to constrain the couplings and masses of the Z ′, (the 33µµ model’s Z ′ couplings to s¯b and
µ+µ− can also be matched to Eq. (5.2.1)).
There are particular combinations of quantum numbers allowed for the LQs [416–418], depending
upon their spin. For the scalar case this is the triplet LQ S3, with quantum numbers (3¯, 3,
1
3) under
SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y and massM , whose Yukawa couplings to the third family left-handed quark
and second family left-handed lepton doublets Q3 and L2 are of the form
ybµQ3L2S3 + ysµQ2L2S3h.c. . (5.2.4)
Its effect on the clean b−observables result in a constraint
|ysbybµ| = (1.00± 0.25)
(
M
31 TeV
)2
, (5.2.5)
from the fit [416].
In Fig. 5.2.5, we display the projected sensitivities on the naïve Z ′ and scalar leptoquark models of
the HE-LHC and HL-LHC, extrapolated from a 3.2 fb−1 ATLASZ ′ resonance search in the µ+µ− model
as a function of Z ′ mass. The extrapolation is performed under the following approximations: changes in
efficiency with respect to changing
√
s or other changes to the operating environment are neglected, and
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Fig. 5.2.6: Example processes contributing to S3S¯3 production and subsequent decay at the LHC.
Fig. 5.2.7: Current bounds and projected sensitivities to Z ′ models explaining R
K
(∗) . Each point in the plane has
had the couplings adjusted to be consistent with the central value of Eq. (5.2.3). The red region is excluded from
Bs − B¯s mixing measurements, the blue region shows the expected 95% C.L. sensitive region and the greyed
region is at width Γ > 0.1MZ′ , meaning that the extrapolation used to calculate sensitivities (which uses the
narrow width approximation) is inaccurate. The blue region shows the region of sensitivity. The vertical axis
shows the difference between the muonic and the quark Z ′ coupling, initially intended to show when one is large
compared to the other. However, the Bs − B¯s mixing constraint implies that gsbL  gµµL and so the vertical axis is
equal to gµµL , to a good approximation.
the narrow width approximation is used. At strong coupling, the narrow width approximation becomes
bad. In the right-hand plot, the sensitivity coming from the process gg → S¯3S3 → µ+jµ−j depicted
in Fig. 5.2.6 is shown. The sensitivities are phrased in terms of production cross-section times BRs of
final states on the vertical axis. In the LQ model, the production cross-section depends only upon the
mass M of the LQ: its coupling is given by the QCD gauge coupling. We see that HL-LHC(HE-LHC)
is sensitive to LQs of mass up to 2.5 (4.2) TeV for this topology. The Bs − B¯s mixing constraint
implies
∣∣ybµy∗sµ∣∣ < M/(26 TeV) for the S3 LQ case. Combining this with Eq. (5.2.5) yields a bound
M < 40 TeV7 [416]. Thus, the HL-LHC and HE-LHC could probe a non-negligible fraction of the
viable LQ parameter space.
For the Z ′ models, the production cross-section depends sensitively upon the coupling gbsL . If the
coupling is large, Z ′s with masses up to 18 TeV can explain R(∗)K and still be compatible with bounds
originating from Bs− B¯s mixing measurements (|gsbL | ≤MZ′/148 TeV) [416]. We display the relevant
sensitivities and bounds upon flavourful Z ′ models in Fig. 5.2.7 as a function of coupling and mass.
From the left hand panel, we see that the HL-LHC only probes a small fraction of the viable naïve Z ′
parameter space. However, when we examine more realistic model (the 33µµ model) in the right-hand
7One can also consider singlet or triplet vector LQs whose joint constraints implyM < 20, 40 TeV, respectively, but whose
sensitivities are equal to those of the S3.
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Fig. 5.2.8: Leading order Feynman diagrams for the production of a third-generation LQ in the single production
s-channel (left) and the pair production channel via gluon fusion (centre) and quark fusion (right).
panel, we see that a large fraction of parameter space where the narrow width approximation applies is
covered. These conclusions become stronger when one examines the sensitivity of the HE-LHC, as the
solid lines display: the viable region of the 33µµ model with narrow width approximation is completely
covered, for example.
We note that the results presented herein represent only a rough estimation and further more de-
tailed studies are desirable. In particular, the narrow width approximation in the case of the LQs is likely
to be a rough approximation because one is really producing a pair of LQs. Our approximations effec-
tively assume that they are produced at threshold. At higher luminosities or energies, the efficiency for
identifying isolated muons will change, as well as the efficiencies for identifying jets. This could be
better estimated by performing Monte-Carlo event generation studies together with a detector simulation
rather than extrapolating current limits from the LHC.
5.2.3 Search for leptoquarks decaying to τ and b at HL-LHC
Contributors: Y. Takahashi, P. Matorras, CMS
Third-generation scalar LQs have recently received considerable interest from the theory commu-
nity, as the existence of leptoquarks with large couplings can explain the anomaly in the B → Dτν and
B → D∗τν decay rates reported by the BaBar [421, 422], Belle [423–428], and LHCb [429] Collabora-
tions.
This analysis from CMS [430] presents future discovery and exclusion prospects for singly and
pair produced third-generation scalar LQs, each decaying to τh and a bottom quark. Here, τh denotes a
hadronically decaying τ lepton. The relevant Feynman diagrams of the signal processes at leading order
(LO) are shown in Fig. 5.2.8.
The analysis uses DELPHES [33] event samples of simulated pp collisions at a c.o.m. energy
of 14 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1and 3 ab−1. The matrix elements of
LQ signals for both single and pair LQ production are generated at LO using version 2.6.0 of MAD-
GRAPH5_aMC@NLO [67] for mLQ = 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 GeV. The branching fraction β of
the LQ to a charged lepton and a quark, in this case LQ→ τb, is assumed to be β = 1. The unknown
Yukawa coupling λ of the LQ to a τ lepton and a bottom quark is set to λ = 1. The width Γ is calculated
using Γ = mLQλ
2/(16pi) [431], and is less than 10% of the LQ mass for most of the considered search
range. The signal samples are normalised to the cross section calculated at LO, multiplied by a K factor
to account for higher order contributions [432].
Similar event selections are used in both the singly and pair produced LQ searches, except for the
requirement on the number of jets. In both channels, two reconstructed τh with opposite-sign charge are
required, each with transverse momentum pT,τ > 50 GeV and a maximum pseudorapidity |ητ | < 2.3.
In the search for single production, the presence of at least one reconstructed jet with pT > 50 GeV is
required, while at least two are required in the search for pair production. Jets are reconstructed with
FASTJET [35], using the anti-kT algorithm [34], with a distance parameter of 0.4.
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Fig. 5.2.9: Left: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected τ leptons and the highest-pT jet in the single LQ selection
region. Right: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected τ leptons and the two highest-pT jets in the LQ pair search
region. The considered backgrounds are shown as stacked histograms, while empty histograms for signals for the
single LQ and LQ pair channels (for mLQ = 1000 GeV) are overlaid to illustrate the sensitivity. Both signal and
background are normalised to a luminosity of 3 ab−1.
To reduce background due to Drell-Yan (particularly Z→ ττ ) events, the invariant mass of the two
selected τh, mττ , is required to be > 95 GeV. In addition, at least one of the previously selected jets is
required to be b-tagged to reduce QCD multijet backgrounds. Finally, an event is rejected if it contains
an identified and isolated electron (muon), with pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.4 (2.5). The acceptance of
the signal events is 4.9% (11%) for single (pair) production, where the branching ratio of two τ leptons
decaying hadronically is included in the numerator of the acceptance.
Signal extraction is based on a binned maximum likelihood fit to the distribution of the scalar pT
sum ST, which is defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of the two τh and either the highest-pT
jet in the case of single LQ production, or the two highest-pT jets in the case of LQ pair production.
These distributions are shown in Fig. 5.2.9 for the HL-LHC 3 ab−1 scenario.
Systematic uncertainties are calculated by scaling the current experimental uncertainties. For un-
certainties limited by statistics, including the uncertainty on the DY (3.3%) and QCD (3.3%) cross sec-
tions, a scale factor of 1/
√L is applied, for an integrated luminosity ratio L. For uncertainties coming
from theoretical calculations, a scale factor of 1/2 is applied with respect to current uncertainties, as
is the case for the uncertainties on the cross section for top (2.8%) or diboson (3%) events. Other ex-
perimental systematic uncertainties are scaled by the square root of the integrated luminosity ratio until
the uncertainty reaches a minimum value, including uncertainties on the integrated luminosity (1%), τ
identification (5%) and b-tagging/misidentification (1%/5%).
Figure 5.2.10 shows an upper limit at 95% C.L. on the cross section times branching fraction
β as a function of mLQ by using the asymptotic CLs modified frequentist criterion [94, 95, 257, 433].
Upper limits are calculated considering two different scenarios. The first one, hereafter abbreviated as
"stat. only" considers only statistical uncertainties, to observe how the results are affected by the increase
of the integrated luminosity. The second scenario, hereafter abbreviated as "stat.+syst.," also includes
the estimate of the systematic uncertainties at the HL-LHC. For the single LQ production search, the
theoretical prediction for the cross section assumes λ = 1 and β = 1.
Comparing the limits with theoretical predictions assuming unit Yukawa coupling λ = 1,
third-generation scalar leptoquarks are expected to be excluded at 95% C.L. for LQ masses below
730 (1250) GeV for a luminosity of 300 fb−1, and below 1130 (1520) GeV for 3 ab−1 in the single
(pair) production channel, considering both statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Fig. 5.2.10: Expected limits at 95% C.L. on the product of the cross section σ and the branching fraction β, as a
function of the LQ mass, for the two high luminosity projections, 300 fb−1 (red) and 3 ab−1 (orange), for both the
stat. only (dashed lines) and the stat.+syst. scenarios (solid lines). This is shown in conjunction with the theoretical
predictions at NLO [432] in cyan. Projections are calculated for both the single LQ (left) and LQ pair production
(right).
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Fig. 5.2.11: Expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. on the Yukawa coupling λ at the LQ-lepton-quark vertex, as a
function of the LQ mass. A unit branching fraction β of the LQ to a τ lepton and a bottom quark is assumed. Future
projections for 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 are shown for both the stat. only and stat.+syst. scenarios, shown as dashed
and filled lines respectively, and for both the single LQ and LQ pair production, where the latter corresponds to the
vertical line (since it does not depend on λ). The left hand side of the lines represents the exclusion region for each
of the projections, whereas the region with diagonal blue hatching shows the parameter space preferred by one of
the models proposed to explain anomalies observed in B physics [434].
Since the single-LQ signal cross section scales with λ2, it is straightforward to recast the results
presented in Fig. 5.2.10 in terms of expected upper limits on mLQ as a function of λ, as shown in
Fig. 5.2.11. The blue band shows the parameter space (95% C.L.) for the scalar LQ preferred by the B
physics anomalies: λ = (0.95 ± 0.50)mLQ(TeV) [434]. For the 300 (3000) fb−1 luminosity scenario,
the leptoquark pair production channel is more sensitive if λ < 2.7 (2.3), while the single leptoquark
production is dominant otherwise.
Using the predicted cross section [432] of the signal, it is also possible to estimate the maximal
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Fig. 5.2.12: Expected local significance of a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass, for the two high
luminosity projections, 300 fb−1 (red) and 3 ab−1 (orange), assuming the theoretical prediction for the LQ cross
section at NLO [432], calculated with λ = 1 and β = 1. Projections are calculated for both single LQ (left) and
LQ pair production (right).
LQ mass expected to be in reach for a 5σ discovery. Figure 5.2.12 shows the expected local significance
of a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass hypothesis.
In summary, this study shows that future LQ searches under higher luminosity conditions are
promising, as they are expected to greatly increase the reach of the search. They also show that the pair
production channel is expected to be the most sensitive. A significance of 5σ is within reach for LQ
masses below 800 (1200) GeV for the single (pair) production channels in the 300 fb−1 scenario and
1000 (1500) GeV for the 3 ab−1 scenario.
5.2.4 HE-LHC sensitivity study for leptoquarks decaying to τ + b
Contributors: A. Greljo and L. Mittnacht
We analysed the sensitivity of the 27 TeV pp collider with 15 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
to probe pair production of the scalar and vector leptoquarks decaying to (bτ) final state. We in-
vestigated events containing either one electron or muon, one hadronically decaying tau lepton, and
at least two jets. The signal events and the dominant background events (tt¯) were generated with
MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO at leading-order. PYTHIA 6 was used to shower and hadronise events and
DELPHES 3 was used to simulate the detector response. The scalar leptoquark (r23) and the vector
leptoquark (U1) UFO model files were taken from Ref. [432].
To verify the procedure, we simulated the tt¯ background and the scalar leptoquark signal at 13 TeV
and compared to the predicted shapes in the ST distribution from the existing CMS analysis [435]. After
we verified the 13 TeV analysis, we simulated the signal and the dominant background events at 27 TeV.
From these samples, we selected all events satisfying the particle content requirements and applied the
lower cut in the ST variable. The cut threshold was chosen to maximise s/
√
b while requiring at least
2 expected signal events at an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1. In the case of the vector leptoquark
we considered the Yang-Mills (κ = 1) and the minimal coupling (κ = 0) scenarios [432]. From the
simulations of the scalar and vector leptoquark events, we found the ratio of the cross-sections, and
assuming similar kinematics, we estimated the sensitivity also for the vector leptoquark U1.
As shown in Fig. 5.2.13, the HE-LHC collider will be able to probe pair produced third generation
scalar leptoquark (decaying exclusively to bτ final state) up to mass of ∼ 4 TeV and vector leptoquark
up to ∼ 4.5 TeV and ∼ 5.2 TeV for the minimal coupling and Yang-Mills scenarios, respectively.
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Fig. 5.2.13: Expected sensitivity for pair production of scalar (r23) and vector (U1) leptoquark at 27 TeV pp
collider with an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1.
While this result is obtained by a rather crude analysis, it shows the impressive reach of the future high-
energy pp-collider. In particular, the HE-LHC will cut deep into the relevant perturbative parameter
space for b → cτν anomaly. As a final comment, this is a rather conservative estimate of the sensitivity
to leptoquark models solving R(D∗) anomaly, since a dedicated single leptoquark production search is
expected to yield even stronger bounds [432, 434].
5.3 High pT implications of flavour anomalies
Contributors: A. Celis, A. Greljo, L. Mittnacht, M. Nardecchia, T. You
Precision measurements of flavour transitions at low energies, such as flavour changing B, D and
K decays, are sensitive probes of hypothetical dynamics at high energy scales. These can provide the
first evidence of new BSM phenomena, even before direct discovery of new particles at high energy
colliders. Indeed, the current anomalies observed in B-meson decays, the charge current one in b→ cτν
transitions, and neutral current one in b → s`+`−, may be the first hint of new dynamics which is still
waiting to be discovered at high-pT . When considering models that can accommodate the anomalies,
it is crucial to analyse the constraints derived from high-pT searches at the LHC, since these can often
rule out significant regions of model parameter space. Below we review these constraints, and assess the
impact of the HL- and HE-LHC upgrades.
5.3.1 EFT analysis
If the dominant NP effects give rise to dimension-six SMEFT operators, the low-energy flavour mea-
surements are sensitive to C/Λ2, with C the dimensionless NP Wilson coefficient and Λ the NP scale.
The size of the Wilson coefficient is model dependent, and thus so is the NP scale required to explain
the R
D
(∗)and R
K
(∗) anomalies. Perturbative unitarity sets an upper bound on the energy scale below
which new dynamics need to appear [436]. The conservative bounds on the scale of unitarity violation
are ΛU = 9.2 TeV and 84 TeV for RD(∗)and RK(∗) , respectively, obtained when the flavour structure
of NP operators is exactly aligned with what is needed to explain the anomalies. More realistic frame-
works for flavour structure, such as MFV, U(2) flavour models, or partial compositeness, give rise to NP
effective operators with largest effects for the third generation. This results in stronger unitarity bounds,
ΛU = 1.9 TeV and 17 TeV for RD(∗) and RK(∗) , respectively. These results mean that: (i) the mediators
responsible for the b → cτν charged current anomalies are expected to be in the energy range of the
LHC, (ii) the mediators responsible for the b → s`` neutral current anomalies could well be above the
energy range of the LHC. However, in realistic flavour models also these mediators typically fall within
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the (HE-)LHC reach.
If the neutrinos in b → cτν are part of a left-handed doublet, the NP responsible for R
D
(∗)
anomaly generically implies a sizeable signal in pp→ τ+τ− production at high-pT . For realistic flavour
structures, in which b → c transition is O(Vcb) suppressed compared to b → b, one expects rather large
bb → ττ NP amplitude. Schematically, ∆R
D
(∗) ∼ Cbbττ (1 + λbs/Vcb), where Cbbττ is the size of
effective dim-6 interactions controlling bb → ττ , and λbs is a dimensionless parameter controlling the
size of flavour violation. Recasting ATLAS 13 TeV, 3.2 fb−1 search for τ+τ− [437], Ref. [438] showed
that λbs = 0 scenario is already in slight tension with data. For λbs ∼ 5, which is moderately large,
but still compatible with FCNC constraints, HL (or even HE) upgrade of the LHC would be needed to
cover the relevant parameter space implied by the anomaly (see Ref. [434]). For large λbs the limits from
pp→ τ+τ− become comparable with direct the limits on pp→ τν from the bottom-charm fusion. The
limits on the EFT coefficients from pp→ τν were derived in Ref. [439], and the future LHC projections
are promising. The main virtue of this channel is that the same four-fermion interaction is compared in
b → cτν at low energies and bc → τν at high-pT . Since the effective NP scale in R(D(∗)) anomaly
is low, the above EFT analyses are only indicative. For more quantitative statements we review below
bounds on explicit models.
The hints of NP in R
K
(∗) require a (bs)(``) interaction. Correlated effects in high-pT tails of
pp → µ+µ−(e+e−) distributions are expected, if the numerators (denominators) of LFU ratios R
K
(∗)
are affected. Reference [440] recast the 13 TeV 36.1 fb−1 ATLAS search [441] (see also Ref. [442]),
to set limits on a number of semi-leptonic four-fermion operators, and derive projections for HL-LHC
(see Ref. [440]). These show that direct limits on the (bs)(``) operator from the tails of distributions
will never be competitive with those implied by the rare B-decays [440,443]. On the other hand, flavour
conserving operators, (qq)(``), are efficiently constrained by the high pT tails of the distributions. The
flavour structure of an underlining NP could thus be probed by constraining ratios λqbs = Cbs/Cqq with
Cbs fixed by the RK(∗) anomaly. For example, in models with MFV flavour structure, so that λ
u,d
bs ∼ Vcb,
the present high-pT dilepton data is already in slight tension with the anomaly [440]. Instead, if couplings
to valence quarks are suppressed, e.g., if NP dominantly couples to the 3rd family SM fermions, then
λbbs ∼ Vcb. Such NP will hardly be probed even at the HL-LHC, and it is possible that NP responsible
for the neutral current anomaly might stay undetected in the high-pT tails at HL-LHC and even at HE-
LHC. Future data will cover a significant part of viable parameter space, though not completely, so that
discovery is possible, but not guaranteed.
5.3.2 Constraints on simplified models for b→ cτν
Since the b → cτν decay is a tree-level process in the SM that receives no drastic suppression, models
that can explain these anomalies necessarily require a mediator that contributes at tree-level:
• SM-like W ′: A SM-like W ′ boson, coupling to left-handed fermions, would explain the approxi-
mately equal enhancements observed in R(D) and R(D∗). A possible realisation is a colour-neutral
real SU(2)L triplet of massive vector bosons [444]. However, typical models encounter problems with
current LHC data since they result in large contributions to pp → τ+τ− cross-section, mediated by the
neutral partner of theW ′ [438,444,445]. ForMW ′ & 500 GeV, solving theR(D
(∗)) anomaly within the
vector triplet model while being consistent with τ+τ− resonance searches at the LHC is only possible if
the related Z ′ has a large total decay width [438]. Focusing on the W ′, Ref. [446] analysed the produc-
tion of this mediator via gg and gc fusion, decaying to τντ . Reference [446] concluded that a dedicated
search using that a b-jet is present in the final state would be effective in reducing the SM background
compared to an inclusive analysis that relies on τ -tagging and EmissT . Nonetheless, relevant limits will
be set by an inclusive search in the future [439].
• Right-handed W ′: Ref.s [447, 448] recently proposed that W ′ could mediate a right-handed interac-
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Fig. 5.3.1: Schematic of the LHC bounds on LQ showing complementarity in constraining the (mLQ, yq`) pa-
rameters. The three cases are: pair production σ ∝ y0q` , single production σ ∝ y2q` and Drell-Yan σ ∝ y4q` (from
Ref. [432]).
tion, with a light sterile right-handed neutrino carrying the missing energy in the B decay. In this case, it
is possible to completely uncorrelate FCNC constraints from R(D(∗)). The most constraining process in
this case is instead pp→ τν. Reference [439] performed a recast of the latest ATLAS and CMS searches
at 13 TeV and about 36 fb−1 to constrain most of the relevant parameter space for the anomaly.
• Charged Higgs H±: Models that introduce a charged Higgs, for instance a two-Higgs-doublet model,
also contain additional neutral scalars. Their masses are constrained by EW precision measurements to
be close to that of the charged Higgs. Accommodating the R(D(∗)) anomalies with a charged Higgs
typically implies large new physics contributions to pp → τ+τ− via the neutral scalar exchanges,
so that current LHC data can challenge this option [438]. Note that a charged Higgs also presents
an important tension between the current measurement of R(D∗) and the measured lifetime of the Bc
meson [449–452].
• Leptoquarks: The observed anomalies in charged and neutral currents appear in semileptonic decays
of the B-mesons. This implies that the putative NP has to couple to both quarks and leptons at the
fundamental level. A natural BSM option is to consider mediators that couple simultaneously quarks
and leptons at the tree level. Such states are commonly referred as leptoquarks. Decay and production
mechanisms of the LQ are directly linked to the physics required to explain the anomalous data.
– Leptoquark decays: the fit to the R(D∗) observables suggest a rather light leptoquark (at the
TeV scale) that couples predominately to the third generation fermions of the SM. A series of
constraints from flavour physics, in particular the absence of BSM effects in kaon and charm
mixing observables, reinforces this picture.
– Leptoquark production mechanism: The size of the couplings required to explain the anomaly is
typically very large, roughly yq` ≈ mLQ/ (1 TeV). Depending of the actual sizes of the leptoquark
couplings and its mass we can distinguish three regimes that are relevant for the phenomenology
at the LHC:
1. LQ pair production due to strong interactions,
2. Single LQ production plus lepton via a single insertion of the LQ coupling, and
3. Non-resonant production of di-lepton through t-channel exchange of the leptoquark.
Interestingly all three regimes provide complementary bounds in the (mLQ, yq`) plane, see
Fig. 5.3.1.
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Fig. 5.3.2: Present constraints and HE and HL-LHC reach in the LQ mass versus coupling plane for the scalar
leptoquark S3 (left), and vector leptoquark U1 (right). The grey and dark grey solid regions are the current exclu-
sions. The grey and black dashed lines are the projected reach for HL-LHC (pair production prospects are based on
Section 5.2.3). The red dashed lines are the projected reach at HL-LHC (see Section 5.2.4). The green and yellow
bands are the 1σ and 2σ preferred regions from the fit to B physics anomalies. The second coupling required to fit
the anomaly does not enter in the leading high-pT diagrams but is relevant for fixing the preferred region shown in
green, for more details see Ref. [434].
Several simplified models with a leptoquark as a mediator were shown to be consistent with
the low-energy data. A vector leptoquark with SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y SM quantum numbers
Uµ ∼ (3,1, 2/3) was identified as the only single mediator model which can simultaneously fit the two
anomalies (see e.g. Ref. [434] for a recent fit including leading RGE effects). In order to substantially
cover the relevant parameter space, one needs future HL- (HE-) LHC, see Fig. 5.3.2 (right) (see also
Ref. [434] for details on the present LHC constraints). A similar statement applies to an alternative
model featuring two scalar leptoquarks, S1, S3 [453], with the projected reach at CLIC and HL-LHC
shown in Fig. 5.3.2 (left) (see Ref. [454] shows details on present LHC constraints).
Leptoquarks states are emerging as the most convincing mediators for the explanations of the
flavour anomalies. It is then important to explore all the possible signatures at the the HL- and HE-LHC.
The experimental program should focus not only on final states containing quarks and leptons of the third
generation, but also on the whole list of decay channels including the off-diagonal ones (bµ, sτ, . . . ). The
completeness of this approach would shed light on the flavour structure of the putative New Physics.
Another aspect to be emphasised concerning leptoquark models for the anomalies is the fact of the
possible presence of extra fields required to complete the UV Lagrangian. The accompanying particles
would leave more important signatures at high pT than the leptoquark, this is particularly true for vector
leptoquark extensions (see, for example, Ref. [455, 456]).
As a final remark, it is important to remember that the anomalies are not yet experimentally estab-
lished. Among others, this also means that the statements on whether or not the high pT LHC constraints
rule out certain R(D(∗)) explanations assumes that the actual values of R(D(∗)) are given by their cur-
rent global averages. If future measurements decrease the global average, the high pT constraints can
in some cases be greatly relaxed and HL- and/or HE-LHC may be essential for these, at present tightly
constrained, cases.
5.3.3 Constraints on simplified models for b→ sll
The b → sll transition is both loop and CKM suppressed in the SM. The explanations of the b → sll
anomalies can thus have both tree level and loop level mediators. Loop-level explanations typically
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Fig. 5.3.3: HL-LHC 95% (blue) and 99% (orange) C.L. sensitivity contours to Z ′ in the “mixed-down” model
for gµµ vs Z
′ mass in TeV. The dashed grey contours give the Z ′ width as a fraction of mass. The green and
red regions are excluded by trident neutrino production and Bs mixing, respectively. The dashed blue line is the
stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [457]. See also Section 5.2.2.
involve lighter particles. Tree-level mediators can also be light, if sufficiently weakly coupled. However,
they can also be much heavier—possibly beyond the reach of the LHC.
• Tree-level mediators:
For b → sll anomaly there are two possible tree-level UV-completions, the Z ′ vector boson and lepto-
quarks, either scalar or vector. For leptoquarks, Fig. 5.2.5 (right) shows the current 95% C.L. limits from
8 TeV CMS with 19.6 fb−1 in the µµjj final state (solid black line), as well as the HL-LHC (dashed
black line) and 1 (10) ab−1 HE-LHC extrapolated limits (solid (dashed) cyan line). Dotted lines give the
cross-sections times BR at the corresponding collider energy for pair production of scalar leptoquarks,
calculated at NLO using the code of Ref. [412]. We see that the sensitivity to a leptoquark with only the
minimal b−µ and s−µ couplings reaches around 2.5 and 4.5 TeV at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC, respec-
tively. This pessimistic estimate is a lower bound that will typically be improved in realistic models with
additional flavour couplings. Moreover, the reach can be extended by single production searches [420],
albeit in a more model-dependent way than pair production. The cross section predictions for vector
leptoquark are more model-dependent and are not shown in Fig. 5.2.5 (right). For O(1) couplings the
corresponding limits are typically stronger than for scalar leptoquarks.
For the Z ′ mediator the minimal couplings in the mass eigenstate basis are obtained by unitary
transformations from the gauge eigenstate basis, which necessarily induces other couplings. Reference
[458] defined the “mixed-up” model (MUM) and “mixed-down” model (MDM) such that the minimal
couplings are obtained via CKM rotations in either the up or down sectors respectively. For MUM there
is no sensitivity at the HL-LHC. The predicted sensitivity at the HL-LHC for the MDM is shown in
Fig. 5.3.3 as functions of Z ′ muon coupling gµµ and the Z
′ mass, setting the Z ′ coupling to b and s
quarks such that it solves the b → s`` anomaly. The solid blue (orange) contours give the 95% and
99% C.L. sensitivity. The red and green regions are excluded by Bs mixing [459] and neutrino trident
production [460, 461], respectively. The more stringent Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [457] is denoted
by the dashed blue line; see, however, Ref. [462] for further discussion regarding the implications of this
bound. The dashed grey contours denote the width as a fraction of the mass. We see that the HL-LHC
will only be sensitive to Z ′’ with narrow width, up to masses of 5 TeV.
At the HE-LHC, the reach for 10 ab−1 is shown in Fig. 5.3.4 for the MUM and MDM on the left
and right, respectively. In this case the sensitivity may reach a Z ′ with wider widths up to 0.25 and 0.5
of its mass, while the mass extends out to 10 to 12 TeV. We stress that this is a pessimistic estimate of
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Fig. 5.3.4: HE-LHC 95% (blue) and 99% (orange) C.L. sensitivity contours to Z ′ in the “mixed-up” (left) and
“mixed-down” (right) model in the parameter space of gµµ vs Z
′ mass in TeV. The dashed grey contours are the
width as a fraction of mass. The green and red regions are excluded by trident neutrino production and Bs mixing.
The dashed blue line is the stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [457]. See also Section 5.2.2.
the projected sensitivity, particular to the two minimal models; more realistic scenarios will typically be
easier to discover.
• Explanations at the one-loop level:
It is possible to accommodate the b → s`+`− anomalies even if mediators only enter at one-loop. One
possibility are the mediators coupling to right-handed top quarks and to muons [463–467]. Given the loop
and CKM suppression of the NP contribution to the b → s`+`− amplitude, these models can explain
the b → s`+`− anomalies for a light mediator, with mass around O(1) TeV or lighter. Constraints
from the LHC and future projections for the HL-LHC were derived in Ref. [467] by recasting di-muon
resonance, pp→ tt¯tt¯ and SUSY searches. Two scenarios were considered: i) a scalar LQ R2(3, 2, 7/6)
combined with a vector LQ U˜1α(3, 1, 5/3), ii) a vector boson Z
′ in the singlet representation of the SM
gauge group. Reference [466] also analysed the HL-LHC projections for the Z ′. The constraints from
the LHC already rule out part of the relevant parameter space and the HL-LHC will be able to cover
much of the remaining regions. Dedicated searches in the pp → tt¯tt¯ channel and a dedicated search for
tµ resonances in tt¯µ+µ− final state can improve the sensitivity to these models [467].
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6 Other BSM signatures
New physics models aimed at extending the SM either to overcome some of its theoretical puzzles, like
the EW, flavour and strong CP “hierarchies”, or by the need of explaining new phenomena, such as
neutrino masses, Dark Matter, and baryogenesis, often predict signatures that are very different from the
common SUSY ones, due to the absence of large missing transverse energy. These signatures are instead
usually characterised by on-shell resonances, singly or doubly produced, depending on their quantum
numbers, that decay into visible SM particles.
The lack so far of hints of new physics at the LHC, has typically required an increased level of
complication in models addressing the aforementioned puzzles. Many of these complicated, though well
motivated scenarios, are not always the best reference to clearly and simply evaluate the potential of a
future collider. Often, as in the case of SUSY, considering simplified models inspired by more motivated,
but involved constructions, constitutes the best choice to provide target experimental signatures. These
targets are perfectly suited to evaluate the potential of future collider upgrades or new future colliders,
and to compare them. Moreover, one can also try to answer questions such as what is the sensitivity to
discriminate models given a discovery.
Usual standard scenarios include singly-produced resonances, with integer spin, decaying to two
SM fermions or bosons, and pair-produced heavy fermion resonances, decaying to SM bosons and
fermions. Most of these cases will be covered in this section, where the main “metric” to evaluate
collider performances is the reach in the mass of these resonances, or the reach in covering a mass vs.
coupling parameter space. The experimental signatures can be rather clean, like in the case of dilepton
resonances, where the reach is usually limited by statistical uncertainties, or they can instead be affected
by large SM backgrounds, especially in the hadronic channels, where the reach is typically limited by
systematic uncertainties.
This section presents several results considering a broad variety of signatures and new physics
scenarios. Of course the list is far from complete in terms of its coverage of possible BSM scenarios.
However, it provides a clear and wide enough picture of the potential of the HL- and HE-LHC in terms
of reach on heavy states, and coverage of their parameter space.
Finally, notwithstanding that the presented results contain a very detailed study of future prospects,
that should serve as a reference for future studies, the global message of this section is that the HL-LHC
will be able to extend the present LHC mass reach on heavy objects typically by ∼ 20 − 50%. Fur-
thermore, HL-LHC will also be able to constrain, and potentially discover, new physics that is presently
unconstrained. Concerning the HE-LHC, the conclusion is often a doubled mass reach, beyond HL-LHC,
on heavy objects.
The results are presented considering a categorisation in terms of the spin of the studied res-
onances, which usually reflects in the final states considered. We therefore present sections containing
spin 0 and 2 (Section 6.1), spin 1 (Section 6.2) and spin 1/2 resonances (Section 6.3). Additional prospect
analyses that are more signature-based and could enter in more than one of the first three sections, have
been collected in the last Section 6.4.
6.1 Spin 0 and 2 resonances
We present here several results concerning the production and decay of spin 0 and 2 particles decaying
into several different SM final states. These range from resonant double Higgs production through a
spin-2 KK graviton, to heavy scalar singlets that could mix with the Higgs, making the interplay with
Higgs coupling measurements a crucial ingredient, from light pseudoscalar and axion-like particles to
colour octet scalars.
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6.1.1 Resonant double Higgs production in the 4b final state at the HL-LHC
Contributors: S. Willocq and A. Miller, ATLAS
The projection study in Ref. [468], summarised here, uses the search for high-mass spin-2 KK
gravitons decaying into two Higgs bosons, HH , as a benchmark, with each of the Higgs bosons decay-
ing to bb¯, thereby yielding a final state with two highly boosted bb¯ systems, which are reconstructed as
two large-radius jets. The following strategy is followed to obtain sensitivity estimates at the HL-LHC:
(i) signal and background mass distributions for the pair of candidate Higgs bosons in the event are taken
from the most recent ATLAS data analysis at
√
s = 13 TeV [274] and scaled to 3 ab−1; (ii) simulated
signal and background mass distributions are used to derive mass-dependent scaling functions to ex-
trapolate the distributions from
√
s = 13 TeV to 14 TeV; (iii) simulated signal and background mass
distributions are used for further scaling of the distributions to reproduce the impact of additional selec-
tion criteria not included in Run-2 searches.
The dominant background for the 13 TeV data analysis stems from multijet production. This
background source is estimated directly from data in that analysis and represents about 80%, 90%, and
95% of the total background in the signal region for events with 2, 3, and 4 b-tags (the classification
of events based on the number of b-tags is described below). The remaining source of background
originates almost completely from tt¯ production. The shape of the dijet mass distribution for tt¯ events is
taken from MC samples. The normalisation of the tt¯ background in Ref. [274] is extracted from a fit to
the leading large-R jet mass distribution in the 13 TeV data. Samples of simulated multijet background
events are generated to derive scaling functions to be applied to the background predictions from the
13 TeV data analysis. These samples are generated at both
√
s = 13 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV. Two
different sets of MC samples are used to study the impact of differences in jet flavour composition on
the multijet background scaling functions. The first set of events corresponds to the 2 → 2 processes
pp → jj (with j = g or q) generated with PYTHIA 8 with truth jet pT in the range between 400 and
2500 GeV. The second set of events corresponds to the 2 → 4 processes pp → bbbb generated with
MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO requiring b-quarks to have pT above 100 GeV and the events are required to
have at least one b-quark with pT above 200 GeV.
Large-radius jets are used in the analysis. They are built from generated particles with the anti-kt
algorithm operating with a radius parameter R = 1.0. Previous studies indicate that the trimming ef-
fectively removes the impact of pileup up to µ = 300 [469]. Small-radius jets are built from generated
charged particles with the anti-kt algorithm and a radius of R = 0.2. Only charged particles with
pT > 0.5 GeV are used in the clustering to emulate the track jets used in the 13 TeV data analysis.
The event selection applied to the truth-level analysis proceeds similarly to that used for the
13 TeV data analysis. Three regions in the plane formed by the leading large-R jet mass and the
subleading large-R jet mass are used in the analysis. The signal region is defined by the requirement
XHH < 1.6, with XHH defined as
XHH =
√√√√(mleadJ − 125 GeV
0.1mleadJ
)2
+
(
msublJ − 120 GeV
0.1msublJ
)2
, (6.1.1)
wheremJ is the large-R jet mass. The choices made to define the control and sideband regions are driven
by the need to select events that are kinematically similar to those in the signal region while providing
sufficiently large samples to derive the background estimate from the sideband region and validate it in
the control region.
For the 13 TeV data analysis, the dominant multijet background is estimated with a data-driven
approach which utilises events with a smaller number of b-tags in the sideband region. The events used
for this estimation are required to have the same track-jet topology as in the event categories in which
they are used to model the background. Events with 1 b-tag are used to model the background in the
2-tag category. Likewise, events with 2 b-tags are used to model the background in the 3- and 4-tag
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Fig. 6.1.1: Dijet mass distributions from the truth-level analysis for 4-tag events in the signal region for the ex-
pected background and signals at the HL-LHC. The multijet background is scaled using either the dijet (left) or
the 4b multijet (right) MC samples. The event yields for signal events at GKK masses of 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 TeV are
scaled up for visibility.
categories. Various checks performed show that either multijet simulation can be used reliably to predict
the shape of the dijet mass distributions. However, differences in the flavour content of the large-R jets
in the dijet and 4b multijet MC samples do affect the predicted background yields in the following study
and the two samples are used to extract a range of projections at the HL-LHC.
As mentioned above, the projection for the HL-LHC proceeds in three steps. At first, the dijet
mass distributions for signal and both multijet and tt¯ background events from the 13 TeV data analysis
in Run-2 are scaled from 36.1 fb−1 to 3 ab−1. The background distributions are further scaled with
mass-dependent functions to extrapolate from
√
s = 13 TeV to 14 TeV. These functions take into
account both increases in cross section and changes in detector performance from the Run-2 ATLAS
detector to the future upgraded detector at the HL-LHC. Further mass-dependent scaling is applied to
all signal and background distributions to reflect improvements in the reconstruction of highly boosted
jets, as obtained by using variable-radius track jets [470] instead of fixed-radius (R = 0.2) track jets, or
in the background suppression by applying a requirement on the maximum number of charged particles
associated with each large-R jet.
The first improvement relative to the 13 TeV data analysis arises from the use of variable-radius
track jets. This circumvents the problem that R = 0.2 track jets from the H → bb¯ decay start merging
for Higgs boson pT values larger than approximately 2mH/R = 1250 GeV. The second improvement
relative to the 13 TeV data analysis is the requirement of a maximum number of charged particles
associated with large-R jets to exploit differences between quark- and gluon-initiated jets, the latter
being an important component of the multijet background. The impact of pileup at µ = 200 has been
studied for charged particle tracks with pT > 1 GeV associated with the primary vertex. In the case of
tt¯ events, the average number of tracks associated with the primary vertex increases by about 15% due
to pileup. Further pileup suppression is possible with additional requirements on the longitudinal impact
parameter or track-vertex association probability. Both leading and subleading large-R jets are required
to have fewer than 20 charged particles with pT > 1 GeV and ∆R < 0.6 with respect to the jet axis.
The dijet mass distributions at
√
s = 14 TeV with 3 ab−1resulting from the scaling procedure
described above, including variable-radius track jets and the requirement on the maximum number of
charged particles per large-R jet, are shown in Fig. 6.1.1 for 4-tag events in the signal region using either
the dijet (left) or the 4b multijet (right) MC samples. Systematic uncertainties are scaled down by factors
of two or more (where applicable) relative to the values from the 13 TeV data analysis to account for the
increased precision available with 3 ab−1at the HL-LHC.
Upper limits on σ × B at √s = 14 TeV range from 1.44 fb (1.82 fb) at a mass of 1.0 TeV to
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Model
√
s = 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1
√
s = 14 TeV, 3 ab−1
as in Ref. [274] dijet scaling 4b scaling
k/MPl = 0.5 no limit 2.15 TeV 2.00 TeV
k/MPl = 1.0 1.36 TeV 2.95 TeV 2.75 TeV
Table 6.1.1: Expected 95% C.L. lower limits on GKK mass for the 13 TeV data analysis and the extrapolation
to the HL-LHC for k/MPl = 0.5 and 1.0 in the bulk RS model. Different extrapolations are provided based on
modelling of the changes in multijet background using either the dijet or the 4b multijet MC samples.
0.025 fb (0.040 fb) at a mass of 3.0 TeV when dijet (4b) scaling and the variable-radius track jets with
a maximum requirement on the number of charged particles are applied. The benefit from the use of
variable-radius track jets becomes significant at the highest resonance masses considered here, with an
improvement in the upper limits of at least 24% (depending on the choice of scaling) at 3.0 TeV. The
additional requirement on the maximum number of charged particles further improves the upper limits
by factors of about 20% and 45% at masses of 2.0 and 3.0 TeV, respectively. Systematic uncertainties
have a modest impact on the limits with an effect of at most 20% at 1.0 TeV and decreasing to ∼ 5%
at high mass. The lower mass limits on KK gravitons are summarised in Table 6.1.1, evaluated at the
95% C.L., using either the dijet MC samples or the 4b multijet MC samples to model the changes in the
multijet background relative to the background predictions from the 13 TeV data analysis.
6.1.2 VBF production of resonances decaying to HH in the 4b final state at HL-LHC
Contributors: A. Carvalho, J. Komaragiri, D. Majumder, L. Panwar, CMS
Several BSM scenarios predict the existence of resonances decaying to a pair of Higgs
bosons, H [3, 4, 471], such as warped extra dimensional (WED) models [472], which have a spin-0
radion [473–475] and a spin-2 first Kaluza–Klein (KK) excitation of the graviton [476–478]. Others,
such as the two-Higgs doublet models [479] (particularly, the MSSM [480]) and the Georgi-Machacek
model [481] also contain spin-0 resonances. These resonances may have a sizeable branching fraction to
a Higgs pair.
Searches for a new particle X in the HH decay channel have been performed by the
ATLAS [482–484] and CMS [485–489] Collaborations in proton-proton (pp) collisions at
√
s = 7
and 8 TeV. The ATLAS Collaboration has set limits on the production of a KK bulk graviton de-
caying to HH in the final state with a pair of b quark and antiquark, bb¯bb¯, using pp collision data
at
√
s = 13 TeV [274, 490, 491]. The CMS Collaboration has also set limits on the production of
a KK bulk graviton and a radion, decaying to HH , in the bb¯bb¯ final state, using pp collision data at√
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 [492, 493]. At present, the
searches from ATLAS and CMS set a limit on the production cross sections and the branching fractions
σ(pp→ X)B(X → HH → bb¯bb¯) for masses of X , mX up to 3 TeV.
The searches were confined to the s-channel production of a narrow resonance X from the SM
quark-antiquark or gluon-gluon interactions. The WED models that were used in the interpretations
of the results have extra spatial dimension compactified between two branes (called the bulk) via an
exponential metric κl, where κ is the warp factor and l the coordinate of the extra spatial dimension [494].
The reduced Planck scale, MPl ≡ MPl/8pi, MPl being the Planck scale and the ultraviolet cutoff of
the theory ΛR ≡
√
6e−κlMPl [473] are fundamental scales in these models. A radion of mass below
1.4 TeV is excluded, assuming ΛR = 3 TeV, while the cross section limit for a bulk graviton decaying
to HH → bb¯bb¯ is between 1.4 and 4 fb for masses between 1.4 and 3.0 TeV, at 95% C.L. [492, 493].
The search for these resonances in other production modes, such as VBF, as depicted in Fig. 6.1.2,
has not yet been explored. While the s-channel production cross section of a bulk graviton, assuming
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Fig. 6.1.2: Diagrammatic representation of the vector boson fusion production of a resonanceX decaying to a pair
of Higgs bosons H , with both Higgs bosons decaying to bb¯ pairs.
κ/MPl = 0.5, is in the range 0.05− 5 fb for masses between 1.5 and 3 TeV, the VBF production mode
is expected to have a cross section an order of magnitude smaller [495]. The absence of a signal from
the s-channel process may point to highly suppressed couplings of X with the SM quarks and gluons,
making VBF the dominant production process in pp collisions.
Here we explore the prospects for the search for a massive resonance produced through VBF and
decaying to HH at the HL-LHC with the upgraded CMS detector. For a very massive resonance, highly
Lorentz-boosted Higgs bosons are more efficiently reconstructed as a single large-area jet (Higgs jet). In
addition, a signal event will also have two energetic jets at large pseudorapidity η. This study from the
CMS Collaboration is reported in detail in Ref. [496]
A simulation of the upgraded Phase 2 CMS detector was used for this study. Signal events for
bulk gravitons were simulated at leading order using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.4.2 [67] for masses
in the range 1.5 to 3 TeV and for a fixed width of 1% of the mass. The NNPDF3.0 leading order
PDFs [121], taken from the LHAPDF6 PDF set [497–500], with the four-flavour scheme, were used.
The main background is given by multijet events, and has been simulated using PYTHIA 8.212 [68], for
events containing two hard partons, with the invariant mass of the two partons required to be greater than
1 TeV.
For both the signal and the background processes, the showering and hadronisation of partons was
simulated with PYTHIA 8. The pileup events contribute to the overall event activity in the detector, the
effect of which was included in the simulations assuming a pileup distribution averaging to 200. All
generated samples were processed through a GEANT4-based [53, 54] simulation of the upgraded CMS
detector.
The two leading-pT large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of 0.8 (AK8) in the event,
J1 and J2, are required to have pT > 300 GeV and |η| < 3.0. To identify the two leading-pT AK8 jets
with the boostedH → bb¯ candidates from theX → HH decay (H tagging), these jets are groomed [501]
to remove soft and wide-angle radiation using the modified mass drop algorithm [502,503], with the soft
radiation fraction parameter z set to 0.1 and the angular exponent parameter β set to 0, also known as the
soft-drop algorithm [504, 505]. By undoing the last stage of the jet clustering, one gets two subjets each
for J1 and J2. The invariant mass of the two subjets is the soft-drop mass of each AK8 jet, which has
a distribution with a peak near the Higgs boson mass mH = 125 GeV [506, 507], and a width of about
10%. The soft-drop mass window selection was optimised using a figure of merit of S/
√
B and required
to be in the range 90− 140 GeV for both leading jets.
The N -subjettiness ratio τ21 ≡ τ2/τ1 [508] has a value much smaller than unity for a jet with two
subjets. For signal selection, J1 and J2 are required to have τ21 < 0.6 following an optimisation of the
above figure of merit.
The H tagging of J1 and J2 further requires identifying their subjet pairs to be b tagged with a
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Fig. 6.1.3: Estimated multijet background and the signal mJJ distributions for bulk gravitons (BG) of masses 1.5,
2, and 3 TeV, assuming a signal cross section of 1 fb. The distributions on the left are for the 3b and those on the
right are for the 4b subjet b-tagged categories and for an average pileup of 200.
Process 3b category 4b category
Events Efficiency (%) Events Efficiency (%)
Multijets 4755 1.6× 10−3 438 1.5× 10−4
BG (mX =1.5 TeV) 326 11 95.2 3.2
BG (mX =2 TeV) 316 11 81.2 2.7
BG (mX =3 TeV) 231 7.7 41.4 1.4
Table 6.1.2: Event yields and efficiencies for the signal and multijet background for an average pileup of 200. The
product of the cross sections and branching fractions of the signals σ(pp → Xjj → HHjj) is assumed to be 1 fb.
Owing to the large sample sizes of the simulated events, the statistical uncertainties are small.
probability of about 49% to contain at least one b hadron, and a corresponding probability of about 1%
of having no b or c hadrons. Events are classified into two categories: those having exactly three out of
the four b-tagged subjets (3b category), and those that have all four subjets b-tagged (4b category).
Events are required to have at least two AK4 jets j1 and j2, which are separated from the H jets
by ∆R > 1.2, with pT > 50 GeV and |η| < 5. To pass the VBF selections, these jets must lie in
opposite η regions of the detector, and a pseudorapidity difference |∆η(j1, j2)| > 5. The invariant mass
mjj reconstructed using these AK4 jets is required to pass mjj > 300 GeV.
The bulk graviton invariant mass mJJ is reconstructed from the 4-momenta of the two Higgs jets
in events passing the above mentioned full selection criteria. The main multijet background is smoothly
falling, above which the signal is searched for as a localised excess of events for a narrow resonance X .
It is expected that the multijet background component in a true search at the HL-LHC will rely on
the data for a precise estimate. Methods such as those described in Ref. [492] are known to provide an
accurate prediction of the multijet background mJJ shape as well as the yield.
The simulated multijet background sample consists of ∼ 4 million events none of which survive
the full selection. To estimate the background, the subjet b-tagging efficiency is determined using a loose
set of selection criteria which require events to have J1 and J2 passing only the soft-drop mass and τ21
requirements. The b-tagging efficiency is obtained for the different subjet flavours and as a function of
pT and η.
Multijet events passing all selection criteria except the subjet b tagging are then reweighted ac-
cording to the subjet efficiencies to obtain the probability of the event to pass the three of four subjet
b-tagging categories. The mJJ distributions for the multijet background after the full selection are then
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obtained from the weighted events in these two categories.
From the analysis of current LHC data at
√
s = 13 TeV, it was found that the multijet backgrounds
measured in data are a factor of 0.7 smaller than estimated in simulation. Accordingly, the multijet
background yield from simulation has been corrected by this factor, assuming this to hold also for the
simulations of the multijet processes at
√
s = 14 TeV . The mJJ of the backgrounds thus obtained and
the signals are shown in Fig. 6.1.3, while the event yields after full selection are given in Table 6.1.2.
The efficiency of events to pass the VBF jet selection depends strongly on pileup due to the com-
binatorial backgrounds from pileup jets, which affects both the signal and the background selection.
Moreover, the VBF selection efficiency for multijets grows faster than the signal efficiency with pileup,
since the latter has true VBF jets which already pass the selection in the absence of pileup. Hence, in
the present search, the requirement of additional VBF jets does not result in any appreciable gain in the
signal sensitivity. It is anticipated that developments in the rejection of pileup jets in the high η region
will eventually help suppress the multijets background and improve the signal sensitivity further.
The expected significance of the signal, assuming a production cross section of 1 fb is estimated.
Several systematic uncertainties are considered. The uncertainty in the jet energy scale amounts to 1%.
The uncertainty in the subjet b-tagging efficiency difference between the data and simulations is taken to
be 1%. An uncertainty of 1% is assigned to the integrated luminosity measurement. These uncertainties
are based on the projected values for the full data set at the HL-LHC.
In addition, several measurement uncertainties are considered based on the 2016 search for a
resonance decaying to a pair of boosted Higgs bosons [492], which are scaled down by a factor of 0.5 for
the HL-LHC study. The H jet selection uncertainties include the uncertainties in the H jet mass scale
and resolution (1%), the uncertainty in the data to simulation difference in the selection on τ21 (13%),
and the uncertainty in the showering and hadronisation model for the H jet (3.5%). The uncertainties in
the signal acceptance because of the parton distribution functions (1%) and the simulation of the pileup
(1%) are also taken into account
The expected signal significance of a bulk graviton of mass 2000 GeV, produced through vector
boson fusion, with an assumed production cross section of 1 fb and decaying into a pair of Higgs bosons,
each of which decays to a bb¯ pair is found to be 2.6σ for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1.
6.1.3 Heavy Higgs bosons in models with vector-like fermions at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: R. Dermisek, E. Lunghi, S. Shin
Among the simplest extensions of the SM are models with extended Higgs sector and models
with additional vectorlike matter. Although many search strategies for individual new particles were
designed, there are large regions of the parameter space that HL- or HE-LHC will not be sensitive to as a
result of either small production rates or large SM backgrounds. However, combined signatures of both
extra sectors can lead to many new opportunities to search for heavy Higgs bosons and vectorlike matter
simultaneously [509].
For example, in a type-II two Higgs doublet model, the production cross section of the 1 TeV
heavy CP-even Higgs boson can be as sizeable as ∼ 2 pb (10 pb) at 13 TeV (27 TeV) c.o.m. energy,
depending on the values of tanβ. However, in the decoupling limit, where H → ZZ, WW are
suppressed or not present, the dominant decay modes are tt¯, hh, bb¯ and τ+τ− which suffer from large
SM backgrounds or small branching fractions in some regions of tanβ. On the other hand, vectorlike
leptons typically have very clean signatures but their production rates are very small. Nevertheless, since
vectorlike leptons can appear in decay chains of heavy Higgs bosons, the combined signature can feature
both the sizeable production rate and clean final states.
We consider a type-II two Higgs doublet model augmented by vectorlike pairs of new quarks
(SU(2) doublets QL,R and SU(2) singlets UL,R and DL,R) and vectorlike pairs of new leptons (SU(2)
doublets LL,R, SU(2) singlets EL,R and SM singlets NL,R) [510]. The QL, UR, DR, LL and ER
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`iL e
i
R q
i
L u
i
R d
i
R LL,R EL,R NL,R QL,R TL,R BL,R Hd Hu
SU(2L 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
U(1)Y − 12 −1 16 23 - 13 − 12 −1 0 16 23 - 13 12 - 12
Z2 + − + + − + − + + + − − +
Table 6.1.3: Quantum numbers of SM leptons and quarks (`iL, e
i
R, q
i
L, u
i
R, d
i
R for i = 1, 2, 3), extra vectorlike
leptons and quarks and the two Higgs doublets. The electric charge is given by Q = T3 +Y , where T3 is the weak
isospin, which is +1/2 for the first component of a doublet and −1/2 for the second component.
have the same hypercharges as quarks and leptons in the SM, as summarised in Table 6.1.3. We further
assume that the new leptons mix only with one family of SM leptons in order to simply avoid strong
constraints from the experiments searching for lepton flavour violation and we consider the mixing with
the second family as an example [509–518] (the discovery potential in the case of mixing with the
first family would be comparable [516] and in the case of mixing with the third family it would be
significantly weaker [516, 519]). This can be achieved by requiring that the individual lepton number
is an approximate symmetry (violated only by light neutrino masses). Similarly, we assume that the
new quarks mix only with the third family of SM quarks. We consider the most general renormalisable
Lagrangian consistent with these assumptions.
Details of the lepton sector of the model were worked out in Ref. [510]. After spontaneous sym-
metry breaking,
〈
H0u
〉
= vu and
〈
H0d
〉
= vd with
√
v2u + v
2
d = v = 174 GeV (we also define
tanβ ≡ vu/vd), the model can be summarised by mass matrices in the charged lepton sector, with
left-handed fields (µ¯L, L¯
−
L , E¯L) on the left and right-handed fields (µR, L
−
R, ER)
T on the right [512],
Me =
yµvd 0 λEvdλLvd ML λvd
0 λ¯vd ME
 , (6.1.2)
and in the neutral lepton sector, with left-handed fields (ν¯µ, L¯
0
L, N¯L) on the left and right-handed fields
(νR = 0, L
0
R, NR)
T on the right [510],
Mν =
 0 0 κNvu0 ML κvu
0 κ¯vu MN
 . (6.1.3)
The superscripts on vectorlike fields represent the charged and the neutral components (we inserted
νR = 0 for the right-handed neutrino which is absent in our framework in order to keep the mass matrix
3 × 3 in complete analogy with the charged sector). The usual SM Yukawa coupling of the muon is
denoted by yµ, the Yukawa couplings to Hd are denoted by various λs, the Yukawa couplings to Hu are
denoted by various κs, and finally the explicit mass terms for vectorlike leptons are given by ML,E,N .
Note that explicit mass terms between SM and vectorlike fields (i.e. µ¯LLR and E¯LµR) can be rotated
away. These mass matrices can be diagonalised by bi-unitary transformations and we label the two new
charged and neutral mass eigenstates by e4, e5 and ν4, ν5 respectively:
U †LMeUR = diag
(
mµ,me4 ,me5
)
, (6.1.4)
V †LMνVR = diag
(
0,mν4 ,mν5
)
. (6.1.5)
Since SU(2) singlets mix with SU(2) doublets, the couplings of all involved particles to the Z,
W and Higgs bosons are in general modified. The flavour conserving couplings receive corrections and
flavour changing couplings between the muon (or muon neutrino) and heavy leptons are generated. The
relevant formulas for these couplings in terms of diagonalisation matrices defined above can be found
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Fig. 6.1.4: Heavy Higgs boson cascade decays through vectorlike leptons.
in Ref.s [510, 512]. In the limit of small mixing, approximate analytic expressions for diagonalisation
matrices can be obtained which are often useful for the understanding of numerical results. These are
also given in Ref.s [510, 512]. Details of the quark sector of the model can be found in Ref. [520]. The
mass matrix in the up and down quark sectors closely follow those for the neutrino and the charged
leptons above.
The generated flavour changing couplings between heavy and light leptons lead to new decay
modes of heavy CP-even (or CP-odd ) Higgs boson: H → ν4νµ and H → e4µ, where e4 and ν4 are
the lightest new charged and neutral leptons. The BRs for these decay modes can be very large when
the mass of the heavy Higgs boson is below the tt¯ threshold and the light Higgs boson (h) is SM-like so
that H → ZZ, WW are suppressed or not present. In this case, flavour changing decays H → ν4νµ or
H → e4µ compete only with H → bb¯, and for sufficiently heavy H , also with H → hh. Subsequent
decay modes of e4 and ν4, e4 → Wνµ, e4 → Zµ, e4 → hµ and ν4 → Wµ, ν4 → Zνµ, ν4 → hνµ lead
to the following 6 decay chains of the heavy Higgs boson:
H → ν4νµ → Wµνµ, Zνµνµ, hνµνµ , (6.1.6)
H → e4µ → Wνµµ, Zµµ, hµµ , (6.1.7)
which are also depicted in Fig. 6.1.4. In addition, H could also decay into pairs of vectorlike leptons.
This is however limited to smaller ranges for masses in which these decays are kinematically open.
Moreover, the final states are the same as in pair production of vectorlike leptons. We will not consider
these possibilities here. Finally, although we focus on the second family of SM leptons in final states,
the modification for a different family of leptons or quarks is straightforward.
In Ref. [509], it was found that in a large range of the parameter space BRs for the decay modes
(6.1.6) and (6.1.7) can be sizeable or even dominant while satisfying constraints from searches for heavy
Higgs bosons, pair production of vectorlike leptons [516] obtained from searches for anomalous pro-
duction of multilepton events, and constraints from precision EW observables [283]. Since the Higgs
production cross section can be very large, for example the cross section for a 200 GeV Higgs boson at
13 TeV (27 TeV) LHC for tanβ = 1 is 18 pb (67 pb) [521–523], the final states above can be produced
in large numbers. Thus searching for these processes could lead to the simultaneous discovery of a new
Higgs boson and a new lepton. Some of the decay modes in Fig. 6.1.4 also allow for full reconstruction
of the masses of both new particles in the decay chain.
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Fig. 6.1.5: Experimental sensitivities for H → e±4 µ∓ → hµ+µ− (left) H → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− (right). Red,
blue and green points are the regions of the [mH , tanβ] plane which are accessible with LHC with 36 fb
−1, at
the HL-LHC, and at the HE-LHC, respectively. Black solid, dashed and dotted lines represent the corresponding
reaches of H → ττ searches.
The final states of the processes (6.1.6) and (6.1.7) are the same as final states of
pp→WW,ZZ,Zh production or H → WW,ZZ decays with one of the gauge bosons decaying into
second generation of leptons. Since searching for leptons in final states is typically advantageous, our
processes contribute to a variety of existing searches. Even searches for processes with fairly large cross
sections can be significantly affected. For example, the contribution of pp → H → ν4νµ → Wµνµ to
pp → WW can be close to current limits while satisfying the constraints from H → WW . This has
been studied in Ref. [510] in the two Higgs doublet model we consider here, and also in a more model
independent way in Ref. [517].
The discussion of the main features of each of the heavy Higgs decay modes, of existing ex-
perimental searches to which these new process contribute, and of possible new searches can be found
in Ref. [509]. The processes with small SM backgrounds are the best place to look for this scenario.
Examples include H → hνµνµ and H → hµµ with h→ γγ.
We now discuss the parameter regions of heavy Higgses and vectorlike leptons which can be
accessed by dedicated searches for the modes we propose with current LHC (36 fb−1), HL- and
HE-LHC. Among the processes depicted in Fig. 6.1.4, we choose H → e±4 µ∓ → hµ+µ− and
H → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− as representative examples. These are interesting because they result in ad-
ditional resonances. The first process was analysed in Ref. [518] for mH ≤ 340 GeV. The key selection
criterion is an off-Z cut (|m
µ
+
µ
− −MZ | > 15 GeV) which exploits the fact that the invariant mass of
the two muons in the final state is distributed mostly outside of the Z boson resonance region. This cut
removes to a large extent background events from Z + (heavy flavoured) jets with Z → µ+µ− and raises
enormously the signal significance [518]. In order to maximise the signal cross section, we focus on
h→ bb¯ (which we studied in detail in Ref. [518]) and Z → bb¯.
To obtain the expected sensitivities, we estimate the number of background events for the HL-LHC
by rescaling the results of Ref. [518] (which are based on the search for a heavy resonance decaying to
hZ at ATLAS [524]) by the ratio of luminosities. We further estimate that the backgrounds at the
HE-LHC increase by a factor 3.6 × 5 with respect to those at the HL-LHC, where 3.6 is the ratio of
the background cross sections calculated with MADGRAPH 5 and 5 comes from the ratio of integrated
luminosities (15 ab−1/3 ab−1).
We take a flat signal acceptance of about 30% formH ≤ 800 GeV based on the analysis presented
in Ref. [518] for mH = 450, 550, 650, 750 GeV and me4 = 250 GeV. For mH ≥ 800 GeV the
dimuon invariant mass is much harder and concentrated above the Z resonance; in this region we assume
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Fig. 6.1.6: Possible values of the BRs B(H → e4µ) × B(e4 → hµ) (left) and B(H → e4µ) × B(e4 → Zµ)
(right) as a function of mH . Note that B(H → e4µ) includes both H → e+4 µ and H → e−4 µ+ decay modes. See
the caption in Fig. 6.1.5 for further details.
an acceptance of about 50%. Furthermore, we consider a flat 50% detector efficiency throughout this
analysis.
These estimates of background events, signal acceptances, and detector efficiencies, allow us to
calculate the corresponding experimental sensitivities using the condition:
N95s ≤ σH · B(H → e4µ) · B(e4 → hµ, Zµ) ·A ·  · L , (6.1.8)
where σH is the pp → H production cross section, A is the signal acceptance,  is the experimental
efficiency, and L is the integrated luminosity. N95s is the 95% C.L. upper limit on the expected num-
ber of events calculated from the background estimations described above using a modified frequentist
construction (CLs) [95] based on a Poisson distribution.
Among the conventional searches of neutral heavy Higgs bosons, H → τ+τ− [525] currently
provides the strongest constraints on our model, especially for large tanβ region; we expect that future
analysis improvements may boost the impact of H → bb¯ and H → tt¯. Searches for H → WW and
H → ZZ are not constraining because these decays are heavily suppressed in the alignment limit in
which tree–level couplings of heavy Higgs and weak gauge bosons vanish. Nevertheless, the processes
H → e4`(ν4ν`)→ ν``W andH → e4`→ `+`−Z are indirectly constrained by searches forH →WW
and H → ZZ albeit with different kinematic topologies [509, 510, 517]. The decay H → γγ currently
constraints our model at small tanβ . 1.5 (at the HL-LHC values of tanβ for which we expect con-
straints raises to about 3.5). Here we focus on H → τ+τ− as a competitive search avenue for a heavy
neutral Higgs boson.
Let us comment on the extraction of the experimental sensitivities to H → ττ mentioned above.
We assume that there is no change in cut acceptances and detector efficiencies for H → ττ (for a given
mH ) for the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC,
8 implying that S/
√
B controls to a good approximation the
change in sensitivity. With this assumptions, the sensitivity at the HL-LHC increases simply by the
square-root of the ratio of the integrated luminosities, i.e.,
√
3000./36. = 9.13. For the HE-LHC, we
can obtain the sensitivities by further assuming that the background production cross sections (σbkg.)
increase by the ratio of Higgs production cross sections for tanβ = 1, i.e.,
σ13 TeVbkg. /σ
27 TeV
bkg. = σ(pp→ H)27 TeVtanβ=1/σ(pp→ H)13 TeVtanβ=1 , (6.1.9)
8This is reasonable because the kinematics of H decay products depends almost exclusively on mH .
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Fig. 6.1.7: Experimental sensitivities for H → e±4 µ∓ → hµ+µ− (left) and H → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− (right) in the
[mH ,me4 ] plane. Note that we require mH > me4 to allow the decay channel, and that we loose sensitivity for
mH > 2me4 , where the H → e4e4 BR dominates. See the caption in Fig. 6.1.5 for further details.
and that the background cut acceptances remain constant. Then, the sensitivity increases as follows:
S27 TeV, 15 ab
−1√
B27 TeV, 15 ab
−1
=
S13 TeV, 36 fb
−1√
B13 TeV, 36 fb
−1
· σ(pp→ H → τ
+τ−)27 TeV
σ(pp→ H → τ+τ−)13 TeV
·
√√√√σ13 TeVbkg.
σ27 TeVbkg.
· L
15 ab
−1
L36 fb
−1
=
S13 TeV, 36 fb
−1√
B13 TeV, 36 fb
−1
· σ(pp→ H → τ
+τ−)27 TeV
σ(pp→ H → τ+τ−)13 TeV
· 20.4 ·
√√√√σ(pp→ H)13 TeVtanβ=1
σ(pp→ H)27 TeVtanβ=1
,
(6.1.10)
where S27 TeV, 15 ab
−1
(S13 TeV, 36 fb
−1
) and B27 TeV, 15 ab
−1
(B13 TeV, 36 fb
−1
) are the number of signal
and background events for H → τ+τ− at the HE-LHC (at the LHC with 36 fb−1). Note that the
estimated sensitivity in Eq. (6.1.10) does not include experimental systematic uncertainties, that would
somewhat weaken the reach of H → ττ .
Our main results are presented in Fig.s 6.1.5, 6.1.6 and 6.1.7, where we show the experimen-
tal sensitivities for H → e±4 µ∓ → hµ+µ− (left) H → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− (right) obtained from re-
analysing current data with integrated luminosity 36 fb−1 (red), our estimates for the HL-LHC (blue),
and HE-LHC (green). For comparison, in Fig. 6.1.5, the reach of H → τ+τ− searches in conventional
type-II two Higgs doublet model with the current data, at the HL-LHC, and the HE-LHC are shown as
black solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. The scatter points satisfy constraints from EWPT,
Drell-Yan pair production of vectorlike leptons [516], heavy Higgs searches in the H → τ+τ− [525]
and H → γγ [526, 527] channels. The range of parameters that we scan over is:
ML,N ∈ [100, 5000] GeV , (6.1.11)
λL, λE , λ, λ¯ ∈ [−1, 1] , (6.1.12)
κN = κ = κ¯ = 0 , (6.1.13)
tanβ ∈ [0.3, 50] . (6.1.14)
From the inspections of Fig. 6.1.5, we see that searches for heavy Higgs cascade decays into
vectorlike leptons considerably extend the reach beyond that of H → τ+τ−. Searches for H → hµ+µ−
are sensitive tomH up to 1.7 TeV (2.9 TeV) andme4 up to 1 TeV (1.8 TeV) at the HL-LHC (HE-LHC).
The decay mode H → Zµ+µ− is even more promising and extends the sensitivity to mH up to 3.3 TeV
(4.5 TeV) and me4 up to 2.2 TeV (3.5 TeV) at the HL-LHC (HE-LHC).
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6.1.4 Heavy singlet scalars at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: D. Buttazzo, F. Sala, A. Tesi
The existence of extended Higgs sectors is predicted in several motivated extensions of the SM.
In particular, extra Higgses that are singlets under the SM gauge group arise in some of the most nat-
ural BSM constructions, like the next-to-MSSM (NMSSM, see Ref. [528] for a review), as well as in
Twin [529] and Composite [530, 531] Higgs models (TH and CH models). Independently of the hier-
archy problem of the Fermi scale, extra singlets constitute a minimal possibility to realise a first-order
EW phase transition [532–534], which is a necessary condition to achieve EW baryogenesis. These con-
siderations constitute a strong case for the experimental hunt of extra singlet-like scalar particles. It is
the purpose of this Section, which summarises and updates the work of Ref.s [535, 536], to review the
experimental status of the searches for such scalars, and to determine the reach of the HL- and HE-LHC.
To keep this contribution brief, we focus on the case where the extra singlet is heavier than the Higgs
boson.
Framework. We add to the SM a real scalar field φ, so that the most general renormalisable
Lagrangian reads
L = LSM +
1
2
(∂S)2 − µ2SS2 − aHS |H|2S − λHS |H|2S2 − aSS3 − λSS4 , (6.1.15)
where H is the SM Higgs doublet. Unless a Z2 symmetry is enforced (aHS = aS = 0), and is not
spontaneously broken, the singlet mixes with the SM Higgs as
φ = −sγ h0 + cγ s0, h = sγ s0 + cγ h0 , (6.1.16)
where h0 and s0 are the neutral CP-even degrees of freedom contained in H and S, h and φ are the
resulting mass eigenstates, and sγ , cγ are the sine and cosine of their mixing angle γ. The signal strengths
µ of h and φ into SM particles, defined as cross-section times BR, read
µh = c
2
γ µSM, µφ→V V,ff = s
2
γ µSM(mφ) · (1− B(φ→ hh)), µφ→hh = s2γ σSM(mφ) · B(φ→ hh),
(6.1.17)
where σSM is the production cross-section of a SM Higgs boson, and µSM is its signal strength into the
pair of SM particles of interest.
Constraints from Higgs couplings. The couplings of the SM-like Higgs boson h to other SM par-
ticles are all reduced by the same amount cγ , independently of mφ. A combined ATLAS and CMS fit to
Higgs coupling measurements from 8 TeV data yields the 2σ limit [537] s2γ . 0.12, and the sensitivity
reached with 36 fb−1 of data at 13 TeV is comparable [538, 539]. The HL- and HE-LHC are expected
to probe values of s2γ at, and possibly slightly below, the 5% level [32]. The current exclusion and fu-
ture reach from Higgs coupling measurements is shown in Fig. 6.1.8. Constraints on the mixing angle
from EW precision tests are subdominant with respect to those from Higgs coupling measurements, see
e.g. Ref. [540].
Constraints from Trilinear Higgs coupling. The trilinear Higgs coupling ghhh depends on γ, mφ,
and on the singlet VEV vs, while its dependence on all other parameters is very mild [535] (we fix for
definiteness λS = λHS = 0.5). We show its ratio with respect to its SM value in Fig. 6.1.8, for two
representative values of vs. The gray shaded region comes from a rough bound on ghhh that we extract
from Ref. [274], using the prediction of Ref. [541].9 Deviations of order one and larger are allowed by all
current and near-future constraints, motivating in particular the HE stage of the LHC, due to the increase
of the sensitivity to ghhh with energy [32].
9We assume that the only deviation in double Higgs production comes from deviations in ghhh, the contribution from
pp→ φ→ hh is negligibly small due to the large mφ in the excluded region.
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Fig. 6.1.8: Shaded: LHC exclusions from resonance searches (dark red), Higgs coupling measurements (light red)
and double Higgs production (gray). Dashed black lines are contours of constant ratio between the trilinear Higgs
coupling and its SM value, continuous red lines are expected sensitivities from resonance searches at the HL- and
HE-LHC. The singlet VEV vs is fixed to −300 GeV (left) and to 1000 GeV (right).
Constraints from direct searches of the extra singlet. The collider phenomenology of φ is fully
controlled by only 3 parameters, mφ, γ and B(φ → hh). Analogously to the case of the triple
Higgs coupling ghhh, B(φ → hh) depends dominantly on the model parameters vs, γ, and mφ [535].
Moreover, because of the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem, it reaches the asymptotic value
B(φ→ hh) = B(φ→ ZZ) = 25% for mφ  mh, further reducing the number of parameters rele-
vant for the phenomenology of φ. Current resonance searches at the LHC exclude the red shaded area in
Fig. 6.1.8, and are dominated by the CMS combined ZZ search in Ref. [542] at 13 TeV with 36 fb−1
of data. We rescale the expected sensitivity at 13 TeV [542] at higher energies and luminosities using
quark parton luminosities, with a procedure analogous to the one presented in Ref. [535]. Our results
for the expected sensitivities at the HL (14 TeV, 3 ab−1) and HE (27 TeV, 15 ab−1) stages of the LHC
are also shown in Fig. 6.1.8. Direct searches for the new scalar constitute the strongest probe of the
parameter space of these models for mφ below about a TeV, while larger masses are (and will be) probed
more efficiently by deviations in Higgs couplings, thus making these two strategies complementary in
the exploration of these models.
Implications for the NMSSM. The NMSSM adds to the MSSM particle content a singlet S, so
that the superpotential readsW = WMSSM +λSHuHd+f(S). The fine-tuning needed to reproduce the
EW scale is parametrically alleviated, with respect to the MSSM, and for a given value of the stop and
gluino masses, by a factor λ/g, see e.g. Ref.s [543–546]. Naturalness arguments thus favour a large λ,
that is however bounded from above by perturbativity. Assuming the masses of the extra Higgs bosons
in the TeV range, a model with λ ' 2 becomes strongly coupled at scales of order 10 TeV, and to have
a perturbative coupling up to the GUT scale one needs λ . 0.7 [547].10
Here we employ the economical parametrisation of the NMSSM scalar sector put forward in
Ref.s [548, 549]. We then assume the extra Higgs doublet to be (slightly) decoupled, and we study
the phenomenology of the Higgs-singlet scalar sector, which can be described by 4 free parameters
mφ, λ, tβ, ∆hh, (6.1.18)
where tβ is the ratio of the up and down Higgs VEVS , and ∆hh encodes the radiative contribution to the
SM-like Higgs mass m2h . m2Z c22β +λ2 v2 s22β/2 + ∆2hh. The phenomenology discussed in the previous
10It is conceivable that a strong sector exists at the scale where λ becomes non-perturbative, and without affecting the success
of GUT in the NMSSM, see e.g. the model in Ref. [548] and references therein.
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Fig. 6.1.9: Shaded: LHC exclusions from resonance searches (dark red) and Higgs coupling measurements (light
red). Left: NMSSM with couplings λ = 1 and with ∆hh = 80 GeV. Right: Twin and Composite Higgs models.
See text for more details.
section is displayed, for the NMSSM, in the left-hand panel of Fig. 6.1.9. We have fixed ∆hh = 80 GeV,
a value obtainable for stop masses and mixing in the range of 1− 2 TeV. The precise value of ∆hh does
not affect the Higgs sector phenomenology as long as it is within order 10% of 80 GeV. We have also
fixed λ = 1, smaller values would make all the exclusions and sensitivities weaker, while larger values
would make them stronger.
As seen in Fig. 6.1.9 left, direct searches for the extra singlet are expected to constitute the most
promising probe of the φ − h parameter space. Higgs coupling measurements will give a reach at most
comparable to the one of resonance searches, and they will constitute a crucial complementary access
to the parameter space of NMSSM scalars. Deviations in the trilinear Higgs coupling depend on more
parameters than those in Eq. (6.1.18), and can reach around 50% or more if λ & 1, see Ref. [550] for a
precise quantification.
Twin and Composite Higgs. In both TH and CH models, the SM-like Higgs boson is the pseudo-
Goldstone boson associated to the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry at a scale f . The EW
fine-tuning of CH models is comparable to the one of typical SUSY constructions, while TH models
can achieve a tuning as good as the irreducible factor v2/f2 (mainly because the top partners are neutral
under colour, and can thus be light). The radial scalar mode σ associated to the pseudo-Goldstone Higgs
has a mass mσ ∼ g∗f , where the size of g∗ corresponds to the typical one of the coupling of the UV
completion. TH models with weakly coupled UV completions feature an extra scalar singlet that can be
light, see e.g. Ref.s [551, 552]. The hunt for the extra scalar is a crucial test of TH models, because of
the small couplings to the SM of the rest of the “Twin” states.
The scalar potential of TH and CH models has less free parameters, so that all the quantities
relevant for the scalar phenomenology (including ghhh and B(φ → hh)) are a function of two free
parameters only, that we choose to be f and mσ. One for example obtains sγ ≈ v/f and ghhh ≈ 1 up to
terms suppressed by the small ratio v2/f2. In TH, an extra freedom is given by the decay channels of φ
into the Twin sector, whose BR in the limit mσ  gf is fixed, through the Goldstone boson equivalence
theorem, by the symmetries of the model (3/7 in the cases of SO(8)/SO(7) ' SU(4)/SU(3)). For
simplicity, and because such decay is absent in CH models, we do not include it in our study.
The constraints and sensitivities discussed above are displayed in the right-hand panel of Fig. 6.1.9.
Given our considerations above, in the case where these models are not too strongly coupled (we show in
Fig. 6.1.9 the region where Γσ > 0.3mσ), they are expected to manifest themselves first via new diboson
resonances. On the contrary, their strong-coupling regime is expected to show up first in deviations in
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the Higgs couplings.
6.1.5 Relaxion at the HL-LHC
Contributors: E. Fuchs, M. Schlaffer
The relaxion mechanism [553] addresses the hierarchy problem differently than conventional
symmetry-based solutions. In this framework, the Higgs mass is stabilised dynamically by the relax-
ion, a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson. The Higgs mass is scanned by the evolution of the relaxion
field. Eventually, the relaxion stops at the field value where the Higgs mass is much smaller than the
theory’s cutoff, hence addressing the fine tuning problem. Relaxion models do not require top, gauge or
Higgs partners at the TeV scale. The possible mass range for the relaxion ranges from sub-eV to tens
of GeV. Hence this framework can lead to signatures relevant for cosmology, for the low-energy preci-
sion frontier, for the intensity frontier, and for the high energy collider frontier. For detailed studies see
Ref.s [554–556].
The aspects of the relaxion mechanism that are relevant for the phenomenology at colliders are
summarised in the following. The effective scalar potential of the theory depends both on the Higgs
doublet H and the relaxion φ,
V (H,φ) = µ2(φ)H†H + λ(H†H)2 + Vsr(φ) + Vbr(h, φ) , (6.1.19)
µ2(φ) = −Λ2 + gΛφ+ . . . , (6.1.20)
where Λ is the cutoff scale of a Higgs loop. The relaxion scans µ2 via the slow-roll potential
Vsr(φ) = rgΛ
3φ , (6.1.21)
where g is a small dimension-less coupling and r > 1/(16pi2) due to naturalness requirements. Once
µ2(φ) becomes negative, the Higgs gets a VEV v2(φ) = −µ
2
(φ)
λ . The non-zero VEV activates a periodic
(model-dependent) backreaction potential Vbr associated with the backreaction scale Λbr that eventually
stops the rolling of the relaxion at a value φ0, where v(φ0) = 246 GeV. Generically, the relaxion
mechanism leads to CP violation and as a result, the relaxion φ mixes with the Higgs h and inherits its
couplings to SM fields [554,555]. The relaxion mass mφ and the mixing angle sin θ can be expressed as
mφ '
Λ2br
f
√
c0 , (6.1.22)
sin θ ' 8 Λ
4
br
v3f
s0 , (6.1.23)
where s0 ≡ sinφ0, c0 ≡ cosφ0, and f is the scale where the shift symmetry of the backreaction
potential is broken. Combining Eq.s (6.1.22) and (6.1.23) with 4Λ2brs0 < v
2√c0, which is fulfilled due
to the suppressed value of s0 at the endpoint of the rolling [555], the mixing angle as a function of the
relaxion mass is approximately bounded by
sin θ ≤ 2mφ
v
. (6.1.24)
This upper bound on the relaxion-Higgs mixing is indicated by the black line in Fig. 6.1.10.
Moreover, in the broken phase a trilinear relaxion-relaxion-Higgs coupling cφφh is
generated [554, 556],
cφφh =
Λ4br
vf2
c0c
3
θ −
2Λ4br
v2f
s0c
2
θsθ −
Λ4br
2f3
s0c
2
θsθ −
2Λ4br
vf2
c0cθs
2
θ + 3vλcθs
2
θ +
Λ4br
v2f
s0s
3
θ , (6.1.25)
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Fig. 6.1.10: Bounds and projections at the 95% C.L. for processes at hadron and lepton colliders.
Z → Z∗φ→ `¯`φ at LEP1 with √s = MZ [557] and e+e− → Zφ at LEP2 with
√
s = 192 − 202 GeV [558].
Bound from B+ → K+µ+µ− at LHCb [559, 560]. Direct searches for exotic Higgs decays at the HL-LHC in the
bbττ channel inferred from Ref. [561] (orange, dashed). Upper bound on B(h → NP) from Higgs coupling fits
at the LHC Run-1 (blue area) and projection for the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 (blue, dashed). The maximal mixing
according to Eq. (6.1.24) is indicated by the black line.
where sθ ≡ sin θ, cθ ≡ cos θ. Thus a bound on cφφh constrains the (mφ, sin θ) parameter space. In the
limit of small mixing, Eq. (6.1.25) reduces to cφφh ' m2φ/v , therefore directly constraining the mass.
There are two complementary ways to constrain cφφh via the exotic Higgs decay h→ φφ: search-
ing directly for the decay products of the φ pair, or bounding this BR by a global fit of Higgs couplings.
Concerning the Higgs phenomenology, the relaxion can be viewed as a singlet extension of the
SM with a mixing of φ and h. The Higgs couplings to SM particles are reduced by the universal coupling
modifier κ ≡ cos θ, and the total Higgs width Γtoth = cos2 θ Γtot,SMh + ΓNPh contains the NP contribution
ΓNPh = Γ(h → φφ). For the LHC, B(h → NP) has been constrained via a Higgs coupling fit to Run-
1 data to be at most 20% at the 95% C.L. while the HL-LHC has the potential to bound this BR to
approximately 8.6% at the 95% C.L. Ref. [32, 562]. The resulting bounds in the (mφ, sin θ) plane are
shown in Fig. 6.1.10.
The parameter space probed by the HL-LHC enters the region below the upper bound of the mixing
and is therefore relevant for the model. The HL-LHC may exclude a relaxion mass above 24 GeV for
vanishing sin θ. In comparison, direct relaxion production via B → Kφ, φ → µµ at LHCb excludes
2mµ ≤ mφ . 5 GeV also for sin θ smaller than shown in Fig. 6.1.10. In contrast, the bounds set
by LEP1 via the 3-body Z-decay into ff¯φ and by LEP2 via relaxion strahlung in Zφ production are
sensitive only to mixing angles of order sin2 θ & 10−2 and therefore constrain mostly parameter space
above the theoretically motivated maximal mixing. Furthermore, the stronger bound reachable at the
HL-LHC, compared to the Run-1 one, is highly beneficial for constraining the relaxion mass space down
to small mixing angles.
Regarding direct searches for the relaxion decay products, each relaxion from the Higgs decay
further decays into a pair of SM particles, resulting in a four-particle final state F . The ATLAS and CMS
searches for such signatures yield mφ-dependent bounds on (σh/σ
SM
h )×BR (h→ φφ→ F ). However,
none of the current searches [275,561,567–572] is sensitive enough to probe parts of the relaxion param-
eter space displayed in Fig. 6.1.10, i.e. 5 GeV ≤ mφ ≤ 35 GeV and 10−5 ≤ sin2 θ ≤ 10−1. In contrast,
the HL-LHC can probe parts of the relevant parameter space via these channels. We estimate the poten-
tial reach of the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 by rescaling the current limits by the ratio of luminosities and by
the ratio of the Higgs production cross sections in the dominant channels at 8 or 13 TeV with respect to
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Fig. 6.1.11: Production and decay of φ for sin2 θ = 1. Left: hadronic cross sections, σ(pp→ X) at√s = 14 TeV
forX = φ (via gluon fusion),Wφ, Zφ, tt¯φ, bb¯φ, and φjj (via VBF). The σ(pp→ φ) via gluon fusion is calculated
using ggHiggs v3.5 [563–566] at N3LO including N3LL resummation without a pT -cut. The remaining hadronic
cross sections are obtained from MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [67] at NLO with pT (φ) > 20 GeV. Right: BRs
BR(φ→ bb¯, cc¯, τ+τ−, µ+µ−, γγ).
14 TeV for the search results from Run-1 or Run-2, respectively [573]. According to this scaling, we
find that the strongest bound at the HL-LHC is expected in the bbττ channel (inferred from the CMS
search at Run-2 [561]), excluding mφ > 26 GeV at 95% C.L. as shown in Fig. 6.1.10.
Concerning the relaxion direct production at colliders, similarly to the Higgs, the dominant pro-
duction modes for the relaxion are gluon fusion (pp → φ), relaxion strahlung (pp → Zφ, Wφ),{
tt¯, bb¯
}
-associated production, and vector boson fusion (VBF, pp → φjj). The cross sections of these
processes are shown for sin θ = 1 in the left panel of Fig. 6.1.11. For the HL-LHC, a promising chan-
nel is relaxion strahlung due to the relatively large cross sections in combination with the presence of a
massive gauge boson that can be tagged. Various decay modes can be considered, see the right panel of
Fig. 6.1.11. So far the Zφ and Wφ searches do not cover the challenging low-mass range. With high
luminosity, extending these searches to lower masses could yield complementary bounds.
6.1.6 The HL-LHC and HE-LHC scope for testing compositeness of 2HDMs
Contributors: S. De Curtis, L. Delle Rose, S. Moretti, A. Tesi, K. Yagyu
Much has been written about the ability of TeV scale compositeness to naturally remedy the hi-
erarchy problem of the SM, in particular through the pseudo-Nambu Goldstone boson (pNGB) nature
of the Higgs state. This idea is borrowed from QCD: the discovered Higgs boson is the analogue of the
pion. Just like there are pi, η, etc. mesons predicted by QCD, though, there could be several Higgs states
predicted by compositeness beyond the one discovered. In this respect, a natural setting [574] is the
Composite 2-Higgs Doublet Model (C2HDM) [575–577]. It is built upon the experimentally established
existence of a doublet structure triggering Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), generating the
W±, Z and SM-like Higgs state h, yet it surpasses it by providing one more composite doublet of Higgs
states that can be searched for at the LHC, alongside additional composite gauge bosons (the equivalent
of the ρ, ω, etc. of QCD) and composite fermions. We concentrate here on the Higgs sector of the
C2HDM (see Ref. [578] for a comparative study between the 2HDM based composite solution to the
hierarchy problem and the one driven instead by Supersymmetry) based on SO(6)→ SO(4)× SO(2),
in presence of so-called partial compositeness [579] realised through the third generation of the SM
fermions. The scalar potential and, thus, the masses of the Higgs bosons are generated at one-loop level
by the linear mixing between the (elementary) SM and the (composite) strong sector fields. This implies
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that masses and couplings are not free parameters, unlike in the elementary realisations, but they depend
upon the strong sector dynamics and are strongly correlated. The compositeness scale f is within the
energy domain of the LHC and the composite nature of the SM-like Higgs boson in the C2HDM can be
revealed through corrections ofO(ξ), where ξ = v2/f2, with v being the VEV of the SM Higgs field. As
current lower limits on f are of order 750 GeV, this implies that such effects enter experimental observ-
ables at the 5 − 10% level. In order to test these effects, the best strategy is to probe gauge interactions
of the SM-like Higgs boson, universally affected by O(ξ) corrections. In particular, these effects are ex-
pected to be larger than the corresponding ones in Elementary realisations of a 2HDM (E2HDM) [479],
and therefore accessible at the HL-LHC. However, if these were to be found consistent with those of
the E2HDM, the last resort in the quest to disentangle the C2HDM from the E2HDM hypothesis would
be to exploit the correlation among observable processes involving extra Higgs bosons. Hence, under
the above circumstances, it becomes mandatory to assess the scope of the HL- and HE-LHC, the latter
being necessary for processes involving Higgs boson self-interactions, which have rather small cross-
sections at the current LHC, in exploring the structure of extended Higgs sectors. We shall do so by
studying under which LHC machine conditions one could access the processes gg → H → hh→ bb¯γγ
and gg → H → tt¯ (followed by semi-leptonic top decays), as these will enable one to extract crucial
C2HDM parameters, whereinH is the heaviest of the two CP-even (neutral) Higgs states of the C2HDM,
the lightest (h) being the SM-like one.
The construction of the model and the fundamental parameters of the C2HDM are described in
Ref. [578, 580]. These correspond to the scale of compositeness f , the coupling of the spin-1 reso-
nances, the masses of the heavy top partners, and the mixing between the latter and the elementary
top quark (which represents the leading contribution to the effective scalar potential). In order to have
phenomenologically acceptable configurations with EW parameters consistent with data, we require:
(i) the vanishing of the two tadpoles of the CP-even Higgs bosons, (ii) the value of the top quark mass
to match the measured one, and (iii) the value of the Higgs boson mass to match the measured one.
Under these constraints, we explore the parameter space by scanning the scale of compositeness in the
range (750, 3000) GeV and all the other parameters in the range (−10, 10)f . As outputs, we obtain
the masses of the charged Higgs boson (m
H
±), the CP-odd Higgs boson (mA), and the heavier CP-
even Higgs boson (mH ), the mixing angle θ between the two CP-even Higgs boson states (h,H), as well
as their couplings to fermions and bosons. These quantities are then combined in physics observables and
tested against experimental measurements through HiggsBounds [581] and HiggsSignals [582], which
include current results from void Higgs boson searches and parameter determinations from the discov-
ered Higgs state, respectively. Further, we extrapolated the latter (at present counting on about 30 fb−1
of accumulated luminosity after Run-1 and in Run-2) to
√
s = 14 TeV with 300 fb−1(end of Run-3)
and 3 ab−1(HL-LHC), by adopting the expected experimental accuracies given in Ref. [583] (scenario 2
therein). These are listed against the so-called κ’s (or ‘coupling modifiers’) of Ref. [584], among which
those interesting us primarily are κhV V (V = W
±, Z), κhγγ and κ
h
gg, generally the most constraining ones.
Before proceeding with presenting our results, it is worth mentioning that a generic 2HDM La-
grangian introduces, in general, Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) at tree level via Higgs
boson exchanges. To avoid them, we assume here an alignment (in flavour space) between the Yukawa
matrices like in the elementary Aligned 2HDM (A2HDM) [585]. In this scenario, the coupling of the
heavy HiggsH to the SM top quark is controlled (modulo small corrections induced by the mixing angle
θ ∼ ξ) by
ζt =
ζ¯t − tanβ
1 + ζ¯t tanβ
, (6.1.26)
where ζ¯t and tanβ are predicted, and correlated to each other, in terms of the aforementioned fundamen-
tal parameters of the C2HDM. Thus, being interested in the phenomenology of the H state, henceforth
we will map the results of our scan in terms of mH and ζt and restrict the parameter space to the region
m
H,A,H
± > 2mh. The ζt parameter and the Higgs trilinear coupling λHhh set the hierarchy among the
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Fig. 6.1.12: Branching ratio of the H state of the C2HDM in the hh (orange) and tt¯ (blue) channels (left) and
correlation between the ζt and λHhh couplings obtained upon imposing present HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals
constraints at 13 TeV (right).
Fig. 6.1.13: Results of the C2HDM scan described in the text. Colour coding is as follows. Green: all points that
pass present constraints at 13 TeV. Red: points that, in addition to the above, have κhV V , κ
h
γγ and κ
h
gg within the
95% C.L. projected uncertainty at 14 TeV with L = 300 fb−1 (left) and L = 3 ab−1 (right). Orange: points that,
in addition to the above, are 95% C.L. excluded by the direct search gg → H → hh → bb¯γγ, at 14 TeV with
L = 300 fb−1 (left) and L = 3 ab−1 (right). In the right plot the yellow points are 95% C.L. excluded by the
same search at the HE-LHC with L = 15 ab−1. The orange and yellow elliptical shapes highlight the regions in
which the points of the corresponding colour accumulate.
decay modes of the heavy state H . In particular, H → tt¯, when kinematically allowed, represents the
main decay channel. Below the tt¯ threshold, the diHiggsH → hh decay mode can reach, approximately,
80%, with the remaining decay space saturated by H → V V . The corresponding BR observables are
shown in Fig. 6.1.12 (left). Both of these can be notably different in the C2HDM with respect to the
E2HDM, since the Hhh and Htt¯ couplings can carry the imprint of compositeness (see Fig. 6.1.12
(right) for their correlation). The hierarchy discussed above highlights the key role of the H → hh and
H → tt¯ channels in the discovery and characterisation of the composite heavy Higgs boson.
Figures 6.1.13 and 6.1.14 illustrate the interplay between direct and indirect searches and the
ability of the HL- and HE-LHC to discover both the gg → H → hh → bb¯γγ and the gg → H → tt¯
(followed by semi-leptonic top decays) signals, respectively, over regions of the C2HDM parameter
space mapped onto the (mH , ζt) plane, even when no deviations are visible in the aforementioned κ’s
of the SM-like Higgs state h (red points) at the LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV with L = 300 fb−1 and L =
3 ab−1. Notice that 95% C.L. exclusion limits are extracted by adopting the sensitivity projections of
Ref.s [586, 587] while compliance with the coupling modifiers is here achieved by asking that |1 − khi |
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Fig. 6.1.14: Green an red points are as in the previous plot. Blue: points that, in addition to the above, are 95% C.L.
excluded by the direct search gg → H → tt¯, at 14 TeV with L = 300 fb−1 (left) and L = 3 ab−1 (right).
is less than the percentage uncertainty declared in Ref. [583], where i = V V, γγ and gg. Of some
relevance, while tensioning the scope of the two search channels to one another, is to note that the orange
points have a large overlap with the red ones for small |ζt| values while the corresponding overlap of
the blue region is smaller but it reaches larger H masses. Hence, the first channel enables one to cover
a larger C2HDM parameter space while the second one higher H masses. Clearly, the combination
of the two allows one to combine the benefits of either. The HE-LHC, assuming
√
s = 27 TeV and
L = 15 ab−1, will improve the reach in the H high mass region up to 1.2 TeV by studying the process
gg → H → hh → bb¯γγ. For the gg → H → tt¯ channel, the naive extrapolation of the sensitivity with
the parton luminosities is unreliable because it is affected by the SM tt¯ threshold effects.
For a proper phenomenological analysis of the tt¯ process, one should eventually account for inter-
ference effects with gg-induced (irreducible) background. For example, it is well-known that interference
effects between the t, u-channel gg-induced Leading Order (LO) QCD diagrams and the one due to a
Higgs boson in s-channel via gg-fusion generate a characteristic peak-dip structure of the Mtt¯ spectrum.
However, this contribution is only one of the many entering at the same order in perturbation theory.
In fact, Ref. [588] investigated the effect of all one-loop corrections of O(α2SαW ) onto the tt¯ invariant
mass spectrum at the LHC in presence of both resonant and non-resonant Higgs boson effects. It was
shown therein that corrections of O(α2SαW ) involving a non-resonant Higgs boson are comparable to or
even larger than those involving interference with the s-channel resonant Higgs boson amplitude and that
both of these are subleading with respect to all other (non-Higgs) diagrams through that order. Hence, a
complete O(α2SαW ) calculation would be required to phenomenologically assess the relevance of such
signal versus background effects in the C2HDM.
In summary, both the HL- and HE-LHC display clear potential in accessing production and decay
channels of the heavy CP-even Higgs state of the C2HDM which can give direct access to key interactions
that carry the hallmark of compositeness.
6.1.7 Axion-like particles at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. Low, A. Mariotti, D. Redigolo, F. Sala, K. Tobioka
The main focus of this contribution is future search strategies for axion-like particles (ALPs) in
the mass range between 1 and 90 GeV [589–591]. For simplicity we consider an ALP, a, that couples
only to gauge bosons, including a non-zero coupling to gluons. We call this type of ALP a “KSVZ-ALP”
because it is inspired by the simplest QCD axion model [592–594]. Such an ALP is perhaps the most
theoretically compelling case and also the natural target for hadron colliders, such as the HL-LHC and
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the HE-LHC. The effective Lagrangian for the KSVZ-ALP, below the Z mass, is
Lint =
a
4pifa
[
αsc3G
aG˜a + α2c2W
iW˜ i + α1c1BB˜
]
, (6.1.27)
=
a
4pifa
[
αsc3G
aG˜a+ αemcγFF˜+2α2cWW
−W˜++
2αem
tw
cZγZF˜+ α2c
2
wcZZZ˜
]
, (6.1.28)
where F˜µν = (1/2) µνρσFρσ for any field strength, α1 = α
′ is the GUT-normalised U(1)Y coupling
constant, and tw = sw/cw where c
2
w = 1 − s2w = m2W /m2Z . The coefficients ci encode the Adler-
Bell-Jackiw (ABJ) anomalies of the global U(1) symmetry (of which the ALP is the pseudo-Goldstone
boson) with SU(3) and SU(2)× U(1)Y . After EWSB, one can write
cγ = c2 +
5
3
c1, cW = c2, cZ = c2 + t
4
w
5
3
c1, cZγ = c2 − t2w
5
3
c1. (6.1.29)
For ma . mZ , the relevant two-body decays of a are to two photons and to two jets, with widths
Γgg =
Kgα
2
sc
2
3
8pi3
m3a
f2a
, Γγγ =
α2emc
2
γ
64pi3
m3a
f2a
, (6.1.30)
where Kg depends on the ALP mass and includes higher-order QCD corrections (see Appendix A in
Ref. [590]). The couplings in Eq. (6.1.27) can be generated by heavy vector-like fermions with a mass
at g∗fa, where g∗ can be as large as 4pi. Explicit realisations include: i) KSVZ “heavy axion” models
where the axion potential is UV-dominated, the axion mass is heavier than expected from QCD contri-
butions alone, and the decay constant, fa, can be as low as a TeV solving the axion quality problem (see
Ref.s [595–599] for heavy axion models and Ref. [600] for a discussion of the axion quality problem);
ii) ALPs arising in standard paradigms addressing the EW hierarchy problem, such as supersymme-
try, where spontaneous SUSY-breaking below MPl predicts, on general grounds, the existence of an
R-axion [601, 602]. iii) Axion portal Dark Matter scenarios where the DM is freezing out through its
annihilation into gluons pairs [603, 604]. In Fig. 6.1.15 we show the expected decay constant for an
accidental Peccei-Quinn symmetry broken by dimension 6 operators at MGUT = 10
15 GeV, and the one
for an axion portal which account for all of the DM relic abundance, see Ref. [590] for more details.
Barring a huge hierarchy among the anomaly coefficients, c1,2 & 102c3, the width into gluons
dominates over the one into photons, Γγ/Γgg = α
2
em/(8Kgα
2
3) ∼ 10−4. ALPs that couple to gluons de-
cay promptly in any kinematical configuration and mass range of interest for the LHC. When accounting
for the gluon coupling, searches based on rare decays of SM particles (Higgs, Z, Υ, and B-mesons) into
ALPs have a weaker bound on fa because the dominant BR of the ALP is now into hadronic final states,
while the searches look for final states with muons or photons. The only two relevant decay processes
for our parameter space are Z → γa and ΥX → γa, and the corresponding decay widths are given by
Γ(Z → γa) = α
2
emc
2
Zγ
96pi2t2w
m3Z
f2a
(
1− m
2
a
m2Z
)3
, (6.1.31)
Γ(ΥX → γa) =
αemc
2
γγ
pi
(
mΥX
4pifa
)2(
1− m
2
a
m2ΥX
)3
Γ(ΥX → ll) , (6.1.32)
where Γ(ΥX → ll) = ΓΥX · B(ΥX → ll), B(Υ2S,3S → ll) ' 3.84 , 4.36% and ΓΥ2S,3S ' 20, 32 KeV.
These constraints, together with those from the LHC, are shown in Fig. 6.1.15.
The bound from Z decays, in Eq. (6.1.31), is based on the LEP search in Ref. [608] which has
sensitivity down to 12 GeV. In this range, this search is more powerful than the inclusive bound from
the total Z-width [283]. The bound from Υ decays, in Eq. (6.1.32), is based on BABAR data [605]
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Fig. 6.1.15: Status of the current best experimental constraints on the KSVZ-ALP with ABJ anomalies
c1,2,3 = 10. We include the BABAR bound on Υ → γa(jj) [605] (purple) and its rescaling at Belle II [606]
(purple dotted). LHCb bound derived in Ref. [590] from diphoton measurement around theBs mass [607] (cyan).
The projection for HL is also shown (dashed cyan). We also include LEP searches on Z → γa(jj) [608] and
constraints from the Z-width [283] (yellow) along with both of their rescalings at FCC-ee [609] (yellow dot-
ted). Constraints from inclusive cross section measurements at the Tevatron [610] and the LHC [611–613] derived
in Ref. [589] (red) and the rescaled sensitivities of the 8 TeV cross section measurement [613] at the HL-LHC
(dashed red) are shown. Finally, LHC bounds on boosted dijet resonances [614] reinterpreted for an ALP in
Ref. [589] (green), LHC searches for diphoton resonances [615–617] (blue), and the sensitivity of the boosted
diphoton resonance search based on the monojet trigger at the HL-LHC (3 ab−1) and the HE-LHC (15 ab−1) [591]
(dashed/dotted magenta) are plotted. We also display (gray) two theory benchmarks motivated by freeze-out of
ALP-mediated Dark Matter and by the QCD axion quality problem, see Ref. [590]. On the r.h.s. y-axis we show
gaγγ ≡ αempifa cγ to make contact with the QCD axion notation.
corresponding to 1.21 · 108 Υ3S and 0.98 · 108 Υ2S . “Standard” inclusive diphoton resonance searches
at the LHC do not probe masses below 65 GeV [615–617].
A first example of what can be done to improve the low mass reach is the CMS search for a
dijet resonance recoiling against a hard jet [614] that we rescale here for an ALP produced in gluon
fusion (see Ref. [589] for more details). As we see in Fig. 6.1.15, this probes ALPs down to 50 GeV.
A second example is the bound from inclusive cross section measurements, derived in Ref. [589], that
reach masses of 10 GeV. References [610–613] provide tables of the measured differential diphoton
cross section per invariant mass bin, dσγγ/dmγγ , with the relative statistical (∆stat) and systematical
(∆sys) uncertainties. A conservative bound was derived in Ref. [589] assuming zero knowledge of the
background and requiring
σthγγ(ma) <
[
mBinγγ ·
dσγγ
dmγγ
· (1 + 2∆tot)
]
· 1
S(ma)
. (6.1.33)
where ∆tot =
√
∆2stat + ∆
2
sys. The signal efficiency S(ma) (see Ref. [589] for its computation) does
not go to zero below pminTγ1
+ pminTγ2
because the ALP can still pass the cuts recoiling against unvetoed jet
activity in the diphoton cross section measurements. A lower limit on the invariant mass that can be
measured, and thus on the testable ma, is set by
mγγ > ∆R
iso
γγ
√
pminTγ1
pminTγ2
(6.1.34)
where pminTγ1,2
are the minimal cuts on the photon transverse momenta, and ∆Risoγγ = 0.4 is the standard
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isolation requirement between the photons. A small mass range around the Bs mass is constrained by
diphoton measurements at LHCb [607] as first derived in Ref. [590]. Projections for future stages of
LHCb have also been derived in Ref. [590].
Here we discuss new LHC search strategies for the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC to improve the
coverage in the fa-ma plane of KSVZ-like ALPs. The reaches of future experiments are summarised as
dashed magenta lines named in Fig. 6.1.15, where we also display, for comparison, LHCb, the Belle II
and FCC-ee projections.11
We show the reach of the HL-LHC from inclusive cross section measurements with the strat-
egy outlined in the previous section, assuming the same diphoton trigger as in the 8 TeV run. Our
signal cross section includes matching up to 2 jets and a K-factor accounting for NLO corrections
computed with ggHiggs v3.5 [563–566] which includes full NNLO and approximate N3LO correc-
tions plus threshold resummation at N3LL′. The error on the sensitivity is assumed to be dominated
by the error on the measurements. In other words, we assume the MC uncertainties will be reduced
below ∆tot (note that, at the present moment, MC uncertainties on the low-mass bins are at the level
of 40% using SHERPA [195, 613, 618]). An unexplored direction in diphoton resonance searches is to
reduce the photon isolation requirements and pass the trigger making the resonance recoiling against
a hard jet. In Fig. 6.1.15 we show the sensitivity at the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC of a search based
on this idea. The signal events are required to pass the existing monojet trigger (the leading jet with
pTj1
> 500 GeV and |ηj1 | < 2.5). As a consequence the two photons produced from the boosted ALP
are collimated: ∆Rγγ ' 2ma/pTj1 . 0.2
( ma
50 GeV
)
where pTγ ∼ pTj1/2. To improve S/
√
B we then
require pTγ1,2
> 120 GeV and ∆Rγγ < 0.8 and bin the events in invariant mass bins with a constant
width of 10 GeV. Since two photons fall into one isolation cone, ∆Risoγγ = 0.4, standard photon isola-
tion vetos the ALP signal. In order to access lower invariant masses, we modify the standard isolation
requirement by simply subtracting the hardest photon (γ1) in the isolation cone of every test photon,
(γtest 6= γ1). We require12
EisoT − ETγ1 < 10 GeV where E
iso
T ≡
∆Ri,γtest
<0.4∑
i 6=γtest
ETi . (6.1.35)
To validate our analysis we first checked that the standard isolation withEisoT < 10 GeV in DELPHES can
reproduce the photon fake rate from multijets and the real photon acceptance from the SM Higgs decay,
given by Ref. [619]. We find that the isolation in Eq. (6.1.35) gives a similar fake rate and real photon
acceptance to the standard ones while the photons from boosted ALP decay now pass the isolation. The
modified isolation requirement allows us to go down to two-photon angular separation of ∆R ∼ 0.1.13
Below this value the two photon showers will start to overlap and the photon identification will have
to be modified [621, 622]. A similar strategy was employed by ATLAS in Z → γa(γγ) search (see
Ref. [623]).
To estimate the sensitivities in Fig. 6.1.15 we simulated the SM background from 2γ+nj, matched
for n = 1, 2, and from jγ+j with a jet faking a photon both at 14 and 27 TeV. We expect the background
from jj+j with two jets faking two photons to be subdominant. Finally, notice that the drop of sensitivity
in the low mass range of our analysis is expected to ameliorate including the region of phase space with
maximally asymmetric photon momenta pTγ2
 pTγ1 . Indeed m
min
γγ =
√
(pTj1
− pTγ2 )pTγ2 ∆R
iso after
momentum conservation is imposed, so that minimising the momentum of the second photon becomes
11The Belle II and FCC-ee lines are obtained by rescaling of the present bounds from BABAR and LEP with the future
luminosities of these experiments: 100 times more Υ2Ss and Υ3Ss are assumed for Belle II and 10
12
Zs for FCC-ee.
12
E
iso
T is usually calculated using calorimeter cells, while here we also include information of charged tracks. Objects with
ETi < 0.5 GeVare not included in the sum [33].
13As minimal angular resolution we take for reference the square towers in the Layer 2 region of ATLAS ECAL [620].
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Fig. 6.1.16: Production cross section (dominated by gluon fusion) for the lightest pseudoscalar for the two
benchmark models M6 (left) and M8 (right).
beneficial at low invariant masses (see Ref. [591]).
In conclusion, we showed how the sensitivity to KSVZ ALPs can be greatly improved at the HL-
LHC and the HE-LHC. Both experiments have sensitivity that exceeds the one of FCC-ee. The type
of searches discussed here will probe the parameter space of “heavy axion” models solving the strong
CP-problem of the SM and probe SUSY scales, g∗fa, as high as 100 TeV independently of any particular
assumption on the structure of the SUSY spectrum, it will also probe well motivated scenarios of heavy
Dark Matter freeze-in.
Our results have a broader application than the ones discussed here. For example, they can still
be the strongest probe in ALP scenarios where the ALP also couples to fermions and the SM Higgs,
such as in composite Higgs models [624, 625] where the couplings to photons and gluons are, in fact,
generated by top loops. Last but not least, the invariant mass sensitivity can likely be further extended to
lower masses by studying to what extent the two collimated photons themselves can trip the monophoton
trigger [591], developing techniques to perform bump hunts with L1 triggers [626] and exploring the
advantages of converted photons events in the inner tracker.
6.1.8 Search for light pseudoscalar with taus at HL-LHC
Contributors: G. Cacciapaglia, G. Ferretti, T. Flacke, H. Serodio
The discovered Higgs boson may be accompanied by additional light (pseudo-)scalars in models
with an extended Higgs sector. We consider a pseudoscalar singlets φ, generically coupling as:
L ⊃ −
∑
ψ
iCφψmψφ
fφ
ψ¯γ5ψ +
φ
16pi2fφ
(
KφGGG˜+K
φ
W WW˜ +K
φ
B BB˜
)
, (6.1.36)
where fφ is a “decay constant” and ψ labels the SM fermions. We focus on models of composite Higgs
with partial compositeness described in terms of confining hyper-quarks [624]. A universal feature of
all these models is the presence of two such pseudoscalars (φ = a, η′), whose couplings in Eq. (6.1.36)
can be computed from the underlying model. Additional couplings, including the higher dimensional
couplings to the Higgs boson, not included in Eq. (6.1.36), are also determined by the underlying theory
(see Ref. [627] for details). In Ref. [627] we narrowed down this class of models to a total of twelve,
providing possible benchmarks in the search of new physics.
We present results for two of the twelve models [628, 629], denoted respectively M6 and M8 in
Ref. [627], which are those being studied on the lattice [630, 631]. The masses of the pseudoscalars can
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Fig. 6.1.17: Reach of the ditau search for the two models M6 (left) and M8 (right), compared to the existing
bounds (gray lines). The existing bounds indicate the strongest exclusion amongst those arising from dimuon
searches [632], diphoton searches [615, 617], and BSM decay width of the Higgs [537]. (The bounds from
Ref. [300], that can be obtained adapting the analysis of Ref. [633] to these models, may also turn out to be
competitive.) We have also indicated the current bounds obtained by adapting the results in Ref. [589] for dipho-
tons (green). The projected reach is computed at 14 TeV using the HL-LHC detector simulation, for a luminosity
of 300 fb−1(blue) and 3 ab−1 (red), and two distinct cuts on ∆Rµe.
be considered as free parameters, while their decay constants fφ in Eq. (6.1.36) are related to the com-
posite Higgs decay constant f , defined by mW = (g/2)f sin θ, with θ → pi/2 being the Technicolour
limit [625, 627]. For small underlying hyper-quark masses, the lighter pseudoscalar a is nearly aligned
with a spontaneously broken U(1) symmetry and thus can be very light. Its total production cross-section
is shown in Fig. 6.1.16 for fixed f = 1 TeV. The second pseudoscalar η′ is related to an anomalous U(1)
(hence the name) and thus receives a larger mass from the strong dynamics.
We observe that the production cross-section of the pseudoscalars is rather large, in contrast to that
of other light scalars arising in this class of models that only couple via EW interactions. Nevertheless,
as their main decay channels suffer from large backgrounds, they are still fairly unconstrained in the low
mass region, particularly between 14 and 65 GeV. In Ref. [625] we proposed a boosted search for the
lighter pseudoscalar a in the (fully leptonic, opposite flavour) ditau channel between 10 and 100 GeV.
Figure 6.1.17 shows the reach in the Ma/f plane for the two models above. A complementary proposed
search in the diphoton channel has been discussed in the previous section, based on Ref. [589].
A crucial discriminating variable in such search, particularly for the low mass region, is the angular
separation ∆Reµ between the electron and the muon. We present the reach estimated from a cut-and-
count simulation with the conservative choice ∆Reµ > 0.2 included or removed. In the plot we have
not taken into account the systematic error in the background, but it is important to remark that, in order
to take full advantage of the HL-LHC run, it should be kept below 2%. The additional cuts, discussed
in Ref. [625], are: pTµ > 50 GeV, pTe > 10 GeV, ∆Rµj > 0.5, ∆Rej > 0.5, pTj > 200 GeV,
∆Rµe < 1, mµe < 100 GeV. Note that we also impose an upper bound on ∆Rµe to reduce the (mostly
flat) tt¯ background.
The heavier pseudoscalar η′, not being a true Goldstone boson, could have a mass in the multi TeV
range. Nevertheless, it may give observable signals at the LHC because it decays into final states such as
γγ,Zγ,ZZ,WW , tt¯ andZh (the last one via top loops). In Fig. 6.1.18 we present the lower bounds on f
for the two models, in the (Ma, Mη′) mass plane. The white region corresponds to masses incompatible
with the models [627]. The vertical band with a strong bound for Ma ∼ 215 GeVcorresponds to Zh
searches, which were not included in Ref. [627].
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Fig. 6.1.18: Lower bound the Higgs decay constant f for the two benchmark models M6 (left) and M8 (right) in
the presence of both pseudoscalars a and η′.
Figure 6.1.18 takes into account the relevant searches performed with the 2016 data of about
36 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at 13 TeV. Similar analyses can of course be performed for the remain-
ing models, but the two presented in this work are amongst the least constrained by current data.
In conclusion, the HL and HE phases of the LHC present us with newer possibilities to search
for BSM physics. The models discussed here provide concrete examples where new physics could arise
both in the high and low mass regime, benefiting from both improvements.
6.1.9 Colour octet scalar into gluons and photons at HL-LHC
Contributors: G. Cacciapaglia, A. Deandrea, A.M. Iyer
We consider a colour octet scalar Φ which is present in various extensions of the SM, and in
particular in composite models for the EW sector, where such a state can be a composite object made of
fundamental fermions. The colour octet Φ can be produced by single and pair production at the LHC by
QCD processes. Due to its nature and quantum numbers, in composite models, it can couple strongly to
top quarks and give rise, at one loop in the fundamental theory, to a coupling to gluons and photons via a
top loop and the topological anomaly. In particular it also gives rise to an effective vertex with a photon
and a gluon which is highly suppressed in SM processes, giving rise to a distinctive mode for its search
at the LHC. We therefore consider the decay mode Φ → γg, thereby making it an exclusive signature
for such a state. The effective Lagrangian for this interaction can be written as:
L = a1 fabcGaµνGbµνΦc + a2 fabcfade Φb Φd Gcµν Geµν + c GaµνΦaBµν , (6.1.37)
where ai are proportional to the strong coupling constant αs while the ratio c/a depends on the model
under consideration. The colour octet can decay into tt¯, gg, gγ, or gZ. The gZ final state is subdominant
in comparison to gγ as it is suppressed by the Weinberg angle (Φgγ vertex is derived from the ΦGaµνB
µν
term in Lagrangian.). The corresponding comparison of rates of gg with respect to the tt¯ final state is
parameter dependent and is not considered here. It can however be taken into account by the correspond-
ing reduction of the production rate σeff = σ× (1−B(tt¯))2. In this note we are interested in exploring
the possibility of the gγ decay mode as a possible discovery prospect for the colour octet scalar. For sce-
narios considered in Ref. [627], where the colour octet arises as a bound state of colour-triplet fermions
χ with hyper-charge 1/3 or 2/3, the branching fractions amongst the bosonic final states are fixed and
given in Table 6.1.4.
We consider the following benchmarks for the mass of the coloured scalar Φ:
mΦ = 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 TeV. There are existing searches for the pair production of the scalar in the
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Yχ = 1/3 Yχ = 2/3
B(Φ→gγ)
B(Φ→gg) 0.048 0.19
Table 6.1.4: Values of ratios of BRs in di-bosons for the pseudoscalar octet for a mass of 1 TeV. The mass fixes
the dependence due to the running of the strong gauge coupling, αs(1 TeV) = 0.0881 is used for this evaluation.
multi jet channel. For the branching fractions outlined in Table 6.1.4 we compare the efficiency for
the multi jet final state corresponding to the existing searches with the following two final states
corresponding to the signal: one single photon and three gluons; and two photons and two gluons. The
parton level events are simulated at 14 TeV c.o.m. energy using MADGRAPH [67] and showering is done
by PYTHIA 8 [50]. We use DELPHES 3 [33] for the detector simulation. The jets are reconstructed using
FASTJET [67] with the standard AK4 jet reconstruction algorithm with R = 0.4 and pT = 60 GeV. The
strategy for the multi-jet final state in this contribution is similar to the analysis in CMS searching in the
multi-jet channel for pair produced scalars [634]:
– The jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 and pT = 60 GeV. Minimum
of 4 jets are required for each event.
– Each jet is required to have a pT of 80 GeV.
– In order to select the two best di-jet systems compatible with the signal, the four leading jets
ordered in pT are combined to create three unique combinations of di-jet pairs per event. Out of
the three combinations, the di-jet configuration with the smallest ∆Rdijet =
∑
i=1,2 |∆Ri − 0.8|
is chosen where ∆Ri is the distance in the η − φ plane between the two jets in the ith di-jet pair.
– Asymmetry parameter: Once a configurations is selected, two asymmetry parameters are con-
structed:
Masymm =
|mjj1 −mjj2|
mjj1 +mjj2
, ∆ηasymm = |ηjj1 − ηjj2|. (6.1.38)
where mjjk and ηjjk is the dijet mass and pseudorapidity combination of the k
th di-jet pair. Both
these quantities are set < 0.1.
For the 3 jets and 1 photon final state there is no existing search undertaken thus far. Thus we
adapt a similar criteria described above. Table 6.1.5 gives the signal and the corresponding background
efficiencies () for the two topologies and are simply  = Ncut/Ngen, whereNcut is the number of events
which pass the cut and Ngen are the number of events generated. To facilitate the collider comparison
between the gg and the gγ decay for the colour octet scalar we define the following ratio:
δ =
Sgggγ/
√
Bjjjγ
Sgggg/
√
Bjjjj
, (6.1.39)
which is computed for the two hypercharge assignments in Table 6.1.4. Here the number of signal or
background events (S or B) at a given luminosity L, is simply × σ ×L. The ratio however, eliminates
the dependence on the luminosity 14. Using the numbers from Table 6.1.5, the results for the jjjγ are
given in the first two columns of Table 6.1.6.
The ratio in Eq. (6.1.39) eliminates the dependence on the production cross section and facilitates
a transparent comparison of different decay modes. Given the large backgrounds in Table 6.1.5, the
signal with the cuts used is not significant, thereby requiring a more detailed analysis. We now discuss
the more optimistic 2 gluons and 2 photons final state.
14Note that for the jjjγ signal σ = σprod2 B(Φ→ gγ)
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4j 3j+1γ 2j+ 2γ
Signal efficiency S (mΦ = 1 TeV) 0.0067 0.0016 0.0593
Background Efficiency B 0.00125 0.00035 0.000114
Background cross section (fb) 6800× 103 18× 103 18× 103
Table 6.1.5: Pair production efficiencies for signal and background. The background cross-section is estimated
by requiring the scalar sum of the parton pT > 1100 GeV. The computed efficiencies are simply the ratio of events
which pass the cuts to the total number of events generated. The background for gγgγ signal is still dominated by
QCD jjja background in comparison to the γγ + jets. The different efficiencies are a consequence of different
selection criteria.
Sgggγ Sggγγ
Yχ = 1/3 Yχ = 2/3 Yχ = 1/3 Yχ = 2/3
δ 0.84 3.33 1.36 20.56
Table 6.1.6: Comparison of the signal significances ratio δ (defined in Eq. (6.1.39)) between the gggγ and gggg
channels for mΦ = 1 TeV. Similar ratio is computed for the ggγγ final state.
In the case of 2 jets + 2 photons, there are only two combinatorial possibilities for the invariant
mass reconstruction. Let the isolated photons be denoted as γ1,2 and the jets as j1,2. It is to be noted
that the gluon jet and the photon from a given coloured scalar are fairly collimated. Thus in order to
identify the correct pair of final states we take the hardest photon γ1 and compute, ∆Rγ1j1 and ∆Rγ1j2
and extract the following:
∆Rmin = min(∆Rγ1j1 ,∆Rγ1j2). (6.1.40)
The presence of two photons greatly limits the QCD fake rate. We further impose a hard cut of
180 GeV on the transverse momentum of each photon. The large signal sensitivity in this case is an
artefact that a simple pT cut on the second photon reduces background drastically without affecting the
signal significantly. The last two columns of Table 6.1.6 show the comparison of signal sensitivity be-
tween the ggγγ and gggg channels, implying that they are both similar even for the pessimistic case
of smaller branching fraction corresponding to Yχ = 1/3. The left plot of Fig. 6.1.19 shows the re-
constructed invariant mass distribution and the right plot gives the signal significance as a function of
luminosity for the optimistic case of Yχ = 2/3. Using the computation for production cross-sections for
14 TeV in [635], we estimate the sensitivity for different signal benchmarks from 0.3 to 3 ab−1. With
a high luminosity run one can reach a sensitivity close to ∼ 2.0 σ for mΦ = 1 TeV. This, as well the
sensitivity for the other benchmarks can be further improved by using information of signal kinematics
and invariant mass cuts. We have performed a simplified preliminary study of the potential for the study
of pair of a colour octet scalar decaying to gluon and photon at the LHC. This opens two additional
possibilities for their searches corresponding to the gggγ and ggγγ final states. These final states not
only serves as an unambiguous signature for colour octets but are also relatively cleaner than the conven-
tional multi jet searches. We demonstrate that for the ggγγ channel, we can get a preliminary hint of the
existence of the colour octet state at HL-LHC thereby strongly motivating the HE option of the LHC.
6.2 Spin 1 resonances
This section is devoted to the study of the prospects for vector resonances. These are neutral Z ′ and
chargedW ′, which are among the most standard benchmarks usually considered in studying the potential
of future colliders, as well as RS gluons and other resonances arising from 2HDMs models.
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Fig. 6.1.19: Left: distribution of the two reconstructed invariant masses mjγ for the 1 TeV benchmark using the
criterion in Eq. (6.1.40). a.u. on the Y-axis denotes arbitrary units. Right: Sensitivity for the different signal
benchmarks at 14 TeV COM energy for luminosities up to 3 ab−1.
6.2.1 Precision predictions for new dilepton and tt¯ resonances at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. Altakach, J. Fiaschi, T. Ježo, M. Klasen, I. Schienbein
We present higher order predictions for spin-1 resonance searches in two classes of observables,
top-quark-pair production and dilepton production. In the former case, we use the PBZp code [636] which
includes the NLO QCD corrections to the EW production of top-antitop pairs in the presence of a new
neutral gauge boson implemented in the parton shower Monte Carlo program POWHEG [637–639]. The
dilepton cross sections are calculated using the NLO+NLL code RESUMMINO [640] which matches a
soft-gluon resummation at NLL accuracy to a fixed order NLO calculation.
We consider four models: the Un-Unified (UU) [641,642] and the Non-Universal (NU) [643,644]
models, a leptophobic topcolour model (TC) (model IV in Ref. [645]), and the SSM [646]. The UU and
NU models belong to the general class of G(221)= SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 × U(1)X gauge theories with an
extra SU(2) gauge symmetry. In the UU model the quarks and leptons belong to different representations
of the two SU(2) gauge factors whereas in the NU model the first two generations transform differently
than the third generation. Both models take two input parameters, the mixing angle of the first stage
symmetry breaking t = tanφ = g2/g1 and the mass of the heavy resonance MZ′ (or MW ′). Exclusion
limits on the parameters space for the G(221) models have been derived in Ref. [647] by performing a
global analysis of low-energy precision data. Improved limits for the W ′ and Z ′ masses were found in
Ref. [640] using LHC data at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV. The TC model has three free parameters in addition
to the resonance mass MZ′ : the width ΓZ′ , the relative strength (f1) of the Z
′ coupling to right-handed
up-type quarks w.r.t. left-hand up-type quarks, and similarly the relative strength (f2) of the Z
′ coupling
to right- and left-hand down-type quarks. Finally, in the SSM the only free parameters are the masses
MW ′ and MZ′ .
We have chosen benchmark points such that the width ΓZ′ in all models is the same as in the
SSM. We have calculated the width in the SSM (ΓSSM
Z
′ ) at leading order using PYTHIA 6 [68] with
a running electro-magnetic coupling, α(MZ′), such that Γ
SSM
Z
′ /MZ′ slightly increases from 3.48% at
MZ′ = 1 TeV to 3.61% at MZ′ = 10 TeV. This is achieved by setting the parameter t = 1 in the UU
and NU models. As a consequence, the W ′ couplings to the SM fermions are the same in the SSM and
NU cases, whereas the Z ′ couplings are different. For the TC model we set f1 = 1 and f2 = 0 which
maximises the fraction of Z ′ bosons decaying into tt¯ pairs. For the parton distribution functions (PDFs),
in the tt¯ case, we use a NLO PDF4LHC set for Monte Carlo studies (ISET = 90000 in LHAPDF6)
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Fig. 6.2.1: Left: LO and NLO total cross section predictions in picobarns for qq¯ → Z ′ → tt¯[+g] (top) and
the NLO/LO K-factors (bottom) at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 14 TeV. Right: same as the left for a c.o.m. energy√
s = 27 TeV.
and the renormalisation and factorisation scales µR and µF are identified with the invariant mass of the
system. On the other hand, in the dilepton case, we use a NLO CT14 (ISET = 13100 in LHAPDF6)
and the renormalisation and factorisation scales µR and µF are identified with the invariant mass of the
system.
In Fig. 6.2.1, we show the total cross section for the EW production of tt¯ pairs (qq¯ → Z ′ → tt¯[+g])
in picobarn at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right). The results are given for LO
(only for SSM) and NLO cross sections together with the NLO/LO K-factors (bottom) for the SSM, UU,
NU, and TC in dependence of the Z ′ mass. No cut on the invariant mass of the tt¯ pair has been applied.
In Fig. 6.2.2 we show the W ′ production cross sections at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 14 TeV at NLO
and NLO+NLL in the SSM as a function of the heavy gauge boson mass (top left). The ratios of the
total cross sections at LHC14 at NLO and NLO+NLL over the LO cross section as a function of the
W ′ mass is also presented (bottom left). Similarly, in the right side of Fig. 6.2.2 we show the same
for a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 27 TeV. Interference terms between W and W ′ gauge bosons are included.
The invariant mass of the lepton pair is restricted to mll > 3MW ′/4. Increasing the mass the threshold
effects become more and more important leading to almost 16% (6%) increase of the cross section at
MW ′ = 8 TeV for
√
s = 14 (27) TeV.
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Fig. 6.2.2: Left: LO, NLO, and NLO+NLL total cross section predictions in picobarn for qq¯ → W |W ′ → eν
(top). The NLO/LO and the NLO+NLL/LO K-factors at a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 14 TeV (bottom). Right: same as
the left for a c.o.m. energy
√
s = 27 TeV.
6.2.2 Searching for a RS gluon resonance in tt¯ at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. Narain, K. Pedro, S. Sagir, E. Usai, W. Zhang, CMS
Many models of new physics predict heavy resonances with enhanced couplings to the third gen-
eration of the SM [472, 648–654]. Thus, the study of the top quark can give important insight into the
validity of such models. This analysis from CMS [655] presents projections for a heavy resonance, in
particular a Randall–Sundrum Kaluza–Klein gluon (RSG) [472], decaying into a tt¯ pair using the up-
graded CMS Phase-2 detector design at HL-LHC, with a c.o.m. energy of 14 TeV. We also present
projections for tt¯ resonances at a c.o.m. energy of 27 TeV, accessible by the HE-LHC. Two distinct
final states with either a single lepton or no leptons are considered. The topology where the hadronic
decay products of the top quark are fully merged into a single jet is studied. For top quarks with a large
boost (transverse momentum, pT , greater than 400 GeV), an identification algorithm based on the soft-
drop [504] jet grooming algorithm is used in combination withN -subjettiness [508] and subjet b-tagging
algorithms to identify the decay of the top quark with no leptons. No lepton isolation is imposed because
leptons are not expected to be well separated from other objects in final states.
The RSG signal processes are generated using PYTHIA 8.212 [68] at leading order (LO),
assuming a decay width of 17%, and a RS parameter k value of 0.01 × mPlanck. The
POWHEG 2.0 [638, 639, 656, 657] event generator is used to generate tt¯ and single top quark events in
the t-channel and tW channel to NLO accuracy. The single top quark events in the s-channel, Z+jets,
and W+jets are simulated using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.2.2 [67]. The PYTHIA event generator is
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Fig. 6.2.3: Generated and reconstructed RSG mass distributions for the single-lepton (left) and fully hadronic
(right) final states. The distributions are shown after full event selection in each final state. The signals are scaled
to 1 pb.
used to simulate the QCD multijet and WW events at NLO. Parton showering, hadronisation, and the
underlying event are simulated with PYTHIA, using the NNPDF 3.0 parton distribution functions (PDFs)
and the CUETP8M1 [658, 659] tune for all Monte Carlo processes, except for the tt¯ sample, which is
produced with the CUETP8M2T4 [660] tune. The CMS Phase-2 detector simulation and the recon-
struction of physics-level objects are simulated with the DELPHES software package [33]. The same
signal and background processes are also considered for the HE-LHC projections in both final states at√
s = 27 TeV, assuming the same number of pileup interactions as the HL-LHC. The reconstruction of
physics-level objects for the HE-LHC is simulated with the DELPHES software package with the CMS
Phase-2 detector design.
The particle flow (PF) algorithm [661] is used together with the pileup per particle identification
(PUPPI) [410] method to reconstruct the final state objects such as electrons, muons, jets, and missing
transverse momentum (pmissT ). In both final states, large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of
0.8 (AK8) are used. The AK8 jets are required to have pT > 400 GeV, |η| < 4, soft-drop mass between
105 and 220 GeV, and N-subjettiness ratio τ3/τ2 < 0.65. AK8 jets passing these requirements are
referred to as t-tagged jets. In the single-lepton final state, the AK8 jets are selected if they are isolated
from lepton by ∆R(lepton, AK8 jet)> 0.8 and events with more than one such AK8 jets are vetoed to be
orthogonal to the fully hadronic final state. In the fully hadronic final state, the sum of the pT of the two
AK8 jets, HT, is additionally required to be > 1.2 TeV and the angle between the two AK8 jets, ∆φ, is
required to be > 2.1. We require single-lepton events to have exactly one electron with pT > 80 GeV
and |η| < 3 or one muon with pT > 55 GeV and |η| < 3. In order to limit the background contribution
from QCD multijet events, we require pmissT > 120 (50) GeV in the electron (muon) channel, where
pmissT is the magnitude of the missing transverse momentum defined as the the negative of the vector pT
sum of all reconstructed PF candidates.
Additionally, the single-muon events are required to have H lepT > 150 GeV, where
H
lep
T = p
miss
T + p
lep
T . The single-lepton events are further required to have at least two AK4 jets with
pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 4. The leading and subleading jets are required to have a pT greater than
185 (150) and 50 (50) GeV, respectively, in the electron (muon) channel. Because no isolation require-
ment is imposed on leptons, we require that the AK4 jet that is closest to the lepton is either separated
by ∆R > 0.4, or the magnitude of the lepton momentum that is transverse to the jet axis is greater than
25 GeV.
We use the Theta package [662] to derive the expected cross section limits at 95% C.L. on the
production of a RSG decaying to tt¯. The limits are computed using the asymptotic CLs approach. A
binned likelihood fit on the distributions of reconstructed tt¯mass (mtt¯), shown in Fig. 6.2.3, is performed
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Fig. 6.2.4: Distributions ofmtt¯ in events with single-electron and one t-tagged jet (top left) or zero lepton, ∆y < 1
and two b tags (top right) for 3 ab−1 at 14 TeV. Distributions ofmtt¯ in events with a single-muon and one t-tagged
jet (bottom left) or zero lepton and one b-tag (bottom right) for 15 ab−1at 27 TeV.
in both single-lepton and fully hadronic final states. To improve the sensitivity, the events are categorised
based the number of subjet b tags (0, 1, or 2) and the rapidity difference (|∆y(jet1, jet2)| <1 or >1) in
the fully hadronic final state. Similarly, in the single-lepton final state, the categorisation is performed
using the number of t-tagged jets (0 or 1) and the flavour of the lepton (e, µ). Example mtt¯ distribu-
tions of background and signal samples are shown in Fig. 6.2.4. Systematic uncertainties, following the
recommendations in Ref. [411], are included in the fit as nuisance parameters with log-normal prior for
both HL-LHC and HE-LHC. The results are limited by the statistical uncertainties in the background
estimates. These uncertainties are scaled down by the projected integrated luminosity and are treated
using the Barlow–Beeston light method [663, 664].
The expected limits at 95% C.L. and discovery reaches at 3 and 5σ for the combined single-lepton
and fully hadronic final states are shown in Fig. 6.2.5. The RSG with masses up to 6.6 (10.7) TeV are
excluded at 95% C.L. for a projected integrated luminosity of 3 (15) ab−1 at the HL-LHC (HE-LHC).
This extends the current Run-2 limits of 4.5 TeV based on 36 fb−1 [665]. The discovery reach for an
RSG is computed to be 5.7 (9.4) TeV at 5σ at the HL-LHC (HE-LHC).
6.2.3 Z′ → tt¯ searches at HL-LHC
Contributors: A. Duncan, ATLAS
HL-LHC prospects at for Z ′ bosons in the tt¯ final state were presented in Ref. [666] based on
the event selection and systematic uncertainties from the Run-1 analysis with 20.3 fb−1 collected at√
s = 8 TeV in Ref. [667]. These results have been updated [668] using a more recent parameterisation
of the b-tagging efficiencies and misidentification rates as shown in Ref. [357] and are summarised below.
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Fig. 6.2.5: 95% C.L. expected upper limits (left) and 3σ and 5σ discovery reaches (right) for a RSG decaying to
tt¯ at 3 ab−1 at 14 TeV (top) and 15 ab−1at 27 TeV (bottom) for the combined single-lepton and fully hadronic
final states.
The analysis looks for a narrow width Z ′ boson in a final state in which one of the W bosons
from the top quark decays to two jets and the other decays to a lepton (electron or muon) and a neutrino
(tt¯ → WbWb → `νbqq′b). Events are required to contain exactly one lepton, several jets and at least a
moderate amount of missing transverse momentum must be present. Events are separated into boosted
and resolved channels with most of the signal events falling in the former category. In the resolved
channel the decay products of the hadronic top-quark decay are reconstructed as three separate jets and in
total events must contain at least four jets. In the boosted channel, the hadronic top-quark decay products
are highly boosted and end up in one broad large-radius jet. Events are selected if at least one large-radius
jet and one jet (from the other top-quark decay) is present. Subsequentlymtt¯ is reconstructed based on the
reconstruction of theW bosons and b-jets in the event. Usingmtt¯ as discriminant, upper limits are set on
the signal cross section times BR as a function of the Z ′ boson mass. Using as benchmark a Topcolour-
assisted Technicolour Z ′TC2 boson with a narrow width of 1.2%, Z
′
TC2 bosons can be excluded up to
masses of ' 4 TeV with 3 ab−1of pp collisions as shown in Fig. 6.2.6. This mass limit is conservative
due to the use of systematic uncertainties from the Run-1 analysis [667]. These uncertainties are already
smaller in the Run-2 analysis [669] and will be further reduced at the time of the HL-LHC. In particular
the systematic uncertainty in the boosted channel is now reduced due to the significant improvements
of the performance of boosted jets in Run-2 (in particular using more tracking information to look for
sub-jets within the large-radius jets). This gain in performance also improves the signal over background
ratio. In addition, the usage of the top-tagger algorithm will help to further reject background.
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Fig. 6.2.6: Expected upper limits set on the cross section × BR of the Topcolour Z′ boson for masses 1− 7 TeV,
with 3 ab−1 of simulated 14 TeV pp collisions compared to the theoretical signal cross section.
6.2.4 High mass dilepton (ee, µµ, ττ ) searches at the HE-LHC
Contributors: C. Helsens, D. Jamin, M. Selvaggi
Models with extended gauge groups often feature additional U(1) symmetries with corresponding
heavy spin-1 bosons. These bosons, generally referred to as Z ′, would manifest themselves as a narrow
resonance in the dilepton invariant mass spectrum. Among these models are those inspired by Grand
Unified Theories, motivated by gauge unification, or a restoration of the left-right symmetry violated
by the weak interaction. Examples include the Z ′ bosons of the E6 motivated theories [670–672] and
Minimal models [673]. The SSM [672] posits a Z ′SSM boson with couplings to fermions that are identical
to those of the SM Z boson.
The decay products of heavy resonances are in the multi-TeV regime and the capability to recon-
struct their momentum imposes stringent requirement on the detector design. In particular, reconstructing
the track curvature of multi-TeV muons requires excellent position resolution and a large lever arm. In
this section, the expected sensitivity is presented for a Z ′ → `` (where ` = e, µ) and Z ′ → ττ separately.
Monte Carlo simulated event samples were used to simulate the response of the future detec-
tor to signal and backgrounds. Signals are generated with PYTHIA 8.230 [68] using the leading order
cross-section from the generator. All lepton flavour decays of the Z ′SSM are generated assuming univer-
sality of the couplings. The Drell-Yan background has been generated using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO
2.5.2 [67] at leading order only. A conservative overall k-factor of 2 has been applied to all the back-
ground processes to account for possibly large higher order QCD corrections.
For the `` final-states events are required to contain two isolated leptons with pT > 500 GeVand
|η| < 4. For the ττ final state we focus solely on the fully hadronic decay mode which is expected
to drive the sensitivity. The ττ event selection requires the presence of two reconstructed jets with
pT > 500 GeVand |η| < 2.5 identified as hadronic τ ’s. To ensure orthogonality between the ` and
τ final states, jets overlapping with isolated leptons are vetoed. Additional mass dependent selection
criteria on the azimuthal angle between the two reconstructed τ ’s are applied to further improve the
QCD background rejection (see Table 6.2.1).
The left and central panels of Fig. 6.2.7 show the invariant mass distribution for a 6 TeV Z ′SSM in
the ee and µµ channels. The mass resolution is better for the ee channel, as expected. The right panel of
Fig. 6.2.7 shows the transverse mass 15 of a 6 TeV signal for the ττ channel. Because of the presence
of neutrinos in τ decays, the true resonance mass cannot be reconstructed. Several arbitrary choices are
15The transverse mass is defined as mT =
√
2p
Z
′
T ∗ EmissT ∗ (1− cos ∆φ(Z′, EmissT )).
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Z ′ mass [TeV] ∆φ(τ1, τ2) ∆R(τ1, τ2) E
miss
T
2 > 2.4 > 2.4 and < 3.9 > 80 GeV
4 > 2.4 > 2.7 and < 4.4 > 80 GeV
6 > 2.4 > 2.9 and < 4.4 > 80 GeV
8 > 2.6 > 2.9 and < 4.6 > 80 GeV
10 > 2.8 > 2.9 and < 4.1 > 60 GeV
12 > 2.8 > 3.0 and < 3.6 > 60 GeV
14 > 3.0 > 3.0 and < 3.3 > 60 GeV
Table 6.2.1: List of mass dependent cuts optimised to maximise the sensitivity for the Z ′ → ττ search.
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Fig. 6.2.7: Left, centre: Invariant mass for a 6 TeV signal after full event selection for ee channel (left) and µµ
channel (centre). Right: Transverse mass for a 6 TeV signal after full event selection for the ττ channel.
possible to approximate the Z ′ mass. The transverse mass provided the best sensitivity and was therefore
used to set limits and determine the discovery reach in ττ decay mode.
Hypothesis testing is performed using a modified frequentist method based on a profile likelihood
that takes into account the systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters that are fitted to the expected
background predicted from Monte Carlo. For the ee and µµ analyses, the dilepton invariant mass is used
as the discriminant, while for the ττ channel the transverse mass is used. A 50% uncertainty on the
background normalisation is assumed.
The 95% C.L. exclusion limit obtained using 15 ab−1of data for the combination of the ee and
µµ channels is shown in Fig. 6.2.8 (left) for a list of 6 different Z ′ models. A detailed discussion on
model discrimination at HE-LHC following the observation of an excess at the HL-LHC can be found in
Section 6.2.9. We simply note here that it is possible to exclude aZ ′ withmZ′ . 10−13 TeV (depending
on the model) at
√
s = 27 TeV with 15 ab−1. Figure 6.2.8 (right) shows the integrated luminosity
required to reach a 5σ discovery for a Z ′SSM decaying leptonically as a function of the mass of the heavy
resonance. Despite a worse di-lepton invariant mass resolution for the µµ final state, the Z ′ → ee and
Z ′ → µµ channel display very similar performances, due to the low background rates and a higher muon
reconstruction efficiency. Acceptance for electron could have been recovered by optimising the isolation
criteria, but was not done in this study. With the full dataset 15 ab−1, a Z ′SSM up to mZ′ ≈ 13 TeV
can be discovered. Figure 6.2.9 shows the exclusion limits for 15 ab−1 of data (left) and the required
integrated luminosity versus mass to reach a 5σ discovery (right) for the ττ resonances. We find that a
Z ′SSM with mZ′ ≈ 6.5 TeV can be discovered or excluded. As expected, the Z ′ → ττ final-state yields
to a worse discovery potential compared to the `` final states because of the presence of a much larger
background contribution as well as the absence of narrow mass peak.
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6.2.5 Prospects for Z′ → e+e−, µ+µ− searches at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: M. Bugge, D. Hayden, S. Kubota, G. Lee, J-P Ochoa, J-C Rivera Vergara, M. Wielers, ATLAS
The sensitivity to narrow Z ′ bosons decaying into the e+e− or µ+µ− final state is studied for pp
collisions at several c.o.m. energies:
√
s = 13, 14, and 15 TeV with 3 ab−1, as well as
√
s = 27 TeV
with 15 ab−1. Results are based on studies documented in Ref. [668]. The latter is only studied in the
e+e− channel since the work presented here is based on the latest layout of the upgraded ATLAS detector
for the HL-LHC which is not optimised for extremely high muon momentum measurements. The study
supersedes that from Ref. [674] since it uses the latest detector layout and higher pileup conditions. In
addition, it was found that the signal cross-sections used in the previous analysis were too high.
The projection study relies on MC simulation for the signal based on PYTHIA 8 [50], the
NNPDF23LO PDF set [675], and the A14 set of tuned parameters [676] for the parton shower, hadro-
nisation, and the underlying event. The dominant Drell-Yan background source is generated with
POWHEG-BOX [639, 657] and the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [52] interfaced with PYTHIA 8 for the parton
shower, hadronisation and the underlying event using the AZNLO set of tuned parameters [677]. Gen-
erated samples also include off-shell production.
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Fig. 6.2.10: Invariant mass distributions for events satisfying all selection criteria in the dielectron and dimuon
channels at
√
s = 14 TeV and in the dielectron channel at
√
s = 27 TeV. Distributions of the Drell-Yan back-
ground and SSM Z ′ signal with a mass of 5.0 (10.5) TeV are shown for
√
s = 14 (27) TeV.
The event selection proceeds in a way similar to the analysis of the 13 TeV data with
36.1 fb−1 [442]. Events must pass either the single-electron trigger requirements with pT > 22 GeVand
|η| < 2.5 or the single-muon trigger requirements with pT > 20 GeVand |η| < 2.65. Triggered events
are further required to contain exactly two electrons with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47 (excluding the
barrel-endcap calorimeter transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52) or two muons with pT > 25 GeVand
|η| < 2.65. The electrons and muons have to satisfy the tight and high-pT identification requirements, re-
spectively. Invariant mass distributions of the reconstructed dielectron and dimuon candidates are shown
in Fig. 6.2.10 for the Z ′SSM signal and the dominant Drell-Yan background. Background from diboson
(WW , WZ, ZZ) and top-quark production is not considered as their contribution to the overall SM
background is negligible for dilepton invariant masses (m``) exceeding 2 TeV. This background is more
pronounced at lower masses and was found to amount to around 10% (20%) of the total background for
an invariant mass of 1 TeV (300 GeV), see Ref. [442]. In the dielectron channel, additional background
arises from W+jets and multijet events in which at most one real electron is produced and one or more
jets satisfy the electron selection criteria. While this background is negligible in the dimuon channel, it
amounts to approximately 15% of the total background form`` > 1 TeV [442] in the dielectron channel.
This source of background is neglected in the analysis below but accounted for in the systematic uncer-
tainties. The differences in the shape of the reconstructed Z ′ mass distributions in the dielectron and
dimuon channels arise from differences in momentum resolution for electron and muon reconstruction.
The differences in the shape of the dielectron mass distributions at
√
s = 14 TeV and 27 TeV arise from
differences in the rapidity distributions.
The experimental and theoretical uncertainties assumed in this analysis are estimated from the
Run-2 results [442] but scaled down to account for the increased statistical precision available at the
HL-LHC following the recommendations in Ref. [7]. Only the largest sources of uncertainties are con-
sidered. As the uncertainties vary with m``, the uncertainties are expressed relative to the value of m``
given in TeV.
The experimental systematic uncertainties due to the reconstruction, identification, and isolation
of electrons are negligible while those for muons add up to approximately 2.5%×m`` [TeV]. Systematic
uncertainties due to the energy resolution and scale are set to 1.5% ×m`` [TeV]. The uncertainties due
to the resolution and reconstruction of the leptons are added in quadrature to the dominant sources of
theoretical uncertainty due to the PDFs. The uncertainties due to the choice of PDF set are taken to be
2.5% × m`` [TeV] and the uncertainties in the parameters of the nominal PDF set are assumed to be
5% ×m`` [TeV]. Overall these uncertainties add up to 6.5% ×m`` [TeV]. As the search looks for an
excess in the high m`` tail, the sensitivity is primarily limited by the statistical uncertainties.
The statistical analysis relies on the Bayesian approach [678] used in Ref. [442]. The same sta-
tistical model implementation is used in the following for both the calculation of the exclusion limits
and the discovery reach, the latter being based on a profile likelihood ratio test assuming an asymptotic
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Fig. 6.2.11: Expected (dashed black line) upper limit on cross-section times branching fraction σ × B as a
function of the Z ′ boson mass in the combined dielectron and dimuon channels for
√
s = 14 TeV collisions and
an integrated luminosity value of 3 ab−1. The 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) expected limit bands are also shown.
The predicted σ × B for Z ′ψ production is shown as a black line. These limits are based on a NNLO cross-section
calculation including off-shell production (pp→ Z ′/Z ′∗ → ``). The blue marker shows the current limit obtained
with the Run-2 analysis based on 36 fb−1 of data.
test statistic distribution. In the absence of a signal, 95% C.L. upper limits are placed on the production
cross section of a Z ′ boson times its branching fraction σ × B to a single lepton generation, assuming
lepton universality. These limits are extracted using Z ′ templates binned in m`` for a series of Z
′ masses
in the range between 2.5 TeV and 11.5 TeV. The interpretation of results is performed in the context
of the SSM and the E6 ψ model. Exclusion limits are shown in Fig. 6.2.11 assuming the E6 ψ model
as a benchmark. These limits, as well as the ones presented below, are based on a NNLO cross-section
calculation including off-shell production.
Lower mass limits and the discovery reach for the different models and
√
s values at the HL-LHC
are summarised in Table 6.2.2. The projected exclusion limits extend the current Z ′SSM (Z
′
ψ) lower mass
limit of 4.5 (3.8) TeV obtained using 36.1 fb−1 of data taken at
√
s = 13 TeV to 6.5 (5.8) TeV for√
s = 14 TeV. Higher limits are obtained in the dielectron channel due to the superior energy resolution
of the calorimeter as compared with the momentum resolution for muons in the muon spectrometer.
Assuming similar detector performance at the LHC and HL-LHC, a corresponding lower mass limit
of 5.4 (4.8) TeV are expected with 300 fb−1at the end of Run-3. The 95% C.L. limits and discovery
reach are close due to the absence of background at very high m``. Compared to the results presented
in Ref. [357] the discovery reach reported here is higher due to a change in how the reach is calculated.
The analysis described here is based on the shape of the signal and background m`` distributions while
the 5σ significance was calculated in a mass range between m(Z ′)/2 to infinity in Ref. [357].
The discovery reach and lower exclusion limits at 95% C.L. in mass are also calculated for a
detector at the HE-LHC in the dielectron channel. This is done assuming the same physics performance
as for the ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC. The exclusion limits and the discovery reach are summarised
in Table 6.2.3.
At the HE-LHC, Z ′SSM and Z
′
ψ bosons can be discovered up to 12.8 TeV and 11.2 TeV, respec-
tively, thus increasing their discovery reach by 6.5 TeV compared to the HL-LHC, i.e. an increase in the
discovery potential by a factor of two. In case Z ′ bosons are not discovered yet, the HE-LHC will be
able to further rule out Z ′SSM and Z
′
ψ bosons up to 12.8 TeV and 11.4 TeV, respectively.
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√
s = 13 TeV
√
s = 14 TeV
√
s = 15 TeV
Decay Exclusion Discovery Exclusion Discovery Exclusion Discovery
Z ′SSM → ee 6.0 TeV 5.9 TeV 6.4 TeV 6.3 TeV 6.7 TeV 6.6 TeV
Z ′SSM → µµ 5.5 TeV 5.4 TeV 5.8 TeV 5.7 TeV 6.0 TeV 5.9 TeV
Z ′SSM → `` 6.1 TeV 6.1 TeV 6.5 TeV 6.4 TeV 6.7 TeV 6.7 TeV
Z ′ψ → ee 5.3 TeV 5.3 TeV 5.7 TeV 5.6 TeV 6.1 TeV 6.0 TeV
Z ′ψ → µµ 4.9 TeV 4.6 TeV 5.2 TeV 5.0 TeV 5.5 TeV 5.2 TeV
Z ′ψ → `` 5.4 TeV 5.4 TeV 5.8 TeV 5.7 TeV 6.1 TeV 6.1 TeV
Table 6.2.2: Expected 95% C.L. lower limit on the Z ′ mass in TeV in the dielectron and dimuon channels and
their combination for two benchmark Z ′ models for different centre of mass energies assuming 3 ab−1of data to
be taken at the HL-LHC. In addition, the discovery reach for finding such new heavy particles is shown.
Decay Exclusion [TeV] Discovery [TeV]
Z ′SSM → ee 12.8 12.8
Z ′ψ → ee 11.4 11.2
Table 6.2.3: Lower limits at 95% C.L. and discovery reach on the Z ′SSM and Z
′
ψ boson mass in the dielectron
channel assuming 15 ab−1of pp data to be taken at the HE-LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV.
6.2.6 W ′ → eν, µν or tb, t→ b`ν searches at HL-LHC
Contributors: M. Bugge, J. Donini, D. Hayden, G. Lee, K. Lin, M. Marjanovic, L. Vaslin, M. Wielers, ATLAS
Resonances decaying into a lepton and missing transverse momentum
The sensitivity to W ′ resonances decaying into an electron or a muon and a neutrino is studied for√
s = 14 TeV pp collisions at the HL-LHC [668]. Such resonances would manifest themselves as an
excess of events above the SM background at high transverse mass mT. The SM background mainly
arises from processes with at least one prompt final-state electron or muon, with the largest source be-
ing off-shell charged-current Drell-Yan (DY), leading to a final state with an electron or a muon and a
neutrino. Other non-negligible contributions are from top-quark pair and single-top-quark production,
neutral-current DY process, diboson production, and from events in which one final-state jet or photon
satisfies the lepton selection criteria. This last component of the background, referred to in the following
as the multijet background, receives contributions from multijet, heavy-flavour quarks and γ + jet pro-
duction; it is one of the smallest backgrounds in this analysis. It is evaluated in a data-driven way in the
Run-2 analysis and cannot be yet reliably estimated from MC samples and is therefore not considered
here. It was found to be negligible in the muon channel at mT > 3 TeV in the Run-2 analysis based on
79.8 fb−1 of pp collisions [679]. In the electron channel, the contribution constitutes around 10% of the
total background at mT ≈ 3 TeV and mainly arises from jets misidentified as electrons.
The projection study relies on MC simulation with the SSM W ′ signal generated using PYTHIA 8
in the same setup as for the SSM Z ′ signal described in Section 6.2.5. This also includes off-shell pro-
duction. The charged and neutral Drell-Yan background is also generated in the same way. Background
from tt¯ events is produced with POWHEG-BOX and the NNPDFL30NNLO PDF set interfaced with
PYTHIA 6 using the A14 tune. Diboson events are generated with SHERPA [195] and the CT10 PDF
set [680].
The event selection proceeds similarly to the Run-2 analysis described in Ref. [679]. Events are
required to satisfy the single-election or single-muon triggers. The single electron trigger selects events
containing at least one electron with pT > 22 GeV and |η| < 2.5, while the single muon trigger requires
a muon with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.65. Events are required to contain exactly one lepton which
can be either an electron or a muon. Muons must have pT > 55 GeV and |η| < 2.65 as well as
satisfy the high-pT identification criteria [7]. Electrons must have pT > 55 GeV and |η| < 1.37 or
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Fig. 6.2.12: Transverse mass distributions for events satisfying all selection criteria in the electron and muon
channels of the W ′ → `ν search. The different background contributions are shown as a stacked sum and the
expected signal distributions for a W ′ boson with a mass of 6.5 TeV is shown. The bin width is constant in
logmT.
1.52 < |η| < 2.47, as well as satisfy the tight identification criteria. These pT thresholds are the same
as in the Run-2 analysis and are motivated by the triggers which select events containing leptons with
loose identification criteria and without isolation requirements. Though not applied in this analysis, such
events will be needed for the data-driven background subtraction methods, as employed in Run-2, to
work. The pT thresholds for these “looser” triggers are not yet available and therefore in the following
it is assumed that the thresholds will be similar to those used in Run-2. The magnitude of the missing
transverse momentum (EmissT ) must exceed 55 GeV (65 GeV) in the electron (muon) channel. Events in
both channels are vetoed if they contain additional leptons satisfying loosened selection criteria, namely
electrons with pT > 20 GeVsatisfying the medium identification criteria or muons with pT > 20 GeV
passing the loose muon selection.
The total acceptance times efficiency in the electron (muon) channel decreases from a value of
∼ 85% (70%) at a W ′ mass of 1 TeV to ∼ 65% (60%) for masses between 5 and 9 TeV. The resulting
mT distributions are shown in Fig. 6.2.12 for both the expected background and the W
′ signal with a
mass of 6.5 TeV.
Systematic uncertainties arise from both experimental and theoretical sources. Since the uncer-
tainties from the Run-2 analysis are found to increase as a function of mT these are parametrised as a
percentage of the mT value expressed in units of TeV. The uncertainties are then scaled down to ac-
count for the increased statistical power at the HL-LHC according to recommendations in Ref. [7]. The
experimental systematic uncertainties due to the reconstruction, identification, and isolation of muons
result in a value of 2.5%×mT [TeV], while these uncertainties are negligible for electrons. Systematic
uncertainties due to the energy resolution and scale are set to 2.5% ×mT [TeV]. The main systematic
uncertainties in the EmissT calculation and on the jet energy scale are found to be negligible in Run-2 and
are therefore not considered in this analysis. Theoretical uncertainties are related to the production cross
sections estimated from MC simulation. The effects when propagated to the total background estimate
are significant for charged and neutral current DY, and to some extent for top-quark production, but are
negligible for diboson production. No theoretical uncertainties are considered for the W ′ boson signal in
the statistical analysis. The largest uncertainties arise from the PDF uncertainty in the DY background.
The uncertainties due to the choice of PDF set are taken to be 5%×m`` [TeV] and the uncertainties in the
parameters of the nominal PDF set are assumed to be 2.5%×m`` [TeV]. The uncertainty in the multijet
background in the electron channel is assumed to be 2.5% ×mT [TeV]. Overall these uncertainties in
the background event yield add up to ∼ 7% ×mT [TeV]. As the search looks for an excess in the high
mT tail, the sensitivity is primarily limited by the statistical uncertainties.
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Fig. 6.2.13: Expected (dashed black line) upper limit on cross section times branching fraction (σ × B) as a
function of the W ′ boson mass in the electron, muon, and combined electron and muon channels of the W ′ → `ν
search assuming 3 ab−1of data. The 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) expected limit bands are also shown. The
predicted σ ×B for W ′ production in the SSM is shown as a black line. These limits are based on a NNLO cross-
section calculation including off-shell production (pp → W
′
/W
′∗ → `ν). The blue marker shows the current
limits obtained with the latest Run-2 analysis based on 79.8 fb−1 of data.
The statistical analysis relies on a Bayesian approach to set cross section times branching fraction
upper limits and a profile likelihood approach to derive the discovery reach as for the Z ′ → `` search
described above. The branching fraction corresponds to that for decays into a single lepton generation,
assumed to be universal in the combination of the two channels. The 95% C.L. upper limit on σ × B as
a function of W ′ mass is shown in Fig. 6.2.13 for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1after combination
of the electron and muon channels. The upper limits on σ × B for W ′ bosons start to weaken above
a pole mass of ∼ 5 TeV, which is mainly caused by the combined effect of a rapidly falling signal
cross section towards the kinematic limit and the increasing proportion of the signal being produced
off-shell in the low-mT tail of the signal distribution. The W
′ bosons in the SSM can be excluded up to
masses of 7.6 (7.3) TeV in the electron (muon) channel. These limits are based on a NNLO cross-section
calculation including off-shell production for the signal. The limits in the electron channel are stronger
due to the superior energy resolution of the calorimeter for high-momentum electrons as compared to that
of the muon spectrometer for high-momentum muons. The combination of the two channels increases
the limits to just over 7.9 TeV. This is an improvement of more than 2 TeV with respect to the current
exclusion limits using 79.8 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data. For comparison, assuming the performance of
the upgraded ATLAS detector and a luminosity of 300 fb−1, W ′ masses up to 6.7 TeV can be excluded
for the combined electron and muon channels. Though the detector resolutions for the upgraded detector
at the HL-LHC are applied, this is a good approximation of the reach with the current detector at the end
of LHC Run-3.
The discovery reach is based on a 5σ significance. In the context of the SSM, W ′ bosons can
be discovered up to masses of 7.7 TeV. The discovery reach is shown in Table 6.2.4 together with the
exclusion limits discussed above. As can be seen, the discovery reach typically is only few hundred
GeV lower than the mass limits obtained with a background-only hypothesis. The similarity of the
values for the discovery reach and the exclusion limit is expected, as in the high-mT tail the background
contribution approaches zero, while the number of signal events is about three. The expected reach with
300 fb−1of data will be 1.2 TeV lower assuming the same detector performance.
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Decay Exclusion [TeV] Discovery [TeV]
W ′SSM → eν 7.6 7.5
W ′SSM → µν 7.3 7.1
W ′SSM → `ν 7.9 7.7
Table 6.2.4: Expected 95% C.L. lower limit on the W ′ mass in the electron and muon channels as well as their
combination in the context of the SSM assuming 3 ab−1of data. In addition, the discovery reach for finding such
new heavy particles is shown. These limits are based on a NNLO cross-section calculation including off-shell
production (pp→W
′
/W
′∗ → `ν).
Resonances decaying into a top quark and a bottom quark
The search for W ′ bosons in the lepton plus neutrino channel is sensitive to large mass scales but it
is not sensitive to right-handed W ′ bosons. This can be alleviated by searching for W ′R → t b¯ decays
with subsequent decays t → Wb and W → `ν. The final-state signature consists of two b-quarks, one
charged lepton (electron or muon) and EmissT from the escaping neutrino.
Events are required to pass one of the single-lepton triggers: at least one electron with
pT > 22 GeV and |η| < 2.5 or at least one muon with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.65. Electrons must
satisfy the tight identification requirements [681] requirements and have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47
but outside the barrel–endcap transition region, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Similarly, muon candidates must
meet the tight identification criteria [682] and have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.65.
The projection study relies on MC simulation for the W ′ signal based on
MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO with the NNPDF23LO PDF set interfaced to PYTHIA 8 and the A14
tune for the parton shower, hadronisation, and the underlying event. Background for the various
top-quark production mechanisms is generated by POWHEG-BOX. In the case of the dominant tt¯
background, events are produced with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set and interfaced to PYTHIA 6 using
the PERUGIA2012 tune [683]. W+jets events are produced with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO with the
NNPDF23NLO PDF set interfaced to PYTHIA 8 and the A14 tune, whereas Z+jets events are produced
with POWHEG-BOXAnd the CT10 PDF set interfaced to PYTHIA8 and the AU2 tune [684]. Diboson
events are generated as for the W ′ → `ν search above.
The dominant background processes are the production of tt¯ pairs and W+jets. Smaller contri-
butions are also expected from single top quarks (t-channel, Wt and s-channel), Z+jets and diboson
(WW , WZ, and ZZ) production. All background processes are modelled with MC simulation. In-
strumental background coming from misidentified electrons, referred to as the multijet background, is
also present but it is very small and further suppressed by applying dedicated selection criteria, and it is
neglected in the following. Events are required to satisfy EmissT > 80 (30) GeV in the electron (muon)
channel as well as mWT + E
miss
T > 100 GeV.
The W ′ candidates are built from W boson and top-quark candidates. The W bosons are recon-
structed from the lepton–EmissT system with the longitudinal momentum component of the neutrino from
the W decay extracted by imposing a W -boson mass constraint. This W boson candidate is then com-
bined with all selected jets in the event to reconstruct a top-quark candidate as the W+jet combination
that has a mass closest to the top-quark mass. The jet used to form the top-quark candidate is referred to
as “btop”. Finally, the candidate W
′ boson is reconstructed by combining the top-quark candidate with
the highest-pT remaining jet (referred to as “b1”). The invariant mass of the reconstructed W
′ → tb¯
system (mtb¯) is the discriminating variable of this search. An event selection common to all signal re-
gions is defined as: lepton pT > 50 GeV, pT(b1) > 200 GeV, and pT(top) > 200 GeV. As the signal
events are expected to be boosted, the angular separation between the lepton and btop is required to satisfy
∆R(`, btop) < 1.0.
The phase space is divided into eight signal regions (SR) defined by the number of jets and
b-tagged jets, and are labelled as “X-jet Y -tag” where X = 2, 3 and Y = 1, 2, that are further sep-
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Fig. 6.2.14: Post-fit distributions of the reconstructed mass of the W ′R boson candidate in the 2-jet 2-tag signal
region for the electron (left) and muon (right) channels. An expected signal contribution corresponding to a W ′R
boson mass of 3 TeV is shown. Uncertainty bands include all systematic uncertainties.
arated into electron and muon channels. The signal selection acceptance times efficiency rises from
∼ 4.4% (7.7%) at a W ′R mass of 1 TeV to 4.6% (11.0%) at 2 TeV, then decreasing to 2.6% (8.2%)
at 5 TeV in the electron (muon) channel. This decrease is due to the b-tagging performance and the
higher boost at higher mass. The muon channel outperforms the electron channel due to overlap removal
requirements, as they are relaxed by using a variable ∆R cone size. The variable ∆R cone size is not
used for electrons because of the possible double counting of the energies of electron and jet.
Systematic uncertainties are evaluated following the analysis of 36.1 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV pp
data in Ref. [685] and then scaled according to the recommendations in Ref. [7]. The uncertainty in the
luminosity (1%) and in the theory cross sections (5% for diboson, 10% for Z+jets, and 3% for single
top) are included in the expected limits and significance calculation. The b-tagging and the modelling
uncertainties (which are the dominant uncertainties in the shape of the discriminating variable from the
previous analysis) are also included.
The presence of a massive resonance is tested by simultaneously fitting the mtb templates of the
signal and background simulated event samples using a binned maximum–likelihood approach (ML).
Each signal region is treated as an independent search channel with correlated systematic uncertainties.
The normalisations of the tt¯ and W+jets backgrounds were found to be different than those in
the analysis of 36.1 fb−1, therefore they are free parameters in the fit. They are constrained by Asimov
dataset to one by construction. The other background normalisations are assigned Gaussian priors based
on their respective normalisation uncertainties. The signal normalisation is a free parameter in the fit.
As an example, the mtb distributions for two of the eight signal regions after the ML fit are shown
in Fig. 6.2.14 for the expected background and signal contribution corresponding to a W ′R boson with
a mass of 3 TeV. The binning of the mtb distribution is chosen to optimise the search sensitivity while
minimising statistical fluctuations.
The limits are evaluated assuming the modified frequentist CLs method [95] with a
profile-likelihood-ratio test statistic [257] and using the asymptotic approximation. The 95% C.L. upper
limits on the production cross section multiplied by the branching fraction for W ′R → tb¯ are shown in
Fig. 6.2.15 as a function of the resonance mass for 3 ab−1. The expected exclusion limits range between
0.02 pb and 6×10−3 pb for W ′R boson masses from 1 TeV to 7 TeV. The existence of W ′R bosons with
masses below 4.9 TeV is expected to be excluded, assuming that the W ′R coupling g
′ is equal to the SM
weak coupling constant g. This would increase the limit obtained with 36.1 fb−1 [685] by 1.8 TeV.
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Fig. 6.2.15: Upper limits at the 95% C.L. on the W ′R production cross section times branching fraction as a
function of resonance mass. The dashed curve and shaded bands correspond to the limit expected in the absence
of signal and the regions enclosing one/two standard deviation (s.d.) fluctuations of the expected limit. The theory
prediction is also shown.
The expected discovery significance is calculated using the profile likelihood test statistic for dif-
ferent mass hypotheses for a luminosity of 3 ab−1with the asymptotic approximation. Based on 5σ
significance, it is found that W ′R with masses up to 4.3 TeV can be discovered at the HL-LHC.
6.2.7 Searches forW ′ → τ + EmissT
Contributors: K. Hoepfner, C. Schuler, CMS
New W′ heavy gauge bosons might decay as W′ → τν. This yields to final states characterised
by a single hadronically decaying tau (τh) as the only detectable object, and missing energy due to the
neutrinos. Hadronically decaying tau leptons are selected since the corresponding branching fraction,
about 60%, is the largest among all τ decays. Tau-jets are experimentally distinctive because of their
low charged hadron multiplicity, unlike QCD multi-jets, which have high charged hadron multiplicity, or
other leptonic W′ boson decays, which yield no jet. This Phase-2 study [686] follows closely the recently
published Run-2 result [687], using hadronically decaying tau leptons.
The signature of a W′ boson (see Fig. 6.2.16), is considered similar to a high-mass W boson. It
could be observed in the distribution of the transverse mass (MT ) of the transverse momentum of the
τ (pτT ) and the missing transverse momentum: MT =
√
2pτTE
miss
T (1− cos∆φ(τ, EmissT )). Unlike the
leptonic search channels, the signal shape of W ′ bosons with hadronically decaying tau leptons does not
show a Jacobian peak structure because of the presence of two neutrinos in the final state. Despite the
multi-particle final state, the decay appears as a typical two-body decay; the axis of the hadronic tau jet
is back to back with EmissT and the magnitude of both is comparable such that their ratio is about unity.
The results are interpreted in the context of the sequential standard model in terms of W′ mass
and coupling strength. A model-independent cross section limit allows interpretations in other models.
The signal is simulated at LO and the detector performance simulated with DELPHES. The W′ boson
coupling strength, g
W′ , is given in terms of the SM weak coupling strength gW = e/ sin
2 θW ≈ 0.65.
Here, θW is the weak mixing angle. If the W
′ boson is a heavier copy of the SM W boson, their coupling
ratio is g
W′/gW = 1 and the SSM W
′ boson theoretical cross sections, signal shapes, and widths apply.
However, different couplings are possible. Because of the dependence of the width of a particle on its
couplings the consequent effect on the transverse mass distribution, a limit can also be set on the coupling
strength.
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Fig. 6.2.16: Left: Illustration of the studied channel W ′ → τν with the subsequent hadronic decay of the tau
(τh). Right: The discriminating variable, MT , after all selection criteria for the HL-LHC conditions of 3 ab
−1and
200 PU. The relevant SM backgrounds are shown according to the labels in the legend. Signal examples for W′
boson masses of 4 TeV and 6 TeV are scaled to their SSM LO cross section and 3 ab−1.
The dominant background appears in the high mass tail of the MT distribution of SM W boson
events. Subleading background contributions arise from tt¯ and QCD multijet events. These backgrounds
primarily arise as a consequence of jets misidentified as τh candidates and populate the lower transverse
masses while the signal exhibits an excess of events at high MT . Events with one hadronically decaying
τ and EmissT are selected if the ratio of p
τ
T to E
miss
T satisfies 0.7 < p
τ
T /E
miss
T < 1.3 and the angle
∆φ( ~pT
τ , EmissT ) is greater than 2.4 radians.
The physics sensitivity is studied based on theMT distribution in Fig. 6.2.16 (right). Signal events
are expected to be particularly prominent at the upper end of the MT distribution, where the expected
SM background is low. So far, there are no indications for the existence of a SSM W′ boson [687]. With
the high luminosity during Phase-2, the W′ mass reach for potential observation increases to 6.9 TeV
and 6.4 TeV for 3σ evidence and 5σ discovery, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.2.17 (left). Alternatively,
in case of no observation, one can exclude SSM W′ boson masses up to 7.0 TeV with 3 ab−1. These are
multi-bin limits taking into account the full MT shape.
While the SSM model assumes SM-like couplings of the fermions, the couplings could well be
weaker if further decays occur. The HL-LHC has good sensitivity to study these couplings. The sensitiv-
ity to weaker couplings extends significantly. A model-independent cross section limit for new physics
with τ+EmissT in the final state is depicted in Fig. 6.2.17 (right), calculated as a single-bin limit by count-
ing the number of events above a sliding threshold MminT .
6.2.8 HL- and HE-LHC sensitivity to 2HDMs with U(1)X Gauge Symmetries
Contributors: D. A. Camargo, L. Delle Rose, S. Moretti, F. S. Queiroz
Extended Higgs sectors belonging to various BSM scenarios offer the possibility to solve some
of the open problems of the SM. Such frameworks with extended Higgs sectors have recently come
together with new U(1)X gauge symmetries, offering a natural solutions to the DM and the neutrino
mass problems. These scenarios [688–693] predict a rich new phenomenology due to the presence of a
massive Z ′ gauge boson arising after the U(1)X spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Our goal is to explore the potential of the HL- and HE-LHC to study such a scenario. To do so,
we fist use the latest available dilepton data from the LHC [442,694] to constrain the mass and couplings
of such Z ′ gauge bosons and, consequently, the viable parameter space of the underlying model. Then
we use this result to asses the capabilities of the HL- and HE-LHC to test the existence of such heavy
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Fig. 6.2.17: Left: Discovery significance for SSM W′ to tau leptons. Right: Model-independent cross section
limit. For this, a single-bin limit is calculated for increasing MminT while keeping the signal yield constant in order
to avoid including any signal shape information on this limit calculation.
neutral vector bosons. An extended version of this contribution can be found in Ref. [695].
The relevant part of the Lagrangian of the model we consider is
LNC ⊃ −
(gZ
2 J
µ
NC cos ξ
)
Zµ −
(gZ
2 J
µ
NC sin ξ
)
Z ′µ (6.2.1)
+14gX sin ξ
[(
QRXf +Q
L
Xf
)
ψ¯fγ
µψf +
(
QRXf −QLXf
)
ψ¯fγ
µγ5ψf
]
Zµ (6.2.2)
−14gX cos ξ
[(
QRXf +Q
L
Xf
)
ψ¯fγ
µψf −
(
QLXf −QRXf
)
ψ¯fγ
µγ5ψf
]
Z ′µ, (6.2.3)
where ξ represents the Z − Z ′ mixing parameter, gX the gauge coupling of the new abelian symmetry
while QLX (Q
R
X ) are the left(right)-handed fermion charges under U(1)X defined according to Ref. [695].
This interaction Lagrangian represents the key information for the collider phenomenology we are going
to tackle, because it dictates Z ′ production rates at the LHC as well as its most prominent decays to be
searched for.
Present LHC bounds are obtained here by simulating at 13 TeV of c.o.m. energy the process
pp→ l+l− +X, (6.2.4)
where l = e, µ, leading to dilepton signals, and X represents the surrounding hadronic activity. (The
dijet signal case was studied in Ref. [695] and found to be less sensitive.) Since this channel is mediated
by a heavy Z ′, alongside γ and Z, a peak around the Z ′ mass would appear at large values of the invariant
mass of the dilepton final state. We describe our results adopting both the Narrow Width Approxima-
tion (NWA) and also introducing Finite Width (FW) effects. In this respect, we have implemented in
FEYNRULES [696] the models shown in Ref. [695], where the corresponding U(1)X charge assignment
is explicitly shown, and we have simulated the partonic events with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [697].
For hadronisation and detector effects we used PYTHIA 8 [50] and DELPHES [33], respectively.
Assuming, for the sake of definiteness, the NWA with gX = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, we project the
current experimental limits to the HL- and HE-LHC. In order to extrapolate the current bound to a new
collider configuration, one would need to scale the relevant backgrounds and find the new point giving
the same number of background events, which, assuming same efficiencies and acceptances, would lead
to the same excluded signal cross section, as outlined in Ref. [698]. However, in the case of the dilepton
final state, the signal and the background scale equally with energy/luminosity, so that one can employ
a simpler strategy, based on a direct rescaling of the bound on the number of signal events. Therefore,
in order to find the future sensitivities we just solve an equation for Mnew (i.e., the new limit on mZ′),
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Model 13 TeV, 300 fb−1 14 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 300 fb−1 27 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 15 ab−1
U(1)A 3.07 TeV 4.3 TeV 5.02 TeV 7.03 TeV 8.51 TeV
U(1)B 3.07 TeV 4.3 TeV 5.02 TeV 7.03 TeV 8.51 TeV
U(1)C 2.37 TeV 3.52 TeV 3.73 TeV 5.54 TeV 6.96 TeV
U(1)D 4.45 TeV 5.81 TeV 7.76 TeV 9.89 TeV 11.34 TeV
U(1)E 3.18 TeV 4.45 TeV 5.24 TeV 7.27 TeV 8.75 TeV
U(1)F 4.55 TeV 5.91 TeV 7.97 TeV 10.09 TeV 11.54 TeV
U(1)G 1.73 TeV 2.73 TeV 2.62 TeV 4.16 TeV 5.45 TeV
U(1)B−L 2.84 TeV 4.07 TeV 4.60 TeV 6.55 TeV 8.02 TeV
Table 6.2.5: HL-LHC and HE-LHC projected sensitivities for allU(1)X models studied in this work using dilepton
data at 13 TeV, 14 TeV and 27 TeV of CM energy and forL = 300 fb−1 andL = 3 and 15 ab−1. Here, gX = 0.1.
Model 13 TeV, 300 fb−1 14 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 300 fb−1 27 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 15 ab−1
U(1)A 4.14 TeV 5.49 TeV 7.14 TeV 9.26 TeV 10.73 TeV
U(1)B 4.14 TeV 5.49 TeV 7.17 TeV 9.26 TeV 10.73 TeV
U(1)C 3.62 TeV 4.93 TeV 6.09 TeV 8.18 TeV 9.66 TeV
U(1)D 5 TeV 6.43 TeV 9 TeV 11.1 TeV 12.52 TeV
U(1)E 5 TeV 6.43 TeV 9 TeV 11.1 TeV 12.52 TeV
U(1)F 5.53 TeV 6.94 TeV 10.02 TeV 12.09 TeV 13.511 TeV
U(1)G 2.37 TeV 3.52 TeV 3.73 TeV 5.54 TeV 6.96 TeV
U(1)B−L 3.83 TeV 5.16 TeV 6.5 TeV 8.62 TeV 10.10 TeV
Table 6.2.6: HL-LHC and HE-LHC projected sensitivities for allU(1)X models studied in this work using dilepton
data at 13 TeV, 14 TeV and 27 TeV of CM energy and forL = 300 fb−1 andL = 3 and 15 ab−1. Here, gX = 0.2.
Model 13 TeV, 300 fb−1 14 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 300 fb−1 27 TeV, 3 ab−1 27 TeV, 15 ab−1
U(1)A 4.75 TeV 6.12 TeV 8.38 TeV 10.5 TeV 11.94 TeV
U(1)B 4.75 TeV 6.12 TeV 8.38 TeV 10.5 TeV 11.94 TeV
U(1)C 4 TeV 5.38 TeV 6.93 TeV 9.05 TeV 10.52 TeV
U(1)D 5.72 TeV 7.14 TeV 10.4 TeV 12.48 TeV 13.90 TeV
U(1)E 5.14 TeV 6.53 TeV 9.2 TeV 11.3 TeV 12.72 TeV
U(1)F 5.91 TeV 7.34 TeV 10.84 TeV 12.87 TeV 14.28 TeV
U(1)G 4 TeV 5.38 TeV 6.93 TeV 9.05 TeV 10.52 TeV
U(1)B−L 4.35 TeV 5.70 TeV 7.55 TeV 9.68 TeV 11.14 TeV
Table 6.2.7: HL-LHC and HE-LHC projected sensitivities for allU(1)X models studied in this work using dilepton
data at 13 TeV, 14 TeV and 27 TeV of CM energy and forL = 300 fb−1 andL = 3 and 15 ab−1. Here, gX = 0.3.
knowing the current bound M , as follows:
Nsignal events(M
2
new, Enew,Lnew)
Nsignal events(M
2, 13 TeV, 36 fb−1)
= 1, (6.2.5)
with obvious meaning of the subscripts.
The results from this iteration are summarised in Tables 6.2.5, 6.2.6 and 6.2.7. The lower mass
bounds found presently compared to the expected ones at the HL-LHC and/or HE-LHC clearly show
how important is any LHC upgrade to test new physics models including a Z ′. For some models and
benchmark points, such as, e.g., U(1)A with gX = 0.1, the HE-LHC will potentially probe Z
′ masses up
to 7 TeV, while for others, such as, e.g., U(1)F with gX = 0.3, it will potentially exclude masses up to
12 TeV. In short, both LHC upgrades can generally extend the current reach in mZ′ by a factor 2 to 3.
The results are summarised in the tables.
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Fig. 6.2.18: Left: σBl in the NWA for the Z
′ production at the
√
s = 14 TeV LHC as functions of the Z ′ mass:
SSM(red), LRM (blue), ψ(green), χ(magenta), η(cyan), I(yellow). Right: σBl of Z
′ in models described in (left)
at
√
s = 27 TeV.
6.2.9 Z′ discrimination at HE-LHC in case of an evidence/discovery after the HL-LHC
Contributors: C. Helsens, D. Jamin, M. L. Mangano, T. Rizzo, M. Selvaggi
Context of the study and HL-LHC bounds
It is still legitimate to assume that a heavy resonance could be seen at the end of HL-LHC. If that is the
case a new collider with higher energy in the c.o.m. is needed to study its properties as too few events
will be available at
√
s = 14 TeV. In this section we present the discrimination potential between six
Z ′ models of a HE-LHC with an assumed c.o.m. energy of 27 TeV and an integrated luminosity of
L = 15 ab−1. Under the assumption that these Z ′’s decay only to SM particles, we show that there are
sufficient observables to perform this model differentiation in most cases.
As a starting point it is needed to estimate what are, for
√
s = 14 TeV, the typical exclu-
sion/discovery reaches for standard reference Z ′ models assuming L = 3 ab−1 employing only the
e+e− and µ+µ− channels. The production cross section times leptonic branching fraction is shown in
Fig. 6.2.18 (left) for these models at
√
s = 14 TeV in the narrow width approximation (NWA). It has
been and will be assumed here that these Z ′ states only decay to SM particles.
Studies presented in this report on prospects for searches of Z ′ by ATLAS (see Section 6.2.5)
shows that discovery and exclusion reaches are between 5 and 6.5 TeV in MZ′ depending on the model
assumption. Based on these results, we will assume in our study below that we are dealing with a Z ′ of
mass 6 TeV. Figure 6.2.18 (right) shows the NWA cross sections for the same set of models but now at√
s = 27 TeV with L = 15 ab−1. We note that very large statistical samples will be available for the
case of MZ′ = 6 TeV for each dilepton channel.
Definition of the discriminating variables
The various Z ′ models can be disentangled with the help of 3 inclusive observables: the production cross
section times leptonic branching fraction σBl, the forward-backward asymmetry AFB and the rapidity
ratio ry. The variable AFB can be seen as an estimate of the charge asymmetry
AFB = AC =
σ(∆|y| > 0)− σ(∆|y| < 0)
σ(∆|y| > 0) + σ(∆|y| < 0) , (6.2.6)
where ∆|y| = |yl| − |yl¯|. It has been checked that this definition is equivalent to defining
AFB =
σF − σB
σF + σB
, (6.2.7)
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with σF = σ(cosθ
∗
cs) > 0 and σB = σ(cosθ
∗
cs) < 0 where θ
∗
cs is the Collins-Soper frame angle. The
variable ry is defined as the ratio of central over forward events:
ry =
σ(|yZ′ | < y1)
σ(y1 < |yZ′ | < y2)
, (6.2.8)
where y1 = 0.5 and y2 = 2.5.
Model discrimination
The model discrimination presented in this section has been performed assuming the HE-LHC detec-
tor parametrisation [699] in DELPHES [33]. In such a detector, muons at η ≈ 0 are assumed to be
reconstructed with a resolution σ(p)/p ≈ 7% for pT = 3 TeV.
Leptonic final states The potential for discriminating various Z ′ models is first investigated
using the leptonic ee and µµ final states only. The signal samples for the 6 models and the Drell-Yan
backgrounds have been generated with PYTHIA 8.230 [68] including the interference between the signal
and background. The Z ′ decays assume lepton flavour universality. For a description of the event
selection and a discussion of the discovery potential in leptonic final states for the list of Z ′ models being
discussed here, the reader should refer to Section 6.2.4. We simply point out here that with L = 15 ab−1,
all Z ′ models with mZ′ . 10 TeV can be excluded at
√
s = 27 TeV.
Figure 6.2.19 (left) shows the correlated predictions for the AFB and the rapidity ratio ry observ-
ables defined previously for these six models given the above assumptions. Although the interference
with the SM background was included in the simulation, its effect is unimportant due to the narrowness
of the mass window around the resonance that was employed. Furthermore, the influence of the back-
ground uncertainty on the results has been found to have little to no impact on the model discrimination
potential. Therefore the displayed errors on AFB and ry are of statistical origin only. The results show
that apart from a possible near degeneracy in models ψ and η, a reasonable Z ′ model separation can
indeed be achieved.
Using a profile likelihood technique, the signal strength µ, or equivalently, σBl, can be fitted
together with its corresponding error using the the di-lepton invariant mass shape. The quantity σBl and
its total estimated uncertainty is shown in Fig. 6.2.19 (centre) as a function of the integrated luminosity.
The σBl measurement seems to be able to resolve the degeneracy between the ψ and η models with
L = 15 ab−1. It should be noted however that since the cross-section can easily be modified by an
overall rescaling of the couplings, further handles will be needed for a convincing discrimination.
Hadronic final states Model discrimination can be improved by including an analysis involving
three Z ′ addition hadronic final states: tt¯, bb¯ and qq¯, where q = u, d, c, s. The sample production and
event selection for the tt¯, qq¯ final states will be described to some extent in Section 6.4.6. We simply
remind the reader that the analysis involves requiring the presence of two central high pT jets. In order to
ensure complete orthogonality between the various final states, jets are required to be tagged as follows.
In the Z ′ → tt¯ analysis both jets should be top-tagged. For the Z ′ → bb¯ final state both jets are required
to be b-tagged and we veto events containing at least one top-tagged jet. Finally, in the Z ′ → qq¯ analysis,
we veto events that contain at least one b-tagged or top-tagged jet.
Figure 6.2.19 (right) summarises the discrimination potential in terms of fitted cross-section of the
different models considering the three aforementioned hadronic decays, tt¯, bb¯ and qq¯. An good overall
discrimination among the various models can be achieved using all possible final states. For example,
the SSM and ψ models, which have very close predictions for ry and AFB , have measurably different
fractions of tt¯ or bb¯ final states. We note however that the degeneracy between η and ψ can only be
partially resolved resolved at ≈ 1σ by exploiting the difference in tt¯ yield.
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Fig. 6.2.19: Left: scatter plot of ry versusAFB with 200 GeV and mass window. The full interference is included.
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Fig. 6.3.1: Feynman diagram of the production of excited leptons in ``γ final states.
In summary, in this section we studied the discrimination potential of six Z ′ models at HE-LHC
with an assumed c.o.m. energy of 27 TeV and an integrated luminosity ofL = 15 ab−1. The exercise has
been performed assuming the evidence of an excess observed at
√
s = 14 TeV at a mass mZ′ ≈ 6 TeV.
Overall it was found that it is possible to distinguish among most models. Finally, it should be noted
that further studies, perhaps employing 3-body decay modes or associated Z’ production will be clearly
needed to be pursued in case of discovery to further characterise the resonance properties.
6.3 Spin 1/2 resonances
In this section, prospect studies for spin-1/2 resonances are presented, targeting excited leptons and
heavy vector-like quarks. Resonances coupled to leptons and quarks or gauge bosons and quarks are
considered.
6.3.1 Search for excited leptons at HL-LHC
Contributors: S. Ha, B. Kim, M. S. Kim, K. Nam, S. W. Lee, H. D. Yoo, CMS
A search for excited leptons (electrons and muons) is studied at the HL-LHC with the upgraded
CMS detector using simulation [700]. Excited leptons are predicted by many BSM theories where quarks
and leptons are not elementary but instead are themselves composite objects. The HL-LHC environment
(a c.o.m.energy of 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1) allows to extend the discovery poten-
tial of excited leptons. This analysis presents a search for excited leptons (`∗ = e∗, µ∗) in ``γ (` = e, µ)
final states where the excited lepton decays to a SM lepton and a photon (`∗ → `γ). An illustration of
the production decay mode is shown in Fig. 6.3.1.
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Fig. 6.3.2: Discovery significance for excited electrons (left) and muons (right) with 3 ab−1 at the HL-LHC.
In this search, a clear signature of an opposite-sign same-flavour lepton pair and a photon allows
highly efficient signal selection to assess the CMS upgrade physics reach. However, an ambiguity be-
tween the lepton from the excited lepton decay and the lepton from the contact interaction makes it
challenging to identify the reconstructed mass of the excited lepton due to two possible pairings of a
lepton and the photon. For this search, information from both invariant mass combinations is used to
discriminate the excited lepton signal from SM background processes. We consider a benchmark model
based on the formalism described in Ref. [394].
The signal samples are generated with PYTHIA 8.205 [92] at Λ = 10 TeV for `∗ masses ranging
from 3.5 TeV to 6.5 TeV in steps of 250 GeV, where Λ is the compositeness scale. The simulated
signal samples are generated at leading order (LO) in perturbative quantum chromodynamics. The main
background is the SM Zγ process, which is generated at NLO using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO 2.3.3
[67, 697]. The generated signal and background samples are interfaced to
delphes [33], which features a parametric simulation of the CMS Phase 2 detector at the particle level.
We select events having two isolated electrons or muons and a photon with requirements as fol-
lows. Electron and photon candidates are required to have pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5 and transverse
momentum pT > 35 GeV, and they are excluded in the electromagnetic calorimeter barrel-endcap tran-
sition region (1.44 < |η| < 1.57). Muon candidates should be isolated with |η| < 2.4 and pT > 35 GeV.
The leptons are required to have opposite charge and the selected electrons and muons must be separated
from the photon by ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 > 0.7. In addition, the invariant mass of the two same
flavour leptons m`` is required to be larger than 116 GeV in order to suppress the dominant background
contribution from real Z boson production (Z resonance veto criteria).
The main SM background after the event selection is Drell-Yan production associated with a pho-
ton (Zγ), which has the same signature as the final state of the signal, when the Z boson decays into two
leptons. This background is significantly suppressed by the Z boson veto requirement. Contributions of
other SM processes like diboson and top quark pair production in association with a photon (tt¯+ γ) are
relatively small, in particular in the signal search region of excited lepton masses above 2 TeV. Simulated
tt¯ + γ events are studied in this analysis, however the background events are imperfectly estimated due
to the insufficient sample size. Hence, we only consider the dominant Zγ background in this search, and
additional background contributions are considered as systematic uncertainties on the total background
estimate. The photon misidentification rate under the HL-LHC conditions is studied in Ref. [701] using
PHASE-2 DELPHES samples. The photon misidentification rate is expected to be about 1% when the
photon pT is on the order of 100 GeV, which is compatible with the 2016 result. In the previous CMS
Run-2 `∗ search [702], we observed 20% and 5% contribution from tt¯ + γ and misidentified photon
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Fig. 6.3.3: Exclusion limits for excited electrons (left) and muons (right) on the product of cross section and
branching fraction.
backgrounds, respectively, at M`∗ > 1 TeV; therefore a 25% systematic uncertainty is assigned for the
missing background contributions.
To distinguish between signal and background events, a two-dimensional distribution of the two
invariant masses Mmin`γ and M
max
`γ is used. A search window is set in the two-dimensional distribution of
Mmax`γ versus M
min
`γ . For `
∗ events, either Mmin`γ or M
max
`γ corresponds to the reconstructed invariant mass
of `∗. Therefore, the mass resonance of the signal is concentrated in an “L” shape [703,704]. On the other
hand, background events have no such correlation in Mmin`γ and M
max
`γ and are scattered around at low
masses below about 2 TeV. This distinction between signal and background events in the distribution
of Mmax`γ versus M
min
`γ is used to set the search window. We set the lower M
max
`γ bound at 2 TeV in the
two-dimensional distribution as the search window in order to maximise the signal yields. The reason
why the L-shaped search window is not applied in this analysis is due to the insufficient MC statistics.
Therefore the results of the limits presented here are likely to be improved upon with an actual search.
The product of signal acceptance and efficiency (A × εsig) is obtained using the simulated DELPHES
signal samples and the results are 58% (µ∗) and 45% (e∗) with negligible M`∗ dependence.
Systematic uncertainties for the performance of the lepton (0.5%) and photon (2.0%) reconstruc-
tion and identification, and the integrated luminosity (1.0%) follow the recommendation for upgrade
analyses [705]. The theoretical systematic uncertainty is reduced by a factor of 1/2 with respect to the
2016 result. The statistical uncertainty in the entire signal region is dominant in this analysis. The
missing background contribution is considered to be the main systematic uncertainty in the background
estimation.
The upper limit of the excited electrons and muons is determined under the the HL-LHC scenario,
based on an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1. We set 95% C.L. upper limits on the production cross
sections, which are computed with the modified frequentist CLs method [94, 95], with a likelihood ratio
used as a test statistic. The systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters with log-normal
priors.
The discovery potential as a function of excited lepton mass shown in Fig. 6.3.2 indicates that
3σ evidence (5σ discovery) is possible for both excited electrons and excited muons with masses up to
5.5 (5.1) TeV. Figure 6.3.3 shows the expected upper limits for e∗ (left) and µ∗ (right). The expected
exclusion of the excited leptons isM`∗ < 5.8 TeV for both e
∗ and µ∗ in the case whereM`∗ = Λ. While
the electron channel has a lower signal yield than the muon channel, it also has lower background, and
the net result is that the excluded cross sections differ only by about 10%, producing a similar exclusion
limit on the excited lepton mass.
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Fig. 6.3.4: VLQ pair production cross section for the 14 and 27 TeV LHC.
6.3.2 VLQs at HL- and HE-LHC: discovery and characterisation
Contributors: D. Barducci, L. Panizzi
Vector Like Quarks (VLQs) are hypothetical heavy quarks whose left- and right-handed chiral
components transform under the same representation of the SM gauge group. In minimal extensions of
the SM, VLQs couple to SM quarks via Yukawa-type interactions and gauge invariant renormalisable
operators can be written only for the singlet, doublet and triplet representations of SU(2) [706]. It can
be shown that the couplings of the VLQs with the SM bosons and quarks always have a dominant chiral
component [706, 707] and this depends only on whether their weak isospin is integer or half-integer, the
other component being suppressed by a factor proportional to mSMq /mVLQ, with m
SM
q the mass of the
SM quark with which the VLQ mixes.
This property affects the polarisation of the gauge bosons and quarks arising from the VLQs decay.
While the gauge bosons tend to have a dominant longitudinal polarisation, the polarisation of the final
state quarks allows one to extract useful information. In particular if the VLQ decays into a top quark,
its polarisation properties will affect the kinematic distributions of the final decay products. This can
slightly affect the reach of new physics searches but, more importantly, in the fortunate event of a signal
excess being observed, this difference can be used to probe the structure of the interactions between the
VLQs and the SM sector.
In this contribution, based on the results of Ref. [708], we analyse the possibility of discriminating
the chiral structure of VLQ couplings at the HL- and HE-LHC, under the hypothesis that the VLQ decays
to the SM top quark. This eventually allows one to discriminate its representations under the SM SU(2)
gauge group.
The polar angle distribution of the top quark decay product f in the top rest frame is described by
1
Γl
dΓl
d cos θf,rest
=
1
2
(1 + Pt cos θf,rest) (6.3.1)
where Γl is the partial width, θf,rest is the angle between the momentum of the decay product f and the
top spin vector and Pt is the polarisation of the top. From Eq. (6.3.1) one sees that for positive (negative)
polarised top quarks most of the decay products come in the forward direction, that is the directions of
the would-be momentum of the top quark in the laboratory frame. In the same frame the θf distribution
is now described by Eq. (6.3.1) combined with a boost from the top rest frame to the laboratory frame.
This implies that positive polarised top quarks will produce harder decay products.
To show how the polarisation information can be used to disentangle a VLQ chiral structure we
focus on a VLQ with charge 2/3 interacting exclusively with the top quark and the Z boson. We recast
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Fig. 6.3.5: Left: projected 5σ discovery (blue and red) for different assumptions for the systematic uncertainties on
the background determination of the ATLAS single lepton search [709] for a T VLQ decaying with 100% BR into
the Zt final state extrapolated for the 14 TeV LHC (see main text for details). The blue and red lines correspond
to the discovery reach for the left-handed and right-handed coupling structure. The red shaded area correspond to
the experimental limit from [709] for the 13 TeV LHC from for a VLQ decaying with 100% BR into the Zt final
state, namely 1160 GeV. Right: projected 2σ discrimination (gray) reaches assuming bkgsyst = 10 %.
a search for pair produced VLQs performed by the ATLAS collaborations in the single lepton channel
with an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV [709]. Throughout this work the VLQ pair
production cross sections have been computed with HATHOR [204] and are reported in Fig. 6.3.4.
We then project the discovery and exclusion reach of the ATLAS search for the case of the 14 TeV
LHC assuming the same signal acceptances than for the 13 TeV case and rescaling the backgrounds by
the relevant parton luminosities ratios. We do these projections for higher values of integrated luminosi-
ties and different values of the systematic uncertainties on the background determination, bkgsyst, and then
perform a χ2 fit on the leading lepton pT between the left- and right-handed coupling scenario consider-
ing the number of bins of the distribution as degrees of freedom, and under the simplifying assumption
that the background (conservatively assumed to be distributed as the signal) can be subtracted with a
certain efficiency, ranging from the extreme scenarios of 0% and 100%: the relation we use is therefore
χ2 =
∑bins
i=1 (Li − Ri)2/max[{Li, Ri} + bkgcont(B + (systB)2)], where Li and Ri are the number of
events in the left- and right-handed coupling scenario, bkgcont represents the contamination percentage of
background events considered for the discrimination, and we consider Poissonian uncertainties for the
signal.
The results are shown in Fig. 6.3.5, where we illustrate the 5σ discovery reaches for different bkgsyst
values (left panel) and the 2σ discrimination contours from the χ2 fit assuming bkgsyst = 10% (right panel).
We see that, if it is possible to perform a discrimination χ2 test after removing all background events,
should a VLQ with a mass lighter than around 1300 GeV be discovered, a mild increase in integrated
luminosity will be needed to disentangle the two hypotheses, while the collected dataset will already
be enough for the discrimination if a VLQ heavier than 1300 GeV is found with a 5σ significance. If
background events cannot be removed the discrimination becomes more difficult, as the differences in
the shapes become less relevant. The intersection between the discovery reach and the discrimination
reach moves therefore towards higher luminosities, and in the limit of 100% background contamination
we find that the discovery reach corresponds to the discrimination power at the nominal luminosity of
3 ab−1.
The results obtained for the 14 TeV LHC show that with the signal region currently used in the
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Fig. 6.3.6: Same as Fig. 6.3.5 for the 2SSL search for a X VLQ decaying with 100% BR into the Wt final state
at
√
s = 27 TeV. We use the pT distribution of the sub-leading lepton with a binning of 200 GeV and assume an
uncertainty on the background determination of 20% (right).
ATLAS search we have considered, the LHC discovery reach will mildly increase when further data
will be collected (unless one assumes a strong reduction of the current systematic uncertainties on the
background determination), due to the fact that at hadron colliders the contribution of the PDFs drops
when the transferred momentum of the process approaches the kinematic limit
√
s/2.16 We then estimate
here what is the mass reach of the high energy upgrade of the LHC for discovering pair-produced VLQs
and discriminate their coupling structure.
We focus on the case of a VLQ with charge 5/3 decaying into a W boson and a top quark and
closely follow the search strategy defined in Ref. [710]. In this case we consider for discrimination the pT
distribution of the sub-leading lepton, which is almost always coming from the SM top decay. With the
same statistical procedure adopted above, and rescaling the backgrounds yields given in Ref. [710] for√
s = 27 TeV we show the results in Fig. 6.3.6. Our results show that a discrimination among the left-
and right-handed coupling hypotheses is possible in all the discovery range accessible at the HE-LHC
for bkgsyst = 20%, regardless of the background contamination. In particular, if the background can be
entirely subtracted, should a VLQ with mass greater than ∼ 2 TeV be discovered, the collected data set
will already be sufficient to exclude one of the two coupling structure, while if the background is entirely
considered, discrimination is possible at the same time as discovery for a VLQ with mass greater then
∼ 2100 GeV.
6.4 Signature based analyses
Several contributions that are constructed around experimental signatures rather than specific theoretical
models are presented in this section. This includes analyses of dijets, diphotons, dibosons and ditops
final state events at HL- and HE-LHC.
6.4.1 Coloured Resonance Signals at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: T. Han, I. Lewis, Z. Liu
While much of the attention for new physics discovery has centred on precision measurements of
the Higgs and EW sectors, the LHC is a QCD machine and most initial states are composed of coloured
particles. Hence, new coloured dijet resonances that couple to partons will be produced with favourable
rates at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
16Clearly an optimisation of the signal regions can be performed to increase the sensitivity already at the current LHC energy.
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In Ref. [711] we classified the possible coloured resonances at the LHC according to their spin,
electric charge, and colour representation. We now update those results for the HE-LHC. This involves
comparing the cross sections of the various resonances at the LHC and HE-LHC.
Most initial states at the LHC are composed of coloured particles, i.e. quarks and gluons. We now
review the possible interactions of coloured resonances with SM partons. A more detailed discussion,
including examples of specific realisations of the various resonances in the existing literature, is given in
Ref. [711]. All interactions are after EWSB.
Quark-quark annihilation can produce colour antitriplet or sextet scalars and vectors, so-called “di-
quarks”. Please note that the diquarks under discussion here are fundamental particles and not composite.
The possible scalar diquark are denoted as END , UND , and DND with electric charges 4/3, 2/3,−1/3
respectively. The subscript ND = 3, 6 for the 3 and 6 colour representations, respectively. Vector di-
quarks are represented with an additional Lorentz index µ. The interaction Lagrangian between quarks
and diquarks is then
LqqD = Kjab
[
λEαβE
j
ND
uCαaPτuβb + λ
U
αβU
j
ND
dCαaPτdβb + λ
D
αβD
j
ND
dCαbPτuαa
+ λE
′
αβE
jµ
ND
uCαaγµPRuβb + λ
U
′
αβU
jµ
ND
dCαaγµPRdβb +λ
D
′
αβ D
jµ
ND
uCαaγµPτdβb
]
+ h.c.,
(6.4.1)
where Pτ =
1
2(1±γ5) with τ = R,L for the right- and left-chirality projection operators, a, b are colour
indices for the SU(3)C fundamental representation, j are colour indices of the ND representation of
SU(3)C , α, β are flavour indices, and K
j
ab are SU(3)C Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficients.
Quarks and gluons annihilate into colour triplet or antisextet fermions with 1/2 or 3/2 spin. It is
possible to produce a 15 colour representation, but the existence of such a fermion would spoil asymp-
totic freedom [712]. The spin 1/2 (3/2) fermion states are denoted by d∗ND , u
∗
ND
(d∗µND , u
∗µ
ND
) with
electric charged −1/3 and 2/3, respectively. The lowest order gauge invariant interactions between a
gluon, quark, and heavy fermion is dimension five:
LqgF =
gs
Λ
FA,ρσ
[
u¯K¯ND,A(λ
U
LPL + λ
U
RPR)σρσu
∗
ND
+ d¯K¯ND,A(λ
D
LPL + λ
D
RPR)σρσd
∗
ND
+ u¯K¯ND,A(λ
U
LPL + λ
U
RPR)σρσγµu
∗µ
ND
+ d¯K¯ND,A(λ
D
LPL + λ
D
RPR)σρσγµd
∗µ
ND
]
+ h.c. ,
(6.4.2)
where A is the adjoint colour index, FA,ρσ is the gluon field strength tensor, σρσ =
i
2 [γρ, γσ], Λ is the
scale of new physics, and KND,A are 3×ND CG coefficient matrices.
Gluon-gluon annihilation can result in many different representations, that unlike the 15 fermion
do not spoil asymptotic freedom. A complete list of the possible resonances from gluon-gluon anni-
hilation can be found in Table 1 of Ref. [711]. We will focus on the theoretically motivated colour
octet resonances. Two possible resonances that can result from gluon-gluon annihilation are colour octet
scalars, S8, and tensors, T
µν
8 . These interactions can be described in a gauge invariant way by dimension
five operators:
Lgg8 = gsdABC
(
κS
ΛS
SA8 F
B
µνF
C,µν +
κT
ΛT
(TA,µσ8 F
B
µνF
C
σ
ν
+ fTA,ρ8 ρ F
B,µνFCµν)
)
, (6.4.3)
where ΛS,T are the new physics scales, and the relative coupling factor f is expected to be order one.
Finally, quark-antiquark annihilation can produce colour octet or singlet scalars and vectors with
zero or unit charge. The neutral vector-octet is denoted by V 08 and the charged vector octet states V
±
8 .
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Particle Names J SU(3)C |Qe| B Related models
(leading coupling)
Eµ3,6 (uu) 0, 1 3, 6
4
3 − 23 scalar/vector diquarks
Dµ3,6 (ud) 0, 1 3, 6
1
3 − 23 scalar/vector diquarks; d˜
Uµ3,6 (dd) 0, 1 3, 6
2
3 − 23 scalar/vector diquarks; u˜
u∗3,6 (ug) 12 ,
3
2 3, 6¯
2
3
1
3 excited u; quixes; stringy
d∗3,6 (dg) 12 ,
3
2 3, 6¯
1
3
1
3 excited d; quixes; stringy
S8 (gg) 0 8S 0 0 piTC , ηTC
T8 (gg) 2 8S 0 0 stringy
V 08 (uu¯, dd¯) 1 8 0 0 axigluon; gKK , ρTC ; coloron
V ±8 (ud¯) 1 8 1 0 ρ
±
TC ; coloron
Table 6.4.1: Summary for resonant particle names, their quantum numbers, and possible underlying models.
The interaction Lagrangian is then
Lqq¯V = gs
[
V8
0,A,µ u¯TAγµ(g
U
LPL + g
U
RPR)u+ V8
0,A,µ d¯TAγµ(g
D
L PL + g
D
RPR)d
+
(
V +,A,µ8 u¯T
Aγµ(CLV
CKM
L PL + CRV
CKM
R PR)d+ h.c.
)]
,
(6.4.4)
where V CKML,R are the left- and right-handed Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices, respectively. To
avoid constraints from flavour physics it is assumed that the CKM matrices align with the SM CKM
matrices and that there are no tree level flavour changing neutral currents, i.e., gU,DL,R andCL,R are flavour-
diagonal. To obtain the interactions with the colour singlet bosons it is sufficient to replace the represen-
tation matrices TA,ab with the Kronecker delta δ
a
b. The couplings between octet and singlet scalar and
light quarks is constrained to be small by minimal flavour violation [713]. It is possible for a new scalar
to have substantial couplings to the third generation quarks consistent with minimal flavour violation if it
has a non-trivial representation under the SM flavour groups [714]. We will only consider particles that
couple to the light quarks and can be resonantly produced at the LHC. Hence, we ignore scalar singlet
and octet contributions to s-channel resonances with quark/anti-quark initial states.
In Table 6.4.1 we summarise the different coloured resonances discussed in this section. We list
our notation for the different states along with the leading couplings to SM partons and spin, colour
representation, and electric charge of each state. The subscript S on 8S indicates that this colour octet
representation is the symmetric combination of two other octets, as shown in Eq. (6.4.3).
Since all of the resonances listed in Table 6.4.1 couple to SM partons, they can decay back into
SM partons. Hence, they can be observed as dijet resonances. We assume that the resonances decay
exclusively back into (slim) dijets, i.e. not new particles or fat jets from top quarks. If there are additional
decay channels, our results can be simply rescaled by a BR.
The cross section for resonance R production via quark and/or gluon initial states at the LHC is
σ = L12(τ0)
4pi2
SH
ND(2JR + 1)
N1N2
Γ(R→ X1X2)
MR
(1 + δX1X2), (6.4.5)
whereX1, X2 are the initial state particles,MR is the resonance mass, SH = 14, 27 TeV is the c.o.m. en-
ergy, and JR is the spin of the resonance. The dimension of the colour representation of the resonance
and initial state particles are denoted by ND and N1, N2, respectively. The parton luminosity is
L12(τ0) =
1
1 + δX1X2
∫ 1
τ0
dx
x
(f1(x)f2(τ0/x) + f2(x)f1(τ0/x)) , (6.4.6)
where τ0 = M
2
R/SH , f1 is the PDF of X1, and f2 is the PDF of X2.
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Fig. 6.4.1: Cross sections at HL- and HE-LHC shown in red and black curves, respectively, for (a) sextet diquarks,
(b) excited quark, (c) octet vectors, and (d) S8.
In Fig. 6.4.1 we show the cross sections of (a) sextet diquarks, (b) excited quarks, (c) octet vectors,
and (d) S8 for both the (red) HL- and (black) HE-LHC. These cross sections are calculated using the
NNPDF [121] PDF set, the coupling constants λE,U,D and κS are set to one, and the new physics scales
Λ = ΛS = MR. The sextet scalar cross sections are the largest for large resonance mass due to an
enhancement from having two valence quarks in the initial state. Somewhat surprisingly, despite the
LHC having a reputation as having a large gluon pdf, at very high masses the vector octets produced
from quark/anti-quark initial states have larger cross sections than resonances from gluon initial states.
This is because the gluon PDF drops precipitously at high momentum fraction. In fact, at the highest
resonance masses, S8 produced from gluon fusion has the lowest cross sections. Although the precise
value of these rates depends on the choices of couplings and new physics scale, the gluon pdf suppression
is clearly seen by how quickly the excited quark and S8 cross sections decrease at high resonance masses
as compared to the vector octets.
As can be clearly seen, the cross sections greatly increase at the HE-LHC. For a resonance mass
around 10 − 11 TeV, we might expect O(1) events at the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 of data for diquarks,
excited quarks, and vector octets. For these resonances and resonance mass, at the HE-LHC with 3 ab−1
of data we may expect O(103 − 105) events. For S8, for a resonance mass of 8 TeV for 3 ab−1 we
expect O(1) events at the HL-LHC and O(104) events at the HE-LHC. This is a factor of O(103 − 105)
increase in the cross sections at the HE-LHC.
Additionally, at the HE-LHC, the mass reach is considerably extended. The baseline for the HE-
LHC is 15 ab−1by its end run. For 15 ab−1we expect O(10) events for 21 TeV diquarks (Eu6 ), 19 TeV
excited quark (u∗), 21 TeV octet vectors (V +8 ), and 15 TeV octet scalar S8. Comparing this to the masses
for which we expectO(10) events by the end of the HL-LHC, we see that we may expect the mass reach
of the HE-LHC to be twice that of the HL-LHC.
6.4.2 Precision searches in dijets at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: S. V. Chekanov, J. T. Childers, J. Proudfoot, R.Wang, D. Frizzell
Model-independent searches for deviations in dijet invariant mass distributions (Mjj) predicted by
the SM is one of the central studies at the LHC. The main goal of such searches is to find small deviations
from background distributions, under the assumption that a new resonant state decaying to partons that
form two jets may introduce an excess in dijet masses localised around the resonance mass. In recent
years, such searches for new physics at the LHC have been performed by both ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations (see the recent studies in Ref. [114, 114, 715–720]), but no statistically significant deviations
from background expectations were found. Such searches are usually performed for resonances with a
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Fig. 6.4.2: Expectations for the dijet invariant mass distribution for 3 ab−1at HL-LHC and 15 ab−1 at the HE-LHC
using the Pythia generator. Contributions from W/Z/H0 -boson processes and top-quark processes are shown
separately (without stacking the histograms). The bottom plots show the relative statistical uncertainties in each
bin, together with the line indicating the mass point at which the uncertainty is 100%. The figures are taken
from [721].
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Fig. 6.4.3: Expected 95% C.L. upper limits obtained from the Mjj distribution on fiducial cross-section times the
BR to two jets for a hypothetical BSM signal approximated by a Gaussian contribution to the dijet mass spectrum.
The limits are obtained for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC energies. The figure shows the limits for inclusive dijet
production (left) and for events with at least one isolated muon with pT > 60 GeV.
width of up to 15% of the resonance mass. Searches for broader resonances are usually more difficult
since the available tools to determine the background hypothesis have a number of limitations that do
not allow for reliable estimates of background shapes in the presence of broad resonances. Despite the
generality of dijet searches, such studies can exclude a number of BSM models, such as models with
quantum black holes, excited quarks, and Z ′ bosons and so on. Currently, the LHC run II data provide
the 95% C.L. exclusion limits on BSM resonances up to 6.5 TeV in masses.
Shapes of the background Mjj distributions can be affected by several instrumental factors, mak-
ing such studies difficult for low-mass regions where statistics are large. In the case of inclusive jet
production, the rate of dijets is reduced due to triggers with low acceptance rate, which leads to compli-
cated shapes of in the region ofMjj below 1 TeV. This leads to difficulties in interpretation of the shapes
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of the Mjj distributions using QCD-motivated fit functions. Recently, such searches have been extended
to less inclusive events, such as events with b−jets and associated leptons [722, 723]. These studies rely
on less inclusive triggers with low thresholds, thus accessing regions with small dijet masses.
With the increase of the LHC luminosity, searches for new physics beyond the SM in the invariant
mass of two jets become increasingly important since the large event rate allows one to explore a large
Mjj phase space with improved statistics. The proposed HL-LHC and HE-LHC experiments will open
a new chapter in model independent searches, both in terms of the physics reach and the complexity
of derivations of data-driven backgrounds. Here we will give an overview of the physics potential for
model-independent searches [721] in dijets for the HE-LHC and HL-LHC experiments, as well as de-
scribe some technical problems in understanding of "signal-like" feature on a smoothly falling dijet mass
distributions. We will cover searches in inclusive jets, as well as more exclusive searches in events with
b−jets and leptons.
The presented studies use MC event generation with representative for the HL-LHC experiment
event statistics. This was achieved using high-performance computers at NERSC. The PYTHIA 8 [50]
generator with the default parameter settings and the ATLAS A14 tune [676] was used. The c.o.m. col-
lision energy of pp collisions was set to 14 TeV and 27 TeV for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC respectively.
About 100 billion MC events with the multi-jet QCD, tt¯ and W + jet categories of processes were sim-
ulated using the HepSim software [724] deployed on supercomputers at NERSC. Such a large number
of events is required in order to obtain Mjj distributions which are sufficiently smooth for calculations
of limits. In addition, a phase-space re-weighting was used for 2→ 2 processes to increase the statistics
in the tail of the Mjj distribution as discussed in Ref. [50]. The jets were reconstructed with the anti-kT
algorithm [34], as implemented in the FastJet package [35], using a distance parameter of R = 0.4. The
minimum transverse momenta of jets was 40 GeV, and the pseudorapidity range was |η| < 2.4. Dijet
invariant masses were reconstructed by combining the two leading jets having the highest transverse mo-
mentum. The b-jets are selected by requiring a distance, defined in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle,
between the b-quark and jet to be less than 0.4 and the b-quark pT to be at least 50% of the jet pT . A
constant 10% mis-tag rate was assumed, which is sufficiently realistic [725] for large pT (jet).
In addition to jets, muons were also used for such studies. They are required to be isolated using
a cone of the size 0.2 in the azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity is defined around the true direction of
the lepton. A lepton is considered to be isolated of it carries more than 90% of the cone energy. We also
simulated a misidentification rate of muons (or “fake” rate) assuming that a muon can be mis-identified
with a rate of 0.1% [726].
Figure 6.4.2 shows two representative Mjj distributions using the simulations discussed above.
The results are shown for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC colliders using different integrated luminosities,
3 ab−1(for HL-LHC) and 15 ab−1 (for HE-LHC). The figure also shows contributions to the total
event rate from W/Z/H0-boson processes combined and top-quark processes from the hard interac-
tions (shown separately). The lower panel shows the relative statistical uncertainty on the data points,
i.e. ∆di/di, where di is the number of the events in the bins, and ∆di its statistical uncertainty (which
is
√
di in the case of counting statistics). For a quantitative characterisation of the dijet mass reach, the
dash lines on the lower panel show the Mjj point at which statistical uncertainty in a bin is 100% (or
∆di/di = 1). We have chosen this point to define the statistical reach for the measurements using the
Mjj distributions. TheMjj mass reach at the HL-LHC is 11.2 TeV, while the mass reach at the c.o.m. of
27 TeV is close to 21 TeV for the the nominal luminosity of 15 ab−1.
The dijet distributions discussed above were used to set the 95% C.L. upper limit on fiducial cross-
section times the BR for a generic Gaussian signal with the width (σG) being 10% of the Gaussian peak
position. Figure 6.4.3 shows the obtained limits. In addition to inclusive dijet events, this figure shows the
upper limits for events with at least one isolated muon with transverse momentum above 60 GeV. The
results show that even the HE-LHC experiment with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 has advantages
over the HL-LHC (with the nominal luminosity of 3 ab−1) in terms of statistical sensitivity to high-mass
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Fig. 6.4.5: Comparisons of the 95% C.L. upper limits obtained from the Mjj distribution for the HL-LHC at
14 TeV (left) and the HE-LHC at 27 TeV (right). The limits for the masses 0.4 TeV, 1 TeV, 4 TeV and 8 TeV
are shown for 100 fb−1, 3 ab−1 and 15 ab−1 for different channels with different selections.
states. When using the nominal integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1 for HE-LHC, the HE-LHC provides a
factor of two larger reach for dijet masses compared to the HL-LHC with the nominal luminosity.
Figure 6.4.4 shows the 95% C.L. upper limits obtained from theMjj distribution for events where
both leading jets were identified as b−jets. As for the previous simulation based on inclusive jets, the
physics reach of the HE-LHC with the nominal luminosity is a factor two larger than that of the HL-LHC.
Figure 6.4.5 shows the comparisons of the limits for dijet and muon associated dijet channels
with inclusive or b-tagging selections for the 14 TeV and 27 TeV collision energies. In addition to the
inclusive jet case, we also calculated the upper limits after applying the rapidity difference requirement
|y∗| < 0.6 between two jets [727] in order to enhance the sensitivity to heavy BSM particles decaying to
jets.
The studies discussed [721] have also shown that searches for signals in dijets invariant masses
require well-understood estimates for theMjj background shape. An example of such challenging back-
ground shape is shown in Fig. 6.4.2. A data-driven determination of the shape background at the HL-
LHC and HE-LHC should be performed with the relative statistical precision of 0.01% per data point for
Mjj < 1 TeV. Currently, it is difficult to achieve such precision using the available tools used for the
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LHC run 2 data.
In conclusion, it was illustrated that the HE-LHC provides substantial improvements for searches
of new physics in dijet invariant masses, compared to searches at the HL-LHC. Even for a rather modest
100 fb−1 luminosity of the HE-LHC project, the simulations show that the mass reach for dijet searches
is about 50% larger than that from the HL-LHC with the nominal luminosity of 3 ab−1. It was also
shown that the HE-LHC project with the nominal luminosity of 15 ab−1 will extend the HL-LHC mass
reach by a factor two. The reported limits can be used for exclusions of BSM resonances decaying that
decay to form two jets in inclusive dijet events, events with di-b-jets, and events with associated muons.
Note that the actual exclusion ranges significantly depend on expected cross-sections and BRs of BSM
models for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC collision energies.
6.4.3 Dissecting heavy diphoton resonances at HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: B. Allanach, D. Bhatia, A. Iyer
We examine the phenomenology of the production of a heavy resonance X , which decays via
other new on-shell particles n into multi- (i.e. three or more) photon final states. In the limit that n has
a much smaller mass than X , the multi-photon final state may dominantly appear as a two photon final
state because the γs from the n decay are highly collinear and remain unresolved. We discuss how to
discriminate this scenario from X → γγ: rather than discarding non-isolated photons, it is better instead
to relax the isolation criterion and instead form photon jet substructure variables. The spins of X and
n leave their imprint upon the distribution of pseudorapidity gap ∆η between the apparent two photon
states. In some models, the heavy resonance X may decay into nn or nγ, where n is an additional light
particle, may further decay into photons leading to a multi-photon17 final state. Examples of such models
include hidden valley models [346,728], the NMSSM [528] or Higgs portal scenarios [729]. Describing
angles in terms of the pseudorapidity η and the azimuthal angle around the beam φ, the angular separation
between two photons may be quantified by ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. Neglecting its mass, the opening
angle between the two photons coming from a highly boosted on-shell n is
∆R =
mn√
z(1− z)pT (n)
, (6.4.7)
purely from kinematics (this was calculated already in the context of boosted Higgs to bb¯ decays [502]),
where z and (1− z) are the momentum fractions of the photons18. Thus,
∆R =
mn
MX
2 cosh η(n)√
z(1− z) . (6.4.8)
In the limit mn/MX → 0, ∆R→ 0 and the two photons from n are collinear, appearing as one photon;
thus several possible interpretations can be ascribed to an apparent diphoton signal.
We assume that any couplings of new particles such as the X (and the n, to be introduced later)
to Higgs fields or W±, Z0 bosons are negligible. Eq. (6.4.9) gives an effective field theoretic interaction
Lagrangian for the coupling ofX to a pair of photons, whenX is a scalar (first line) or a graviton (second
line).
LintX=spin 0 = −ηGX
1
4
GaµνG
µνaX − ηγX
1
4
FµνF
µνX,
LintX=spin 2 = −ηTψXTαβfermionXαβ − ηTGXTαβgluonXαβ − ηTγXTαβphotonXαβ. (6.4.9)
where Tαβi is the stress-energy tensor for the field i and the ηj are effective couplings of mass dimension
-1. Fµν is the field strength tensor of the photon (this may be obtained in a SM invariant way from a
17In the present paper, whenever we refer to multi-photon final states, we refer to three or more photons.
18The decay is strongly peaked towards the minimum opening angle ∆R = 2mn/pT [730].
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Model Process
S2 pp→ S → γγ
S4 pp→ S → nn→ γγ + γγ
V 3 pp→ Z ′ → nγ → γ + γγ
G2ff qq¯ → G→ γγ
G4gg gg → G→ nn→ γγ + γγ
G4ff q¯q → G→ nn→ γγ + γγ
Table 6.4.2: Cases to discriminate with a scalar n and a heavy resonance which is: scalar (S), spin 1 (Z ′) or spin
2 (G). We have listed the main signal processes to discriminate between in the second column, ignoring any proton
remnants. The notation used for a given model is Xk: X = S, V,G labels the spin of the resonance and k denotes
the number of signal photons at the parton level in the final state.
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Fig. 6.4.6: Left: distribution of λJ variable for various signal hypotheses. mn is noted in parentheses in the legend
for the relevant cases. Right: signal ∆η distribution for various different spin combinations at
√
s = 27 TeV,
mX = 2.5 TeV. The cases S2 and S4 are practically indistinguishable by eye and so we only plot one histogram
for them.
coupling involving the field strength tensor of the hypercharge gauge boson), whereas Gaµν is the field
strength tensor of a gluon of adjoint colour index a ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. As noted earlier, the direct decay of a
vector boson into two photons is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem [731, 732].
Although we assume that n is electrically neutral, it may decay to two photons through a loop-
level process (as is the case for the SM Higgs boson, for instance). Alternatively, ifX is a spin 1 particle,
it could be produced by quarks in the proton and then decay into nγ. The Lagrangian terms would be
LintX =spin 1,n = −(λq¯Xq q¯RγµXµqR + λQ¯XQQ¯LγµXµQL +H.c.)−
1
4
ηnXγnX˜µνF
µν , (6.4.10)
where λi are dimensionless couplings, qR is a right-handed quark, QL is a left-handed quark doublet
and X˜µν = ∂µXν − ∂µXν . The decay Xspin=1 → nγ would have to be a loop-level process, as
explicitly exemplified in Ref. [730], since electromagnetic gauge invariance forbids it at tree level. The
possible different spins involved in multi-photon production processes, along with our nomenclature for
them, are listed in Table 6.4.2. The first tool for model discrimination is the photon sub-jet variable
λJ = log(1 − pTL/pTJ ), where PTL denotes the transverse momentum of the leading photon sub-jet
whilst pTJ is the transverse momentum of the whole photon jet. Double pronged photon jets have a
peak at λJ = −0.3. This may be observed when the signal is multi-photon and mn is not too small, as
Fig. 6.4.6 (left) shows.
Here, we neglect backgrounds and only focus on the signal. This is a good approximation for
heavy resonances where backgrounds die off exponentially with invariant mass of the apparent diphoton
pair, provided that the signal cross-section is large enough. The signal cross-section is of course set
by the size of the couplings in Eq.s (6.4.9) and (6.4.10), which may be adjusted as required. Here, we
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NR
√
s S4 G4gg G4ff
S4 14 TeV ∞ 23 12
27 TeV ∞ 17 8
G4gg 14 TeV 34 ∞ 5
27 TeV 24 ∞ 3
G4ff 14 TeV 18 5 ∞
27 TeV 11 4 ∞
Table 6.4.3: Spin discrimination in case A:NR = Lσ(X)tot , the expected number of total signal events required to be
produced to discriminate against the ‘true’ row model versus a column model by a factor of 20 formn = 100 GeV.
NR
√
s S2 S4 V 3 G2gg G4gg G2ff G4ff
S2 14 TeV ∞ 19270 198 25 13 85 12
27 TeV ∞ 8676 269 26 16 92 14
S4 14 TeV 19256 ∞ 202 25 13 81 13
27 TeV 8713 ∞ 311 28 15 83 14
V 3 14 TeV 186 190 ∞ 55 7 30 19
27 TeV 261 299 ∞ 51 10 40 20
G2gg 14 TeV 28 28 66 ∞ 4 11 35
27 TeV 31 33 63 ∞ 5 13 41
G4gg 14 TeV 21 21 12 6 ∞ 47 4
27 TeV 26 25 16 7 ∞ 55 5
G2ff 14 TeV 101 97 37 11 33 ∞ 8
27 TeV 103 93 46 12 39 ∞ 9
G4ff 14 TeV 18 18 26 36 4 12 ∞
27 TeV 19 20 29 41 5 13 ∞
Table 6.4.4: Spin discrimination for case B: NR = Lσ(X)tot , the expected number of total signal events required to
be produced to discriminate against the ‘true’ row model versus a column model by a factor of 20 at the 14 TeV
LHC for mn = 10 GeV.
consider one of the cases in Table 6.4.2 at a time, with cross-sections of all other cases set to zero.
If there is a sizeable peak at λJ = −0.3, the model possibilities are S4, V 3, G4gg and G4ff .
Further to this, V 3 may be further discriminated owing to its double peak structure: at ∼ −3 and at
−0.3. We call this case A. If there is no sizeable peak, we can either have S2 or mn very small. This
latter case we call case B.
After categorisation into case A or B, we can use the fact that each case in Table 6.4.2 corresponds
to a different distribution in ∆η, the difference in pseudorapidity between the two initially identified
photons. We plot the ∆η distributions for the different spin cases in Fig. 6.4.6 (right). We calculate
NR, the expected number of signal events required to disfavour a hypothesisHS over another hypothesis
HT to an odds factor of R = 20 from the ∆η distributions in the discretised Kullback-Leibler method
proposed in Ref. [733]. From Tables 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, we see that our estimate of the required number
of signal events to discriminate two signal hypotheses does not change much between the HL-LHC and
the HE-LHC. For identical input parameters, we would expect the number of signal events to be higher
at the higher energies, meaning that spins can be more effectively discriminated to smaller production
cross-sections at the HE-LHC.
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6.4.4 Prospects for diboson resonances at the HL- and HE-LHC
Contributors: R. Les, V. Cavaliere, T. Nitta, K. Terashi, ATLAS
Prospects are presented [734] for the search for resonances decaying to diboson (WW or WZ,
collectively called V V where V = W or Z) in the semileptonic channel where one W -boson decays
leptonically and the otherW or Z-boson decays to quarks (`νqq channel). The results include sensitivity
for such new resonances based on an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1or 3 ab−1of pp collisions at√
s = 14 TeV using the ATLAS upgraded detector. Searches in other semileptonic and fully hadronic
decay channels are expected to have similar sensitivities at high masses, as observed in the ATLAS
searches with Run-2 data. The analysis is based on event selection and classification similar to those
used in the Run-1 and Run-2 ATLAS searches.
The prospect for resonance searches presented in this article are interpreted in the context of three
different models: a heavy vector triplet (HVT) [735], a RS model and a narrow heavy scalar resonance.
The parameters of these models are chosen such that along the whole generated mass range, the reso-
nance widths are less than 6% of the mass value, which is smaller than the detector resolution. The main
background sources are W bosons produced in association with jets (W+jets), with significant contribu-
tions from top-quark production (both tt¯ pair and single-top), non-resonant vector-boson pair production
(ZZ, WZ and WW ) and Z bosons produced in association with jets (Z+jets). Background originating
from multi-jet processes are expected to be negligible due to the event selection requirements.
Small- and Large-R jets (denoted by j and J) are used in the analysis, reconstructed with the
anti-kt algorithm and radius 0.4 and 1.0 respectively. It is assumed that the performance of a future
W/Z-boson tagger at the HL-LHC conditions will have similar, if not better, performance as existing
boson taggers.
Events are required to have exactly one lepton satisfying the selection criteria. It is assumed
that the effect of trigger thresholds is negligible for the selected leptons with pT studied in this note.
Events are further required to contain a hadronically-decaying W/Z candidate, reconstructed either
from two small-R jets, defined as the resolved channel, or from one large-R jet, designated the boosted
channel. The missing transverse energy EmissT has to be greater than 60 GeV, which suppresses multijet
background to a negligible level. By constraining the EmissT + lepton system to be consistent with the W
mass, the z component of the neutrino momentum can be reconstructed by solving a quadratic equation.
The smallest solution is chosen and in the case where the solution is imaginary, only the real part is taken.
The presence of narrow resonances is searched for in the distribution of reconstructed diboson
mass using the signal shapes extracted from simulation of benchmark models. The invariant mass of the
diboson system (m(WV )) is reconstructed from the leptonicW candidate and hadronicW/Z candidate,
the latter of which is obtained from two small-R jets in the resolved channel (m(`νjj)) or large-R jet in
the boosted channel (m(`νJ)). The background shape and normalisation are obtained from MC simu-
lation with dedicated control regions to constrain systematic uncertainties of the background modelling
and normalisation. The search is divided into two orthogonal categories to identify the ggF/qq¯ and VBF
production modes by identifying additional forward jets. If an event passes the VBF category selection
for the additional forward jets (defined below) it is categorised as a VBF candidate event, otherwise as
a ggF/qq¯ candidate event. Events are then processed by a merged-jet selection then a two resolved-jet
selection if they fail the merged selection. This prioritisation strategy provides the optimum signal sensi-
tivity as it favours the merged selection which contains less background contributions. Examples of the
final distributions can be seen in Fig. 6.4.7 for the merged ggF/qq¯ and VBF signal region.
The results are extracted by performing a simultaneous binned maximum-likelihood fit to the
m(WV ) distributions in the signal regions and the W+jets and tt¯ control regions.
The fit includes five background contributions, corresponding to W+jets, tt¯, single-top, Z+jets,
and diboson. Systematic uncertainties are taken into account as constrained nuisance parameters with
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Fig. 6.4.7: Left: final m(`νJ) distribution in the merged signal region for the ggF/qq¯ search. Right: final
m(`νJ) distributions in the merged signal region for the VBF search. Background distributions are separated into
production type. HVT signals are superimposed as dashed curves where appropriate.
Gaussian or log-normal distributions. For each source of systematic uncertainty, the correlations across
bins of m(WV ) distributions and between different kinematic regions, as well as those between sig-
nal and background, are taken into account. The main background modelling systematics, namely the
W+jets and tt¯ shape uncertainties, are constrained by the corresponding control regions and are treated
as uncorrelated among the resolved and merged signal regions.
The expected upper limits are set on the signal cross section times BR as a function of the signal
mass. For the HVT W ′ and Z ′ the limits are estimated to be 4.3 TeV with L = 300 fb−1 and 4.9 TeV
with L = 3 ab−1 of pp collisions, using the same detector configuration and pileup conditions. For the
Bulk graviton the expected limits are estimated as 2.8 and 3.3 TeV at L = 300 fb−1 and L = 3 ab−1.
The values at L = 3 ab−1 show an expected increase to the sensitivity of the search to the benchmark
signals by ∼ 1 TeV with respect to existing limits in this channel in Run-2.
Figure 6.4.8 (left) shows one of the upper limit plots for the ggF/qq¯ category at L = 3 ab−1.
A line showing the theoretical cross section for the HVT Z ′ decaying into WW via ggF/qq¯ produc-
tion at each mass is superimposed and indicates the mass reach of the search. In the circumstance that
HL-LHC sees an excess, the expected sensitivity can also be characterised. The discovery significance
is defined as the luminosity required to see a 5σ effect of the signal. Figure 6.4.8 (right) shows the
expected discovery significance for the resonant search. The signal significance is the quadratic sum
of s/
√
s+ b, for each bin of the final discriminant distribution at that luminosity, s(b) representing the
number of signal(background) events in the bin. In addition to the expected values, dashed curves shows
the expected values for a future W/Z-tagger which has a 50% increase in signal efficiency and a fur-
ther factor of two in background rejection. These values are representative of improvements seen in a
recent diboson resonance search in the fully-hadronic V V → qqqq analysis by using track-calo clusters
as opposed to locally-calibrated topologically-clustered calorimeter jets. Other possible improvements
in W/Z-tagging in the HL-LHC era can originate from usage of more advanced machine-learning tech-
niques to discriminate against the background contribution and better understanding of jet substructure
variables with measurements at higher integrated luminosities.
Resonance search at HE-LHC
The prospect analysis [736] at HE-LHC mimics the analysis at HL-LHC but the DELPHES simulation is
used. Results are interpreted in the context of the heavy vector triplet (HVT) model [735]. The major
backgrounds W+jets and tt¯ production are simulated with MADGRAPH and AMC@NLO respectively,
interfaced with Pythia. Z+jets, single top and diboson contribution are not simulated and are expected
to contribute at most 10% to the total background.
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Fig. 6.4.9: 95% C.L. upper limit for the HVT Z ′ via ggF/qq¯ production for the HE-LHC (left) and HL-LHC
(right).
The analysis sensitivities to the resonance signals are extracted by performing a simultaneous
binned maximum-likelihood fit to the mWW distributions as in the HL-LHC in the signal regions and
the W+jets and tt¯ control regions. The signal region and control regions are defined in the same way.
The expected upper limits set on the signal cross section times BR as a function of the signal mass
are shown in Fig. 6.4.9 at 27 TeV and compared to the limits obtained for HL-LHC . Based on the Z ′
production cross section from the HVT signal model the exclusion mass reach is extracted to be 9 and
11 TeV for integrated luminosities of 3 and 15 ab−1at 27 TeV, using DELPHES simulation of a potential
detector configuration under no pileup condition.
6.4.5 Prospects for Boosted Object Tagging with Timing Layers at HL-LHC
Contributors: M. D. Klimek
Both CMS and ATLAS are studying new timing detectors to be installed for the high luminosity
phase of the LHC. The primary motivation for these new detectors is to aid in mitigating the increased
level of pileup that comes along with the increased luminosity. The O(30 ps) timing resolution will
permit individual proton-proton interactions within a single bunch crossing to be temporally resolved.
Beyond pileup mitigation, these detectors may be useful for novel kinds of searches. For example, it has
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been proposed in Ref. [737] that they could be used to set limits on long-lived particles. In this section,
we point out that this level of timing precision provides the capability of temporally resolving jets for
the first time. Currently, jet substructure techniques play a major role in the search for BSM physics.
These exploit correlations in momentum and angular distribution of jet constituents to distinguish stan-
dard QCD jets from other objects. The capabilities of the new timing layers open up the possibility of
extending jet substructure techniques to the time domain. In this section, we will introduce the rele-
vant concepts and suggest that time domain jet substructure can play a complementary role to existing
techniques in the search of boosted resonances at the HL-LHC.
Of the various physics objects that are reconstructed by the LHC experiments, jets are unique in
that they are collections of particles. The individual jet constituents have some spread in velocity and
therefore arrive at the detector over some finite span of time. On dimensional grounds, we can estimate
that the typical scale of Lorentz boosts of the jet constituents is γ = E/m ∼ Ej/nΛQCD, where Ej
is the jet energy, n is the hadron multiplicity of the jet, and ΛQCD sets the typical hadron mass. The
corresponding scale of the spread in arrival times at a detector a distance R from the interaction point is
then of order δt ∼ Rδv ∼ Rγ−2. For R ∼ 1 m, Ej ∼ 100 GeV, n ∼ 10, and ΛQCD ∼ 1 GeV, we have
δt ∼ 100 ps. Thus we see that at typical LHC energies, the proposed timing detectors with O(30 ps)
resolution should be sensitive to the temporal structure of jets.
We note that this effect is entirely due to the hadronisation process. Any time differences inherent
to the perturbative parton shower should be of order Λ−1QCD and will be far below the resolution of the
timing detectors. (In practice, the distance from the interaction point to the timing detector will have some
dependence on pseudorapidity η. Because the showering process produces radiation in a cone around the
original parton direction, the various jet constituents will then have slightly different distances to travel
to the detector. However, for reasonably central jets, this will be a small effect.) If, in the hadronisation
process, jet constituents are produced with rapidities y distributed according to dN/dy = f(y), then it is
easy to verify that at a detector a distance R in any direction from the interaction point, they will arrive
distributed in time according to
dN
dt
=
cRf(y(t))
(ct)2 −R2 , (6.4.11)
with ct > R, where c is the speed of light and y(t) = arctanh(R/ct). Although it is not possible to
calculate f(y) from first principles, we note that for any reasonably well-behaved f(y) the arrival time
distribution will indicate a burst of jet constituents arriving promptly with a tail extending out to later
times.
The hadronisation process is treated phenomenologically by a number of models, and we can
verify that this behaviour is borne out. For example, the simplest form of the Lund string hadronisation
model [738] predicts f(y) = constant. PYTHIA implements a more complete version of the Lund model,
and we use it to verify the predictions of the preceding paragraphs. We generated a sample of 50 GeV
quark jets from e+e− annihilation in PYTHIA 8, and computed the arrival times of all charged hadrons in
each jet at a distance of 1 m from the interaction point. A histogram with 100 ps bin size of the averaged
arrival time profile is shown in Fig. 6.4.10. We can see that the PYTHIA output displays the expected
behaviour, and we verify that the typical width of the profile is indeed O(100 ps).
A study of the rapidity distribution of jet constituents from arrival time profile of QCD jets could
provide additional data with which to tune our models of hadronisation. However, we will now argue that
this information also provides a novel method for distinguishing normal QCD jets from jets produced
by boosted objects. As described in the preceding paragraphs, in a typical jet we expect most hadrons
to arrive together and a few to arrive at later times. Note that under a boost, the ordering of the jet
constituents in velocity or rapidity is unchanged. Consider a massive particle that decays in its rest frame
producing a jet pointing along the negative x axis. The particles in the tail of its velocity distribution
have velocities along the x direction that are less negative than the rest of the jet. Now consider the same
massive particle but with a large boost in the positive x direction so that this jet is boosted forward into
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Fig. 6.4.10: Average arrival time profile at 1 m for charged hadrons in 50 GeV quark jets from e+e− annihilation
as simulated by PYTHIA 8.
the positive direction as well. Despite the change in direction, the ordering of the velocities in the jet is
the same. The velocities of all jet constituents are now positive, and the tail of the distribution is more
positive. We see that if a jet is sufficiently boosted, the tail of its hadron distribution can arrive at the
detector first.
In order to quantify this effect, we make use of a simple diagnostic that can distinguish the boosted
from the unboosted jets based on their arrival time profiles. Recall that for an unboosted jet, we expect the
majority of the charged hadrons to arrive in close temporal proximity with a few arriving later, whereas
for a sufficiently boosted jet, one or more charged hadrons may arrive before most of the others. Let ti
and pi be the arrival times and momenta of the charged hadrons in a jet and t¯ be the median charged
hadron arrival time. We define the diagnostic function
Dτ =
∑
piΘ(ti − t¯− τ)∑
pi
. (6.4.12)
The parameter τ should be a value of order the time resolution of the detector. For an unboosted jet, the
median arrival time will be in the prompt burst of hadrons. For an appropriate value of τ , none of these
hadrons nor any that arrive later will satisfy the theta function, and we will obtain Dτ = 0. However, for
boosted jets, some hadrons from the boosted tail may arrive before the main burst. Because the median
will still be in the main burst, the early hadrons can satisfy the theta function, in which case we will find
Dτ > 0.
To verify this behaviour, we generate two samples of jets in PYTHIA 8. The first is a sample
of 500 GeV quark jets from e+e− annihilation. For comparison, we also generate a similar sample of
50 GeV jets, but then boost them by v = 0.98. This is comparable to jets that would be observed from
Z decay, where the Z has been produced in the decay of a 1 TeV diboson resonance. We choose a
conservative value of τ = 200 ps, which is several times the expected timing detector resolution. In the
first sample, we find that our diagnostic is zero in all but 1% of events. However, for the boosted jet
sample, we obtain non-zero values in 25% of events.
The actual operating environment of the HL-LHC will present additional challenges coming from
the noisy hadronic environment. Jet contamination from pileup and underlying event radiation could
mimic the early arrival of the tail of a boosted jet. The information from the timing layers will be used to
mitigate pileup and jet grooming techniques can be used to remove stray radiation from the jets before
their temporal characteristic are analysed. The timing substructure information can then be combined
with existing jet substructure techniques to increase the efficiency for tagging boosted objects, in turn
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Fig. 6.4.11: Invariant mass distribution of the two selected jets for the full selection for a 6 TeV signal for the three
benchmark analyses GRS →WW (left), Z ′ → tt¯ (centre) and Q′ → jj (right)
improving the reach of BSM searches. During an HE-LHC phase, even higher boosts can be expected,
demanding effective techniques for boosted object tagging. Further details are presented in Ref. [739].
6.4.6 High mass resonance searches at HE-LHC using hadronic final states
Contributors: C. Helsens, D. Jamin, M. Selvaggi
The presence of new resonant states [472, 479, 740–746] decaying to two highly boosted particles
decaying hadronically could be observed as an excess in the invariant mass spectrum of two jets over the
large SM background. In this section we present the reach at the HE-LHC for three distinct hadronic
signatures: Z ′ → tt¯ , GRS → WW and Q′ → jj. For the Z ′ → tt¯ decay mode the SSM Z ′SSM [672]
and a leptophobic Z ′TC2 [645,747] have been considered as benchmarks Z
′models. For theGRS →WW
and Q′ → jj decay modes, a Randall-Sundrum graviton [472] and excited heavy quarks [394,748] have
been taken as a benchmarks respectively.
The decay products of the heavy resonances are typically in the multi-TeV regime and their recon-
struction imposes stringent requirements on the detector design. Precise jet energy resolution requires
full longitudinal shower containment. Highly boosted W bosons and top quarks decay into highly col-
limated jets that need to be disentangled from standard QCD jets by characterising their substructure.
Thus, in order to achieve high sensitivity excellent granularity is needed both in the tracking detectors
and in the calorimeters.
Signal events were generated at LO with PYTHIA 8.230 [68]. The considered SM backgrounds
are dijet (QCD), top pairs (tt¯), V V and V + jets where V = W/Z, and were generated at LO using
MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [67]. A conservative constant k-factor of 2 is applied to all the background
processes to account for possibly large higher order corrections. The detector simulation was performed
with DELPHES [33] assuming an HE-LHC generic detector [699].
An important ingredient of the Z ′ → tt¯ andGRS →WW searches is the identification of hadron-
ically decaying boosted tops and W bosons. To this end, a tagger using jet substructure observables was
developed to discriminate W and top jets against QCD jets. It was found that jets using tracking only
information (track-jets) feature better angular resolution compared to pure calorimeter based jets. There-
fore, track-jets are the optimal choice to build jet substructure observables. The boosted top tagger is built
from the following jet substructure observables: the soft-dropped jet mass [504] and N-subjettiness [75]
variables τ1,2,3 and their ratios τ2/τ1 and τ3/τ2. In addition, the W -jet versus QCD-jet tagger also uses
an “isolation-like” variable that exploits the absence of high pT final state-radiation (FSR) in the vicinity
of the W decay products. Following the strategy defined in Ref. [26], we call these variables EF(n, α)
and define them as:
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Fig. 6.4.12: Top: exclusion limit at 95% C.L. versus heavy resonance mass for the three benchmark models:
GRS → WW (left), Z ′ → tt¯ (middle), and Q′ → jj (right). Bottom: integrated luminosity needed for a 5σ
discovery as a function of the heavy resonance mass for the three benchmark models.
EF(n, α) =
∑
n−1
5
α<∆R(k,jet)<n
5
α
p
(k)
T∑
∆R(k,jet)<α
p
(k)
T
(6.4.13)
We choose α = 0.05, construct 5 variables EF(n, α)with n = 1..5 and use them as input to
the multivariate tagger. The W tagging performance has significantly better performance than the top-
tagging due to the use of the energy-flow variables. We choose our working points with a top and W
tagging efficiencies of topS = 60% and 
W
S = 90% corresponding respectively to a background efficiency
of topB = 
W
B = 10%.
The event selection proceeds as follows: we require two jets with pT > 1 TeV, |η| < 3 and
a small rapidity gap ∆η < 1.5 between the two high pT jets. For the Z
′ → tt¯ and GRS → WW
searches, the rapidity gap selection is relaxed to ∆η < 2.4, both jets are required to be respectively
top or W -tagged, and, to further reject background QCD jets, we require for both jets a large soft-
dropped mass mSD > 40 GeV. Finally, for the Z
′ → tt¯ search alone, we require that both selected
jets must also be b-tagged. Since no lepton veto is applied, there is also some acceptance for leptonic
decays. The sensitivity to semi-leptonic tt¯ decays is enhanced by adding the ~pT
miss vector to the closest
jet 4-momentum (among the two leading jets). The invariant mass of the two selected jets is used as a
discriminant and is shown for the three benchmark analyses in Fig. 6.4.11.
Hypothesis testing is performed using a modified frequentist method based on a profile likelihood
fit that takes into account the systematic uncertainties (mostly the background normalisations) as nui-
sance parameters. The expected exclusion limit at 95% C.L. and discovery reach at 5σ are shown in
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Fig. 6.4.13: Event rates for current integrated luminosity, HL-LHC, and HE-LHC, for the choice k = 0.5 TeV and
M5 = 7 TeV, which is a parameter point currently on the 95% exclusion contour of a recent CMS analysis [749].
Left: events are shown for a bin width of 100 GeV, as in Ref. [749]. Right: events are shown for a bin width
of 10 GeV, which is close to the current experimental resolution, and reveals the oscillating nature of the signal
arising due to the closely spaced resonances.
Fig. 6.4.12 (top and bottom) for the various scenarios that have been considered. At
√
s = 27 TeV, and
with an integrated luminosity L = 15 ab−1, it is possible to discover a GRS up to mG ≈ 7 TeV, and to
exclude mG . 8 TeV. For the Z ′ → tt¯ search the exclusion reach is mZ′ . 10(8.5) TeV and it is pos-
sible to discover it up to mZ′ ≈ 8(6.5) TeV for the TC2 and SSM models respectively. Finally, for the
excited quark model, the exclusion reach is mQ′ . 14 TeV and the discovery reach is mQ′ ≈ 12 TeV.
6.4.7 On the power (spectrum) of HL/HE-LHC
Contributors: G. Giudice, Y. Kats, M. McCullough, R. Torre, A. Urbano
Typical searches for heavy new physics beyond the SM focus on particular forms of kinematic
features in differential event distributions, such as isolated resonant structures, edges, and fat tails, to
name a few. However the space of theoretically consistent BSM signatures extends well beyond these
classic signatures.
Recently, in Ref. [750], it was suggested that new physics signatures could give rise to peculiar
oscillating patterns in collider data. These signatures may be revealed as a resonance, however rather
than being a resonance in the invariant mass distribution within some SM final state, this resonance
would show up in Fourier space, after performing a Fourier transform on the relevant collider data.
The particular model studied in Ref. [750], which provides a theoretically robust example of such
a signature, is the ‘Linear Dilaton Model’ which is known to be connected to continuum limit of ‘Clock-
work’ models. We will refer to all classes of models of this form as CW/LD. The CW/LD models can
all give rise to various forms of oscillating patterns within SM final states. In particular, the LD model
predicts closely packed resonances, starting at some threshold determined by a parameter ‘k’ which is
related to an extra-dimensional geometry. These resonances are predicted to have mass splittings at
the O(few%) level. Such mass splittings are still greater than the detector energy resolution in some
high-resolution final states, such as γγ and l+l−.
Motivated by this, in Ref. [750] a detailed proposal for a class of collider searches in Fourier
space was discussed. In this contribution we provide a simple extension of this proposal to estimate
the expected reach of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC. The analysis is basic and has not been systematically
optimised, thus the search reach based on the Fourier space analysis presented here should be considered
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Fig. 6.4.14: Left: example power spectra for 1000 fake experiments at the LHC. The individual SM lines are
shown in grey, alongside the mean and confidence intervals. The power with signal (k = 500 GeV, M5 = 7 TeV)
included is shown in black, alongside the mean in red. Right: the power spectrum, defined in [750], for current
integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1, HL-LHC, and HE-LHC, for k = 0.5 TeV and a variety of values of M5. The
red lines show the average power in the presence of signal and background. The significance of the peak in the
power spectrum at T ≈ 50 GeV, which corresponds to T = 1/R, is clearly seen for higher energy and integrated
luminosity colliders.
as a preliminary estimate, however it is likely that a dedicated study could perform better.
In Fig. 6.4.13 we show the spectrum of events in the diphoton final state expected for two choices
of binning, to reveal the oscillating nature of the signal. The spectrum is calculated for the EBEB
selections of the recent analysis [749]. The SM events are taken from the NNLO prediction calculated
in Ref. [749]. In Ref. [749] the normalisation of the NNLO prediction is determined by fitting to the
data, which is dominated by the low energy events. To obtain the corresponding prediction at 14 TeV
and 27 TeV the SM events are rescaled by the ratio of qq PDFs at the same mγγ , relative to 13 TeV. We
adopt the diphoton energy resolution detailed in Ref. [750].
Signal events are generated and passed through the acceptance curves for the EBEB category
shown in Ref. [749] and we find good agreement with Ref. [749] for the same signal parameters shown
in Figure 5 of Ref. [749]. Similarly to the SM events, 14 TeV and 27 TeV predictions are obtained by
reweighting according to the PDF ratio.
In Fig. 6.4.13 the oscillatory pattern due to the multiple closely-spaced resonances is clear. We
now move to Fourier space, which is suited to searching for such oscillating patterns. We adopt an
analogous diphoton ‘Power’ to the function detailed in Ref. [750], with the modification that, rather than
integrating over bins, a discrete Fourier transform, which sums over bin heights at the midpoint energy,
is employed. A second modification is that rather than subtracting a fitted curve to find the residuals,
we subtract the NNLO prediction detailed in Ref. [749], where the systematics related to the overall
normalisation are removed by floating the distribution and fitting to the data.
The resulting power spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.14. Figure 6.4.14 (right) was obtained by
generating 5000 sets of fake experiments, where the number of events in each bin is generated from
a Poisson distribution, for both the SM only and SM + signal hypotheses, before subtracting the SM
prediction. The curves for 〈P 〉, P 68%, and P 95% represent the mean value of P (T ) at a given value of
T , over all fake experiments, and also the corresponding upper limits at a given C.L. derived from the
distributions. The average value, when signal is included, is also shown for a variety of M5 values.
In each case, the peak in Fourier space is clearly visible and approaches the P 95% line. We will
not attempt a robust statistical analysis here, which would require a thorough treatment of systematics in
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a likelihood ratio test. Rather, we will focus on the comparison between different colliders. Clearly, if
the current LHC data can exclude a parameter point in the ballpark of k = 0.5 TeV and M5 ≈ 7 TeV,
then at the HL-LHC one should be sensitive to M5 ≈ 16 TeV, and at the HE-LHC M5 ≈ 30 TeV.
Furthermore, since the statistics are much higher at these colliders one would presumably benefit from
widening the range of mγγ considered, thus we expect the reach to exceed these values in a dedicated
analysis.
To summarise, in this contribution we have estimated the reach of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC for
detecting oscillating patterns in BSM contributions to the differential diphoton spectrum. Such searches
have not yet been performed at the LHC and they provide a new target in the search for BSM physics.
This estimate is performed in the context of the linear dilaton model, as described in Ref. [750].
We have found that for a warping parameter of k = 500 GeV, which sets the mass scale of the
first KK graviton resonance, if current limits on the extra-dimensional Planck scale are at the level of
M5 ≈ 7 TeV, then with HL-LHC they should extend considerably, to around M5 ≈ 16 TeV, and at
HE-LHC further still, to M5 ≈ 30 TeV.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
The LHC is performing superbly and has already moved on from discovering the Higgs boson to accu-
rately measuring its properties. As yet there are no clear deviations from the SM, in Higgs measurements
or elsewhere. Nonetheless, with only a fraction of the 150 fb−1 recorded data so far analysed, it is possi-
ble that surprises await, or that some of the existing small deviations grow. It is also possible that the new
physics has small production cross sections either because it is weakly coupled to the initial state at the
LHC, or that it is heavy, or both. Weakly coupled states within kinematic reach of the LHC may require
increased data sets to uncover, such as the 3 ab−1 of the HL-LHC each for ATLAS and CMS, and up to
300 fb−1 for the Upgrade II of LHCb. Heavy states instead might require both increased centre-of-mass
energy and increased luminosity, such as the 27 TeV and 15 ab−1 of the HE-LHC.
The HL- and HE-LHC will both offer new possibilities to test many BSM scenarios, motivated by
long-standing problems such as EW Naturalness, dark matter, the flavour problem, neutrino masses, the
strong CP problem, and baryogenesis. All these new physics manifestations predict the existence of new
particles, which can be searched for at HL-LHC, profiting from the much larger statistics and slightly
higher energy, and at the HE-LHC, profiting from the much larger statistics and much higher energy.
In both cases the searches will also benefit from detector upgrades. Careful attention has been paid to
the impact of these upgrades and the assessment of the future systematic uncertainties, especially for
HL-LHC where concrete proposals for the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments exist.
This document contains numerous studies of the increased reach for many BSM scenarios that can
be explored at the HL- and HE-LHC options. As well as determining the reach in sensitivity, several
studies analyse the ability for HL- and HE-LHC to characterise potential discoveries and distinguish
between possible BSM explanations. Rather than give a complete summary of all prospect analyses
in this report, we instead provide representative examples of the scope of the BSM searches for the
HL-LHC and HE-LHC. Broadly speaking, in most BSM scenarios, we expect the HL-LHC will increase
the present reach in mass and coupling by 20−50% and potentially discover new physics that is currently
unconstrained. The reach of the HE-LHC is generically more than double that of the HL-LHC. In
Fig. 7.1 we present a summary of the results of SUSY searches (both prompt and long-lived) for sparticles
produced via strong- or electroweak interactions, as described in detail in Section 2. Figure 7.2 shows
a summary of most of the resonance searches (both single and pair production) presented in Sections 5
and 6.
HL-LHC
Supersymmetry
The extension of the kinematic reach for supersymmetry searches at the HL-LHC is reflected
foremost in the sensitivity to EW states, including sleptons, but also for gluinos and squarks. Studies
under various hypothesis were made, including prompt and long-lived SUSY particle decays. Wino-
like chargino pair production processes are studied considering dilepton final states. Masses up to
840 (660) GeV can be excluded (discovered) for charginos decaying as χ˜±1 →W (∗)χ˜01, in R-parity con-
serving scenarios with χ˜01 as the lightest supersymmetric particle. The results extend by about 500 GeV
the mass reach obtained with 80 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, and extend beyond the LEP limit by al-
most an order of magnitude in case of massless neutralinos. Compressed SUSY spectra are theoretically
well motivated but are among the most challenging scenarios experimentally, and are barely covered by
the Run-2 analyses. HL-LHC searches for low momentum leptons will be sensitive to χ˜± masses up to
350 GeV for ∆m(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1) ≈ 5 GeV, and to mass splittings between 0.8 and 50 GeV, thus bringing
significant new reach to Higgsino models. Similar search techniques can also be used to target pair pro-
duced e˜ and µ˜ in compressed scenarios. If ∆m(χ˜±1 , χ˜
0
1) < 1 GeV, charginos can decay after the inner
layers of the pixel detectors.
Dedicated searches for sleptons, characterised by the presence of at least one hadronically-
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g˜g˜, g˜→qq¯χ˜01 0 4 jets m(χ˜01)=0 2.1.1g˜ 2.9 (3.2) TeV
g˜g˜, g˜→qq¯χ˜01 0 4 jets m(χ˜01)=0 2.1.1g˜ 5.75.2 5.2 (5.7) TeV
g˜g˜, g˜→tt¯χ˜01 0 Multiple m(χ˜01)=0 2.1.3g˜ 2.3 (2.5) TeV
g˜g˜, g˜→tc¯χ˜01 0 Multiple m(χ˜01)=500 GeV 2.1.3g˜ 2.4 (2.6) TeV
NUHM2, g˜→tt˜ 0 Multiple/2b 2.4.2g˜ 5.95.5 5.5 (5.9) TeV
t˜1t˜1, t˜1→tχ˜01 0 Multiple/2b m(χ˜01)=0 2.1.2, 2.1.3t˜1 1.4 (1.7) TeV
t˜1t˜1, t˜1→tχ˜01 0 Multiple/2b ∆m(t˜1, χ˜01)∼ m(t) 2.1.2t˜1 0.6 (0.85) TeV
t˜1t˜1, t˜1→bχ˜±/tχ˜01, χ˜02 0 Multiple/2b 2.4.2t˜ 3.65t 3.16 3.16 (3.65) TeV
χ˜+
1
χ˜−
1 , χ˜
±
1→W±χ˜01 2 e, µ 0-1 jets m(χ˜01)=0 2.2.1χ˜±1 0.66 (0.84) TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜0
2 via WZ 3 e, µ 0-1 jets m(χ˜
0
1)=0 2.2.2χ˜
±
1 /
χ˜0
2
0.92 (1.15) TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜0
2 via Wh, Wh→ℓνbb¯ 1 e, µ 2-3 jets/2b m(χ˜01)=0 2.2.3χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2
1.08 (1.28) TeV
χ˜±
2
χ˜0
4→W±χ˜01W±χ˜±1 2 e, µ - m(χ˜01)=150, 250 GeV 2.2.4χ˜±2 /χ˜
0
4
0.9 TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜0
2 + χ˜
0
2
χ˜0
1, χ˜
0
2→Zχ˜01,χ˜±1→Wχ˜01 2 e, µ 1 jet m(χ˜01)=15 GeV 2.2.5.1χ˜±1 /χ˜
0
2
0.25 (0.36) TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜0
2 + χ˜
0
2
χ˜0
1, χ˜
0
2→Zχ˜01,χ˜±1→Wχ˜01 2 e, µ 1 jet m(χ˜01)=15 GeV 2.2.5.1χ˜±1 /χ˜02 0.551 /χ˜
0
2
0.42 0.42 (0.55) TeV
χ˜0
2
χ˜±
1 , χ˜
±
1
χ˜∓
1 , χ˜
±
1
χ˜0
1
2 µ 1 jet ∆m(χ˜
0
2, χ˜
0
1)=5 GeV 2.2.5.2χ˜
0
2
0.21 (0.35) TeV
χ˜±
2
χ˜0
4 via same-sign WW 2 e, µ 0 2.4.2Wino 0.86 (1.08) TeV
τ˜L,Rτ˜L,R, τ˜→τχ˜01 2 τ - m(χ˜01)=0 2.3.1τ˜ 0.53 (0.73) TeV
τ˜τ˜ 2τ, τ(e, µ) - m(χ˜
0
1)=0, m(τ˜L)=m(τ˜R) 2.3.2τ˜ 0.47 (0.65) TeV
τ˜τ˜ 2τ, τ(e, µ) - m(χ˜
0
1)=0, m(τ˜L)=m(τ˜R) 2.3.4τ˜ 1.150.81 0.81 (1.15) TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜∓
1 , χ˜
±
1
χ˜0
1, long-lived χ˜
±
1 Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like χ˜
±
1 4.1.1χ˜
±
1 [τ(
χ˜±
1 )=1ns] 0.8 (1.1) TeV
χ˜±
1
χ˜∓
1 , χ˜
±
1
χ˜0
1, long-lived χ˜
±
1 Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like χ˜
±
1 4.1.1χ˜
±
1 [τ(
χ˜±
1 )=1ns] 0.6 (0.75) TeV
MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 0.88 (0.9) TeV
MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Wino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 2.1mass 2.0 2.0 (2.1) TeV
MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 0.28 (0.3) TeV
MSSM, Electroweak DM Disapp. trk. 1 jet Higgsino-like DM 4.1.3DM mass 0.6mass 0.55 0.55 (0.6) TeV
g˜ R-hadron, g˜→qqχ˜01 0 Multiple m(χ˜01)=100 GeV 4.2.1g˜ [τ( g˜) =0.1 - 3 ns] 3.4 TeV
g˜ R-hadron, g˜→qqχ˜01 0 Multiple 4.2.1g˜ [τ( g˜) =0.1 - 10 ns] 2.8 TeV
GMSB µ˜→µG˜ displ. µ - cτ =1000 mm 4.2.2µ˜ 0.2 TeV
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HL/HE-LHC SUSY Searches Simulation Preliminary
arXiv:1812.07831
√
s = 14, 27 TeV
Fig. 7.1: A summary of the expected mass reach for 5σ discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion at the HL/HE-LHC, as
presented in Section 2.
decaying τ and missing ET , will be sensitive to currently unconstrained pair-produced τ˜ : exclusion
(discovery) for mτ˜ up to around 700 (500) GeV can be achieved under realistic assumptions of perfor-
mance and systematic uncertainties.
In the strong SUSY sector, HL-LHC will probe gluino masses up to 3.2 TeV, with discovery reach
around 3 TeV, in R-parity conserving scenarios and under a variety of assumptions on the g˜ prompt
decay mode. This is about 0.8 − 1 TeV above the Run-2 g˜ mass reach for 80 fb−1. Pair-production
of top squarks has been studied assuming t˜1 → tχ˜01 and fully hadronic final states with large missing
ET . Top squarks can be discovered (excluded) up to masses of 1.25 (1.7) TeV for massless neutralinos,
i.e. ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1)  mt, under realistic uncertainty assumptions. This extends by about 700 GeV the
reach of Run-2 for 80 fb−1. The reach in mt˜ degrades for larger χ˜
0
1 masses. If ∆m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) ∼ mt, the
discovery (exclusion) reach is 650 (850) GeV.
Dark Matter and Dark Sectors
Compressed SUSY scenarios, as well as other DM models, can be targeted using signatures such
as mono-jet, mono-photon and vector-boson-fusion production. Mono-photon and VBF events allow
targeting an EW fermionic triplet (minimal DM), equivalent to a wino-like signature in SUSY, for which
there is no sensitivity in Run-2 searches with 36 fb−1. Masses of the χ˜01 up to 310 (130) GeV can
be excluded by the mono-photon (VBF) channel, with improvements possible, reducing the theoreti-
cal uncertainties. Projections for searches for a mono-Z signature, with Z → `+`− recoiling against
missing ET , have been interpreted in terms of models with a spin-1 mediator, and models with two
Higgs doublets and an additional pseudoscalar mediator a coupling to DM (2HDMa). The exclusion is
expected for mediator masses up to 1.5 TeV, and for DM and pseudoscalar masses up to 600 GeV, a
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Z ′TC2 → tt̅  1 
GRS → t t̅  1 
GRS → W +W −  1 
HVT → VV  1 
KK → 4b  2 
Section
HL/HE-LHC
5.1.1  5.1.1
5.1.1  5.1.1
5.2.1       
5.2.1       
5.2.3  5.2.4
6.3.1       
5.1.1  5.1.1
5.1.3  5.1.3
          6.4.6
6.2.6       
6.2.6       
6.2.7       
          6.2.4
6.2.5  6.2.4
6.2.5  6.2.5
          6.4.6
6.2.3  6.4.6
6.2.2  6.2.2
          6.4.6
6.4.4  6.4.4
6.1.1       
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Fig. 7.2: A summary of the expected mass reach for 5σ discovery and 95% C.L. exclusion at the HL/HE-LHC, as
presented in Sections 5 and 6.
factor of ∼ 3 better than the 36 fb−1 Run-2 constraints. The case of 2HDMa models is complemented
by 4-top final states, searched in events with two same-charge leptons, or with at least three leptons.
While searches using 36 fb−1 Run-2 data have limited sensitivity considering the most favourable sig-
nal scenarios (e.g. tanβ = 0.5), HL-LHC will probe possible evidence of a signal with tanβ = 1,
mH = 600 GeVand mixing angle of sin θ = 0.35, assuming ma masses between 400 GeV and 1 TeV,
and will allow exclusion for all 200 GeV < ma < 1 TeV. For DM produced in association with bot-
tom or top quarks, where a (pseudo)scalar mediator decays to a DM pair, the HL-LHC will improve the
sensitivity to mediator masses by a factor of 3− 8 relative to the Run-2 searches with 36 fb−1.
A compelling scenario in the search for portals between the visible and dark sectors is that of
the dark photon A′. Prospects for an inclusive search for dark photons decaying into muon or electron
pairs indicate that the HL-LHC could cover a large fraction of the theoretically favoured −mA′ space,
where  is the kinetic mixing between the photon and the dark photon and mA′ the dark photon mass.
Resonances
Several studies of resonance searches, in a variety of final states, have been performed and were
presented here. A right-handed gauge boson with SM couplings, decaying as WR → bt(→ b`ν), can be
excluded (discovered) for masses up to 4.9 (4.3) TeV, 1.8 TeV larger than the 36 fb−1 Run-2 result. For
a sequential SM W ′ boson in `ν final states (` = e, µ), the mass reach improves by more than 2 TeV
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w.r.t. Run-2 (80 fb−1) reach, and by more than 1 TeV w.r.t. 300 fb−1. The HL-LHC bound will be
MW ′ = 7.9 TeV, with discovery potential up to MW ′ = 7.7 TeV. Projections for searches of SSM
Z ′ bosons in the dilepton final state predict exclusion (discovery) up to masses of 6.5 (6.4) TeV. The
36 fb−1 Run-2 exclusion is 4.5 TeV, expected to grow to 5.4 TeV after 300 fb−1. Using top-tagging
techniques, a Randall–Sundrum Kaluza–Klein gluon decaying to tt¯ is expected to be excluded up to
6.6 TeV and discovered up to 5.7 TeV, extending by over 2 TeV the 36 fb−1 bounds.
Models related to the apparent flavour anomalies in B decays suggest the presence of heavy
resonances, either Z ′ or leptoquarks (LQ), coupling to second and/or third generation SM fermions.
The HL-LHC will be able to cover a significant portion of the parameter space allowed by flavour
constraints, with an exclusion reach up to 4 TeV for the Z ′, depending on the structure and size of the Z ′
couplings. Pair produced scalar LQs coupling to µ (τ ) and b-quarks, on the other hand, can be excluded
up to masses of 2.5 (1.5) TeV, depending on assumptions on couplings. Finally, prospect studies for
third generation LQ in the tµ and tτ channels deliver mass limits (discovery potential) increased by
500 (400) GeV with respect to 36 fb−1, with prospect discovery in the tµ channel up to 1.7 TeV.
Long-lived particles
In addition to the significant expansion of expected luminosity, new detector upgrades will enable
searches in the long-lived particle regime. Muons displaced from the beamline, such as found in SUSY
models with µ˜ lifetimes of cτ > 25 cm, can be excluded at 95% C.L.. New fast timing detectors will
also be sensitive to displaced photon signatures arising from LLP in the 0.1 < cτ < 300 cm range.
Prospect studies for disappearing tracks searches using simplified models of χ˜± production lead
to exclusions of chargino masses up to m(χ˜±1 ) = 750 GeV (1100 GeV) for lifetimes of 1 ns for the hig-
gsino (wino) hypothesis. When considering the lifetime predicted by theory, masses up to 300 GeV and
830 GeV can be excluded in higgsino and wino models, respectively. This improves the 36 fb−1 Run-2
mass reach by a factor of 2-3. The discovery reach is reduced to 160 GeV and 500 GeV respectively,
due to the loss in acceptance at low lifetime (0.2 ns), but sensitivity is expected to be recovered with
dedicated optimisations.
Several studies are available also for long-lived g˜. As an example, we expect a 1 TeV extension
of the 36 fb−1 Run-2 mass reach, for models with g˜ lifetimes τ > 0.1 ns, and an exclusion of mg˜ up
to 3.4− 3.5 TeV. Finally, the signature of long-lived dark photons decaying to displaced muons can be
reconstructed with dedicated algorithms and is sensitive to very small coupling 2 ∼ 10−14 for masses
of the dark photons between 10 and 35 GeV. Complementarities in long-lived particle searches and
enhancements in sensitivity might be achieved if new proposals of detectors and experiments such as
Mathusla, FASER, Codex-B, MilliQan and LHeC are realised in parallel to the HL-LHC.
HE-LHC
Supersymmetry
The increase in energy from 14 TeV to 27 TeV leads to a large increase in the production cross
section of heavy coloured states, a 3.5 TeV gluino has nearly a 400-fold increase in production cross
section. For supersymmetric spectra without compression the HE-LHC has sensitivity to gluinos up to
masses of 6 TeV and discovery potential of 5.5 TeV. The corresponding numbers for stop squarks are
3.5 TeV and 3 TeV, respectively. These results allow to put in perspective the question to what extent
classes of “natural” supersymmetric models are within the reach of HE-LHC and can be discovered or
excluded conclusively. Examples of specific model scenarios were studied during the Workshop: while
HL-LHC can only cover part of the parameter space of the models considered, HE-LHC covers it entirely.
The HE-LHC would allow for a 5σ discovery of most natural SUSY models via the observation of both
gluinos and stops.
If the coloured states are close in mass to the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), the amount
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of missing transverse momentum (EmissT ) in the event is decreased. The typical multijet + E
miss
T SUSY
searches are less sensitive and must be replaced with monojet-like analyses. Prospect studies show that
if for example the gluino-LSP mass splitting is held at 10 GeV, gluino masses can be excluded up to
2.6 TeV. If the lightest coloured state is the stop, and the t˜-LSP splitting is such that final states include
very off-shellW and b-jets, t˜masses up to about 1 TeV could be excluded, extending the HL-LHC reach
by about a factor of two.
The electroweakino sector of supersymmetry presents a particular challenge for hadronic ma-
chines. If the LSP is pure higgsino or wino, there is a very small neutralino-chargino mass split-
ting (∼ 340 MeV, ∼ 160 MeV respectively) and the chargino has a correspondingly long lifetime
(cτ ∼ 5, 1 cm respectively). The EmissT is again small unless the pair produced electroweakinos recoil
against an ISR jet. Taking into account contributions from both chargino and neutralino production the
monojet search will deliver a sensitivity for exclusion (discovery) of winos up to∼ 600 GeV (300 GeV)
and higgsinos up to ∼ 400 GeV (150 GeV). Taking advantage of the long lifetime of the charginos
allows searches to be done for disappearing charged tracks. Considering a detector similar to the ones
available for HL-LHC, winos below ∼ 1800 GeV (1500 GeV) can be excluded (discovered), while the
equivalent masses for Higgsinos are ∼ 500 GeV (450 GeV).
While these results come short of covering the full range of masses for electroweakinos to be
a thermal relic and account for all of DM, the mass range accessible to HE-LHC greatly extends the
HL-LHC potential and can be complementary to the indirect detection probes using gamma rays from
dwarf-spheroidal galaxies.
Dark Matter
Monojet searches, as well as monophoton and vector-boson-fusion production searches, might
be sensitive to generic weakly interactive dark matter candidates beyond compressed SUSY scenarios.
Analyses of the reach of the HE-LHC under various assumptions of the structure of the DM-SM coupling
have been carried out. Models characterised by the presence of an extended Higgs sector, with Higgs
doublets mixing with an additional scalar or pseudoscalar mediator that couples to DM have been studied
assuming associate production of DM with a pair of top quarks.
Using leptonic decays of the tops, a fit to the distribution of the opening angle between the two
leptons can help distinguish signal from SM processes, after other background-suppressing selections.
Assuming the DM is lighter than half the mediator mass, a scalar or pseudoscalar mediator can be ruled
out at 95% C.L. up to 900 GeV using this technique, a factor of 2 higher in mass compared to the
HL-LHC bounds.
If a dark sector exists and contains heavy coloured particles, Q, nearly degenerate with the DM
and decaying to DM and SM coloured particles, a monojet topology could be again the most sensitive.
The rate and shape of the monojet distribution depend upon the mass, spin and colour representation of
Q. Fermionic colour triplet Q could be discovered up to 1.1 TeV at the HE-LHC, a fermionic octet will
be ruled out if lighter than 1.8 TeV, and a scalar colour triplet almost degenerate in mass to the DM
could be probed up to masses of 600 GeV. Should an excess be observed identifying the spin and colour
representation, NNLO precision will be needed for the predictions of the SM backgrounds. Analyses of
double-ratios of cross sections at varying pT could be utilised to partially cancel uncertainties.
Resonances
Searches for heavy resonances will greatly benefit from the increased partonic energy of a 27 TeV
machine. If the resonance is narrow the search can be data driven but if the resonance is wide it will re-
quire a precise understanding of the backgrounds, which presents a formidable challenge. The HE-LHC
can expect to approximately double the mass reach on dijet resonances of the HL-LHC. For instance, the
reach for an excited quark decaying to dijets will be 14 TeV.
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Dilepton resonances, e.g. Z ′, are present in many gauge extensions of the SM. The exact reach in
any model depends upon the coupling to light quarks and BR to charged leptons. A Z ′ whose couplings
to SM quarks and leptons are as in the SM, a so called sequential Z ′SSM , will be discoverable in the
dilepton channel up to ∼ 13 TeV. In the di-tau channel the reconstruction is harder, reducing the reach
to ∼ 6 TeV. In the di-top channel a Z ′SSM will be discovered up to 6 TeV and excluded up to 8 TeV. It
is an interesting question to ask: if a resonance is discovered can we determine the nature of the model?
Considering a 6 TeV Z ′ decaying into e, µ, t, b, q final states, it is sufficient to consider three observables
(σ · B, the forward-backward asymmetry, and the rapidity asymmetry) to distinguish between six Z ′
models in most cases.
Gauge extensions of the SM also often contain new heavy charged vector bosons,W ′. One promis-
ing search channel for these new particles is theWZ final state. More generally BSM models can contain
resonances decaying to di-bosons WZ/WW . Searching for a RS graviton GRS resonance in WW fi-
nal states exploiting the all-hadronic signature presents a considerable challenge and requires dedicated
identification of boosted W -jets. The estimated reach is ∼ 8 TeV, almost a factor of two increase with
respect to the HL-LHC. Diboson searches in WW → `νqq final states are sensitive also to heavy vector
triplet (HVT) model produced via ggF/qq¯. HVT Z
′
masses up to 11 TeV can be excluded by HE-LHC,
extending the HL-LHC reach by about 6 TeV.
Searches for top partners decaying to a top and a W boson in the same-sign dilepton signature
can lead to discovery up to more than 2 TeV, with the possibility to discriminate left- and right-handed
couplings at the 2σ level in all the accessible discovery range.
Models related to the generation of the observed pattern of neutrino masses and mixings offer a
variety of signatures that could profit from the high energy available at HE-LHC. For instance, searches
for lepton flavour violating (LFV) final states with two opposite-sign different-flavour leptons and two
jets arising from the production of a heavy pseudo-Dirac neutrino and a SM lepton could test heavy
neutrino masses in seesaw models up to more than 1 TeV. In left-right symmetric models, a right-handed
heavyWR boson decaying to a Majorana neutrinos can be discovered with 5 ab
−1 up to∼ 10.5 TeV and
excluded up to masses of around ∼ 16 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1. This increases
the reach of HL-LHC by about 10 TeV. Doubly charged scalars in type-II seesaw models, can also be
searched for in multi-lepton signatures, with a reach in the 1.5 TeV region. Heavy leptons in type-III
seesaw models, giving rise to final states with two leptons, jets and b-jets can be excluded (discovered)
up to 3.8 (3.2) TeV. For comparison, the exclusion reach for the HL-LHC is about 1.6 TeV.
Finally, models related to observed flavour anomalies in neutral-current B decays, suggest the
presence of heavy resonances, either Z ′ or leptoquarks, coupling to muons and b-quarks. The HE-LHC
will be able to cover an ample region of the parameter space allowed by flavour constraints, with an
exclusion (discovery) reach up to 10 (7) TeV for the Z ′, depending on the assumptions on the Z ′ cou-
plings structure and size. Pair produced leptoquarks, on the other hand, can be excluded up to masses of
4.2 TeV, again depending on assumptions on couplings. These masses are typically a factor of 2 to 2.5
higher than the HL-LHC sensitivity.
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Abstract
Motivated by the success of the flavour physics programme carried out over
the last decade at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), we characterize in detail
the physics potential of its High-Luminosity and High-Energy upgrades in this
domain of physics. We document the extraordinary breadth of the HL/HE-
LHC programme enabled by a putative Upgrade II of the dedicated flavour
physics experiment LHCb and the evolution of the established flavour physics
role of the ATLAS and CMS general purpose experiments. We connect the
dedicated flavour physics programme to studies of the top quark, Higgs boson,
and direct high-pT searches for new particles and force carriers. We discuss
the complementarity of their discovery potential for physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model, affirming the necessity to fully exploit the LHC’s flavour physics
potential throughout its upgrade eras.
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1 Introduction
The past decade has witnessed a highly successful programme of flavour physics at the LHC, building on
and greatly expanding the pioneering work at the Tevatron’s CDF and DØ. The unprecedented breadth
and precision of the physics results produced by the LHC’s dedicated flavour physics experiment, LHCb,
has been complemented by crucial measurements at ATLAS and CMS. Together, they have probed the
Standard Model at energy scales complementary to the direct LHC searches, and proven that it is possible
to carry out a broad programme of precision flavour physics in such a challenging hadronic environment.
This document offers a glimpse of the future – the potential for flavour physics in the High-Luminosity
phase of the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) and its possible upgrade to a 27 TeV proton collider, the
High-Energy LHC (HE-LHC). The landscape of flavour physics is considered and theoretical arguments
are presented for measurements with higher precision and of qualitatively new observables. The prospec-
tive experimental sensitivities for the HL-LHC assume 3000 fb−1 recorded by ATLAS and CMS, and
300 fb−1 recorded by a proposed Upgrade II of LHCb.
The main points, detailed in the subsequent sections, are:
• The flavour physics programme at the LHC comprises many different probes: the weak decays of
beauty, charm, strange and top quarks, as well as of the τ lepton and the Higgs;
• CP violation and Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) are sensitive probes of short-
distance physics, within the Standard Model (SM) and beyond (BSM);
• Flavour physics probes scales much greater than 1 TeV, with the sensitivity often limited by statis-
tics and not by theory;
• For most FCNC processes, a New Physics (NP) contribution at 20% of the SM is still allowed, so
there is plenty of discovery potential;
• Spectroscopy and flavour changing transitions serve as laboratories for a better understanding of
nonperturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD);
• Some of the several tensions between flavour physics data and the SM may soon become decisive;
• Precision tests of the SM flavour sector will improve by orders of magnitude including Charged
Lepton Flavour Violating transitions (CLFV);
• Flavour physics will teach us about physics at shorter distances, complementary to the high-pT
physics programme, whether NP is seen or not, and could point to the next energy scale to explore.
1.1 Theoretical considerations
Authors (TH): G. Isidori, Z. Ligeti.
As a community, we are now in a strikingly different position than we were a decade ago, before
the LHC turned on. Already before the start of the LHC it was clear from unitarity considerations that the
LHC experiments were basically guaranteed to uncover the origin of the electroweak symmetry break-
ing, i.e., the breaking of the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry to the U(1) of electromagnetism. The
discovery of the Higgs boson by ATLAS and CMS in 2012 was a triumph, confirming these expectations.
Since then we have learned that the properties of the Higgs boson are in increasing agreement with the
SM. Coupled with the lack of direct signals of BSM particles so far, this increasingly points to a mass
gap between the SM particle spectrum and the BSM one.
After completion of the first phase of the LHC programme, the field entered into a more uncertain,
yet possibly more exciting exploratory era. We are still faced by a number of key open questions, e.g., the
need for dark matter and how to generate the baryon asymmetry. We thus do know that BSM physics must
exist. However, we do not know which experiments, at what energy scale, and probing which aspects
of our understanding of nature, may provide the first unambiguous evidence for BSM phenomena. The
phenomenological successes of the SM, in conjunction with being a renormalizable quantum field theory,
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means that there is no clear guidance where to search for clues on how to extend the SM. 1 This calls for a
diversified programme of BSM searches, with no stone left unturned. A deeper study of the properties of
the Higgs boson is one of the pillars of this programme, and will be the central focus of the HL-LHC. The
same programme also offers unique opportunities for tremendous improvements in indirect NP searches
via precision studies of low-energy flavour-changing observables. Here the expected increase in statistics
may be even larger than in the Higgs sector. As explained below, this programme is complementary to
both the high-pT NP searches as well as to the indirect NP searches performed via the Higgs precision
measurements. To show this, we first give a brief introduction to flavour physics, starting with the
“flavour puzzle” and the general discussion of probing BSM through flavour transitions.
1.1.1 The flavour puzzle
Flavour is the label generically used to differentiate the 12 fermions which, according to the SM, are the
basic constituents of matter. These particles can be grouped into 3 families, each containing two quarks
and two leptons. The particles within a given family have different combinations of strong, weak, and
electromagnetic charges. This in turn implies differing behaviors under the SM interactions. Across the
three families the particle content is identical except for the masses. That is, the second and third family
are copies of the first family, with the same SM quantum numbers for the copies of particles across
generations, but with different masses. Ordinary matter consists of particles of the first family: the up
and down quarks that form atomic nuclei, as well as the electrons and the corresponding neutrinos. The
question why there are three almost identical replicas of quarks and leptons as well as the origin of their
different mass matrices are among the big open questions in fundamental physics, often referred to as
the “SM flavour puzzle”.
Within the SM, the hierarchy of fermion masses originates from the hierarchy in the strengths of
interactions between the fermions and the Higgs field, namely from the structure of the Yukawa cou-
plings. However, this prescription does not provide any explanation for the origin of the large hierarchies
observed among fermion masses. Putting aside the special case of neutrinos, there are five orders of
magnitudes between the mass of an electron and a top quark. Similarly, we do not know what determines
the peculiar and rather different mixing structure in the quark and lepton mass matrices observed through
the misalignment of mass and weak-interaction eigenstates in flavour space. We do know experimen-
tally, that the Higgs field is responsible for the bulk of the heaviest quark and lepton masses: the top
and bottom quarks and the tau leptons. The generation of at least some of the quark masses and mixing
angles is thus connected to the Higgs sector. This suggests a possible connection between the flavour
puzzle and the electroweak hierarchy puzzle, another big open question pointing toward some form of
new physics.
1.1.2 Model-independent considerations
The above puzzling aspects make flavour physics, i.e., the precision study of flavour-changing processes
in the quark and lepton sector, a very interesting window on possible physics beyond the SM. We do not
know if there is an energy scale at which the flavour structure observed assumes a simpler form, i.e., we
do not know if the masses and mixing angles, as observed at low energies, can be predicted in terms of
a reduced number of more fundamental parameters in a theory valid at some high scale. On the other
hand, precision measurements of flavour-changing transitions may probe such scales, even if they are
well above the LHC center-of-mass energy.
This statement can be made quantitative by considering the SM as a low-energy effective theory
that is valid up to a cut-off scale Λ, taken to be bigger than the electroweak scale v = (
√
2GF )
−1/2 ≈
1The only clearly established exception are neutrino masses which require non-renormalizable operators (or new degrees of
freedom) and seem to point toward a very high scale of new physics that is not accessible in practice. However, the existence
of a high new scale connected to neutrino mass generation does not prevent other BSM physics to appear at lower scales.
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246 GeV. According to such an assumption of heavy NP, the amplitudes describing a flavour changing
transition of a fermion ψi to a fermion ψj can be cast into the following general form
A(ψi → ψj +X) = A0
(
cSM
v2
+
cNP
Λ2
)
. (1)
Since in many cases cSM  1, NP effects can have a large impact even if Λ  v. For instance, in the
quark sector the reason that often cSM  1 stems from the facts that:
(i) cSM can be proportional to small entries of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and/or
to small SM Yukawa couplings;
(ii) cSM may include a loop factor 1/(16pi
2), if the corresponding transition is forbidden at tree level,
as is the case for flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) transitions or meson-antimeson mixing
transitions.
As a result, these low-energy processes can probe indirectly, via quantum effects, scales of order v/
√
cSM.
These can easily exceed those directly reachable via production of on-shell states in current and planned
accelerators. As an explicit example, in the case of B – B¯ mixing,
√
cSM ∼ |Vtd|/(4pi) ∼ 10−3, hence
this observable can probe NP scales up to 103 TeV in models with cNP ∼ 1.
The precise values of the NP scale probed at present vary over a wide range, depending on the
specific observable and the specific NP model (cNP can span a large range, too). However, the form of
Eq. (1) does allow us to predict how the bounds will improve with increasing datasets. For the observ-
ables that are SM dominated, are already observed, and whose uncertainties are dominated by statistics,
the corresponding bound on Λ scales as N1/4, where N is the relative increase in the number of events.
The same scaling occurs for forbidden or highly suppressed SM processes, i.e., in the limit cSM  cNP,
if the search is not background dominated. Thus, with two orders of magnitude increase in statistics
one can probe scales roughly 3 times higher than at present. This is well above the increase in NP scale
probed in on-shell heavy particle searches at high-pT that can be achieved at fixed collider energy by a
similar increase in statistics.
While theoretical uncertainties are often important, there are enough measurements which are
known not to be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Improved experimental results will therefore di-
rectly translate to better NP sensitivity. There are also several cases of observables sensitive to NP where
the theoretical uncertainties are mainly of parametric nature (e.g., our ability to precisely compute cSM
is dominated by the knowledge of CKM elements, quark masses, etc.). For such cases, we can expect
significant increase in precision with higher statistics thanks to the improvement in the reduction of para-
metric uncertainties. This also highlights the importance of a broad flavour physics programme where
the focus is not only on rare or CP violating processes “most likely” affected by NP but also on core SM
measurements which help to reduce the theoretical uncertainties.
1.1.3 Current anomalies and historical comments
Due to the generic sensitivity to high scales, flavour physics has historically played a major role in
developing and understanding the Standard Model. Flavour physics measurements signalled the presence
of “new” particles well before these were directly observed (this was the case for charm and top quarks
from KL → µ+µ− decays and K-meson mixing, and from B-meson mixing, respectively). With the
completion of the SM, and the increasingly precise tests that the SM predictions have successfully passed,
one may draw the naive conclusion that the discovery potential of precision experiments has declined in
the last decades. However, the opposite is true. First of all, a qualitative change in our understanding
has been achieved during that time. Before the asymmetric B factory experiments, BaBar and Belle, it
was not known whether the SM accounted for the dominant or just a small part of CP violation observed
in kaon mixing. We now know that the bulk of it is due to the SM Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism.
However, even after decades of progress, for most FCNC amplitudes the NP is still allowed to contribute
at ∼ 20% of the SM contribution.
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The great improvements in precision for several flavour-changing processes achieved in the last
20 years, both at experimental and theoretical levels, represent a very important advancement of the
field. We learned that either NP is much heavier than the electroweak scale, or, if it is not far above the
electroweak scale as required by most solutions of the hierarchy puzzle, it must have a highly nontrivial
flavour structure that is able to mimic the strong suppression of FCNC transitions in the SM. The latter
statement has often been oversimplified, assuming that there is little hope to observe significant devia-
tions from the SM in flavour physics. The anomalies recently observed in semileptonic B decays clearly
demonstrated a genuine discovery potential, regardless of whether or not their significance increase with
improved measurements.
Recent measurements, both in charged-current and in neutral-current semileptonic B decays,
hint at a violation of one of the key predictions of the SM – the universality of interactions for lep-
tons of different generations (in the limit where their masses can be neglected). These anomalies rep-
resent the strongest tensions with the SM predictions currently observed in laboratory experiments.
The statistical significance of the anomalies is not high enough to claim a discovery but the situa-
tion is very interesting. More precise measurements of some of these observables, in particular the
lepton flavour universality violating ratios R
K
(∗) = Γ(B → K(∗)µ+µ−)/Γ(B → K(∗)e+e−) and
R(D(∗)) = Γ(B → D(∗)τ ν¯)/Γ(B → D(∗)lν¯), where l = e, µ, could establish the presence of NP even
with modest improvements in statistics. At the current central values for these anomalies, analyzing all
of the Run 1 and Run 2 data could already establish a discrepancy with the SM expectation in a single
observable with 5σ significance.
Whether or not these anomalies will gain significance to become unambiguous signals of physics
beyond the SM, they have clearly exemplified the discovery potential of flavour-physics observables
and enlarged our horizon regarding possible BSM scenarios. Before the appearance of these anomalies,
lepton flavour universality (LFU) was an implicit assumption adopted by the vast majority of BSM
scenarios proposed . It is now better appreciated that LFU is an accidental property of the SM. It is
well tested in transitions involving only the first two generations of quarks and leptons, while it is rather
poorly tested in processes involving the third generation (and may indeed be violated at a detectable
level in B decays). A deeper scrutiny of this SM property has highlighted the interest in a large variety
of observables, with small theoretical uncertainties, which would strongly benefit from more statistics.
Similarly, it has often (though not always) been taken for granted that NP effects in tree-level dominated
processes, such as those affecting R(D(∗)), are negligible, while it is now clear that there are many
NP scenarios where this assumption does not hold. This observation has important phenomenological
consequences and signals the limitation of a significant fraction of current NP analyses. Last but not
least, theoretical models addressing the anomalies have highlighted the interest of BSM constructions
containing heavy leptoquark fields – a class of NP models that was not popular until a few years ago.
The current central values of R
K
(∗) and, especially, R(D(∗)) imply that NP needs to be at a fairly
low scale: below few tens of TeV in the former, and a few TeV in the latter case. This can be easily
understood given that the NP effects need to give O(10% − 20%) corrections to the amplitudes which
are one-loop and tree level in the SM, respectively. Models addressing the anomalies are therefore a
perfect laboratory to explore the interplay between indirect NP searches from flavour observables and
direct searches at high-pT. Interestingly enough, even in the low-scale models addressing R(D
(∗)), with
or without R
K
(∗) , there exist ample regions of parameter space that are able to explain the anomalies and
that are at the same time consistent with the null results of NP searches performed so far at high pT.
1.1.4 Connections to lepton flavour violation
The CLFV processes, such as τ → 3µ, are essential parts of the flavour-physics programme. CLFV
amplitudes can also be decomposed as in Eq. (1), with the advantage that in this case cSM vanish. If the
SM is extended to describe neutrino masses, non-zero predictions arise but are suppressed by m2ν/m
2
W .
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The predicted CLFV rates are thus many orders of magnitudes below the detection reach of any present
or planned facility. As a consequence the searches for CLFV are very clean and powerful ways to search
for physics beyond the SM.
Any attempt to solve the flavour puzzle with new dynamics not far from the TeV scale, such that
the observed hierarchies in the Yukawa couplings are accounted for by the new dynamics, naturally leads
to CLFV rates not far from the present bounds. The recent LFU anomalies have strengthened the case
further. Many models explaining these anomalies predict CLFV at a detectable level, in many cases just
below the current bounds. Of noteworthy interest, triggered by the recent anomalies, are processes that
violate both quark and lepton flavour, such as B → Kτµ. There is a large variety of observables of
this type that, together with purely leptonic observables, form a large and very promising sub-field of NP
probes. Such searches can be organized in a large matrix, with the row and column indices determined by
lepton and quark flavours, which is largely unexplored at present. For any NP model that may populate
entries in this matrix, there is a large complementarity between the HL-LHC experiments, Belle-II, and
dedicated experiments at muon beams searching for µ→ e conversion, µ→ eγ, and µ→ 3e, as well as
with the flavour diagonal probes such as the measurements of the (g − 2) of the muon and the electron,
or the searches for electric dipole moment of the electron.
1.1.5 Connections with the hierarchy problem and complementarity with high-pT searches
BSM models proposed to address the electroweak hierarchy problem, such as supersymmetric models
or composite Higgs models, predict new particles around the TeV scale. For all these models, flavour
physics imposes very stringent bounds, requiring a flavour structure not far from that in the SM. This was
the main rationale underlying the hypothesis of Minimal flavour Violation (MFV). The MFV hypothesis
is an ansatz for the flavour structure of NP that assumes that the SM Yukawa couplings are the only
sources of flavour non-degeneracy even beyond the SM. This requirement is nowadays partially relaxed
by the absence of direct signals of NP in high-pT experiments, allowing non-trivial modifications from
the strict MFV. This example illustrates nicely the importance of flavour physics in reconstructing the
structure of any NP model addressing the electroweak hierarchy problem. But it also reveals its com-
plementarity with the high-pT experiments, where improved direct bounds relax the flavour structure
requirements.
If there are new particles which couple to the SM quarks or leptons, then, in general, there are cor-
responding new flavour parameters. Measuring them would be very important in order to understand the
structure of NP. This has been studied in great detail in the context of Supersymmetry (SUSY) (alignment
mechanism of the soft-breaking terms) and in composite models (partial-compositeness mechanism). In
the specific case of low energy supersymmetry, the squark and slepton couplings may yield measurable
effects in FCNC processes and CP violating observables and may give rise to detectable CLFV tran-
sitions. Observable CP violation is also possible in neutral currents and in electric dipole moments,
for which the SM predictions are below the near future experimental sensitivities. The supersymmetric
flavour problems, namely the observation that TeV-scale SUSY models with generic parameters are ex-
cluded by FCNC and CP violation measurements, can be alleviated in several scenarios: (i) universal
squark masses (e.g., gauge mediation); (ii) quark–squark alignment, (e.g., horizontal symmetry); (iii)
very heavy squarks (e.g., split SUSY). All viable models incorporate some of these ingredients. Con-
versely, if SUSY is discovered, mapping out its flavour structure, with the help of future more precise
flavour tests, may help answer questions about even higher scales, the mechanism of SUSY breaking and
the way it is communicated to the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), etc.
1.1.6 Nonperturbative QCD and its role in flavour physics
Of special interest are the theoretical uncertainties due to our incomplete understanding of QCD dy-
namics at low energies. In order to extract information on short-distance physics from weak decays of
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hadrons, knowledge of nonperturbative matrix elements, encoded in decay constants and form factors,
is usually needed. Refinements in the effective-field-theory (EFTs) approaches exploiting heavy-quark
and/or low-energy perturbative expansions and, especially, major progress in lattice QCD calculations
seen in the last decade, make possible a full exploitation of the BSM flavour physics programme. Some
of the hadronic uncertainties have already reached the per-mille level, e.g., the theoretical precision in
the calculation of nonperturbative quantities crucial for the extraction of the CKM matrix element |Vus|,
and many more are at the percent level, for instance, the theory prediction for the rare FCNC decay
Bq → µ+µ−.
On the other hand, there are many other transitions that would benefit from further theoretical
breakthroughs. In the past, large increases in available data always triggered new theory developments,
and better understanding of the domain of applicability and accuracy of existing theoretical tools. It can
be anticipated that these fruitful cross-fertilizations will continue to occur in the HL-LHC era between
flavour physics experiments and theory. While there is a substantial suite of measurements whose inter-
pretations will not be limited by hadronic uncertainties, the experimental programme can still benefit a
lot from theoretical improvements. For many observables, lattice QCD improvements are important. The
anticipated improvements in experimental precision also pose interesting challenges for lattice QCD, to
robustly address isospin violating and electromagnetic effects in flavour observables. For many nonlep-
tonic decays, relevant for CP violation, lattice QCD is unlikely to make a big impact. Nevertheless,
developing new methods based on effective theories and testing existing approaches can be expected
to improve the theoretical understanding of many observables, further enhancing the sensitivity of the
experimental programme to possible BSM phenomena.
Understanding the nonperturbative structure of QCD of course has significant scientific merit per
se, independent of the searches for NP. A very active area of research that will benefit from the flavour
programme at HL/HE-LHC is hadron spectroscopy. A plethora of new states, many of which were unex-
pected or show intriguing features, have been discovered at the B-factories, Tevatron and the LHC. The
increase of data samples at the HL-LHC will make it possible to discover many more of these states and
chart their quantum numbers and properties. Accommodating them into our theoretical understanding of
the nonperturbative regime of QCD will be a major challenge for the next decades.
1.1.7 Unexpected discoveries
It goes without saying that it is impossible to predict truly unexpected future discoveries. However, it
cannot be emphasized enough that the large increase in datasets has the potential to revolutionize the
field by unexpected discoveries and trigger entirely new areas of experimentation. It should be obvious
that exact and approximate conservation laws should be tested as precisely as possible, especially when
the experimental sensitivity can substantially increase. Recall that the discovery of CP violation itself
was unexpected, in an experiment whose primary goal was checking an anomalous kaon regeneration
result. New particles with surprising properties were in fact discovered at each of BaBar, Belle, and
LHCb, respectively: the discoveries of the DsJ(2317) meson with a mass much below expectations,
the discovery of the unexpectedly narrow charmonium-like state X(3872) and the Z(4430), and the
discovery of pentaquarks. Thus, beside the “classical” searches for flavour-violating processes mentioned
so far, both in quark and lepton sectors, other searches like those related to dark sectors in many channels
or BSM searches not yet conceived will all form important parts of the flavour physics programme in the
HL-LHC era.
1.2 Experimental considerations and the breadth of flavour physics
At the end of the HL-LHC the useful datasets will have increased by a factor of order 30–100 compared
to the present ones. However, due to improvements in detector capabilities and changing running condi-
tions, robust estimates of sensitivity improvements are complicated tasks discussed in details in the next
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sections. At LHCb, in most analyses, one may expect faster improvements in the results than simply
scaling with collected total luminosity, due to improvements in detector capabilities in the upcoming
upgrades. At ATLAS and CMS the large number of interactions per bunch crossing during the HL-LHC
will be a challenge. However, the upgraded detectors will have higher granularity and timing information
to mitigate pileup effects [1,2]. It is important to pursue as broad a programme as possible, since several
key channels are expected to remain competitive with LHC.
In many cases Belle-II and tau-charm factories such as BES III will provide competition and
cross-checks of LHCb results. However, especially in the very low rate modes, such as Bd → µ+µ−,
it is ATLAS and CMS and not Belle-II which are expected to best compete with LHCb. If there are
anomalies in Bs, and especially in Λb decays, they can only be cross-checked at the LHC experiments.
As mentioned above, our ignorance about BSM physics requires a diversified programme that,
even within the flavour-physics domain, calls for a large set of complementary measurements. To prop-
erly identify the BSM model, if deviations are observed, measuring its imprint on different observables
is very important, as stressed, e.g., in Ref. [3]. These measurements cannot all be performed at a single
facility. There is full complementarity and many potential synergies in case some BSM signal emerges,
among different b-hadron decays (Bu,d, Bs, Λb, etc.), CP violating and rare processes involving charm
and kaons, as well as possible FCNC transitions with top-quark. For instance, the measurements of the-
oretically precisely known s→ dνν FCNC transitions are expected from NA62 and KOTO, and will be
directly complementary to the results from the flavour programme at the LHC. Such measurements of
different flavour transitions are important to determine the BSM flavour structure, while measurements
of the same quark level transition, but with different hadronic initial and final states determine the chiral
structure of the BSM model.
1.2.1 Key experimental capabilities at ATLAS and CMS
The upgraded high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will deliver to the CMS and ATLAS experiments proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV for a total integrated luminosity of about 3000 fb−1.
This goal will be achieved through a high instantaneous luminosity which implies up to 200 proton-
proton interactions per bunch-crossing. In this regime, the experimental sensitivity to new physics is
enhanced and complemented by flavour physics measurements, with sensitivities in specific modes (e.g.,
Bs,d → µµ, B0s → J/ψφ, B0 → K∗0µµ ) comparable to those of dedicated experiments. The ability of
general purpose detectors to make precision heavy flavour measurements has been clearly demonstrated
by the results from Run-1 and Run-2 data. HL-LHC can be a unique test bench for B physics studies in
ATLAS and CMS: ∼ 1015 bb¯ pairs will be produced for the integrated luminosity goal.
ATLAS and CMS will exploit this potential thanks to some projected Phase-2 upgrades which
promise good detection capability at low momenta, good pileup effect mitigation and even, in some cases,
an improved performance. Examples are the new inner trackers, improvements of the muon systems,
topological trigger capabilities, and the possibility to use tracking in the early stages of the trigger chain
[1, 2].
The high integrated luminosity expected will allow ATLAS and CMS to study some rare processes
at a precision never attained before. The excellent tracking and muon identification performances are
highlighted by a number of benchmark channels, Bs,d → µµ, B0 → K∗0µµ, Bs → J/ψφ, and τ → 3µ,
that are used for projections. Precision measurements at the level of 5% to 10% for the B0s → µ+µ−
branching fraction, are expected, along with the observation of the B0 → µ+µ− decay with more than
5σ, and a measurement of the B0s → µ+µ− effective lifetime with a 3% statistical precision. The
sensitivity to the CP -violating phase φs in the B
0
s → J/ψφ mode is estimated to be at the level of ∼
5 mrad, i.e., a factor of ∼ 20 better than the corresponding Run-1 analyses values (a factor of ∼ 5 with
respect to the current combination of b → c¯cs measurements). The uncertainty on the angular variable
P ′5 in B
0 → K∗0µ+µ− as a function of the dimuon squared invariant mass (q2 ) is expected to improve
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by a factor of 15 with respect to the published Run-1 measurements. With the HL-LHC high statistics the
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− analysis can be performed in narrow bins of q2 to reach a more precise determination
of the angular observables. Finally, the τ → 3µ decay is expected to be probed down to O(10−9).
The lack of particle-ID detectors is bound to limit the investigation of fully hadronic final states
at ATLAS and CMS. Nevertheless, some capability is retained through the early use of tracking in the
trigger selection. The Bs → φφ → 4K decay is an example of a hadronic final state that would benefit
from the tracking performance at trigger level and the φ resonance signature. Furthermore, the precision
time information from the timing detector [4] will bring new and unique capabilities to the detectors in
the heavy flavour sector.
The heavy flavour programme at ATLAS and CMS requires dedicated low-pT triggers, in con-
tention for bandwidth with high-pT measurements and searches. The physics scenario at the time of
HL-LHC will motivate the optimal trigger bandwidth allocation for low-pT studies. Indeed, considering
the tenfold increase in the High Level Trigger rates and pileup mitigation, it could be conceivable to think
of analysis dedicated streams to be performed with the whole 3000 fb−1 statistics or in dedicated runs,
with minimal impact on the high-pT physics. Still unexplored options, such as 40MHz data scouting,
will be also studied. Furthermore, the high-pT searches in ATLAS and CMS will allow for a programme
of measurements which are complementary to the low-pT flavour investigations and will help to build a
coherent theoretical picture.
1.2.2 Key experimental capabilities at LHCb
The Upgrade II of LHCb will enable a very wide range of flavour observables to be determined with
unprecedented precision, which will give the experiment sensitivity to NP scales several orders of mag-
nitude above those accessible to direct searches. The expected uncertainties for a few key measurements
with 300 fb−1 are presented in Table 1. The future LHCb estimates are all based on extrapolations from
current measurements, and take no account of detector improvements apart from an approximate factor
two increase in efficiency for hadronic modes, arising from the full software trigger that will be de-
ployed from Run 3 onwards. Three principal arguments motivate the Upgrade II of LHCb, and the full
exploitation of the HL-LHC for flavour physics.
1. There is a host of measurements of theoretically clean observables, such as theCP -violating phase
γ, the lepton-universality ratios RK , RK∗ etc., or the ratio of branching fractions R ≡ B(B0 →
µ+µ−)/B(B0s → µ+µ−), where knowledge will still be statistically limited after Run 4. The same
conclusion applies for other observables such as φs and sin 2β, where strategies exist to monitor
and control possible Penguin pollution. The HL-LHC and the capabilities of LHCb Upgrade II
offer a unique opportunity to take another stride forward in precision for these quantities. Advances
in lattice-QCD calculations will also motivate better measurements of other critical observables,
e.g. |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The anticipated impact of the improved knowledge of Unitarity Triangle parameters can be seen
in Fig. 1, which shows the evolving constraints in the ρ¯ − η¯ plane from LHCb inputs and lattice-
QCD calculations, alone. The increased sensitivity will allow for extremely precise tests of the
CKM paradigm. In particular, it will permit the tree-level observables, which provide SM bench-
marks, to be assessed against those with loop contributions, which are more susceptible to NP. In
practice, this already very powerful ensemble of constraints will be augmented by complementary
measurements from Belle-II, particularly in the case of |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The increasing precision of observables from measurements of statistically-limited FCNC pro-
cesses will provide significant improvements in sensitivity to the scale of NP. As an example, Ta-
ble 2 shows the expected improvement with integrated luminosity in the knowledge of the Wilson
coefficients C9 (vector current) and C
′
10 (right-handed axial-vector current), and the correspond-
ing 90% exclusion limits to the NP scale Λ under various scenarios. The reach for generic NP at
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Table 1: Summary of prospects for future measurements of selected flavour observables for LHCb. The projected
LHCb sensitivities take no account of potential detector improvements, apart from in the trigger. See subsequent
chapters for definitions.
Observable Current LHCb LHCb 2025 Upgrade II
EW Penguins
RK (1 < q
2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [5] 0.025 0.007
RK∗ (1 < q
2 < 6 GeV2c4) 0.1 [6] 0.031 0.008
Rφ, RpK , Rpi – 0.08, 0.06, 0.18 0.02, 0.02, 0.05
CKM tests
γ, with B0s → D+s K− (+17−22)◦ [7] 4◦ 1◦
γ, all modes (+5.0−5.8)
◦ [8] 1.5◦ 0.35◦
sin 2β, with B0 → J/ψK0S 0.04 [9] 0.011 0.003
φs, with B
0
s → J/ψφ 49 mrad [10] 14 mrad 4 mrad
φs, with B
0
s → D+s D−s 170 mrad [11] 35 mrad 9 mrad
φss¯ss , with B
0
s → φφ 154 mrad [12] 39 mrad 11 mrad
assl 33× 10−4 [13] 10× 10−4 3× 10−4
|Vub|/|Vcb| 6% [14] 3% 1%
B0s , B
0→µ+µ−
B(B0 → µ+µ−)/B(B0s → µ+µ−) 90% [15] 34% 10%
τ
B
0
s→µ+µ− 22% [15] 8% 2%
Sµµ – – 0.2
b→ c`−ν¯l LUV studies
R(D∗) 0.026 [16, 17] 0.0072 0.002
R(J/ψ) 0.24 [18] 0.071 0.02
Charm
∆ACP (KK − pipi) 8.5× 10−4 [19] 1.7× 10−4 3.0× 10−5
AΓ (≈ x sinφ) 2.8× 10−4 [20] 4.3× 10−5 1.0× 10−5
x sinφ from D0 → K+pi− 13× 10−4 [21] 3.2× 10−4 8.0× 10−5
x sinφ from multibody decays – (K3pi) 4.0× 10−5 (K3pi) 8.0× 10−6
tree-level in Upgrade II is found to exceed 100 TeV.
2. It will be essential to widen the set of observables under study beyond those accessible at the
current LHCb experiment or its first upgrade, e.g. by including additional important measurements
involving b → s`+`−, b → d`+`− and b → c`−ν¯l decays. Improving our knowledge of the
flavour sector both through better measurements and through new observables will be essential in
searching for and then characterising NP in the HL-LHC era.
3. Due to its ability to reconstruct and analyze all collisions in real-time and the statistical power of
the HL-LHC dataset, LHCb Upgrade II will be able to collect a unique dataset for hadronic spec-
troscopy. This will enable not only the precise understanding of higher-excited states of mesons
and baryons, but also a detailed and broad understanding of multiquark systems, containing (or
not) multiple heavy quarks, and other yet-to-be-discovered exotic states of matter. While not di-
rectly sensitive to BSM effects, these measurements will play an important role in sharpening
our understanding of QCD at the energy scales relevant for flavour physics, and hence make an
important contribution to the accurate interpretation of any BSM anomalies observed.
The intention to operate a flavour-physics experiment at luminosities of 1034 cm−2s−1 is already an
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Table 2: Uncertainty on Wilson coefficients and 90% exclusion limits on NP scales Λ for different data samples.
The C9 analysis is based on the ratio of branching fractions RK and RK∗ in the range 1 < q
2 < 6 GeV2/c4.
The C ′10 analysis exploits the angular observables Si from the decay B
0 → K∗0µ+µ− in the ranges 1 < q2 <
6 GeV2/c4 and 15 < q2 < 19 GeV2/c4. The limits on the scale of NP, ΛNP, are given for the following sce-
narios: tree-level generic, tree-level minimum flavour violation, loop-level generic and loop-level minimal flavour
violation. More information on the fits may be found in [22].
Integrated Luminosity 3 fb−1 23 fb−1 300 fb−1
RK and RK∗ measurements
σ(C9) 0.44 0.12 0.03
Λtree generic [ TeV] 40 80 155
Λtree MFV [ TeV] 8 16 31
Λloop generic [ TeV] 3 6 12
Λloop MFV [ TeV] 0.7 1.3 2.5
B0→ K∗0µ+µ− angular analysis
σstat(Si) 0.034–0.058 0.009–0.016 0.003–0.004
σ(C ′10) 0.31 0.15 0.06
Λtree generic [ TeV] 50 75 115
Λtree MFV [ TeV] 10 15 23
Λloop generic [ TeV] 4 6 9
Λloop MFV [ TeV] 0.8 1.2 1.9
ambitious one, but the planned improvements to the detector’s capabilities will extend the physics gains
still further. These gains are not included in Table 1 as full simulations have not yet been performed,
but a summary of the expected benefits can be found in [22]. It is intended to take first steps towards
some of these detector enhancements already in LS3, before the start of the HL-LHC, thereby improving
the performance of the first LHCb upgrade, and laying the foundations for Upgrade II. Finally, it must
be emphasised that the raw gain in sample sizes during the HL-LHC era will have great consequences
for the physics reach, irrespective of any detector improvements. The energy scale probed by virtual
loops in flavour observables will rise by a factor of up to 1.9 with respect to the pre-HL-LHC era, with
a corresponding gain in discovery potential similar to what will apply for direct searches if the beam
energy is doubled, as proposed for the HE-LHC.
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Fig. 1: Evolving constraints in the ρ¯ − η¯ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calculations, alone,
with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by 2025 (23 fb−1) and
2035 (300 fb−1). More information on the fits may be found in Sec. 2 and [22].
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2 Testing the CKM unitarity and related observables
Authors (TH): Jérôme Charles, Marco Ciuchini, Olivier Deschamps, Sébastien Descotes-Genon, Luca Silvestrini,
Vincenzo Vagnoni.
In the SM, the weak charged-current transitions mix quarks of different generations, which is en-
coded in the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [23, 24]. The SM does not predict the
values of the weak flavour-couplings, and so all matrix elements must be measured experimentally. How-
ever, the unitary nature of the CKM matrix, and the assumptions of the SM, impose relations between
the elements that are often expressed graphically in the complex plane as the so-called unitarity triangle.
Overconstraining the apex of this unitarity triangle from tree- and loop-level quark mixing processes is
therefore a powerful way to probe for virtual BSM effects at mass scales complementary or superior to
those which can be directly searched for at the HL-LHC. As we shall see below, in many cases such
indirect probes of BSM physics will not be limited by either experimental or theoretical systematics in
the HL-LHC era.
2.1 Structure of the CKM matrix
The part of the SM Lagrangian which is relevant for describing quark mixing is
L
W
± = − g√
2
(VCKM)ij
(
uiγ
µ (1−γ5)
2 dj
)
W+µ + h.c., (2)
where g is the electroweak coupling constant, and VCKM the unitary CKM matrix,
VCKM =
 Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
 . (3)
The CKM matrix induces flavour-changing transitions inside and between generations in the charged
currents at tree level (W± interaction). By contrast, there are no flavour-changing transitions in the
neutral currents at tree level.
Experimentally, a strong hierarchy is observed among the CKM matrix elements: transitions
within the same generation are characterised by VCKM elements of O(1), whereas there is a suppres-
sion ofO(10−1) between 1st and 2nd generations,O(10−2) between 2nd and 3rd andO(10−3) between
1st and 3rd. This hierarchy is expressed by defining the four phase convention–independent quantities,
λ2 =
|Vus|2
|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
, A2λ4 =
|Vcb|2
|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
, ρ¯+ iη¯ = −VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
. (4)
The four independent quantities, λ, A, ρ¯, η¯, fully determine the CKM matrix in the SM.
The CKM matrix can be expanded in powers of the small parameter λ (which corresponds to the
Cabibbo parameter sin θC ' 0.22) [25] by exploiting the unitarity of VCKM. This expansion yields the
following parametrisation, valid up to O(λ6),
VCKM =
 1− 12λ2 − 18λ4 λ Aλ3 (ρ¯− iη¯)−λ+ 12A2λ5 [1− 2(ρ¯+ iη¯)] 1− 12λ2 − 18λ4(1 + 4A2) Aλ2
Aλ3 [1− (ρ¯+ iη¯)] −Aλ2 + 12Aλ4 [1− 2(ρ¯+ iη¯)] 1− 12A2λ4
 .
(5)
The CKM matrix is complex, i.e., it contains a phase that cannot be rotated away, if η¯ 6= 0. Furthermore,
CP is violated, if and only if η¯ differs from zero.
Orthogonality relations can be written involving two columns or two rows of the unitary CKM
matrix, and they can be represented as triangles in the complex plane. It is standard to focus on the
following orthogonality relation,
VudV
∗
ub + VcdV
∗
cb + VtdV
∗
tb = 0, (6)
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Charge Parity Violation in the B-meson System 17
(a) The triangle (db).
(b) The triangle (ut).
Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and λ.
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Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle representations of the conditions (ds) and (ut). The
complex side lengths are expressed in terms of VCKM elements and λ.
Fig. 2: The standard CKM unitarity triangle. The parameters ρ and η are defined as ρ + iη =
(
ρ¯ +
iη¯
)(
1− λ2/2 +O(λ4)), with ρ¯, η¯ defined in (4).
as the three products of CKM elements are of similar size, O(λ3). Fig. 2 shows the standard unitarity
triangle (UT), obtained from Eq. (6) by rescaling the three terms in the orthogonality relation by VcdV
∗
cb.
The apex of the UT is at (ρ¯, η¯), while the angles are related to the CKM matrix elements as
α = arg
(
− VtdV
∗
tb
VudV
∗
ub
)
, β = arg
(
−VcdV
∗
cb
VtdV
∗
tb
)
, γ ≡ arg
(
−VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
)
. (7)
2.2 Current status of the constraints
2.2.1 |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vcd|, |Vcs|
Accurate constraints on the first and second rows and columns of the CKM matrix come from leptonic
decays, pi → eν, K → eν, K → µν, τ → piντ , τ → Kντ , D → µν, Ds → µν, and from semileptonic
decays, K → pieν, D → pieν, Ds → Keν. The extraction of CKM matrix elements requires knowledge
of hadronic inputs (decay constants for the leptonic decays, normalisations of the form factors at q2 = 0
for the semileptonic decays) and electromagnetic/isospin corrections when available (i.e., for kaon and
pion decays) [26]. Another prominent input for the |Vud| determination comes from the consideration
of the superallowed β decays of 20 different nuclei [27–29], which provides a very accurate constraint
on |Vud|. There are also other constraints, but less powerful due to experimental uncertainties and/or
theoretical systematics that are difficult to assess.
2.2.2 |Vcb| and |Vub|
Tree-level semileptonic decays of beauty mesons and baryons allow for the extraction of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
The current determination is dominated by the B-factories data on B decays and by the measurement
of |Vub|/|Vcb| from baryonic decays at LHCb. For B decays, both inclusive and exclusive semileptonic
decays have been used to extract |Vcb| and |Vub|. The two approaches have different sources of theoret-
ical uncertainties: inclusive analyses rely on quark-hadron duality, involve hadronic matrix elements in
subleading powers of the heavy quark expansion and, for |Vub|, on additional hadronic quantities called
shape functions; exclusive analyses require the knowledge of the relevant form factors over the entire
kinematic range, a very difficult task for lattice QCD. Currently, the HFLAV averages for inclusive and
exclusive determinations of |Vcb| and |Vub| disagree at the 3σ level. While recently the choice of the
parameterization of the form factor dependence on the recoil for B → D∗ decays has been shown to
have a large impact on the extracted value of |Vcb| [30–32], the situation is still rather unclear.
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Fig. 3: Measurements of |Vcb| and |Vub| from exclusive and inclusive B decays (vertical and horizon-
tal bands) and from Λ0b→ pµ−νµ and Λ0b→ Λ+c µ−νµ (diagonal band), skeptical average and indirect
determination of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
One way to deal with this, followed by the UTFit collaboration, is to assume that the uncertainty of
each determination of |Vcb| and |Vub| might have been underestimated, and perform a “skeptic combina-
tion” of all available data following the method of Ref. [33], which is equivalent to the PDG prescription
in one dimension, and is a straightforward generalization to the two-dimensional case of |Vcb| and |Vub|.
The result is reported in Fig. 3, where in addition to the average we also plot the “indirect determina-
tion” obtained from all the other flavour observables. The numerical results of the skeptic average are
|Vcb| = 0.0405 ± 0.0011, |Vub| = 0.00374 ± 0.00023, with correlation ρ = 0.09. CKMfitter collab-
oration uses instead the exclusive value for Vcb from B → D∗`ν that was obtained using more model
independent BGL parametrisation, and which is in agreement with both B → D`ν and the inclusive
extraction. This leads to the combined value |Vcb| = (41.8 ± 0.4(exp) ± 0.6(theory)) · 10−3. For
Vub the CKMfitter collaboration performs an R-fit of inclusive and exclusive determinations to obtain
|Vub| = (3.98± 0.08(exp)± 0.22(LQCD)) · 10−3.
Lattice QCD determinations of the form factors in a large kinematic range are under way. It is
expected that they will allow Belle-II to perform a much more parameterization-independent extraction
of Vcb from exclusive decays, hopefully reconciling it with the inclusive one. Also for |Vub|, the much
larger statistics should allow to get an insight on the origin of the discrepancy between inclusive and
exclusive determinations, and provide a consistent determination of |Vub|.
2.2.3 Angle α
The constraints on the CKM angle α are derived from the isospin analysis of the charmless decay modes
B → pipi, B → ρρ and B → ρpi [34–36]. This approach has the interesting feature of being almost
free from hadronic uncertainties. Assuming isospin symmetry and neglecting the electroweak penguin
contributions, the amplitudes of the isospin SU(2)-conjugated modes are related. The measured branch-
ing fractions and asymmetries in the B±,0 → (pipi)±,0 and B±,0 → (ρρ)±,0 modes and the bilinear
form factors in the Dalitz analysis of the neutral B0 → (ρpi)0 → pi+pi−pi0 decays thus provide enough
observables to simultaneously extract the weak phase β + γ = pi − α together with the hadronic tree
and penguin contribution to each mode. The combination of the experimental data for the three decay
modes above, mostly provided by the B-factories, gives the world-average value at 68% Confidence
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Level (CL) [37]: αdir = (86.2
+4.4
−4.0 ∪ 178.4+3.9−5.1)◦ . The experimental uncertainty is so far significantly
larger than the theoretical uncertainty due to isospin SU(2) breaking, which may affect the αdir determi-
nation at around 2◦. The solution near 90◦ is in good agreement with the indirect determination obtained
by the global fit of the flavour data [38].
A detailed analysis of the prospects for the CKM angle α has been performed in [37]. The global
determination of α is dominated by the B → ρρ data, constraining α with about 5% uncertainty. Im-
proving the measurements of the neutral modes, especially the colour-suppressed B0 → ρ0ρ0 decay,
can have a sizeable impact. In the B → pipi system any sizable improvement is driven by the increased
accuracy in the measurement of the direct CP asymmetry in the colour-suppressed decay B0 → pi0pi0,
potentially reachable through Dalitz decays pi0 → γe+e−. However, all α measurements at subdegree
precision must address isospin-breaking effects such as electroweak penguin contributions [37, 39].
2.2.4 Angle β
The CKM angle β is measured from the time-dependent CP asymmetry of b → cc¯s decays, such as
B → J/ψKS . The decay amplitude, AJ/ψKS = VcsV
∗
cbT + VusV
∗
ubP , is dominated by the isoscalar
tree-level amplitude T , while the subleading term P is both loop and doubly Cabibbo suppressed. Ne-
glecting P , the time-dependent CP asymmetry, aCPt (B → J/ψKS) = sin 2β sin(∆mB t), has a single
oscillatory term, the amplitude of which gives experimental access to sin 2β (the fourfold ambiguity in
β can be reduced through time-dependent transversity analysis of B → J/ψK∗, sensitive to cos 2β).
The P = 0 approximation is justified as long as the relative error on sin 2β is larger than the correc-
tion induced by the subleading term ∼ λ2P/T . The present relative uncertainty on sin 2β from various
charmonium states, including J/ψ / ψ(2S) / χc1 / ηc KS , J/ψKL, ψ(nS)K
0, is about 2.4%. Double
Cabibbo suppression amounts to 5% and |P/T | < 1 is expected. Yet the precise suppression due to P/T
is unknown, likely ranging between some tens and a few percent, the latter estimate given by the pertur-
bative estimate of the penguin amplitude. Thus, depending on the actual value of P/T , the subleading
amplitude could be a limiting factor for the extraction of sin 2β already now or, in the opposite case, be
safely neglected down to an experimental precision of few permille. In order to place a bound on the
subleading amplitude, one can use SU(3) flavour (or U -spin) related decays where the penguin contri-
bution is not suppressed, such as Bs → J/ψKs or B → J/ψpi [40–45]. Measuring branching ratios
and (time-dependent) CP asymmetries, it is possible to extract the correction to sin 2β induced by the
subleading term and the corresponding uncertainty, due to the experimental errors and SU(3)-breaking
effects. The latter, being proportional to a CKM suppressed amplitude, are expected to be at the permille
level.
With present data, the typical shift in β is 0.5–1◦ with about 100% uncertainty, dominated by
the experimental uncertainties. Improvements in the measurement of the time-dependent asymmetry in
B → J/ψKS should therefore be accompanied by a corresponding improvement in the measurement
of the control channels in order to keep the subleading amplitude under control and extract sin 2β with
a subpercent precision. It is worth mentioning that a complemetary approach proposing a theoretical
computation of the subleading amplitude using an OPE based on soft-collinear factorization in QCD can
be found in Ref. [46]. Assuming that the subleading amplitude is kept under control, the uncertainty on
the indirect determination of sin 2β from the UT analysis is expected to go from the present 4.5% down
to 0.6%, providing an improved sensitivity to NP in the B–B¯ mixing amplitude, as discussed further
below.
2.2.5 Angle γ
The current best sensitivity is obtained from chargedB decays into D˜K−, D˜∗K−, D˜K∗−, and D˜K−pi+pi−,
where D˜ is a D0 or D0 meson decaying to the same final state. The D0 is produced through the leading
b → c transition, with the amplitude Ab→c ∝ λ3, and D0 in the CKM and colour-suppressed b → u
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transition, Ab→u ∝ λ3
(
η¯2 + ρ¯2
)1/2
ei(δB−γ). Since D0 and D0 decay to a common final state, the in-
terference between the two tree amplitudes leads to observables that depend on the relative weak phase
γ and results in different B+ and B− decay rates. The size of this interference also depends on the
magnitude of the ratio of the two amplitudes, rB ≡ |Ab→u/ Ab→c|, and the relative strong phase δB .
The value of rB , which determines the size of the direct CP asymmetry, is predicted [47] to lie in the
range 0.05–0.2. Experimental sensitivity to γ decreases with smaller rB .
There are several different methods that exploit the above interference pattern: the Gronau-London-
Wyler (GLW) method [48, 49] where the neutral D meson is reconstructed in a CP eigenstate; the
Atwood-Dunietz-Soni (ADS) method [50–52] where theD0 meson, associated with theAb→c amplitude,
is required to decay to a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay (DCSD), while the D0 meson, associated
with the Ab→u amplitude, decays to a Cabibbo-favoured final state, such as K+pi−; the Giri-Grossman-
Soffer-Zupan (GGSZ) method [53] where the neutral D meson is reconstructed in self-conjugate three-
body final state such as K0Sh
+h− (where h = pi or K). These γ extraction techniques rely on clean
theoretical assumptions since the decay amplitudes are completely tree-level dominated, to an excellent
approximation [54]. All variants are sensitive to the same B decay parameters and can therefore be com-
bined in a single fit to extract the common weak phase γ, as well as the hadronic parameters associated
with each method.
In addition to the above approaches, it is also possible to measure γ from time-dependent analyses
of B0 and B0s decays, as well as from decays of b-baryons. These methods offer significant additional
sensitivity and are discussed further in Sec. 2.5.
2.2.6 Angle βs
The angle βs = arg
( − VtsV ∗tb/VcsV ∗cb) belongs to the squeezed UT ∑qu V ∗qubVqus = 0 instead of the
usual
∑
qu
V ∗qubVqud = 0. Given its reduced sensitivity to ρ¯ and η¯, it is not a strong constraint in the UT
plane. On the other hand, the UT analysis provides a very precise indirect determination of its value that
can be compared with the direct determination extracted from time-dependent transversality analysis of
Bs → J/ψφ. At present, we have βdirects = (0.60 ± 0.88)◦ and βUTAs = (1.06 ± 0.03)◦. The future
uncertainties of the direct and indirect determinations are expected to be±0.01 and±0.007 respectively,
allowing for a deeper investigation of BSM contributions to Bs–B¯s mixing amplitude. It is worth noting
that, similarly to the measurement of phase β, the shifts of a few degrees in the value of βs extracted from
the time-dependent analysis caused by the subleading amplitude P cannot be excluded. These shifts,
however, now produce a much larger relative uncertainty, since βs itself is doubly Cabibbo suppressed.
Some control of doubly Cabibbo suppressed contributions is thus required to meaningfully extract βs at
the SM level. This can be achieved by using the SU(3)f related channels, with the additional caveat
that φ is an (almost equal) admixture of SU(3)f octet and singlet, introducing an additional source of
uncertainty.
2.2.7 K − K¯ mixing
The CP-violating parameter εK , historically the first constraint in the UT plane, is becoming limited by
long-distance contributions. In the last years, the improvements in the constraining power of εK have
come from new determination of the bag parameter, BK , on the lattice. Nowadays, the theoretical error
on BK is approaching percent level. The dominating uncertainty in the SM prediction of εK comes from
the long-distance contributions, the best estimate of which has an error of 2% [55]. A breakthrough
could come from developing ideas for computing these terms on the lattice, using recent techniques to
cope with the non-local operators that were used to obtain predictions for a closely related quantity,
∆mK [56, 57].
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2.2.8 Bd − B¯d andBs − B¯s mixing
The dispersive and absorptive contributions to Bd and Bs mixing are described by 2×2 matrices, M q =
M q† and Γq = Γq†, respectively (q = d, s). They describe the quantum-mechanical evolution of the
Bq − Bq system. Their diagonalisation defines the physical eigenstates |BqH〉 and |BqL〉 with masses
M qH , M
q
L and decay rates Γ
q
H , Γ
q
L. One can reexpress these quantities in terms of three parameters:
|M q12|, |Γq12| and the relative phase φq = arg(−M q12/Γq12). The SM prediction for the mass splitting,
∆mq = M
q
H −M qL, is dominated by boxes involving top quarks, and is given by
∆mq =
G2F
6pi2
ηBmBqf
2
Bq
Bˆqm
2
WS(xt)
∣∣VtqV ∗tb∣∣2 , (8)
with the Inami-Lim function S(xt) [58] evaluated at xt = m
2
t /m
2
W , while ηB encodes the perturbative
QCD corrections, originally estimated at NLO in Ref. [59]. Using up-to-date αs and the top-quark
mass gives ηB = 0.5510 ± 0.0022 [60]. The decay constant fBq and the so-called bag parameter, Bˆq,
parametrize the nonperturbative hadronic matrix elements.
The translation of the measured value for ∆md into constraints on the CKM parameter com-
bination |VtdV ∗tb|2 is limited at present by uncertainties in the lattice QCD calculation of the hadronic
parameters fBd , Bˆd. The ratios fBs/fBd and Bˆs/Bˆd are much better determined, so that ∆md/∆ms
gives a much better constraint in the (ρ¯, η¯) plane, see Fig. 4. The hadronic parameters, fBs , Bˆs, as
well as fBs/fBd and Bˆs/Bˆd, are set to have their errors significantly reduced by future lattice QCD
computations, see Sec. 11.
2.3 Combined constraints on the CKM parameters
Due to its economical structure in terms of only four parameters the CKM matrix can be determined
through many different quark transitions, both the ∆F = 1 decays and the ∆F = 2 neutral-meson
mixing transitions. A consistent determination of the four CKM parameters from all these processes is a
fundamental test of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism. Extracting the information on the four CKM
parameters from data poses both experimental and theoretical challenges. First of all, the SM depends on
a number of other parameters, masses and couplings, which are not predicted within the SM, but rather
need to also be determined experimentally. An additional difficulty relates to the presence of strong
interactions, binding quarks into hadrons. This is responsible for most of the theoretical uncertainties in
the determinations of CKM matrix elements.
2.3.1 Statistical approaches
The CKMfitter group determines the CKM parameters from a large set of flavour physics constraints
using a standard χ2-like frequentist approach, in addition to a specific (Rfit) scheme to treat theoretical
uncertainties [61–63]. The set of experimental observables, denoted ~Oexp, is measured in terms of likeli-
hoods that can be used to build a χ2-like test statistic, χ2(~p) = −2 logL( ~Oexp− ~Oth(~p)), with ~Oth(~p) the
theoretical values of the observables depending on N fixed parameters ~p. The absolute minimum value
of the test statistic, χ2min, quantifies the agreement of the data with the theoretical model, once converted
into a p-value (interpreting χ2(~p) as a random variable distributed according to a χ2 law). It is also possi-
ble to perform the metrology of specific parameters of the model, by considering the hadronic parameters
~µ as “nuisance parameters” and defining the test statistic, ∆χ2(α) = min~µ[χ
2(α)] − χ2min [61, 64, 65].
Here, min~µ[χ
2(α)] is the value of χ2, minimised with respect to the nuisance parameters for a fixed α
value. This test statistic assesses how a given hypothesis on the true value of α agrees with the data,
irrespective of the value of the nuisance parameters. Confidence intervals on α can be derived from
the resulting p-value, which is computed assuming that ∆χ2(α) is χ2-distributed with one degree of
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freedom,
p(α) = Prob(∆χ2(α), Ndof = 1) , Prob
(
∆χ2, Ndof
)
=
Γ(Ndof/2,∆χ
2/2)
Γ(Ndof/2)
, (9)
where Γ(x) is the usual Euler factorial function, and Γ(s, x) is the upper incomplete gamma function.
Confidence intervals at a given confidence level (CL) are obtained by selecting the values of α with
p-value larger than 1−CL.
In addition to the frequentist statistical treatment outline above, the CKMfitter collaboration relies
on a specific treatment of theoretical uncertainties (e.g., systematics due to uncertainties on hadronic
matrix elements not scaling with the size of the sample). The current approach is the so-called Rfit [61,
64,65] model, where the theoretical parameter/observable is restricted to a range, without any possibility
to exceed this range. Most of the systematic uncertainties come from lattice QCD. The CKMfitter col-
laboration follows the recommendations of the Flavour Lattice Averaging Group [66] and uses a specific
procedure to perform the average of the lattice inputs based on the Rfit model combined with a linear
addition of systematic uncertainties for the individual inputs [65].
The UTfit collaboration follows a Bayesian approach to combine the constraints in the UT plane.
Bayesian statistics allows for a unified treatment of systematic and theoretical uncertainties in a scheme
of “updating of knowledge” from prior to posterior distributions. Following Bayes’ theorem, the unnor-
malized posterior probability density function (p.d.f.) for ρ¯ and η¯ (given the constraints) is,
f(ρ¯, η¯|cˆ, fˆ) ∝ L(cˆ | ρ¯, η¯, f) f0(ρ¯, η¯). (10)
Here cˆ = {c1, c2, . . . , cM} is a set of measured constraints, whose theoretical expressions are given by
functions cj(ρ¯, η¯; x) that depend on ρ¯, η¯, and a set of additional experimental and theoretical parameters
x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}. The f0(ρ¯, η¯) is the prior p.d.f. for ρ¯ and η¯, assumed to be flat on the UT plane,
and is multiplied by the effective overall likelihood,
L(cˆ | ρ¯, η¯, f) =
∫ ∏
j=1,M
fj(cˆj | ρ¯, η¯,x)
∏
i=1,N
fi(xi) dxi . (11)
The p.d.f. fi = {f1, f2, . . . , fN} are the prior distributions of the parameters, while fj(cˆj | ρ¯, η¯,x) are
the conditional probabilities of cˆj given ρ¯, η¯, and x, that in the Gaussian approximation become
fj(cˆj | ρ¯, η¯,x) =
1√
2pi σ(cj)
exp
[
−(cj(ρ¯, η¯; x)− cˆj)
2
2σ2(cj)
]
. (12)
The integration in Eq. (11) is usually carried out using Monte Carlo methods. More details on the
Bayesian approach of the UTfit collaboration can be found in Ref. [67].
2.3.2 Current combined constraints on the CKM parameters
From the SM global fit the CKMfitter collaboration finds for the four CKM parameters,
A = 0.8403 +0.0056−0.0201, λ = 0.224747
+0.000254
−0.000059, ρ¯ = 0.1577
+0.0096
−0.0074, η¯ = 0.3493
+0.0095
−0.0071. (13)
The asymmetric errors come from the combination of several constraints containing both statistical and
systematic uncertainties, so that the resulting χ2 has a rather complicated asymmetric shape. The cor-
responding results are shown in Fig. 4. The fit shows a good overall consistency among the various
constraints. The main pulls come from the kaon and charm sector, but nothing exceeds the 2-σ level,
confirming the very good overall agreement of the various constraints involved here.
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Fig. 4: Results for the CKMfitter global fit of the CKM parameters as of Summer 2018. See Ref. [38]
for more detail.
Detailed input values as well as predictions for various CKM-related parameters and observables
in the SM from the UTfit collaboration can be found in the Summer 2018 update page on the UTfit
website [68]. The CKM matrix is determined as
VCKM = 0.97431(12) 0.22514(55) 0.00365(10)e
−i66.8(2.0)◦
−0.22500(54)ei0.0351(10)
◦
0.97344(12)e−i0.00188(5)
◦
0.04241(65)
0.00869(14)e−i22.2(0.6)
◦
−0.04124(56)ei1.056(32)
◦
0.999112(24)
 . (14)
while the Wolfenstein parameters are,
A = 0.826±, 0.012, λ = 0.2255± 0.0005, ρ¯ = 0.148± 0.013, η¯ = 0.348± 0.010, (15)
in good agreement with the CKMfitter determination in (13).
2.4 Theoretical prospects
2.4.1 Lattice extrapolations
Advancement in the lattice QCD determination of hadronic matrix elements, used in the extraction of
CKM elements, need to go hand in hand with the improved experimental precision. The projections on
the expected errors for the most important hadronic matrix elements are discussed in detail in Sec. 11
with the main results collected in Table 41.
The accuracy of the projections below will also require an improvement in the understanding of
electromagnetic corrections, which for the moment are only partially addressed in theoretical predictions.
Further details on the inclusion of QED corrections in lattice predictions are discussed in Sec. 11.
2.4.2 Other theoretical issues
The determination of γ has negligible theoretical errors. In contrast, extractions of β and βs from b→ cc¯s
transitions receive small theoretical uncertainty from penguin diagrams. For present data the penguin
contributions in b → cc¯s are assumed to be negligible. However, they may compete with the statisti-
cal errors in the future. Techniques to estimate the penguin contributions from data on SU(3)-related
channels are described in Sec. 2.5.10. An independent, more theory-driven, cross-check of the SU(3)
approach was suggested in Ref. [46] – to use Operator Product Expansion to calculate the penguin-
to-tree ratio. It is important to note that the penguin contributions in various b → cc¯s channels are
different, so that with increased precision of the measurements one cannot anymore average sin 2β from
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B → J/ψKS , B → ηcKS , . . ., without first correcting for the penguin contributions on a channel by
channel basis.
In the determination of α, the small penguin contributions are avoided using isospin symmetry.
The associated theory error on α due to isospin breaking has been estimated to be at sub degree level [37].
It is neglected at present, but will need to be taken into account in significantly larger statistics samples.
An open issue is the (in)compatibility of the inclusive and exclusive determinations of |Vcb| and
|Vub|, where a ∼ 3σ discrepancy has been observed ever since the first precise measurements. Recently,
the |Vcb| discrepancy was shown to depend significantly on the choice of the form factor parametrisa-
tion, and on the hypotheses made about the underlying heavy quark symmetry [31, 32]. Relaxing these
choices leads to an exclusive determination of |Vcb| that is in good agreement with the inclusive one, but
with unexpectedly large corrections to the heavy quark symmetry predictions [69], unless one employs
additional theoretical information, as shown in Ref. [70]. Lattice calculations should soon settle the mat-
ter. As for |Vub| no satisfying explanation of the discrepancy has been found so far. In the future more
precise exclusive measurements by LHCb and Belle-II, and more precise inclusive analysis by Belle-II,
should shed light on this topic by investigating whether or not it could be an experimental effect.
2.5 Experimental prospects
2.5.1 |Vub| and |Vcb| from semileptonic decays
LHCb is well suited to measuring ratios of b → u`ν to b → c`ν decay rates, in which the unknown b
production cross sections, and to some extent also efficiency corrections, cancel. LHCb reported the first
study of the Λ0b→ pµ−νµ and Λ0b→ Λ+c µ−νµ decays with Run 1 data, which resulted in a determination
of |Vub|/|Vcb| [14], exploiting precise lattice QCD calculations of the decay form factors [71, 72].
LHCb Upgrade II presents an exciting opportunity for new measurements of this type. An ex-
cellent example is an analogous analysis of B0s→ K−µ+νµ and B0s→ D−s µ+νµ decays. The relatively
large spectator s quark mass allows the form factors of these decays to be computed with lattice QCD
to higher precision than decays of other b hadrons. There are also good prospects to extend the ap-
proach of [14], with a single q2 bin, to perform a differential measurement in many fine bins of q2 [73],
which clearly demands substantially larger sample sizes. Furthermore, there are several reasons to ex-
pect that, compared to the study of Λ0b decays [14], far larger luminosities are required for the ultimate
precision with B0s decays. Firstly, the B
0
s→ K−µ+νµ signal rate is roughly one order of magnitude
smaller compared to Λ0b→ pµ−νµ. Secondly, the B0s→ K−µ+νµ decay is subject to backgrounds from
all b meson species, whereas Λ0b→ pµ−νµ is primarily contaminated by other Λ0b decays. Thirdly, the
B0s→ K−µ+νµ decay rate is further suppressed with respect to Λ0b→ pµ−νµ at the higher q2 values at
which the lattice QCD uncertainties are smallest.
LHCb Upgrade II should also include several potential gains in the detector performance which
are highly relevant to the reconstruction of decays like B0s→ K−µ+νµ. The key variable which distin-
guishes the signal from background processes is the corrected mass, which depends on the reconstructed
line-of-flight between the primary vertex (PV) and the B0s decay vertex. It is the resolution on this di-
rection which dominates the corrected mass resolution. The removal, or further thinning, of the RF foil
is therefore a very appealing prospect, since this would reduce the multiple scattering contribution to the
corrected mass resolution. Fig. 5 shows the potential gain in effective luminosity that can be achieved by
reducing the RF foil thickness. This analysis only considers the effect of the improved corrected mass
resolution, while further improvements are expected in the selection efficiency, purity and q2 resolution.
The dominant systematic uncertainty in the Λ0b analysis [14] (material budget and its effect on the
charged hadron reconstruction efficiency) can be tightly constrained with new methods, the performance
of which will be greatly enhanced by any reduction in the RF foil. The lattice QCD form factors are most
precise at large q2 values, which correspond to low momentum kaons that are not efficiently identified
with the RICH approach of the current detector. The low momentum particle identification (PID) per-
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Fig. 5: The factor by which the effective luminosity in LHCb would be increased in an analysis of
B0s→ K−µ+νµ decays, as a function of the thickness of the RF foil. This factor is defined to be with re-
spect to the vertex resolution of the current detector. It is determined using pseudo experiments in which
the B0s→ K−µ+νµ signal yield is extracted through a likelihood fit to the corrected mass distribution.
The other parameters affecting the vertex resolution are assumed to be the same as in the upgraded LHCb
detector, which will have a baseline foil thickness of 250 µm.
formance of the proposed TORCH detector would greatly enhance our capabilities with B0s→ K−µ+νµ
decays at high q2.
The combination of these detector improvements with the LHCb Upgrade II data set is expected to
reduce the experimental systematic uncertainties on |Vub|/|Vcb| to the 0.5% level. External branching ratio
uncertainties will also be greatly reduced at the BESIII experiment. For example, B(D+s → K+K−pi+)
will be determined at the 1% level, translating to a ∼ 0.5% uncertainty on |Vub|/|Vcb|. Combined with
the differential shape information of the signals and continued improvements to the lattice calculations
this will lead to a |Vub|/|Vcb| measurement uncertainty of less than 1% with the LHCb Upgrade II data
set.
LHCb Upgrade II will allow several currently inaccessible decays, not least those of the rarely
produced B+c mesons, to be studied in detail. A prime example is the decay B
+
c → D0µ+νµ, which
is potentially very clean from a theory point of view, once lattice QCD calculations of the form factor
become available. Approximately 30,000 reconstructed candidates can be expected with the 300 fb−1
LHCb Upgrade II data set, which could lead to a competitive measurement of |Vub| in this, currently
unexplored, system. Purely leptonic decays, such as B+ → µ+µ−µ+νµ, will also become competitive,
with similar signal yields, and can provide information on theB-meson light cone distribution amplitude,
which is a crucial input to the widely used theoretical tool of QCD factorisation [74, 75].
The standalone determination of |Vcb| will also be increasingly important when other measure-
ments get more precise, as it will become the limiting factor in many SM predictions such as the branch-
ing fraction of B0s → µ+µ− [76], as well as K → piνν¯, and for K . The current uncertainty is inflated
due to the disagreement between measurements from inclusive and exclusive final states and currently
appears to critically depend on the parametrisation used to fit the form factors [31,32]. LHCb has already
performed a measurement of the differential rate of the decay Λ0b → Λ+c µν, allowing a determination of
the form factors of that decay [77]. A first determination of the absolute value of |Vcb|, exploiting theo-
retical predictions for the ratios of semileptonic decay widths between different b hadron species [78], is
in progress. The LHCb Upgrade II data set would provide large samples of exclusive b → c`ν decays,
with the full range of b hadron species, with which very precise shape measurements could be performed,
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biguities. The expected Belle-II precision on γ at an integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1 is shown by the
horizontal grey line.
as a crucial ingredient to reach the ultimate precision on |Vcb|.
2.5.2 Time-integrated tree-level measurements of γ
LHCb has observed and studied two-body ADS/GLW modes during Run 1 and Run 2 [79, 80]; all
ADS/GLW asymmetries are statistically limited. The systematic uncertainties are small and arise pre-
dominantly from sources that will naturally decrease with increasing data, notably knowledge of instru-
mentation asymmetries. Methods for measuring and correcting for the B-meson production asymmetry
and the K±/pi± reconstruction asymmetries are established using calibration samples; such samples will
continue to be collected. The dominant systematic uncertainties for GLW decays are due to background
contributions from Λ0b → Λ+c K− decays and charmless decays, while the dominant uncertainty for ADS
decays arises from the B0s → D0K−pi+ background. All will be better determined with dedicated
studies as the sample size increases.
LHCb is expanding the ADS/GLW technique to the otherB → DK decays, which share the same
quark-level transition. An analysis of GLW observables in B± → D∗0K± decays has been developed
for the case where the D∗0 vector meson is not fully reconstructed [80]. This partial reconstruction
has larger background uncertainties but these will improve with more data as dedicated studies of the
background are performed. Furthermore, ADS/GLW analyses have been developed and published in
quasi-two-body modes, B± → DK∗± [81] and B0 → DK∗0 [82]. As in the case of B± → D(∗)0K±
decays, these modes have no limiting systematic and they will make competitive contributions with the
Upgrade II data sets.
Under the assumption that systematic uncertainties decrease in parallel with the statistical uncer-
tainties as ∝ 1/√L, the future precision on γ is predicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 uses central values and
uncertainties in the published analyses of B± → DK±, B± → DK∗± and B0 → DK∗0 decays. For
B± → D∗0K± both the partial and full reconstruction techniques are used in this study albeit with
unpublished central values and uncertainties.
For the GGSZ family of measurements, the model-independent method is expected to be the base-
line for LHCb Upgrade II , and its uncertainty is currently statistically dominated. Although systematic
uncertainties will already become significant compared to the statistical uncertainty in Run 3, studies
performed so far give confidence that the systematic uncertainties will generally scale with the statistical
reach well into the Upgrade II period. An example of the bin definitions and expected per-bin asymme-
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black histogram shows the predicted asymmetry based on the current world average values of γ and
relevant hadronic parameters, the red dots show the result of a single pseudoexperiment, while the red
bands show the expected uncertainties from an ensemble. The green bands show the corresponding
uncertainties with the current LHCb data set.
tries in LHCb Upgrade II can be seen in Fig. 7.
The largest systematic uncertainty is due to the precision of the external strong-phase inputs com-
ing from the CLEO-c data which currently contribute approximately 2◦ to the overall uncertainty on
γ [83]. The impact of this uncertainty on GGSZ measurements is estimated in Fig. 8 which compares a√
N improvement with the expected yield increase and the projected uncertainty if the current external
information on ci and si is not improved. It can be seen that this starts to approach a limit originating
from the fixed size of the quantum-correlated charm input from CLEO-c. This contribution will naturally
decrease with larger B± → D0K± samples, however, as the B decays themselves also have sensitivity
to ci and si. Studies performed using pseudoexperiments with different size quantum correlated D sam-
ples and LHCb B data suggest that the optimal sensitivity is only reached when the size of the input D
sample is at least as big as the overall B sample. More precise measurements with data already recorded
by the BESIII experiment will be able to reduce the external contribution to the uncertainty by around
50% but analysis of future larger data sets with BESIII and at LHCb will be vital in order to avoid the
external input compromising the ultimate sensitivity to γ.
The current second largest source of systematic uncertainty comes from the knowledge of the
distribution of D decays over the Dalitz plane in the flavour-specific B final state, with reconstruction
and efficiency effects incorporated. These are determined with a flavour-specific control decay mode
B0 → D∗±µ∓νµX , where the D∗− decays to D0pi− and X represents any unreconstructed particles.
The ultimate systematic uncertainty is particularly sensitive to data-simulation agreement and size of
simulated samples because of a need to model unavoidable differences in the signal and control modes.
Fast simulation techniques which are being deployed and further developed at LHCb will therefore be
crucial for keeping up with the large data samples, while a fully software-based trigger will allow for
a better alignment of the signal and control channel selections compared to today. Uncertainties from
sources such as low mass backgrounds can be expected to remain subdominant with higher statistics, as
further studies will give better understanding to their rates and shapes. Some additional complications
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will present themselves as the yields will eventually be high enough that it will become necessary to take
into account effects induced from asymmetries in the K0S system, and eventually through mixing in the
D0 system. However these are tractable problems, and studies have already been done to understand
when these effects will become important.
There are many prospects for adding orthogonal information on γ by applying the ADS/GLW and
GGSZ techniques to modes that have an additional pi0. The first use of pi0 mesons in an LHCb γ analysis
occurred with the Run 1 ADS/GLW analysis of B± → DK± decays with D → Kpipi0, KKpi0, pipipi0
final states [84]. The Kpipi0 and pipipi0 modes have branching fractions 3 and 10 times larger than
their two-body equivalents. However, the pi0 reconstruction+selection efficiency in these decays is low,
around 3% with the current calorimeter. Also the analysis is complicated by a combinatorial background
arising from random pi0 association. Improvements to the Upgrade II calorimeter granularity and energy
resolution will therefore be crucial in achieving the ultimate sensitivity with these modes, especially
by improving the resolution of merged pi0, their separation for photons, and improving the pi0 mass
resolution.
An important mode under development for the upgrade era isB± → D∗0K± decays, withD∗0 →
D0pi0 and D∗0 → D0γ decays. These twin modes provide an excellent sensitivity to γ as an exact phase
difference between the twoD∗0 modes can be exploited [85]. For this case, the efficient distinction of pi0
and γ calorimeter objects is critical as the two D∗0 modes exhibit opposite CP asymmetries. The initial
studies show small, but clean signals. As long as the fully and partially reconstructed data sets are kept
statistically independent, the final sensitivity from B± → D∗0K± decays will be around 0.5◦ as seen in
Fig. 6.
A GGSZ-like analysis of B± → D[→ K0spipipi0]K± decays has recently been proposed for
Belle II, where a sensitivity approaching that of the D → K0spipi GGSZ analysis is expected [86].
With improved pi0 efficiency, LHCb Upgrade II can exploit this mode competitively. Lastly, higher
pi0 efficiency will merit the analysis of B± → DK∗±[→ K±pi0] decays. The pi0 reconstruction effi-
ciency is typically a factor 3-4 lower than that of the K0S so the K
0
Spi
± mode is preferred. However the
B± → DK±pi0 Dalitz analysis for γ should share many advantages of the isospin-conjugate decays
B0 → DK+pi− analysis (discussed next) but with reduced B0s feed down and large asymmetries in the
ADS-like region of the Dalitz space.
Analogously to the neutral modes, a variety of high-multiplicityB andD modes are already being
established and will play an important role in a future determination of γ. The most developed multi-
body B decay channel is B0 → DK+pi− decays, where the D meson is found in an ADS/GLW-like
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(Kpi, KK, pipi, K3pi, ...) or GGSZ-like (K0Spipi, K
0
SKK, ...) final states. These modes are less abun-
dant than the equivalent B± modes but the fact that both the b → cu¯s and b → uc¯s transitions proceed
by colour-suppressed amplitudes means the GLW asymmetries can be very large. Furthermore, under-
standing the pattern of asymmetry across the B0 Dalitz plane quashes the trigonometric ambiguities.
This analysis has been established with the KK and pipi modes using Run 1 data in Ref. [87] after the
development of the B0 → D0K+pi− amplitude model [88]. Although the statistical sensitivity to CP
violation using Run 1 data alone was not significant, the method remains promising for future analysis
given the high value of rB in this mode (∼ 0.25). The extension to B0 → D[→ K0Spi+pi−]K+pi−
decays is of particular importance as it allows for a so-called “double Dalitz” model-independent anal-
ysis to be performed [89, 90]. Extrapolating yields from a Run 1 B0 → D0K∗0 analysis to a dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 23 fb−1, sensitivity studies indicate that a precision on γ of
3◦ can be expected [91], thus by extension, a sub-degree precision is expected for Upgrade II. Another
high-multiplicity mode that holds promise is B± → DK±pi+pi−, which has been studied with Run 1
data with two-body D decays [92], though due to the unknown Dalitz structure of the B decay a much
larger dataset is needed to fully exploit this mode.
Another exciting extension to the standard ADS technique uses B± → D[→ piKpipi]K± decays
where the five-dimensional (5D) Dalitz volume of the D decay is split into bins. Excellent sensitivity to
γ is achieved as long as theD-system parameters (rD, δD, κ) in each bin are known. An optimal binning
scheme is soon to be defined from the amplitude analysis of the suppressed and favoured D0 → piKpipi
and D0 → Kpipipi decays [93]. The expected sensitivity is shown in Fig. 9. An additional irreducible
uncertainty from the D system measurements of < 1◦ is expected.
Other multibody D decays are under development with reciprocal charm-system measurements
underway: a B± → D[→ 4pi]K± analysis can build on the D-system knowledge gathered in Ref. [94];
an ADS analysis of B± → D[→ K0SKpi]K± decays has been demonstrated with Run 1 [95]; and work
on B± → D[→ KKpipi]K± decays is envisaged.
2.5.3 Time-integrated loop-level measurements of γ
There are numerous methods that allow the extraction of CKM information by combining amplitude mea-
surements made in different decay channels, in particular the B0(s) → K0Sh+h−, B0(s) → h+h−pi0, and
B+ → h+h+h− families. Some such methods exploit the interference between variousK∗pi or ρK con-
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tributions, which can be related using isospin symmetry [96–101]. Constructing such relations enables
the determination of the angle γ, up to corrections for contributions from electroweak penguins. These
methods are particularly promising when using decays such as B0s → K0Spi+pi− and B0s → K−pi+pi0,
since here the electroweak penguin contributions are expected to be negligible. Other methods use the
whole Dalitz plot amplitude and relate numerous decays via flavour symmetries [102–104] or exploit
interference between the charmless decays and those that proceed via intermediate charmonium states
such as B+ → χc0pi+ [105, 106].
Extrapolating the observed yields in Ref. [107] to the data sample expected to be collected at the
end of LHCb Upgrade II gives signal yields of between 1.2 and 36 million depending on theB+ → h+h+h−
final state. These can be compared to an extrapolation of the yields obtained by theB factories [108,109]
to the expected 50 ab−1 sample to be collected by Belle II, which gives approximately 47,000 to 660,000
events for the same range of modes. The far larger yields, combined with the much better signal to
background ratios, mean that LHCb will continue to dominate the precision in these modes.
Amplitude analyses cannot benefit from cancellations of systematic effects to the same degree
as the binned measurements of asymmetries performed in Ref. [107], and are more likely to become
systematically limited. On the other hand, the extremely large B+ → h+h+h− signal samples will
allow new information to be extracted. In particular, by performing coupled-channel analyses of these
decay modes, contributions from pi+pi− ↔ K+K− rescattering processes can be better understood and
constrained. The development of such new, improved models will also be of enormous benefit to analyses
of many other decay modes, such as the closely relatedB → K0Sh+h− andB → h+h−pi0 families. This
will help to reduce the corresponding uncertainty on the CKM phases that can be determined from those
channels.
2.5.4 Time-dependent measurements of γ
Using Run 1 data, LHCb has determined the B0s → D∓s K± oscillation parameters, which determine
γ − 2βs, from a sample of about 6000 signal decays [7]. From the measured parameters, a value of γ
of (128 +17−22)
◦ (modulo 180◦) is determined. The result is dominated by statistical uncertainties thanks
to the wide use of data-driven methods to determine the decay-time acceptance and resolution, and to
calibrate the flavour tagging. The systematic uncertainties are, in decreasing order of importance, related
to background from b-hadron decays, to uncertainty on the value of ∆ms, to the calibration of the decay-
time resolution and to the flavour tagging. The first contribution can be significantly reduced by a tighter
signal selection or by using a different fitting approach; the remaining contributions are expected to scale
with the statistics accumulated due to their data-driven nature.
In the case ofB0 → D∓pi± decays, the smallness of the ratio of amplitudes, rDpi, which limits the
sensitivity to Sf and Sf¯ , is compensated for by a large signal yield. About 480 000 flavour-tagged signal
decays are available in the Run 1 LHCb data sample [110]. Analysis of this sample gives measurements
of Sf and Sf¯ that are more precise than those from BaBar and Belle [111, 112]. Also in this case the
precision is limited by the statistical uncertainty. The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty, such
as due to knowledge of ∆md and of background subtraction, are expected to be reducible with larger
samples.
In B0 → D∓pi± decays there are only two observables, Sf and Sf¯ , that depend on three unknown
quantities, rDpi, δDpi and 2β + γ. External input must thus be used to obtain a constraint on 2β + γ. A
common approach is to determine rDpi from the branching fraction of B
0 → D+s pi− decays, assuming
SU(3) symmetry,
rDpi = tan θc
f
D
+
fDs
√
B(B0 → D+s pi−)
B(B0 → D−pi+) , (16)
where tan θc is the tangent of the Cabibbo angle and fD+/fDs is the ratio of decay constants. Using
the resulting value of rDpi = 0.0182 ± 0.0012 ± 0.0036, where the second uncertainty accounts for
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Table 3: Expected statistical uncertainties from LHCb on parameters ofB0s → D∓s K± andB0 → D∓pi±
decays.
B0s → D∓s K± B0 → D∓pi±
Parameters Run 1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
Sf , Sf¯ 0.20 0.043 0.027 0.011 0.02 0.0041 0.0026 0.0010
A∆Γf , A
∆Γ
f¯ 0.28 0.065 0.039 0.016 – – –
Cf 0.14 0.030 0.017 0.007 – – –
Table 4: Current LHCb measurements of C
pi
+
pi
− , S
pi
+
pi
− , C
K
+
K
− , S
K
+
K
− and A∆Γ
K
+
K
− using the full
sample of pp collisions collected during Run 1, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
systematic. The projection of statistical precisions for each variables are also reported.
Data sample C
pi
+
pi
− S
pi
+
pi
− C
K
+
K
− S
K
+
K
− A∆Γ
K
+
K
−
Run 1 (3 fb−1 [114]) −0.34± 0.06± 0.01 −0.63± 0.05± 0.01 0.20± 0.06± 0.02 0.18± 0.06± 0.02 −0.79± 0.07± 0.10
σ (stat.)
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) 0.015 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.018
Run 1-6 (300 fb−1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005
possible nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects [113], the intervals | sin(2β + γ)| ∈ [0.77, 1.00] and
γ ∈ [5, 86]◦ ∪ [185, 266]◦ are obtained, at the 68% CL. The uncertainties on rDpi and β have negligible
impact on these intervals, as the dominant uncertainties are from the Sf and Sf¯ measurements.
The expected statistical sensitivities for the CP violation parameters in B0s → D∓s K± and B0 →
D∓pi± decays are shown in Table 3. These are based on scaling of yields, and as such assume that the
same detector performance as achieved in Run I can be maintained. In particular, the sensitivity depends
strongly on the performance of the particle identification, decay time resolution and flavour tagging. The
results can be complemented by studies of the related B0s → D∗∓s K± and B0 → D∗∓pi± channels. In
particular, the D∗∓pi± mode has an all charged final state, and with a possible gain in the acceptance of
slow pions from D∗ decays from the addition of magnet side stations, comparable precision to that for
B0 → D∓pi± may be possible.
The corresponding expected sensitivities of γ from B0s → D∓s K± decays are about 4◦, 2.5◦ and
1◦ after collecting 23, 50 and 300 fb−1, respectively. It is more challenging to estimate the constraints
on sin(2β + γ) and γ from B0 → D∓pi± decays, since the precision of the external value of rDpi will
become the dominant source of systematic uncertainty. Theoretical advancements on understanding the
nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects are thus required.
LHCb has measured theCP violation parameters inB0→ pi+pi− andB0s→ K+K− decays (Cpi+pi− ,
S
pi
+
pi
− , C
K
+
K
− , S
K
+
K
− andA∆Γ
K
+
K
−) using the full sample of pp collisions collected during Run 1 cor-
responding to 3.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [114]. The results are reported in Table 4, together with
the projections of the statistical uncertainties to larger samples. The scaling of statistical uncertainties
assumes the same detector performances as in Run 1, in particular regarding the flavour tagging, the
decay-time resolution and the particle identification performance, which are particularly important for
the determination of these observables. The main sources of systematic uncertainties are due to limited
knowledge of: the variation of the selection efficiency as a function of the Bq meson decay time, the
parameters Γs and ∆Γs, and the calibration of the decay-time resolution. The evaluation of these uncer-
tainties is based on the study of control modes, and hence they are expected to decrease in a statistical
manner as the available sample size grows.
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Fig. 10: Projected sensitivity for the LHCb γ combination with the currently used strategies and the world average
using projections from Belle II in addition.
2.5.5 Gamma combination and impact of external inputs
Projections for the expected precision of the LHCb γ combination are shown in Fig. 10, estimating the
uncertainty on γ to be 1.5◦ and 0.35◦ with 23 fb−1 and 300 fb−1 data samples, respectively. The LHCb
projections assume that the statistical uncertainty scales with the data sample size and include the effect
of the increased centre-of-mass energy, increased trigger performance and increased integrated luminos-
ity. Most of the systematic uncertainties are driven by the size of the data samples and corresponding
simulation samples. The overall sensitivity is predominantly driven by the GLW modes which provide
the narrowest solutions for γ. The dominant systematic uncertainty for these modes will depend on
knowledge of both the shape and rate of the background from Λ0b → Λ+c K−, as well as uncertainties
arising from particle identification calibration and instrumental charge asymmetries. In order to obtain
the best possible precision on γ it will be necessary to ascertain the correlation of these uncertainties
between different GLW modes. The ultimate sensitivity to these modes from Belle II will be consider-
ably less than that at LHCb, however detailed analysis from both experiments will provide an important
cross check. For decays with neutrals in the final state, particularly the CP -odd GLW mode with D0
→K0Spi0, the LHCb detector has considerable disadvantages over Belle II. These would be mitigated by
an improved electromagnetic calorimeter for the LHCb Upgrade II. The GGSZ modes are a powerful
way to unambiguously resolve the multiple solutions of the GLW method and furthermore offer consid-
erable standalone sensitivity to γ. Accurate knowledge of the selection efficiency across the Dalitz plane
is vital for these modes and contributes a considerable systematic uncertainty. This will naturally reduce
with larger datasets as it is obtained via semi-leptonic B0 → D∗+µ−νµX control modes but requires
large simulation samples. More precise measurement of important external parameters, particularly ci
and si from BESIII, will be required to reduce the uncertainty associated with the model independent
GGSZ method. The uncertainties of inputs from charm threshold data collected by CLEO-c will begin
to limit the sensitivity by the end of Run 2, so it is essential to work together with BESIII to provide
updated measurements for the suite of charm decays and D → K0Sh+h− in particular. Provided that
the charm inputs are improved sub-degree level precision on γ is attainable. Understanding the correla-
tions between different B decay modes that all use these external parameters will be vitally important
as they are likely to contribute one of the largest overall systematic uncertainties in the combination. A
comparison between the current LHCb GGSZ and GLW/ADS measurements [80, 115] with their future
projections at 300 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 11. The order of magnitude increase in precision is very appar-
ent and the importance of the combination clear, given the multiple ambiguous solutions for GLW/ADS
measurements is not resolved with increased luminosity.
The GGSZ modes are considered the golden modes at Belle II and drive the overall uncertainty on
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produced using a pseudo-experiment, centred at γ = 70◦, rDKB = 0.1, with B
± → DK± decays only.
γ which is expected to reach 1.5◦ with a data sample of 50 ab−1. This is comparable to the sensitivity
that the LHCb γ combination will achieve with a data sample corresponding to approximately 23 fb−1.
Subsequently input from Belle II will still contribute towards the world average by the end of Run 4 but
LHCb will dominate γ measurements with Upgrade II (300 fb−1) contributing entirely towards a world
average precision of ∼ 0.35◦. It should be emphasised that this projection includes only the currently
used strategies, and does not include improvements from other approaches. A comparison between the
projected uncertainties for LHCb and the world average as a function of integrated luminosity is shown
in Fig. 10.
2.5.6 Determinations of ∆ms, ∆md, and interplay with b-hadron lifetimes
The world-leading measurements of both ∆md and ∆ms are from LHCb [116, 117], and can be im-
proved further assuming that good flavour tagging performance can be maintained. This will not only
reduce systematic uncertainties in CP -violation measurements but also provide a strong constraint on
the length of one side of the unitarity triangle, although progress here is mainly dependent on improve-
ments in lattice QCD calculations. The decay-time-dependent angular analysis of B0s → J/ψφ allows
measurement of ∆Γs simultaneously with CP -violation parameters. Therefore, improved knowledge
of ∆Γs will be obtained together with measurements of φ
cc¯s
s . Precision at the LHC is expected not to
be systematically limited. The LHCb Upgrade II will allow to exploit measurements in various chan-
nels. ATLAS and CMS projections in the Bs → J/ψφ decay mode can be found in 2.5.8.1. For theory
predictions of ∆Γs see Ref. [118].
Width differences between different types of b hadrons, such as Γs − Γd, are also of interest.
They test the heavy-quark expansion, used to make theoretical predictions. In addition, their precise
knowledge is important to control systematic uncertainties in measurements where a decay mode of one
type of b hadron is used as a control channel in studies of a decay of another. Detailed understanding of
acceptances is necessary for such measurements, which can be achieved using topologically similar final
states (see, e.g., Ref. [119]). These measurements are therefore expected to be significantly improved
with LHCb Upgrade II.
2.5.7 Semileptonic asymmetries and prospects for ∆Γd
Semileptonic decays, being flavour specific, provide a unique probe ofB0q , where q = s, d, meson mixing
phenomena. In particular, CP violation in B0q meson mixing can be expressed through the semileptonic
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asymmetries
aqsl =
Γ(B0q → f)− Γ(B0q → f¯)
Γ(B0q → f) + Γ(B0q → f¯)
≈ ∆Γq
∆Mq
tanφq12, (17)
where f is a flavour-specific final state that is only accessible through the decay of the B0q state. Mixing
is required to mediate the transition B0q → B0q → f , and its conjugate. Semileptonic decays of the type
B0q → D−q µ+νµX are well suited because (i) they are immune to any unknown CP violation in decay
and (ii) they have large branching ratios.
Including the effect of an unknown production asymmetry, ap, the time-dependent untagged asym-
metry is defined as:
Aqsl(t) ≡
N − N¯
N + N¯
=
aqsl
2
−
[
ap +
aqsl
2
]
·
[
cos ∆Mqt
cosh ∆Γqt/2
]
, (18)
where N and N¯ denote the number of observed decays to f and f¯ final states, respectively. A decay-
time-dependent fit can disentangle the B0d − B¯0d production asymmetry from adsl [120]. In the B0s case
the time integrated asymmetry is employed [13]. Owing to the large value of ∆ms the term containing
ap is suppressed to a calculable correction of a few ×10−4, after integrating over decay time. These
approaches have been applied in the measurements with the Run 2 dataset that are listed in Table 5,
giving the world’s best single measurements. These measurements are far from any uncertainty floor in
the SM predictions, and are sensitive to anomalous NP contributions to Γq12 and M
q
12. The difference
Γd − Γs further probes NP in penguin coefficients [121].
The following briefly reviews the dominant sources of uncertainty on the current LHCb measure-
ments, and considers strategies to fully exploit the potential of the LHCb Upgrade II. All uncertainties
are as evaluated on aqsl (i.e., all sources of raw asymmetry, and their uncertainties, are scaled by a factor
of two as expected from Eq. 18).
Statistical precision: The statistical uncertainty on assl straightforwardly extrapolates to 2.1× 10−4. In
the case of adsl it should be noted that stringent fiducial cuts and weights were imposed on the
signal sample to control certain tracking asymmetries that were not well known at the time. By
the time of the subsequent assl measurement, a new method with J/ψ → µ+µ− decays had been
developed, and others are in the pipeline. A further factor of two increase in yields is therefore
assumed, which extrapolates to an uncertainty of 1.1× 10−4.
Detection asymmetries: The single largest contributor is theK−pi+ asymmetry in adsl. This asymmetry
was determined with a single method using D+ decays to the K−pi+pi+ and K0Spi
+ final states,
with a precision of around 2.0 × 10−3 [120]. Thanks to trigger improvements, a factor of two
increase in the effective yield of the most limiting K0Spi
+ final state [122, 123] can be anticipated.
This will extrapolate to an uncertainty of 1.1×10−4. Improvements in the reconstruction of down-
stream tracks in the earliest stage of the software trigger may also allow us to exploit K0Spi
+ final
states with K0S decays downstream of the LHCb vertex detector (VELO). Further methods have
since been proposed using partially reconstructed D∗+ decays and D0 → K−K+ decays. The
partial reconstruction method will be greatly improved by the reduction of material before the first
VELO measurement point. The systematic uncertainties in these approaches will be controlled by
using ultra high statistics fast simulations to track the kinematic dependencies in the asymmetries.
The target uncertainty is 1.0 × 10−4, including systematic uncertainties. The equivalent K+K−
asymmetry in the assl measurement will be smaller and more precisely controlled. The µ
+pi−
asymmetry will be controlled by a combination of J/ψ → µ+µ− decays, partially reconstructed
D∗+ decays, D0 → h−h+ decays, and high statistics fast simulations.
Background asymmetries: These measurements are challenging because the B0q → D−q µ+νµX final
states can be fed by the decays of other b hadron species. This dilutes the relation between the
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Table 5: Current theoretical and experimental determinations of the semileptonic asymmetries adsl and
assl.
Sample (L) δassl/10−4 δadsl/10−4
Run 1 (3 fb−1) [13, 120] 33 36
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) 10 8
Run 1-5 (300 fb−1) 3 2
Current theory [118, 126] 0.03 0.6
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Fig. 12: Current and future landscape for the semileptonic asymmetries. The grey vertical band indicates
the current B-Factory average for adsl. The blue ellipse represents the current LHCb Run 1 measure-
ments [13, 120]. The red ellipse, which is arbitrarily centred, delineates the LHCb Upgrade II projected
precision. The black ellipse shows the SM prediction, the uncertainty of which is barely visible.
raw asymmetry and aqsl and leads to a cocktail of production asymmetry corrections. We assume
that these backgrounds can be statistically subtracted by extending the signal fits to include the
D−q µ
+ corrected mass dimension. It is assumed that the background asymmetry uncertainties can
be controlled to the 1.0× 10−4 level.
Other considerations: We must carefully consider the impact of having unequal sample sizes in the
two polarities. This can be partially compensated for by assigning weights to one polarity [124].
We note that the choice of crossing angles should be carefully considered [125]. While we do
not account for them in the current estimation, we could consider using other D+q decay modes to
better align the detection asymmetries between assl and a
d
sl. For example, D
+ → K−K+pi+ and
D+ → K0Spi+ decays can be used, taking advantage of possible improvements in the trigger effi-
ciency for K0S decays in LHCb Upgrade II. While the former decay is singly Cabibbo suppressed,
its CP asymmetry could be measured using promptly produced D+ mesons.
In summary the LHCb Upgrade II dataset should allow both assl and a
d
sl asymmetries to be measured
to the level of a few parts in 10−4, see Table 5. This will give unprecedented new physics sensitivity,
and is still far from saturating the current theory uncertainties in the SM predictions. Fig. 12 shows
the prospective LHCb Upgrade II measurement, arbitrarily centred at a value that differs from the SM
prediction at the 10−3 level.
The ratio ∆Γd/Γd, is typically measured from the difference in effective lifetimes betweenB
0 de-
cays to final states that are flavour-specific, namely J/ψK∗0, and CP -eigenstates, namely J/ψK0S [127].
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With this approach LHCb determined ∆Γd/Γd = −0.044 ± 0.025 ± 0.011 using 1 fb−1 of data [128].
ATLAS and CMS published competitive measurements [129, 130] reaching at their best statistical and
systematic uncertainties of 0.011 and 0.009 respectively. The expected statistical uncertainty for LHCb
Upgrade II, taking into account the larger centre-of-mass energy and the increase in luminosity, is
σ(∆Γd/Γd) ∼ 0.001. This can be compared with the SM prediction ∆ΓSMd /ΓSMd = (0.00397 ±
0.00090) [126]. Thus, if systematic uncertainties can be controlled sufficiently, it will be possible to
measure a significantly non-zero value of ∆Γd even if it is not enhanced above its SM prediction.
The challenge in controlling the systematic uncertainty is to understand precisely the decay-time
acceptance difference between the J/ψK∗0 and J/ψK0S decay topologies. However, if the B
0 vertex
position is reconstructed identically, namely using only the J/ψ decay products, and only K0S mesons
decaying inside the VELO are considered, the largest sources of systematic uncertainty should cancel
almost exactly and therefore not dominate the measurement. Similarly, the asymmetry in production
rate between B0 and B0 is expected to be precisely measured in independent control samples, and
thus will not limit the achievable precision. In addition to the intrinsic interest in determining ∆Γd,
precise knowledge of its value will benefit many other studies of B0 decay modes, since any systematic
uncertainties associated with the assumption that ∆Γd = 0 can be removed.
2.5.8 Measurements of φs from b→ cc¯s transitions
The single statistically most sensitive measurement of φcc¯ss is given by the flavour-tagged decay-time-
dependent angular analysis of B0s → J/ψ (µ+µ−)φ(K+K−) decay. The current world average is con-
sistent with the SM prediction [63, 126], with new physics effects of a few tens of miliradians still al-
lowed ??. As the experimental precision improves it will be essential to have good control over possible
hadronic effects [131, 132] that could mimic the BSM signal. It will also be crucial to achieve precise
control of penguin pollution, both in B0s → J/ψ (µ+µ−)φ(K+K−) and in other b → cc¯s transitions.
The wide range of b→ cc¯smodes accessible at LHCb Upgrade II will be vital to achieving both of these,
and therefore contribute significantly more than their naive statistical sensitivity to the overall reach of
this physics programme.
2.5.8.1 Projections for B0s → J/ψ (µ+µ−)φ(K+K−)
Fully exploiting the statistical power of HL-LHC for measurements of ∆Γs and the weak phase differ-
ence φs will require excellent flavour tagging performance, invariant mass resolution and proper-time
resolution. The planned detector improvements in all three experiments are critical to deliver these re-
quirements despite the much higher HL-LHC pileup.
Improvements in the decay time resolution are expected in ATLAS and CMS thanks to their up-
graded inner detectors. Fig. 13 shows the ATLAS proper time resolution for Run-1, Run-2, and HL-LHC
as a function of the B meson transverse momentum. Similarly Fig. 14 shows the CMS [133] expected
HL-LHC performances in the proper decay length uncertainty, obtained from a simulation of of an ideal
Phase-2 detector response. Besides the improvements in the tracker, which include the L1 trigger ca-
pability to reconstruct charged tracks above 2 GeV in transverse momentum with almost offline-like
resolutions, the extended pseudorapidity coverage (up to |η| = 4) will increase the CMS acceptance for
track reconstruction [1]. The CMS Phase-2 L1 (hardware) and HLT (software) trigger performances are
expected to be comparable to those in Run 2 and sustainable in terms of rates; the offline selections for
this projection are thus the same as in the 2012 data analysis [134]. The same signal purity is assumed as
in the previous analysis; this assumption also relies on the future presence of the timing layer [4] which
will mitigate the background pollution due to tracks coming from pileup vertices.
The ATLAS sensitivity study [135] follows the same approach as the previous study found in [136]
and is based on the extrapolation of the ATLAS 2012 analysis [137], correcting for the full-simulation
based observation of the signal invariant mass and proper-time resolutions. A full simulation of the HL-
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Fig. 13: The proper decay time resolution of the B0s meson in ATLAS for the signal Bs → J/ψφ
decay as function of the B meson pT. Per-candidate resolutions corrected for scale-factors are shown,
comparing the performance in Run 1, Run 2 and upgrade HL-LHC MC simulations. All samples use 6
GeV muon pT cuts.
Table 6: Summary of the ATLAS Bs → J/ψφ performance at the HL-LHC compared with the Run 1
measurements and projections (numbers in parenthesis are predictions). The  is the flavour-tagging
efficiency,D = 1−2ω is the dilution factor, ω the wrong tag fraction, and σ(t) the proper time resolution.
Period Lint [fb
−1] Nsig D
2 σ (t) [ps] δstatφs [rad] δ
stat
∆Γs
[ps−1]
2011 4.9 22700 1.45 0.1 0.25 (0.22) 0.021
2012 14.3 73700 1.5 0.09 0.082 0.013
HL-LHC µ6µ6 3000 9.7 · 106 1.5 0.05 (0.004) (0.0011)
HL-LHC µ10µ6 3000 5.9 · 106 1.5 0.04 (0.005) (0.0014)
HL-LHC µ10µ10 3000 1.7 · 106 1.5 0.04 (0.009) (0.003)
LHC ATLAS tracking system is employed, including the effect of an average of 200 pile-up event per
bunch crossing. An offline emulation of HL-LHC trigger responses is employed to evaluate the signal
yield expectations corresponding to different dimuon transverse momentum thresholds: (p1T , p
2
T )= (6
GeV, 6 GeV), (6 GeV, 10 GeV) and (10 GeV, 10 GeV). Table 6 summarises the expected sensitivities,
compared to the ATLAS Run-1 measurements and Fig. 15 left shows the δφs distributions. The CMS
study is based on fully simulated signal events using the same model as in the previous CMS analy-
sis [134] and toy Monte Carlo experiments for three different tagging scenarios: a where the flavour tag-
ging performance is based on opposite-side muons and jet-charge, b where a muon and electron flavour
tagging is used (as in the CMS 2012 data analysis), and c where a well performing flavour tagging based
on leptons, jet-charge, and same side jet-charge/kaon tagging is tested. Fig. 15 right shows the CMS φs
statistical uncertainty predictions for the different tagging scenarios. Assuming the new tagging power
to be in the range 1.2-2.4% , and a total of 9 million fully reconstructed B0s → J/ψφ(1020) candidates,
CMS expects the φs statistical uncertainty to be 5-6 mrad at the end of the HL-LHC data taking. Both
ATLAS and CMS systematic uncertainties are expected to be reduced to 1 mrad in the HL-LHC period,
and thus the total φs uncertainty will still be statistically limited.
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Fig. 14: CMS ct uncertainty distribution in 2012 data (blue) and HL-LHC Monte Carlo (red) samples
(taken from [133]).
The φs measurement is usually illustrated as a constraint in the φs-∆Γs plane. Fig. 16 summarises
the projected contours in the ∆Γs vs ϕs plane for the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments, with the
CMS systematic uncertainty on ∆Γs assumed to be equal to the statistical uncertainty and an ATLAS
estimated systematic uncertainty on the same parameter of approximately 0.0005 ps−1. The red contour
in the figure illustrates the combined HL-LHC sensitivity, equivalent to ∼ 2 mrad in ϕs and ∼ 5 ps−1
in ∆Γs.
The expected LHCb precision on φcc¯ss after Upgrade II has been estimated based on the current
published results, assuming that the detector performance remains the same in the HL-LHC period.
Because of the data-driven nature of the LHCb analysis systematic uncertainties are expected to scale
with luminosity and the overall sensitivity is expected to be ∼ 4 mrad. This will be at the same level as
the current precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements,
which in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of the other CKM matrix parameters.
Fig. 17 left shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of theB0s decay time, folded at the frequency
of B0s oscillations, for B
0
s → J/ψφ decays from a simulated data set corresponding to 300 fb−1. It
clearly shows that a visible CP -violation effect will be observable.
2.5.8.2 Projections for other b→ cc¯s transitions
LHCb foresees extending the study of b → cc¯s transitions to cover multiple independent precision
measurements. It permits not only improved precision of the average, but a powerful consistency check
of the SM. One important way in which this can be done is by allowing independent CP -violation effects
for each polarisation state in the B0s → J/ψφ. This has been done as a cross-check in the LHCb Run I
analysis [10], but this strategy will become the default in LHCb Upgrade II. Additional information can
be obtained from B0s → J/ψK+K− decays with K+K− invariant mass above the φ(1020) meson,
where higher spin K+K− resonances such as f ′2(1525) meson contribute [140]. Among other channels,
competitive precision can be obtained with B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decays [141], which have been found to
be dominated by the CP -odd component. The B0s → D+s D−s [11] and B0s → ψ(2S)φ [142] modes
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have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but still important complementary results.
Other channels, which have not been exploited yet, but could be important in LHCb Upgrade II, if good
calorimeter performance can be achieved, include B0s → J/ψφ with J/ψ → e+e− and B0s → J/ψη(′)
with η′ → ρ0γ or ηpi+pi−, and η → pi+pi−pi0 or γγ [143, 144].
The scaling of the φcc¯ss precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes and for
their combination is shown in Fig. 18. These uncertainties are statistical only and are scaled from existing
results, taking into account the gain in efficiency expected for B0s → D+s D−s from the removal of the
hardware trigger. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent constraints on the design of the
detector with regards to the momentum and vertex position resolution, as well as particle identification
performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very sensitive to event and track multiplicity.
Systematic uncertainties are mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to
remain subdominant even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of−2βs
predicted in the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels. The expected
precision on φcc¯ss after LHCb Upgrade II will be ∼ 3 mrad from all modes combined.
2.5.9 Measurements of φd from b→ cc¯s transitions
The world average of sin 2β is dominated by results from BaBar, Belle and LHCb using B0 → J/ψK0S
decays. The single most precise measurement is from Belle (sinφcc¯sd = 0.670 ± 0.029 ± 0.013 [145]),
while the LHCb result has competitive uncertainty (0.731 ± 0.035 ± 0.020 [139]). With 50 fb−1 of
data, LHCb will reach a precision on sinφcc¯sd of about 0.006 with B
0 → J/ψK0S decays. The Belle II
experiment is expected to achieve a precision of about 0.005 after accumulating 50 ab−1 [146]. After
Upgrade II, LHCb will be able to reach a statistical precision below 0.003. Fig. 17(right) shows the
signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0 decay time for B0 → J/ψK0S decays from a simulated
data set corresponding to 300 fb−1.
The majority of systematic uncertainties on sinφcc¯sd depend on the size of control samples, and
are therefore not expected to be limiting. However, at this level of precision it will be necessary to
understand possible biases on the result due toCP violation inK0–K0 mixing, and from the difference in
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assuming the SM value as truth. The combined contour is obtained following the HFLAV approach for
averages for the PDG 2018 review [138].
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Fig. 17: Signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0(s) decay time, (NB0(s) −NB0(s))/(NB0(s) +NB0(s)). Here,
N
B
0
(s)
(N
B
0
(s)
) is the number of (left) B0s → J/ψφ or (right) B0 → J/ψK0S decays with a B0(s) (B0(s)) flavour
tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb−1, and assuming the
current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represent the expected asymmetries for φcc¯ss =
−36.4 mrad [63] and sinφcc¯sd = 0.731 [139]), the values used in the simulation. The height of the oscillation is
diluted from sinφcc¯sd(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and, for B
0
s → J/ψφ, the mixture of CP -even and
CP -odd components in the final state.
the nuclear cross-sections in material betweenK0 andK0 states. Therefore, some irreducible systematic
uncertainties are unavoidable. It is notable that the leading sources of systematic uncertainty are different
for Belle II and LHCb, so that having measurements from both experiments will be important. As for
the φcc¯ss case, continued good flavour tagging performance and improved understanding of subleading
contributions to the decay amplitudes will be required.
The decay B0 → D0pi+pi−, and related decays involving excited charm mesons, offer a purely
tree-level measurement of φd = 2β. BaBar and Belle have performed measurements usingB
0 → D(∗)h0
with both D decays to CP eigenstates [147] and to the three-body K0Spi
+pi− final state [148,149], where
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Fig. 18: Scaling of the LHCb statistical precision on φs from several tree-dominated B
0
s meson decay modes.
h0 is a light neutral meson such as pi0. The combined results are sinφd = 0.71 ± 0.09 and cosφd =
0.91 ± 0.25 including all uncertainties. While B0 → Dh0 can also be studied at LHCb, it is more
attractive to measure the same quantities using the B0 → Dpi+pi− mode (here D indicates an admixture
of D0 and D0 states). The Dalitz-plot structure of the decay B0 → D0pi+pi− has been previously
studied [150–152], and the models obtained from these studies could be used in a decay-time-dependent
amplitude analysis using the D → K+K− and D → pi+pi− channels to determine φd [153, 154]. In
practice it will be more convenient to perform a simultaneous fit including also the D0 → K+pi− mode,
which acts as a control mode to determine the amplitude model, flavour-tagging response and decay-time
acceptance.
An estimate of the achievable sensitivity has been made using pseudoexperiments. The expected
statistical precisions on sinφd and cosφd are ±0.06 and ±0.10, respectively, for the LHCb Run 1 and 2
data samples combined. Extrapolating this to 300 fb−1 gives ±0.007 for sinφd and ±0.017 for cosφd.
Further experimental studies are needed to understand the impact of systematic uncertainties, although
the use of the D0 → K+pi− control sample is expected to minimise effects from many potential sources
of systematic bias. In case model uncertainties become a limiting factor, a model-independent version of
the method can be used instead [155]. Thus, it is expected that a penguin-free measurement of φd can be
achieved with sensitivity better than Belle II, and comparable to that with B0 → J/ψK0S .
2.5.10 Measurements of penguin pollution in b→ cc¯s
Strategies to measure penguin pollution have already been tested using B0 → J/ψρ0 [156] and B0s →
J/ψK∗0 [157] decays. These modes constrain the penguin contribution in B0 → J/ψK∗0. The best
constraint on penguin pollution in φcc¯ss is currently obtained from the B
0 → J/ψρ0 channel, benefiting
from the fact that S
J/ψρ
0 and C
J/ψρ
0 have been measured, giving a constraint on φd
J/ψρ
0
. Following
Ref. [156], the bias on φs is
∆φcc¯ss ≈ −
(
φd
J/ψρ
0
− 2β
)
, (19)
where  = |Vus|2 /(1− |Vus|2) = 0.0534, and 2β is mainly determined by B0 → J/ψK0S . Since 2β is,
and will continue to be, determined precisely, the sensitivity on ∆φcc¯ss will be driven by the precision on
φd
J/ψρ
0
. Scaling the uncertainties obtained from Ref. [156], the expected statistical precision on φd
J/ψρ
0
will be . 1◦ with 300 fb−1. It is expected that systematic uncertainties, such as those from modelling
the S-wave component in B0 → J/ψpi+pi− decays, can be kept under control, so that the uncertainty
due to penguin pollution is expected to be . 1.5 mrad. Thus, this is not expected to limit the sensitivity
of the φs measurement with B
0
s → J/ψφ. However, if significant effects of penguin pollution become
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apparent it may complicate the combination of results from different modes, since a separate correction
will be required for each. For some modes such as B0s → J/ψf0(980) this may be challenging, since
the identification of the states in the SU(3) multiplet is not trivial. However, this is not a problem for
B0s → D+s D−s , related by U-spin subgroup to B0 → D+D−, which can be used to control penguin
pollution [158–161].
Similar strategies can be applied using B0s → J/ψK0S and B0 → J/ψpi0 decays to control the
penguin contributions in φcc¯sd [41, 42, 45]. A first analysis of B
0
s → J/ψK0S decays has been per-
formed [162] as a proof of concept for constraining ∆φcc¯sd with larger datasets. The CP violation param-
eters in B0 → J/ψpi0 have been previously measured by BaBar and Belle [163, 164], and the Belle II
experiment is expected to reach a sensitivity to S
J/ψpi
0 of ∼ 0.03, which should be sufficient to keep
penguin pollution under control. LHCb can also study B0 → J/ψpi0 decays, although the presence of
a neutral pion in the final state makes the analysis more challenging and there is currently no public
result from which to extrapolate the sensitivity. Improving the capabilities of LHCb’s electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) will enhance prospects for studying this mode.
It should be stressed that the methods to constrain penguin pollution rely on SU(3) symmetry, and
the approximations associated with the method and inherent in Eq. (19) must also be investigated. This
can be done by studying the full set of modes related by SU(3), namely B0(s) → J/ψ
{
pi0, η, η′,K0,K0
}
andB± → J/ψ{pi±,K±} for the vector-pseudoscalar final states andB0(s) → J/ψ{ρ0, ω, φ,K∗0,K∗0}
and B± → J/ψ{ρ±,K∗±} for the vector-vector final states. Several of these modes have not yet been
measured, but with the data sample of LHCb Upgrade II it should be possible to measure all branching
fractions and CP asymmetry parameters, allowing a full theoretical treatment and more detailed un-
derstanding of subleading contributions. An alternative approach to controlling penguin contributions,
which does not involve SU(3) symmetry, can be found in Ref. [46].
2.5.11 Measurements of φd and φs in charmless decays
The B0s → φφ decay is forbidden at tree level in the SM and proceeds predominantly via a gluonic
penguin b → sss loop process. Hence, this channel provides an excellent probe of physics beyond the
SM that may contribute to the penguin diagram [165–167]. This mode is well suited for study at the
LHC, as both φ mesons can be reconstructed through their decay to K+K−, leading to clean signatures
even in the absence of hadronic particle identification.
2.5.11.1 CMS Bs → φφ studies
The lack of particle-ID detectors will limit the CMS investigation of fully hadronic final states. However,
some capability is retained through the early use of tracking in the trigger selection. The Bs → φφ →
4K is an example of a hadronic final state that would benefit from the tracking performance at trigger
level and the φ resonance signature. While the full study of the sensitivity to the φ measurement in this
channel is still ongoing, an analysis was performed by CMS to see if B0s → φφ → 4K events can be
triggered with high efficiency at L1 using only the tracks reconstructed at that level (L1 tracks) [168].
The L1 track finder will allow identification of B0s → φφ → 4K candidates at L1 by forming
φ candidates from pairs of oppositely charged L1 tracks constrained to come from the same vertex and
then combining pairs of such candidates into a B0s candidate. The pT of the lowest-pT kaon lies very
close to the lowest possible trigger threshold of the L1 tracking of 2 GeV, possibly causing loss of signal
efficiency.
Fig. 19 shows the invariant mass of the B0s → φφ candidates for all φ-pairs having separation
along the beam axis (z) of ∆z(φ-pair) < 1 cm, distance in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis
∆xy(φ-pair) < 1 cm, 0.2 < ∆R(φ-pair) < 1, and ∆R(K+,K−) < 0.12, in events with 200 pile-
up (PU) interactions. Simulations show that an efficiency of 30-35 % can be achieved at L1 trigger
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Fig. 19: Normalized invariant mass distribution in CMS of all the φ-pairs with ∆z(φ-pair) < 1 cm,
∆xy(φ-pair) < 1 cm, 0.2 < ∆R(φ-pair) < 1, ∆R(K+,K−) < 0.12. The blue dashed line corresponds
to the signal events reconstructed with offline tracks. The signal and background distributions obtained
using L1 tracks are shown as red solid line and green histograms, respectively. A pile up scenario of 200
interactions is assumed (taken from [168]).
level, depending on the track candidate selection, and that the events selected at L1 would be accepted
by the subsequent offline analysis with high efficiency. For the scenario with 200 PU and a moderate
signal efficiency of around 30%, the expected L1 trigger rate is about 15 kHz, within the acceptable limit
according to the present understanding of the expected detector performance.
2.5.11.2 LHCb Bs → φφ projections
The measured and extrapolated LHCb statistical sensitivities for φssss and similar CP -violating phases
measured in other decay modes are shown in Fig. 20. A statistical uncertainty on φssss of 0.011 rad can
be achieved with 300 fb−1 of data collected at LHCb Upgrade II. Similarly to other measurements of CP
violation parameters from decay-time-dependent analyses, many systematic uncertainties are evaluated
from control samples, and are therefore expected to scale accordingly with integrated luminosity. Among
others, there is an important uncertainty associated with knowledge of the angular acceptance, which is
determined from simulation. This therefore relies on good agreement between data and simulation,
which can be validated using control channels such as B0 → φK∗0. Thus the determination of φssss is
expected to remain statistically limited even with the full LHCb Upgrade II data sample.
2.5.11.3 LHCb projections for φs from other charmless decays
Another way of measuring φs is the B
0
s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 family of decays, which in the SM is
dominated by a gluonic penguin b → dds diagram. LHCb has recently published the first measurement
of φdd¯ss [169] using Run 1 data. In this groundbreaking analysis, it was realised that a significant gain in
sensitivity can be obtained by including the full B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) phase space in the Kpi-mass
window from 750 to 1600 MeV/c2, since the fraction of B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 in this region is
only fV V = 0.067 ± 0.004 ± 0.024 (the other contributions are from Kpi S-wave and the K∗2 (1430)0
resonance). The result, φdd¯ss = −0.10± 0.13± 0.14 rad, is compatible with the SM expectation.
The current result has statistical and systematic uncertainties of comparable size, but both are
expected to be reducible with larger data samples. The largest systematic uncertainty, corresponding to
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Fig. 20: Comparison of φs statistical sensitivity at LHCb from different decay modes.
Table 7: Statistical sensitivity on φss¯ss and φ
dd¯s
s at LHCb.
Decay mode
σ(stat.) [rad]
3 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
B0s → φφ 0.154 0.039 0.026 0.011
B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) (inclusive) 0.129 0.033 0.022 0.009
B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 − 0.127 0.086 0.035
the treatment of the acceptance, is mostly driven by the limited size of the simulation samples — due
to the large phase space investigated in this analysis, very large simulation samples are required. In
order to produce significantly larger samples it will be necessary to exploit rapid simulation production
mechanisms, since increases in available CPU power are not expected to keep pace with the size of the
data samples. Another important systematic uncertainty due to the modelling of the Kpi resonant and
non-resonant components can be reduced by incorporating results of state-of-the-art studies of the Kpi
system, but some component of this may be irreducible. Other systematic uncertainties are mainly based
on control samples. Therefore it is expected that the limiting systematic uncertainty will be not larger
than σ(syst.) ∼ 0.03 rad.
The measured and extrapolated statistical sensitivities for φdd¯ss are given in Table 7, both for the
average over the B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) system and for the exclusive B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0
decay. The sensitivities for B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) are also included in Fig. 20. In the current
analysis, the same weak phase is assumed for all contributions, but as the precision increases it will
be possible to determine φdd¯ss separately for each, including possible polarisation dependence in the
B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 decay. The systematic uncertainty related to modelling of components is
expected to be smaller when focusing on the K∗(892) resonance, since its lineshape is well known.
Moreover, by making similar studies with the B0 → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) mode, it will be possible to ob-
tain all necessary inputs for the U-spin analysis of each component separately, leading to good control of
the theoretical uncertainty on the prediction for φdd¯ss .
Finally, LHCb can also make measurements of φduus using a decay-time-dependent flavour-tagged
Dalitz-plot analysis ofB0s→ K0Spi+pi− decays [170]. Preliminary sensitivity studies indicate that the pre-
cision achievable on φduus with the full Run 1 + Run 2 dataset is approximately 0.4 rad. Extrapolation to
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300 fb−1 indicates potential for a precision of around 0.07 rad. Similar studies for the B0s→ K0SK±pi∓
decay mode can be performed, which requires a more complicated analysis since both K0SK
−pi+ and
K0SK
+pi− final states are accessible to both B0s and B
0
s decays with comparable magnitude. Although
currently the precision of such measurements are dominated by the statistical uncertainty [171], the ex-
pected yields of more than 106 signal decays for 300 fb−1 will allow a complete understanding of the
B0s→ K0SK±pi∓ phase space.
2.5.11.4 LHCb projections for φd from other charmless decays
The large yields of B0 → K0Sh+h− decays available [172] at LHCb enable a relevant reach for φd
from these modes. For the B0 → K0Spi+pi− mode, a decay-time-integrated analysis has been performed
resulting in the first observation of CP violation in theB0 → K∗+pi− channel [173]; with more data this
analysis can be updated to include decay-time-dependence and determine also CP -violating parameters
for the B0 → ρ0K0S and f0(980)K0S channels.
Studies of B0(s) → h+h−pi0 decays will provide further sensitivity. For example, resonant con-
tributions of the type K∗±h∓ will decay to the final state K±h∓pi0 in addition to K0Spi
±h∓, and there-
fore a combined analysis of both can provide additional information that helps to test the SM predic-
tion [96–99]. Large yields will be available and the improved capabilities of the Upgrade II ECAL will
allow backgrounds to be controlled. Two particularly important features of these decays are that back-
ground from B → V γ decays, where V → h+h−, must be suppressed and that it must be possible to
resolve B0 and B0s decays to the same final state. Thus, it will be important to have both good γ–pi
0
separation and good mass resolution.
2.5.12 Measurements of α
The main input from LHCb to the isospin analysis determination of α from B → pipi decays will be
world-leading measurements of the CP -violating parameters in B0→ pi+pi− decay. Important input can
also be expected on the B+→ pi+pi0 decay, using the method pioneered in Ref. [174] for B+→ K+pi0
decays. Clearly, good performance of the electromagnetic calorimeter will be critical for such a measure-
ment. Progress on the B0→ pi0pi0 mode, which is currently limiting the precision of α determination
from B → pipi decays, will mainly come from the Belle II experiment.
The situation is quite different for the B → ρρ system, which currently provides the strongest
constraints on α. Although the presence of two vector particles in the final state makes the analysis more
complicated in principle [34, 175–177], the observed dominance of longitudinal polarisation and the
smaller penguin contribution compared to B → pipi lead to good sensitivity on α. The rarest of the three
isospin-partner modes is the B0→ ρ0ρ0 decay, which has a final state of four charged tracks following
ρ0 → pi+pi− decays, making it well suited for study at LHCb. Indeed, this decay was first observed
by LHCb, and a time-integrated angular analysis on Run 1 data was performed [178]. With larger
data samples it will be possible not only to improve the measurements of the branching fraction and
longitudinal polarisation fraction, but to make precise determinations of the CP -violating parameters.
Consequently, the determination of α from B → ρρ decays will benefit from the additional information
inherent in S
ρ
0
ρ
0 , compared to the B → pipi system for which S
pi
0
pi
0 is barely measurable (Belle II plans
to measure S
pi
0
pi
0 using Dalitz decay of pi0, but only rather limited sensitivity is possible).
First measurements of B0 → ρpi have been published by BaBar and Belle [179–181], but do
not yet provide strong constraints on α. LHCb has not yet published any result on this channel, but
it is expected that large yields will be available in LHCb Upgrade II, and that it should be possible to
control backgrounds with good understanding of pi0 reconstruction. It is worth noting that a significant
proportion of the photons from neutral pions produced at the B decay vertex convert into e+e− pairs in
the LHCb detector material, with approximately half of these conversions occurring before the magnet.
Tracks from these converted photons provide additional information with which to constrain theB decay
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vertex and the neutral pion momentum, resulting in improved resolution and background rejection.
2.5.13 Measurements of CP violation in baryon decays2
In contrast with the study of CP violation in beauty-meson decays, the sector of beauty baryons re-
mains almost unexplored. Previous to the LHC era, only a measurement of direct CP asymmetries in
Λ0b→ pK− and Λ0b→ ppi− decays was available with O(0.1) precision [182]. Thanks to the large pro-
duction cross-section of beauty baryons in pp collisions at the LHC, the LHCb experiment is the only
experiment capable of expanding our knowledge in this sector, as these decays are not accessible at the
e+e− KEK collider. Hence, even though a handful of CP asymmetries of Λ0b decays have been measured
so far by LHCb [183–186], the landscape of CP violation in the decays of beauty baryons is expected to
change rapidly in the next few years.
The unprecedented number of beauty baryons available with the data sample expected to be col-
lected in the LHCb Upgrade II phase, will allow a precision measurement programme of CP violation
observables in b-baryon decays to be pursued, analogously to b-meson decays. A very interesting exam-
ple is the study of decays governed by b→ u and b→ c tree-level transitions, like the decays Λ0b→ D0Λ
and Λ0b→ D0pK−. These decays can be used to measure the angle γ of the unitarity triangle [187–189]
in a similar way to what can be done with B0→ DK+pi− decays. The LHCb experiment reported the
first observation of the Λ0b→ D0(K−pi+)pK−, based on a signal yield of 163± 18 using a sample of pp
collisions corresponding to 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [190].
Extrapolating to Upgrade II approximately 95000 signal decays are expected. However, extrapolating the
sensitivity to γ is not easy, since it strongly depends on the values of the hadronic parameters involved in
the process. In addition, even though the determination of γ from the analysis of these decays is expected
to be theoretically very clean, the possible polarisation of Λ0b baryons produced in pp collisions has to be
taken into account and might represent a limiting factor for high-precision measurements.
Another very interesting sector is that of beauty baryons decaying to final states without a charm
quark. These decays receive relevant contributions from b→ d, s loop-level transitions, where new
physics beyond the SM may appear. Also in this case, similar quantities to those measured with B-
meson decays are available. For example, statistical precisions of O(10−3) and O(10−2) are expected
for the CP asymmetries of Λ0b→ ph− and Λ0b→ Λh+h− decays (with h = K, pi), respectively. Very
large signal yields are also expected in several multibody final states of Λ0b and Ξb decays: about 10
6
Λ0b→ ppi−pi+pi− and Λ0b→ pK−K+K− decays, and about 105 Ξ0b→ pK−pi+K− decays [191, 192].
Such a signal yield will allow very precise measurements of CP -violating quantities to be made over the
phase space of these decays, characterised by a rich set of resonances. Unfortunately, as for the charmless
decays of B mesons, the interpretation of these quantities in terms of CKM parameters is still unclear
from the theoretical point of view. Hence, more theoretical work is crucial to exploit the full potential of
beauty baryons.
Experimentally, the main issues are the determination of particle-antiparticle production asym-
metries and detection asymmetries that could mimic CP -violation effects. This task is generally more
difficult for heavy baryons, with respect to B mesons, since methods used for measuring meson produc-
tion asymmetries [193] cannot be applied. In addition, different interactions of baryons and antibaryons
with the detector material are difficult to calibrate. Nonetheless, several quantities can be measured in
b-baryon decays that are sensitive to different manifestations of CP violation and are largely unaffected
by experimental effects. A few examples are the difference of CP -violating asymmetries of particles
decaying to a similar final state, ∆ACP [194], triple-product asymmetries (TPA) [191] and energy-test
(ET) [195]. It is important to note that TPA and ET are important tools for discovery of CP violation in
multibody decays, while an amplitude analysis is required to study the source of CP violation.
2We thank I. Bigi for stressing the importance of baryon decays.
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Table 8: Uncertainties on inputs for the CKMfitter and UTFit projections.
Current Phase 1 Phase 2 Ref.
|Vud| ±0.00021 ±0.00021 ±0.00021 [38]
|Vus|fK→pi+ (0) ±0.0004 ±0.0004 ±0.0004 [38]
|K | × 103 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.011 [38]
∆md [ps
−1] ±0.0019 ±0.0019 ±0.0019 [197]
∆ms [ps
−1] ±0.021 ±0.021 ±0.021 [197]
|Vub| × 103 (b→ u`ν¯) ±0.23 ±0.04 ±0.04 [196]
|Vcb| × 103 (b→ c`ν¯) ±0.7 ±0.5 ±0.5 [196]
|Vub/Vcb| (Λb) ±0.0050 ±0.0025 ±0.0008 See above
sin 2β ±0.017 ±0.005 ±0.003 Above & [196]
α [◦] ±4.4 ±0.6 ±0.6 [196]
γ [◦] ±5.6 ±1 ±0.35 Above & [196]
βs [rad] ±0.031 ±0.014 ±0.004 See above
B(B → τν)× 104 ±0.21 ±0.04 ±0.04 [196]
m¯c [GeV] ±0.012 (0.9%) ±0.005 (0.4%) ±0.005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11
m¯t [GeV] ±0.73 (0.4%) ±0.35 (0.2%) ±0.35 (0.2%) [38]
αs(mZ) ±0.0011 (0.9%) ±0.0011 (0.9%) ±0.0011 (0.9%) [38]
fK→pi+ (0) ±0.0026 (0.3%) ±0.0012 (0.12%) ±0.0012 (0.12%) See Sec. 11
fK ±0.0006 (0.5%) ±0.0005 (0.4%) ±0.0005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11
BK ±0.012 (1.6%) ±0.005 (0.7%) ±0.004 (0.5%) See Sec. 11
fBs [GeV] ±0.0025 (1.1%) ±0.0011 (0.5%) ±0.0011 (0.5%) See Sec. 11
BBs ±0.034 (2.8%) ±0.010 (0.8%) ±0.007 (0.5%) See Sec. 11
fBs/fBd ±0.007 (0.6%) ±0.005 (0.4%) ±0.005 (0.4%) See Sec. 11
BBs/BBd ±0.020 (1.9%) ±0.005 (0.5%) ±0.003 (0.3%) See Sec. 11
2.6 Future of global CKM fits
2.6.1 Summary of the projections
As discussed above, HL-LHC will improve the determination of several flavour observables crucial for
the extraction of CKM parameters. We consider two phases for the HL-LHC projections: in Phase 1,
we assume an integrated luminosity of 23 fb−1 for LHCb and 300 fb−1 for CMS/ATLAS; in Phase 2 we
have 300 fb−1 for LHCb and 3000 fb−1 for CMS/ATLAS. Several observables will be measured more
precisely at Belle-II. For uncertainties on these observables we use the 50 ab−1 projections in Ref. [196].
Since we are interested in the future sensitivity for Phase 1 and Phase 2, we choose the central values of
future measurements to coincide with their SM predictions using the current best-fit values of ρ and η.
2.6.2 CKMfitter results
The inputs used by CKMfitter collaboration for the fits are shown in Table 8. For easier comparison the
“Current” column shows present uncertainties, taking central values corresponding to a perfect agree-
ment of the various constraints in the SM. Note that this choice does change slightly the present determi-
nation of CKM parameters – the global fit described in Sec. 2.3 exhibits slight discrepancies, in particular
for |Vus|, which currently increases the accuracy of the determination of the CKM parameters. In order
to determine the increase in accuracy on the CKM parameters in a fair way, we therefore compare the
three scenarios presented in Table 8 with the same central values taken to have perfect agreement (rather
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Table 9: The 68% CL uncertainties on the determination from the CKMfitter global fit.
Summer 18 Current Phase I Phase II
A 0.0129 0.0120 0.0058 0.0057
λ 0.0002 0.0007 0.0004 0.0004
ρ¯ 0.0085 0.0085 0.0027 0.0018
η¯ 0.0083 0.0087 0.0024 0.0015
|Vub| 0.000076 0.000096 0.000027 0.000023
|Vcb| 0.00073 0.00070 0.00026 0.00025
|Vtd| 0.00017 0.00014 0.00006 0.00006
|Vts| 0.00068 0.00054 0.00026 0.00025
sin 2β 0.012 0.015 0.004 0.003
α (◦) 1.4 1.4 0.4 0.3
γ (◦) 1.3 1.3 0.4 0.3
βs (rad) 0.00042 0.00042 0.00012 0.00010
than comparing the future projections with the CKMfitter results for the Summer 2018 update).
From the global fit we determine the 68% CL intervals for the 4 CKM parameters and other param-
eters of interest. In Fig. 21 we show the Phase 1 (left panels) and Phase 2 (right panels) determinations
in the standard UT plane for a global fit (upper), as well as when using only subsets of constraints, tree
only (middle) or loop only (lower panels). The uncertainties obtained are listed in Table 9. We show the
corresponding constraints for the Bs meson system also in Fig. 22, defining the apex of the Bs unitarity
triangle as [63]
ρ¯sb + iη¯sb = −
VusV
∗
ub
VcsV
∗
cb
. (20)
2.6.3 UTfit results
The projection of the UT analysis in the HL-LHC era is obtained by performing a global fit using the
same future expected values of experimental and theoretical input parameters as CKMfitter, Table 8. In
particular, the lattice uncertainties for Phase 1 and Phase 2 are the same as Table 41 in Sec. 11. For both
theoretical and experimental parameters the SM expectations were taken as central values, in order to
ensure the compatibility of the extrapolated constraints.
The improvement of the UT global analysis can be appreciated in Fig. 23, where the present and
future Phase 1 and Phase 2 constraints on the standard UT plane are shown next to each other, after
zooming into the SM preferred region. For a more quantitative comparison we collect in Table 10 the
uncertainties on the indirect determination of CKM parameters and angles, obtained from the predic-
tive posterior p.d.f.’s (i.e., obtained without including the corresponding direct measurements in the fit).
These uncertainties are reduced by a factor 3–5 for Phase 1, and are further reduced by up to a factor
of 2 for Phase 2, allowing for an increasingly improved tests of the SM, as discussed next. A similar
progression of improvements is seen in the projections from CKMfitter collaboration, cf. Fig. 21.
2.7 Future extrapolation of constraints on NP in ∆F = 2 amplitudes
The Unitarity Triangle Analysis can be generalized beyond the SM to obtain a simultaneous determi-
nation of CKM parameters and NP contributions to ∆F = 2 amplitudes [60, 198]. Assuming that
NP is absent (or negligible) in charged current amplitudes, but allowing for NP to be present in FCNC
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Fig. 21: Constraints on the unitarity triangle from the CKMfitter global analysis: global fit (top), tree
only (center), loop only (bottom), for Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right).
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Fig. 22: Constraints on the unitarity triangle for the Bs meson from the CKMfitter global analysis for
Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right).
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Fig. 23: Present (left) and future (center: phase 1, right: phase 2) constraints in the (ρ¯, η¯) plane (UTfit
collaboration).
Table 10: Relative uncertainties on the predictions of UT parameters and angles, using current and
extrapolated input values for measurements and theoretical parameters (UTfit collaboration).
λ ρ¯ η¯ A sin 2β γ α βs
Current 0.12% 9% 3% 1.5% 4.5% 3% 2.5% 3%
Phase 1 0.12% 2% 0.8% 0.6% 0.9% 0.9% 0.7% 0.8%
Phase 2 0.12% 1% 0.6% 0.5% 0.6% 0.8% 0.4% 0.5%
amplitudes, where its virtual effects compete with loop-level SM amplitudes, we can still use the mea-
surements of |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vcb|, |Vub|, γ and α (allowing for NP contributions in penguins, but barring
order-of-magnitude enhancements of electroweak penguins) to obtain the “tree-level” determination of
the UT. This allows us to obtain the SM prediction for K, Bd and Bs mixing amplitudes. Comparing
them with the experimental results we can extract CεK = εK/ε
SM
K and
CBqe
iφBq =
〈Bq|HSM+NP|B¯q〉
〈Bq|HSM|B¯q〉
. (21)
The SM point is Ci = 1, φi = 0. Using semileptonic asymmetries it is possible to break the degeneracy
for γ ↔ γ + 180◦ present in the tree-level determination of the CKM matrix [199], getting rid of the
solution in the third quadrant. We then obtain the results in Table 11 for the projected errors on CKM
parameters and on the NP parameters. Note that at present the NP contribution that are about an order of
magnitude smaller than the SM are still perfectly allowed. At the end of Phase 2 we will be able to probe
amplitudes that are another factor of 4 smaller than possible at present (corresponding to about a factor
of 2 higher reach in the NP scale for dimension 6 NP operators). The corresponding two-dimensional
distributions for Bd and Bs mixing are shown in Fig. 24.
Combining the results of the generalized UT analysis with the constraints on CP violation in D
mixing from Sec. 3.7.5, we can consider the most general ∆F = 2 effective Hamiltonian and place
bounds on its coefficients (barring accidental cancellations). The most general effective Hamiltonians
for ∆F = 2 processes beyond the SM have the following form [200] (with q1q2 = sd, uc, bq for
M = K,D,Bq)
HM−M¯eff =
5∑
i=1
CiQ
q1q2
i +
3∑
i=1
C˜i Q˜
q1q2
i , (22)
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Table 11: Present and future uncertainties on CKM and NP parameters from the generalized UT analysis
(UTfit collaboration).
ρ¯ η¯ CεK CBd φBd [
◦] CBs φBs [
◦]
Current 0.030 0.028 0.12 0.11 1.8 0.09 0.89
Phase 2 0.0047 0.0040 0.036 0.030 0.28 0.026 0.29
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Fig. 24: The present (green) and future Phase 2 (blue) constraints on NP contributions to Bd-B¯d (left)
and Bs-B¯s (right) mixing, with 1σ (2σ) regions shown with darker (lighter) shading.
where the operator basis consists of dimension 6 operators Q
qiqj
1 =
(
q¯αjLγµq
α
iL
)(
q¯βjLγ
µqβiL
)
, Q
qiqj
2 =(
q¯αjRq
α
iL
)(
q¯βjRq
β
iL
)
, Q
qiqj
3 =
(
q¯αjRq
β
iL
)(
q¯βjRq
α
iL
)
, Q
qiqj
4 =
(
q¯αjRq
α
iL
)(
q¯βjLq
β
iR
)
, Q
qiqj
5 =
(
q¯αjRq
β
iL
)(
q¯βjLq
α
iR
)
,
and the operators Q˜
qiqj
1,2,3 that are obtained from the Q
qiqj
1,2,3 by exchanging L ↔ R. Here qR,L = PR,L q,
with PR,L = (1±γ5)/2, and α and β are colour indices. Following the procedure detailed in Ref. [198],
the UTFit collaboration obtained p.d.f.’s for the Wilson coefficients based on the extrapolated UT and D
mixing analyses. For self-consistency, the coefficients are computed at a scale µH roughly corresponding
to the bound on the NP scale Λ that one obtains from the analysis (see below). The present and expected
Phase 2 allowed regions at 95% probability on the Wilson coefficients
Ci(Λ) =
FiLi
Λ2
, (23)
are reported in Fig. 25. In the left panel in Fig. 25 the flavour and loop factors were set to Fi = Li = 1,
i.e., this shows the limits on the mass of NP states that contribute to meson mixing at tree level and
couple with O(1) strength to the corresponding SM fermions. In Fig. 25 right, the flavour factor was set
to Fi = Vtq1V
∗
tq2
, and the loop factor to Li = α
2
2, with α2 the weak structure constant. That is, the right
panel of Fig. 25 shows the reach for masses of NP states that have MFV-like couplings to SM fermions
and contribute only at one loop level.
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3 Charm-quark probes of new physics
Authors (TH): J. Brod, S. Fajfer, A. Kagan, A. Lenz, L. Silvestrini.
In the SM, the FCNC processes involving charmed hadrons are suppressed compared to those
involving strange or beauty hadrons since they are proportional to the small breaking of the GIM mech-
anism by the bottom quark mass. This also means that the contributions from long-distance physics,
due to intermediate d, s quarks, are relatively more important, complicating the predictions. Moreover,
due to small off-diagonal CKM matrix elements the third generation approximately factorizes from the
first two generations, leading to additional suppression of the CP violating effects in charmed hadrons.
The charmed hadrons can then be used as sensitive probes of new physics in the up-quark sector, to
the extent that theoretical uncertainties can be brought under control, e.g., by constructing null tests, or
circumvented by using experimental data.
3.1 Charm mixing
Weak interactions mix D0 and D¯0 mesons, so that the mass eigenstates are |D1,2〉 = p|D0〉 ± q|D¯0〉.
By convention |D2〉 is CP-even in the absence of CP violation. The mass and width differences, ∆M =
m2 −m1, and ∆Γ = Γ2 − Γ1, are parametrized as
x ≡ ∆MD/ΓD = 0.46%± 0.13% , y ≡ ∆ΓD/(2ΓD) = 0.62%± 0.07%. (24)
Here Γ is the total decay rate of the neutral D mesons, while the numerical values are from the fits to
the experimental measurements [197]. As follows from Eq. (24), it appears that in D system x ∼ y or
Γ12 ∼M12. This is to be contrasted with the B system, where |Γ12/M12|  1 holds. We also define the
“theoretical” mixing parameters,
x12 ≡
2|MD12|
ΓD
, y12 ≡
|ΓD12|
ΓD
, φ12 ≡ arg
(
MD12
ΓD12
)
, (25)
where MD12 and Γ
D
12 are the dispersive and absorptive contributions to the D
0 − D0 mixing amplitude,
〈D0|H|D¯0〉 = MD12 − i2ΓD12. The phase φ12 gives rise to CP violation in mixing, cf. Sec. 3.2. Its
magnitude is currently bounded to lie below ∼ 100 mrad at 95% CL [197, 201]. These parameters are
related to x and y as,
(x− iy)2 = x212 − y212 − 2 i x12y12 cosφ12 , (26)
so that, up to negligible corrections quadratic in sinφ12 (in general, |y| ≤ y12 [202, 203]),
|x| = x12, |y| = y12 . (27)
It is convenient to begin the discussion of the SM mixing amplitudes with their U -spin flavor
symmetry decomposition [204, 205]. Employing CKM unitarity, λd + λs + λb = 0, with λx = VcxV
∗
ux,
ΓD12 can be written as
ΓD12 =
(λs − λd)2
4
Γ2 +
(λs − λd)λb
2
Γ1 +
λ2b
4
Γ0 , (28)
where
Γ2 = Γss + Γdd − 2Γsd ∼ (s¯s− d¯d)2 = O(2) ,
Γ1 = Γss − Γdd ∼ (s¯s− d¯d)(s¯s+ d¯d) = O() ,
Γ0 = Γss + Γdd + 2Γsd ∼ (s¯s+ d¯d)2 = O(1) ,
(29)
with  ∼ 0.2 denoting the U -spin breaking parameter. The Γ2,1,0 are the ∆U3 = 0 elements of the U -
spin 5-plet, triplet, and singlet, respectively. The individual Γij are identified, at the quark level, with box
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diagrams containing on-shell internal i and j quarks. They possess flavor structure Γij ∼ (¯ii)(j¯j)(u¯c)2,
where the external u and c quarks are irrelevant for theU -spin decomposition. TheU -spin decomposition
of MD12 is analogous to Eq. (28), with Γ → M replacement everywhere. At the level of quark box
diagrams,M1,0 also receive contributions containing internal b quarks. The small value of λb ∼ O(10−4)
implies that we can neglect the ∆U = 1, 0 contributions to the mass and width differences, even though
the ∆U = 2 piece is higher order in .
Evaluation of the SM mixing amplitudes is very challenging, because the charm quark mass lies
at an intermediate scale between the masses of the light quarks and the bottom quark. Broadly speak-
ing, there are two approaches: (i) an inclusive one employing the operator product expansion (OPE),
which expands in powers of ΛQCD/mc, as in the heavy quark expansion (HQE), and assumes that local
quark-hadron duality holds [206–209]; and (ii) an exclusive one in which y is estimated by summing
over contributions of exclusive states, and x is estimated via a dispersion relation which relates it to y. In
the first approach, the HQE applied to ΓD12, combined with the relevant non-perturbative dimension six
operator matrix elements evaluated in [210–213], yields contributions of the individual Γij to y that are
five times larger than the experimental value [214]. This corresponds to Γij ∼ ΓD, which is not surpris-
ing, given that the HQE can accommodate the charm meson lifetimes [213,215]. However, the result for
Γ2, cf. Eqs. (28), (29), yields a value of y lying about four orders of magnitude below experiment, due
to large GIM-cancellations between the Γij contributions. Evidently, the inclusive approach is not well
suited for analyzing the U -spin breaking responsible forD0−D0 mixing, i.e., the charm quark is not suf-
ficiently massive, and (ms −md)/ΛQCD is not sufficiently small. First estimates of the dimension nine
contribution in the HQE [216] indicate an enhancement compared to the leading dimension six terms,
but do not alter this conclusion. The HQE result θ2c Γij ∼ 5 y would require large U -spin violation,
e.g. O(2) = 20% in Γ2, cf. (29), which could be attributed to long-distance duality violation [203].
One possibility for directly addressing the origin of U -spin violation in D0 − D0 mixing is the second
(exclusive) approach mentioned above.
The starting point for the exclusive approach [204, 205, 217–219] is a sum over the decay modes
contributing to the absorptive and dispersive mixing amplitudes, see e.g. [220],
ΓD12 =
∑
f
ρfA
∗
f A¯f ; M
D
12 = 〈D0|H∆D=2|D¯0〉+ P
∑
f
A∗f A¯f
m2
D
0 − E2f
, (30)
where Af = 〈f |H∆c=1|D0〉 and A¯f = 〈f |H∆c=1|D¯0〉 are the D0 → f and D¯0 → f decay amplitudes,
respectively, ρf is the density of the state f , and P is the principal value. Unfortunately, the charm quark
mass is not sufficiently light for D meson decays to be dominated by a few final states. Moreover, the
strong phase differences entering ΓD12, and the off-shell decay amplitudes entering M
D
12 are not calcula-
ble from first principles. Thus, simplified treatments of SU(3)F flavor symmetry breaking have been
utilized. A rough U -spin based estimate for y is simply obtained from the first term in (28),
y = sin2 θc × Γ2/ΓD ∼ sin2 θC × 2 ∼ (0.2− 5)%, (31)
where we have taken Γ2 ∼ ΓD2 (which can be motivated by the HQE result Γij ∼ ΓD); and  ∼ 0.2−1,
corresponding to variation from nominal to maximal U -spin breaking. The authors of [204, 217] only
took SU(3)F -breaking phase space effects into account in the exclusive sum. They found that y .
1% could naturally be realized, where a value at the high end would require contributions from higher
multiplicity final states, due to the larger SU(3)F breaking effects near threshold (consistent with the
large U -spin breaking required from duality violations in the OPE/HQE approach). This conclusion was
subsequently supported in [218, 219], which added experimental branching ratio inputs together with
factorization based models for dynamical SU(3)F breaking effects, e.g., in the form factors and strong
phases. Rough dispersion relation estimates in [217, 218] suggested that |x/y| ∼ 0.1− 1.
We conclude that the estimates of x and y in the SM are consistent with their measured values, cf.
(24). Unfortunately, the large theoretical uncertainties eliminate the window for NP in these quantities.
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The situation is markedly different for the CPV mixing observables, due to their large suppression in the
SM, as discussed below. On a very long time-scale, direct lattice calculations might be able to predict
the SM values of x and y by building on the methods described in [221].
3.2 CP violation inD0 −D0 mixing
In the SM,CP violation (CPV) inD0−D0 mixing is highly suppressed, entering at O(|VcbVub/VcsVus|) ∼
10−3. This raises several questions, which we briefly address, based on work to appear in [222]: What
is the resulting theoretical uncertainty on the indirect CPV observables? How large is the current win-
dow for New Physics (NP)? What is an appropriate parametrization for indirect CPV effects, given the
expected sensitivity in the LHCb/Belle-II era?
There are two types of CPV due to mixing; both are referred to as “indirect” CPV. The first is CPV
due to interference between the dispersive and absorptive mixing amplitudes (“CPVMIX”), which arises
when φ12 6= 0. CPVMIX can be directly measured via the semileptonic CP asymmetry
ASL ≡
Γ(D0 → K+`−ν)− Γ(D¯0 → K−`+ν)
Γ(D0 → K+`−ν) + Γ(D¯0 → K−`+ν) =
|q/p|4 − 1
|q/p|4 + 1 =
2x12y12
x212 + y
2
12
sinφ12 . (32)
The second type of indirect CPV is due to interference between a direct decay amplitude and a “mixed”
amplitude followed by decay (“CPVINT”), i.e., interference between D0 → f and D0 → D¯0 → f . For
decays to a CP eigenstate final state, there are two CPVINT observables [223, 224],
λMf ≡
M12
|M12|
Af
Af
= ηCPf
∣∣∣∣∣AfAf
∣∣∣∣∣ eiφMf , λΓf ≡ Γ12|Γ12| AfAf = ηCPf
∣∣∣∣∣AfAf
∣∣∣∣∣ eiφΓf , (33)
parametrizing the interference for a dispersive and absorptive mixing amplitudes, respectively. The φMf
and φΓf are CPV weak phases, with φ12 = φ
M
f − φΓf , while ηCPf = +(−) for CP even (odd) final states.
In general, φMf and φ
Γ
f are final-state specific due to non-universal weak and strong phases entering the
CKM suppressed SM (and potential NP) contributions to the subleading decay amplitudes.
Non-vanishing φMf and φ
Γ
f yield time-dependentCP asymmetries. For example, in singly Cabibbo
suppressed (SCS) decays to CP-eigenstates, f = K+K−, pi+pi−, ..., the effective decay widths, Γˆ, for
D0 and D¯0 decays (the time-dependence of these decays can, to good approximation, be parametrized
in exponential form ∝ e−Γˆ τ , where τ ≡ ΓDt ) will differ,
∆Yf ≡
Γˆ
D¯
0→f − ΓˆD0→f
2ΓD
= −x12 sinφMf + adf y12 . (34)
The first and second terms on the RHS are the dispersive CPVINT and direct CPV contributions, re-
spectively, where the direct CP asymmetry is defined as adf = 1 −
∣∣A¯f/Af ∣∣. They can, in principle,
be disentangled via measurements of the corresponding time-integrated CP asymmetries (43), which
satisfy ACP (D
0 → h+h−) = ∆Y
h
+
h
− 〈t〉/τD + adh+h− . Examples of time-dependent CP asymmetries
in decays to non-CP eigenstates include the SCS final states f = K∗K or f = ρpi, and the Cabibbo
favored/doubly Cabibbo suppressed (CF/DCS) final states f = K±pi∓. These asymmetries generally
depend on both φMf and φ
Γ
f , unlike decays to CP eigenstates, due to the additional strong phases [222].
The dispersive and absorptive observables are simply related [222] to the more familiar parametriza-
tion of indirect CPV, see, e.g., [220]. The latter consists of |q/p| − 1, and
λf ≡
q
p
A¯f
Af
= −ηCPf
∣∣λf ∣∣ ei φλf , (35)
for CP eigenstate final states, and pairs of observables λf , λf¯ for non-CP eigenstate final states. The
same number of independent parameters is employed in each case (recall that φ12 = φ
M
f − φΓf ).
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Single mrad precision for φ12 could become a realistic target at LHCb, see below and Sec. 3.7,
to be compared with the current ∼ 50 − 100 mrad bounds [95% CL] quoted by HFLAV and UTfit
Collaboration [197, 201]. Thus, we must estimate the final state dependence in φMf , φ
Γ
f due to the
subleading decay amplitudes, and consider how to best parameterize this. This is accomplished via the
U -spin flavor symmetry decomposition of the D0 −D0 mixing amplitudes given in Eq. (28). We define
three theoretical CPV phases
φΓ2 ≡ arg
(
Γ12
Γ∆U=212
)
, φM2 ≡ arg
(
M12
Γ∆U=212
)
, φ2 ≡ arg
(
q
p
Γ∆U=212
)
, (36)
which are the theoretical analogs of the final state dependent phases φMf , φ
Γ
f , and φλf , respectively. The
U -spin breaking hierarchy Γ1/Γ2 = O(1/) yields the estimate
φΓ2 ≈ Im
(
2λb
λs − λd
Γ1
Γ2
)
∼
∣∣∣∣λbθc
∣∣∣∣ sin γ × 1 , (37)
and similarly for φM2 (the O(λ
2
b) contributions are negligible). Taking the nominal value  ∼ 0.2 for
U -spin breaking, we obtain the rough SM estimates
φ12 ∼ φΓ2 ∼ φM2 ∼ 3× 10−3 . (38)
Comparison with the current 95% CL bounds on φ12 implies that there is an O(10) window for NP in
indirect CPV. An alternative expression for φΓ2 follows from (37) via the relation Γ2 ∼= y ΓD,
|φΓ2 | =
∣∣∣∣sin γ λb λsy
∣∣∣∣ |Γ1|
ΓD
≈ 0.005 |Γ1|
ΓD
∼ 0.005  , (39)
where in the last relation we have taken Γ1 ∼ ΓD (recall that the HQE yields Γij ∼ ΓD). In principle,
Γ1 can be estimated via the exclusive approach as more data on SCS D
0 decay branching ratios and
direct CP asymmetries becomes available.
The misalignments between φMf , φ
Γ
f , φλf in (33), (35), and their theoretical counterparts satisfy
δφf ≡ φΓf − φΓ2 = φMf − φM2 = φ2 − φλf . (40)
We can characterize the magnitude of the misalignment δφf in the SM as follows: (i) For CF/DCS
decays it is precisely known and negligible, i.e., δφf = O(λ2b/θ2c ); (ii) In SCS decays, δφf is related
to direct CPV as δφf = a
d
f cot δ via the U -spin decomposition of the decay amplitudes [225], where
a strong phase δ = O(1) is expected due to large rescattering at the charm mass scale. Thus, for
f = pi+pi−, K+K−, the experimental bounds adf . O(10−3) imply that δφf . O(10−3); (iii) In
SCS decays, δφf = O(λb sin γ/θc) × cot δ, i.e., it is O(1) in SU(3)F breaking. Thus, (37) yields
δφf/φ
Γ
2 = O(), implying an order of magnitude suppression of the misalignment. An exception to
property (iii) arises inD0 → KsKs, where the leading “tree-level" decay amplitude enters atO() [226],
thus yielding δφKsKs/φ
Γ
2 = O(1). Note that δφK∗0KS could also be enhanced due to a suppression of
the leading amplitudes [227].
In the HL-LHC era, a single pair of dispersive and absorptive phases, identified with φM2 and φ
Γ
2 ,
respectively, should suffice to parametrize all indirect CPV effects. We refer to this fortunate circum-
stance as approximate universality. Moreover, approximate universality generalizes beyond the SM un-
der the following conservative assumptions about NP contributions: (i) they can be neglected in CF/DCS
decays (a highly exotic NP flavor structure would otherwise be required in order to evade the K con-
straint [228]); (ii) in SCS decays they are of similar size or smaller than the SM QCD penguin amplitudes,
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as already hinted at by the experimental bounds on the direct CP asymmetries ad
K
+
K
− , a
d
pi
+
pi
− . These
assumptions can be tested by future direct CPV measurements.
Under approximate universality, φMf → φM2 and φΓf → φΓ2 in expressions for time-dependent CP
asymmetries. A global fit to the CPV data for any two of the three phases, φM2 , φ
Γ
2 , φ12, is equivalent to
the traditional two-parameter fit for |q/p| and φ , where φ is identified with φ2 [222]. The relations∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣− 1 ≈ |x||y|x2 + y2 sinφ12, tan 2(φ2 + φΓ) ≈ − x
2
12
x212 + y
2
12
sin 2φ12 , (41)
together with φ12 = φ
M
2 − φΓ2 , allow one to translate between (φ2, |q/p|) and (φM2 , φΓ2 ). To illustrate
the potential reach of LHCb in φM2 and φ
Γ
2 from prompt charm production at 300 fb
−1, the projected
statistical errors on φ, |q/p|, x, y from D0 → Kspi+pi− (combined with the Belle error correlation
matrix [229]), and on ∆Yf = −AΓ, given in the last rows of Tables 14 and 16, and assuming the central
values |q/p| = 1, φ = 0, x = 0.57%, and y = 0.7%, yield
σ(φM2 ) = 2 mrad, σ(φ
Γ
2 ) = 5 mrad . (42)
The projected statistical errors are smaller forD0 → K+pi−pi−pi+ than forD0 → Kspi+pi−, cf. Tab. 15.
Thus, if the systematic errors are not prohibitively large, cf. Sec. 3.7, LHCb could probe indirect CPV in
the SM.
Finally, we remark, that if NP predominantly couples to left-handed quark currents, there are
strong correlations between NP contributions to D − D¯ and K − K¯ mixing [230, 231]. In such a case,
the combination of measurements in these two systems is particularly powerful.
3.3 Direct CP violating probes
Direct CP asymmetries,
ACP (D
0 → h−h+) ≡ Γ(D
0 → h−h+)− Γ(D0 → h−h+)
Γ(D0 → h−h+) + Γ(D0 → h−h+) , (43)
with h a light meson, are suppressed in the SM but could be enhanced by NP. A prominent test of direct
CPV in charm is the observable
∆ACP = ACP (K
−K+)−ACP (pi−pi+), (44)
which measures the difference between direct CPV in SCS modesD0 → K+K− andD0 → pi+pi−. This
is despite that the SM prediction is hard to obtain. However, assuming nominal breaking of the SU(3)
flavor symmetry,  ≈ fK/fpi−1 ≈ O(20 %), one can infer from the observed branching ratios of the CF
decayD0 → pi+K− and DCS decay D0 → pi−K+ a consistent picture involving large matrix elements
for U -spin breaking penguin [225, 232–236] (see also [237]). These can account, in the presence of
large strong phases, for values of ∆ACP . 0.2% [238], in accordance with the current measurements.
Light cone QCD sum rule calculations, on the other hand, predict a much smaller quantity, ∆ACP =
(0.020±0.003)% [239]. LHCb is expected to probe far into this region after Upgrade II (see Sec. 3.7.6).
SCS D decay modes are sensitives probes of CP violation in and beyond the SM [240]. Other
decay modes can also be sensitive to CP asymmetries of the same order, both in the SM and in NP ex-
tensions that modify the QCD penguin operators. Besides the modes D+ → K+K¯0 and D+s → pi+K0,
obtained from the above via exchange of the spectator quark, the modeD0 → KSKS is particularly inter-
esting, because a large CP asymmetry. 1 % can be expected [226,238]. The related D → KK∗ modes
have smaller asymmetries, but this can be compensated by the higher experimental efficiency [227]. Such
quasi two-body decays can interfere, if they contribute to the same three- or four-body final state, which
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needs to be taken into account in the analysis (for theory discussion, see, e.g., [241], for experimental
prospects at LHCb Upgrade II see Sec. 3.7.6).
Another interesting class of observables are the semileptonic D decays, D → P`+`− and D →
P1P2`
+`−, whereP, P1, P2 are light pseudoscalars. In analogy to the well-studied corresponding semilep-
tonic B decay modes, interesting null tests of CP violation can be constructed [242–244]. In certain
regions of phase space, the CP asymmetries can be largely enhanced via interferences with resonances,
which makes these decays an interesting class of observables for LHCb [245].
A set of observables related to direct CP asymmetry are T̂ -violating triple products [246] (see
also Sec. 3.7.6). To be nonzero they require a source of CPV, and at least three independent momenta
or polarization vectors in the final state, such as in D → V V decays or decays to four pseudoscalars.
Unlike directCP asymmetry, the T̂ -violating triple products can be nonzero even in the case of vanishing
strong phase differences.
3.4 Null tests from isospin sum rules
SM predictions for hadronic D decays are notoriously difficult. In some cases it is possible to obtain
strong indications for the presence of NP by relating various modes using the approximate flavor sym-
metry SU(3) (invariance under interchange of up, down, and strange quarks) or the more precise isospin
(invariance under interchange of up and down quarks).
Probably the simplest example is the D+ → pi+pi0 decay [238]. The final state has isospin I = 2
which cannot be reached from the I = 1/2 initial state via the ∆I = 1/2 QCD penguin operators,
predicting very suppressed direct CPV in the SM. An important question in this context is the size
of isospin-breaking effects. Isospin-breaking due to QED and the difference of up- and down-quark
mass is CP conserving and can be safely neglected. The electroweak penguin contribution is relatively
suppressed by α/αs in the SM. Thus, enhanced direct CPV in D
+ → pi+pi0 would signal the presence
of isospin-violating NP.
Another example is the sum of rate differences [247]
|A
pi
+
pi
− |2 − |A¯
pi
+
pi
− |2 + |A
pi
0
pi
0 |2 − |A¯
pi
0
pi
0 |2
− 3
2
(|A
pi
+
pi
0 |2 − |A¯
pi
−
pi
0 |2) = 3(|A1/2|2 − |A¯1/2|2), (45)
which depends only on ∆I = 1/2 amplitudes. There are two possibilities. If the sum is non-zero,
there are ∆I = 1/2 contributions to CP violation; they can be due to SM or NP. If the sum is zero, but
the individual asymmetries are non-zero, the CP asymmetries are likely dominated by ∆I = 3/2 NP
contributions. More sum rules, involving also vector meson final states, can be devised for the decay
modes D → ρpi, D → K(∗)K¯(∗)pi(ρ), D+s → K∗pi(ρ) [247]. For an exhaustive list of sum rules based
on the flavor SU(3) or its subgroups, see Refs. [248–250]. For decays with only charged particles in
the final state a significant improvement in precision is projected at LHCb Upgrade II. The final states
with neutral pions are more challenging (for experimental prospects at LHCb Upgrade II see Sec. 3.7.6).
However, precise information on these CP asymmetries is expected from Belle-II.
3.5 Radiative and leptonic charm decays
In the down-type quark sector the GIM suppression is less effective because of the large top quark mass,
so that the diagrams with the top-quark running in the loop dominate. In the charm sector the GIM
suppression is more efficient at least at the perturbative level, since none of the down-type quarks are
heavy. The exact suppression for a particular FCNC decay depends on how well the GIM suppression
is carried over to the non-perturbative contributions (“long distance” physics). The result is that the SM
branching ratios for radiative and leptonic charm decays, while suppressed, are in general not too small
to be out of reach. The branching ratios for semi-leptonic FCNC decays, such as D → P``, D → V ``,
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and D → PP`` are at the level of 10−7 − 10−6, while for the radiative decays, D → V γ, they are at
the level of 10−4− 10−5. The branching ratios for these decays are resonance dominated, and this holds
true even in the presence of new physics. However, one can still search for new physics effects by using
appropriate observables such as CP asymmetries, polarization asymmetries, and angular observables, as
well as enhancements of differential rates away from resonance regions.
3.5.1 Radiative Decays
The effective weak Lagrangian for the exclusive c→ uγ FCNC transitions D → V γ is, see, e.g., [243],
Lweakeff =
4GF√
2
( ∑
q∈{d,s}
V ∗cqVuq
2∑
i=1
CiO
(q)
i +
6∑
i=3
CiOi +
8∑
i=7
(
CiOi + C
′
iO
′
i
))
, (46)
with the operators O2(1) = (u¯Lγµ(T a)qL)(qLγµ(T a)cL), O(′)7 = emc/16pi2(u¯L(R)σµνcR(L))Fµν and
O(′)8 = gsmc/16pi2(u¯L(R)σµνT acR(L))Gaµν . The SM effective Wilson coefficients C(eff)i , which absorb
the universal long-distance effects from quark loops in perturbation theory, are known at two-loop level
in QCD [243, 251–253]. The authors of Ref. [243] improved the SM prediction for the branching ratios
of D → V γ, by including power corrections and updating the hybrid model predictions. The hybrid
model combines the heavy quark effective theory and chiral perturbation theory using experimentally
measured parameters [254, 255]. They also included corrections to the perturbative Wilson coefficients
by employing a QCD based approach, worked out for B physics as reviewed in [243]. Updated values
for the SM Wilson coefficients at leading order in αs are given in [242, 243, 251]. The GIM mechanism
suppresses strongly Ceff8 in the SM. The experimental branching ratio for the Cabibbo allowed decay is
B(D0 → K∗(892)γ) = (4.1 ± 0.7) × 10−4 and for the Cabibbo suppressed decays B(D0 → φγ) =
(2.74 ± 0.19) × 10−5, B(D0 → ρ0γ) = (1.76 ± 0.31) × 10−5 [256]. The hybrid model predicts
in the SM B(D0 → ρ0γ)SM = (0.041 − 1.17) × 10−5, B(D0 → φγ)SM = (0.24 − 2.8)) × 10−5,
B(D0 → K¯∗0γ)SM = (0.26 − 4.6) × 10−4 [243, 257]. The NP scenarios discussed in Ref. [257] can
contribute at the loop level to Ceff7,8, and cannot significantly modify the branching ratios. However, the
NP induced CPV asymmetry was found to still be modest, e.g., ∼ O(10%) for D0 → ρ0γ. In the case
of baryonic mode Λc → pγ the rate is estimated to be ∼ O(10−5). The forward-backward asymmetry
of photon momentum relative to Λc boost probes the handedness of c → uγ transitions. It can be 0.2
in the SM, and somewhat smaller within scenarios of NP discussed in [243, 257]. The probes of photon
polarization include time-dependent analysis in D0, D¯0 → V γ, where V = ρ−,K0, φ, or an up-down
asymmetry in D(s) → K1(→ Kpipi)γ [258].
3.5.2 Rare leptonic decays of charm
To describe NP effects the effective Lagrangian for the c → u ¯`` has to be extended by the following
operators
O9(10) =
e2
(4pi)2
(u¯γµPLc)(¯`γµ(γ5)`) , OS(P ) =
e2
(4pi)2
(u¯PRc)(¯`(γ5)`) ,
OT =
e2
(4pi)2
(u¯σµνc)(¯`σ
µν`) , OT5 =
e2
(4pi)2
(u¯σµνc)(¯`σ
µνγ5`).
(47)
Among these only C9 is nonzero in the SM. For each Oi one can introduce O′i with the corresponding
Wilson coefficient C ′i by replacing the chirality operator PL = 1/2(1 − γ5) by PR = 1/2(1 + γ5)
[259]. In Ref. [242] the authors obtained (N)NLO QCD SM Wilson coefficients at µc = mc, C7 '
(−0.0011 − 0.0041i) and C9 ' −0.021Xds, where Xds = V ∗cdVudL(m2d, q2) + V ∗csVusL(m2s, q2), with
L(m2, q2) defined in eq. (B1) of [242]. In the range of mc/
√
2 ≤ µc ≤
√
2mc the effective Wilson
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Table 12: Maximal experimentally allowed magnitudes of the Wilson coefficients, |C˜i| = |VubV ∗cbCi|,
obtained from non-resonant part of D+ → pi+µ+µ− decay, low q2 region I: q2 ∈ [0.0625, 0.276] GeV2;
high q2 region: q2 ∈ [1.56, 4.00]GeV2); and from B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 7.6 × 10−9 at 95% C.L. [260].
The last row applies to the case C˜9 = ±C˜10. All the bounds assume realCi, and also apply to coefficients
with flipped chirality, C˜ ′j .
|C˜i|max
B(piµµ)I B(piµµ)II B(D0 → µµ)
C˜7 2.4 1.6 -
C˜9 2.1 1.3 -
C˜10 1.4 0.92 0.63
C˜S 4.5 0.38 0.049
C˜P 3.6 0.37 0.049
C˜T 4.1 0.76 -
C˜T5 4.4 0.74 -
C˜9 = ±C˜10 1.3 0.81 0.63
coefficients were found to be (−0.0014−0.0054i) ≤ C7 ≤ (−0.00087−0.0033i) and−0.060Xds(µc =√
2mc) ≤ C9 ≤ 0.030Xds(µc = mc/
√
2). In the small q2 & 1 GeV2 region |C9| . 5 · 10−4.
One can consider contributions of this effective Lagrangian in the exclusive decay channels. For
the D meson di-leptonic decays the best upper bound to date is obtained by the LHCb collaboration
at the 90% CL [260] B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2 × 10−9. In the decay D+ → pi+µ+µ− the LHCb
experiment determined bounds on the branching ratio in the two kinematic regions of the di-lepton mass,
chosen to be either below or above the dominant resonant contributions. The measured total branching
ratio, obtained by extrapolating spectra over the non-resonant region, is [261] B(D+ → pi+µ+µ−) <
8.3× 10−8, while the separate branching fractions in the low- and high-q2 bins are bounded to be below
B(pi+µ+µ−)I < 2.5× 10−8 for region I, q2 ∈ [0.0625, 0.276] GeV2, and B(pi+µ+µ−)II < 2.9× 10−8
for region II, q2 ∈ [1.56, 4.00]GeV2 [261]. These can be used to put bounds on Wilson coefficients.
Allowing for NP contributions to only one Wilson coefficient at a time gives the upper bounds listed in
Table 12, where C˜i = VubV
∗
cbCi [259]. The bound on B(D0 → µ+µ−) gives the most stringent bounds
on CS,P,10 Wilson coefficients.
For baryonic c→ u`+`− transitions the relevant form factors are known from lattice QCD calcu-
lations for the Λc → p`+`− decay [262]. The dominant contributions to the branching ratio come from
resonant regions of Λc → pρ, (ω, φ) with ρ, ω and φ decaying to µ+µ−. This permits to investigate the
impact of NP on the differential branching ratio, the fraction of longitudinally polarized di-muons and
the forward-backward asymmetry. The upper 90% CL bound B(Λc → pµ+µ−)exp < 7.7× 10−8 [263],
obtained by excluding the ±40 MeV intervals around resonances still allows NP contribution in C9 and
C10. The Λc → pµ+µ− forward-backward asymmetry appears as a result of a nonzero C10 Wilson coef-
ficient, generated by the NP. Therefore this observable provides a clean null test of the SM as suggested
in Ref. [262].
The above bounds allow for appreciable NP contributions. An example are leptoquark mediators
[264], which are well motivated as the NP explanations of the B-meson anomalies, see, e.g., [265].
Refs. [242] and [259] showed that leptoquark exchanges do not affect much the branching ratios, but
can lead to CP asymmetries in D → pil+l− and Ds → Kl+l− of a few percent [242, 266]. Namely,
such CP asymmetries are defined close to the φ resonance that couples to the lepton pair and they can
be generated by imaginary parts of the C7 Wilson coefficients in the effective Lagrangian for c→ ul+l−
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processes. In the case of any NP scenario one cannot consider any charm rare decays without considering
bounds from the D0 − D¯0 oscillation as pointed out in [267]. In some particular NP scenarios, bounds
on NP are stronger if from the D0 − D¯0 oscillation.
In addition, if the NP is realized by the left-handed doublets of the weak isospin, then NP present
in B physics also inevitably appears in charm physics, accompanied with the appropriate CKM ma-
trix elements. Tests of lepton flavour universality are of particular interest, such as the observable
Rhh = B(D → hhµ+µ−)/B(D → hhe+e−). The ratio Rhh is theoretically clean, but only when
both numerator and denominator have the same kinematic cuts, and when these are well above the muon
threshold [244, 259]. LHCb has already measured D → pi+pi−µ+µ− and D → K+K−µ+µ− [268],
and BESIII set upper limits on the electron modes [269], but with different cuts on q2.
3.6 Inputs forB physics
If discovered, the presence of directCP violation inD decays can affect the extraction of the CKM angle
γ from the “tree-level” decays B → DK [48,49,51,53]. If one includes the B → Dpi modes, the effect
can be of order one [270]. One of the advantages of obtaining γ from tree decays is that all hadronic
parameters can be fit from data. This remains essentially true even if direct CPV is present in the decays
of the final-state D mesons [270–272], as long as one includes all direct CP asymmetries in the fit –
there are still more observables than parameters in the fit. However, one can show that there remains
an ambiguity: A shift in the angle γ can be compensated by a corresponding, unobservable shift in the
contributing strong phases. This shift symmetry can be broken by assuming the absence of CPV in one of
theD decay modes (for instance, in the SM this is the case for CF and DCS decay modes). Alternatively,
one could consider ratios of B → fDK and B → fDpi modes where the strong phase cancels, or use
information on the relative strong phases, e.g., by measuring entangled decays at D factories [270].
3.7 Experimental prospects
We now summarize the status of experimental measurements and their prospects for the future. We gen-
erally follow the notation of Sec. 3.2. In the case of time-dependent CPV, we also define the parameters x′
and y′ which depend linearly on the mixing parameters, x′ ≡ x cos δ+ y sin δ and y′ ≡ y cos δ−x sin δ.
Here δ is the strong phase difference between the favoured and doubly Cabibbo suppressed final states.
3.7.1 Mixing and time-dependent CPV in two-body decays
The mixing and CPV parameters in D0–D0 oscillations can be accessed by comparing the decay-time-
dependent ratio of D0→ K+pi− to D0→ K−pi+ rates with the corresponding ratio for the charge-
conjugate processes.
The latest measurement from LHCb [21] uses Run 1 and early Run 2 (2015–2016) data, corre-
sponding to a total sample of about L = 5 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. Assuming CP conservation,
the mixing parameters are measured to be x′2Kpi = (3.9 ± 2.7) × 10−5, y′Kpi = (5.28 ± 0.52) × 10−3,
and RKpiD = (3.454± 0.031)× 10−3. Studying D0 and D0 decays separately shows no evidence for CP
violation and provides the current most stringent bounds on the parameters AKpiD and |q/p| from a single
measurement, AKpiD = (−0.1± 9.1)× 10−3 and 1.00 < |q/p| < 1.35 at the 68.3% confidence level.
In Table 13 the signal yields and the statistical precision from Ref. [21] are extrapolated to the end
of Run 2 and to the end of Upgrade II, assuming that the central values of the measurements stay the
same. This assumption is particularly important for the CP -violation parameters, as their precision may
depend on the measured values.
Systematic uncertainties are estimated using control samples of data and none of them are foreseen
to have irreducible contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision, if the detector performance
(particularly in terms of vertexing/tracking and particle identification capabilities) is kept at least in line
with what is currently achieved at LHCb.
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Table 13: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on the mixing and CP -violation parame-
ters, from the analysis of promptly produced DCS D∗+→ D0(→ K+pi−)pi+ decays. Signal yields of
promptly produced CF D∗+→ D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ decays are typically 250 times larger.
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(x′2Kpi) σ(y′Kpi) σ(AD) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 1.8 1.5× 10−5 2.9× 10−4 0.51% 0.12 10◦
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) 10 6.4× 10−6 1.2× 10−4 0.22% 0.05 4◦
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 25 3.9× 10−6 7.6× 10−5 0.14% 0.03 3◦
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) 170 1.5× 10−6 2.9× 10−5 0.05% 0.01 1◦
3.7.2 Mixing and time-dependent CPV inD0 → K0Spi+pi−
The self-conjugate decay D0→ K0Spi+pi− includes both CF and DCS, as well as CP -eigenstate pro-
cesses reconstructed in the same final state. This allows for the relative strong phase between different
contributions to be determined from data, and, in turn, enables both the mixing parameters x and y, as
well as the CP -violation parameters |q/p| and φ to be directly measured without need for external input.
As a result, this channel provides the dominant constraint on the parameter x in the global fits.
The mixing and CPV parameters modulate the time-dependence of the complex amplitudes, and
these amplitudes themselves vary over the two-dimensional final state phase-space. As such, the mea-
surement relies both on the precise understanding of the detector acceptance as a function of phase-space
and decay time, and on the accurate description of the evolution of the underlying decay amplitudes over
the Dalitz plane. Both model-dependent and model-independent approaches using quantum-correlated
DD¯ pairs from ψ(3770) decays can be applied.
Previous measurements from the CLEO [273], BaBar [274], and Belle [229] collaborations have
used the model-dependent approach, with the Belle measurement having the best precision to date, x =
(0.56+0.20−0.23)%, y = (0.30
+0.16
−0.17)% (assuming CP symmetry), and |q/p| = 0.90+0.18−0.16, φ = (−6 ± 12)◦.
The one published LHCb result was based on 1 fb−1 of Run 1 data [275], and used a model-independent
approach with strong phases taken from the CLEO measurement [276] to determine x = (−0.86 ±
0.56)%, y = (0.03±0.48)%. This analysis used around 2×105 D∗+→ D0pi+, D0→ K0Spi+pi− decays
from 2011, which suffered from low K0S trigger efficiencies that were significantly increased for 2012
and beyond, and will benefit further from software trigger innovations at the LHCb in the upgrade era.
At LHCb these decays can be reconstructed either through semileptonic decays, for instance
B−→ D0µ−ν¯µ, where the muon charge is used to tag the initial D0 flavour, or through prompt charm
production, where the charge of the slow pion in the decay D∗+→ D0pi+ tags the initial flavour. The
two channels have complementary properties and both will be important components of future mixing
and CP violation analyses at LHCb.
The prompt charm yields are significantly larger than for the semileptonic channel, due to the
increased production cross-section. However, for the semileptonic channel the triggering on signal can-
didates is much more efficient, and introduces fewer non-uniformities in the acceptance. The estimated
future yields are presented in Table 14. Also shown are projected statistical precisions on the four mixing
and CPV parameters, which have been extrapolated from complete analyses of the Run 1 data for both
the semileptonic and prompt cases.
For this channel the dominant systematic uncertainties on mixing parameters come from two main
sources. First is the precision with which the non-uniformities in detector acceptance can be determined
versus as a function of phase space and decay time. Second is the knowledge of the strong-phase varia-
tion across the Dalitz plane. For the LHCb Run 2 analysis, both contributions are significantly smaller
than the statistical precision. In the longer term new approaches will be necessary to further reduce
these systematic uncertainties. Trigger and event selection techniques should be adapted to emphasise
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Table 14: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, together with statistical precision on the mixing and CP
violation parameters, for the analysis of the decay D0→ K0Spi+pi−. Candidates tagged by semileptonic
B decay (SL) and those from prompt charm meson production are shown separately.
Sample (lumi L) Tag Yield σ(x) σ(y) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1)
SL 10M 0.07% 0.05% 0.07 4.6◦
Prompt 36M 0.05% 0.05% 0.04 1.8◦
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1)
SL 33M 0.036% 0.030% 0.036 2.5◦
Prompt 200M 0.020% 0.020% 0.017 0.77◦
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1)
SL 78M 0.024% 0.019% 0.024 1.7◦
Prompt 520M 0.012% 0.013% 0.011 0.48◦
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1)
SL 490M 0.009% 0.008% 0.009 0.69◦
Prompt 3500M 0.005% 0.005% 0.004 0.18◦
uniform acceptance, a task made easier by the removal of the calorimeter-based hardware trigger. New
techniques, such as the bin-flip method [277], can further reduce dependence on the non-uniform accep-
tance, although at the cost of degraded statistical precision on the mixing and CP -violation parameters.
In the model-dependent approach many of the model systematic uncertainties may reduce or vanish with
increased integrated luminosity, as currently fixed parameters are incorporated into the data fit, and the
data become increasingly capable of rejecting unsuitable models provided that there is suitable evolution
in the model descriptions. For the model-independent approach, the uncertainty from external inputs
(currently from CLEO-c, later with 50% reduction from BESIII) will also reduce with luminosity as the
LHCb data starts to provide constraining power. There are no systematic uncertainties which are known
to have irreducible contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision.
For the CP violation parameters additional sources of systematic uncertainty come from the
knowledge of detector-induced asymmetries. In particular, there is a known asymmetry between K0
and K¯0 in their interactions with material. The limitation here will be the precision with which the mate-
rial traversed by each K0S meson can be determined. The LHCb Upgrade II detector will be constructed
to minimise material, and to allow precise evaluation of the remaining contributions. In summary, this
channel has comparable power on CP violating parameters, but with a simpler two-dimensional phase
space and complementary detector systematic uncertainties, as the four-body decays that we discuss next.
3.7.3 Mixing and time-dependent CPV in four-body decays
Like D0→ K−pi+ and D0→ K+pi−, the decays D0→ K−pi+pi−pi+ and D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ are a
pair of CF and DCS decays with high sensitivity to charm mixing. However, the rich amplitude structure
across the five dimensional phase space of the latter decays offers unique opportunities (and challenges)
in these four-body modes.
In the phase-space integrated analysis using 3fb−1 of data, LHCb made the first observation
of mixing in this decay mode, and measured quantities RK3piD = (3.21 ± 0.014) · 10−3, as well as
RK3picohery
′
K3pi = (0.3 ± 1.8) · 10−3, and 14(x2 + y2) = (4.8 ± 1.8) · 10−5 [278]. The coherence factor,
RK3picoher, measures the effect of integrating over the entire four-body phase space [279, 280].
The unique power of multibody decays lies to a large extent in the fact that the strong phase
difference between the interfering D0 and D0 amplitudes varies across the phase space. This can be
fully exploited only by moving away from the phase-space-integrated approach to the analyses of phase
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Table 15: Extrapolated signal yields for LHCb, and sensitivity to the mixing and CP -violation parame-
ters, from the analysis of D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ decays (statistical uncertainties only).
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(x′Kpipipi) σ(y′Kpipipi) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1-2 (9 fb−1) 0.22 2.3× 10−4 2.3× 10−4 0.020 1.2◦
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) 1.29 0.9× 10−4 0.9× 10−4 0.008 0.5◦
Run 1-4 (50 fb−1) 3.36 0.6× 10−4 0.6× 10−4 0.005 0.3◦
Run 1-5 (300 fb−1) 22.5 0.2× 10−4 0.2× 10−4 0.002 0.1◦
space distributions, either in bins or unbinned. Such a “phase space resolved” approach allows a direct
measurement of x′Kpipipi and y
′
Kpipipi (rather than only the x
′2 and y′ as in the 2-body case), and, crucially,
provides high sensitivity to the CP violating variables φ and |q/p|.
On the other hand, the same phase variations that make multibody decays so powerful, are also
a major challenge, as they need to be known precisely in order to cleanly extract the mixing and CP
violation parameters of interest. In principle, the relevant phases can be inferred from an amplitude
model such as that obtained from 3fb−1 of LHCb data [93]. Such models may introduce theoretical
uncertainties that are unacceptably large for the precision era of LHCb Upgrade II, unless there are
significant innovations in the theoretical description of four-body amplitudes. The alternative is to use
model-independent approaches. These use quantum-correlated events at the charm threshold to infer
the required phase information in a model-unbiased way. BESIII is working closely with LHCb [281]
to provide the necessary model-independent inputs for D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ across different regions of
phase space for measurements of the γ angle as well as charm mixing and CP violation measurements.
Sensitivity studies with model-dependent approaches give a useful indication of the precision that
can be achieved. A recent such study, Ref. [282], uses LHCb’s latest D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ amplitude
model [93]. Table 15 gives the yields and sensitivities scaled from the study in [282], illustrating the im-
pressive sensitivity of this decay mode. The study is based on promptly producedD∗+ mesons, decaying
in the flavour-conservingD∗+→ D0pi+ channel. Several systematic uncertainties require improvements
in the analysis method in order to scale with increasing sample sizes. However, given the huge potential
of this channel, sufficient effort is expected to be dedicated to this challenge, such that adequate methods
can be developed, and that the necessary input from threshold measurements is both generated at BESIII
and exploited optimally at LHCb. Indeed, once these are in place, this channel has the potential for
probing CP violation at the O(10−5) level, given the current world average value of x.
3.7.4 Measurement ofAΓ
The parameter AΓ is related to indirect CP violation (' −AindirCP ) and is defined as
AΓ ≡
Γˆ(D0→ h+h−)− Γˆ(D0→ h+h−)
Γˆ(D0→ h+h−) + Γˆ(D0→ h+h−) (48)
Neglecting contributions from subleading amplitudes, AΓ is independent of the final state f .
The large yields available in the SCS modes, f = pi+pi− or f = K+K−, together with tagging
from the D∗± decay, allow for a precise measurement of AΓ, provided the systematic uncertainties can
be controlled with high degree of precision. Tagging based on semileptonic decays of a parent bottom
hadron is also possible and has been used in a published LHCb measurement [283], but contributes
significantly lower yields.
Most potential systematic effects are essentially constant in t and therefore cause little uncer-
tainties in the observed decay time evolution of the asymmetry. However, second-order effects and
detector–induced correlation between momentum and proper decay time are sufficient to produce spu-
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Table 16: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, and statistical precision on indirect CP violation fromAΓ.
Sample (L) Tag Yield K+K− σ(AΓ)K+K− Yield pi
+pi− σ(AΓ)pi+pi−
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) Prompt 60M 0.013% 18M 0.024%
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) Prompt 310M 0.0056% 92M 0.0104 %
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) Prompt 793M 0.0035% 236M 0.0065 %
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) Prompt 5.3G 0.0014% 1.6G 0.0025 %
rious asymmetries, that must be appropriately corrected. In addition, contamination from secondary
decays is a first-order effect in time that must be suppressed, and its residual bias accounted for. Both
corrections are dependent on the availability of a large number of CF D0 → K−pi+ decays as calibra-
tion, and can be expected to scale with statistics; collection of this sample with the same trigger as for
the signal modes is therefore a crucial tool for performing this measurement with high precision in the
future.
The Run 1 LHCb measurement of this quantity gave consistent results in the two h+h− modes,
averaging AΓ = (−0.13 ± 0.28 ± 0.10) × 10−3 [20], which is still statistically dominated. For the
reasons mentioned above, this precision is at the threshold of becoming physically interesting, making
it a worthy target to pursue with more data. It seems highly unlikely that any experiment built in the
foreseeable future will be able to do this, except for an upgrade of LHCb to higher luminosity.
Table 16 shows expected yields and precisions attainable in LHCb Upgrade II, under the same
assumptions on efficiencies adopted in the previous sections; this must include provisions for acquiring
and storing 5× 1010 CF decays. The ultimate combined precision is 1× 10−5.
3.7.5 Combined mixing and time dependent CPV sensitivity
The projected precisions of the analyses presented in the previous sections are shown in Fig. 26, and are
compared with the expected precisions at Belle II. The expected LHCb constraints on φ are translated
into asymmetry constraints (Aind.CP ≈ x sin(φ)) by multiplying by the current HFLAV average of x and
neglecting the uncertainty on this under the assumption that x will be comparatively well determined in
the future. This comparison neglects additional constraining power from |q/p|. The relative values of
these asymmetry constraints with those from AΓ is indicative only.
The analyses presented in the previous sections are also combined to establish the sensitivity to
the CP -violating parameters |q/p| and φ. The combination is performed using the method described in
Ref. [284]. At an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 the sensitivity to |q/p| is expected to be 0.001 and
that to φ to be 0.1◦. This remarkable sensitivity is contrasted in Fig. 27 with the HFLAV world average
as of 2017. We can conclude that the LHCb Upgrade II will have impressive power to characterise NP
contributions to CP violation and is the only foreseen facility with strong potential of probing the SM
contribution.
3.7.6 Direct CP violation
The SCS decays D0 → K−K+ and D0 → pi−pi+ play a critical role in the measurement of time-
integrated direct CP violation through time-integrated CP asymmetry in the h−h+ decay rates, Eq.
(43). The sensitivity to direct CP violation is enhanced through a measurement of the difference in
CP asymmetries between D0 →K−K+ and D0 →pi−pi+ decays, ∆ACP , Eq. (44). The individual
asymmetries ACP (K
−K+) and ACP (pi
−pi+) can also be measured.
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Fig. 26: The predicted constraints on the indirect CP violation asymmetry in charm from the decay
channels indicated in the labels at the bottom of the columns. Predictions are shown in LS2 (2020) from
LHCb, LS3 (2025) from LHCb, at the end of Belle II (2025), and at the end of the HL-LHC LHCb
Upgrade II programme.
0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1
0.2−
0.1−
0
0.1
0.2 HFLAV World Average 2017
LHCb 300/fb
contours hold 68%, 95% CL
|q/p|
ϕ
Fig. 27: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on φ, |q/p| from the combination of the analyses
(red), see main text for details, compared to the current world-average precision (light blue). The notation
on the axes or lowercase a corresponds to the uppercase A used in the section text.
A measurement of the time-integrated CP asymmetry in D0 → K−K+ has been performed in
LHCb with 3 fb−1 collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. The flavour of the charm meson
at production is determined from the charge of the pion in D∗+ → D0pi+ decays, or via the charge of
the muon in semileptonic b-hadron decays, B → D0µ−νµX . The analysis strategy so far relies on the
D+ → K+pi+pi−, D+ → K0spi+ and D∗+ → D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ decays as control samples [285].
In this case, due to the weighting procedures aiming to fully cancel the production and reconstruction
asymmetries, the effective prompt signal yield for ACP (K
−K+) is reduced. The expected signal yields
and the corresponding statistical precision in LHCb Upgrade II are summarised in Table 17.
The observable ∆ACP is robust against systematic uncertainties. The main sources of systematic
uncertainties are inaccuracies in the fit model, the weighting procedure, the contamination of the prompt
sample with secondary D0 mesons and the presence of peaking backgrounds. There are no systematic
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Table 17: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb and statistical precision on direct CP violation observables for the
promptly produced samples.
Sample (L) Tag Yield Yield σ(∆ACP ) σ(ACP (hh))
D0→K−K+ D0→pi−pi+ [%] [%]
Run 1-2 (9 fb−1) Prompt 52M 17M 0.03 0.07
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) Prompt 280M 94M 0.013 0.03
Run 1-4 (50 fb−1) Prompt 1G 305M 0.01 0.03
Run 1-5 (300 fb−1) Prompt 4.9G 1.6G 0.003 0.007
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Fig. 28: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on indirect and direct charm CP violation from
the analysis of two-body CP eigenstates. The current world-average precision [286] is ±2.6× 10−4 for
indirect and ±18× 10−4 for direct CP violation and thus larger than the full scale of this plot.
uncertainties with expected irreducible contributions above the ultimate statistical precision. This chan-
nel is already entering the upper range of the physically interesting sensitivities, and will likely continue
to provide the world’s best sensitivity to direct CP violation in charm at LHCb Upgrade II. The power
of these two-body CP eigenstates at LHCb Upgrade II is illustrated in Fig. 28, which shows the indirect
(see Sect. 3.7.4) and direct CP constraints that will come from these modes.
There are a number of other two-body modes of strong physics interest for which Upgrade II will
also make important contributions. These include the decay modes D0 → K0SK0S (0.28%), D0 →
K0S
¯
K∗0 (0.21%), D0 → K0SK∗0 (0.15%), D+s → K0Spi+ (3.2 × 10−4), D+ → K0SK+ (1.2 × 10−4),
D+ → φpi+ (6 × 10−5), D+ → η′pi+ (3.2 × 10−5), D+s → η′pi+ (3.2 × 10−4), where the projected
statistical only CP asymmetry sensitivities are given in brackets after the decay mode. The first three
modes mentioned are notable as they receive sizeable contributions from exchange amplitudes at tree-
level and could have a relatively enhanced contribution from penguin annihilation diagrams which are
sensitive to NP. Consequently, they could be potential CP violation discovery channels [226], [227].
Searches for direct CP violation in the phase space of SCS D+ → h1h2h3 decays, hereafter
referred to as D → 3h, are complementary to that of D(0,+) → h1h2 (hi = pi,K). In charged D
systems, onlyCP violation in the decay is possible. The main observable is theCP asymmetry, which, in
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Table 18: Extrapolated signal yields at LHCb, in units of 106, for the SCS decays D+ → K−K+pi+,
D+ → pi−pi+pi+, and for the DCS decays D+ → K−K+K+, D+ → pi−K+pi+.
Sample (L) K−K+pi+ pi−pi+pi+ K−K+K+ pi−K+pi+
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 200 100 14 8
Run 1–4 (23 fb−1) 1,000 500 70 40
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 2,600 1,300 182 104
Run 1–6 (300 fb−1) 17,420 8,710 1,219 697
Table 19: Sensitivities to several illustrative CP -violation scenarios in D+ → pi−pi+pi+ decay. Simu-
lated D+ and D− Dalitz plots are generated with relative changes in the phase of the Rpi± amplitude,
R = ρ0(770), f0(500) or f2(1270). The values of the phase difference are given in degrees and cor-
respond to a 5σ CP -violation effect. Simulations are performed with 3 fb−1 and extrapolated to the
expected luminosities.
resonant channel 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
f0(500)pi 0.30 0.13 0.083 0.032
ρ0(770pi 0.50 0.22 0.14 0.054
f2(1270)pi 1.0 0.45 0.28 0.11
the case of two-body decays, is a single number. In contrast, D → 3h decays allow to study the variation
of the CP asymmetry across the two-dimensional phase space (usually represented by the Dalitz plot).
The estimated signal yields in future LHCb upgrades are summarised in Table 18, based on an
extrapolation of the Run 2 yields per unit luminosity. The estimated sensitivities to observation of CP
violation, using D+ → pi−pi+pi+ as an example, are presented in Table 19.
The SM generated CP violation could be observed in the SCS decays, such as D0→ pi+pi−pi+pi−
and D0→ K+K−pi+pi−, while NP is needed to justify any observation of CP violation in the DCS
decays, such as D0→ K+pi−pi+pi−. Many techniques can be adopted to search for CP violation, all of
them exploiting the rich resonant structure of the decays. The methods used so far at LHCb are based
on T̂ -odd asymmetries and the energy test, while studies are ongoing to measure model-dependent CP
asymmetries in the decay amplitudes.
The study of T̂ -odd asymmetries exploits potential P -odd CP violation from the interference
between different amplitude structures in the decay, as described in Ref. [287]. This uses a triple product
CT = ~pA ·(~pB×~pC) constructed from the momenta of three of the final state particles ~pA, ~pB, ~pC . LHCb
has studied T̂ -odd asymmetries using 3 fb−1 data from the Run 1 dataset, and obtained a sensitivity of
2.9 × 10−3 with very small systematic uncertainties [288]. The peculiarity of this measurement is the
absence of instrumental asymmetries, since it is given by the difference of two asymmetries measured
separately on D0 and D0 decays, aCP = (AT − A¯T )/2, where
AT =
(Γ(D0, CT > 0)− Γ(D0, CT < 0))
(Γ(D0, CT > 0) + Γ(D
0, CT < 0))
, A¯T =
(Γ(D0, C¯T > 0)− Γ(D0, C¯T < 0))
(Γ(D0, C¯T > 0) + Γ(D
0, C¯T < 0))
. (49)
One can therefore expect the errors to scale with luminosity to reach a sensitivity down to 2.9 × 10−5
(9.4× 10−5) for D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi− (D0 → K+K−pi+pi−) decays, as detailed in Table 20.
The energy test method is insensitive to global asymmetries. However, it is expected that it will
become sensitive to variations in phase space of production and detection asymmetries. These can be
controlled in data by application of the method to CF decays, such as D0→ K−pi+pi+pi−. Assuming
scaling with the square-root of the ratio of sample sizes, the same p-values can be expected for the CP
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Table 20: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on T̂ -odd CP -violation observables at
LHCb.
D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi− D0 → K+K−pi+pi−
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(aT̂ -oddCP ) Yield (×106) σ(aT̂ -oddCP )
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 13.5 2.4× 10−4 4.7 5.4× 10−4
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) 69 1.1× 10−4 12 3.4× 10−4
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) 900 2.9× 10−5 156 9.4× 10−5
Table 21: Overview of sensitivities to various CP -violation scenarios for D0→ pi+pi−pi+pi− decays as
extrapolated from Ref. [289]. The relative changes in magnitude and phase of the amplitude of the
resonance R to which sensitivity is expected are given in % and ◦, respectively. The P -wave ρ0(770)
is a P -odd component. The phase change in this resonance is tested with the P -odd CP -violation test.
Results for all the other scenarios are given with the standard P -even test.
R (partial wave) 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 300 fb−1
a1→ ρ0pi (S) 1.4% 0.6% 0.17%
a1→ ρ0pi (S) 0.8◦ 0.35◦ 0.10◦
ρ0ρ0 (D) 1.4% 0.6% 0.17%
ρ0ρ0 (P) 0.8◦ 0.35◦ 0.10◦
asymmetries given in Table 21.
Charm decays with neutrals in the final state can help to shed light on the SM or beyond-SM
origin of possible CP -violation signals by testing correlations between CP asymmetries measured in
various flavour-SU(3) or isospin related decays, see Sec. 3.4 and Refs. [233, 234, 290]. These modes
are, however, particularly challenging in hadronic collisions, where the calorimeter background for low
energy clusters is high, while the trigger retention rate needs to be kept low to allow for affordable rates.
Nevertheless, good performances are achieved when considering decays with at least two charged
particles in the final states, such as D0→ pi+pi−pi0, since the charged particles help to identify the dis-
placed decay vertex of the charm meson. In only 2 fb−1 of data, collected during 2012, LHCb has
reconstructed about 660,000 D0→ pi+pi−pi0 decays [195], i.e., about five times more than Babar from
its full data set [291], with comparable purity. Preliminary estimates for Run 2 data, give about 500 000
signal decays per fb−1, making future CP -violation searches in this channel very promising. Similarly,
large samples of D+(s)→ η(′)pi+ decays, with η(′)→ pi+pi−γ, or D+→ pi+pi0 decays, with pi0→ e+e−γ,
are already possible with the current detector. The D+(s)→ η′pi+ mode, as an example, has been used by
LHCb during Run 1 to perform the most precise measurement of CP asymmetries in these channels to
date, with uncertainties below the 1% level [292].
More challenging final states consisting only of neutral particles, such as pi0pi0 or ηη, can still
be reconstructed with pi0→ γγ or η→ γγ candidates made of photons which, after interacting with the
detector material, have converted into an e+e− pair. Such conversions must occur before the tracking
system to have electron tracks reconstructed. Although the reconstruction efficiency of these “early”
converted photons in the current detector reaches only a few percent of the calorimetric photon efficiency,
their purity is much higher. This approach may become interesting only with the large data sets that are
expected to be collected by the end of Upgrade II. The η decays can also be reconstructed through the
pi+pi−γ final state.
Unlike the D0 decays which are usually tagged with a soft pion fromD∗+ decays, there is no easy
tagging of the D+ modes, which thus often suffer from a high combinatorial background. Employing a
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pi0 tag using D∗+→ D+pi0 decays could facilitate future studies of D+ decays, in particular those with
challenging and/or high multiplicity final states.
The study of these modes may be challenging in Run 3 due to the cluster pile-up at higher lu-
minosities and radiation damage of the current calorimeter. The new calorimeter proposed for LHCb
Upgrade II would have an improved granularity. It would therefore improve the efficiency for pi0→ γγ
decays and, in particular, could make the pi0 tag feasible.
3.7.7 Rare leptonic and radiative charm decays
The most experimentally accessible very rare charm decay is D0 → µ+µ−. The world’s best limit on
B(D0 → µ+µ−) was obtained by LHCb with 0.9 fb−1 of 2011 data [260], resulting in
B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2× 10−9 at 90% CL. (50)
Extrapolating the current detector performance, the expected limit is about 5.9 × 10−10 with 23 fb−1
and 1.8× 10−10 with 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, covering a large part of the unambiguous space
to search for NP without being affected by long distance uncertainties in the SM predictions.
The next class of rare charm decays which are particularly suited for experiments at hadron col-
liders are three-body decays with a pair of leptons in the final state, such as D+(s)/Λ
+
c → h+`+`− and
D0 → h+h−`+`−. In some NP scenarios the short distance contributions can be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude allowing NP to manifest as an enhancement of the branching fraction. An example
of such a model is shown in Fig. 29, where the Wilson coefficients were assumed to obtain NP contri-
butions, CNP9 = −0.6 and CNP10 = 0.6 (cf. Eqs. (46), (47)). Outside of the resonance regions the short
distance contributions are comparable to the long distance effects. The chosen NP benchmark point leads
to branching ratios just below the current LHCb limit [263]
B(Λ+c → pµ+µ−) < 5.9× 10−8 at 90% CL. (51)
In the Upgrade II LHCb is expected to improve the limit to
B(Λ+c → pµ+µ−) < 4.4× 10−9 at 90% CL. (52)
An order of magnitude improvement is expected for the limit on B(D+(s) → pi+µ+µ−) decays,
which is currently at 7.3 × 10−8 at 90% CL [261]. The expected upper limits are about 1.3 × 10−8
with 23 fb−1 and 0.37× 10−8 with 300 fb−1. In addition, LHCb will have the ability to measure angular
observables such as the forward-background asymmetry, AFB, or time integrated ACP , which will pro-
vide additional handles to separate the long distance from the short distance contributions, and for which
some theoretical predictions in NP scenarios already exist [242], as shown in Fig. 30.
Last but not least with a sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 LHCb
will be able to perform searches for the LFV decays D+(s)/Λ
+
c → h+`+`′− and perform tests of lepton
universality via the ratios B(D+(s)/Λ+c → h+µ+µ−)/B(D+(s)/Λ+c → h+e+e−).
The decays D0 → h+h−`+`− have richer dynamics than the two- and three-body decays, al-
lowing for a variety of differential distributions to be investigated. Due to the huge charm production
cross-section at the LHC, and LHCb’s ability to trigger on low pT dimuons, LHCb has unique physics
reach in studying these decays. In fact, significant progress has already been made with the observa-
tion of the CF decay D0→ K−pi+µ−µ+ (with the dimuon mass in the ρ/ω region) with a branching
fraction (4.17 ± 0.42) × 10−6 [293] and the SCS decays D0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− and D0→ K+K−µ+µ−
with branching fractions of (9.64 ± 1.20) × 10−7 and (1.54 ± 0.33) × 10−7, respectively [268]. For
the latter, also the differential branching fraction as a function of the dimuon mass squared, q2, was
measured. Furthermore, LHCb has performed the first measurement of CP - and angular asymmetries
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Fig. 29: Differential branching fraction for the decay Λ+c → pµ+µ− as a function of q2 (left) in the
SM and (right) in a NP scenario with CNP9 = −0.6 and CNP10 = −0.6 [262]. The current LHCb limit is
marked with green. The extrapolated upper limit with the 23 and 300 fb−1 data sets is marked in red.
Fig. 30: (Left) Differential branching fraction of D+ → pi+µ+µ− as a function of q2 in the SM. The
current LHCb limit is marked with a dashed black line. (Middle and right) Predictions for ACP in a
particular NP scenario of Ref. [242] with different strong phases δρ,φ.
in D0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− and D0→ K+K−µ+µ− decays using Run 2 data. This resulted in the first de-
termination of the forward-backward asymmetry AFB, the triple-product asymmetry A2φ and the CP -
asymmetry ACP with uncertainties at the percent-level [245]. Moreover, the implementation of triggers
for dielectron modes opens the possibility of measuring branching-fraction ratios between di-muon and
di-electron modes. Since the main limit for these studies comes from the available statistics, LHCb will
already have excellent prospects in Run 3 and 4. Projected signal yields for the muonic modes ofO(104)
will allow more sensitive studies of angular asymmetry and the first amplitude analyses to attempt to
disentangle short distance and long distance components. However, the full potential for these decays
will be exploited only with the 300 fb−1 LHCb upgrade.
3.7.8 Prospects with charm baryons
In general, charmed baryon decays offer a rich laboratory within which to study matter-antimatter asym-
metries. The most easily accessible modes for LHCb are multibody decays containing one proton and
several kaons or pions, such as the CF Λ+c → pK−pi+ decay and the SCS Λ+c → pK−K+ and ppi−pi+
decays. Unlike the analogous final states of the spinless neutral and charged D mesons, such charmed
baryon final states have at least five degrees of freedom, allowing for a complex variation of the strength
of CP violation across the phase space. A complete description of such a space is experimentally chal-
lenging. This is compounded by the relatively short lifetime of the Λ+c baryon with respect to those of
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the D mesons, which decreases the power of selections based on the displacement of the charm vertex,
increasing the prompt combinatorial background, which mainly comprises low-momentum pions and
kaons. Selections of charm baryons then heavily rely on good discrimination between proton, kaon, and
pion hypotheses in the reconstruction of charged tracks, and on a precise secondary vertex reconstruction.
The latter is also necessary when reconstructing charm baryons originating from semileptonic b-hadron
decays, which has the advantage of both a simple trigger path (a high-pT, displaced muon) and a cleaner
experimental signature due to the large b-hadron lifetime. The presence of the proton in the final state,
whilst a useful handle for selections, poses experimental challenges for CP -violation measurements in
addition to those present for measurements with D mesons, as the proton-antiproton detection asymme-
try must be accounted for. This has not yet been measured at LHCb due to the lack of a suitable control
mode.
The most precise measurement of CP violation in charm baryons was made recently by the LHCb
collaboration using Run 1 data, corresponding to 3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [194]. The difference
between the phase-space-averaged CP asymmetries in Λ+c → pK−K+ and Λ+c → ppi−pi+ decays was
found to be consistent with CP symmetry to a statistical precision of 0.9 %. This difference is largely
insensitive to the proton detection asymmetry, but masks like-sign CP asymmetries between the two
modes. Further studies must then gain a precise understanding of the proton detection asymmetry, in
addition to measuring the variation of CP violation across the decay phase space.
Although there is little literature on the subject, the magnitude of direct CP violation in charm
baryon decays is expected to be similar to that for charmed mesons [294], and so the first step in fur-
thering our understanding is to reach a precision of 0.5 × 10−4. This can be met by LHCb given the
300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected by the end of Run 5. The acquisition of more data is vital
in enabling studies of states heavier than the Λ+c baryon, as their alternate compositions may permit
considerably different dynamics. In this respect it is interesting to note that the Ξ++cc baryon was dis-
covered [295] by LHCb using the Λ+c K
−pi+pi+ final state with data taken in 2016, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 1.7 fb−1. A signal yield of 313± 33 was determined, which can be extrapolated
to around 100, 000 such decays obtainable with data corresponding to 300 fb−1, allowing asymmetry
measurements with a precision of 0.4 %. The flexible trigger and real-time analysis concept of LHCb’s
Upgrade II will however enable not only this measurement but a detailed mapping of the entire landscape
of multiply-heavy charmed hadrons.
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4 Strange-quark probes of new physics
Authors (TH): Giancarlo D’Ambrosio, Diego Guadagnoli, Teppei Kitahara, Diego Martinez Santos.
Although not specifically built for the study of strange hadrons, LHCb’s forward geometry allows for
a rich physics programme with strange hadrons. LHCb Upgrade II phase will substantially enlarge in
scope this programme. Its relevance is evident from the fact that kaon physics provides among the most
stringent constraints on new-physics interactions. As with the charm and beauty counterparts, the HL-
LHC will be a uniquely powerful factory for strange baryons which the LHCb Upgrade II is well placed
to exploit.
4.1 The (HL) LHC as a strangeness factory
The capabilities of LHCb for strangeness decays are due to the large strange-hadron production rates
at the LHC, combined with the specific features of LHCb in comparison with the other LHC detectors.
These are the higher efficiency for low transverse-momentum particles and the better invariant-mass
and vertex resolutions. A simple estimate with Pythia 8.226 yields a K0 cross section in 14 TeV pp
collisions of about 0.6 barn, as well as another 0.6 barn forK±. These are roughly 1000 times larger than
the production cross sections for B mesons. Hyperon cross sections are also large, attaining in Pythia
0.14, 0.04, 0.01 barn for Λ0, Σ+, and Ξ−, respectively (including their antiparticles), while the cross
section for Ω− is similar to that of B’s.
The LHCb capabilities for strange decays were first demonstrated in Ref. [296], which achieved
the world’s best result in B(K0S → µ+µ−) even though the trigger efficiency on well reconstructed
decays was only ∼ 1% (to be compared to ∼ 90% for B0s → µ+µ−). In Run 2, dedicated trigger
lines have been implemented, selecting muons down to 80 MeV in transverse momentum and increasing
the trigger efficiency by one order of magnitude for strangeness decays to dimuons [297]. The main
limitation is the hardware trigger (L0). In Run 3 the LHCb trigger will be fully software-based, which
can in principle allow for efficiencies as high as those achieved for B’s. The main challenge for LHCb
Upgrade II will be to fully exploit the software trigger, and enable high trigger efficiency at low transverse
momentum using the displacement of the decay products. In addition, using downstream reconstruction
in the trigger may boost the LHCb capabilities for charged kaon decays by up to a factor 5 [298].
Among the different strange hadron species, the LHCb detector layout is particularly suitable
for K0S and hyperons, which have relatively shorter lifetimes compared to K
± or K0L, which mostly
decay outside the detector. An approximate acceptance ratio for K0S : K
± : K0L is estimated as 1 :
0.01 : 3 × 10−3 [298] for full tracking and 1 : 0.02 : 0.01 for downstream tracking (i.e, no usage of
VELO information). Hence, measurements with K± decays will also be possible, with potential overlap
with NA62. LHCb Upgrade II will reach sensitivities for B(K0S → µ+µ−) below the 10−11 level if it
keeps the performance of the current detector [299], taking into account that the full software trigger
will allow for very high trigger efficiencies. Similarly, sensitivities at the 10−10 level are expected for
B(K0S → pi0µ+µ−) [300].
The same analysis strategy as B(K0S → pi0µ+µ−) can be applied to other decays, such as K0S →
γµ+µ−, although the sensitivity will be worse due to poorer mass resolution [298]. Other kaon decays
that can be studied at LHCb include K+ → piµµ (both with opposite-sign and same-sign muon pairs),
K0S → 4µ, or decays involving electrons, especially interesting in order to search for lepton flavor
violation (LFV) and lepton-flavor universality violation (LFUV). The LHCb Upgrade II will also have
an abundant enough sample of Σ+ → pµ+µ− to do precise study of the differential decay rate. The
Σ+ → pe+e− can be studied using dedicated triggers. Semileptonic hyperon decays are reconstructed
in LHCb [298] and kinematic constraints can be used to reconstruct the mass peak of the hyperon. Since
the expected yields for these decays can be very large, the main challenge is the fight against peaking
backgrounds, such as Λ → ppi− or Ξ− → Λpi−. LHCb Upgrade II will also be able to update existing
limits on LFV kaon decays [301]. A longer list of decays that LHCb will be able to probe can be found
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in Ref. [298].
4.2 K0S → µ+µ− andK0L → µ+µ− decays
LHCb Upgrade I and Upgrade II are expected to be able to probe short-distance physics using the
K0 → µ+µ− decay. In the SM, KS → µ+µ− is significantly dominated by P -wave CP -conserving
long-distance (LD) contribution, while S-wave CP -violating short-distance (SD) contributions from Z-
penguin and W -box are small [302–304]:
B(KS → µ+µ−)SM = [(4.99± 1.50)LD + (0.19± 0.02)SD]× 10−12. (53)
The large uncertainty comes from the LD contribution which has been computed in ChPT [302]. This
uncertainty is expected to be reduced by a dispersive treatment of KS → γ∗γ∗ [305], where KS → γγ,
KS → µ+µ−γ, KS → µ+µ−e+e− and KS → µ+µ−µ+µ− are measurable in LHCb experiment and
KLOE-2 experiment at DAΦNE [306]. It is important to note that, in contrast to the KL → µ+µ−
decay:
• The decay KS → µ+µ− provides another sensitive probe of imaginary parts of SD couplings and
consequently is very sensitive to new sources ofCP violation. This is not the case ofKL → µ+µ−
which is governed by real couplings.
• As seen in Eq. (53) the LD and SD contributions to the total rate are added incoherently [302,303],
which represents a big theoretical advantage over KL → µ+µ−, where LD and SD amplitudes
interfere.
This means that in BSMs in which the SD contribution is significantly enhanced, the LD-uncertainty
in KS → µ+µ− ceases to be important, and theoretically clean tests of new-physics scenarios are possi-
ble. In particular, being the SD contribution dominant, correlations of KS → µ+µ− with ε′/ε and also
KL → pi0νν¯ are present within many new-physics models.
Indeed, within concrete BSMs, B(KS → µ+µ−) can be modified substantially, for example B ∼
O(10−10) in the leptoquark models [307] and B ∼ O(10−11), or even saturate the current experimental
bound in certain MSSM parameter space [308], albeit somewhat fine-tuned. Already the present upper
bound from LHCb can have some impact on the allowed parameter range of certain models. This shows
that future improvement of this bound can have important impact on various BSM scenarios.
The LHCb full Run1 analysis has set the upper limit for KS → µ+µ− [309],
B(KS → µ+µ−)LHCb Run1 < 0.8 (1.0)× 10−9 at 90% (95%) CL, (54)
which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the SM sensitivity. With LHCb upgrades the sensitivity is
significantly improved. Using the upgraded software trigger, the LHCb experiment is aiming to reach
the SM sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 31.
A crucial aspect of the K0 → µ+µ− decay is a flavor-tagged measurement which can probe CP -
violating SD contributions directly. Its numerical effect is O(1) compared to the prediction in Eq. (53)
even in the SM [304]. While KL decays typically outside the LHCb fiducial volume, for KS the inter-
ference between KL and KS affects the number of signal events as Γint. ∝ A(KL → µ+µ−)A(KS →
µ+µ−)∗ when the flavor tagging, K0 or K0 at t = 0, is performed. An effective branching ratio into
µ+µ−, which includes the interference correction and would correspond to experimental event numbers
after the removal of KL → µ+µ− background, is given by [304],
B(KS → µ+µ−)eff =τS
[∫ tmax
tmin
dte
− t
τS ε(t)
]−1 ∫ tmax
tmin
dt
{
Γ(KS → µ+µ−)e−
t
τS
+
Df2Km
3
Kβµ
8pi
Re
[
i
(
ASAL − β2µB∗SBL
)
e−i∆mKt
]
e
− t
2τS
(
1+
τS
τL
)}
ε(t),
(55)
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Fig. 31: Projected LHCb reach for B(K0S → µ+µ−) as a function of the integrated luminosity times trig-
ger efficiency (which is expected to be O(1) in LHCb Upgrade II. The black band is the SM prediction.
Figure adapted from Ref. [299], which is based on the data used in [309].
with Γ(KS → µ+µ−) = f2Km3Kβµ
(
A2S + β
2
µ|BS |2
)
/(16pi), where final-state muon polarizations are
summed over, tmin to tmax corresponds to a range of detector for KS tagging, ε(t) is the decay-time
acceptance of the detector, βµ =
(
1 − 4m2µ/m2K
)1/2, and fK = (155.9 ± 0.4) MeV [310]. The
KL → µ+µ− background can be subtracted by a combination of the simultaneous measurement of
KS → pi+pi− and the knowledge of the observed value of B(KL → µ+µ−) [304]. The dilution factor
D is a measure of the initial K0–K0 asymmetry,
D =
(
K0 −K0)/(K0 +K0). (56)
TheAS,L andBS,L are the S-wave and P -wave contributions inKS,L → µ+µ− transitions, respectively.
The expressions for them are given in Ref. [308] using the general ∆S = 1 effective Hamiltonian. Note
that AS and BL are real, while BS and AL are complex.
The interference contribution is proportional to the dilution factor, D, which requires flavor tag-
ging. This can be done by detecting the accompanying K− in the process pp → K0K−X , Λ0 in the
process pp→ K0Λ0X , or pi+ in the process pp→ K∗+X → K0pi+X [304].
In the SM, the effective branching ratio in Eq. (55) can be reduced to [304, 308]
ASAL − β2µB∗SBL =
4G2FM
2
Wm
2
µ
m2Kpi
2 ImCA,SM︸ ︷︷ ︸
SD (CPV)
(
AµLγγ︸ ︷︷ ︸
LD (CPC)
− pi
2
G2FM
2
W
ReCA,SM︸ ︷︷ ︸
SD (CPC)
)
. (57)
The Wilson coefficient CA is defined by,Heff = −CA(sγµPLd)(`γµγ5`) + h.c., and
CA,SM = −
[α2(MZ)]
2
2M2W
(
V ∗tsVtdYt + V
∗
csVcdYc
)
, (58)
where α2 = g
2/(4pi), Yt = 0.950±0.049 and Yc = (2.95±0.46)×10−4 [311]. The largeCP -conserving
LD two-photon contribution to KL is [303, 312]
AµLγγ = ±2.01(1)× 10−4 × (0.71(101)− i 5.21) , (59)
where the sign is theoretically and experimentally unknown. The large imaginary (absorptive) compo-
nent in AµLγγ can amplify the small CP -violating SD contribution in KS → µ+µ−. Fig. 32 shows the
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effective branching ratio and time distributions in the SM, where the interference of the CP -violating
contribution can affect KS → µ+µ− decay up to O(60)%. This quantity is also sensitive to NP con-
tributions to the electroweak penguin, that contributes to ε′/ε (direct CP violation in K0L → pipi). To
illustrate this correlation we plot with a green band in Fig. 32 (left) the effect in the effective lifetime
(as a function of D) of a Z penguin BSM contribution that would explain the experimental value of
ε′/ε assuming the SM predictions obtained in Refs. [313, 314]. These are based on the current lattice
result [315] or in Ref. [316], although it is important to note that there are SM calculations of ε′/ε con-
sistent with the experimental data [317, 318]. Some studies in new physics models are also given in
Refs. [308, 319].
Using the effective branching ratio in Eq. (55), one can define the flavor-tagging asymmetry in
KS → µ+µ− by [308]
ACP (KS → µ+µ−)D,D′ =
B(KS → µ+µ−)eff(D)− B(KS → µ+µ−)eff(D′)
B(KS → µ+µ−)eff(D) + B(KS → µ+µ−)eff(D′)
, (60)
where D′ is obtained by requiring an opposite flavor tagging. For instance, when a positive dilution
factor is achieved by collecting the di-muon signals accompanying K−, the negative dilution factor, that
is expressed as D′, can be obtained by collecting the signals accompanying K+. This asymmetry is
a theoretically clean quantity that emerges from a genuine direct CP violation in general new-physics
models. In the SM, ACP (KS → µ+µ−)SMD,−D = O(0.7) ×D is predicted in the case of D′ = −D and
it is sensitive to a new CP -violating phase beyond the SM [308].
In a similar way, the CP asymmetry of Bd,s → µ+µ− has been studied [320, 321]. However, for
the Bs system the situation differs substantially from KS , since the LD contributions are negligible and
the life-time difference between the two mass eigenstates is small compared toKS,L. TheCP asymmetry
in Bd,s → µ+µ− vanishes in the SM, but is also sensitive to a new CP -violating phase.
Before closing this section, we briefly comment on KL → e+e−. Both KL → e+e− and KL →
µ+µ− are dominated by LD two-photon contributions [322,323]. The branching ratio forKL → e+e− is
dominated by the double logarithm contribution,∝ log2(me/mK). The subdominant local term is fixed,
up to a two-fold ambiguity, from the measured B(KL → µ+µ−); so that B(KL → e+e−)/B(KL →
γγ) = (1.552 ± 0.014) × 10−8 or B(KL → e+e−)/B(KL → γγ) = (1.406 ± 0.013) × 10−8 is
predicted [323]. The measured value (1.65± 0.91)× 10−8 [310] is not yet precise enough to resolve the
ambiguity.
4.3 KS → µ+µ−γ, KS → µ+µ−e+e− and KS → µ+µ−µ+µ−
To improve the LD determination of B(KS → µ+µ−), it is important to measure KS → µ+µ−γ,
KS → µ+µ−e+e− and KS → µ+µ−µ+µ−. These channels are at reach for LHCb Upgrade II and thus
may give necessary LD information needed for a better control ofKL → µ+µ−. These four body decays
have a peculiar feature: similarly to KS,L → pi+pi−e+e− [323], the two different helicity amplitudes
interfere. One can then measure the sign of KL → γ∗γ∗ → `+`−`+`− by studying the time interference
between KS and KL, which has a decay length 2ΓS [324].
The ChPT prediction for B(KS → γγ) [325], which has been experimentally confirmed, allows
one to make a prediction for B(KS → µ+µ−γ) = 7.25× 10−10; this value is increased by vector meson
dominance (VMD) and unitarity corrections to B(KS → µ+µ−γ) = (1.45± 0.27)× 10−9 [305].
4.4 KS → pi0`+`− andK± → pi±`+`−
At low dilepton mass squared, q2, the dominant contribution to K±(KS) → pi±(pi0)`+`− is due to a
single virtual-photon exchange. The resulting amplitude involves a vector form factor Vi(z) (i = ±, S),
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Fig. 32: Left panel: The effective branching ratios with the blue (gray) band denoting the SM prediction
with (without) taking into account the dilution D. The green band corresponds to a BSM scenario enter-
ing through electroweak penguins studied in Ref. [304]. Right panel: TheK → µ+µ− time distributions
in the SM for several choices of D. The D = 0 decay intensity is normalized, either over the interval
0.1τS to 1.45τS (solid lines) or 0.1τS to 3τS (dashed lines). Positive sign ofA
µ
Lγγ is assumed in Eq. (59).
A detailed explanation and results for the negative sign of AµLγγ are given in Ref. [304].
Table 22: Fitted values of coefficients entering the vector form factor in Eq. (61).
Channel a+ b+ Reference
ee −0.587± 0.010 −0.655± 0.044 E865 [328]
ee −0.578± 0.016 −0.779± 0.066 NA48/2 [329]
µµ −0.575± 0.039 −0.813± 0.145 NA48/2 [330]
which can be decomposed in the general form up to O(p6) in the chiral expansion as [326, 327],
Vi(z) = ai + biz + V
pipi
i (z) , z = q
2/m2K , for i = ±, S. (61)
Here the low energy constants (LECs), ai and bi, parametrize the polynomial part of the amplitude,
while the rescattering contribution V pipii can be determined from fits to K → pipi and K → pipipi data
(no ∆I = 1/2 contribution to V pipiS ). The chiral loops, encoded in V
pipi
i , have been computed, model-
independently and at leading order, in the framework of chiral perturbation theory [326, 327]. Chiral
symmetry alone does not constrain the values of the LECs, so instead, we consider the differential decay
rate dΓ/dz ∝ |V+(z)|2 as a means to extract a+ and b+ from experiment. The resulting fit to the decay
spectra from all available high-statistics experiments is given in Table 22. The experimental size of the
b+/a+ ratio exceeds the naive dimensional analysis estimate, calling for a large VMD contribution.
The branching ratios of KS → pi0`+`−, on the other hand, are approximately
B(KS → pi0e+e−) ≈ 5× 10−9 · a2S , B(KS → pi0µ+µ−) ≈ 1.2× 10−9 · a2S , (62)
and NA48, assuming just a VMD form factor, finds respectively [331, 332]
|aS |ee = 1.06+0.26−0.21 ± 0.07, |aS |µµ = 1.54+0.40−0.32 ± 0.06. (63)
The uncertainty of |aS |µµ gives the dominant theoretical uncertainty in KL → pi0µ+µ−. Therefore,
this measurement is a crucial piece of information required to establish the relative roles of indirect CP
violation vs. direct CP violation in KL → pi0µ+µ−, in order to probe SD effects [312]. The LHCb
Upgrade II can reach a precision in B(K0S → pi0µ+µ−) at the 10−10 level (see Fig. 33), and, through an
analysis of the differential decay rate, a 10% statistical precision on the form factor term |aS | with free
bS [298].
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trigger efficiency (which is expected to be O(1) in LHCb Upgrade II. Figure adapted from Ref. [300].
4.4.1 Lepton flavor universality violation inK± → pi±`+`−
The coefficients a+ and b+ can be used to test for LFUV. If lepton flavour universality applies, each of
the two coefficients, averaged over different experiments, have to be equal for the ee and µµ channels.
Within errors this is indeed the case, see Table 22. Since the SM interactions are lepton flavour universal,
deviations from zero in differences, such as aµµ+ − aee+ , would be a sign of NP. Such a test is especially
interesting in view of the B-physics anomalies (see Sec. 7), with rare kaon decays providing a comple-
mentary role in testing the NP explanations. Our analysis [333] is based on the observation that at low
energy scales, µ  mt,b,c, the strangeness-changing transitions are described in terms of the effective
Lagrangian [323]
L|∆S|=1eff = −
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us
∑
i
Ci(µ)Qi(µ) + h.c. , (64)
which contains semileptonic operators
Q7V = [s¯γ
µ(1− γ5)d]
∑
`=e,µ
[
¯`γµ`
]
, and Q7A = [s¯γ
µ(1− γ5)d]
∑
`=e,µ
[
¯`γµγ5`
]
, (65)
that are the s → d analogues of the b → s operators, QB9,10. In the framework of minimal flavour
violation (MFV), the Wilson coefficients of the two sectors are correlated. We use this feature to convert
knowledge of C7V,7A into bounds on C
B
9,10.
To convert the allowed range on aNP+ into a corresponding range in the Wilson coefficients C
``
7V ,
we make use of the O(p2) chiral realization of the SU(3)L current
s¯γµ(1− γ5)d↔ if2pi(U∂µU †)23 , U = U(pi,K, η) , (66)
to obtain
aNP+ =
2pi
√
2
α
VudV
∗
usC
NP
7V . (67)
Contributions due to NP in K+ → pi+`+`− can then be probed by considering the difference between
the two channels
Cµµ7V − Cee7V = α
aµµ+ − aee+
2pi
√
2VudV
∗
us
. (68)
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Assuming MFV, this can be converted into a constraint on the NP contribution to CB9 ,
CB,µµ9 − CB,ee9 = −
aµµ+ − aee+√
2VtdV
∗
ts
≈ −19± 79 , (69)
where we have averaged over the two electron experiments listed in Table 22.
The determination of aµµ+ − aee+ needs to be improved by an O(10) factor in order to probe the
parameter space relevant for the B-anomalies, which require Wilson coefficients CB9,10 = O(1) [334].
Improvements of this size may be possible at NA62, especially for the experimentally cleaner dimuon
mode which currently has the larger uncertainty.
4.5 KS → pi+pi−e+e−
The KS → pi+pi−e+e− decays can be interesting, if one can test beyond the dominant bremsstrahlung
contribution, performing ChPT tests. In principle, CP violation is also of interest for NP searches. So far,
NA48 has, using 676 events, obtained a measurement B(KS → pi+pi−e+e−) = (4.79 ± 0.15) × 10−5,
[310] to be compared with the theoretical prediction [335]
B(KS → pi+pi−e+e−) = 4.74 · 10−5︸ ︷︷ ︸
Brems.
+ 4.39 · 10−8︸ ︷︷ ︸
Int.
+ 1.33 · 10−10︸ ︷︷ ︸
DE
. (70)
Similarly, one can predict for the dimuon channel,
B(KS → pi+pi−µ+µ−) = 4.17 · 10−14︸ ︷︷ ︸
Brems.
+ 4.98 · 10−15︸ ︷︷ ︸
Int.
+ 2.17 · 10−16︸ ︷︷ ︸
DE
. (71)
The LHCb upgrade expects a yield of up to 5×10−4 events per fb-1 [336].
4.6 LFV modes
Modes with LFV, such as K → (npi)µ±e∓, provide null tests of the SM. The interest on such processes
has been renewed because they can receive sizable contributions from BSM addressing the hints for
LFUV in B → K(∗)`+`−. Both types of processes can arise from NP contributions to the product of
the two neutral currents, composed of the down-type quarks and charged leptons. The only difference
between the two is the strength of the flavour couplings involved. Using general EFT arguments, the
amount of LFUV hinted at in B → K(∗)`+`− decays, generically imply B → K(∗) LFV rates of the
order of 10−8 [337]. (More quantitative estimates require introduction of flavour models [265,333,338–
348].)
As discussed in Ref. [301], such arguments can be extended toK → (pi)µ±e∓, with fairly general
assumptions on different flavour couplings involved. Expected rates can be as large as 10−10 − 10−13
for the KL → µ±e∓ mode and a factor of ∼ 100 smaller for the K+ → pi+µ±e∓ one. Taking into
account the suppression mechanisms at play, such “large” rates are a non-trivial finding. The relatively
wide predicted ranges are due to the inherent model dependence, especially in the choice of the leptonic
coupling and of the overall scale of the new interaction, typically between 5 and 15 TeV [301]. On the
experimental side, the limits on K → (pi)µ±e∓ modes are, somewhat surprisingly, decades-old
B(KL → e±µ∓) < 4.7× 10−12 [349] , B(KL → pi0e±µ∓) < 7.6× 10−11 [350] ,
B(K+ → pi+e−µ+) < 1.3× 10−11 [351] , B(K+ → pi+e+µ−) < 5.2× 10−10 [352] . (72)
These modes can be profitably pursued at the upgraded LHCb, which will benefit from huge yields. Ref.
[301] presented a feasibility study for the modes in Eq. (72), taking K+ → pi+µ±e∓ as a benchmark.
The expected reach is displayed in Fig. 34 as a function of the integrated luminosity and for different
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scenarios of detector performance. This shows that LHCb Upgrade II could update some of the existing
limits, a result that per se already makes these searches promising. Even more interestingly, LHCb
Upgrade II could probe part of the parameter space for LFV kaon decays suggested by the B-physics
anomalies. This conclusion in turn calls attention to other running and upcoming facilities, including
Belle-II, NA62 [353], as well as the newly proposed TauFV [354]. Dedicated sensitivity studies for these
facilities are required in order to make more quantitative statements. Yet, the experimental outlook for
all these modes is certainly promising.
4.7 Hyperons at HL-LHC
The LHCb can contribute significantly to the strangeness-physics programme with measurements of
hyperon decays. There is vast room for improvement in this sector as most of the data for the standard
modes, both in nonleptonic and semileptonic decays, is about 40 years old, and many of the rare decays
sensitive to SD physics have not even been searched for. An exploratory study of the LHCb’s potential
in hyperon physics was presented in [355]; here we summarize the main conclusions.
Current experimental data on the semileptonic hyperon decays Λ → pµ−ν¯, Ξ− → Λµ−ν¯ and
Ξ− → Σ0µ−ν¯ is quite poor, with relative uncertainties in the range of 20%-100%. These decay modes
can be partially reconstructed at the LHCb, where the kinematic distributions allow one to discriminate
from the peaking backgrounds of Λ → ppi− and Ξ− → Λpi−. Besides testing lepton-universality by
comparing with the semi-electronic modes, these decays are sensitive to BSM scalar and tensor cur-
rents [356]. If percent precision is achieved in the measurement of semi-muonic branching fractions,
they could contribute to a better determination of the CKM matrix element |Vus| from hyperon de-
cays [357–360].
A golden mode among the rare hyperon decays is Σ+ → pµ+µ−, to which LHCb recently con-
tributed with an evidence for the decay at 4.1σ and a di-muon invariant distribution consistent with the
SM [361], thus challenging the HyperCP anomaly [362]. With dedicated triggers and the upgraded LHCb
detector in the HL phase about a thousand events per year of data-taking could be measured, which will
allow one to measure angular distributions or directCP asymmetries that have been shown to be sensitive
to SD physics [262, 363]. The equivalent channel with lepton number violation, Σ → p¯µ+µ+ can also
be searched for, with potential sensitivities at the 10−9 level. Other ∆S = 1 semileptonic rare hyperon
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decays, except those of the Ω− (which will be produced at a rate similar to that of a B-meson), must
have electrons in the final state due to phase space. Sensitivity to B(Σ+ → pe+e−) ∼ 10−6 should be
accessible at LHCb, whereas other modes like Λ→ ppi−e+e− suffer from low electron reconstruction ef-
ficiency. More exotic modes, probing baryon-number violation, lepton-flavor violation, or ∆S = 2, can
also be measured with projected sensitivities improving by orders of magnitude the current limits [355].
Radiative decays such as Λ→ ppiγ are also accessible to LHCb.
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5 Tau leptons
Authors (TH): Vincenzo Cirigliano, Martin Gonzalez-Alonso, Adam Falkowski, Emilie Passemar.
The physics of the tau lepton is an exceptionally broad topic, both experimentally and theoretically.
A large variety of processes involving taus have been used in the last decades to learn about fundamental
physics [364]. In some cases the results obtained in e+e− machines [365] are very hard to improve in
the LHC environment, due to large backgrounds, even if the number of taus produced is much larger.
This is the case, e.g., for the study of basic tau properties (mass, lifetime, etc.) or the standard tau decay
channels. However, there are also many processes involving taus that are relevant for HL/HE-LHC. Here
we focus on those that are more directly connected to flavour and that are not covered by other sections
(for instance h→ ττ , h→ τ`, Sec. 9 or heavy meson decays to taus, Sec. 7 ).
To simplify the discussion we will assume that the scale of New Physics (NP) relevant for the
processes under consideration is much heavier than the energy scales probed by the LHC. We can then
use the SMEFT framework [366]. We first discuss lepton flavour conserving observables, where the SM
contribution has to be calculated with some accuracy in order to probe NP. In contrast, the SM contri-
bution is negligible for lepton flavour violating processes, where the challenges are purely experimental.
As a result, the NP scales that are probed are much higher in the latter case.
5.1 Lepton-flavour-conserving processes
Collider phenomenology is usually very different for the so-called vertex corrections and contact inter-
actions. For vertex corrections the NP contributions mimic the structure of the SM gauge couplings,
Zττ and Wτν. Their study requires, in most cases, very precise measurements, which are challenging
in a hadron collider. On the other hand, four-fermion contact interactions (generated for example by the
tree-level exchange of a heavy mediator) give a contribution to high-energy observables qualitatively dif-
ferent from the SM one. For instance, a contribution from an off-shell mediator grows with the partonic
center of mass energy, and thus one does not require very high precision in order for the measurements
to probe interesting NP scales [367, 368]. For these contact interactions, we focus on flavour-diagonal
couplings involving first-generation quarks and third-generation leptons.
5.1.1 High-energy tails
LHC measurements of differential distributions in the Drell-Yan lepton production can be sensitive to
new effective interactions between leptons and quarks [367, 368]. As an example, consider that the
following dimension-6 interaction is added to the SM Lagrangian,
L ⊃ C
(3)
lq
Λ2
(L¯3γµσ
iL3)(Q1γ
µσiQ1), (73)
where σi are the Pauli matrices, L3 = (ν
τ
L, τL) is the 3rd generation lepton doublet, and Q1 = (uL, dL)
is the 1st generation quark doublet. This interaction term can be interpreted as an effective field theory
(EFT) description of a more fundamental theory, for example an exchange of an SU(2) triplet of vector
bosons with masses mV = Λ  v that couples to L3 and Q1 with coupling strength gV ≈ 2|C(3)lq |1/2.
Even when mV is too heavy to be directly produced at the LHC, the effective interaction in Eq. (73) may
produce observable effects, and therefore provide information about the theory that completes the SM.
At the LHC, contact interactions between quarks and 3rd generation leptons can be probed via
the processes pp → τ+τ−X and pp → τνX [369, 370]. Here we focus on the latter, taking as a
template the existing Run-2 ATLAS analysis in Ref. [371]. This measured the τν transverse mass dis-
tribution, where the transverse mass is given by mT =
√
2pTET (1− cosφ), with ~pT the transverse
momentum of the (hadronic) tau candidate, ~ET the missing transverse momentum, and φ the azimuthal
angle between the two. The effects of the interaction in Eq. (73) are most pronounced at higher mT .
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To estimate the current and future sensitivity, we pick mT > 1.8 TeV as our signal region (a more
elaborate analysis with a wider, binned, mT range would lead to stronger bounds [370]). Using the
Madgraph [372]/Pythia 8 [373]/Delphes [374] simulation chain and imposing the selection cuts we
can estimate the expected number of events in the presence of the interaction in Eq. (73):
NmT>1.8 TeVpp→ττ ≈
( L
36.1 fb−1
)0.36 + 4.0× 103C(3)lq v2
Λ2
+ 3.6× 105
C(3)lq v2
Λ2
2 , (74)
where L is the integrated luminosity, v ≈ 246 GeV, and we will ignore the theoretical error of this
estimation. The ATLAS collaboration observed 0 events in L = 36.1 fb−1 [371], from which one
can derive the 68% CL limit on the Wilson coefficient in Eq. (73): −(5.3 TeV)−2 ≤ C(3)lq /Λ2 ≤
(7.7 TeV)−2. For the HL-LHC with L = 3000 fb−1, assuming the observed number of events will be
exactly equal to the SM prediction, the expected limit becomes
− 1
(17.5 TeV)2
≤ C
(3)
lq
Λ2
≤ 1
(20.5 TeV)2
@ 68% CL. (75)
Compared to the present LHC bound, this represents an O(10) stronger bound on C(3)lq /Λ2, or O(3)
times improvement in the reach for the mass scale of NP. Assuming maximally strongly coupled NP,
gV ∼ 4pi, the HL-LHC can probe particles even as heavy as mV ∼ 100 TeV.
There are 3 more independent dimension-6 operators that can be probed by the pp→ τν process:
Oledq = (L¯3τR)(d¯RQ1), Olequ = (L¯3τR)(Q1uR), and O
(3)
lequ = (L¯3σµντR)(Q¯1σ
µνuR) [367, 375]. We
estimate that the HL-LHC will be sensitive to C/Λ2 ∼ (10 TeV)−2 through a one-bin analysis like the
one presented above. The slightly smaller sensitivity than for the operator in Eq. (73) follows from the
fact that these do not interfere with the SM amplitudes, and thus their effect enters only at quadratic order
in C/Λ2. 3
We expect that our simple analysis provides a good qualitative estimate of the HL-LHC reach.
However, a more sophisticated analysis using the full information about the mT distribution (such as in
Ref. [370]), and possibly also about the τ polarization, should lead to a furtherO(1) increase of sensitiv-
ity. Ideally, the optimal analysis should be able to distinguish between different dimension-6 operators
(except betweenOledq andOlequ, which give exactly the same contribution to the pp→ τν cross section),
and provide constraints on the Wilson coefficients in the situation when all the independent operators
are simultaneously present. Furthermore, the process pp → τ+τ− probes a large set of dimension-
6 operators: Olq = (L¯3γµL3)(Q1γ
µQ1), Olu = (L¯3γµL3)(u¯Rγ
µuR), Old = (L¯3γµL3)(d¯Rγ
µdR),
Oeq = (τ¯RγµτR)(Q¯1γ
µQ1), Oeu = (τ¯RγµτR)(u¯Rγ
µuR), and Oed = (τ¯RγµτR) (d¯Rγ
µdR), in addition
to the operators discussed above. We expect comparable sensitivity of pp → τ+τ− to C/Λ2 as in the
case of pp → τν [367]. It is unlikely that the LHC alone can discriminate between all these operators;
to this end combining with low energy precision measurements of τ decays will be necessary. Finally,
we mention that ττ and τν production also probes analogous operators with heavier (s, c, b) quarks
instead of the 1st generation ones [369, 377, 378]. The presence of such operators in the Lagrangian can
be motivated by the anomalies observed by BaBar and LHCb in the B → D(∗)τν decays [379–381] (see
Sec 7).
5.1.2 Beyond tails: lepton flavour universality
It has been pointed out recently that there is an interesting complementarity between the high-energy
searches and low-energy precision studies, presented above, and hadronic tau decays [370]. The latter
3Contributions from SMEFT dim-8 operators are assumed to be subleading with respect to dim-6 squared terms. Although
not true in general, this is indeed the case for strongly coupled UV completions [376].
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are equally sensitive to vertex and contact interactions, and thus effectively become model-independent
probes of LFU violations in the Wτν vertex once the strong LHC bounds described above are taken into
account. This is interesting because the only low-energy model-independent measurement of this effect,
which was carried out at LEP2, found a ∼ 2σ tension with LFU [382, 383]. Including also hadronic
tau decays and LHC bounds on contact interactions, the result is improved by a factor of two, but the
(dis)agreement with LFU remains at the ∼ 2σ level: δgWτL − δgWeL = 0.0134(74) [370].
Finally, it is interesting to mention the possibility of accessing LFU violations in the vertex cor-
rections at the (HL/HE) LHC. In the ratio of W → τν and W → `ν many experimental and QCD
uncertainties cancel, which make a per-cent level extraction a bit less complicated. In fact, past studies
carried out by the D0 collaboration [384] showed that such precision is indeed possible in a collider
environment.
5.2 Lepton Flavour Violation
Lepton Flavour Violating (LFV) processes involving charged leptons are very interesting because their
observation would be a clear indication of physics beyond the SM. While lepton family number is an
accidental symmetry of the SM, we know it must be broken in order to account for neutrino masses and
mixings. If the only low-energy manifestations of LFV are neutrino masses and mixings (which corre-
sponds to a very high scale for LFV), then charged LFV amplitudes are suppressed by the GIM mecha-
nism and the predicted rates are un-observably small, e.g., B(µ → eγ) ∼ 10−52, B(τ → µγ) ∼ 10−45
and B(τ → 3µ) ∼ 10−54 [385–388]). However, if the breaking of the lepton family symmetry happens
not too much above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, as borne out in many NP scenarios, then
one can expect charged LFV BRs quite close to existing limits, and therefore within reach of ongoing
searches. In fact in some cases experimental limits are already excluding regions of parameter space in
specific weak scale NP models. While less severe than in the quark sector, one has a “flavour problem”
in the lepton sector as well.
A rich literature exists on this topic, including studies in supersymmetric extensions of the SM,
little Higgs models, low-scale seesaw models, leptoquark models, Z ′ models, left-right symmetric mod-
els, and extended Higgs models. For recent reviews on both theoretical and experimental aspects we
refer the reader to Refs. [389, 390]. Current limits on BRs in µ-e transitions are at the level of 10−13
(e.g. B(µ+ → e+γ) < 4.2 × 10−13 (90% CL) [391]), while τ -µ and τ -e BRs are bound at the 10−8
level [197]. As discussed below, improvements in LFV τ decays will offer the opportunity to explore (i)
correlations with µ-e transitions, probing underlying sources of flavour breaking; (ii) correlations among
different LFV τ decays, probing the nature of the underlying mechanism. In parallel to the ambitious
programme constraining LFV for tau lepton, a similar programme exists in the muonic sector improving
the limit on µ → eγ with MEGII [392, 393], µ → 3e with Mu3e [394, 395], and µ → e conversion
on Aluminium target with Mu2e [396] at Fermilab and COMET [397] at JPARC and on silicon-carbide
and graphite target with DeeMe at JPARC [398, 399]. LFV studies can also be performed in B and D
decays, as well as the decays of cc¯ and bb¯ quarkonia, though the effective NP scale reach is lower, see,
e.g., [400,401]. Probing the relative strength of µ→ e and τ → µ LFV transitions will shed light on the
underlying sources of family symmetry breaking in the lepton sector and their link to the quark sector in
grand unified scenarios.
Finally, LFV decay modes of the Z0 are also of considerable interest. Their BRs in the SM are
again negligible, B(Z → e±µ∓) ∼ B(Z → e±τ∓) ∼ 10−54, B(Z → µ±τ∓) ∼ 10−60 and the LHC
can obtain competitive bounds in some of these channels [402]. The current upper limits are due to LEP
measurements (at 95% CL) [403–406],
B(Z → e±µ∓) < 1.7× 10−6, B(Z → e±τ∓) < 9.8× 10−6, B(Z → µ±τ∓) < 1.2× 10−5, (76)
while the ATLAS Collaboration has recently obtained the following 95% CL upper limits: B(Z →
e±τ∓) < 5.8 × 10−5 [407], and B(Z → µ±τ∓) < 1.3 × 10−5 [407]. The HL/HE LHC will therefore
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provide the best limit on LFV Z decays. The detection of a signal in the Z0 → ``′ channel, in combina-
tion with the information from charged lepton LFV decays, would also allow one to learn about features
of the underlying LFV dynamics. An explicit example is provided by the Inverse Seesaw (ISS) and
“3+1” effective models which add one or more sterile neutrinos to the particle content of the SM [408]
(see also, e.g., Ref. [409–411]).
5.2.1 Lepton Flavour Violation in τ decays
Tau decays offer a rich landscape to search for CLFV. The τ lepton is heavy enough to decay into hadrons.
Until now already 48 LFV modes have been bounded at the level of 10−8 [197], as can be seen in Fig. 35.
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Fig. 35: Bounds on Tau Lepton Flavour Data from the existing experiments are compiled by
HFLAV [197]; projections of the Belle-II bounds were performed by the Belle-II collaboration assuming
50 ab−1 of integrated luminosity [196].
The B factories, BaBar and Belle, have improved by more than an order of magnitude [412–424]
the previous CLEO bounds [425–427] for a significant number of modes. Some of the modes, for
instance, τ → `ω, have been bounded for the first time [413].
Table 23 shows a list of limits obtained for the τ → 3µ channel by different experiments. The
strongest limits come from the B-factories, with a competitive limit obtained by LHCb [428]. Table 23
also contains the recent measurement by ATLAS [429], as well as the expected limit from the Belle-
II experiment at the SuperKEKB collider, which will improve current limits by almost two orders of
magnitude [196]. Finally, Table 23 also summarizes the expected limits from the HL-LHC that we
discuss in more detail below.
The physics reach and model-discriminating power of LFV tau decays is most efficiently analyzed
above the electroweak scale using SMEFT, and in a corresponding low-energy EFT when below the weak
scale [430]. Several classes of dimension-six operators contribute to LFV tau decays at the low-scale,
with effective couplings denoted by Ci/Λ
2. Loop-induced dipole operators mediate radiative decays
τ → `γ as well as purely leptonic τ → 3` and semi-leptonic decays. Four-fermion – both four-lepton
and semi-leptonic – operators with different Dirac structures can be induced at tree-level or loop-level,
and contribute to τ → 3` and τ → ` + hadrons. As a typical example, we note that current limits
on τ → µγ probe scales on the order of Λ/√CDipole ∼ 500 TeV. Besides probing high scales, LFV τ
decays offer two main handles to discriminate among underlying models of NP, i.e., to identify which
operators are present at low energy and what is their relative strength: (i) correlations among different
LFV τ decay rates [430]; (ii) differential distributions in higher multiplicity decays, such as the pipi
invariant mass in τ → µpipi [430] and the Dalitz plot in τ → 3µ [431, 432].
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Table 23: Actual and expected limits on BR(τ → 3µ) for different experiments and facilities. The
ATLAS projections are given for the medium background scenario, see main text for further details.
BR(τ → 3µ) Ref. Comments
(90% CL limit)
3.8× 10−7 ATLAS [429] Actual limit (Run 1)
4.6× 10−8 LHCb [428] Actual limit (Run 1)
3.3× 10−8 BaBar [417] Actual limit
2.1× 10−8 Belle [423] Actual limit
3.7× 10−9 CMS HF-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb−1)
6× 10−9 ATLAS W-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb−1)
2.3× 10−9 ATLAS HF-channel at HL-LHC Expected limit (3000 fb−1)
O(10−9) LHCb at HL-LHC Expected limit (300 fb−1)
3.3× 10−10 Belle-II [196] Expected limit (50 ab−1)
In addition to Belle-II, HL/HE LHC will be able to search for the “background-free” τ → 3µ. A
detailed summary of projected sensitivities is given below. This is a particularly crucial discovery mode
when LFV is introduced at tree-level, for example by the exchange ofZ ′ or doubly charged Higgs bosons.
Efforts should also go into understanding the backgrounds and improving the sensitivity in semi-leptonic
three-body decays τ → µpi+pi− and τ → µKK¯, which have a particularly high discovery potential in
Higgs-mediated [433–435] or leptoquark-mediated LFV. If LFV is discovered, these modes also have
significant model-diagnosing power because of their Dalitz structure, and therefore also probe a wider
class of models than the dominant one-loop-induced LFV process τ → µγ. Of particular interest is the
sensitivity of τ → µpipi to extended Higgs sectors and to non-standard Yukawa couplings of the SM
Higgs to light quarks and leptons [430, 434]. This channel also allows a particularly robust theoretical
interpretation thanks to advances in the calculation of all the relevant hadronic form factors [434].
5.2.2 HL-LHC experimental prospects
The LHC proton collisions at 13 TeV produce τ leptons with a cross-section five orders of magnitude
larger than at Belle II. As a result, during the HL-LHC running period, about 1015 τ leptons will be
produced in 4pi. Most will be produced in the decay of heavy flavour hadrons, specifically Ds meson
decays. This high production cross-section compensates for the higher background levels and lower
integrated luminosity, in particular for the τ → 3µ golden mode. Background events arise dominantly
from badly reconstructed heavy flavour decays like D+s → η(µ+µ−γ)µ+νµ, lepton fakes from hadrons
(cc¯/bb¯ → Xµµ), and pile-up. A particular challenge for this production channel is the soft momentum
spectrum of the τ decay products, which places stringent requirements on both the trigger and offline
reconstructions of all the HL-LHC experiments.
W and Z bosons offer a complementary source of τ leptons. Their production cross sections are
considerably smaller than those for B and D mesons, but τ leptons from W and Z afford much cleaner
experimental signatures with far better signal-to-background ratios for CMS and ATLAS; the LHCb
forward geometry is less well suited to exploting these decays. For instance, in a τ → 3µ search relying
on W → τν decays as a source of τ leptons, one can benefit from τ leptons having relatively large
transverse momenta and being isolated, from large missing transverse momentum pmissT in an event, and
from the transverse mass of the τ -pmissT system being close to the W mass.
Detector improvements planned for the HL-LHC period will significantly enhance the capabilities
of all three experiments in this area. In the case of ATLAS, the installation of a new tracking system
will improve the vertex and momentum resolution. The trigger system upgrade will include additional
capabilities, ultimately improving the online selection, and allowing to maintain a low muon triggering
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Fig. 36: (Top) Comparison of ATLAS tau mass resolutions in the W - (left) and HF-channels (right)
in Run-2 and under HL-LHC detector conditions. Widths are estimated from a double-Gaussian fit.
(Bottom) CMS trimuon invariant mass m3µ for the τ → 3µ signal (red) and background (blue) after all
event selection cuts, for Category 1 (left) and Category 2 (right) events, as defined in the text. The signal
is shown for B(τ → 3µ) = 2× 10−8. CMS results refer to the HF channel; plots are taken from [436] .
threshold. The CMS upgraded muon system, whose coverage is extended from |η| = 2.4 to 2.8, in-
creases the signal fiducial acceptance by a factor of two and, also, enhances the capability to trigger on
and reconstruct low momentum muons [436]. The additional events with muons at high |η| have worse
trimuon mass resolution. Hence, two event categories are introduced: Category 1 for events with all
three muons reconstructed only with the Phase-1 detectors, and Category 2 for events with at least one
muon reconstructed by the new triple Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors, which will be installed
in the first station of the upgraded muon system. The impact of the proposed ATLAS detector upgrades
and CMS event categories is shown in Fig. 36. In the case of LHCb, the deployment of a fully software
trigger will remove one of the key sources of inefficiency in the current analysis. In addition, the pro-
posed calorimeter improvements during the LHCb Upgrade II will play an important role in suppressing
backgrounds such as D+s → η(µ+µ−γ)µ+νµ.
The extrapolated sensitivities for ATLAS and CMS are shown in Fig. 37 and Tables 24 and 25. The
ATLAS sensitivities [437] are extrapolated based on the Run 1 measurement [429] taking into account the
expected detector improvements. Three scenarios for the acceptance, efficiency and background yields
are considered. Systematic uncertainties are extrapolated from the Run-1 measurement scaling down by
the increased statistics with preserved constant terms for the reconstruction efficiency. A 15% systematic
uncertainty dominated by the background estimation is derived. Varying the systematic uncertainty by
5% translates into a 10% change of the expected upper limit. Limits of up to B(τ → 3µ) = 1.03(5.36)×
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Fig. 37: ATLAS extrapolated CLs versus the τ → 3µ branching fraction, BR(τ → 3µ) for each of the
discussed scenarios in the W -channel (left) and HF-channel (right). The horizontal red line denotes the
90% CL. The limit is obtained from the intersection of the CLs and this line.
Table 24: Summary of the ATLAS expected 90% CL upper limit on B(τ → 3µ) for an assumed lu-
minosity of 3 ab−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV in the W and Heavy Flavour (HF) channels, for
different signal and background yield scenarios.
Scenario W -channel HF-channel
90% CL UL [10−9] 90% CL UL [10−9]
ATLAS High 5.4 1
ATLAS Medium 6.2 2.3
ATLAS Low 13.5 6.4
10−9 are derived in the HF-(W -)channel. In the case of CMS, the absence of tails in the signal trimuon
mass distribution, shown in Fig. 36, demonstrates the robustness of the reconstruction even at the high
pileup (PU=200) of HL-LHC. The projected exclusion sensitivity in the absence of a signal is B(τ →
3µ) < 3.7×10−9 at 90% CL, while the expected 5 σ-observation sensitivity is B(τ → 3µ) = 1.1×10−8.
CMS studies focusing on τ leptons originating from W boson decays are ongoing.
Extrapolations based on the current LHCb τ → 3µ result [428] and assuming no detector or trigger
improvements show that, similarly to Belle II, CMS, and ATLAS, Upgrade II LHCb would also be able
to probe branching ratios down to O(10−9). This will allow Upgrade II LHCb to independently confirm
any earlier Belle II discovery, or to significantly improve the combined limit.
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Table 25: (Top) The expected numbers of signal and background events in the mass window 1.55 -2.0
GeV for CMS. An integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 and a signal B(τ → 3µ) = 2 ×10−8 is assumed.
(Bottom) The search sensitivities for the combined categories.
Category 1 Category 2
Number of background events 2.4 ×106 2.6 ×106
Number of signal events 4580 3640
Trimuon mass resolution 18 MeV 31 MeV
B(τ → 3µ) limit per event category 4.3 ×10−9 7.0 ×10−9
B(τ → 3µ) 90% C.L. limit 3.7× 10−9
B(τ → 3µ) for 3-σ evidence 6.7× 10−9
B(τ → 3µ) for 5-σ observation 1.1× 10−8
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6 Hadron spectroscopy and QCD exotica
Authors (TH): Angelo Esposito, Feng-Kun Guo, Juan Nieves, Alessandro Pilloni, Antonio Polosa, Sasa Prelovsek.
Determination of hadron spectrum is key to understanding the strong interactions, in particular the
mechanisms underlying color confinement. While BESIII is the leading experiment in the charm region,
and Belle II will make a major impact in the study of excited mesons and lighter exotic hadrons, only
the HL-LHC experiments have the potential to comprehensively study the full range of possible excited
hadronic states. Such a comprehensive understanding and characterisation of quark structures would not
only, in some sense, greatly enhance the taxonomy of the SM particles, but would also sharpen our un-
derstanding of QCD in a particularly difficult energy regime. Moreover, while not directly probing BSM
physics, spectroscopy measurements will continue to make essential contributions to the interpretation
of any observed BSM effects in the flavour sector. In addition, spectroscopy can provide tools to probe
BSM effects by using a new observed state as a tagger [438], [439].
While the Upgrade II of LHCb will by design offer unparalleled capabilities in this area, the legacy
of HL-LHC for spectroscopy will be much stronger, if ATLAS and CMS are also able to continue to
pursue this work in the HL-LHC period. The planned hardware tracking triggers and much higher data
rates sent to their software triggers are promising in this respect, and we encourage further study of what
capabilities they might bring to this area of physics. In particular, heavy-ion experiments might have an
advantage for doubly-heavy exotics, if they can improve their particle identification.
Gauge theories play a major role in BSM and some of them might be strongly coupled. In this
sense, QCD serves as a prototype of a strongly-coupled gauge theory. By studying hadron spectroscopy
and the QCD exotica we learn about the range of possibilities of analogous states in BSM theories.
6.1 Open questions in spectroscopy
A large number of “exotic” experimental discoveries, which did not fit the expectations of the (until
then) very successful valence quark model, as well as the unprecedented statistical precision obtained
by LHCb, BESIII, and other experiments, have led to a recent renaissance of hadron spectroscopy. For
recent reviews, see [196, 310, 440–448]. Understanding strong interactions at low energies requires an
explanation of how the emergent hadron spectrum is organized, which can shed light on the confinement
property of QCD.
To answer this question, a joint effort by experimental and theoretical communities is needed,
making a combined use of all available tools, including lattice QCD results and effective field theory
(EFT) methods, as well as phenomenological tools. The spectra of weakly decaying hadrons, as post-
dicted or predicted by lattice QCD, generally agree with the observed ones. Valuable conclusions can be
drawn from the lattice also for several strongly decaying resonances, where the challenge increases with
the number of open strong decay channels. From the phenomenological side, quark potential models,
inspired by QCD, describe mesons as bound states of a valence quark-antiquark pair, and baryons as
bound states of three valence quarks. One would expect these models [449–451] to work particularly
well in describing the heavy quarkonium sector. They indeed do a very good job for the spectrum of
charmonia and bottomonia below their respective open-flavor thresholds. This success can be connected
with QCD by using nonrelativistic EFTs such as the ones described in Refs. [452–455].
However, other color configurations are allowed, such as mesons with two quarks and two anti-
quarks, and baryons with four quarks and one anti-quark, dubbed tetraquarks and pentaquarks, respec-
tively.4 These are examples of the so-called exotic hadrons which also include glueballs and hybrid
hadrons with gluonic excitations. As already mentioned, their search has been an important theme in
high-energy experiments, although plagued by several ambiguous claims. The key questions are: Can
4In fact, such configurations were already suggested in Gell-Mann’s seminal paper on the quark model [456]. Multiquark
configurations are also suggested, but not listed, in Zweig’s original paper [457]. The name of “pentaquark” and a pioneering
dynamical model first appeared in Ref. [458].
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new states be unambiguously extracted from the experimental data? Are exotic hadrons really allowed by
QCD? If yes, what kinds are allowed? Why are they so scarce? Can lattice QCD predict their spectrum?
Is it possible to construct QCD-based phenomenological models for (at least) some of them?
The situation dramatically changed in 2003, when the charm-strange mesonsD∗s0(2317),Ds1(2460)
and the charmonium-like X(3872) were discovered by the BaBar, CLEO and Belle Collaborations, re-
spectively. None of them is in line with the predictions from potential quark models. For instance, their
masses are lower than the predictions by Godfrey and Isgur by about 160 MeV, 70 MeV and 80 MeV,
respectively [451]. As time passed, more and more unknown resonant structures were reported from
various high-energy experiments, mostly BaBar, Belle, BESIII and LHCb. Many new structures, not
compatible with predictions, have been found in the charmonium mass region. These are traditionally
called XY Z states.5 In particular, the isovector Z states are explicitly exotic, because they have nonzero
isospin and at the same time contain a heavy QQ¯ pair. Similarly, LHCb [459] reported two structures
in the J/ψ p spectrum. If these were produced by real QCD baryon resonances (Pc), these states would
contain at least five valence quarks/antiquarks. So far, there has been no consensus about the nature
of these resonances, and some of the related experimental peaks might even receive large contributions
from kinematical effects, making their interpretation as real states ambiguous. To resolve these issues,
high statistics data and the search for signatures of these states in several different processes are highly
desirable.
Next, we introduce briefly a few main types of models beyond the naive quark model for these
intriguing exotic hadron candidates.
6.1.1 Tetraquarks
Two quarks and two antiquarks can lead to color singlets in different ways, which are difficult to choose
from first principles. One possibility is for the constituents to be bound in a compact tetraquark (see,
e.g., [460, 461]). For experimental reasons, the most studied systems are of the form QQ¯qq¯ ′, where
Q = c, b and q(′) are light quarks. Their spectrum is well described in terms of diquarks, with a spin-
spin interaction between the constituents given by HI = 2κQq
(
SQ · Sq + SQ¯ · Sq¯ ′
)
, with no coupling
between the constituents of different diquarks [461]. The chromomagnetic couplings κ are extracted from
observed masses. It is found that two quasi-degenerate 1++ and 1+− states are expected (identified with
the X(3872) and Zc(3900)), together with a higher 1
+− state (the Z ′c(4020)). The same pattern should
be replicated in the beauty system, where the two Zb(1
+−)’s have been discovered but the Xb(1
++) is
still missing. The Zc’s and Zb’s are expected to fill in triplets of states, as confirmed experimentally.
The X is an exception: only the neutral state is observed. This could be due to its accidental vicinity
to threshold [462]. Moreover, the remarkable isospin violation observed in its decays can be explained
by the fact that, being αs(2mc) small, the mixing between the mass eigenstates is suppressed [460,463].
The X± components are forced to decay only into charmonia, and the computed rates lie below the
current exclusion limits set experimentally. Decay modes such as, for example, X± → J/ψρ± should
be eagerly sought in data.
Radial excitations are also possible, the chargedZ(4430) being the most remarkable example [460,
464, 465]. Its mass and decay modes fit perfectly a picture where it is the first radial excitation of the
Zc. Lastly, one also has orbital excitations, allowing for a 1
− spectroscopy. Prominent candidates
are the observed Y (1−) states. An example is the Y (4630) − Y (4660) system (identified as a single
particle in [466]). Its mass fits the diquarkonium spectroscopy and its strong preference to decay into
two baryons is easily explained by the breaking of the QCD string between the diquarks. For reviews
see [440, 442, 443, 445, 467]. Remarkably, the X , Z(′)c and Z
(′)
b resonances are found experimentally
5Note that the naming scheme was changed in the 2018 edition of the Reviews of Particle Physics (RPP) by the Particle
Data Group [310]. For charmonium(-like) states, the isoscalar states with quantum numbers J−−, J++ are called ψJ , χcJ ,
respectively, and the isovector states with J−−, J+− are called RcJ , ZcJ , respectively.
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δ . 10 MeV above their related meson-meson thresholds (D0D¯∗0 for the X , etc.). Their measured
widths follow a Γ = A
√
δ law, with the same coefficient A for both charm and beauty states, as first
observed in [468].
The above feature, the suppression of the interactions across different diquarks and the preference
for decaying into open-flavour mesons, can be qualitatively explained with a separation in space of the
two diquarks due to a (tiny) potential barrier between the two [462, 469–471]. With this conjecture,
one can also understand why the discrepancy between the decay into quarkonia and open flavor is more
prominent in the bottom sector than in the charm one. This would also make these exotic hadrons slightly
larger than the standard ones (≈ 1.3 fm) [471]. The idea of the diquark–antidiquark pair being slightly
separated in space has also been presented in [472], where it was shown that considering diquarks as
dynamical and moving with respect to each other leads to an interesting way of computing tetraquark
decays. The same picture has also been employed to study the spectrum of tetraquarks and possible
selection rules for their decays [473], as well as to study pentaquarks [474]. Among other proposals to
calculate the tetraquark spectrum, we recall the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, where the tetraquark
is described as a heavy QQ¯ pair in color octet, immersed into an effective potential generated by the
light pair, again in color octet. Under the assumption that the effective potential is the same as the one
calculated on the lattice for heavy hybrids, the spectrum is derived [475]. Lastly, it was also proposed
that the scaling of the tetraquark exclusive production cross section with the center-of-mass energy might
reveal important information on the composite nature of these states [476, 477]. It follows that the study
of production of exotic states is crucial.
6.1.2 Hadronic molecules
These are complex systems for which the dominant components are two or more interacting hadrons.
For a review of theoretical and phenomenological aspects of hadronic molecules, with a focus on the
new heavy-flavour hadrons, we refer to [444]. For a review focusing on the X(3872), see [478].
The simplest hadronic molecule would be a loosely bound state of two hadrons (H1, H2) with
a sizable extension. Such an object would be the analog to a neutron-proton pair bound to form a
deuteron. If the physical state is located slightly below an S-wave threshold of two hadrons H1 and
H2, the scattering length (a) and effective range (r) of the continuum H1 + H2 → H1 + H2 scattering
amplitude would be approximately given by
a = −21− λ
2
2− λ2
1
γ
+O(γ/β), r = − λ
2
1− λ2
1
γ
+O(γ/β), (77)
where γ =
√
2µEB , with µ the H1, H2 reduced mass and EB > 0 the binding energy of the physical
state (i.e., the difference between the H1, H2 threshold and its mass), β the inverse range of forces and
λ2 the wave function renormalization constant, which for a pure molecule vanishes. There is also a
relation for the effective coupling of the physical state to H1 and H2, given by (using the non-relativistic
normalization)
g2NR,eff =
2piγ
µ
(1− λ2) +O(γ/β). (78)
The (1−λ2) factor gives the molecular probability, i.e., the probability of finding theH1H2 component in
the physical state (the Weinberg compositeness criterion [479]). Thus, for a pure molecule (λ2 = 0), one
finds that the scattering length takes its maximum value, a = −1/γ, and in addition r = O(1/β), while
for a compact state (λ2 = 1) one gets a = O(1/β) and r → −∞. In addition, the effective coupling
takes the maximal value for a pure molecule and it vanishes when there is no H1H2 component in the
physical state. These differences produce distinctive signatures in the line shapes of near-threshold states
(see, e.g., the discussion in [444, 480]) and not-so-near-threshold states [481]. In the case of coupled-
channel dynamics, one might also find states that can decay into some of the open channels. These may
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still qualify as hadronic molecules, were they to couple strongly to one of the channels considered in the
dynamical space. A detailed review on weak decays of heavy hadrons leading to molecular states in the
final state is given in [482].
The hadron-hadron interactions are usually taken from EFTs based on exact or approximate QCD
symmetries, which are employed to construct amplitudes satisfying unitarity in coupled channels. The
undetermined low-energy constants (LECs) are fitted to data or lattice QCD results, both in the perturba-
tive expansion (implicit in the EFT) and in the unitarization procedure.
6.1.2.1 Effect of meson-meson channels on naive quark-antiquark bound states
Many of the hadronic structures discovered since 2003 appear close to hadron-hadron thresholds, and
thus their dynamics can be strongly dictated by the nearby multiquark hadron-hadron channels. In fact,
the discovery of the XY Z particles is opening the door to systematically explore higher Fock compo-
nents of the hadron wave function [483–485]. When the hadron-hadron channels dominate, one gets
states that can be approximately by hadronic molecules introduced above. Within quark models, the
hadron-hadron effects can be calculated as pioneered in Refs. [449, 450, 486].
Within the quark model picture, the coupling between the quark-antiquark and meson-meson sec-
tors requires that the hadronic state is written as [487, 488]
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α
cα|ψα〉+
∑
β
χβ(P )|φAφBβ〉, (79)
where |ψα〉 are eigenstates of the quark-antiquark Hamiltonian [489, 490], |φAφBβ〉 is the two-meson
state with β quantum numbers and χβ(P ) is the relative wave function between the two mesons. In
principle one should couple with an infinite number of hadron-hadron channels. However, it has been
argued in Refs. [491, 492] that the only relevant thresholds are those close to the naive states, while the
rest have only little effect, which can be absorbed in the quark model parameters. The reason is that the
energy nonanalyticity at thresholds does not cause any nontrivial behavior, if the thresholds are far away.
The meson-meson interaction can be derived from the quark-antiquark one using the resonating
group method (RGM) [493, 494]. The coupling between the quark-antiquark and meson-meson sectors
requires the creation of a light quark-antiquark pair, and thus the operator associated with this should
describe also the open-flavor meson strong decays of heavy quarkonia. The most simple decay model
is the well-known 3P0 model [495–497], in which the transition potential between quark-antiquark and
meson-meson sectors can be defined as
〈φAφBβ|T |ψα〉 = P hβα(P ) δ(3)(~Pcm) , (80)
where P denotes the relative momentum of the two-meson state.
Using Eq. (79) and the transition potential in Eq. (80), one gets the coupled equations
cαMα +
∑
β
∫
hαβ(P )χβ(P )P
2dP = E cα , (81)
∑
β
∫
Hβ′β(P
′, P )χβ(P )P
2dP +
∑
α
hβ′α(P
′) cα = E χβ′(P
′) , (82)
where Mα are the masses of the bare quark-antiquark mesons and Hβ′β is the RGM Hamiltonian for
the two-meson states. Solving the coupled-channel equations, Eqs. (81) and (82), as indicated, e.g., in
Ref. [498], allows to study hadronic states as poles of the S-matrix in any possible Riemann sheet.
6.2 Hadrons with a single heavy quark
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6.2.1 Mesons
The lowest positive-parity states include the very narrow charm-strange mesons D∗s0(2317), Ds1(2460),
and the very broad charm-nonstrange mesons D∗0(2400) and D1(2430) [310]. Their bottom partners are
still waiting for discovery, likely by LHC experiments. Bottom partners of the first two might be also
accessible at Belle-II, though being at the upper edge of its energy reach.
6.2.1.1 Phenomenology
There were attempts trying to interpret theD∗s0(2317) andDs1(2460) as cs¯mesons, see, e.g., [499–502],
or as the positive-parity chiral partners of the ground-state Ds and D
∗
s [503, 504]. In these cases, the
isospin-breaking hadronic decay widths are predicted to be of the order of only 10 keV. Predictions for
the radiative decays can be found in [499, 503]. An updated calculation of the excited cq¯ (q = u, d, s)
meson spectrum and the decay properties in the relativized quark model can be found in [505].
TheD∗s0(2317) andDs1(2460) states could be compact tetraquarks, namely [cq][s¯q¯
′] states, where
the two quarks and the two antiquarks are coupled to form a color singlet, see, e.g., [460, 506]. Having
a single heavy quark, the mechanism driving isospin violation described in [460, 463] is expected not to
be as effective as for the X(3872), making the DsJ states isosinglet. The only kinematically allowed
hadronic decay channel is the isovector D(∗)s pi state. Hence, the lack of isospin violation, together with
the predilection for tetraquarks to decay into baryons, explains the narrowness of the states. Using
the mass of the X(3872) to fix the chromomagnetic coupling in the tetraquark model, one can indeed
accommodate both of them. Of course, this predicts other similar states with quantum numbers (0, 1, 2)+,
all expected to decay into D(∗)+s pi
0. The D(∗)K mode should be open for the heavier members in the
multiplet.
Another possibility is to describe theD∗s0(2317) andDs1(2460) asDK andD
∗K molecules [507,
508]. Dynamically they can be generated from charmed-meson–light-meson scattering in unitarized
heavy-meson chiral effective theory (UHMChPT) [509–512], using as input the scattering lengths calcu-
lated on the lattice [513]. Such scheme predicts a (strangeness, isospin) (S, I) = (1, 0) state with a mass
2315+18−28 MeV, in agreement with that of the D
∗
s0(2317) resonance. Applying the Weinberg’s composite-
ness condition allows one to estimate the size of the molecular component to be about 70% [513]. Such
a picture is supported by the lattice energy levels reported in [514, 515], as discussed in [516, 517].
A decisive measurement is that of the width of the D∗s0(2317), which is expected to be around
100 keV in the molecular picture and smaller in other models [499, 500]. So far, only an upper limit has
been provided. It would be difficult to measure such a tiny width at LHC experiments for two reasons:
because it requires a very high mass resolution, and because there is a neutral pion in the dominant
decay mode D+s pi
0. However, it could be possible to measure the width of its spin partner Ds1(2460),
which carries similar information, through the decay mode Dspi
+pi− and the Dalitz decay Ds1(2460)→
Dsγ(→ µ+µ−). Dalitz decays have already been probed successfully for the χc states [518]. Both decay
modes benefit from a very good mass resolution (∼ 1 MeV), given the small Q values of the reactions.
Though a measurement of the width with a precision of 100 keV might be optimistic, LHCb should at
least be able to improve on the current upper limit (< 3.5 MeV). The proposed decay modes suffer from
tiny branching fractions, but the large integrated luminosity in the HL-HE era would help cope with that.
In the (S, I) = (0, 1/2) sector, UHMChPT suggests the presence of two broad D∗0 states at about
2.10− i 0.10 GeV and 2.45− i 0.13 GeV [519], which would have masses different from the D∗0(2400)
given in the RPP [310], determined from fitting to theDpi mass distributions using a single Breit–Wigner
function. Ref. [520] showed that these amplitudes can reproduce well the B− → D+pi−pi− process
measured by the LHCb Collaboration [521]. The combination of angular moments, 〈P1〉 − 149 〈P3〉, is
particularly sensitive to theDpi S-wave, and a higher-statistics measurement in the energy range between
2.4 and 2.5 GeV will provide invaluable information on the Dpi–Dη–DsK¯ coupled-channel dynamics.
Ref. [520] also finds two broad D1 states at 2.25 − i 0.11 GeV and 2.56 − i 0.20 GeV, in addition to
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the relatively well-understood narrow D1(2420). A precise study of 〈P1〉 − 149 〈P3〉 for the D∗pi S-wave
is needed in the B¯ → D∗pipi channel, as well as in B¯ → D(∗)ηpi, B¯ → D(∗)s K¯pi, B¯ → D(∗)s K¯K¯,
B¯s → D(∗)K¯pi, B¯s → D(∗)s ηpi, etc. In particular, signals of the predicted higher D∗0 and D1 states,
coupled dominantly to D(∗)s K¯, could be near-threshold enhancements in the D
(∗)
s K¯ spectrum. Such
enhancements exist in low-statistics data by BaBar [522] and Belle [523,524], and need to be investigated
at LHCb using data sets with much higher statistics.
Heavy-quark flavour symmetry allows one to predict the bottom partners of charmed mesons.
The lowest B∗s0 and Bs1 are predicted to be at about 5.72 GeV and 5.77 GeV [519, 520], consistent
with lattice results [525]. A good channel to search for both of them is B∗sγ [503, 526]. They can also
decay into the isospin-breaking hadronic channels B(∗)s pi
0, whose widths are expected to be smaller than
those of their charm partners because the isospin splitting between B0 and B± is an order of magnitude
smaller than that between D0 and D±. The axial state Bs1 can decay into Bsγ as well. Both the
Bsγ and B
∗
sγ decay modes should appear in the Bsγ spectrum with similar efficiencies (similarly to
the B∗s2(5840) → B∗K decay, which peaks in the BK spectrum as well [527]). Large integrated
luminosity will cope with the low efficiency for detecting soft photons, and the LHCb experiment will
have sensitivity to observe such states for the first time. The predicted poles for the B∗0 mesons are
at about 5.54 − i 0.11 GeV and 5.85 − i 0.04 GeV, while those for the B1 mesons they are at about
5.58 − i 0.12 GeV and 5.91 − i 0.04 GeV [519, 520]. The bottom meson spectrum in quark models
is different. For an updated calculation of the excited bq¯ (q = u, d, s) meson spectrum and the decay
properties in the relativized quark model can be found in [528]. And the predictions of bottom mesons
in the parity-doubling model can be found in [503]. These resonances can be searched for in Bpi and, for
higher excited states, in BsK¯ final states.
The DsJ(2860) discovered by BaBar [529] was split into a 1
− state, the D∗s1(2860), and a 3
−
state, the D∗s3(2860) by the LHCb measurement with higher statistics [530]. Yet, the ratio of two
branching fractions B(D∗K)/B(DK) = 1.10 ± 0.24 [531] is assigned to the spin-1 D∗s1(2860) in
the RPP2018 [310]. This value is much larger than the expectations in Ref. [532], based on heavy quark
spin symmetry (HQSS) and the leading order chiral Lagrangian, for the D-wave cs¯ mesons, which are
the only available quark-model option in that mass region. The predictions in [532] are 0.06 and 0.39
for the 1− and 3− D-wave states, respectively. However, the quark-model calculation in Ref. [533] gives
larger values, 0.72 and 0.68 for the 1− and 3− D-wave states, respectively. On the other hand, in the
picture for the D∗s1(2860) as mainly a D1(2420)K bound state, the ratio is predicted to be 1.23 as a
natural consequence of HQSS [534]. Heavy quark symmetries allow to predict several related mesons in
this picture: a 2− spin partner at about 2.91 GeV, decaying into D∗K and D∗sη; the bottom partners at
about 6.15 GeV and 6.17 GeV, decaying into B(∗)K¯ and B(∗)s η [534].
6.2.1.2 Lattice QCD
The most extensive spectrum of higher-lying D and Ds mesons on the lattice [535] was obtained in
the single-hadron approximation, in which the decays of resonances and the effects of thresholds are
not taken into account. This lattice study predicts a large number of states with J ≤ 4 [535], most
of which have not been discovered yet. Some of them might contain substantial gluonic components
(hybrid mesons).
A proper treatment of a strongly decaying resonanceR→ H1H2, with one open channel, requires
simulations of single-channel H1H2 scattering. This has been accomplished recently by several lattice
collaborations for a series of resonances. Mostly, resonances composed of u, d, s were considered. The
infinite-volume scattering matrix T (E) is extracted from the energies of H1H2 eigenstates on the finite
lattice via the rigorous Lüscher’s formalism [536]. The resulting scattering matrix T (E) renders reso-
nance masses, M , and decay widths, Γ, via Breit–Wigner-type fits. A related strategy is to analytically
continue T (Ec) to the complex-energy plane, where the pole positions, Ec 'M − i2Γ, are related to the
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resonance parameters. The resonances that strongly decay to several final states require simulation of
coupled-channel scattering, which is much more challenging. The Hadron Spectrum Collaboration man-
aged to extract the coupled-channel scattering matrix for a few selected channels, while most channels
are awaiting future simulations.
Strong decays of resonances containing a single heavy quark were considered only for the low-
lying charmed resonances with JP = 0+, 1±, 2+ [537, 538]. The Nf = 2 simulation of Dpi scatter-
ing [537] finds a broad D∗0, in rough agreement with experiment. As commented above, a reanalysis
of Dpi–Dη–DsK¯ coupled channels [538] for Nf = 2 + 1 suggests two D
∗
0 states, with masses located
around 2.10 and 2.45 GeV [519].
The strongly stable states that lie closely below theH1H2 threshold might be sensitive to threshold
effects. A proper way to treat these is to simulate H1H2 scattering. The mass of a shallow bound state
corresponds to an energy E < m1 + m2, of which the scattering matrix, T (E), has a pole. In this way,
the effects of D∗K thresholds were found to push the masses of the D∗s0 and D
∗
s1 down, bringing them
close to the experimental values [514, 515]. Analogously, the yet-undiscovered strongly stable B∗s0 and
B0s1 were predicted at 5.71 and 5.75 GeV, respectively [525]. For the decay modes that can be used in
searching, we refer to the discussion in 6.2.1.1.
6.2.2 Baryons
The most extensive spectrum of yet-undiscovered singly charmed baryons was predicted in 2013 [539].
It predicted five Ωc baryons in the region 3.0-3.2 GeV, in impressive agreement with the 2017 LHCb
discovery [540]. This work predicted also up to ten Λc, Σc, Ωc, Ξc states in each channel with J ≤ 7/2,
where resonances are treated in a simplified single-hadron approach. A follow-up precision lattice study
of the five discovered Ωc resonances confirms their most likely quantum numbers [541].
The experimental discovery of the five Ωc states has triggered extensive theoretical activity, with
some of the quark models revisited in view of the new result [542–547]. The role of diquarks in the
Ωc spectrum was discussed in [542, 548, 549], while the odd-parity molecular interpretation for two or
three of the states seen by LHCb was proposed in Refs. [550–552]. The meson-baryon interactions
used in the molecular schemes, derived in [550, 552], are consistent with both chiral and heavy-quark
spin symmetries, and lead to successful descriptions of the observed lowest-lying odd parity Λc(2595),
Λc(2625) [553–556] and Λb(5912), Λb(5920) [557] resonances. Some of the Ωc states observed by
LHCb could thus be spin-flavour symmetry partners of these Λ∗Q=c,b baryons. However, the masses and
decay widths of Λ∗Q=c,b, at least the charmed ones, can also be accommodated within usual constituent
quark models (see for instance [558, 559]), and thus the importance of the molecular components in
their structure has not been settled yet. Information obtained from the Λb → ν¯``Λc(2595), Λb →
ν¯``Λc(2625), and related reactions will put some constraints on these models, as shown in [560].
Molecular schemes also predict partners of the Ωc baryons in the bottom sector (see for instance,
Ref. [561]). LHCb recently reported [562] a peak in both the Λ0bK
− and Ξ0bpi
− invariant mass spectra
that might correspond to either a radially or orbitally excited quark-model Ξ−b (6627) resonance with
quark content bds, or to a hadron molecule. In the latter, it would be dynamically generated from the
coupled-channel interaction between Goldstone bosons and the lowest even-parity bottom baryons [557,
563–565]. For a review of recent observations and phenomenological models of open-flavour heavy
hadrons, we refer to [566].
6.3 Hadrons containing c¯c, b¯b or c¯b
The current experimental status for the hadrons containing a heavy quark-antiquark pair can be found in
several recent reviews [196, 310, 440–448], and will not be repeated here. In the following, we discuss
isospin-scalar quarkonium(-like) states and, separately, exotic charged states, and focus on a few selected
important issues.
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6.3.1 Quarkonia
6.3.1.1 Phenomenology
The JPC = 1++ X(3872) state has several salient features: the central value of its mass coincides
with the D0D¯∗ threshold within a small uncertainty of 180 keV [310]; despite the tiny phase space, its
decay branching fraction into D0D¯0pi0 is larger than 40% [310]; it decays into ωJ/ψ (I = 0) and ρJ/ψ
(I = 1) with similar partial decay widths.
This state could be interpreted in terms of a [cq][c¯q¯] compact tetraquark. In this case, the isospin
violation is explained by the smallness of αs(mc) [460, 463], which suppresses the mixing between the
almost degenerate mass eigenstates Xu = [cu][c¯u¯] and Xd = [cd][c¯d¯]. Isospin symmetry predicts a
degenerate charged partner X+– experimental search for which has so far been unsuccessful. Similarly,
degenerate isoscalar and isovector states with signature 0++, 0++′ and 2++ are expected, with masses
around M(0++) ' 3.8 GeV and M(0++′) ' M(2++) ' 4 GeV [461]. Were the Zc(4050) a scalar or
a tensor, it would have been a suitable candidate for one of the above isovector states (see e.g. [567]).
If confirmed, another possible candidate for the heavier scalar state could be the resonance observed by
LHCb in ηcpi [568]; see also Ref. [475].
Given the expected mass, the charged partner predicted in the tetraquark picture, X+, might only
decay into a charmonium and a light meson. As discussed in Sec. 6.1.1, a potential barrier between the
diquarks has been conjectured [462, 469–471]. This would solve the issue about the elusive X+: the
decay into J/ψ plus hadrons would be largely suppressed by the tunneling factor for a heavy quark, and
could make the hadronic decay comparable to the electromagnetic one, as is indeed observed in data. Al-
though physically and phenomenologically motivated, such a picture awaits experimental confirmation.
Specifically, the charged partners of the X could be searched in the J/ψρ± channel.
The properties of the X(3872), on the other hand, indicate that it couples strongly to DD¯∗. This
leads to the proposal that it could have a large DD¯∗ molecular component [569–571]. The isospin
violation in this case stems from the difference of masses between the neutralD0D¯∗0 and chargeD+D∗−
in the loops [572–574]. The line shapes of theX(3872) in both J/ψpi+pi− andD0D¯∗0 modes are crucial
to reveal its nature and binding mechanism [575–579] (for a review, see [478]). Improved measurements
at the LHC experiments are foreseen. In the hadronic molecular picture, the 2++ heavy-quark spin
partner of the X , dubbed X2, would decay into DD¯
∗ and DD¯ in a D wave, and it is expected to be
narrow [580, 581]. However, it has been suggested [582] that the mixing of the D∗D¯∗ molecule with
bare charmonium χc2(2P ) might destabilize the X2 [583], making it hardly visible. Better experimental
information on the 2++ spectrum around 4 GeV is hence of great importance, and theX2 can be searched
for in DD¯ and J/ψω. So far, there is only one observed state, χc2(3930), compatible with a standard
charmonium assignment, and its mass is lower than what is normally expected for the X2. No evidence
for an additional 2++ state that could be identified as the X2 has been observed so far. Hence, the
existence of the χc1(2P ) and/or the X2, in addition to the X(3872) and χc2(2P ) states, respectively, are
still open questions which need to be addressed and that will definitely shed light into the dynamics of
the mysterious X(3872) [582].
The 0++ spectrum is also still unclear: the spin of the narrow X(3915) is not fixed, and the broad
X(3860) [584,585] needs confirmation. Since the (0, 1, 2)++ and 1+− heavy quarkonia differ from each
other only by the quark polarization, it is necessary to consider systematically physical states with these
quantum numbers [582,586]. Thus, searching for an isoscalar 1+− state around 3.9 GeV is also of high
interest [587]. Its important decay modes include DD¯∗, J/ψη and J/ψpipi. Hints for such a state have
been seen by COMPASS [588], albeit with low statistics.
The X(3872) could emerge as a dynamically generated mixed state of a DD∗ molecule and the
χc1(2P ) as shown in [589], see also Refs. [484, 576, 586, 590–594]. The cc¯ mixture is less than 10%
but it is important to bind the molecular state. The proposed structure would allow to understand the
origin of its prompt production rate and to describe correctly its isospin violating decays and radiative
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transitions. The original cc¯(23P1) state is dressed by meson-meson coupled-channel effects and goes up
in the spectrum allowing its identification with the X(3940). Within the same coupled-channels scheme,
Ref. [583] analyzes the JPC = 0++ and 2++ charmonium sectors. The two hadron states found in
the 0++ channel were assigned to the Y (3940) and to the recently identified resonance X(3860) [584,
585]. The bound state with quantum numbers 2++ found in [583] is interesting because, within the
uncertainties of the model, its mass and decay properties suggest that the X(3915) and X(3930) meson-
like structures could correspond to the same state, as also claimed in Ref. [595].
It is also crucial to look for the analogue of the X(3872) in the bottom sector. Such a state could
decay, for example, into BB¯γ, χbJpipi, Υpipipi and Υγ [596–598]. The Xb → Υρ channel has already
been investigated, with no observation [599,600]. It should be noticed, however, that this channel should
be highly suppressed due to G-parity violation. There is an important difference between the X(3872)
and the Xb: The mass difference between the charged and neutral charmed mesons is one order of
magnitude larger than that for the bottom mesons, because of the different interference between the QCD
and QED contributions [601], and thus the Xb should be a well-defined isoscalar state [596]. The null
results of Refs. [599, 600] are perfectly consistent with the existence of an isoscalar Xb [597, 598]. Note
that in the tetraquark model one would expect isospin violation, while the opposite is true in a molecular
scheme. The isospin-conserving channelXb → Υω has found no evidence for the state either [602]. The
spin-2 bottomonium-like Xb2 and Bc-like state Xbc2 [596] can instead be searched for in D-wave BB¯
and DB final states, respectively.
Vector 1−− states have also been observed at e+e− colliders (see, e.g., [603–607]). The number of
observed vector charmonium-like states far exceeds the predictions in the cc¯ potential quark models, and
thus some of them must have an exotic origin. In the tetraquark model these are diquarkonia with orbital
angular momentum L = 1, and their spectrum easily matches the experimental observations [461] (see
also [608]), which also leads to a distinctive spectrum with a low-mass 3−− state [609]. Complexity in
understanding these structures also comes from the many S-wave thresholds of hadron pairs, such as the
D¯D1(2420) for the Y (4260) [610] andψ
′f0(980) for the Y (4660) [611]. Effects of open charm channels
for the Y (4260) are considered in a quark model framework in Ref. [612]. The Y (4260) is also widely
regarded as a candidate for a hybrid charmonium [613–617]. The hadro-charmonium model for the
Y (4260) and Y (4360) [618] can hardly explain why the Y (4260) was seen in several different channels
including J/ψpi+pi−, hcpi
+pi−, χc0ω andD
0D∗−pi+ +c.c. (the data are nicely summarized in Ref. [448]
and a combined fit in these channels leads to a lower mass around 4.22 GeV for the Y (4260) [619]. The
search for these states in, for example, prompt production and/or B decays can help to understand their
nature.
6.3.1.2 Lattice QCD
The lattice spectrum of bottomonia presented in [620] contains almost all the observed b¯b states up to
the B¯B threshold. It also predicts a plethora of undiscovered states where the b¯b pair carries an orbital
angular momentum L = 2, 3, 4, and total angular momentum J ≤ 4. Fourteen Bc mesons with J ≤ 3
are predicted up to the BD threshold [620]. Only two of them have been discovered so far.
All the charmonia below the DD¯ threshold have been experimentally discovered, while the treat-
ment of strongly decaying resonances is much more challenging. The most extensive spectrum obtained
in the simplified single-hadron approach predicts several excited c¯c states, as well as c¯cg hybrids up to
4.7 GeV, carrying J ≤ 4 [535], also including exotic 1−+, 0+−, 2+− quantum numbers. Most of them
have not been observed yet. Only one exploratory study considered the resonant nature of charmonia
above the open-charm threshold [621], and underlines the need to experimentally explore further D¯D in
S and D waves. A neutral is found as a state slightly below DD¯∗ [622].
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Table 26: Expected data samples at LHCb Upgrade II and Belle II for key decay modes for the spec-
troscopy of heavy flavoured hadrons. The expected yields at Belle II are estimated by assuming similar
efficiencies as at Belle.
LHCb Belle II
Decay mode 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1 50 ab−1
B+→ X(3872)(→ J/ψpi+pi−)K+ 14k 30k 180k 11k
B+→ X(3872)(→ ψ(2S)γ)K+ 500 1k 7k 4k
B0→ ψ(2S)K−pi+ 340k 700k 4M 140k
B+c → D+s D0D0 10 20 100 —
Λ0b→ J/ψpK− 340k 700k 4M —
Ξ−b → J/ψΛK− 4k 10k 55k —
Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ 7k 15k 90k < 6k
Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c 50 100 600 —
6.4 Experimental prospects
The LHCb Upgrade II detector will have a large impact on sensitivity in searches for heavy states.
Aside from the much larger integrated luminosity, many of the detector improvements planned for LHCb
Upgrade II may have significant benefits for spectroscopy studies. For example, the potential removal
of the VELO RF foils, together with the improved particle identification provide by the TORCH, will
enhance the reconstruction efficiency for multibody B decays, such as B+c → D+s D0D0; the selection
of short-lived particles (e.g., B+c , Ξcc, Ω
+
cc, Ξbc, etc) will also benefit from an improved vertex resolu-
tion; the Magnet Side Stations will help in studying di-pion transitions such as X(3872)→ χc1pi+pi− or
B∗∗+c → B+c pi+pi−; improved pi0 and η mass resolutions will increase the sensitivity in searching for the
C-odd and charged partners of theX(3872) meson byX(3872)C−odd→ J/ψη andX(3872)±→ J/ψpi0pi±.
A summary of the expected yields in certain important modes, and a comparison with Belle II, is given
in Table 26. Below we give further details on the prospects for specific studies and analyses.
6.4.1 Taxonomy of tetraquarks and pentaquarks
To advance our understanding of theX(3872) state, it will be very important to learn even more about its
decay pattern. In particular, if it really has a strong χc1(2P ) component, it should have pi
+pi− transitions
to the χc1(1P ) state. Unfortunately at LHCb, the reconstruction efficiency for the dominant χc1(1P ) de-
cay to γJ/ψ decay is low, making this prediction hard to test. The very large data set of LHCb Upgrade II
will allow one to overcome this problem, and will be essential in detecting or refuting such transitions.
Studies of the X(3872) lineshape by a simultaneous fit to all detected channels are important for pinning
down the location of its resonant pole and determining its natural width; both are very important inputs
in helping with the understanding of the state. Therefore a very large data set will be essential for the
statistical precision of such studies and reconstruction of decays to D0D∗0, which are relevant given the
proximity of the X(3872) mass to the D0D∗0 threshold.
Searching for prompt production of any known exotic hadron candidates at the LHC remains an
important task, since its detection would signify a compact component, either conventional quarkonium,
or a tightly bound tetraquark or pentaquark. To date, the X(3872) is the only exotic hadron candidate
with QQ content that has been confirmed to be produced promptly. However, it will be important to
quantify the upper limits in negative searches to allow more rigorous phenomenological analysis.
Many puzzling charged exotic meson candidates (e.g., Z(4430)+) decaying to J/ψ , ψ(2S) or χc1
plus a charged pion have been observed in B decays. Some of them are broad, and none can be satisfac-
torily explained by any of the available phenomenological models. The hidden-charm mesons, observed
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− from a fit to
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blue points correspond to an extrapolation to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 expected at the LHCb
Upgrade II. The red curve is the prediction from the Breit-Wigner formula with a resonance mass (width)
of 4475 (172) MeV. Units are arbitrary.
in the J/ψφ decay [738–740], also belong to this category. The determination of their properties, or
even the claim of their existence, relies on an advanced amplitude analysis, which allows the exotic con-
tributions to be separated from the typically dominant non-exotic components. Further investigation of
these QQqq structures will require much larger data samples and refinement of theoretical approaches to
parametrisations of hadronic amplitudes. Similar comments apply to improvements in the determination
of the properties of the pentaquark candidates Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ and to the spectroscopy of
excited Λ baryons in Λ0b→ J/ψpK decays. The large data set collected during the LHCb Upgrade II
would allow one to test further the resonant character of the Pc(4380)
+, Pc(4450)
+ and Z(4430)+
states (Fig. 38), while improvements in calorimetry would help in searching for new decay modes (e.g.,
P+c → χc1,2(→ J/ψγ)p) by amplitude analyses of Λ0b→ χc1,2pK− decays [657, 741].
6.4.2 Searches for further tetra- and pentaquarks
Though the true nature of theX(3872) meson is still unclear, both the molecular [742] and tetraquark [460]
models predict that a C-odd partner (X(3872)C−odd) and charged partners (X(3872)±) may exist and
decay to J/ψη/γχcJ and J/ψpi
0pi± respectively.
Similarly, the existence of the Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ pentaquark states raises the question
of whether there is a large pentaquark multiplet. The observed states have an isospin 3-component of
I3 = +
1
2 . If they are part of an isospin doublet with I =
1
2 , there should be a neutral I3 = −12 state
decaying to J/ψn [474]. However this final state does not lend itself well to observation. Instead, the
search for the neutral pentaquark candidate can be carried out using decays into pairs of open charm, in
particular in the process Λ0b→ Λ+c D−K∗0, where the neutral pentaquark states would appear as reso-
nances in the Λ+c D
− subsystem (Fig. 39 left). Such decays can be very well reconstructed, but the total
reconstruction efficiency suffers from the large number of tracks and the small branching fractions of Λ+c
and D− reconstructable final states; the total reconstruction efficiency is about a factor 50 smaller than
the efficiency for the Λ0b→ J/ψpK− channel. If there could exist pentaquarks of an isospin quadruplet,
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then there is the interesting possibility to find doubly charged pentaquarks decaying into Σ++c D
0. Chan-
nels such as these require very large data sets to offset the low efficiency. The magnet side stations will
also improve the reconstruction efficiency of such decay modes with several tracks in the final states.
The relative coupling of the pentaquark states to their decays into the double open-charm channels
will depend on their internal structure and the spin structure of the respective decay. For that reason it
is important to study decays involving D∗+ resonances as well (e.g., P+c → D∗−Σ++c ) to investigate
the internal structure of pentaquarks [665]. Since these decays require the reconstruction of slow pions
from the D∗+ decays, the proposed tracking stations inside the magnet, enhancing the acceptance for
low-momentum particles, will be highly beneficial for this study.
Invoking SU(3) flavour symmetry, one would expect the existence of pentaquarks with strangeness,
which would decay into channels like J/ψΛ or Λ+c D
−
s . Such states and their decays into these channels
were investigated in [649, 743]. To explore the potential of the former case, the decay Ξ−b → J/ψΛK−
has been studied using Run 1 data at LHCb, with about 300 signal decays observed [744]. Complemen-
tary information can be achieved by a study of the Λ0b→ J/ψΛφ decays. An increase of the available
integrated luminosity by a factor of 100 would allow detailed amplitude analyses to be performed for
these final states, with a similar sensitivity as was the case for the pentaquark discovery channel.
The history of X(3872) studies illustrates well the difficulty of distinguishing between exotic and
conventional explanations for a hidden-charm state. Therefore, it is appealing to search for states with
uncontroversial exotic signatures. A good candidate in this category would be a Tcc doubly charmed
tetraquark [443,643,696,702–704,745–755], being a meson with constituent-quark content ccqq′, where
the light quarks q and q′ could be u, d or s. If the masses of the doubly charmed tetraquarks are below
their corresponding open-charm thresholds, they would manifest as weakly decaying hadrons with prop-
erties including masses, lifetimes and decay modes not too different from the recently observed Ξ++cc
baryons [756], and, as for the Ξcc baryons, the most promising searches are in prompt production. In-
stead, if the masses of Tcc states are above the open-charm threshold and their widths are broad, it will
be very challenging to observe these states via prompt production. Instead, B+c decays to open-charm
mesons can offer unique opportunity to test for their existence. In Run 5 the B+c mesons will be copi-
ously produced at the LHC, because of the large production cross-sections of bb and cc pairs and of the
enormous data sample. Similarly to the amplitude analysis of the Λ0b→ J/ψpK− decay, which led to the
observation of the P+c pentaquark candidates [757], studying the angular distributions of the multi-body
final states of the B+c meson has the potential of indicating new states, e.g., Tcc, inaccessible through
decays of lighter hadrons. It also allows for the determination of the spin-parity quantum numbers of
any state that is observed. A good example is to study the T +cc state in the decay mode B+c → D+s D0D0
(Fig. 39 middle) through the decay chain B+c → T +ccD0 and T +cc → D+s D0, as discussed in Ref. [702].
The decay B+c → D+s D0D0 has not been observed with the Run 1 data, and predictions on the
branching fractions of B+c decays are subject to very large uncertainties. Estimates of the integrated
luminosity needed to perform a full amplitude analysis are therefore imprecise, and can only be for-
mulated through considerations of other decay modes such as B+c → J/ψD+s . The signal yield of
B+c → J/ψD+s (→ φpi+) decays observed in Run 1 data is 30 ± 6 [758]. Considering the branching
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fraction of the decay of the additional charm hadron and the lower efficiency due to the higher track
multiplicity, the estimated number of signal of B+c → D+s D0D0 decays is O(102) in a future dataset
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1, collected with O(100%) trigger efficiency [758].
Since the D0 and D+s mesons are pseudoscalars, the amplitude analysis simplifies, and can provide
conclusive results already with a few hundred decays.
Finally, strongly decaying doubly charmed tetraquarks with a narrow decay width, as predicted by
pure tetraquark models with spin-parity quantum numbers of 0+, 1+ and 2+, can also be searched for in
prompt production. The expected yields can be estimated by the associated production of open-charm
mesons measured with a fraction of the Run 1 data [759]. With a data sample of 300 fb−1, the yield
for D+D+ (D+D+s ) associated production is around 750k (150k), which is a very promising sample in
which to search for narrow Tcc states.
If the coincidence of the χc1(2P ) charmonium state with the D
0D∗0 threshold is responsible for
the X(3872) state, there is likely no bottomonium analogue of it, since the χb1(3P ) state was detected
well below the BB∗ threshold, and the χb1(4P ) state is predicted to be too far above it. However, if
molecular forces dominate its dynamics, there could be an isosinglet state below this threshold decay-
ing to ωΥ (1S), where ω could be reconstructed via the decay to pi+pi−pi0. Unfortunately, its prompt
production would likely be very small unless driven by tightly bound tetraquark dynamics or by the
bb¯ Fock-state component of the same quantum numbers [597]. The improved pi0 reconstruction in the
LHCb Upgrade II will help for these searches.
The prompt production at the LHC remains the best hope for unambiguously establishing the
existence of a stable, weakly decaying bbud tetraquark predicted by both lattice QCD and phenomeno-
logical models. However, the inclusive reconstruction efficiencies for such states are tiny due to the small
branching fractions of B and D meson decays to low-multiplicity final states (Fig. 39c). Recently, there
have been also several predictions for an exotic state with quark composition bbbb [711–721] with a mass
below the 2mηb threshold, which implies that it can decay to Υµ
+µ−. However, lattice QCD calculations
do not find evidence for such a state in the hadron spectrum [710]. Given the presence of four muons
in the final state, LHCb will have good sensitivity for observing the first exotic state composed of more
than two heavy quarks [760].
Motivated by the discovery of the hidden-charm pentaquarks, theorists have extended the respec-
tive models for multiplet systems to include beauty quarks. In Ref. [668] QQqqq ground states were
investigated in an effective-Hamiltonian framework assuming a colour-magnetic interaction between
colour-octet qqq and QQ subsystems. Several resonant states are predicted. Such beautiful pentaquarks
could be searched for in the Υp, ΥΛ, B±c p and B
±
c Λ mass spectra. In analogy with the popular ΣcΛ
−
c
molecular model, Refs. [669] and [670] investigate similar dynamics in the hidden-bottom sector and
predict a large number of exotic resonances. Indeed, in the hidden-beauty sector the theory calculations
are found to be even more stable than for hidden charm, motivating searches for resonances close to the
B∗Σb, BΣ
∗
b , B
∗Σ∗b and BΛ
∗0
b , B
∗Λ0b thresholds.
Another possibility is the existence of pentaquarks with open beauty and quark contents such
as bduud, buudd, bduud and bsuud [761, 762]. If those states lie below the respective baryon-meson
thresholds containing beauty, then they could be stable against strong decay and would predominantly
decay through the weak transition b→ ccs. A search using a 3 fb−1 data set in four decay channels
J/ψph+h− (h = K, pi) has been performed in Ref. [763]. No signals were found and 90% CL limits
were set on the production cross section times branching fraction relative to theΛ0b in the J/ψpK
− mode.
The obtained limits are of the order of 10−3, which does not yet rule out the estimates for the production
of such an object provided in Ref. [761]. Similar searches in channels with open-charm hadrons in the
final state again lead to large multiplicities and the respective small reconstruction efficiencies, but could
profit from favoured branching fractions. Investigations of a large number of channels will maximise
sensitivity for weakly decaying exotic hadrons. It has also been proposed to search for excited Ω−b
states [561] in analogy to the recently discovered excited Ω0c states [764]. Such open-beauty excited
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states could be searched for in decays to the ΞbK final state.
6.4.3 Study of doubly-heavy baryons
The discovery of the Ξ++cc baryon has opened an exciting new line of research that LHCb is avidly
pursuing. Measurements of the lifetime and relative production cross-section of Ξ++cc , searches for
additional decay modes, and searches for its isospin partner Ξ+cc and their strange counterpart Ω
+
cc are
underway.
A signal yield of 313 ± 33 Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ decays was observed by LHCb in 1.7 fb−1
of Run 2 data [756]. Improvements in the trigger for the LHCb Upgrade II detector are projected to
increase selection efficiencies by a factor two for most charm decays, with decays to high-multiplicity
final states, such as those from the cascade decays of doubly charmed baryons, potentially benefiting
much more [765, 766]. Thus the Run 5 sample will contain more than 90 000 decays of this mode. The
branching fraction for Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ is theoretically estimated to be up to 10%, making it one
of the most frequent nonleptonic decay modes. Several other lower multiplicity modes with O(1%)
predicted branching fractions will yield samples of comparable size [295, 681, 767, 768].
The efficiency with which LHCb can disentangle weak decays of doubly charmed baryons from
prompt backgrounds depends on the lifetime of the baryon [769]. Although the predicted lifetimes for
the Ξ+cc, Ξ
++
cc , and Ω
+
cc baryons span almost an order of magnitude, the relative lifetimes of Ξ
+
cc and
Ω+cc are expected to be approximately 1/3 that of the Ξ
++
cc baryon [674, 679, 770–775]. Assuming a
relative efficiency of 0.25 with respect to Ξ++cc due to the shorter lifetimes and an additional production
suppression of σ(Ω+cc)/σ(Ξ
++
cc ) ∼ 0.2 for Ω+cc [674], LHCb will have Run 5 yields of around 25 000 for
Ξ+cc and 4500 for Ω
+
cc in each of several decay modes.
LHCb will be the primary experiment for studies of the physics of doubly charmed baryons for the
foreseeable future, and its potential will not be exhausted by the end of Run 5. With the data collected
in Run 2, LHCb should observe all three weakly decaying doubly charmed baryons and characterise
their physical properties. Run 5 will supply precision measurements of doubly differential cross sections
that will provide insight into production mechanisms of doubly heavy baryons. In addition Run 5 will
allow the spectroscopy of excited states and bring studies of the rich decay structure of doubly charmed
hadrons into the domain of precision physics.
The production cross section of the Ξbc baryons within the LHCb acceptance is expected to be
about 77 nb [776]. This value is about 1/6 of the expected production cross-section of a B+c meson [777,
778]. It should be noted that the relative Λ0b production rate is pT-dependent. In the typical pT range
in the LHCb acceptance, a ratio of production rates, σ(pp→ Λ0bX)/σ(pp→ B0X) ∼ 0.5 [779, 780] is
measured. It is therefore conceivable that the Ξbc production rates are also larger than predicted by the
above calculations.
It is quite challenging to observe and study Ξbc and Ω
0
bc baryons because of the low production
rates, the small product of branching fractions and the selection efficiencies for reconstructing all of the
final-state particles. To collect a large sample ofΞbc baryons will require the higher integrated luminosity
and detector enhancements planned for in the LHCb Upgrade II. Using the notation thatXc is a charmed
baryon containing a single charm quark, some of the most promising decay modes to detect Ξbc and
Ω0bc baryons are: (i) J/ψXc modes J/ψΞ
+
c , J/ψΞ
0
c , J/ψΛ
+
c , J/ψΛ
+
c K
−; (ii) Ξcc modes Ξccpi
−; (iii)
doubly charmed modes D0Λ+c , D
0Λ+c pi
−, D0D0p; (iv) penguin-topology modes Λ+c K
−, Ξ+c pi
−; (v)
the Ξb , B
0 or Λ0b modes Ξbpi
+, Λ0bpi
+, B0p, using fully reconstructed or semileptonic B0, Λ0b or Ξb
decays [781]; (vi) the decays due to W -exchange between b-c quarks, that is not helicity suppressed, and
which can give rise to a final state with just one charmed particle, e.g., Λ+c K
−.
To put this in context, the LHCb collaboration observed 30 ± 6 B+c → J/ψD+s (→ φpi+) decays
with 3 fb−1 data at 7 and 8 TeV [758]. With looser selections about 100 signal decays can be ob-
tained with reasonably good signal-to-background ratio. The Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c decay is kinematically
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very similar. Assuming f
Ξ
+
bc
/f
B
+
c
∼ 0.2, with B(Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c )/B(B+c → J/ψD+s ) ∼ 1, while
B(Ξ+c → pK−pi+)/B(D+s → K+K−pi+) ∼ 0.1, and Ξ+bc/B+c ∼ 0.5, a signal yield of about 600
Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c decays is expected in Run 5, albeit with sizeable uncertainties. Other modes could also
provide sizeable signal samples. It is likely LHCb will observe the Ξbc baryons in Run 3/4, and further
probe the spectrum of other doubly heavy baryons with the large samples accessible in the proposed
Upgrade II.
6.4.4 Precision measurements of quarkonia
The correct interpretation of the experimental polarisation results for S-wave quarkonia requires a rig-
orous analysis of the feed-down contributions from higher excited states [782, 783]. The direct mea-
surement of the polarisation for χc and χb states is necessary to decrease this model dependence. Since
P -wave states are practically free from the feed-down from higher excited states, any χc and χb polari-
sation measurements could be interpreted in a robust manner without additional model assumptions.
The recent discovery of the χc1,2→ J/ψµ+µ− decays [784] opens the possibility to perform a
detailed study of χc production, allowing almost background-free measurements even for a very low
transverse momentum of χc candidates. Due to the excellent mass resolution, the vector state χc1 and
the tensor state χc2 are well separated, eliminating the possible systematic uncertainty caused by the
large overlap of these states in the χc(χb)→ J/ψ (Υ )γ decay [782, 783, 785–788]. An integrated lu-
minosity of 300 fb−1 will allow one to probe the high-multipole contributions to the χc→ J/ψµ+µ−
amplitude, namely the magnetic-dipole contribution for χc1 decays and the magnetic-dipole and electric-
octupole contributions for χc2 decays. Use of the Run 5 data set is also necessary to measure the
(pT, y) dependence of χc polarisation parameters. In addition, the effect of the form factor in the decays
χc→ J/ψµ+µ− [789, 790] could be probed with the precision of several percent from the shape of the
m(µ+µ−) spectra.
Studies of double quarkonia production allows independent tests for the quarkonia production
mechanism, and in particular for the role of the colour octet. So far the LHCb collaboration has anal-
ysed double-J/ψ production in 7 TeV and 13 TeV data with relatively small datasets [791, 792]. Using
280 pb−1 of data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV, (1.05 ± 0.05) × 103 signal J/ψJ/ψ events are observed.
However, even with the larger sample of J/ψJ/ψ events now available, it is not possible to distinguish
between different theory descriptions of the single-parton scattering (SPS) mechanism [793–801], nor
to separate the contributions from the SPS and double-parton scattering (DPS) mechanisms [802, 803].
Though the larger samples collected during Runs 3 and 4 will allow some progress on these questions, the
measurement of the correlation of J/ψ polarisation parameters will only be possible with the Upgrade II
data set.
In addition, while it is likely that ΥΥ and J/ψΥ production will be observed in the near future
(assuming the dominance of the DPS mechanism), the determination of the relative SPS and DPS con-
tributions, as well as the discrimination between different SPS theory models, will require precision
measurements only possible with Run 5 data.
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7 Bottom-quark probes of new physics and prospects forB-anomalies
A key contribution of the HL-LHC data sets will be a comprehensive global picture of rare and (semi)-
leptonic quark transitions. This has value whether or not the current “flavour anomalies” are confirmed
with Run 2 or Run 3 LHC data. If the improvements on statistically limited observables, R
K
(∗) and
R(D(∗)), confirm the anomalies, a global analysis of all related channels may discriminate between
different BSM explanations. Such a global analysis will also help to constrain the mass scale of the
BSM particles and mediators, which, together with the direct HL-LHC searches, will further restrict the
range of possible explanations for the anomalies. On the other hand, if the signifcance of the anomalies
decreases, or they even disappear with Run 2 and Run 3 data, we should still search for small BSM effects
on top of the dominant SM amplitudes. In this case, global analyses of the data would lead to improved
bounds on the BSM affecting these flavor observables. The statistical power of the HL-LHC datasets
will also enable a unique reach for other BSM signatures such as Lepton-Flavour Violation (LFV) and
Baryon-Number Violation (BNV), particularly in the baryon and heavy-meson sectors.
We would like to stress that, in the HL-LHC era, many rare beauty decays will become abundant
and enter the precision-measurement regime. Therefore, it will become increasingly important that the
LHC collaborations and Belle II publish results in such a way that systematic uncertainties can be treated
in a coherent manner and their correlations taken into account. A good example of this is the treatment
of the ratio of hadronization fractions fs/fd in any LHC Bq → `` combination, discussed in Sec. 7.3.
It will also be important to correctly treat systematic uncertainties due to the use of common software
packages, e.g., the use of PHOTOS by the LHC experiments and Belle II, in future lepton universality
measurements.
While much of the power of the HL-LHC and Belle II datasets will lie in the breadth of precisely
measured rare and (semi-)leptonic decays, practical considerations mean that experiments will continue
to publish analyses of individual decay modes as each is completed. Systematically publishing exper-
imental likelihoods, efficiency maps, and resolution unfoldings, as already done for some of the most
important analyses, should be strongly encouraged even now. This facilitates both the combination of
results between experimental collaborations, and the inclusion of the results in global fits and in tests of
phenomenological models [804–806].
7.1 Phenomenology of b→ s`` decays
Authors (TH): Wolfgang Altmannshofer, David Straub, Javier Virto.
In this section we discuss the status of the interpretation of b → s transitions in and beyond the
SM, the prospects for future sensitivities at the LHC, and the complementarity with Belle-II. All current
and planned measurements of processes involving b → s transitions are related to weak decays of b-
hadrons. At present, most of the data is on B decays, with a smaller fraction on Bs decays. LHCb
has already provided a few measurements on Λb decays, with data sets that will increase dramatically
in future runs, including a significant output on decays of other b-hadrons such as Ωb or Ξb [807] (see
Sec. 7.3).
Theoretically, the decays of b-hadrons are best described within the Weak Effective Theory (WET),
where flavor-changing transitions are mediated by “effective” dimension-six operators with Wilson co-
efficients (WCs) that encapsulate all SM and heavy NP effects. Thus all observables can be calculated
in full generality, model-independently in terms of the WCs and hadronic matrix elements. The relevant
effective Lagrangian for b→ s transitions at low-energies in the SM is [808]
HSMeff =
4GF√
2
∑
p=u,c
λps
(
C1O
p
1 + C2O
p
2 +
10∑
i=3
CiOi
)
, (83)
with λps = VpbV
∗
ps. As defined in Ref. [808], theO
p
1,2,O3,...,6, andO8 are the so-called “current-current”,
“QCD-penguin” and “chromo-dipole” operators, respectively, and they contribute to the b→ sγ and b→
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s`` transitions via an electromagnetic interaction. The O7γ and O9,10 are the “electromagnetic dipole”
and the “semileptonic” operators, respectively. The BSM can enter through the WCs C1, . . . , C10, or the
chirally-flipped versions, PL(R) → PR(L), giving O′7γ,...,10, or through scalar and tensor semileptonic
operators [809]. Furthermore, beyond the SM, semileptonic operators can induce lepton-flavor univer-
sality violation (LFUV) or charged-lepton flavor violation (CLFV). For the purpose of this Section, the
relevant operators for the interpretation of b→ sγ and b→ s``′ data are
O
(′)
7γ =
emb
16pi2
(s¯σµνPR(L)b)F
µν ,
O
``
′
(′)
9 =
αem
4pi
(s¯γµPL(R)b)(¯`γ
µ`′), O``
′
(′)
10 =
αem
4pi
(s¯γµPL(R)b)(¯`γ
µγ5`
′),
(84)
where we have added leptonic flavor labels (C`i ≡ C``i ).
By calculating and measuring a large set of independent observables, one can perform global fits
to all the relevant WCs, and by comparing with their SM values, extract information on NP model-
independently. This programme has been carried out since the start of the LHC, and culminated in the
current b → s`` anomalies [810–820]. The future runs of the LHC will allow either to establish the
anomalies or to refine our understanding of these transitions.
7.1.1 Observables and Hadronic Matrix Elements
7.1.1.1 Bq → `+`−
From a theoretical perspective the purely leptonic decay, Bs → `+`−, is the cleanest exclusive b→ s``
process. Up to QED corrections [821], all QCD effects are contained in a decay constant, which is
precisely and reliably computed using lattice QCD, giving fBs = 230.7(1.3) MeV [822].
6 Going
beyond this accuracy in fBs is difficult (see Sec. 11), and the current theoretical error is less than 5% [821,
822],
B(Bs → µ+µ−)SM = (3.64± 0.11) · 10−9, (85)
which is dominated by the uncertainties of the relevant CKM parameters. The latest measurements by
LHCb and ATLAS [15, 825], have an error of ∼ 25% (see Sec. 7.3 for HL-LHC prospects). Beyond
the SM, the decay Bs → µ+µ− gives very strong constraints on the scalar and pseudoscalar opera-
tors [826, 827], and also on Cµ(′)10 , which has an impact on the fits and the b→ sµµ anomalies. Searches
for the CLFV channels Bs → τµ and Bs → µe are important, because an observation would be an un-
ambiguous signal of NP, which can be connected to the LFUV signals in R
K
(∗) [337,339,341,828,829].
Besides the branching fractions, an effective lifetime observable and the CP -violating observable Sµµ
are accessible by exploiting the nonvanishing width difference, ∆Γs, in the Bs system [320, 830]. This
provides complementary constraints on the WCs [831], and a precise measurement will be possible at
the LHCb.
These measurements are simultaneously sensitive to the decay Bd → µ+µ−, although its branch-
ing fraction is further suppressed by a CKM factor [822, 832],
B(Bd → µ+µ−)SM = (1.00± 0.03) · 10−10. (86)
The ratio B(Bs → µ+µ−)/B(Bd → µ+µ−) can be predicted more accurately in the SM and models
with Minimal-Flavor Violation (MFV) than the single branching ratios, testing the flavor structure of the
short-distance dynamics. In particular, it is related to the ratio ∆ms/∆md [833] with small uncertainties
from hadronic inputs and none from CKM ones. A similar comment applies to the ratios B(Bq →
6The average of lattice Nf = 2 + 1 results from FLAG 2016 [66] and other recent Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 lattice calculations of
the decay constant [823, 824] give similar central values but with larger errors.
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µ+µ−)/∆mq [833]. It is important to emphasize that the measurements of B(Bd → µ+µ−) that can
be done at the LHC are of utmost importance as they cannot be done in any other facility in the coming
decade.
Finally, the m
µ
+
µ
− spectrum is sensitive to the decay Bs → µ+µ−γ (where the photon is not de-
tected) [834]. Theoretically, this mode is interesting because the extra photon lifts the chiral suppression
of the leptonic mode and gives access to the WC Cµ9 . However, it is also challenging to predict because
of long-distance hadronic contributions [835].
7.1.1.2 Bq →M`+`−
The most prominent semileptonic decay modes are B → K(∗)µ+µ− and Bs → φµ+µ−. These are
sensitive to all the WCs and they currently dominate the global fits to b → s`` data because of the
experimental precision achieved and the large number of observables they give access to. This allows
one to constrain some independent combinations of WCs and hadronic parameters. Since there is no
experimental information related to the polarization of the final-state leptons, the measurable observables
arise from the kinematic differential distributions of the final-state momenta. These are customarily
written as angular distributions with coefficients that depend on the dilepton invariant mass squared q2,
measured in specific bins of q2.
In the case of the three-body mode B → Kµ+µ−, there are three observables: the differ-
ential branching fraction, dB/dq2, the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB(q2), and the “flat term”,
FH(q
2) [809]. The kinematic distribution of the four-body decay, B → V (→ M1M2)`+`−, contains
many more independent angular coefficients, up to 11 in the most general case (plus the total rate), called
Ii(q
2) or Ji(q
2) [836–838]. Normalizing these by the total differential rate dΓ/dq2 and symmetrizing or
antisymmetrizing with respect to the two charge-conjugate modes leads to the observables Si, Ai [837].
A subset of these observables can also be constructed for Bs → φµ+µ− [839]. It is convenient to define
certain combinations of angular observables where form-factor uncertainties largely cancel in the heavy-
quark limit, called “optimized observables”. An independent set of these, optimized at low-q2, is given
by the P (′)i basis [838, 840, 841]. Optimized observables at large-q
2 also exist [841, 842].
The observables in exclusive semileptonic decays, B →M`+`−, are specified by transversity (or
helicity) amplitudes. They depend on two types of hadronic matrix elements: “local” (form factors) and
“non-local” (see, e.g., [843–845]). Local form factors for B → K, B → K∗ and Bs → φ transitions
can be calculated at low-q2 in two different versions of light-cone sum rules (LCSRs) [846–849], and
at large-q2 using Lattice QCD [850, 851] (LQCD). A comparison between both determinations can be
done by parametrizing the q2 dependence via the z-expansion [852–854], which is based on the analytic
structure of the matrix elements. Future prospects for the theoretical precision of the form factors rely on
improvements in LQCD calculations. Note that both LQCD and LCSRs work in the narrow-width limit
for vector mesons. A calculation beyond this approximation is possible within the LCSRs [855, 856],
and points to a correction of up to 10%. There are prospects for treating hadronic resonances on the
lattice [857], and calculating directly theB → Kpi form factors should play an important role in the next
decade.
Non-local effects are significantly more difficult to estimate [858–860]. Data-driven methods
might be able to reduce the uncertainties on these hadronic contributions and will benefit significantly
from the high statistics collected by LHCb in the HL phase. All of these methods are based on precise
measurements of the q2 spectra in conjunction with a theoretically motivated parametrization of the
q2 dependence of the amplitudes and a theory benchmark that allows one to separate short-distance
contributions from long-distance contributions.
At low q2, the theory input is based on the light-cone Operator Product Expansion (OPE) at very
low (or negative) q2 [858,859], an expansion that breaks down at the perturbative cc¯ threshold q2 ' 4m2c .
Parametrizations of the q2 dependence are based on a Taylor expansion in powers of q2 [819, 844] or on
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dispersion relations [859] such as in the z-expansion [845]. The latter two parametrizations implement
analyticity constraints and use extra information, such as data on (or in between) the B → ψK∗ decays,
with ψ = {J/ψ, ψ(2S)}. Short- and long-distance effects are disentangled by the experimental input
from B → ψK∗, the fixed q2 dependence of the NP contribution, and by the theory constraints at
negative q2. The experimental prospects for this data-driven approach were studied in [861], showing
that future LHC data could provide a higher level of control over the long-distance contribution at low
q2.
At high q2, the theory input is based on the low-recoil OPE [842, 860, 862]. This method relies
on the theoretical assumption that resonant effects from “above-threshold” charmonia average out within
sufficiently broad q2 bins (“quark-hadron duality”). Thus, only a single bin in the whole high-q2 region
is typically considered in the global fits. The q2 spectrum can be used to give estimates and test models
of the intrinsically nonperturbative “duality-violating” effects. Currently, these analyses are carried out
within the “Krüger-Sehgal” (naive factorization) approach [863], which allows one to use data on the
R(s) ratio in e+e− annihilation [860, 864, 865]. Ref. [865] uses all currently available data on B →
K∗µ+µ− at low recoil and finds agreement with the OPE within ∼ 20% in all the bins. Notably, future
precision data from the LHC with the expected fine binning will be essential in refining these data-
driven methods and to disentangle NP contributions. As in the low-q2 case, combined fits to hadronic
parameters and NP are also beneficial [865].
Hadronic uncertainties largely cancel in the SM in lepton-universality ratios such as R
K
(∗) [866],
R
K
(∗) =
B(B → K(∗)µ+µ−)
B(B → K(∗)e+e−)
. (87)
The SM predictions are thus limited only by the size of the electromagnetic corrections [867]. Cur-
rent LHCb measurements show tensions with the SM in RK [868] and in two bins of RK∗ [869] at
approximately ∼ 2.5σ each. Much higher precision will be achieved with future data at LHCb [807].
and, independently, with Belle-II, which can confirm RK at 5σ with 20 ab
−1 [196] at the current ex-
perimental central value. In the presence of LFUV contributions the predictions are less precise and
“optimized” observables based on angular analyses of muonic and electronic modes can improve the
sensitivity to different BSM scenarios [870, 871]. In fact, LFUV and CLFV can be connected, and de-
cays such as B → K(∗)τµ and B → K(∗)µe become clear targets for the HL-LHC. Semitauonic decays
B → K(∗)τ+τ− are very challenging at the LHC but theoretically interesting because their branching
fractions can receive enhancements of several orders of magnitude in BSM [341, 872] (see also [873]
and [874]). Assuming that the LFUV anomalies persist and the BSM contributions are in the muonic
WCs, as the global fits to b → sµµ currently suggest, one can use future precise and fine-binned mea-
surements in b→ se+e− exclusive modes to fit the hadronic parameters directly [875].
Other measurements with potential impact on the b → s`` fits will be possible at the HL-LHC.
The LHC experiments have a unique opportunity to measure the Λb → Λµ+µ− decays [186], probing
the b → sµ+µ− transition in a baryonic system [876–878]. For Bs → φµ+µ−, a flavor-tagged time-
dependent analysis allows one to access independent observables [879] sensitive to BSM. The expected
sensitivity to theBs and Λb decay measurements will make it possible to extend the global fit programme,
outlined above, to these modes. Finally, the study of exclusive b→ dµ+µ− transitions will reach the level
of precision we have now in b → sµ+µ− (see Sec. 7.3). This will allow one to extend the programme
of the global fits to b → dµ+µ− transitions, setting constraints in a different flavor sector or, if the
b → s`` anomalies remain, to give further insights on the BSM flavour structure. The b → dµ+µ−
modes are theoretically more challenging than their b→ s`` counterparts, since new large long-distance
contributions appear at low q2, e.g., in the form of light resonances [880].
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7.1.1.3 Radiative decays: Bs → φγ and related modes
Radiative decays are obvious probes of the electromagnetic dipole operators. Strategies to determine
with these decays the helicity of the photon (and therefore the presence of BSM WCC ′7γ have intensively
been investigated [881–886]. Approaches based on the CP -averaged exclusive decay rates are prone to
hadronic uncertainties and depend quadratically on C ′7γ [885–887]. In contrast, interference between
helicity amplitudes of the B0(s) and B¯
0
(s) decays is directly sensitive to the photon polarization. This
can be measured by constructing time-dependent CP -asymmetries in B → V γ (the SV γ observable),
or those induced by the width-differences ∆Γq, shown to be clean null tests of the SM [881, 888].
Experimentally, SK∗γ has been measured in the B-factories [889, 890], while a measurement of the
width-difference effects has been achieved at LHCb [891]. Prospects in the HL-LHC include reaching
a few-percent precision in this observable, which will provide a strong constraint on the chirality of the
electromagnetic dipole operators.
The B → K(∗)`+`− decays are also sensitive to the interference of the two helicities through
the angular observables P1 (also called A
(2)
T ) and P
CP
3 close to the photon pole q
2 ' 0, region where
these observables are particularly clean from hadronic uncertainties [844]. Thus, the electronic mode
is especially suited for these measurements, providing a theoretically clean window to right-handed
currents beyond the SM. This has been measured by LHCb with a ∼ 20% precision with data of Run
1 [892] and will be improved to a few-percent precision in the HL-LHC.
7.1.1.4 Interplay with Belle-II: Inclusive B decays and Bq →Mνν¯
Apart from contributing to the above-mentioned measurements [196], Belle-II will also measure decays
which are very challenging in the LHC environment. This comprises inclusive decays and the b → sνν¯
transitions. The inclusive observables used in the current fits are B(B → Xsγ) and B(B → Xs`+`−).
Belle-II will improve these, including precise measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry in
B → Xs`+`−, which will impact the fits [196]. In particular, Belle-II measurements of B → Xsµ+µ−
will be able to test the LHCb anomalies independently by 2024 [196]. Theoretically, these inclusive rates
can be calculated perturbatively in terms of the partonic decay of the b quark up to small non-perturbative
effects [893, 894]. These include local power corrections, non-local shape function-like effects, and
additional contributions to the absence of an OPE for some operator insertion. The latter effects represent
irreducible uncertainties which cannot be removed by relaxing the experimentally necessary cuts in the
hadronic mass spectrum [894]. Calculations of both rates have been done with high accuracy [895,896].
The exclusive decays B → K(∗)νν¯ and related modes [897], on the other hand, depend only on local
form factors. Belle-II is expected to provide measurements of these modes with an uncertainty of about
10%, assuming the rates are SM-like [196]. These decays do not probe directly the WCs entering the
b → sνν¯ transitions. However, they can be correlated through SU(2)L gauge invariance in the SMEFT
if the BSM is realized above the EW scale, and direct correlations are obtained in specific models of NP
(see e.g. [341, 898]).
7.1.2 Model-Independent Fits
Existing measurements show hints of deviations from the SM expectations in three different classes
of measurements: in B → K∗µ+µ− angular observables [899], in branching fractions of exclusive
b → sµ+µ− decays (in particular Bs → φµ+µ− [900]), and in µ-e universality (LFU) tests [5, 6].
None of the individual measurements is in tension with the SM by more than 4σ. However, a global
significance of the tensions can be defined in a specific framework of NP, such as the model-independent
framework provided by the weak effective Hamiltonian.
Several groups have performed global fits of the WCs to existing b→ s`` data (see [815–820,827]
for recent fits). Three classes of fits can be distinguished: fits to b→ sµµ data only, fits to µ-e LFU ratios
only, and combined fits assuming no NP in b → see transitions. All these fits agree – up to differences
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Fig. 40: Potential sensitivity to the SM and to NP scenarios motivated by the anomalies of LHCb,
ATLAS and CMS combined after the HL-LHC phase. These scenarios are C9 = −1.4 (vector current)
and C9 = −C10 = −0.7 (pure left-handed current). The observables included are the branching fraction
of Bs → µ+µ− and the angular observables of the decay B0 → K∗0µ+µ− in the low-q2 region (e.g.,
P ′5). To produce the P
′
5 expectation for ATLAS and CMS in Phase I, the result from a CMS projection
was scaled by 1/
√
2, assuming that the two experiments have the same sensitivity and the uncertainties
are uncorrelated. This plot has been done using the flavio software package [903].
that can be attributed to different theoretical inputs or different selection of observables – and arrive at two
basic conclusions. First, there is a tension in b → sµµ data alone, and could be explained by a NP shift
in the WC Cµ9 [811] (maybe combined with C
µ
10), or by a not well understood hadronic effect. Second,
the LHCb measurements of R
K
(∗) , if combined,are already in tension with the SM and lepton-flavor
universality at 4σ, assuming there is no experimental correlation between RK and RK∗ . This cannot be
explained by hadronic effects. Assuming that it is due to NP coupling only to muons, one finds that it is
consistent with the NP contribution needed to accommodate the b → sµµ anomaly [826]. Singling out
the WC Cµ9 in the muonic transition and performing a global fit to all the data, the log-likelihood ratio
between the best-fit point and the SM hypothesis corresponds to a deviation ranging from 4σ to more
than 6σ, depending on the theoretical assumptions [815–820].
Clearly, future experimental efforts that can clarify the origin of the above tensions are of utmost
importance. If LFU is indeed violated in b → s`` transitions, then RK and RK∗ are theoretically clean
smoking guns that allow one to establish a possible deviation from the SM. At the same time, global fits to
all the relevant observables will remain relevant for several reasons: (i) if the hints for LFUV disappear
with more statistics, LFU new physics effects [820, 901, 902] might still hide in observables that are
theoretically less clean ; (ii) to identify the nature of NP (and not just its presence), the values of the BSM
Wilson coefficients have to be determined; (iii) in particular, if LFUV persists, to understand whether
the NP effects are due to the muons, the electrons, or to which part of admixture one needs to perform
lepton specific measurements and corresponding global fits; and (iv) they allow one to simultaneously
determine poorly known hadronic effects from the data.
Extrapolations of global fits to the LHC data after the HL phase, in the (Cµ9 , C
µ
10) plane, are
shown in Fig. 40. Further improvements beyond those taken into account in projections in Fig. 40 are:
(i) B → K∗e+e− angular analysis can be included, where for LFUV NP a simultaneous amplitude
analysis of B → K∗µ+µ− and B → K∗e+e− decays is more powerful than separate analyses [875];
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Fig. 41: Examples of NP contributions to b → sµµ transitions. Left: tree-level Z ′ contribution. Center:
tree-level leptoquark contribution. Right: One-loop leptoquark contribution.
(ii) combined fits to semi-leptonic and non-leptonic decays as well as the precise dilepton invariant mass
spectra will allow one to better disentangle long- and short-distance effects in B → K∗µ+µ− [861]; (iii)
unbinned determination of Wilson coefficients [804] will fully exploit the experimental potential.
7.1.3 Models of NP for b→ s``
Finally, we briefly review the NP models that can explain the b→ s`` anomalies, assuming these become
statistically significant. The model-independent analysis gives for the NP scale of a tree-level mediator
with couplings of O(1),
ΛNP =
4pi
e
1√
|VtbV ∗ts|
1√|∆Cµ9 | v√2 ' 35 TeV√|∆Cµ9 | , (88)
where ∆C`i denotes the NP contribution toC
`
i . The actual mass of the NP degrees of freedom responsible
for the anomalies can be much smaller if the NP couplings are small and/or if the NP contributions arise
at loop level, instead of at tree level.
At tree level there are two types of NP particles that can contribute to b→ s`` transitions: Z ′ and
leptoquarks (see left and center diagrams in Fig. 41). Loop-level contributions of leptoquarks have been
studied extensively in the literature (see right diagram in Fig. 41). Other loop-level models have been put
forward, see, e.g., Refs. [342, 904–908], but we will not discuss them in detail.
7.1.3.1 Z ′ models
Models with a Z ′ that has flavour-violating couplings to quarks and that couples non-universally to
leptons can explain the observed anomalies in b → s``. In a “simplified model” approach, treating the
Z ′ mass and its couplings to the SM fermions as free parameters, irreducible constraints arise from Bs
mixing, neutrino-trident production and LEP bounds on four-lepton contact interactions.
Combining these constraints gives the following maximal values for the Z ′ contributions to the
relevant Wilson coefficients ∆Ce,µ9,10 in the case of (i) left-handed lepton couplings (89), or (ii) in the case
of vectorial lepton couplings (90) [909],
|∆Cµ9 | = |∆Cµ10| . 5.4 , |∆Ce9 | = |∆Ce10| . 0.64 , (89)
|∆Cµ9 | . 9.3 , |∆Ce9 | . 0.72 , ∆Cµ10 = ∆Ce10 = 0 . (90)
The Z ′ coupling to muons can comfortably explain the anomalies in RK and RK∗ and the other anoma-
lies in b→ sµµ transitions. Addressing RK and RK∗ through a Z ′ coupling to electrons is possible only
in the parameter region close to the current upper bounds from Bs meson mixing and four-lepton contact
interactions. The sensitivity to NP of Bs-mixing [910, 911] will become stronger at the time scale of the
HL/HE-LHC due to improved lattice predictions of hadronic matrix elements (see Secs. 2 and 11). The
Z ′ mass can be at most several TeV; otherwise an explanation of the anomalies requires couplings to
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leptons that are non-perturbatively large. If the Z ′ has very weak couplings to light quarks and electrons,
its production cross section at colliders is tiny. Therefore the Z ′ could in principle be light, for example
at the electroweak scale, or in certain models even much lighter [912–914].
A popular class of UV-complete Z ′ models is based on gauging the difference of muon-number
and tau-number, Lµ−Lτ . Once physics is introduced that generates flavor-violating couplings of the Z ′
to quarks, the observed tensions in b→ s`` decays can be explained [915–922]. Lµ−Lτ models predict
∆Ce9 = 0 , ∆C
µ
9 = −∆Cτ9 , ∆Ce10 = ∆Cµ10 = ∆Cτ10 = 0 . (91)
Besides Lµ − Lτ , various other combinations of gauged flavor symmetries have been used to construct
Z ′ models that can address the b→ s`` anomalies [340,923–936]. Also, scenarios where the Z ′ couples
to both quarks and leptons indirectly through the mixing with heavy vectorlike fermions have been
considered [347, 937, 938].
In models with partial compositeness theZ ′ can be identified with a heavy neutral spin-1 resonance
of the composite sector, typically denoted as ρ. Such a resonance generically features flavor-violating
couplings to quarks. A large degree of compositeness of the left-handed muons is required to explain
the B-decay anomalies [939–944]. The generic expectation in models with partial compositeness is that
the ρ couplings are strongest to SM fermions of the third generation, reflecting the mass hierarchy of the
SM fermions that is related to their degree of compositeness. Assuming the dominance of couplings to
left-handed leptons, these models suggest the pattern
∆Ce9 ' −∆Ce10  ∆Cµ9 ' −∆Cµ10  ∆Cτ9 ' −∆Cτ10 . (92)
Models in which the Z ′ is part of a SU(2)L triplet have been suggested as a simultaneous explana-
tion of the b → s`` anomalies and hints for LFUV in semileptonic charged-current decays, R(D) and
R(D∗) [265, 925, 926, 945–948].
Different Z ′ models predict different patterns of NP effects in b → s`` and the related b → sνν
transitions. Future measurements of these transitions at LHCb and Belle II will therefore allow one to
narrow down viable Z ′ models. For example, the Z ′ models based on the gauged Lµ − Lτ symmetry
predict effects in the semileptonic b → sµ+µ− and b → sτ+τ− transitions of opposite sign, while b →
se+e− transitions remain SM-like. In these models, the purely leptonic Bs → µ+µ− and Bs → τ+τ−
decays, as well as the neutrino modes B → K(∗)νν¯, are predicted to be SM-like [915].
A markedly different pattern arises in the Z ′ scenarios based on dominant couplings to left-handed
fermions of the third generation. In those models the b → sτ+τ− and B → K(∗)νν¯ rates are typically
enhanced compared to the SM predictions by a factor of a few. The Bs → µ+µ− rate is predicted to be
suppressed by approximately 25% compared to the SM prediction. Finally, in contrast to the Lµ − Lτ
models, rare lepton flavor-violating decays like B → K(∗)τµ are predicted at levels of O(10−8) [337]
which might be in reach at the HL-/HE-LHC.
7.1.3.2 Leptoquark models
There are seven quantum number assignments for leptoquarks that allow tree-level couplings to down-
type quarks and charged leptons of the SM. These are [264] S3 = (3¯, 3, 1/3), R2 = (3, 2, 7/6), R˜2 =
(3, 2, 1/6), S˜1 = (3¯, 1, 4/3), U3 = (3, 3, 2/3), V2 = (3¯, 2, 5/3) and U1 = (3, 1,−1/3). Among these,
the couplings of R2, R˜2, S˜1, and V2 necessarily involve right-handed currents and therefore cannot
explain the anomalies. Thus one is left with the triplet scalar S3, the singlet vector U1, and the triplet
vector U3. They all contribute at tree level to the operator (s¯γαPLb)(µ¯γ
αPLµ) and can explain the
b→ s`` anomalies.
In a simplified model approach the constraints on the leptoquark models are very weak. While the
leptoquarks S3, U1, andU3 contribute toBs-mixing, they only do so at the 1-loop level. Correspondingly,
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the bounds on the leptoquark couplings from Bs mixing allow leptoquark masses as high as several 10’s
of TeV. Lower bounds on the leptoquark masses come from direct searches at hadron colliders. All
leptoquarks are charged under color and can be pair-produced through strong interactions in pp collisions.
Bounds from direct searches at the LHC are currently above 1 TeV in all different channels [949].
There is an additional leptoquark that has been identified as a possible explanation of the rare
B-decay anomalies. With the appropriate couplings, the scalar-doublet leptoquark R2 = (3, 2, 7/6)
can contribute to b→ s`` transitions through 1-loop box diagrams [346] (for an earlier attempt with the
scalar singlet leptoquark S1 see [950]). TheR2 model largely avoids constraints from the neutrino modes
B → K(∗)νν¯, and Bs mixing as well as from lepton universality in b → cµν and b → ceν transitions.
If R2 is responsible for the anomalies, it is expected to be very close to the current sensitivity of direct
searches.
Most studies treat leptoquarks in the simplified-model approach [341, 344, 947, 948, 950–955].
Going beyond simplified models, one finds that the leptoquark couplings required to explain the anoma-
lies are likely not of Minimal-Flavor Violation type [956], and constitute new sources of flavor violation
beyond the SM Yukawa couplings. Both scalar and vector leptoquarks could arise, for example, in com-
posite models [957, 958]. The vector leptoquarks could also be the gauge bosons of an enlarged gauge
group that is broken not far above the TeV scale [348, 959–965]. The scalar-singlet leptoquark that con-
tributes to b → s`` transitions at the loop level can be identified with the right-handed sbottom in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model with R-parity violation [966, 967].
Some leptoquark scenarios are also able to address simultaneously the b→ s`` anomalies as well
as the hints for LFUV in R(D(∗)) [265, 348, 947, 948, 950, 954, 955, 958, 959, 962–964, 968]. However,
many of the models that attempt a simultaneous explanation are strongly constrained by measurements of
the τ+τ− invariant mass spectrum at the LHC [369]; by existing bounds on B → Kνν and B → K∗νν
from BaBar and Belle; by existing bounds on LFV tau decays like τ → 3µ; from precision measurements
of the leptonic couplings of the Z at LEP [969–971], and by lepton-universality tests in leptonic tau
decays τ → `ντ ν¯` [969–971].
7.2 Phenomenology of b→ c`ν decays
Authors (TH): Marat Freytsis, Martin Jung, Dean Robinson, Stefan Schacht.
7.2.1 B → D(∗)lν form factors and anatomy ofR(D(∗))
Signs of LFUV have not only been seen in loop-suppressed flavor-changing neutral currents discussed
above, but also in tree-level decays, namely, in tensions with the SM predictions for the ratios
R(D(∗)) =
B(B → D(∗)τν)
B(B → D(∗)lν)
, (l = µ, e). (93)
Assuming for the moment the SM particle content only, the b → c`ν`′ transitions at scales near mb can
be described by an SU(3)× U(1)-invariant effective Hamiltonian,
Hb→cτνeff =
4GF√
2
Vcb
∑
``
′
(
(δ``′ + C
``
′
L )O
``
′
VL
+
∑
i
C``
′
i O
``
′
i + h.c.
)
, (94)
where `, `′ = e, µ, τ denotes the charged-lepton and neutrino flavor, respectively, and the sum over i runs
over the following operators,
O``
′
VL,R
= (c¯L,Rγ
µbL,R)(¯`Lγµν`′L), O
``
′
SL,R
= (c¯R,LbL,R)(¯`Rν`′L),
O``
′
T = (c¯Rσ
µνbL)(¯`Rσµνν`′L).
(95)
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The NP coefficients C``
′
i depend, in general, on both charged-lepton and neutrino flavor. These operators
arise from more fundamental interactions at a higher scale Λ which, in accordance with available LHC
data, can be taken to be larger than the electroweak scale v˜. The operators of Eq. (95) should then be
embedded into SU(2)L×U(1) invariant operators composed of the full SM field content. For CVR there
is no contribution violating lepton-universality at dimension-6, leading to a parametric suppression of at
least v2/Λ2 for tree-level ultraviolet (UV) completions. Linearly realized electroweak symmetry break-
ing, captured by the Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT) [366,375], also yields the prediction
C``
′
VR
≡ CVRδ``′ [972,973]. In this case, sizable contributions toCVR are excluded by b→ c(e, µ)ν [974].
While deviations from this prediction are possible in a non-linear realization of electroweak symmetry
breaking [973], at least one of the above-named sources of suppression always remains and right-handed
currents do not play a role.
The relevant hadronic matrix elements of the SM operator O``VL , i.e., 〈D| c¯γ
µb |B¯〉, 〈D∗| c¯γµb |B¯〉,
and 〈D∗| c¯γµγ5b |B¯〉, are parametrized using one, two, and three form factors, respectively [975]. The
helicity form factors obey unitarity bounds which can be written in an elegant way using the parametriza-
tion of Boyd-Grinstein-Lebed (BGL) [976]. The contributions of the helicity form factors S1 and P1 (as
defined in [975]) to the branching ratios of B → Dlν and B → D∗lν are suppressed by the mass of
the final-state lepton. In view of the lack of experimental information on these form factors we need
input from theory. In the case of B → D, we are in the fortunate position that lattice results for both
V1 and S1 at w ≥ 1 exist [66, 977, 978], where w = (m2B + m2D(∗) − q
2)/(2mBmD(∗)). This is the
reason for the very good agreement of all SM predictions in this case, see Table 27. Recently, also soft
photon corrections to R(D) have been discussed [979]. For B → D∗, we have only one data point
from lattice, namely A1(w = 1) [980, 981] so that it is necessary to use Heavy Quark Effective Theory
(HQET) [975, 982–988] to relate the B → D and B → D∗ form factors order-by-order in the heavy
quark expansion in terms of Isgur–Wise functions in order to obtain a prediction for P1 and henceR(D
∗).
At NLO in the heavy-quark expansion, i.e., expanding to linear order in αs/pi and 1/mc,b, there
is sufficient differential information in the B → D(∗)lν decays to fit to the four Isgur-Wise functions
that arise at this order [982, 989]. In the literature the theoretical error from using NLO HQET results is
under discussion, leading to different results for the error of the SM prediction. HQET can also be used
to obtain a stronger version of the unitarity bounds (see Refs. [70, 976] for details). Additional model-
dependent theoretical input at maximal w can be provided by Light Cone Sum Rules (LCSR) [849,990],
or at zero recoil by QCD sum rules [985–988]. We give a summary of theoretical predictions forR(D(∗))
in Table 27.
Since lattice data is presently available only at zero recoil for B → D∗ and the kinematic sup-
pression requires dΓ[B → D∗lν]/dw to vanish at w = 1, |Vcb| can be obtained from B → D∗lν
only by extrapolating dΓ[B → D∗lν]/dw back to zero recoil. This procedure can be highly sensi-
tive to the chosen form-factor parameterization and other theoretical inputs; for recent analyses, see
Refs. [31, 32, 69, 70, 981, 982, 989, 991, 992]. Lattice data beyond zero recoil is expected soon (see [993]
for preliminary results) from both domain wall and AsqTad ensemble approaches. Combined with abun-
dant future data for B → D∗lν from HL-LHC, extractions of |Vcb| that are less sensitive to theoretical
inputs will become possible, thereby either resolving or more concretely establishing tensions between
exclusive and inclusive measurements of |Vcb|.
With future experimental data and lattice QCD results (see Sec. 11 and Table 41 therein) the SM
prediction of R(D∗) will improve considerably. For an estimate, one may note that the dependence of
dΓ/dw on the P1 form factor arises only incoherently, via a contribution of the form m
2
l |P1(w)|2. This
P1 term contributes approximately 10% of the total integrated B → D∗τν rate, which suggests that the
dependence of R(D∗) on this form factor should be limited. Assuming a 1% future precision for P1,
using the 50 ab−1 which Belle II will presumably gather by 2025, and taking into account the expected
improvement of the form factors A1,5 and V4 from the lattice, it is hence reasonable to assume that an
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Table 27: Current SM R(D(∗)) theory predictions and their deviation from experiment R(D)exp =
0.407(39)(24) [197,379,380,994] andR(D∗) = 0.306(13)(7) [16,17,197,379–381,994–997] (HFLAV
2018 summer update). For older SM predictions see Refs. [998–1000]. Table adapted and extended from
Ref. [992].
Ref. R(D) Exp. deviation
[1001] 0.299(3) 2.4σ
[982] 0.299(3) 2.4σ
[989] 0.302(3) 2.3σ
Ref. R(D∗) Exp. deviation
[982] 0.257(3) 3.3σ
[70] 0.260(8) 2.7σ
[989] 0.257(5) 3.1σ
error of 0.001 for the SM value of R(D∗) might be achieved.
7.2.2 Excited states and other b hadrons: R(D∗∗),R(J/ψ),R(Λ(∗)c ) andR(Xc)
Measurements of |Vcb| and lepton universality can also be probed via B decays to the D∗∗ excited states,
as well as decays of strange or charmed b hadrons, including Bs → D(∗)s , Bc → J/ψ, and the baryonic
Λb → Λ(∗)c transitions. In comparison to the B → D(∗)`ν decay modes, these modes may variously
exhibit higher sensitivities to specific NP operators or, in some cases, may be theoretically cleaner than
the decays to the D(∗) ground states. These modes can also be important downfeed or crossfeed back-
grounds to the B → D(∗)`ν decays and, to the extent they are affected by the same NP operators, must
also be understood and measured carefully. The HL-LHC is the only experiment planned that will yield
significant samples of these heavier b-hadrons, with precision analyses anticipated from the LHCb ex-
periment. In this subsection we present the motivations and theoretical prospects for the measurement of
each of these exclusive decay modes, as well as for measurement of inclusive semileptonic B decays.
The D∗∗ excited states comprise four different charmed hadrons: The D∗0, D
∗
1, D1, D
∗
2. In the
language of HQET, these furnish two doublets, {D∗0 , D∗1} and {D1 , D∗2}, with spin-parity spi`` = 12
+
and 32
+, respectively. (In the heavy-quark limit, spin-parity is a conserved quantum number.) The 32
+
states are narrow, with Γ ∼ 30–50 MeV, because their hadronic decays to D(∗)pi either proceed via a
D-wave or violate heavy quark-symmetry, while the 12
+ states are quite broad. Although isolating these
excited-state decays will likely be simpler at e+e− B factories, which can more easily reconstruct pi0’s
and photons, analyses of B → D∗∗`ν decays are also feasible at LHCb Upgrade II, especially for the
narrow 32
+ states subsequently decaying to charged hadrons.
The crucial attractive feature of the B → D∗∗ transitions is that various leading-order contri-
butions to the form factors vanish in the heavy-quark limit at zero recoil (w = 1), so that O(αs) and
O(1/mc,b) corrections become important [1002–1005]. The richer structure of the subleading form-
factor contributions has the consequence that sensitivity to various NP currents can be much larger than
in the ground state decays [1005, 1006]. For example, including only a NP tensor operator, O``
′
T , one
finds the ratios R(X)/R(X)SM ' {1.5, 1.3} for X = {D,D∗} at the best fit to the R(D(∗)) data.
However, the same Wilson coefficients result in R(X)/R(X)SM greater than 4.0 or less than 0.5 for
X = {D∗0, D∗1, D1, D∗2}. Interference between different B → D∗∗ transitions also offers the possibility
to probe for new CP-violating phases in the NP operators [1007]. The current SM predictions for all four
modes, from fits to Belle data including NLO HQET contributions, are [1006]
R(D∗0) = 0.08±0.03, R(D∗1) = 0.05±0.02, R(D1) = 0.10±0.02, R(D∗2) = 0.07±0.01 . (96)
Decays of B mesons to these excited states have total SM branching ratios comparable to the
B → D(∗)`ν decays themselves. Combined with the possible large enhancement of the semitauonic
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modes by NP contributions, this means that the subsequent D∗∗ → D(∗)X decays can then induce
important downfeed backgrounds to the D(∗) measurements. Analyses of B → D(∗)`ν will therefore
typically have to fold in contributions from these excited states. Moreover, anticipated analyses for
the inclusive B → Dpi`ν decays provide an opportunity to probe these excited-state decays and their
associated larger NP sensitivities collectively with the ground-state decays. In this context, rather than
being thought of as a background, these contributions should be more properly thought of as additional
sources of (NP) signal. The large data sets from HL-LHC will then provide a very sensitive set of
channels for probing NP contributions to b→ c`ν.
The Bs and Bc mesons have production ratios σ(Bs)/σ(bb¯) ∼ 10% [1008] and σ(Bc)/σ(bb¯) ∼
0.2% [1009] in Run 1 LHC. A much smaller sample of Bs mesons may also be produced at B factories
running on the Υ(5S) resonance. However, for the Bc the only significant sample of mesons will be
produced at HL-LHC. At first glance, the theoretical structure ofBs → D(∗,∗∗)s `ν can be mapped directly
from B → D(∗,∗∗)`ν via the approximate SU(3) flavor symmetry. Some crucial differences are that
B(D∗s → Dsγ) ' 94%, which will be difficult to see at LHCb Upgrade II, while the four D∗∗s excited
states are all narrow, and therefore may be easier to resolve.
The leptonic Bc → (J/ψ → µµ)`ν decay mode is reasonably clean experimentally, with mea-
surements for R(J/ψ) already available from LHCb Run 1 data, R(J/ψ) = 0.71 ± 0.17 (stat) ±
0.18 (sys) [18], albeit with large uncertainties at present. A central difficulty in probing this mode
lies in the large theoretical uncertainties for the Bc → J/ψ form-factor parameterizations. Predictions
for the form factors are typically hadronic-model-dependent, making use of either perturbative QCD,
the constituent-quark model, the (non)relativitistic quark model, or QCD sum rules [1010–1018]. The
LHCb results have motivated several studies of the form factors [1019–1022]. A recent, more model-
independent result combines preliminary lattice QCD results with dispersive bounds and zero-recoil
heavy-quark relations, leading to the prediction 0.20 ≤ R(J/ψ) ≤ 0.39 [1023], at 95% CL, implying a
mild tension at the 1.3σ level with the data.
Abundant samples of Λb’s will be produced only at (HL-)LHC, with a production cross-section
σ(Λb)/σ(bb¯) ∼ 10% [779]. From an HQET point of view, the Λb → Λc transitions are theoretically
cleaner than the B → D(∗) decays, because the “brown muck” dressing the heavy quark lies in the
s
pi`
` = 0
+ ground state. A consequence of this is a relatively simpler form-factor structure, where not
only the O(αs) but also the O(1/mc,b) and O(αs/mc,b) subleading contributions are fully fixed by
the leading-order HQET structure, reducing the number of free parameters in the form-factor fits. These
modes are therefore promising, clean candidates for testing the behavior of the HQET expansion itself, by
e.g., assessing the impact of O(1/m2c) contributions. Fitting the subsubleading O(αs, αs/mc,b, 1/m2c)
HQET structure to existing LHCb data [77] and lattice form factor results [71] implies such terms are
of the expected size [1024]. More Λb → Λc`ν data from LHCb will improve the precision of these
results, allowing access to other subleading terms. Moreover, with precision lattice calculations of the
form factors (see, e.g., Ref. [71]), additional data for these modes may permit precision measurement of
|Vcb| in an environment with reduced theoretical uncertainties.
The heavy quark expansion is also applicable to Λb transitions into excited Λ
∗
c = Λc(2595),
Λc(2625) states [1025]. The complexity of the HQET description lies between that of Λb → Λc and
B → D(∗) transitions, with two unknown functions up to O(1/mc,b). It was recently demonstrated that
simultaneous binned likelihood fits to the rich angular distributions of Λb → Λ∗cµν¯ decays can determine
these two functions and produce data-driven predictions of R(Λ∗c) [1026]. The projected precision due
to parametric effects reaches ∼ 2% for the LHCb Upgrade 1 data set. Due to the spin structure of the Λ∗c
states, these decays provide a complementary LFU probe with a different set of systematic uncertainties
when compared to R(D(∗)) and R(Λc). More data from LHCb will similarly improve the precision of
these results.
Also of interest is the measurement of the inclusive process B → Xc`ν, where Xc can be a
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multibody charmed state of arbitrary invariant mass, and the associated ratio R(Xc). In the heavy quark
limitmb →∞, the amplitude for this process corresponds simply to that of the free quark decay b→ c`ν.
Corrections to the heavy quark limit are obtained via an OPE in terms of local heavy-quark operators:
SM predictions exist at O(1/m2b) including two-loop QCD corrections [1027, 1028], yielding
R(Xc) = 0.223± 0.004 , (97)
although recent analyses [1029, 1030] have shown that 1/m3b corrections can decrease R(Xc) by as
much as 5%. Combining this with the inclusive measurement B(B → Xceν) = (10.65± 0.16)% [197]
implies Br(B → Xcτν) = (2.38 ± 0.05)%. This is in good agreement with the LEP measurement
B(b→ Xτν) = (2.41± 0.23)% [310], where X can be any multibody state. However, the present mea-
surements for B(B → Dτν) + B(B → D∗τν) = (2.71± 0.18)% [1028], when further combined with
the SM predictions for B(B → D∗∗τν) [1005, 1006], implies B(B → Xcτν) > (2.8 ± 0.2)%, already
well in excess of the SM prediction for the semitauonic inclusive process. An indirect R(Xc) anomaly
then arises independent from the details of the form factor parameterizations involved inR(D(∗)). Given
these tensions, and since measurement of the inclusive process would involve both different theory uncer-
tainties and different systematics compared to the exclusive modes, direct measurement of B → Xcτν
is of high interest in further understanding the b→ cτν anomalies.
7.2.3 Models of NP for b→ cτν
A possible NP origin of the deviations in R(D(∗)) requires a large contribution with respect to the SM.
Defining Rˆ(X) = R(X)/R(X)|SM, we have with present data Rˆ(D) = 1.36 ± 0.15 and Rˆ(D∗) =
1.19± 0.06. This points to & 10% NP contribution to the amplitude when the SM and NP contributions
interfere, and & 40% if they do not. The scale of NP for the R(D(∗)) anomaly is then
ΛNP =
1√|Vcb| 1√|∆Ci| v√2 ∼ 1 TeV√|∆Ci| , (98)
and the contributions are expected to enter at tree level. Possible mediators, assuming they couple only
to SM fields, were classified in [1028]. If the present central values R(D(∗)) are sustained, this anomaly
will be established by the time of the measurements at HL/HE-LHC, cf. Fig. 42 left. The focus will
hence shift to model differentiation in b→ cτν and the analysis of the lepton- and quark-flavor structure
of the NP contributions. A completely general NP analysis will require theoretical care. For instance,
form-factor determinations from b → c`ν decays could also be sensitive to NP contributions, subject to
the constraint that extractions of |Vcb| from these decays can be made consistent with all other global
data on CKM unitarity. Consequently, experimentally determined form-factor parameters may require
a simultaneous fit to the deviations or additional determinations of form-factor ratios, which, however,
are expected to be available at the required precision by the start of HL/HE-LHC. See Sec. 11 for corre-
sponding prospects from lattice QCD.
The tree-level mediators that can explain the R(D)-R(D∗) anomaly are a W ′ [925, 926, 943,
946] generating CVL , a charged color-neutral scalar [999, 1031–1037] generating CSL,R in Eq. (94), and
leptoquarks [341,377,828,950,952,954,958,959,962,963,968,1038–1048] generating various couplings,
mostly CVL or CSL ∼ CT . For comparisons between these models, see for instance [1000, 1028, 1049–
1053]. Allowing for additional light particles opens up the possibility to address the anomalies with
contributions involving right-handed neutrinos [1047, 1054–1060], since the neutrino is not detected.
In order to differentiate between the different combinations of NP operators that these models
produce at low energies, information beyond R(D(∗)) is needed [1030, 1061]. Presently, the available
additional observables in b → cτν transitions are: (i) differential distributions in q2 [379, 380] already
excluding some fine-tuned scenarios despite their large uncertainties; (ii) the first measurements of the
τ polarization asymmetry and the longitudinal fraction in B → D∗τν [995, 996]; (iii) the measurement
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Fig. 42: Left: Present status of the R(D)-R(D∗) anomaly, showing the individual measurements (68%
CL contours), the world average (68% and 95% CL filled ellipses), the SM prediction (95% CL filled
ellipse) as well as the projections for LHCb measurements by 2025 (dashed contour), and Upgrade II
(dotted contour, both at 68% CL, assuming the present central value). Right: Correlations between
R(D∗) and the τ -polarization asymmetry Aλ(D
∗)[= −Pτ (D∗)] (upper panel) and the longitudinal frac-
tion FL(D
∗) (lower panel) for NP scenarios with only a left-handed vector coupling (green) or only
scalar couplings (blue), together with the first measurements [995, 996] (light blue) and the experimen-
tal average for R(D∗) (yellow bands), excluding [995] in the upper panel. Updated and adapted from
Ref. [1031].
of R(J/ψ) [18], which is up to 2σ above the SM prediction, as well as that of any NP model (see the
previous subsection); (iv) the measurement of the inclusive rate b → Xτν at LEP [310, 1062], yielding
Rˆ(Xc) = 1.01 ± 0.10, in slight tension with the measurements for R(D(∗)) [1027–1029, 1031]; (v) the
(indirect) bound on Bc → τν from the Bc lifetime [1046, 1063, 1064], providing a strong constraint on
models with only scalar couplings and disfavoring them as a solution for R(D∗) for values close to the
present central value.
Additional indirect constraints apply within UV-complete NP models: high-pT searches for sig-
natures related to potential mediators of these transitions often provide strong constraints via, e.g.,
bb¯ → ττ [369], bc¯ → τν [378] or h → ττ [1065], while radiative corrections can result in constraints
from lepton universality in τ decays [970], lepton-flavor violating decays [970], charged-lepton mag-
netic moments [1065] and electric dipole moments [1066]. Current data on Υ(1S) → ττ decays also
constrain most mediator models, and a future programme of measuring both Υ and ψ decays can have
sensitivity to all NP UV completions [1067]. The current bounds on b → sνν¯, now only O(1) above
the SM [1068, 1069], can also put severe constraints on particular NP models [1070, 1071]. Finally, it
is interesting to note that contributions to b → s`` and b → sγ are also generically produced at loop
level [908].
At the HL/HE-LHC qualitative progress in identifying potential NP in b→ cτν can be understood
chiefly in terms of two classes of observables:
• Precision results forR(X): R(D(∗)) can establish NP and give basic model differentiation. R(Λ(∗)c )
is a measurement with independent systematics that improves model discrimination since it is sen-
sitive to a different combination of NP parameters. The same applies to inclusive R(Xc), to be
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Fig. 43: A two-dimensional representation of the LHCb (left) and ATLAS (middle) branching fraction
measurements for B0→ µ+µ− and B0s→ µ+µ−. The central values are indicated with the marker. The
profile likelihood contours for 1,2,3. . . Gaussian σ are shown as blue contours (left) and grey shaded
areas (middle). The red cross labelled SM reports the Standard Model predictions. Right: background-
subtracted B0s→ µ+µ− decay-time distribution with the LHCb fit result superimposed.
measured by Belle II. Other modes, like R(D(∗)s ) or R(J/ψ), will add to these and provide cross-
checks with independent systematic uncertainties.
• Differential-rate measurements in B → Xτν: Differential measurements in q2 as well as in the
helicity angles and the τ -polarization are powerful discriminators between the SM and NP, as well
as between different NP models [974, 998, 999, 1031, 1050, 1072–1084]. For instance, the low-
recoil region inB → Dτν is very sensitive to scalar contributions, tensor contributions change the
polarization in the high-recoil region in B → D∗ in a unique manner, and left-handed vector con-
tributions leave normalized quantities unchanged while affecting the total rates sizably. Examples
for the discriminating power of such measurements are given in Fig. 42 (right), where correla-
tions in NP models are shown together with the first measurements of two proposed quantities by
Belle [995, 996]. First studies regarding the reach of LHCb for such observables are presented
in Sec. 7.3.7. Already semi-integrated quantities like the forward-backward asymmetry or the
observables shown in Fig. 42 can be very powerful in distinguishing different NP scenarios.
At high pT, bcτν operators can also be directly probed by the pp→ τX+MET (missing transverse
energy) signature at the LHC, inclusively [378], or with a b-tag in the final state, with model discrimina-
tion possible at the beyond the 3σ level in at the HL-LHC [817]. This channel would allow one to probe
all the NP scenarios addressing the R(D(∗)) anomalies in the HL-LHC phase (see Sec. 10). Analysis of
NP effects in b→ cτν will be made more powerful and self-consistent by the development of dedicated
NP reweighting tools such as Hammer [1085]. These tools will permit experimental collaborations to
efficiently reweight their very large simulated datasets to arbitrary NP models and thus fit for WCs as
part of experimental analyses. Observation of NP in b → cτν would warrant precise measurements at
HL-/HE-LHC of related modes, b→ c(e, µ)ν, b→ uτν and t→ bτν transitions.
7.3 Experimental perspectives
7.3.1 Measurements ofBq → ll from LHCb/ATLAS/CMS
Following the observation of B0s→ µ+µ− by the CMS and LHCb collaborations [1086], the most strin-
gent constraints on B0s→ µ+µ− and B0→ µ+µ− have been set by the LHCb [15] and ATLAS [825,
1087] collaborations, cf., Fig. 43. Both sets of measurements are compatible with the SM predictions.
HL-LHC will offer a compelling opportunity to extend the ATLAS and CMS B0s → µ+µ− and
B0 → µ+µ− studies to the expected integrated high luminosity. Flexible trigger systems and inner
tracker improvements will allow both experiments to maintain efficient low-pT dimuon triggers and
achieve good mass resolution, which are the key ingredients for the Bs,d → µ+µ− analysis. Fig. 44
demonstrates the ATLAS and CMS B → µ+µ− invariant mass reconstruction capabilities in the HL-
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Fig. 44: Left: comparison of the ATLAS invariant mass spectra for simulated B0s → µ+µ− events
with the current (Run-2) and upgraded (ITk) detectors. A vertical line at the Bd mass value is drawn
to visualize the Bs-Bd signals separation. Middle and right plots: CMS B
0
s and B
0 invariant mass
distributions in the Run-2 and Phase-2 scenario respectively. The B0s distribution is normalized to unity
and theB0 distribution is normalized according to the SM expectation. CMS plots are taken from [1088].
LHC era. The pseudorapidity |ηf | of the most forward muon (of the candidate) is used to visualize
the CMS results and compare the performance of Phase-2 against Run-2. In Fig. 44 the signal mass
distributions for |ηf | < 1.4 are overlaid. The CMS improved separation between B
0 → µ+µ− and
B0s → µ+µ− in Phase-2 is evident; this will help to separate the B0 signal from the tails of the B0s
signal,which now becomes a background for the B0 measurement.
The LHCb detector is already well optimised for this decay, and planned improvements to the
tracking and muon detector shielding in LHCb’s upgrades will ensure that the muon reconstruction and
identification performance does not degrade with increasing pileup. Both ATLAS and CMS make
HL-LHC extrapolations with a PU scenario of 200 interactions per bunch-crossing, which was found
not to have strong impact on the analysis performance. While the uncertainty on B(B0→ µ+µ−)
remains statistically limited for HL-LHC projections (300 fb−1/3 ab−1), the projected uncertainty on
B(B0s→ µ+µ−) depends on the assumptions made for the systematic uncertainties. The current sys-
tematic uncertainty is dominated by sources external to the analysis, such as the relative uncertainty
associated with the b-quark fragmentation probability ratio, fs/fd [1089], followed by the branching
fractions of the normalisation modes and less significant systematics arising from internal analysis ef-
fects (e.g., 2% each from particle identification and track reconstruction in the case of LHCb, individual
efficiencies in the case of ATLAS and CMS).
Systematic uncertainties are treated slightly differently in the projections of the three experiments.
ATLAS conservatively assumes in the HL-LHC projections that the fs/fd and the normalization modes
branching fraction uncertainties will be at the same level as previously used, i.e., 5.8% and 3%, while
CMS and LHCb project them to be 3.5% and 1.4%, respectively, based on reasonable assumptions about
additional Belle II inputs and improvements in the knowledge of form-factor ratios and branching frac-
tion measurements. A more complete discussion of sensitivity projections and systematics therein from
ATLAS and CMS are presented in Refs [1090] and [1088]. For LHCb, the remaining experimental sys-
tematic uncertainties are already at the∼ 3 percent level, and because they rely on data-driven corrections
from calibration samples they can be expected to be reduced to the ∼ 1.4 percent level in Upgrade II.
The resulting HL-LHC projected statistical and systematic uncertainties for the three experiments are
summarized in table 28; for the comparisons of the ATLAS, CMS and LHCb reaches (such as the one
carried out in Fig. 47) , the reference scenarios considered are respectively the “3 ab−1 Intermediate”, “3
ab−1” and “300 fb−1”.
At the end of the Upgrade II data taking period, LHCb assumes to achieve an overall uncertainty
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Table 28: Projected ATLAS, CMS and LHCb uncertainty on B(B0s → µ+µ−) and B(B0 → µ+µ−).The
HL-LHC scenario corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 for LHCb and 3 ab−1 for ATLAS
and CMS. For each extrapolation the total (statistical+systematic) uncertainties are reported.
B(B0s → µ+µ−) B(B0 → µ+µ−)
Experiment Scenario stat + syst % stat + syst %
LHCb 23 fb−1 8.2 33
LHCb 300 fb−1 4.4 9.4
CMS 300 fb−1 12 46
CMS 3 ab−1 7 16
ATLAS Run 2 22.7 135
ATLAS 3 ab−1 Conservative 15.1 51
ATLAS 3 ab−1 Intermediate 12.9 29
ATLAS 3 ab−1 High-yield 12.6 26
on B(B0s→ µ+µ−) of about 4.4%, which would imply an uncertainty on B(B0s→ µ+µ−) to be ap-
proximately 0.30 × 10−9 with 23 fb−1 and 0.16 × 10−9 with 300 fb−1. The LHCb reach on the ratio
of branching fractions B(B0→ µ+µ−)/B(B0s→ µ+µ−) is expected to remain limited by statistics and
decrease from 90% for the current measurement to ∼ 34% with 23 fb−1 and ∼ 10% with 300 fb−1.
The CMS projections are obtained by extrapolating the Run-2 analysis performances to the HL-
LHC scenario. Trigger efficiencies comparable to those of Run-2, with manageable rates, are expected
to be attained [1091] and are here assumed. The effect of the increased pileup on the signal selection
efficiency was also found to be manageable. The inner tracker of the CMS HL-LHC detector is estimated
to provide a 40-50% improvement relative to Run-2 on the dimuon mass resolution. This results in an
improved separation of the B0s and B
0 signals, lowering the signal cross-feed contamination that is
specially crucial for the B0 observation, and a reduction of the level of the semileptonic background in
the signal region (see Fig. 44). With the full Phase-2 integrated luminosity of 3000 fb1, CMS expects to
measure the B0s → µ+µ− branching fraction at the level of 7%. precision, and observe the B0 → µ+µ−
decay with a significance in excess of 5σ. Fig. 45 shows the invariant mass fit projections for the Bs,d →
µ+µ− analyses for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
The ATLAS projections [1090] are extrapolated from the ATLAS Run 1 analysis [1092]. As-
sumptions include the training of a multivariate classifier capable of similar background rejection and
signal purities and an analysis selection with comparable pile-up immunity as Run 1. The study takes
into account the scaling of B production cross-section and integrated luminosity relative to Run 1, and
explores different triggering scenarios corresponding to different dimuon transverse momentum thresh-
olds, (pµ1T ,p
µ2
T ): (6 GeV, 6 GeV), (6 GeV, 10 GeV) and (10 GeV, 10 GeV). For each of these scenarios
the sensitivity is categorized on the basis of the signal statistics expected relative to the Run 1 analysis
(x15, x60 and x75 respectively, in 3 ab−1 of HL-LHC ATLAS data), yielding the projected 68.3%, 95.5%
and 99.7% likelihood contours in Fig. 46.
Fig. 47 compares the projected experimental sensitivities of ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb with the BR
predictions from a particular class of BSM models [1094]. All estimates use the quoted SM predictions
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(Plots are taken from [1088]).
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Fig. 46: ATLAS projected 68.3% (solid), 95.5% (dashed) and 99.7% (dotted) confidence level profiled
likelihood ratio contours for the “conservative” (top), “intermediate” (middle) and “high-yield” HL-LHC
extrapolations. Red contours do not include the systematic uncertainties, which are then included in the
blue ellipsoids. The black point shows the SM theoretical prediction and its uncertainty [1093].
as central values for the branching fractions. The estimated experimental sensitivity at HL-LHC is close
to the uncertainty of the current SM prediction from theory, which is dominated by the uncertainty on the
B0s decay constant, fBs , determined from lattice QCD calculations, and the CKM matrix elements. Both
are expected to improve in precision in the future. The power of the HL-LHC data set to discriminate
not only between the SM and BSM models, but also within the parameter space of those BSM models,
is clear.
With the HL-LHC data set, precise measurements of additional observables are possible, namely
the effective lifetime, τ effµµ , and the time-dependent CP asymmetry of B
0
s→ µ+µ− decays. Both quan-
tities are sensitive to possible new contributions from the scalar and pseudo-scalar sector in a way com-
plementary to the branching ratio measurement [320]. The effective lifetime is related to the mean B0s
lifetime τBs through the relation
τ effµµ =
τBs
1− y2s
1 + 2Aµµ∆Γys + y
2
s
1 +Aµµ∆Γys
, (99)
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Fig. 47: B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− branching ratios as computed using new sources of flavour-
changing neutral currents, as discussed in Ref. [1094]. The green points are the subset consistent with
other measurements. The black cross point is the SM prediction, while the coloured contours show the
expected 1-sigma HL-LHC sensitivites of ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb.
where ys = τBs∆Γs/2, and ∆Γs = ΓB0sL − ΓB0sH . In the SM, A
µµ
∆Γ = 1, with only the heavy mass
eigenstate decaying to µ+µ−. In BSM scenarios it can take any value between −1 and 1. LHCb has
performed the first measurement of the B0s→ µ+µ− effective lifetime using a dataset of 4.4 fb−1, result-
ing in τ effµµ = 2.04 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 ps [15] (Fig. 43, right). The relative uncertainty on τ effµµ is expected to
decrease to approximately 8% with 23 fb−1 and 2% with 300 fb−1, being statistically limited.
The CMS sensitivity for a measurement of theB0s → µ+µ− effective lifetime is estimated using an
ensemble of pseudo-experiments generated with parameters reflecting the projected Phase-2 conditions.
The signal lifetime distribution for each pseudo-experiment is obtained using the sPlot technique [1095]
to separate out the background, and then fitted with a model consisting of an exponential function,
convolved with a Gaussian function that describes the expected decay time resolution, and multiplied by
an efficiency function that accounts for reconstruction effects. The outcome of such a pseudo-experiment
is shown in Fig. 48. The effective lifetime is expected to be measured with a statistical precision of 3%
at 3000 fb−1.
While the current experimental uncertainty is larger than for τ
B
0
sH
−τ
B
0
sL
, a 2−3% uncertainty on
τ effµµ would allow to set stringent constraints onA
µµ
∆Γ and in particular would allow to break the degeneracy
between any possible contribution from new scalar and pseudoscalar mediators.
Assuming a tagging power of about 3.7% [10], a dataset of 300 fb−1 allows LHCb to reconstruct
a pure sample of more than 100 flavour-tagged B0s→ µ+µ− decays (effective yield) and measure their
time-dependent CP asymmetry. From the relation
Γ(B0s (t)→ µ+µ−)− Γ(B¯0s → µ+µ−)
Γ(B0s (t)→ µ+µ−) + Γ(B¯0s → µ+µ−)
=
Sµµ sin(∆mst)
cosh(yst/τBs) +A
µµ
∆Γ sinh(yst/τBs)
, (100)
where t is the signal proper time and ∆ms is the mass difference of the heavy and light B
0
s mass eigen-
states, Sµµ can be measured with an uncertainty of about 0.2. The signal yield expected in a 23 fb
−1
dataset, on the other hand, is too low to allow a meaningful constraint to be set on Sµµ. A nonzero value
for Sµµ would automatically indicate evidence of CP -violating phases beyond the SM.
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Fig. 48: Projection of a background-subtracted proper decay time distribution, with fit result overlaid,
with the CMS experiment and 3000 fb−1. The estimated uncertainty in the B0s → µ+µ− effective
lifetime is obtained by fitting an ensemble of corresponding pseudo-experiments. (The plot is taken
from [1088]).
Being sensitive to a wider set of effective operators (O7, O9 and O10) [1096], the B
0
s → µ+µ−γ
decay offers an interesting counterpart to B0s → µ+µ−. The theoretical branching fraction is expected to
be one order of magnitude larger than the B0s → µ+µ− one [1097], owing to the removal of the helicity
suppression, when integrated over the full q2 spectrum. However, the presence of the photon makes the
direct reconstruction challenging at LHCb. No limit exist today on the B0s → µ+µ−γ channel, while the
B0 → µ+µ−γ is limited at 1× 10−7 at 90% CL by the BaBar experiment [1098].
Given the experimental difficulty, two complementary techniques are employed for the study of
the B0s → µ+µ−γ decay at LHCb. The first is a full reconstruction which is more sensitive at low and
mid q2, where the photon energy is higher, and the second, recently proposed in Ref. [834], without
photon reconstruction but only sensitive at high q2.
The only non-negligible partially reconstructed background is the not yet measuredBd → µ+µ−pi0,
whose branching fraction is theoretically estimated to be of the same order of magnitude as the signal.
The main difficulty of the measurement is therefore the combinatorial background, because the uncer-
tainty on the photon momentum enlarges the signal width and blurs its kinematics. Based on current
reconstruction efficiencies, the expected sensitivity at the end of Run 3 (Upgrade II) is ∼ 9σ (∼ 22σ).
The use of Bs → J/ψη and Bd → Kpiγ as normalisation channels reduces the systematic uncertainties
due to the selection.
The partially reconstructed method consists of studying the B0s → µ+µ−γ decay as a shoul-
der on the left of the B0s → µ+µ− peak in the dimuon mass distribution. The SM contribution as
background has been considered negligible so far. Conversely, large branching fractions could be eas-
ily excluded [834] when considering this as an additional component. The SM branching fraction for
this region would be around 2 × 10−10, implying a first observation would be possible with Run 3 and
certainly with Run 4 data, while extremely tight limits could already be determined with Run 2.
7.3.2 Measurements of b→ s`` from LHCb/ATLAS/CMS
7.3.2.1 Yield and systematics evolution
With the large data set that will be collected at the end of Run 5, it will be possible to make a precise
determination of the angular observables in narrow bins of q2 or using a q2-unbinned approach [804,806];
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LHCb foresees to achieve around 440 000 fully reconstructed B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decays, CMS around
700 000 excluding the q2 range overlapping with the resonant decays [1099].
The current ATLAS, CMS and LHCb measurements are statistically limited. For LHCb the major
systematics are those which affect the calculation of the angular acceptance. Most of the systematic
uncertainties are expected to reduce significantly with more integrated luminosity due to larger control
samples. Both the LHCb statistical and systematic uncertainties are therefore scaled with integrated
luminosity when obtaining the projections. In this context it is interesting to note that Upgrade II will
provide signal yields that are of the order of the current tree-level control modes B0 → J/ψK∗0 and
B0s → J/ψφ. In the most recent measurement of φs from B0s → J/ψφ, the systematic uncertainties on
the decay amplitudes due to modeling of the angular acceptance were already at the 0.001-0.002 level.
Therefore, even without considering further improvements from the larger control samples available in
Upgrade II, these uncertainties will not systematically limit the Upgrade II analysis.
The CMS sensitivity for the measurement of the P ′5 parameter at HL-LHC is extrapolated [1099]
from the CMS Run-1 results [1100] under some assumptions: effects of improvements in the analysis
strategy (e.g., different selection criteria or fits) are not considered and the trigger thresholds and effi-
ciency are assumed to remain the same. The latter is likely to be a conservative assumption since the
availability of tracking information at the first level trigger may result in a higher efficiency than in Run-
1. The extrapolation method also assumes that the signal-to-background is the same; indeed, the main
source of background is from other b-hadron decays, whose cross-section scales the same as the signal.
Samples of simulated events are used to evaluate three relevant aspects of the analysis, namely mass res-
olution, CP mistagged rate, and the effect of pileup, to justify the extrapolation method; no degradation
in the projected analysis performance was found. For each q2 bin, the expected B0 → K∗0µ+µ− sig-
nal yields are obtained from a sample of simulated signal events generated with the Phase-2 conditions,
including an average of 200 pileup, and scaled to the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1.
The estimated statistical uncertainty on the P ′5 parameter at 3000 fb
−1 is obtained by scaling the
statistical uncertainty measured in Run-1 by the square root of the ratio between the yields observed
in Run-1 and the Phase-2 simulation. The evolution of the systematic uncertainties is also extrapolated
from the Run-1 analysis. Improved understanding of theory and the experimental apparatus is expected
to reflect in a factor of 2 reduction in many uncertainties in the Phase-2 scenario. The uncertainties
which depend on the available amount of data are scaled the same as the statistical uncertainties. The
uncertainty related to the limited number of simulation events is neglected, under the assumption that
sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational.
The ATLAS study extrapolates the signal and background yields based on the Run 1 analysis
data observations [1101], accounting for 3000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity and a ×1.7 increase in the
b production cross-section. Monte-Carlo simulations are employed to estimate the experimental preci-
sion achievable, including the improved 4-prong invariant mass resolution projected with the ATLAS
upgraded tracking system [1102]. Particular care is taken in applying likely trigger selections, emulating
trigger thresholds and accounting for the q2-dependency of the trigger efficiency. Three different sets of
di-muon trigger threshold scenarios are considered: two 6 GeV muons, the combinaton of 6 GeV and a
10 GeV muon, or two muons of 10 GeV. Although not dominant in the result, systematic uncertainties
are carefully extrapolated as well: signal and background fit model accuracies are expected to improve
in proportion to the available data statistics, detector acceptance and mistagging accuracy are driven by
MC statistics and thus assumed to produce negligible effects, the inclusion of S-wave contributions to
the data fit is extrapolated to improve the effect of this systematic by a factor 5, and detector alignment
and B-field systematic uncertainties are expected to improve approximately by a factor 4 with larger
calibration samples and the use of new techniques [1103].
The precision of the future b→ s`` branching fraction measurements from the LHC experiments
will be limited also by the knowledge of the B→ J/ψX decay modes that are used to normalise the
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Table 29: Wilson coefficients in benchmark NP scenarios. The first scenario is inspired by the present
discrepancies in the rare decays, including the angular distributions of the decay B0→ K∗0µ+µ− and
the measurements of the branching fraction ratios RK and RK∗ . The second scenario is inspired by the
possibility of explaining the rare decays discrepancies and those measured in the observables R(D(∗)).
The third and fourth scenarios assume small nonzero right-handed couplings.
scenario CNP9 C
NP
10 C
′
9 C
′
10
I −1.4 0 0 0
II −0.7 0.7 0 0
III 0 0 0.3 0.3
IV 0 0 0.3 −0.3
observed signals. The knowledge of these branching fractions will be improved by the Belle II collab-
oration but will inevitably limit the precision of the absolute branching fractions of rare b → s`+`−
processes. The comparison between the predicted and measured branching fractions will in any case be
limited by the theoretical knowledge of the form factors.
7.3.2.2 Sensitivity projections
In order to estimate the sensitivity to BSM effects in b → s`` decays, a number of benchmark NP
scenarios are considered, see Table 29. Scenarios I and II are inspired by the current discrepancies.
The first scenario is the one that best explains the present b → sµµ decay data. The second is the best
explaining the rare semileptonic measurements within a purely left-handed scenario. This requirement is
theoretically well motivated and arises in models designed to simultaneously explain the discrepancies
seen in both tree-level semitauonic and loop-level semileptonic decays. The third and fourth scenarios
assume that the current discrepancies are not confirmed but there is instead a small contribution from
right-handed currents that would not be visible with the current level of experimental precision. These
scenarios will serve to illustrate the power of the large LHCb Upgrade II data set to distinguish between
different NP models. This power relies critically on the ability to exploit multiple related decay channels.
Unlike the systematics limited branching fractions, a more precise comparison between theory
and experiment can be achieved by studying isospin and CP asymmetries, which will be experimentally
probed at percent-level precision with the LHCb Upgrade II data set. This will also enable new decay
modes to be studied, for example higher spinK∗ states and modes with larger numbers of decay products.
It is also possible to reduce theoretical and experimental uncertainties by comparing regions in angular
phase-space of b → s`` decays. The angular distribution of B→ V `+`− decays, where V is a vector
meson, can be expressed in terms of eight q2-dependent angular coefficients that depend on the Wilson
coefficients and the form factors. Measurements of angular observables in B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decays
show a discrepancy with respect to the SM predictions [813, 814, 899, 1100, 1101, 1104–1118]. This
discrepancy is largest in the so-called optimized observable P ′5 [899]. The decay B
0
s→ φµ+µ− can
also be described by the same angular formalism as the B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decay. However, in this case
the B0s and B
0
s mesons decay to a common final state and it is not possible to determine the full set of
observables without tagging the initial flavour of the B0s .
The expected precision of an unbinned LHCb-only determination of P ′5 in the SM and in Scenar-
ios I and II is illustrated in Fig. 49, where we have followed the theoretical approaches in Refs. [804,806]
for the predictions. Upgrade II will enable these scenarios to be clearly separated from the SM and from
each other. By combining information from all of the angular observables in the decay, it will also be
possible for LHCb to distinguish models with much smaller NP contributions. Fig. 50 shows the ex-
pected 3σ sensitivity to NP in the Wilson coefficients C ′9,10 assuming the central values for the SM,
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Fig. 49: Total experimental sensitivity, including systematics, at LHCb to the P ′5 angular observable in
the SM, Scenarios I and II for the Run 3 (left) and the Upgrade II (right) data sets. The sensitivity is
computed assuming that the charm-loop contribution is determined from the data.
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Fig. 50: Expected sensitivity to the Wilson coefficients C ′9 and C
′
10 from the future LHCb analysis of the
B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decay. The ellipses correspond to 3σ contours for the SM, Scenario III and Scenario IV
for the Run 3 (left) and the Upgrade II (right) data sets.
Scenario III and Scenario IV. These scenarios are also clearly distinguishable with the precision that will
be available with the Upgrade II data set.
The CMS projected statistical uncertainties and total uncertainties for the measurement of P ′5
versus q2 for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 are shown in Fig. 51, along with the Run 1 results.
The P ′5 total uncertainties in the q
2 bins are estimated to improve up to a factor of 15 in the 3000
fb−1 scenario [1099], compared to those quoted in the Run-1 analysis. The extrapolation to 300 fb−1
integrated luminosity is also estimated by CMS [1099] and provides an improvement of up to a factor of
7 with respect to the Run-1 analysis. These results are among the inputs of the global fit to the HL-LHC
experimental projections shown in Fig. 40, which indicates the potential sensitivity to the SM and NP
scenarios in the C9- C10 Wilson-coefficient plane.
The foreseen Phase-2 total integrated luminosity offers the opportunity to perform the angular
analysis in narrower q2 bins, in order to measure the P ′5 shape as a function of q
2 with finer granularity.
The q2 region below the J/ψ mass(-squared), which is more sensitive to possible new physics effects, is
considered. Each Run-1 q2 bin is split into smaller and equal-size bins to achieve a statistical uncertainty
of the order of the total systematic uncertainty in the same bin. With respect to the Phase-2 systematic
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Fig. 51: Projected statistical (hatched regions) and total (open box) uncertainties on the CMS P ′5 param-
eter versus q2 in the Phase-2 scenario at 3000 fb−1. The CMS Run-1 measurement of P ′5 is also shown
by circles with inner vertical bars representing the statistical uncertainties and outer vertical bars repre-
senting the total uncertainties. The vertical shaded regions correspond to the J/Ψ and ψ′ resonances.
The two lower pads represent the statistical (upper pad) and total (lower pad) uncertainties with the finer
q2 binning. (The plot is taken from [1099]).
uncertainties with wider bins, the systematic uncertainties that were scaled the same as the statistical
uncertainties are adjusted to account for less data in each finer bin while the other uncertainties are
unchanged. The corresponding statistical and total uncertainties on P ′5 are shown in the lower two pads
of Fig. 51.
The analysis in narrow q2 bins provides a better determination of the P ′5 parameter shape which
will allow for testing theoretical predictions. The CMS available projection is for the single P ′5 angular
parameter; with the foreseen HL-LHC statistics, CMS will have the capability to perform a full angular
analysis of the B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decay mode.
The ATLAS [1119] projected statistical and systematic uncertainties are provided in the same q2
bins employed in the Run 1 analysis, and for the same set of angular parameters already published.
Table 30 reports the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty expectations for the different trig-
ger scenarios considered, with the projected uncertainties for all the angular parameters compared to
current theoretical predictions in figure 52. Reference [1119] includes full detail on the breakdown of
statistical and systematic contributions. The precision in measuring e.g. the P ′5 parameter is expected
to improve by a factor between 5 and 9 relative to the Run 1 result, depending on the trigger scenario
considered.
Furthermore, with large data sets expected at the HL-LHC it will be possible for the LHC ex-
periments to probe B→ V `+`− SM contributions, under the premise that a genuine NP contribution is
expected to have no q2 dependence, while, e.g., a charm loop contribution is expected to grow when
approaching the pole of the charmonia resonances. A measurement using Breit-Wigner functions to
parametrise the resonances, and their interference with the short-distance contributions to the decay, was
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Fig. 52: Projected ATLAS HL-LHC measurement precision in the FL, P1, P
′
4, P
′
5, P
′
6 and P
′
8 parameters
for the intermediate µ10µ6 trigger scenario compared to the ATLAS Run 1 measurement. Alongside
theory predictions (CFFMPSV [1120], DHMV [1121], JC [843]) are also shown. Both the projected
statistical and the total (statistical and systematic) uncertainties are shown. While the HL-LHC toy-MC
were generated with the DHMV central values of the FL and P
(′)
i parameters, in these plots the central
values are moved to the ATLAS Run 1 measurement for better visualization of the improvement in the
precision.
proposed in Ref. [805]. A similar technique has already been applied by LHCb to the Run-1 data for the
B+→ K+µ+µ− decay [1122]. An alternative approach using additional phenomenological inputs has
also been proposed [1123]. Such a combination of phenomenological and experimental methods may
improve our knowledge of the charm-loop contribution and form factors, which would allow Cµ9 and C
µ
10
to be determined with great precision in b→ sµµ transitions.
7.3.3 Measurements of b→ dll
Thanks to LHCb’s particle identification capabilities, the Upgrade II data set will provide a unique oppor-
tunity to make precise measurements of b→ d`` processes. Using the Run 1 and 2 data sets, LHCb data
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Table 30: Combined systematic and statistical uncertainties on the FL and P
(′)
i parameters from the 2012
ATLAS data measurement and projected to the HL-LHC phase for the three trigger scenarios discussed
in the text.
LHC phase q2[ GeV2] δtotFL δ
tot
P1
δtot
P
′
4
δtot
P
′
5
δtot
P
′
6
δtot
P
′
8
Run 1 [0.04, 2.0] 0.11 0.31 0.45 0.31 0.21 0.51
[2.0, 4.0] 0.12 0.61 0.37 0.34 0.34 0.57
[4.0, 6.0] 0.18 0.50 0.38 0.39 0.30 0.43
HL-LHC µ6µ6 [0.04, 2.0] 0.010 0.027 0.037 0.037 0.019 0.046
[2.0, 4.0] 0.008 0.093 0.040 0.038 0.040 0.070
[4.0, 6.0] 0.016 0.083 0.032 0.047 0.033 0.041
HL-LHC µ10µ6 [0.04, 2.0] 0.011 0.037 0.046 0.040 0.023 0.055
[2.0, 4.0] 0.011 0.103 0.047 0.042 0.044 0.075
[4.0, 6.0] 0.018 0.100 0.040 0.053 0.038 0.052
HL-LHC µ10µ10 [0.04, 2.0] 0.018 0.065 0.076 0.059 0.041 0.093
[2.0, 4.0] 0.017 0.15 0.074 0.068 0.059 0.100
[4.0, 6.0] 0.026 0.17 0.074 0.082 0.063 0.090
have been used to observe the decays B+→ pi+µ+µ− [1124,1125] and Λ0b→ ppi−µ+µ− [1126], and to
find evidence for the decaysB0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− (in a pi+pi− mass region that is expected to be dominated
by B0→ ρ0µ+µ−) and B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− [1127] with branching fractions at the O(10−8) level. The ex-
isting data samples comprise O(10) decays in these decay modes. The upgrade will provide samples of
thousands, or tens of thousands of such decays. The ability to measure the properties of these processes
depends heavily on the PID performance of the LHCb subdetectors. In the case of the B0s→ K∗0µ+µ−
decay, excellent mass resolution is also critical to separate B0s and B
0 decays.
The ratio of branching fractions between the CKM-suppressed b → d`` transitions and their
CKM-favoured b→ s`+`− counterparts, together with theoretical input on the ratio of the relevant form
factors, enables the ratio of CKM elements |Vtd|/|Vts| to be determined. The precision on |Vtd|/|Vts|
from such decays is dominated at present by the statistical uncertainty on the experimental measurements
of B+→ pi+µ+µ−, and is much less precise than the determination from mixing measurements. The
theoretical uncertainty at high-q2 is at the level of 4% and is expected to improve with further progress
on the form factors from lattice QCD [1128]. Around 17 000 B+→ pi+µ+µ− decays are expected in the
full 300 fb−1 dataset, allowing an experimental precision better than 2%.
The current set of measurements of b → s`` processes have demonstrated the importance of
angular measurements in the precision determination of Wilson coefficients. With the LHCb Upgrade II
dataset, where a sample of 4300 B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− decays is expected, it will be possible to make a full
angular analysis of a b → d`+`− transition. The B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− decay is both self-tagging and has
a final state involving only charged particles. The LHCb Upgrade II data set will allow the angular
observables in this decay to be measured with better precision than the existing measurements of the
B0→ K∗0µ+µ− angular distribution.
The LHCb Upgrade II dataset will also give substantial numbers ofB0,+→ ρ0,+µ+µ− andΛ0b→ Nµ+µ−
decays. Although the B0→ ρ0µ+µ− decay does not give the flavour of the initial B meson, untagged
measurements will give sensitivity to a subset of the interesting angular observables. Analysis of the
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Fig. 53: Projected sensitivity for the RK , RK∗ and Rφ measurements in different NP scenarios with the
Upgrade II data set. The existing Run 1 measurements of RK and RK∗ are shown for comparison.
Λ0b→ N∗µ+µ− decay will require statistical separation of overlapping ppi− resonances with different
JP by performing an amplitude analysis of the final-state particles.
The combination of information from B(B0→ µ+µ−), the differential branching fraction of the
B+→ pi+µ+µ− decay, and angular measurements, notably of B0s→ K∗0µ+µ−, will indicate whether
NP effects are present in b → d transitions at the level of 20% of the SM amplitude with more than 5σ
significance.
7.3.4 LFU tests in b→ (s, d)``
The Run 1 LHCb data have been used to perform the most precise measurements of RK and RK∗
to-date [5,6] (see Fig. 53). These measurements are compatible with the SM at the level of 2.1–2.6 stan-
dard deviations. Assuming the current detector performance, approximately 46 000B+→ K+e+e− and
20 000 B0→ K∗0e+e− candidates are expected in the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 in the Upgrade II
data set. The ultimate precision onRK andRK∗ will be better than 1%. The importance of the Upgrade II
data set in distinguishing between different NP scenarios is highlighted in Fig. 53. With this data set all
four NP scenarios could be distinguished at more than 5σ significance.
The Upgrade II data set will also enable the measurement of other RX ratios e.g., Rφ, RpK and
the ratios in CKM suppressed decays. For example, with 300 fb−1, it will be possible to determine
Rpi = B(B+→ pi+µ+µ−)/B(B+→ pi+e+e−) with a few percent statistical precision. A summary of
the expected performance for a number of different RX ratios is indicated in Table 31.
In addition to improvements in the RX measurements, the enlarged Upgrade II data set will give
access to new observables. For example, the data will allow precise comparisons of the angular distri-
bution of dielectron and dimuon final-states. Differences between angular observables in B→ Xµ+µ−
and B→ Xe+e− decays are theoretically pristine [1129, 1130] and are sensitive to different combina-
tions of Wilson coefficients compared to the RX measurements. Fig. 54 shows that an upgraded LHCb
detector will enable such decays to be used to discriminate between different NP models, for example
separating between Scenarios I and II [1131]. Excellent NP sensitivity can be achieved irrespective of
the assumptions made about the hadronic contributions to the decays.
In the existing LHCb detector, electron modes have an approximately factor five lower efficiency
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Table 31: Estimated yields of b → se+e− and b → de+e− processes and the statistical uncertainty on
RX in the range 1.1 < q
2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 extrapolated from the Run 1 data. A linear dependence of the
bb production cross section on the pp centre-of-mass energy and unchanged Run 1 detector performance
are assumed. Where modes have yet to be observed, a scaled estimate from the corresponding muon
mode is used.
Yield Run 1 result 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
B+→ K+e+e− 254± 29 [5] 1 120 3 300 7 500 46 000
B0→ K∗0e+e− 111± 14 [6] 490 1 400 3 300 20 000
B0s→ φe+e− – 80 230 530 3 300
Λ0b→ pKe+e− – 120 360 820 5 000
B+→ pi+e+e− – 20 70 150 900
RX precision Run 1 result 9 fb
−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
RK 0.745± 0.090± 0.036 [5] 0.043 0.025 0.017 0.007
R
K
∗0 0.69± 0.11± 0.05 [6] 0.052 0.031 0.020 0.008
Rφ – 0.130 0.076 0.050 0.020
RpK – 0.105 0.061 0.041 0.016
Rpi – 0.302 0.176 0.117 0.047
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Fig. 54: Constraints on the difference in the C9 and C10 Wilson coefficients from angular analyses of
the electron and muon modes with the Run 3 and Upgrade II data sets. The 3σ regions for the Run 3
data sample are shown for the SM (solid blue), a vector-axial-vector new physics contribution (red dot-
ted) and for a purely vector new physics contribution (green dashed). The shaded regions denote the
corresponding constraints for the Upgrade II data set.
than the corresponding muon modes, owing to the tendency for the electrons to lose a significant fraction
of their energy through bremsstrahlung in the detector. This loss impacts on the ability to reconstruct,
trigger and select the electron modes. The precision with which observables can be extracted therefore
depends primarily on the electron modes and not the muon modes. In order for RX measurements to
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benefit from the large Upgrade II data samples, it will be necessary to reduce systematic uncertainties to
the percent level. These uncertainties are controlled by taking a double ratio between RX and the decays
B→ J/ψX , where the J/ψ decays to µ+µ− and e+e−. This approach is expected to work well, even
with very large data sets.
Other sources of systematic uncertainty can be mitigated through design choices for the upgraded
detector. The recovery of bremsstrahlung photons is inhibited by the ability to find the relevant photons
in the ECAL (over significant backgrounds) and by the energy resolution. A reduced amount of material
before the magnet would reduce the amount of bremsstrahlung and hence would increase the electron
reconstruction efficiency and improve the electron momentum resolution. Higher transverse granularity
would aid signal selection and help reduce the backgrounds. With a large number of primary pp colli-
sions, the combinatorial background will increase and will need to be controlled with the use of timing
information. However, the Run 1 data set indicates that it may be possible to tolerate a significant (i.e.,
larger than a factor two) increase in combinatorial backgrounds without destroying the signal selection
ability.
7.3.5 Time dependent angular analyses in b→ (s, d)ll
Time dependent analyses of rare decays into CP -eigenstates can deliver orthogonal experimental infor-
mation to time-integrated observables. So far, no time-dependent measurement of the B0s→ φµ+µ−
decay has been performed due to the limited signal yield of 432 ± 24 in the Run 1 data sample [900].
However, the larger data samples available in Upgrade II will enable time-dependent studies. The frame-
work describing B and B → V `+`− transitions to a common final-state is discussed in Ref. [1132],
where several observables are discussed that can be accessed with and without flavour tagging. Two ob-
servables called s8 and s9, which are only accessible through a time-dependent flavour-tagged analysis,
are of particular interest. These observables are proportional to the mixing term sin (∆mst) and provide
information that is not available through flavour specific decays. Assuming a time resolution of around
45 fs and an effective tagging power of 5% results in an effective signal yield of 2000 decays for the
Upgrade II data set.
As a first step towards a full time-dependent analysis, the effective lifetime of the decayB0s→ φµ+µ−
can be studied. The untagged time-dependent decay rate is given by
dΓ
dt
∝ e−Γs
[
cosh
(
∆Γst
2
)
+A∆Γ sinh
(
∆Γst
2
)]
. (101)
The observable A∆Γ can be related to the angular observables FL and S3 via A
∆Γ = 2S3 − FL. Due
to the significant lifetime difference ∆Γs in the B
0
s system, even an untagged analysis can probe right-
handed currents. For the combined low- and high-q2 regions, preliminary studies suggest a statistical
sensitivity to A∆Γ of 0.05 can be achieved with a 300 fb−1 data set.
With the Upgrade II data set it will also be possible to perform a time-dependent angular analysis
of the b→ d process B0→ ρ0µ+µ−. This process differs from B0s→ φµ+µ− in two important regards:
it is CKM suppressed and therefore has a smaller SM branching fraction; and ∆Γd ≈ 0, removing
sensitivity to A∆Γ. The uncertainties on the angular observables are expected to be of the order of 0.1
for this case.
The time-dependent angular analyses will still be statistically limited even with 300 fb−1. It will
be important to maintain good decay-time resolution and the performance of the particle identification
will be crucial to control backgrounds, as well as to improve flavour tagging performance.
7.3.6 Measurements of b→ sγ
The time dependent CP asymmetry ofB→ fCPγ arises from the interference between decay amplitudes
with and without B0(s) − B0(s) mixing and is predicted to be small in the SM [881, 1133, 1134]. As a
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consequence, a large asymmetry due to interference between the B mixing and decay diagrams can only
be present if the two photon helicities contribute to both B and B decays. From the time dependent
decay rate
Γ(B0(s)(B
0
(s))→ fCPγ)(t) ∼ e−Γst
[
cosh
(
∆Γ(s)
2
)
−A∆ sinh
(
∆Γ(s)
2
)
±
± CCP cos
(
∆m(s)t
)∓ SCP sin (∆m(s)t) ], (102)
where A∆, CCP and SCP depend on the photon polarisation [888]. Two strategies can be devised:
one studying the decay rate independently of the flavour of the B meson, which allows A∆ to be ac-
cessed, and one tagging the flavour of the B meson, which accesses SCP and CCP . The first strat-
egy has been exploited at LHCb to study the 4000 B0s→ φγ candidates collected in Run 1 to obtain
A∆ = −0.98+0.46−0.52 (stat)+0.23−0.20 (syst) [891], compatible at two standard deviations from the prediction of
A∆SM = 0.047
+0.029
−0.025.
With ∼ 60k signal candidates expected with 50 fb−1, the full analysis, including flavour tagging
information, will improve the statistical uncertainty on A∆ to ∼ 0.07, and will need a careful control of
the systematic uncertainties. The analysis performed with∼ 800k signal decays expected with 300 fb−1,
with a statistical uncertainty to ∼ 0.02, requires some of the possible improvements in pi0 reconstruction
of the Upgrade II detector to be able to use the full statistical power of the data.
In addition to studying the B0s system, LHCb can study the time-dependent decay rate of B
0 →
K0Spi
+pi−γ decays, which permits access of the photon polarisation through the SCP term. WithO(1000)
signal events in Run 1, around 35k and 200k are expected at the end of Run 4 and Upgrade II, respectively
(1.75k and 10k when considering the flavour tagging efficiency), opening the doors to a very competitive
measurement of SCP in the B0 system.
Another way to study the photon polarisation is through the angular correlations among the three-
body decay products of a kaonic resonance in B→ Kres(→ Kpipi)γ, which allows the direct measure-
ment of the photon polarisation parameter in the effective radiative weak Hamiltonian [883]. As a first
step towards the photon polarisation measurement, LHCb observed nonzero photon polarisation for the
first time by studying the photon angular distribution in bins of K+pi−pi+ invariant mass [1135], but the
determination of the value of this polarisation could not be performed due to the lack of knowledge of
the hadronic system. To overcome this problem, a method to measure the photon polarisation using a
full amplitude analysis of B→ Kpipiγ decays is currently under development [1136], with an expected
statistical sensitivity on the photon polarisation parameter of ∼ 5% in the charged mode with the Run 1
dataset. The extrapolation of the precision to 300 fb−1 results in a statistical precision better than 1%,
and hence control of the systematic uncertainties will be crucial.
The polarisation of the photon emitted in b→ sγ transitions can also be accessed via semileptonic
b → s`` transitions, for example in the decay B0 → K∗0`+`−. Indeed, as mentioned in previous
sections, at very low q2 these decays are dominated by the electromagnetic dipole operatorO(′)7 . Namely,
the longitudinal polarisation fraction (FL) is expected to be below 20% for q
2 < 0.2 GeV2/c4. In this q2
region, the angle φ between the planes defined by the dilepton system and the K∗0 → K+pi− decay is
sensitive to the b→ sγ photon helicity.
While the K∗0µ+µ− final state is experimentally easier to select and measure at LHCb, the
K∗0e+e− final state allows q2 values below 4m2µ to be probed, where the sensitivity to the photon
helicity is maximal. Compared to the radiative channels used for polarisation measurements, the B0 →
K∗0e+e− final state is fully charged and gives better mass resolution and therefore better separation from
partially reconstructed backgrounds.
The sensitivity of this decay channel at LHCb was demonstrated by an angular analysis performed
with Run 1 data [1137]. The angular observables most sensitive to the photon polarisation at low q2
are A(2)T and A
Im
T , as defined in Ref. [1137, 1138]. Indeed, in the limit q
2 → 0, these observables can
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be expressed by the following functions of C(′)7γ (assuming NP contributions to be much smaller than
|CSM7γ |):
A
(2)
T (q
2 → 0) ' 2Re(C
′∗
7 )
|C7|
and AImT (q
2 → 0) ' 2Im(C
′∗
7 )
|C7|
. (103)
In order to maximise the sensitivity to the photon polarisation, the angular analysis should be performed
as close as possible to the low q2 endpoint. However, the events at extremely low q2 have worse φ
resolution (because the two electrons are almost collinear) and are polluted by B0 → K∗0γ decays with
the γ converting in the VELO material. In the Run 1 analysis [1137] the minimum requiredm(e+e−) was
set at 20 MeV/c2, but this should be reduced as the Upgrade II VELO detector will have a significantly
lower material budget (multiple scattering is the main effect worsening the φ resolution). Similarly, the
background from γ conversions will be reduced with a lighter RF-foil or with the complete removal of it
in Upgrade II [807].
Using the signal yield as given in Table 31 leads to the following statistical sensitivities to A(2)T
and AImT : 12% with 8 fb
−1, 7% with 23 fb−1 and 2% with 300 fb−1. The theoretical uncertainty induced
when this observable is translated into a photon polarisation measurement is currently at the level of
2% but should improve by the time of the Upgrade II analyses. The current measurements performed
with Run 1 data have a systematic uncertainty of order 5% coming mainly from the modelling of the
angular acceptance and from the uncertainty on the angular shape of the combinatorial background.
The acceptance is independent of φ at low q2 and its modelling can be improved with larger simulation
samples and using the proxy channel B0 → K∗0J/ψ (→ e+e−).
Weak radiative decays of b baryons are largely unexplored, with the best limits coming from CDF:
B(Λ0b→ Λγ) < 1.3× 10−3 at 90% CL [1139]. They offer a unique sensitivity to the photon polarisation
through the study of their angular distributions, and will constitute one of the main topics in the radiative
decays programme in the LHCb Upgrade II.
With predicted branching fractions of O(10−5 − 10−6), the first challenge for LHCb will be their
observation, as the production of long-lived particles in their decay, in addition to the photon, means in
most cases that the b-baryon secondary vertex cannot be reconstructed. This makes their separation from
background considerably more difficult than in the case of regular radiative b decays.
The most abundant of these decays is Λ0b→ Λ(→ ppi−)γ, which is sensitive to the photon polari-
sation mainly7 through the distribution of the angle between the proton and the Λ momentum in the rest
frame of the Λ (θp),
d Γ
d cos θp
∝ 1− αγαp,1/2 cos θp, (104)
where αγ is the asymmetry between left- and right-handed amplitudes and αp,1/2 = 0.642±0.013 [310]
is the Λ→ ppi− decay parameter. Using specialised trigger lines for this mode 15 − 150 signal events
are expected using the Run 2 dataset. Preliminary studies show that a statistical sensitivity to αγ of
(20 − 25)% is expected with these data, which would be reduced to ∼ 15% with 23 fb−1 and below
4% with 300 fb−1. In the LHCb Upgrade II, the addition of timing information in the calorimeter will
be important to be able to study this combinatorial-background dominated decay; additionally, improved
downstream reconstruction would allow the use of downstream Λ decays, which make up more than 2/3
of the total signal.
The Ξb→ Ξ−(→ Λ(→ ppi−)pi−)γ decay presents a richer angular distribution, with dependence
to the photon polarisation in both the Λ angle (θΛ) and proton angle (θp),
d Γ
d cos θΛ cos θp
∝ 1− αγαΞ cos θΛ + αp,1/2 cos θp
(
αΞ − αγ cos θΛ
)
, (105)
7In the following, we assume that the Λ0b (and any other beauty baryon) polarisation is zero [1140], removing part of the
photon polarisation dependence.
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Fig. 55: The projected absolute uncertainties on R(D∗) and R(J/ψ) from the current sensitivities (at
3 fb−1) to 23 fb−1, 50 fb−1, and 300 fb−1.
but the lower σ(pp→ Ξb), combined with a lower reconstruction efficiency due to the presence of one
extra track, results in an order of magnitude fewer events than in the Λ0b case, making the increase of
statistics from the Upgrade II even more relevant. With a similar sensitivity to the photon polarisation to
that of Λ0b→ Λ(→ ppi−)γ, Ξb→ Ξ−γ decays will allow this parameter to be probed with a precision of
40% and 10% with 23 and 300 fb−1, respectively.
7.3.7 Measurements of b→ c`ν includingBc and b-baryon prospects
LHCb has made measurements of R(D(∗)) using both muonic (τ+ → µ+νν) and hadronic (τ+ →
pi+pi−pi+ν) decays of the tau lepton [16, 17, 997]. Due to the presence of multiple neutrinos these de-
cays are extremely challenging to measure. The measurements rely on isolation techniques to suppress
partially reconstructed backgrounds, B meson flight information to constrain the kinematics of the unre-
constructed neutrinos, and a multidimensional template fit to determine the signal yield. Fig. 55 shows
how the absolute uncertainties on the LHCb muonic and hadronicR(D∗) measurements are projected to
evolve with respect to the current status. The major uncertainties are the statistical uncertainty from the
fit, the uncertainties on the background modelling and the limited size of simulated samples. A major
effort is already underway to commission fast simulation tools. The background modelling is driven
by a strategy of dedicated control samples in the data, and so this uncertainty will continue to improve
with larger data samples. From Run 3 onward it is assumed that, taking advantage of the full software
HLT, the hadronic analysis can normalise directly to the B0 → D∗−µ+νµ decay, thus eliminating the
uncertainty from external measurements of B(B0 → D∗−pi+pi−pi+). It is assumed that all other sources
of systematic uncertainty will scale as
√L. With these assumptions, an absolute uncertainty on R(D∗)
of 0.003 will be achievable for the muonic and hadronic modes with the 300 fb−1 Upgrade II dataset.
On the timescale of Upgrade II, interest will shift toward new observables beyond the branching
fraction ratio [1141]. The kinematics of the B→ D∗τν decays is fully described by the dilepton mass,
and three angles which are denoted χ, θL and θD. LHCb is capable of resolving these three angles, as
can be seen in Fig. 56. However, the broad resolutions demand very large samples to extract the under-
lying physics. The decay distributions within this kinematic space are governed by the underlying spin
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Fig. 56: Angular resolution for simulated B→ D∗µν (black) and B→ D∗τν (red) decays, with τ+ →
µ+νν. This demonstrates our ability to resolve the full angular distribution, with some level of statistical
dilution.
structure, and precise measurements of these distributions will allow the different helicity amplitudes to
be disentangled. This can be used both to constrain the Lorentz structure of any potential NP contribu-
tion, and to measure the hadronic parameters governing the B→ D∗τν decay, serving as an essential
baseline for SM and non-SM studies. The helicity-suppressed amplitude which presently dominates the
theoretical uncertainty on R(D(∗)) is too strongly suppressed in the B→ D(∗)µν decays to be measur-
able, however this can be accessed in the B→ D(∗)τν decay directly. If any potential NP contributions
are assumed not to contribute via the helicity-suppressed amplitude then the combined measurements of
B→ D(∗)µν and B→ D(∗)τν decays will allow for a fully data-driven prediction for R(D(∗)) under
the assumption of lepton universality, eliminating the need for any theory input relating to hadronic form
factors. However, these measurements have yet to be demonstrated with existing data. This exciting pro-
gramme of differential measurements needs to be developed on Run 1 and 2 data before any statement is
made about the precise sensitivity, but it offers unparalleled potential to fully characterise both the SM
and non-SM contributions to the b→ cτν transition.
As measurements in R(D∗) become more statistically precise, it will become increasingly more
urgent to provide supplementary measurements in other b-hadron species with different background
structure and different sources of systematic uncertainties. For example, the B0s→ D+s τ−ν and B0s →
D∗+s τ
−ν decays will allow supplementary measurements at high yields, and do not suffer as badly from
cross-feed backgrounds from other mesons, unlike, for example, B0→ D∗+τ−ν, where the B+ and B0s
both contribute to the D∗+µX or D∗+pi−pi+pi−X final states. Furthermore, the comparison of decays
with different spins of the b and c hadrons can enhance our sensitivity to different NP scenarios [77,1142].
No published measurements exist for the B0s case yet, but based on known relative efficiencies and as-
suming the statistical power of this mode tracks R(D(∗)), we expect less than 6% relative uncertainty
after Run 3, and 2.5% with the Upgrade II data, where limiting systematic uncertainties are currently
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expected to arise from corrections to simulated pointing and vertex resolutions, from knowledge of par-
ticle identification efficiencies, and from knowledge of the backgrounds from random combinations of
charm and muons. It is conceivable that new techniques and control samples could further increase the
precision of these measurements.
Methods are currently under development for separating the B0s→ D∗+s `−ν and B0s→ D+s `−ν
modes, and given the relative slow pion (D∗+→ D0pi+) and soft photon (D∗+s → D+s γ) efficiencies,
the precision in B0s→ D+s τν decays can be expected to exceed that in B0s→ D∗+s τν, the reverse of
the situation for R(D(∗)). An upgraded ECAL would extend the breadth and sensitivity of R(D∗(∗)+s )
measurements possible in the Upgrade II scenario above and beyond the possible benefits of improved
neutral isolation inR(D) orR(D+s ) measurements.
Of particular interest are the semitauonic decays of b baryons and of B+c mesons. The former
provides probes of entirely new Lorentz structures of NP operators which pseudoscalar to pseudoscalar
or vector transitions simply do not access. The value of probing this supplementary space of couplings
has already been demonstrated by LHCb with its Run 1 measurement of |Vub| via the decay Λ0b→ pµ−ν,
which places strong constraints on right-handed currents sometimes invoked to explain the inclusive-
exclusive tensions in that quantity. By the end of Run 3, it is expected that the relative uncertainty for
R(Λ+c ) will reach below 4%, and 2.5% by the end of Upgrade II. A further exciting prospect is the
study of b → uµν decays, which have been beyond experimental reach thus far. For example the decay
B+ → pp¯µν offers a clean experimental signature. Our capabilities with this decay could benefit from
the enhanced low momentum proton identification with the TORCH subdetector.
Meanwhile, the B+c → J/ψτ−ν decay is an entirely unique state among the flavoured mesons as
the bound state of two distinct flavors of heavy quark, and, through its abundant decays to charmonium
final states, provides a highly efficient signature for triggering and reconstruction at high instantaneous
luminosities. Measurements of B+c → J/ψ`ν decays involve a trade-off between the approximately 100
times smaller production cross-section for B+c verses the extremely efficient J/ψ→ µ+µ− signature in
the LHCb trigger. For illustration, in Run 1, LHCb reconstructed and selected 19 000 B+c → J/ψµ−ν
decays, compared with 360 000 B0→ D∗+µ−ν. This resulted in a measurement of R(J/ψ ) = 0.71 ±
0.17±0.18 [18]. As a result of the smaller production cross-section, the muonic measurements have large
backgrounds from h→ µ misidentification from the relatively abundant B→ J/ψXh decays, where Xh
is any collection of hadrons, and so they are very sensitive to the performance of the muon system and
PID algorithms in the future. Here it is assumed that it will be possible to achieve similar performance
to Run 1 in the upgraded system.
To project the sensitivity for B+c → J/ψτ−ν based on Ref. [18], it is assumed that all the system-
atic uncertainties can be reduced with the size of the input data except for those that were assumed not
to scale with data for the previous predictions. For these, we assume that they can be reduced down until
they reach the same absolute size as the corresponding systematic uncertainties in the Run 1 muonic
R(D∗) analysis. In addition, it is assumed that sometime in the 2020s lattice QCD calculations of the
form factors for this process will allow the systematic uncertainty due to signal form factors to be reduced
by an additional factor of two. This results in a projected absolute uncertainty for the muonic mode of
0.07 at the end of Run 3 and 0.02 by the end of Upgrade II, as can be seen in Fig. 55. Measurements in
the hadronic mode can be expected to reach similar sensitivities.
7.3.8 Searches for LFV, LNV, BNV and interplay with tests of LU
The LHCb collaboration has recently published [1143] the world’s best limits on the branching fractions
of the B0s→ e±µ∓ and B0→ e±µ∓ decays using the first 3 fb−1 collected in 2011 and 2012 at 7 and
8 TeV respectively. The acceptance of the B0s→ e±µ∓ decays can be affected by the relative contribu-
tion of the two B0s mass eigenstates to the total decay amplitude, due to their large lifetime difference.
Therefore, the upper limit on the branching fraction of B0s→ e±µ∓ decays is evaluated in two extreme
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hypotheses: where the amplitude is completely dominated by the heavy eigenstate or by the light eigen-
state. The results are B(B0s→ e±µ∓) < 6.3 (5.4) × 10−9 and B(B0s→ e±µ∓) < 7.2 (6.0) × 10−9 at
95% (90%) CL, respectively. The limit for the branching fraction of the B0 mode is B(B0→ e±µ∓) <
1.3 (1.0)× 10−9 at 95% (90%) CL.
Assuming similar performances in background rejection and signal retention as in the current anal-
ysis, at the end of Run 4 the LHCb experiment will be able to probe branching fractions of B0s→ e±µ∓
and B0→ e±µ∓ decays down to 8× 10−10 and 2× 10−10, respectively. The additional statistics accu-
mulated during the Upgrade II data taking period will push down these limits to 3×10−10 and 9×10−11
respectively, close to the interesting region where NP effects may appear. The Upgrade II improvement
in electron reconstruction will be very important in attaining, or exceeding, this goal.
An upper limit on the B0→ τ±µ∓ channel has been already set by BaBar: B
(
B0→ τ±µ∓
)
<
2.2 × 10−5 at 90% CL [1144]. The first search for the B0s→ τ±µ∓ channel is in progress in LHCb
and the results are expected soon on data recorded in 2011 and 2012 using the τ±→ pi±pi∓pi±ν and
τ±→ pi±pi∓pi±pi0ν decay modes. Given the presence of a neutrino that escapes detection this kind of
analysis is much more complicated than those investigating electron or muon final states. A specific
reconstruction technique is used in order to infer the energy of the ν, taking advantage of the known τ
vertex position given by the 3pi reconstructed vertex. This way, the complete kinematics of the process
can be solved up to a two-fold ambiguity. LHCb expects to reach sensitivities of a few times 10−5
with the Run 1 and 2 data sets. Extrapolating the current measurements to the Upgrade II LHCb could
reach B
(
B0→ τ±µ∓
)
< 3× 10−6 at 90% CL. The mass reconstruction technique depends heavily on
the uncertainty on the primary and the τ decay vertices, hence improvement in the tracking system in
Upgrade II, including a removal or reduction in material of the VELO RF foil, will be very valuable.
In many generic NP models with LFUV, CLFV decays of b-hadrons can be linked with the anoma-
lies recently measured in b → s`` decays [5, 6, 899]. If NP indeed allows for CLFV then the branching
fractions ofB → K``
′
or Λ0b → Λ``
′
will be enhanced with respect to their purely leptonic counterparts,
since the helicity suppression is lower. Furthermore, if observed, they would allow the measurement of
more observables with respect to the lepton flavour violating decays discussed in the previous sections,
thanks to their multi-body final states and, in the case of Λ0b , to the non-zero initial spin.
The current limits set by the B-Factories on the branching fractions of B → Keµ and B → Kτµ
decays are < 13× 10−8 [1107] and < 4.8 · 10−5 [1145] at 90% confidence level, respectively.
At LHCb, searches for B+→ K+e±µ∓, B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓, B+→ K+τ±µ∓ and Λ0b→ Λe±µ∓
are ongoing. These searches are complementary, as charged lepton flavour violation couplings among
different families are expected to be different. The analyses involving τ leptons reconstruct candidates
via the τ−→ pi−pi−pi+ντ channel, which allows the reconstruction of the τ decay vertex.8 All these
decays contain at least one muon, which is used to efficiently trigger on the event. Usually, since these
decays involve combinations of leptons that are not allowed in the SM, the backgrounds can be kept well
under control, leaving very clean samples only polluted by candidates formed by the random combina-
tions of tracks. This combinatorial effect is higher for the channel with a τ in the final state decaying
into three charged pions. The other relevant background comes from chains of semileptonic decays,
where two or more neutrinos are emitted and therefore combinations of leptons of different flavours are
possible. These decays have typically a low reconstructed invariant mass, due to the energy carried away
by the neutrinos, and so they do not significantly pollute the signal region.
The expected upper limits at LHCb using the first 9 fb−1 of data taken are O(10−9) and O(10−6)
for the B+→ K+e±µ∓ and B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓ decays respectively, at 90% confidence level. The limit
for B+→ K+τ±µ∓ is expected to be similar to B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓. The sensitivity of these analyses
8It should be noted that searches for B+→ K+τ±µ∓ from B∗s2 without τ reconstruction can give complementary infor-
mation.
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scales almost linearly with luminosity for B+→ K+e±µ∓, and with the square root of the luminosity
for B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓. In both cases, the expected limits using the Upgrade II data are in the region of
interest of the models currently developed for explaining the B anomalies, so they will provide strong
constraints on the NP scenarios with CLFV
Experimentally, Lepton-Number Violating (LNV) and Baryon-Number Violating (BNV) measure-
ments are null searches, so sensitivity is assumed to scale linearly with luminosity L when the back-
ground is negligible and as
√L if the background is significant. LHCb has already published searches in
certain channels, and others are in progress:
• Searches for LNV in various B-meson decays of the form B → Xµ+µ+, where X is a system of
one or more hadrons. The principal motivation is the sensitivity to contributions from Majorana
neutrinos [1146], which may be on-shell or off-shell, depending on the decay mode. The published
results consist of searches for B+→ K−µ+µ+, B+→ pi−µ+µ+ and B+→ D+(s)µ−µ− [1147–
1149]. A limit of B(B+ → pi−µ+µ+) < 4 × 10−9 is set at the 95% confidence level, along
with more detailed limits as a function of the Majorana neutrino mass. Since the combinatorial
background was found to be low but not negligible with the Run 1 data, we estimate that the limit
can be improved by a factor of ten with the full Upgrade II dataset.
• Search for BNV in Ξ0b oscillations [438]. Six-fermion, flavour-diagonal operators, involving two
fermions from each generation, could give rise to BNV without violating the nucleon stability
limit [1150,1151]. Since theΞ0b (bsd) has one valence quark from each generation, it could couple
directly to such an operator and oscillate to Ξ0b . The published search used the Run 1 data and
set a lower limit on the oscillation period of 80 ps. Since events are tagged by decays of the Ξ ′−b
and Ξ∗−b resonances, with the former being particularly clean, and since the analysis also uses the
decay-time distribution of events, the sensitivity is expected to scale linearly. Although the decay
mode used in the published analysis is hadronic (Ξ0b → Ξ+c pi−), future work could also benefit
from the lower-purity but higher-yield semileptonic mode Ξ0b → Ξ+c µ−νµ.
• Λ+c → pµ+µ+. This channel has previously been investigated at the e+e− B-Factories. The
current upper limit, obtained by BaBar [1152], is B(Λ+c → pµ+µ+) < 9.4 × 10−6 at the 90%
confidence level. With Run 1 and 2 data alone, it should be possible to reduce this to 1 × 10−6.
Further progress depends on the background level, but an additional factor of 5–10 with the full
Upgrade II statistics is likely.
• Λ+c → µ+µ−µ+. Experimentally, this is a particularly promising decay mode: the final state with
three muons is very clean, and there are no known sources of peaking background. This search
could be added for little extra effort to the τ− → µ+µ−µ− search described in the preceding
section.
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8 The top quark and flavour physics
Among the SM fermions the top quark stands out. It has a large mass and anO(1) coupling to the Higgs,
quite distinct from any other SM fermion. Studying top quark properties may shed light on the resolution
of the SM flavour puzzle, or at least as to why one and only one Yukawa coupling is large. The large
Higgs-top coupling is also the reason for the weak scale hierarchy problem to be so acute – the quadratic
divergent corrections to the Higgs mass are driven almost completely by this coupling. BSM models
addressing the hierarchy problem may thus well leave an imprint in the top quark properties and decays.
For instance, the FCNC top decays, t→ cγ, cZ, cg, are null tests of the SM and are used as BSM probes.
Top quark also directly enters the flavour phenomenology. Loops with the top quark are responsi-
ble for the largest short-distance contributions to the down-quark FCNCs. The SM predictions are thus
controlled by the flavour couplings of the top – with B and K transitions determining the CKM matrix
elements Vtb, Vts, Vtd through these virtual effects. Determining Vtx directly from high pT transitions, as
well as the structure of the Wtb vertices, can then serve as independent consistency checks of the SM.
Top quarks can also be used as a clean source of tagged B mesons. Ref. [1153], for instance,
suggested to use top-pair events, where at least one of the tops decays semi-leptonically, to measure CP
violation in heavy flavor mixing and decays. This measurement was then performed for the first time at
by ATLAS in Ref. [1154].
The LHC is already a top factory and the currently available statistics has allowed ATLAS and
CMS to perform a vast campaign of top related measurements. However, the larger number of top quarks
at HL-LHC and HE-LHC will open new possibilities for precise measurements of top-quark properties
and for significant improvements probing NP, such as the rare FCNC decays.
8.1 Global effective-field-theory interpretation of top-quark FCNCs
Authors (TH): Gauthier Durieux, Teppei Kitahara, Cen Zhang.
8.1.1 Effective operators
Starting from an Effective Field Theory (EFT) with full SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symme-
try and matter content of the SM, one can show that odd-dimensional operators all violate baryon or
lepton numbers [1155]. Imposing the conservation of these quantum numbers, the leading higher di-
mensional operators of the SM arise at dimension six. We follow the top-quark EFT conventions set by
the LHC TOP WG in Ref. [1156]. The LHC TOP WG employs linear combinations of Warsaw-basis
operators [375] which appear in interactions with physical fields after electroweak symmetry breaking.
The operators contributing to top-quark FCNC processes fall into several categories. We consider
operators involving exactly two quarks, as well as those involving two quarks and two leptons. Operators
containing four quarks only start contributing at next-to-leading order in QCD in most of the measure-
ments we consider (pp → tj is the exception). The corresponding Warsaw-basis operators are [1156]
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O(ij)uϕ = q¯iujϕ˜ (ϕ
†ϕ),
O1(ij)ϕq = (ϕ
†i
←→
D µϕ)(q¯iγ
µqj),
O3(ij)ϕq = (ϕ
†i
←→
D Iµϕ)(q¯iγ
µτ Iqj),
O(ij)ϕu = (ϕ
†i
←→
D µϕ)(u¯iγ
µuj),
O
(ij)
ϕud = (ϕ˜
†iDµϕ)(u¯iγ
µdj),
O
(ij)
uW = (q¯iσ
µντ Iuj) ϕ˜W
I
µν ,
O
(ij)
dW = (q¯iσ
µντ Idj) ϕW
I
µν ,
O
(ij)
uB = (q¯iσ
µνuj) ϕ˜Bµν ,
O
(ij)
uG = (q¯iσ
µνTAuj) ϕ˜G
A
µν
O
1(ijkl)
lq = (l¯iγ
µlj)(q¯kγ
µql),
O
3(ijkl)
lq = (l¯iγ
µτ I lj)(q¯kγ
µτ Iql),
O
(ijkl)
lu = (l¯iγ
µlj)(u¯kγ
µul),
O(ijkl)eq = (e¯iγ
µej)(q¯kγ
µql),
O(ijkl)eu = (e¯iγ
µej)(u¯kγ
µul),
O
1(ijkl)
lequ = (l¯iej) ε (q¯kul),
O
3(ijkl)
lequ = (l¯iσ
µνej) ε (q¯kσµνul),
O
(ijkl)
ledq = (l¯iej)(d¯kql)
(106)
The operatorsOϕud, OdW , andOledq, only contribute to charged top-quark currents (not considering SM
electroweak corrections) and are therefore not relevant for our purposes. The EFT degrees of freedom
appearing in top-quark FCNC processes were defined in Appendices E.1-2 of Ref. [1156]. They are:
c
[I](3a)
tϕ ≡ [Im]Re {C(3a)uϕ }, c[I](3a)uA ≡ [Im]Re {cWC(3a)uB + sWC(3a)uW }, (107)
c
[I](a3)
tϕ ≡ [Im]Re {C(a3)uϕ }, c[I](a3)uA ≡ [Im]Re {cWC(a3)uB + sWC(a3)uW }, (108)
c−[I](3+a)ϕq ≡ [Im]Re {C1(3a)ϕq − C3(3a)ϕq }, c[I](3a)uZ ≡ [Im]Re {−sWC(3a)uB + cWC(3a)uW }, (109)
c[I](3+a)ϕu ≡ [Im]Re {C(3a)ϕu }, c[I](a3)uZ ≡ [Im]Re {−sWC(a3)uB + cWC(a3)uW }, (110)
as well as c[I](3a)uG ≡ [Im]Re {C(3a)uG }, c[I](a3)uG ≡ [Im]Re {C(a3)uG }, and
c
−[I](`,3+a)
lq ≡ [Im]Re {C−(``3a)lq }, cS[I](`,3a)lequ ≡ [Im]Re {C1(``3a)lequ }, (111)
c[I](`,3+a)eq ≡ [Im]Re {C(``3a)eq }, cS[I](`,a3)lequ ≡ [Im]Re {C1(``a3)lequ }, (112)
c
[I](`,3+a)
lu ≡ [Im]Re {C(``3a)lu }, cT [I](`,3a)lequ ≡ [Im]Re {C3(``3a)lequ }, (113)
c[I](`,3+a)eu ≡ [Im]Re {C(``3a)eu }, cT [I](`,a3)lequ ≡ [Im]Re {C3(``a3)lequ }. (114)
Compared to the anomalous coupling parametrization, the EFT approach has two features that are
worth emphasizing. First, it includes four-fermion operators, which have been unduly neglected in most
experimental analyses (apart from Ref. [1158]). Second, the EFT approach captures the correlations be-
tween interaction terms that derive from electroweak gauge invariance. For instance, the t¯σµνTAq h GAµν
and t¯σµνTAq GAµν interactions arise from the same OuG operator and their coefficients are thus related.
In Fig. 57, we show examples of four-point interactions contributing to single top-quark FCNC produc-
tion. Correlations also arise from the fact that left-handed down- and up-type quarks belong to a single
gauge-eigenstate doublet. Operator coefficients measurable in B-meson physics are thus related to those
relevant to top-quark physics (see Secs. 8.1.5 and 8.2.2).
8.1.2 Theory predictions
Because the LHC is a hadron collider, theory predictions at LO are often not sufficient when an accurate
interpretation of observables in terms of theory parameters is needed. Typical NLO QCD corrections in
top-decay processes [1159–1164] amount to approximately 10%, while in production processes they can
reach between about 30% and 80% [1165–1169]. Theory predictions for top-quark FCNC processes are
in general available at NLO accuracy in QCD. Complete results at NLO in QCD for top-quark FCNC
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Fig. 57: Effective operators give rise to four-point contact interactions that are overlooked in the approach
with anomalous couplings, although they contribute to FCNC processes at the same order in 1/Λ2 as the
three-point ones. Representative diagrams are shown for ug → th production (or radiative t → hug
decay), and e+e− → t u¯ (or t→ u e+e− decay). Figure taken from Ref. [1157].
decays through two-quark and two-quark–two-lepton operators can be found in Ref. [1164]. Single top-
quark production associated with a neutral gauge boson, γ, Z, or the scalar boson h have also been
studied. Two-quark operators have been implemented in the FeynRules/MadGraph5_aMC@NLO simula-
tion chain [372, 1170, 1171], allowing for automated NLO QCD predictions matched to parton shower.
Details on this implementation have been presented in Ref. [1172]. Two-quark-two-lepton operators
are now also available in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (see Ref. [1173]). Finally, the direct top-quark produc-
tion with decay process, pp → bW+, involves additional technical difficulties due to the intermediate
top-quark resonance. It is now being studied, and the corresponding NLO generator matched to parton
shower will be available in the future [1174].
8.1.3 Existing limits
Table 32 lists the existing limits on FCNC processes. We follow Ref. [1157] and interpret them in a
global EFT analysis. Several additional remarks are in order:
• For t → q`` we use the predictions at NLO in QCD provided in Ref. [1157] for the m`` ∈
[78, 102] GeV range although the most stringent constraints by ATLAS are set using |m``−mZ | <
15 GeV. The CMS bounds obtained by combining production and decay process cannot be rein-
terpreted to include four-fermion operators.
• For single top-quark production through the tqg interaction, we use the best constraints: in the
up-quark channel by CMS and in the charm-quark channel by ATLAS. We naively combine them
using the numerical value at NLO in QCD for the t→ jj branching fraction provided in Sec. V.B
of Ref. [1157].
• For single top-quark production in association with a photon, we note the very interesting fiducial
limit provided by Ref. [1175] which allows for an accurate reinterpretation. However, we use the
simplified approach of Ref. [1157] based on the limit quoted on the total cross section and use the
numerical values computed at NLO in QCD for pp → tγ + t¯γ with a 30 GeV cut on the photon
pT although a 50 GeV cut was applied in Ref. [1175].
• For t→ hj decay we use the most stringent limits set by ATLAS in the multilepton channel. The
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Table 32: Summary of the existing 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC branching fractions obtained at
the LHC. A summary plot is available at https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/
LHCTopWGSummaryPlots#table21. Ref. [1175] has set limits in a fiducial volume at the particle level
for pp→ tγ (not displayed in this table). Numbers in bold are used as inputs to the global EFT analysis.
Mode Br95%CL Ref. exp.
√
s L remarks
t→ qZ
u 1.7× 10−4 [1176] ATLAS 13 TeV 36.1 fb−1 decay, |m`` −mZ | < 15 GeV
c 2.4× 10−4
u 2.4× 10−4 [1177] CMS 13 TeV 35.9 fb−1 production plus decay
c 4.5× 10−4
u 2.2× 10−4 [1178] CMS 8 TeV 19.7 fb−1 production, 76 < m`` < 106 GeV
c 4.9× 10−4
t→ qg
u 0.40× 10−4 [1179] ATLAS 8 TeV 20.3 fb−1 σ(pp→ t)× Br(t→ bW ) < 3.4 pb
c 2.0× 10−4
u 0.20× 10−4 [1180] CMS 7, 8 TeV 5.0, 17.9 fb−1 in pp→ tj
c 4.1× 10−4
t→ qγ
u 1.3× 10−4 [1175] CMS 8 TeV 19.8 fb−1 σ(pp→ tγ)× Br(t→ blν) < 26 fb
c 17× 10−4 σ(pp→ tγ)× Br(t→ blν) < 37 fb
t→ qh
u 19× 10−4 [1181] ATLAS 13 TeV 36.1 fb−1 multilepton channel
c 16× 10−4
u 55× 10−4 [1182] CMS 8 TeV 19.7 fb−1 multilepton, γγ, bb¯
c 40× 10−4
u 47× 10−4 [1183] CMS 13 TeV 35.9 fb−1 bb¯
c 47× 10−4
dependence on all operator coefficients, except Ctφ and CtG, is assumed to be negligible.
• Limits on e+e− → tj+ t¯j obtained at LEP II [1184] still dominate constraints on four-fermion op-
erators involving electrons, while t→ q`` at hadron colliders are the only measurements constrain-
ing four-fermion operators featuring a pair of muons. However, the latter limits are not explicitly
shown below. We use the limit from the highest LEP II centre-of-mass energy,
√
s = 207 GeV,
which is the most sensitive to four-fermion operators, σ(e+e− → tj + t¯j) < 170 fb.
The global analysis based on existing data gives 95% C.L. limits on the EFT Wilsons coefficients
in the notation of Ref. [1156], shown in Fig. 58 (left panel). As explained in Ref. [1157], no statisti-
cal combination is attempted, i.e., limits from different measurements are only overlaid. Fig. 59 (left
panel) show two-dimensional constraints in the c−ϕq,ϕu,ceq,eu plane. This illustrates the complementar-
ity between the LHC and the LEP II measurements; the former gives better constraints on two-fermion
operators, the latter on four-fermion operators.
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HL-LHC (3/ab at 14 TeV)
Fig. 58: Current (left) and projected HL-LHC (right) 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC operator
coefficients in the conventions of Ref. [1156]. Red and blue bars denote top-up and top-charm FCNCs,
respectively. White marks indicate individual limits, obtained under the unrealistic assumption that all
the other operator coefficients vanish.
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Fig. 59: Current (left) and prospective HL-LHC (right) 95% C.L. limits on top-quark FCNC operator
coefficients in a two-dimensional plane formed by two- (x axis) and four-fermion (y axis) operator coef-
ficients. Other parameters are marginalized over, within the constraints obtained when all measurements
are included. Red and blue regions are the combined constraints for top-up and top-charm FCNCs. The
impact of t → j`+`− and e+e− → tj, t¯j measurements is displayed separately in dark and light gray
colors for top-up and top-charm FCNCs, respectively.
8.1.4 Future limits
We use the prospects presented in Sec. 8.1.6 to estimate the future reach of global constraints for the
HL-LHC scenario. As previously, we assume that the limits quoted on the Br(t → qZ) branching
fraction are derived using the dilepton decays of the Z boson, in a m`` ∈ [78, 102] GeV window for
the dilepton invariant mass. This determines the sensitivity to four-fermion operators. The limits on the
tqγ interaction were derived by a combination of production and decay processes [1185]. Since the only
prospect provided is on the B(t → qγ) branching fraction, we approximate it as though it is from the
measurement of the decay process only. This assumption affects primarily the dependence of bounds on
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tqg interactions.
The results of a global fit based on the HL-LHC prospects are displayed in Fig. 58 (right panel).
Comparing with the left panel, constraints on two-fermion operators are typically improved by a factor
of a few, while those on four-fermion operators are only marginally improved, mostly indirectly through
the improvement of the limits on other operator coefficients. The two dimensional plane of Fig. 59 (right
panel) shows that LEP II constraints on e+e− → tj, t¯j production will start having little impact, even on
the four-fermion operators, after the HL-LHC phase.
8.1.5 Complementarity withB-meson and kaon rare processes
The NP effective operators which include the top quark also contribute to the low-scale effective Hamil-
tonian for meson decays, and hence, precision measurements of the B-meson and kaon rare processes
provide complementary constraints to the NP top-quark operators [1186–1188].
In the framework of SMEFT, the SU(2)L gauge symmetry between tL and bL provides a direct
constraint to the NP top-quark operators arising from the tree-level matching onto the B physics Hamil-
tonian [904, 1187]. For instance, in the flavour basis, the following operators
O
1(ij32)
`q = (
¯`
iγµPL`j)(q¯3γ
µPLq2) = (¯`iγµPL`j)(t¯γ
µPLc) + (¯`iγµPL`j)(b¯γ
µPLs) , (115)
O
1(ij32)
`equ = (
¯`
iPRej)ε(q¯3PRc) = −(¯`i+PRej)(t¯PRc) + (ν¯iPRej)(b¯PRc) , (116)
are constrained from Bs → `+`−, B → K(∗)νν, b → s`+`−, and b → c`−ν¯ observables. Each of the
constraints significantly depends on the lepton-flavour dependence (e.g., see Ref. [952]).
Also, the NP operators which include single top quark, e.g.,
O1(32)ϕq = (ϕ
†←→iDµϕ)(t¯γµPLc) + (ϕ†
←→
iDµϕ)(b¯γ
µPLs) , (117)
and two top quarks, e.g.,
O
1(33kl)
qd = (t¯γµPLt)(d¯
kγµPRd
l) + (b¯γµPLb)(d¯
kγµPRd
l) with k 6= l , (118)
can contribute to the low-scale effective Hamiltonian through the one-loop matching conditions at the
electroweak symmetry breaking scale by integrating out the top quark, W , Z and the SM Higgs bo-
son. These one-loop contributions are enhanced by the top-quark mass. Although such a two top-quark
operator does not contribute to the single top-quark production mentioned in this section, once a UV
completion is considered, single and two top-quarks operators could be related. The one-loop matching
conditions onto ∆F = 1 processes are given in Ref. [904], while the conditions onto ∆F = 2 ones
are given in Ref. [1189]. Besides, one-loop matching conditions to ∆F = 0, e.g., h → τ+τ− and the
leptonic dipole moments, are investigated in Ref. [1065].
8.1.6 Experimental perspectives
8.1.6.1 Signal modeling
The generation of signal events at ATLAS is done at NLO with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372, 1190] and
the effective field theory framework developed in the TopFCNC model is used [1157, 1172]. In the case
of gqt coupling, the MEtop generator is used instead [1191]. At CMS signal events are simulated at
LO with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO with the effective lagrangian implemented by means of the FEYNRULES
package, except in the simulation of signal events for gqt and γqt couplings where CompHEP [1192] and
PROTOS 2.0 [1193] are used, respectively. In both experiments Pythia 8 is used to simulate the parton
showering and hadronization. The generation of signal events is done under the assumption of only one
non-vanishing FCNC coupling at a time.
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Table 33: Summary of the projected reach for the 95% C.L. limits on the branching ratio for anomalous
flavor changing top couplings.
B limit at 95%C.L. 3 ab−1, 14 TeV 15ab−1, 27 TeV Ref.
t→ gu 3.8× 10−6 5.6× 10−7 [1194]
t→ gc 32.1× 10−6 19.1× 10−7 [1194]
t→ Zq 2.4− 5.8× 10−5 [1195]
t→ γu 8.6× 10−6 [1196]
t→ γc 7.4× 10−5 [1196]
t→ Hq 10−4 [1195]
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Fig. 60: The expected exclusion limits at 95% C.L. on the branching fractions for the t→ ug (left panel)
and t→ cg (right panel) FCNC processes as a function of integrated luminosity.
8.1.6.2 Top-gluon
The gqt FCNC process was studied by ATLAS [1179] and CMS [1180] in single top quark events.
The event signature includes the requirement of one isolated lepton and the presence of a significant
amount of transverse missing energy (EmissT ). The analysis at CMS requires exactly one b and one non-b
jet to be present in the final state with the dominant background arising from the tt¯+jets production,
while the analysis at ATLAS vetoes any additional jets resulting in the dominant source of background
associated with the W+jets production. A neural network-based technique is used to separate signal
from background events. The observed (expected) 95% C.L. upper limits in the CMS analysis are B(t→
gu) < 2.0 (2.8)× 10−5 and B(t→ gc) < 4.1 (2.8)× 10−4, while the resultant limits in case of ATLAS
are B(t→ gu) < 4.0 (3.5)× 10−5 and B(t→ gc) < 2.0 (1.8)× 10−4. The projected limits for 3 ab−1
are B(t→ gu) < 3.8× 10−6 and B(t→ gc) < 32.1× 10−6 [1194].
The dependence of the B(t→ ug) and B(t→ cg) exclusion upper limits on integrated luminosity
is shown in Fig. 60 with 1 and 2 σ bands corresponding to 68 % and 95 % C.L intervals of distributions
of the limits . In addition the two-dimensional contour that reflects the possible simultaneous presence
of both FCNC processes. is shown in Fig. 61.
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Fig. 61: Two-dimensional expected limits on the t→ ug vs and t→ cg branching fractions at 68% and
95% C.L. for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1
8.1.6.3 Top-Z
ATLAS studied the sensitivity to the tqZ interaction, by performing an analysis [1197] based on simu-
lated samples and following both the strategy of its 13 TeV data analysis on the same subject [1176] and
of the general recommendations for this HL-LHC study. The study is performed in the three charged
lepton final state of tt¯ events, in which one of the top quarks decays to qZ, (q = u, c) and the other
one decays to bW (tt¯ → bWqZ → b`νq``). The kinematics of the events are reconstructed through
a χ2 minimisation and dedicated control regions are used to normalize the main backgrounds and con-
strain systematic uncertainties. The main uncertainties, in both the background and signal estimations,
are expected to come from theoretical normalization uncertainties and uncertainties in the modeling of
background processes in the simulation. Different scenarios for the systematic uncertainties are consid-
ered, ranging from the full estimations obtained with the 13 TeV data analysis, to the ones expected with
improvements in theoretical predictions, which should be half of the former ones. A binned likelihood
function L(µ, θ) is used to do the statistical analysis and extract the signal normalisation. An improve-
ment by a factor of five is expected in relation to the current 13 TeV data analysis results. Obtained
branching ratio limits are at the level of 4 to 5 ×10−5 depending on the considered scenarios for the
systematic uncertainties.
8.1.6.4 Top-gamma
The tγq anomalous interactions have been probed by CMS at 8 TeV in events with single top quarks
produced in association with a photon [1175] and the resulting exclusion limits are B(t → γu) <
1.3 (1.9)× 10−4 and B(t→ γc) < 2.0 (1.7)× 10−3.
In this section, the sensitivity of the upgraded CMS detector to tqγ FCNC transitions is estimated
for integrated luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb−1 using single top quark production via q → qγ, with q
being a u or a charm quark [1196]. This analysis focuses on subsequent SM decays of the top quark in a
W boson and bottom quark, with the W boson decays leptonically to a muon or electron and a neutrino.
The final state signature is the presence of a single muon or electron, large missing transverse momentum,
a b jet, and an isolated high energy photon, with a broad η spectrum. The photon properties themselves
provide good separation with respect to the dominant background processes fromW+jets, and single top
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or top quark pair production in association with photons. For the discrimination of signal and background
events, and to set the limits on the FCNC couplings, the events are split into two categories depending on
the pseudo-rapidity of the photon (central region with |ηγ | < 1.4 and forward region with 1.6 < |ηγ | <
2.8). In the central (forward) region the photon pT (energy) is used as a discriminating distribution:
the low pT (energy) is background dominated, while the high pT (energy) region is populated by signal
events. The distributions are shown in Fig. 62.
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Fig. 62: Transverse momentum of photon candidates for the central η region (left) and energy of photon
candidates in the forward region (right).
The limits on the cross section for the single top quark production via tqγ are obtained considering
systematic uncertainties from variations of the renormalization and factorization scale, b-tagging and jet
energy scale corrections and their effects as propagated to missing transverse energy, lepton efficiency
and luminosity.
These studies yield the following upper limite on the branching ratios at 95%C.L.: B(t→ γu) <
8.6× 10−6, B(t→ γc) < 7.4× 10−5.
8.1.6.5 Top-Higgs
The tHq interactions are studied by ATLAS in top quark pair events with t→ qH,H → γγ [1198] and
H →WW [1181] at 13 TeV. The former analysis explores the final state with two isolated photons. For
leptonic top quark decays the selection criteria includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, exactly
one b jet, and at least one non-b jet. In case of hadronic top quark decays the analysis selects events with
no isolated leptons, at least one b jet, and at least three additional non-b jets. The dominant background
processes are associated with the production of non-resonant γγ+jets, tt¯+jets and W+γγ events. The
resultant limits are B(t → Hu) < 2.4 (1.7) × 10−3 and B(t → Hc) < 2.2 (1.6) × 10−3. The
search for FCNC in H → WW includes the analysis of multilepton final states with either two same-
sign or three leptons. The dominant backgrounds arising from the ttW , ttZ and non-prompt lepton
production are suppressed with a BDT. The obtained limits are B(t → Hu) < 1.9 (1.5) × 10−3 and
B(t → Hc) < 1.6 (1.5) × 10−3. The tHq anomalous couplings are probed by CMS in H → bb¯
channel in top quark pair events, as well as in single top associated production with a Higgs boson, at 13
TeV [1183]. The event selection includes the requirement of one isolated lepton, at least two b jets, and
at least one additional non-b jet. The dominant tt¯ background is suppressed with a BDT discriminant
to set the exclusion limits of B(t → Hu) < 4.7 (3.4) × 10−3 and B(t → Hc) < 4.7 (4.4) × 10−3.
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Table 34: The current and projected 95% C.L. constraints from direct observables on the real and imagi-
nary parts of the Wilson coefficients that contribute to theWtb vertex, assuming Λ = 1 TeV and c−ϕq = 0.
Coeff. ctW cbW cϕtb
Current Re(. . .) [−0.70, 0.82] [−2.2, 2.2] [−8.9, 10.9]
Im(. . .) [−1.5, 2.2] [−2.1, 2.2] [−9.9, 9.9]
3000 fb−1 Re(. . .) [−0.23, 0.58] [−2.2, 2.0] [−9.3, 10.6]
Im(. . .) [−1.2, 1.3] [−2.2, 2.1] [−9.9, 9.9]
Preliminary projections suggest B(t→ Hq) < O(10−4) [1195, 1199].
8.2 AnomalousWtb vertices and CP -violation effects from T -odd kinematic distributions
Authors (TH): Frederic Deliot, Wouter Dekens.
Beyond the SM, contributions to the Wtb vertex have been widely studied in the literature [1187,
1188, 1200–1214]. Assuming that new physics is much heavier than the electroweak scale, the BSM
corrections to the Wtb vertex can be described using an EFT. The first contributions appear at dimension
six and, in the conventions of [1156], take the following form
Ltb = −t¯
[
g√
2
γµ
(
Vtb
(
1 + v
2
2 c
−
ϕq
)
PL +
v
2
2 CϕtbPR
)
W+µ − vσµνW+µν
(
CbWPR + C
∗
tWPL
)]
b+ h.c. ,
(119)
where Ci = (ci + ic
[I]
i )/Λ
2. In writing (119) we follow Ref. [1200] and enforce C1(33)ϕq + C
3(33)
ϕq = 0 to
avoid tree-level FCNC decays of theZ (one also obtains a strong constraint fromZ → bb decays [1208]),
such that only the real combination c−ϕq = C
1(33)
ϕq − C3(33)ϕq appears.
The Wilson coefficients in Eq. (119) are in terms of the often-used anomalous couplings [1202,
1215] given by
VL = V
∗
tb
(
1 + v
2
2 c
−
ϕq
)
, VR =
v
2
2 C
∗
ϕtb, gL = −
√
2v2C∗bW , gR = −
√
2v2CtW . (120)
Note that within SMEFT gauge invariance links the above vertices to additional interactions. The full
form of the relevant SMEFT operators is given in Sec. 8.1.
The above interactions give tree-level contributions to single-top production and to the observables
in t→ W+b decay, in particular, to the W -boson helicity fractions. Apart from these processes that are
“directly” sensitive to the Wtb vertices, there are “indirect” observables that receive contributions from
the same operators through loop diagrams. Examples are h → b¯b, B → Xsγ, and searches for electric
dipole moments (EDMs). Below we discuss briefly both the direct and indirect limits on the operators in
Eq. (119), as well as the projections for the HL-LHC (see also Working-Group 1 Section on this topic).
8.2.1 Direct probes
The Wtb interactions can be probed directly in single-top production and through the W boson helicity
fractions in top decays. In the case of polarized top quarks it is possible to construct additional T -odd
observables that are sensitive toCP -violating phases in theWtb couplings. Here we discuss briefly these
observables and the resulting (projected) constraints.
Single top production The single-top production cross section has been measured in the t and
s channels at the LHC at
√
s = 7, 8, and 13 TeV [1216–1221]. In principle, these cross sections
receive contributions from all Wtb couplings. The measurements can be compared with the SM predic-
tion [1222] at NNLO in QCD, while BSM contributions have been evaluated at NLO [1223–1226]. In
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Table 35: Indicative constraints on the SMEFT operators contributing to the Wtb vertex from indirect
observables. A single Wilson coefficient is taken to be nonzero at a time, and we set Λ = 1 TeV.
Coeff. h→ b¯b EWPT B → Xsγ EDMs
c−ϕq − − [−2.0, 2.2] −
cϕtb [−0.3, 4.3] − [−4.6, 4.9] · 10−2 −
ctW − [−1.1, 0.7] [−0.22, 0.89] −
cbW − − [−13, 3.5] · 10−3 −
c
[I]
ϕtb [−7.3, 7.3] − [−0.20, 0.20] [−0.019, 0.019]
c
[I]
tW − − [−2.4, 4.5] [−1.0, 1.0] · 10−3
c
[I]
bW − − [−4.3, 2.3] · 10−2 [−5.5, 5.5] · 10−4
SMEFT the single-top cross sections can receive contributions from other operators, in particular, from
several four-quark operators, see, e.g., Refs. [1210,1211]. Thus, in order to perform an exhaustive global
analysis one would have to include these effects as well.
Top quark decays The helicity fractions of the W boson in top decays are mostly sensitive to
ctW , cbW , and cϕtb, and have been measured both at the Tevatron and the LHC [1227–1232]. In addition,
the phase δ− between the amplitudes of longitudinally and transversely polarized W bosons, recoiling
against a left-handed b quark, carries information on the imaginary part of CtW [1230, 1233]. The SM
predictions for the helicity fractions are known to NNLO in QCD [1234], while the BSM contributions
have been computed to NLO [1164, 1201].
As mentioned above, in the case of polarized top-quark decays, it becomes possible to construct
additional observables that are sensitive to both the real and imaginary parts of the Wtb couplings. In
particular, both the asymmetries constructed in Ref. [1235,1236] and the triple-differential measurements
of Ref. [1237] are sensitive to c[I]tW (see also Ref. [1206]). As a result, the limits on c
[I]
tW already improve
noticeably when including current experimental measurements of these angular asymmetries [1214].
After taking into account the current experimental results on single-top production, the helicity
fractions, and angular asymmetries one obtains the current (projected) limits in the left (right) panel of
Table 34 [1214, 1238]. For an analysis focused on single-top production see Ref. [1239]. These limits
were obtained by assuming that c−ϕq = 0.
9 Comparing the two panels one sees that the current and
projected limits on the cbW and cϕtb couplings are very similar, while the projected limits on the real and
imaginary parts of ctW are roughly a factor of 2 stronger than the current constraints.
Top decays can also be used to probe physics beyond that of the top sector. For example, Ref.
[1240] recently suggested that the process t→ bW → bb¯c can be used to measure Vcb at the mW scale,
instead of Vcb(mb) which is probed in B decays.
8.2.2 Indirect probes
The anomalous Wtb interactions contribute to other processes through loop diagrams. Although this can
give rise to stringent constraints, their interpretation requires some care. As indirect observables receive
contributions from additional operators apart from the Wtb couplings, cancellations between different
Wilson coefficients are possible. We will assume this is not the case and derive limits for the case that a
single dimension-six operator is generated at the BSM scale.
9This coupling is harder to constrain as it is degenerate with a shift in Vtb, see Eq. (119). This degeneracy can be broken by
using CKM unitarity tests, or by considering additional interactions, such as the Wts, Wtd, and Ztt vertices, that are linked
to c−ϕq by gauge invariance. A more naive constraint, obtained by setting Vtb = 1, leads to |c−ϕq| . 1 [1225].
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Electric dipole moments. Electric dipole moments are probes of CP violation and, therefore,
receive contributions from the imaginary parts of the Wtb couplings. The most stringent experimental
limits have been obtained on the EDMs of the neutron, mercury, and the ThO molecule, the latter of
which can be interpreted as a limit on the electron EDM for our purposes. To obtain the contributions
to EDMs one first has to evolve the Wtb operators to low energies, µ ∼ 2 GeV. QCD becomes non-
perturbative below this scale, and one has to match to Chiral perturbation theory, which describes the
CP -odd interactions in terms of hadrons, photons, and electrons. These interactions can then be used to
calculate the EDMs of nucleons, atoms, and molecules.
Among the operators in Eq. (119), the c[I]ϕtb and c
[I]
bW couplings are mainly constrained by the neu-
tron EDM, while c[I]tW contributes to the electron EDM. The c
[I]
ϕtb and c
[I]
bW first generate the bottom-quark
chromo EDM, O(33)dG (in the notation of [1200]), through one-loop diagrams [1225, 1241, 1242], which
subsequently induces the Weinberg operator, OG˜, after integrating out the bottom quark [1243–1246].
The hadronic matrix element of the Weinberg operator contributing to the neutron EDM is poorly
known. Combining naive-dimensional-analysis and sum-rule estimates [1244, 1247, 1248], one has
|dn| = 6|e (50 MeV)CG˜(1 GeV)|, with an O(100%) uncertainty.
The contributions to the electron EDM also arise from a two-step process: c[I]tW first induces
CP -odd operators of the form XµνX˜
µνϕ†ϕ, with Xµν a SU(2)L or U(1)Y field strength, as well as
semileptonic interactions of the form, (e¯Lσµν eR) (t¯Lσ
µνtR), through the renormalization group equa-
tions [1224, 1249, 1250]. These additional operators then induce the electron EDM at one loop. Using
the above contributions and the current experimental limits [1251–1253], we obtain the constraints in
Table 35. The limits from the neutron EDM are expected to improve by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude in
the next generation of experiments [1254], while proposals exist to improve the electron EDM limits by
several orders of magnitude [1255–1257].
Rare B decays. Unlike EDMs, measurements of B → Xsγ are sensitive to both the real and
imaginary parts of the couplings. Although all four of the Wtb vertices give rise to flavour-changing
b → s transitions through one-loop diagrams [904, 1188, 1200], the largest effects are due to Cϕtb and
CbW . Both of these couplings induce contributions proportional to mt instead of mb that appears in
SM (as well as for c−ϕq and CtW ), leading to a relative enhancement of mt/mb. Here we consider the
constraints from measurements of the B → Xsγ branching ratio and the CP asymmetry [197], for
which we use the theoretical expressions of [1258] and [1259], respectively. This leads to the constraints
in Table 35, which are expected to improve by a factor of a few in the future. In particular, the uncertainty
on the branching ratio is expected to decrease by a factor of 2 to 3 at Belle II, while the improvement is
projected to be a factor of 5 for the CP asymmetry [196].
Electroweak precision tests. The Wtb operators also modify the self energies of the SM gauge
bosons through one-loop diagrams, which are often parametrized by the S, T , and U parameters [1260–
1262]. Taking into account the RGE contributions, only ctW induces the S parameter by mixing with the
OϕWB operator (cbW contributions are proportional to mb), which leads to the limits in Table 35. Here
we assumed only a single dimension-six operator is present at µ = Λ, but one can include the couplings
of the operators that induce S and T at tree level, OϕWB and OHD, and marginalize over them. This
can be done because electroweak precision observables carry more information than is captured by the
S, T , and U parameters alone. This approach is discussed Ref. [1208, 1263] and leads to weaker limits,
ctW ∈ [−1.6, 0.8], cbW ∈ [−2, 24], c−ϕq ∈ [−0.7, 4.7] for Λ = 1 TeV.
Higgs decays. Finally, the Wtb interactions contribute to the process h → b¯b by inducing cor-
rections to the SM bottom-quark Yukawa coupling [1225]. In particular, the Cϕtb coupling generates a
contribution to the Yukawa coupling that scales as yb ∼ ytv2Cϕtb/(4pi)2. Thus, although this contri-
bution only appears at one loop, the suppression is offset by the appearance of the top-quark Yukawa
instead of that of the bottom quark. Using the combined ATLAS and CMS analysis [1264] of the Higgs
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decays to γγ, WW , ZZ, ττ , µµ, and b¯b signal strengths we obtain the limits in Table 35.
8.3 Determinations of Vtx
Authors (TH): Mariel Estevez, Darius Faroughy, Jernej Kamenik.
The LHC as a top-quark factory has the ability to directly probe the Vtx matrix elements. In
particular, measuring the fractions of b-tagged jets in leptonic top decays t → Wj allows one to set a
limit on the ratio
R = Br(t→ bW )∑
x=d,s,b Br(t→Wx)
> 0.995 (121)
at 95% CL [1265]. This result, when combined with measurements of t-channel single-top production
[1217], provides a direct determination of |Vtb| = 1.07 ± 0.09 in the limit |Vtb|  |Vts|, |Vtd|. Given
that these measurements are already dominated by systematic effects, in particular the knowledge of the
b-tagging efficiencies and theoretical uncertainties in single-top production, significant improvement in
precision of Vtb measurement at the HL-LHC or HE-LHC would arguably require novel strategies.
8.3.1 Measuring |Vtd| at HL-LHC and HE-LHC
A possible experimental strategy to probe the |Vtd| matrix element directly at the HL(HE)-LHC is using
single top production associated with a W boson, pp→ tW . The idea is to exploit the production cross-
section enhancement, as well as boosts of the top quarks coming from initial state valence d-partons. The
d-quark is a valence constituent of the proton and there is an imbalance with the d¯-quark that motivates
to explore charge asymmetries as possible Vtd-sensitive observables. The main backgrounds, contrary
to t-channel single top production, are charge symmetric or have very small charge asymmetries. The
dg → tW associated production process is interesting because of its sizeable charge asymmetry in
proton collisions and also because its kinematics predicts a characteristic angular distribution. We expect
a relatively large incoming momentum on average from the valence d-quark. Consequently, a forward
W− is preferred in the lab frame, which is supposed to produce a forward `− in signal events. The
main two backgrounds to the `+`−bEmissT final state are the dileptonic tt¯ production (missing one of the
b-jets from top decays) and gb → tW associated production, proportional to |Vtb|2. Both backgrounds
have very small charge asymmetries. In order to increase the sensitivity and enhance the signal cuts
can be imposed that reduce the cross-sections of the backgrounds, see Ref. [1266] for details. The most
important difference between signal and background comes from the η(`−) distribution, where the signal
clearly prefers forward negatively charged leptons. The asymmetry
A(η, pT ) =
N+ −N−
N+ +N−
, (122)
where N± = N (∆|η(`)| ≷ 0 & ∆pT (`) ≷ 0) , is a |Vtd| sensitive observable. Each process contributes
with N+i −N−i = σi · Ai · i · Ai(η, pT ), where the factors on the right hand side are the cross-section,
acceptance, selection efficiency and asymmetry, respectively. To quantify the versatility of the proposed
charge asymmetry we study the prospective experimental reach in r ≡ |Vtd/V SMtd | by computing the
difference of A(η, pT ) to its SM expectation in units of the uncertainty. Based on existing experimen-
tal studies of charge asymmetries in top production [1267] we include an estimate for the systematic
uncertainty of ∆sys = 0.2%, and define the significance as
significance =
∣∣∣A(η, pT )−A(η, pT )SM∣∣∣/√(N+ +N−)−1 + ∆2syst. (123)
Fig. 63 shows the contours of expected experimental significance forA(η, pT ) (and r) as functions
of luminosity, for 13 TeV and 27 TeV LHC. As a rough guidance we also show with dashed lines the
significance for the case that the dominant tt¯ background were further reduced by a factor of 2, e.g., by
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Fig. 63: Contour lines for the projected 2σ, 3σ and 5σ upper bounds on |Vtd| (and r ≡ |Vtd/V SMtd |) as
functions of the LHC luminosity at 13 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right). Dashed lines follow if the dominant
tt¯ background is reduced by half, see text for details.
using multivariate discrimination techniques as already done in existing single top analyses [1268–1270].
Values of r < 10 could be directly accessible at the LHC@13TeV, improving the existing best direct
constraint [1265] by roughly a factor of three. The current direct bound on |Vtd| can be surpassed with
the Run 2 dataset, while with 3000 fb−1 it could be possible to probe |Vtd| ∼ |V SMts | ' 0.04.
The dominant tt¯ background is mostly generated via gluon fusion, which is charge symmetric.
There are subleading contributions from processes like uu¯ → tt¯ which are charge asymmetric, but
only enter at higher orders in QCD. This is the main reason the dominant tt¯ background has a strongly
suppressed charge asymmetry. At higher collision energies, the probability of finding energetic enough
gluons in the proton increases faster than that of valence quarks. Consequently, the fraction of tt¯ events
from the quark-antiquark initial state is reduced [1267]. This leads to a shrinking charge asymmetry
with growing collision energy. Unfortunately, the same happens to the signal, this time because at higher
energies the asymmetry between d and d¯ partons inside the proton is reduced. The net effect is a severely
diminished significance at 27 TeV compared to 13 TeV for comparable luminosities.
8.3.2 Measuring Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the top quark at HL-LHC and HE-LHC
With the large tt¯ statistics at the LHC, one might attempt a direct measurement of Cabibbo-suppressed
decays of the top quark, t → (s, d)W±, in leptonic tt¯ events. Since there is no practical way to distin-
guish between strange and down quark jets at the detector level (without dedictated PID systems), one
measures
ρ ≡
√(B(t→ sW ) + B(t→ dW ))/B(t→ bW ) . (124)
This gives a direct information on (|Vts|2 + |Vtd|2)1/2, but not on Vts and Vtd separately. In the SM,
ρ ≈ |Vts| ≈ 0.04.
To perform the measurement it is necessary to discriminate between heavy-flavoured jets, e.g.,
b-jets from the t → bW background, gluons from ISR/FSR contamination, and the signal – the light-
quark jets (q-jets) from the Cabibbo-suppressed top decays. This can be achieved through a q-tagger
based on existing techniques used for b-tagging and quark/gluon jet discrimination [1271]. There are
several known useful observables which can be used in a q-tagger. In the following we use: (i) the
multiplicity NSV of secondary vertices (SV) in the jet within a fiducial volume of the tracker, (ii)
the fraction of longitudinal momentum of the jet carried by the hardest prompt charged track zmax ≡
max
[
~px · ~pjet/|~pjet|2
]
x∈jet, and (iii) the 2-point energy correlation function U
β
1 =
∑
i,j∈jet z
i
T z
j
T (Rij)
β ,
ziT ≡ piT /pjetT , where R2ij = (ηi−ηj)2 + (φi−φj)2 and β is a free real parameter for which quark/gluon
discrimination is optimized at β = 0.2 [1272, 1273], see Ref. [1274] for more details.
For the projections we use the reference working point shown in Table 36. We bin preselected
events into one of the six tagged dijet categories {, b, q, qb, qq, bb} where q, b and  represent q -jets,
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Table 36: Tagging and mis-tagging efficiencies for the q-tagging working point used in the Vtq analysis.
(t) type Cuts tq 
t
b 
t
c 
t
g
q-tagger NSV = 0 & zmax > 0.3 0.18 0.0031 0.038 0.049
b-tagger NSV > 3 0.0091 0.64 0.09 0.016
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Fig. 64: Illustration of statistical limits on the ratio ρ ' (|Vts|2 + |Vtd|2)1/2/|Vtb| from an analysis of
Cabbibo-suppressed top decays in leptonic tt¯ events at 13TeV LHC. See text for details.
b -jets and non-tagged jets (a jet failing both taggers), respectively. Fig. 64 shows the resulting upper
limits on ρ taking into account only statistical uncertainties in the qb category for the signal significance
S/
√
B at 2σ (solid boundary) and 5σ (dashed boundary) as a function of the LHC luminosity, compared
to the current best limit by CMS shown by the gray dashed curve. The results suggest that the HL-LHC
could find evidence of Cabbibo-suppressed top decays and determine Vts CKM element directly, though
the precise precision depends crucially on how well systematic uncertainties can be controlled. The
uncertainties in q- and b-tagging efficiencies could be controlled using Zj production. Then a fit of the
categorized dijet data {, b, q, qb, qq, bb} in inclusive dilepton events to a probabilistic model taking
into account the tagging efficiencies could be performed, similar to that performed in [1265,1275] for the
extraction of Vtb. Especially relevant for the HE-LHC would be to measure t → (s, d)W from boosted
semi-leptonic tt¯ events. Events with one top-tagged fat jet, one narrow jet and one lepton (both daughter
candidates of the leptonic top) can be categorized by the flavour content of the narrow jet. A preliminary
analysis [1274] suggests comparable sensitivity to the leptonic tt¯ dataset already at the 13TeV LHC.
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9 The Higgs boson and flavour physics
Authors (TH): F. Bishara, R. Harnik, A. Martin, M. Schlafer, Y. Soreq, E. Stamou, F. Yu.
In the SM the Higgs couplings to the fermions are the origin of the flavour structure. In the SM the
Yukawa couplings, yf , are CP conserving and proportional to the fermion masses, mf , with a common
proportionality factor,
ySMf =
√
2mf/v , (125)
while the tree-level flavour changing couplings are zero. Currently, only the third generation Yukawa
couplings have been measured and found to be in agreement with the SM predictions, see Refs. [1276–
1282]. For the Higgs couplings to the first two generations, only upper bounds exist at present [1283–
1287].
To parametrize the deviations from the SM, it is useful to introduce a generalized κ framework
(the summation is over fermion type f = u, d, ` and generations i, j = 1, 2, 3)
Leff = −κfi
mfi
v
hf¯ifi + iκ˜fi
mfi
v
hf¯iγ5fi −
[(
κfifj + iκ˜fifj
)
hf¯ iLf
j
R + h.c.
]
i 6=j
. (126)
Experimentally, we want to test a number of SM predictions: (i) proportionality, yf ∝ mf ; (ii) the factor
of proportionality, κfi = 1; (iii) diagonality (no off-diagonal flavour violation), κfifj = 0; (iv) reality (no
CP violation), κ˜fi = κ˜fifj = 0 [1288]. Different Higgs Yukawa couplings are probed both directly and
indirectly. Direct methods are: for top Yukawa the tt¯h production [1276–1278]); for bottom and charm,
pp → V h, h → bb¯, cc¯ [1281–1283]; for leptons pp → h → `+`− [1279, 1280, 1284]; for light quarks
the exclusive h → V γ decays [1289–1292]. The kinematical distributions [1293, 1294] and global fits
to all the Higgs data also provide bounds on different Yukawa couplings.
The Higgs production and decay signal strengths from the CMS collaboration [1295], and from
ATLAS for h → cc¯ [1283] from a global fit, which includes the direct observation of tt¯h production,
gives for the signal strengths µtth = 1.18
+0.30
−0.27, µbb = 1.12
+0.29
−0.29, µcc < 105, µττ = 1.20
+0.26
−0.24, µµµ =
0.68+1.25−1.24. In terms of modifications of the flavour-diagonal CP -conserving Yukawas, the best fit values
are, see also [1264, 1295],
κt = 1.11
+0.12
−0.10, κb = −1.10+0.33−0.23, κτ = 1.01+0.16−0.20, κµ = 0.79+0.58−0.79. (127)
The u, d, s, and charm Yukawa couplings can be constrained from a global fit to the Higgs data and the
precision electroweak measurements at LEP. Floating all the couplings in the fit gives [1285, 1287],
κu < 3.4 · 103, κd < 1.7 · 103, κs < 42, κc . 6.2. (128)
The upper bound on B(h → e+e−) gives for the electron Yukawa |κe| < 611 [1286, 1296]. The
upper bounds on κc,s,d,u roughly correspond to the size of the SM bottom Yukawa coupling and are thus
much bigger than the corresponding SM Yukawa couplings. The upper bounds can be saturated only if
one allows for large cancellations between the contribution to fermion masses from the Higgs vev and
an equally large contribution from NP, but with an opposite sign. In models of NP motivated by the
hierarchy problem, the effects of NP are generically well below these bounds.
In the rest of this section we first briefly discuss the expected deviations in a set of NP models,
and give the prospects for HL-/HE-LHC (see also [1289, 1297–1301]). An expanded version of the
discussion is available in write-up of WG2, Sec. 7.
9.1 New Physics benchmarks for modified Higgs couplings
The expected sizes of effective Yukawa couplings, κf , κ˜f and κff ′ , κ˜ff
′, in popular models of weak
scale NP models, some of them motivated by the hierarchy problem are shown in Tables 37 and 38,
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Model κt κc(u)/κt κ˜t/κt κ˜c(u)/κt
SM 1 1 0 0
MFV 1 + Re(auv
2
+2bum
2
t )
Λ
2 1− 2 Re(bu)m
2
t
Λ
2
Im(auv
2
+2bum
2
t )
Λ
2
Im(auv
2
)
Λ
2
NFC Vhu v/vu 1 0 0
F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
mc
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
m
2
c(u)
m
2
t
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
MSSM cosα/ sinβ 1 0 0
FN 1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
O
(
v
2
Λ
2
)
GL2 cosα/ sinβ ' 3(7) 0 0
RS 1−O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
1 +O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
O
(
v
2
m
2
KK
Y¯ 2
)
pNGB 1 +O
(
v
2
f
2
)
+O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
1 +O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
O
(
y2∗λ
2 v
2
M
2
∗
)
Table 37: Predictions for the flavour-diagonal up-type Yukawa couplings in a sample of NP models (see
text for details).
Model κct(tc)/κt κut(tu)/κt κuc(cu)/κt
MFV
Re
(
cum
2
bV
(∗)
cb
)
Λ
2
√
2mt(c)
v
Re
(
cum
2
bV
(∗)
ub
)
Λ
2
√
2mt(u)
v
Re
(
cum
2
bVub(cb)V
∗
cb(ub)
)
Λ
2
√
2mc(u)
v
F2HDM O
(
mc
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
mu
mt
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
O
(
mcmu
m
2
t
cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ
)
FN O
(
vmt(c)
Λ
2 |Vcb|±1
)
O
(
vmt(u)
Λ
2 |Vub|±1
)
O
(
vmc(u)
Λ
2 |Vus|±1
)
GL2 (2) (2) 3
RS ∼ λ(−)2mt(c)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)3mt(u)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
∼ λ(−)1mc(u)v Y¯ 2 v
2
m
2
KK
pNGB O(y2∗mtv
λL(R),2λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗mtv
λL(R),1λL(R),3m
2
W
M
2
∗
) O(y2∗mcv
λL(R),1λL(R),2m
2
W
M
2
∗
)
Table 38: Same as Table 37 but for flavour-violating up-type Yukawa couplings. In the SM, NFC and
the tree-level MSSM the Higgs Yukawa couplings are flavour diagonal. The CP-violating κ˜ff ′ are ob-
tained by replacing the real part, Re, with the imaginary part, Im. All the other models predict a zero
contribution to these flavour changing couplings.
adapted from [1302–1306]. The predictions are shown for the Standard Model, multi-Higgs-doublet
models (MHDM) with natural flavour conservation (NFC) [1307,1308], a “flavourful” two-Higgs-doublet
model beyond NFC (F2HDM) [1309–1312] the MSSM at tree level, a single Higgs doublet with a
Froggat-Nielsen mechanism (FN) [1313], the Giudice-Lebedev model of quark masses modified to
2HDM (GL2) [1314], NP models with minimal flavour violation (MFV) [1315], Randall-Sundrum mod-
els (RS) [1316], and models with a composite Higgs where Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson
(pNGB) [1317–1320]. Tables 37 and 38 only show predictions for up-quark sector, while the results for
down-quark and lepton sectors can be found in (see also Sec. 7 of WG2 write-up).
In Tables 37 and 38, v = 246 GeV is the electroweak vev, while Λ is the typical NP scale.
For instance, if SM is corrected by dimension six operators with Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV),
then the up-quark couplings receive a contribution Y ′uQ¯LH
cuR/Λ
2, so that the Yukawa coupling is
yu = Yu + 3Y
′
uv
2/(2Λ2), with Y ′u = auYu + buYuY
†
uYu + cuYd Y
†
d Yu + · · · , where Yu,d are the SM
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Yukawas. The v2/Λ2 contributions correct both the diagonal Yukawa couplings, and lead to off-diagonal,
flavour violating, couplings.
Not all NP models lead to flavour-violating Yukawa couplings. For instance, in multi-Higgs-
doublet models with natural flavour conservation by assumption only one doublet, Hu, couples to the
up-type quarks, only one Higgs doublet, Hd, couples to the down-type quarks, and only one doublet,
H` couples to leptons (it is possible that any of these coincide, as in the SM where H = Hu = Hd =
H`) [1307, 1308]. This only modifies diagonal Yukawa couplings, while off-diagonal remain to be zero,
as in the SM. Similar result applies to the MSSM tree-level Higgs potential where hu,d mix into the
Higgs mass-eigenstates h and H as hu = cosαh + sinαH , hd = − sinαh + cosαH , where h is the
observed SM-like Higgs, and the vevs are vu = sinβ v, vd = cosβ. Flavourful two-Higgs-doublet
model [1309], on the other hand, introduces mass suppressed off-diagonal and CP violating contribu-
tions, a direct consequence of the fact that one Higgs doublet couples only to top, bottom and tau, and a
second Higgs doublet couples to the remaining fermions (see also [1321–1324]). Off-diagonal and CP
violating Yukawa couplings are typical of any model of flavour with new degrees of freedom that are light
enough, such as if the Higgs mixes with the flavon from the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism [1313],
or if FN mechanism gives the structure of both dimension 4 and dimension 6 operators in SMEFT. An-
other example is the model of quark masses introduced by Giudice and Lebedev [1314], where the quark
masses, apart from the top mass, are small, because they arise from higher dimensional operators.
In Randall-Sundrum warped extra-dimensional models, that address simultaneously the hierarchy
problem and the hierarchy of the SM fermion masses [1316,1325–1328], the corrections to the Yukawa
couplings are suppressed by the masses of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, mKK . If Higgs is a pseudo-
Goldstone boson arising from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry in a strongly coupled
sector, coupling to the composite sector with a typical coupling y∗ [1317–1320] (for a review, see [1329]),
the corrections to the Yukawa couplings are suppressed by the mass of composite resonance with a typical
mass M∗ ∼ Λ.
In conclusion, we see that the NP effects in Higgs couplings to the SM fermions are either sup-
pressed by 1/Λ2, where Λ is the NP scale, or are proportional to the mixing angles with the extra scalars.
This means that in the decoupling limit, Λ → ∞ and/or small mixing angles, all the NP effects van-
ish. In the decoupling limit the Higgs couplings coincide with the SM predictions, κf = 1, while
κ˜f = 0, κff ′ = 0, κ˜ff ′ = 0.
9.2 Probing charm and light quark Yukawa couplings
The inclusive method of probing the charm-quark Yukawa is in many ways complementary to searches
for exclusive decays (see discussion of Sec. 9.2.3) or searches for deviations in Higgs distributions (see
Sec. 9.2.4). For example, in the inclusive approach an underlying assumption is that the Higgs coupling
to WW and ZZ —entering Higgs production— is SM-like, while the interpretation of Higgs distribu-
tions assumes no additional new physics contribution that affects them in a significant way. An important
difference between the inclusive and the exclusive approach is that the latter relies on interference with
the SM H → γγ amplitude while the former does not. Therefore, in principle the exclusive approach
may be sensitive to the sign and CP properties of the coupling to which the inclusive approach is insen-
sitive to. At the same time, measurements of exclusive decays of the Higgs are challenging due to the
small probability of fragmenting into the specific final state and large QCD backgrounds, which is why
the inclusive approach appears to be the most promising one to probe deviations in the magnitude of the
Higgs to charm coupling.
The summary of the projections that are discussed in the following sections, is given in Fig. 66.
Shown are the expected HL-LHC constraints from exclusive decays (blue), from Higgs kinematic distri-
butions (purple) and from inclusive c-tagging measurements (yellow), as well as the constraints from the
combined h→ γγ and h→ ZZ line shapes (dashed lines), from the total width using off-shell methods
(green), and from the global fits to Higgs data (red). For the global fit one assumes B(h→ BSM) < 5%,
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Fig. 65: Summary of the HL-LHC projections for measurements of Higgs Yukawa couplings to quarks
discussed in the main text: from exclusive decays (blue), from Higgs kinematic distributions (purple)
and from inclusive constraints (yellow), from off-shell bounds on total decay width (green), from the
h→ γγ and ZZ line shapes (dashed), and from global fits (red).
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Fig. 66: Summary of the HL-LHC projections for measurements of Higgs Yukawa couplings to leptons
from searches for h→ `+`− decays.
while the constraints from the total width assume that one will be able to constrain Γ < 1.2ΓSM (green
bars), and that the resolution for the γγ/ZZ line shape will be 200MeV at the HL-LHC. Note that the
off-shell constraints are model dependent.
9.2.1 Inclusive charm quark tagging
The most straight-forward way of inclusively probing charm quark Yukawa is to expand the h → bb¯
search with a search for pp → (Z/W → ``/ν)(h → cc¯) [1285]. Another possibility is to search for
pp → hc production [1298]. The search for h → cc¯ from pp → Zh at √s = 13 TeV was recently
performed on a 36.1 fb−1 sample by ATLAS [1283]. The c-tagging algorithms are similar to b-tagging
ones, with the most relevant quantities the displaced vertices due to a finite lifetime of c-hadrons. Prior
to its use in Higgs physics, c-tagging was used early on in Run I of the LHC by ATLAS and CMS in
searches for supersymmetry [1330,1331]. Its usefulness in relations to Higgs physics was first discussed
in Ref. [1332] and subsequently used in Ref. [1285] to recast ATLAS and CMS Run I analyses for
h→ bb¯ to provide the first direct LHC constraint on charm Yukawa.
The efficiency of jet flavour tagging algorithms in associating a jet to a specific quark is correlated
with the confidence to reject other hypotheses, e.g., production from light-quarks. Given the rather
similar lifetimes of b and c hadrons, there is always a non-negligible contamination of the c-jet sample
with b jets [1285]. The ATLAS analysis [1283] used a working point with an efficiency of approximately
41% to tag c-jets and rejection factors of roughly 4 and 20 for b- and light-quark-jets, respectively. An
inclusive h→ cc¯ analysis must thus either assume a SM value for the bottom Yukawa (as in Ref. [1283]),
or break the degeneracy between yb and yc, e.g., by using more than one tagging working point with
different ratios of c-tagging to b-tagging efficiencies [1285, 1297].
The prospects for measuring pp → Zh(→ cc¯) at the HL-LHC were obtained in Ref. [1333], by
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Fig. 67: Projections for measuring charm Yukawa modifications from an inclusive H → cc¯ search at√
s = 14 TeV using two different c-taggers (left and right panel) [1297]. In red the 95% CL region
employing an integrated luminosity of 2× 300 fb−1 and in blue the region employing 2× 3000 fb−1.
rescaling the Run 2 analysis [1283] to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. Possibilities to reduce the
systematic uncertainties were discussed as well. Assuming κb = 1, an upper bound on the signal strength
of µZh(cc¯) < 6.3 at 95% CL can be set. In Ref. [1297] instead, the prospects for measuring h → bb¯ at√
s = 14 TeV [1334] were recast to obtain the projection for an inclusive h → cc¯ measurement. Both
κc and κb are treated as free variables. Fig. 67 shows results for two flavour tagging working points:
a c-tagging efficiency of 30% (c-tag II, left panel) or 50% (c-tag III, right panel), while in both cases
the b(light)-jet rejection is 5(200). The κb direction is profiled away, giving the HL-LHC sensitivity of
κc ' 21(6) at 95% CL with c-tag II (c-tag III) and 2× 3000 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV, indicated by the blue
regions in Fig. 67.
Even though the LHCb experiment operates at lower luminosity compared to ATLAS and CMS, it
has unique capabilities for discrimination between b- and c-jets thanks to its excellent vertex reconstruc-
tion system [1335]. With the secondary vertex tagging (SV-tagging) LHCb achieved an identification
efficiency of 60% on b-jets, of 25% on c-jets and a light jets (light quarks or gluons) mis-identification
probability of less than 0.2%. Further discrimination between light and heavy jets and between b- and
c-jets is achieved by exploiting the secondary vertex kinematic properties, using Boosted Decision Tree
techniques (BDTs). For instance, an additional cut on the BDT that separates b- from c-jets removes
90% of h→ bb¯ while retaining 62% of h→ cc¯ events [1336].
The LHCb acceptance covers ∼ 5% of the associated production of W/Z + h at 13 TeV. Fig. 68
(left) shows the coverage of LHCb for the bb¯ pair produced in the decay of the Higgs boson in association
with a vector boson. When the two b-jets are within the acceptance, the lepton from W/Z tends to be in
acceptance as well (∼ 60% of the time). Due to the forward geometry, Lorentz-boosted Higgs bosons
are likely to be properly reconstructed.
LHCb set upper limits on the V + h(→ bb¯) and V + h(→ cc¯) production [1336] with data from
LHC Run 1. Without any improvements in the analysis or detector, the extrapolation of this to 300fb−1
at 14 TeV leads to a sensitivity of µZh(cc) . 50 . Detector improvements are expected in future upgrades,
in particular in impact parameter resolution which directly affects the c-tagging performance. If the
detector improvement is taken into account, the c-jet tagging efficiency with the SV-tagging is expected
to improve as shown in Fig. 68 (right). Further improvement is expected from the electron reconstruction
due to upgraded versions of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Electrons are used in the identification of
the vector bosons associated with the Higgs. With these improvements, the expected limit can be pushed
down to µZh(cc) . 5 − 10 which corresponds to a limit of 2-3 times the Standard Model prediction on
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Fig. 68: Left: 2D histogram showing the coverage of the LHCb acceptance for the bb¯ pair produced
by the Higgs decay in associated production with a W or a Z boson. Right: LHCb c-jet SV-tagging
efficiency for different scenarios in the HL-LHC conditions.
the charm Yukawa coupling. This extrapolation does not include improvements in analysis techniques:
for instance Deep Learning methods can be applied to exploit correlations in jets substructure properties
to reduce the backgrounds.
9.2.2 Strange quark tagging
The main idea behind the strange tagger described in Ref. [1337] is that strange quarks—more than
other partons—hadronize to prompt kaons which carry a large fraction of the jet momentum. Although
the current focus at LHC is mainly on charm and bottom tagging, recognizing strange jets has been
attempted before at DELPHI [1338] and SLD [1339], albeit in Z decays.
Fig. 69 shows results for a strange tagger based on an analysis of event samples of Higgs and W
events generated with PYTHIA 8.219 [373,1340]. In each of the two hemispheres of the resonance decay,
the charged pions and kaons stemming from the resonance are selected with an assumed efficiency of
95%. Similarly,KS are identified with an efficiency of 85% if they decay viaKS → pi+pi− within 80 cm
of the interaction point, which allows one to reconstruct the decaying neutral kaon. Among the two lists
of kaon candidates—one per hemisphere—one kaon in each list is chosen for further analysis such that
the scalar sum of their momenta is maximized while rejecting charged same-sign pairs. The events are
separated into the categories charged-charged (CC), charged-neutral (CN) and neutral-neutral (NN) with
relative abundances of about CC:CN:NN≈ 9 : 6 : 1.
All selected candidates are required to carry a large momentum p|| along the hemisphere axis.
This cut reduces the background from gluon jets as gluons radiate more than quarks and therefore tend
to spread their energy among more final state particles. In addition, charged kaons need to be produced
promptly, in order to reject heavy flavour jets. The latter requirement is implemented by a cut on the
impact parameter d0 after the truth value has been smeared by the detector resolution.
The efficiencies obtained in the CC and CN channel for a cut of d0 <14 µm are shown in Fig. 69.
While there is clearly still ample room for improvement, this simple tagger already shows a good sup-
pression of the bottom, charm and gluon background by orders of magnitude. Due to missing particle
identification at ATLAS and CMS, the efficiencies for first-generation jets and strange jets are degener-
ate in the CC channel. However, in the CN channel, due to the required KS , a suppression of pions is
achieved that breaks this degeneracy. This is particularly interesting in light of the HL-LHC, where a
large background from first generation jets is expected.
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Fig. 69: Efficiencies as function of the cut on p|| and for d0 <14 µm to reconstruct the different Higgs
decay channels and W decays as ss¯ event by the described tagger. The left plot shows the CC channel,
the right the CN channel.
mode Bh→V γ < RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range
J/ψ γ 1.5 · 10−3 [1289, 1290] 9.3 −295κZ + 16κeffγγ < κc < 295κZ + 16κeffγγ
φγ 4.8 · 10−4 [1292, 1341] 3.2 −140κZ + 10κeffγγ < κ¯s < 140κZ + 10κeffγγ
ρ γ 8.8 · 10−4 [1292] 5.8 −285κZ + 42κeffγγ < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 285κZ + 42κeffγγ
Table 39: The current 95% C.L. upper bounds, assuming SM Higgs production, on different exclusive
h→ V γ decays, and the interpretation in terms of the Higgs Yukawa couplings. Note that κ¯q = yq/ySMb .
9.2.3 Exclusive Higgs decays
Exclusive Higgs decays to a vector meson, V , and a photon, h → V γ, can directly probe bottom,
charm [1300,1301], strange, down and up [1287] quark Yukawas. On the experimental side, both ATLAS
and CMS reported first upper bounds on h→ Υγ, J/ψγ [1289,1290], h→ φγ and h→ ργ [1292,1341],
sensitive to diagonal Yukawa couplings. The h→ V γ decays receive two contributions, from h→ γγ∗
decay followed by a γ∗ → V fragmentation, and from a numerically smaller amplitude that involves
the direct coupling of quarks to the Higgs [1287, 1300, 1301, 1342]. The sensitivity to the quark Yukawa
couplings thus comes mostly from the interference of the two amplitudes.
Normalizing to the h→ ZZ∗ → 4` channel the total Higgs width cancels [1285, 1299],
RV γ,ZZ∗ ≡
µV γ
µZZ∗
BSMh→V γ
BSMh→ZZ∗
' Γh→V γ
Γh→ZZ∗
, (129)
where BSMh→ZZ∗ is the SM branching ratio for h → ZZ∗ → 4`. In the last equality we also assumed
perfect cancellation of the production mechanisms (this is entirely correct, if h → γγ is used as nor-
malization channel, but at present this leads to slightly worse bounds on light quark Yukawas). Using
predictions from Ref. [1299] gives the currently allowed ranges for light quark Yukawa couplings, col-
lected in Table 39 (here κZ and κ
eff
γγ parametrize deviations of h → ZZ, γγ amplitudes relative to their
SM values).
For prospects to probe light quark Yukawa at HL-/HE-LHC we follow Ref. [1297]. Rescaling with
luminosity and the increased production cross sections both the signal and backgrounds, while ignoring
any changes to the analysis that may change the ratios of the two, gives the projected sensitivities listed in
Table 40. The estimates in Table 40 are in agreement with the ATLAS projection for h→ J/ψγ [1343],
which quotes RJ/ψγ,ZZ∗ < 0.34+0.14−0.1 . We see that only large enhancements, with Yukawa coupling of
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mode collider energy RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range (κV = κeffγγ = 1)
J/ψ γ 14 TeV 0.47
√
L3 16− 67L1/43 < κc < 16 + 67L1/43
27 TeV 0.28
√
L3 16− 52L1/43 < κc < 16 + 52L1/43
φγ 14 TeV 0.33
√
L3 11− 46L1/43 < κ¯s < 11 + 46L1/43
27 TeV 0.20
√
L3 11− 35L1/43 < κ¯s < 11 + 35L1/43
ρ γ 14 TeV 0.60
√
L3 44− 93L1/43 < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 44 + 93L1/43
27 TeV 0.36
√
L3 44− 72L1/43 < 2κ¯u + κ¯d < 44 + 72L1/43
Table 40: The projections of bounds on Yukawa couplings for HL-/HE-LHC as functions of integrated
luminosity, L3 ≡ (3/ab)/L . Note that κ¯q = yq/ySMb .
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Fig. 70: Normalized Higgs pT and rapidity distributions for modified charm (left) and u, d and sYukawas
(middle and right). Taken from [1294] and [1293].
light quarks well above the values of bottom Yukawa will be probed. To be phenomenologically viable,
these would require large cancellations in the contributions to the light quark masses (and a mechanism
to avoid indirect bounds from global fits to the Higgs data).
Higgs exclusive decays can in principle also probe off-diagonal couplings by measuring modes
such as h → B∗sγ [1287]. However, the Higgs flavour violating couplings are strongly constrained
by meson mixing [1344, 1345], so that the expected rates are too small to be observed. For a detailed
discussion of h→MZ,MW channels see [1346].
9.2.4 Yukawa constraints from Higgs distributions
9.2.4.1 Higgs pT and rapidity distributions
In general, the Higgs pT distribution probes whether NP particles are running in the gg → h + (g)
loops [1347–1358]. However, the soft part of the pT spectrum is also an indirect probe of light quark
Yukawas [1293, 1294]. If Higgs, unlike in the SM, is produced from the uu¯ or dd¯ fusion, then (i) the
Sudakov peak is shifted to pT ∼ 5 GeV from ∼ 10 GeV in the SM [1293, 1359], and (ii) the rapidity
distributions are more forward, i.e., shifted toward larger η [1293], see Fig. 70. Enhanced s or c Yukawa
couplings also lead to softer Higgs pT spectrum. The dominant effect for charm quark is due to one
loop contributions to gg → hj process that are enhanced by double logarithms [1360], while for strange
quark it is due to ss¯ fusion production of the Higgs [1293]. Fig. 70 shows the corresponding normalized
distributions, for which many theoretical and experimental uncertainties cancel.
The 8 TeV ATLAS results on Higgs pT distributions [1361] were converted to the following 95 %
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Fig. 71: The sensitivity of Higgs pT distributions to the light quark Yukawa couplings at 13 TeV LHC
Run2 and HL-LHC: to charm and bottom [1294] (left) and to up and down [1293] (right, assuming total
5% systematic+statistical uncertainty).
CL bounds in Ref. [1293]
κ¯u = yu/y
SM
b < 0.46 , κ¯d = yd/y
SM
b < 0.54 , (130)
stronger than the corresponding bounds from fits to the inclusive Higgs production cross sections. The
sensitivities expected at HL-LHC are shown in Fig. 71 (right), assuming a 5% total uncertainty in each
pT bin. CMS interpreted the 35.9 fb
−1 measurement of 13 TeV Higgs pT spectrum in terms of 95 % CL
bounds on c and b Yukawa couplings [1362]
−4.9(−33) < κc < 4.8(38), −1.1(−8.5) < κb < 1.1(18), (131)
assuming the branching fractions depend only on κc or κb (in addition the total decay width is allowed to
float freely). These bounds on the c and b Yukawa are weaker than the bounds from the global fit of the
8 TeV Higgs data along with the electroweak precision data allowing all Higgs coupling to float [1285]
and from the direct measurement of h → bb¯ by using b-tagging. The projected HL-LHC sensitivity for
κc,b from higgs pT distributions, while assuming SM branching ratios, is shown in Fig. 71 (left). For
the case that tha bounds depends only on the κc and κb, the bound on the c Yukawa is stronger than the
bound from the global fit of the 8 TeVHiggs data along with the electroweak precision data, allowing
all Higgs couplings to float [1285]. However, it relies on strong assumptions that the Higgs couplings
(besides c or b) are SM like, and it is mostly sensitive to the cross section and not to the angular shape as
the latter bound.
Fig. 72 shows expected one sigma κc, κb contours from 3000fb
−1 global fits, obtained by extrap-
olating the measured constraints in Ref. [1363]. The fit uses expected differential distributions, obtained
by extrapolating the
√
s = 13 TeV pT distributions in the h→ γγ [1364] and h→ ZZ(∗) → 4` [1365]
(` = e or µ) decay channels, as well as a search for h→ bb¯ at large pT [1366], which enhances the sensi-
tivity to κt. The simultaneous extended maximum likelihood fit to the diphoton mass, four-lepton mass,
and soft-drop mass, mSD, [1367, 1368] spectra in all the analysis categories of the h → γγ, h → ZZ,
and h → bb¯ channels, gives the results in Fig. 72 (left) when only κc and κb are varied, while all the
other couplings are set to the SM value, and in Fig. 72 (right), if in addition the Higgs total decay width
is allowed to float. In the fit for Fig. 72 (left) the largest sensitivity to κc, κb comes from the total cross
sections times branching ratios, while for Fig. 72 (right) it is due to normalized differential distributions
(1/σ)(dσ/dpT ). In Fig. 72 the systematic uncertainties are conservatively kept at current level (dubbed
Scenario 1). There is only a minor change in the projected constraints on κc, κb in case of reduced
systematic uncertainties (Scenario 2) compared to Scenario 1.
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Fig. 72: Left: projected simultaneous fit of κb and κc from 3ab
−1 13 TeV data, assuming current sys-
tematics (Scenario 1). The one standard deviation contours are drawn for the h → γγ channel (the
h → ZZ, the combination of h → γγ and h → ZZ) with solid red (blue, black). For the combination
the two standard deviation contour is drawn as a black dashed line. The negative log-likelihood value are
given on the coloured axis. Right: same as left, but with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance
parameters with no prior constraint, i.e., the total Higgs width is floated freely. (Taken from [1369].).
9.2.4.2 W±h charge asymmetry
The W±h charge asymmetry,
A =
σ(W+h)− σ(W−h)
σ(W+h) + σ(W−h)
, (132)
is a production-based probe of light quark Yukawa couplings [1370]. In the SM, the inclusive HE-LHC
charge asymmetry is expected to be 17.3%, while the HL-LHC charge asymmetry is expected to be
21.6%. The dominant W±h production mode is due to Higgs boson radiating from W± intermediate
lines, if the Yukawa-mediated diagrams are negligible. If the quark Yukawas are not SM-like, however,
the charge asymmetry can either increase or decrease, depending on the overall weight of the relevant
PDFs. In particular, the charge asymmetry will increase if the down or up quark Yukawa couplings are
large, reflecting the increased asymmetry of ud¯ vs. u¯d PDFs; the charge asymmetry will decrease if the
strange or charm Yukawa couplings are large, reflecting the symmetric nature of cs¯ vs. c¯s PDFs. The
subleading correction from the Cabibbo angle-suppressed PDF contributions determines the asymptotic
behavior for extremely large Yukawa enhancements.
The effect of individual d, u, s, or c quark Yukawa enhancements on the inclusive charge asym-
metry is shown in Fig. 73, in units of κ¯f = yf/yb,SM, evaluated at the Higgs mass scale. Since W
±h
production probes lower Bjorken-x at the HE-LHC compared to the HL-LHC, the expected SM charge
asymmetry is lower at the higher energy collider. The bands denote the change in the charge asymmetry
from varying the renormalization and factorization scales within a factor of 2. The error bars denote
the expected 0.45% (0.25%) statistical sensitivity to the charge asymmetry at HL-LHC (HE-LHC) in
the W±h → `±`±jjνν final state [1370]. The HE-LHC sensitivity was estimated by simply rescaling
with the appropriate luminosity ratio, since we expect the increases in both signal and background elec-
troweak rates to largely cancel. The constraint from the CMS Run I direct Higgs width upper bound is
also shown [1370]. If the signal strengths are fixed to the SM expectation and the central prediction is
used, the HE-LHC charge asymmetry measurement could constrain κ¯f . 2−3 for up and charm quarks,
and κ¯f . 7 for down or strange quarks.
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Fig. 73: Inclusive charge asymmetry for W±h production at the 27 TeV HE-LHC (solid colored bands),
and 14 TeV HL-LHC (dotted colored bands), calculated at NLO QCD from MadGraph_aMC@NLO
using NNPDF 2.3 as a function of individual Yukawa rescaling factors κ¯f for f = u (red), d (green), s
(blue), and c (purple). Shaded bands correspond to scale uncertainties at 1σ from individual σ(W+h) and
σ(W−h) production, which are conservatively taken to be fully uncorrelated. The expected statistical
errors from this measurement using 10 ab−1 of HE-LHC data and 3 ab−1 of HL-LHC data are also
shown.
9.3 LFV decays of the Higgs
The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing neutral
current measurements [1344,1345,1371]. For instance, CMS bounds κ2µe+κ
2
eµ < (5.4×10−4)2 from the
h→ eµ search [1372], compared to indirect bound from µ→ eγ, which is κ2µe + κ2eµ < (3.6× 10−6)2
[1345]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings involving a tau lepton, where the
strongest constraints on κτµ, κµτ , κτe, κeτ are from direct searches for flavour-violating Higgs decays
at the LHC [1373, 1374]. Currently, the CMS 13 TeV search with 35.9 fb−1 [1373] gives the strongest
constraint √
κ2µτ + κ
2
τµ < 1.43× 10−3 ,
√
κ2eτ + κ
2
τe < 2.26× 10−3 , (133)
obtained from 95 % CL upper limits B(h → µτ) < 0.25% and B(h → eτ) < 0.61%, respectively.
One can also directly measure the difference between the branching ratios of h → τe and h → τµ, as
proposed in [1375]. Assuming naively that both systematics and statistical error scale with square root of
the luminosity, one can expect that the sensitivity of 3000 fb−1 HL-LHC will be around the half per-mil
level for both the h→ eτ and h→ µτ branching ratios.
The LHC can also set bounds on rare FCNC top decays involving a Higgs [1182,1198,1376,1377].
The strongest current bounds are |κct|2 + |κtc|2 < (0.06)2 and |κut|2 + |κtu|2 < (0.07)2 at 95 % CL.
9.4 CP violating Yukawa couplings
The CP-violating flavour-diagonal Yukawa couplings, κ˜fi , are well constrained from bounds on the
electric dipole moments (EDMs) [1286, 1378–1381] under the assumption of no cancellation with other
contributions to EDMs. For the electron Yukawa, the latest ACME measurement [1253, 1382] results in
an upper bound of κ˜e < 1.9 × 10−3 [1286]. For the bottom and charm Yukawas the strongest limits
come from the neutron EDM [1381]. Using the NLO QCD theoretical prediction, this translates into
the upper bounds κ˜b < 5 and κ˜c < 21 when theory errors are taken into account. For the light quark
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Fig. 74: Expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP -odd scenario, κt = 0, κ˜t = 1, as a
function of the integrated luminosity. Left: using the tt¯h (h→ bb¯) dileptonic analysis only, middle: using
the tt¯h (h → bb¯) semileptonic analysis only, right: combining observables in each individual channel
and combining both channels, treating the observables as uncorrelated. A likelihood ratio computed from
the binned distribution of the corresponding discriminant observable was used as test statistic.
CPV Yukawas, measurements of the Mercury EDM place strong bounds on the up and down Yukawas
of κ˜u < 0.06 and κ˜d < 0.03 [1383] (no theory errors, 90% CL), while the neutron EDM measurement
gives a weaker constraint on the strange quark Yukawa of κ˜s < 2.2 [1383] (no theory errors, 90% CL).
The top and τ Yukawa phases can be directly probed at HL-LHC, as we discuss below. For
constraints from EDMs and other phases see [1253, 1286, 1286, 1378, 1379, 1381, 1382].
9.4.1 tt¯h
CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements [1378], if
the light quark Yukawa couplings and hWW couplings have their SM values. If this is not the case, the
indirect constraints on the phase of the top Yukawa coupling can be substantially relaxed. Assuming the
EDM constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark Yukawa can be probed directly in
pp→ tt¯h. Many simple observables, such as mtt¯h and pT,h are sensitive to the CP structure, but require
reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.
Recently, several tt¯h observables have been proposed that access the CP structure without re-
quiring full event reconstruction. These include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully
leptonic t/t¯ decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [1384], and the angle be-
tween the leptons, in a fully leptonic t/t¯ system, projected onto the plane perpendicular to the h mo-
mentum [1385]. These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by the
sensitivity of ∆φ
`
+
`
− to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp→ tt¯ [1386]. The sensitivity of both of these
observables improves at higher Higgs boost, and therefore higher energy, making them promising targets
for the HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.
Fig. 74 shows the expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP -odd scenario,
κt = 0, κ˜t = 1, as a function of the integrated luminosity. Samples of tt¯h(h→ bb¯) events were generated
at the LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV, with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372] using the HC_NLO_X0 model [1387], as
were all relevant SM background processes. The analyses of the tt¯h (h → bb¯) events were carried
out in the dileptonic and semileptonic decay channels of the tt¯ system. Delphes [374] was used for
a parametrised detector simulation and both analyses used kinematic fits to fully reconstruct the tt¯h
system. The results were extrapolated, as a function of luminosity, up to the 3000 fb−1.
Fig. 74 left (middle) shows results using the dileptonic (semileptonic) analysis only. The CL were
obtained from a signal-enriched region (with at least 3 b-tagged jets) in which a likelihood ratio was
computed from binned distributions of various discriminant observables [1388, 1389]. Only statistical
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uncertainties were considered. Fig. 74 right shows CL obtained from the combination of different ob-
servables in each channel i.e., ∆η(`+, `−), ∆φ(t, t¯) and sin(θtt¯Ht ) sin(θ
H
W
+) in the dileptonic channel
and, b4 and sin(θ
tt¯H
t¯ ) sin(θ
H
bH
) in the semileptonic channel. The combination of the two channels is also
shown for comparison. The observables were treated as uncorrelated.
The main conclusions of these studies can be summarized in what follows: i) many angular observ-
ables are available with the potential of discriminating between values of κt, κ˜t in the top quark Yukawa
coupling; ii) the sensitivity of the semileptonic final state of tt¯h(h→ bb¯) is roughly a factor 3 better than
that of the dileptonic channel alone (Fig. 74 left); iii) the combination of the two channels (semi- and
dileptonic) is roughly a factor 5 more sensitive than the dileptonic channel, providing a powerful test of
the top quark-Higgs interactions in the fermionic sector.
9.4.2 τ τ¯h
The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the τ+τ− decay channel,
which benefits from a relatively large τ Yukawa, resulting in a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring
the CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarizations of both τ
leptons and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analyzing tau substructure, namely
the angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.
The main τ decay modes studied include τ± → ρ±(770)ν, ρ± → pi±pi0 [1390–1395] and τ± →
pi±ν [1396–1398]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation must be built from
differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case, h → pi±pi0pi∓pi0νν,
angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are used to determine the
CP properties of the initial τ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h→ pi±pi∓νν, there are not enough
reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP violation, requiring
additional kinematic information such as the τ decay impact parameter.
In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding
reconstructed ρ± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted Φ, between the two decay planes spanned by
the ρ± → pi±pi0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h→ 4` CP -
property studies. Hence, by measuring the τ decay products in the single-prong final state, suppressing
the irreducible Z → τ+τ− and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the acoplanarity angle
of ρ+ vs. ρ−, the differential distribution in Φ gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima and minima
correspond to the CP -phase in the τ Yukawa coupling, ϕτ = arctan(κ˜τ/κτ ).
An optimal observable using the colinear approximation was derived in [1393]. Assuming 70%
efficiency for tagging hadronic τ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for
the CP-violating phase ϕτ using 3 ab
−1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0◦. A more sophisticated analysis [1394]
found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution degrade the expected
sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab−1 is required to distinguish a pure scalar coupling
(κτ = 1, κ˜τ = 0) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (κτ = 0, κ˜τ = 1).
At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by
the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be
driven by the increased luminosity and more optimized experimental methodology. Rescaling with the
appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the τ Yukawa phase ϕτ from acoplanarity
studies is 4-5◦, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude worse.
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10 The high pT flavour physics programme
Flavour and high pT searches are intertwined in several ways. On the one hand the stringent bounds
from low-energy constraints put severe bounds on the NP models that contain states with TeV masses
with couplings to quarks. On the other hand, TeV scale New Physics is suggested by several solutions of
long standing problems of the SM, e.g., the hierarchy problem. Quite often the low energy constraints
are avoided by assuming Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV), where the only flavour breaking, even in the
NP sector, is due to the SM Yukawa matrices. However, more general flavour structures for the NP states
are still allowed. In fact such non-MFV couplings can have interesting consequences. In general we can
group the NP models into two broad classes: (i) models that address outstanding problems of the SM,
such at the SM flavour puzzle, the origin of dark matter, or the hierarchy problem, which may have non
trivial flavour structure, and (ii) models designed to explain the b→ s`` and b→ cτν flavour anomalies,
that almost inevitably have quite a distinct flavour structure. The NP mediators potentially responsible
for the anomalies, Z ′, W ′ or leptoquarks, could be found at high pT searches in the HL- or HE-LHC.
In the rest of this section we first briefly review the models that address the SM flavour puzzle and
have states that could be probed at the HL-/HE-LHC, and their implications for high pT searches. The
second part of this section is devoted to high pT implications of B physics anomalies.
10.1 Models of flavour and TeV Physics
10.1.1 Randall-Sundrum models of flavour
Models of flavour based on warped extra dimension [1316] attempt to simultaneously solve the hier-
archy problem as well as the SM flavour problem [1325, 1326]. In the Randall-Sundrum (RS) models
the 5-dimensional space-time has anti-de Sitter geometry (AdS5), truncated by flat 4D boundaries, the
Planck (UV) and the TeV (IR) branes. This setup gives a warped metric in the bulk [1316] ds2 =
exp(−2krc|φ|)ηµνdxµdxν − r2cdφ2, where k is the 5D curvature scale, rc the radius of compactifica-
tion and φ ∈ [−pi, pi] the coordinate along the 5-th dimension. The warp factor, exp(−2krc|φ|), leads
to different length scales in different 4D slices along the φ direction, which provides a solution to the
hierarchy problem. In particular, the Higgs field is assumed to be localized near the TeV-brane so that
the metric “warps” 〈H〉5 ∼M5 ∼MP ∼ 1019 GeV down to the weak scale, 〈H〉4 = exp(−krcpi)〈H〉5.
For krc ≈ 12 then 〈H〉SM ≡ 〈H〉4 ∼ 1 TeV.
The hierarchies among the quark masses can be realized by localizing the Higgs on the IR brane,
while the fermions have different profiles in the 5-th dimension. The first and second generation zero
mode fermions are localized close to the UV-brane and have small overlaps with the Higgs, giving
small effective 4D SM Yukawa interactions, and thus small quark masses after electroweak symmetry
breaking. The top quark, on the other hand, is localized near the TeV brane resulting in a large top
Yukawa coupling.
This configuration has a built in automatic suppression of FCNCs, which are suppressed by the
same zero mode overlaps that gives the hierarchy of masses [1325, 1326]. This feature of the RS frame-
work plays a similar role as the SM Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism, and was dubbed
RS-GIM in [1399, 1400]. Similarly to the SM GIM, the RS GIM is violated by the large top quark
mass. In particular, (t, b)L needs to be localized near the TeV brane, otherwise the 5D Yukawa coupling
becomes too large and makes the theory strongly coupled at the scale of the first Kaluza-Klein (KK)
excitation. In general this leads to sizeable corrections to electroweak precision observables, such as the
ZbLbL couplings. Such problems can be largely ameliorated by enlarging the bulk symmetry such that
it contains a custodial SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry [1401], which for instance lowers the KK scale
bounds from EW precision tests from 5 TeV to about 2TeV [1402]. The consequences for flavour phe-
nomenology have been worked out in a series of papers, see, e.g., [1403–1406], with K − K¯ mixing
for instance requiring the KK scale to be above 8 TeV [1402]. With flavour alignment the scale of KK
modes could be substantially lowered [1407] and could be reachable by HL/HE-LHC.
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The KK gluon resonances cannot be produced from gluons [1408], so that the LHC production is
restricted to the quark-antiquark fusion, even though this is suppressed by the flavor dependent zero mode
overlaps. This means that the LHC cross section for the first KK gluon resonances are small, suppressed
also by the quark-anti-quark parton density functions (PDFs). The dominant decay mode is into tt¯ final
state, due to the large zero mode overlaps [1409]. Using the benchmark RS model from [1410], the
most recent CMS analysis for tt¯ resonance searches, using both hadronic and leptonic tops, sets a lower
bound of 4.55 TeV on the mass of the KK gluon [1411]. The projected reach for 33TeV and 100TeV pp
colliders can be found in [1402].
10.1.2 Partial compositeness
Partial compositeness as the origin of the flavour hierarchies in composite Higgs models [1412] is the
holographic dual to the RS models of flavour. While the Higgs is the lightest state of the composite
sector, usually a pseudo-Nambu Goldstone boson from global symmetry breaking, the SM fermions and
gauge bosons are elementary (for a review, see, e.g, [1329]). The elementary fermions, Q,U,D, are
coupled to the composite sector through linear mixing with the composite operators, OQ, OU , OD,
L ⊃ QQ¯LOQ + U U¯ROU + DD¯ROD. (134)
The mixing parameters a exhibit exponentially large hierarchies because of large, yet still O(1), dif-
ferences in anomalous dimensions of the corresponding composite operators. This is the analog of
the zero mode overlaps in the RS models. The SM Yukawa are given by (YU(D))ij ∼ iQjU(D). For
1Q  2Q  3Q ∼ 1, 1U  2U  3U ∼ 1, 1D  2D  3D  1 one can obtain the SM structure of
quark masses and CKM mixings.
The composite Higgs models are described by the compositeness scale f and the mass of the first
composite resonances, M∗ ∼ g∗f , with g∗ the typical strength of the resonances in the composite sec-
tor. The searches at the HL-/HE-LHC consist of Higgs coupling measurements, including deviations in
Higgs Yukawa couplings, and searches for composite resonances preferably coupled to third generation
fermions, electroweak gauge bosons, or the Higgs. Flavour observables put strong bounds on M∗, if the
flavour structure is assumed to be generic. Such bounds can be relaxed in the case of approximate flavour
symmetries, see, e.g., Ref. [1329] for a review.
10.1.3 Low scale gauge flavour symmetries
The SM has in the limit of vanishing Yukawa couplings a large global symmetry. In the quark sector
this is GF = SU(3)Q × SU(3)U × SU(3)D. Ref. [1413] showed that the SM flavor symmetry group
GF is anomaly free, if one adds a set of fermions that are vector-like under the SM gauged group, but
chiral under the GF . This means that GF can be gauged. It is broken by a set of scalar fields that
have hiearchical vevs and lead to hierarchy of SM quark masses. This also implies a hierarchy for the
masses of the flavoured gauge bosons, with gauge bosons that more strongly couple to third generation
being lighter, while the flavoured gauge bosons that couple more strongly to the first two generations
are significantly heavier. This pattern in the spectrum of flavoured gauge bosons then avoids too large
contributions to FCNCs [1414].
At the LHC one searches for the lightest flavoured gauge bosons, with O(TeV) masses, which
couple mostly to b quarks and t quarks, but could also have non-negligible couplings to the first two
generations. The di-jet and tt¯ resonance searches are thus sensitive probes. A signal could also come
from production of the lightest vectorlike fermions, t′, or b′ [1413]. For several further benchmarks see,
e.g., Ref. [1415], where also a connection with dark matter was explored.
10.1.4 2HDM and low scale flavour models
Authors (TH): Martin Bauer, Marcela Carena and Adrián Carmona.
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In 2 Higgs Doublet Models (2HDMs), the two Higgs doublets, H1 and H2 are usually assumed not to
carry flavour quantum numbers. The collider phenomenology, on the other hand, changes substantially, if
they do. This is an interesting possibility that could solve the SM flavour puzzle via the Froggatt-Nielsen
(FN) mechanism where the flavon is replaced by the H1H2 ≡ HT1 (iσ2)H2 operator. In this way, the NP
scale Λ where the higher dimensional FN operators are generated is tied to the electroweak scale, leading
to much stronger phenomenological consequences. Let us assume for concreteness a type-I like 2DHM
with the following Yukawa Lagrangian in the quark sector [1306, 1416]
LY ⊃ yuij
(
H1H2
Λ2
)nuij
q¯iLH1u
j
R + y
d
ij
(
H†1H
†
2
Λ2
)ndij
q¯iLH˜1d
j
R + h.c. , (135)
where H˜1 ≡ iσ2H∗1 as usual, and the charges nu,d,e are a combination of the U(1) charges of H1,
(H1H2) and the different SM fermion fields (for an alternative discussion, where H1, H2 carry flavour
charges, but the Yukawa interactions are taken to be renormalizable, see [1417]). For simplicity, we set
the flavour charges of H1 and H2 to 0 and 1, respectively, such that nuij = aqi−auj , ndij = −aqi +adj ,
if we denote by aqi , aui , . . . , the U(1) charges of the SM fermions. In general, the fermion masses are
given by
mψ = yψε
nψ v√
2
, ε =
v1v2
2Λ2
=
tβ
1 + t2β
v2
2Λ2
, (136)
with the vacuum expectation values 〈H1,2〉 = v1,2 and tβ ≡ v1/v2. For the right assignment of flavour
charges one is able to accommodate the observed hierarchy of SM fermion masses and mixing an-
gles. This framework also leads to enhanced diagonal Yukawa couplings between the Higgs and the
SM fermions, while FCNCs are suppressed. If we denote by h and H the two neutral scalar mass
eigenstates, with h the observed 125 GeV Higgs, the couplings between the scalars ϕ = h,H and SM
fermions ψLi,Ri = PL,Rψi in the mass eigenbasis read
L = gϕψLiψRj ϕ ψ¯LiψRj + h.c. (137)
with i, such that ui = u, c, t, di = d, s, b and ei = e, µ, τ . This induces flavour-diagonal couplings
gϕψLiψRi
= κϕψi
mψi
v
=
(
gϕψi(α, β) + nψi f
ϕ(α, β)
) mψi
v
, (138)
as well as flavour off-diagonal couplings
gϕψLiψRj
= fϕ(α, β)
(
Aij
mψj
v
− mψi
v
Bij
)
. (139)
The flavour universal functions in (138) and (139) are ghψi = cβ−α/tβ + sβ−α, g
H
ψi
= cβ−α − sβ−α/tβ ,
and fh(α, β) = cβ−α
(
1/tβ− tβ
)
+2sβ−α, f
H(α, β) = −sβ−α
(
1/tβ− tβ
)
+2cβ−α, where cx ≡ cosx,
sx ≡ sinx. The entries in matrices A and B are proportional to the flavour charges of the corresponding
fermions that define the coefficients in (135). Unless all flavour charges for a given type of fermions are
equal, the off-diagonal elements in matrices A and B lead to FCNCs which are chirally suppressed by
powers of the ratio ε, see [1418] for more details and explicit examples for scalings of matrix elements
in A and B.
10.1.5 A Clockwork solution to the flavour puzzle
Author (TH): Adrián Carmona.
The clockwork mechanism, introduced in [1419, 1420] and later generalized to a broader context in
Ref. [1421], allows one to obtain large hierarchies in couplings or mass scales. Ref. [1422] showed that
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Fig. 75: Left: The total gear pair production cross-sections in the final states tW + X , tH + X and
tZ + X for the benchmark model from Ref. [1422], with contributions from individual gears shown
stacked. The currently most stringent upper bounds [1423, 1424] are denoted with dashed lines (for
the tZ + X [1424] final state the bound is too weak to be shown). Right: Invariant mass spectrum of
individual pseudojets clustered using the hemisphere algorithm applied to partonic gear pair production
and decay at the 13 TeV LHC. The original hemisphere clustering results are shown in light gray, and
the modified hemisphere clustering results in mid-gray (dark gray if in addition the masses of the two
pseudojets are required to differ by less than 30%)
it can also be used to generate the observed hierarchy of quark masses and mixing angles with anarchic
Yukawa couplings, providing a solution to the flavour puzzle.
In the clockwork solution to the flavour puzzle, each SM chiral fermion ψ is accompanied with
a Nψ-node chain of vector-like fermions, ψL,j , ψR,j , with masses m, and a series of nearest neighbour
mass terms, qmψ¯L,jψR,j−1, between the nodes, where j = 1, . . . , Nψ. The mass spectrum of each chain
has one chiral zero mode, the would-be SM fermion, and Nψ heavy Dirac fermion mass-eigenstates
– the gears. For q  1, the spectrum of the gears is compressed in a 2m band around qm, with
(MNψ −M1)  M1. The massless zero-mode interacts with the SM Higgs, which is on the 0-th node,
through a set of Yukawa interactions described by O(1) Yukawa matrices, YU,D. The component of the
massless mode on the 0-th node is, in the large q limit, given by 1/qNψ . This suppression is the origin of
the SM Yukawa hierarchies,(
Y SMu
)
ij
∼ q−NQ(i)Q(i) (YU )ij q
−Nu(j)
u(j) ,
(
Y SMd
)
ij
∼ q−NQ(i)Q(i) (YD)ij q
−Nd(j)
d(j) . (140)
The hierarchy of quark masses can be then naturally obtained for anarchical YU and YD Yukawa matrices
if q−NQ(i)  q−NQ(j) , q−Nu(i)u(i)  q
−Nu(j)
u(j) , q
−Nd(i)
d(i)  q
−Nd(j)
d(j) , for i < j (in the benchmark below we
take qi to be universal and equal to q).
The clockwork models of flavour are endowed with a powerful flavour protection against FCNCs,
very similar to the RS models. The FCNCs with light quarks on the external legs are suppressed by
the same small overlaps of the zero-modes, giving rise to hierarchies between the SM quark masses.
This clockwork-GIM mechanism, along with the constraints on YU,D arising from the stability of the
Higgs potential, suffices to alleviate the flavour constraints to the level that TeV scale gear masses are
compatible with experimental bounds [1422].
TeV scale gears can be searched for at the LHC, where they are produced through QCD pair
production. The collider signatures depend on the gear decay patterns. The gears decay predominantly
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through their coupling to the Higgs doublet into gears from a different-chirality chain. The lightest gears
decay directly to SM fermions, mostly t and b, via the emission of W,Z or h, as do heavier gears for
which these are the only kinematically allowed channels. The main existing collider constraints are from
searches for pair production of vector-like quarks, in final states involving third generation SM quarks.
Ref. [1422] found the two 35 fb−1 13 TeV ATLAS searches for vector-like quarks decaying into tW
final states [1423], as well as the analogous search employing the tZ and tH final states [1424], to be
currently most sensitive, see Fig. 75.
The dense spectrum of gears and the potentially complex pattern of gear decays poses an experi-
mental challenge. In the conventional vector-like quark searches the clockwork signal will appear as an
excess of events with high transverse energies or HT , but without a dominant single peak in the invariant
mass of any particular final state, such as tH or tW . Ref. [1422] proposed a novel reconstruction strat-
egy targeting pair production of heavy quarks with a-priori unknown but potentially long decay chains
that result in a single heavy flavoured quark, t or b, plus any number of massive weak or Higgs bosons
per decay chain. The proposed search strategy uses a modified hemisphere clustering algorithm, with
t− and b−tagged jets as seeds for clustering into exactly two pseudo-jets (the invariant mass of these is
shown as mid-gray distribution in Fig. 75 right). The original hemisphere clustering uses instead the jets
with highest invariant mass as seeds and shows no sharp features (light gray). Requiring that the masses
of the two pseudo-jets differ by less then 30% gives the dark grey distribution, with clearly visible gears
(in the exploratory study of [1422] tops, b-quarks, W , Z and the Higgs were not decayed).
10.2 Flavour implications for high pT new physics searches
In this subsection we collect several signatures of flavour models or models where nontrivial flavour
structure is relevant for high pT searches: the FCNC top decays to exotica, the (model dependent) impli-
cations for di-Higgs production, and the set of signatures that are related to neutrino mass models.
10.2.1 Top decays to exotica
Authors (TH): S. Banerjee, M. Chala, M. Spannowsky.
The FCNC mediated processes are rare within the SM. However, LHC is a top factory and sig-
nificant number of events are expected even for top decays with very small branching ratios. In light
of this, studies of top FCNC decays to SM particles have garnered a strong interest in the commu-
nity [1175, 1176, 1180, 1181, 1198, 1239, 1425–1434]. The FCNC top decays to SM particles, t →
qZ, qγ, qg, qH , q = u, c, and the related constraints from FCNC production processes, were discussed
in Sections 8.1 and 8.1.6.
In the presence of light NP, other exotic top FCNC decays are possible. We highlight one such pos-
sibility, where the NP spectrum contains a light scalar singlet, S, with massmS below the top quark mass.
Such a scalar particle is predicted in a number of well-motivated NP models, e.g., in the NMSSM [1435]
and in non-minimal composite Higgs models [1319, 1320, 1329, 1436]. Moreover, quite often the in-
duced t→ cS, uS FCNC decays are easier to probe than, for instance the ones involving the SM Higgs,
t→ ch, uh [1437]. The reason is three-fold; (i) The top FCNCs mediated by S are usually suppressed by
one less power of the heavy physics scale; (ii) S may have a larger decay width into cleaner final states,
such as `+`−, bb or γγ; (iii) S can be much lighter than the Higgs, reducing the phase space suppression.
Note that very light S, i.e., with mS < mh/2 ∼ 62.5 GeV, need not be excluded by the LHC constraints
on the Higgs width, Γ(h → SS) . 10 MeV [1438]. Indeed, for a quartic coupling λHSS2|H|2, this
bound is avoided for λHS < 0.05.
There are no direct experimental limits on t → qS from colliders. The indirect constraints from
1-loop box diagrams in D0 − D¯0 oscillations constrain the products of two S Yukawas, Y˜utY˜ct(tc), and
Y˜tuY˜ct(tc), to be small [198, 1345, 1439]. The St¯c or St¯u couplings can still be sizeable, but not both at
the same time. Inspired by the CMS t → hc search [1183], Ref. [1440] developed a dedicated analysis
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Fig. 76: Branching ratios that can be tested in the bb (left) and γγ (right) channels at 14 TeV HL-LHC
with 3000 fb−1 (95% CL upper limit is denoted by red dashed line). The three benchmark points, Eq.
(142), are denoted with black lines.
for t→ qS, by varying mS , the mass of S. The projections at the 14 TeV LHC for S → bb¯ and S → γγ
decays are shown in Fig. 76 . Assuming that S is the only light NP state, its couplings to the SM quarks
are induced by dimension 5 effective operator (not displaying generational indices)
L = −q¯LY˜
S
f
H˜uR + h.c. ⊃ g˜
mt
f
t¯LScR + h.c., (141)
where f is the NP scale, and on the r.h.s. we introduced a new flavour violating coupling g˜. The three
Benchmark Points (BP) shown in Figs. 76 are
BP1(2,3) : g˜ = 1.0(1.0, 0.1), f = 2(10, 2) TeV =⇒ B(t→ Sc) ∼ 10−3(4,5) − 10−2(3,4). (142)
If the flavour conserving couplings of S to the SM fermions, ψ, are cψmψS(ψ¯ψ)/f , and to the photons
cγαSFµνF˜
µν/(4pif), then B(S → γγ)/B(S → ψψ) ∼ (α/pi)2(mS/mψ)2, taking cψ ∼ cγ ∼ O(1).
The suppression of S → γγ can be partially compensated by scaling with mS , so that B(S → γγ) can
possibly be significantly larger than B(h → γγ). Searches should thus use both S → bb¯ and S → γγ.
The details on how to reduce the backgrounds can be found in [1440]. Current searches for S → bb in
the gluon fusion channel [1441] constrain only values of cψ above ∼ 10 for f ∼ 1 TeV. Our analysis
works instead for very small values of cψ provided the branching ratio is sizable.
For projections at future colliders we find that the increase in cross-section for the background
at
√
s = 27 TeV (100 TeV) when compared to
√
s = 14 TeV is similar to that for the signal, and is
∼ 4(40). Assuming an integrated luminosity of 10 ab−1, we expect an increase in significance by a
factor of ∼ 3.7 (∼ 11.5). Similar results hold for the bb channel.
10.2.2 Implications for di-Higgs production
Authors (TH): Martin Bauer, Marcela Carena and Adrián Carmona.
Interestingly, in some models the flavour structure can feed back into nontrivial constraints on the scalar
potential. This was demonstrated in the 2HDM model with FN charges, introduced in Sec. 10.1.4. The
scalar couplings to gauge bosons are the same as in the normal type-I 2HDM while the scalar coupling
between the heavy Higgs H and two SM Higgs scalars h, as well as the triple Higgs coupling can be
expressed as [1442, 1443]
gHhh =
cβ−α
v
[(
1−fh(α, β)sβ−α
)(
3M2A−2m2h−M2H
)−M2A] , (143)
ghhh = −
3
v
[
fh(α, β)c2β−α(m
2
h −M2A) +m2hsβ−α
]
, (144)
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Fig. 77: Left: Br(H → hh) as a function of cos(β − α) and tanβ for MH = MH± = 550 GeV and
MA = 450 GeV. The dashed contours correspond to constant |κhψ| (we set nψ = 1). Right: Invariant
mass distribution for the different contributions to the pp → hh signal with cβ−α = −0.45 and κhψ = 5
(blue), κhψ = 4 (green) and κ
h
ψ = 3 (red) at
√
s = 27 TeV, respectively.
where MA is the pseudoscalar mass. The U(1) flavour symmetry restricts the number of allowed terms
in the scalar potential forbidding, e.g., terms proportional to H1H2. Interestingly, one can rewrite such
self scalar interactions with the help of function fh(α, β), since it is related to the combination H1H
†
2
appearing in both the scalar potential and the higher dimensional operators generating different Yukawa
couplings. Therefore, the parameter space for which fh(α, β)  1 and cβ−α 6= 0 leads to maximally
enhanced diagonal couplings of the SM Higgs to fermions (138) as well as to enhanced trilinear couplings
(143) and (144). For maximally enhanced Yukawa couplings, the mass of the heavy Higgs H cannot be
taken arbitrarily large and resonant Higgs pair production has to be present. This correlation between
the enhancement of the Higgs Yukawa couplings κhψ and Br(H → hh) is illustrated for MH = MA =
M
H
± = 500 GeV in Fig. 77 (left) where we plot the dependence of Br(H → hh) on cβ−α and tβ [1418].
The dashed contours correspond to constant values of |κhψ| for nψ = 1. The correlation does not depend
on the factor nψ, although nψ > 1 leads to a larger enhancement. The two exceptions for which this
correlation breaks down are the limits cβ−α ≈ 0 (disfavored in the flavour model) and cβ−α ≈ ±1
(disfavoured by SM Higgs couplings strength measurements). Depending on the structure of the Yukawa
couplings, the value of κhψ in Fig. 77 (left) can be larger or smaller than the value n = 1 chosen to
illustrate the relation between gHhh and κ
h
ψ. Current experimental limits constrain this structure. For
example, since κhµ < 2.1 [1444], either n = 0 for the muon, or one is constrained to the κ
h
µ < 2.1
parameter space in Fig. 77 (left).
There is a non-trivial interplay between resonant and non-resonant contributions to pp → hh, as
shown in Fig. 77 (right), for
√
s = 27 TeV, setting MA = 450 GeV and MH = MH± = 550 GeV,
cβ−α = −0.45 and three different values of κhψ = 3, 4 and 5. When the enhancement in the Higgs
Yukawa couplings is large enough, the interference between non-resonant and resonant contributions
turns the broad peak into a shoulder in the dσ/dmhh distribution for the total cross section, as shown for
the case κhψ = 5 by the blue line.
10.2.3 Neutrino Mass Models at the HL/HE LHC
Authors (TH): T. Han, T. Li, X. Marcano, S. Pascoli, R. Ruiz, C. Weiland.
The questions pertaining to neutrino masses: whether or not neutrinos are Majorana particles, the
origin of smallness of the neutrino masses, as well as the reason for large mixing angles, remain some
of the most pressing open issues in particle physics today. A set of potential solutions is provided by the
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Fig. 78: Upper: Born-level diagrams for heavy neutrino, N , production via (a) Drell-Yan (DY), (b)
gluon fusion (GF), and (c) vector boson fusion (VBF). Lower: for the benchmark mixing hypotheses
|Ve4| = |Vτ4| with |Vµ4| = 0 (left panel) and |Vµ4| = |Vτ4| with |Ve4| = 0 (right panel), the projected
sensitivity at
√
s = 14, 27 and 100 TeV using the tri-lepton + dynamic jet veto analysis of Ref. [1451].
seesaw models. These postulate new particles that couple to SM fields via mixing/Yukawa couplings,
SM gauge currents, and/or new gauge symmetries. If accessible, a plethora of rich physics can be studied
in considerable detail at hadron colliders. This would complement low energy and oscillation probes of
neutrinos [1146, 1445]. In the following, we summarize the discovery potential of seesaw models at
hadron colliders with collision energies of
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. For a more comprehensive reviews on
the sensitivity of colliders to neutrino mass models, see [1146, 1445–1448] and references therein.
The Type I Seesaw and Variants
In Type I seesaw the light neutrino masses and mixing are generated from couplings of SM leptons to
new fermionic gauge singlets with Majorana masses. For low-scale seesaw models with only fermionic
singlets, lepton number has to be nearly conserved and light neutrino masses are proportional to small
lepton number violating (LNV) parameters [1449, 1450]. For high-scale seesaws with only fermionic
singlets, light neutrino masses are inversely proportional to large LNV mass scales, and again lepton
number is approximately conserved at low energies. Thus LNV processes are suppressed in type I
seesaw models (unless additional particles are introduced to decouple the light neutrino mass generation
from heavy neutrino production).
If kinematically accessible, heavy neutrinos N can be produced in hadron collisions through neu-
tral current and charged current processes, as shown in Fig. 78 (upper). The expected suppression
of LNV processes in type I seesaw models motivates the study of lepton number conserving (LNC)
processes, such as the heavy neutrino N production via DY and VBF, with subsequent decays to only
leptons,
pp→ `NN +X → `N`WW +X → `N`W `νν +X, (145)
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giving the trilepton final state, `±i `
∓
j `
±
k +MET. Projections from a new tri-lepton search strategy recently
proposed in Ref. [1451], based on a dynamical jet veto selection cut, are shown in Fig. 78, assuming the
benchmark mixing hypotheses |Ve4| = |Vτ4| with |Vµ4| = 0 (left panel) and |Vµ4| = |Vτ4| with |Ve4| = 0
(right panel), for
√
s = 14, 27 and 100 TeV. For benchmark luminosities, the colliders can probe active-
sterile mixing as small as (approximately) |V`4|2 ∼ 5 × 10−4 − 9 × 10−5 and masses as heavy as
(approximately) 1.5− 15 TeV for |V`4|2 ∼ 10−2.
Another possibility is to search for lepton flavor violating (LFV) final states such as
q q′ → N `±1 → `±1 `∓2 W∓ → `±1 `∓2 j j. (146)
This was, e.g., studied in Ref [1452] in the context of the inverse seesaw (ISS), a low-scale variant of the
type I seesaw. Due to strong experimental limits on µ → eγ by MEG [1453], the event rates involving
taus are more promising than those for e±µ∓jj. After L = 3 ab−1 of data taking, more than 100 LFV
events of τ±µ∓jj type could be produced for neutrino masses below 700 (1000) GeV for pp collisions
at 14 (27) TeV.
In the presence of additional particles that can decouple the heavy neutrino production from the
light neutrino mass generation, e.g., new but far off-shell gauge bosons [1455], the Majorana nature of
the heavy neutrinos can lead to striking LNV collider signatures, such as the well-studied same-sign
dilepton and jets process [1456]
pp→ N `±1 → `±1 `±2 W∓ → `±1 `±2 + nj. (147)
Assuming that a low-scale type I seesaw is responsible for the heavy neutrino production, Fig. 79 dis-
plays the discovery potential and active-heavy mixing sensitivity of the µ±µ± channel [1454]. Assuming
the pessimistic/conservative mixing scenario of Sµµ = 1.1 × 10−3 [1454], the HL-LHC with 3 ab−1
would be able to discover a heavy neutrino with a mass of mN ' 400 GeV and is sensitive to masses up
to 550 GeV at 3σ. Using only 1 ab−1, the HL-LHC can improve on the preexisting mixing constraints
summarized in the pessimistic scenario for neutrino masses up to 500 GeV.
Heavy Neutrinos and the Left-Right Symmetric Model
The Left-Right Symmetric Model (LRSM) addresses the origin of both tiny neutrino masses via a Type
I+II seesaw hybrid mechanism as well as the SM V − A chiral structure through spontaneous breaking
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at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV [1457].
of the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry. The model predicts new heavy gauge bosons (W±R , Z ′R), heavy
Majorana neutrinos (N), and a plethora of neutral and electrically charged scalars (H0i , H
±
j , H
±±
k ).
The LRSM gauge couplings are fixed to the SM Weak coupling constant, up to (small) RG-running
corrections. As a result, the Drell-Yan production mechanisms for WR and ZR result in large rates at
hadron colliders.
One of the most promising discovery channels is the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos
from resonant WR, with N decaying via a lepton number-violating final state. At the partonic level, the
process is [1456] (for details see [1445] and references therein)
q1q2 →WR → N `±i → `±i `±j W∓∗R → `±i `±j q′1q′2. (148)
Due to the ability to fully reconstruct the final state of Eq. (148), many properties of WR and N can
be extracted, including a complete determination of WR chiral couplings to quarks independent of
leptons [1458]. Beyond the canonical pp → WR → N` → 2` + 2j channel, it may be the case
that the heavy neutrino is hierarchically lighter than the right-handed (RH) gauge bosons. Notably,
for (mN/MWR) . 0.1, N is sufficiently Lorentz boosted that its decay products, particularly the
charged lepton, are too collimated to be resolved experimentally [1457, 1459]. Instead, one can con-
sider the (`±j q
′
1q
′
2)-system as a single object, a neutrino jet [1457, 1460]. The hadronic process is then
pp → WR → N`±i → jN `±i , and inherits much of the desired properties of (148), such as the simul-
taneous presence of high-pT charged leptons and lack of MET [1457, 1460], resulting in a very strong
discovery potential. Fig. 80 (right) shows the requisite integrated luminosity for 5(2)σ discovery at√
s = 14 and 27 TeV.
Type II Scalars
Type II seesaw introduces a new scalar SU(2)L triplet that couples to SM leptons. The light neutrinos
obtain Majorana masses through SU(2)L triplet vev, so that type II scenario notably does not have sterile
neutrinos. The most appealing production mechanisms at hadron colliders of triplet Higgs bosons are
pp→ Z∗/γ∗ → H++H−−, pp→W ∗ → H±±H∓, (149)
followed, by lepton flavor- and lepton number-violating decays to the SM charged leptons. In Type II
scenarios,H±± decays to τ±τ± and µ±µ± pairs are comparable or greater than the e±e± channel by two
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Fig. 81: Requisite luminosity for 5(3)σ discovery (evidence) as a function of M
H
±± for the process
pp→ H++H−− → τh`±`∓`∓, where τ± → pi±ν, for the NH and IH at
√
s = 14, 27 TeV.
orders of magnitude. Moreover, the τµ channel is typically dominant in decays involving different lepton
flavors [1461, 1462]. If such a seesaw is realized in nature, tau polarizations can help to determine the
chiral property of triplet scalars. One can discriminate between different heavy scalar mediated neutrino
mass mechanisms, e.g., between Type II seesaw and Zee-Babu model, by studying the distributions of
tau lepton decay products [1462,1463]. Due to the low τh identification efficiencies, future colliders with
high energy and/or luminosity enables one to investigate and search for doubly charged Higgs decaying
to τh pairs. Accounting for constraints from neutrino oscillation data on the doubly charged Higgs
branching ratios, as well as tau polarization effects [1462], Figs. 81 displays the 3σ and 5σ significance in
the plane of integrated luminosity versus doubly charged Higgs mass for pp→ H++H−− → τ±`±`∓`∓
at
√
s = 14, 27 TeV, for single τ channel with τ → piν, both for normal (NH) and inverted hierarchy
(IH).
Type III Leptons
Low-scale Type III seesaws introduce heavy electrically charged (E±) and neutral (N) leptons, part of
SU(2)L triplet, that couple to both SM charged and neutral leptons through mixing/Yukawa couplings.
Triplet leptons couple appreciably to EW gauge bosons, and thus do not have suppressed production
cross section, contrary to seesaw scenarios with gauge singlet fermions. Up to small (and potentially
negligible) mixing effects the triplet lepton pair production cross sections are fully determined, see Fig.
82 (upper) for relevant tree level diagrams for the production of heavy charged leptons. Drell-Yan pro-
cesses are the dominant production channel of triplet leptons when kinematically accessible [1445]. Fig.
82 (lower left) shows the summed cross sections for the Drell-Yan processes, pp → γ∗/Z∗ → E+E−,
and pp → W±∗ → E±N , at NLO in QCD, following [1464], as a function of triplet masses (assuming
mN = mE), at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV.
Another consequence of the triplet leptons coupling to all EW bosons is the adherence to the
Goldstone Equivalence Theorem. This implies that triplet leptons with masses well above the EW scale
will preferentially decay to longitudinal polarized W and Z bosons as well as to the Higgs bosons. For
decays of EW boson to jets or charged lepton pairs, triplet lepton can be fully reconstructed from their
final-state enabling their properties to be studied in detail. For fully reconstructible final-states,
NE± → ``′ +WZ/Wh → ``′ + nj +mb, (150)
E+E− → ``′ + ZZ/Zh/hh → ``′ + nj +mb, (151)
which correspond approximately to the branching fractions B(NE) ≈ 0.115 and B(EE) ≈ 0.116,
search strategies such as those considered in [1465, 1466] can be enacted. Assuming a fixed detector
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Fig. 82: Upper: Born level production of Type III leptons via (a) Drell-Yan, (b) gluon fusion, and (c)
photon fusion; from [1445]. Lower left: the inclusive production cross section for pp→ NE±+E+E−,
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√
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the required integrated luminosity for 5(2)σ discovery (sensitivity) to NE± + E+E−, based on the
analyses of [1465, 1466].
acceptance and efficiency of A = 0.75, which is in line to those obtained by [1465,1466], Fig. 82(lower
right) shows as a function of triplet mass the requisite luminosity for a 5σ discovery (solid) and 2σ
evidence (dash-dot) of triplet leptons at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV. With L = 3 − 5 ab−1, the 14 TeV
HL-LHC can discover states as heavy as mN ,mE = 1.6 − 1.8 TeV. For the same amount of data, the
27 TeV HE-LHC can discover heavy leptons mN ,mE = 2.6 − 2.8 TeV; with L = 15 ab−1, one can
discover (probe) roughly mN ,mE = 3.2 (3.8) TeV.
10.3 Implications of TeV scale flavour models for electroweak baryogenesis
Authors (TH): Oleksii Matsedonskyi, Geraldine Servant.
In most solutions to the SM flavour puzzle, Yukawa couplings have a dynamical origin, which
means that they potentially impact the cosmological evolution. In Refs. [1467–1474], such connections
between flavour and cosmology, in particular with the electroweak baryogenesis, have been investigated
in detail.
Electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) is a framework where the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
universe was created during the electroweak phase transition. It relies on a charge transport mechanism
in the vicinity of bubble walls during a first-order electroweak (EW) phase transition. EWBG uses EW
scale physics only and is therefore testable experimentally. It requires an extension of the Higgs sector,
giving a first-order EW phase transition as well as new sources of CP violation. Typically, there are
stringent constraints on EWBG models from bounds on Electric Dipole Moments. In the following, we
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consider situations where the source of CP violation has changed with time, which is a natural way to
evade constraints. The main motivation is to link EWBG to low-scale flavour models. If the physics
responsible for the structure of the Yukawa couplings is linked to EW symmetry breaking, we can expect
the Yukawa couplings to vary at the same time as the Higgs is acquiring a VEV, in particular if the
flavour structure is controlled by a new scalar field which couples to the Higgs. This is precisely what
can happen in Composite Higgs (CH) models [1320, 1329], on which we focus in the following.
The Composite Higgs (CH) models assume that the Higgs boson arises as a bound state of a new
strong interaction, confining around the TeV scale f . Other composite resonances are naturally heavier
than the Higgs, due to an approximate Goldstone symmetry suppressing the Higgs mass. The rest of the
SM fields do not belong to the strong sector and are elementary. The nature of the EW phase transition
in CH models can be substantially different with respect to the SM. One of the reasons is that the CH
models naturally feature new scalar resonances that participate in the EW phase transition and change
its properties (see Refs. [1475, 1476]). On the other hand, the EW transition may become strongly first
order even without the help of such additional states, if the EW transition happens simultaneously with
the deconfinement-confinement phase transition of the new strong sector (see Refs. [1471,1472] and also
Refs. [1469, 1477] for the dual description in the warped 5D space).
The flavour structure of the CH models is intimately tied with the viability of EWBG. The require-
ment of having a sizeable top quark Yukawa coupling, while suppressing the unwanted flavour-violating
effects, suggests that the new sector is nearly scale-invariant for a large range of energies above the con-
finement scale. As a result, one may expect that the transition dynamics is mostly determined by a single
light field – the dilaton χ (see e.g Ref. [1478]). Depending on its mass, whose size can be related to the
separation of the UV flavour scale and the EW scale, the EW phase transition may happen separately
from the confinement, or simultaneously with it [1471, 1472].
Moreover, the mechanism for generating the SM flavour hierarchy in CH models may also be a
source of CP asymmetry during the EW phase transition. The hierarchy of SM Yukawas λq is generated
by the renormalization group running of the couplings yq between the elementary fermions and the strong
sector operators,
λq ∝ y2q , with yq = yUVq
(
µ
ΛUV
)γyq
, (152)
where µ ∼ χ is the confinement scale, ΛUV is some large scale at which all the mixings are generated
with a similar size, yUVq , and γyq is the anomalous dimension of the operator responsible for the mixing.
This means that the size of the Yukawa couplings changes with the evolution of the confinement scale
during the confinement phase transition. Such a change of the Yukawa interactions may efficiently source
the CP-violation required for the baryogenesis [1470].
For both types of transitions mentioned, one can expect to observe deviations of the Higgs cou-
plings from the SM predictions. These deviations are a result of contributions generic to CH models, as
well as those linked to the features of the phase transition and new sources of CP-violation. For con-
creteness we focus on the more minimal example, the combined electroweak and strong sector phase
transition. The potential of the Higgs boson can be parametrized in terms of trigonometric functions
of h/f , with the overall size of the potential controlled by the mixings between the elementary and
composite fermions [1480, 1481],
V = c1 sin
2 h
f
+ c2 sin
4 h
f
, (153)
where c1 ∼ c2 ∼
∑
q(3y
2
q/(4pi)
2)g2?f
4. The dependence of the yq mixings on the dilaton field is
responsible for the mass mixing between the dilaton and the Higgs field, which we parametrise by an
angle δ. To generate sufficient amount of CP violation, such mass mixing needs to be sizeable. Let us
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Fig. 83: Relative deviation of the Higgs couplings toW and Z bosons (left panel) and the imaginary part
of the correction to the top quark Yukawa coupling (right panel), as functions of the dilaton mass, mχ,
the number of colours, N , in the new confining sector, and generic mass of composite states, m∗. Solid
black (red dashed) contours correspond to the glueball-like (meson-like) dilaton. The current and near
future experimental sensitivities of electron EDM experiments to the imaginary part of the top yukawa
correspond respectively to approximately 2× 10−3 [1253, 1378] and 2× 10−4 [1479].
consider its effect on the quark Yukawa coupling:
LYukawa = λ(χ)
(
χ sin
h
f
)
q¯LqR = q¯LqRh
(
λ(f)
χ
f
+ βλ
χ− f
f
)
+ . . . , (154)
where we performed an expansion in χ around its present day value, f . Similar, but CP-preserving,
modifications are also generated in the couplings of the Higgs boson to the SM gauge fields and the
Higgs self-interactions. The complex phase of the Yukawa beta-function, βλ, in (154) has to be different
from that of the quark mass λ(f)h, as the Yukawa phase changes with energy. Choosing the mass
parameter to be real, the CP-violating interaction resides in the term ∝ βλ. Rotating the h and χ fields
to the mass basis, the CP-even and CP-odd corrections to the Higgs Yukawa interaction are
Re[δλ] ∼ Re[βλ]δ(v/f) + λ(δ2/2 + δ(v/f)), Im[δλ] ∼ Im[βλ]δ(v/f). (155)
In Fig. (83) we show the values of the CP-violating top quark Yukawa modification and the deviations
of the Higgs couplings to the W and Z bosons. Such couplings can be tested directly at the LHC, and
also in the measurements of electric dipole moments. The strength of the phase transition can be tested
in gravitational waves signals at the future space-based observatory LISA [1482].
10.4 Phenomenology of high pT searches in the context of flavour anomalies
Authors (TH): Alejandro Celis, Admir Greljo, Lukas Mittnacht, Marco Nardecchia, Tevong You.
Precision measurements of flavour transitions at low energies, such as flavour changing B, D and
K decays, are sensitive probes of hypothetical dynamics at high energy scales. These can provide the
first evidence of new phenomena beyond the SM, even before direct discovery of new particles at high
energy colliders. Indeed, the current anomalies observed in B-meson decays, in particular, the charged
current one in b → cτν transitions, and neutral current one in b → s`+`−, may be the first hint of
new dynamics which is still waiting to be discovered at high-pT. When considering models that can
accommodate the anomalies, it is crucial to analyse the constraints derived from high-pT searches at the
LHC, since these can often rule out significant regions of model parameter space. Below we review these
constrains, and assess the impact of the High Luminosity and High Energy LHC upgrades (see also the
discussion in Sections 7.1.3,7.1.2, and 7.2.3).
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10.4.1 EFT analysis
If the dominant NP effects give rise to dimension-six SMEFT operators, the low-energy flavour mea-
surements are sensitive to C/Λ2, with C the dimensionless NP Wilson coefficient and Λ the NP scale.
The size of the Wilson coefficient is model dependent, and thus so is the NP scale required to explain the
R
D
(∗)and R
K
(∗) anomalies. Perturbative unitarity sets an upper bound on the energy scale below which
new dynamics need to appear [1483]. The conservative bounds on the scale of unitarity violation are
ΛU = 9.2 TeV and 84 TeV for RD(∗)and RK(∗) , respectively, obtained when the flavour structure of NP
operators is exactly aligned with what is needed to explain the anomalies. More realistic frameworks for
flavour structure, such as MFV, U(2) flavour models, or partial compositeness, give rise to NP effective
operators with largest effects for the third generation. This results in stronger unitarity bounds, ΛU = 1.9
TeV and 17 TeV for R
D
(∗) and R
K
(∗) , respectively. These results mean that: (i) the mediators responsi-
ble for the b→ cτν charged current anomalies are expected to be in the energy range of the LHC, (ii) the
mediators responsible for the b→ s`` neutral current anomalies could well be above the energy range of
the LHC. However, in realistic flavour models also these mediators typically fall within the (HE-)LHC
reach.
If the neutrinos in b → cτν are part of a left-handed doublet, the NP responsible for R
D
(∗)
anomaly generically implies a sizeable signal in pp→ τ+τ− production at high-pT. For realistic flavour
structures, in which b → c transition is O(Vcb) suppressed compared to b → b, one expects rather large
bb → ττ NP amplitude. Schematically, ∆R
D
(∗) ∼ Cbbττ (1 + λbs/Vcb), where Cbbττ is the size of
effective dim-6 interactions controlling bb → ττ , and λbs is a dimensionless parameter controlling the
size of flavour violation. Recasting ATLAS 13 TeV, 3.2 fb−1 search for τ+τ− [1484], Ref. [369] showed
that λbs = 0 scenario is already in slight tension with data. For λbs ∼ 5, which is moderately large, but
still compatible with FCNC constraints, HL (or even HE) upgrade of the LHC would be needed to cover
the relevant parameter space implied by the anomaly (see Fig. [5] in [265]). For large λbs the limits from
pp→ τ+τ− become comparable with direct the limits on pp→ τν from the bottom-charm fusion. The
limits on the EFT coefficients from pp→ τν were derived in Ref. [378], and the future LHC projections
are promising. The main virtue of this channel is that the same four-fermion interaction is compared in
b → cτν at low energies and bc → τν at high-pT. Since the effective NP scale in R(D(∗)) anomaly
is low, the above EFT analyses are only indicative. For more quantitative statements we review below
bounds on explicit models.
The hints of NP in R
K
(∗) require a (bs)(``) interaction. Correlated effects in high-pT tails of
pp → µ+µ−(e+e−) distributions are expected, if the numerators (denominators) of LFU ratios R
K
(∗)
are affected. Ref. [1485] recast the 13 TeV 36.1 fb−1 ATLAS search [1486] (see also [1487]), to set
limits on a number of semi-leptonic four-fermion operators, and derive projections for HL-LHC (see
Table 1 in [1485]). These show that direct limits on the (bs)(``) operator from the tails of distributions
will never be competitive with those implied by the rare B-decays [1485, 1488]. On the other hand,
flavour conserving operators, (qq)(``), are efficiently constrained by the high pT tails of the distributions.
The flavour structure of an underlining NP could thus be probed by constraining ratios λqbs = Cbs/Cqq
with Cbs fixed by the RK(∗) anomaly. For example, in models with MFV flavour structure, so that
λu,dbs ∼ Vcb, the present high-pT dilepton data is already in slight tension with the anomaly [1485].
Instead, if couplings to valence quarks are suppressed, e.g., if NP dominantly couples to the 3rd family
SM fermions, then λbbs ∼ Vcb. Such NP will hardly be probed even at the HL-LHC, and it is possible that
NP responsible for the neutral current anomaly might stay undetected in the high-pT tails at HL-LHC
and even at HE-LHC. Future data will cover a significant part of viable parameter space, though not
completely, so that discovery is possible, but not guaranteed.
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ℒ ⊃ yqℓ q ℓ Φ + h.c.p p→ Φ Φ
p p→ Φ ℓ
p p→ ℓ ℓ
mLQ
y q
ℓ
Fig. 84: Schematic of the LHC bounds on LQ showing complementarity in constraining the (mLQ, yq`)
parameters. The three cases are: pair production σ ∝ y0q` , single production σ ∝ y
2
q`
and Drell-Yan
σ ∝ y4q` (from [1490]).
10.4.2 Constraints on simplified models for b→ cτν
Since the b → cτν decay is a tree-level process in the SM that receives no drastic suppression, models
that can explain these anomalies necessarily require a mediator that contributes at tree-level:
• SM-likeW ′: A SM-likeW ′ boson, coupling to left-handed fermions, would explain the approximately
equal enhancements observed inR(D) andR(D∗). A possible realization is a color-neutral real SU(2)L
triplet of massive vector bosons [946]. However, typical models encounter problems with current LHC
data since they result in large contributions to pp→ τ+τ− cross-section, mediated by the neutral partner
of the W ′ [369, 926, 946]. For MW ′ & 500 GeV, solving the R(D
(∗)) anomaly within the vector triplet
model while being consistent with τ+τ− resonance searches at the LHC is only possible if the related
Z ′ has a large total decay width [369]. Focusing on the W ′, Ref. [1489] analyzed the production of this
mediator via gg and gc fusion, decaying to τντ . Ref. [1489] concluded that a dedicated search using
that b-jet is present in the final state would be effective in reducing the SM background compared to
an inclusive analysis that relies on τ -tagging and EmissT . Nonetheless, relevant limits will be set by an
inclusive search in the future [378].
• Right-handed W ′: Refs. [1056, 1057] recently proposed that W ′ could mediate a right-handed inter-
action, with a light sterile right-handed neutrino carrying the missing energy in the B decay. In this case,
it is possible to completely decorelate FCNC constraints from R(D(∗)). The most constraining process
in this case is instead pp→ τν. Ref. [378] performed a recast of the latest ATLAS and CMS searches at
13 TeV and about 36 fb−1 to constrain most of the relevant parameter space for the anomaly.
• Charged Higgs H±: Models that introduce a charged Higgs, for instance a two-Higgs-doublet model,
also contain additional neutral scalars. Their masses are constrained by electroweak precision measure-
ments to be close to that of the charged Higgs. Accommodating the R(D(∗)) anomalies with a charged
Higgs typically implies large new physics contributions to pp→ τ+τ− via the neutral scalar exchanges,
so that current LHC data can challenge this option [369]. Note that a charged Higgs also presents an
important tension between the current measurement of R(D∗) and the measured lifetime of the Bc me-
son [1031, 1046, 1063, 1064].
• Leptoquarks:
The observed anomalies in charged and neutral currents appear in semileptonic decays of the B-
mesons. This implies that the putative NP has to couple to both quarks and leptons at the fundamental
level. A natural BSM option is to consider mediators that couple simultaneously quarks and leptons at
the tree level. Such states are commonly referred as leptoquarks. Decay and production mechanisms of
the LQ are directly linked to the physics required to explain the anomalous data.
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Fig. 85: Present constraints and HL(HE)-LHC projections in the leptoquark mass versus coupling plane for the
scalar leptoquark S3 (left), and vector leptoquark U1 (right). The grey and dark grey solid regions are the current
exclusions. The grey and black dashed lines are the projected reach for HL-LHC (pair and single leptoquark
production prospects are based on the CMS simulation from Section 10.4.5). The red dashed lines are the projected
reach at HE-LHC (see Section 10.4.6). The green and yellow bands are the 1σ and 2σ preferred regions from the
fit to B physics anomalies. The second coupling required to fit the anomaly does not enter in the leading high-pT
diagrams but it is relevant for fixing the preferred region shown in green, for more details see Ref. [265].
– Leptoquark decays: the fit to the R(D∗) observables suggest a rather light leptoquark (at the
TeV scale) that couples predominately to the third generation fermions of the SM. A series of
constraints from flavour physics, in particular the absence of BSM effects in kaon and charm
mixing observables, reinforces this picture.
– Leptoquark production mechanism: The size of the couplings required to explain the anomaly is
typically very large, roughly yq` ≈ mLQ/ (1 TeV). Depending of the actual sizes of the leptoquark
couplings and its mass we can distinguish three regimes that are relevant for the phenomenology
at the LHC:
1. LQ pair production due to strong interactions,
2. Single LQ production plus lepton via a single insertion of the LQ coupling, and
3. Non-resonant production of di-lepton through t-channel exchange of the leptoquark.
Interestingly all three regimes provide complementary bounds in the (mLQ, yq`) plane, see Fig. 84.
Several simplified models with leptoquark as a mediator were shown to be consistent with the
low-energy data. A vector leptoquark with SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y SM quantum numbers Uµ ∼
(3,1, 2/3) was identified as the only single mediator model which can simultaneously fit the two anoma-
lies (see e.g. [265] for a recent fit including leading RGE effects). In order to substantially cover the
relevant parameter space, one needs future HL- (HE-) LHC, see Fig. 85 (right) (see also Fig. 5 of [265]
for details on the present LHC constraints). A similar statement applies to an alternative model featuring
two scalar leptoquarks, S1, S3 [955]. The pair of plots in Fig. 85 summaries the current exclusion and
the discovery reach for the HE and HL-LHC in the LQ coupling versus mass plane.
Leptoquarks states are emerging as the most convincing mediators for the explanations of the
flavour anomalies. It is then important to explore all the possible signatures at the HL- and HE-LHC.
The experimental programme should focus not only on the final states containing quarks and leptons of
the third generation, but also on the whole list of decay channels including the off-diagonal ones (bµ,
sτ, . . . ). The completeness of this approach would allow to shed light on the flavour structure of the
putative New Physics.
Another aspect to be emphasized regarding leptoquark models is that the UV complete models
often require extra fields. The accompanying particles would leave more important signatures at high
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Fig. 86: Current and projected 95% CL limits on µµjj final state at CMS (solid black) and HL-LHC
(cyan) with 1 (10) ab−1 in solid (dashed) lines. The pair production cross-section for scalar leptoquarks
is shown in dotted lines for 14 (27) TeV in black (cyan) (Fig. taken from [1493]).
pT than the leptoquarks, which is particularly true for vector leptoquark extensions (see for example
[963, 1491])
10.4.3 Constraints on simplified models for b→ sll
The b → sll transition is both loop and CKM suppressed in the SM. The explanations of the b → sll
anomalies can thus have both tree level and loop level mediators. Loop-level explanations typically
involve lighter particles. Tree-level mediators can also be light, if sufficiently weakly coupled. However,
they can also be much heavier—possibly beyond the reach of the LHC.
• Tree-level mediators:
For b → sll anomaly there are two possible tree-level UV-completions, the Z ′ vector boson and lep-
toquarks, either scalar or vector (see Fig. 41 in Sec. 7.1.3). For leptoquarks, Fig. 86 shows the current
95% CL limits from 8 TeV CMS with 19.6 fb−1 in the µµjj final state (solid black line), as well as the
HL-LHC (dashed black line) and 1 (10) ab−1 HE-LHC extrapolated limits (solid (dashed) cyan line).
Dotted lines give the cross-sections times branching ratio at the corresponding collider energy for pair
production of scalar leptoquarks, calculated at NLO using the code of Ref. [1492]. We see that the sen-
sitivity to a leptoquark with only the minimal b− µ and s− µ couplings reaches around 2.5 and 4.5 TeV
at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC, respectively. This pessimistic estimate is a lower bound that will typically
be improved in realistic models with additional flavour couplings. Moreover, the reach can be extended
by single production searches [1493], albeit in a more model-dependent way than pair production. The
cross section predictions for vector leptoquark are more model-dependent and are not shown in Fig. 86.
For O(1) couplings the corresponding limits are typically stronger than for scalar leptoquarks. Searches
in other decay channels should also be considered, such at tt¯+MET for which HL-LHC projections can
be found in Ref. [1494].
For the Z ′ mediator the minimal couplings in the mass eigenstate basis are obtained by unitary
transformations from the gauge eigenstate basis, which necessarily induces other couplings. Ref. [1496]
defined the “mixed-up” model (MUM) and “mixed-down” model (MDM) such that the minimal cou-
plings are obtained via CKM rotations in either the up or down sectors respectively. For MUM there is
no sensitivity at the HL-LHC. The predicted sensitivity at the HL-LHC for the MDM is shown in Fig. 87
as functions of Z ′ muon coupling gµµ and the Z
′ mass, setting the Z ′ coupling to b and s quarks such that
it solves the b → s`` anomaly. The solid blue (orange) contours give the 95% and 99% CL sensitivity.
The red and green regions are excluded byBs mixing [906] and neutrino trident production [1497,1498],
respectively. The more stringent Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495] is denoted by the dashed blue
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Fig. 87: HL-LHC 95% (blue) and 99% (orange) CL sensitivity contours to Z ′ in the “mixed-down”
model for gµµ vs Z
′ mass in TeV. The dashed grey contours give the Z ′ width as a fraction of mass.
The green and red regions are excluded by trident neutrino production and Bs mixing, respectively. The
dashed blue line is the stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495] (Fig. taken from [1496]).
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Fig. 88: HE-LHC 95% (blue) and 99% (orange) CL sensitivity contours to Z ′ in the “mixed-up” (left)
and “mixed-down” (right) model in the parameter space of gµµ vs Z
′ mass in TeV. The dashed grey
contours are the width as a fraction of mass. The green and red regions are excluded by trident neutrino
production and Bs mixing. The dashed blue line is the stronger Bs mixing constraint from Ref. [1495]
(Figs. taken from [1496]).
line; see, however, Ref. [948] for further discussion regarding the implications of this bound. The dashed
grey contours denote the width as a fraction of the mass. We see that the HL-LHC will only be sensitive
to Z ′ with narrow width, up to masses of 5 TeV.
At the HE-LHC, the reach for 10 ab−1 is shown in Fig. 88 for the MUM and MDM on the left
and right, respectively. In this case the sensitivity may reach a Z ′ with wider widths up to 0.25 and 0.5
of its mass, while the mass extends out to 10 to 12 TeV. We stress that this is a pessimistic estimate of
the projected sensitivity, particular to the two minimal models; more realistic scenarios will typically be
easier to discover.
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• Explanations at the one-loop level:
It is possible to accomodate the b→ s`+`− anomalies even if mediators only enter at one-loop. One pos-
sibility is the mediators coupling to right-handed top quarks and to muons [346,907,1499–1501]. Given
the loop and CKM suppression of the NP contribution to the b→ s`+`− amplitude, these models can ex-
plain the b→ s`+`− anomalies for a light mediator, with mass around O(1) TeV or lighter. Constraints
from the LHC and future projections for the HL-LHC were derived in [1501] by recasting di-muon res-
onance, pp → tt¯tt¯ and SUSY searches. Two scenarios were considered: i) a scalar LQ R2(3, 2, 7/6)
combined with a vector LQ U˜1α(3, 1, 5/3), ii) a vector boson Z
′ in the singlet representation of the SM
gauge group. Ref. [1500] also analyzed the HL-LHC projections for the Z ′. The constraints from the
LHC already rule out part of the relevant parameter space and the HL-LHC will be able to cover much
of the remaining regions. Dedicated searches in the pp → tt¯tt¯ channel and a dedicated search for tµ
resonances in tt¯µ+µ− final state can improve the sensitivity to these models [1501].
10.4.4 Conclusions regarding high pT probes of flavour anomalies
The anomalous results in B-meson decays cannot be considered yet as a convincing evidence of New
Physics. On the other hand, the number (and quality) of observables that are not in complete agreement
with the SM prediction is growing with time in a coherent way. If true, the implications for HEP will be
profound. The conclusions we draw are the following:
• A conservative argument based on perturbative unitarity [1483] sets an upper bound on the New
Physics scale to be 9 TeV for charged current anomalies and 80 TeV for neutral current ones. The
analysis of explicit models show that the high-luminosity programme has a clear potential to probe
a large portion of the possible BSM options.
• The explanation of the anomalies in b → cτν transitions requires non trivial model building.
In particular, it is not possible to simply isolate the physics that mediate the flavour anomalous
transitions. In complete models other signature have to be considered. Typically it would be very
difficult to escape direct detection at HL/HE-LHC.
• Even though the naive scale associated with the b → s`` anomalies is much higher than the en-
ergy accessible at HL/HE-LHC, in motivated models the flavour suppressions and weak couplings
guarantee a large coverage of the parameter space for leptoquark and Z ′ mediators [1496].
More generally, the probes of lepton flavour universality such as the ratios of inclusive τ+τ− vs.
µ+µ− (or µ+µ− vs. e+e−) mass distributions, are important, theoretically clean, tests of the SM and are
well motivated observables both at HL- and HE-LHC, whether or not the current B-meson anomalies
become statistically significant.
As a final remark, it is important to remember that the anomalies are not yet experimentally estab-
lished. Among others, this also means that the statements on whether or not the high pT LHC constraints
rule out certain R(D(∗)) explanations assumes that the actual values of R(D(∗)) are given by their cur-
rent global averages. If future measurements decrease the global average, the high pT constraints can in
some cases be greatly relaxed so that HL- and/or HE-LHC may be essential even for these, at present
tightly constrained, cases.
10.4.5 Experimental prospects for high pT searches at HL-LHC relevant forB anomalies
We give next the experimental prospects for leptoquark searches, with leptoquarks decaying to the final
states relevant for B physics anomalies.
10.4.5.1 Prospects for leptoquark searches assuming t+τ and/or t+µ decays
The reach of searches for pair production of leptoquarks (LQs) with decays to t+ µ and t+ τ is studied
for the HL-LHC with target integrated luminosities of Ltargetint = 300 and 3000 fb−1 [1502]. The studies
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Fig. 89: Expected significances for an LQ decaying exclusively to top quarks and muons (left) or top
quarks and τ leptons (right).
are based on published CMS results of the t+µ [1503] and t+τ [1504] LQ decay channels which use data
of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV corresponding to Lint = 35.9 fb−1 recorded in 2016. While
the analysis strategies are kept unchanged with respect to the ones in Refs. [1503, 1504], different total
integrated luminosities, the higher center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, and different scenarios of systematic
uncertainties are considered. In the first scenario (denoted ”w/ YR18 syst. uncert.”), the relative exper-
imental systematic uncertainties are scaled by a factor of 1/
√
f , with f = Ltargetint /35.9 fb−1, until they
reach a defined lower limit based on estimates of the achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector [1].
The relative theoretical systematic uncertainties are halved. In the second scenario (denoted ”w/ stat.
uncert. only”), no systematic uncertainties are considered. The relative statistical uncertainties in both
scenarios are scaled by 1/
√
f .
Figure 89 presents the expected signal significances of the analyses as a function of the LQ mass
for different assumed integrated luminosities in the ”w/ YR18 syst. uncert.” and ”w/ stat. uncert.
only” scenarios. Increasing the target integrated luminosity to Ltargetint = 3000 fb−1 greatly increases
the discovery potential of both analyses. The LQ mass corresponding to a discovery at 5σ significance
with a dataset corresponding to 3000 fb−1 increases by more than 500 GeV compared to the situation at
Ltargetint = 35.9 fb−1, from about 1200 GeV to roughly 1700 GeV, in the LQ → tµ decay channel. For
LQs decaying exclusively to top quarks and τ leptons, a gain of 400 GeV is expected, pushing the LQ
mass in reach for a 5σ discovery from 800 GeV to 1200 GeV.
In Fig. 90, the expected projected exclusion limits on the LQ pair production cross section are
shown. Leptoquarks decaying only to top quarks and muons are expected to be excluded below masses
of 1900 GeV for 3000 fb−1, which is a gain of 500 GeV compared to the limit of 1420 GeV obtained in
the published analysis of the 2016 dataset [1503]. The mass exclusion limit for LQs decaying exclusively
to top quarks and τ leptons are expected to be increased by 500 GeV, from 900 GeV to approximately
1400 GeV.
Figure 91 shows the expected signal significances and upper exclusion limits on the pair produc-
tion cross section of scalar LQs allowed to decay to top quarks and muons or τ leptons at the 95% CL
as a function of the LQ mass and a variable branching fraction B(LQ→ tµ) = 1− B(LQ→ tτ) for an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 in the two different scenarios. For all values of B, LQ masses up to
approximately 1200 GeV and 1400 GeV are expected to be in reach for a discovery at the 5σ level and a
95% CL exclusion, respectively.
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Fig. 90: Expected upper limits on the LQ pair production cross section at the 95% CL for an LQ decaying
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Fig. 91: Expected significances (left) and expected upper limits on the LQ pair-production cross section
at the 95% CL (right) as a function of the LQ mass and the branching fraction. Color-coded lines
represent lines of a constant expected significance or cross section limit, respectively. The red lines
indicate the 5σ discovery level (left) and the mass exclusion limit (right).
10.4.5.2 CMS Search for leptoquarks decaying to τ and b
This analysis from CMS [1505] presents future discovery and exclusion prospects for singly and pair
produced third-generation scalar LQs, each decaying to τh and a bottom quark. Here, τh denotes a
hadronically decaying τ lepton. The relevant Feynman diagrams of the signal processes at leading order
(LO) are shown in Fig. 92.
The analysis uses DELPHES [374] event samples of simulated pp collisions at a center-of-mass
energy of 14 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb−1. The matrix ele-
ments of LQ signals for both single and pair LQ production are generated at LO using version 2.6.0
of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [372] for mLQ =500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 GeV. The branching fraction β
of the LQ to a charged lepton and a quark, in this case LQ→ τb, is assumed to be β = 1. The unknown
Yukawa coupling λ of the LQ to a τ lepton and a bottom quark is set to λ = 1. The width Γ is calculated
using Γ = mLQλ
2/(16pi) [1506], and is less than 10% of the LQ mass for most of the considered search
range. The signal samples are normalized to the cross section calculated at LO, multiplied by a K factor
to account for higher order contributions [1490].
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Fig. 92: Leading order Feynman diagrams for the production of a third-generation LQ in the single
production s-channel (left) and the pair production channel via gluon fusion (center) and quark fusion
(right).
Similar event selections are used in both the singly and pair produced LQ searches, except for the
requirement on the number of jets. In both channels, two reconstructed τh with opposite-sign charge are
required, each with transverse momentum pT,τ > 50 GeV and a maximum pseudorapidity |ητ | < 2.3.
In the search for single production, the presence of at least one reconstructed jet with pT > 50 GeV is
required, while at least two are required in the search for pair production. Jets are reconstructed with
FASTJET [1507], using the anti-kT algorithm [1508], with a distance parameter of 0.4.
To reduce background due to Drell-Yan (particularly Z→ ττ ) events, the invariant mass of the
two selected τh, mττ , is required to be > 95 GeV. In addition, at least one of the previously selected
jets is required to be b-tagged to reduce QCD multijet backgrounds. Finally, an event is rejected if it
contains identified and isolated electrons (muons), with pT > 10 GeV, |η| <2.4 (2.5). The acceptance
of the signal events is 4.9% (11%) for single (pair) production, where the branching ratio of two τ leptons
decaying hadronically is included in the numerator of the acceptance.
Signal extraction is based on a binned maximum likelihood fit to the distribution of the scalar pT
sum ST, which is defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of the two τh and either the highest-pT
jet in the case of single LQ production, or the two highest-pT jets in the case of LQ pair production.
These distributions are shown in Fig. 93 for the HL-LHC 3000 fb−1 scenario.
Systematic uncertainties are calculated by scaling the current experimental uncertainties. For un-
certainties limited by statistics, including the uncertainty on the DY (3.3%) and QCD (3.3%) cross sec-
tions, a scale factor of 1/
√
L is applied, for an integrated luminosity ratio L. For uncertainties coming
from theoretical calculations, a scale factor of 1/2 is applied with respect to current uncertainties, as
is the case for the uncertainties on the cross section for top (2.8%) or diboson (3%) events. Other ex-
perimental systematic uncertainties are scaled by the square root of the integrated luminosity ratio until
the uncertainty reaches a minimum value, including uncertainties on the integrated luminosity (1%), τ
identification (5%) and b-tagging/misidentification (1%-5%).
Figure 94 shows an upper limit at 95% CL on the cross section times branching fraction β as
a function of mLQ by using the asymptotic CLs modified frequentist criterion [1509–1512]. Upper
limits are calculated considering two different scenarios. The first one, hereafter abbreviated as "stat.
only" considers only statistical uncertainties, to observe how the results are affected by the increase
of the integrated luminosity. The second scenario, hereafter abbreviated as "stat.+syst.," also includes
the estimate of the systematic uncertainties at the HL-LHC. For the single LQ production search, the
theoretical prediction for the cross section assumes λ = 1 and β = 1.
Comparing the limits with theoretical predictions assuming unit Yukawa coupling λ = 1, third-
generation scalar leptoquarks are expected to be excluded at 95% confidence level for LQ masses below
732 (1249) GeV for a luminosity of 300 fb−1, and below 1130 (1518) GeV for 3000 fb−1 in the single
(pair) production channel, considering both statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Since the single-LQ signal cross section scales with λ2, it is straightforward to recast the results
presented in Fig. 94 in terms of expected upper limits onmLQ as a function of λ, as shown in Fig. 95. The
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Fig. 93: Left: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected τ leptons and the highest-pT jet in the single LQ
selection region. Right: scalar sum of the pT of the two selected τ leptons and the two highest-pT jets in
the LQ pair search region. The considered backgrounds are shown as stacked histograms, while empty
histograms for signals for the single LQ and LQ pair channels (for mLQ = 1000 GeV) are overlaid to
illustrate the sensitivity. Both signal and backround are normalised to a luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
blue band shows the parameter space (95% CL) for the scalar LQ preferred by the B physics anomalies:
λ = (0.95± 0.50)mLQ( TeV) [265]. For the 300 (3000) fb−1 luminosity scenario, the leptoquark pair
production channel is more sensitive if λ < 2.7 (2.3), while the single leptoquark production is dominant
otherwise.
Using the predicted cross section [1490] of the signal, it is also possible to estimate the maximal
LQ mass expected to be in reach for a 5σ discovery. Figure 96 shows the expected local significance of
a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass hypothesis.
In summary, this study shows that future LQ searches under higher luminosity conditions are
promising, as they are expected to greatly increase the reach of the search. They also show that the pair
production channel is expected to be the most sensitive. A significance of 5σ is within reach for LQ
masses below 800 (1200) FeV for the single (pair) production channels in the 300 fb−1 scenario and
1000 (1500) GeV for the 3000 fb−1 scenario.
10.4.5.3 CMS Searches for W ′ → τ + EmissT
New heavy gauge bosons are predicted by various SM extensions. The charged version of such heavy
gauge bosons is generally referred to as W′. The decay W′ → τν yields a single hadronically decaying
tau (τh) as the only detectable object and missing energy due to the neutrinos. Hadronically decaying tau
leptons are selected since the corresponding branching fraction, about 60%, is the largest among all τ
decays. Tau-jets are experimentally distinctive because of their low charged hadron multiplicity, unlike
QCD multi-jets, which have high charged hadron multiplicity, or other leptonic W′ boson decays, which
yield no jet. This Phase-2 study [1513] follows closely the recently published Run 2 result [1514], using
hadronically decaying tau leptons.
The signature of a W′ boson (see Fig. 97), is considered similar to a high-mass W boson. It could
be observed in the distribution of the transverse mass (MT ) of the transverse momentum of the τ (p
τ
T )
and the missing transverse momentum (pmissT ): MT =
√
2pτT p
miss
T (1− cos∆φ(τ, pmissT )). Unlike the
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Fig. 94: Expected limits at 95% CL on the product of the cross section σ and the branching fraction β,
as a function of the LQ mass, for the two high luminosity projections, 300 fb−1 (red) and 3000 fb−1
(orange), for both the stat. only (dashed lines) and the stat.+syst. scenarios (solid lines). This is shown in
conjunction with the theoretical predictions at NLO [1490] in cyan. Projections are calculated for both
the single LQ (left) and LQ pair production (right).
leptonic search channels, the signal shape of W ′ bosons with hadronically decaying tau leptons does not
show a Jacobian peak structure because of the presence of two neutrinos in the final state. Despite the
multi-particle final state, the decay appears as a typical two-body decay; the axis of the hadronic tau jet
is back to back with pmissT and the magnitude of both is comparable such that their ratio is about unity.
The results are interpreted in the context of the sequential standard model (SSM) [1515] in
terms of W′ mass and coupling strength. A model-independent cross section limit allows interpreta-
tions in other models. The signal was simulated in LO and the detector performance simulated with
DELPHES. The W′ boson coupling strength, g
W′ , is given in terms of the SM weak coupling strength
gW = e/ sin
2 θW ≈ 0.65. Here, θW is the weak mixing angle. If the W′ boson is a heavier copy of
the SM W boson, their coupling ratio is g
W′/gW = 1 and the SSM W
′ boson theoretical cross sections,
signal shapes, and widths apply. However, different couplings are possible. Because of the dependence
of the width of a particle on its couplings the consequent effect on the transverse mass distribution, a
limit can also be set on the coupling strength.
The dominant background appears in the off-shell tail of the MT distribution of the SM W boson.
Subleading background contributions arise from tt¯ and QCD multijet events. The number of background
events is reduced by the event selection. These backgrounds primarily arise as a consequence of jets
misidentified as τh candidates and populate the lower transverse masses while the signal exhibits an
excess of events at high MT . Events with one hadronically decaying τ and p
miss
T are selected if the ratio
of pτT to p
miss
T satisfies 0.7 < p
τ
T/p
miss
T < 1.3 and the angle ∆φ( ~pT
τ , ~pTmiss) is greater than 2.4 radians.
The physics sensitivity is studied based on the MT distribution in Fig. 97-right. Signal events are
expected to be particularly prominent at the upper end of the MT distribution, where the expected SM
background is low. So far, there are no indications for the existence of a SSM W′ boson [1514]. With
the high luminosity during Phase-2, the W′ mass reach for potential observation increases to 6.9 TeV
and 6.4 TeV for 3 σ evidence and 5 σ discovery, respectively, as shown in Fig. 98-left. Alternatively, in
case of no observation, one can exclude SSM W′ boson masses up to 7.0 TeV with 3 ab−1. These are
multi-bin limits taking into account the full MT shape.
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Fig. 95: Expected exclusion limits at 95% CL on the Yukawa coupling λ at the LQ-lepton-quark vertex,
as a function of the LQ mass. A unit branching fraction β of the LQ to a τ lepton and a bottom quark
is assumed. Future projections for 300 and 3000 fb−1 are shown for both the stat. only and stat.+syst.
scenarios, shown as dashed and filled lines respectively, and for both the single LQ and LQ pair produc-
tion, where the latter corresponds to the vertical line (since it does not depend on λ). The left hand side
of the lines represents the exclusion region for each of the projections, whereas the region with diagonal
blue hatching shows the parameter space preferred by one of the models proposed to explain anomalies
observed in B physics [265].
While the SSM model assumes SM-like couplings of the fermions, the couplings could well be
weaker if further decays occur. The HL-LHC has good sensitivity to study these couplings. The sensitiv-
ity to weaker couplings extends significantly. A model-independent cross section limit for new physics
with τ+MET in the final state is depicted in Fig. 98-right, calculated as a single-bin limit by counting the
number of events above a sliding threshold MminT .
10.4.6 High pT searches at HE-LHC relevant forB physics anomalies
We show next the sensitivity of the 27 TeV pp collider with 15 ab−1 integrated luminosity to probe pair
production of the scalar and vector leptoquarks decaying to (bτ) final state. The investigated events
contain either one electron or muon, one hadronically decaying tau lepton, and at least two jets. The
signal events and the dominant background events (tt¯) were generated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO at
leading-order. Pythia6 was used to shower and hadronise events and DELPHES3 was used to simulate
the detector response. The scalar leptoquark (S3) and the vector leptoquark (U1) UFO model files were
taken from [1490].
To verify the procedure, the tt¯ background and the scalar leptoquark signal were simulated at 13
TeV and compared to the predicted shapes in the ST distribution from the existing CMS analysis [1516].
After verifying the 13 TeV analysis, the signal and the dominant background events at 27 TeV were
simulated. From these samples, all events satisfying the particle content requirements and applied the
lower cut in the ST variable were selected. The cut threshold was chosen to maximize S/
√
B while
requiring at least 2 expected signal events at an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1. In the case of the
vector leptoquark two options were considered, the Yang-Mills (κ = 1), and the minimal coupling
(κ = 0) scenario for the couplings to the gluon field strength, L ⊃ −igκU †1µT aU1νGaµν [1490]. From
the simulations of the scalar and vector leptoquark events, the ratio of the cross-sections was obtained,
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Fig. 96: Expected local significance of a signal-like excess as a function of the LQ mass, for the two high
luminosity projections, 300 fb−1 (red) and 3000 fb−1 (orange), assuming the theoretical prediction for
the LQ cross section at NLO [1490], calculated with λ = 1 and β = 1. Projections are calculated for
both single LQ (left) and LQ pair production (right).
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Fig. 97: Left: Illustration of the studied channel W ′ → τν with the subsequent hadronic decay of the
tau (τh). Right: The discriminating variable, MT , after all selection criteria for the HL-LHC conditions
of 3 ab−1 and 200 PU. The relevant SM backgrounds are shown according to the labels in the legend.
Signal examples for W′ boson masses of 1 TeV, 5 TeV and 6 TeV are scaled to their SSM LO cross
section and 3 ab−1.
and assuming similar kinematics, also the sensitivity for the vector leptoquark U1.
As shown in Fig. 99, the HE-LHC collider will be able to probe pair produced third generation
scalar leptoquark (decaying exclusively to bτ final state) up to mass of ∼ 4 TeV and vector leptoquark
up to ∼ 4.5 TeV and ∼ 5.2 TeV for the minimal coupling and Yang-Mills scenarios, respectively. While
this result is obtained by a rather crude analysis, it shows the impressive reach of the future high-energy
pp-collider. In particular, the HE-LHC will cut deep into the relevant perturbative parameter space
for b → cτν anomaly. As a final comment, this is a rather conservative estimate of the sensitivity to
leptoquark models solving R(D∗) anomaly, since a dedicated single leptoquark production search is
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Fig. 98: Left: Discovery significance for SSM W′ to tau leptons. Right: Model-independent cross section
limit. For this, a single-bin limit is calculated for increasingMminT while keeping the signal yield constant
in order to avoid including any signal shape information on this limit calculation.
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Fig. 99: Expected sensitivity for pair production of scalar (S3) and vector (U1) leptoquark at 27 TeV pp
collider with an integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1.
expected to yield even stronger bounds [265, 1490].
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11 Lattice QCD in the HL/HE-LHC era
Authors (TH): Michele Della Morte, Elvira Gámiz, Enrico Lunghi.
We discuss the ten-year projections described in Sect. 2 for the lattice inputs on hadronic pa-
rameters, by presenting the current status and reviewing the main sources of uncertainty for different
quantities. A naive application of Moore’s law (computing power doubling each two years) would give
a reduction in the errors by a factor around 3 by 2025. However, such an extrapolation is not always
appropriate since the dominant uncertainties are often systematic. For this reason attempting to extrapo-
late even farther in the future is subject to very large uncertainties. The lattice approach is systematically
improvable by construction, however in order to almost completely remove the main systematic affecting
current computations one would have to extrapolate the performance of present algorithms to unexplored
regions of parameters. Any such extrapolation would be quite unreliable. It is anyway reasonable to ex-
pect that by 2030 the uncertainties related to the inclusion of electromagnetic effects, where relevant,
will be removed.
The last FLAG review [66], or its online version 10, still provides an almost up-to-date picture of
the precision reached so far. For example, the target accuracy on fBs and the ratio fBs/fBd of about
0.4% has already been achieved. The latest Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 results by the FNAL/MILC Collaboration
in [822] quote very similar errors for those two quantities. Electromagnetic corrections (together with the
known long- and short-distance electroweak contributions) in that case are directly subtracted from the
experimental decay rate quoted by PDG, such that the decay constant, which is purely a QCD quantity,
is the only hadronic parameter needed for the extraction of |Vub| from leptonic B-decays. Alternatively,
one could consider the full transition rate on the lattice, as proposed in [1517], and further discussed
in [1518] concerning several subtleties arising in a straightforward application of the method to heavy-
meson decays.
In addition to the inclusion of isospin breaking corrections, the most important limiting factor
in the achievable precision of future lattice computations of decay constants is probably going to be
the scale setting, i.e., the conversion from lattice units to MeV. This is quite obviously important for
dimensionful quantities, but it is also critical for some dimensionless ones, e.g., the hadronic contribution
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, where one needs to convert the muon mass to lattice
units (see [1519] for a detailed discussion of this point). The current precision in the knowledge of the
lattice spacing is at the half-percent level. Going beyond that is challenging, as one needs a quantity
which is both very well known experimentally and precisely computable on the lattice, with both small
statistical as well as systematic uncertainties. Future strategies may involve combining/averaging several
quantities for the scale setting. 11 On the other hand, ratios of decay constants can be obtained very
precisely from lattice simulations, especially for light mesons, in which case discretization effects are
not as severe as for heavy-light mesons. For example, the last calculations of the ratio of decay constants
f
K
±/f
pi
± has reached a 0.15% error [822].
We turn next to the bag parameterBK , relevant for the theoretical prediction of εK , which encodes
indirect CP-violation in the neutral kaon system. The global estimate from FLAG for the Nf = 2 + 1
theory has a 1.3% error. Again, the error is systematic-dominated. In particular, one of the largest
uncertainties comes from the conversion between the lattice renormalization scheme (e.g., Schrödinger
Functional (SF) or MOM) and MS. This is typically done at one-loop and to improve on that one needs
either a higher order computation 12, or to follow the non-perturbative running up to as large a scale as
possible. In the SF scheme, but only in the two-flavor case, the matching scale has been pushed to the
elctroweak scale, where truncation errors can be safely neglected [1521]. The FLAG averages of the
BK parameter have been very stable throughout different reviews. The main reason is, at least for the
10http://flag.unibe.ch/
11We acknowledge S. Gottlieb and R. Van de Water for a discussion on this issue.
12See Ref. [1520] for recent work in this direction.
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2+1 flavor setup, that the final value is dominated by a single computation from 2011 [1522]. It should
therefore be possible to significantly reduce the error in the next few years. In fact, with current methods
and existing configurations several collaborations can probably reach that precision.
The main hadronic uncertainty in the theoretical prediction of εK is currently due to long-distance
contributions not captured by the short-distance parameter BK . An approach for computing those non-
perturbatively has been put forward in [1523] and preliminary results have been reported at the last
Lattice conferences, with the most recent update in [1524]. Although the parameters in the lattice sim-
ulations are not physical, producing rather heavy pions (329 MeV), and only one lattice resolution with
a > 0.1 fm has been considered, the long distance correction to εK is found to be rather large, amounting
to about 8(5)% of the experimental value. For a more accurate estimate, the calculation is being repeated
with physical kinematics and finer lattice spacings 13. It is worth pointing out that other approaches (e.g.,
in [55]) produce values corresponding to a 4% contribution at most. Finally, it has been emphasized
in [1525] that the theoretical estimate of εK based on lattice inputs strongly depends on the value of Vcb.
Its current uncertainty, due to the tension between inclusive and exclusive determinations, represents then
the largest source of systematic error.
In the B-sector, theoretical predictions of Bq − B¯q mixing observables in the SM and beyond
depend on hadronic matrix elements of local four-fermion operators. Historically, these matrix elements
have been parametrized in terms of the so-called bag parameters. In the SM, the mass difference for a
B0q meson depends on a single matrix element, proportional to f
2
Bq
BˆBq , or, equivalently, on a single bag
parameter, BˆBq .
There has been steady progress in the last decade in lattice determinations of these matrix ele-
ments, with errors ∼ 4 − 5% for BˆBq [66]. However, there is still a lot of room for improvement. First
of all, current calculations are not done on the last generation ensembles with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1, physical
light-quark masses, the smallest lattice spacings, and/or the most improved lattice actions. Performing
simulations on those ensembles will reduce, and in some cases eliminate, the dominant errors in B-
mixing: statistics, continuum and chiral extrapolations, no inclusion of charm quarks on the sea, and
heavy-quark discretization. In addition, current calculations with Nf = 2 + 1 flavors of sea quarks rely
on effective field theories for the description of the b quark. Using a fully relativistic description instead,
will further reduce the heavy-quark discretization uncertainty and will also allow more precise renor-
malization techniques, the other large source of uncertainty. For a particular lattice calculation, either
the decay constants fB and fBs are obtained within the same analysis in a correlated way, or external
inputs are used to get the bag parameters from the extracted matrix elements. The recent and projected
progress on the determination of these decay constants will thus partly contribute to the reduction in the
bag parameters uncertainty.
All the improvements described above could considerably reduce the error in BˆBs to a 0.8% level.
For the ratio of bag parameters, BBs/BBd , the error could be reduced from the current 2% to 0.5% or
even less. A similar reduction can be achieved for the bag parameters describing the BSM contributions
to the mixing. On-going calculations of hadronic matrix elements of NLO operators [1526] will also
contribute to a substantial reduction in the uncertainty of ∆Γq in the next years.
Matrix elements describing the short-distance contribution to D-meson mixing in the SM and
beyond could benefit from a similar error reduction. However, in contrast to B-mixing, D-mixing is
dominated by long-distance contributions and thus reducing the error of the short-distance contribution
is not so pressing.
Next we review the status and the prospects for lattice computations of form factors for a number
of semileptonic decays. The vector form factor at zero momentum transfer, fK
0
pi
−
+ (q
2 = 0), needed to
extract |Vus| from experimental measurements of K → pi`ν decay widths, is among the most accurate
quantities obtained on the lattice. The most recent calculation of this form factor, not included in the last
13See https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15949/session/3/contribution/151/material/slides/0.pdf.
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FLAG review, has reduced the error to 0.20% [1527], the same level as the experimental error [1528].
The main source of uncertainty on the lattice side is now statistics, which could be reduced by several
lattice collaborations, both with Nf = 2 + 1 and Nf = 2 + 1 + 1, extending their simulations to existing
and planned ensembles. Those ensembles include set of configurations with smaller lattice spacings than
those that are currently being used for calculations of fK
0
pi
−
+ (q
2 = 0), which will further reduce the total
uncertainty. Other important sources of error on current calculations arise from the scale setting and the
uncertainty in the input parameters: quark masses and ChPT low energy constants. Better determinations
of those parameters, which are needed in the analyses of many observables, are underway or expected.
With those improvements the error in fK
0
pi
−
+ (q
2 = 0), including strong isospin-breaking corrections,
will be soon enterely dominated by statistics and could achieve the 0.12% level in ten years.
The uncertainty of the experimental average |Vus|fK
0
pi
−
+ , 0.19%, includes errors of the esti-
mated long-distance electromagnetic effects and the difference between strong isospin-breaking effects
in charged and neutral modes. Those estimates, which use phenomenology and ChPT techniques, will
become dominant sources of error in the future. There are proposals to extend the study of full leptonic
transition rates to semileptonic decays 14. Future calculations on the lattice thus should be able to not
only reduce the error on the QCD form factor, but also the electromagnetic and strong isospin-breaking
corrections contributing to the experimental uncertainty.
Lattice calculations are not limited to q2 = 0 determination of fK
0
pi
−
+ . There exist results for
the momentum depedence of both the vector and scalar form factors [1529]. The q2 dependence of
fKpi+ (q
2) obtained in Ref. [1529] agrees very well with experimental data, although the determination
of the constants entering in the dispersive parametrization of the energy dependence, usually adopted in
experiment, is still less precise when using lattice data. However, in the future, with the improvements
discussed above, lattice could provide the most precise evaluation of the phase-space integral for kaon
semileptonic decays.
We discuss next three groups of b-hadron form factors of crucial phenomenological importance:
heavy meson to stable pseudoscalar meson transitions, B → (pi,K,D) and Bs → (K,Ds); heavy
meson to unstable vector meson transitions, B → (D∗,K∗)); and heavy baryon to baryon transitions,
Λb → (p,Λc). Form factors in the first group have been calculated by several collaborations, since
the presence of a stable final state particle simplifies the analysis. Form factors in the second group are
complicated by the presence of an unstable final state meson. While there is a solid theoretical foundation
to treat such situation on the lattice [1530], it should be noted that the huge hierarchy ΓD∗/MD∗ ∼
4× 10−5  ΓK∗/MK∗ ∼ 6× 10−2 reduces the impact of the final state meson decay for the D∗ case.
In all cases, lattice calculations have higher accuracy for kinematical configurations in which the final
state hadron has low recoil( large q2) while experimental measurements tend to have better efficiency at
large recoil (small q2).
Moreover, it is important to stress the role of form factors parametrizations which must be used
to extrapolate the lattice results at low-q2, for example the B → D(∗) form factors, or when combining
lattice and experimental results in order to extract CKM parameters, e.g., |Vcb| and |Vub|. As mentioned
above, lattice and experiments present differential (binned) distributions which tend to have higher ac-
curacy at low and high recoil, respectively. Their combination covers the whole kinematic spectrum,
thus reducing drastically the sensitivity to any given form factor parametrization. In situations in which
experiments and/or lattice collaborations perform one sided extrapolations, the impact of the chosen
parametrization can be very large (see, for instance, the extraction of |Vcb| from B → D∗`ν discussed in
Refs. [31, 32]).
The state of the art for the form factor determinations is represented by the averages in the latest
FLAG review [66]. In the following we estimate the theoretical accuracy on the form factors that can
14See talk by Chris Sachrajda at Lattice 2018, https://indico.fnal.gov/event/15949/session/3/contribution/163
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be achieved over the next eight years and their impact on the extraction of |Vub| and |Vcb|. As a general
rule, we estimate the overall drop in uncertainty to be a factor of 3 both in its statistical and systematic
components. Thus, for many calculations the total extrapolated lattice uncertainty drops below the 1%
level, at which point QED effects need to be included. This can be done on the lattice either in the
quenched QED limit or by explicitly generating mixed QCD-QED configurations. The inclusion of
QED corrections to form factors is complicated by IR safety issues which can, nonetheless, be addressed
in lattice calculations [1517]. It is likely, but not guaranteed, that QED corrections to the form factors
we discuss below will be calculated in the time frame we consider. We consider two scenarios according
to whether QED corrections have or have not been calculated; in the latter case we add in quadrature an
extra 1% uncertainty.
– B → pi and |Vub|. The overall point-by-point uncertainty should reduce to the sub-percent level
due the adoption of Highly Improved Staggered Quark (HISQ) for heavy quarks on the finer lat-
tices and physical light quark masses. Currently the uncertainty on the extraction of |Vub| from a
simultaneous fit of lattice form factors [72, 1531] and binned measurements of the semileptonic
branching ratio is 3.7%. The theoretical and experimental contributions to this error can be esti-
mated at the 2.9% and 2.3% level, respectively. A reduction of the lattice uncertainties along the
lines mentioned above would naively reduce the former uncertainty to about 1%. As a cautionary
note we point out that these estimates are sensitive to the information pertaining to the shape of
the form factor, which is controlled by the correlation in the synthetic data and by the accuracy of
future experimental results. In conclusion, the theory uncertainty on |Vub| is expected to decrease
from 2.9% to 1% (1.4% if QED corrections are not calculated).
– B → K. These form factors have been calculated in Refs. [1532, 1533]. The FLAG average of
the various form factors has uncertainties on the first coefficient in the BCL z-expansion of about
2%. Future improvements can push this uncertainty to the 0.7% (1.2%) level according to the
assumption on the inclusion of QED corrections.
– B → D and |Vcb|. A simultaneous fit of the latticeB → D form factor [977,978], and experimen-
tal data on the semileptonic B → D`ν branching ratio yields an uncertainty on |Vcb| at the 2.5%
level. The theoretical and experimental contributions to this error can be estimated as 1.4% and
2.0%, respectively. The lattice contribution to the uncertainty is essentially controlled by the 1.5%
error on the coefficients a+0 of the BCL z-expansion. Note that in the FLAG fit the zero-recoil
value has an uncertainty of only 0.7%: GB→D(1) = 1.059(7). Leaving aside the issue that this
uncertainty is lower than the conservative ballpark of the missing QED corrections, in order to
use this very precise result one needs the corresponding zero-recoil experimental branching ratio
which has an uncertainty of about 3%. Clearly the zero-recoil extraction of |Vcb| is inferior to
the simultaneous fit method. The uncertainty on the form factors is expected to drop by about a
factor of 3 and to reach the 0.5% (1.1%) level. Correspondingly, the theory uncertainty on |Vcb| is
expected to decrease from 1.4% to 0.3% (1%).
– Bs → K, Bs → Ds and |Vub|/|Vcb|. These form factors have been calculated in Refs. [72, 1534].
The FLAG average of the various form factors has uncertainties on the first coefficient in the BCL
z-expansion of about 4%. Future improvements can push this uncertainty to the 1.3% (1.7%) level
according to the assumption on the inclusion of QED corrections. Very recently the authors of
Ref. [1535] presented a calculation of the ratio f (B→K)+ (0)/f
(Bs→Ds)
+ (0) with a total uncertainty
of 13%, which is expected to reduce to about 4% in the time frame we consider. This would
also be the expected theory uncertainty on the extraction of the CKM ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| from future
measurements. Note that Ref. [1535] presents full information on the q2 distribution of the two
form factors and that once differential experimental results become available the above mentioned
theory uncertainty will further decrease.
– B → D∗ and |Vcb|. There are two calculations of the form factor at zero-recoil [980, 981]. The
most precise one in Ref. [980] quotes an uncertainty of 1.4% on FB→D
∗
(1). This uncertainty
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includes an estimate of the size of missing QED effects at the 0.5% level. Assuming a factor 3
reduction on lattice uncertainties one projects uncertainties on this form factor at the 0.4% level
(the estimate increases to 0.7%, (1.1%) in case QED corrections are not calculated, and are es-
timated to be 0.5% (1%) in size). We should point out that the Fermilab/MILC collaboration is
about to publish a calculation of the form factor at non-zero recoil. This will allow simultaneous
theory/experiment fits which are expected to further reduce the uncertainty on |Vcb|.
– B → K∗. The B → K∗ form factors have been calculated in Refs. [1536, 1537]. These calcu-
lations are performed for a stable K∗ and, as we mentioned, receive potentially large corrections
from the relatively large K∗ width. Currently an effort towards implementing the proper decay
chain B → K∗ → Kpi along the lines described in Refs. [221, 536, 1530, 1538–1544] is under-
going. This type of calculation will remove the uncontrolled uncertainty due to the assumption
of a stable final state vector meson. Unfortunately, it is too soon to present an estimate on what
the expected form factor uncertainty is going to be. Once the first complete result will become
available, it will be possible to estimate the expected progression in error reduction as for all the
other quantities we have considered.
– Λb → p, Λb → Λc and |Vub|/|Vcb|. Currently there is only one calculation of these form fac-
tors [71] which allows an extraction of the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| with a theory uncertainty of 4.9%.
Over the next few years the total lattice uncertainty on these form factors is expected to reduce by
a factor of 2 [1545]. We estimate the improvement over the following decade to be another factor
of 2 15. This implies that in the time frame we are considering we expect a reduction in the theory
uncertainty on |Vub|/|Vcb| to the 1.2% (1.6%) level.
An important development from the phenomenological point of view is related to the computation of
long-distance effects for rare decays as K → pi`+`−. A lattice approach has been put forward in [1546]
and exploratory results have appeared in [1547]. The extension to b → s transitions however is by no
means straightforward.
In order to make it easily accessible, we collect all the information presented in this Section,
including our projections for 2025, in Table 41:
– In the second and third columns we quote the current published best averages of lattice results with
references.
– In the fourth column we quote the error corresponding to the published value in the second column
and, in parenthesis, the error coming from a couple of recent calculations, significantly reducing
current errors, but that either are not published yet (f+(0)
K→pi) or are not included in the FLAG-
2016 averages (decay constants). The latest will be included in the next release of the FLAG
averages in 2019.
– Significant reduction of current errors in the decay constants are very unlikely, so we did not quote
any numbers for these quantities.
– For semileptonic decays:
– X → Y for |Vab| means the theory error in the extraction of |Vab| from that exclusive mode.
– Fifth column: The two errors correspond to assuming that isospin breaking corrections are
calculated by that time (first number) or that they are still estimated phenomenologically
(second number in parenthesis).
15We thank S. Meinel for a discussion on this point.
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12 Conclusions
Flavour physics has many faces. This becomes already obvious in the Standard Model (SM), where the
origin of the flavour structure are the Higgs Yukawa couplings, but which exhibits itself in the flavour
non-diagonal couplings of W boson, once we rotate to the quark mass eigenbases. As a result, we can
search for signs of New Physics (NP) using flavour probes in many sectors: the Higgs couplings to
the SM fermions, be it deviations in the flavour diagonal Yukawa couplings or in searches for flavour
violating couplings, or in the flavour changing transitions of top, bottom, charm and strange quarks or of
leptons.
HL-LHC and HE-LHC experiments are set to make great strides in almost all of these probes,
as exhibited in great detail in this document. The high luminosity programs at ATLAS and CMS are
unmatched in their ability to push the precision frontier in measuring Higgs couplings and searching for
rare top decays, at the same time expanding their flavour-physics contribution. LHCb with its planned
Upgrade II can quite impressively cover a very wide range of low-energy probes in bottom, charm and
strange flavor transitions.
These low-energy measurements will bloom in competition with the upgraded Belle-II super B
factory, which is coming on line at this very moment. There is also large complementarity between the
two programs: The LHC hadronic environment gives access to a larger set of hadronic states such as
heavy baryons and a larger sample of Bs mesons. The HL/HE-LHC upgrades will push well past the
benchmarks set by Belle-II for many measurements in the near future.
In turn, this complementarity is very timely, given the tantalizing hints for NP surfacing in mea-
surements of semi-tauonic and rare semi-muonic B-decays which suggest that Lepton Universality may
be broken by new dynamics in the TeV range. The flavor anomalies thus lead to a different type of com-
plementarity, between the low-energy flavor probes and the direct searches of NP at high pT in ATLAS
and CMS. This interplay is especially prolific in the context of model building, where the anomalies
can be fitted into the more ambitious BSM program. Therefore, the HL/HE-LHC programme has the
potential to shape the NP to come, in case the anomalies are confirmed in the coming years.
Finally, it is important to note that the projected advancements in experiments are set to be ac-
companied by improvements in theory most notably in the calculations of the hadronic matrix elements
by lattice QCD simulations. These matrix elements are required for the precision flavour-physics pro-
gram, to convert the measurements in constraints or to lead to unambiguous discoveries of NP through
the effects of their virtual corrections. In addition, the capabilities of LHCb to chart the spectrum and
properties of resonances and exotic states in QCD, will lead to a better understanding of the nonpertur-
bative phenomena. The combined improvements in the theoretical predictions, along with HL/HE-LHC
experimental achievements are set to enhance the current reach on the NP physics mass scale by a factor
as large as four. This represents a significant advance, with real discovery potential.
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Appendices
A Details on experimental extrapolations
A.1 Analysis methods and objects definitions
Different approaches have been used by the experiments and in theoretical prospect studies, hereafter
named projections, to assess the sensitivity in searching for new physics at the HL-LHC and HE-LHC.
For some of the projections, a mix of the approaches described below is used, in order to deliver the most
realistic result. The total integrated luminosity for the HL-LHC dataset is assumed to be 3000 fb−1 at a
center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. For HE-LHC studies the dataset is assumed to be 15 ab−1 at a center-
of-mass of 27 TeV. The effect of systematic uncertainties is taken into account based on the studies
performed for the existing analyses and using common guidelines for projecting the expected improve-
ments that are foreseen thanks to the large dataset and upgraded detectors, as described in Section A.2.
Detailed-simulations are used to assess the performance of reconstructed objects in the upgraded
detectors and HL-LHC conditions, as described in Sections A.1.1,A.1.2. For some of the projections,
such simulations are directly interfaced to different event generators, parton showering (PS) and hadroni-
sation generators. Monte Carlo (MC) generated events are used for standard model (SM) and beyond-the-
standard-model (BSM) processes, and are employed in the various projections to estimate the expected
contributions of each process.
Extrapolations of existing results rely on the existent statistical frameworks to estimate the ex-
pected sensitivity for the HL-LHC dataset. The increased center-of-mass energy and the performance of
the upgraded detectors are taken into account for most of the extrapolations using scale factors on the
individual processes contributing to the signal regions. Such scale factors are derived from the expected
cross sections and from detailed simulation studies.
Fast-simulations are employed for some of the projections in order to produce a large number of
Monte Carlo events and estimate their reconstruction efficiency for the upgraded detectors. The upgraded
CMS detector performance is taken into account encoding the expected performance of the upgraded
detector in Delphes [374], including the effects of pile-up interactions. Theoretical contributions use
Delphes [374] with the commonly accepted HL-LHC card corresponding to the upgraded ATLAS and
CMS detectors.
Parametric-simulations are used for some of the projections to allow a full re-optimization of
the analysis selections that profit from the larger available datasets. Particle-level definitions are used
for electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets and missing transverse momentum. These are constructed from
stable particles of the MC event record with a lifetime larger than 0.3 × 10−10 s within the observ-
able pseudorapidity range. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [1508] implemented in the
Fastjet [1548] library, with a radius parameter of 0.4. All stable final-state particles are used to re-
construct the jets, except the neutrinos, leptons and photons associated to W or Z boson or τ lepton
decays. The effects of an upgraded ATLAS detector are taken into account by applying energy smearing,
efficiencies and fake rates to generator level quantities, following parameterisations based on detector
performance studies with the detailed simulations. The effect of the high pileup at the HL-LHC is in-
corporated by overlaying pileup jets onto the hard-scatter events. Jets from pileup are randomly selected
as jets to be considered for analysis with ∼ 2% efficiency, based on studies of pile-up jet rejection and
current experience.
A.1.1 ATLAS and CMS performance
The expected performance of the upgraded ATLAS and CMS detectors has been studied in detail in the
context of the Technical Design Reports and subsequent studies; the assumptions used for this report and
a more detailed description are available in Ref. [1,1549]. For CMS, the object performance in the central
region assumes a barrel calorimeter aging corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1.
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The triggering system for both experiments will be replaced and its impact on the triggering abil-
ities of each experiment assessed; new capabilities will be added, and, despite the more challenging
conditions, most of the trigger thresholds for common objects are expected to either remain similar to
the current ones or to even decrease [1550, 1551]. The inner detector is expected to be completely
replaced by both experiments, notably extending its coverage to |η| < 4.0. The performance for recon-
structing charged particles has been studied in detail in Ref. [168,1552,1553]. Electrons and photons are
reconstructed from energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter and information from the inner
tracker [4, 1554–1556]. Several identification working points have been studied and are employed by
the projection studies as most appropriate. Muons are reconstructed combining muon spectrometer and
inner tracker information [436, 1557].
Jets are reconstructed by clustering energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters [1554,1555,1558] using the anti-kT algorithm [1508]. B-jets are identified via b-tagging algorithms.
B-tagging is performed if the jet is within the tracker acceptance (|η| < 4.0). Multivariate techniques
are employed in order to identify b−jets and c−jets, and were fully re-optimized for the upgraded de-
tectors [168, 1552]. An 70% b−jet efficiency working point is used, unless otherwise noted. High pT
boosted jets are reconstructed using large-radius anti-kT jets with a distance parameter of 0.8. Various
jet substructure variables are employed to identify boosted W/Z/Higgs boson and top quark jets with
good discrimination against generic QCD jets.
Missing transverse energy is reconstructed following similar algorithms as employed in the current
data taking. Its performance has been evaluated for standard processes, such as top pair production [1552,
1559]. The addition of new precise-timing detectors and its effect on object reconstruction has also
been studied in Ref. [4, 1560], although its results are only taken into account in a small subset of the
projections in this report.
A.1.2 LHCb
The LHCb upgrades are shifted with respect to those of ATLAS and CMS. A first upgrade will happen
at the end of Run 2 of the LHC, to run at a luminosity five times larger (2 × 1033cm−2s−1) in LHC
Run 3 compared to those in Runs 1 and 2, while maintaining or improving the current detector per-
formance. This first upgrade phase (named Upgrade I) will be followed by by the so-called Upgrade II
phase (planned at the end of Run 4) to run at an even more challenging luminosity of∼ 2×1034cm−2s−1.
The LHCb MC simulation used in this document mainly relies on the Pythia8 generator [1561]
with a specific LHCb configuration [1562], using the CTEQ6 leading-order set of parton density func-
tions [1563]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are imple-
mented using the Geant4 toolkit [1564, 1565], as described in Ref. [1566].
The reconstruction of jets is done using a particle flow algorithm, with the output of this clustered
using the anti-kT algorithm as implemented in Fastjet, with a distance parameter of 0.5. Requirements
are placed on the candidate jet in order to reduce the background formed by particles which are either
incorrectly reconstructed or produced in additional pp interactions in the same event. Concerning the
increased pile-up, different assumptions are made, but in general the effect is assumed to be similar to
the one in Run 2.
A.2 Treatment of systematic uncertainties
It is a significant challenge to predict the expected systematic uncertainties of physics results at the end
of HL-LHC running. It is reasonable to anticipate improvements to techniques of determining systematic
uncertainties over an additional decade of data-taking. To estimate the expected performance, experts in
the various physics objects and detector systems from ATLAS and CMS have looked at current limita-
tions to systematic uncertainties in detail to determine which contributions are limited by statistics and
where there are more fundamental limitations. Predictions were made taking into account the increased
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integrated luminosity and expected potential gains in technique. These recommendations were then har-
monized between the experiments to take advantage of a wider array of expert opinions and to allow the
experiments to make sensitivity predictions on equal footing [1, 1549]. For theorists’ contributions, a
simplified approach is often adopted, loosely inspired by the improvements predicted by experiments.
General guide-lining principles were defined in assessing the expected systematic uncertainties.
Theoretical uncertainties are assumed to be reduced by a factor of two with respect to the current knowl-
edge, thanks to both higher-order calculation as well as reduced PDF uncertainties [1567]. All the
uncertainties related to the limited number of simulated events are neglected, under the assumption that
sufficiently large simulation samples will be available by the time the HL-LHC becomes operational. For
all scenarios, the intrinsic statistical uncertainty in the measurement is reduced by a factor 1/
√
L, where
L is the projection integrated luminosity divided by that of the reference Run 2 analysis. Systematics
driven by intrinsic detector limitations are left unchanged, or revised according to detailed simulation
studies of the upgraded detector. Uncertainties on methods are kept at the same value as in the latest
public results available, assuming that the harsher HL-LHC conditions will be compensated by method
improvements.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is expected to be reduced down to
1% by a better understanding of the calibration methods and their stability employed in its determination,
and making use of the new capabilities of the upgraded detectors.
In addition to the above scenario (often referred to as “YR18 systematics uncertainties” scenario),
results are often compared to the case where the current level of understanding of systematic uncertainties
is assumed (“Run 2 systematic uncertainties”) or to the case of statistical-only uncertainties.
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Abstract
The future opportunities for high-density QCD studies with ion and proton
beams at the LHC are presented. Four major scientific goals are identified:
the characterisation of the macroscopic long wavelength Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP) properties with unprecedented precision, the investigation of the micro-
scopic parton dynamics underlying QGP properties, the development of a uni-
fied picture of particle production and QCD dynamics from small (pp) to large
(nucleus–nucleus) systems, the exploration of parton densities in nuclei in a
broad (x, Q2) kinematic range and the search for the possible onset of parton
saturation. In order to address these scientific goals, high-luminosity Pb–Pb
and p–Pb programmes are considered as priorities for Runs 3 and 4, com-
plemented by high-multiplicity studies in pp collisions and a short run with
oxygen ions. High-luminosity runs with intermediate-mass nuclei, for exam-
ple Ar or Kr, are considered as an appealing case for extending the heavy-ion
programme at the LHC beyond Run 4. The potential of the High-Energy LHC
to probe QCD matter with newly-available observables, at twice larger center-
of-mass energies than the LHC, is investigated.
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1 Introduction
Experiments with heavy-ion collisions at the LHC create and diagnose strongly-interacting matter under
the most extreme conditions of high density and temperature accessible in the laboratory. Under these
conditions, QCD calculations on the lattice predict that matter undergoes a phase transition to a Quark–
Gluon Plasma (QGP) in which colour charges are deconfined and chiral symmetry is restored. Aside of
its intrinsic interest, this line of research is central to our understanding of the Early Universe and the
evolution of ultra-dense stars. In practice, the main focus of experimentation with nuclear beams at the
LHC is on learning how collective phenomena and macroscopic properties, involving many degrees of
freedom, emerge under extreme conditions from the microscopic laws of strong-interaction physics. In
doing so, proton–nucleus (p–A) and nucleus–nucleus (A–A) collision experiments at the LHC aim at
applying and extending the Standard Model of particle physics to matter properties that govern dynami-
cally evolving systems of finite size.
Recent experiments with nuclear beams at collider energies have identified opportunities to further
strengthen the connection between the rich phenomenology of ultra-dense matter, and its understanding
in terms of the fundamental laws of strong-interaction physics. Two broad classes of phenomena may
be highlighted in this context.
First, the observation of flow-like phenomena in essentially all measured soft particle spectra and
particle correlations lends strong support to understanding bulk properties of heavy-ion collisions in
terms of viscous fluid dynamics. The fluid-dynamic evolution is solely based on combining conserva-
tion laws with thermodynamic transport theories that are calculable from first principles in quantum field
theory. Hence, this provides an experimentally accessible inroad to constraining QCD matter proper-
ties via soft flow, correlation and fluctuation measurements. As further explained in this document, this
motivates future improved measurements of flow and transport phenomena, including in particular mea-
surements of soft heavy flavour and electromagnetic radiation. It also motivates improved experimental
control over the system-size dependence of flow phenomena to better constrain under which conditions
and in which kinematic regime ultra-relativistic p–A and A–A collisions show fluid dynamic behaviour
and where this picture fails.
Second, the observation of quantitatively-large quenching phenomena in essentially all measured
hard hadronic observables in A–A collisions has established the feasibility of testing the produced QCD
matter with a broad set of probes whose production rates are controlled with good precision with pp
reference measurements and perturbative QCD calculations. Hard quarks and gluons are known to
interact with the medium and they thus probe medium properties. As detailed in this document, im-
portant physics opportunities are related to analysing hard probes in p–A and A–A collisions with the
greater precision and kinematic reach accessible in future LHC runs. For instance, the identification
of (Rutherford-type) large-angle jet-medium scattering could constrain the quasi-particle nature of the
fluid-like medium. This is of central importance since it critically tests the working hypothesis that the
matter produced in A–A collisions is a fluid with a ratio of shear viscosity over entropy density η/s
close to the theoretical minimum value. Such a fluid would be void of quasi-particles, while QCD is
definitive in predicting that a microscope with sufficiently high resolution will reveal partonic (quasi-
)particle structure. Identifying the scale at which inner structure (such as quasi-particles and related
non-vanishing mean free paths) arises would provide a microscopic understanding of how fluid-like
behaviour arises in nucleus–nucleus collisions. Therefore, probing the inner workings of the QGP by
resolving its properties at shorter and shorter length scales is one of the main motivations for future
experimentation with hard probes. Also at intermediate transverse momentum, this document identifies
important questions that will be accessible experimentally. For instance, more differential studies of
quarkonium bound-state dissociation as a function of transverse momentum, rapidity and system size
are expected to yield further insights into the mechanisms of colour deconfinement and recombination.
Moreover, there is the general question of how fluid-like phenomena at low momentum scales transition
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to quenching phenomena at intermediate and high momentum scales.
Capitalizing on previous discoveries at RHIC, the LHC experimental programme with Pb–Pb
and p–Pb collisions has significantly advanced the state of the art in both the soft- and the hard-physics
sector. In the soft-physics sector, differential measurements at the LHC have in particular allowed for
precise pT, particle species and rapidity-dependent measurements of all higher flow harmonics vn, their
mode–mode couplings and the resulting reaction-plane correlations. This flow systematics extends to
charmed flavoured hadrons and possibly even to beauty ones. It is at the basis of constraining QCD
transport properties today. In the hard-physics sector, the wider kinematic reach of LHC has given
qualitatively novel access to quarkonium suppression and jet-quenching phenomenology, including pre-
cision measurements of bottomonium, novel observations of charmonium enhancement, and a rich phe-
nomenology of calorimetrically defined jets and jet substructure in nuclear collisions.
LHC experiments have also led to surprises that pose significant novel challenges for the un-
derstanding of p–A and A–A collisions. Most notable in this context is the discovery that flow-like
phenomena are not limited to nucleus–nucleus collisions but they persist with significant magnitude in
p–A collisions and in high-multiplicity pp collisions at the LHC and some of their signatures have been
observed even in minimum-bias pp collisions. However, pp collisions are typically expected to show
vanishingly small re-interaction rates between produced final-state particles. In contrast, the perfect-fluid
paradigm, that underlies the successful phenomenology of flow-like phenomena in nucleus–nucleus col-
lisions implicitly, assumes that re-interaction rates are so large that even the notions of quasi-particle
and mean-free path become meaningless. Does the persistence of flow-like phenomena in p–A and pp
collisions indicate, in contrast to previous belief, that the perfect-fluid paradigm applies to these smaller
collision systems? Or, if the prefect-fluid paradigm is not applicable to pp and p–A collisions, is it con-
ceivable that significant corrections to a fluid-dynamic picture of vanishing mean free path persist also in
the larger A–A collision systems? The LHC discoveries in pp and p–A collisions that give rise to these
questions provide arguably the strongest motivation for a future programme of detailed experimentation
that aims at constraining microscopic structures and length-scales in the produced QGP matter and that
is expected to clarify in this way the microscopic mechanisms underlying the apparent fluid-dynamic
behaviour of pp, p–A and A–A collisions.
Historically, experimental heavy-ion programmes have always addressed a very diverse set of phe-
nomenological opportunities. Some of the proposed experimental measurements have always reached
out to other areas of science and could be clearly related to fundamental open question such as the
origin of mass in the Universe, QCD deconfinement, or the determination of thermodynamic transport
properties (that led in the past to unforeseen connections between string theory and the thermodynamics
of quantum field theories). Other parts of the experimental programme were originally not related to a
working hypothesis based on an open fundamental question, but they sometimes revealed themselves a
posteriori as elements of crucial insight. This can be said for instance about the LHC p–A programme,
that was not part of the original LHC design, that was first conceived mainly as a set of benchmark mea-
surements for establishing the cold nuclear matter baseline for interpretation of heavy-ion data, and that
has resulted in one of the most surprising discoveries made in the LHC nuclear-beams programme. We
therefore emphasize that heavy-ion physics at the LHC, in the future as well as in the past, is likely to
have multiple ways of reaching out and contributing to physics at large. At the time of writing this report,
questions about the origin of collectivity in small pp and p–A collision systems, and their implications
for the interpretation of collective phenomena observed in A–A collisions, are arguably identified as the
most pressing conceptual issue in the scientific debate. As outlined so far, they are clearly related to
further experimentation with soft processes, and to research on the internal structure of QGP matter uti-
lizing hard processes. However, future experimentation at the LHC is not limited to this set of questions.
From improved constraints on nuclear parton distribution functions that may inform us about the physics
reach of future electron–ion facilities, to improved measurements of anti-nuclei, to ultra-peripheral colli-
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sions of electromagnetic Weizsäcker-Williams photons at unprecedented field strength, to the search for
qualitatively novel signatures of ultra-strong QED magnetic fields, the LHC nuclear beams programme
can provide new insight in a much broader range of subject areas.
As detailed in this report, the HL/HE-LHC physics working group 5 has identified future physics
opportunities for high-density QCD with ions and proton beams that can be grouped broadly into the
following four goals that are coming now within experimental reach:
1. Characterizing the macroscopic long-wavelength QGP properties with unprecedented precision.
2. Accessing the microscopic parton dynamics underlying QGP properties.
3. Developing a unified picture of particle production from small (pp) to larger (p–A and A–A)
systems.
4. Probing parton densities in nuclei in a broad (x, Q2) kinematic range and searching for the pos-
sible onset of parton saturation.
In the following, we summarize how the four general goals are addressed by the measurements
discussed in this report. As the density and temperature attained in hadronic collisions changes mildly
but distinctly with the centre-of-mass energy, the physics opportunities listed below can be further en-
hanced by a combined interpretation of future measurements at the LHC and at RHIC. In particular, new
or upgraded experiments at RHIC aim at providing measurements of highly-improved quality and preci-
sion in the sectors of hard probes (jets and jet correlations, heavy flavour, quarkonia) and electromagnetic
observables.
1.1 Macroscopic QGP properties
At sufficiently long wavelength, essentially all forms of matter can be described by fluid dynamics.
The observation of flow-like behaviour in nucleus–nucleus collisions and in smaller collision systems
demonstrates that this universal long-wavelength limit of hot and dense QCD matter can be accessed
experimentally at the LHC. This provides an experimental inroad to fundamental questions about QCD
thermodynamics and hydrodynamics since i) the QGP properties entering a fluid dynamic description are
calculable from first principles in quantum field theory, and ii) hydrodynamic long wavelength properties
depend on the effective physical degrees of freedom in the plasma and they are thus sensitive to the
microscopic dynamics that governs their interactions. The following properties of the QCD matter
produced in TeV-scale collisions are accessible via future measurements at the LHC
1. Temperature
Within the programme of determining the QCD equation of state, QCD lattice simulations at fi-
nite temperature have established since long a precise relation between the QCD energy density
and pressure that determine the fluid dynamic expansion, and the temperature of QCD matter.
While energy density and pressure can be constrained experimentally by many measurements, an
independent determination of temperature is of great value for testing the idea of local equilibra-
tion in heavy-ion collisions or for establishing deviations thereof. Future LHC experiments will
constrain the temperature and its time evolution with unprecedented precision, in particular via
thermal radiation of real and virtual (dileptons) photons (Chapter 8).
2. QCD phase transition at µB ' 0
Collisions at the LHC realize systems of close-to-zero baryo-chemical potential. QCD calcula-
tions on the lattice predict in this regime a smooth cross-over transition from a hot partonic plasma
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to a cold hadron gas. Fluctuation measures of conserved charges are sensitive to the characteris-
tics of the phase transition. In future LHC experiments, they are accessible with unprecedented
precision and completeness (Chapter 3). Future measurements of low-mass dileptons will also
be, for the first time at the TeV-scale, sensitive to in-medium modifications of the ρ-spectral func-
tion (Chapter 8). This provides unique access to the transition between phases with restored and
broken chiral symmetry that is predicted by lattice QCD.
3. Viscosity and further QCD transport coefficients
Existing flow measurements provide tight upper bounds on the value of η/s and they have been a
cornerstone in supporting the perfect-fluid paradigm. In the future, measuring higher-order cross-
correlations of flow coefficients will significantly extend this line of research. In addition, we note
that the value of η/s can be related to the existence and size of the mean free path (isotropiza-
tion length scale), which in turn results from the existence of (quasi-)particle-like excitations in
the produced matter. This motivates increasing the precision on η/s with the aim of establishing
the tightest lower bound on this quantity (Chapter 4), and it motivates detailed studies of flow in
smaller systems with the idea of identifying the scale at which the system size becomes compa-
rable to the mean free path (Chapter 9). Also, measurements of soft dileptons will give access to
the electric conductivity of the strongly interacting medium (Chapter 8), and flow and correlation
measurements may help to constrain the bulk viscous corrections (Chapter 4).
4. Heavy-quark transport coefficients
Heavy quarks provide unique tools for testing collective phenomena in nuclear collisions. As they
are produced in initial hard-scattering processes and flavour is conserved throughout the collective
dynamical evolution, they are the best experimental proxy to the idea of putting coloured test
charges of well-defined mass into the medium and testing how they participate in the evolution.
Of particular interest are precision measurements of transverse-momentum anisotropies vn and
nuclear-modification factors of open heavy-flavoured mesons that are known to constrain e.g. the
heavy-quark diffusion coefficient 2piTDs and its dependence on the temperature T , that can be
compared to first-principle calculations of QCD on the lattice (Chapter 5).
5. Searching for transport phenomena related to the presence of strong electrodynamic fields.
Heavy-ion collisions produce the largest electromagnetic field of any system accessible to labora-
tory experiments. The field is largest in the early phase of the collision, thus the early-produced
heavy quarks are expected to be the most sensitive to its strength (Chapter 5). As the maximal
field strengths are estimated to be of the order of the pion mass (eB2 ∼ m2pi), effects are also
likely to be present for light-flavour charged hadrons (Chapter 4). Other measurements of interest
include transport coefficients such as the electric conductivity with which the plasma responds to
an electromagnetic field, and that are calculable within QCD. In addition, as a consequence of
the chiral anomaly, QCD coupled to QED gives rise to anomalous hydrodynamics that displays
various qualitatively novel phenomena, including for instance a component of the electromagnetic
currents that flows parallel to the magnetic field. The existence of these anomalous phenomena
follows from first principles in field theory and thermodynamics, but the size of potential experi-
mental signatures is model-dependent. Beyond determining conventional QED transport phenom-
ena, LHC allows to search with increased precision for these intriguing signatures of anomalous
fluid dynamics (Chapter 4).
1.2 Accessing the inner workings of hot QCD matter
Previous experiments at the LHC and at lower centre-of-mass energy have established that the QCD
matter produced in nucleus–nucleus collisions is subject to strong collective evolution. However, the
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nature of the effective constituents of that matter, and its characteristic inner length scales (such as
screening lengths or mean scattering times, if any) are not yet understood. The scale dependence of QCD
implies that one must be able to resolve partonic constituents of hot QCD matter at sufficiently high
resolution scale. This motivates the use of high-momentum transfer processes (hard probes) to study
the inner workings of hot QCD matter. In addition, the current status of phenomenological modelling
does not exclude the existence of a sizeable mean free path of hot QCD matter (which is assumed in
transport model simulations of heavy-ion collisions, but which is not assumed in almost perfect fluid
dynamic models). This motivates to learn about the inner workings at hot QCD matter also from particle
production at intermediate transverse momentum (such as heavy quark transport at intermediate and low
pT). Here, we highlight the following opportunities for further experimentation.
1. Constraining with jet quenching the colour field strength of the medium
In general, the fragments of jets produced in nucleus–nucleus collisions are medium-modified due
to interactions with the hot QCD matter. These jet quenching effects depend on the inner struc-
ture of that matter. In particular, the average medium-induced colour field strength experienced
by the escaping jet can be quantified e.g. with the quenching parameter qˆ, which measures the
average exchanged transverse momentum squared per unit path length. Experiments at the LHC
will provide improved constraints on this field strength measurement (Chapter 6). Qualitatively
novel opportunities for testing the time evolution of the medium opacity to hard partons could
arise if boosted tops could be studied in nuclear matter. A run at the LHC with lighter (than Pb)
nuclei, like e.g. 40Ar, would provide sufficient luminosity to this end, as well as largely enhanced
kinematic and statistics reach for γ–jet and Z–jet recoil measurements (Chapter 11.1). The oppor-
tunities for boosted top measurements in Pb–Pb and lighter nuclei collisions at the HE-LHC are
also discussed (Chapter 13).
2. Investigating the quasi-particle structure of QCD matter with jet and heavy-quark measurements
Hard quarks and gluons with different energies can be used to investigate the constituents of
the QCD matter at various resolution scales. On one side of the scale, high-energy quarks and
gluons (leading to high-energy jets) address the smallest spatial scale. While qˆ characterizes the
effects of jet–medium interactions in the coherent regime in which individual constituents in the
medium are not resolved, Z/γ–jet correlations and modern jet substructure measurements on the
high-statistics samples of future LHC Runs are expected to access a regime of Rutherford-type
large angle jet–medium scattering, in which the detection of recoil or of large angle deflections
gives insight into the microscopic structure of the produced matter (Chapter 6). On the other
side of the scale, the scattering of low-momentum heavy quarks, characterized using for example
the diffusion coefficient, addresses the nature of the QCD constituents at long-wavelength scale
(Chapter 5).
3. Testing colour screening with bottomonium production
The family of bottomonium bound states gives access to a set of well-defined length scales that
are embedded in the hot and dense QCD matter. As a consequence, the dissociation of the vari-
ous bound states sensitively depends on the interplay of color screening and the coupling to the
strongly interacting medium through dissociation reactions. This opens a unique window on the
in-medium modifications of the fundamental QCD force that binds bottomonium. Increasingly-
tight bound states are expected to melt with increasing temperature, providing a laboratory for
in-medium spectroscopy. The increased precision of future measurements will allow to test for
additional physics mechanisms in the production of bottomonium, such as regeneration processes
that may affect the yield of Υ(2S) and Υ(3S). Also, the higher rates of future experiments will
allow one to cross-correlate measurements of bottomonium suppression with other manifestations
of collectivity, such as elliptic flow (Chapter 7).
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4. Testing colour screening and regeneration dynamics with charmonium production
In close similarity to bottomonium, the medium-modification of charmonium bound states is sen-
sitive to colour screening and it is subject to the same QCD dissociation dynamics. However,
since charm quarks and anti-quarks are produced abundantly in nucleus–nucleus collisions at the
TeV scale, c and c¯ produced in different hard processes can form bound states. Indications of this
qualitatively novel bound-state formation process are accessible at low and intermediate trans-
verse momentum, and they motivate high-precision measurements of nuclear modification factor
RAA and elliptic flow v2. In addition, future open heavy-flavour measurements reaching down to
zero pT with high precision will help to determine the total charm cross section which is a central
input for the precise quantification of regeneration (Chapters 5 and 7).
5. Formation of hadrons and light nuclei from a dense partonic system
The question of how a collective partonic system of many degrees of freedom evolves into the
hadronic phase and produces colour singlet hadrons and light nuclei is essential for a complete
dynamical understanding of nucleus–nucleus collisions. Recent LHC measurements in proton–
proton and proton–nucleus collisions suggest that also in small-system hadronic collisions the
hadronization process may be modified with respect to elementary e+e− collisions. Future mea-
surements at the LHC will enable comparative and multi-differential studies of these modifica-
tions with unprecedented precision, for both the heavy-flavour sector (D+s , B
0
s , charm and beauty
baryons, see Chapter 5) and for light nuclei and hyper-nuclei (Chapter 3). For open heavy flavour,
these measurements are also crucial to disentangle the role of mass-dependent radial flow and of
recombination, as well as to constrain the parameters of hadronization in the models that are used
to estimate QGP properties like the heavy-quark diffusion coefficients. For light nuclei, precise
measurements of nuclei and hyper-nuclei with mass numbers 3 and 4 as well as possible obser-
vation of exotic baryonic states will address the question whether their production is dominated
by coalescence of protons, neutrons and Λ baryons or by statistical hadronization of a partonic
system. These measurements, in addition to that of high-momentum deuteron production, also
have important astrophysical implications (dense compact stars as well as dark matter searches in
the Cosmos).
1.3 Developing a unified picture of QCD collectivity across system size
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, recent LHC discoveries of signatures of collectivity in
proton–nucleus and in proton–proton collisions question common beliefs. For the smallest collision
systems, these measurements indicate that more physics effects are at work in multi-particle production
than traditionally assumed in the modelling of proton–proton collisions. For the larger collision sys-
tems (proton–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus collisions), they question whether the origin of signatures
of collectivity is solely (perfect) fluid dynamical, given that these signatures persist in proton–proton
collisions. This raises important qualitative questions like: What is the smallest length scale on which
QCD displays fluid-dynamic behaviour? Is there a non-vanishing characteristic mean free path for the
production of soft and intermediate pT hadrons, and if so, is it smaller or larger than the proton diam-
eter? What are the novel physics concepts with which underlying event simulations in proton–proton
collisions need to be supplemented (e.g. in multi-purpose event generators) to account for the totality of
observed phenomena? While some of these questions sound technical, it needs to be emphasized that
the size of dissipative properties of QCD matter, such as its shear viscosity, are quantitatively related to
the presence or absence of intrinsic length scales such as a mean free path. Any systematic experimental
variation of the system size therefore relates directly to a search for intrinsic length scales that determine
the dissipative properties of hot QCD matter. Within the present report, we identify in particular the fol-
lowing future opportunities for an improved understanding of the system-size dependence of collective
phenomena (Chapter 9):
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1. Flow measurements in pp and p–A systems: Onset and higher-order correlations
While flow signals have been established in smaller collision systems in recent years, their detailed
characterization lacks behind the state of the art achieved in nucleus–nucleus collisions. Future
measurements will allow for characterizing higher-order cumulants in largely non-flow suppressed
multi-particle correlations, and test whether there is a system-size dependence in the characteristic
correlations between different flow harmonics vn, or the characteristic reaction plane correlations.
2. Flow of heavy flavour and quarkonium in smaller systems
Is there a minimal system size needed to transport heavy quarks within a common flow field?
Given that the local hard production of heavy flavour is expected to be independent of any col-
lective direction, precision measurements of heavy-flavour flow in pp and p–A collisions will
provide decisive tests of heavy quark transport, thus experimentally addressing the question of
how QCD flow field build up efficiently and on short length and time scales.
3. Strangeness production as a function of system size
One of the recent surprising LHC discoveries that is not accounted for in traditional models of
minimum-bias pp collisions but that may be accounted for in a thermal picture is the smooth
increase of strangeness with event multiplicity across system size. We discuss in detail how future
measurement at the LHC, such as the study of strange D-mesons or baryons, can extend the
systematics underlying this observation (Chapters 5 and Section 9.7).
4. Searching for the onset/existence of energy-loss effects in small systems
All dynamical models of collectivity involve final-state interactions. This implies the existence of
jet–medium final-state interactions and, a fortiori, the existence of parton energy-loss effects. The
latter have not been identified experimentally, yet. In this report, we discuss novel opportunities to
test for their existence, including tests in future p–Pb collisions, as well as opportunities specific
to O–O collisions.
5. Searching for the onset/existence of thermal radiation in small systems
If the collectivity observed in smaller collision systems is due to final-state isotropization and
equilibration phenomena, it must be accompanied by thermal radiation. The search for the cor-
responding conceptually clean electromagnetic signatures, such as thermal dilepton and photon
production in p–Pb collisions, is an important part in developing a unified picture of QCD collec-
tivity. This report discusses the experimental opportunities in light of experimental upgrades.
1.4 Nuclear parton densities and search for non-linear QCD evolution
Future experiments at the LHC offer a variety of opportunities for precision measurements with nuclear
beams. Here, we highlight three opportunities that are clearly related to the main physics challenges of
the heavy-ion programme (Chapter 10):
1. Precise determination of nuclear PDFs at high Q2
As high-momentum transfer processes have a short space-time scale, they are not affected by
the long-wavelength particle excitations of the QCD matter in nuclear collisions. This implies
that the primary production rates of hard processes in nucleus–nucleus collisions are determined
perturbatively, whereas their medium modifications arise from traversing a dense QCD matter of
considerable spatial extent and considerable colour-field strength. For a dynamical understanding
of jet quenching, control over primary-production rates is indispensable and this necessitates the
knowledge of nuclear parton distribution functions. Global nPDF-fits that reflect the current state
of the art of nuclear parton distributions could be improved at the LHC in the near future at high
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Q2 and x ∼ 10−3–10−2 in particular with high-precision W, Z and dijets measurements in p–Pb
and Pb–Pb collisions (Sections 10.3 and 10.4). High-luminosity Ar–Ar collisions would enable
for the first time using top quarks to constrain nuclear PDFs at very high Q2 and large x ∼ 10−2–
10−1 and would contribute to constraining experimentally the nuclear mass numberA dependence
of nuclear PDFs.
2. Constraining nuclear PDFs at low Q2
Drell-Yan and photon measurements (Section 10.3) in p–Pb collisions could provide significantly
improved constraints on the nuclear parton distribution functions at low Q2 and low x ∼ 10−5–
10−3, where nuclear effects are larger. In addition, although so far global PDFs do not use mea-
surements from ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC), it is thought that quarkonia and dijet production
in UPC can constrain nuclear PDFs in the future. This report identifies opportunities for the cor-
responding measurements (Section 10.2).
3. Access to non-linear QCD evolution at small-x
The scale-dependence of parton distribution functions is known to obey linear QCD evolution
equations within a logarithmically wide range in Q2 and lnx. However, where partonic density in
the incoming hadronic wave function are not perturbatively small, qualitatively novel non-linear
density effects are expected to affect the QCD evolution. For Q2 smaller than a characteristic
saturation scale Q2s(x), these effects are dominant, and as the saturation scale Q
2
s(x) increases
with decreasing x, one expects on general grounds at sufficiently small lnx a qualitatively novel
saturation regime in which non-linear QCD evolution occurs at perturbatively large Q2. Future
measurements at LHC will provide novel test for these saturation effects with previously unex-
plored measurements (Section 10.3). The larger centre-of-mass energy of the HE-LHC would
extend the small-x coverage by an additional factor two. Measurements of relevance include in
p–Pb collisions dilepton and photon production at small-x and forward measurements of dihadron
and dijet correlations. The perspectives for such measurements are discussed in Chapter 13.
1.5 Physics performance studies by ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
The performance results presented in this report were obtained by experimental groups within the four
Collaborations and they are described in more detail in these documents: ALICE [1–4], ATLAS [5–7],
CMS [8–12], LHCb [13]. Two types of results are included: simulation studies used full or fast sim-
ulations of the detector setups for Run 3 and/or Run 4; projection studies are based on existing mea-
surements where their uncertainties have been reduced as expected with the future detectors and data
samples. The impact of the detector upgrades on the various observables is discussed in the corre-
sponding chapters and in more detail in the referenced documents by the Collaborations. The integrated
luminosities used for the physics studies are summarised in Chapter 12.
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2 Heavy-ion performance of LHC, HL-LHC and HE-LHC
Coordinator: John M. Jowett (CERN)
Contributors: R. Bruce (CERN), M. Schaumann (CERN), M.A. Jebramcik (Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe Univer-
sität, Frankfurt & CERN)
2.1 Heavy-ion performance of LHC in Runs 1 and 2
The 2018 Pb–Pb run of the LHC brought Run 2 to an end and launched the hardware upgrades to the
collider, and to the ALICE experiment, that should allow the full “HL-LHC” heavy-ion performance
to be delivered from 2021 onward. Beyond pp collisions, the 2004 LHC Design Report [14], specified
only Pb–Pb collisions with a peak Pb–Pb luminosity of L = 1 × 1027 cm−2s−1. Now, much of the
upgraded performance is already in hand. Not only has that peak Pb–Pb luminosity goal been exceeded
by a factor of more than 6, but the p–Pb collision mode—an upgrade beyond the initial design whose
feasibility was widely doubted—has yielded similarly high luminosity in multiple operating conditions
(see Ref. [15] and references therein). Table 1 summarises the main parameters of the runs to date.
Additionally, in 2017, the LHC has collided beams of Xe nuclei [16], providing many new results
and demonstrating the potential for colliding lighter species. The goal for 2018 was to complete the
accumulation of an integrated Pb–Pb luminosity of 1 nb−1 to each of the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS
experiments and this was substantially exceeded. The LHCb experiment also received over 0.26 nb−1.
2.2 Pb–Pb luminosity in Run 3 and Run 4 (HL-LHC)
The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is an upgrade of the LHC to achieve instantaneous pp luminosi-
ties a factor of five larger than the LHC nominal value. Its operational phase is scheduled to start in LHC
Run 4, in the second half of the 2020s, for the pp physics programmes described in the other chapters
of this report. The HL-LHC project also includes hardware upgrades of the present LHC that will allow
the LHC to operate with potential peak Pb–Pb luminosities an order of magnitude larger than the nom-
inal [14]. These upgrades will be completed during Long Shutdown 2 and can already be exploited in
Run 3, starting in 2021. Upgrades to the heavy-ion injector chain, in the framework of the LHC Injectors
Upgrade project will increase the total stored intensity of heavy-ion beams and will also be completed
for Run 3. Finally, the ALICE experiment will be upgraded to accept higher peak luminosity.
The heavy-ion performance of the LHC will be similar in Run 3 and in Run 4. Therefore, the
two Runs are discussed together in this report in terms of their contribution to the HL-LHC heavy-ion
physics programme. Presently achieved performance of the injectors [18] and collider [19] indicate that
the performance parameters given in the last column of Table 1 will be achieved the upgrades planned for
the LHC’s Long Shutdown 2. In a typical one-month Pb–Pb run, this will yield an integrated luminosity
of 3.1 nb−1. The necessary single-bunch intensities have already been attained but an implementation
of slip-stacking in the SPS will be required to obtain a basic bunch spacing of 50 ns and store over 1200
Pb bunches in each LHC ring. The necessary upgrades of the SPS RF system will be implemented
during LS2 and it is planned to commission this new mode of operation in 2021.
2.2.1 Secondary beams from the IPs
Ultra-peripheral electromagnetic interactions of Pb nuclei lead to copious lepton-pair production. Most
of this is innocuous except for the (single) bound-free pair production (BFPP1):
208Pb82+ +208 Pb82+ −→208 Pb82+ +208 Pb81+ + e+, (1)
in which the electron is bound to one nucleus. As extensively discussed in e.g. Refs. [20–22] and else-
where, the modified nuclei emerge from the collision point, as a narrow secondary beam with modified
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Table 1: Representative simplified beam parameters at the start of the highest luminosity physics fills,
in conditions that lasted for > 5 days, in each annual Pb–Pb run (Ref. [15] and references therein).
The original design values for Pb–Pb [14] collisions and future upgrade Pb–Pb goals are also shown
(in this column the integrated luminosity goal is to be attained over the 4 Pb–Pb runs in the 10-year
periods before and after 2020). Peak luminosities are averages for ATLAS and CMS (ALICE being
levelled). The smaller luminosities delivered to LHCb from 2013–2018 are not shown. Emittance and
bunch length are RMS values. The series of runs with
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV also included pp reference
runs, not shown here. Design and record achieved nucleon-pair luminosities are boxed , and some key
parameters related to p–Pb parameters in Table 2 are set in red type, for easy comparison. The upgrade
peak luminosity is reduced by a factor ' 3 from its potential value by levelling.
Quantity design achieved upgrade
Year (2004) 2010 2011 2015 2018 ≥2021
Weeks in physics - 4 3.5 2.5 3.5 -
Fill no. (best) 1541 2351 4720 7473 -
Beam energy E[Z TeV] 7 3.5 6.37 6.37 7
Pb beam energy E[ATeV] 2.76 1.38 2.51 2.51 2.76
Collision energy
√
sNN [TeV] 5.52 2.51 5.02 5.02 5.52
Bunch intensity Nb [10
8] 0.7 1.22 1.07 2.0 2.2 1.8
No. of bunches kb 592 137 338 518 733 1232
Pb norm. emittance N [µm] 1.5 2. 2.0 2.1 2.0 1.65
Pb bunch length σz m 0.08 0.07–0.1 0.08
β∗ [m] 0.5 3.5 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5
Pb stored energy MJ/beam 3.8 0.65 1.9 8.6 13.3 21
Luminosity LAA [10
27cm−2s−1] 1 0.03 0.5 3.6 6.1 7
NN luminosity LNN [10
30cm−2s−1] 43 1.3 22. 156 264 303
Integrated luminosity/experiment
[µb−1] 1000 9 160 433,585 900,1800 10
4
Int. NN lumi./expt. [ pb−1] 43 0.38 6.7 19,25.3 39,80 4.3× 105
magnetic rigidity, following a dispersive trajectory that impacts on the beam screen in a superconduct-
ing magnet in the dispersion suppressor (DS) downstream. These secondary beams emerge in both
directions from every interaction point (IP) where ions collide. Each carries a power of
PBFPP = LσBFPPEb, (2)
where L is the luminosity and σBFPP ' 276 b is the cross-section at the 2015/18 run energy of
Eb = 6.37Z TeV. These losses carry much greater power than the luminosity debris (generated by
the nuclear collision cross-section of 8 b) and can quench magnets and directly limit luminosity. With a
peak luminosity of L = 6.1 × 1027 cm−2s−1 each secondary beam carries PBFPP . 120 W, which is
more than enough to quench an LHC dipole as demonstrated in 2015 [23].
To reduce the risk of quenching these magnets, orbit bumps were implemented around the impact
locations in IP1 and IP5 in order to move the losses out of the dipole and into the adjacent connection
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Table 2: Representative simplified beam parameters at the start of the highest luminosity physics fills,
in conditions that lasted for > 5 days, in the one-month p–Pb runs (Ref. [15] and references therein).
The very short pilot run in 2012 is not shown. The original “design” values for p–Pb [17] collisions are
also shown (in this column the integrated luminosity goal was supposed to be obtained over a few runs.
Peak luminosities are averages for ATLAS and CMS (ALICE being levelled). The smaller luminosities
delivered to LHCb from 2013–2016 and in the minimum-bias part of the run in 2016 are not shown.
Emittance and bunch length are RMS values. Single bunch parameters for these p–Pb or Pb–p runs are
generally those of the Pb beam. Design and record achieved nucleon-pair luminosities are boxed , and
some key parameters related to p–Pb parameters in Table 1 are set in red type, for easy comparison.
Quantity “design” achieved
Year (2011) 2012–13 2016
Weeks in physics - 3 1, 2
Fill no. (best) 3544 5562
Beam energy E[Z TeV] 7 4 4,6.5
Pb beam energy E[ATeV] 2.76 2.51 1.58,2.56
Collision energy
√
sNN [TeV] 5.52 5.02 5.02,8.16
Bunch intensity Nb [10
8
] 0.7 1.2 2.1
No. of bunches kb 592 358 540
Pb norm. emittance N [µm] 1.5 2. 1.6
Pb bunch length σzm 0.08 0.07–0.1
β
∗
[m] 0.5 0.8 10, 0.6
Pb stored energy MJ/beam 3.8 2.77 9.7
Luminosity LAA [10
27
cm
−2
s
−1
] 150 116 850
NN luminosity LNN [10
30
cm
−2
s
−1
] 43 24 177
Integrated luminosity/experiment [µb−1] 105 32000 1.9× 105
Int. NN lumi./expt. [pb−1] 21 6.7 40
cryostat (“missing dipole” in the DS) that does not contain a superconducting magnet coil and therefore
is less likely to quench. This technique was first used in 2015. It was almost fully proved in 2018
when the ATLAS and CMS Pb–Pb luminosities were sustained at values very close to the nominal
levelling values for Runs 3 and 4. Beam-loss monitor thresholds were set, based on the measured
quench level in 2015 and it was clear that there was sufficient margin for still higher luminosity. In
IP2, the method of orbit bumps alone is not applicable with present optics and layout. It is therefore
foreseen to install an additional collimator in the connection cryostat on the outgoing beam on each side
of IP2. In combination with this, orbit bumps will then be deployed to steer the BFPP beams onto the
collimators. The installation will take place in LS2 in order to allow the HL-LHC design luminosity for
ALICE (corresponding to a hadronic event rate of 50 kHz) in subsequent runs.
2.2.2 Collimation and intensity limit
While the LHC stores unprecedented beam energies, superconducting magnets are needed to bend and
focus these beams, most of which are operated at 1.9 K. A loss of a tiny fraction of the beam is enough
to induce a magnet quench, and it is therefore vital to avoid any uncontrolled beam losses. To safely
intercept losses and provide protection of the magnets, the LHC uses a multi-stage collimation sys-
tem [24–27]. During the first two runs of the LHC, this system has shown a very good performance with
proton beams [28–31] and ion beams [32, 33].
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LHC collimation is much less efficient with heavy-ion beams than with protons, since ions have a
high cross section for undergoing nuclear fragmentation inside the primary collimators [34]. The angular
offsets of the out-scattered fragments are frequently not large enough to reach the secondary collimators
in the straight collimation insertion (IR7). At the same time these fragments have a magnetic rigidity
different from the main beam, so that they risk being lost where the dispersion starts to rise in the first
few dipoles of the DS. This was the most critical beam loss location during the Pb ion runs in Run 1
and Run 2, with a local cleaning inefficiency of about a factor 100 worse than for protons [32, 33].
Therefore, even though the total stored beam energy is about a factor 10 lower with Pb ions than with
protons, collimation of heavy ions is critical. Still, ion collimation has worked well in the LHC and
did not introduce operational bottlenecks so far. However, extrapolations of the losses in the DS from a
2015 experimental tests to Run 3 and HL-LHC show that, if nothing is done, the total stored Pb beam
energy is limited to around 10 MJ, if drops of the instantaneous beam lifetime down to 12 minutes are
assumed [35]. At the same time, it is foreseen to increase the stored Pb beam energy to about 24 MJ.
To alleviate this limitation and safely intercept the losses, it is planned to install additional collimators,
called TCLDs, in the dispersion suppressors [36–38]. On the other hand, the LHC was successfully
operated with Pb beams containing over 13.5 MJ each in 2018 thanks to good control of beam lifetimes.
In order to make space for the TCLDs, standard 8.3 T LHC dipoles will be replaced by an assembly
consisting of two shorter higher-field 11 T dipoles with the TCLD in between [38]. The solution that
gives the best simulated Pb cleaning efficiency uses two TCLDs per side of IR7. However, this is
not possible within tight constraints of long shutdown 2 and the HL-LHC project, and the baseline is
therefore to install one TCLD per side. If this turns out to be a real limitation, it could be considered
at a later stage to install a second TCLD. As an alternative and complementary alleviation method, it is
under study whether crystal collimation could help in reducing the losses in the DS. In this collimation
scheme, bent crystals are used instead of the standard LHC primary collimators [39]. Incoming beam
particles follow the curvature of the crystal planes, the so-called channelling, and exit with a significant
angular kick. They can then be efficiently steered onto an absorber. Nuclear interactions inside the the
channels of well-aligned crystals are significantly suppressed. Initial experiments using an LHC test
installation [40] have shown very promising results with Xe and proton beams [41]. Channelling has
very recently also been observed with Pb beams in 2018 and potential improvements of the collimation
system are presently being assessed experimentally. Studies with Pb beams are not yet conclusive but it
is hoped that this will be further clarified by analysis of data taken during the 2018 Pb ion run.
Collimation of lighter ion species has not yet been studied in detail, although some first simula-
tions are presented in Ref. [32]. Results for Ar and Xe beams show that the amount of expected losses in
the DS is similar to Pb but the longitudinal loss distribution changes. The fractional change in magnetic
rigidity for every lost nucleon in the collimators is larger for light ions, and it is hence expected that out-
scattered fragments have larger effective energy deviations and are lost more upstream. It is thus likely
that the TCLD should help significantly also for lighter ions, although comparative studies on intensity
limits for different ion species still remain to be done.
2.3 Proton-lead operation in Run 3 and HL-LHC
Within colliding nuclei, with charges Z1, Z2 and nucleon numbers A1, A2, in rings with magnetic field
set for protons of momentum pp
1, the colliding nucleon pairs will have an average centre-of-mass energy
√
sNN ≈ 2c pp
√
Z1Z2
A1A2
≈ 2c pp

1 pp
0.628 p–Pb
0.394 Pb–Pb
(3)
1Conditions imposed by the two-in-one magnet design of the LHC.
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and a central rapidity shift in the direction of the (Z1, A1) beam
yNN ≈
1
2
log
(
Z1A2
A1Z2
)
≈

0 pp, Pb–Pb
0.465 p–Pb
−0.465 Pb–p
. (4)
We present parameters for operation at the nominal LHC momentum ppc = 7 TeV extrapolating from
the experience of the last p–Pb run in 2016.
The injection and ramp of protons and lead ions with equal magnetic rigidity leads to moving long-
range beam-beam encounters in the four interaction regions of the LHC. These beam-beam encounters
were one of the reasons why the feasibility of p–Pb operation in the LHC was initially questioned. This
effect has been proven small in the LHC and calculations have this will remain true for the HL-LHC era
despite larger bunch numbers and higher proton bunch intensities. The dynamic range of the interlock
strip-line BPMs, common for the lead and proton beam, limited the proton intensity to Nb < 5 × 1010
protons per bunch during Run 1. Gating the stripline BPM read-out appropriately removed this constraint
a few days before the end of the 2016 run. The higher proton intensity of Nb = 2.8× 1010 protons per
bunch resulted in increased luminosities at the IPs but also led to the substantial deposition of collision
debris from the Pb beam in the dispersion suppressors at ATLAS and CMS risking a beam dump [42].
The collision debris collimators (TCLs), which could have intercepted emerging fragments from the
IPs, were not commissioned at tighter settings for the 2016 p–Pb run. Appropriate TCL settings are
expected to neutralise these fragments and should allow for higher peak luminosities in the future.
A potential p–Pb run during Run 3 and beyond will greatly benefit from the longitudinal slip
stacking in the SPS and the small β∗ = 0.5 m in three experiments. The proton intensity cannot be
pushed to values much larger than the maximum achieved in 2016 as bunches colliding in multiple
IPs and especially in ATLAS and CMS will approach the interlock BPM threshold of 2 × 109 charges
per bunch too quickly if the luminosities of ATLAS and CMS are not levelled. This would lead to an
undesirable early beam dumps while ALICE is still levelled. In order to predict the potential perfor-
mance of a future p–Pb run, the expected Pb–Pb filling pattern [19] is used providing 1136 collisions
in ATLAS/CMS, 1120 collisions in ALICE and 81 collisions in LHCb. This approximation is made
since the proton injection should be flexible enough to reproduce most of the respective Pb pattern. This
calculations assumes Nb = 3 × 1010 protons per bunch and ALICE being levelled to the instantaneous
luminosity of LAA = 5× 1029 cm−2s−1. LAA = 5× 1029 cm−2s−1 ATLAS and CMS are not luminos-
ity levelled in this scenario since the loss of integrated luminosity for ATLAS and CMS outweighs the
marginal gain for ALICE. A simulation of the beam evolution based on ordinary differential equations
including intra-beam scattering and radiation damping leads to a luminosity evolution in the different
IPs as displayed in Fig. 1.
At around 6.1 h, the bunch intensity of the bunches colliding in ATLAS, ALICE and CMS drop
below the interlock BPM threshold ultimately limiting the fill length, even though the potential levelling
time for ALICE has not been reached. Detailed engineering of the filling scheme might avoid this. Key
results from the beam evolution study are listed in Tab. 3. The expected peak luminosity in ATLAS
and CMS is at around LAA = 17.4 × 1029 cm−2s−1, i.e., roughly a factor 2 larger than in 2016. The
integrated luminosity in ATLAS and CMS are expected to approach 0.7 pb−1 outperforming the 2016
integrated luminosity by a rough factor 3.5. Since the nominal HL-LHC normalised proton emittance of
N = 2.5µm is assumed, the actual performance may exceed these predictions since normalised proton
emittances in the range of N = 1.3µm have already been achieved.
2.4 Colliding lighter nuclei at HL-LHC
The bunch intensity limits in the injectors depend largely on the ion charge which changes at the various
stripping stages which must be optimised for space-charge limits, intra-beam scattering, efficiency of
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Fig. 1: Evolution of the instantaneous luminosity in the LHC experiments during a p-Pb fill. At around
6.1 h (dashed line), the interlock BPM threshold is reached for some bunches, limiting the fill length.
Table 3: Key parameters and results of the p–Pb beam evolution calculation. A turn-around time, i.e.,
the time between Beam Dump and Stable Beams, of 3 h and an operational efficiency factor of 0.5 is
assumed. The final result was scaled down by additional 5 % to take potential deviations of the proton
filling pattern into account. The time the first bunches need to reach the interlock BPM threshold is used
as the fill time.
Species p Pb
Beam energy E[Z TeV] 7
Collision energy
√
sNN [TeV] 8.78
Bunch intensity Nb [10
8] 300 1.8
No, of bunches kb 1232 1232
Norm. emittance N [µm] 2.5 1.65
Bunch length σz [m] 0.09 0.08
Fill time tfill [h] 6.1
IP ATLAS/CMS ALICE LHCb
β∗ [m] 0.5 0.5 0.5
Colliding bunches kc 1136 1120 81
Luminosity LAA [10
29cm−2s−1] 17.4 5.0 1.2
NN luminosity LNN [10
31cm−2s−1] 36.3 10.4 2.6∫
month LAA dt [nb
−1] 674 328 41.1∫
month LNN dt [pb
−1] 140 68 8.5
electron-cooling, beam losses on residual gas and other effects in the ion source, Linac4, LEIR, the PS
and SPS. Given the uncertainties, the deliverable intensity for other species can only be determined after
sufficient time spend commissioning and empirically optimising the many parameters and operating
modes of the whole injector chain. To simplify present considerations, we postulate a simple form
relating the number of ions per bunch, Nb, to the well-established value (Nb(82,208)=1.9× 108) for Pb
beams
Nb(Z,A) = Nb(82, 208)
(
Z
82
)−p
(5)
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Fitting such an expression to the limited information [43] from the few species used for SPS fixed-target
in recent years (since the commissioning of the present ECR ion source and LEIR) yields a value of the
fit parameter p = 1.9. Beam quality requirements for fixed-target beams are, of course, less stringent
than for injection into the collider. Fitting to the first commissioning of Xe beams for the LHC [16],
on the other hand, gives a much less optimistic p = 0.75. Although this was the only occasion where
any other species than Pb was delivered to the collider, only the simplest version of the injection scheme
was used and it is clear that, given time, significantly higher intensities could be achieved. We consider
that 1.5 ≤ p ≤ 1.9 corresponds to a representative range of possibilities that could be realised in fully-
prepared future operation.
In addition, we make a number of simplifying assumptions to allow a simplified, yet meaningful,
comparison between species
– The geometric transverse beam emittances at the start of collisions will be equal to those of Pb
beams [19]. This is justified, at least at the level of the LHC, since the scaling of intra-beam
scattering with Nb, Z and A, given by the parameter fIBS/(m Hz) is generally smaller than for Pb
as long as p ∼< 1.9. A similar scaling should hold in the injectors such as the SPS where intra-
beam scattering may also blow up the emittances. This ignores possible space-charge limits in
the injectors which should also be considered once the appropriate stripping schemes and charge
states have been defined.
– Same filling scheme and number of bunches.
– No luminosity-levelling in any experiment.
– Fill length optimised for intensity evolution dominated by luminosity burn-off.
– Equal operational efficiency of 50%. Following conventional practice for HL-LHC, the integrated
luminosity for a 1-month run is estimated assuming back-to-back ideal fills of optimal length and
a turn-around time of 2.5 h between the end of one fill and the resumption of “Stable Beams” for
collisions in the next. The operational efficiency factor is then applied as a way of taking into
account the time needed for commissioning, intensity ramp-up, faults and other non-availability
of LHC and injector systems.
The parameters are estimated using analytical approximations unlike the more elaborate simulations
used in Section 2.2. Together with the assumption that there is no luminosity levelling, these lead to a
higher estimate of integrated luminosity in a one-month run. Nevertheless they can be used as a guide
to the relative gain factors in integrated nucleon-nucleon luminosity by changing from Pb to a lighter
nucleus.
2.5 Short run for O–O and p–O
As discussed in Section 11.3, a short p–O collision run is of interest for cosmic-ray physics. If O beams
were available from the injectors, this could be combined with a short, low-luminosity, O–O run, which
would be of value for the main high-density QCD programme. Limiting the beams to low-intensities
would allow a rapid set-up in LHC on the successful model of the 2012 p–Pb run which was later re-
used in the 2017 Xe–Xe run [16]. Each of those runs took about 16 h of LHC operation time, including
set-up and physics data-taking but a combination O–O/p–O run could take a few days.
Because oxygen is used as the carrier gas in the CERN heavy-ion source, the idea has been
mooted that it may be possible to switch from Pb to 16O8+ beams for the LHC, and back, somewhat
more rapidly than other species. Commissioning of the O beam in the injectors for single-bunch injection
into the LHC would need to be scheduled, in parallel with pp operation, and use of the injectors for other
programmes, in the period preceding the O–O/p–O run. The possibilities are under study and include
either inserting the run at the end of one of the annual Pb–Pb runs or scheduling it earlier in the year in
order to provide time for the source to be switched back to Pb operation afterwards.
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Table 4: Parameters and performance for a range of light nuclei with a moderately optimistic value of
the scaling parameter p = 1.5 in (5).
16O8+ 40Ar18+ 40Ca20+ 78Kr36+ 129Xe54+ 208Pb82+
γ 3760. 3390. 3760. 3470. 3150. 2960.√
sNN/TeV 7. 6.3 7. 6.46 5.86 5.52
σhad/b 1.41 2.6 2.6 4.06 5.67 7.8
σBFPP/b 2.36× 10−5 0.00688 0.0144 0.88 15. 280.
σEMD/b 0.0738 1.24 1.57 12.2 51.8 220.
σtot/b 1.48 3.85 4.18 17.1 72.5 508.
Nb 6.24× 109 1.85× 109 1.58× 109 6.53× 108 3.56× 108 1.9× 108
xn/µm 2. 1.8 2. 1.85 1.67 1.58
fIBS/(m Hz) 0.0662 0.0894 0.105 0.13 0.144 0.167
Wb/MJ 68.9 45.9 43.6 32.5 26.5 21.5
LAA0/cm
−2s−1 1.46× 1031 1.29× 1030 9.38× 1029 1.61× 1029 4.76× 1028 1.36× 1028
LNN0/cm
−2s−1 3.75× 1033 2.06× 1033 1.5× 1033 9.79× 1032 7.93× 1032 5.88× 1032
PBFPP/W 0.0031 0.179 0.303 5.72 43.4 350.
PEMD1/W 4.98 16.5 16.9 40.5 76.7 141.
τL0/h 16.4 21.3 23. 13.5 5.87 1.57
Topt/h 9.04 10.3 10.7 8.23 5.42 2.8
〈LAA〉 cm−2s−1 8.99× 1030 8.34× 1029 6.17× 1029 9.46× 1028 2.23× 1028 3.8× 1027
〈LNN〉 cm−2s−1 2.3× 1033 1.33× 1033 9.87× 1032 5.76× 1032 3.71× 1032 1.64× 1032∫
month LAA dt/nb
−1 1.17× 104 1080. 799. 123. 28.9 4.92∫
month LNN dt/pb
−1 2980. 1730. 1280. 746. 481. 213.
Rhad/kHz 2.07× 104 3340. 2440. 653. 270. 106.
µ 1.64 0.266 0.194 0.0518 0.0215 0.00842
2.6 Heavy-ion performance of HE-LHC
Heavy-ion operation of HE-LHC awaits a fully detailed study. First results were presented in [44].
Since the HE-LHC would occupy the same tunnel as the LHC, one can, for the moment, assume the
same injected beams as HL-LHC. Future possible upgrades to the injectors might improve this. The
total integrated luminosity obtainable per fill, summed over all experiments, is bounded by the total
intensity divided by the burn-off cross-section and will therefore be similar to the HL-LHC. The same
can be said for time taken to inject a fill. Only a modest increase in integrated luminosity, given by
somewhat shorter times spent in collision and, most likely, a reduction in the number of experiments,
can be envisaged. For purposes of this report, we estimate that the integrated luminosity obtained by
each of two experiments in a one-month run will be of order 6 nb−1. However, the BFPP power with
Pb–Pb collisions will be very high and this could be a strong argument for running with somewhat
lighter species. In that case, one can expect the luminosity to scale similarly to HL-LHC in Sect. 2.4.
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Table 5: Parameters and performance for a range of light nuclei with an optimistic value of the scaling
parameter p = 1.9 in (5).
16O8+ 40Ar18+ 40Ca20+ 78Kr36+ 129Xe54+ 208Pb82+
γ 3760. 3390. 3760. 3470. 3150. 2960.√
sNN/TeV 7. 6.3 7. 6.46 5.86 5.52
σhad/b 1.41 2.6 2.6 4.06 5.67 7.8
σBFPP/b 2.36× 10−5 0.00688 0.0144 0.88 15. 280.
σEMD/b 0.0738 1.24 1.57 12.2 51.8 220.
σtot/b 1.48 3.85 4.18 17.1 72.5 508.
Nb 1.58× 1010 3.39× 109 2.77× 109 9.08× 108 4.2× 108 1.9× 108
xn/µm 2. 1.8 2. 1.85 1.67 1.58
fIBS/(m Hz) 0.168 0.164 0.184 0.18 0.17 0.167
Wb/MJ 175. 84.3 76.6 45.2 31.4 21.5
LAA0/cm
−2s−1 9.43× 1031 4.33× 1030 2.9× 1030 3.11× 1029 6.66× 1028 1.36× 1028
LNN0/cm
−2s−1 2.41× 1034 6.93× 1033 4.64× 1033 1.89× 1033 1.11× 1033 5.88× 1032
PBFPP/W 0.0199 0.601 0.935 11. 60.6 350.
PEMD1/W 32. 55.6 52.2 78.3 107. 141.
τL0/h 6.45 11.6 13.1 9.74 4.96 1.57
Topt/h 5.68 7.62 8.08 6.98 4.98 2.8
〈LAA〉 cm−2s−1 4.54× 1031 2.45× 1030 1.69× 1030 1.68× 1029 2.95× 1028 3.8× 1027
〈LNN〉 cm−2s−1 1.16× 1034 3.93× 1033 2.71× 1033 1.02× 1033 4.91× 1032 1.64× 1032∫
month LAA dt/nb
−1 5.89× 104 3180. 2190. 218. 38.2 4.92∫
month LNN dt/pb
−1 1.51× 104 5090. 3510. 1330. 636. 213.
Rhad/kHz 1.33× 105 1.12× 104 7540. 1260. 378. 106.
µ 10.6 0.893 0.598 0.1 0.03 0.00842
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(University and INFN, Torino).
3.1 Introduction
The analysis of the data collected at the LHC during Run 1 and Run 2 has consolidated our understand-
ing of a standard model for the production of light-flavour hadrons (containing u, d and s quarks) in
heavy-ion collisions: particle chemistry (described by integrated particle yields) is well described by
the thermal-statistical model [45, 46] and kinetic equilibrium (reflected in the pT-dependence of parti-
cle production) is well described by a common radial expansion governed by hydrodynamics [47, 48].
While the physics of light-flavour particles is often perceived as not statistics hungry, the unprecedented
large integrated luminosities expected in Run 3 and Run 4 at the LHC offer a unique physics potential.
Despite containing only u, d and s valence quarks, light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei are very rarely produced
because of their composite nature and very large mass. Their study will enormously profit from the sig-
nificant increase in luminosity for heavy-ion collisions expected in the years 2021 until 2029. The same
holds true for the study of event-by-event fluctuations of the produced particles, which is closely linked
to the production of light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei in the scenario of a common chemical freeze-out deter-
mining light-flavour hadrons and (hyper-)nuclei abundances. If, as indicated by the recent experimental
findings [46], the thermal-statistical approach is the correct model to describe (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei pro-
duction, the chemical freeze-out temperature is most precisely determined by measurements of light
(anti-)(hyper-)nuclei as they are not subject to feed-down corrections from strong decays [45]. This
is the same temperature at which event-by-event fluctuations of conserved quantities are compared to
lattice QCD (lQCD). The physics of light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei and exotic multi-quark states together
with the related observables that will become experimentally accessible in Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC
Runs 3 and 4 are discussed in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3, measurements of fluctuations of particle production
and conserved charges are discussed as they give experimental access to fundamental properties of the
QCD phase transition at µB and allow for direct comparison with lQCD calculations.
In small collision systems (pp, p–Pb), measurements of light-flavour hadrons provide fundamental in-
put to the study of particle production mechanisms and collectivity across systems, as discussed in Ch. 9.
At the same time, the physics programme with pp and p–Pb collisions in Runs 3 and 4 will open the
possibility for system-size dependent studies of (anti-)nuclei production and for precision measurements
of the hyperon-nucleon potentials. The physics case for these measurements in small colliding systems
is motivated in this chapter in Sec. 3.2.6, as well as the implications of the findings at the LHC for
astrophysics and searches for dark matter in space-based experiments.
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3.2 (Anti-)(hyper-)nuclei production
3.2.1 Testing thermal production and nucleon coalescence models
The production of light (hyper-)nuclei and their anti-matter counterparts is modeled within the scenarios
of thermal-statistical hadronisation and nucleon coalescence. In the thermal-statistical approach [45,
49], particles are produced from a fireball in thermal equilibrium with temperatures of the order of
Tchem ≈ 156 MeV that are near the temperature of the QCD phase transition boundary, as predicted
by lQCD calculations [50, 51]. The yields of the produced objects depend on the chemical freeze-out
temperature Tchem (when inelastic collisions cease) and the mass m of the object, and approximately
scale as dN /dy ∝ exp(−m/Tchem). Thermal-statistical models have been successful in describing
light-flavour particle production across a wide range of energies in nucleus-nucleus collisions [45, 46].
Due to their large mass, light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei are particularly sensitive to Tchem and since they are
not affected by feed-down from higher mass states [45], the measurement of their production constitutes
a precision test for the thermal model.
In the coalescence scenario, composite objects are formed at kinetic freeze-out by coalescence of
nucleons that are close in configuration and momentum space [52–57]. Calculations of the coalescence
probability based on a density matrix approach [57] require the knowledge of the nucleus wave function
and identify the volume of the particle source as the homogeneity volume that can be extracted via
Hanbury-Brown–Twiss interferometry [58]. The size of the (hyper-)nucleus is identified with the size
parameter of its wave-function, which is related to the (measurable) rms of the charge distribution by
simple relations [55, 59].
While there are several theory groups working on the calculation of the expected coalescence [57,
60–63] and thermal production rates [49,64,65], predictions reported in Fig. 2 rely on the study presented
in [59], which contrasts the two production scenarios. In order to distinguish them, a measurement of
the coalescence parameter for (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei that differ by mass, spin and size as a function of
source volume (or source radius) is proposed. The coalescence parameter BA is defined as
EA
d3NA
dp3A
= BA
(
Ep,n
d3Np,n
dp3p,n
)A ∣∣∣∣~pp=~pn= ~pAA , (6)
where pp,n are the momenta of the proton and neutron and Ep,n their energies. In the coalescence
model (black curves in top panels of Fig. 2), the coalescence parameter is determined analytically. The
thermal model predicts pT-independent particle yields at a given Tchem, therefore a Blast-Wave (BW)
model is used in [59] to describe the pT-dependence of (hyper-)nuclei and nucleon production. With
the pT spectra of (hyper-)nuclei and protons obtained in this way, Eq. 6 is used to extract BA (dashed
blue curve in top panels of Fig. 2). Similarly, the coalescence parameter is obtained experimentally from
Eq. 6 using the measured (hyper-)nucleus and proton pT distributions as input. It is considered that for
BW, little energy dependence of the fit parameters is observed in Pb–Pb collisions from
√
sNN = 2.76 to
5.02 TeV. The thermal model yields only depend on temperature and no collision energy dependence of
the temperature is expected in the LHC energy range. The size of the source can be sampled by means
of multiplicity- and centrality-differential measurements.
The particle with the strongest sensitivity to the production mechanism appears to be the hyper-
triton (a pΛn bound state) with its large charge rms radius of about 10 fm, for which the coalescence
and the thermal model predictions differ by up to three orders of magnitude as a function of the source
radius. While the hypertriton seems to be largely suppressed with respect to 3He (pnn), the 4ΛH (ppΛn)
is predicted to have only a slightly lower coalescence probability with respect to 4He (ppnn). Moreover,
for small R, i.e. in small systems as those formed in pp and p–Pb collisions, 3ΛH is predicted by coa-
lescence to be suppressed by about a factor of 100 with respect to 3He. These considerations motivate
systematic multi-differential measurements of A = 3 and A = 4 nuclei and hyper-nuclei as a function of
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multiplicity and from small (pp, p–Pb) to large systems (Pb–Pb) to test the validity of the coalescence
picture as opposed to thermal production.
With an integrated luminosity Lint = 10 nb
−1 in Pb–Pb collisions in Runs 3 and 4, BA for
3He,
3
ΛH and
4He can be measured in ALICE in up to ten centrality classes with a statistical precision lower
than 5%, 10% and 20%, respectively. The projected relative statistical uncertainties on BA (σstat/BA)
for (hyper-)nuclei with A > 2 are reported in the central row of panels of Fig. 2. These uncertainties
have been estimated by scaling the significance of the nuclei and hyper-nuclei spectra measurements in
Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [66, 67] to the expected integrated luminosity of Runs 3 and 4
and assuming thermal production for the states with A = 4. The uncertainties on the proton spectra are
negligible already in the existing measurements.
The experimental discrimination power between the models has been extracted as (BthermA −
BcoalA )/σ, where σ =
√
σ2stat + σ
2
sys, and is reported in the lower panels of Fig. 2. Relative systematic
uncertainties σsys/BA = 10% and 20% have been considered, to be compared with a typical 15% uncer-
tainty of the Run 1 and 2 measurements. Measurements of 3ΛH allow for a 10σ discrimination between
models, even in a pessimistic scenario in all centralities. The discrimination power rises above the 10σ
level for 4He in semi-central and peripheral collisions.
3.2.2 Light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei observables in Runs 3 and 4
Measurements of (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei and exotic QCD bound states require large event samples col-
lected with a minimum-bias trigger, as well as high tracking precision for the separation of secondary
vertices and charged-hadron (light nucleus) identification. The upgraded ALICE detector after LS2
[3,68–70] fulfills these requirements, developing further the potential already explored in Runs 1 and 2.
The yields of (hyper-)nuclei (d, 3He, 4He, 3ΛH,
4
ΛH,
4
ΛHe) and their anti-particles in Pb–Pb collisions
at the LHC in Runs 3 and 4 have been estimated for measurements with ALICE. The detectable yield
and significance for (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei have been estimated for 0–10% central Pb–Pb collisions con-
sidering the acceptance and detection efficiency in the nominal magnetic field of the ALICE detector
(B = 0.5 T). These projections are reported for anti-particles in Fig. 3 as a function of the minimum-bias
integrated luminosity. The detectable particle and anti-particle yields are equivalent in the considered
pT range. All projections have been extracted in the 2 < pT < 10 GeV/c range, where the lower limit
is given by the pT down to which nuclei with A ≥ 3 can be reconstructed without ambiguity in ALICE.
In a scenario in which ALICE will take data with a central-barrel low-field configuration (B = 0.2 T), it
will be possible to extend the low-pT limit for (anti-)nuclei identification down to 1 GeV/c, increasing
the expected number of detectable light (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei (by about 20% for 3He). In Fig. 3, the
bands indicate the uncertainty on the yield (significance) associated with different model predictions:
the central line is obtained assuming statistical-thermal production with Tchem = 156 MeV [49], the up-
per line is the yield (significance) assuming thermal production at Tchem = 158 MeV, and the lower one
using for the yields the expectation from coalescence (see Sec. 3.2.1). The arrow represents the recorded
luminosity at the end of the LHC Run 2. It has to be noted that for this study, the geometry of the ALICE
Inner Tracking System (ITS) in Run 2 has been considered. The new geometry and acceptance of the
upgraded ITS system [3] are expected to increase the detection efficiency by up to 20%.
The expected yield per unit of rapidity at mid-rapidity are reported for d, 3He and 4He in left
panel of Fig. 3. With Lint = 10 nb
−1 recorded with the nominal magnetic field, a measurement of the
elliptic flow (v2) of
3He and 3H (and anti-nuclei) in Pb–Pb collisions will become feasible with ALICE
with a statistical precision better than 5% in the 2–10 GeV/c transverse momentum range in at least
eight centrality intervals. Elliptic flow measurements for anti-nuclei provide a powerful independent
test of coalescence scenarios as already demonstrated with deuterons [71] and might provide an indirect
assessment of the neutron flow comparing the 3He and 3H results. In addition, the large data sample
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Fig. 2: Top: comparison of predictions for the coalescence parameters for (hyper-)nuclei with A = 3, 4
from the Blast-Wave + GSI-Heidelberg thermal statistical model and nucleon coalescence as a function
of the radius (R) of the particle emitting source. For each (hyper-)nucleus, the radius r considered by
the coalescence model is reported in the legend. For 3ΛH (
4
ΛH), two values of the radius are considered:
the lower value represents the average separation of the three (four) constituents, whereas the larger r
corresponds to the average separation between the Λ and the deuteron (triton) core. See [59] for full de-
tails on the models. Middle: projection of the relative statistical uncertainty achievable with a minimum
bias Pb–Pb integrated luminosity of Lint= 10 nb
−1 and the upgraded ALICE detector (in red) compared
to the relative statistical uncertainty of the Run 2 measurements (in black). Bottom: significance in the
discrimination between the two models, assuming 10% and 20% systematic uncertainty in addition to
the statistical uncertainty expected with Lint= 10 nb
−1. For 3ΛH, the coalescence prediction considered
is for r = 6.8 fm (corresponding to the black continuous lines in the top panel). Figure from Ref. [1].
that will be collected for light anti-nuclei will lead to the first precise measurements of the mass of light
anti-nuclei with A = 3, by means of the Time-Of-Flight detector [72]. This measurement will make it
possible to test Charge Symmetry Breaking (CSB) in the anti-nuclei sector due to the differences in the
up and down quark masses and due to electromagnetic effects [73]. The differences in A = 3 systems
are extensions of the neutron-proton difference. Although the mass difference for the lightest “mirror
pair” with A = 3 (i.e. 3H,3He), is well known (at the level of O(eV) [74]), no measurement has been
performed in the anti-matter sector and will be accessible with Lint = 10 nb
−1.
In the right panel of Fig. 3, the expected significance of anti-hyper-nuclei measurements in central
Pb–Pb collisions is reported as a function of the minimum bias integrated luminosity. For each species,
the decay channels with the minimum number of charged particles in the final state and with the highest
detection efficiency in ALICE have been considered for this study, as reported in the legend of Fig. 3.
The study of other decay channels, e.g. the three body decay of 3ΛH that has larger theoretical branch-
ing ratio with respect to the 2-body decay [75], but lower detection efficiency in ALICE, will be also
carried out profiting from the large integrated luminosity. Considering the thermal model predictions
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Fig. 3: Left: (raw) yield of anti-nuclei in the 2 < pT < 10 GeV/c interval, detectable in 0–10%
central Pb–Pb collisions with the ALICE detector as a function of the minimum bias luminosity. Right:
Projected significance of anti-hyper-nuclei measurements in central Pb–Pb collisions in Runs 3 and
4 with ALICE as a function of the integrated minimum-bias luminosity. In both panels, the arrow
represents the minimum bias Pb–Pb luminosity anticipated for the end of Run 2. The dashed vertical
line marks the projections withLint = 10 nb
−1. The bands represents the uncertainty on model prediction
for the yield (see text for details). Figures from Ref. [1].
at Tchem = 156 MeV, the expected significance of
3
Λ¯H,
4
Λ¯H and
4
Λ¯He at Lint = 10 nb
−1 is 100, 7 and 5,
respectively. The collected sample will enable very precise measurements of the production of 3ΛH and
3
Λ¯H and the first ever measurement of their elliptic flow as a function of pT. The discovery of
4
Λ¯H and
4
Λ¯He will be in reach with Lint = 10 nb
−1 at the end of Run 4.
3.2.3 The hypertriton lifetime
The experimental measurement of the Λ separation energy of the 3ΛH, BΛ = 0.13 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.04
(syst.) MeV [76], led to the hypothesis that the lifetime of the hypertriton is equal to or only slightly
below the free Λ lifetime τ (Λ) = 263.2± 0.2 ps [77]. Three different experimental techniques have been
used to tackle this question: photographic emulsion, He bubble chambers, and counter experiments. The
average for the emulsion experiments is 203+40−31 ps [78], for the He bubble chambers is 193
+15
−13 ps [78],
and for the combination of both visualizing techniques is 193+14−13 ps [78]. The most recent results, 181
+54
−39± 33 ps and 142 +24−21± 29 ps, have been obtained with the counter technique in heavy-ion collisions
by the ALICE [79] and STAR [80] experiments, respectively. This technique is currently the one with
the highest precision (14-16%) and the weighted average of heavy-ion experiments results is 185+28−23
ps [78]. However, the few existing theoretical calculations point in the direction of the hypothesis
mentioned at the beginning of this section. The first theoretical determination of τ (3ΛH) (by Dalitz
and Rayet, [81]) ranged from 239.3 to 255.5 ps. More recent calculations from Congleton [82] and
Kamada [75] estimated values of 232 ps and 256 ps, respectively. The deviation of the experimental
results from the theoretical calculations and the free Λ lifetime, by more than 2σ, is known as the
“hypertriton lifetime puzzle”.
With the expected integrated Pb–Pb luminosity at the end of the LHC Run 4, the statistical uncer-
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tainty on the lifetime will be reduced down to 1%. In parallel, a reduction of the systematic uncertainty
(∼ 10% in the most recent ALICE measurements), will be achieved with the upgraded ALICE ITS that
will allow for a reduction of the uncertainty due to tracking and material budget. To improve even fur-
ther down the control on the systematic uncertainty, a better understanding of the corrections for the
absorption in the material will be crucial.
3.2.4 Σ-hypernuclei
In addition to measurements of Λ-hypernuclei, also the search for Σ-hypernuclei is to be considered with
the luminosities forseen for the LHC Runs 3 and 4. Theory calculations for the ΣNN system suggest
the presence of a near-threshold narrow (∼2 MeV wide) quasi-bound state in the I = 1 and J = 1/2
configuration, where the possible isospin and spin states are 0, 1, 2 and 1/2, 3/2, respectively [83].
Among Σ-hypernuclei, only the 4
Σ
0He bound state has been observed so far, using the 4He(K−, pi−)
reaction [84]. When the Σ0 hyperon is bound inside a nucleus, the electromagnetic decay is dominated
by the conversion reaction Σ0N → ΛN, thus the partial width of electromagnetic decay is expected to
be reduced substantially. However, for the I = 2 state the conversion reaction is not allowed and the
electromagnetic decay becomes prominent. Experimental searches for Σ-hypertriton bound states will
also profit from the Pb–Pb data-taking programme of the LHC Runs 3 and 4 to exploit the strong decay
3
Σ
0H (
3
Σ¯
0H) → Λ (Λ) + d and the decay 3
Σ
0H (
3
Σ¯
0H) → 3ΛH (3Λ¯H) + γ following a similar strategy
to the detected electromagnetic decay of Σ0 (Σ0) → Λ (Λ) + γ [85]. The signal of hypertriton can
be reconstructed in ALICE as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. The soft photon can be identified by exploiting
the conversion into electron pairs in the detector material of the ITS and Time Projection Chamber
(X/X0 ≈ 9 % considering the upgraded ITS and the TPC together), covering the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 0.8, over the full azimuth (∆ϕ = 2pi) [86]. Alternatively, the photon can be detected in the
PHOS calorimeter, but with limited acceptance of ∆ϕ = 100o and |η| < 0.12 [86]. The search
for Σ-hypernuclei via electromagnetic decay will be carried out in ALICE profiting from the expected
detector performance and detection of about 105 hypertriton candidates (see Fig. 3) in 0–10% central
Pb–Pb collisions at Lint = 10 nb
−1.
3.2.5 Exotic QCD bound states
At LHC energies, potential QCD bound states that have more complex structures such as pentaquarks,
tetraquarks, hadron molecules or dibaryon states could be produced. In particular, the possibility to
detect and measure f0(980), N(1875), NΞ, NΩ and NΛc in heavy-ion collisions with the unprecedented
statistics of the LHC Runs 3 and 4 programme has been investigated. The advanced capabilities of
the ALICE experiment in terms of hadron identification, including topological reconstruction of weak
decays, are particularly suited for these studies.
The per-event yields of these states (dN /dy)th) predicted by quark- and hadron-coalescence mod-
els [60] and the statistical-thermal model [45] are reported in Tab. 6.
The total number of signals (Sraw) detectable in ALICE with a minimum bias Pb–Pb integrated
luminosity of 10 nb−1 have been estimated assuming the same detector performance as in Run 2 [87,88].
The significance is defined as S√
S+B
, where S and B are the integrals of the signal and background
distributions, respectively, in a ± 3 σ window centered at the nominal mass from [77]. σ is Γ/2.35,
where Γ is the resonance width taken from [77]. The significance for f0(980) and N(1835) was extracted
assuming a combinatorial background in the invariant mass range under study. Such combinatorics was
computed based on particle species that can populate the invariant mass distribution, making use of the
corresponding momentum distribution as measured in ALICE in Run 2 (e.g. individual primary charged
pions paired as candidates for the f0(980) → pi++pi− channel) and assuming a uniform distribution inϕ
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and η 2. The resulting significance is reported in the last row of Tab. 6 for the most pessimistic scenario,
in which production occurs via quark coalescence, and the most optimistic scenario, corresponding to
thermal production.
Measurements of f0(980) and N(1875) will be feasible in Runs 3 and 4 and will shed light on the
highly-debated nature of the states (hadrons or hadronic molecules). In particular, the N(1875) can be
considered a molecular bound state and at the same time the strange partner of the recently discovered
pentaquark Pc [90]. Because the structure of exotic states is related to the fundamental properties of
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), their observation can provide new insights on the properties of
QCD at finite temperature and density, for instance that tetraquark condensation may lead to a second
chiral phase transition [60]. Several possible states have been studied and predictions are available on
the expected yields at LHC energies [60]. Among the possible dibaryon bound states, the NΩ, NΞ and
NΛc look promising in terms of detection feasibility. Their detection and baryon-baryon correlations
will be useful for hyperon correlation studies, providing new insights into the baryon-baryon attractive
potential as well as upper limits on the formation of such bound states in central heavy-ion collisions.
Very recently, a study was reported on the production of exotic charmonia, specifically the possi-
ble tetraquark state X(3872), in Pb-Pb and Kr-Kr collisions at LHC collision energies [91]. For X(3872)
production in Pb-Pb collisions the authors predict, using the statistical hadronization model for charm,
a transverse momentum distribution similar in shape to that for J/ψ mesons with a strong enhancement
at low transverse momenta and a production yield of about 1% relative to that for J/ψ. It would be
interesting and feasible to test this prediction in LHC Run 3 and especially Run 4.
2An additional factor is introduced if the decay particle is reconstructed via invariant mass, since the candidate may belong
also to the background.
Table 6: Properties and yields of exotic states in 0–10% central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV.
Theoretical predictions of yields per event, (dN /dy)th, are given in three different scenarios: quark-
and hadron-coalescence [60], and thermal model [49]. Sraw represents the total detectable yield at the
Pb–Pb luminosity of 10 nb−1, taking into account the branching ratios (B.R.) of the decay channels
considered and assuming the ALICE detector performance as in Run 2 [87, 88]. For f0(980), a KK
state and a decay into KK with B.R. = 10−3 is assumed for hadron coalescence †. A tetraquark state is
assumed for quark coalescence and a decay into pipi. The same decay channel is assumed for the thermal
production case. Masses are from [89].
Model f0(980) N(1875) NΞ NΩ NΛc
Structure qqq¯q¯ or KK hadron molecule dibaryon dibaryon dibaryon
q-coal. 5.4 × 10−2 - - 1.8 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−3(
dN
dy
)
th
h-coal. 3.2 † - - 1.6 × 10−3 5 × 10−3
thermal 10 3 × 10−1 8.7 × 10−3 5.7 × 10−3 4 × 10−3
Decay channel pipi / KK Σ∗(→ Λpi)K Ξ→ Λpi Ω→ ΛK Λc → piKp + Λc →K0Sp
B.R. (%) dominant / seen† unknown (87) 99.9 67.8 6.2 + 1.58
Mass (MeV/c2) 990 1850 – 1920 - - -
Width (MeV/c2) 10 – 100 120 – 250 - - -
q-coal. 1.8 × 108 - - 6.2 × 104 1.5 × 104
Sraw h-coal. 6.4 × 106 † - - 5.5 × 104 5.1 × 104
thermal 3.6 × 1010 5.5 × 107 6.7 × 105 1.9 × 105 4.1 × 104
q-coal. 130-3.5 - - - -
S√
S+B
h-coal. - - - - -
thermal 2600-70 520-360 - - -
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3.2.6 Implications of anti-nuclei measurements for cosmic-ray physics and dark-matter searches
The HL-LHC physics program with pp and p–Pb collisions will allow for precision measurements of
anti-nuclei production and related observables that have implications for cosmic-ray physics and dark-
matter searches. Cosmic-ray (CR) anti-nuclei p, d, and 3He have long been considered as probes of new
physics, such as dark matter annihilation [92–103]. Detecting these particles is one of the main goals of
various CR experiments (e.g. AMS-02 [104, 105], GAPS [106, 107], BESS-Polar [108]).
The galaxy produces CR anti-nuclei as secondaries, due to collisions of CR protons and helium
with interstellar matter. Information from accelerator experiments is essential for the theoretical descrip-
tion of the background constituted by these secondary anti-nuclei. The flux of secondary anti-nuclei can
be calculated with only minor sensitivity to the details of CR astrophysics. The point is to use secondary-
to-secondary flux ratios, where astrophysical uncertainties largely cancel. Secondary p, d, and 3He are
all formed dominantly by the same set of reactions. Using this basic fact, an explicit prediction for the
locally observable flux of secondary d, relative to the flux of secondary p can be derived [109–111]:
Jd(R)
Jp(R)
=
∫
d Jp()
dσpp→d(,d)
dd∫
d Jp()
dσpp→p(,p)
dp
+
(
σd(d)− σp(p)
)
Jp(R)
. (7)
Here Jd(R) is the predicted d flux, given at magnetic rigidityR = p/Z, where p is the momentum and
Z is the electric charge. Jp(R) is the (already well-measured [112]) p flux at the same rigidity, and Jp()
is the proton flux [113] at energy . dσpp→x¯(,x¯)dx¯ and σx¯(x¯) are the inclusive production and inelastic
cross sections, respectively, with x = d, p. The particle energy x¯ for a nucleus with mass number A
is evaluated at R: p =
√
R2 + A2m2p. To describe 3He we use an analogous expression to Eq. (7),
adding the production of t which decays to 3He. More details, including the relation of the differential
cross section appearing in Eq. (7) to the Lorentz-invariant differential cross section measurable at the
LHC, can be found in [111].
The cross section for producing an anti-nucleus can be parameterized in terms of the anti-proton
cross section, using the coalescence factor BA: (Adσ/d
3p)pp→A = BA/σ
A−1
pp [(pdσ/d
3p)pp→p]
A,
where σpp is the total inelastic pp cross section. Here, for simplicity, threshold effects are omit-
ted [111, 114, 115]. Using Eq. (7), and plugging in the coalescence factors experimentally obtained
at the LHC [116], the predicted flux ratios can be obtained. Secondary CR production is dominated by
the low pT region. As a result, the impact on the CR flux, due to pT-dependent BA, can be factored out
to good approximation, allowing us to derive simple approximate formulae 3 [111]:
Jd (R)
Jp (R)
|R=100GV ≈ 4× 10−4
(
B2
1.5× 10−2 GeV2
)
, (8)
J3
He
(R)
Jp (R)
|R=100GV ≈ 2× 10−7
(
B3
1.5× 10−4 GeV4
)
, (9)
where, for CR studies, the B2 and B3 values should be read from the average yield in the range pT/A =
(0 − 0.5) GeV/c in the accelerator analysis. The precision requirements (O(10%)) on the flux ratio
determination for the astrophysical applications discussed here will be matched by measuring B2 and
B3 in the lowest pT bin with a relative systematic uncertainty of the order of 10% [116]. The latter
largely dominates the statistical uncertainty that is expected to be of O(0.1%) already with Lint = 6 pb
−1
in pp collisions at
√
s = 5.5 TeV. Moreover, a first measurement of B4 in pp collisions will be
achievable in the same sample. The statistical precision on B4 can be lowered to the 10% level if a
3Note that the rigidityR = 100 GV refers to the CR experiment rest frame, which is boosted w.r.t. the proton-proton col-
lision centre of mass frame. In the proton-proton collision centre of mass frame, the anti-nuclei are formed close to threshold.
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luminosity of 200 pb−1 in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV can be inspected with a dedicated trigger for
(anti-)nuclei.
It is important to note that the BA measurement [116] performed by ALICE during the LHC
Run 1 was confined to mid-rapidity, |y| < 0.5. Possible y dependence of the coalescence factor BA at
y = O(1), or variation of the p differential cross section with respect to current parameterisations [117],
would affect the prediction in Eqs. (8-9). It would be an important task of future LHC measurements
to test these effects. Similarly important, albeit – possibly – beyond the reach of the LHC, would be to
study the low
√
s = O(10) GeV behaviour of BA [111].
3.2.7 Implications of anti-nuclei measurements and hyperon-nucleon correlations for neutron star
physics
Although the neutron star crust is composed of neutrons, within the innermost core hyperons could be
present [118]. Whether or not this scenario holds true depends on the two- and three-body hyperon
nucleon interactions (YN and YNN) that are still only rather scarcely constrained experimentally.
At present the mass range for observed neutron stars is about (0.9 – 3.0)M⊙ within errors [119], where
M⊙ stands for the solar mass. The equation of state (EoS) of neutron stars is constrained by the mass-
radius relationship, in particular, the maximum mass (Mmax). An EoS with "conventional" (N+pi) de-
grees of freedom provides Mmax invariably above 2M⊙ [120–122]. However, adding the Λ hyperon in
the hadronic basis softens the EoS and, as a consequence, significantly reduces Mmax. The solution of
this so-called "hyperon puzzle" is non-trivial, and is presently the subject of very active research.
Thanks to the large yields of free hyperons and exotic (anti-)hyper-nuclei that can be produced
in collider experiments and the excellent particle identification capabilities of the ALICE experiment,
the upcoming experimental campaigns in Runs 3 and 4 at the LHC offer a unique opportunity to quan-
titatively characterise hypermatter under controlled (laboratory) conditions and infer on the equation of
state of compact objects as neutron stars.
One of the crucial element to solve the “hyperon puzzle” is the determination of the ΛNN three-
body forces. Calculations show that with a parameterization of these forces compatible with the hyper-
nuclear binding energies, the admixture of Λ’s in neutron star matter gets strongly reduced such that the
pressure to support a 2M⊙ neutron star can be maintained [123]. The observation of neutron-rich Λ
hyper-nuclei like 4ΛH etc. at colliders could be very promising for studying the effects of the three-body
ΛNN forces in dense strongly interacting matter since a precise knowledge of light neutron-rich hyper-
nuclei energy level structure could imply far-reaching consequences for dense strange stellar matter
properties.
Another promising way to contribute to the understanding of the hyperon puzzle is to pin down
the hyperon-nucleon two-body interaction for hyperons such as Σ− and Ξ−. These hyperons can also be
produced within neutron rich matter (n + n→ Σ−+ p, Λ + n→ Ξ−+ p) depending on their interaction
with the surrounding neutrons. Some models assume a repulsive pΣ interaction and postulate that Σ−
can appear in neutron rich matter only starting from baryon densities ρ ' 4ρ0 (where ρ0 is the density
of standard nuclear matter) [124]. For Ξ, no reliable experimental information about the interaction is
available. Recent studies [125] showed that the femtoscopy technique applied to pp and p–Pb collisions
at LHC energies are particularly suited to study the final state interaction between nucleons and strange
baryons (e.g.: Λ–p) and between two strange baryons (e.g.: Λ–Λ). Indeed, small colliding systems
such as pp and p–Pb lead to hadron sources of rather small dimensions, of the order of 1 fm, in the
range where the strong interaction is mostly evident. Also, the production mechanism of hadrons in
minimum bias pp and p–Pb collisions is not affected by the intermediate creation of a QGP and its
time-dependent evolution as in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC energies. This allows for a more precise study
of the hadron-hadron interactions.
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Fig. 4: Expected pΞ− + p¯Ξ+ correlation for pp collisions at
√
s = 5.5 TeV and 4 × 1011 minimum
bias events, corresponding to Lint = 6 pb
−1. Only statistical errors have been estimated. Figure from
Ref. [1].
Among the quantitative results obtained by ALICE in Run 2 at the LHC is the first observation of
the attractive pΞ− interaction. Figure 4 shows the expected pΞ correlation for the Run 3 pp sample as a
function of the relative momentum k∗. The projection is obtained on the basis of the current prediction
by the HAL-QCD lQCD group [126,127] that is in agreement with the Run 2 results. The clear deviation
from the Coulomb-only correlation function shows the effect of the strong attractive interaction and the
expected statistics will allow for a quantitative determination of the scattering parameters and the test of
different hadronic models [128, 129]. The investigation will also be extended to the Σ0 hyperon, since
in Run 3 and 4 we expect a total of 500,000 pΣ0 pairs to be used to study the femtoscopy correlation.
In summary, massive neutron stars with M ∼ 2M⊙ are very intriguing recent observations in
relativistic astrophysics. An improved account of the two-body YN interaction, the three-body ΛNN
forces, and the contribution of multi-strange hyperons in the EoS is crucially important for more realistic
description of compact astrophysical objects, in particular neutron and hybrid stars. The measurement
of hyper-nuclei and hyperon correlations with the HL-LHC project are suggested as a promising tool for
astrophysical applications.
3.3 Fluctuations of conserved charges
3.3.1 Physics introduction and observables
In the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter at zero net baryon density, the presence of a chiral
phase transition between hadronic matter and a QGP has been conjectured [130], and arguments have
been presented [131, 132] in lQCD that the transition, for vanishing light quark masses, is of second
order and belongs to the O(4) universality class. Due to the small but finite physical quark masses,
in lQCD a rapid crossover is found [133–137] which, however, exhibits pseudo-critical features due
to the smallness of the u- and d-quark masses and the proximity of the crossover region to the O(4)
line [131, 138].
In general, fluctuations can be linked to critical behaviour associated with a phase transition,
and it has been pointed out that fluctuations of conserved charges in heavy-ion collisions can provide
an experimental observable to test for critical behaviour in the phase diagram of strongly interacting
matter [139–142]. These fluctuations can be related to susceptibilities, specifically to the derivatives of
the pressure with respect to the chemical potentials corresponding to the conserved charges. Here, the
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relevant ‘charges’ are baryon number B, strangeness S, and electrical charge Q, and the corresponding
chemical potentials are µB , µS , and µQ. The susceptibilities are defined (see e.g. [142,143]) in terms of
dimensionless normalized chemical potentials µˆX ≡ µX/T as
χBQSijk (T ) =
∂P (T, µˆ)/T 4
∂µˆiB∂µˆ
j
Q∂µˆ
k
S
∣∣∣∣∣
µˆ=0
. (10)
The generalized susceptibilities can be computed in lQCD at vanishing chemical potential, exactly the
conditions probed by experiments at the LHC. Within the Grand Canonical Ensemble (GCE), these
generalized susceptibilities can be related to experimental measurements of the fluctuations of particle
multiplicities, such as the net number of baryons. For instance, a measurement of higher moments or
cumulants of net baryon number in relativistic nuclear collisions can be directly related [144–149] to
theoretical predictions from lQCD or from more phenomenological models of the chiral phase transi-
tion [150, 151] to shed light on the possible critical behaviour near the QCD phase boundary. For a
distribution of the net baryon number, ∆NB = NB −NB , with moments defined as
µi = 〈(∆NB − 〈∆NB〉)i〉, (11)
the cumulants κi can be directly linked to the generalized susceptibilities such as
κ2 = µ2 = V T
3χB2 (12)
κ3 = µ3 = V T
3χB3 (13)
κ4 = µ4 − 3µ22 = V T 3χB4 . (14)
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Fig. 5: Ratio of sixth to second-order baryon number susceptibilities from lQCD. The left-hand figure
is from [140]. The right-hand figure is calculated from recent lQCD data on sixth and second order
susceptibilities from [152].
In the O(4) universality class, a singular contribution to the pressure shows up for higher order
moments. More specifically, at vanishing chemical potential, all odd susceptibilities of the net baryon
number vanish. In addition, in the O(4) universality class, the second- and fourth-order susceptibilities
remain finite at the phase transition temperature at µB = 0 in the chiral limit, implying that only sixth-
and higher-order susceptibilities diverge [139, 141]. Thus, for physical quark masses and at µB = 0,
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only higher order cumulants κn with n ≥ 6 can exhibit O(4) criticality, whereas at finite µB this is
already the case for κn with n ≥ 3.
Sensitivity to chiral criticality due to the vicinity of the O(4) line at µB = 0 is borne out in
phenomenological models as is shown in [141, 150], and in lQCD predictions [140, 152], by strong
deviations of χB6 /χ
B
2 from unity as shown in Fig. 5.
We note that a convenient baseline for the cumulants of multiplicity distributions and fluctuations
of produced particles in relativistic nuclear collisions can be obtained in the framework of the hadron
resonance gas (HRG) [144,152–155]. In this model, uncorrelated Poissonian fluctuations of baryon and
anti-baryon multiplicities result in a Skellam distribution for the net baryon number, in which the higher
moments and cumulants can all be related to the first moments in the following way [154, 156, 157]:
κn(NB −NB) = 〈(NB + (−1)nNB)〉 (15)
For zero net baryon number then all odd cumulants vanish and all even cumulants are identical.
Measuring such cumulants with precision poses a formidable experimental challenge due to the
requirement of very large data sets (> 109 events of a particular event or centrality class) with superb
control of systematic uncertainties. As a first physics case to consider along this line, the impact of
measuring the distribution of net protons as a proxy for net baryons needs to be studied further. We
note that, at LHC energy and low transverse momentum, particle production near mid-rapidity takes
place mostly in gluonic processes, implying that isospin asymmetries, as in the colliding nuclei, are
absent. As a consequence, the production yields of protons and neutrons should be very close. For light
nuclei this isospin symmetry has been checked experimentally, albeit with significant uncertainties. In
addition, non-critical contributions to the cumulants from volume fluctuations and global baryon number
conservation [145, 157, 158] need to be evaluated and the data corrected accordingly. Furthermore, in
particular for comparison to lQCD predictions, care needs to be taken to keep experimental cuts such as
in pT to a minimum insofar as such cuts cannot be introduced in lQCD [159, 160].
Two-particle correlations with net baryons can also be used to explore transport properties of the
hydrodynamic evolution. The baryon diffusion constant D is a fundamental transport property of the
quark-gluon plasma, similar to shear viscosity η or bulk viscosity ζ. It characterizes the mobility of
baryon number, and is predicted to be finite at the LHC despite the fact that µB ∼ 0. A two-particle
correlation function as been proposed [161], which explores correlations of net-baryon fluctuations as a
function of separations in azimuthal angle and rapidity, and can provide experimental constraints on the
diffusion coefficient D. As µB ∼ 0 at the LHC, such an analysis has yet to be carried out in Run 1 and
2 data since it is statistically challenging, and will be greatly aided by the increase by about a factor 100
in the Pb–Pb integrated luminosity foreseen for Runs 3 and 4.
3.3.2 State of the art experimental measurements and present limitations
Net proton fluctuations measured by the ALICE experiment and in the STAR beam energy scan pro-
gram provide interesting and stimulating results. The measurements at STAR [162] complement the
corresponding measurements from ALICE, which will make it possible to pin down the global structure
of the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter in a wide range of temperatures and net-baryon den-
sities. However, before drawing firm conclusions by confronting theoretical calculations with data, non-
dynamical contributions stemming from unavoidable fluctuations of participant nucleons and overall
baryon number conservation have to be subtracted from the experimental measurements. Both of these
non-dynamical contributions, which exist neither in lQCD nor in the HRG model, lead to deviations
from the baseline as defined in Eq. 15. Indeed, the acceptance dependence of the second-order cumulants
of net-protons measured by ALICE [163] exhibits deviations from the non-critical (Skellam) baseline.
However, these deviations were explained by global baryon number conservation [157,158,163], which,
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in accordance with the experimental findings, decreases the amount of fluctuations with the increasing
acceptance. This is the first experimental verification of the lQCD predictions for the second-order cu-
mulants of net-baryon distributions. This also serves as a strong support of the HRG model, in that
experimental measurements of the second cumulants of net-protons do not show any evidence of crit-
icality and actually coincide with the second cumulants of the Skellam distribution. In order to probe
critical phenomena, higher cumulants beyond the second order have to be addressed.
As mentioned in the previous section, even at vanishing net-baryon densities, lQCD and other
theoretical calculations such as Polyakov-loop extended Quark- Meson model (PQM) [150] predict crit-
ical fluctuations encoded in the deviations of net-baryon κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 from unity. Moreover, at
the pseudo critical temperature of about 156 MeV the magnitudes of κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 are predicted in
Ref. [150] to be 0.5 and -0.39, respectively. Similar values of κ6/κ2 are quoted in different lQCD cal-
culations as presented in Fig 5. These numbers, shown in Fig. 6, do not take into account experimental
artefacts such as global net-baryon number conservation and unavoidable fluctuations of participating
nucleons from event to event. Also shown are the values of of κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 after accounting for
these non-dynamical effects using the procedure in Refs. [157,158,164]. Even after accounting for par-
ticipant fluctuations and global baryon number conservation we observe deviations in κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2
from unity, although they are somewhat reduced. This motivates our experimental program of measur-
ing higher moments of net-proton distributions at the LHC energies. Also, fluctuation measurements are
underway in the strange baryon sector to approach measurements of net baryon number fluctuations. All
this will be greatly helped by the anticipated dramatic increase in statistics in Runs 3 and 4.
1−
0.5−
0
0.5
1
1.5
2κ
4κ
2κ
6κ
Fig. 6: κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 as calculated within PQM [150] model (open symbols). After taking
into account contributions from participant nucleon fluctuations and global baryon number conserva-
tion [157, 158], the deviations from unity decrease (closed symbols).
3.3.3 Projections for HL-LHC
As discussed above, precise studies of the higher-order cumulants of particle multiplicity distributions
are needed to verify theoretical predictions. In this section we estimate the statistics needed to address
these measurements with the ALICE experiment. For this purpose two distinct Monte Carlo simulations
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have been developed. In the first approach, following recent developments in [165], the probability dis-
tribution function of net-protons is approximated by a superposition of two Gaussian distributions which
has four free parameters. Using the experimentally measured second cumulant of net-protons for 0-5
% most central Pb–Pb collisions [163] and the κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 ratios from the PQM model [150],
absolute values for κ4 and κ6 were obtained first. These values were adjusted to account for fluctuations
from participant nucleons in 0-5% most central Pb–Pb collisions and global baryon number conser-
vation [157, 158]. Finally, the free parameters of the double Gaussian distribution were fixed using
the expected values of κ1 , κ2 , κ4 and κ6 , where κ1 equals zero by definition. The event-by-event
net-proton number was sampled from the double Gaussian function thus generating the net-proton dis-
tribution for a given number of events. In the second approach the probability distribution functions of
protons and anti-protons are calculated separately by exploiting the Pearson curve method [166]. This
approach also needs four measurements as inputs, which are taken as the first four cumulants of the
proton and anti-proton multiplicities measured by ALICE [167]. The net-proton distribution for a given
number of events is constructed by sampling the obtained proton and anti-proton probability distribu-
tion functions. In each approach, the resulting statistical uncertainties are obtained using the subsample
method.
The obtained results for κ4/κ2 and κ6/κ2 and their corresponding statistical uncertainties are
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the simulated event statistics. The dashed red lines correspond to the
input values predicted by PQM calculations of critical fluctuations (CF) and assuming a double Gaussian
net-proton distribution, while the green dashed lines come from the Pearson curve method based on the
lower-order cumulants measured by ALICE. As expected, with increasing statistics both κ4/κ2 and
κ6/κ2 approach their nominal values. The statistics necessary to measure these cumulants are presented
in the bottom panels of Fig. 7, where the deviations of the expected values from unity are quantified in
units of the magnitudes of the statistical uncertainty (σ). As seen from the left panel of Fig. 7, for κ4/κ2
already 10 million events are sufficient to distinguish the expected critical fluctuations signal from unity
with a statistical significance of 4σ. Similar conclusions are obtained with the Pearson curve method.
Several times this amount of data has already been recorded by ALICE, and the expected statistics in
Runs 3 and 4 will make it possible to measure κ4/κ2 with unprecedented precision.
For κ6/κ2, however, significantly larger event sample is needed. As seen from the right panel
of Fig. 7, more than 5 billion 0-5 % central events generated with the double Gaussian approach are
needed in order to observe statistically significant deviations from unity in favor of the critical values
indicated with the red dashed line. These would correspond to a minimum bias Pb–Pb integrated
luminosity of 12.5 nb−1 in Runs 3 and 4. Results obtained with the Pearson curve method indicate
that more than 200 million 0-5 % central events (corresponding to a minimum bias Pb–Pb integrated
luminosity of 0.5 nb−1) would be sufficient in order to claim a significant deviation from unity in favour
of the corresponding expected value. This difference in the estimation of the required statistics for
κ6/κ2 comes mainly from the different baseline values of -1.43 and -0.27 used in the Pearson and
double-Gaussian methods, respectively. In addition, the value of κ2 used in the Pearson method is about
two times smaller than measured in the experiment and used in the double Gaussian method. Track
reconstruction and particle identification efficiency in the fiducial acceptance in η and pT efficiencies,
which would increase the required number of events for a given statistical precision, are not included
in the study presented here because they depend on the details of the analysis. Considering that these
efficiencies are expected to range from 60% to 80%, we conclude that the Pb–Pb integrated luminosity
of 13 nb−1 foreseen in Runs 3 and 4 (see Ch. 12) will be sufficient to probe the critical phenomena
contained in κ6/κ2.
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Fig. 7: Simulated values of κ4/κ2 (left panel) and κ6/κ2 (right panel) as functions of the generated
number of events. Full symbols represent results obtained with the double Gaussian approach adjusted
to reproduce critical fluctuations (CF) predicted in the PQM model [150]. Open symbols are obtained
with the Pearson Curve Method [166].
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4.1 Introduction
It is particularly interesting to study the macroscopic properties of the QGP fluid because - at least con-
ceptually - they are fully fixed by the microscopic properties of a renormalizable, fundamental quantum
field theory, namely QCD. One key question is how macroscopic properties of QGP arise from its micro-
scopic interactions. Many theoretical methods ranging from perturbative to non-perturbative techniques
are being developed to understand this in detail and one can expect that the insights gained here will be
valuable for many related problems in fields ranging from condensed matter theory to cosmology in the
future. Many different fronts of research are being explored at the moment. This ranges from concep-
tual questions on how to consistently formulate relativistic fluid dynamics or how to solve quantum field
theory in non-equilibrium situations to very concrete practical questions about the thermodynamic and
transport properties (such as viscosities or conductivities) of the QGP. The description of the initial state
– prior to QGP formation – and the mechanism by which the products of the collision rapidly thermalize
are also under investigation. Besides the role of strong interactions, also electromagnetic interactions
and in particular the role of magnetic fields are being explored. Other fronts of research concern the
role of quantum anomalies, chirality and vorticity or the dependence of collective behavior on system
size (nucleus-nucleus versus proton-nucleus and proton-proton collisions), on centrality and collision
energy, the initial state directly after the collision, or various types of fluctuations. These challenges are
discussed in more detail in this section.
4.2 Review of current status of theory on bulk and flow observables
4.2.1 QCD Equation of State
The QCD equation of state, accessible in high-energy collisions (and in the region around mid-rapidity)
is one that has vanishing baryon chemical potential. It has been established for some time that it features
a crossover transition to a chirally symmetric quark gluon plasma [133]. Most recent lattice calcula-
tions [168] have determined the cross-over temperature to be Tc ' 156.5 ± 1.5 MeV. Recent efforts
are also exploring the equation of state at finite µB , which at LHC would have relevance mainly at very
forward rapidities. Here, because of the fermion sign problem in lattice QCD, methods like Taylor ex-
pansion [169–172] or imaginary chemical potentials [173–177] have to be used. To employ lattice QCD
based equations of state in hydrodynamic calculations, they need to be matched to a hadron resonance
gas model at low temperatures. Various equations of state [50, 178, 179], using different lattice data
and different matching conditions have been used in simulations. A comparison of some of them can
be found in [180], where the sensitivity of observables to the choice of equation of state was studied.
For a recent theoretical proposal on how to gain experimental sensitivity on the equation of state, see
ref. [181]. Currently available data are consistent with the lattice QCD equation of state, however with
an ∼ 50 % error. To reduce the uncertainty, measurements of particle spectra over a wide range of
colliding energies using a single detector with good particle identification, especially at low transverse
momentum, would be needed. Another possibility to constrain the equation of state from experimental
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data would be to extend state of the art Bayesian techniques [182] to include free parameters describing
the equation of state and fit them along with other free parameters such as shear and bulk viscosities.
4.2.2 Shear and bulk viscosities of hot nuclear matter
Ideal fluid dynamics has been very successful in describing a variety of bulk observables in heavy ion
collisions [183–185], indicating early on that the shear and bulk viscosities of the produced matter
cannot be large. Calculations in the strong coupling limit using gauge gravity duality have found a value
of η/s = 1/4pi for an N = 4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills quantum system [186, 187]. This value was
significantly smaller than the η/s obtained in perturbative QCD calculations, which were however, beset
by significant uncertainties, mainly resulting from uncertainties in the relevant scales [188]. Recently,
such perturbative calculations have been extended to include next-to-leading order corrections and a
significant reduction compared to the leading order result was found [189]: At temperatures of the order
of the QCD transition the η/s obtained using NLO corrections is smaller by a factor of 5 compared
to the LO result, and reaches values of approximately 2/4pi. Extractions of transport coefficients from
lattice QCD calculations [190–192] are extraordinarily hard, because a numerically difficult analytic
continuation from imaginary to real times is necessary.
There are also several theoretical indications that bulk viscosity could play an important role in
the QGP to hadron gas transition region (see [193] and references therein). Perturbative calculations
have shown that the simple estimate ζ ≈ 15η(1/3− c2s)2 [194] is parametrically correct for QCD [195],
where (1/3−c2s) is the deviation from conformal symmetry. Lattice calculations using the Kubo formula
yield large values of ζ/s (∼ 1) around Tc [196,197] with large uncertainties [198]. The calculations also
show a fast drop of ζ/s with increasing T . Parametrizations of the bulk viscosity over entropy density’s
temperature dependence were performed in [199] with input from [196] for the QGP phase and [200] for
the hadronic phase. Similar to the case of shear viscosity, bulk viscosity over entropy density ratios have
been determined also in holographic models that are supplemented with non-conformal features [201,
202]. In this approach, the ζ/s reaches a much lower peak value ∼ 0.05 at temperatures slightly above
Tc [202]. It remains to be understood to what extent this provides semi-quantitative guidance for the
value in QCD.
Apart from theoretical calculations of the shear and bulk viscous properties, one may also con-
strain them by means of fluid dynamic simulations and comparison to experimental data [203,204]. This
method suffers mainly from uncertainties in the initial state (see also Section 4.2.3) and has an uncer-
tainty of approximately a factor of 3 (for η/s) at this point. Some of the latest constraints come from
simulations using the IP-Glasma initial state [205, 206], the EKRT model [207] and Bayesian analyses
employing the Trento initial state model [182]. In terms of the Viscous corrections to the distribution
function at freeze-out, the low-pT range of the spectrum is more sensitive to the bulk viscosity than to
the shear viscosity [208, 209]. Consequently, the uncertainties resulting from bulk viscous corrections
are typically larger than for shear when studying pT integrated observables. Precise measurements of the
low-pT spectra and mean-pT in different collision systems will help in lowering the current uncertain-
ties, specifically in the extraction of ζ/s. In order to disentangle features of the initial state and medium
properties, it might be useful to study additional collision systems such as Ar–Ar or O–O and to per-
form a more detailed global analysis including refined data on harmonic flow coefficients for identified
particles that become available during Run 3 and 4 (see Section 4.3.1).
4.2.3 Initial conditions
Modelling the exact geometry and initial conditions for a fluid dynamic description of heavy ion colli-
sions is not a simple task, because it involves non-perturbative physics. The available descriptions for
the initial state thus range from very simplistic models that assign deposited energy densities based on
the wounded nucleons or binary collisions determined in a Monte-Carlo Glauber prescription, to classi-
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cal effective theories of QCD that are valid in the high energy limit. The major ingredient that needs to
be provided by an initial state model is the geometry of the interaction region in the plane transverse to
the beam. It is entirely dominated by the positions of incoming nucleons whose fluctuations also play
an important role.
Initial conditions for hydrodynamic simulations have to provide, in principle, all components of
the energy momentum tensor as a function of spatial position (and initial conditions for other conserved
charges, if considered). This includes, apart from the always included energy density distribution, the
initial flow as well as initial viscous corrections. Initial flow is included in many recently developed
models, that either assume free streaming [182], including Yang-Mills evolution, which is close to free
streaming [210] or an initial flow distribution motivated by strong coupling calculations [211]. Initial
viscous corrections are often set to zero. Only a few works [182,212,213] include the full viscous stress
tensor provided by the initial state description.
Since the initial state models that provide the entire Tµν all switch from essentially a freely
streaming system to strongly interacting hydrodynamics at a fixed time τ , that transition is somewhat
abrupt and unphysical. To improve over this situation an intermediate step using effective kinetic theory
has been introduced [214, 215]. This procedure allows for a somewhat smoother matching but has yet
to be used in full fledged hydrodynamic simulations. A first study that matches full kinetic theory to
full viscous fluid dynamics indicates that the intermediate kinetic transport formulation becomes more
important with decreasing system size [216].
As already discussed in Section 4.2.2, the choice of initial state has a significant effect on the
extraction of transport coefficients. A more compact initial state and the presence of initial flow lead to a
larger transverse flow, which requires a larger bulk viscosity to compensate for it and produce agreement
with experimental data [213]. In addition the initial flow also affects the value of the extracted shear vis-
cosity. Also, the models’ eccentricities will affect the final momentum anisotropies, influencing the
extracted shear viscosity to entropy density ratio. Two possible attempts to solve this problem have been
pursued: the first is to perform a combined Bayesian analysis of all parameters [182], including those
of the initial state, to find the best fit for all transport coefficients along with the initial state description.
The second is to constrain an initial state description as well as possible using data from experiments
other than heavy ion collisions e.g. e–p scattering data, which will hopefully be extended to e–A in
a future electron ion collider facility. As mentioned above, at the moment the two approaches lead to
some similar features of the initial state (product of thickness functions, presence of subnucleon struc-
ture), but also show discrepancies (size of the nucleon and sub-nucleon scales along with the size of the
extracted bulk viscosity). In the near future, flow measurements in light ion collisions such as Ar–Ar,
O–O etc. can also provide independent experimental constraints on initial conditions (see Section 4.3.2).
Similarly, new flow observables can also help constrain the initial conditions. In particular the measure-
ment of flow fluctuations has provided constraints on initial geometry models, in both the approaches
discussed above. Analogously, the more recent studies of longitudinal flow fluctuations [217–219] and
their extensions in Run 3 and 4 (see Section 4.3.3) can provide additional constraints.
4.2.4 Response functions
In a fluid dynamic description of heavy ion collisions, one can understand the azimuthal harmonic flow
coefficients vn as a response to deviations of the initial state from an azimuthally isotropic form. Math-
ematically, one can formulate this in terms of response functions that describe how the solution of the
fluid dynamic evolution equations, as well as resulting experimental observables such as azimuthal par-
ticle distributions, get modified when the initial values of the fluid fields are changed [220–222]. In the
simplest implementation, linear response functions describe the linear response of flow coefficients to
eccentricities vn ∼ n, while the quadratic response functions describe terms like vn ∼ ab where sym-
metry reasons imply |n| = |a±b| [223,224]. Response functions can not only be used to study deviations
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from azimuthal rotation symmetry but also for deviations from (approximate) Bjorken boost invariance,
vanishing baryon number density, for electric fields and so on. Quite generally, response functions carry
interesting information about fluid properties such as thermodynamic and transport properties. Where
the response functions are known, one can infer properties of the initial state by reverse engineering. Ex-
perimentally, one can constrain properties of response functions indirectly via measurements of various
particle correlation functions. It is particularly interesting to compare situations with strong deviations
from a symmetry (such as peripheral collisions for the case of azimuthal rotation invariance) to situations
with small deviations (such as central collisions) in order to differentiate between linear and non-linear
response. For existing experimental work in this direction see [225–227] and for an example of a recent
further going theoretical proposal see [228].
Detailed comparison of flow observables between experiment and theoretical calculations, espe-
cially regarding the dependence on external parameters like system size and collision energy as well as
differential information such as on centrality, or particle identification will be helpful to make further
progress in constraining response functions. Improvements in particle identification, transverse momen-
tum and longitudinal coverage in Run 3 and 4 will be particularly valuable to this end.
4.3 Experimental constraints from Run 3 and 4
Since measurements of flow and correlations provide arguably the most direct manifestations of col-
lectivity, they play naturally a central role in the scientific programme of exploring finite temperature
QCD via collectivity. At the HL-LHC, much more stringent tests of the collective dynamics in nucleus–
nucleus collisions will be possible. These will constrain QGP medium properties and initial conditions,
as discussed in the previous section, in great detail. In the following, these newly arising opportunities
are illustrated with a set of physics performance studies exploiting: 1) high-statistics particle-identified
flow measurements, 2) system-size dependence of flow, and 3) longitudinal flow fluctuations.
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Fig. 8: ALICE projections for v2 (left) and v3 (right) of pi
±, p+p, Ξ+Ξ, Ω+Ω, and the φ-meson in the
10–20% centrality interval for an integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1. Error bars (shaded boxes) represent
the projected statistical (systematic) uncertainties. Figures from Ref. [1].
In a fluid dynamic picture of A–A collisions, hadrons decouple from the fluid at late times, when
the density of the system is sufficiently low and the mean-free path is sufficiently large so that a fluid
dynamic description ceases to apply. Therefore, it is a direct consequence of this late time-scale, that
the PID-dependence of vn measurements tests a limitation of fluid dynamic behavior. Do all hadron
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species emerge from the same common flow field? Or can one see at the higher accuracy of future
vn measurements particle specific differences in the decoupling which are related to the differences in
hadronic cross sections? Quantitative questions of this kind will allow one to better constrain how sig-
nificant the hadronic stage of A–A collisions contribute to vn, and since the viscous properties of QCD
change significantly in the hadronic stage, this is of direct relevance for extracting information about
viscous transport coefficients with higher precision. The same class of improved PID-sensitive vn mea-
surements is also important for testing different dynamical pictures of hadronization. In particular since
fragmentation is expected to be the dominant hadronization mechanism at high pT while recombination
becomes relevant at lower pT, extending these PID measurements with precision over the largest pos-
sible transverse momentum range will be of interest. To this end, figure 8 shows projections from the
ALICE collaboration for the v2 and v3 of several light-flavor species, that are expected for an integrated
luminosity of 10 nb−1 expected in Run 3 and 4. The projected statistical uncertainties are typically
negligible over the entire pT range and in most cases the systematic uncertainties are quite small as
well. These measurements will be much more precise compared to those in Run 1 and 2, and will allow
for the recombination/fragmentation descriptions to be examined with unprecedented accuracy. Simi-
lar projections for heavy-flavor particles are discussed further in Chapter 5 together with their physics
implications.
4.3.2 System size dependence
In Pb–Pb collisions, previous vn measurements at the LHC have accessed the system size dependence of
flow via the centrality dependence. However, this centrality dependence is biased by a strong variation
of the spatial eccentricity of the nuclear overlap. While modelling allows one to control this eccen-
tricity dependence to some extent, studying smaller collision systems at highest centrality (i.e. impact
parameter close to zero) remains conceptually the cleanest way of establishing the system size depen-
dence of flow. It also provides a way of disentangling the event-averaged spatial eccentricity from the
event-by-event eccentricity fluctuations, and can thus contribute significantly to constraining the initial
condition from which collective behaviour emerges. These are important motivations for studying soft
multi-particle production and its transverse asymmetries in the collision of lighter nuclei.
Figure 9 shows ATLAS comparisons of the vn in Xe–Xe and Pb–Pb collisions as a function of
centrality (left panels) and their ratios (right panels). Also shown for comparison in the right panels
are theoretical predictions for the ratios from Ref. [229]. It is seen that in most central collisions the
ratio vn (Xe–Xe)/vn (Pb–Pb) is larger than unity for n = 2 and 3. With decreasing centrality the ratios
for all harmonics show a decreasing trend. These trends can be explained as follows: Xe–Xe being a
smaller system than Pb–Pb, the effect of fluctuations is more important. The fluctuations increase the
initial eccentricities of the collision geometry and therefore enhance the vn. However, because Xe–Xe
is a smaller collision system the viscous effects (which suppress the vn) are larger, and play a bigger
role with decreasing centrality and increasing harmonic order. In most central events, the effect of the
increased fluctuations wins for v2. But with increasing harmonic order and/or decreasing centrality,
eventually the viscous effects reduce the vn compared to Pb–Pb. These observations indicate the ability
of such cross-system vn measurements to be very sensitive to initial conditions of the heavy ion collision
as well as the transport coefficients of the QGP. The measured ratios for the vn (Xe–Xe)/vn (Pb–Pb) are
qualitatively reproduced by the theory predictions from Ref. [229]. In order to illustrate the sensitivity of
such models to the collision species, predictions are also presented for Ar–Ar and O–O collisions. The
predictions show considerably larger variation of the centrality dependence of the vn going from Xe–Xe
to Ar–Ar to O–O, as compared to the variation going from Pb–Pb to Xe–Xe. Given such strong trends
in the theory predictions, performing vn measurements in light ion species such as Ar–Ar and O–O in
Run 3 can provide strong constrains on the theoretical models.
Furthermore, there has been much work in studying long-range correlations observed in p–A,
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Fig. 9: Left panels: comparisons of the centrality dependence of the vn measured in Pb–Pb collisions
at
√
sNN=5.02 TeV to Xe–Xe measurements. The plots are for the 0.5–5 GeV/c pT interval. From top
to bottom each row corresponds to a different harmonic order n. The ratios are compared to theoretical
predictions from Ref. [229]. Also shown are theory calculations of the ratios for Ar–Ar and O–O.
ATLAS Data taken from Ref. [230].
d–A, 3He–A, and more recently in pp collisions (see Chapter 9). Measuring flow in medium and light
ions would allow for a continuous study of how collective phenomena vary from large (Pb–Pb) to small
(p–A and pp) systems.
4.3.3 Longitudinal flow fluctuations
The characterization of how the longitudinal scales at which the symmetry planes Ψn associated to vn
decorrelate, and how this relates to the variation of the signal strength vn with rapidity is still far from
the state of the art reached in vn measurements at mid-rapidity. However, any deviation from the simple
picture of a rapidity-independent (Bjorken-like) longitudinal dynamics directly impacts our understand-
ing of the time evolution of matter in all rapidity windows, including the well studied mid-rapidity
one. Multiple recent measurements at the LHC indicate the presence of considerable longitudinal dy-
namics. These include measurements from CMS of event-plane decorrelation in p–Pb and Pb–Pb
collisions [217, 218] and from ATLAS on flow-decorrelations [219] and forward-backward multiplicity
fluctuations [231]. It is therefore important that experiments at the HL-LHC will parallel higher preci-
sion measurements at mid-rapidity with improved experimental control over the longitudinal evolution.
In the ATLAS measurements in Ref. [219], the flow decorrelation is quantified by constructing a
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Fig. 10: ATLAS projections of the flow-decorrelation observable r2|2;1 as a function of η (lines). The
markers indicate the present measurements from Ref. [219]. The left and right panels show projections
for the 0–5% and 20–30% centrality intervals, respectively. The width of the projection bands indicates
the expected statistical uncertainty.
correlator rn|n;1 defined as:
rn|n;1(η) =
〈vn(−η)v∗n(ηref)〉
〈vn(η)v∗n(ηref)〉
, (16)
where vn is the normalized flow vector, and ηref is the reference pseudo-rapidity [219]. The correlator,
rn|n;1, measures the relative difference between flow vne
inΨn at η and −η. If flow were boost-invariant,
then rn|n;1 would equal unity. However any difference in the η dependence of the flow magnitude vn
and the event plane angle Ψn will lead to rn|n;1 become smaller than unity. The ATLAS measurements
of r2|2;1 over the 0–2.5 η range are shown in Figure 10 by the markers. It is observed that the r2|2;1 is
significantly smaller than unity in central collisions, which indicates stronger flow decorrelation. For
a given centrality, r2|2;1 decreases faster at low pT that at higher-pT. In the 20–30% mid-central r2|2;1
decreases linearly with η, however in the 0–5% most central collisions there are indications that the
decorrelations are possibly quadratic.
Repeating this measurement in Run 4 will lead to significant improvements due to increased
luminosity and especially due to increased tracking acceptance in η to ±4 units. Figure 10 also shows
the ATLAS projections for r2|2;1 made for Run 4, indicated as dashed lines. The ATLAS tracking
acceptance in Run 4 will extend the η range to±4 units, but the projected measurement is made to±3.5
units, in order to leave a gap between the ITk and the region of the forward calorimeter in which the
reference measurement is made (4.4 < |η| < 4.9). The projections are made by fitting the existing
data with a linear function for the 20–30% centrality range and with a quadratic function for the 0–5%
centrality range. It is seen that with the increased η acceptance the non-linearity in the flow decorrelation
can be studied in much more detail.
The longitudinal flow-decorrelation observables are sensitive to the event by event fluctuations
of the initial energy density profile in the longitudinal direction. Thus precise measurement of these
decorrelations should give a better understanding of the initial conditions along the longitudinal direction
and in the development of full three-dimensional viscous hydrodynamic models. These would in turn
result in a more accurate estimation of η/s.
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4.4 Vorticity and polarization
An interesting open question for relativistic fluids is to what extent the spin degrees of freedom thermal-
ize locally and to what extend spin polarization results as a consequence of the fluid motion. Intuitively,
one might expect that spin aligns locally with the rotational motion of the fluid as measured by vorticity,
corresponding to the curl of the fluid velocity.
The relativistic generalization of the non-relativistic fluid vorticity is not unambiguous, however.
The vorticity of a fluid in local equilibrium is characterized by the so-called thermal vorticity tensor,
corresponding to ωµν =
1
2(∇νβµ − ∇µβν) where βµ = uµ/T is the ratio of fluid velocity to tem-
perature [232]. This thermal vorticity includes contributions from global rotational motion, local fluid
acceleration, and temperature gradients. It has been argued that this thermal vorticity should lead to local
spin polarization. If this holds at chemical freeze-out, one should be able to find traces of the thermal
vorticity in the spin polarization of particles and resonances, such as Λ (Λ) particles.
Spin polarization is in this picture closely tied to angular momentum of the expanding fireball.
For non-central events, the angular momentum of the produced matter is perpendicular to the event
plane. Via the spin-vorticity coupling mechanism, this leads to a global polarization in the transverse
plane aligning with the global angular momentum (also known as the “transverse polarization”). This
global transverse polarization has recently been observed in the measurement of Λ spin polarization
at RHIC [233]. For this global effect following global angular momentum, one expects a decreasing
magnitude with increasing collision energy and the effect is expected to be relatively small at LHC
energies.
Figure 11 shows the energy dependence of the global transverse polarization of Λ and Λ for
semi-central heavy ion collisions. The RHIC results show the decrease of polarization with increasing√
sNN. The preliminary ALICE data point at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV is consistent with zero within 1σ
statistical/systematic uncertainties. However it is also consistent with the predicted maximum value
(blue line) within ∼2σ statistical/systematic uncertainties. But the ALICE upgrade projection at twice
large collision energy, (assuming zero signal) shows that the polarization in Run 3 and 4 can be measured
with very high precision. Therefore the study of global polarization of Λ and Λ within HL–LHC project
allows the unambiguous conclusion with regard of the values of this physics quantity in the TeV-energy
domain.
In addition to the transverse polarization, an azimuthal-dependent, longitudinal polarization (in
the direction of the beam pipe) has also been predicted and recently observed at RHIC [236]. This
is mainly a consequence of an azimuthal dependence of local acceleration and temperature gradient
(e.g., the elliptic flow), which could lead to an elliptic modulation of longitudinal spin polarization in
non-central collisions. Unlike the global transverse polarization, this longitudinal polarization effect
has a much weaker dependence on collision energy from RHIC to the LHC [237], mainly because the
anisotropic flow has a weak collision energy dependence. With increased data sample and upgraded
detectors covering a wider rapidity range in the HL–LHC era, there will be exciting opportunities for
precision study of the Λ polarization and to map out the dependence on variables such as azimuthal
angle, rapidity, transverse momentum.
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Fig. 11: ALICE projections for the Global hyperon polarization in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV for an integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1 (blush symbol), together with the present measure-
ments (orange symbol) compared to analogous measurements at various collision energies from the
STAR collaboration [233, 234] (blue and red symbols). The blue line indicates the prediction for the
maximum value at the LHC [235]. The inlay plot shows a zoomed in version of the plot around the
ALICE measurement and Run 3 and 4 projection, together with the prediction for the maximum value
at the LHC. The points for Λ are slightly shifted along the horizontal axis for visibility. Error bars (open
boxes) represent the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. Figure from Ref. [1].
4.5 Chiral Magnetic Effect
An important property of the strong interaction which is potentially observable in heavy-ion collisions
is parity violation. Although it is allowed by quantum chromodynamics (QCD), global parity violation
is not observed in strong interaction. However, QCD predicts the existence of topologically non-trivial
configurations of the gluonic field, instantons and sphalerons, which might be responsible for local
parity violation in microscopic QCD domains at finite temperature [238–241]. The P - and CP -odd
interactions between quarks and such fields with non-zero topological charge [242] change the quark
chirality, breaking parity symmetry by creating an imbalance between the number of left- and right-
handed quarks. Furthermore, an extremely strong magnetic field is expected to be produced in heavy-
ion collisions [243, 244] (of the order of 1019 Gauss at the LHC) because the charges of initial ions add
coherently. This strong magnetic field aligns the spins of the positively (negatively) charged quarks in
the direction parallel (anti-parallel) to magnetic field orientation. Moreover, right-handed (left-handed)
quarks have their direction of momentum parallel (anti-parallel) to the spin orientation. The spin align-
ment coupled with the local imbalance between the number of left- and right-handed quarks leads to
the development of a quark current. The current moves the positively charged quarks along its direction
and the negatively charged quarks in the opposite direction. This implies a charge separation along the
direction of the magnetic field, which is on average perpendicular to the reaction plane, a phenomenon
called Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) [245–248].
The sign of the topological charge can give rise to a positive or negative current in the magnetic
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field direction with equal probability. Therefore, the charge separation averaged over many events is
zero. This makes the observation of the CME experimentally difficult and possible only via azimuthal
particle correlations, which introduces a large flow related background into the measurements.
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Fig. 12: ALICE projections for the upper limit on the CME fraction at 95% confidence level as a function
of the number of events in the 20–30% centrality interval. The right-most projection point corresponds
to an integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1. The result reported by the ALICE collaboration [249] is shown
together with expectations for fCME = 0.164 (current estimate) and fCME = 0 (null hypothesis). The
shaded boxes denote variations from various initial state models (see text for details). Figure from
Ref. [1].
The three-particle correlator γαβ = 〈cos(ϕα + ϕβ − 2Ψ2)〉 [250], where ϕα is the azimuthal
angle of the particle of charge α and Ψ2 is the second harmonic symmetry plane angle, was proposed to
measure charge-dependent azimuthal correlations. This correlator eliminates correlations independent
of symmetry plane orientation, suppressing background contributions at the level of ∼ v2. However,
the interpretation of the experimental results is complicated by the remaining background (e.g. local
charge conservation (LCC) coupled with elliptic flow [251,252]). Recent observation of similar charge-
dependent azimuthal correlations in p–Pb (where the CME is not expected) and Pb–Pb collisions [253]
indicates the γαβ correlator be dominated, if not all, by the background effect. The ALICE [249] and
CMS [254] collaborations have used the Event Shape Engineering (ESE) technique [255] to estimate
the CME fraction to the charge dependence of γαβ , fCME, in Pb–Pb collisions. ALICE extracted
fCME by relating measurements of the charge dependence of γαβ from the ESE analysis to CME signal
expectations from various initial state model calculations including a magnetic field. It has been assumed
that the CME signal is proportional to 〈|B|2 cos(2(ΨB − Ψ2))〉, where |B| and ΨB are the magnitude
and direction of the magnetic field, respectively. Within current experimental uncertainties, the CME
signal contribution to the γαβ correlator is consistent with zero.
Figure 12 shows the upper limit on fCME at 95% confidence level for the 20–30% centrality
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interval reported by the ALICE collaboration together with expectations for fCME = 0.164 (current
estimate) and fCME = 0 as a function of the number of events. The shaded boxes denote variations
due to different estimates of the magnetic field from the investigated models. The ALICE upgrade
projection indicates that stringent constraints for the CME contribution to the charge dependence of γαβ
can be achieved at a level of less than 1% with the expected HL–LHC statistics.
One key ingredient needed for the observation of the CME is the strong magnetic field in the QGP
medium. It is important to establish direct evidence for this field and determine its strength, which will
help significantly constrain theoretical predictions on the magnitude of the CME signal. Measurement of
the pseudorapidity-odd component of directed flow, vodd1 , separately for positive and negative charged
particles has been proposed as a probe to the magnetic field [244]. Any difference will indicate the
presence of induced electromagnetic currents and will allow to estimate the magnitude of the effect. It
will also provide information on the electric conductivity of the QGP medium.
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Fig. 13: Charge difference of vodd1 as a function of pseudorapidity measured by the ALICE collaboration
in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [256] (red symbols) and the projection for a 5 × 10−5
difference [244] from 10 nb−1 (black symbols) together with linear fits (dashed lines). Error bars (open
boxes) represent the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. Figure from Ref. [1].
Figure 13 shows the charge difference of vodd1 , ∆v
odd
1 = v
odd+
1 − vodd−1 , as a function of pseudo-
rapidity measured by the ALICE collaboration in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [256] together
with a linear fit. A hint of a charge-dependent difference is observed and quantified by the slope k with
a total significance of 2.6 σ. This difference, which differs both in magnitude and sign compared to pre-
dictions for pi± at√sNN = 2.76 TeV and similar 〈pT〉 [244], needs to be measured with better precision.
This will be achieved with the large data sample expected at the HL–LHC which will be sensitive to a
difference as small as 5 × 10−5 (about three times smaller that the current measurement), as reported
by the ALICE upgrade projection in Fig. 13. Furthermore, similar measurement can also be performed
in the heavy flavor sector, e.g., for D0 and D0 meson directed flow [257], this is further discussed in
Chapter 5. Heavy flavor quarks have the advantage of being produced at a very early stage, and thus
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potentially have a better sensitivity to the magnetic field at its evolution at early time.
4.6 Summary
The measurements of inclusive hadron vn by traditional methods such as two-particle correlations, event-
plane/scalar-product methods, multi-particle cumulants etc. have been performed with high precision by
the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC. These inclusive hadron vn measurements are not
statistically limited across most of the centrality-pT phase space and further improvement in the mea-
surements is not a high priority for Run 3 and 4. However, in the case of identified hadrons the increased
statistics will lead to further improvement in the vn measurements. This is true for both light hadrons
such as pions, protons, φ-mesons as shown in Figure 8, as well as for heavy-flavor particles such as
D0, D±, J/ψ, Υ which are discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, respectively. Significant improvements are
expected in measurements of longitudinal flow fluctuations, which have only been briefly investigated in
Run 1 and 2. These are largely driven by the increases η acceptance of the ATLAS and CMS tracking de-
tectors in Run 4, the acceptance is planned to reach±5 units. The study of longitudinal flow fluctuations
will allow comparisons to predictions of 3+1D hydro models. Flow measurements in light ions such as
Ar–Ar and O–O, will lead to stronger constraints on theoretical models describing different stages of
a heavy ion collision – initial conditions, equation of state, transport coefficients etc. This is difficult
presently, as flow observables are dependent on all of these, so it becomes difficult to constrain any one
of these without full knowledge of the others. Flow measurements across a variety of colliding species
will provide independent data that will improve our understanding of the different stages of heavy ion
collisions. Further physics motivations for colliding light ions are discussed in Chapter 11.1.
Other observables related to collective phenomena where current measurements are statistics lim-
ited and are expected to improve considerably are related to effects of vorticity and magnetic fields. The
current measurements of Λ polarization from ALICE are statistics limited and consistent with both the
null hypothesis as well as with the theoretically predicated value. The ALICE projections for Λ polariza-
tion in Run 3 and 4 show that the measurements will have significantly smaller statistical uncertainties
and will differentiate between the null and predicted values. ALICE and CMS have measured the frac-
tion of the three-particle correlator γαβ that arises from CME effects: fCME. The measured fCME by
ALICE is consistent with zero but due to large uncertainties its upper limit at 95% CL can be as large
as ∼0.5. ALICE projections for Run 3 and 4 show that the fCME can be determined with a precision of
better than 1%.
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5.1 Perspectives for heavy-flavour observables in LHC Run 3 and 4
Charm and beauty quarks are produced in hard scattering processes occurring in the early stage of
heavy-ion collisions. They subsequently traverse the QGP medium and interact with its constituents
through inelastic (gluon radiation) and elastic (or collisional) processes. These interactions may lead
to the thermalisation of low-momentum heavy quarks, which would thus take part in the expansion and
hadronisation of the medium. For these reasons, heavy-flavour hadrons provide information on all stages
of the system evolution and they uniquely probe the quark-mass dependence of the QGP inner workings
(see Refs. [258–260] for recent reviews).
Many experimental observations from RHIC and LHC showed evidence that charm and beauty
quarks interact strongly with the QGP and that beauty quarks lose less energy at low transverse mo-
mentum compared to charm quarks [261,262]. While data are becoming more and more precise to start
imposing constraints on theoretical calculations, there are still several unresolved questions: What are
the microscopic mechanisms that drive heavy-flavour interaction and diffusion in the QGP, and what
are their implications for the QCD matter structure? What is the relative relevance of collisional and
radiative processes? Can the same QCD process can describe both the heavy-quark interaction with the
strongly coupled plasma and the mechanisms of hadronisation?
The Run 3 and 4 of the LHC will open a new precision era for heavy-flavour measurements in
heavy-ion collisions that will address the above questions. With the upgrades of the machine and of
the tracking detectors, the higher accumulated statistics and higher precision will make it possible to
quantify the properties of the QGP with heavy-flavour probes. This high-precision era will also make
new and more differential observables accessible for the first time. The key measurements that are
expected to have a strong impact on the characterisation of the QGP with heavy-flavour observables are
discussed in this chapter and summarized below.
– Nuclear modification factor and flow harmonics: these measurements for particles with charm
and beauty in the large kinematic range covered by combining the different LHC experiments will
put the strongest constraints on the transport coefficients of the QGP, clarifying the microscopic
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mechanisms governing the interactions of heavy quarks with the medium, and quantifying their
degree of thermalisation.
– Strange D and B mesons, charm and beauty baryons: currently limited by statistics, these mea-
surements will help to quantify not only the degree of thermalisation of heavy quarks, but also
the contribution of recombination with lighter quarks to the hadronisation process. They are also
sensitive to the mass scaling of the hyrodynamical flow in the heavy-flavour sector.
– Heavy-flavour correlations and jet observables: they will provide new insights on the parton mass
effects in parton showers, on the redistribution of the radiated energy, and on the role of collisional
and radiative energy loss.
5.2 Impact of detector upgrades on heavy-flavour measurements
The upgrades of the four large LHC experiments during LS2 and LS3 will strongly enhance their per-
formance for open heavy-flavour measurements. The detector improvements that will have the largest
impact are the new silicon trackers, with higher granularity and precision, as well as extended pseudo-
rapidity coverage. Brief descriptions of these improvements are reported in the following.
– ALICE. The new Inner Tracking System [263], which will be installed during LS2, is composed of
seven layers of pixel detectors with an intrinsic spatial precision of about 5×5 µm2 and a material
thickness of 0.3% of the radiation length in the innermost layers. The track pointing resolution
will be improved by a factor 3 in the direction transverse to the beam line and by a factor 5 in the
longitudinal direction, down to values of about 20 µm for tracks with pT = 1 GeV/c. A Muon
Forward Tracker [4], composed of 5 disks of pixel detectors with the same spatial resolution as
the Inner Tracking System, will instrument the region 2.5 < η < 3.6, in front of the muon
spectrometer, enabling the separation from the primary vertex of single and dimuons from D, B
and J/ψ decays. The upgraded TPC with GEM-based readout chambers, together with readout
upgrades of several other detectors and with a new Online-Offline computing system, will enable
the full recording of Pb–Pb interactions with a minimum-bias trigger at a rate of 50 kHz, which
is 50-fold larger than for the present apparatus.
– ATLAS. The Inner Tracker (ITk) [264] will be an all-silicon tracker composed of pixels and
strips installed during LS3 for ATLAS phase II. The ITk will provide charged-particle tracking
acceptance for |η| < 4. The performance of the ITk in Pb–Pb collisions is expected to be
comparable to pp collisions. The High Granularity Timing Detector [265] has been proposed
to complement the spatial information of the ITk with timing information. These detectors will
improve jet reconstruction capabilities, and in particular tagging of heavy-flavour jets, as well as
all studies using charged particles.
– CMS. The following upgrades scheduled for LS3 will largely enhance the performance for heavy-
flavour measurements, in particular in the low-momentum region [266]. The upgraded inner
tracker will cover a large acceptance up to |η| < 4 [267]. The improved L1 and DAQ rate (up to
60 GB/s) will allow more sophisticated triggers and to record a larger number of minimum-bias
triggered events. In addition, the proposed MIP Timing Detector [268] with a radius of 1.16 m
and a time resolution of ≈ 30 ps could provide, in conjunction with other detectors, proton, pion
and kaon separation in the interval 0.7 < pT < 2 GeV/c in |η| < 1.5.
– LHCb. The experiment is preparing to run at five times larger instantaneous luminosities in pp
collisions, processing the full event rate with a software trigger and preserving or exceeding the
present performance. All tracking detectors will be upgraded during LS2 [269,270]. Most notably
for heavy-flavour observables, the active area of the upgraded Vertex Locator, the pixel detector
replacing the present silicon strip detector, will move as close as 5.1 mm to the nominal beam spot.
The larger granularity for the majority of phase space will improve the performance in Pb–Pb
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collisions whereas proton-induced reactions will result in average in lower detector occupancies
than the standard pp running.
5.3 Nuclear modification factor and collective flow
The standard observable used to study the medium effects on heavy-flavour meson production is the
nuclear modification factor (RAA), defined as the ratio of the Pb–Pb yield to the pp cross-section scaled
by the nuclear overlap function. In the view of the pQCD-based models, heavy quarks interact with the
medium constituents via radiative and collisional processes. While radiative interactions only lead to
energy loss, collisional ones can also result in an increase of the heavy-quark momentum. The dead-cone
effect [271] is expected to reduce small-angle gluon radiation of heavy quarks when compared to both
gluons and light quarks. At low pT, the production rate of heavy-flavour mesons in heavy-ion collisions
is sensitive to the elastic energy loss of the heavy quark in medium, the nuclear shadowing effect in
the initial state, and the recombination of the heavy quark with light quarks at the hadronization stage.
At high pT, the nuclear modification factor is sensitive to the medium-induced radiative energy loss of
heavy quarks. Precise measurements of the RAA thus provide insights on the momentum dependence of
heavy quark energy loss, and provide important tests of QCD predictions, in particular for the expected
flavour and mass dependence of the energy loss processes.
Another interesting observable is the azimuthal anisotropy of open heavy flavour production,
which can be characterized by the Fourier coefficients vn in the azimuthal angle (ϕ) distribution of the
heavy-flavour hadron yield with respect to the reaction plane in non-central Pb–Pb collisions. At low
pT, the v2 measurements can provide important insights into the mechanisms of interaction of heavy
quarks with the medium and on their strength (as discussed in more details in Sec. 5.3.2). Heavy quarks
are indeed expected to acquire a positive v2 mostly as a consequence of their interaction with the light
quarks of the medium. Measurements of elliptic flow of heavy hadrons are also sensitive to hadronisation
processes. In particular, they can be used to study the relevance of heavy-flavour recombination (see
Sect. 5.4.1) in which heavy-quarks can acquire additional v2 by combining with light quarks at the
hadronisation stage. At high pT, v2 of heavy-flavour hadrons is sensitive to the path-length dependence
of heavy quark energy loss. The simultaneous description of RAA and v2 for heavy-flavour hadrons
is still challenging for most of the theoretical calculations, because it entails accurate modelling of
the initial heavy-quark production and its modification in nuclei, of the medium and its expansion, of
the various quark-medium interaction mechanisms and of the possible modification of hadronisation
processes.
5.3.1 Experimental performance of the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS experiments
Figure 14 shows the projected performance for the RAA of several heavy-flavour hadrons or decay
channels with Lint = 10 nb
−1. The left panel presents the projection of charged particles, D0, B+
and non-prompt J/ψ from b-hadron decay which can be measured by CMS. The right panel shows the
ALICE simulation results for D0, non-prompt J/ψ, non-prompt D0, B+ (→ D0pi+) —in addition, the
B0 → D∗+pi− reconstruction was studied by ALICE and it provides an alternative channel for the
study of the beauty meson RAA with a significance of larger than 5σ at pT > 3 GeV/c. With the high
luminosity and the Inner Tracking System Upgrade in ALICE, the RAA of light hadrons, charm hadrons
and beauty hadrons can be clearly separated in a wide kinematic range.
Figure 15 shows the projected performance for v2 of charm hadrons with Lint = 10 nb
−1. The left
panel shows the projection for D0 in CMS, with the charged particle v2 also shown for comparison. The
right panel presents the projection for D0, Ds and Λc in ALICE [263]. Precise measurements of charm
hadron v2 will allow the study of the thermalization of heavy quarks and the wide kinematic range allows
to get insights on different process, as coalescence hadronization and energy loss. Figure 16 (left) shows
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Fig. 14: Nuclear modification factors of charged particles, D0, B+ and non-prompt J/ψ in CMS [8]
(left). RAA of D
0, non-prompt J/ψ and non-prompt D0 in ALICE in central Pb–Pb collisions for
Lint = 10 nb
−1 [1, 263] (right).
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−1 [1, 263].
the projected performance for v2 of B
+ mesons, non-prompt D0 and non-prompt J/ψ. These will be
the first precise measurements of B meson elliptic flow at the LHC. Heavy-flavour flow will also be
measured with high precision using decay electrons and muons. As an example the projection for the
measurement with muons by ATLAS is shown in Fig. 16 (right) [6].
5.3.2 Constraining the heavy-quark diffusion coefficient 2piTDs
Many theoretical efforts have been recently undertaken to understand the properties of the QGP medium
and the interaction between heavy quarks and the medium constituents, see Refs. [258–260] for recent
reviews. Although the interaction mechanism can widely vary among different theoretical models, the
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reduction to a few transport coefficients allows one to compare these models and evaluate different
microscopic pictures. Most of the present theoretical models explain the interactions of heavy quarks
as dominated by collisional (elastic) processes in the low transverse momentum region (up to about 5–
10 GeV/c) and by radiative energy loss (inelastic process with gluon radiation off the heavy quark) at
higher pT.
The extraction of the heavy-quark spatial diffusion coefficient, which is one of the main QGP
properties regulating the strength of collisional processes, is considered here to illustrate the impact of
the high-precision measurements in Run 3 and Run 4. In particular, the pT-dependence of this coef-
ficient provides important constraints on the weakening of the interaction strength with increasing pT.
For illustration, the extracted values of Ds is considered at a fixed pT value. The heavy-quark spatial
diffusion coefficient Ds in the QGP is related to the relaxation (equilibration) time of heavy quarks
τQ =
mQ
T Ds, where mQ is the quark mass and T is the medium temperature [272].
Figure 17 shows the constraining power of future experimental measurements of RAA and v2
on the heavy quark diffusion coefficient (2piTDs) using two different transport models: Catania model
with Fokker-Plank equation [273,274] on the left and a modified Langevin framework on the right [275].
The left figure presents a normalized χ2 as a function of spatial diffusion coefficient by comparing the
model calculation [273, 274] of D-meson RAA in Pb–Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV in a single centrality
class (0–10%). The cases of the present experimental uncertainties (2015 Pb–Pb sample) and of these
uncertainties reduced factors of two or five are considered for illustration. In the projections for Lint =
10 nb−1 shown in the previous section, the D-meson RAA uncertainties are reduced by a factor between
two and five, depending on pT, with respect to the present measurements. Considering the 2piTDs range
with χ2RAA/n.d.f < 1.5 (corresponding to 85% confidence), it is found that by reducing the present
experimental uncertainty by a factor two or five, the uncertainty on the estimation 2piTDs would be
also reduced almost to 50% or 20%, respectively. The right panel presents the diffusion coefficient as a
function of temperature, which is estimated using a Bayesian calibration on D-mesonRAA and v2 in Pb–
Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV for different centralities. The 2piTDs shows a positive temperature dependence
with the minimum value around Tc. Such behaviour is consistent with the Bayesian estimation for shear
viscosity η/s. The potential improvement with Run 3 and Run 4 measurements is estimated using the
RAA and v2 projections by ALICE and CMS shown in the previous section and it is shown by the
red band. With these future experimental measurements, the diffusion coefficient around Tc could be
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Fig. 17: Left: Normalized χ2 as a function of spatial diffusion coefficient (2piTDs) for different exper-
imental precision levels from the Catania Fokker-Plank transport model [273, 274]. Right: Coefficient
range (90% credibility region) for 2piTDs as a function of T/Tc for different experimental precision
levels, estimated by a model-to-data Bayesian analysis using a modified Langevin framework [275].
constrained with an uncertainty of about 30–50% of the present one.
5.3.3 D-meson analyses with Event Shape Engineering
Further insight into the dynamics of heavy quarks in the medium can be obtained from measurements
of the yield and elliptic flow of heavy-flavour particles with the Event Shape Engineering (ESE) tech-
nique [255]. This technique consists of selecting events with the same centrality but different magnitude
of the average bulk elliptic flow and therefore initial-state geometry eccentricity. The analyses with
ESE will allow us to investigate the correlation between the flow coefficients of heavy-flavour hadrons
and soft hadrons, to study the interplay between elliptic and radial flow, and to further constrain the
path-length dependence of the energy loss suffered by the heavy quarks in the QGP. A first analysis
was published by ALICE using 2015 Pb–Pb data [278]. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 18, the prospects
for the measurement of the D0-meson v2 with the ESE technique in the 30–50% centrality class with
Lint = 10 nb
−1 are shown. In particular, the ratio between the v2 of D mesons in the 10% of the events
with larger (smaller) elliptic flow of the bulk (quantified through the magnitude of the so-called reduced
flow vector q2) and the v2 in all the collisions in the considered centrality class is reported as a function
of pT. It is compared to the current measurement of the same ratio for charged particles, which is domi-
nated by light-flavour hadrons. The expected statistical uncertainties for the D0-meson v2 in the 0–10%
of events with larger (smaller) q2 are of the order of about 1–2% in the interval 1 < pT < 8 GeV/c. This
will allow us to resolve a possible difference of a few percent in the response of the v2 to the ESE selec-
tion between the D0 mesons and the light hadrons, providing new insight on the coupling of the charm
quark with the medium constituents and on its degree of thermalisation. The performance for the mea-
surements of D0-meson pT-differential yield in event-shape classes is displayed in the right-hand panel
of Fig. 18. The expected performance will provide a sensitivity of a few percent for the modification of
the D-meson pT spectra in events with small (large) initial geometrical anisotropy. This will open the
way for precise studies on the interplay between the initial geometrical anisotropy (the collective flow
of the bulk) and the heavy-flavour radial flow and energy loss.
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√
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model [277]. Figure from Ref. [1].
5.4 Studies of heavy-quark hadronisation
5.4.1 Hadronisation mechanisms for c and b quarks
The hadronisation mechanisms belong to the non-perturbative domain of QCD and a first-principle
description of these processes is still missing, for both light and heavy flavours. However, from the study
of charm dynamics in nucleus–nucleus collisions in the last decade there is a general consensus that the
details of hadronisation have a large effect on both the heavy-flavour observables RAA and v2 [260,279,
280]. This section introduces the two main microscopic hadronisation mechanisms for the production of
heavy-flavour hadrons: fragmentation and coalescence (also denoted as recombination). Fragmentation
is one of the most common approaches for the calculation of inclusive hadron production and it is
appropriate for high-momentum partons emerging from initial hard processes, where high-momentum
quarks fragment directly and independently into high-momentum hadrons. Independent fragmentation
has also been widely applied at low momentum in e+e−, ep and pp collisions. On the other hand,
coalescence is expected to dominate in the low-momentum regime in nucleus–nucleus collisions, where
partons are abundant and heavy quarks can hadronise by recombination with light quarks [281–283].
Recent measurements at the LHC indicate that fragmentation may not be sufficient to describe charm
quark hadronisation at low momentum in pp and p–Pb collisions, at least for what concerns baryon
production [284, 285].
The hadron momentum spectra produced by heavy-quark fragmentation are given by:
dNhad
d2pT dy
=
∑∫
dz
dNfragm
d2pT dy
Dhad/Q(z,Q
2)
z2
(17)
where z = phad/pQ is the fraction of quark momentum carried by the hadron, Q
2 = (phad/2z)
2 is the
momentum scale for the fragmentation process and Dhad/Q is the fragmentation function.
In the basic coalescence model developed in Refs. [286–292] and used here for illustration, the
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spectrum of heavy-flavour hadrons formed by coalescence of heavy-light quarks can be written as
d2Nhad
dp2T
= ghad
∫ n∏
i=1
d3pi
(2pi)3Ei
pi · dσi · fqi(xi, pi)fhad(x1...xn, p1...pn) δ
(2)
(
pT,had −
n∑
i=1
pT,i
)
(18)
where dσi denotes an element of a space-like hypersurface and fqi are the quark (antiquark) phase-space
distribution functions for i-th quark (antiquark), while ghad is the statistical factor to form a colourless
hadron from quarks and antiquarks with spin 1/2. An alternative approach proposes resonance formation
in quark-antiquark scatterings as the main production channel of D mesons through coalescence. In
this approach, the same QCD process is responsible for both the interaction of charm quarks with the
strongly-coupled medium and for the process of D-meson formation through recombination [293, 294].
Hadronisation via coalescence leads to a modification of the relative abundance of the various
heavy-flavour hadron species produced. The most striking effect is an enhancement of the baryon-to-
meson ratios for heavy-flavour hadrons. First studies of these ratios [290, 292] indicated a significant
change in the relative abundances of the heavy-flavour hadron species, and in particular a ratio of Λc/D
0
close to unity, which is nearly an order of magnitude larger than what predicted by the fragmentation
process implemented in the PYTHIA event generator. This value is also much larger than the prediction
of the statistical hadronisation model [295], in which the hadronisation occurs by recombination of an
equilibrated system of quarks and the hadron abundances are mainly determined by their masses. In
addition, hadronisation via coalescence in a strangeness-rich Quark-Gluon Plasma is predicted to lead
to a large enhancement in the production of strange heavy-flavour hadrons, like Ds and Bs [296–298].
Hints of an enhancement of the Ds/D
0 and Λc/D
0 ratios in nucleus–nucleus collisions have recently
been reported by ALICE at the LHC [299, 300] and by STAR at RHIC [301].
The hadronisation by coalescence plus fragmentation also affects the pT distribution of heavy-
flavour hadrons. For D mesons the effect can be roughly seen as a shift in pT of about 1.0–1.5 GeV/c in
the region of pT of 1.5–6 GeV/c, resulting in a significant enhancement ofRAA(pT). The degree of these
enhancements for D mesons, however, is significantly different among the different implementations of
the hadronisation by coalescence and it is nearly unknown for heavy-flavour baryons, like Λb and Λc.
Finally, the coalescence process leads to a significant enhancement of the v2(pT) in the interme-
diate pT region that, for D mesons, amounts to about 20–40% depending on the specific modelling.
The Λc is expected to acquire instead a much larger enhancement of at least a factor of two for the
v2. Therefore, a combined measurement of the Λc/D and Λb/B ratios and of the baryon elliptic flow
would impose strong constraints on the hadronisation mechanism and lead to a better determination of
the diffusion transport coefficient of heavy quarks (see Section 5.4.3).
5.4.2 Measurement performance studies (ALICE and CMS)
Simulation studies for the measurement of the Ds, Λc and Λb production were carried out by the ALICE
Collaboration [263] and are updated in the present document. A projection of the performance for the
B0s meson by the CMS Collaboration is also reported [8]. The Ds, Λc and Λb (→ Λcpi) reconstruc-
tion strongly benefits from the improved track spatial resolution of the ALICE Inner Tracking System
Upgrade, because they have small mean proper decay lengths (e.g. about 60 µm for Λc) and large com-
binatorial backgrounds. The Λc, Λb and B
0
s , in particular, require very large integrated luminosities,
because the decay branching ratios are very small (e.g. about 3 × 10−4 for Λb → Λc(→ pKpi)pi) and
the combinatorial background is very large, in case for the Λc, which has a small separation from the in-
teraction vertex and lower invariant-mass than the b-hadrons. In [8] it has been shown that the statistical
uncertainty in the lowest accessible pT intervals for these hadrons would increase above 20–30% with
integrated luminosity significantly lower than 10 nb−1.
Figure 19 shows the performance for the RAA of Ds (left) and B
0
s (right), compared with the cor-
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Fig. 20: ALICE measurement performance for the Λc/D
0 (left) and Λb/B
+ ratios in central Pb–Pb
collisions (Lint = 10 nb
−1), based on studies from [263]. Figures from Ref. [1].
responding non-strange mesons. The predicted difference between the D0 and Ds RAA will be measured
very precisely and the difference in the beauty sector could be observed with a significance of about 3σ.
The measurements were studied only for pT > 2 and 8 GeV/c, respectively, but an extension to lower
pT is considered within reach.
Figure 20 shows the performance for the charm and beauty baryon-to-meson ratios as they can
be measured by ALICE with Lint = 10 nb
−1 [263]. The measurements are compared with predic-
tions based on various mechanisms for heavy-quark recombination in the medium [290,292]. Figure 15
(right) shows the performance for the elliptic flow coefficient v2 of D
0, Ds and Λc in semi-central Pb–Pb
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collisions [263]. The precision of the Ds v2 should be sufficient to enable a significant comparison with
D0 and with model calculations, in which the observable is found to be sensitive to the interactions of
D mesons in the hadronic phase that characterises the late stages of the collision [297]. Both measure-
ments cannot be extended to the very-low-momentum region, where the separation of the heavy-flavour
secondary vertex from the primary vertex is small. This limitation motivates studies for a further im-
provement of the ALICE inner tracker during LS3 [302]. A more precise measurement would open the
possibility to test in the charm sector some features at present only observed for the v2 of light-flavour
hadrons: the mass scaling at low pT and the baryon–meson grouping at high pT. Finally, the detection of
baryons with multiple-heavy-flavour content, like e.g. the Ωcc and Ωccc states that are predicted to have
enhancements of several orders of magnitude if heavy quarks recombine in the QGP [303–305], is one
of the main physics goals driving the concept for a possible new heavy-ion experiment at the LHC [306].
This experiment, which could be a follow-up of the ALICE experiment in the 2030s, would be mainly
based on ultra-thin and granular silicon pixel detectors.
5.4.3 Impact of hadronisation models on QGP characterisation
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Fig. 21: Illustration of charm diffusion coefficient 2piTDs(T ) estimate from D meson RAA data using
different hadronisation assumptions in the Catania model [273, 274] as a function of temperature. The
blue band refers to fit with fragmentation only, the red band to the fit with coalescence plus fragmenta-
tion. In the left panel the Ds estimation obtained with the current experimental uncertainties is shown,
while in the right panel the estimation considering the case with more precise measurements as expected
with Lint = 10 nb
−1 is shown.
The hadronisation mechanism of heavy quarks is important for the description of the measured
heavy-flavour RAA and v2 at RHIC and LHC energies. In particular, it has been recognized that recom-
bination play a dominant role in describing simultaneously both D meson RAA and v2 [280, 307–309].
Moreover, as discussed in Section 5.4.1, the charm baryon-to-meson ratio Λc/D
0 measured at RHIC and
LHC is not consistent with a fragmentation only scenario [290, 292]. Therefore, a combined study in-
cluding also the heavy baryon-to-meson ratio provides further information to solve the ambiguity on the
recombination fraction. In the following, the sensitivity of the QGP characterisation to the recombination
fractions described in Section 5.4.1 is illustrated. To estimate how different model implementations of
the hadronisation mechanisms can affect the extraction of the charm quark diffusion coefficient 2piTDs,
a global quantitative χ2 analysis was carried out by comparing experimental data on the D meson RAA
with theoretical results obtained using the Fokker-Planck equation under a standard bulk medium evolv-
ing hydrodynamically with η/s = 0.1 [310, 311]. The model developed in [273, 274] with diffusion
and drag coefficients related by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem was used, considering two differ-
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ent implementations of the hadronisation process: one using only fragmentation of charm quarks to D
mesons (with the Peterson function) and another one including a hybrid hadronisation by coalescence
plus fragmentation [280, 292]. For the estimate of the temperature dependence of 2piTDs, a schematic
model in which the drag coefficient is parametrized as γ = γ0(T/Tc)
β was used. The two parameters
γ0 and β were determined by minimizing the χ
2/n.d.f. of the model with respect to the measured D
meson RAA. The exercise could in principle be repeated using both RAA and v2. The spatial diffusion
coefficient is directly related to the drag coefficient by Ds = T/(M · γ(p = 0)), where M is the charm
quark mass. The left panel of Fig. 21 shows the spatial diffusion coefficient 2piTDs(T ) estimated from
the fit to the present data with χ2/n.d.f < 2.5. The blue band corresponds to the fragmentation only
results and the red band to the coalescence plus fragmentation result. The right panel shows the same
calculations obtained with experimental data with smaller error bars on the D-meson RAA as expected
with Lint = 10 nb
−1. The comparison between the two cases highlights the difference in the estimation
of the Ds coefficient obtained with the two different hadronisation mechanism. Clearly, an optimal es-
timate of the diffusion coefficient requires an accurate description of the hadronisation mechanisms in
the model.
5.5 Heavy-flavour correlations and jets
5.5.1 Heavy-flavour correlations
Although heavy quarks at the LHC energies are mostly produced in primary hard scatterings between
the incoming partons in hadronic collisions, a non negligible fraction of c and b quarks are originated
from processes of gluon splitting. At the leading order, cc pairs are produced with an azimuthal opening
angle of 180◦. At the next to leading order, gluon splitting and flavour excitation processes can generate
cc pairs typically at small opening angles. The role of next-to-leading order production is currently
poorly understood even in proton-proton collisions [312, 313] and introduces sizeable uncertainties in
the models for Pb–Pb collisions. As a result, heavy-ion calculations which use proton-proton generators
as baseline can be biased because of the different energy loss of quarks and gluons. Correlations between
D and D represent a promising way to study the relevance of these mechanisms in different kinematic
ranges of the charm quarks. In p–Pb collisions, the study of open heavy-flavour correlations at forward
and backward rapidity provides information to test modifications of parton distribution functions in
nuclei (see Sect. 10.3.3).
Figure 22 shows the LHCb projections for the azimuthal DD correlations at forward rapidity
in pp and p–Pb collisions at the same collision energy per nucleon-nucleon-pair of 8.8 TeV. The
figure shows only statistical uncertainties (dominant with respect to the systematic uncertainties) as
expected with the Run 3 and 4 integrated luminosity. The measurement of the DD correlation can
be performed in intervals of D meson pT, providing differential information to test theoretical models
with precision. The experimental projections are compared with predictions obtained with EPOS3-HQ
event generator for two different kinematic selections in case of pPb collisions. In particular, the two
selected pT ranges, 2-3 GeV/c and 3-12 GeV/c, yield to significantly different correlation shapes in the
calculation. This dynamic change of shape demonstrates the necessity to provide precise quantitative
tests of the importance of different production mechanism at the partonic level, the hadronisation and
potential medium effects in pp and in p–Pb collisions across different kinematic configurations.
In nucleus-nucleus collisions, DD correlations are sensitive observables to discriminate among
different mechanisms of in-medium energy loss of heavy-quarks, like radiative and collisional processes.
Such measurements, presently challenged by statistical limitations, will greatly benefit from future high-
luminosity heavy-ions runs.
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5.5.2 Heavy-flavour jet measurements
Further insights into the mechanism of parton energy loss in the QGP can be provided by the study
of reconstructed heavy-flavour jets. These measurements provide complementary information to the
studies of D and B mesons since they enable to better determine the energy of the initial heavy quark and
give access to the jet energy profile. By comparing the production of heavy-flavour jets with light jets one
can test the expected flavour dependence of the in-medium energy loss in a wide transverse momentum
range and study the different energy loss mechanism of quarks and gluons. The study of more differential
observables related to the production of heavy-flavour particles in jets, like the fragmentation function
and the angular correlations, provides additional constraints into the mechanisms of redistribution of the
energy lost by the parton inside the medium.
Figure 23 (left) shows the projections for the nuclear modification factor of D0-meson tagged
jets in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with ALICE. The measurement will provide a precise
estimation of the suppression of D0-tagged jets down to low pT, opening the way to study possible
modifications of charm fragmentation. Future measurements of the fragmentation functions of charmed
hadrons in pp collisions will also help to reduce the uncertainties on the charm fragmentation mech-
anisms, which are currently among the main sources of uncertainties for theoretical calculations that
describe heavy-quark production at the LHC.
Figure 23 (right) shows the CMS projection for the distribution of D mesons as a function of the
distance from the jet axis for jets of pT > 60 GeV/c in Pb–Pb collisions divided by the distribution in
pp collisions. With the precision achievable with the high-luminosity data, one would be able to measure
precisely the effect of heavy-quark in-medium energy loss and the redistribution of the energy at large
angle with respect to the jet axis. This is expected to provide new constraints on in-medium energy
loss calculations. By comparing the ratio measured for D mesons with the one obtained for charged
particles, it will be possible to assess the relevance of medium response phenomena, which can induce
modification of the jet shape at large angles and are expected to be less relevant for heavy quarks due to
their large masses.
Another area of research where the LHC experiments can make key contributions is the study of
heavy-flavour jet substructure. New experimental observables related to the inner structure of heavy-
flavour jets, like the splitting functions, can provide insights into the mass dependence of the parton
shower in new kinematic regimes. A precise measurement of these observables at the LHC down to low
pT would also provide a unique opportunity to further investigate the dead cone effect [271], currently
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Fig. 23: (Left) ALICE simulation results for the nuclear modification factor of D0-meson tagged jets
in central Pb–Pb collisions [1]. (Right) CMS projection for the distribution of D mesons in jets as a
function of the distance from the jet axis for jets of pT > 60 GeV/c in Pb–Pb collisions divided by the
distribution in pp collisions.
not well understood and constrained.
5.6 Sensitivity to early magnetic fields and vorticity phenomena
Recently, it has been recognized that very strong electric and magnetic fields are created at early times
of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In Fig. 24 (left), the time dependence of the magnetic (By)
and electric (Ex) fields in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with impact parameter b=9.5 fm
is presented for a system with electric conductivity σel =0.023 fm
−1. The space-time evolution is
obtained as solution of the Maxwell’s equations as developed in [244]. The magnetic field produced in
non-central heavy ion collisions is dominated by the By component which induces a current in the xz
plane while the time dependence of By generates an electric field which is directed in the x direction.
The combined effect of both fields is a current in the xz plane.
The presence of early magnetic fields produced in heavy-ion collisions is expected to have an
effect on the charm directed flow [257, 314], resulting in a v1 value larger than that of lighter particles
(short charm formation time and therefore sensitive to the maximum magnetic field strength), and op-
posite for particles with charm and anti-charm (due to the Lorentz force). Also the initial vorticity of
non-central collision is expected to affect the directed flow observable. The STAR collaboration recently
presented the first measurements of the directed flow v1 coefficient for mesons. This first observation
of non-zero v1 for charm mesons, larger than that of lighter particles, is in qualitative agreement with
theoretical models including both electromagnetic and vorticity effects. The uncertainties on the differ-
ence between the v1 of D
0 and D0 from STAR are still too large to draw conclusions on the effects of
the early magnetic fields. The LHC Run 3 and 4 will enable more precise measurements on the charm
directed flow, which will give additional insights into the initial vorticity of the Quark Gluon Plasma
and the strength of the electromagnetic fields. Figure 24 (right) shows the precision level for the differ-
ence of directed flow v1 for D
0 and D0 which ALICE can measure as a function of pseudorapidity in
semi-central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV.
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Fig. 24: Left: Time evolution in the forward rapidity region of the magnetic field By and electric field
Ex in Pb–Pb collisions at
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sNN = 2.76 TeV with impact parameter b = 9.5 fm [257]. Right: ALICE
projection of the difference of directed flow v1 for D
0 and D0 as a function of pseudorapidity in semi-
central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV [1].
5.7 Heavy flavour measurements in small colliding systems
Traditionally, proton-nucleus collisions were considered just as a benchmark to investigate Cold-Nuclear-
Matter (CNM) effects in the absence of a deconfined medium. As discussed in the devoted section, recent
results suggest to partially reconsider such a paradigm. In particular, the study of soft observables in
high-multiplicity p–Pb (and even pp) collisions led to the observation of signals traditionally attributed
to the formation of a hot deconfined medium: long-range azimuthal 2-particle correlations [315–318],
non-vanishing flow harmonics [319, 320], increasing baryon/meson ratio as a function of pT [321],
enhancement of strange-hadron production [322]. Many authors interpreted these observations as indi-
cations that the same strongly-interacting medium – with a collective hydrodynamic expansion driven
by pressure gradients – supposed to be formed in nucleus-nucleus collisions is also produced in smaller
systems. If the hydrodynamic scheme provides a consistent framework describing the above observa-
tions, its strong assumptions (e.g. a mean-free-path much smaller than the system size λmfp  L) look
challenging to satisfy for such small systems. Hence, some authors looked for alternative interpretation
of the data in terms, for instance, of initial-state effects (Color-Glass-Condensate [323]), of the formation
of a system with small parton-parton cross-sections [324], of the presence of anisotropic parton escape
mechanisms [325] or of quantum-mechanical interference in the presence of multiple sources of particle
production, entailing to reconsider the no-interaction baseline before looking for final-state collective
effects [326] .
On the other hand, no signature of jet-quenching or suppression of high-pT particle production
was observed in high-multiplicity proton-nucleus collisions [327]. At first glance this appears in con-
tradiction with the measurements involving soft observables. One should in any case consider that the
quenching of jets due to parton energy-loss in the QGP has a strong dependence on the thickness of
the crossed matter. On the contrary, if one accepts the hydrodynamic paradigm, the smaller size of the
medium with respect to the nucleus-nucleus case would lead to even larger pressure gradients and hence
to a larger acceleration of the fluid, compensating its shorter lifetime.
In light of the above findings, as an independent probe, it is clearly of interest to address the study
of small systems also through heavy-flavour observables. Due to their large mass c and b quarks are in
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fact produced in the very first instants in hard processes described by pQCD, at most affected by nu-
clear modifications of the Parton Distribution Functions (nPDFs) and by an initial transverse-momentum
broadening acquired in CNM. It looks then natural to extend transport calculations, developed to de-
scribe heavy-flavour propagation through the plasma formed in nucleus-nucleus collisions, also to the
case of small systems, assuming as a working hypothesis that also in this case a hot deconfined medium
is formed. The theoretical modelling involves the same processes as in the heavy-ion case: the so-called
CNM effects (nPDFs and initial kT-broadening) modifying the hard QQ production, the propagation of
the heavy quarks throughout the fireball and finally their hadronization in the presence of a hot medium.
The only difference is that, in the case of small systems, it is mandatory to include event-by-event fluc-
tuations in the initial conditions.
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Fig. 25: Projection for the measurement of the nuclear modification factor of B mesons in p–Pb colli-
sions achievable by CMS [9] and LHCb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and 8.8 TeV respectively. The predictions
of the POWLANG model with different choices of the transport coefficients and of the smearing of the
initial condition at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are shown. Also reported, in magenta, the curve containing only
Cold-Nuclear-Matter effects.
In order to illustrate the level of precision which future experimental measurements must reach to
discriminate among different scenarios of initial and final-state effects, various sets of predictions based
on the POWLANG model are reported in the following [328]. In Fig. 25 results of transport calculations
for the nuclear modification factor of beauty hadrons in p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are
displayed and compared to experimental projections by CMS for the B-mesonRpPb obtained from Run 2
data and projections of LHCb at lower transverse momentum for the B-meson RpPb [13] obtained using
as central points the calculations based on Ref. [329]. As can be seen, model predictions are sensitive to
the different choices of the transport coefficients (see discussion in [328]) and of the initial conditions
(each nucleon-nucleon collision is assumed to deposit some entropy with a Gaussian smearing). In order
to answer the question about possible final-state hot-medium effects, experimental measurements should
be extended to lower pT, as planned for the different experiments (see ALICE plans to perform beauty
measurements down to low pT in nucleus-nucleus collisions in Sec. 5.3.1). In fact, for pT larger than 10–
15 GeV/c the curves accounting for the transport and hadronization of the heavy quarks in a hot medium
(green curves) are very close to the (magenta) one which includes only the effect of the nPDF’s and of
the initial kT-broadening acquired in CNM, all of them being very close to unity as the experimental
projections by CMS. On the contrary, at lower pT the radial flow of the beauty hadrons, acquired in part
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during the propagation through the hot medium and in part at hadronization via recombination, leads to
a depletion of the spectrum at low pT and to an enhancement at intermediate pT which would allow one
to distinguish this scenario from the case of pure CNM effects.
As displayed in Fig. 26 the possible production of a hot deconfined medium in proton-nucleus
collisions would also leave its fingerprints in the azimuthal distribution of the final hadrons, leading in
particular to a non-vanishing elliptic-flow coefficient. Notice how one gets a positive v2 for charmed
hadrons only starting from pT ≈ 2 GeV/c, in agreement with recent CMS data [330]. Differently from
the heavy-ion case, in such small systems it is important how the initial entropy deposition is modelled
with varying the smearing parameter (left panel). As displayed in the right panel of Fig. 26, within the
framework of the model, an important role is played by hadronization via recombination with light par-
tons from the fireball, whose collective flow enhances the azimuthal asymmetry of the charmed hadrons.
The projected precision with p–Pb integrated luminosities Lint ∼ 2 pb−1 (ATLAS and CMS)
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and ∼ 1 pb−1 (ALICE) has the potential to shed light on the different mechanisms behind the observed
anisotropy (see Fig. 27 for D mesons and prompt J/ψ with CMS [11] and electrons from heavy-flavour
hadron decays with ALICE).
Besides the analysis of kinematic distributions (in momentum and angle) of heavy-flavour parti-
cles, further interesting information on the onset of possible medium effects may come from the study of
the yields of the various charm and beauty hadrons as a function of charged-particle multiplicity going
from pp to p–Pb and Pb–Pb, as done in the past for the case of strangeness production. As an example,
with high-multiplicity triggers in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV (Lint = 200 pb
−1), the ALICE exper-
iment will have the potential to detect D mesons with a precision better than 10% in a wide kinematic
range up to about 10–12 times the average charged-particle multiplicity.
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6.1 Introduction
The most direct way to measure the structure of matter is the controlled scattering of a beam of probe
particles. This approach was used to discover the atomic nucleus, and quarks and gluons, and it is
employed today to explore the partonic structure of nucleons and nuclei. However, the partonic phase
of the QGP lives for ∼ 10−23 seconds before breaking up into its hadronic remnants, so that probing
it by the scattering of an externally-generated beam is impossible in practical terms. As an alternative,
energetic jets arising from high-Q2 processes in the same nuclear collision that generates the QGP
provide internally-generated probes that may be applied for this purpose [331–336].
Jets, observed as collimated sprays of energetic particles, were predicted by Quantum Chromo
Dynamics (QCD) to form in high energy collisions. They constitute a substantial part of the background
in beyond the Standard Model physics searches and were instrumental in the Higgs boson discovery.
While jet evolution in vacuum is well understood, the question of how jets interact with a dense de-
confined medium remains an active field of study, that is largely driven in the recent years by the un-
precedented experimental capabilities of the RHIC and LHC accelerators and detectors. Understanding
from first principles how a jet evolves as a multi-partonic system, spanning a large range of scales (from
∼1 GeV to ∼1 TeV) is crucial to quantitatively probe the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). The successful
description of bulk observables by viscous hydrodynamic calculations with a small viscosity to en-
tropy ratio have led to the standard picture of a strongly coupled plasma. However, due to the property
of asymptotic freedom in QCD, the produced matter is expected to behave differently at smaller and
smaller distances which can only be accessed with well calibrated probes, namely, QCD jets.
High-Q2 processes between the partonic constituents of colliding nucleons occur early in the
collision. Further interactions of the outgoing partons with the hot and dense QCD medium produced
in heavy ion collisions are expected to modify the angular and momentum distributions of final-state
jet fragments relative to those in proton-proton collisions. This process, known as jet quenching, can
be used to probe the properties of the QGP [331–336]. Jet quenching was first observed at RHIC,
BNL [337–347] and then at the CERN LHC [348–358] by studying the redistribution of energy radiated
from the parton because of interactions with the QGP. More recent detailed analyses have focused on
modifications to the distribution of final-state particles emitted in the parton’s shower [359–365].
One of the main goals of the RHIC and LHC heavy ion physics programs is utilization of jets
and their decay products, including high pT hadrons formed by light and heavy quarks, to investigate
the QGP properties. A milestone in this program is the extraction of the transport coefficient qˆ by the
JET Collaboration [366], based on inclusive hadron suppression measurements at RHIC and the LHC.
However, this result has significant systematic uncertainties, due both to theoretical issues and to the
limited view provided by inclusive hadron suppression measurements into the fundamental processes
underlying jet quenching. A more complete picture requires measurements of reconstructed jets and
their in-medium modification.
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At the LHC, the collision energy is over an order of magnitude larger than at RHIC. Jet production
cross-sections are correspondingly larger, enabling the study of hard processes over a wider kinematic
range. Detectors at both facilities have extensive capabilities to study fully-reconstructed jets by group-
ing the detected particles within a given angular region into a jet, thereby capturing a significant fraction
of the parton shower. Jets are a key diagnostic of the QGP, as their interactions with this new state of
matter reveal its properties. The interaction with the medium can result in a broadening of the jet profile
with respect to vacuum fragmentation. In this case, for a given jet size and a fixed initial parton energy,
the energy of the jet reconstructed in heavy ion collisions will be smaller than in vacuum. In the case
where the gluons are radiated inside the cone, the jet is expected to have a softer fragmentation and a
modified density profile compared to jets in vacuum. Jets may also scatter coherently in the medium,
and measurements of jet deflection may provide a direct probe of the micro-structure of the QGP. Fully
reconstructed jets provide better theoretical control than high pT hadrons because they are less sensi-
tive to non-perturbative physics and therefore have the potential to provide a better characterization of
the QGP. Furthermore, major theoretical and experimental advances were made recently in understand-
ing the evolution of parton showers in a QCD medium with the development of novel jet substructure
observables.
In the following sections the expected performance using a total integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1
of Pb–Pb data, which is expected for HL-LHC, for a selection of key jet observables will be discussed.
6.2 Out-of-cone radiation
One of the classic observables to measure the out-of-cone radiation due to jet quenching is the jet nuclear
modification factor RAA defined as:
RAA =
1
Nevt
d2Njet
dpTdy
∣∣∣∣∣
cent
TAA
d2σjet
dpTdy
∣∣∣∣∣
pp
, (19)
where Njet and σjet are the jet yield in Pb–Pb collisions and the jet production cross-section in pp
collisions, respectively, both measured as a function of transverse momentum, pT, and rapidity, y, and
where Nevt is the total number of Pb–Pb collisions within a chosen centrality interval. Measurements
of the jet RAA at the LHC have shown a suppression of a factor of two in central collisions over a
wide range of jet transverse momentum [354, 355, 367]. Figure 28 shows the current precision obtained
with 0.5 nb−1 and what can be achieved at the HL-LHC with a factor of 20 more data (10 nb−1).
Especially at high transverse momentum a strong reduction of the experimental uncertainties is expected,
which will allow a detailed study of the momentum dependence of the out-of-cone radiation. The jet
RAA is sensitive to various physics mechanisms such as color coherence, flavor dependence of energy
loss, and the medium response to the jet. Models incorporating these various physics effects can be
confronted with the high precision data from HL-LHC with a goal of determining what the relative
contribution of each of these phenomena is. The expected performance is compared with several recent
model predictions: the Linear Boltzmann Transport model (LBT) [368], three calculations using Soft
Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [369–372], and the Effective Quenching model (EQ) [373]. The
higher precision data will allow tighter constraints on or falsification of theoretical model predictions.
In addition to the inclusive jet RAA it is particularly interesting to study the mid- and forward rapidity
region separately since it allows to study the interplay between flavor and spectral steepness, and the
path-length dependence of jet quenching. The right panel of Fig. 28 shows the improvement in statistical
precision in the forward rapidity region. The statistical precision should be sufficient to quantitatively
assess the rapidity dependence of the RAA up to a rapidity of |y| = 2.8. Both of these predictions
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indicate that HL-LHC should bring a definitive understanding of the intriguing features of the jet RAA
as seen in the current data.
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Fig. 28: Projection of the precision that can be reached for jet RAA at the HL-LHC using calorimeter
jets at ATLAS as function of pT (left panel) and rapidity (right panel) [5]. See text for model details.
Parton energy loss can be studied more differentially using boson tagged jets. The bosons (pho-
tons or Z0 bosons) escape the region of the hot dense medium unmodified. This has been confirmed
through the absence of significant modification of both photon and Z0 boson production rates in Pb–
Pb collisions relative to expectations from measured cross section in pp collisions by both ATLAS and
CMS collaborations [374–377]. However, the partons recoiling from the boson is modified in heavy
ion collisions due to interactions with the QCD medium. Furthermore, jets produced opposite to the
isolated boson are more likely to originate from quarks, while dijet and hadron+jet correlations usually
involve significant gluon contributions. Comparing Z+jet and γ+jet observables to dijets [353, 378] (or
hadron+jets [358]) allows to explore the difference between energy loss for quark and gluon initiated
jets. Figures 29 and 30 show the expected performance at the HL-LHC for the transverse momentum
balance between the jet and the boson. The central values are based on the smoothed data from the
previous CMS publications [379, 380]. The systematic uncertainties are reduced by a factor of two
with respect to the results with the 2015 Pb–Pb data due to improvements on the jet energy scale and
jet energy resolution uncertainties available with the larger data sample at the HL-LHC. The collected
number of γ+jet events will also be sufficient to study the path length dependence of jet quenching by
performing measurements as a function of angle with the reaction plane for the first time. In addition
to the smaller uncertainties due to the enhanced statistics at the HL-LHC, it will also be possible to
utilize higher momentum photons and Z0 bosons allowing the measurement of larger jet energy losses.
The LHC experiments also envision extending the jet momentum reach to lower transverse momentum
in certain analyses, allowing to recover those heavily quenched jets which are currently not selected
for such measurements due to limitation arising from the fluctuating background. A distinct effect due
to large backgrounds is that of limited jet energy resolution, which can be improved by using more
sophisticated techniques for the background correction as was recently shown in Ref. [381].
6.3 Jet deflection
Angular deflection of the jet relative to its initial direction due to momentum transfer with the medium
can be used as a direct probe of the QGP. Jet deflection can be measured by coincidence observables, in
which an axis is determined by a hard reference object, and the deflection of the jet recoiling from hard
object is measured relative to that axis. Such scattering measurements, carried out over a wide range in
energy and resolution scale, can be used to explore the microscopic structure of the QGP. Modification of
the rate of rare, large-angle jets with respect to the hard reference object in nuclear collisions compared
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Comparison between the current performance with 0.4 nb−1 of Pb–Pb data collected in 2015 and with
HL-LHC data [8].
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Fig. 30: (Left Panel) XjZ distribution for Z boson-jet pairs with p
Z
T > 60 GeV/c, pjet > 30 GeV/c and
|ηjet| < 1.6 in the HL-LHC data (Right Panel) Comparison between the current performance with 0.4
nb−1 of Pb–Pb data collected in 2015 and with HL-LHC data [8].
to the production rate in vacuum may arise from the scattering off quasi-particles (quarks and gluons or
composite objects) of the QGP, thereby probing their nature [382]. In addition, the recoil jet distribution
at small recoil angles relative to the reference axis (the axis of the hard object selected at the opposite
hemisphere) may be modified by soft multiple scattering in the QGP, which can be used to extract the
jet transport parameter qˆ by comparison to models [383].
Measurements of the angular distribution of jets relative to a reference axis have been reported for
either dijet, photon-jet, Z0-jet and hadron-jet coincidences, at RHIC [347] and LHC [353,358,379,380,
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384]. These current measurements exhibit no significant evidence of in-medium modification of angular
distributions, both at small and large angles to the reference axis. While they impose constraints on the
magnitude of in-medium scattering effects, their statistical precision is limited. Measurements during
HL-LHC will either discover in-medium modification to the recoil jet angular distributions, or improve
these constraints substantially.
There is an intensive ongoing effort to develop analysis tools and calculable approaches that
discriminate the various contributions to in-medium jet deflection and shower modification, in both
experiment and theory [385] (see Sec. 6.2 and 6.4). In this section we focus solely on jet-centroid
deflection measurements, without consideration of the effects of shower broadening or other shower
modification (see Sec. 6.4). Measurements of both classes of jet quenching observable must ultimately
be interpretable in a single consistent picture, but such an approach is beyond current experimental and
theoretical capabilities.
The most significant background to the measurement of medium-induced jet deflection is broad-
ening of the angular difference between the two leading jets due to well-established vacuum QCD ef-
fects, in particular Sudakov radiation, which is radiation outside the jet cone that generates a broad
peak in the recoil jet angular distribution relative to a reference axis (for example a high momentum
hadron) [383, 386].
Low-energy jet measurements are expected to experience larger deflection for a given momentum
transfer between the jet and medium [387,388] and are therefore more likely to show large angle deflec-
tion. A recent calculation, that includes the effects of vacuum Sudakov radiation and jet-medium inter-
actions based on the few-hard (GLV) or multiple-soft (BDMPS) scattering approaches to jet quenching,
finds that the acoplanarity distributions for these different jet quenching pictures differ by a few per-
cent in the range 20 < pT,jet < 40 GeV/c [388]. This sets the precision required for the observation
of medium-induced jet deflection during HL-LHC. Additional theoretical considerations of in-medium
pT-broadening can be found in [334, 389].
In light of such considerations, it is necessary to utilize analysis techniques that can attain few
percent precision in the measurement of recoil jet angular distributions for low pT,jet and large jet radius
R, over the large and complex uncorrelated backgrounds in central Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC. This
precision is achievable using the statistical approach to jet background correction [347, 358, 379, 380],
in which the discrimination of correlated and uncorrelated recoil jet yield is carried out in a fully data-
driven way, at the level of ensemble-averaged distributions. The statistical correction approach has been
used to measure the azimuthal distribution for charged jets with R = 0.5 and 40 < pchT,jet < 60 GeV/c
recoiling from a high-pT hadron in central Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC [358], and for charged jets with
R = 0.5 and pchT,jet ∼ 10 GeV/c in central Au–Au collisions at RHIC [347], as well as for photon-jet
and Z-jet correlations [379, 380]. We expect that reaching as low as pT,jet = 10 GeV/c is likewise
achievable at the LHC, with good systematic precision.
The required experimental approach is therefore in hand, and we explore here the statistical pre-
cision achievable using it for such measurements during HL-LHC. We utilize the JEWEL event genera-
tor [390] for these projections, which incorporates medium-induced interactions of partons propagating
in the QGP. Calculations are carried out for central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with integrated
luminosity of 10 nb−1 , and pp collisions at
√
s = 5.02 TeV with integrated luminosity of 6 pb−1. The
JEWEL calculations for central Pb–Pb collisions are carried out with the “Recoil off" configuration in
which the partons from the medium response are neglected.
Figure 31 shows the recoil jet azimuthal angle, ∆ϕ, defined with respect to the reference axis [358]
as simulated by the JEWEL event generator. The background-corrected azimuthal distribution of recoil
jets recoiling from a high-pT hadron, with the statistics expected by ALICE for central Pb–Pb and pp
collisions during the HL-LHC phase is shown. The distribution for central Pb–Pb collisions exhibits an
overall yield suppression, corresponding to jet quenching, but also a slight narrowing of the main peak at
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Fig. 31: JEWEL simulation of the angular distribution of charged jet yield in the ALICE acceptance for
40 < pchT,jet < 45 GeV/c and R = 0.4 recoiling from a high-pT reference hadron (20 < pT,trig < 50
GeV/c), for central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with 10 nb
−1 int. luminosity, and pp collisions
at
√
s = 5.02 TeV with 6 pb−1 int. luminosity. The recoil jet azimuthal angle ∆ϕ is defined with
respect to the reference axis. The observable shown is Φ(∆ϕ) which incorporates statistical suppression
of uncorrelated background. Figure from Ref. [1].
∆ϕ ∼ pi and an enhancement at large deflection angle. The narrowing is characterized by extracting the
width of the ∆ϕdistribution which is 0.204±0.005 in the pp simulation and 0.163±0.001 for the Pb–Pb
simulation with JEWEL I˙n order to quantify the difference at large recoil jet deflection angle between pp
and central Pb–Pb collisions, we integrate the Φ(∆ϕ) from pi/2 to a threshold angle ∆ϕthresh [358],
Σ(∆ϕthresh) =
∫ pi−∆ϕthresh
pi/2
Φ(∆ϕ)d∆ϕ. (20)
Figure 32 shows Σ(∆ϕthresh) for the Φ(∆ϕ) distributions in Fig. 31, together with their ratio. In this
calculation, the value of Σ at ∆ϕthresh = 0 is around 0.5, which is the yield suppression averaged
over the full recoil hemisphere. The ratio grows to Σ ∼ 1 at ∆ϕthresh = 1.2, indicating a factor two
enhancement in large-angle yield relative to the hemisphere average. The statistics of the measurement
are clearly sufficient to measure the effect predicted by this calculation. However, the calculation in [388]
predicts a difference of only a few percent in these distributions for GLV-like and BDMPS-like in-
medium scattering, which is more difficult to discriminate. The statistical error in the ratio in Fig. 32 is
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Fig. 32: Cumulative large-angle yield Σ(∆ϕthresh) (Eq. 20) vs. ∆ϕthresh for the pp and central Pb–Pb
distributions Φ(∆ϕ) in Fig. 31. See text for details. Figure from Ref. [1].
around 5% at ∆ϕthresh ∼ 1, due predominantly to the statistical precision of the pp distribution.
6.4 Jet internal structure
The first measurements of jet quenching through full jet reconstruction at the LHC revolutionized our
understanding of parton energy loss in a hot and dense medium. Nevertheless, there remains a gap
in our understanding of the jet quenching mechanism that could be resolved by measuring the exact
properties of the parton evolution through the medium. High statistics of collected jets during HL-LHC
will provide a prime opportunity to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that
undergo interactions with the QGP. Observables probing the internal structure of jets can be defined
using all measured hadrons in a jet or by using subjet techniques selecting only a specific region of the
radiation phase space. In the following sections both approaches and their potential will be discussed.
6.4.1 Substructure with hadrons
Inclusive measurements of the longitudinal and transverse momentum distribution of hadrons in inclu-
sive jets have been performed with high accuracy at the LHC [391, 392]. The modification due to jet
quenching is studied by comparing the results in pp and Pb–Pb collisions. For certain kinematic se-
lections, for example at large z where the leading particle in the jet is carrying a large fraction of the
total jet momentum, the current experimental uncertainties are however large (see left panel of Fig. 33)
limiting the constraints on the jet quenching mechanism that can be extracted by comparing data to the-
oretical models. The expected statistical precision at HL-LHC for the ratio of fragmentation functions
in Pb–Pb and pp collisions is shown in Fig. 33. This precision will allow detailed characterization of the
excess in yield of hard (large z) and soft (small z) fragments and the suppression in the region between
these two excesses providing strong constraints to theoretical models. Measurements of the rapidity
dependence of jet observables are of great interest since the fraction of quark- and gluon-initiated jets
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varies with rapidity. However, current measurements of the fragmentation function are statistics limited
and no significant rapidity dependence is observed [391]. The right panel of Fig. 33 shows the ratio of
fragmentation functions of high momentum jets for most central collisions with the expected accuracy
at the HL-LHC. The projection are compared to the hybrid model [393, 394] which implements energy
loss according to the strong coupling description of the radiation of low energy gluons associated with
the hot QCD matter which predicts a rapidity-dependent suppression of particle yield at high z.
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Fig. 33: Projection of the precision that can be reached for the modification of jet fragmentation function,
RD(z), measured in jet pT interval 200− 251 GeV/c. In the left panel the statistical uncertainty on the
measurement with the shaded boxes corresponding to 0.49 nb−1 while the vertical bars are for 10 nb−1.
The right panel shows a comparison of RD(z) with a theory model (see text for more details) [5].
When interpreting the modification of inclusive jets one has to realize that by requiring a certain
jet momentum range a different sample of partons initiating the jet is selected in pp and Pb–Pb colli-
sions. Incorporation of this effect in model calculations introduces an additional uncertainty limiting the
constraints that can be put on a model. This can be overcome by using the rare process of jets recoiling
from photons. The expected performance of the radial pT profile in jets recoiling from a high momentum
photon at HL-LHC is shown in Fig.34. The central values of the extrapolated spectra are obtained by
smoothing the results from [395] by a third order polynomial. The systematic uncertainties shown are
obtained by reducing by a factor of two those from the 2015 Pb–Pb data results, considering the expected
improvements on the jet energy scale and jet energy resolution uncertainties. The results show that the
photon-tagged jet shape could be measured with high precision providing insights about the modifica-
tion of the jet transverse structure of quark initiated jets in the strongly interacting medium. Figure 35
shows the expected statistical precision of the fragmentation function on photon-tagged events. The
larger data sample will enable the measurement for finer centrality selections with respect to the current
preliminary results [396] allowing an exploration of the temperature and path length dependence of jet
quenching.
6.4.2 Substructure with subjets
Early hard splittings in a parton shower may result in two partons with high transverse momentum that
are well separated in angle. Information about these leading partonic components can be obtained by
removing the softer wide-angle radiation contributions. This is done through the use of a jet grooming
algorithm called “soft drop”, an extension of the modified mass drop tagger (mMDT), that attempt to
split a single jet into two subjets, a process referred to as “declustering” [397–401]. For a parton shower
in vacuum, these subjets provide access to the properties of the first splitting in the parton evolution [402,
403]. Figure 36 shows the expected performance for the momentum sharing fraction, zg [403], in the
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HL-LHC phase. The central values of zg and jet mass are from previous CMS publications [364, 365].
The systematic uncertainties are reduced by a factor of two with respect to the results with 2015 Pb–Pb
data due to the expected improvements on the jet energy scale and jet energy resolution uncertainties.
While the current data is not precise enough to constrain the medium properties further, the expected
luminosity at the HL-LHC will allow more detailed constraints as can be observed from the different
results of the BDMPS [404] and SCETg [405] calculations when the medium density (qˆ for BDMPS and
g for SCETg) is varied. In addition, the expected precision will also provide the ability to distinguish
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different physical mechanisms and scales relevant for jet quenching as is shown for the role of coherence
in Fig. 36 in the HT theoretical calculations [406]. A measurement of the groomed jet mass with the 2015
LHC Pb–Pb data already showed that jet quenching might cause an increase of high mass jets [365].
Figure 37 shows the expected performance for the groomed jet mass at HL-LHC which will allow
measuring the high mass region with higher precision.
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6.4.3 Radiation phase space with Lund diagram
Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets inspired by Lund dia-
grams [407] has been proposed [385] to study medium modification of the radiation pattern. The so-
called Lund jet plane [408] - a portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a concep-
tual connection between manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning
techniques to study QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is
constructed by mapping the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (log-
arithmic) plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect
to its emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet, can be
created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.
To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams
using the JEWEL Monte Carlo event generator [390]. To study the differences in the Lund diagram due
to medium effects the results are compared to a vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions). For
the simulations the JEWEL generator with the default settings is used without the optional calculation of
the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centres that interacted with the jet was
not used (i.e. recoils off setting of the MC generator was used). The substructure of jets was analysed
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by reclustering the constituents of the jet with the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm as implemented
in the FASTJET package [409, 410] for two selections of jet pT 80–120 GeV/c and 200–250 GeV/c.
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Fig. 38: The density of points of a Lund diagram for anti-kT R = 0.4 jets for two pT selections:
80 < pT < 120 GeV/c in the upper row and 200 < pT < 250 GeV/c in the lower row. Result of the
JEWEL Monte Carlo generator with left column: jets in pp collisions; Right column: jets from Pb–Pb
collisions - some with in-medium modifications. Each of the density plots shows curves of the average
quantities of the densities over the other axis.
The Lund diagram density can be constructed experimentally and compared to analytic predic-
tions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. For this purpose a density map of
points (emissions) is defined following formulations in [408]:
ρ¯(∆, κ) =
1
Njet
dnemission
d lnκ d ln 1/∆
, (21)
where for two clusters 1 and 2 labeled such that pT,1 > pT,2, ∆
2 = (y1 − y2)2 + (ϕ1 − ϕ2)2 with
ϕ being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster, and κ = pT,2pT,1+pT,2 ∆. Figure 38 shows
the density ρ¯ from the JEWEL simulation without (left panels) and with (right panels) medium effects.
The zg variable which was defined in [403] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [364] is related to the
variables in the Lund plane in the following way: zg = κ/∆ from the first of the entries (1...i...N ) in
the primary declustering sequence that satisfies z(i) ≥ zcut(∆(i))β [408] resulting in diagonal lines with
negative slope in the Lund diagram for a constant value of zg.
The effect of jet quenching on the Lund diagram is quantified by taking the difference between the
diagram with and without medium effects as shown in Fig. 39 for the two transverse momentum ranges
considered in this study. The average density integrated over lnκ calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case
shows little deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. The most pronounced differences between
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Fig. 39: Result of the JEWEL+PYTHIA MC simulation: MEDIUM-VACUUM difference of the calcu-
lations shown in Fig. 38 for two jet pT selections.
VACUUM and MEDIUM calculations are visible for the region of −3 < lnκ < −3 and large ln 1∆
which correspond to the hard-collinear splittings (Region-A), and a band along ln 1/∆ for small lnκ
(Region-B): −5 < lnκ < −6 for the lower pT selection and −5.5 < lnκ < −7 for higher pT jets; that
corresponds to an enhancement of soft (moderate ln 1/∆) and hard collinear splittings (large ln 1/∆).
These observations are consistent with soft and hard collinear splittings being modified by the medium.
To illustrate the different modifications of the Lund diagram density for the two regions identified
in Fig. 39, projections along ln 1/∆ are shown in Fig. 40. For Region-A we observe 30%-40% depletion
of splittings for the MEDIUM case whereas in Region-B a moderate increase of splittings induced
by the medium is visible. The depletion in Region-A is consistent a sample of more collimated jets
consistent with previous measurements in heavy-ion collisions [363,392]. The increase seen in Region-
B is consistent with a small in-medium enhancement of splittings with moderate dependency on the
angle of the splitting but favoring the soft collinear medium-induced radiation (moderate ln1/∆).
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As discussed in Ref. [385] specific regions in the Lund plane are sensitive to different type of
parton splittings. These regions can be identified by selecting the desired area using linear functions
lnκ = ln 1/∆ + ln 1pTt
, where t is related to the decoherence time (thus formation time). Depending
on the selection, different formation times are probed and splittings will occur within or outside the
medium. Several arbitrary regions selected by the diagonal lines for constant 1pTt are indicated in Fig. 38.
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To illustrate the in-medium effects and their dependence on the jet momentum, the pT and the formation
(decoherence) time the density of the splittings can be projected along the momentum imbalance z =
pT,2/(pT,1 + pT,2). In the left panel of Fig. 41 we show the relative difference of the splitting density
∆ρ¯ = (ρ¯med − ρ¯vac)/ρ¯vac for a selection of pTt. For small pTt the splitting density is suppressed for
the in-medium calculations whereas for large pTt the modification is smaller. This is consistent with
the expectation that for large formation times the medium effects should be of smaller magnitude as
compared to splittings formed early. As the suppression seen in ∆ρ¯ selected on pTt depends on the jet
pT we find similar suppression for high- and low-pT jet selection for substantially different product of
the pT and formation time. In particular, for low momentum jets the modifications of ∆ρ¯ for large pT t
is small. To further exploit the formula providing the approximate formation time dependence of the
splittings we select two regions of the Lund diagram: “late” t > 10 and “early” t < 10. The “early”
region should be dominated by splittings that form within the medium, whereas the “late” splittings are
to be dominated by the shower evolution outside the medium of length L ∼ t. In the right panel of
Fig. 41 we present ∆ρ¯ for two selections of decoherence time. As expected, a small dependence on jet
pT for “late” and “early” splittings is seen - a similar suppression for “early” splittings independent of
jet pT and almost identical ∆ρ¯, with small deviations from unity, for “late” emmissions. The residual
differences could be attributed to different fractions of the splittings resolved by the medium, and likely,
different impact of non-perturbative effects (such as hadronization) for the two jet pT selections.
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6.5 Opportunities for jet quenching studies with light-ion collisions
The ability of the LHC to collide ions lighter than Pb as discussed in section 2.4 provides an opportu-
nity to enhance the heavy-ion programme with a very large number of rare probes as summarized in
Sect. 11.1. Ar–Ar collisions are used as a test case for light ion running, although the optimal choice
of ion is still under study. It is clear that due to the larger integrated luminosity obtainable for a given
heavy-ion running period the number of jets produced in Ar–Ar collisions will be significantly larger
than in Pb–Pb collisions. The question which will determine the value of the of light-ion running to
the study of jets and parton energy loss is to what extent jet suppression effects will be reduced in
smaller systems. To address this question, projections for Ar–Ar and Xe–Xe collisions at the LHC are
considered using the JEWEL Monte Carlo event generator [390].
The jet nuclear modification factor RAA (discussed in Sect. 6.2) in Ar–Ar collisions is here com-
puted as the ratio of the jet transverse momentum spectrum in medium (Ar–Ar) over that in vacuum
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(pp)
RjetAA =
(dNjets/dpT)
med
(dNjets/dpT)
vac . (22)
Table 7 summarizes the parameters used in JEWEL to calculate this quantity in 0–10% centrality Ar–Ar
collisions, compared with the parameterization for Pb–Pb and Xe–Xe. The T v1i values were obtained
assuming the same pre-factors as in [411]:
T (t) =
(
(t)
30
47.5pi2
)1/4
, (23)
where the energy density (t) follows a Bjorken evolution:
(t) =
1
piR2nuclt
dE
dη
. (24)
The energy per unit of pseudo-rapidity is taken from centrality-dependent measurements in Pb–Pb col-
lisions. Finally the temperature T v1i is evaluated at τi.
Table 7: Energy and medium parameter used in JEWEL simulation of dijets and Z+jet events.
Pb–Pb Xe–Xe Ar–Ar√
sNN (TeV) 5.02 5.80 6.30〈
Npart
〉
353 210 66
Rnucl (fm) 6.6 5.4 3.6
τi (fm/c) 0.6 0.57 0.63
T v1i (MeV) 360 350 318
T v2i (MeV) 260 250 218
With these medium parameters, JEWEL results lie quite below the ATLAS RAA results for the
Pb–Pb 0–10% centrality class [412]. JEWEL was run with medium recoil effects off, although they are
known to contribute to increase the jet RAA by ∼ 0.1–0.2 in the most central events [413]. This may
explain the discrepancy. Alternatively, the discrepancy can be eliminated by reducing the temperature
in JEWEL. Starting from the Pb–Pb temperature changed in order to match the ATLAS results for the
Pb–Pb 0–10% centrality class, temperatures for Xe–Xe and Ar–Ar are obtained by assuming that the
energy density scales with A1/3. Thus, for an arbitrary collision system XX one has:(
TXX
TPb−Pb
)4
=
(
AXX
APb
)1/3
. (25)
This parameterisation is used to obtain the T v2i values listed in Table 7 which are used to calculate the
jet RAA shown in Figure 42. The figure shows the JEWEL calculations for Pb–Pb, Xe–Xe, and Ar–Ar
along with ATLAS Pb–Pb measurements in centrality classes chosen to match the
〈
Npart
〉
values in
Table 7.
To further investigate jet energy loss in Ar–Ar collisions, Z boson + jet events are studied within
the same JEWEL framework. The importance of boson + jet events for the precision study of energy
loss is discussed in Sect. 6.2. Events with a Z boson decaying into µ+µ− associated with a jet were
simulated with JEWEL + PYTHIA Monte Carlo [414]. Events were selected for a reconstructed Z boson
with a mass within 70–110 GeV, a minimum pT of 10 GeV/c for its decay muons, and an associated jet
with a pT > 30 GeV/c and a |δϕ| > 7pi/8 with respect to the boson momentum direction. The resulting
energy asymmetry distributions, xjZ = p
jet
T /p
Z
T, normalized to the number of reconstructed Z bosons are
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Fig. 42: Jet RAA obtained from a JEWEL simulations using the medium parameters listed in Table 7,
with the temperatures listed as T v2i . On the left, the jet RAA is shown as a function of the jet pT, and on
the right as a function of
〈
Npart
〉
for a jet 100 < pT < 126 GeV/c.
shown in Figure 43.The distribution for central Ar–Ar collisions is similar to those for central and semi-
central Pb–Pb collisions. The effect of jet quenching is very significant, as apparent in the comparison
with the distribution in pp collisions.
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Fig. 43: Boson-Jet energy asymmetry, xjZ obtained from JEWEL simulations using the medium param-
eters listed in table 7, with the temperatures listed as T v2i .
Taken together, these studies suggest that JEWEL does somewhat over-predict suppression in
smaller systems, e.g. Xe–Xe. However, considering that central collisions are reproduced well by this
model and that allowing as an upper limit the suppression measured in the Pb–Pb 40–50% centrality
class, a significant suppression is expected in central Ar–Ar collisions. The expected suppression com-
bined with the much larger nucleon–nucleon integrated luminosity (e.g. 8–25 larger with Ar–Ar than
with Pb–Pb collisions) makes lighter ion collisions at the LHC an attractive possibility for the study of
parton energy loss.
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7 Quarkonia
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7.1 Introduction
A key objective in high-energy heavy-ion physics is to determine the in-medium forces that give rise to
the remarkable many-body features of the QGP. In the QCD vacuum, the unravelling of the fundamental
force between two static Color charges was made possible by the discovery of the charmonium and bot-
tomonium states in the 1970’s. Subsequent quantitative analyses of the bound-state spectra established
a phenomenological potential of the Cornell type [415],
V (r) = −4
3
αs
r
+ σr , (26)
with a colour-Coulomb term due to gluon exchange dominant at short distances, and a linear term with
string tension σ ' 0.9 GeV/fm to account for confinement at large distance. This potential has also been
quantitatively confirmed by lattice-QCD (lQCD) calculations [416, 417]. The corresponding effective
field theory of QCD, potential non-relativistic QCD (pNRQCD), allows for the definition of the static
potential [418] in a 1/mQ expansion for large heavy-quark mass, mQ [419, 420]. The heavy-quark
(HQ) potential thus provides a well calibrated starting point to probe the QCD medium, and the in-
medium spectroscopy of quarkonia is the natural tool to carry this out in heavy-ion collisions, cf. [421–
425] for recent reviews. The string term in the HQ potential, eq. (26), characterises the long-range
nonperturbative part of the force and is associated with the confining property of QCD. It is expected to
play a critical role in the transition from hadronic to partonic degrees of freedom, and may be responsible
for the remarkable transport properties of the QGP, i.e., its strongly coupled nature, up to temperatures
of 2-3 times the (pseudo-)critical temperature, Tc [426].
Much like in vacuum, a systematic investigation of the in-medium force must involve the spec-
troscopy of different states, as they subsequently dissolve with increasing temperature. The complexity
in describing the in-medium properties of quarkonia and their implementation into transport calculations
in heavy-ion collisions prevents their use as a straightforward thermometer of the medium produced in
these reactions. On the contrary, using information on the space-time and temperature evolution in
heavy-ion collisions from other sources (e.g.,, hydrodynamics and electromagnetic radiation), on can
utilize quarkonium observables to deduce their in-medium properties and infer the fundamental inter-
actions in QCD matter. In the vacuum, only the 1S ground-state bottomonia (Υ(1S) and ηb) are small
enough in size to be mostly bound by the colour-Coulomb force. All excited bottomonia and all charmo-
nia are predominantly bound by the nonperturbative string term (and/or residual mesonic forces). Thus,
charmonia and excited bottomonia are excellent probes of the in-medium confining force, as originally
envisioned for the J/ψ [427]. However, in the cooling of the expanding fireball, quarkonia can also be
“(re)generated” through recombination of individual heavy quarks and anti-quarks diffusing through the
medium. It is important to emphasise that quarkonium formation occurs also from quarks and antiquarks
from different initial pairs. This mechanism [428–430] has turned out to be critical in understanding the
rise of J/ψ production from RHIC to the LHC where (re)generation seems to constitute the major part
of the yield observed in central Pb–Pb collisions [431]. The data is also compatible with production
of J/ψ exclusively through statistical hadronisation at the crossover phase boundary [432]. Precise mea-
surements of the cc¯ production cross section and the extraction of the charm-quark diffusion coefficient
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in Runs 3 & 4 will be important for making a more definite statement; these are key objectives discussed
in the chapter 5 on open heavy-flavor production. Information from pT spectra and elliptic flow will
help to complete the picture.
Regarding bottomonia, the current understanding suggests that (re)generation is less important for
Υ(1S), but possibly figures as a major component in the strongly suppressed yield of excited states [433,
434]. It is therefore of great importance to obtain additional information about the typical time at which
quarkonia are produced, in particular through pT spectra and elliptic flow which contain information
about the fireball collectivity imprinted on the quarkonia by the time of their decoupling. A schematic
illustration of the current knowledge extracted from in-medium quarkonium spectroscopy, i.e., their
production systematics in heavy-ion collisions is shown in Fig. 44.
Fig. 44: The vacuum heavy-quark potential as a function of QQ¯ separation. The horizontal lines indi-
cate the approximate locations of the vacuum bound states while the vertical arrows indicate the minimal
screening distances of the media produced at the SPS, RHIC and LHC, as deduced from approximate ini-
tial temperatures reached in these collisions extracted from data (indicated above the arrows in MeV) and
from quarkonium production systematics in Pb–Pb and Au-Au collisions. Figure taken from Ref. [431].
On the theoretical side, the basic objects are the quarkonium spectral functions which encode
the information on the quarkonium binding energies, in-medium HQ masses and the (inelastic) reac-
tion rates. Ample constraints on the determination of the quarkonium spectral functions are available
from thermal lQCD, e.g., in terms of the heavy-quark free energy, euclidean and spatial quarkonium
correlation functions, and HQ susceptibilities, and are being implemented into potential model calcula-
tions [435–441]. In particular, the role of dissociation reactions has received increasing attention. Early
calculations of gluo-dissociation [442, 443] or inelastic parton scattering [444] have been revisited and
reformulated, e.g., as a singlet-to-octet transition mechanism [438] or in terms of an imaginary part of
a two-body potential [445], respectively. In particular, the latter accounts for interference effects which
reduce the rate relative to “quasi-free” dissociation [444] in the limit of small binding; interference ef-
fects can also be calculated diagrammatically [446]; they ensure that, in the limit of vanishing size, a
Color-neutral QQ¯ dipole becomes “invisible” to the Color charges in the QGP.
The information from the spectral functions can then be utilised in heavy-ion phenomenology via
transport models. The latter provide the connection between first-principles information from lQCD and
experiment that greatly benefits the extraction of robust information on the in-medium QCD force and
its emergent transport properties, most notably the (chemical) equilibration rates of quarkonia. Thus far
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most transport models are based on rate equations and/or semiclassical Boltzmann equations. In recent
years quantum transport approaches have been developed using, e.g., a Schrödinger-Langevin [447–450]
or density-matrix [451, 452] formulation. These will enable to test the classical approximation underly-
ing the Boltzmann and rate equation treatments and ultimately quantify the corrections. Quantum effects
may be particularly relevant at high pT in connection with the in-medium formation times of quarko-
nia, augmented by the Lorentz time dilation in the moving frame; schematic treatments of this effect
in semiclassical approaches suggest that varying formation times can leave observable differences for
high-momentum charmonia and bottomonia [433, 434, 453–455]. Finally, the implementation of phase-
space distributions of explicitly diffusing heavy quarks into quarkonium transport is being investigated
by various groups (see, e.g., Ref. [456]), which, as mentioned above, will provide valuable constraints on
the magnitude and pT dependence of (re)generation processes. In particular, the role of non-perturbative
effects in the HQ interactions in the QGP (which are believed to be essential to explain the large elliptic
flow observed for D-mesons [260]) needs to be accounted for; the associated large scattering widths are
likely to require quarkonium transport implementations beyond semi-classical (or perturbative) approx-
imations, which reiterates the need for a quantum treatment of recombination processes.
The larger experimental data samples in Runs 3 & 4, combined with improved detector perfor-
mance and measurement techniques, will allow one to significantly improve over the current measure-
ments, with extended kinematic coverage (in pT) and allowing one to reach also currently-unobserved
quarkonium states, like Υ(3S). The complementarity (and overlap) of all 4 LHC experiments is crucial
in this endeavour and will call for a data combination strategy, for instance for Υ azimuthal anisotropy.
Quarkonia are measured in the dimuon channel in ATLAS (|y| < 2.0), CMS (|y| < 2.4), LHCb
(2.0 < y < 4.5), and ALICE (2.5 < y < 4.0), and in the dielectron channel with ALICE (|y| < 0.9).
We present below data projections and simulations for a selection of observables and compare to model
predictions (which sometimes constitute the basis for the projections). The model uncertainties shown
in this section represent the current knowledge; significant improvements are expected both in what con-
cerns the conceptual aspects discussed above as well for the input parameters, which will be constrained
by data and theory (for instance in what concerns nuclear PDFs, see also Section 10.4).
All four LHC experiments will benefit from a large upgrade program, during the Long Shutdown
2 (2019–2020) for ALICE and LHCb, and during Long Shutdown 3 (2024–2025) for ATLAS and CMS.
The addition of the Muon Forward Tracker (MFT) will allow ALICE to separate the prompt charmonium
from the contribution from B meson decays. In addition, the background will be reduced, yielding to
better signal over background ratios. Regarding ATLAS and CMS, the upgraded inner tracker will
extend to |η| . 4.0 after LS3, and the muon system coverage to |η| . 2.7 (3.0) for ATLAS (CMS).
While the detector improvements will have a smaller impact than the increase in data sample size, this
increase in pseudorapidity coverage is appreciable in also giving an overlap with the range of ALICE
and LHCb. Better track momentum resolution is also expected from these upgraded inner trackers,
with an improvement of about 30% of the mass resolution of quarkonia for CMS [457]. The expected
improvement in the relative statistical uncertainty, due to a better signal over background ratio, is in the
range 10–25% [9].
7.2 Charmonia in Pb–Pb collisions
A remarkable discovery at the LHC was that the suppression of J/ψ is significantly reduced in com-
parison to lower energies [458] and that this reduction is concentrated at lower pT [459, 460], com-
patible with predictions of (re)generation at the phase boundary of QCD [428] or throughout the de-
confined phase [429, 461, 462], via recombination of diagonal (correlated pairs) or off-diagonal cc¯
pairs [430]. No significant difference is however found between measurements at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
and
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [460, 463]. Recently, the measurement of a significant elliptic flow coeffi-
cient v2 both for D mesons [464–466] and J/ψ [262, 467–470], which was shown to be correlated to
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the flow of the bulk particles [278, 470], can be seen as another indication for the thermalisation of
charm quarks in the QGP. Transport model calculations [471, 472] currently underestimate the data for
pT & 6 GeV/c [262, 468, 469].
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Fig. 45: Projected measurement of elliptic flow coefficient v2 as a function of pT for J/ψ mesons
(measured in ALICE, for 2.5 < y < 4), for the centrality class 20–40%, in comparison to model
calculations [472]. Figure from Ref. [1].
The projected ALICE measurement of inclusive J/ψ v2 as a function of pT for the centrality class
20–40%, for 2.5 < y < 4, in comparison to model calculations [472] is shown in Fig. 45. Disentangling
the contributions of prompt and non-prompt J/ψ and considering (path-length dependent) energy loss
seems mandatory to understand the details of the J/ψ v2 pattern, which will be facilitated with the
detector upgrades and higher luminosity of Runs 3 & 4. The measurement of higher harmonics, e.g., v3,
which are sensitive to initial state energy density fluctuations, will also become available and provide
further insight into the charmonium production mechanisms. Precise prompt and non-prompt J/ψ v2
and v3 measurements at low pT will be reachable using the ALICE central barrel. Polarisation will be
measured too [2], providing further insight in the different production mechanisms involved in Pb–Pb
collisions as compared to pp. Under the statistical hadronisation paradigm, the prompt J/ψ yield in
Pb–Pb collisions should be unpolarised with the 3 polarisation states equally populated.
At high pT, where a raising trend is currently hinted by Run 2 RAA measurements [463, 473],
the production mechanisms cannot currently be resolved, given the statistical limitation in the data (see
Fig. 46, left). The high pT reach of Runs 3 & 4 data (illustrated in Fig. 46 (right) for CMS) will allow
one to conclude on the important question of whether J/ψ formation at high pT is determined by the
Debye screening mechanism [455, 474], or by energy loss of the charm quark or the cc¯ pair [475, 476].
The measurement of ψ(2S) mesons is more difficult than that of J/ψ , because of a much smaller
production cross section times branching ratio and even larger suppression in Pb–Pb, yielding a very
low signal to background ratio. The projections for the measurement of the ψ(2S) state in ALICE are
shown in Fig. 47 as a function of centrality and compared to model predictions in the transport ap-
proach [472] and from the statistical hadronisation model [432]. This (pT-integrated) measurement will
significantly contribute to make a distinction between the two models. Projections are also available
from the CMS experiment [8]. Other states, for instance χc, may be measured too, albeit the measure-
ment down to pT = 0 will remain challenging. B
+
c mesons can also be measured, either in the J/ψpi or
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J/ψµνµ channel, to further study recombination in the beauty sector.
7.3 Bottomonia in Pb–Pb collisions
The study of bottomonia with Pb–Pb data from the Runs 3 & 4 of the LHC will bring further information
on the physics aspects described above. Although their production is a priori sensitive to the same effects
as charmonia, in practice the two quarkonium families feature some fundamental differences. Binding
energies differ, which is reflected in the different dissociation temperatures. Experimentally, compared
to charmonia, the absence of contribution from B meson decays and the more similar cross section times
branching ratio between the ground and excited states make bottomonia measurements easier. At the
same time, in pp collisions, up to 30–50% of the measured Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) yields actually result from
the feed-down from other states [258, 478]: a large portion of measured Υ(1S) suppression can be due
to the stronger suppression of the feed-down states – Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) mesons also receive a significant
contribution from feed-down. The impact of (re)generation from uncorrelated bb¯ is also expected to
be much smaller than for charmonia, because of the much smaller number of bb¯ pairs per Pb–Pb
event compared to that of cc¯ pairs. The importance of regeneration for bottomonia, from correlated
or uncorrelated pairs [450], is however still very model dependent, and no unambiguous experimental
signal for it has been found yet. Possible ways of constraining this contribution will be discussed in this
section.
Experimentally, the higher mass of bottomonia compared to charmonia implies higher pT decay
leptons, allowing the ATLAS and CMS experiments to measure the production down to zero transverse
momentum, as is possible for ALICE for both charmonia and bottomonia [479, 480]. The proximity in
mass between the different mass states, especially between the Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) states, also means that
good muon (or electron) momentum resolution is essential to their measurement, especially for excited
states.
It is useful to remind quickly the status in 2018, based on results from Run 1 and early Run 2 LHC
data as well as RHIC data. Υ production is found to be suppressed in Pb–Pb compared to expectations
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Fig. 47: Production ratio ψ(2S)/J/ψ vs. Npart for |y| < 0.9 (left) and 2.5 < y < 4 (right) [2, 477].
Model predictions in the transport approach [472] and from statistical hadronisation [432] are included.
The values of the ratio used for the projections are quasi-arbitrary. Figures from Ref. [1].
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Fig. 48: Centrality dependence of Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) RAA, as projected by the CMS [8,484] (left)
and ALICE [1] (right) experiments, and from a transport model [433]
from a scaling of incoherent pp collisions, in all rapidity, pT and centrality ranges measured [479–482].
Suppression is stronger in central events, as expected from the hotter and longer-lived medium in such
events. The results from the most central collisions suggest that a certain amount of suppression of
the directly produced Υ(1S) might be needed to explain the data in addition to cold nuclear matter
effects and melting of the excited Υ and χb states. The excited states Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) show higher
suppression wrt the ground state, with RAA values which respect the hierarchy expected based on their
binding energies. The Υ(3S) is still unobserved in Pb–Pb collisions (RAA(Υ(3S)) < 0.094 at 95%
confidence level, for
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [481, 483]). No significant dependence of the suppression of Υ
states is found at the LHC on collision energy or rapidity.
Differences exist between models in the theoretical treatment of the suppression of the bottomonia
in the medium, as summarised earlier in Section. 7.1. Different assumptions are used regarding the
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production mechanism, the heavy quark potential, or the evolution of the quarkonia with the medium.
The understanding of hot medium effects will be also improved thanks to higher precision measurements
in pp collisions of the feed-down fractions and to stronger constrains of the cold nuclear matter and initial
state effects (including nPDF or coherent energy loss effects [485]) from p–Pb collision measurements.
Figure 48 shows that the projected uncertainty on the RAA of Υ with 10 nb
−1 will be much smaller than
the current model uncertainties. Bottomonia may bring information complementary to other probes,
using the sensitivity of the suppression to the medium shear viscosity or to the initial temperature of the
fireball.
A precise measurement of the pT dependence of the Υ(1S) RAA will be possible using LHC data
from Runs 3 & 4. At low and medium pT, the measurement is sensitive to the possible regeneration
component in Υ meson production [433]. Projections for the expected precision of Υ measurements
from the ALICE and CMS detectors using an integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1 after the Runs 3 & 4
are shown as a function of pT in Fig. 49 and y in Fig. 50, and compared to the expectations from
two models [433, 434]. In the Kent state model calculations [434] (not shown), where Υ mesons are
originating only from the primordial production, with no regeneration component, the RAA is rather flat
in the low and medium pT range. Only at higher pT (above 10–15 GeV/c) is a small rise predicted, which
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Fig. 51: v2 projections for the CMS [9] (left and centre) and ALICE [1] (right) experiments for the
Υ(1S) and Υ(2) mesons, assuming the predictions from a transport model [433].
can be looked for in Runs 3 & 4 data: as can be seen in Fig. 49, it is expected that a measurement up
to a pT of about 50 GeV/c can be performed with the ATLAS and CMS detectors with 10 nb
−1 of data.
In the TAMU model [433] however, a regeneration component is considered, and several assumptions
are explored, especially on the degree of thermalisation of the bottom quarks. It predicts a maximum in
the Υ(1S) RAA at a pT around 10 GeV/c. The current data is not precise enough to confirm or disfavour
such a local maximum in the RAA, but Runs 3 & 4 data will allow to conclude.
Almost no rapidity dependence is expected at the LHC for the nuclear modification factor of Υ
mesons within the acceptance of ATLAS and CMS (|η| . 2.5 − 3), which can be better tested using
Runs 3 & 4 data. This will be further made significant considering the ALICE acceptance (2.5 < y < 4),
allowing to confirm or disprove the prediction of the hydrodynamic model, see Fig. 50.
Coming back to the matter of regeneration, much can be learnt about it by a measurement of the
elliptic flow of Υ(1S) mesons [486], unmeasured to date in any collision system. A parallel can be
drawn with that of J/ψ , which is still not properly described by models. This observable requires a more
detailed implementation of the dynamics of the interactions between the quarkonium and the medium:
thermalisation of the heavy quarks, time dependence of regeneration, path length dependence of energy
loss, as well as initial geometry fluctuations and elastic rescattering of the quarkonia in the medium.
Thus, collective flow brings complementary information to the RAA, and its measurement can help
disentangle some effects. In the case of Υ(1S) mesons, a small v2 (order of 1–2%) is expected [433,487,
488], as can be seen in Fig. 51. The elliptic flow of Υ(2S) could be significantly higher [433, 488], both
from the regenerated and primordial components. For both states, projections show that experimental
precision may not be enough for a significant v2 measurement, assuming v2 values as in Ref. [433]. For
this reason, combining results between the different LHC experiments would be beneficial to reach a
better sensitivity.
While we have focused on theRAA and v2 in this section, bottomonium production can be studied
using other observables. For instance, fully corrected yields or cross sections in Pb–Pb can be studied,
without making the ratio to a pp measurement in a RAA. Such a measurement, already reported in some
of the available experimental results [481], can directly be compared to production models.
7.4 Quarkonia in p–Pb and pp collisions
7.4.1 p–Pb collisions
Quarkonium-production studies in high-energy p–Pb collisions are usually carried out to measure how
much specific nuclear effects, those which do not result from the creation of a deconfined state of matter,
can alter the quarkonium yields. They should indeed be accounted for in the interpretation of Pb–Pb
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results. They are also interesting on their own as they provide means to probe the modification of
the gluon densities in the nuclei, the interaction between such pure heavy-quark bound states and light
hadrons, or phenomena such as the coherent medium-induced energy loss of these quark-antiquark pairs.
The measurements as a function of event activity brought several surprises, hotly discussed presently.
Usually, a separation into initial-state and final-state effects is done (coherent energy loss effects
[489] can be seen as an interplay between the two types of effects). Yet, it is probably more instructive to
separate out the effects which are believed to impact all the states of the charmonium or the bottomonium
family with the same magnitude from those which are expected to impact differently the ground and the
excited states. In principle, initial-state effects (in particular gluon shadowing [329]) are of the first kind
as the nature of the to-be-produced quarkonium state is not yet fixed when the effects are at work. On
the contrary, final-state effects (like regeneration [490]) do depend on the properties of the produced
quarkonium state and are thus be of the second kind.
However, in p–Pb collisions at LHC energies, final-state interactions between the heavy-quark
pair and the nuclear matter likely occur before the pair hadronises. This is due to the large boost between
the nucleus and the pair – and thus the quarkonium. At rest, a cc¯ or bb¯ pair takes 0.3–0.4 fm/c to
hadronise; seen from the nucleus, at, for instance ylabpair − ybeam ∼ 7 , it takes γ = cosh(7) ' 500
times longer. As such, final-state interactions with the compounds nucleus likely do not discriminate
ground and excited quarkonium states, unless rescattering in the nucleus affects the QQ¯ wave function,
overlapping with the quarkonium wave function at large distance [491]. Such an argument based on
the existence of a large boost is nevertheless not applicable if one considers effects arising from the
interactions between the pair and other particles produced by the p–Pb collisions, not those contained
in the Pb nucleus. The former are indeed not moving at the Pb projectile rapidity. In fact, some of these
particles can have similar rapidities as the quarkonium and can thus be considered as comoving with
it [492–494].
The simultaneous study of open-heavy flavoured hadrons along with both ground and excited
quarkonium states can shed light on all these phenomena. Along the lines exposed above, one expects
forward-quarkonium production in p–Pb collisions (namely when the quarkonia flies in the direction
of the proton) to be sensitive to low-x phenomena (like the gluon shadowing or saturation in the lead
ion) and to the coherent energy loss. On the contrary, the backward production should be sensitive to
the gluon antishadowing and to fully coherent energy loss. Moreover, the scatterings of quarkonia with
comoving particles occur more often backward than forward, due to the rapidity-asymmetric particle
multiplicities, and more often as well with the larger and less tightly bound excited states.
With a wide rapidity coverage spanning from about −5 to 5, the LHC data from the 4 experi-
ments are unique as they allow one to probe much smaller x values than at RHIC and with a larger reach
in pT. The higher c.m.s. energy, the competitive luminosities and the resolution of the detectors also
allow for more extensive studies of the bottomonium family. In fact, an important observation made
with Run 1 data was that of a relative suppression in p–Pb collisions of the excited Υ(2S),Υ(3S) states
compared to that of the Υ(1S) observed by CMS [495] as a function of the event activity (recently con-
firmed by ATLAS [496], but also observed in pp collisions by CMS [497]). Not only was it unexpected,
but it constitutes a challenge to the conventional interpretation of suppression observed in Pb–Pb col-
lisions [481, 483, 498], which is of a significantly larger magnitude, but of a similar pattern. Such a
relative suppression was also observed in the charmonium sector [499], where it is as well remarkable.
As far as the suppression of the Υ(1S) and J/ψ is concerned, they seem to follow the expectations
based on the RHIC results with a strong forward suppression described by shadowing – of a compatible
magnitude to that observed with HF data [329], or with the coherent energy loss mechanism [489].
More data, including that on Υ(nS) and Drell-Yan production, are clearly needed to disentangle both
effects [500] (see also Section 10.3.4). More precision for Υ(nS) and non-prompt J/ψ is in general
critically needed as the typical experimental uncertainties are still on the order of the expected effects.
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As a case in point, backward y data are not yet precise enough to quantify the magnitude of the gluon
antishadowing, see Section 10 for the possible relevance of quarkonium p–Pb LHC data on nuclear
PDF fits. Direct inclusion of this data in nPDF fits is however not yet possible, pending unambiguous
clarification of the different effects impacting quarkonium production in p–Pb collisions.
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Recently, the measurement of v2 of J/ψ in p–Pb collisions became available [501,502], indicating
a large azimuthal anisotropy, v2 . 0.1 up to pT . 8 GeV/c. Recent transport model calculations [490],
which are successful in describing the features of the data, including the transverse momentum and
centrality dependence of J/ψ and ψ(2S) production in p–Pb, cannot reach the high value of the v2
coefficient seen in data [501, 502] (see Fig. 52), suggesting that the observed v2 in p–Pb collisions
might also originate from initial state effects. A precision measurement in Runs 3 & 4 for a broad
rapidity range will clarify this.
In addition to conventional LHC collider data, one should not overlook the discriminating power
of data which can be collected in the fixed-target mode [503, 504]. Not only they correspond to com-
pletely different energy and (c.m.s.) rapidity ranges, but extremely competitive luminosities, up to a
few fb−1, are easily reachable, beyond what can be reached in the collider mode during Runs 3 & 4.
The LHCb collaboration has paved the way for a full fixed-target program at the LHC with their SMOG
luminosity monitor [505] used as an internal (He, Ne, Ar) gas target [506] (see also Section 11.4). It
is now clear that corresponding studies to those suggested above are possible [507] with the LHCb and
ALICE detectors with minor technical adjustments. They would drastically expand the scope of current
proton-nucleus quarkonium studies.
7.4.2 High-multiplicity pp collisions
Systematic studies of the quarkonium production in high-multiplicity pp events can play an important
role in understanding hadronisation. In particular, the correlation of the quarkonium yields with the
charged-particle multiplicity can provide new insights into the interplay between hard and soft pro-
cesses in particle production. Hidden and open heavy-flavour production measurements as a function
of the event activity were carried out at the LHC during Run 1 [495, 508]. The striking feature of the
data is that the production yields of quarkonia in high multiplicity events are significantly enhanced
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relative to minimum bias events, like for D mesons [509]. Specifically, the measurements of the self-
normalised yields (the yield divided by the mean yield in minimum bias collisions) as a function of
the self-normalised charged-particle multiplicity show an increase which is stronger than linear at the
highest multiplicities. The similarity between the D-meson and J/ψ results [508, 509] suggests that this
behaviour is most likely related to the production processes, and that hadronisation may only play a
secondary role. When comparing J/ψ preliminary results at
√
s = 13 TeV [510] to the ones previously
obtained at
√
s = 7 TeV [508], no significant energy dependence is observed, i.e. the relative J/ψ yields
for events with identical relative multiplicities give similar results. In addition, a dependence of the
excited-to-ground-state ratio with charged particle multiplicity is observed in the bottomonium sector in
pp collisions [495, 497].
The data are described both by initial-state models as well as by a model assuming hydrody-
namic evolution [511], considering that the energy density reached in pp collisions at LHC is high
enough to apply such evolution. Initial-state (saturation) effects are considered within i) the Color-
Glass-Condensate (CGC) framework [512]; ii) the percolation approach [513, 514]; iii) a model with
higher Fock states [515], based on parameters derived from p–Pb collisions. The energy dependence of
the cross sections is controlled by the saturation momentum Qs(x) in the case of the CGC or density
of colour ropes ρs(y, pT ) in the percolation model, which also governs the charged-hadron multiplicity;
events at different energies with the sameQs or ρs are therefore identical. For a given event multiplicity,
they predict the relative yields to be almost energy independent. It seems that, in any case, multiple
interactions at the partonic level need to be taken into account in order to reproduce the data [516–518].
Runs 3 & 4 data, reaching unprecedented high multiplicities because of larger data samples, and
allowing for differential studies in pT, will certainly help discriminate models. For instance, in the
percolation model, where colour interactions produce a reduction of the charged-particle multiplicities,
the deviation from the linear behaviour is expected to be steeper for high-pT quarkonia (and D mesons).
Moreover, measurements of J/ψ yields relative to those of D mesons with the same transverse mass
could help elucidate the relative contribution of hadronisation and initial-state effects.
Studies of double differential ratios of excited-to-ground quarkonium states versus relative mul-
tiplicity could help clarify the presence of final-state effects, either QGP-like or the ones proposed by
the comover model [519, 520]. Also, within the CGC+NRQCD framework [512], the relative contribu-
tions of the 4 leading J/ψ Fock states have been calculated as a function of the event activity, showing a
different dependence for different Fock states.
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The strongly interacting system formed in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions emits electromag-
netic radiation that can be detected using different probes: real direct photons or virtual photons mea-
surable via dilepton pairs. Direct photons can be split into prompt photons, emitted by the partons of
colliding nuclei during their inter-penetration, and thermal photons, emitted by the almost thermalized
hot system. For dileptons these contributions are called Drell-Yan and thermal, respectively. In contrast
to real photons, dileptons carry a mass and thus can be used to study the decay of massive particles, such
as the in-medium modified spectral shape of vector mesons, the ρ meson being the most prominent one,
and the search for particles beyond the Standard Model, e.g., dark photons. In this section, we outline the
measurement of photons via calorimetry and the so-called photon conversion method, as well as dielec-
tron (e+e−), and dimuon (µ+µ−) pairs in A–A collisions in the ALICE detector at the LHC. Moreover,
the photoproduction of dilepton pairs in peripheral collisions and the expected sensitivity for the search
of dark photons are discussed in subsections 8.2 and 8.3, respectively. We begin with a short review
of previous experimental results together with a summary of the basic theoretical models employed to
describe these data.
8.1 Thermal radiation and in-medium spectral function
Electromagnetic radiation from the hot and dense system formed in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions
in the form of real photons was measured for the first time at the SPS by WA98 [521]. The direct photon
spectrum measured in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 17.3 GeV showed an excess above the extrapolated
prompt photon signal based on measurements in proton induced reactions. The excess is described by
a large variety of hydrodynamic and cascade models (see [522] for review), most of which assume the
formation of a QGP phase. Also at the SPS, a modification of low-mass dilepton pairs in S–Au and Pb–
Au collisions relative to the expectation of in-vacuum hadron decays was observed by CERES [523–527]
and studied with high precision by NA60 in In–In collisions [528–531]. The data are consistent with
an in-medium ρ spectral function that, driven by the coupling to baryons, melts and approaches the one
from qq annihilation in the vicinity of the phase transition [532–534], which is compatible with chiral
symmetry restoration [136, 535]. On the other hand, the data cannot be described with a dropping mass
scenario, in which the ρ mass drops to zero as chiral symmetry is restored [536]. Beyond the issue of
chiral symmetry restoration, NA60 measured an excess of prompt dimuons in the intermediate mass
region between the φ and the J/ψ masses [529, 530]. Contrary to transverse-mass spectra of the dimuon
continuum at lower masses, this excess shows no increase of the exponential inverse slope with mass,
i.e., blue shift, that is typical for radial flow. This suggests that the source of this enhancement is from the
earliest phase of the collision, before significant radial flow has built up. This supports the idea that the
inverse slope of the invariant mass spectrum is insensitive to the expansion of the medium and therefore
a true measure of the average temperature. NA60 measured a value of T = 205±12 MeV [531], which
significantly exceeds the temperature of 154 ± 9 MeV, above which the formation of a QGP has been
predicted [50, 135].
At RHIC energies, PHENIX and STAR have measured an enhancement of e+e− pairs in the low
mass region in Au–Au collisions [537–540] that can be described with the same model of collisional
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broadening as used at the SPS. STAR measured that the enhancement above the hadron decay back-
ground does not change with collision energy between
√
sNN = 19 and 200 GeV [540]. Despite a
marked decrease of the net-baryon chemical potential in this energy range, the total baryon plus anti-
baryon density does not change much, providing further evidence that the ρ coupling to baryons and
antibaryons is responsible for the enhancement. Real direct photon production in Au–Au collisions was
measured by PHENIX [541–543]. An excess was observed compared to binary scaled direct photon
production in pp collisions. The signal was measured via quasi-real virtual photons, i.e., e+e− pairs
with small invariant mass, as well as real photons converting in detector material. The excess yield at
low pT appears to have a universal multiplicity dependence, scaling with the charged-particle multiplic-
ity at midrapidity to the power of about 1.25, independent of collision energy between
√
sNN = 39 and
200 GeV [543]. The transverse momentum spectrum of the excess yield has an exponential inverse
slope of T = 221± 19 (stat.)± 19 (syst.) MeV for central collisions and values close to that for other
centralities. The spectrum, however, is strongly blue shifted by radial flow in the later stages of the fire-
ball radiation, which is further supported by a sizeable elliptic flow (v2) of the direct photon signal [544].
Therefore, the inverse slope cannot directly be interpreted as an average temperature, which highlights
the importance of thermal dilepton measurements as a function of invariant mass. However, the mod-
elling of the space-time evolution offers the possibility of extracting temperature information from the
photon data [545]. The direct photon v2 is indeed comparable to the v2 of pions, which suggests late
emission of direct photons dominated by the hadronic phase [546]. A simultaneous description of the
elliptic flow effect, as well as the large direct photon excess, which implies early production, poses a
significant challenge to theoretical models.
The first measurement of direct photon production in Pb–Pb collisions with the ALICE detec-
tor [547] at the LHC also show an excess of thermal production at low pT < 3 GeV/c with respect to the
prompt direct photon expectation [548]. The extracted effective temperatures T = 297 ± 12 (stat.) ±
41 (syst.) MeV in central collisions and T = 410 ± 84 (stat.) ± 140 (syst.) MeV in semi-central
collisions are higher than those at RHIC energies, as expected. The direct photon elliptic flow was also
extracted in central and semi-central collisions [549]. The measured flow is close to the one at RHIC
energy and at low pT < 4 GeV/c to the one of final hadrons. However, this measurement does not cause
the same challenges to models, since the experimental uncertainties are still large at this point. The re-
duction of systematic uncertainties of the direct photon measurement is the main objective for Run 3 to
improve its significance. Moreover, a low magnetic field run will allow one to access the pT < 1 GeV/c
region where the thermal photon production increases rapidly. Theoretical calculations of thermal and
prompt photon productions are available at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV (Fig. 53) [209, 550–552]. The thermal
contribution dominant at low pT is given by the QGP photon emission rates and the hadronic photon
production rates, integrated over the space-time evolution of the system. In [209] a (2+1)D hydrody-
namic evolution with IP-Glasma initial conditions with initial flow and finite shear and bulk viscosity
is followed by a hadronic phase modelled using UrQMD. A longitudinal boost invariant (2+1)D ideal
hydrodynamics is used in [551], while in [552] a (2+1)D ideal hydrodynamic model including non-
vanishing initial flow is employed. The prompt photon component, dominant at high pT, is very similar
in all models. It is obtained from NLO pQCD calculations using the BFG-II photon fragmentation func-
tion and the CTEQ6.6 [551] or nCTEQ15 parton distribution function [550]. An increase by a factor ∼
1.5 at about pT ≈ 1 GeV/c and by a factor 1.5 to 2 for the prompt photons is predicted compared to
yields at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The predicted thermal photon elliptic flow parameters for central collisions
are close to each other at the two LHC energies and are very small. Differences become larger as one
goes towards peripheral collisions. Simultaneous measurements of photon yields and photon flow with
high accuracy and lower pT reach will provide constraints to theoretical models.
Dilepton measurements by ALICE at the LHC are not yet sensitive to possible low-mass enhance-
ment and thermal signals [555]. A precise measurement of the low-mass dielectron continuum will be
one of the main objectives of the ALICE physics programme during the LHC Run 3 and 4. In the mean-
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the in-medium ρ meson, qq → e+e−, qq → e+e−g, and q(q)g → e+e−q(q), hadronic sources, and
semileptonic decays of cc¯ and bb¯.
while, the dominant background of dielectrons from correlated semileptonic open heavy-flavour decays
is utilised to learn more about open heavy-flavour production in pp collisions at LHC energies [556,557].
The model by R. Rapp et al., an approach that has been proven to provide a quantitative descrip-
tion of the existing dilepton results [558], is based on two ingredients that are put into a realistic space-
time evolution [559]. The thermal dilepton radiation is modelled by emission rates from the hadronic
phase and the Quark–Gluon Plasma [534, 560]. A hadronic many-body approach [533] is used for the
medium-modified spectral functions of ρ and ω mesons. In addition, the equation of state is updated to a
cross-over transition around Tc = 170 MeV extracted from with recent lattice QCD computations, and
hadro-chemical freezeout at Tchem = 160 MeV [561]. Figure 54 (left) shows the calculations performed
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for central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV for in-medium radiation plus decays of the ρ meson
at the end of the system evolution. The pair-yield is estimated for the rapidity range |ye| < 0.85 and
transverse momentum of single electrons peT > 0.2 GeV/c and is normalized to the number of events
Nevt.
A complementary approach to study dilepton spectra and thermal radiation is provided by the
parton-hadron-string dynamics (PHSD) transport approach, which also successfully describes the exist-
ing experimental data [562, 563]. The in-medium modification of the ρ meson is incorporated in PHSD
by an off-shell transport of vector mesons with a dynamically changing set of spectral functions [564]
evolving towards the vacuum spectral function at the end of the collision history. The electromagnetic
radiation of the QGP is modelled by qq → e+e−, qq → e+e−g, and q(q)g → e+e−q(q) using effec-
tive propagators for quarks and gluons from a dynamical quasi-particle model [565]. Figure 54 (right)
shows both contributions to the dielectron spectrum in central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV
calculated from PHSD together with other sources of dielectrons: decays of long-lived light mesons into
e+e− (the so-called hadronic cocktail) and the semileptonic decay of hadrons containing heavy quarks,
such as D and B mesons.
Important input for models aiming to describe the dilepton yield at LHC energies are the in-
medium spectral functions for the vector mesons, most importantly the ρ meson, as well as the photon
and dilepton rates from the QGP. For the latter, Lattice QCD calculations, which are currently limited
to the quenched approximation, will hopefully be extended (e.g., larger lattices, especially in the time
direction, or facilitating extrapolations to the continuum limit) and be available at higher accuracy for
realistic systems including light dynamical degrees of freedom in the future. Recent updates on calcula-
tions of the photon rate [566], the electrical conductivity [567], and dilepton rates [568] are promising.
The photons and dilepton rates from Lattice calculations should in the future be combined with dy-
namical models like those in Fig. 54, thus improving their results. In addition, the in-medium spectral
functions could also use direct input from Lattice QCD [569, 570] or from a functional renormalization
group approach [571]. These models can further be refined by including the effects of dissipation, and
in that case the electrical conductivity will become of interest to both the dynamical evolution of the
medium as well as the electromagnetic rates. In order for that to be achieved self-consistently, the evolu-
tion of the medium and the electromagnetic rates need to be modified to account for dissipative effects,
which is a currently ongoing effort [209, 572, 573].
More differential information can be used to study the equation of state of the system throughout
the full collision history. The measurement of the elliptic flow coefficient v2 of thermal photons and
dileptons, especially if combined with results from hadronic channels, should put tighter constraints on
fundamental properties of the medium (e.g., transport coefficients), as well as its "initial conditions"
or "pre-equilibrium" dynamics [574]. For example, owing to the penetrating nature of dileptons, the
invariant mass dependence of the dilepton v2 is sensitive to the temperature dependence of both shear
[573] and bulk viscosity [572] in a way that is difficult to access using hadronic observables alone.
8.1.1 Real photons
ALICE has measured direct photon spectra in three centrality classes in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV [548]. An excess of direct photons was quantified by the pT dependent double ratio
Rγ ≡
γ incl
pi0param
/
γdecay
pi0param
=
γ incl
γdecay
, (27)
where γ incl is the measured inclusive photon spectrum, pi
0
param a parametrization of the measured pi
0
spectrum, and γdecay the calculated decay photon spectrum. The double ratio has the advantage that
some of the largest systematic uncertainties cancel partially or completely. The measurement combines
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Fig. 55: Rγ measured [548] (left) and Rγ projected [1] keeping the measured values of Rγ and recalcu-
lating the uncertainties as explained in the text.
results of the Photon Conversion Method (PCM) and of the Photon Spectrometer (PHOS), see Fig. 55,
left. In central collisions at low pT < 4 GeV/c an excess with respect to prompt photon predictions is
observed that is attributed to thermal photon emission from the QGP. In the 20% most central collisions
the low pT excess is of the order of 10–15%, while the total uncertainty of the order of 6%. A signal of
direct photons is found in central collisions, but on the level of∼ 2σ, while in mid-central and especially
in peripheral the significance is even smaller. On the other hand, peripheral collisions are important since
there one can estimate and restrict the contribution from prompt direct photons.
For Run 3 the PCM measurement will be influenced by the ALICE Inner Tracking System (ITS)
and Time Projection Chamber (TPC) upgrades, while PHOS and the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EM-
Cal) will be kept unchanged. The new ITS shows an improved low pT tracking efficiency, that will
partially compensate the efficiency loss due to the ∼ 30% reduction of its material thickness. Two
1 mm tungsten wires with well known thickness will be installed parallel to the beam direction for pre-
cise calibration of the material thickness as described later. The TPC continuous readout mode together
with large pile-up may prevent the use of photon conversions beyond a radius of 35 cm. This restriction
will translate into a ∼ 35% lower photon efficiency. On the other hand, the PCM measurement will
also profit from the dedicated heavy-ion run with reduced magnetic field of the ALICE solenoid, which
will considerably increase the low pT reconstruction efficiency. To estimate how one can improve the
accuracy of the measurement, the uncertainties are split into three classes: those which can be improved
with increase of statistics (statistical uncertainties, uncertainties related to pi0 spectrum extraction, η/pi0
ratio); uncertainties which can be reduced using new techniques and some special methods (material
budget estimate - with calibrated material analysis, energy scale in calorimeters with new hybrid pi0
methods); and uncertainties related to the properties of the detector which can not be improved (hadron
contamination in calorimeters, electron identification in conversion method etc.). To estimate the im-
provement of the uncertainties it is assumed that the integrated luminosity will reach Lint = 3.1 nb
−1
per Pb–Pb run and in total Lint = 13 nb
−1 at the end of Run 4, which is more than a factor of 100
larger the than integrated luminosity Lint = 10 µb
−1 used in the published analysis [548]. The major
improvement foreseen for Run 3 is the use of calibrated tungsten wires inserted into the ITS to determine
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Fig. 56: Direct photon flow in mid-central collisions. Left: direct photon collective flow measured in
Pb–Pb collisions compared to decay photon flow and several theoretical predictions. Right: expected
accuracy in Run 3 keeping the measured values of Rγ and v
γ
2 and recalculating the uncertainties as
explained in the text. Figure from Ref. [1].
the product of the photon flux times the γ reconstruction efficiency. This product would then be used
to precisely determine the material thickness in the rest of the ITS (assuming ϕ-independent photon
flux and taking the radial dependence of the reconstruction efficiency from simulation). The proposed
calibration method is based on weights calculated as the double ratio:
ωi =
(
N recγ (ri)
N recγ (rwire)
)data
/
(
N recγ (ri)
N recγ (rwire)
)MC
(28)
where N recγ (ri) and N
rec
γ (rwire) are the number of reconstructed γ ’s in data or in MC simulations in a
given radial bin and the calibrated wire, respectively. For the Run 3 projections a systematic uncertainty
of 1% on the ITS thickness is taken. The uncorrelated systematic uncertainties on the pi0 and η measure-
ments will be reduced by a factor 10 due to the increased luminosity as they are defined mostly by the
raw yield extraction uncertainties which scale proportional to statistical uncertainties. The systematic
uncertainties on the photon selection and particle identification are expected to be reduced by 50%. Fig-
ure 55 (right) shows the projection of the Rγ measurement for Run 3 calculated with these assumptions:
the measured values of Rγ are kept but the uncertainties are recalculated. The total errors are reduced
by ∼ 50%. In addition to the reduction of the uncertainties, the large data set foreseen for Run 3 will
allow exploration of the 0–1% centrality range.
The ALICE Collaboration carried out measurements of the direct photon elliptic flow [549] in
Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV for the two centrality classes, 0–20% and 20–40%, see Fig. 56,
left plot for 20–40% centrality. The measured direct photon elliptic flow vγ ,dir2 is compared to the esti-
mated decay photon elliptic flow vγ ,dec2 , marked as cocktail, and to the predictions of several theoretical
models. Similar to RHIC measurements, the direct and decay photon elliptic flow are very close and
systematically higher than theoretical predictions of hydrodynamic [575, 576] and the transport [577]
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models. However, because of the large uncertainties one can not presently exclude either of theoretical
calculations. Using the same assumption concerning photon and neutral measurements in Run 3 as for
Rγ , the expected accuracy of v
γ ,dir
2 measurements in Run 3 is estimated, see Fig. 56 (right). The mean
values are kept the same but the uncertainties are reduced as expected. Similar to Rγ with the current
assumptions the total errors will be reduced by factor ∼ 2 and one will be able to exclude or confirm
available theoretical calculations.
8.1.2 Dileptons
The sensitivity to the expected signal of thermal radiation and an in-medium modification of the ρ
spectral function in the dielectron and dimuon channels with the ALICE detector [86, 547] was studied
already in preparation for ITS upgrade in 2019/20 [2,3,68,477]. The measurement of low-mass dileptons
after this upgrade will profit from
– an improved vertex resolution, which leads to a better separation of electrons from prompt sources,
like thermal radiation, and electrons from the decays of heavy-flavour hadrons, for which cτ is
about 150 µm (open-charm hadrons) or 400 µm (open-beauty hadrons),
– a reduced material budget and improved tracking efficiency at low transverse momentum pT,
which leads to a smaller background of electrons and positrons from photon conversion in the
detector material,
– the installation of the muon forward tracker, that will lead to an improved mass resolution and
reduced background in the dimuon channel,
– and a higher rate capability (50 kHz in Pb–Pb collisions) that will increase the expected number
of events in the central barrel detector by a factor of 100. The increased rate capability also enables
the possibility to record in a single Pb–Pb run a large data sample with reduced magnetic field
value in the ALICE central barrel (B = 0.2 T instead of 0.5 T), which increases the phase-space
acceptance and the reconstruction efficiency of low momentum electrons and positrons.
The expected measured spectra discussed in this section closely follow the strategy that is discussed in
more detail in [2, 3, 68, 477].
For the dielectron channel an integrated luminosity Lint ≈ 3 nb−1 is assumed, which should
be collected in the dedicated Pb–Pb run at low field. The corresponding number of events in central
(0–10%) collisions is 2.5× 109. The input for the signal is composed of:
– contributions from the decays of long-lived light pseudoscalar and vector mesons (hadronic cock-
tail consisting of pi0,η,η’,ω, and φ), with particle ratios and spectral shapes extrapolated from
existing heavy-ion data at lower energies,
– correlated semileptonic charm decays based on calculations from the PYTHIA event generator
[578],
– and the radiation of thermal dileptons and a medium-modified spectral function for the ρ meson
in a realistic space-time evolution (see Fig. 54 (left)).
With respect to earlier calculations [2, 3, 68] a fast simulation of central Pb–Pb collisions is used here
to estimate the combinatorial background and the statistical significance of the signal. The particles
are produced with the event generator HIJING [579] and then propagated through the detector material
by GEANT3 [580]. An updated geometry of the ITS is utilised in the detector description and leads
to a more realistic treatment of conversion electrons and the subsequent background. Electrons are
reconstructed and identified via signals in the ALICE Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and Time-Of-
Flight (TOF) detector, a parametrised efficiency from runs at low magnetic field during LHC Run 2
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is applied. After pairing electrons and positrons an additional selection on the pair distance of closest
approach
DCAee(σ) =
√
(DCAxy,1/σxy,1)
2 + (DCAxy,2/σxy,2)
2 (29)
is applied to reduce the contribution from correlated semileptonic charm decays. The selection is cho-
sen such that 95% of these pairs are rejected, while having an efficiency for prompt pairs of ∼ 17%.
The signal distribution S, which includes the remaining charm and beauty hadron decays, is obtained
by subtraction of the combinatorial background from all e+e− pairs. The combinatorial background
B is estimated from like-sign pairs and a correction factor R that takes into account the different ac-
ceptance of the apparatus for unlike- and like-sign pairs [555–557]. The significance that is used to
project the statistical uncertainty on the measurement is calculated as S/
√
S + 2B. The signal S is
shown in Fig. 57 (left) together with all input distributions. In order to extract the QGP component and
the in-medium modified ρ spectral function, the hadronic cocktail and the contribution from correlated
semileptonic charm decays is subtracted and shown in Fig. 58 (left). In addition, the systematic uncer-
tainties from the combinatorial background and signal extraction, as well as physical backgrounds after
subtraction are shown. The relative systematic uncertainty of the signal, from tracking, track matching,
and particle identification, is assumed to be 10%. For the systematic uncertainty of B a mass indepen-
dent uncertainty of theR factor of 0.02% is used. Relative systematic uncertainties from the light-hadron
cocktail and the total charm cross section of 10% and 15%, respectively, are applied.
In the dimuon channel, the integrated luminosity of Pb–Pb collisions (Lint ≈ 10nb−1) is used. In
this channel, the main source of background is represented by the combinatorial pairs of muons coming
from uncorrelated semimuonic decays of light-flavoured mesons, mainly pions and kaons, copiously
produced in high-energy nuclear collisions. The opposite-sign dimuon mass spectrum obtained after the
subtraction of the combinatorial background evaluated by means of an event mixing technique, results
from the superposition of several opposite-sign correlated dimuon sources, represented in the right panel
of Fig. 57. In order to isolate the thermal dimuon radiation and the in-medium modified line shapes of
the ρ meson, the known and well-identifiable sources of the hadronic cocktail — 2-body and Dalitz
decays of the η, ω, φ mesons, for which no in-medium effect is expected — are subtracted from the
total opposite-sign correlated dimuon mass spectrum. A 10% systematic uncertainty in the evaluation
of the shape and the normalization of these sources has been considered in the performance studies. The
same procedure has been also applied for the subtraction of the dimuons from the open charm and open
beauty processes; alternatively, these two sources could be separated from the prompt ones by means of
an analysis based on the discrimination of the dimuon offset at the primary vertex.
The spectral function of low-mass dielectrons and dimuons in the mass region of the modified
ρ-meson spectral function Mee ≈ 0.5 GeV/c2 can be extracted with a systematic uncertainty of ≈
15% and ≈ 20%, respectively (see Fig. 58). The sizeable contribution of thermal dilepton pairs above
Mee > 1.1 GeV/c
2 can be used to extract the temperature of the system. An exponential fit with dN
/dMee ∼ M3/2ee exp( - Mee/Tfit ) to the subtracted e+e− spectra in the invariant mass region 1.1 <
Mee < 2.0 GeV/c
2 was performed. Comparing the fit parameter Tfit to the real temperature Treal from
the fit to the thermal contribution, a statistical uncertainty of 5% and systematic uncertainty of 10%
and 20% for the background and the charm subtraction, respectively, were estimated. The same kind
of measurement is also expected to be possible in the dimuon channel, considering a dedicated set of
cuts optimized for the analysis of the intermediate mass region (the cuts considered in the right panel of
Fig. 58 being optimized for the signal extraction in the mass region below ∼ 1 GeV/c2).
An alternative method to separate the thermal component from the modified heavy-flavour pro-
duction in the intermediate mass range, is to fit the measured DCAee distribution as a function of the
dielectron invariant mass and pair transverse momentum with a three component function, including the
contributions from prompt dielectron sources, from open-charm hadron decays and from open-beauty
hadron decays. Since the shape of the heavy-flavour DCAee spectra is quasi model independent, the
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dielectron yield of open heavy-flavour decays in the ALICE acceptance can be determined from the data
with small uncertainties, without relying on theoretical calculations. Such fits were performed already
with the Run 1 data in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [556]. Nevertheless, the statistics available did not
allow for a differential study.
The measurement of the dielectron elliptic flow coefficient v2 as a function of Mee in peripheral
Pb–Pb collisions (40–60%) was studied already in [2]. It was shown that an absolute statistical uncer-
tainty on v2 of σv2 ≈ 0.01 can be achieved. Such uncertainties present a very encouraging prospect for
dilepton studies since temperature dependent shear viscosity [573], bulk viscosity [572, 581], and early
stages of reaction dynamics [574] have effects on the order of a few up to tens of percent on dilepton v2,
and thus future constraints on these properties will greatly benefit from a statistically improved dilepton
v2 measurement.
8.2 Two-photon and photonuclear interactions
Heavy ions carry strong electromagnetic fields. Their electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular, so
may be treated as a flux of nearly-real photons [582]. These photon fields can give rise to photonuclear
(photon on nucleus) and two-photon interactions. Although these interactions are expected to occur in
both ultra-peripheral (UPC) and more central collisions, they were not generally expected to be visible in
non-UPC collisions. The few final state particles from the photon-mediated interactions were expected
to be swamped by the more copious hadronically produced particles. That expectation changed recently,
when ALICE [583] and then STAR [584, 585] and ATLAS [586] observed excesses of dileptons pro-
duced at very small pair pT, pT < 100 MeV/c. These pairs were prominent in Pb–Pb and Au–Au
collisions, but not in pp interactions; the excess corresponded to RAA > 5. This is inconsistent with
all expectations for hadroproduction, but consistent with photoproduction, where the pair pT scale is
set by the nuclear radius RA, with pT ≈ ~/RA. The kinematics of these pairs may be affected by the
medium in which they are produced or propagate, so they may probe the evolving Quark–Gluon Plasma
or associated magnetic fields.
UPC photon-mediated interactions have been studied at both RHIC and the LHC [582,587–590].
The agreement between data and calculations is quite good. Photoproduction of ρ, ω, ρ’ , J/ψ, J/ψ’,
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Fig. 58: Excess (after subtraction of light hadron decays and from correlated charm semileptonic de-
cays) e+e− (left) and µ+µ− (right) invariant mass spectrum for 0–10% most central Pb–Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV. The green boxes show the systematic uncertainties from the combinatorial back-
ground subtraction, the magenta (left) and blue (right) boxes indicate systematic errors related to the
subtraction of the cocktail and charm contribution. Figures from Ref. [1].
Υ and direct pi+ pi− pairs has been observed, along with two-photon production of dilepton pairs and
light-by-light scattering. In peripheral collisions, photon-mediated interactions might be used to probe
the nuclear medium that they may occur in, including the QGP [584, 586]. The produced leptons may
interact with this medium, leading to alterations in their momentum.
Peripheral collisions introduce several new considerations for photon-mediated reactions, partic-
ularly evolving coherence conditions for both photon emission and coherent photon-nucleus scattering.
Photon emission in both γ γ and photonuclear interactions is expected to be completely coherent, gov-
erned by the nuclear form factor F (q) [591]. The photon emission from a nucleus moving with Lorentz
boost γ should occur before the hadronic interaction (which is taken to occur at t = 0), at a retarded
time, t − x/c [592], where x = |b|/γ; |b| is the transverse distance from the photon emission point to
where it interacts. For very small impact parameters, some coherence may be lost, and a more detailed
calculation is needed. For photon-nucleus collisions, the situation is more complicated, and will be
discussed below.
Here, two-photon interactions and coherent photonuclear interactions are discussed.
8.2.1 Two-photon interactions
In two-photon interactions, each nucleus emits a photon, which then interact and form a lepton pair. In
UPCs, this process is well described by the Weizsäcker-Williams approach (where each photon is treated
as real), except at very low pair pT, where a lowest-order QED calculation works better [593]. UPC cal-
culations can be easily extended to include peripheral collisions [594–596]. The kinematic distributions
are similar to those in UPCs, and the cross-section depends on the range of impact parameters.
Recently, the ATLAS collaboration [586] presented results showing a dramatic modification to
γ γ → µ+µ− in peripheral collisions. Figure 59 shows the pair acoplanarity α, the azimuthal angular
deviation from being perfectly back-to-back, and A, the energy imbalance between the two leptons.
For UPCs, they found good agreement with the STARlight [597, 598] reference, with the data and
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Fig. 59: Acoplanarity (α, top) and lepton energy imbalance (A, bottom) as a function of centrality, for
dimuon pairs with pair mass above 10 GeV/c2, observed in the ATLAS detector. From Ref. [586].
calculations peaked at small α and A. More central collisions show dramatic changes with the low-
α peak largely disappearing, and the A distributions only minimally changed. ATLAS described this
as "Consistent with order of magnitude estimates from kinetic theory for multiple scattering off electric
charges in thermal plasma." Multiple scattering would remove the peak at low α, but leave A largely
unaffected. A recent calculation finds that the magnitude of the change in α is at least roughly consistent
with that expected for leptons propagating through a Quark–Gluon Plasma [599]. If multiple scattering
is large, though, one might also expect some bremsstrahlung, which should increase A. To evaluate
this further requires a calculation of how many of the produced leptons are produced in the medium,
and/or traverse it. An alternate explanation could involve the leptons bending in the magnetic field from
the QGP. If a QGP is electrically conducting, then it may acquire an induced magnetic field from the
short-lived magnetic fields carried by the two nuclei [600]. The QGP field, however, will be longer lived,
and could bend the produced leptons in opposite directions, reducing their coplanarity. Symmetry also
predicts that it should disappear for the most central collisions [599], except possibly for event-by-event
fluctuations.
The STAR Collaboration also has studied two-photon e+e− production in peripheral Au–Au
collisions; they found a small difference between their pair pT spectrum and calculations, and suggest
that it might be due to medium effects [584]. ALICE has not yet seen these pairs [583], likely because
their pair acceptance requires lepton pT > 1 GeV/c, eliminating most pairs from γ γ reactions.
Coupled with better theoretical calculations, the large Pb–Pb integrated luminosity in Run 3 and
4 can confirm and dramatically expand our understanding of this effect. One important goal is to expand
the study to cover a much wider range of masses. Figure 60 shows the expected mass spectrum obtain-
able by ATLAS for a 13 nb−1 integrated luminosity run, assuming no changes in the trigger; masses
up to 100 GeV/c2 should be accessible. These high mass pairs correspond to two-photon interactions
in or very near the two nuclei, so should show increased effects due to interactions with the medium or
magnetic fields associated with the Quark–Gluon Plasma.
In contrast, lower masses correspond to larger distances between the dilepton production point
and the nuclei, so in-medium effects may be smaller. These lower masses should be accessible with a
softer requirement on the muon momentum. It would also be interesting to compare e+e− with µ+µ−
(and possibly τ+ τ−), since the lighter leptons should interact more. If the leptons interact with the
medium, then the electron A distribution should show more change than that for muons.
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Fig. 60: Expected dimuon yield in ATLAS acceptance (both muons with pT > 4 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4),
for 40–80% centrality Pb–Pb collisions and the expected Run 3/4 integrated luminosity of 13 nb−1.
Masses up to 100 GeV/c2 are accessible. The effective 8 GeV/c2 minimum mass is because of the
nearly back-to-back topology and the 4 GeV/c minimum muon pT cut. This was calculated using
STARlight [594, 598].
8.2.2 Photonuclear interactions
In photonuclear interactions, a photon emitted by one nucleus fluctuates to a quark-antiquark dipole,
which then scatters elastically from the other (target) nucleus, emerging as a real vector meson. The
scattering occurs via Pomeron exchange, which preserves the photon quantum numbers. In perturbative
QCD, Pomerons are made up of gluons, so the process is sensitive to the gluon distribution in the target
nucleus. UPC measurements are consistent with moderate gluon shadowing. In coherent scattering, the
typical pair pT is ~/RA. Incoherent scattering is also possible, with a lower cross-section. There the
quark-antiquark dipole scatters elastically from a single nucleon (or, at still higher pT inelastically from
a single nucleon), producing a vector meson with a typical pT of a few hundred MeV/c.
Both ALICE [583] and STAR [585] have observed coherent J/ψ photoproduction in peripheral
heavy-ion collisions. There are a number of parallel theoretical calculations [592, 601]. The photon
emission process is similar to the two-photon case, but the dipole-nucleons scattering happens at the
same time as the hadronic interaction, introducing several complications to the calculations. This imme-
diately raises several questions: What happens to the coherence if a target nucleon is involved in an inter-
action? Does the dipole-nucleon interaction occur before or after the nuclear collisions? If the hadronic
interaction occurs first, the target nucleon will have lost energy, so the photon-nucleon cross-section will
be smaller. A detailed calculation should consider both possibilities. There is also destructive interfer-
ence between photoproduction from the two possible target nuclei [602]; this interference extends to
higher pT for more central collisions, and should reduce the cross-section for the region where nuclear
collisions occur. At b = 0, we expect complete destructive interference. Ref. [592] makes predictions
for a variety of coherence conditions, and as Fig. 61 shows, finds that the ALICE and STAR data likely
lie below the region where there is complete coherence for both photon emission and scattering, but
probably above that where coherence is limited to only the spectator nucleons. This is not surprising,
but there is at least one element missing from this calculation. The lifetime of J/ψ particles is of the
order 10−20 s, far shorter than that of the expanding Quark–Gluon Plasma. Coherently photoproduced
J/ψ have pT ∼ 100 MeV/c, so, near mid-rapidity, are moving at a small fraction of the speed of light.
Particularly for more central collisions, one would expect many of them to be engulfed by the expanded
QGP, before they have a chance to decay.
The ALICE error bars are large, and more data, from the current and future runs are needed to
pin down the centrality dependence of the cross section. More data will also allow access to additional
observables. A detailed study of the shape of dσ/dpT would shed more light on the possible loss of
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Fig. 61: J/ψ coherent photoproduction cross-sections in peripheral collisions, as a function of the num-
ber of participants (bottom), and impact parameter (top) with Au–Au collisions at RHIC (left) and
Pb–Pb at the LHC (right). The four curves are for different assumptions regarding centrality for the
photon emitter (first particle listed) and the target (second particle listed). From Ref. [583, 592].
coherence in more central collisions. There are also expected correlations between the reaction plane,
which can be determined from the hadronic part of the collision, with the photonuclear interaction.
Because the destructive interference between photoproduction at mid-rapidity on the two nuclei goes as
σ ∼ |1 − exp (i~b · ~pT)|2 [603], the azimuthal direction of ~pT provides information about the azimuthal
direction of ~b, i.e., the reaction plane. Thus, it can be used either as an independent measurement of
the reaction plane, or as a test of the loss of correlation. Also, the J/ψ polarization follows that of the
photon that produced it, so it also follows~b, providing another probe of the reaction plane. With a large
data sample, one may also be able to probe incoherent J/ψ photoproduction, at least in very peripheral
hadronic collisions, where the signal-to-noise ratio is high.
It will be very interesting to study ψ’ and Υ photoproduction in peripheral collisions. Since these
mesons have different sizes from the J/ψ, they should interact with the medium with different strengths.
These studies should be possible at HL-LHC.
8.3 Dark photons
Dark Matter is a hypothetical form of matter that is responsible for accounting for approximately 80%
of the matter in the Universe [604]. Dark matter cannot be incorporated into the Standard Model, so
the introduction of dark matter requires new interactions between dark matter particles and the ordinary
Standard Model particles via unknown dark-sector forces [605]. The dark sector could have a rich
structure with a few possible candidates, where one of them is regarded as Dark Photon (A′) with
Lmix ∝ g2FµνXµν . The dark photon is introduced as an extra-U(1) gauge boson and acts as a messenger
particle of a dark sector with the residual interaction (g) to the Standard Model particles. Understanding
of possible interactions of dark photons has been motivated by a number of astrophysical anomalies
such as antiproton spectrum in the cosmic rays measured by AMS Collaboration, positron excess in the
cosmic rays observed earlier by PAMELA [606] and confirmed by FERMI [607] and AMS [608], and
the long standing discrepancy between the measured and the calculated anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon (g − 2)µ, where the difference is more than three standard deviations away from zero [609].
If the dark photon is the lightest state of the dark sector and therefore can decay only into the
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Standard Model particles, dark photons with mass mA′ ≤ 2mµ decay only into electron-positron pairs.
For dark photons above 2 muon threshold (mA′ ≥ 2mµ), dark photons can decay into muon pairs.
For (mA′ ≥ 2mpi), dark photons can decay into hadrons as well. A lot of experimental activities have
been seen recently and constraints of mixing parameter (g2) as a function of dark photon mass (mA′)
has been done from many experiments. They are, for example, beam-dump experiments (measurement
of lepton pairs from dark photons behind a sufficiently long shield. Examples are E141 [610] and
E137 [611] at SLAC, E774 [612] at Fermilab), fixed-target experiments (by scattering the electron beam
on a nuclear target, the dark photon may be emitted in the initial or final state and coupling to electron-
positron pairs is studied by looking for a bump in the electron-positron invariant mass. Examples are
A1 [613] at MAMI in Mainz, APEX [614] at JLAB, DarkLight [615] at JLAB) and collider experiments
(BABAR [616], NA48/2 [617] at SPS, WASA [618] at COSY, HADES [619] at GSI, PHENIX [620] at
RHIC, LHCb [621] and ALICE at LHC). Since any process in which a virtual photon couples to lepton
pairs or hadrons can be used to search for dark photons, following processes are used in the collider
experiments: measurements of Dalitz decays of the pi0/η/η′ → γA′ mesons and rare meson decays
such as K → piA′, φ → ηA′, and D∗ → D0A′, Bremsstrahlung process (e−Z → e−ZA′ with A′
emitted at very forward direction), radiative decay of vector resonances and initial state radiation (done
by BABAR using radiative decays of Υ(3S) and done by KLOE [622] using φ → e+e−). The 79-string
IceCube search for dark matter in the Sun public data is used to test Secluded Dark Matter models [623].
Dark matter particles can be captured by the Sun, annihilate, and produce a neutrino flux that can be
observed at Earth and that depends on the dark matter scattering cross section off nuclei and on the dark
matter annihilation rate and final states. This analysis constrains a kinetic mixing parameter g ∼ 10−9
between 0.22 and ∼ 1 GeV [623].
ALICE has good capabilities for electron identification in the low transverse momentum region,
that enables the measurement of a large sample of the pi0 Dalitz decays [556]. ALICE searches for
possible decays of pi0 → γA′, A′ → e+e− by examining the electron-positron invariant mass in a large
sample of pi0 Dalitz decay for 20 ≤ Mee ≤ 90 MeV/c2 in pp collisions at 7 TeV (Lint ∼ 4 nb−1) and
p–Pb collisions at 5.0 TeV (Lint ∼ 40 µb−1) as shown in Fig. 62.
LHCb has good capabilities to measure muons and hardware and software triggers enable the accumu-
lation of a large sample of dimuon pairs. LHCb searches for prompt-like and long-lived dark photons
produced in pp collisions at 13 TeV, using A′ → µ+µ− decays from a large data sample corresponding
to Lint ∼ 1.6 fb−1 collected during 2016, where the prompt-like A′ search is shown in Fig. 62 [621].
The ALICE upgrade during LS2 will greatly improve the efficiency of electron-positron mea-
surements and data taking capability. Figure 63 shows expected constraints that will be achieved by
ALICE and LHCb together with the future experiments. After the major ALICE upgrade, ALICE will
accumulate 6 pb−1, 0.3 pb−1, 10 nb−1, 0.3 pb−1, and 3 nb−1 of pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions at
0.5 T, and p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions at 0.2 T, respectively. LHCb will improve sensitivity of dark
photon searches to large regions of the unexplored space. These new constraints leverage the improved
invariant-mass and vertex resolution, as well as the unique capabilities of the particle-identification and
real-time data-analysis with triggerless readout, that enables to accumulate Lint ∼ 15 fb−1 [625].
8.4 Limitations and outlook
While the statistical precision for the measurement of low mass dielectrons and dimuons as well as real
photons will be sufficient in LHC Run 3 and 4 to study their yield as a function transverse momentum
and with respect to the event plane (elliptic flow), more differential measurements might still be limited.
The measurement of the photon polarization via the angular distribution of dileptons can not only pro-
vide information on the thermalization of the system, but also on the early stages of the collision [626].
Experimentally these distributions have been measured in the NA60 experiment [627], where no po-
larization was found concluding that the observed excess dimuons are in agreement with the thermal
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Fig. 62: 90% of confidence level of mixing parameter as a function of dark photon mass. Figure is
adapted from Ref. [624]. Red and blue are from ALICE and LHCb [621]. Light grey band contains
results from BABAR, KLOE, A1, APEX, NA48/2, E774, E141, E137, KEK, Orsay, BESIII, CHARM,
HPS, NA64, NOMAD, NuCAL, and PS191 [624].
ALI-SIMUL-309974
Fig. 63: 90% of CL constrained by ALICE and LHCb in HL-LHC era. Constraints by ALICE are based
on 6 pb−1, 0.3 pb−1, 10 nb−1, 0.3 pb−1, and 3 nb−1 of pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions at 0.5 T,
and p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions at 0.2 T and by LHCb are based on 15 fb−1. ALICE projection from
Ref. [1]. The other projections are adopted from Ref. [624].
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emission from a a randomized system. In order to study the angular distributions, for example in the
Collins-Soper reference frame [628–630] in the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle ϕ, a large data set
is needed (NA60 used ∼ 50000 excess µ+µ− pairs).
Another promising direction is measurement of Bose-Einstein (BE) correlations of direct photons.
With this probe one can trace space-time dimensions of the hottest part of the fireball and moreover,
varying kT of the photon pair, one can select pairs coming mostly from earlier or later stages of the
collision and thus look at evolution of the fireball. On the other hand, from the correlation strength
parameter one can extract the direct photon spectrum down to very low pT ∼ 100 MeV/c. So far
there was one successful measurement of direct photon BE correlations by the WA98 Collaboration
[631], while at RHIC and LHC energies these measurements are still unavailable. The reason is that
the expected strength of these correlations λPGg = 1/2(N
dir
γ /N
tot
γ )
2 is extremely small. Moreover,
in contrast to massive particles, averaging of full 3D correlation function C2(qout, qside, qlong) to 1D
C2(qinv) results in further dramatic decrease of correlation strength [631]. This requires very large
statistics in addition to understanding the detector response.
A first step to increase the statistical precision and the available data set for low-mass dileptons
could be a further upgrade of the inner barrel of silicon detectors of the ALICE apparatus that is cur-
rently under discussion [302]. The planned reduction of the material budget would reduce conversion
probability. In addition, an improvement of the tracking efficiency especially at low momentum would
increase the conversion rejection efficiency even further. First studies [302] showed that the statistical
uncertainty can be reduced by a factor 1.3, while the systematic uncertainty from the subtraction of the
combinatorial background would be reduced by a factor of two. With a better pointing resolution the
rejection of charm background is improved and would lead to a reduced systematic uncertainty from the
subtraction of the light-hadron and charm decay backgrounds by a factor of two.
Finally, the detection of thermal radiation using low invariant mass and transverse momentum
dielectron pairs is one of the main physics goals driving the concept for a possible new heavy-ion exper-
iment at the LHC [306]. This experiment, which could be a follow-up of the ALICE experiment in the
2030s, would be mainly based on ultra-thin and granular silicon pixel detectors.
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9 Emergence of hot and dense QCD matter in small systems
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9.1 Introduction
In the program of proton–proton collisions at the LHC, the main effort is focused on hard processes
which are embedded in an underlying event consisting of soft low-pT particles. The underlying event
is described using models, such as Pythia [516] or HERWIG [632], based on essentially free streaming
(i.e. no final-state interactions) of the produced particles, supplemented by a non-perturbative cluster
or string fragmentation picture [633, 634] to model the non-perturbative soft-particle production. The
same models are used to describe minimum-bias events, i.e. events without any signal trigger, primarily
consisting of soft QCD interactions. In the past years at LHC, during Run 1 and 2, this picture was
challenged by several observations that qualitatively differ from the model expectations and cannot
be accommodated by tuning of the existing models used to describe minimum-bias collisions and the
underlying event [635].
The first such observation was the unexpected discovery in 2010 of azimuthal correlations of final-
state hadrons in very high multiplicity proton–proton collisions [315], referred to by the ridge. These
persist at large separation in rapidity on the near side surrounding the jet-like peak. A few years later,
a similar observation was made in high multiplicity p–Pb collisions [316]. By subtracting the jet-like
contribution in p–Pb collisions, a second long-range rapidity correlation on the away side, back-to-back
in azimuth to the first observed correlation, was extracted [317, 318]. Even later, the procedure was
adapted to pp collisions, allowing one to identify two long-range contributions also in high-multiplicity
pp collisions [636,637]. Under certain assumptions even lower-multiplicity pp collisions show the same
features [636]. With these observations the similarity of small and large collision systems with respect
to azimuthal correlations had been clearly demonstrated.
The second observation was that of enhanced production of multi-strange hadrons in high-
multiplicity pp collisions extending the puzzle from final-state particle kinematics to include also
hadrochemistry. Already after Run 1, several experiments reported that ratios of strange to non-strange
particle yields, in minimum-bias collisions, could not be described using model fits obtained from
LEP data [638–641]. After systematic studies of this discrepancy, it was found that not only does
strangeness increase smoothly with particle density at mid-rapidity in pp collisions, the dependence on
this observable continues smoothly to p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions [642].
Initially, these collision systems were thought as a reference for the effects observed in Pb–Pb
collisions. But the discovery of these qualitatively new features has turned the study of small systems
into a field on its own, with significant interest in both the heavy-ion and the high-energy physics com-
munity.
In ultra-relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions, ranging from early SPS experiments at CERN
through the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) to LHC,
similar observations have been interpreted as evidence of formation of a droplet of thermalised Quark–
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Gluon Plasma. The long-range azimuthal correlations, and in particular their lowest harmonic com-
ponent v2, have been used in combination with relativistic fluid-dynamical modeling to constrain the
material properties of the plasma. The striking result from RHIC was that the plasma formed in central
nucleus–nucleus collisions flows as a liquid nearly without dissipation such that its specific shear viscos-
ity η/s – quantifying the dissipative properties of the medium – was found to be smaller than that of any
other known substance. The inferred value of the specific shear viscosity η/s ∼ 0.07− 0.16 was found
to be significantly smaller than the expectation from perturbative QCD and other quasiparticle models,
and closer to the expectation of holographic model calculations of strongly coupled (maximally super-
symmetric N = 4) gauge theories in the limit of large number of colors Nc → ∞. These models can
be seen as models of fluids with minimal dissipation allowed by basic principles of quantum mechanics
thus giving rise to the paradigm of Quark–Gluon Plasma as a perfect liquid. Perfect liquid models do, by
definition, not have any quasi-particle structure. This means that they do not have any degrees of free-
dom which can free stream for an appreciable amount of time, compared to their de Broglie wavelength.
In that context it is notable that the observation of fluid–like signatures in small systems can be described
as a small modification of the free streaming evolution, challenging the perfect-fluid paradigm.
There are several theoretical pictures that have been suggested to explain the smooth onset of
signals of collectivity in small systems. The pp event generators have been supplemented on the one
hand with elements describing string or cluster fragmentation in a dense medium [643, 644] to address
the hadrochemistry, and on the other hand with final-state interactions between the fragmenting strings
to account for the final-state kinematical correlations [645]. The models underlying pp event generators
can then in turn be extrapolated to cover p–Pb and Pb–Pb collision systems, which is an approach
used since the 1980’s [579,646]. Recent theoretical developments [647,648] have improved the state of
such extrapolations to a degree where also the supplemented hadronisation models can be extrapolated
in order to provide a microscopic picture of the QGP even in large systems. The question whether such
extrapolations will give even a qualitative description of the observed features is still open.
At the same time, the description of large systems has been employed in regimes initially thought
to be not accessible by models implementing the perfect-fluid paradigm. Their application down to
proton–proton collisions [211, 649, 650], taken at face value, would imply the formation of a nearly
perfect liquid even in the smallest collision systems. Furthermore, pQCD based saturation models can
describe the emergence of charged-particle azimuthal anisotropy (vn) [651]. In these models the final-
state azimuthal correlations can arise either from the intrinsic correlations in the nuclear wave function
(initial-state correlations) as correlated anisotropic particle production or as a final-state interaction after
the initial particle production. In heavy-ion collisions, statistical models [652] have been very successful
in describing the hadrochemistry of particle yields. Their extension to pp collisions shows promise,
but similarly with points of tension [653]. Regardless of whether the approach is to extrapolate from
pp to Pb–Pb collisions or the other way around, it is crucial to establish that any such model can
capture the essential features of intermediate systems. Asymmetric collision systems such as p–Pb,
provide challenges and opportunities for both approaches. They may be used as a necessary intermediate
stepping stone for pp to A–A extrapolations, and they provide possible discrimination between saturation
and fluid approaches as a possible point of tension [654, 655].
A question remains to what extent these different models are describing qualitatively different
physical phenomena or to what extent they are different representations of the same underlying physics
of final-state interactions. For this reason it is important to develop theoretical tools that encompass
both the fluid-dynamic limit and the free-streaming limit to theoretically describe how the microscopic
physics that leads to fluid-dynamic behavior in A–A collisions should represent itself in small systems.
An attempt to do so comes from transport theory, which can describe microscopic interactions but in
the limit of large number of final-state interactions allows for a coarse-grained effective description
in terms of fluid dynamics. As such, transport theory has the potential to bridge the gap between small
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systems, where final-state interactions act as small modification to the free-streaming evolution, and cen-
tral nucleus–nucleus collisions where the final-state interactions bring the matter to the fluid-dynamical
limit [216].
The experimental program in the large intermediate region — spanning from mid-central Pb–
Pb and Xe–Xe collisions, through p–Pb collisions down to minimum-bias pp collisions — offers a
possibility to bridge the difference between the two limits by providing a setup where the microscopic
final-state interactions that lead in central Pb–Pb collision to the formation of a QGP may be studied in
isolation in the limit of small number of final-state interactions.
The suggested theoretical pictures may have implications for high-energy physics analyses, which
depend on reliable models of the underlying event. As an example, it has been recently shown that
the discussed long-range correlations are also present in the underlying event of Z-tagged pp colli-
sions [656]. The direct implication is the necessity for questioning the correct description of the underly-
ing event of MC models. As the usual models used to describe the underlying event do not describe such
long-range correlations, even qualitatively, the uncertainty introduced by imposing a model dependence,
might be larger than expected, as e.g. shown for colour reconnection effects on tt¯ final states [657].
As such, better descriptions of collective effects in small systems could also probe vital for reducing
uncertainties in high-energy physics analyses.
The main experimental task in future years is a detailed examination and characterization of the
observed effects in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions, in order to understand whether such effects are
different or similar in origin in small and large systems. For such a task to be successful, all three types
of collision systems, pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb must be utilized, as they each offer unique features not
obtainable from the other systems. The central Pb–Pb collision system is so far the only one where
all features of collectivity (including multi–particle correlations, jet quenching, quarkonia supression,
thermal photons and hadrochemistry) have been observed. For the study of small collision systems,
central Pb–Pb offers the only viable true collective reference. Conversely, pp is so far the smallest
collision system where collective effects have been observed, and the only system where a smooth
transition to the e+e− expectation could be reasonably expected. In the intermediate region p–Pb
collisions are the only one of the three collision systems which offer, both, a saturation dominated
initial state with a well known geometry, and, in a single event the Pb-going and p-going direction
allowing the study between both regimes. The potential study of O–O collisions provides an interesting
system with smaller fluctuations in the number of participating nucleons. Furthermore, the detailed study
of asymmetric collision systems provides valuable input both to models extrapolating pp dynamics to
Pb–Pb collisions, and for providing quantitative distinction between initial-state saturation effects and
final-state interactions.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 9.2 gives an overview presenting the observations
that have been made and comparing them between pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions. Subsequently,
Sect. 9.3 summarizes the open questions and discusses how these can be addressed at HL-LHC. Sect. 9.4
details the multiplicity distribution which needs to be extrapolated to be used for performance studies,
the expected energy densities and the data-taking conditions assumed. A set of performance studies
which address the open questions are introduced in Sect. 9.5–9.9 ranging from correlation measures,
over hadrochemistry to signatures of energy loss and thermal radiation. Finally, Sect. 9.10 presents the
opportunities of a short run of O–O collisions.
9.2 Overview of experimental results and critical assessment
This section will give an overview where the measurements in Pb–Pb, p–Pb and pp collisions at LHC
provide a consistent picture and where differences emerge. In addition, it is pointed out where measure-
ments are missing and where additional data is needed which forms the basis for the projections given
in the subsequent sections of this chapter. Table 8 lists the different observables and if they have been
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measured in the Pb–Pb, p–Pb and pp collision systems. In the following a critical assessment of the
findings is performed.
Particle spectra In all three systems, the pT spectra of identified particles harden with increasing
multiplicity. If this is interpreted by using a combined blast-wave parametrisation in Pb–Pb collisions4
a larger radial flow is observed in pp and p–Pb collisions at the same multiplicity [653] as expected by
Ref. [659]. In the intermediate pT region (2 < pT < 5 GeV/c), enhancement of baryon-to-meson ratios
is observed in all three systems. Recombination models suggest that the number of constituent quarks
of the hadrons determine this enhancement [321, 660–666]. Particle ratios and yields are described as
in the Grand Canonical ensemble by the statistical model with the strangeness undersaturation factor
γS ≈ 1 with an accuracy of approximately 10–30% for Pb–Pb collisions and at 20–40% level for p–Pb
collisions (except for the Ω meson). The statistical model has been so far applied to minimum-bias pp
collisions and when treated as a canonical ensemble, was found to describe the yields with γCS < 1 and
deviations of only about 20–40% from the expected yields [322, 642, 667, 668].
Pressure-driven expansion and anisotropies Assuming that the pressure gradients build up early
in the evolution of the created system, initial spatial anisotropies (εn) translate into final momentum
anisotropies, namely anisotropic flow (vn) in a system with small viscosity. A large number of detailed
studies have been done on different coefficients of anisotropic flow. Higher-order flow harmonics are
in particular more sensitive to initial-state fluctuations and therefore can constrain the initial conditions
of the system. Anisotropic flow has been measured with two-particle correlation techniques up to v7 in
Pb–Pb, v5 in p–Pb, and v4 in pp collisions for charged particles. These vn coefficients exhibit weaker
multiplicity dependence in pp and p–Pb collisions than in Pb–Pb collisions where this is closely related
to the shape of the overlap region [48, 316–318, 636, 637, 681–691].
Higher-order cumulants have been measured using Lee-Yang Zeros (LYZ) method and multi-
particle correlation techniques with up to 8 particles in both Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions and up to 6
particles in pp collisions [218, 320, 686, 691, 700–710]. Interestingly, for each collision system, the
measurements of the cumulants at different orders (n ≥ 4) are similar within 10%. The presence of
non-zero higher-order cumulants with similar magnitude can be interpreted as evidence for a hydrody-
namically evolving system. However, some disfavor this interpretation since models that do not incor-
porate hydrodynamics have also been able to reproduce these results [755–757]. The pT-differential
vn measurements for identified particles show the characteristic mass dependence of anisotropic flow
up to v5 in Pb–Pb, v3 in p–Pb, and v2 in pp collisions where heavier particles are depleted at low
pT [48, 319, 330, 686, 689, 692–694]. In Pb–Pb collisions this is ascribed to the interplay between ra-
dial flow and anisotropic flow harmonics at low pT and recombination at higher pT. This characteristic
mass dependence has been described by hydrodynamic calculations to a good approximation in all three
systems. In the intermediate pT values in all three systems a meson-baryon grouping can be observed
which points to a combination of hydrodynamics and quark coalescence (or recombination).
The non-linear hydrodynamic response of the system has been probed using symmetric cumulants
which quantify the correlation between different anisotropic flow harmonics. Symmetric cumulants, that
are also known as mixed harmonics, have been measured in all three systems up to SC(5,3) in Pb–Pb
and SC(4,2) in p–Pb and pp collisions [227, 690, 711–714]. Different order harmonic correlations
have different sensitivities to the transport properties of the system and the initial conditions. Based
on the hydrodynamic calculations the data favour a small shear viscosity [758]. In addition, the linear
and non-linear hydrodynamic response has been investigated in Pb–Pb collisions up to the sixth order
flow harmonic [715]. These new observables, i.e. linear and non-linear flow modes, are very sensitive
to details of the hydrodynamic modelling, i.e. initial conditions and the transport properties of the
4A combined blast-wave parametrisation model is a blast-wave model that fits charged pions, kaons and (anti-)protons
simultaneously. In [658], combined blast-wave parametrisation perfectly describes pi± (0.5 < pT < 1 GeV/c), K
± (0.2 <
pT < 1.5 GeV/c) and p + p (0.3 < pT < 3 GeV/c).
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system. Current data–model comparison show this sensitivity which help to constrain the transport
properties of the QGP created in Pb–Pb collisions [715]. Linear (vLn ) and non-linear (v
NL
n ) flow modes
in pp and p–Pb collisions are not yet measured and can constrain the transport properties as well as
initial conditions of these small systems. Furthermore, hydrodynamic calculations capture qualitatively
"higher-order" details, such as the breaking of factorization due to event-plane angle decorrelations in
pT and η measured in both Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions [217, 687, 721]. With the existing data such
measurements are not yet possible in pp collisions. Similarly, event-by-event vn measurements have
only been done in Pb–Pb collisions [722–724] and it would be interesting to study those in both p–Pb
and pp collisions.
Directed flow, for the rapidity-odd as well as the rapidity-even components, of charged particles
at mid-rapidity was measured relative to the collision symmetry plane defined by the spectator nucleons,
and evidence for dipole-like initial-state density fluctuations in the overlap region was found in Pb–Pb
collisions [695]. In small systems, the concept of directed flow is less clear, especially in pp collisions.
If there is collectivity in pp collisions, one could also expect a non-zero directed flow measurement.
This is technically challenging since the measurement of the spectator plane is not feasible in small
systems and, hence, v1 could only be measured using higher-order (n ≥ 4) cumulants. The width of
the balance functions, 〈∆η〉 and 〈∆ϕ〉, have been measured for charged particles in pp, p–Pb and Pb–
Pb collisions [696, 698]. The balance function probes the charge creation time and the development of
collectivity in the produced system. These measurements are consistent with the picture of a system
exhibiting larger radial flow with increasing multiplicity but also whose charges are created at the later
stages of the collision. The charge-dependent azimuthal correlations are measured in both Pb–Pb and
p–Pb collisions [675–678, 680]. These correlations quantify the influence of the chiral magnetic effect
(CME) and the chiral magnetic wave (CMW) on the produced particles. These correlators are also
sensitive to strong background contributions, for example from local charge conservation and possibly
radial and anisotropic flow.
The freeze-out radii in three orthogonal directions ("out", "side", "long") can be deduced from
measurements of quantum-statistic correlations between pairs of same-charge pions and kaons (HBT) at
low-momentum transfer. The HBT radii in all collision systems are found to scale with 3
√
Nch indicating
a constant density at freeze-out, and to decrease with increasing pair momentum kT as expected from
hydrodynamics. The size along the emission direction is similar to the geometric size of the system
(Rout/Rside ≈ 1) in Pb–Pb collisions [673–675, 678, 679, 679] and Rout/Rside ≤ 1 for both p–Pb and
pp collisions [675–678, 680].
Direct photons Direct-photon measurements in the low pT region are so far performed in Pb–Pb
and pp collisions. The measurements are reproduced by models assuming the formation of a QGP in
Pb–Pb collisions [548]. In this measurement, one cannot discriminate between the available models
due to the large systematic uncertainties: models incorporating different initial temperatures, i.e. from
385 to 740 MeV in the most central Pb–Pb collisions, are able to reproduce the measurements. Nev-
ertheless, the comparison among these models suggests that the initial temperature in central Pb–Pb
collisions must exceed about 400 MeV [548]. No significant direct-photon signal has been extracted in
pp collisions at current available center-of-mass energies [725].
Energy loss The created system in Pb–Pb collisions is opaque for high-pT colored probes. Due
to radiational and collisional energy loss high-pT colored probes are strongly suppressed (jet quenching)
whereas the system is transparent for photons and other colorless probes [327, 348, 350, 351, 356, 729–
731, 734]. Jet quenching leads to a large asymmetry in back-to-back jet pT and slightly modified jet
fragmentation functions inside small jet cone sizes (R = 0.4). Most of the radiated energy appears at
large angles (R > 0.8) [352, 364, 378, 726, 727].
On the contrary, the picture is different in p–Pb collisions: measurements of inclusive high-
pT hadron and inclusive jet yields in minimum-bias p–Pb collisions at the LHC are consistent with
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RpPb = 1 within the current accuracy of approximately 20%; i.e. no evidence of medium-induced
modification is observed [327, 732, 733, 735, 736]. For event classes split by event activity, neither
medium-induced modification in inclusive hadron production nor dijet transverse momentum imbalance
are observed [327, 728, 736]; in contrast, for inclusive jet yields RpPb is strongly suppressed relative
to unity in “central” p–Pb collisions, and strongly enhanced in “peripheral” p–Pb collisions [735],
attributed to selection biases [737].
The semi-inclusive yield of jets recoiling from a high-pT trigger hadron has been used to search
for jet quenching in p–Pb collisions [737]. This observable is trigger-normalized and semi-inclusive,
and it therefore has greater systematic sensitivity to jet quenching effects in small systems than inclusive
jet observables. Nevertheless, no significant jet quenching effects within the uncertainties of the mea-
surement have been observed. These uncertainties can be expressed as an upper limit of 400 MeV (at
90% CL) on medium-induced energy transport outside a jet cone with R = 0.4. This value is a factor 20
smaller than the magnitude of out-of-cone energy transport measured by a similar approach in Pb–Pb
collisions [358].
Heavy flavour Due to interactions and rescattering with the medium, also heavy-flavour particles
exhibit finite anisotropies as shown with non-zero v2 measurements for heavy flavour particles in both
Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions [262,330,464–468,501,740–744], see also Chapter 5. In addition, J/ψ sup-
pression in Pb–Pb collisions shows an enhancement w.r.t. RHIC energies [749]. Models incorporating
a J/ψ regeneration component from deconfined charm quarks in the medium can reproduce these mea-
surements [458, 749]. The limited understanding of cold nuclear matter effects in the open charm cross
section determination, however, restricts the ability of these models to fully describe the experimental
data on J/ψ production in Pb–Pb collisions [754]. The size of these effects can be quantified by mea-
surements in p–Pb collision. In p–Pb collisions, J/ψ is suppressed relative to pp collisions [754]. The
production of the excited charmonium state, Ψ(2S) as well as different bottomonium states (Υ(nS)) have
been measured in both Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions [482,496,747,749,753] which shows a suppression
w.r.t. the ground state.
9.3 Open questions and new opportunities at HL-LHC
The previous section has extensively reviewed the state-of-the-art experimental knowledge of pp and
p–Pb collisions. Certain gaps in knowledge became apparent due to either insufficient available data or
shortcomings in the present detectors. The HL era of LHC can make a significant step ahead in many
areas. The most relevant ones are discussed with dedicated performance projections in the remainder of
this chapter.
Run 3 and 4 will allow the study of unprecedentedly high-multiplicity pp collisions. In order to do
estimates in this regime, Sect. 9.4 will establish a firm extrapolation of the multiplicity distribution based
on current LHC data together with a review of the data sample to expect. The large multiplicities bring
a qualitatively new feature: a wide overlap between pp and Pb–Pb collisions up to about 65% central
collisions allowing a unique opportunity to compare observables in a small (pp) and large (Pb–Pb)
system at the same multiplicity. Studies in p–Pb collisions amend the picture. Given that multiplicity
is not the only driving variable of a system, comparisons of estimates of the energy density in pp, p–
Pb and Pb–Pb collisions are made below. The uniqueness of these extreme multiplicity pp collisions
warrants that the study of their global-event properties are an interesting subject in itself, see Sect. 9.5.
Subsequently, a set of key observables is presented which require either the large data samples
or the upgraded detectors. In particular the measurement of thermal dileptons profits from the new
ALICE pixel detector with reduced material budget, and the measurement of higher-order correlations
from the extended tracker acceptance in Run 4 in ATLAS and CMS. Correlations at higher orders using
the subevent method will provide an essentially non-flow free measurement of vn coefficients and their
inter-correlations measured through symmetric cumulants, see Sect. 9.6. These measurements focus on
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two interesting regimes: at high multiplicity where the overlap with Pb–Pb collisions will be studied,
and at low multiplicity to answer the question on the onset of collective phenomena. This section also
shows that the measurement of the probability distribution of event-by-event v2 becomes for the first
time feasible in small systems, a quantity presently completely unknown in pp collisions.
The smooth increase of strange-particle production across system size is one of the key surprising
findings from Run 2 pp physics. A projection of the reach at HL-LHC is given in Sect. 9.7 showing
that the question if the thermal limit, given by statistical models in Pb–Pb collisions, is reached also in
pp collisions can be answered. A puzzling finding is the absence of jet quenching in p–Pb collisions
with the measurements performed in Run 1 and 2. If final-state interactions are to explain the observed
collective phenomena, also energy loss of traversing partons should be measurable. Section 9.8 discusses
how jet quenching can be observed in Run 3 and 4 if present, or alternatively how a stringent limit can
be set. Performance studies are presented for hadron–jet, γ–jet and Z–jet correlations, both, in p–Pb
and pp collisions. Finally, the potential to detect thermal radiation and extract a medium temperature
in p–Pb collisions is presented in Sect. 9.9. Such a measurement would constitute a strong indication
of the formation of an emitting medium. Finally, the potential of colliding smaller nuclei, in particular
oxygen, is assessed in Sect. 9.10.
9.4 Proton–proton collisions at extreme multiplicities
9.4.1 Multiplicity distribution
For the performance estimates at high multiplicity in pp collisions, a multiplicity-distribution extrapola-
tion has been used which is based on existing ALICE (|η| < 1.5) [759] and ATLAS (|η| < 2.5) [760,761]
data. Data from CMS [762] is compatible with the used distributions and is therefore not explicitly in-
cluded in the extrapolation. A parameterisation with a single5 negative binomial distribution is used to
characterize the multiplicity distribution [763, 764].
The data is shown in Fig. 64 overlaid with the fit with a single negative binomial distribution of
the tail of the distribution (20–40% of the cross-section). The three parameters of this fit are itself fit
with a power law to extrapolate to
√
s = 14 TeV.
The resulting extrapolated multiplicity distribution for 14 TeV is shown in Fig. 65 for the ALICE
and ATLAS case. In addition, these are compared scaled by their respective average multiplicities. The
agreement is rather good, with some discrepancy in the tail of the distribution. The extrapolation based
on the smaller phase-space region falls off more quickly with multiplicity, and is therefore used as the
conservative estimate for the extrapolations in this chapter.
9.4.2 Energy density
While the multiplicity is a convenient and well-defined observable to compare different collision sys-
tems, the underlying dynamics may be driven by other properties. In large collision systems, the energy
density  is often used to characterize the system and the expected effects. Figure 66 shows an estimate
of the energy density for pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions based on IP-Glasma [765] as well as on the
Bjorken estimate:
 =
1
Aτ
〈E〉3
2
dNch
dy
. (30)
For the latter, the input is the multiplicity-dependent 〈pT〉 [734,766] as well as the multiplicity-dependent
transverse overlap from a Glauber MC [767]. The energy density is calculated at fixed τ = 0.2 fm/c.
It should be noted that these assumptions can be challenged and other ways to calculate  are available
which can lead to largely different value in particular in pp and p–Pb collisions. Here the aim is only to
5At LHC energies two NBDs are needed for a good fit to the full distribution, but one is sufficient for the tail of the
distribution.
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Fig. 64: Multiplicity distributions measured by ALICE [759] (left panel) and ATLAS [760, 761] (right
panel) overlaid by the fit with a negative binomial distribution. For details see text.
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Fig. 65: Extrapolated multiplicity distributions in pp collisions within |η| < 1.5 (left panel) and |η| <
2.5 (centre panel). The indicated regions are (from left to right) 5–7, 7–10, 10–12, 12–14, 14–16 times
the average multiplicity. In the left panel the multiplicity distribution of Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions is
also plotted. The right panel compares these two distributions scaled by the average multiplicity. The
extrapolation for |η| < 2.5 turns out to be a bit wider at large multiplicities; therefore the one based on
|η| < 1.5 is used as baseline.
show that the energy density depends on the system at a fixed multiplicity, and can reach large values in
pp and p–Pb collisions, of the order of central Pb–Pb collisions.
9.4.3 Data-taking conditions and integrated luminosity for pp collisions
For the performance studies in this chapter, a high-multiplicity sample of Lint = 200 pb
−1 is assumed
per experiment. In order to assure a clean trigger, collisions at low µ ≈ 1 are needed which requires
special runs or special conditions at the end of fill for ATLAS and CMS. For LHCb, the comparatively
low pileup and good vertex resolution should allow for recording high-multiplicity events during normal
running conditions at a pile up of about five visible pp interactions. ALICE generally runs at low µ and
can collect a similar sample over a longer data-taking period. For Run 4, the upgraded tracking and
vertex detectors in ATLAS and CMS may allow to isolate high-multiplicity collisions also in a large µ
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Table 9: Number of pp events at
√
s = 14 TeV in selected high-multiplicity bins.
Range dNch/dη Fraction Events per pb
−1 Events in 200 pb−1
5–7 〈Nch〉 35–49 2.4e-03 1.9e+08 3.7e+10
7–10 〈Nch〉 49–70 1.3e-04 1.0e+07 2.0e+09
10–12 〈Nch〉 70–84 1.1e-06 9.0e+04 1.8e+07
12–14 〈Nch〉 84–98 4.7e-08 3.7e+03 7.3e+05
14–16 〈Nch〉 98–112 1.8e-09 1.4e+02 2.8e+04
environment. This option needs to be carefully studied.
Table 9 gives the fraction of cross-section and the number of events in five multiplicity classes:
5–7, 7–10, 10–12, 12–14 and 14–16 times the average multiplicity. Table 10 gives the number of events
of bins with equivalent multiplicity than commonly measured multiplicity bins in p–Pb and Pb–Pb
collisions. For the calculation of the number of events σinel = 78.4 mb [767] is used. These tables
are the key input for the performance figures presented in this chapter. The conversion of the provided
dNch/dη to multiplicity ranges with larger pseudorapidity coverage is done for simplicity assuming a
flat pseudorapidity distribution within |η| < 2.5. For the conversion to a phase space with a pT cut as
employed in many current measurements a set of conversation factors is used, listed in Tab. 11.
9.5 Global-event properties
The measurement of global-event observables in rare high-multiplicity pp collisions are of interest in
itself. The shape of the multiplicity distribution, which has been largely extrapolated in the previous
section, is today a challenge for models. The dynamics of producing very large multiplicity events is
not understood in detail and therefore the shape of the distribution is an important input. Furthermore,
studies of 〈pT〉 as a function of multiplicity [766] have shown a strong increase with multiplicity. How-
ever, those measurements exist only up to dNch/dη ≈ 55, while the measurements at HL-LHC promise
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Table 10: Number of events in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV sliced in equivalent multiplicity bins as in
p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions.
Range dNch/dη Events per pb
−1 Events in 200 pb−1
0–5% p–Pb 41–56 4.9e+07 9.8e+09
5–10% p–Pb 34–41 1.9e+08 3.8e+10
10–20% p–Pb 27–34 6.6e+08 1.3e+11
60–65% Pb–Pb 98–137 1.5e+02 3.0e+04
65–70% Pb–Pb 68–98 1.6e+05 3.1e+07
70–75% Pb–Pb 45–68 2.1e+07 4.2e+09
75–80% Pb–Pb 29–45 5.9e+08 1.2e+11
Table 11: Conversion factors between Nch with a pT threshold, and Nch including particles down to
pT = 0. The factor shown is Nch/Nch(pT > X), extracted with Pythia 8, tune CUETP8M1 [768]. A
potential multiplicity dependence of this factor is neglected for the projections in this chapter.
|η|
pT > 0.1 GeV/c > 0.2 GeV/c > 0.3 GeV/c > 0.4 GeV/c > 0.5 GeV/c
|η| < 1.5 1.03 1.11 1.22 1.31 1.40
|η| < 2.4 1.04 1.14 1.27 1.42 1.55
a measurement beyond twice that value.
The shape of the multiplicity distribution and the growth of 〈pT〉 are closely connected to the
physics of multiple parton interactions: high-multiplicity collisions are understood as originating from
the collision of multiple partons within the same pp collisions. It has been shown that the number of (low
momentum transfer) parton interactions increases linearly with multiplicity with a possible saturation at
large multiplicity [769]. The prospect of showing that adding another parton interaction to an already
busy event may be strongly suppressed, is an important ingredient to a revised conceptual understanding
of particle production in high-energy pp collisions. Together with the studies of symmetric cumulants
(see the subsequent Section), HL-LHC will determine not only if there is a saturation limit for multiple
parton interactions, but also the parton structure within the proton.
9.6 Particle correlations
The measurements of two-particle correlations and higher-order cumulants have been the initial obser-
vations of collective-like effects in small systems. In pp collisions, two distinct regions are of interest at
HL-LHC: the high-multiplicity tail to compare to p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions and the low-multiplicity
region to investigate the onset of these effects. In the following, several performance estimates are given
as examples for the rich physics which can be addressed.
State-of-the-art measured 4-particle cumulants of v3 (c3{4}) in pp and p–Pb collisions are pre-
sented in Fig. 67 overlaid with the projection for HL-LHC. In order to remove non-flow contributions,
the 3-subevent method is applied. In pp collisions, with the data collected in Run 2, the statistical uncer-
tainties are large and the c3{4} values are consistent with zero in most of theNch range. On the contrary,
in large systems, significant non-zero c3{4} up to −0.4 · 10−6 depending on centrality has been mea-
sured [707], which reflects the nucleonic fluctuations in the initial state. Whether similar behaviour is
observed in small systems still needs to be studied. The increase in luminosity in Run 3 and 4 provides
a great opportunity to measure c3{4} in pp collisions with high precision: the statistics are sufficient to
measure a signal as small as v3{4} = 1.5% for Nch ' 170, while 2% are accessible with large signifi-
cance over a wide multiplicity range (Nch ' 100). Similarly, in p–Pb collision, the current result shows
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Fig. 67: 4-particle cumulants c3{4} measured with 3-subevent method for pp (left panel) and p–Pb
collisions (right panel) as a function of Nch (|η| < 2.5 and 0.3 < pT < 3 GeV/c). Only statistical
uncertainties are shown in the figure and the gray band represents the projected statistical uncertainty,
with c3{4} assumed to be zero. The red and green dash lines represent 1.5% and 2.0% v3{4} signal,
respectively. The vertical line in the left panel indicates the transition between minimum-bias and high-
multiplicity triggered data. Figures from Ref. [6].
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that c3{4} is consistent with zero, but increased statistics will help to detect a potential non-zero c3{4}
smaller than 1.5% for 100 / Nch / 500. Similarly, the precision of the already measured non-zero
c2{4} will be greatly improved [6].
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Lint = 200 pb
−1. The data points indicate the reach with the detector in Run 3 (|η| < 2.5) while the gray
band the enlarged acceptance of |η| < 4 in Run 4. The yellow, red and green dash lines represent 1.0%,
1.5% and 2.0% v3{4} signal, respectively. Figure from Ref. [6]. Right panel: Symmetric cumulants
with 3 subevents (as in left panel of Fig. 68) for pp collisions with Lint = 200 pb
−1. The blue (gray)
area indicates the projected uncertainty for Run 3 (4). Figure from Ref. [11].
The correlations of flow harmonics between different orders, called symmetric cumulants, are
very sensitive to the initial state and the hydrodynamic evolution in heavy-ion collisions. In Pb–Pb
collisions these are, for instance, used to constrain the shear viscosity over entropy ratio η/s. In addi-
tion, they challenge the description of the observed phenomena within initial-state saturation models.
Their measurement in small systems can provide important insight in the validity of the hydrodynamic
description of the observed phenomena. Here, symmetric cumulants probe in particular the proton sub-
structure [770] which is needed to provide a solid description of the initial state, a necessary ingredient
for the hydrodynamic description. The present uncertainties of such measurement in small systems are
too large for a definitive conclusion, in particular in pp collisions, due to the dominance of non-flow like
jets and resonance decays. Figure 68 shows the performance projection of SC(2, 3) = 〈v22v23〉−〈v22〉〈v23〉
for HL-LHC for pp and p–Pb collisions. The uncertainties of the measurement without subevents would
become practically invisible, however, those stay dominated by non-flow effects. A measurement requir-
ing two, three and even four subevents becomes possible with uncertainties of the order of a few times
10−7 depending on multiplicity. Such results can give a definitive answer if a similar hydrodynamic
footprint is observed in small and large systems.
Figure 69 illustrates the reduction of the statistical uncertainty due to the larger tracker acceptance
in Run 4 for ATLAS and CMS. For this 4-particle correlator a reduction of the uncertainties of about 2.5
is expected, and therefore even the measurement of a 1% v3{4} signal comes into reach. The influence
of the acceptance increase on the uncertainties of 6- and 8-particle cumulants will be larger, factor 4 and
6.5, respectively. Similarly, the uncertainties on the SC measurement reduce significantly at larger pT.
Figure 70 (left panel) illustrates the reach which can be obtained for the v2 measurement of heavy-
flavoured objects in p–Pb collisions. Shown are projections for heavy-flavour electrons and inclusive
J/ψ by ALICE as well as for prompt D and J/ψ by CMS. Minor uncertainties are expected for this
observable with the potential to demonstrate for the first time with significance the final-state interaction
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collisions. The projection is for the equivalent pp multiplicity (circles) as in 60–65% centrality in Pb–
Pb collisions (squares).
of charm and beauty in a small collision system.
The vn fluctuates on an event-by-event basis as no two nuclei have identical parton distribution.
The probability density distribution of vn, p(vn) is closely related to event-by-event fluctuations of
the eccentricities, p(εn) as v2 ∝ k22. Therefore its measurement provides crucial information about
the initial conditions and the final-state dynamics of the medium. To characterise the initial-state spa-
tial anisotropy these measurements are fitted with Bessel-Gaussian and elliptic power functions. The
measurements of probability density distributions for v2 at Pb–Pb collisions are described well by the
Bessel-Gaussian function at central collisions and less in peripheral collisions [722–724]. This deviation
from the Bessel-Gaussian function is expected in peripheral collisions as k2 increases slightly at large 2
values [771]. Measurements are well described by the elliptic power functions in all centrality intervals
of Pb–Pb collisions [723]. These measurement have not yet been attempted in small systems due to
the insufficient available statistics. Figure 70 (right panel) presents a projection for the measurement of
p(vn) in pp collisions. This extrapolation is based on the p(v2) measurement in 60–65% centrality Pb–
Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [722]. In this simple study, the same signal is assumed although the
mean and width of the distribution is most likely smaller in pp collisions. Such a measurement would
constitute the first measurement of p(vn) in pp collisions, and can shed important light on the nature of
the observed v2 coefficients.
9.7 Strangeness enhancement
The unexpected increase of the strange-particle yield normalized by the pion yield as a function of
Nch is one of the key observations in small systems. In pp collisions these ratios are measured up
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to dNch/dη ≈ 17 with some overlap with p–Pb collisions. The most peripheral Pb–Pb collisions
measured have a dNch/dη ≈ 96, nearly 6 times larger. Figure 71 presents the expected reach of the
Ω/pi ratio in pp collisions which will bridge the present gap between pp and Pb–Pb collisions. In
particular, if the measured increasing trend would continue, the Ω/pi ratio would grow larger than in
peripheral Pb–Pb collisions. Assuming that strangeness enhancement scales with the energy density of
the system, Fig. 66 suggests that it should indeed be possible to see that the high-multiplicity pp results
exceed the low multiplicity Pb–Pb results (crossover). Whether the signature will be as striking as the
projection in Fig. 71, depends on the details of the assumed scaling law. At this point simulations are not
precise enough to provide quantitative predictions of such a crossover, and HL-LHC experimental results
on strangeness enhancement will as such be driving the theoretical development. The scenario with a
clear crossover will be immediately distinguishable from a scenario where the Ω/pi ratio flattens, and
connects smoothly with the Pb–Pb result. Such a result will in itself also be groundbreaking, as it will
indicate that the thermal limit reached in Pb–Pb collisions will already be realized in high-multiplicity
pp collision.
9.8 Energy loss
As discussed in Sect. 9.2, inclusive high-pT hadron and jet yields show at present no evidence of
medium-induced energy loss in p–Pb collisions, and suffer from selection biases if measured in event
classes. Inclusive measurements with the large event set expected at HL-LHC therefore do not help
to resolve the question of energy loss in small systems. However, coincidence measurements of jets
recoiling against a trigger object are not subject to such biases, and have the potential to identify small
energy-loss effects or put stringent upper limits. In this section, projections are given for correlations
between high-pT hadrons and jets, as well as jets and γ and Z.
Figure 72 shows a projection of the measurement of semi-inclusive hadron–jet correlations in
LHC Run 3 and 4, for pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV and p–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The
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Fig. 72: Modification of jet-recoil yields extracted from semi-inclusive hadron–jet correlations for pp
collisions (left) and p–Pb collisions (right) within the ALICE acceptance. Shown is the ratio of high
event-activity (EA) and low-EA recoil spectra as a function of pchT,jet, with high-EA corresponding to
5–7 〈Nch〉 in pp collisions (left panel), and the 0–5% bin for p–Pb collisions (right panel). Since no
EA-dependent shift is imposed, the parent distribution of the ratio has the value of unity at all pT. The
red lines show the 90% CL limit for a possible EA-dependent spectrum shift. Figures from Ref. [1].
figure shows the ratio of trigger-normalized recoil spectra for events selected on high and low event-
activity (EA) classes. This projection is based on Pythia simulations for pp collisions, which gives the
expected number of charged-hadron triggers in the interval 15 < pT,trig < 20 GeV (scaled by A to
model p–Pb collisions), and the per-trigger recoil jet spectrum. The measured enhancement in the per-
event high-pT hadron yield for pp collisions in high-multiplicity collisions [653] has been taken into
account.
The projection represents the case where no energy loss occurs for high-EA relative to low-EA
collisions, and demonstrates the statistically achievable limit. The 90% confidence level for a possible
EA-dependent spectrum shift due to large-angle energy transport from jet quenching [737] is 70 MeV/c
for p–Pb (5% highest EA) and 21 MeV/c for pp collisions (5–7 〈Nch〉). These values are over 100 times
smaller than the spectrum shift measured in Pb–Pb collisions [358]. The high statistics of the HL-LHC
dataset enables this approach to be applied to yet more stringent EA selections; for 7–10 〈Nch〉 (10–
12 〈Nch〉) the corresponding 90% CL limit on energy loss is expected to be 69 MeV/c (590 MeV/c).
Projections for the correlation of jets and γ as well as jets and Z are presented in Fig. 73 for
pp and p–Pb collisions. Shown are distribution of the momentum fraction xjX = p
jet
T /p
X
T where
X is the γ or Z. Given that the γ and Z can be considered unmodified by final-state interactions,
a potential energy loss acting on the jet would directly alter the xjX distribution. For pp collisions,
the left panel of Fig. 73 presents the distribution for different classes in multiplicity based on Pythia,
demonstrating the reach. It can be also seen that the distribution shifts significantly as a function of
multiplicity without final-state interactions, but purely due to the presence of an underlying event. This
shift is caused by selection biases, e.g. the likelihood of multi-jet events is increased by requiring higher
event multiplicity. In order to extract a firm conclusion on energy loss, this observable needs to be
compared to theoretical calculations or tuned generators which reproduce multiplicity and underlying-
event fluctuations in e+e− and pp collisions. The right panel of Fig. 73 presents the projection for p–Pb
collisions for MB collisions but in different pseudorapidity intervals sensitive to potential differences in
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the p and Pb hemisphere.
9.9 Thermal Radiation
The measurement of thermal radiation in p–Pb collisions can be considered as a smoking gun for the
formation of a system with an energy scale above the phase-transition temperature, see Chapter 8. In
order to estimate the sensitivity to the thermal radiation in p–Pb collisions, a similar strategy as in
Sec. 8.1.2 was used. The combinatorial background was scaled from Pb–Pb collisions to the expected
number of pairs in p–Pb collisions. The pair efficiency (including the efficiency for rejecting e+e− pairs
from semileptonic charm decays) is assumed to be the same as in Pb–Pb collisions. Subsequently, the
temperature of the QGP is extracted in the same way as in Sec. 8.1.2. The minimum thermal photon to
pi0 (both decaying into e+e−) ratio that is needed for a fit to the invariant mass spectrum with a statistical
uncertainty σT,stat = 10% as a function of Lint up to 2000 nb
−1 is shown in Fig. 74. If the considered
prediction is accurate, an integrated luminosity of about 50 nb−1 is sufficient for the measurement. In
case the signal is 50% smaller about 4–5 times the statistics is needed.
9.10 Potential of O–O Collisions
A promising opportunity to study the emergence of collective phenomena further as well as the presence
of possible parton energy loss in small collision systems, are collisions of smaller nuclei. In particular,
collisions of oxygen are an efficient way of investigating the properties of low-multiplicity heavy-ion
collisions, which in large A–A systems only occurs for peripheral geometries. The achieved multiplic-
ities in O–O collisions are similar to p–Pb collisions with the significant advantage that the collision
geometry is much better defined. This is demonstrated in Fig. 75, which shows the correlations between
number of participants, multiplicities and impact parameter in O–O and p–Pb collisions. The correla-
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radiation) (right axis) for achieving a 10% statistical uncertainty on the extracted temperature. Figure
from Ref. [1].
tions between Npart and impact parameter as well as multiplicity and Npart is much narrower in O–O
collisions as compared to p–Pb collisions. Consequently, highest multiplicities in p–Pb collisions are
only accessible in the tail of the distribution while similar multiplicities are already reached in O–O
collisions in the plateau region. This is shown in Fig. 76 illustrated for the 20–40% event class.
Scaling the measured nuclear-modification factor in Pb–Pb collisions at 5.02 TeV [327] at sim-
ilar multiplicities as for central O–O collisions while roughly accounting for the artificial suppression
caused by the multiplicity bias present in such peripheral Pb–Pb collisions [734], allows to estimate the
expected effect on the RAA in O–O collisions to about 20%. Out of this deviation from unity, about half
can be attributed to biases due to the multiplicity selection in such small collision systems already in
absence of nuclear effects [772]. An observable deviations from unity of about 10% caused by energy
loss in the produced medium remains. While this expected suppression may seem small, it should be
possible to measure it already with an Lint of a few 100µb
−1. In case such a suppression was absent, the
conclusion can be drawn that small collision systems do not exhibit measurable energy loss, while other
collective features are present, challenging the role of significant final-state interactions as underlying
mechanism. It should be noted that the absence of suppression can most likely not be taken as a proof
against the formation of the QGP, as it may be that the fast partons are emerging without seeing the
medium, either because they are emitted from the surface or because their formation time is longer than
the time within the medium. On the contrary, as discussed in Sect. 9.8 the first observation of energy
loss in small systems would clearly confirm models in which final-state interactions play an important
role
The study of bulk particle production in O–O collisions has twofold interest: Firstly, the depen-
dence of the pseudorapidity density of charged particles scaled by participant pairs on
√
s is stronger in
A–A collisions than in pp and p–A collisions [775]. The rise for p–Pb and d–Au collisions is simi-
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Fig. 75: Glauber MC calculations are presented for for p–Pb (top panels) and O–O collisions (bottom
panels). Shown are Npart as a function of impact parameter (left panels) and forward multiplicity as a
function of Npart (right panels).
lar to the one of inelastic pp collisions indicating that the stronger rise in A–A collisions might not be
solely related to the multiple collisions undergone by the participants since the proton in p–A collisions
also encounters multiple nucleons. High-energy O–O collisions promise to study this
√
s dependence
further in a regime of small number of participants. Secondly, a strong correlation between initial state
geometry (collision eccentricity) and observed flow has been established since RHIC [776], and pertains
at LHC, in Pb–Pb and Xe–Xe collisions [777]. As shown in Fig. 77, the eccentricity profiles of Xe–Xe
and Pb–Pb collisions are, however, quite similar, and collision systems exhibiting a different geometry
as O–O could therefore provide further insight into the connection between initial-state geometry and
multi-particle correlations [778].
9.11 Summary
The discoveries made in recent years in small collision systems have challenged two paradigms, the
modelling of heavy-ion collisions, as well as the modelling of the underlying event of elementary pp
collisions. The experimental observations of strangeness enhancement and multi-particle correlations
suggests that energy loss should also be present, as both are a consequence of significant final-state
interactions. But up to this point no hint of energy loss in pp or p–Pb collisions has been seen. The
increased luminosity will allow both for precision studies of the established signatures of small system
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and Pb–Pb collisions from MC-Glauber (left panel) [767, 773] and Trento (right panel) [774] initial
conditions.
collectivity, and to either establish evidence or place exclusion limits on the latter.
This chapter has presented a HL-LHC small system experimental program promising significant
progress shown by the set of performance studies, ranging from largely non-flow suppressed high-order
correlations, over measurement of strange-particle yields and thermal radiation, to energy-loss signals.
In addition, new theoretical insights and phenomenological developments are also needed for developing
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a unified picture of parton dynamics and particle production valid for both small and large systems. This
working group encourages both investment in the necessary theoretical development, and facilitation of
collaboration between theorists and experimentalists.
The physics community can look forward to a deepened understanding of hot and dense QCD and
a universal description of small to large collision systems.
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10 High energy QCD with proton-nucleus collisions and ultra-peripheral collisions
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10.1 Introduction
Proton-nucleus [17] and ultraperipheral (UPC) [587] collisions offer the opportunity to study the be-
haviour of QCD at high energies and large partonic densities [779]. As the theory of the strong interac-
tion, QCD is analytically well understood only in a perturbative regime of small coupling constant and
where radiation of gluons and quarks is a linear process that can be described with linear evolution equa-
tions of the non-perturbative parton densities, i.e., hadrons and nuclei are considered as dilute partonic
objects. However, non-linear effects are unavoidable in QCD, and they should in principle dominate at
large densities reached at high collision energies and for large nuclei. It was proposed long ago [780,781]
that at such large densities a resummation of powers of density scaled by the strong coupling constant is
possible, resulting in a non-perturbative but weak coupling regime where parton densities saturate, and
whose effective field theory incarnation is the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) [782]. Particle production
in p–A collisions in the forward rapidity region is dominated by small−x partons in the nucleus. There-
fore, saturation effects are expected to be largest there. Furthermore, UPCs as a source of large fluxes of
quasi-real photons, provide the opportunity to study the partonic structure of protons (in pp and p–A)
and nuclei (in p–A and A–A).
The structure of nucleons and nuclei, and the mechanism of particle production at small x, are
also key ingredients for a detailed description of heavy-ion collisions and for the characterisation of the
produced hot and dense medium. For hard probes, the nuclear modification of standard collinear parton
densities is one of the uncertainties in the extraction of medium characteristics [260, 385]. For soft and
semihard observables, both the parton densities and the detailed transverse spatial structure of nucleons
and nuclei are crucial ingredients for their description, e.g. for the initial conditions for hydrodynamical
evolution [211, 212, 783].
In the collinear framework, parton densities inside nuclei (nPDFs) [784, 785] are poorly con-
strained due to two primary factors. On the one hand, data come from a large variety of nuclei and the
number of data points for any of them is very small compared to the proton analysis. In particular, for
the Pb nucleus, there are less than 50 points coming from fixed target Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)
and Drell-Yan experiments and from p–Pb collisions at the LHC. The fit for a single nucleus is therefore
impossible and the modeling of the A-dependence of the parameters in the initial conditions becomes
mandatory [786, 787]. On the other hand, the kinematic coverage in Q2 and x with existing data is
very small compared to the requirements of present hadronic colliders, see Fig. 78. In spite of the
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electron-nucleus colliders, compared with the regions where the experimental data presently used in the
EPPS16 analysis [786] lie. Right: x-Q2 plane to be explored in UPCs, taken from [587].
uncertainties in the applicability of collinear factorisation, scale choices and other theoretical caveats
for nPDFs extraction in hadronic collisions and UPCs, these are the only experimental collision sys-
tems where the nPDFs can be constrained before electron-ion colliders become available. The most
up to date analyses include between 1000 and 2000 data points for 14 nuclei and are performed at
next-to-leading accuracy [786–788], there even exists a first attempt at next-to-next-to-leading [789].
Differences between them mainly arise from the different sets of data included in the analysis and from
the different functional forms employed for the initial conditions. All in all, all parton species are very
weakly constrained at small x < 10−2, gluons at large x > 0.2, and the flavour decomposition is largely
unknown - a natural fact for u and d due to the approximate isospin symmetry in nuclei. The impact of
presently available LHC data, studied in [786], is quite modest with some constrains on the gluon in the
region 0.01 < x < 0.3. On the other hand, theoretical predictions for nuclear shadowing of quark and
gluon PDFs based on s-channel unitarity and diffractive nucleon PDFs are available down to x ∼ 10−4
–10−5 [790, 791].
In the context of phenomena beyond collinear factorisation and PDF evolution in ln(Q2), there
have been recent claims [792, 793] that resummation of logarithms of x may be required for a better
description of DIS data from HERA at small x, and searches for long range azimuthal correlations are
undergoing [794]. But no conclusive evidence of saturation, i.e., of non-linear dynamics, has been found
in hadronic collisions. While the CGC provides a calculational framework for several observables in
pp, p–A and A–A, see e.g. the reviews [795, 796], like the ridge, back-to-back hadron correlations in
the forward region, multiplicities and transverse momentum distributions,. . . , there is no consensus in
the field in the interpretation of these results, or they involve non-perturbative modeling, or they are
affected by large theoretical uncertainties and, for some of them, higher-order calculations are missing,
or the data lie at the border of phase space where extracting clear conclusions is very delicate. Therefore,
high-energy p–A collisions and UPCs are two promising systems where data can offer clear evidences
of non-linear effects.
In Fig. 78, the kinematic regions covered by proton-nucleus collisions at the LHC and the FCC (the
left panel, [411]) and UPCs at the LHC (right) are shown and compared with the regions where data cur-
rently used to constrain nPDFs lie. A huge enlargement is evident with respect to the presently existing
data at the LHC. The HL-LHC offers new improved detectors and larger statistics for some observables
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like dijets or photon-jet correlations. The HE-LHC would enlarge the kinematic plane in a region in-
termediate between the LHC and the FCC. On the other hand, electron-nucleus collisions [797, 798], if
they eventually happen in the 2030’s, would be complementary. They offer measurements in a cleaner
experimental environment (no pileup, full kinematic reconstruction) and under better theoretical control
as first-principle calculations are easier in DIS albeit in a more restricted kinematical region. The com-
parison between the kinematic regions covered by the LHC and Future Circular Collider (FCC) in p–A
mode, and the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [798] (10-20 GeVelectrons combined with the RHIC nuclear
beams or with a new hadron machine at Jefferson Lab) and the LHeC [797] (60 GeVelectrons colliding
with the HL-LHC, HE-LHC or FCC nuclear beams) is shown in Fig. 78 (left).
10.2 The physics of ultra-peripheral collisions
Ultra-peripheral collisions are interactions with impact parameter larger than the radial size of the collid-
ing nuclei or protons. In these collisions, one nucleus acts as a source of quasi-real photons that interact
with the crossing nucleus or proton. The electromagnetic field intensity and hence the photon flux scales
with the charge number squared. At the LHC, these collisions occur abundantly and serve as a labora-
tory for strong and electromagnetic interactions [587]. After an experimental overview discussing the
opportunities, the discussion focuses on vector meson production studies to probe nuclear gluons and
dijet production in photonuclear or photon-proton interactions in LHC Run 3 and 4 as a direct access
of nPDFs. A dedicated section 11.2 addresses the physics of γγ interactions as a probe of QED and
beyond the standard model physics. The investigation of γ-proton interactions in pp collision allowed
interesting measurements on vector meson production by LHCb [799–802] and will allow for interest-
ing measurements with already recorded and future data. This possibility will not be discussed in detail
because the standard running conditions in terms of pile-up and beam optics relevant for forward proton
tagging in ATLAS/CMS and the pile-up in LHCb in Run 3 and Run 4 will make comparatively low Q2
measurements primarily discussed here challenging and likely restricted to short special runs whereas in
ALICE, the equivalent luminosity γ-proton luminosity will be smaller or similar than in p–Pb collisions
but with the ambiguity which beam emitted the photon.
10.2.1 Experimental overview
An overview of the detector capabilities in Run 3 and Run 4 is given by the four collaborations AL-
ICE,ATLAS,CMS and LHCb in the following. Subsequently, the expected statistics for vector meson
observables is given in Tab. 13,14,15 followed by an estimate of the available precision for coherent
heavy vector meson production and the theoretical assessment of vector mesons and dijet production in
UPCs.
– ALICE [2] will take data in both in triggered and in continuous readout mode during Run 3
and Run 4 [70]. Using continuous readout [69] essentially the full delivered luminosity can be
integrated without significant trigger and dead-time inefficiencies. Therefore the total acceptance-
efficiency factor for UPC events is significantly larger than in LHC Runs 1 and 2; it is deter-
mined by the tracking efficiencies and the geometrical acceptances of the Inner Tracking System
(ITS) [3], of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [68], and of the Muon Spectrometer [803].
The geometrical acceptances of these detectors correspond to the narrow central and forward ac-
ceptances defined in Tab. 12. Vector meson yields in the corresponding acceptance are given in
Tab. 13,14,15. Final-state neutron emission in UPC events can be detected by the zero-degree
calorimeters (ZDC) which will also take data in continuous readout mode, and vetoes can be
imposed using the fast interaction trigger detector (FIT).
– ATLAS UPC measurements in Run 3 and Run 4 will continue to be an important part of the
experiments heavy-ion programme and will benefit from several detector upgrades in that period.
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Prior to Run 3, the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC), which is key for UPC event identification by
measuring forward neutrons, will be upgraded. At mid-rapidity, the Inner Tracker (ITk) upgrade
[264] will increase the acceptance for charged particles to |η| < 4 for Run 4. The High Granularity
Timing Detector (HGTD) [265] will complement the spatial information of the ITk with timing
information in the region 2.4 < η <4.0, with a resolution of 30 ps. In addition, upgrades to the
ATLAS trigger and data-acquisition system will take place prior to both Run 3 and Run 4 [804],
and will enable advanced triggering capabilities. Together these will aid the study of low-mass
resonances and the continuum as well as jets in UPC events.
– CMS UPC studies will benefit from the upgraded inner tracker for Run 4 which will provide a
large acceptance for charged particles up to |η| < 4 [457]. The improved CMS level-1 trigger
and data acquisition rate (up to 60 GB/s) will provide opportunities for more innovative and so-
phisticated triggers to capture a wide variety of processes. In addition, the proposed MIP Timing
Detector [805], which is around 1.16 m away from the beam pipe could provide a time resolution
around 30 ps. By combining it with other detectors, MIP will provide proton, pion, and kaon
separation for pT values between 0.7 to 2 GeV/cin the midrapidity region (|η| < 1.5). These de-
tector upgrades and the increased trigger performance summarised in [806] will facilitate the study
low-mass UPC resonant states and UPC heavy flavour studies. In addition, the reconstruction al-
gorithms will be improved with the addition of the four-layer pixel system. The CMS-acceptance
in Run 3 corresponds to the wide central range defined in Tab. 12. Yields in acceptance for vector
mesons are provided in Tab. 13,14,15.
– LHCb is well suited for exclusive production studies in ultra-peripheral collisions. In particular,
its optimisation for flavour physics within its acceptance 2< η <5 provides an excellent resolu-
tion for typical momenta in quarkonium and heavy-flavour exclusive production as demonstrated
in Ref. [807]. Its particle identification capabilities allow to measure final states with charged
muons, pions, kaons and protons. The upgraded detector will be able to efficiently sample the full
delivered luminosity for UPC final states based on a purely software based trigger scheme [808].
Exclusive diphoton analyses as pioneered in ATLAS [809] and CMS [810] are also conceivable
with lower ET-thresholds discussed in Section 11.2. The feasibility of inclusive γ-induced mea-
surements in LHCb will require further studies. In Tab. 13,14,15 conceivable vector meson final
states are given for LHCb represented by the wide forward acceptance defined in Tab. 12.
10.2.2 Vector meson production
10.2.2.1 Experimental reach
The number of vector mesons expected in the upcoming runs provides an estimate of the expected
physics reach. Four toy-model experimental acceptances are shown in Tab. 12. The effects of cuts on
the pT of the final state daughter particles are not estimated, because this depends on the analysis and
trigger conditions. In general, for two-prong decays, as long as the minimum detectable pT is less than
about 1/4 of the final state mass, the effect on the efficiency is limited. The acceptance cuts are applied
to both the vector meson rapidity and the daughter particle pseudorapidities. These two selection types
have similar effects on the production phase space, and the results would not be very different without
the cut on the vector meson rapidity.
Table 13 shows the expected cross sections and rates for five representative vector meson decays,
including the decay branching ratios. The rates are calculated using STARlight [598], which has been
shown to predict the cross sections for all mesons on proton targets and for ρ photoproduction on heavy
targets [811, 812]. Since the ρ vector resonance is broad, the mass range from 2mpi up to Mρ + 5Γρ is
considered. Non-resonant pi+pi− production is not included which would lead to a 8% increase of the
production rate. The ρ′ state represents pi+pi−pi+pi− states with masses in the range from 4mpi up to
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2.5 GeV/c2. In absence of other guidance and the possibility of more complex resonance structure, the
calculation is anchored to the STAR measurement of the pi+pi−pi+pi− final state in Au–Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 Gev [813] and uses STARlight to extrapolate in collision energy and collision system.
Since STARlight does not include nuclear shadowing, a rapidity-dependent nuclear shadowing
correction following Ref. [814] for the heavy quarkonium (J/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ(1S) was applied. The
cross sections and rates are hence reduced by factors of 0.42, 0.475 and 0.77 for the J/ψ, ψ(2S) and
Υ(1S) respectively.
Table 12: Table of toy-model acceptance cuts for the different experiments.
Condition Tot. Central 1 Central 2 Forward 1 Forward 2
Narrow Wide Narrow Wide
Rapidity - |y| < 0.9 |y| < 2.4 2.5 < y < 4.0 2 < y < 5
e/pi/µ pseudorapidity - |η| < 0.9 |η| < 2.4 2.5 < η < 4.0 2 < η < 5
Table 13: Table of cross sections and numbers of events in 13 nb−1 integrated luminosity for the different
mesons in Pb–Pb collisions. B, M and K denote 109, 106 and 103 respectively. Both the rates and
cross sections include the relevant branching ratios. The cross sections and toy-model acceptances
are determined using STARlight [598]. For the J/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ(1S), rapidity-dependent nuclear
shadowing cross sections have been applied following the approach in Ref. [814].
PbPb
σ All Central 1 Central 2 Forward 1 Forward 2
Meson Total Total Total Total l Total
ρ→ pi+pi− 5.2b 68 B 5.5 B 21B 4.9 B 13 B
ρ′ → pi+pi−pi+pi− 730 mb 9.5 B 210 M 2.5 B 190 M 1.2 B
φ→ K+K− 0.22b 2.9 B 82 M 490 M 15 M 330 M
J/ψ → µ+µ− 1.0 mb 14 M 1.1 M 5.7 M 600 K 1.6 M
ψ(2S)→ µ+µ− 30µb 400 K 35 K 180 K 19 K 47 K
Υ(1S) → µ+µ− 2.0 µb 26 K 2.8 K 14 K 880 2.0 K
The rates for light mesons are very large, enough to support billion-event samples of the ρ and
ρ′, and hundreds of millions of φ, allowing the studies discussed below. Beyond precise cross section
measurements detailed below, the rates for J/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ(1S) should allow tomographic measure-
ments which can be used to infer information on the nuclear wave function and which is outlined in
Section 10.2.2.3. In the pi+pi− channel, the study of pairs with masses above 2 Gev/c2 comes in reach.
In the hadronic decay φ → K+K−, the kaons have a momentum of only 135 MeV/c in the
φ rest frame. Since the kaon momentum is dominated by the longitudinal momentum acquired from
the φ-meson, the kaons are produced with large pseudorapidity. Therefore, the acceptance for this
channel is low at around midrapidity even without a considering a minimal kaon-pT. Consequently,
an observation is very difficult with the potential exception of the far forward region where the kaons
are significantly Lorentz boosted. Alternately, measurements exploiting the leptonic decay channels
φ → µ+µ−ore+e− despite the small branching ratios. The feasibility can be conservatively estimated
by scaling the φ → K+K− rates down by Br (φ → µ+µ−)/Br(φ → K+K−)≈ 5.9 × 10−4 neglecting
the acceptance increase for leptons w.r.t. kaons.
The exploration of double vector mesons photoproduction by a single ion-ion pair by exchange
of two independent photons becomes available. The expected ratio of ρρ photoproduction to single ρ
photoproduction is about 1 : 600 while the predicted ratio of ρJ/ψ to ρ is about 1 : 160 [815]. These
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events should display significant quantum correlations.
In p–Pb collisions, the per-nucleon centre-of-mass system is boosted by 0.465 units of rapidity
from the lab frame, and there are two possible directions for the beams, protons from the +z direction,
or from the −z direction influencing strongly the available kinematics for the forward detectors. Fur-
thermore, there are two possibilities for the photon emitter, ’lead-shine’ (γp), the photon from the lead
nucleus, or ’proton-shine’ (γPb), the photon from the proton. These two vector meson production chan-
nels can be in principle separated by their different pT scale corresponding to ~/Rproton for ’lead-shine’
(γp) and ~/RPb for ’proton-shine’ (γPb). The rates are calculated for these two possibilities in separate
tables.
The total p–Pb luminosity of 2000 nb−1 assumed to be equally divided between the two possible
proton beam directions. For the asymmetric (around y = 0) detectors, these two Runs are considered
separately, listing them as ’forward’ (in the proton-going hemisphere) and ’backward’ (in the lead-going
hemisphere).
Tables 14 and 15 show the cross sections and rates for the lead-shine and proton-shine cases
respectively. Lead-shine is dominant, with proton-shine contributing less than 10% to the total rate. The
extraction of the proton-shine component by fitting to the different pT spectra for proton-shine and lead-
shine will be challenging and the measurement precision depends strongly of the momentum resolution
of the detector. Nuclear shadowing corrections are not applied, the reduction factors are similar for the
proton-shine cross sections as for the lead-lead collisions. No attempt to calculate the rates for the ρ′ on
proton targets is undertaken due to the large rate uncertainties.
Table 14: Table of cross sections and numbers of events for the different mesons in p–Pb collisions
for ’lead-shine’ (a photon from the lead scattering from the proton). The rates are for the 2000 nb−1
integrated luminosity noted above, split evenly between the two possible proton directions. For the
central regions, the net luminosity is 2000 nb−1 since both directions contribute, but for the forward
(FW) and backward (BW) directions, the net luminosity is only 1000 nb−1 each. B, M and K denote
109, 106 and 103 respectively. Both the rates and cross sections include the relevant branching ratios.
pPb - lead shine, γp
σ All Ctl. 1 Ctl. 2 FW 1 FW 2 BW 1 BW 2
Meson Total Total Total Total Toal Total Total
ρ→ pi+pi− 35 mb 70 B 3.9 B 15 B 2.0 B 5.5 B 850 M 2.0 B
φ→ K+K− 870 µb 1.7 B 65 M 290 M 22 M 120 M 9.7 M 52 M
J/ψ → µ+µ− 6.2 µb 12 M 1.0 M 5.2 M 260 K 800 K 180 K 430 K
ψ(2S)→ µ+µ− 134 nb 270 K 22 K 110 K 6.0 K 18 K 3.2 K 7.7 K
Υ(1S) → µ+µ− 5.74 nb 11 K 1.1 K 5.4 K 310 880 41 100
In case of coherent heavy vector meson production in UPC of lead nuclei, the expected exper-
imental uncertainties are evaluated by the ALICE and CMS collaborations. The vector meson cross
section in Pb–Pb UPC can be expressed as a sum of two terms reflecting the fact that either of the
colliding ions can serve as a photon source:
σ(y) = n(+y)σγPb(+y) + n(−y)σγPb(−y) (31)
The photoproduction cross sections σγPb(y) and σγPb(−y) are coupled and cannot be extracted unam-
biguously from the measured rapidity differential cross section. However, one can decouple them by
measuring vector meson production in UPC with and without additional neutron activity in Zero De-
gree Calorimeters [816]. Measurement of σ0N0N(y) (no neutrons on both sides) and σ0NXN(y) (at least
one neutron on one of the sides) cross sections provides a system of two equations of two unknown
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Table 15: Table of cross sections and rates for the different mesons in p–Pb collisions for ’proton-shine’
(a photon from the proton scattering from the lead nucleus). The rates are for the 2000 nb−1 integrated
luminosity noted above, split evenly between the two possible proton directions. For the central regions,
the net luminosity is 2000 nb−1 since both directions contribute, but for the forward (FW) and backward
(BW) directions, the net luminosity is only 1000 nb−1 each. B, M and K denote 109, 106 and 103
respectively. Both the rates and cross sections include the relevant branching ratios.
pPb - proton shine, γA
σ All Ctl. 1 Ctl. 2 FW 1 FW 2 BW 1 BW 2
Meson Total Total Total Total Total Total Total
ρ→ pi+pi− 531µb 1.1 B 83 M 360 M 20 M 44 M 56 M 150 M
φ→ K+K− 23 µb 46 M 1.3 M 8.0 M 120 K 1.7 M 210 K 3.9 M
J/ψ → µ+µ− 333 nb 670 K 55 K 290 K 14K 36 K 15 K 41 K
ψ(2S)→ µ+µ− 8.9 nb 18 K 1.5 K 7.9 K 380 990 380 1.0 K
Υ(1S) → µ+µ− 0.43 nb 860 93 460 14 34 14 30
photoproduction cross sections σγPb(±y):
σ0N0N(y) = n0N0N(+y)σγPb(+y) + n0N0N(−y)σγPb(−y), (32)
σ0NXN(y) = n0NXN(+y)σγPb(+y) + n0NXN(−y)σγPb(−y), (33)
where n0N0N(±y) and n0NXN(±y) are corresponding photon fluxes, calculable with high accuracy.
Solutions of this system of equations can be used to extract photoproduction cross section σγPb.
The expected experimental uncertainties are evaluated in terms of the nuclear suppression factor
RPb which is defined as root square of the ratio of photoproduction cross section σγPb measured in
Pb–Pb UPC and photoproduction cross section in the Impulse Approximation calculated as a reference
photoproduction cross section off proton scaled by the integral over squared Pb form factor [817]:
RPb(x) =
(
σγPb(x)
σIA(x)
)1/2
, where x =
mV√
sNN
exp(−y). (34)
Under the assumption that the coherent photoproduction cross section is proportional to the squared
gluon density at the scale Q = mV /2, where mV is the mass of the produced vector meson, this nuclear
suppression factor can be used to constrain nuclear shadowing at different scales Q. The theoretical
discussion is given in the following Section 10.2.2.2.
The ALICE and CMS collaborations estimate that the uncertainties on luminosity (4%), ref-
erence cross section (5%) and photon flux (5%) result in ∼ 8% systematic uncertainty on the ratio
σγPb(x)/σIA(x) and ∼ 4% uncertainty on the nuclear suppression factor RPb(x). Detailed informa-
tion about the uncertainty calculation can be found in existing publications [818–820]. The pseudodata
projections for the nuclear suppression factor are shown in Fig. 79 at different scales corresponding to
J/ψ, ψ(2S) and Υ(1S) photoproduction measurements demonstrating that precision measurements with
a range of different scales become available.
10.2.2.2 Coherent vector meson production off nuclei
Extensive data were produced in the previous LHC heavy ion Runs on coherent photoproduction of
ρ mesons [811], J/ψ [818, 819, 821] and to a lesser extent ψ(2S) [820]: γ + A → V + A. Due to
the presence of two photon sources, the x-range of these studies is largely limited to x ≥ mV /
√
s.
For light mesons these measurements provide information on the pattern of interactions of extended
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Fig. 79: Pseudodata projections for the nuclear suppression factor by ALICE [1] and CMS measured
with the photoproduction of three heavy vector mesons in Pb–Pb ultra-peripheral collisions are shown.
The pseudodata points are derived from EPS09-based photoproduction cross section projections follow-
ing the method described in Ref. [817].
pion-size mesons and such phenomena as shadowing and color fluctuations. For small dipoles like J/ψ
and Υ(1S), it provided information on the leading twist nuclear shadowing at moderate Q2, which is
difficult to obtain using other hard probes. The measured factor of ∼ 3 reduction of the J/ψ cross
section compared to the γp case has significantly constrained the gluon distribution in leading twist
approaches [817, 822–824]. In the dipole model framework, e.g., [825, 826], have had a tendency to
predict less supression than seen in the data (in this case, the shape and normalisation of the rapidity
distribution rather strongly depends on the form of the dipole cross section and charmonium wave func-
tion). The gluon nuclear shadowing in coherent J/ψ photoproduction in UPCs was also studied in the
kt-factorization approach [827] in terms of the unintegrated nuclear gluon distribution, which determines
the initial condition for the non-linear evolution equation. In the case of ρ meson production, shadowing
is a factor of ∼ 2 stronger [828] than in the approach based on the Glauber model and the vector meson
dominance model.
The higher LHC luminosity and experimental upgrades will allow us to collect vastly improved
samples of UPC events. In particular, the planned ALICE continuous readout [829], will eliminate
many of the trigger-based constraints that have limited UPC data collection, allowing for high-efficiency
collection of large samples of photoproduced light mesons. The increases in sample sizes should be
considerably larger than one would expect from merely scaling the luminosity.
In order to conclude this section on the opportunities with vector meson production, we want to
give a list of not yet exploited measurements that provide further insight into photonuclear interactions
with heavy, light and multiple vector meson production:
– Extend substantially the x range for coherent J/ψ photoproduction on nuclei using information
on the impact parameter distribution in peripheral and ultra-peripheral collisions provided by for-
ward neutron production [816]. The impact parameter distribution can be accessed in the context
of UPCs by exploiting the properties of additional photon or hadronic interactions in addition to
the photon that produces the vector meson. The rates for the combined processed can be found
in [830] and the relationship between impact parameter and additional photon interactions is dis-
cussed in [831]. The x-range can be also extended by using p–A collisions to probe the nucleus.
In the latter case, one would have to separate coherent J/ψ production in γA and γp using a
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much more narrow pT distribution of J/ψ produced in coherent γA scattering and very good pT
resolution for the transverse momentum of the pair (LHCb).
– Measure with high enough statistics coherent Υ(1S) production in γp and γA scattering to check
the expectation of the 20% reduction of the coherent cross section, which would allow one to
probe gluon shadowing at a factor of ∼ 10 higher Q2 than in J/ψ production.
– Study coherent production of two pions with masses above 1 GeV/c2to study an interplay of soft
and hard dynamics as a function of Mpipi and pT(pi).
– Measure the production of heavier 2pi [832], 4pi and other resonances on ion targets, and search
for the photoproduction of the observed exotic mesons. By using data from both proton targets (at
HERA or the LHC) and ion targets, it is possible to separate the photon-meson coupling constant
and the meson-nucleon interaction cross sections.
– Study the photoproduction of multiple vector mesons by a single ion pair [815]. Double photopro-
duction introduces many quantum correlations, including the possibility of observing stimulated
decays of vector mesons. Since the two photons share the same linear polarisation, it will be
possible to study photoproduction with polarised photons. In the discussed process, the charged
particles from the vector meson decays are aligned (as cos2(θ)) with the plane of the linear polar-
ization. If the two vector mesons are aligned along the same plane, then the planes formed by the
decay particles will be correlated [831].
10.2.2.3 Nuclear imaging with coherent photoproduction
In coherent photoproduction, production amplitudes from each individual scattering site add with a
phase factor exp i(~x · ~k), where ~x is the location within the nucleus and ~k is the momentum transfer
from the nucleus to the vector meson. So, one can Fourier transform the coherent photoproduction cross
section, dσcoherent/dt to find the location of the scattering sites within the nucleus. This can provide
information on the spatial dependence of nuclear shadowing, allowing us to compare shadowing in the
centre of nuclei vs. shadowing in the periphery through the transverse profile F (b). Assuming azimuthal
symmetry [833, 834]
F (b) ∝ 1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
pTdpTJ0(bpT )
√
dσcoherent
dt
. (35)
One complication is that it is necessary to flip the sign of
√
dσcoherent/dt when crossing each diffractive
minimum in the sample.
This calculation is data-hungry, and is subject to a number of theoretical uncertainties. It is also
necessary to separate the cross section into its coherent and incoherent components. Nevertheless, the
STAR Collaboration applied it to ρ0 photoproduction in UPCs [835], finding a relatively boxy shape,
inconsistent with a Woods-Saxon distribution, but seemingly consistent with expectations from nuclear
shadowing. A follow-on study explored the Q2 evolution of this transverse distribution by dividing
the sample into three bins with different dipion mass [836]. That study also considered some of the
uncertainties inherent in the analysis, including the finite experimental reach in pT and the effects of the
photon pT, and the impact of the vector meson wave function.
Studies at the LHC could avoid many of these issues, by triggering on exclusive vector mesons
(STAR required that the vector mesons be accompanied by neutrons from mutual Coulomb excitation).
This would expand the pT range where a meaningful dσcoherent/dt can be extracted, increasing the
accuracy of the transform. Also, because of the higher beam energies, the photon pT is less important
than it is at RHIC. More importantly, LHC Run 3 and 4 could also extend this study to a wider variety of
mesons, including the ρ′ (generically, 4pi final states with a mass in the 1-2 GeV/c2range) and the J/ψ.
The latter is of particular interest because it is heavy enough to probe gluon shadowing, rather than just
nuclear shadowing.
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10.2.2.4 Incoherent vector meson production off nuclei
Incoherent diffractive processes provide information on nuclear dynamics, which is complementary to
the information one can obtain from coherent scattering. In particular, incoherent J/ψ photoproduction
probes quantum fluctuations of the target gluon density [837–842]. The corresponding cross section can
be measured in a much larger range of WγN than in the coherent case. This is possible since the activity
in the nucleus fragmentation region, for example, neutrons in a ZDC can be used to determine which of
two nuclei was a source of photons almost in each event.
One can distinguish two contributions to incoherent diffraction: quasielastic, when the nucleus
involved in the strong interaction breaks down into nucleons and nuclear fragments, and inelastic, when
hadrons are produced in the nucleus fragmentation region. At small t the second mechanism gives a
∼ 20% contribution to the incoherent cross section [837, 843]. However, since the t-dependence of the
inelastic mechanism is weaker, it dominates the nuclear incoherent cross section for |t| ≥ 0.5 GeV/c2.
While it is generally understood and accepted that J/ψ photoproduction with target dissociation
is sensitive to fluctuations of the gluon density of the target, practical realisations of this notion require
modeling. Notably, proton size fluctuations at t = 0 [837] should be contrasted with proton shape
fluctuations [838–840], which in turn can be refined by including fluctuations of number of subnucleonic
degrees of freedoms representing regions of high-gluon density, so-called hot spots [841,842]. The latter
two approaches are assumed to be valid in an entire range of |t|. Hence, studies of incoherent diffraction
in γp scattering via p–A UPCs and γA scattering via A–A UPCs would allow one to map variations of
the gluon fluctuations with energy (x) including a possible approach to the black disk regime, where the
fluctuations are strongly suppressed [841].
For very large |t| ≥ 1 − 2 GeV/c2one enters the regime of pQCD, which corresponds to elastic
scattering of small-size dipoles off individual small-x partons of the nuclear target [844, 845].
Note also that for the proton target, one can use the process γ + p → VM(J/ψ) + gap +
Y at −t ≥ few GeV/c2 to study the perturbative Pomeron. In the kinematics, where ∆y is fixed,
dσ/dyVM ∝ (yVM − ∆y)2αPomeron−2. In BFKL one expects 2αPomeron − 2 ∼ 0.4 and, hence, a
strong rapidity dependence of the corresponding cross section. A larger acceptance of the ATLAS and
CMS detectors should allow for a more effective study of these processes than at HERA.
By studying the t-dependence and activity in the nucleus fragmentation region it would be pos-
sible to separate the two mechanisms of incoherent nuclear scattering as a function of t. For small
|t| ≤ 0.3 − 0.5 GeV2, one can calculate nuclear shadowing for both mechanisms within the leading
twist shadowing framework [816]. The shadowing turns out to be large and sensitive to the details of
the leading twist shadowing dynamics. At large |t|, one can study the A dependence of the discussed
reaction for different rapidity gap intervals to track propagation of a small dipole through the nuclear
medium. By changing ∆y it would be possible to vary strongly the relative role of the initial and final
state interaction.
10.2.3 Inclusive and diffractive dijet production in UPC
Ultra-peripheral heavy-ion collisions provide an opportunity to study nuclear modifications of the PDFs
in clean photon-nucleus interactions. One possible observable is dijet production as suggested in Ref. [846].
Compared to the dijet production in p–Pb collisions the photo-nuclear events have less underlying event
activity since multiparton interactions are significantly suppressed. This enables jet reconstruction at
lower transverse momenta allowing to study nPDFs at smaller scales Q2 and x where the current PDF
uncertainties are more pronounced. As the virtuality of the photons emitted by the nucleus is negligible,
there are two components that need to be taken into account: the photons may interact as unresolved
particles or the quasi-real photons may fluctuate into a hadronic state described with photon PDFs. The
relative contribution of the direct and resolved components depends on the kinematics of the final state
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jets. Hence, the uncertainty related to weakly-constrained photon PDFs can be reduced by focusing on
the region where direct processes dominate the dijet production.
Here, the photoproduction framework is applied which has been recently implemented into the
PYTHIA 8 Monte-Carlo event generator [516] and validated against HERA data [847], to study the
potential of the Run 3 and Run 4 program to constrain nPDFs using photo-nuclear dijets. The rel-
evant part of the photon flux is obtained by integrating the impact-parameter dependent flux from
bmin = 2RPb ≈ 13.27 fm. Two different jet kinematics are considered, one corresponding to the
preliminary ATLAS measurement [848] with pleadT > 20 GeV/c and mjets > 35 GeV/c
2and one sim-
ilar to HERA dijet photoproduction data [849, 850] with pleadT > 8 GeV/c and mjets > 14 GeV/c
2.
In both cases the jets were reconstructed from the generated events using the anti-kT algorithm with
R = 0.4 implemented in the FASTJET package [409]. The differential cross sections are shown as a
function of xA in Fig. 80 using NNPDF2.3LO proton PDFs [851] with and without EPPS16 nuclear
modifications [786]. The kinematic variables used in the ATLAS study [848] are defined as
xA =
mjets√
sNN
e−yjets , zγ =
mjets√
sNN
eyjets ,
mjets =
(∑
i
Ei
)2
−
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
~pi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
1/2 , yjets = 12 ln
(∑
iEi + pi,z∑
iEi − pi,z
)
. (36)
where the index i runs over all accepted jets; Ei and ~pi denote the jet energy and momentum, respec-
tively. Note that in a leading-order (LO) parton-level calculation, the definitions of xA and zγ would
exactly match the momentum fractions probed in the PDFs of the nucleus and the photon. The parton-
shower emissions and MPIs, and NLO corrections considered below, smear this connection but xA and
zγ do serve as rather precise hadron-level estimators for the momentum fractions [852].
The uncertainty bands are derived from the EPPS16 error sets and reflect the uncertainties in the
current nPDF analyses which are compared to the expected statistical uncertainties of the data in the
ratio. Also the contributions from direct and resolved processes are separately plotted. Furthermore,
results with the default CJKL photon PDFs [853] are compared to GRV [854] and SASGAM [855]
analyses to study the underlying photon PDF uncertainty.
As shown in Figure 80(left), the contribution from resolved processes becomes dominant around
xA > 0.02 for p
lead
T > 20 GeV/c. This leads to a more pronounced dependence on the photon PDFs in
this region, partly hindering the use of the data from this region in a global nPDF analysis. However, at
small-x region, where the nPDF uncertainties are currently large and the dijets in p–Pb do not provide
additional constraints, the direct processes dominate the dijet production and the dependence on the
photon PDFs is negligible. The dijet cross sections fall off rapidly at small-xA region which increases
the expected statistical uncertainty limiting the small-xA reach of the observable. With an integrated
luminosity of Lint = 2 nb
−1 in Pb–Pb collisions and jet kinematics of the ATLAS preliminary study
the expected statistical uncertainties become significant at xA . 2 · 10−3. The increased luminosity
of the LHC Run 3 and 4 increases the potential small-xA reach only slightly but in the region where
nPDF constraints are currently sparse. An effective way to extend the small-xA reach is to consider jets
with lower pT as demonstrated in Figure 80(right). With a cut of p
lead
T > 8 GeV/c and an integrated
luminosity Lint = nb
−113 in Runs 3 and 4 it is possible to obtain nPDF constraints down to xA ≈ 10−4.
Also, the small-x nPDF uncertainties are more pronounced with a lower pleadT -cut since the nuclei are
probed at smaller scales. The theoretical uncertainty related to the limited precision of the photon
PDFs could be reduced by performing a similar measurement in p–Pb collisions where the photon flux
would be dominantly provided by the Pb ion and the jets produced by γ-p system without any nuclear
modifications. This measurement would constrain also the uncertainty related to the impact-parameter
rejection that removes the events with hadronic interactions. However, as the minimum allowed impact
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Fig. 80: Photo-nuclear dijet cross sections in ultra-peripheral Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV
with leading jet pT cut of 20 GeV/c (left) and 8 GeV/c (right). Results based on PYTHIA simulations
are calculated with EPPS16 nuclear modification (blue) and the contributions from resolved (green) and
direct (orange) photons are separately shown. Ratio plots show also results with different photon PDF
sets and the expected statistical uncertainties corresponding to the LHC (brown) and the Run 3 and and
Run 4 (dark blue) luminosities. Corresponding results based on NLO calculations for Pb–Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with nCTEQ15 nPDFs [856] (red) are shown in case leading jet pT cut of 20 GeV/c.
parameter is smaller in case of p–Pb compared to Pb–Pb and the spectrum of photons is correlated with
the impact parameter cut, the kinematics would not be fully comparable preventing a full calibration of
the photon flux. As the nPDFs mainly vary the shape of the xA distributions, part of the theoretical and
experimental uncertainties could also be reduced by considering xA distributions normalized with the
integrated cross section.
Inclusive dijet photoproduction in UPCs can also be evaluated to the next-to-leading order (NLO)
accuracy of perturbative QCD. The corresponding cross section can be written in the following form [857]:
dσ(AA→ A+ 2jets +X) = (37)∑
a,b
∫
dy
∫
dxγ
∫
dxbfγ/A(y)fa/γ(xγ , µ
2)fb/A(xA, µ
2)dσˆ(ab→ jets) , (38)
where a, b are parton flavours; fγ/A(y) is the flux of equivalent photons emitted by one ion, which
depends on the photon light-cone momentum fraction y; fa/γ(xγ , µ
2) is the PDF of the photon, which
depends on the momentum fraction xγ and the factorisation scale µ; fb/A(xA, µ
2) is the nPDF with xA
being the corresponding parton momentum fraction; dσˆ(ab → jets) is the elementary cross section for
production of two- and three-parton final states emerging as jets in the interaction of partons a and b.
The sum over a involves quarks and gluons for the resolved photon contribution and the photon for the
direct photon contribution dominating at xγ ≈ 1.
Figure 80 (left) presents predictions of Eq. (38) for the cross section of dijet photoproduction in
Pb–Pb UPCs at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV in the ATLAS kinematics as a function of xA. The red solid lines
and the associated shaded band correspond to the central fit of nCTEQ15 nPDFs and their uncertainty,
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respectively. The top panel of this figure demonstrates that NLO pQCD correctly reproduces the shape
and, at least semi-quantitatively, the normalisation of the preliminary ATLAS data. The lower panel
of Fig. 80 shows the ratio of the curves from the upper panel to the result of the calculation, where
nCTEQ15 nPDFs are substituted by free proton and neutron PDFs. One can see from this panel that the
central value of the ratio of the two cross sections reveals the expected trend of nuclear modifications of
nPDFs: ∼ 10% shadowing for small xA < 0.01, which is followed by ∼ 20% antishadowing (enhance-
ment) around x = 0.1 and then ∼ 10% suppression for xA > 0.3. Note that since the uncertainties
of nCTEQ15 nPDFs are of the same magnitude as the effect of nuclear modifications, inclusion of this
dijet data if global QCD fits of nPDFs should in principle reduce the existing uncertainty.
It is also important to study diffractive dijet photoproduction in UPCs in the reaction A + A →
A+jet1+jet2+X+A. NLO pQCD predictions for the cross section of this process in pp, p–A, and A–
A UPCs in the LHC kinematics were made in [858]. It was shown that studies of this process on nuclei
may shed some light on the mechanism of QCD factorisation breaking in diffractive photoproduction
and, for the first time, give access to nuclear diffractive PDFs and test their models.
10.2.4 Photoproduction of heavy quarks
Photoproduction of open charm and bottom is a direct probe of the gluon content of the target nucleus
[859, 860]. The lowest order process, γ + gluon → cc (or bb) dominates over higher order, resolved
processes, in which the photon radiates before it interacts with the target gluon [859]. This process type
is a subset of flavour untagged dijets, discussed above. However, open charm and bottom offer some
advantages, including very high rates. Based on the leading order calculations in Ref. [859] with the
EKS nPDF [861], a total number of 22 billion (10 million) cc (bb) pairs are produced in γPb interactions
in a 13 nb−1 PbPb data set at√sNN=5.5 TeV. In pPb collisions at√sNN =8.8 TeV with a luminosity of
2 pb−1, 18 billion (100 million) cc (bb) pairs are produced. The measurement of both of these processes
should be well feasible despite the small experimental acceptances and branching ratios.
Vertex detectors can detect separated vertices from charm production if the charm is moderately
relativistic [862], so it should be possible to study pairs with an invariant mass of Mcc ≈ 4mc ≈
6 GeV/c2. This will enable to study gluon distributions down to Bjorken−x values of around: x ≈
MQQ/(4γmp) exp(y), where the relativistic boost of the nucleus γ, the rapidity y of the QQ and
the proton mass mp appear. The corresponding scale is Q
2 ≈ MQQ. Assuming scales down to
Mcc ≈ 6 GeV/c2, a Bjorken−x lower by a factor 6 can be reached compared to the kinematic selection
in the preliminary inclusive dijet ATLAS analysis [848] for which the Bjorken-x reach is depicted in
Fig. 80(left). By comparing results from proton targets (in p–A collisions) and heavy-ion targets (in
A–A collisions), it is possible to make a direct measurement of nuclear shadowing.
The clear experimental signature for this process consists of a pair of separated vertices each
corresponding to a D-meson decay in an event with one large rapidity gap. The ion moving in the same
direction as the rapidity gap should remain intact. The full reconstruction of both D-mesons, the cleanest
channel, the in specific decay channels requires large large event statistics and might be complemented
by an analysis with one D-meson decaying semileptonically. However, the charm production rates are
high enough that the low efficiency should be affordable for a precise measurement.
In addition to charm and bottom, it may also be possible to study the photoproduction of top
[863, 864]. The rates are small for lead-lead collisions at the LHC (7 pairs in 13 nb−1), but for pPb
collisions at
√
sNN =8.8 TeV, the calculation of Ref. [863] finds that an integrated luminosity of 2 pb
−1
corresponds to a production of 110 pairs. These pairs are mostly at fairly central rapidities and the large
top semileptonic branching ratio should provide a clear experimental tag. This process could provide
a separate probe of gluon distributions at larger x, and very high Q2. It would also allow a direct
measurement of the electric charge of the top quark.
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10.3 The physics of inelastic p-Pb collisions
10.3.1 Experimental overview
Proton-lead collisions are an integral part of the LHC program since the 2012 pilot run. Within collinear
factorisation, constraints on our knowledge of the nuclear wave functions could be extended at high Q2
by dijets and heavy gauge boson available for the first time in nuclear collisions [786]. Insights have been
gained at lower Q2 with heavy-flavour production based on the assumption that their nuclear production
modification is dominated by nPDFs [329]. In Run 3 and 4, the increased luminosities and detector
upgrades will allow to improve the statistical precision, to extent the kinematic reach and the available
processes. The detector capabilities and observables are outlined in view of high-energy QCD studies
in p–Pb collisions and experimental measurement projections on selected observables are shown. One
upgrade dedicated to low-x physics is separately discussed. In all cases, the statistical and point-by-
point uncorrelated systematic uncertainties are not taking into account to place the central point. After
this introduction, two theory contributions zoom in on specific aspects of Run 3-4 data.
– ALICE will measure heavy flavour and charged particle production at mid-rapidity in p–Pb col-
lisions during Run 3 and Run 4. These measurements will constrain the parton densities in the
nucleus at moderate x. At forward and backward rapidity, measurements of W and Z-boson pro-
duction, as well as a range of quarkonia (J/ψ, ψ(2S), and the Υ(nS) family) will be performed. In
particular the W and Z boson measurements will constrain the nuclear PDFs, while the quarkonia
are also sensitive to final state effects. An example is given for the Z boson in Fig. 83 on the right.
– ATLAS will measure heavy electro-weak bosons, W and Z, with the larger p–Pb dataset which
will be available in Run 3-4. The much larger luminosity will allow precision in these mea-
surements significantly surpassing the one currently available. Projected W and Z boson cross
sections published in Ref. [7] are shown in Figure 81. Previous results have suggested that the
modification of EW boson cross sections that is described with nPDFs, appears to be stronger
in more central collisions [865, 866]. Figure 82 (left) shows the projected boson yield ratio of
central to peripheral collisions, RCP, for different centrality bins from Ref. [7]. Figure 82(right)
shows the yield of Z bosons scaled by the nuclear overlap function, TAB, as a function of cen-
trality. It indicates that the Z boson yield uncertainties will be considerably smaller than the TAB
uncertainty.
– CMS will exploit the larger p–Pb dataset available during Run 3–4 and it will hence further im-
prove the precision on differential measurements of W and Z bosons (constraining quark and an-
tiquark nPDFs) [867,868], as well as dijet and top quark pair (tt) production (gluon nPDFs) [869,
870]. While first Run 2 results on W boson production already feature experimental uncertainties
smaller than the nPDF ones [871], the larger luminosity by a factor 5 to 10 expected in Runs 3–4
will allow for another large jump in the constraints on nPDFs from data. The CMS dijet capabili-
ties with Run 3–4 data [12] are shown in Fig. 84. In addition, novel studies will become possible,
such as the measurement of differential cross sections for tt production, for an improved con-
straining power on nPDFs, as well as the mass dependence of Drell-Yan production down to the
Υ meson mass region. The projection for tt production [12] is shown together with the precise
W boson asymmetry measurement in Run 3–4 [8] in Fig. 85. Heavy flavour meson cross sections
will also be measured, which are sensitive to low-x gluon nPDFs: D mesons (pT > 0.5 GeV/c),
B mesons (pT > 5 GeV/c), prompt and non-prompt J/ψ (pT > 3 GeV/c), and Υ(nS) down to
pT = 0. These measurements will benefit from the improved detector and trigger performance in
Run 4 [806].
– LHCb will operate during Run 3 and Run 4 with the average charged particle multiplicity in p–Pb
and Pb–p collisions that are smaller than the nominal conditions in pp running with an average
pile-up of 5 interactions. All p–Pb collisions will be processed in the software trigger. Hence,
LHCb can fully profit from the luminosity increase including pT = 0 heavy-flavour production.
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A natural focus is the study of open and hidden beauty and charm production with improved
precision. A novel measurement in the p–Pb collision system is discussed in detail in view of
saturation physics in section 10.3.3 and is shown in Fig. 87. A new focus of LHCb, profitting from
the increased ion in one of the considered rapidity range is shown in Fig. 83 down to 5 GeV/c2.
Direct photon studies in the conversion channel will strongly profit from the increased luminosity.
The projections of the LHCb collaboration for p–Pb collisions are discussed in detail in Ref. [13].
10.3.2 Forward calorimeter upgrade of ALICE
The ALICE collaboration is considering to add a high-granularity forward calorimeter (FOCAL) to the
experiment to measure direct photon production in the rapidity range 3.0–5.0 and at low pT, to probe
the gluon density in protons and nuclei at x ∼ 10−5 where gluon saturation and non-linear effects in the
gluon density may become apparent. The FOCAL design is based on the Si-W calorimeter technology,
with two or three high-granularity layers with silicon pixel sensors that allow to separate electromagnetic
showers with only a few mm distance between them. This unique high granularity makes it possible to
reconstruct neutral pions in the forward direction and to reject the decay photon background for the
direct photon measurement.
Figure 86 shows the expected performance of the FOCAL detector for the direct photon measure-
ment in p–Pb collisions. The left panel shows the projected uncertainties, which are 7-8% at high pT and
increase at lower momentum due to the combinatorial background. The right panel shows the impact of
the measurement on our knowledge of the nuclear modification of the gluon distribution; the red lines
show the current uncertainty, based on the EPS09 nPDFs, but using a broader set of parametrisations
for the nuclear PDFs at the initial scale Q0, similar to [873]. The grey band shows the uncertainty
after including the FOCAL pseudo-data. The improvement in the uncertainty is about a factor 2, but
it should be noted that the direct photon measurements probes the gluon distribution at low x directly,
while the most of the existing data only probe x & 10−3 (see Fig. 78). At present, the only mea-
surements that probe the very low x region for nuclear PDFs are forward heavy flavour measurements
from LHCb [754, 874] and ALICE [875]; theoretical developments are under way to use these data to
constrain the PDFs [329, 876]. The FOCAL program will probe small x in different production chan-
nels (quark-gluon Compton scattering vs gluon fusion) and therefore also further test universality and
factorisation in this regime [877]. Future measurements of Drell-Yan production in LHCb, as shown in
Fig. 91, will also probe this region, but will have a weaker impact for gluons at small Q2 according to
current experimental uncertainty estimates.
In addition to the inclusive direct photon measurement, the FOCAL program will measure forward
pi0 production in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions, which also provides important constraints for the
nuclear PDFs and parton energy loss in Pb–Pb collisions at large rapidity. Correlation measurements
of neutral pions and photons will be used to further probe the gluon density and to search for evidence
of multiple-gluon interactions which are expected to be important in the high gluon density of the Color
Glass Condensate [878, 879].
10.3.3 Transverse momentum dependent and low-x phenomena sensitive observables in cc¯ and bb¯
production
In recent years, many efforts have been devoted to elucidate the properties of transverse-momentum-
dependent gluon distributions in the high-energy or small-x limit, and in particular to determine how
non-linear saturation effects impact the various distributions. A process which is particularly interesting
in this regard is the forward production of a heavy quark-antiquark pair, in high-energy proton-proton
or proton-nucleus collisions. For kinematical reasons, in the proton-nucleus case, the proton side of
the collision involves large-x partons, while on the nucleus side, small-x gluons participate. Hence,
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this process can be described in a hybrid approach in which the proton content is described by regu-
lar, integrated PDFs, while the small-x dynamics in the nuclear wave function is dealt with using the
Color Glass Condensate (CGC) effective theory, from which the gluon transverse momentum dependent
distributions (TMDs) naturally emerge [880, 881].
In terms of sensitivity to the QCD saturation regime, the same manifestations are expected than
with light quarks [882], although smaller values of x can be reached in the latter case. From the point
of view of the TMD content however, heavy quarks are interesting because their production involves
linearly-polarized gluons TMDs [883], in addition to the usual unpolarized gluon TMDs, and because,
due to non-linear effects, the linearly-polarized TMDs generally differ from their unpolarized partners
[884]. The LHCb detector is well-suited to measure heavy hadrons in the forward rapidity region,
and given large-enough statistics, one could potentially try and extract information about the linearly-
polarized gluons in protons and lead nuclei, from data obtained with LHC unpolarized beams. Before
giving cross section estimates, let us briefly give a bit more details about the process and the physics
involved.
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Figures from Ref. [1].
Forward quark-antiquark pair production in dilute-dense collisions is characterized by three mo-
mentum scales: Pt, the typical transverse momentum of a single quark, and always one of the largest
scales; kt, the total transverse momentum of the pair, which is a measure of the transverse momentum
of the small-x gluons coming from the target; and Qs, the saturation scale of the target, which is always
one of the softest scales. The value of kt with respect to Qs and Pt governs which factorisation scheme
is relevant. Indeed, when kt ∼ Qs  Pt (the quark and the antiquark are almost back-to-back), there are
effectively two strongly ordered scales kt and Pt in the problem and TMD factorisation applies [880],
implying the involvement of several gluon TMDs that differ significantly from each other, especially in
the saturation regime, when kt ≤ Qs [881]. In the other regime which shall not be discussed here (away
from back-to-back production), kt and Pt are of the same order and far above the saturation scale, only
the linear small-x dynamics is important and the various TMDs differ no more.
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In [880,885], the cross section for forward di-jet production in proton-nucleus collisions was cal-
culated within the CGC. It was then shown that, in the back-to-back limit, a TMD factorisation formula
could be extracted, the result being the same as in a direct TMD approach (i.e., without resorting to
the CGC). However, in contrast to the direct TMD approach, the calculation in the CGC yields explicit
expressions for the TMDs in terms of Wilson lines, which can be evolved in rapidity through the non-
linear Jalilian-Marian-Iancu-McLerran-Weigert-Leonidov-Kovner (JIMWLK) equation. In [884], those
results were extended to the case of a forward heavy quark-antiquark pair. As already observed earlier
(see for instance [883,886–890]), by keeping a non-zero quark mass, the cross section becomes sensitive
to additional TMDs, which describe the linearly-polarized gluon content of the unpolarized target.
The three unpolarized gluon TMDs which describe the quark-antiquark pair production are the
adjoint-dipole TMD, the Weizsäcker-Williams TMD, and a third one which is roughly a convolution
of two fundamental-dipole TMDs. They are accompanied by three ‘polarized’ partners, which couple
through the quark mass and via azimuthal-angle modulation. This is analogous to what happens in the
γ∗A → qq¯ process (in that case not only a non-zero quark mass but also a non-zero photon virtuality
brings sensitivity to linearly-polarized gluons) described in Section 10.2.4,10.2.3, although there, only
one unpolarized gluon TMD is involved (the Weizsäcker-Williams distribution), along with its polarized
partner [889, 890].
Predictions for D mesons are presented in Figure 87 as a function of their relative azimuthal
angle near pi, along with projections from the LHCb experiment. In the p–Pb kinematical range that is
investigated here, roughly 2.800 raw counts are expected over the full azimuthal range for the specified
decay channel that can be complemented with other channels as in pp collisions in Ref. [891].
10.3.4 Fully coherent energy loss effects on different final states
The multiple scattering of quarks and gluons traveling in a QCD medium induces the radiation of gluons
which carry away some energy of the propagating parton, leading for instance to the jet quenching
phenomenon. Therefore, a key ingredient of any parton energy loss calculation is the medium-induced
gluon spectrum radiated by the fast propagating color charge. It is of course of crucial importance
to know the correct parametric dependence of the induced spectrum, which in general depends on the
parton properties (in particular its energy and mass) and those of the medium, since it has a direct impact
on the phenomenology of particle production in p–A and A–A collisions. The emission of a gluon
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radiated by an energetic parton experiencing multiple scattering in a medium takes a typical formation
time, tf , which needs to be compared to the length of the medium, L.
Over the last few years, it has been realized that in a hard process involving incoming and outgoing
energetic color charges (which do not have to be identical) being quasi-collinear in the rest frame of the
medium, the associated medium-induced gluon spectrum is dominated by large gluon formation times,
tf  L [489, 892, 893]. In this so-called fully coherent (FC) region, the medium-induced radiated
energy is similar to the energy loss of an asymptotic charge. In particular it scales as the energy, and
thus exceeds at high energy the average parton energy loss in the Landau–Pomeranchuk–Migdal (LPM)
regime, tf . L, for which the energy dependence is at most logarithmic. This different parametric
behavior has important consequences on the phenomenology of hadron production in p–A collisions. In
particular, a model based on the fully coherent induced gluon spectrum was shown to describe accurately
the quarkonium suppression observed in p–A collisions at all centre-of-mass energies, from the SPS
fixed-target experiments (
√
s ' 20 GeV) to the LHC (√s = 5.02 TeVand√s = 8.16 TeV) [894–896].
It is therefore necessary to investigate further the role of fully coherent energy loss on other processes.
Because the fully coherent induced gluon spectrum arises from the interference between the emission
amplitudes off the initial charge and that off the final state, the effects of FC energy loss are process
dependent. Let us review, at a qualitative level, the expected nuclear dependence of different processes
which could be measured at the LHC with a high luminosity.
In the absence of color charge in the partonic final state, the energy loss in Drell-Yan (DY) pro-
duction at leading order is expected to be that of a suddenly decelerated parton, that is, independent
of its energy (LPM regime). The effects of parton energy loss in nuclei should therefore play almost
no role on DY production in high-energy p–A collisions, since ∆E/E → 0 in the high-energy limit.
The inclusive production of DY lepton pairs in p–A collisions at the LHC should therefore be free of
any parton energy loss effect. As a result, this process might be used advantageously in order to probe
possible nuclear PDF effects at small values of x, see e.g., Fig. 83 and Ref. [500] for more details. As-
suming a luminosity of Lint = 250 nb
−1 and taking the conservative value for the cross section in p–Pb
collisions at
√
s = 5 TeV, dσ/dy = 40 nb [500], the number of forward DY lepton pairs, which could
be measured by the LHCb experiment is typically 104 per rapidity unit. Also interesting, and accessible
with a high luminosity, would be the production of diphotons in p–A collisions. This process would be
free of energy loss effects, for the same reasons as the DY process, while being sensitive to nPDF in the
quark sector, qq¯ → γγ, and in the gluon sector through the ‘box diagram’, gg → γγ.
Note that the energy loss scaling asE (FC regime) would come into play only if another energetic
charged particle is produced in the final-state in association with the virtual photon (or the diphoton),
such that the final state carries a global color charge. Such a situation typically occurs in DY+jet
production in p–A collisions. Consider for instance the Compton scattering process, qg → qγ?. At
forward rapidity, an incoming quark from the proton projectile scatters in the medium to produce the
final state in a color triplet representation. In this peculiar case of quark to a color triplet final state, one
would expect a negative medium-induced gluon spectrum (i.e., with stronger gluon radiation in pp than
in p–A collisions), leading to an energy gain (with respect to pp collisions), ∆E ∝ (−1/2Nc)×E [893].
Such an unusual dependence would manifest by a slight enhancement of DY+jet production in p–A
collisions with respect to pp collisions [500], although a quantitative study would be needed to answer
whether this effect could be visible in the experiment. Similarly, should this enhancement be small or
negligible, the associate production of a prompt photon with a heavy-quark jet might be sensitive to
the nPDF of heavy quarks and gluons, as emphasized in Ref. [897]. Using σγc = 1.2 × 105 pb in the
acceptance of the ALICE calorimeter [897] leads to 2.4 × 105 γ + c-jet events in p–Pb collisions at√
s = 8.8 TeV assuming L = 2 pb−1. This observable should be also accessible in ATLAS, CMS and
LHCb acceptances as well.
More pronounced effects of fully coherent energy loss are expected when the final state is in a
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color octet state, or possibly in higher color representations. An example is the production of a jet pair
with not too large transverse momenta (ideally only a few times the saturation scale of the target nucleus).
In the case of di-gluon production, the final state can be produced in the 27-plet color representation
(with Casimir C27 = 8) that would lead to an average coherent energy loss proportional to (Nc +
C27)/2 = 11/2, that is almost twice larger that expected if the final state is in a color octet state. Such
higher color representations could also be probed in the production of Bc mesons (or in the associate
production of a D and a B meson), with a complex final state c c¯ b b¯. From the number of fitted signal
candidatesN = 104 Bc mesons extracted at LHCb in the semileptonic decay channel in pp collisions at√
s = 8 TeV with L = 2 fb−1 [898], the expected Bc rate in the LHCb acceptance using L = 0.5 pb−1
in p–Pb collisions at the same energy is N = 5× 102 Bc mesons.
10.4 Constraints on nuclear PDFs
10.4.1 Overview
As previously discussed in Sec. 10.1, the nuclear Parton Distribution Functions (nPDFs) are poorly con-
strained as compared to the proton PDFs. This is mainly due to the lack of high statistics data across the
very large nuclear mass number (A) range. In fact, even the precision of the proton PDFs rely crucially
on nuclear target data [872,899,900]; for example, the neutrino-nucleon deep-inelastic-scattering (DIS)
structure functions are essential for decomposing the flavour components of the proton [901–905]. Con-
sequently, improved determinations of the nuclear PDFs and nuclear correction factors could improve
the proton PDF precision. Thus, the future LHC Runs 3 and 4 could provide the opportunity to precisely
constrain the nPDFs for the Pb-nucleus and, in Run 5 and later, one or more lighter nuclei, and thereby
disentangle the nuclear effects from the individual flavour components.
In Fig. 88 selected nPDFs from the literature are displayed.
10.4.2 W and Z boson production
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Fig. 88: Comparison of the gluon (left) and strange (right) quark nPDF for a lead nucleus as a function of
x for a selection of nuclear PDF sets: HKN07 [906], DSSZ [788], EPPS16 [786], and nCTEQ15 [787].
Inclusive W and Z boson production: Inclusive production of W and Z bosons in pp collisions at the
LHC can provide new information on the strange, charm and beauty quark PDFs. Additionally, heavy-
ion W and Z production data from p–Pb and Pb–Pb can provide insight on the nuclear corrections,
and this complements other data on nuclear targets as it is at large A (lead) and high energy (and thus,
smaller x) [865–868,871,910,911]. For example, ATLAS used inclusive W/Z production data to extract
the strange quark component of the proton as displayed in Fig. 89 (left). This yielded a larger strange
quark PDF than commonly expected [907, 912]. A recent analysis of the ATLAS and CMS inclusive
W and Z differential cross section data at 7 and 8 TeV [913] and the combined HERA inclusive data
indicates that while there is no tension between the data sets, the LHC data does support unsuppressed
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Fig. 89: Left: The relative strange-to-down sea quark fractions rs = 0.5(s + s¯)/d¯ as compared with
predictions from different NNLO PDF sets; figure from Ref. [907]. Right: correlations between
W+ and W− p–Pb cross sections calculated with different input PDFs and assumptions to illustrate the
separate impact of the i) nuclear corrections, ii) heavy flavour components, and iii) base PDFs [908,909].
strangeness in the proton at low x at both low and high scales. Certainly this is an area that warrants
further study.
To highlight the sensitivity of the heavy ion W/Z production to both the heavy flavour components
and the nuclear corrections, in Fig. 89 (right), the correlations between W+ and W− cross sections for
proton-lead interactions calculated with different input PDFs and assumptions [908] are shown. By
comparing the results with and without the strange, charm, beauty quark flavours, it can be observed
that these quarks do have a large impact on this observable; hence, this process can provide incisive
information about the corresponding PDFs. To see the effect of the nuclear corrections, the CT10 proton
result is compared with the other calculations. For the case that only two flavours are considered, the
separation of the proton result (CT10) and the nuclear results are quite distinct. In this case, the effect of
the specific nuclear correction (nCTEQ15 or EPS09) or the effect of the underling base PDF (CTEQ6.1
or CT10) is minimal. In contrast, when this picture is compared to the five flavour results, the division
between the proton and nuclear result is not as simple as the different nuclear corrections and proton
baseline PDFs yield a broader range of results. In particular, the strange quark PDFs in the CTEQ6.1
and CT10 proton baseline PDFs are quite different, and this will contribute to the spread of results. Thus,
proton-lead production of W/Z is an ideal “laboratory” as this process is sensitive to i) the heavy flavour
components, ii) the nuclear corrections, and iii) the underlying “baseline” proton PDF. Thus, high-
statistics heavy-ion run data during Run 3 and Run 4 has the potential to reduce the current uncertainties
and improve the nuclear PDF determination as illustrated by the projections from ATLAS in Fig. 81 and
CMS 85.
W± asymmetries: A way to disentangle the nuclear effects from proton PDF and other theory uncer-
tainties like higher-order corrections even in the absence of a pp reference, is the forward-to-backward
ratio [914]. To showcase the potential in the case of W± projections (shown in Fig. 85), Fig. 90 presents
the effect that PDF reweighting [915] analysis with these data has on EPPS16 nuclear PDFs and the
corresponding theory predictions for the asymmetry. The most notable effect is the dramatic reduction
in the uncertainties of the gluon PDF. Indeed, W± production takes place at a high scale Q2 ∼M2W and
even though it is mostly qiqj processes that make the W bosons, the qj PDFs probed at ηCM & 0 are, in
practice, dominated by the evolution effects at small x. Thus, it is not that surprising that it is predomi-
nantly the gluon component that gets tightly constrained by the W data. The improvement for the light
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Fig. 90: Left: The CMS projections [8] for the forward-backward asymmetry in W± production (Fig. 85)
compared to the original EPPS16 90% confidence-level error bands and those after reweighting with
these W± data. Right: The change in EPPS16 nuclear PDF modifications for sea quarks and gluons at
Q2 = 100 GeV2 upon reweighting with the data shown in the left-hand panel.
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sea quarks (d,u,s) is merely a consequence of better constrained gluons, through QCD dynamics. The
large-x (x & 0.1) part is not really affected by the W± data.
Another W± observable that would benefit from a high luminosity is an asymmetry
[σW
+
(yCM)− σW
+
(−yCM)]/[σW
−
(yCM)− σW
−
(−yCM)]
proposed in Ref. [914]. In order to measure such a quantity involving four cross sections and subtrac-
tions among them (particularly in the denominator which may fluctuate between positive and negative),
an excellent statistical precision — like that achievable during Run 3 and 4 at the LHC would be advan-
tageous. With the present Run 2 luminosity it appears that the data [871] are still not accurate enough to
measure this across the full rapidity acceptance.
Low-mass Drell-Yan: The Drell-Yan process at low invariant masses is a luminosity-hungry process
where LHC Run 3 and Run 4 can make a difference. It would be very much advantageous to reach
this low-mass region experimentally as it offers a possibility to constrain the nuclear PDFs at lower
factorisation scale where the nuclear effects are larger. The estimated impact is shown in Fig. 91 where
the LHCb estimates for RpPb are compared to the reduction of EPPS16 uncertainties upon performing
a PDF reweighting [915] with these data described in detail in Ref. [13]. In the calculation, a full decay-
lepton phase space has been assumed, but this has a feeble effect on RpPb. Although the Drell-Yan
process occurs predominantly via qq annihilation, the scale-evolution effects are large and these data
mostly constrain the gluon PDFs. Here, it should be noted that the probed x values are already so
small, that the parametrisation bias which is prominent at small x [873, 916] is probably significant and
understates the "true" effect of these measurements. This kind of scan over a wide range of invariant
masses with the LHC Run 3 and 4 precision would offer a possibility to test the Q2 evolution of nuclear
PDFs – whether there are corrections to standard DGLAP – much more systematically than only on-shell
W±- and Z-production measurements do (involving only one scale).
10.4.3 Heavy quark production
Inclusive Heavy Quark Production: A recent study of inclusive heavy quark production in proton–
lead collisions at the LHC demonstrates this can also help constrain the gluon distribution in nuclei.
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Fig. 91: Left: The LHCb projections [13] on RpPb in Drell-Yan process compared to the original
EPPS16 error bands and those after reweighting with these data. Right: The improvement in EPPS16
nuclear PDFs for sea quarks and gluons at Q2 = 100 GeV2 upon reweighting with the data shown in
the left-hand panel.
Specifically, Ref. [917] makes use of LHC p–Pb data on D0, J/ψ,B → J/ψ,Υ(1S) meson produc-
tion [496, 506, 754, 874, 918–929]. They obtain a consistent description of these data assuming nPDF
modifications are the dominant source of nuclear modifications in p–Pb collisions. Under this assump-
tion, a clear confirmation of gluon shadowing at small x is found. Additionally, they demonstrate that
the inclusion of such heavy-flavour data in a global fit can significantly reduce the uncertainty on the
gluon density down to x ' 7×10−6 while keeping an agreement with the other data of the global fits. A
reweighting of the current nPDFs sets with the LHC heavy-flavour data was performed for the nCTEQ15
and EPPS16 sets. In a recent analysis of beauty hadrons by the LHCb collaboration [754, 922, 923]
excellent agreement between the reweighted predictions and the measured data for the nuclear modi-
fication factor RpPb was found. Furthermore, the precision of these data will allow to further reduce
the uncertainty of the low-x nuclear gluon distribution. Due to the lower production rates for beauty
hadrons, this kind of observables would clearly profit from a higher luminosity as shown in Fig. 25
in the heavy-flavour chapter. Note that heavy flavour measurements from LHCb extending to larger
transverse momenta have also the potential to constrain the intrinsic heavy quark component [930–932].
Prompt Diphoton Production: As discussed in Sec. 10.3.4, other nuclear effects such as coherent
small angle gluon radiation may explain the heavy-flavour data without a strong shadowing of the small-
x gluon. A way to contrast parton shadowing against effects from coherent energy loss discussed in
section 10.3.4, will be to study hard processes with color neutral final states in the context of a global
analysis in order to see whether a coherent description of all the data remains possible. The case of
vector boson production has already been discussed above which is rather sensitive to the quark distri-
butions. Interesting processes (with more or less color neutral final states) which are sensitive to the
gluon distribution are inclusive prompt photon production and diphoton production. The prompt photon
observable has been discussed in Section 10.3.2 in the context of the ALICE upgrade. The diphoton pro-
duction is rather clean with an essentially color neutral final state assuming that the contribution from
the fragmentation of quarks and gluons into photons can be strongly suppressed by photon isolation
criteria [725, 933]. Due to the small diphoton cross section, this measurement requires high luminosi-
ties. Based on the available calculations at next-to-leading order [934, 935], about 6000 events within
the fiducial experimental acceptance used in pp collisions by ATLAS can be expected with 2 pb−1
p–Pb collisions.
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EPPS16 pdf-set. Right: Number of expected tt events in Ar–Ar collisions and in Pb–Pb as a function
of the top-quark transverse momentum. the used luminosities are discussed in the text.
Heavy Quark Associated Production: The associated production of a heavy quark Q and a vector
boson γ/Z/W± also provides incisive information about the PDFs. For all these processes, the LO
contribution comes from the gluon–heavy-quark (gQ) initiated subprocess, making this process very
sensitive to the gluon and the heavy quark nuclear parton densities. For the neutral current processes, a
prompt photon γ or Z together with a c or b quark can be considered to obtain information of the c and
b PDFs, respectively; for the charged current process, the Wc and Wb final states are sensitive to the
strange and charm quark, respectively. These channels have been analysed for the LHC pp data [936–
941] and the Wc channel is a key input for the ATLAS/CMS comparison of the strange sea quark
content of the proton [913]. The event statistics in 2 pb−1 p–Pb collisions can be expected to be a
factor 10 smaller than in the Run 1 CMS [940] and ATLAS [941] allowing for a first measurement in
p–Pb collisions.
Additionally, the γ/Z transverse momentum can be used to gauge the initial energy of the mas-
sive parton propagating through the dense QCD medium produced in those collisions, making γ/Z+ Q
production a powerful process in order to probe energy loss dynamics in the heavy-quark sector. Fur-
thermore, the comparison of the photon-jet pair momentum, from pp to Pb–Pb collisions, is sensitive to
the amount of energy lost by the heavy-quarks and could therefore be used in order to better understand
parton energy loss processes in the heavy quark sector.
10.4.4 Top production
The tt production provides a complementary observable to the dijets for probing high-x gluons [870,
942]. For the very short t-quark life time, they decay, in practice exclusively, to W boson and b quarks.
Although, the cleanest channel is the one where both W bosons decay leptonically, it has been recently
demonstrated [870] that it is possible to get a clear signal when one of the two W bosons decays leptoni-
cally and the other one goes to light-quark jets. This is the preferred observable as the yields are 3 times
higher than when both W bosons decay leptonically. The cross sections using the MCFM code [943],
process 146 (where the leptonically decaying W comes from top quark) have been estimated at NLO
level. The following fiducial cuts have been applied:
p`
±
T > 30 GeV/c, |y`
±
| < 2.5, pmissingT > 30 GeV/c,
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pjetsT > 30 GeV/c, |yjets| < 2.5, Rjetsisolation = 0.5.
In this setup, the NLO calculation with the factorisation and renormalisation scales set to the
top-quark mass yields, per-nucleon, σn−n ≈ 4200 fb in p–Pb collisions at
√
s = 8.8 TeV, with
CT14NLO [872] proton PDFs and EPPS16 [786] nuclear corrections. This is to be multiplied by a
factor two to account for the electron and muon final states and by a factor of two to account for the
process where the antitop is the one from which the leptonically decaying W originates from. Since
this is the nucleon-nucleon cross section, a factor of 208 has to be still multiplied to get the p–Pb cross
section. This yields σpPb ≈ 3.5 nb. Considering the 2000 nb−1 scenario, and efficiency of 0.75 [942]
in b-jet tagging, around 5200 events are expected. Based on this number, the expected nuclear modi-
fication factor RpPb following the steps of Ref. [942] has been estimated, assigning each data point a
5% uncorrelated systematic uncertainty (in the current p–Pb measurement of CMS [870] the systematic
uncertainty is∼20%). Dividing the |y`
±
| < 2.5 interval to 20 bins, the statistical uncertainty varies from
5% (|y`
±
| < 1) to 10% (most forward/backward). The resulting RpPb is compared in Fig. 92 with the
EPPS16 uncertainty band. In the considered kinematic configuration the expectedRpPb is typically a bit
above unity for the gluon antishadowing in EPPS16. As can be seen from the left-hand panel of Fig. 92,
the expected precision of the measurement is not enough to give significant constraints on nuclear PDFs.
In particular, the dijets considered in Section 11.4.3 will probe the same kinematic configuration with a
clearly higher precision. However, here much depends on the expected systematic error (taken here to
be 5% for each data point separately) and how large are the bin-to-bin correlations. In the p-Ar mode,
the higher c.m. energy of
√
s ≈ 9.4 TeV increases the yields around 50% and would also benefit from
the higher luminosities, see the next subsection and Sec. 2.4.
This, plus a higher achievable nucleon-nucleon luminosity would render the above case almost
completely systematics dominated.
Using the same framework and assumptions as above, the fiducial tt yields in A-A collisions
have been estimated. Here, the Pb–Pb and Ar–Ar cases have been considered. In Pb–Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV, the per-nucleon cross section is σn−n ≈ 1200 fb which translates to around 2000
reconstructed events for 13 nb−1 ion-ion luminosity. In the Ar–Ar option, the c.m. energy is slightly
higher,
√
s = 6.3 TeV, which increases the cross section by some 50%. In addition, the achievable
ion-ion luminosity is much higher, 3000 nb−1-8800 nb−1 within 2.75 months of running, see Tables in
Chapter 2.4. Thus, the estimated amount of tt events is clearly larger, around 30000. The right-hand
panel of Fig. 92 shows the event distributions as a function of top-quark transverse momentum pT(t).
This shows that, the HL-LHC may allow to probe the space-time picture of heavy-ion collisions using
top quarks [944] up to pT(t) ≈ 400 GeV/c in the Pb–Pb case, and up to pT(t) ≈ 700 GeV/c in the
Ar–Ar alternative.
10.5 Perspectives with lighter ions
Lighter ions, with the possibility to achieve large integrated luminosities in modest running times, see
Sect. 2.4 in the accelerator chapter, offer several interesting opportunities for the study of the initial
stage of ion collisions, for small-x physics and for the determination of nuclear parton densities, see
Section 10.1.
First, concerning nPDFs, it should be noted that due to the scarcity of nuclear data, a PDF fit
or a single nucleus is impossible as discussed in Section 10.1. The different groups [786–788] have
adopted different strategies but, generically, they give the parameters in the initial condition to be fitted
a dependence on the nuclear mass number. Such dependence acquires different functional forms and,
therefore, it constitutes part of the parametrisation bias in the nPDF set. Data on lighter nuclei may help
to constrain such parametrisations, see the discussions for UPCs and p–A collisions in Section 10.4.
To highlight the current unknowns, Fig. 93 compares the nuclear modifications for Argon and Lead, as
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Fig. 93: The EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 nuclear PDF modifications for gluons atQ2 = 10 GeV2. Left-hand
panel corresponds to the Argon nucleus and the right-hand panel to the Lead nucleus. From Ref. [945]
given by the EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 global analyses. In particular, the nCTEQ15 prediction varies, even
qualitatively, quite significantly between Argon and Lead. This underscores the usefulness of e.g. a p-Ar
run at the LHC.
On the other hand, the impact parameter dependence of nPDFs is linked to their dependence on
nuclear size. Several models exist (see e.g. [946, 947]), and even less model-dependent approaches like
the EPS09s analysis [948] where the dependence on nuclear size was used to constrain the impact pa-
rameter dependence. First-principle calculations combining the Gribov theory of inelastic shadowing
and factorisation theorems for hard diffraction and DIS relate diffraction in electron-proton collisions
with nuclear shadowing. This has been used to predict nuclear shadowing [790, 791], including its nu-
clear size and impact parameter dependence. While such relation is exact for the deuteron, its extension
to larger nuclei has some degree of model dependence. Lighter ions are the ideal place to test the nu-
clear size dependence without resorting to centrality selection, whose relation with impact parameter is
doomed to be as problematic - at least - as found in p–Pb collisions at the LHC.
Lighter ions also offer large luminosities that are important for several aspects:
– Data on beauty mesons and bottomonium in p–A collisions can be used to constrain nPDFs [329]
better than their charm counterparts, because of the larger scale given by the mass and by the
opportunity that they are less affected by collective effects. But they demand large statistics that
can be achieved with lighter ions.
– Larger luminosities will benefit measurements in p–A collisions for observables with large scales,
like high-mass DY or dijets, for precise determination of nPDFs.
– UPCs and photon-photon studies [587] in A–A collisions will greatly benefit in spite of the Z2(4)
factor for the photon luminosities that can be overcompensated by the larger nucleon-nucleon
luminosity.
– Larger luminosities can also benefit small-x forward observables that, like dijets [411], aim to
reach quite large transverse momenta in p–A collisions.
Lighter ions offer a bridge between small systems and Pb–Pb without requiring centrality se-
lection that is problematic both in pp, p–A and peripheral A–A. In the framework of saturation mod-
els [782] that aim to describe collective effects in small systems without requiring final state interactions
(see e.g. [949] and references therein), the extension from the proton to the nuclear case in some of
the phenomenological realisations is done by a simple rescaling of the squared saturation momentum
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Q2s ∝ A1/3. And the centrality dependence is assumed to be proportional to the nuclear profile, which
leads to strong problems in the nuclear periphery where a dilute situation is restored. Lighter ions offer
a check of our ideas on the nuclear size versus energy leading the density that determines saturation, and
the use of minimum bias observables instead of centrality-sliced ones that would greatly simplify the
phenomenology.
To conclude, lighter ions offer several advantages and disadvantages for initial stage studies. The
main disadvantage is the fact that theory calculations usually assume the limit of scattering of a dilute
projectile (proton) on a dense target (nucleus). Lighter ion-ion collisions are further from this limit. On
the other hand, they offer: (i) a bridge between small and large systems without resorting to centrality
selection that would be useful for constraining the nuclear wave function, the collision dynamics and
the interpretation of collectivity; (ii) the possibility of larger luminosities for UPCs and forward observ-
ables for nPDFs determination and small-x studies; and (iii) a more affordable setup for microscopic
calculations of nuclear corrections.
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11 Other opportunities with ion and proton beams at the LHC
11.1 Physics motivation for collisions of light ions
Coordinator: Zvi Citron (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)
Contributors: L. Apolinario (LIP and IST Lisbon), A. Dainese (INFN Padova), J.F. Grosse-Oetringhaus (CERN),
J.M. Jowett (CERN), Y.-J. Lee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), C. Loizides (Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory), G. Milhano (LIP and IST Lisbon, CERN), A. Milov (Weizmann Institute of Science), J. Pires (CFTP and
IST Lisbon), A.M. Sickles (U. Illinois, Urbana-Champaign), U. Wiedemann (CERN), M. Winn (LAL, Orsay and
IRFU/DPhN, Saclay)
The collision of ion species with A  APb is an appealing opportunity to expand the physics
programme presented in this document. The recent Xe–Xe run of only eight hours has provided valuable
input for the physics performance of ion collisions lighter than Pb at the LHC. Broadly, the advantages
of using A  APb collisions are twofold: smaller collision systems sample key physical parameters
beyond what can be probed with Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions, and they allow higher luminosity running
to maximize the accumulation of rare events in heavy-ion collisions. This higher luminosity would
enable high-precision measurements for currently rare observables in Pb–Pb collisions as well as the
study of observables totally inaccessible in Pb–Pb collisions.
A scenario is envisioned in which the programme is extended in two directions: a) a short run
of O–O (A = 16) to study system-size dependence and b) longer running of a species of intermediate
A to achieve a large luminosity increase. The choice of the intermediate species will be dictated by
the competition of increased luminosity with lower A against the goal of studying the properties of an
extended QGP system. Optimizing the choice of species will require further study from the accelerator,
experimental, and theoretical communities; in this document Ar–Ar (A = 40) collisions are considered
as a test-case for the choice of intermediate ion. It is understood that any choice of collision species will
likely require a pilot run prior to beginning dedicated collisions.
Section 2.4 describes the technical capabilities of the LHC to provide lighter-ion collisions, as
well as the expected performance for several ion species. For example, for Ar–Ar the expectation for
one month of collisions is 1080 nb−1 (p = 1.5). In order to compare across different collisions species
we consider the nucleon–nucleon integrated luminosity per month of running, which could be larger by
a factor 8–25 (for p = 1.5–1.9) with respect to Pb–Pb collisions, i.e. one month of Ar–Ar collisions
would be equivalent to∼ 25–80 nb−1 of Pb–Pb collisions. This gain would be the same in all centrality
classes (defined in terms of percentiles of the hadronic cross section). Jet quenching estimates for light
ion (Ar–Ar) collisions are presented in Sect. 6.5. Section 4.3.2 discusses flow measurements with light
ions. A discussion of the role that light ion collisions can play for small-x and nPDF studies is reported
in Sect. 10.5. Finally, the implications of Ar–Ar collisions for the study of light-by-light scattering are
discussed in Sect. 11.2.
Even a short O–O run can help clarify the uncertainty concerning the onset of QGP or QGP-
like phenomena in high-multiplicity pA and pp collisions, as discussed in section 9.10. The search for
signals associated with the QGP in O–O collisions should complement the searches in pp and p–Pb
collisions.In particular, the O–O system has well-understood collision geometry as described in detail
in Sect. 9.10, enabling the study of collisions with low values of 〈Npart〉 that are difficult to select and
study in Pb–Pb collisions and that are similar to those associated to high-multiplicity p–Pb events.
Colliding O–O at the LHC naturally dovetails with p–O collisions whose significance for cosmic-ray
physics is detailed in Sect. 11.3.
Complementing Pb–Pb collisions, the possibility of high-luminosity extended LHC runs with
intermediate-A nuclei (e.g. Ar–Ar or Kr–Kr) is an appealing long-term option. The chief promise of
these collisions is the possibility of reaching much higher luminosity than Pb–Pb collisions while still
producing a QGP over an extended volume of ∼ 1000 fm3 in central events. Based on a Glauber Monte
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PROBING TIME-DEPENDENCE OF QGP PROPERTIES
• lighter ions bring significant gains wrt to Pb at the LHC, however 
• mild gain from going lighter and lighter  
• inability to distinguish from full quenching dominated by 1% 
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Fig. 94: Maximum medium lifetime that can be distinguished from a full quenching baseline with a
statistical significance of two standard deviations (2σ), as a function of luminosity (shown in terms of
equivalent Pb–Pb luminosity) for different species and collider energies. A single Ar–Ar run is expected
to provide ∼ 25–80 nb−1 of Pb–Pb equivalent luminosity. Adapted from [944].
Carlo simulation [767], the mean number of participants for Ar–Ar ranges from 〈Npart〉 ∼ 7 for 60–
80% centrality to ∼ 70 for 0–5% centrality collisions. QGP effects are observed in Pb–Pb collisions
with similar number of participants (see e.g. [950, 951]). In addition, the much lower underlying event
multiplicity in Ar–Ar relative to central Pb–Pb collisions is expected to lead to reduced systematic
uncertainties for several observables, from reconstructed jets to all signal affected by large combinatorial
backgrounds. These features, combined with the possibility to increase the nucleon–nucleon luminosity
by more than one order of magnitude, make Ar–Ar collisions an extremely attractive option for hard-
probe measurements that in Pb–Pb collisions are limited or impossible, such as boosted top-quark decay
chains for QGP studies [944]. Figure 94 extends the analysis to lighter nuclei and shows that one month
of Ar–Ar collisions, with nucleon–nucleon luminosity equivalent to 25–80 nb−1 for Pb–Pb, allows
a similar physics reach as the entire Pb–Pb future programme (13 nb−1), namely to probe the QGP
density evolution up to a time of about 1.5–2 fm/c. Top quark studies in Ar–Ar collisions in the context
of constraints on nPDFs are discussed in Sect. 10.4.4.
Studies with Z bosons are representative examples of the types of measurements that may be un-
dertaken in a lighter ion rare-probes programme. In Fig. 95 the expected number of Z boson candidates
(assuming a selection similar to that used by ATLAS and CMS in previous studies) for one month of
heavy-ion running as a function of 〈Npart〉 is shown for several colliding ion species, and compared with
the expectation for the full Pb–Pb and p–Pb programmes of Runs 3 and 4. The figure demonstrates
that the overall yield of Z bosons would be considerably higher for one Ar–Ar run than for several years
of Pb–Pb running including both a sufficient number of candidates to study low 〈Npart〉 collisions
unreachable with Pb–Pb collisions as well as moderate 〈Npart〉 values in which QGP formation is ex-
pected. Z bosons are a powerful tool to probe the properties of the QGP in particular in Z+jet events. In
these studies the energy of the Z is a direct measurement of the energy of parton that initiated the recoil
jet. Therefore, the coverage of a broad range in Z momentum gives access to a jet-energy differential
study of jet quenching. the The expected number of Z+jet events from the 0–10% centrality class above
a given pT of the Z boson is calculated at NLO (and without including jet suppression) and shown in
Fig. 96 as a function of Pb–Pb equivalent luminosity. The Pb–Pb programme in Runs 3 and 4 (13 nb−1)
gives 1000 events with Z pT > 120 GeV/c, while a single Ar–Ar one-month run extends the coverage
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Fig. 95: The number of Z bosons as a function of 〈Npart〉 expected for one month of O–O,Ar–Ar, and
Kr–Kr collisions at the LHC and for the full expected Pb–Pb and p–Pb programmes. The Z bosons
are reconstructed via the di-lepton decay channel with leptonic pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.5, and a
mass selection of 66 < M`` < 116 GeV. The bands shown indicate the range of the expected luminosity
ranging from p = 1.5 to p = 1.9, as discussed in section 2.4.
with the same number of events to 140–180 GeV/c. A three-months Ar–Ar programme extends well
above 200 GeV/c.
For further study, Z+jet events were simulated in the 10% most central events in Ar–Ar collisions
using Jewel [952] to estimate the expected jet-quenching effects. Details of the use of and limitations
of JEWEL for this purpose are discussed in Sect. 6.5. Figure 97 shows the distribution of xjZ, the ratio
of the jet transverse momentum to that of the Z boson for 0–10% centrality Ar–Ar events, as well as
pp collisions and 0–10% centrality Pb–Pb events (Npart = 356, T = 260 MeV at thermalization time
τ = 0.6 fm/c for
√
s = 5.02 TeV). The Z boson must have pT > 60 GeV/c and be back-to-back
(|∆ϕ| > 7/8pi) to a jet with pT > 30 GeV/c. The Figure clearly shows that for this observable the
jet-quenching phenomena observed in Pb–Pb collisions as modelled by JEWEL are present also in Ar–
Ar collisions. More studies are needed to refine modelling of more dilute systems and optimize the
choice of colliding species, but taken together the available information suggests the potential of light
ion collision systems like Ar–Ar for a heavy-ion rare-probes programme.
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11.2 Physics of γγ interactions in heavy-ion collisions
Coordinators: Iwona Grabowska-Bold (AGH University of Science and Technology)
Contributors: M. Dyndal (DESY), S. Hassani (Université Paris-Saclay), M. Klusek-Gawenda (IFJ PAN, PL-
31342 Kraków, Poland), L. Schoeffel (Université Paris-Saclay), Peter Steinberg (BNL)
Heavy-ion beams are composed of nuclei which carry electric charge Ze (e is the electron charge
and Z is the atomic number). They are accelerated to nearly the speed of light, thus they generate large
electromagnetic (EM) fields. The EM fields generated by the relativistic ion can interact with the other
nucleus or its EM fields. Therefore, besides nuclear hadronic interactions, EM interactions also occur in
ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. These EM interactions can be studied in so-called ultra-peripheral
collisions (UPC) which occur when the distance between two nuclei in the transverse plane is larger than
two times the nuclear radius, and hadronic interactions are thus suppressed [582].
A broad range of processes can be studied with γγ interactions in UPC. In the following, a few
examples of photon-induced processes are considered at the HL-LHC: exclusive production of µ+µ−
or pp¯ pairs, a rare process of light-by-light (LbyL) scattering and a potential of searches for axion-like
particles (ALP).
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Fig. 98: (Upper) Differential cross section for exclusive production of the di-muon pairs as a function of
the di-muon mass for 10 < mµµ < 200 GeV extracted from STARLight. Two scenarios are considered
for the nuclear geometry: a realistic skin depth of the nucleus (solid line) or a hard sphere (dashed line).
(Bottom) Ratio to nominal as a function of the di-muon mass, where "nominal” stands for the realistic
skin depth of the nucleus. Shaded bands represent expected statistical uncertainties associated with a
number of signal events in each bin for integrated luminosity of 0.5 nb−1 (yellow), and 10 nb−1 (cyan).
Exclusive production of di-muon pairs (γγ → µ+µ−) in UPC can offer a precision measurement
of photon fluxes associated with ion beams, and as such can be used to constrain predictions for the
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√
sNN = 5.52 TeV for four experimental acceptance
requirements. For ATLAS and CMS experiments two requirements for proton pT > 0.2 GeV/c or
pT > 0.5 GeV/c are considered.
other processes covered in this section. The cross section at high pair mass is also sensitive to the nu-
clear geometry assumed in the calculations. Figure 98 presents a differential cross section as a function
of the invariant mass of the di-muon system in the range of 10–200 GeV with expected statistical un-
certainties represented by two bands corresponding to integrated luminosities of 0.5 nb−1 and 10 nb−1.
Two scenarios are considered for the nuclear geometry: a realistic skin depth of the nucleus or a hard
sphere [953]. For the 10 nb−1 scenario, a significant reduction of the statistical uncertainty is expected.
This will help in reducing uncertainties from the modelling of the nuclear geometry. The expected up-
grades of the ATLAS Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) in the LHC Run 3 will also be important for
isolating the contributions to the cross section stemming from dissociative processes.
Exclusive production of pp¯ pairs (γγ → pp¯) in heavy-ion collisions is considered as a process
which can help verify the existing theoretical approaches. It has been demonstrated that the γγ → pp¯
experimental data [954] from the Belle Collaboration can be successfully described by implementa-
tion of several components [955]: the non-resonant proton exchange, s-channel tensor meson exchange
and the hand-bag model [956]. Figure 99 shows the calculated distributions of invariant mass of the
pp¯ system, Wγγ = Mpp¯ (left panel) and of the difference of rapidities for protons and anti-protons,
ydiff = yp − yp¯ (right panel). The ALICE Collaboration can measure pp¯ pairs in Pb–Pb collisions at
mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.9). The LHCb Collaboration could also provide a complementary measurement of
pp¯ production in the forward region (2 < η < 4.5). The upgraded charged particle tracking capabilities
of ATLAS and CMS experiments for Run 4 will measure in |y| < 4.0. Corresponding kinematic require-
ments on transverse momenta and rapidity or pseudorapidity specific for each experiment are presented
in the figure legend. The calculations are made for Pb–Pb collisions with
√
sNN = 5.52 TeV. The total
cross section predicted for the ATLAS and CMS acceptances for pT > 0.2 GeV/c (pT > 0.5 GeV/c) is
σ = 793 µb (248 µb), while LHCb and ALICE requirements lead to σ = 125 and 105 µb, respectively.
From the left panel of Fig. 99 one can deduce that the dependence on invariant mass of the pp¯
pair is sensitive to the rapidity/pseudorapidity of the outgoing particle. The cut-off at the minimal value
ofWγγ is determined by the minimum pT requirement. The ydiff distribution shown in the right panel of
Fig. 99 is of particular interest. The broad maximum at ydiff = 0 corresponds to the region with | cos θ| <
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0.6, where θ denotes the angle of the outgoing nucleon relative to the beam direction in the centre-of-
mass frame. An observation of peaks at ydiff = ±1 could be a good test to constraint the theoretical
models which predict the elementary cross section. The proposed model has a few parameters (i.e.
vertex form factors for the proton exchange, tensor meson s-channel exchanges and a form factor in
the hand-bag contribution) which could be constrained with the help of the ydiff distributions. The
fiducial acceptance requirements imposed on pT do not distort the maxima. If the structures in the ydiff
distributions indeed exist, the study of pp¯ production in UPC can provide an important complimentary
information to the existing γγ → `+`− and J/ψ → `+`− data with ` = e, µ [819, 957].
Evidence of the rare process of LbyL scattering has been established by the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations using Pb–Pb data obtained in 2015 [809, 958] with an integrated luminosity of about
0.4 nb−1. That process can be studied with higher precision using heavy-ion data collected at the HL-
LHC. The left panel of Fig. 100 presents a differential cross section as a function of the di-photon rapidity
for LbyL scattering for photons with |ηγ | < 4 with two photon pγT thresholds: 2.0 and 2.5 GeV/c.
The LbyL scattering occurs in the central region: 91% of the integrated cross section resides within
|ηγ | < 2.37. A strong dependence on the pγT requirement is observed. The cross section increases by
a factor of two when the single photon pγT threshold is lowered by half a GeV/c from 2.5 to 2.0 GeV/c.
The corresponding integrated cross sections in the fiducial region are 112 nb for pγT > 2.5 GeV/c and
221 nb for pγT > 2.0 GeV/c.
The right panel of Fig. 100 shows a detector-level acoplanarity (=1 − |ϕγ1 − ϕγ2 |/pi) distribu-
tion for the di-photon system from LbyL signal and two background processes originating from exclu-
sive production of di-electron pairs (γγ → e+e−) and di-photons produced in central exclusive produc-
tion (gg→ γγ). The distributions depict simulated events which passed a full simulation of the ATLAS
detector with the extended acceptance in pseudorapidity. About 640 LbyL events pass the selection
requirements for acoplanarity below 0.01 and pγT > 2.5 GeV/c in 5.02 TeV Pb–Pb collisions with an
integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1, in comparison to about 13 events observed in the 2015 data set with
the pγT > 3.0 GeV/c requirement. The signal events are peaked at acoplanarities close to zero, while
the background processes are distributed either uniformly (di-photons from central exclusive produc-
tion) or even grow with acoplanarity (e+e− pairs from exclusive di-electron production). The latter
originates from e+e− pairs which trajectories have been bent in the magnetic field before emitting hard-
bremsstrahlung photons. A limitation of the current analysis is lack of simulation of the trigger response.
Based on experience from the analyses of 2015 Pb–Pb data, triggering on photons with pγT < 3.0 GeV/c
is challenging, and therefore a dedicated trigger strategy needs to be developed for LbyL event candi-
dates exploiting new features of the upgraded trigger system [959, 960].
The LbyL process can also be studied at lower di-photon masses. The differential cross sec-
tions as a function of the di-photon mass can be evaluated taking into account acceptance of the AL-
ICE experiment, i.e. pseudorapidity limited to |ηγ | < 0.9 or in the forward region defined by 2 <
ηγ < 4.5 in the LHCb experiment, and relatively low energies of outgoing photons [962]. At lower
energies (Wγγ < 4 GeV) meson resonances [963] may play an important role in addition to the Stan-
dard Model box diagrams [964, 965] or double photon fluctuations into light vector mesons [965] or
two-gluon exchanges [966]. Figure 101 shows predictions for LbyL and background processes in the
ALICE and LHCb experiments with photon acceptance in |ηγ | < 0.9 and Eγ > 200 MeV (top panel)
or 2 < ηγ < 4.5 and ET,γ > 200 MeV (bottom panel), respectively, for two systems: Pb–Pb colli-
sions at 5.52 TeV (left panel) and Ar–Ar collisions at 6.3 TeV (right panel). Presented results include
the effect of the experimental energy resolution [967, 968]. The black-solid lines depict the LO QED
fermionic box mechanism with leptons and quarks. Presented results for the γγ → γγ process are in
agreement with calculations from Refs. [969–971]. The green-solid lines show results for the s-channel
γγ →pseudoscalar/scalar/tensor resonances that contribute to the LbyL process. In the present analysis,
η, η′(958), ηc(1S), ηc(2S), χc0(1P ) mesons are considered. Their masses, total widths and branching
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Fig. 100: (Left) Predicted differential cross section as a function of the di-photon rapidity for LbyL
scattering for photons with pγT > 2.5 GeV/c (dashed) or p
γ
T > 2.0 GeV/c (solid), and |ηγ | < 4 extracted
from SuperChic [961]. (Right) Detector-level acoplanarity distribution of the di-photon system for pho-
tons from the LbyL signal and background processes in 5.02 TeV Pb–Pb collisions with an integrated
luminosity of 10 nb−1. The shaded band in cyan represents expected statistical uncertainties.
ratios are taken from the PDG [972]. The contributions of pseudoscalar mesons from radiative de-
cays of a coherently-produced vector meson could be sizeable [973] and should be quantified in future
studies. The dominant background from the γγ → pi0pi0 process is shown by the blue lines. It be-
comes non-negligible only when one photon from each pi0 → γγ decay is reconstructed in the detector.
Two scenarios with and without the acoplanarity requirement of 0.01 are considered. The acoplanarity
requirement reduces this background contribution by a factor of 5 in the full Wγγ region. The experi-
mental data for the γγ → pipi elementary cross section were very well described in Ref. [974]. There
simultaneously the total cross section and angular distributions for both charged and neutral pions are
shown. Following Ref. [974], here nine resonances, γγ → ρ± → pi0pi0 continuum, Brodsky-Lepage and
hand-bag mechanism are included. Figure 101 shows that pionic background dominates at low invariant
di-photon mass (below 2 GeV). In the same energy region, one can observe a very clear dominance of
η, η′(958) mesons over other processes. The inclusion of energy resolution introduces mainly smearing
of the contribution from γγ → η, η′ → γγ resonance scattering. This contribution is supposed to be
measured with good precision. These results suggest that both ALICE and LHCb Collaborations could
measure LbyL scattering for Wγγ > 2 GeV in Pb–Pb collisions.
In the case of Ar–Ar collisions, the cross sections are about two orders of magnitude lower,
because of the smaller electric charge of Ar nulcei with respect to Pb nuclei. Assuming integrated
luminosities of 3.0 − 8.8 pb−1 in a dedicated Ar–Ar run, the LbyL production cross section leads
to 1460–4280 signal events for ALICE and 11–34 events for LHCb in a range of Wγγ > 2 GeV. A
background contribution from γγ → pi0pi0 is at the level of 20% for ALICE and 134% for LHCb in this
region.
Axions and axion-like particles (ALP) are fundamental components of extensions of the Standard
Model, occurring in most solutions of the strong CP problem [975,976]. Recently an increasing interest
has been paid to ALP masses above 1 GeV [977–981]. In particular the Higgs discovery has set spin
zero particles in the spotlight of searches for new physics, with scalar and pseudo-scalar particles (ele-
mentary or not) as heralds of new phenomena. An interesting feature is that ALP (generically labelled
as a in the following) in this mass range would induce an anomalous contribution to the LbyL, via the
reaction: γγ → a→ γγ, under the condition that the magnitudes of the EM fields associated with the
incident photon are large enough, typically | ~E| > 1018 V/m. This has triggered the study presented
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Fig. 101: Di-photon invariant mass distributions for Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.52 TeV (left) and
Ar–Ar collisions at
√
sNN = 6.3 TeV (right) for ALICE at mid-rapidity (top) and LHCb at forward pseu-
dorapidity (bottom). The pi0pi0 background is shown with the acoplanarity requirement of 0.01 (dotted
line) and also without it (dashed line).
in Ref. [980], and then in Ref. [982] using the recent observation of LbyL scattering published by the
ATLAS experiment in Pb–Pb collisions [809], where the electric field produced by the ultra-relativistic
Pb is of the order of 1025 V/m (thus satisfying the above condition).
The potential of ALP searches in UPC Pb–Pb collisions is studied using detector-level quantities
after the LbyL selection requirements are imposed. The overall selection efficiency (times acceptance)
relative to generated events increases from about 40% to 65% for ALP masses ranging from 7 GeV to
80 GeV. Also, the mass resolution varies from 0.5 GeV at low masses (below 15 GeV) up to 1 GeV for
larger masses. In the left panel of Fig. 102 the expected mass distributions for three ALP signal mass
values, and the main background from LbyL normalised to integrated luminosity of 10 nb−1 are shown.
In this study, other sources of backgrounds are neglected, since they have been found to be small in the
LbyL measurement [809]. The invariant mass distribution is used as the discriminating variable, with
bin widths comparable to the expected resolution of a narrow resonant signal. Upper limits are set on
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the product of the production cross section of new resonances and their decay branching ratio into γγ.
Exclusion intervals are derived using the CLs method [983] in the asymptotic approximation. The limit
set on the signal strength µ is then translated into a limit on the signal cross section times branching ratio
as presented in the right panel of Fig. 102.
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Fig. 102: (Left) Mass distribution for the ALP signal shown for three values of the ALP mass: ma =
10, 30 and 80 GeV (in red). Also shown (in blue) the LbyL background (see text). All ALP mass points
are generated with Λ = 1 TeV (1/Λ is the coupling of the interaction) which follows a convention
defined in Ref. [980]. (Right) Expected 95% CLs upper limits on σa→γγ .
In Fig. 103 exclusion limits on the coupling, 1/Λ, as a function of ma are presented along with
the existing results from the compilation discussed in Ref. [984]. The ATLAS 20 nb−1 limit is derived
using Pb–Pb collisions at 5.52 TeV. These results demonstrate that heavy-ion collisions have unique
sensitivity to ALP searches in the range of ma = 7 − 140 GeV, where the previous results based on
available Pb–Pb data by ATLAS and CMS [958,980] are also shown (labelled as ATLAS γγ → γγ and
CMS γγ → γγ in the figure).
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ATLAS 20 nb−1 limit at√sNN = 5.52 TeV is presented. The ATLAS γγ → γγ represents the exclusion
limit derived from the LbyL cross section measured in Pb—Pb collisions by ATLAS [809], while the
CMS γγ → γγ limit comes from the recent analysis described in Ref. [958]. A more complete version
of the existing constraints on ALPs masses versus coupling, including the constraints in the sub meV
range from astrophysical observations and from dedicated experiments such as CAST can be found in
Ref. [977].
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Fig. 104: Left: Mass composition of cosmic rays quantified by 〈lnA〉 as a function of cosmic ray energy
E. See Ref. [985] for references to data (bands) and model predictions (markers and lines), and the
text for a discussion. Right: Impact of changes of the hadron multiplicity Nmult (dashed lines) and the
energy fraction α (dotted lines) which goes into neutral pions in collisions at the LHC energy scale
on EPOS-LHC predictions for Xmax and lnNµ in 10
19 eV air showers, compared to Auger data [986].
The model lines represent all values that can be obtained for any mixture of cosmic nuclei from proton
(bottom right) to iron (top left). The dashed and dotted lines represent modifications of Nmult and α in
steps of ±10% from their nominal values.
11.3 Proton-oxygen collisions for cosmic ray research
Coordinators: Hans Dembinski (MPI for Nuclear Physics, Heidelberg)
Contributors: T. Pierog (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), R. Ulrich (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
The recent coincident observations of gamma rays and neutrinos from the flaring blazar TXS
0506+056 confirmed that active galactic nuclei produce high-energy cosmic rays [987]. This long
awaited finding demonstrates that sources of cosmic rays are linked to the most violent places in our
universe. Measurements of cosmic rays contribute to the understanding of the high-energy universe.
Since cosmic rays are charged and bent by magnetic fields in space onto chaotic paths, their arrival di-
rections at Earth are highly isotropic, but their mass composition carries an imprint of the source physics.
Precision measurements of minimum-bias events in proton-oxygen collisions have the unique power to
resolve current ambiguities in the mass composition measured with atmospheric air-shower techniques.
Cosmic rays are nuclei from protons to iron (heavier elements are negligible). The energy-
dependent mass composition of cosmic rays is characteristic for different source scenarios, as shown
in Fig. 104, left-hand-side, which displays predictions (lines and markers) of the mean-logarithmic-
mass 〈lnA〉 of cosmic rays. Above particle energies of 1015 eV, 〈lnA〉 can only be indirectly inferred
from extensive air showers, huge secondary particle cascades produced by collisions between cosmic
rays and nuclei in the atmosphere. The two leading observables to infer 〈lnA〉 are the depth Xmax of
the shower maximum in the atmosphere (yellow band in Fig. 104), and the number Nµ of muons pro-
duced in the shower (green band in Fig. 104). The width of those bands has two main contributions: the
experimental uncertainties, and the hadronic model uncertainties inherent in converting the air shower
observables into 〈lnA〉.
Leading experiments achieve an instrumental accuracy of 10 % of the proton-iron difference,
which would strongly discriminate between source scenarios, but air shower simulations are required
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to convert Nµ and Xmax to 〈lnA〉 and this adds a large model uncertainty. The simulations use the
multi-purpose heavy-ion event generator EPOS-LHC [988], or specialized hadronic interaction models
such as QGSJet-II.04 [989] and SIBYLL-2.3c [990]. All are designed to describe nucleus-nucleus and
soft-QCD interactions by extrapolating combinations of Regge field theory tuned to available data and
perturbative QCD. Uncertainties in these models arise from a lack of data on multiparticle production in
the very forward phase-space in hadron-nucleus interactions at the TeV scale.
LHC measurements have already reduced the spread of model predictions for Xmax in the latest
generation of models. This big improvement was due to high-precision measurements of the inelastic
cross-section (see e.g. [991] and references therein). Further measurements now have the potential to
make the spread negligible. The model spread for Nµ is still large and predictions are not consistent
with Xmax for cosmic rays with the same mass. There is overwhelming evidence from air shower
experiments [986,992–995] that the muon number Nµ is underestimated in simulations starting at about
1016 eV. This corresponds to a cms energy of 4.3 TeV, well accessible by the LHC. Shown in Fig. 104,
right-hand-side, is a representative data point from the Pierre Auger Observatory, which is well above
EPOS-LHC predictions – and EPOS-LHC and SIBYLL-2.3c are already models which produce the
highest muon number of all hadronic interaction models models. This is called the Muon Puzzle.
Two aspects of multi-particle production with a strong effect onNµ have been identified [996], the
hadron multiplicity Nmult and the energy fraction α that goes into neutral pions. The impact of changing
these variables in EPOS-LHC at 13 TeV cms energy and extrapolating upward in energy is also shown
in Fig.104, right-hand-side. A combined measurement to 5 % accuracy of both variables at the LHC
would reduce the model uncertainty for the conversion of Xmax to 〈lnA〉 well below the experimental
uncertainty of 10 %, and has the clear potential to resolve the discrepancy in the muon number Nµ. To
reach the accuracy goal, the following minimum-bias measurements are desired:
– Double-differential production cross-section for charged pions, kaons, and protons:
ALICE |η| < 0.9, LHCb 2 < η < 5
– Production cross-section for neutral pions and neutrons: LHCf η > 8.4.
– Energy flow over pseudo-rapidity, separated for hadrons and gammas:
CMS+CASTOR −6.6 < η < 5.2, ATLAS −4.5 < η < 4.5.
Energy flow measurements separated by hadronic and electromagnetic energy deposit constrain both
Nmult and α, and can be done further forward than direct measurements of charged tracks. The particle
identification provided by the ALICE and LHCb experiments provides important additional information,
needed to tune and test internal parameters of hadronic interaction models. In particular, the number of
produced baryons was found to strongly affect the number of muons in air showers at ground, despite
their small number compared to pions [997].
To meet the accuracy goal, Nmult and α need to be measured in proton-oxygen collisions at the
LHC, which directly mimic interactions of cosmic rays with the atmosphere. Constraining α and Nmult
to 5 % with existing and future pp and p–Pb data is very challenging [999], since forward-produced
hadrons experience strong nuclear modification [327,754,1000]. A sufficiently accurate theory to predict
nuclear modification in the p–O system based on pp and p–Pb data is not yet available, and a simple
interpolation is not reliable since both systems are far away in lnA. The difficulty of predicting hadron
production in ion collisions is demonstrated in Fig. 105. EPOS-LHC predictions for Xe–Xe collisions
significantly underestimate the observed yields in the central region, despite a satisfactory description
of pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions. The deviations in Xe–Xe are much larger than what is expected
from a simple interpolation [998]. The dominant nuclear effects are expected to be different for light
and heavy collision partners. Light nuclei are described by the shell model and nucleon correlations are
important. Lead nuclei can be described by a simpler model, essentially a Wood-Saxon potential with
reduced nucleon correlations that cannot be probed well in experiments.
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CMS: p-p 13 TeV
CMS: p-Pb 8.16 TeV
LHCb: p-p 7 TeV
ALICE: Xe-Xe 5.44 TeV Preliminary
ATLAS: Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV
Fig. 105: Comparison of charged particle multiplicity measurements at different center-of-mass energies
and in different colliding systems with the EPOS-LHC model [998]. Shown in both plots is dN/dη.
Selecting peripheral p–Pb collisions to mimic p-air collisions with the same number of binary
collisions was considered as an alternative to direct p–O measurements, but this option also increases
the uncertainty too much. Centrality in p–Pb collisions is extracted from the data using various cen-
trality estimators with different selection biases. These biases would increase the uncertainty of the
proposed measurements well beyond the target of 5 % [772]. However, p–O measurements could pro-
vide a sensitive test of centrality estimators since the thickness of the oxygen nucleus and hence the
average number of wounded nucleons is about a factor of two smaller. The advantages of estimating
centrality in a small ion system are discussed in Sect. 9.10.
In conclusion, collisions of p–O at the LHC are highly desirable to solve the outlined questions.
The corresponding measurements would be a crucial input to cosmic ray physics and have the potential
to result in significant advances in the century-long ridde of the origin of cosmic rays. The luminosity
requirements to reach the physics goals are moderate. A statistical accuracy better than 5 % can be
achieved with 100 M minimum-bias events. Luminosity calculations for light ion systems are given in
Sect. 2.4. The setup of p–O collisions would follow the successful rapid set-up procedure previously
used in the 2012 p–Pb run and the 2017 Xe–Xe run, as described in Sect. 2.5.
It is worthwhile noting that a period of oxygen acceleration in the SPS would also provide the
opportunity to complement cosmic-ray related measurements of nuclear fragmentation at NA61/SHINE
[1001, 1002] at beam momenta of 150AGeV/c. These measurements aim at improving our under-
standing of the cosmic-ray propagation in the Galaxy and to evaluate the cosmic-ray background for
signatures of astrophysical dark matter [1003]. Another opportunity is the study of very forward pro-
duction of hadrons in the p–O system at
√
sNN ∼ 100 GeV at the LHCb experiment, by colliding the
oxygen beam with proton gas provided by an upgraded SMOG system, as described in Sect. 11.4.
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11.4 Fixed-target prospects with LHC beams
Contributors: F. Fleuret (LLLR, Palaiseau), G. Graziani (INFN, Firenze), C. Hadjidakis (IPNO, Orsay), E. Mau-
rice (LLR, Palaiseau), L. Massacrier (IPNO, Orsay), P. Di Nezza (INFN, Frascati), L. Pappalardo (University and
INFN Ferrara), P. Robbe (LAL, Orsay), B. Trzeciak (Institute for Subatomic Physics, Utrecht)
Fixed target experiments present many advantages having the versatility of polarised and nuclear
targets and allowing one to reach high luminosities with dense and long targets. The 7 TeV proton and
2.76 A.TeV lead beams allow one to reach a centre-of-mass energy per nucleon pair of
√
sNN = 115
GeV and
√
sNN = 72 GeV with a centre-of-mass rapidity boost of 4.8 and 4.2 units, respectively.
These energies correspond to an energy domain between the SPS and nominal RHIC energies. The
large rapidity boost implies that the backward rapidity region (ycms ≤ 0) is easily accessible by using
standard experimental techniques or existing LHC experiments such as ALICE or LHCb.
The physics opportunities offered by a fixed-target programme at the LHC have been developed
in several publications of the AFTER@LHC study group [503, 507, 1004] and can be summarised as
follows:
– advance our understanding of the large-x gluon, sea quark and heavy-quark content in the nucleon
and nucleus,
– advance our understanding of the dynamics and spin of gluons inside polarised nucleons (if a
polarised target were used),
– advance our understanding of the properties of the Quark-Gluon Plasma formed in heavy-ion
collisions between SPS and RHIC energies.
11.4.1 Status and future plans in LHCb
The LHCb experiment has pioneered fixed target physics at the LHC since Run 2, using noble-gas
targets (helium, neon and argon) obtained by injecting the gas directly in the LHC vacuum pipe in
the proximity of the LHCb collision point through the SMOG device [1005]. The nominal target gas
pressure of 2 × 10−7 mbar corresponds, for a typical LHC beam of 1014 protons, to a luminosity of
6×1029cm−2s−1 for collisions occurring in one meter of gas along the beam direction, which is roughly
the acceptance of the LHCb vertex detector.
The forward geometry of the detector is particularly well suited for this configuration. It provides
three units of pseudorapidity corresponding to mid and backward rapidities (−2.8 < ycms < 0.2 for a
beam energy of 6.5 TeV), fully equipped with tracking and particle identification. Proton-nucleus and
Pb-nucleus collisions using fixed targets of different nuclear size can be studied at the energy scale of√
sNN ∼ 100 GeV with unique coverage of the high-x regime in the target nucleon.
The samples collected during Run 2, corresponding to integrated luminosities up to about 100 nb−1,
allowed to perform studies of particle production which are of particular relevance to cosmic ray physics [1006],
and to collect unprecedented samples of charmed hadrons in fixed-target collisions at this energy scale [506].
These data can provide unique inputs to discriminate cold nuclear matter effects in heavy-flavour pro-
duction from the effect of deconfinement, and to study nuclear PDFs at large x. The physics reach of
heavy-flavour studies is presently limited by the size of these samples. Measurements of absolute cross-
sections are also limited in accuracy by the determination of the luminosity, since the gas pressure can
be controlled only within ±50% with the SMOG device. For the first fixed-target physics results, the
integrated luminosity has been determined from the rate of elastically scattered atomic electrons with a
precision of 6% [1006].
An upgraded gas target device, named SMOG2, is currently being developed, and expected to be
operational already during Run 3. In the new setup, the gas is contained in a storage cell, consisting of
a 20-cm-long open-ended tube with a diameter of 1 cm, fed by a capillary. It allows to increase the gas
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Table 16: Expected yields of reconstructed events for some benchmark channels using the largest fixed-
target data sample acquired with SMOG during the LHC Run 2, and possible with SMOG2, using as
example a p–Ar sample of 0.1 fb−1.
SMOG SMOG2
largest sample example
p–Ne@68 GeV p–Ar@115 GeV
Integrated luminosity ∼ 100 nb−1 100 pb−1
syst. error on J/ψ x-sec. 6–7% 2–3 %
J/ψ yield 15k 35M
D0 yield 100k 350M
Λc yield 1k 3.5M
ψ(2S) yield 150 400k
Υ(1S) yield 4 15k
Low-mass (5 < Mµµ < 9 GeV/c
2) Drell-Yan yield 5 20k
density in the target by at least one order of magnitude with respect to SMOG, reaching luminosities
of order 1031 cm−2s−1 with proton beams. The target is placed upstream, from −50 to −30 cm, the
nominal LHCb collision point and is thus not overlapping the luminous pp region. This opens the
possibility to acquire fixed target events simultaneously with collision events with negligible impact to
the pp physics program. The new setup would also allow other gases to be injected, notably hydrogen
and deuterium, providing pp collisions in fixed-target mode as a reference for all pA collision samples,
and extending the physics case to the study of the three-dimensional structure functions of the nucleon
through spin-independent observables [1007]. Heavy noble gases as Kr and Xe would also be usable.
The device will be equipped with a gas feed system, allowing to know the target gas density at 1% level.
Assuming that about 10% of the beam intensity can be exploited for fixed-target physics, either in
synergy with pp data taking or through dedicated runs, samples corresponding to integrated luminosities
of order 0.1 fb−1 (using proton beams) and 0.1 pb−1 (using Pb beams) can be collected per year, also
profiting from the increased beam intensity provided by the HL-LHC.
Samples of this size would allow copious production of Drell-Yan and heavy flavour states, includ-
ing bb mesons. As an example, rough estimates are provided in Table 16 for the yields of reconstructed
events in an assumed sample of p–Ar collisions corresponding to 0.1 fb−1. Substantial advancements
in the understanding of parton distributions for gluons, antiquark and heavy-quarks at large x, where
PDFs are now poorly constrained, are foreseeable [507, 1004]. The precise determination of heavy
hadron production at large x is expected to clarify the extent of the intrinsic heavy quark content in
the nucleon [931, 1008], and to constrain modifications of the nuclear PDFs due to initial state effects
(anti-shadowing and EMC effect [1009], saturation effects [1010]). Sequential quarkonia suppression
is a main signature for deconfinement [427], but is also affected by final state effects as break-up of
the heavy quark pair [1011] and statistical recombination [428]. The rich samples of different quarkonia
states reconstructed in fixed target data will allow to investigate sequential suppression at an energy scale
between the SPS and RHIC/LHC, for collision systems ranging from pp to Pb–Xe. The study of colli-
sions of Pb beams on heavy nuclei has been limited in Run 2 by the detector tracking capabilities and
would greatly profit from the higher detector granularity offered by the LHCb upgrade 1 and upgrade 2
detectors.
The fixed-target program also presents a very good testbed for the hydrodynamic description of
the QCD medium produced in heavy-ion collisions down to the energy of
√
sNN ∼ 100 GeV, thanks
to the considerable pseudorapidity coverage, with particle identification capability for pions, kaons and
protons as well as neutral particles φ, K0S and Λ
0. Measurements of flow observables and correlations
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can contribute in particular to shed light on the extension of the hydrodynamic description [1012, 1013]
successful at top RHIC energy and at the LHC towards lower beam energies requiring an appropriate
treatment of baryon density [1014], and a fully 3 dimensional initial state [1015]. This can provide
important inputs to the search for the critical point in the QCD phase diagram [155, 1016]. In addition,
the extension of the fluid dynamical paradigm towards smaller collision systems as an explanation of the
experimental findings in proton(deuteron)-nucleus and pp collisions at the LHC [315–318, 720] and at
RHIC [1017] can be probed in a novel kinematic regime.
The study of ultra-peripheral collisions in the fixed target configuration also offers a comple-
mentary kinematic regime to the similar studies in beam-beam collisions discussed in Section 10. An
intriguing possibility would be the observation of ηc photoproduction in the PbAr sample, where the
cross section is estimated to be of order 1 nb [1018] provided that the signal can be cleanly separated
from the background due to radiative J/ψ decays. This would constitute a confirmation for the existence
of the odderon, since the ηc state cannot be produced in the γ-pomeron process and would be under
threshold for the γ-γ process in fixed-target PbA collisions. Large samples of exclusively produced ρ0
and ω are also expected [1019].
Studies of proton collisions on light nuclei provide crucial inputs to the understanding of cosmic
ray propagation in the interstellar medium (using H and He targets) and in the atmosphere (using N
and O targets). The interpretation of the precise measurements of the antiproton component in cosmic
rays, performed in the last decade by the PAMELA [1020] and AMS-02 [1021] space-based missions,
is presently limited by the knowledge of the antiproton production in the interstellar medium. The
first measurement of antiproton production in pHe collisions has been performed by LHCb with Run 2
data [1006] and has been used to improve the sensitivity to a possible dark matter contribution to the
cosmic antiproton flux [1022,1023]. During Run 3, it is planned to extend these studies with a hydrogen
target. The production of antineutrons can also be inferred indirectly by evaluating isospin violation in
antiproton production from proton-hydrogen and proton-deuterium collisions.
A better understanding of the bulk of particle production in high-energy hadronic collisions is
also crucial to the modeling of atmospheric showers induced by ultra-high-energy cosmic rays. Despite
the moderate energy scale, fixed target data offer the unique possibility to use a wide range of nuclear
targets, including nitrogen and oxygen, and to study production at large x. The main background for
the observation of the astrophysical high-energy neutrino flux, recently established by the IceCube col-
laboration [1024], originates from neutrinos of PeV energy produced from decays of charmed hadrons
in atmospheric showers. A relevant uncertainty on this background is related to the possible intrisic
charm contribution to the charm PDF at large x [1025]. Knowledge of light hadron production, notably
baryons, at large xwill allow to improve the modeling of the number of muons produced in the lateral de-
velopment of the showers, which is a key observable to infer the mass composition of ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays, as discussed in Sect. 11.3.
More ambitious projects for future target upgrades have also been proposed for a possible installa-
tion in LHCb on the time scale of HL-LHC. These are beyond the baseline LHCb Upgrade 2. A polarised
gas target similar to that used in HERMES [1026], installed upstream of the LHCb vertex detector, would
make LHCb a key contributor to spin physics. With this option, LHCb would have access to single spin
asymmetries in an unique kinematic range for a variety of final states, including unique measurements
with quarkonium and Drell-Yan lepton pairs [1027]. Measurements of the three-dimensional structure
of nucleons from hadron collisions would be highly complementary to the program at the electron-ion
collider, which is proposed on a comparable time scale.
11.4.2 Opportunities with ALICE
The ALICE detector provides many physics opportunities if running in the fixed-target mode with the
LHC proton and lead beams. One of the main strengths of ALICE in the fixed-target mode would be
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its large rapidity coverage. Assuming a target location at z = 0, the ALICE muon spectrometer would
access the mid- to backward rapidity in the centre-of-mass frame (−2.3 < ycms6 < −0.8) considering
an incident proton beam on the target. For an incident lead beam, the muon spectrometer rapidity
coverage is −1.8 < ycms < −0.3. In addition, the absorber in front of the muon tracking stations is an
asset for background rejection and Drell-Yan studies. The ALICE central barrel offers a complementary
coverage to the muon arm by accessing the very backward rapidity region (−5.7 < ycms < −3.9
with the proton beam and −5.2 < ycms < −3.4 with the lead beam), reaching the end of the phase
space for several probes. Thanks to its excellent particle identification capabilities, particle detection
and identification down to low pT, unique measurements of soft probes and open heavy flavours can
be pursued. Another asset of the ALICE apparatus is the capability to operate with good performance
in a high particle density environment. Access to the most central AA collisions at
√
sNN = 72 GeV
should be possible if the detector occupancy does not exceed the one expected in Pb–Pb collisions at
50 kHz. In addition, the ALICE Collaboration could potentially devote a significant data taking time to
a fixed-target programme (especially with the proton beam), allowing the collection of large integrated
luminosities and the investigation of several target species.
Two main solutions are being investigated to deliver fixed-target collisions to ALICE: an internal
gaseous target or an internal solid target (coupled to a bent crystal to deflect the beam halo). On the
one hand, a gas-jet or a storage cell with levelled gas pressure would allow to deliver about 45 pb−1
of proton-polarised hydrogen collisions to ALICE (260 pb−1 in case of unpolarised H2 collisions), and
8 nb−1 of Pb–Xe collisions per year. For the luminosity calculation, a time duration of 107 s and 106 s,
corresponding to one LHC year, is considered for the proton and lead beams, respectively. With a gas
system the target can be polarised, but requires large space to be installed, most likely outside the ALICE
barrel magnet, 7 metres from the nominal Interaction Point (IP). In that case, additional detectors for
vertexing are needed as well as studies of the tracking performances of the TPC in such conditions. A
simple unpolarised storage cell might potentially be used closer to the current ALICE IP. On the other
hand, the usage of an internal solid target coupled to a bent crystal has the advantage of more portability,
allowing one to install the target closer to the IP, from 2.75 to 4.7 m to the IP, and thus benefiting of
better performances from the current ALICE apparatus. With such a device 37 pb−1 (6 pb−1) of p–C
(p–W) collisions, and 5 nb−1 (3 nb−1) of Pb–C (Pb–W) collisions could be registered in ALICE per
year. One of these solutions could be installed during LS3.
The performance for several key probes has been investigated using fast simulations [507] and it
is summarised in the following.
– Quarkonia: Very large yields are expected for charmonia (up to ∼ 106 J/ψ) in the ALICE muon
spectrometer both in pp and Pb-A collisions7 considering one LHC year of data taking. The Υ(1S)
will also be within reach. Looking at quarkonium suppression as a function of rapidity and the
system size would allow one to search for the onset of the QGP formation, and to determine the
in-medium modification of the QCD forces for centre-of-mass energies between the ones probed
at RHIC and the SPS. In pA collisions, Υ(1S) could be used to probe large-x gluons in the target
(0.1 < x < 1), in order to constrain the anti-shadowing and EMC effects.
– Drell-Yan: A precise measurement of the Drell-Yan process with the muon spectrometer can
probe initial state effects on quarks of momentum fraction 0.05 < x < 0.8 at a mass scale of
Mµµ > 4 GeV/c
2 from pA to A- collisions. The correlated background from bb and cc pairs in
the dimuon decay channel is largely reduced at the lower centre-of-mass energy of the fixed-target
mode, with respect to the TeV energy range.
– Open heavy flavour: At ylab ∼ 1 about 3000 (up to 100) D0 are expected to be produced per 0.1
6The rapidity is calculated assuming massless particles.
7The largest atomic mass number considered here is W for the solid target and Xe for the gas target.
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rapidity unit per year in pp (Pb-A) collisions, respectively. The ALICE central barrel probes the
end of the D meson phase-space, in particular if the vertex is located at z < 4 m from the IP. This
would allow one to reach very large-x gluon close to 1 at low mass scale, where the contribution of
the intrinsic charm component in the proton could largely increase the D meson yield. Hence the
ALICE central barrel is well suited to study the large-x intrinsic charm component in the proton.
– Identified charged hadrons: In few hours of Pb–A data taking, it would be already possible to
collect up to 106 minimum bias events with the ALICE central barrel which would allow one to
reach an absolute statistical uncertainty of 0.01 on the elliptic flow coefficient v2 for pions and
protons, 0.02 for kaons, and 0.05 for antiprotons in semi-central events. Measurements of iden-
tified particles up to very large rapidities would complement the limiting fragmentation studies
carried out by the BRAHMS and PHOBOS experiments at RHIC. In addition, particle yields and
flow coefficients measured at large rapidities are powerful tools to constrain the temperature de-
pendence of the medium shear viscosity [1028]. Thermal model calculations also indicate that the
temperature and baryonic chemical potential depend on the rapidity [1029–1031] suggesting that
one can perform a rapidity scan of the QGP phase diagram in a complementary approach to the
Beam Energy Scan programme of RHIC.
– Antiproton production: Measurements of antiproton production cross sections in p–H, p–He, p–C,
p–N and p–O collisions are important inputs for theoretical calculations of the secondary cosmic
antiproton spectrum [1032–1034], where secondary antiprotons originate from the high energy
scattering between the interstellar matter and the primary cosmic rays. The measurement of a cos-
mic antiproton excess with respect to expectations from secondary antiproton production would
open new perspectives on the indirect detection of dark matter or unknown astrophysical mecha-
nisms of cosmic ray acceleration. Complementarily to LHCb [1006], the ALICE central barrel can
measure very slow antiprotons down to few hundred MeV momentum. Measuring slow antipro-
tons produced with the LHC proton beam on a nuclear target is equivalent to the case where the
nuclear target travels at TeV energies, hit an interstellar proton at rest and produces an antiproton
with high energy. Thanks to the large antiproton yields expected in p–H2 collisions (larger than
108 per 0.1 rapidity unit per year), the ALICE central barrel is well placed to help constraining
the uncertainty on the cosmic antiproton spectrum.
– Strangeness: Thanks to the large yields (∼ 108 per 0.1 rapidity unit per year at ylab ∼ 1) of Λ
hyperons expected to be produced in the ALICE central barrel by using a longitudinally polarised
target with the proton beam, a precise measurement of the longitudinal spin transfer DLL of
the Λ hyperon could be carried out. So far only limited experimental results exist with poor
precision [1035, 1036]. Measurements with ALICE would give a unique opportunity to study the
spin-dependent strange quark (antiquark) densities at 0.35 < x < 0.7.
– Charmonium and pentaquark photoproduction: Exclusive J/ψ photoproduction is known to be
sensitive to gluon Generalised Parton Distributions (GPD) at leading order [1037]. ALICE in
fixed target mode would have a unique opportunity to study the yet unknown GPDEg thanks to the
measurement of single transverse spin asymmetries of photoproduced J/ψ by using a transversally
polarised H target with the proton beam [1038, 1039]. About 200 photoproduced J/ψ per year are
expected to be produced in the muon spectrometer acceptance. Moreover, the photoproduction of
hidden charm pentaquark states [1040] might be possible in the central barrel acceptance which
allows for the access to low photon-proton centre-of-mass energies (Wγp ∼ 5 GeV). About 2 to 20
pentaquarks are expected to be produced in the ALICE central barrel per year in p–H2 collisions.
Note that these studies were performed assuming a vertex position at the ALICE IP for the quarko-
nia, identified hadron production, as well as for charmonium and pentaquark photoproduction, and a
vertex position at 4.7 m from the IP for the antiproton and strangeness production.
Studies are ongoing to address the technical feasibility of the target system integration in the
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experiment, as well as simulation studies to evaluate the ALICE apparatus tracking performance for
target positions displaced by a few metres from the IP. Moreover, investigations are ongoing to extend the
ALICE rapidity coverage for several observables thanks to combined measurements of muons detected
both in the ALICE central and the muon spectrometer (see as an example the work in [1041] in collider
mode).
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12 Summary of luminosity requirements and proposed run schedule
The physics programme presented in this report requires data-taking campaigns with various colliding
systems with centre-of-mass energies and integrated luminosities Lint as outlined in the following. In
some cases the requirements are updated or new with respect to the present baseline LHC programme
(see Sec. 2.2 and Ref. [2]). The main variations are: a much larger Lint target for p–Pb collisions, moti-
vated by high-precision studies of both initial and final-state effects, following the surprising discoveries
of collective-like effects in small collision systems; a large sample of pp collisions at top LHC energy to
reach the highest possible multiplicities with the smallest hadronic colliding system; moderate-statistics
samples of O–O (as mentioned in 2.5, this would be a limited “pilot-run” scenarion that could not
achieve the values listed in Tables 4 and 5) and p–O collisions, to study the onset of hot-medium effects
and to tune cosmic-ray particle production models, respectively. Finally, as discussed in Sec. 11.1, ex-
tended LHC running with colliding intermediate-mass nuclei (as, for example, Ar–Ar or Kr–Kr), offers
the unique opportunity of a large increase in nucleon–nucleon luminosity to access novel probes of the
QGP and to open a precision era for probes which are still rare with the Pb–Pb system. The working
group considers the high-luminosity Pb–Pb and p–Pb programmes to be the priorities that should be
pursued in Run 3 and Run 4. High-luminosity runs with intermediate-mass nuclei are regarded as an
appealing case for extending the heavy-ion programme at the LHC after LS4. This case, including the
choice of the optimal nuclear species, should be studied further from the theoretical and operational
points of view, both of which could be informed with one or two pilot runs with different species.
– Pb–Pb at√sNN = 5.5 TeV, Lint = 13 nb−1 (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS), 2 nb−1 (LHCb)
– pp at
√
s = 5.5 TeV, Lint = 600 pb
−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 6 pb−1 (ALICE), 50 pb−1 (LHCb)
– pp at
√
s = 14 TeV, Lint = 200 pb
−1 with low pileup (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS)
– p–Pb at√sNN = 8.8 TeV, Lint = 1.2 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 0.6 pb−1 (ALICE, LHCb)
– pp at
√
s = 8.8 TeV, Lint = 200 pb
−1 (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb), 3 pb−1 (ALICE)
– O–O at√sNN = 7 TeV, Lint = 500 µb−1 (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb)
– p–O at√sNN = 9.9 TeV, Lint = 200 µb−1 (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb)
– Intermediate AA, e.g.LAr−Arint = 3–9 pb
−1 (about 3 months) gives NN luminosity equivalent to
Pb–Pb with Lint = 75–250 nb
−1
Based on these requirements, the proposed updated running schedule is reported in the follow-
ing table. It can be seen that the physics programme for Run 3 and Run 4 discussed in this report is
achievable by a modest increase of the “heavy-ion running” time from 12 to 14 weeks per run.
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Year Systems,
√
sNN Time Lint
2021 Pb–Pb 5.5 TeV 3 weeks 2.3 nb−1
pp 5.5 TeV 1 week 3 pb−1 (ALICE), 300 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 25 pb−1 (LHCb)
2022 Pb–Pb 5.5 TeV 5 weeks 3.9 nb−1
O–O, p–O 1 week 500 µb−1 and 200 µb−1
2023 p–Pb 8.8 TeV 3 weeks 0.6 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 0.3 pb−1 (ALICE, LHCb)
pp 8.8 TeV few days 1.5 pb−1 (ALICE), 100 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb)
2027 Pb–Pb 5.5 TeV 5 weeks 3.8 nb−1
pp 5.5 TeV 1 week 3 pb−1 (ALICE), 300 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 25 pb−1 (LHCb)
2028 p–Pb 8.8 TeV 3 weeks 0.6 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS), 0.3 pb−1 (ALICE, LHCb)
pp 8.8 TeV few days 1.5 pb−1 (ALICE), 100 pb−1 (ATLAS, CMS, LHCb)
2029 Pb–Pb 5.5 TeV 4 weeks 3 nb−1
Run-5 Intermediate AA 11 weeks e.g. Ar–Ar 3–9 pb−1 (optimal species to be defined)
pp reference 1 week
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13 First considerations on a heavy-ion programme at a High Energy LHC (HE-LHC)
Coordinators: Andrea Dainese (INFN Padova), David d’Enterria (CERN) and Carlos A. Salgado (Instituto
Galego de Fisica de Altas Enerxias (IGFAE) Universidade de Santiago de Compostela)
Contributors: L. Apolinario (LIP and IST Lisbon), N. Armesto (Instituto Galego de Fisica de Altas Enerxias
(IGFAE) Universidade de Santiago de Compostela), J. Jowett (CERN), G. Milhano (LIP and IST Lisbon, CERN),
U.A. Wiedemann (CERN)
13.1 Introduction
In this section the physics opportunities associated with the operation of the HE-LHC with heavy-ion
beams are discussed. These first considerations are based on studies carried out in the scope of the
Future Circular Collider (FCC) Study group [411,1042]. For a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 27 TeV for
pp collisions, the relation
√
sNN =
√
s
√
Z1Z2/A1A2 gives the energy per nucleon–nucleon collision of√
sNN = 10.6 TeV for Pb–Pb (Z = 82, A = 208) and 17 TeV for p–Pb collisions. The present estimate
of the integrated luminosity per month of running is larger by a factor two with respect to the current
projection for the future LHC runs, i.e. Lint ≈ 6 nb−1 per experiment, see Section 2.2. The possibility
of using nuclei smaller than Pb, like e.g. 40Ar or 129Xe, to achieve larger instantaneous luminosity is also
under consideration. For example, the integrated nucleon–nucleon (NN) luminosity per run for Xe–Xe
collisions at
√
sNN = 11.5 TeV could be 2–3 times larger than for Pb–Pb collisions (see integrated LNN
values in Tables 4 and 5).
The increase in the centre-of-mass energy and integrated luminosity at the FCC with respect to
the LHC opens up novel opportunities for physics studies of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) described
in a recent CERN Yellow Report [411]. Most of these opportunities also apply to the HE-LHC scenario,
although with more moderate reach in terms of available probes and kinematics coverage. The main
scientific motivations for a heavy-ion programme at the HE-LHC can be summarized as follows.
Novel access to QCD thermodynamics and QCD equilibration processes. Substantially increasing
the centre-of-mass energy leads to the creation of initially denser and hotter strongly-interacting sys-
tems that expand for a longer duration and over a larger volume, thereby developing stronger collective
phenomena. Extrapolations of LHC measurements indicate that the initial energy density increases
by a factor about 1.4 from
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV to 10.6 TeV, up to values of about 22–24 GeV/fm
3 (at
τ = 1 fm/c). These estimates are presented in Section 13.2. The QGP formed at the HE-LHC collision
energies reaches closer to a range of temperatures (T ∼ 1 GeV) where charm quarks start to contribute
as active thermal degrees of freedom in the QGP equation of state, thus playing a novel role in QCD
equilibration processes.
Characterisation of dense QCD matter through hard-scattering processes. As detailed in Sec-
tion 13.3, the HE-LHC would provide a much larger abundance of hard-scattering processes than the
LHC, as well as novel probes like the top quark and, potentially, the Higgs boson [942, 944, 1043]. A
notable example is provided by high-momentum (thus, highly boosted) t → W → qq decay chains,
which are promising probes of the QGP time evolution and of the role of colour coherence [944]. The
secondary production of charm quarks in scatterings between quark and gluon constituents of the hot
QCD medium could reach a substantial fraction of the initial production in partonic hard scatterings and
be observed for the first time.
Exploration of saturated parton densities in a previously-uncharted, ultra-dense kinematic do-
main. As discussed in Section 13.4, the higher centre-of-mass energy of the HE-LHC allows one to
explore a wide previously-uncharted kinematic range at low x and Q2, where parton saturation is ex-
pected to set in. Proton–nucleus collisions would have a coverage down to x ∼ 5 × 10−6 in the Pb
nucleus at a rapidity of y ≈ 5.
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Table 17: Global properties measured in central Pb–Pb collisions (0–5% centrality class) at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV and extrapolated to 5.5, 10.6 and 39 TeV. The values for Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC and
FCC are from Ref. [411]. The values for Pb–Pb collisions at the HE-LHC are estimated using the same
parametrisations as used for the FCC. The values for Xe–Xe collisions at the HE-LHC are all estimated
on the basis of the multiplicity extrapolation from the measurement by the ALICE Collaboration [1045]
(it is assumed that the transverse energy density scales only with the multiplicity, neglecting possible
differences of the average energy per particle between Pb–Pb and Xe–Xe and between the LHC and the
HE-LHC).
System,
√
sNN (Tev) Pb–Pb, 2.76 Pb–Pb, 5.5 Pb–Pb, 10.6 Xe–Xe, 11.5 Pb–Pb, 39.4
dNch/dη at η = 0 1600 2000 2400 1500 3600
dET/dη at η = 0 (TeV) 1.7–2.0 2.3–2.6 3.1–3.4 ≈ 1.5 5.2–5.8
Homogeneity volume fm3 5000 6200 7400 4500 11000
Decoupling time (fm/c) 10 11 11.5 10 13
ε at τ = 1 fm/c (GeV/fm3) 12–13 16–17 22–24 ≈ 15 35–40
13.2 Global characteristics of nucleus–nucleus collisions at the HE-LHC
Extrapolating measurements of charged particle multiplicity, transverse energy and femtoscopic corre-
lations at lower energies, one can obtain estimates for the growth of global event characteristics from
the LHC to the HE-HC and the FCC. In particular, up to the top LHC energy, the growth of charged-
particle multiplicity per participant pair per unit rapidity in nucleus–nucleus collisions is consistent with
a slowly-rising power-law: dNch/dη (η = 0) ∝ (√sNN)0.3 (see e.g. [1044]). As shown in Table 17,
for Pb–Pb this amounts to an increase of a factor ∼ 1.2 from the LHC to the HE-LHC. The multiplic-
ity in central Xe–Xe collisions is expected to be lower by 35% with respect to Pb–Pb collisions at the
HE-LHC, and similar to that of Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV.
In general, the global event characteristics listed in Table 17 determine the spatio-temporal extent
QGP system, and they constrain the thermodynamic conditions that apply after thermalization. The
measured transverse energy per unit rapidity dET/dη (see Table 17) is of particular importance since
it constrains the initial energy density. The energy density is expected to increase by a factor 1.4 from
the LHC to the HE-LHC, reaching a value of 22–24 GeV/fm3 at the time of 1 fm/c [411]. Using the
arguments presented in Ref. [411], an initial temperature as large as T0 ≈ 600–800 MeV is expected
at the time O(0.05 fm/c) after which both nuclei traverse each other at HE-LHC energies. In the case
of Xe–Xe collisions the energy density is estimated to be significantly lower than that for Pb–Pb and
similar to that of Pb–Pb at LHC energies.
13.3 QGP studies with hard probes
13.3.1 Hard processes in nucleus–nucleus collisions at the HE-LHC
The increase in energy and luminosity (in the case of Xe–Xe) from the LHC to the HE-LHC provides
new tools to study the matter created in the collisions of heavy ions. In Fig. 106 (left), cross sections
for different processes and different energies are computed with MCFM [1046] at the highest available
order. The increases amount to a factor ∼ 2 for charm, beauty, W and Z production, ∼ 4 for jets with
pT > 100 GeV/c and for Higgs, and ∼ 6 for top-pair production.
The motivations for measurements of top quarks in heavy-ion collisions are multifold. In p–Pb
collisions the cross sections efficiently probe the nuclear gluon PDFs in a wide range in momentum
fraction x at high scale Q ∼ mt [942] (see Section 10.4.4). In Pb–Pb collisions, the top-quark observ-
ables are sensitive to the energy-loss of heavy quarks [1047] and by selecting boosted (very high pT)
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Fig. 106: Left:
√
s-dependence of the cross sections for hard processes of interest for a heavy-ion pro-
gramme, calculated with MCFM [1046] at the highest available order. The yields for a one month Pb–Pb
run (Lint = 6 nb
−1) are also shown. Right: invariant mass distribution for Higgs boson search in the γγ
decay channel in Pb–Pb collisions at the HE-LHC with Lint = 70 nb
−1 using the selections described
in Ref. [1043].
top quarks one could also probe the QGP medium at later times as the decays of boosted top quarks get
Lorentz time dilated (see next section). For example, the estimated measurable yields for tt¯→ bb¯ `` νν
(using the per-month luminosities discussed in Section 13.1) with realistic analysis cuts and conservative
50% efficiency for b-jet tagging are about 104 in Pb–Pb collisions and 3× 104 in Xe–Xe collisions (for
the case of three-fold increase of NN integrated luminosity with respect to Pb–Pb).
Another potential novel probe of the QGP medium at HE-LHC and FCC energies is the Higgs
boson. The Higgs boson has a lifetime of τ ≈ 50 fm/c, which is much larger than the time extent of the
QGP phase [1048, 1049]. In Ref. [1048] it has been argued that the Higgs boson interacts strongly with
the quarks and gluons of the QGP and the interactions induce its decay in the gluon–gluon or quark–
antiquark channels, thus depleting the branching ratio to the most common “observation” channels γγ
or ZZ?. More recent detailed theoretical calculations, including virtual corrections, predict however no
visible suppression of the scalar boson [1050]. The cross section for Higgs boson production in Pb–Pb
collisions is expected to increase by a factor about 4 when going from
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV to
√
sNN =
10.6 TeV [1043]. A statistically-significant Higgs boson observation in the γγ decay channel in Pb–Pb
collisions at the HE-LHC requires an integrated luminosity of 70 nb−1 (estimated as in Ref. [1043]),
which corresponds to about 12 months with the present machine performance projections. The analysis
used similar photon selections as used by ATLAS and CMS in pp collisions: pT > 30, 40 GeV/c, |η| <
4, Risol = 0.3. The backgrounds included the irreducible QCD diphoton continuum plus 30% of events
coming from misidentified γ-jet and jet-jet processes. The corresponding invariant mass distribution is
shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 106. With Xe–Xe collisions the same statistical significance could
be reached in 4 months.
13.3.2 Boosted tops and the time evolution of QGP opacity
The HE-LHC would provide large rates of highly-boosted heavy particles, such as tops, Z and W bosons.
It is expected that when these particles decay the density profile of the QGP has already evolved. It has
been argued that the hadronically-decaying W bosons in events with a tt¯ pair can provide unique insights
into the time structure of the QGP [944]. This is because the time decays of the top and the W bosons are
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Fig. 107: Upper panel: expected top-quark pT distribution in Pb–Pb in the decay channels of interest
for the boosted top analysis at
√
sNN = 10.6 TeV after acceptance and efficiency cuts with the statistical
uncertainties for Lint = 18 nb
−1, corresponding to three months of data taking (adapted from [942]).
Lower-left panel: reconstructed W boson mass at HE-LHC and FCC energies, as a function of the top
pT. The upper axis refers to the average total time delay of the corresponding top pT bin. Lower-right
panel: maximum medium quenching end-time, τm, that can be distinguished from full quenching at
two standard deviations, as a function of luminosity for various species at LHC and HE-LHC energies.
The luminosity for nuclei lighter than Pb is scaled to the Pb–Pb equivalent nucleon–nucleon luminosity.
Figures adapted from Ref. [944].
followed by a time-delay in the interaction of the decay products of the W boson with the surrounding
medium due to a colour coherence effect. The sum of these three times, several fm/c for boosted tops,
would be the time at which the interaction with the QGP begins, providing a unique way to directly
measure the time structure of the QGP evolution. In addition, due to colour coherence effects, energy
loss would be initially absent for the colour-singlet qq decay products of a highly-boosted W boson:
the two quarks would start to be quenched only when their distance becomes larger than the colour
correlation length of the medium, which depends on the transport coefficient qˆ (the average transverse
momentum squared that particles exchange with the medium per unit mean-free path) [1051]. The
effect on the reconstructed masses of the top and W was studied with different energy loss scenarios as a
proof of concept of the potential of these observables to access completely novel quantities in heavy-ion
collisions [944].
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For this study, the pT reach of top quarks in Pb–Pb collisions is of special importance, because
it determines the maximum time delay for probing the QGP. The upper panel of Fig. 107 shows the
estimated pT distribution of the reconstructed top yields in Pb–Pb collisions at the HE-LHC with an
integrated luminosity of 18 nb−1, corresponding to three months of data taking. The figure indicates
that events with top pT up to about 500 GeV/c can be studied. The reconstructed W-boson mass as a
function of top transverse momentum is shown in Fig. 107 (lower-left panel), together with the FCC case.
For details on the simulation and reconstruction procedure see [944]. The scale on the upper horizontal
axis shows that a pT reach of 500 GeV/c corresponds to an average total time delay 〈τtot〉 ∼ 1.5 fm/c.
The shaded region corresponds to the statistical uncertainty estimated in central Pb–Pb collisions for
Lint = 30 nb
−1 (corresponding to 5 Pb–Pb months or 1.5 Xe–Xe months with the present luminosity
estimates) and Lint = 2 fb
−1 for the pp reference. Energy loss was simulated by assuming that all
particles, except the W-boson decay products, lose 15% of their initial momentum. Average time delays
τm = 1; 2.5; 5 and 10 fm/c were considered as effective QGP time evolution profiles. Fig. 107 (right)
shows the maximum medium quenching end-time, τm, that can be distinguished from full quenching
with two standard deviations, as a function of luminosity for various collider energies and species. For
Pb–Pb with Lint = 30 nb
−1 (5 months) at the HE-LHC a maximum time of 5–6 fm/c can be accessed,
which is much larger than the time up to 1.5 fm/c that can be probed at the LHC with the nominal
programme of 10 nb−1. For Xe–Xe collisions, with equivalent NN luminosity larger by a factor 2–3
with respect to Pb-Pb, a time range longer by ∼ 1–2 fm/c can be covered in the same running period.
13.3.3 Heavy flavour and quarkonia
Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) are among the hard probes that have provided important insights on
the formation and the characterics of the QGP, see Sections 5 and 7, and Ref. [258]. In this section,
a few selected aspects that could represent novel or particularly remarkable observations at HE-LHC
energy are discussed, namely: i) large production of thermal charm from interactions of light quarks and
gluons within the QGP; ii) observation of an enhancement of charmonium production with respect to
the binary scaling of the yields in pp collisions, as consequence of (re)generation; iii) observation of a
colour screening and (re)generation for the most tightly-bound quarkonium state, the Υ(1S).
Interactions between gluons or light quarks of the QGP can lead to the production of cc pairs
if the energy in the centre of mass of the interaction is of the order of twice the charm quark mass√
sˆ ∼ 2mc ∼ 3 GeV. In Section 13.2 we have estimated that an initial temperature T0 of 600–800 MeV
could be reached at the HE-LHC. With these QGP temperatures a sizeable fraction of the gluons and
light quarks have energies larger than the charm quark mass and cc pairs can be produced in their
interactions. Figure 108 shows the prediction [1052] for the time-dependence of the cc rapidity density
at mid-rapidity in central Pb–Pb collisons at the HE-LHC. The value at the initial time τ0 corresponds
to the initial hard-scattering cross section. Both calculations show a rapid increase after τ0 with a final
value that is larger by up to 20% than the initial production. This enhancement could be observed for
the first time at the HE-LHC and provide a handle on the initial temperature of the QGP. The abundance
of charm quarks also has an effect on the QGP equation of the state: the inclusion of the charm quark in
lattice-QCD calculations results in a sizeable increase of P/T 4 ∝ nd.o.f. for T > 400 MeV, as discussed
in the context of the FCC [411].
The measurements of the nuclear modification factor of J/ψ at the LHC [745, 749, 1053] are
described by models that include dissociation caused by colour-charge screening and a contribution of
recombination (usually denoted (re)generation) from deconfined c and c quarks in the QGP [461, 1054,
1055]. The (re)generation contribution the charmonium yield is expected to be proportional to the square
of the rapidity density of cc pairs in the QGP. Therefore, it is predicted to be much larger at HE-LHC
than LHC energies, as a consequence of the larger hard-scattering production cross section of cc pairs
and the possible sizeable thermal production. This could lead to the observation of an enhancement of
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Fig. 108: Time-evolution of the cc yield (per unit of rapidity at midrapidity) for central Pb–Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 10.6 TeV, obtained as described in Ref. [1052].
J/ψ production with respect to binary scaling of the yield in pp collisions, i.e.RAA > 1, which would
be striking evidence of cc recombination from a deconfined QGP.
The measurement of Υ production would be particularly interesting at the high energies and tem-
peratures reached at the HE-LHC. The LHC data are consistent with a scenario in which the excited
states 2S and 3S are partially or totally suppressed by colour screening, while the 1S, which is the most
tightly bound state, has no or little direct melting. Its suppression by about 60% could be explained by
the lack of feed-down from the (melted) higher states and the effect of nuclear PDF suppression (see
e.g. Ref. [258] for a recent review). At HE-LHC energies, on the one hand, the temperature could be
large enough to determine a full melting even of the tightly-bound 1S state, on the other hand the large
abundance of bb pairs in the QGP could induce substantial Υ (re)generation. The role of the two effects
—degree of survival of initial bottomonia and contribution of (re)generation— could be separated by
means of precise measurements of the bb cross section and of the B meson and Υ RAA and elliptic flow
v2 (the regenerated Υ states could exhibit a v2 such that 0 < v
Υ
2 < v
B
2 ).
13.4 Nuclear PDF measurements and search for parton saturation
Parton saturation [780, 781] is based on the idea that standard linear parton branching leads, at small
values of momentum fraction x, to parton densities so high that non-linear dynamics (like gluon recom-
bination) becomes important and parton densities are tamed to grow from power-like to logarithmically.
Non-linear effects are expected to become important when the density of gluons per unit transverse area
exceeds a certain limit, the saturation density.
In the framework of QCD collinear factorization, Parton Distribution Functions of nucleons in-
side nuclei (nuclear PDFs) can be obtained in standard global fit analysis with usual linear evolution
equations. The differences with respect to free nuclon PDFs are parametrized in a nuclear modification
factor RAi (x,Q
2) with i = g, qvalence, qsea (see e.g. Ref. [1056]). Collinear factorization is expected to
break down when the gluon phase-space becomes saturated. The onset of saturation is usually discussed
in terms of the saturation momentum Q2S, defined as the scale at which the transverse area of the nucleus
is completely saturated and gluons start to overlap. It can be shown that Q2S ∼ A1/3
(√
sNN
)λ
eλy, with
λ ≈ 0.3 [411]. Therefore, the regime of high gluon density is best accessed at a high-√sNN hadron
collider with measurements at low pT and forward rapidity, which probe small x and small Q
2. In or-
der to firmly establish the existence of this new high-energy regime of QCD and clarify the validity of
the different approaches to factorisation and evolution, new kinematic regions must be explored using
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higher collision energies in order to have a large lever arm in Q2 in a region that, while perturbative, lies
inside the saturation domain. The HE-LHC extends the small-x coverage by a factor of two with respect
to the LHC, as shown in Fig. 109.
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There is a strong complementarity between the physics programmes at hadron colliders and at
the proposed electron–hadron colliders (Electron-Ion Collider in the USA [798], Large Hadron Electron
Collider LHeC [797]). With kinematic reach at the TeV scale in the c.m.s. (Fig. 109, left), the electron–
nucleus option at the HE-LHC would be well-positioned to reach conclusive evidence for the existence
of a new non-linear regime of QCD. It would be clearly complementary with the p–Pb case, providing
a precise knowledge on the partonic structure of nucleons and nuclei and on the small-x dynamics. A
specific discussion can be found in the electron–nucleus part of the FCC Conceptual Design Report.
13.5 Photon–photon collisions
Photon–photon collisions in UPCs of proton [1057] and lead (Pb) beams [587] have been experimentally
observed at the LHC [819, 1058–1060]. The future prospects at the LHC are extensively discussed in
Sect. 11.2. Although the γ spectrum is harder for smaller charges –which favours proton over nuclear
beams in the production of heavy diphoton systems– each photon flux scales with the squared charge of
the hadron, Z2, and thus γγ luminosities are extremely enhanced for ion beams (Z4 = 5 ·107 in the case
of Pb–Pb). The Pb beam Lorentz factor at HE-LHC (γ = 5 650) determines the “maximum” quasireal
photon energy ωmax = γ/RPb ≈ 160 GeV, leading to photon–photon collisions up to centre-of-mass
energies of√sγγ ≈ 320 GeV, twice larger than those reachable at the LHC.
The very rare elastic scattering of two photons in vacuum γγ → γγ was recently observed for the
first time in UPCs at the LHC [809, 810]. At the HE-LHC, due to the higher diphoton masses reached,
this process may be sensitive to physics beyond the SM through new heavy charged particles contributing
to the virtual loop such as, e.g., from SUSY particles [1061]. Light-by-light (LbyL) scattering has also
been proposed as a tool to search for monopoles [1062], axions [1063], unparticles [1064], low-scale
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gravity effects [1065], and non-commutative interactions [1066].
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